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PREFACE 

The National Bureau of Statistics in Tanzania Mainland is mandated to produce statistical 

publications for use by various stakeholders within the National Statistical System of Tanzania. 

The purpose of this compendium is to document important statistical classifications that are 

needed for data production and management in Tanzania. 

 

It has been observed that, lack of statistical harmonization has been recognized as one of the 

major obstacle to the smooth implementation of various development programs at both national 

and international levels. 

 

This anomaly impairs the quality of data that is needed for planning, decision making and 

implementation processes of social, economic and environment management programs. Hence, 

the Compendium of Statistical Classification is one of the statistical publications that have been 

produced by National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) to improve the situation in Tanzania. This has 

been achieved by observing carefully various Statistical Classification Systems that are used to 

group statistical data according to criteria that make more homogeneous and more likely to be 

used for accurate analysis. 

 

A participatory approach that was adopted during the process of producing this document started 

in 2011 by Department of Statistical Methods, Standards and Co-ordination (SMSC) at the NBS 

through the collection of inputs from statistical stakeholders. This was followed by a series of 

working sessions that involved stakeholders from the NSS. The SMSC department at the NBS 

among other tasks, is responsible for coordinating the development of infrastructure within the 

Tanzania Statistical Master Plan (TSMP) implementation process. This Compendium is one of 

the statistical documents to be produced by the department. Other documents that have been 

produced so far are; Concepts and Definitions for Official Statistics, Statistical Methods 

Standards and Guidelines, Handbook of Quality Guidelines for Statistical Production in 

Tanzania. These documents are aimed at improving the data and statistics production processes 

in all MDAs. 

 

Working sessions towards the production of this document involved TSMP Technical Working 

Group members from the NBS and Ministries, Department and Agencies (MDAs) within the 
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NSS. This was aimed at obtaining technical and professional inputs from subject matter 

specialists on Macro Economic Statistics, Socio-Demographic Statistics, Enterprise and Business 

Statistics and Good Governance and Justice Statistics. Serious efforts have been made to follow 

guidelines that have been stipulated in the Strategy for the Harmonization of Statistics in Africa 

(SHaSA) and professional advice from national and international consultants. According to 

SHaSA, several categories of economic classifications exist, of which the three main ones are 

Classifications of economic activities, product classification and functional classifications. 

 

Moreover, statistical and economic classifications include occupational classifications such as 

International Standard Classification of Occupations (ISCO), regional and territorial units, 

construction, tourism, customs classifications. Tanzania and other African have adopted 

classifications or developed directories based on international standards. Admittedly, this is the 

first version of compendium to be produced by the NBS for the NSS. It is therefore expected that 

readers will find it useful, and then make positive suggestions to improve contents of future 

publications. 

 

The NBS on behalf of NSS acknowledges with thanks those who contributed their efforts 

towards the production of compendium from MDAs in Tanzania as well as other stakeholders in 

Africa,. The World Bank, other Development Partners and the Government of Tanzania provided 

financial, material and human resources through the Tanzania Statistical Master Plan to support 

various stages of the production process of the compendium. 

 

 

Dr Albina A. Chuwa 

Director General 

NATIONAL BUREAU OF STATISTICS 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTERNATIONAL STA NDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION  

Classifications of economic activities are primary used to compile statistical data on production, 

the production process (intermediary consumption, value added), factors of production, capital 

formation, financial transactions, etc. There is virtually only one reference classification for 

economic activities namely the International Standard Industrial Classification of all areas of 

economic activities (ISIC Rev.4). 

 

ISIC is the international reference classification of a coherent and consistent structure of 

economic activities based on a set of internationally agreed concepts, definitions, principles and 

classification rules. 

 

In Tanzania, the National Statistical System has adapted ISIC Rev.4 to develop a national coding 

system. In view of the above, the first two digits stand for Division Code, third digit stand for 

Group Code, fourth digit stand for Class Code and fifth digit stand for country specific sub-class 

code. 

 

Objective and use of ISIC 

ISIC is intended to be a standard classification of productive activities. Its main purpose is to 

provide a set of activity categories that can be utilized for the collection and presentation of 

statistics according to such activities. Therefore, ISIC aims to present this set of activity 

categories in such a way that entities can be classified according to the economic activity they 

carry out. 

 

It provides a comprehensive framework within which economic data can be collected and 

reported in a format that is designed for purposes of economic analysis, decision-taking and 

policy-making. The classification structure represents a standard format to organize detailed 

information about the state of an economy according to economic principles and perceptions 

The ISIC has widely being used both nationally and internationally in classifying data according 

to kind of economic activity in the fields of production, employment, gross domestic product and 

other statistical areas. ISIC is a basic tool for studying economic phenomena, fostering 
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international comparability of data, providing guidance for the development of national 

classifications and for promoting the development of sound national statistical systems. 

 

Classification rule 

The classification is used to classify statistical units, such as establishments or enterprises, 

according to the economic activity in which they mainly engage. At each level of ISIC, each 

statistical unit is assigned to one and only one ISIC code, 

The set of statistical units that are classified into the same ISIC category is then often referred to 

as an industry, such as ñthe furniture industryò, which would refer to all units classified in ISIC 

division 31 (Manufacture of furniture). 

 

This standardized categorization or subdivision of the complete set of producing units in an 

economy makes ISIC an important tool for socio-economic statistics that need to be arranged in 

accordance with the productive system of the economy. 

 

The individual categories of ISIC have been aggregated into the following 21 sections: 

A 01ï03 Agriculture, forestry and fishing 

B 05ï09 Mining and quarrying 

C 10ï33 Manufacturing 

D 35  Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply 

E 36ï39 Water supply; sewerage, waste management and remediation activities 

F 41ï43 Construction 

G 45ï47 Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles 

H 49ï53 Transportation and storage 

I 55ï56 Accommodation and food service activities 

J 58ï63 Information and communication 

K 64ï66 Financial and insurance activities 

L 68  Real estate activities 

M 69ï75 Professional, scientific and technical activities 

N 77ï82 Administrative and support service activities 

O 84  Public administration and defence; compulsory social security 

P 85  Educations 
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Q 86ï88 Human health and social work activities 

R 90ï93 Arts, entertainment and recreation 

S 94ï96 Other service activities 

T 97ï98 Activities of households as employers; undifferentiated goods and services  

  producing activities of households for own use 

U 99  Activities of extraterritorial organizations and bodies 
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Section A: Agriculture, forestry and fishing 

Introduction  

Economic activities related to agriculture in Tanzania include; Crop and animal production, 

hunting and related service activities, Forestry and logging, and Fishing and aquaculture. With 

regard to this coding system, the NSS data structure for Agriculture Statistics is as follows:  

 

 

Division Group Class Subclass Description 

01 Crop and animal production, hunting and related 

service activities 

011    Growing of non-perennial crops 

0111   Growing of cereals (except rice), leguminous crops  

    and oil seeds 

01111 Growing of cereals (except rice) crops such as wheat, grain 

maize, sorghum, barley, rye, oats, millets, other cereals 

n.e.c. 

01112 Growing of leguminous crops such as beans,broad beans, 

chick peas, cow peas, lentils, lupins, peas, pigeon peas, 

other leguminous crops 

01113 Growing of oil seeds crops such as soya beans, groundnuts, 

castor bean, linseed, mustard seed, niger seed, rapeseed, 

safflower seed, sesame seed, sunflower seed, other oil 

seeds 

     This class excludes, growing of maize for fodder 

0112   Growing of rice  

This class includes growing of rice (including organic 

farming and the growing of genetically modified rice) 

0113   Growing of vegetables and melons, roots and tubers 

 This class includes, growing of leafy or stem vegetables 

such as: artichokes, asparagus, cabbages, cauliflower and 

broccoli, lettuce and chicory, spinach and other leafy or  
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

stem vegetables. Growing of fruit bearing vegetables such 

as: cucumbers and gherkins, eggplants (aubergines), 

tomatoes, watermelons, cantaloupes and other melons and 

fruit-bearing vegetables. Growing of root, bulb or tuberous 

vegetables such as: carrots, turnips, garlic, onions (incl. 

shallots), leeks and other alliaceous vegetables and other 

root, bulb or tuberous vegetables. Growing of mushrooms 

and truffles, growing of vegetable seeds, except beet seeds, 

growing of sugar beet, growing of other vegetables, 

growing of roots and tubers such as: potatoes, sweet 

potatoes, cassava, yams, other roots and tubers 

This class excludes, growing of mushroom spawn, growing 

of chilies and peppers (capsicum spp.) and other spices and 

aromatic crops 

01131 Growing of vegetables and melons 

01132 Growing of roots and tubers 

0114   Growing of sugar cane  

This class includes growing of sugar cane  

     This class excludes, growing of sugar beet 

0115   Growing of tobacco 

This class includes growing of unmanufactured tobacco 

0116   Growing of fibre crops 

 This class includes growing of cotton, jute, kenaf and other 

textile bast fibres, flax and true hemp, sisal and other textile 

fibre of the genus agave, abaca, ramie and other vegetable 

textile fibres; and other fibre crops 

0119   Growing of other non-perennial crops 

This class includes the growing of non-perennial crops not 

elsewhere classified including growing of swedes, 

mangolds, fodder roots, clover, alfalfa, sainfoin, maize and  
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Division Group Class Subclass Description  

othergrasses, forage kale and similar forage products, 

growing of beet seeds (excluding sugar beet seeds) and 

seeds of forage plants, growing of flowers, including 

production of cut flowers and flower buds, growing of 

flower seeds 

This class excludes, growing of sunflower seeds, growing 

of non-perennial spice, aromatic, drug and pharmaceutical 

crops. 

012    Growing of perennial crops 

0121   Growing of grapes 

This class includes: growing of wine grapes and table 

grapes in vineyards  

     This class excludes, manufacture of wine 

0122   Growing of tropical and subtropical fruits 

This class includes, growing of tropical and subtropical 

fruits such as, avocados, bananas and plantains, dates, figs, 

mangoes, papayas, pineapples and other tropical and 

subtropical fruits 

0123   Growing of citrus fruits 

This class includes, growing of citrus fruits: grapefruit and 

pomelo, lemons and limes, oranges, tangerines, mandarins 

and clementines, other citrus fruits 

0124   Growing of pome fruits and stone fruits 

This class includes, growing of pome fruits and stone fruits: 

apples, apricots, cherries and sour cherries, peaches and 

nectarines, pears and quinces, plums and sloes, other pome 

fruits and stone fruits 

0125   Growing of other tree and bush fruits and nuts 

This class includes: growing of berries: blueberries, 

currants, gooseberries, kiwi fruit , raspberries, strawberries  
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

and other berries. Growing of fruit seeds, growing of edible 

nuts: almonds, cashew nuts, chestnuts, hazelnuts, 

pistachios, walnuts and other nuts. Growing of other tree 

and bush fruits: locust beans 

     This class excludes, growing of coconuts. 

0126   Growing of oleaginous fruits 

This class includes: growing of oleaginous fruits: coconuts, 

olives, oil palms, other oleaginous fruits 

This class excludes: growing of soya beans, groundnuts and 

other oil seeds. 

0127   Growing of beverage crops 

This class includes: growing of beverage crops: coffee, tea, 

mate, cocoa, other beverage crops 

0128 Growing of spices, aromatic, drug and pharmaceutical 

crops 

 This class includes: growing of perennial and non-perennial 

spices and aromatic crops: pepper (piper spp.), chilies and 

peppers (capsicum spp.), nutmeg, mace and cardamoms, 

anise, badian and fennel, cinnamon (canella), cloves, 

ginger, vanilla, hops and other spices and aromatic crops. 

Growing of drug and narcotic crops, growing of plants used 

primarily in perfumery, in pharmacy or for insecticidal, 

fungicidal or similar purposes 

0129   Growing of other perennial crops 

This class includes, growing of rubber trees, growing of 

Christmas trees, growing of trees for extraction of sap, 

growing of vegetable materials of a kind used primarily for 

plaiting 

This class excludes: gathering of tree sap or rubber-like 

gums in the wild. 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

013    Plant propagation 

0130   Plant propagation 

This class includes: growing of plants for planting, growing 

of plants for ornamental purposes, including turf for 

transplanting, growing of live plants for bulbs, tubers and 

roots; cuttings and slips; mushroom spawn, operation of 

tree nurseries, except forest tree nurseries 

This class excludes, growing of plants for the purpose of 

seed production, operation of forest tree nurseries 

014    Animal production 

0141   Raising of cattle and buffaloes 

This class includes, production of raw cow milk from cows 

or buffaloes and production of bovine semen 

01411 Raising of improved cattle and buffaloes 

01412 Raising of indigenous cattle 

     This class excludes, processing of milk 

0142   Raising of horses and other equines 

This class includes, raising and breeding of horses 

(including racing horses), asses, mules or hinnies 

This class excludes operation of racing and riding stables. 

0143   Raising of camels and camelids 

This class includes, raising and breeding of camels 

(dromedary) and camelids 

0144   Raising of sheep and goats 

This class includes, raising and breeding of sheep and 

goats, production of raw sheep or goat milk, production of 

raw wool 

This class excludes, sheep shearing on a fee or contract 

basis, production of pulled wool, processing of milk 

0145   Raising of swine/pigs 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

This class includes, raising and breeding of swine (pigs) 

0146   Raising of poultry 

This class includes, production of eggs and operation of 

poultry hatcheries 

01461 Raising of improved poultry 

01462 Raising of improved and indigenous poultry 

     This class excludes, production of feathers or down 

0149   Raising of other animals 

This class includes, raising and breeding of semi-

domesticated or other live animals such as ostriches and 

emus, other birds (except poultry), insects and rabbits and 

other fur animals. Production of fur skins, reptile or bird 

skins from ranching operation, operation of worm farms, 

land mollusc farms, snail farms etc. raising of silk worms, 

production of silk worm cocoons, bee-keeping and 

production of honey and beeswax, raising and breeding of 

pet animals (except fish): cats and dogs, birds, such as 

parakeets etc. and hamsters etc. Raising of diverse animals 

This class excludes, production of hides and skins 

originating from hunting and trapping, operation of frog 

farms, crocodile farms, marine worm farms, operation of 

fish farms, training of pet animals. 

015    Mixed farming 

0150   Mixed farming 

This class includes the combined production of crops and 

animals without a specialized production of crops or 

animals. The size of the overall farming operation is not a 

determining factor. If either production of crops or animals 

in a given unit exceeds 66 per cent or more of standard  
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

gross margins, the combined activity should not be 

included here, but allocated to crop or animal farming. 

This class excludes, mixed crop farming and mixed animal 

farming. 

016 Support activities to agriculture and post-harvest crop 

activities 

0161   Support activities for crop production 

This class includes, agricultural activities on a fee or 

contract basis such as preparation of fields, establishing a 

crop, treatment of crops, crop spraying, including by air, 

trimming of fruit trees and vines, transplanting of rice, 

thinning of beets, harvesting and pest control (including 

rabbits) in connection with agriculture 

This class also includes, operation of agricultural irrigation 

equipment, provision of agricultural machinery with 

operators and crew and maintenance of land to keep it in 

good condition for agricultural use 

This class excludes, post-harvest crop activities, activities 

of agronomists and agricultural economists, landscape 

architecture, landscape gardening, planting, maintenance of 

land to keep it in good ecological condition, organization of 

agricultural shows and fairs 

0162   Support activities for animal production 

This class includes, agricultural activities on a fee or 

contract basis such as activities to promote propagation, 

growth and output of animals, herd testing services, 

droving services, agistment services, poultry caponizing, 

coop, cleaning etc, activities related to artificial 

insemination, stud services, sheep shearing, farm animal 

boarding and care 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

     This class also includes, activities of farriers  

This class excludes, provision of space for animal boarding 

only, veterinary activities, vaccination of animal, renting of 

animals (e.g. herds), service activities to promote 

commercial hunting and trapping, pet boarding. 

0163   Post-harvest crop activities 

This class includes, preparation of crops for primary 

markets, i.e. cleaning, trimming, grading, disinfecting, 

cotton ginning, preparation of tobacco leaves, preparation 

of cocoa beans, waxing of fruit, sun-drying of fruit and 

vegetables 

This class excludes, preparation of agricultural products by 

the producer, see groups, preserving of fruit and vegetables, 

including dehydration by artificial means, stemming and 

redrying of tobacco, marketing activities of commission 

merchants and cooperative associations, wholesale of 

agricultural raw materials 

0164   Seed processing for propagation 

This class includes all post-harvest activities aimed at 

improving the propagation quality of seed through the 

removal of non-seed materials, undersized, mechanically or 

insect-amaged and immature seeds as well as removing the 

seed moisture to a safe level for seed storage. This activity 

includes the drying, cleaning, grading and treating of seeds 

until they are marketed. The treatment of genetically 

modified seeds is included here. 

This class excludes, growing of seeds, see groups, 

processing of seeds to obtain oil, research to develop or 

modify new forms of seeds. 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

017    Hunting, trapping and related service activities 

0170   Hunting, trapping and related service activities 

01701 Hunting and trapping on a commercial basis 

01702 Taking of animals (dead or alive) for food, fur, skin, or for 

use in research, in zoos or as pest 

01703 Production of fur skins, reptile or bird skins from hunting 

or trapping activities 

This class also includes, land-based catching of sea 

mammals such as walrus and seal 

This class excludes, production of fur skins, reptile or bird 

skins from ranching operations, raising of game animals on 

ranching operations, catching of whales, production of 

hides and skins originating from slaughterhouses, hunting 

for sport or recreation and related service activities, service 

activities to promote hunting and trapping 

02     Forestry and logging 

021    Silviculture and other forestry activities 

0210   Silviculture and other forestry activities 

This class includes, growing of standing timber: planting, 

replanting, transplanting, thinning and conserving of forests 

and timber tracts, growing of coppice, pulpwood and fire 

wood, operation of forest tree nurseries 

These activities can be carried out in natural or planted 

forests. 

This class excludes, growing of Christmas trees, operation 

of tree nurseries, gathering of wild growing non-wood 

forest products, production of wood chips and particle. 

022    Logging 

0220   Logging 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

02201 Production of roundwood for forest-based manufacturing 

industries 

02202 Production of roundwood used in an unprocessed form 

such as pit-props, fence posts and utility poles 

023    Gathering of non-wood forest products 

0230   Gathering of non-wood forest products 

This class includes, gathering of wild growing materials 

such as mushrooms, truffles, berries, nuts, balata and other 

rubber-like gums, cork, lac and resins, balsams, vegetable 

hair, eelgrass, acorns, horse chestnuts, mosses and lichens 

This class excludes, managed production of any of these 

products (except growing of cork trees), growing of 

mushrooms or truffles, growing of berries or nuts, 

gathering of fire wood. 

024    Support services to forestry 

0240   Support services to forestry 

This class includes: forestry service activities: forestry 

inventories, forest management consulting services, timber 

evaluation, forest fire fighting and protection and forest 

pest control. Logging service activities such as transport of 

logs within the forest 

This class excludes, operation of forest tree nurseries 

03     Fishing and aquaculture 

031    Fishing 

0311   Marine fishing 

This class includes, taking of marine crustaceans and 

mollusks, whale catching, taking of marine aquatic 

animals: turtles, sea squirts, tunicates, sea urchins etc, 

activities of vessels engaged both in fishing and in 

processing and preserving of fish, gathering of other marine  
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

organisms and materials: natural pearls, sponges, coral and 

algae 

03111 Small scale fishing 

03112 Commercial fishing 

This class excludes, capturing of marine mammals, except 

whales, e.g. walruses, seals, processing of fish, crustaceans 

and molluscs on factory ships or in factories ashore, renting 

of pleasure boats with crew for sea and coastal water 

transport (e.g. for fishing cruises), fishing inspection, 

protection and patrol services, fishing practiced for sport or 

recreation and related services, operation of sport fishing 

preserves 

0312   Freshwater fishing 

This class includes, taking of freshwater crustaceans and 

mollusks, taking of freshwater aquatic animals, gathering 

of freshwater materials 

03121 Small scale fishing 

03122 Commercial fishing 

This class excludes, processing of fish, crustaceans and 

molluscs, fishing inspection, protection and patrol services, 

fishing practiced for sport or recreation and related 

services, operation of sport fishing preserves 

032    Aquaculture 

0321   Marine aquaculture 

This class includes, fish farming in sea water including 

farming of marine ornamental fish, production of bivalve 

spat (oyster mussel etc.), lobsterlings, shrimp post-larvae, 

fish fry and fingerlings, growing of laver and other edible 

seaweeds, culture of crustaceans, bivalves, other molluscs 

and other aquatic animals in sea water, aquaculture  
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

activities in brackish waters, salt water filled tanks or 

reservoirs, operation of fish hatcheries (marine) and marine 

worm farms 

03211 Small scale aquaculture 

03212 Commercial aquaculture 

This class excludes, frog farming, operation of sport fishing 

preserves 

0322   Freshwater aquaculture 

This class includes, fish farming in freshwater including 

farming of freshwater ornamental fish, culture of 

freshwater crustaceans, bivalves, other molluscs and other 

aquatic animals, operation of fish hatcheries (freshwater), 

farming of frogs 

03221 Small scale aquaculture 

03222 Commercial aquaculture 

This class excludes, aquaculture activities in salt water 

filled tanks and reservoirs, operation of sport fishing 

preserves 
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Section B: Mining and Quarrying 

Introduction  

This section includes the extraction of minerals occurring naturally as solids (coal and ores), 

liquids (petroleum) or gases (natural gas). Extraction can be achieved by different methods such 

as underground or surface mining, well operation, seabed mining etc. 

 

This section also includes supplementary activities aimed at preparing the crude materials for 

marketing, for example, crushing, grinding, cleaning, drying, sorting, concentrating ores, 

liquefaction of natural gas and agglomeration of solid fuels. These operations are often carried 

out by the units that extracted the resource and/or others located nearby. 

 

Mining activities are classified into divisions, groups and classes on the basis of the principal 

mineral produced. Divisions 05, 06 are concerned with mining and quarrying of fossil fuels 

(coal, lignite, petroleum, gas); divisions 07, 08 concern metal ores, various minerals and quarry 

products. Some of the technical operations of this section, particularly related to the extraction of 

hydrocarbons, may also be carried out for third parties by specialized units as an industrial 

service, which is reflected in division 09. 

 

This section excludes the processing of the extracted materials (see section C - Manufacturing), 

which also covers the bottling of natural spring and mineral waters at springs and wells (see class 

1104) or the crushing, grinding or otherwise treating certain earths, rocks and minerals not 

carried out in conjunction with mining and quarrying (see class 2399). This section also excludes 

the usage of the extracted materials without a further transformation for construction purposes 

(see section F - Construction), the collection, purification and distribution of water (see class 

3600), separate site preparation activities for mining (see class 4312) and geophysical, geologic 

and seismic surveying activities (see class 7110).  

 

The following data sets are coded 05 for Mining of coal and lignite, 06 for Extraction of crude 

petroleum and natural gas, 07 for Mining of metal ores, 08 for Other mining and quarrying and 

09 for Mining support service activities which conform to the ISIC Revision 4. For ISIC level 

five and more digits stand for country specific classification code. 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

05     Mining of coal and lignite 

051    Mining of hard coal 

0510  Mining of hard coal.

 This class includes, mining of hard coal: underground or 

 surface mining, including mining through liquefaction 

 methods, cleaning, sizing, grading, pulverizing, 

 compressing etc. of coal to classify, improve quality or 

 facilitate transport or storage. This class also includes 

 recovery of hard coal from Culm banks. 

 This class excludes: 

 lignite mining, peat digging and agglomeration of peat, test 

 drilling for coal mining, support activities for hard coal 

 mining, coke ovens producing solid fuels, manufacture of 

 hard coal briquettes, work performed to develop or prepare 

 properties for coal mining,  

052    Mining of lignite 

0520  Mining of lignite.

 This class includes, mining of lignite (brown coal): 

 underground or surface mining, including mining through 

 liquefaction methods, and washing, dehydrating, 

 pulverizing, compressing of lignite t improve quality or 

 facilitate transport or storage. 

 This class excludes hard coal mining, peat digging, test 

 drilling for coal mining, support activities for lignite 

 mining, manufacture of lignite fuel briquettes, and work 

 performed to develop or prepare properties for coal mining. 

06     Extraction of crude petroleum and natural gas 

061    Extraction of crude petroleum 

0610  Extraction of crude petroleum.

 This class includes extraction of crude petroleum oils 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

 This class also includes extraction of bituminous or oil 

 shale and tar sand, production of crude petroleum from 

 bituminous shale and sand, and processes to obtain crude 

 oils: decantation, desalting, dehydration, stabilization etc. 

 This class excludes support activities for oil and gas 

 extraction, oil and gas exploration, manufacture of refined 

 petroleum products, recovery of liquefied petroleum gases 

 in the refining of petroleum, operation of pipelines.  

062    Extraction of natural gas 

0620  Extraction of natural gas.  

 This class includes production of crude gaseous 

 hydrocarbon (natural gas, extraction of condensate, 

 draining and separation of liquid hydrocarbon fractions and 

 gas desulphurization.  

 This class also includes mining of hydrocarbon liquids, 

 obtained through liquefaction or pyrolysis

 This class excludes support activities for oil and gas 

 extraction, oil and gas exploration, recovery of liquefied 

 petroleum gases in the refining of petroleum, manufacture 

 of industrial gases, and operation of pipelines. 

07     Mining of metal ores 

071    Mining of iron ores 

0710  Mining of iron ores.  

 This class includes mining of ores valued chiefly for iron 

 content and beneficiation and agglomeration of iron ores. 

 This class excludes: 

 Extraction and preparation of pyrites and pyrrhotite (except 

 roasting) 

072    Mining of non-ferrous metal ores 

0721  Mining of uranium and thorium ores.
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

 This class includes mining of ores chiefly valued for 

 uranium and thorium content: pitchblende etc, 

 concentration of such ores, and production of yellowcake. 

 This class excludes: 

 Enrichment of uranium and thorium ores production of 

 uranium metal from pitchblende or other ores smelting and 

 refining of uranium. 

0729  Mining of other non-ferrous metal ores.  

 This class includes mining and preparation of ores valued 

 chiefly for non-ferrous metal content. 

 This class excludes: 

 Mining and preparation of uranium and thorium ores, 

 production of aluminium oxide and mattes of nickel or of 

 copper. 

08     Other mining and quarrying 

081    Quarrying of stone, sand and clay 

0810  Quarrying of stone, sand and clay.

 This class includes quarrying, rough trimming and sawing 

 of monumental and building stone such as marble, granite, 

 sandstone etc, quarrying, crushing and breaking of 

 limestone, mining of gypsum and anhydrite, mining of 

 chalk and uncalcined dolomite, extraction and dredging of 

 industrial sand, sand for construction and gravel, breaking 

 and crushing of stone and gravel, quarrying of sand, mining 

 of clays, refractory clays and kaolin. 

 This class excludes: 

 Mining of bituminous sand, mining of chemical and 

 fertilizer minerals, production of calcined dolomite, cutting, 

 shaping and finishing of stone outside quarries. 

089    Mining and quarrying n.e.c. 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

0891  Mining of chemical and fertilizer minerals.  

 This class includes mining of natural phosphates and 

 natural potassium salts, mining of native sulphur, extraction 

 and preparation of pyrites and pyrrhotite, except roasting, 

 mining of natural barium sulphate and carbonate (barytes 

 and witherite), natural borates, natural magnesium 

 sulphates (kieserite), mining of earth colours, fluorspar and 

 other minerals valued chiefly as a source of chemicals. This 

 class also includes guano mining.

 This class excludes extraction of salt, roasting of iron 

 pyrites, and manufacture of synthetic fertilizers and 

 nitrogen compounds. 

0892   Extraction of peat.  

 This class includes peat digging, peat agglomeration, and 

 preparation of peat to improve quality or facilitate transport 

 or storage. 

 This class excludes service activities incidental to peat 

 mining, and manufacture of articles of peat. 

0893  Extraction of salt.This class includes extraction of salt 

 from underground including by dissolving and pumping, 

 salt production by evaporation of sea water or other saline 

 waters, crushing, purification and refining of salt by the 

 producer. 

 This class excludes processing of salt into food-grade salt, 

 e.g. iodized salt, potable water production by evaporation 

 of saline water. 

0899  Other mining and quarrying n.e.c.  

 This class includes mining and quarrying of various 

 minerals and materials. 

09     Mining support service activities 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

091    Support activities for petroleum and natural gas extraction 

0910  Support activities for petroleum and natural gas extraction.  

 This class includes oil and gas extraction service activities 

 provided on a fee or contract basis.  

 This class also includes oil and gas field fire fighting 

 services

 This class excludes service activities performed by 

 operators of oil or gas fields, specialized repair of mining 

 machinery liquefaction and regasification of natural gas for 

 purpose of transport, done off the mine and geophysical, 

 geologic and seismic surveying. 

099    Support activities for other mining and quarrying 

0990  Support activities for other mining and quarrying.

 This class includes support services on a fee or contract 

 basis, required for mining activities of divisions 05, 07 and 

 08. 

 This class excludes: 

 Operating mines or quarries on a contract or fee basis, 

 specialized repair of mining machinery, geophysical 

 surveying services, on a contract or fee basis. 
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Section C: Manufacturing 

Introdu ction 

This section includes the physical or chemical transformation of materials, substances, or 

components into new products, although this cannot be used as the single universal criterion for 

defining manufacturing (see remark on processing of waste below). The materials, substances, or 

components transformed are raw materials that are products of agriculture, forestry, fishing, 

mining or quarrying as well as products of other manufacturing activities. Substantial alteration, 

renovation or reconstruction of goods is generally considered to be manufacturing. 

 

Units engaged in manufacturing are often described as plants, factories or mills and 

characteristically use power-driven machines and materials-handling equipment. However, units 

that transform materials or substances into new products by hand or in the workerôs home and 

those engaged in selling to the general public of products made on the same premises from which 

they are sold, such as bakeries and custom tailors, are also included in this section. 

Manufacturing units may process materials or may contract with other units to process their 

materials for them. Both types of units are included in manufacturing. 

 

The output of a manufacturing process may be finished in the sense that it is ready for utilization 

or consumption, or it may be semi-finished in the sense that it is to become an input for further 

manufacturing. For example, the output of alumina refining is the input used in the primary 

production of aluminium; primary aluminium is the input to aluminium wire drawing; and 

aluminium wire is the input for the manufacture of fabricated wire products. 

 

Manufacture of specialized components and parts of, and accessories and attachments to, 

machinery and equipment is, as a general rule, classified in the same class as the manufacture of 

the machinery and equipment for which the parts and accessories are intended. Manufacture of 

unspecialized components and parts of machinery and equipment, e.g. engines, pistons, electric 

motors, electrical assemblies, valves, gears, roller bearings, is classified in the appropriate class 

of manufacturing, without regard to the machinery and equipment in which these items may be 

included. However, making specialized components and accessories by moulding or extruding 

plastics materials is included in class 2220. 
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Assembly of the component parts of manufactured products is considered manufacturing. This 

includes the assembly of manufactured products from either self-produced or purchased 

components.  

 

The recovery of waste, i.e. the processing of waste into secondary raw materials is classified in 

class 3830 (Materials recovery). While this may involve physical or chemical transformations, 

this is not International Standard Industrial Classification of All Economic Activities (86 ISIC), 

Revision 4 considered to be a part of manufacturing. The primary purpose of these activities is 

considered to be the treatment or processing of waste and they are therefore classified in Section 

E (Water supply; sewerage, waste management and remediation activities). However, the 

manufacture of new final products (as opposed to secondary raw materials) is classified in 

manufacturing, even if these processes use waste as an input. For example, the production of 

silver from film waste is considered to be a manufacturing process. 

 

Specialized maintenance and repair of industrial, commercial and similar machinery and 

equipment is, in general, classified in division 33 (Repair, maintenance and installation of 

machinery and equipment). However, the repair of computers and personal and household goods 

is classified in division 95 (Repair of computers and personal and household goods), while the 

repair of motor vehicles is classified in division 45 (Wholesale and retail trade and repair of 

motor vehicles and motorcycles). 

The installation of machinery and equipment, when carried out as a specialized activity, is 

classified in 3320. 

 

Remark: The boundaries of manufacturing and the other sectors of the classification system can 

be somewhat blurry. As a general rule, the activities in the manufacturing section involve the 

transformation of materials into new products. Their output is a new product. However, the 

definition of what constitutes a new product can be somewhat subjective. As clarification, the 

following activities are considered manufacturing in ISIC. 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

10     Manufacture of food products 

101    Processing and preserving of meat 

1010   Processing and preserving of meat 

This class includes: operation of slaughterhouses engaged 

in killing, dressing or packing meat: beef, pork, poultry, 

lamb, rabbit, mutton, camel, production of fresh, chilled or 

frozen meat, in carcasses, production of fresh, chilled or 

frozen meat, in cuts, production of fresh, chilled or frozen 

meat, in individual portions, production of dried, salted or 

smoked meat, production of meat products: sausages, 

salami, puddings, ñandouillettesò, saveloys, bolognas, 

pâtés, rillettes, boiled ham, slaughtering and processing of 

whales on land or on specialized vessels, production of 

hides and skins originating from slaughterhouses, including 

fellmongery, rendering of lard and other edible fats of 

animal origin, processing of animal offal, production of 

pulled wool, production of feathers and down. 

102 Processing and preserving of fish, crustaceans and molluscs 

1020 Processing and preserving of fish, crustaceans and molluscs 

This class includes: preparation and preservation of   fish, 

crustaceans and molluscs: freezing, deep-freezing, drying, 

smoking, salting, immersing in brine, canning etc, 

production of fish, crustacean and mollusc products: 

cooked fish, fish fillets, roes, caviar, caviar substitutes etc, 

production of fishmeal for human consumption or animal 

feed, production of meals and solubles from fish and other 

aquatic animals unfit for human consumption, activities of 

vessels engaged only in the processing and preserving of 

fish, processing of seaweed 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

This class excludes: processing of whales on land or 

specialized vessels, production of oils and fats from marine 

material, manufacture of prepared frozen fish dishes, 

manufacture of fish soups,  

103    Processing and preserving of fruit and vegetables 

1030  Processing and preserving of fruit and vegetables  

This class includes: manufacture of food consisting chiefly 

of fruit or vegetables, except ready-made dishes in frozen 

or canned form, preserving of fruit, nuts or vegetables: 

freezing, drying, immersing in oil or in vinegar, canning 

etc, manufacture of fruit or vegetable food products, 

manufacture of fruit or vegetable juices, manufacture of 

jams, marmalades and table jellies, processing and 

preserving of potatoes, roasting of nuts, manufacture of nut 

foods and pastes, industrial peeling of potatoes, production 

of concentrates from fresh fruits and vegetables, 

manufacture of perishable prepared foods of fruit and 

vegetables, such as: salads, peeled or cut vegetables. tofu 

(bean curd)  

This class excludes: manufacture of flour or meal of dried 

leguminous vegetables, preservation of fruit and nuts in 

sugar, manufacture of prepared vegetable dishes, 

manufacture of artificial concentrates, 

104    Manufacture of vegetable and animal oils and fats 

1040   Manufacture of vegetable and animal oils and fats 

This class includes: manufacture of crude vegetable oils: 

olive oil, soya-bean oil, palm oil, sunflower-seed oil, 

cotton-seed oil, rape, colza or mustard oil, linseed oil etc, 

manufacture of non-defatted flour or meal of oilseeds, oil 

nuts or oil kernels, manufacture of refined vegetable oils:  
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

olive oil, soya-bean oil etc, processing of vegetable oils: 

blowing, boiling, dehydration, hydrogenation etc, 

manufacture of margarine, manufacture of melanges and 

similar spreads, manufacture of compound cooking fats, 

manufacture of non-edible animal oils and fats, extraction 

of fish and marine mammal oils, production of cotton 

linters, oilcakes and other residual products of oil 

production 

This class excludes: rendering and refining of lard and 

other edible animal fats, wet corn milling, production of 

essential oils, treatment of oil and fats by chemical 

processes 

105    Manufacture of dairy products 

1050   Manufacture of dairy products 

This class includes: manufacture of fresh liquid milk, 

pasteurized, sterilized, homogenized and/or ultra heat 

treated, manufacture of milk-based drinks, manufacture of 

cream from fresh liquid milk, pasteurized, sterilized, 

homogenized, manufacture of dried or concentrated milk 

whether or not sweetened, manufacture of milk or cream in 

solid form, manufacture of butter, manufacture of yoghurt, 

manufacture of cheese and curd, manufacture of whey, 

manufacture of casein or lactose, manufacture of ice cream 

and other edible ice such as sorbet, 

This class excludes: production of raw milk (cattle), 

production of raw milk (camels, etc.), production of raw 

milk (sheep, goats, horses, asses, etc.), manufacture of non-

dairy milk and cheese substitutes, activities of ice cream 

parlours 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

106 Manufacture of grain mill products, starches and starch 

products 

1061   Manufacture of grain mill products 

This class includes: grain milling: production of flour, 

groats, meal or pellets of wheat, rye, oats, maize (corn) or 

other cereal grains, rice milling: production of husked, 

milled, polished, glazed, parboiled or converted rice; 

production of rice flour, vegetable milling: production of 

flour or meal of dried leguminous vegetables, of roots or 

tubers, or of edible nuts, manufacture of cereal breakfast 

foods, manufacture of flour mixes and prepared blended 

flour and dough for bread, cakes, biscuits or pancakes 

This class excludes: manufacture of potato flour and meal, 

wet corn milling, 

1062   Manufacture of starches and starch products 

This class includes: manufacture of starches from rice, 

potatoes, maize etc, wet corn milling, manufacture of 

glucose, glucose syrup, maltose, inulin etc, manufacture of 

gluten, manufacture of tapioca and tapioca substitutes 

prepared from starch, manufacture of corn oil 

This class excludes: manufacture of lactose (milk sugar), 

production of cane or beet sugar, manufacture of starches 

from rice, potatoes, maize etc, wet corn milling, 

manufacture of glucose, glucose syrup, maltose, inulin etc, 

manufacture of gluten, manufacture of tapioca and tapioca 

substitutes prepared from starch, manufacture of corn oil 

107    Manufacture of other food products 

1071   Manufacture of bakery products 

This class includes: manufacture of bread and rolls, 

manufacture of fresh pastry, cakes, pies, tarts etc,  
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

manufacture of rusks, biscuits and other ñdryò bakery 

products, manufacture of preserved pastry goods and cakes, 

manufacture of snack products (cookies, crackers, pretzels 

etc.), whether sweet or salted, manufacture of tortillas, 

manufacture of frozen bakery products: pancakes, waffles, 

rolls etc. 

This class excludes: manufacture of farinaceous products 

(pastas), manufacture of potato snacks, heating up of 

bakery items for immediate consumption 

1072   Manufacture of sugar 

This class includes: manufacture or refining of sugar 

(sucrose) and sugar substitutes from the juice of cane, beet, 

maple and palm, manufacture of sugar syrups, manufacture 

of molasses, production of maple syrup and sugar 

This class excludes: manufacture of glucose, glucose syrup, 

maltose, 

1073 Manufacture of cocoa, chocolate and sugar confectionery 

This class includes: manufacture of cocoa, cocoa butter, 

cocoa fat, cocoa oil, manufacture of chocolate and 

chocolate confectionery, manufacture of sugar 

confectionery: caramels, cachous, nougats, fondant, white 

chocolate, manufacture of chewing gum, preserving in 

sugar of fruit, nuts, fruit peels and other parts of plants, 

manufacture of confectionery lozenges and pastilles 

This class excludes: manufacture of sucrose sugar 

1074 Manufacture of macaroni, noodles, couscous and similar 

farinaceous products 

This class includes: manufacture of pastas such as macaroni 

and noodles, whether or not cooked or stuffed, manufacture  
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

of couscous, manufacture of canned or frozen pasta 

products 

This class excludes: manufacture of prepared couscous 

dishes, manufacture of soup containing pasta, 

1075   Manufacture of prepared meals and dishes 

This class includes: manufacture of meat or poultry dishes, 

manufacture of fish dishes, including fish and chips, 

manufacture of prepared dishes of vegetables, manufacture 

of canned stews and vacuum-prepared meals, manufacture 

of other prepared meals (such as ñTV dinnersò, etc.), 

manufacture of frozen or otherwise preserved pizza 

This class excludes: manufacture of fresh foods or foods 

with only one main ingredient, preparation of meals and 

dishes for immediate consumption, activities of food 

service contractors, 

1079   Manufacture of other food products n.e.c. 

This class includes: decaffeinating and roasting of coffee, 

production of coffee products, manufacture of coffee 

substitutes, blending of tea and mate, manufacture of 

extracts and preparations based on tea or mate, manufacture 

of soups and broths, manufacture of special foods, such as: 

infant formula, follow up milks and other follow up foods, 

baby foods, foods containing homogenized ingredients, 

manufacture of spices, sauces and condiments: mayonnaise, 

mustard flour and meal, prepared mustard etc, manufacture 

of vinegar,manufacture of artificial honey and 

caramel,manufacture of perishable prepared foods, such as: 

sandwiches, fresh (uncooked) pizza, manufacture of herb 

infusions (mint, vervain, chamomile etc.), manufacture of 

yeast, manufacture of extracts and juices of meat, fish,  
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

crustaceans or molluscs, manufacture of non-dairy milk and 

cheese substitutes, manufacture of egg products, egg 

albumin, processing of salt into food-grade salt, e.g. iodized 

salt, manufacture of artificial concentrates 

This class excludes: growing of spice crops, manufacture of 

inulin, manufacture of perishable prepared foods of fruit 

and vegetables (e.g. salads, peeled vegetables,bean 

curd),manufacture of frozen pizza, manufacture of spirits, 

beer, wine and soft drinks, preparation of botanical 

products for pharmaceutical use 

108    Manufacture of prepared animal feeds 

1080   Manufacture of prepared animal feeds 

This class includes: manufacture of prepared feeds for pets, 

including dogs, cats, birds, fish etc, manufacture of 

prepared feeds for farm animals, including animal feed 

concentrates and feed supplements, preparation of unmixed 

(single) feeds for farm animals, treatment of slaughter 

waste to produce animal feeds  

This class excludes: production of fishmeal for animal feed, 

production of oilseed cake, activities resulting in by-

products usable as animal feed without special treatment, 

e.g.oilseeds, grain milling residues 

11     Manufacture of beverages 

110    Manufacture of beverages 

1101   Distilling, rectifying and blending of spirits 

This class includes: manufacture of distilled, potable, 

alcoholic beverages: whisky, brandy, gin, liqueurs, ñmixed 

drinksò etc, blending of distilled spirits, production of 

neutral spirits 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

This class excludes: manufacture of ethyl alcohol, 

manufacture of non-distilled alcoholic beverages, merely 

bottling and labeling, see (if performed as part of 

wholesale) and (if performed on a fee or contract basis) 

1102   Manufacture of wines 

This class includes: manufacture of wine, manufacture of 

sparkling wine, manufacture of wine from concentrated 

grape must, manufacture of fermented but not distilled 

alcoholic beverages: sake, cider, perry,, mead, other fruit 

wines and mixed beverages containing alcohol, 

manufacture of vermouth and the like,This class also 

includes: blending of wine, manufacture of low or non-

alcoholic wine 

This class excludes: manufacture of vinegar, merely 

bottling and labeling see (if performed as part of wholesale) 

and (if performed, on a fee or contract basis) 

1103   Manufacture of malt liquors and malt 

This class includes: manufacture of malt liquors, such as 

beer, ale, porter and stout, manufacture of malt, 

manufacture of low alcohol or non-alcoholic beer 

1104 Manufacture of soft drinks; production of mineral waters 

and other bottled waters 

This class includes: manufacture of non-alcoholic 

beverages, except non-alcoholic beer and wine, production 

of natural mineral waters and other bottled waters, 

manufacture of soft drinks: non-alcoholic flavoured and/or 

sweetened waters: lemonade, orangeade, cola, fruit, drinks, 

tonic waters etc. 

This class excludes: production of fruit and vegetable juice, 

manufacture of milk-based drinks, manufacture of coffee,  
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tea and maté products, manufacture of alcohol-based 

drinks, manufacture of non-alcoholic wine, manufacture of 

non-alcoholic beer, merely bottling and labeling, see (if 

performed as part of wholesale) and (if performed on a fee 

or contract basis) 

12     Manufacture of tobacco products 

120    Manufacture of tobacco products 

1200   Manufacture of tobacco products 

This class includes: manufacture of tobacco products and 

products of tobacco substitutes: cigarettes, cigarette 

tobacco, cigars, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff, 

manufacture of ñhomogenizedò or ñreconstitutedò tobacco, 

stemming and redrying of tobacco 

This class excludes: rowing or preliminary processing of 

tobacco 

13     Manufacture of textiles 

131    Spinning, weaving and finishing of textiles 

1311   Preparation and spinning of textile fibres 

This class includes: preparatory operations on textile 

fibres:, spinning and manufacture of yarn or thread for 

weaving or sewing, for the trade or for further processing: 

texturizing, twisting, folding, cabling and dipping of 

synthetic or artificial filament yarns, manufacture of paper 

yarn 

This class excludes: preparatory operations carried out in 

combination with agriculture or farming, retting of plants 

bearing vegetable textile fibres (jute, flax, coir etc.), cotton 

ginning, manufacture of synthetic or artificial fibres and 

tows, manufacture of single yarns (including, high-tenacity  
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yarn and yarn for carpets) of synthetic or artificial fibres, 

manufacture of glass fibres, 

1312   Weaving of textiles 

This class includes: manufacture of broad woven cotton-

type, woollen-type, worsted-type or silk-type fabrics, 

including from mixtures or artificial or synthetic yarns, 

manufacture of other broad woven fabrics, using flax, 

ramie, hemp, jute, bast fibres and special yarns 

This class also includes: manufacture of woven pile or 

chenille fabrics, terry towelling, gauze etc, manufacture of 

woven fabrics of glass fibres, manufacture of woven fabrics 

of carbon and aramid threads, manufacture of imitation fur 

by weaving 

This class excludes: manufacture of knitted and crocheted 

fabrics, manufacture of textile floor coverings, manufacture 

of non-woven fabrics and felts, manufacture of narrow 

fabrics, 

1313   Finishing of textiles 

This class includes: bleaching and dyeing of textile   fibres, 

yarns, fabrics and textile articles, including wearing 

apparel, dressing, drying, steaming, shrinking, mending, 

Sanforizing, mercerizing of textiles and textile articles, 

including wearing apparel, bleaching of jeans, pleating and 

similar work on textiles, waterproofing, coating, 

rubberizing or impregnating of garments, silk-screen 

printing on textiles and wearing apparel 

This class excludes: manufacture of textile fabric 

impregnated, coated, covered or laminated with rubber, 

where rubber is the chief constituent, s 

139    Manufacture of other textiles 
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1391   Manufacture of knitted and crocheted fabrics 

This class includes: manufacture and processing of knitted 

or crocheted fabrics: manufacture of imitation fur by 

knitting 

This class excludes: manufacture of net and window 

furnishing type fabrics of lace knitted on Raschel or 

similar, machines, manufacture of knitted and crocheted 

apparel 

1392 Manufacture of made-up textile articles, except apparel 

This class includes: manufacture, of made-up articles of 

any textile material, including of knitted or crocheted 

fabrics, manufacture of made-up furnishing articles, 

manufacture of the textile part of electric blankets, 

manufacture of hand-woven tapestries, manufacture of tire 

covers 

This class excludes: manufacture of textile articles for 

technical use, 

1393   Manufacture of carpets and rugs 

This class includes: manufacture of textile floor coverings: 

carpets, rugs and mats, tiles, manufacture of needle-loom 

felt floor coverings 

1394   Manufacture of cordage, rope, twine and netting 

This class includes: manufacture of twine, cordage, rope 

and cables of textile fibres or strip or the like, whether or 

not impregnated, coated, covered or sheathed with rubber 

or plastics, manufacture of knotted netting of twine, 

cordage or rope, manufacture of products of rope or 

netting: fishing nets, shipsô fenders, unloading cushions, 

loading slings, rope or cable fitted with metal rings etc. 
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This class excludes: manufacture of mats and matting of 

plaiting materials, manufacture of floor coverings of cork, 

manufacture of resilient floor coverings, such as vinyl, 

linoleum, 

1399   Manufacture of other textiles n.e.c.

This class includes: manufacture of narrow woven fabrics, 

including fabrics consisting of warp without weft 

assembled by means of an adhesive, manufacture of labels, 

badges etc, manufacture of ornamental trimmings: braids, 

tassels, pompons etcmanufacture of felt, manufacture of 

tulles and other net fabrics, and of lace and embroidery, in 

the piece, in strips or in motifs, manufacture of fabrics 

impregnated, coated, covered or laminated with plastics, 

manufacture of metallized yarn or gimped yarn, rubber 

thread and cord covered with textile material, textile yarn 

or strip covered, impregnated, coated or sheathed with 

rubber or plastics, manufacture of tyre cord fabric of high-

tenacity man-made yarn, manufacture of other treated or 

coated fabrics: tracing cloth, canvas prepared for use by 

painters, buckram and similar stiffened textile fabrics, 

fabrics coated with gum or amylaceous substances, 

manufacture of diverse textile articles: textile wicks, 

incandescent gas mantles and tubular gas mantle fabric, 

hosepiping, transmission or conveyor belts or belting 

(whether or not reinforced with metal or other material), 

bolting cloth, straining cloth, manufacture of automotive 

trimmings, manufacture of pressure sensitive cloth-tape, 

manufacture of artistsô canvas boards and tracing cloth, 

manufacture of shoe-lace, of textiles, manufacture of 

powder puffs and mitts 
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This class excludes: manufacture of needle-loom felt floor 

coverings, manufacture of textile wadding and articles of 

wadding: sanitary towels, tampons, manufacture of 

transmission or conveyor belts of textile fabric, yarn or 

cord impregnated, coated, covered or laminated with 

rubber, where rubber is the chief constituent, manufacture 

of plates or sheets of cellular rubber or plastic combined 

with textiles for reinforcing purposes only, manufacture of 

cloth of woven metal wire, 

14     Manufacture of wearing apparel 

141    Manufacture of wearing apparel, except fur apparel 

1410   Manufacture of wearing apparel, except fur apparel 

This class includes:, manufacture of wearing apparel made 

of leather or composition leather, including leather 

industrial work accessories such as welderôs leather aprons, 

manufacture of work wear, manufacture of other outerwear 

made of woven, knitted or crocheted fabric, nonwovens etc. 

for men, women and children:, manufacture of underwear 

and nightwear made of woven, knitted or crocheted fabric, 

lace etc. for men, women and children, manufacture of 

babiesô garments, tracksuits, ski suits, swimwear etc, 

manufacture of hats and caps, manufacture of other 

clothing accessories: gloves, belts, shawls, ties, cravats, 

hairnets etc, custom tailoring, manufacture of headgear of 

fur skins, manufacture of footwear of textile material 

without applied soles, manufacture of parts of the products 

listed 

142    Manufacture of articles of fur 

1420   Manufacture of articles of fur  
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This class includes: manufacture of articles made of fur 

skins: fur wearing apparel and clothing accessories. 

assemblies of fur skins such as ñdroppedò fur skins, plates, 

mats, strips etc. diverse articles of fur skins: rugs, unstuffed 

pouffes, industrial polishing cloths 

This class excludes: production of raw fur skins, see 

groups, production of raw hides and skins, manufacture of 

imitation furs (long-hair cloth obtained by weaving or 

knitting), manufacture of fur hats, manufacture of apparel 

trimmed with fur,dressing and dyeing of fur, manufacture 

of boots or shoes containing fur parts, 

143    Manufacture of knitted and crocheted apparel 

 1430  Manufacture of knitted and crocheted apparel 

This class includes: manufacture of knitted or crocheted 

wearing apparel and other made-up articles directly into 

shape: pullovers, cardigans, jerseys, waistcoats and similar 

articles, manufacture of hosiery, including socks, tights and 

pantyhose 

This class excludes: manufacture of knitted and crocheted 

fabrics 

15     Manufacture of leather and related products 

151 Tanning and dressing of leather; manufacture of luggage, 

handbags, saddlery and harness; dressing and dyeing of fur 

1511 Tanning and dressing of leather; dressing and dyeing of fur 

This class includes: tanning, dyeing and dressing of hides 

and skins, manufacture of chamois dressed, parchment 

dressed, patent or metallized leathers, manufacture of 

composition leather, scraping, shearing, plucking, currying, 

tanning, bleaching and dyeing of fur skins and hides with 

the hair on 
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This class excludes: production of hides and skins as part of 

ranching, production of hides and skins as part of 

slaughtering, manufacture of leather apparel, manufacture 

of imitation leather not based on natural leather 

1512 Manufacture of luggage, handbags and the like, saddlery 

and harness 

This class includes: manufacture of luggage, handbags and 

the like, of leather, composition leather or another material, 

such as plastic sheeting, textile materials, vulcanized fibre 

or paperboard, where the same technology is used as for 

leather, manufacture of saddlery and harness, manufacture 

of non-metallic watch bands (e.g. fabric, leather, plastic), 

manufacture of diverse articles of leather or composition 

leather: driving belts, packings etc, manufacture of shoe-

lace, of leather, manufacture of horse whips and riding 

crops 

This class excludes: manufacture of leather wearing 

apparel, manufacture of leather gloves and hats, 

manufacture of footwear, manufacture of saddles for 

bicycles, manufacture of precious metal watch bands, 

manufacture of non-precious metal watch bands, 

manufacture of linemenôs safety belts and other belts for 

occupational use 

152    Manufacture of footwear 

1520   Manufacture of footwear

This class includes: manufacture of footwear for all 

purposes, of any material, by any process, including 

moulding (see below for exceptions), manufacture of 

leather parts of footwear: manufacture of uppers and parts  
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of uppers, outer and inner soles, heels etc, manufacture of 

gaiters, leggings and similar articles 

This class excludes: manufacture of footwear of textile 

material without applied soles, manufacture of wooden 

shoe parts (e.g. heels and lasts), manufacture of rubber boot 

and shoe heels and soles and other rubber footwear parts, 

manufacture of plastic footwear parts, manufacture of ski-

boots, manufacture of orthopedic shoes 

16 Manufacture of wood and of products of wood and cork, 

except furniture; manufacture of articles of straw and 

plaiting materials  

161    Sawmilling and planing of wood 

1610   Sawmilling and planing of wood

This class includes: sawing, planing and machining of 

wood, slicing, peeling or chipping logs, manufacture of 

wooden railway sleepers, manufacture of unassembled 

wooden flooring, manufacture of wood wool, wood flour, 

chips, particles, drying of wood, impregnation or chemical 

treatment of wood with preservatives or other materials 

This class excludes: logging and production of wood in the 

rough, manufacture of veneer sheets thin enough for use in 

plywood, boards and panels, manufacture of shingles and 

shakes, beadings and mouldings, 

162 Manufacture of products of wood, cork, straw and plaiting 

materials 

1621 Manufacture of veneer sheets and wood-based panels

This class includes: manufacture of veneer sheets thin 

enough to be used for veneering, making plywood or other 

purposes: manufacture of plywood, veneer panels and 

similar laminated wood boards and sheets, manufacture of  
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particle board and fibreboard, manufacture of densified 

wood, manufacture of glue laminated wood, laminated 

veneer wood 

1622   Manufacture of buildersô carpentry and joinery

This class includes: manufacture of wooden goods intended 

to be used primarily in the construction industry, 

manufacture of prefabricated buildings, or elements 

thereof, predominantly of wood, manufacture of mobile 

homes, manufacture of wood partitions (except free 

standing). 

This class excludes: manufacture of unassembled wooden 

flooring, manufacture of kitchen cabinets, bookcases, 

wardrobes etc, manufacture of wood partitions, free 

standing, 

1623   Manufacture of wooden containers

This class includes: manufacture of packing cases, boxes, 

crates, drums and similar packings of wood, manufacture of 

pallets, box pallets and other load boards of wood, 

manufacture of barrels, vats, tubs and other coopersô 

products of wood, manufacture of wooden cable-drums 

This class excludes: manufacture of luggage, manufacture 

of cases of plaiting material, 

1629 Manufacture of other products of wood; manufacture of 

articles of cork, straw plaiting materials

This class includes: manufacture of various wood products, 

natural cork processing, manufacture of agglomerated cork, 

manufacture of articles of natural or agglomerated cork, 

including floor coverings, manufacture of plaits and 

products of plaiting materials: mats, matting, screens, cases 

etc, manufacture of basket-ware and wickerwork,  
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manufacture of fire logs, made of pressed wood or 

substitute materials like coffee or soybean grounds 

This class excludes: manufacture of mats or matting of 

textile materials, manufacture of luggage, manufacture of 

wooden footwear, manufacture of matches, manufacture of 

clock cases, manufacture of wooden spools and bobbins 

that are part of textile machinery, manufacture of furniture, 

manufacture of wooden toys, manufacture of cork life 

preservers, manufacture of brushes and brooms, 

manufacture of caskets, 

17     Manufacture of paper and paper products 

170    Manufacture of paper and paper products 

1701   Manufacture of pulp, paper and paperboard

This class includes: manufacture of bleached, semi-

bleached or unbleached paper pulp by mechanical, 

chemical (dissolving or non-dissolving) or semi-chemical 

processes, manufacture of cotton-linters pulp, removal of 

ink and manufacture of pulp from waste paper, 

manufacture of paper and paperboard intended for further 

industrial processing 

This class also includes: further processing of paper and 

paperboard, manufacture of handmade paper, manufacture 

of newsprint and other printing or writing paper, 

manufacture of cellulose wadding and webs of cellulose 

fibres, manufacture of carbon paper or stencil paper in rolls 

or large sheets 

This class excludes: manufacture of corrugated paper and 

paperboard, manufacture of further-processed articles of 

paper, paperboard or pulp, manufacture of coated or  
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impregnated paper, where the coating or impregnant is the 

main ingredient, see class in which the manufacture of the 

coating or impregnant is classified, manufacture of abrasive 

paper 

1702 Manufacture of corrugated paper and paperboard and of 

containers of paper and paperboard

This class includes: manufacture of corrugated paper and 

paperboard, manufacture of containers of corrugated paper 

or paperboard, manufacture of folding paperboard 

containers, manufacture of containers of solid board, 

manufacture of other containers of paper and paperboard, 

manufacture of sacks and bags of paper, manufacture of 

office box files and similar articles 

This class excludes: manufacture of envelopes, 

manufacture of moulded or pressed articles of paper pulp 

(e.g. boxes for packing eggs, moulded pulp paper plates) 

1709 Manufacture of other articles of paper and paperboard

This class includes: manufacture of household and personal 

hygiene paper and cellulose wadding products: 

manufacture of textile wadding and articles of wadding: 

sanitary towels, tampons etc, manufacture of printing and 

writing paper ready for use, manufacture of computer 

printout paper ready for use, manufacture of self-copy 

paper ready for use, manufacture of duplicator stencils and 

carbon paper ready for use, manufacture of gummed or 

adhesive paper ready for use, manufacture of envelopes and 

letter-cards, manufacture of registers, accounting books, 

binders, albums and similar educational and commercial 

stationery, manufacture of boxes, pouches, wallets and 

writing compendiums containing an assortment of paper  
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stationery, manufacture of wallpaper and similar wall 

coverings, including vinyl-coated and textile wallpaper, 

manufacture of labels, manufacture of filter paper and 

paperboard, manufacture of paper and paperboard bobbins, 

spools, cops etc, manufacture of egg trays and other 

moulded pulp packaging products etc, manufacture of 

paper novelties 

This class excludes: manufacture of paper or paperboard in 

bulk, printing on paper products, manufacture of playing 

cards, manufacture of games and toys of paper or 

paperboard 

18     Printing and reproduction of recorded media 

181    Printing and service activities related to printing 

1811   Printing

This class includes, printing of newspapers, magazines and 

other periodicals, books and brochures, music and music 

manuscripts, maps, atlases, posters, advertising catalogues, 

prospectuses and other printed advertising, postage stamps, 

taxation stamps, documents of title, cheques and other 

security papers, diaries, calendars, business forms and other 

commercial printed matter, personal stationery and other 

printed matter by letterpress, offset, photogravure, 

flexographic and other printing presses, duplication 

machines,computer printers, embossers etc., including 

quick printing, printing directly onto textiles, plastic, glass, 

metal, wood and ceramics (except silkscreen printing on 

textiles and wearing apparel) The material printed is 

typically copyrighted.  
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This class also includes, printing on labels or tags 

(lithographic, gravure printing, flexographic printing, other) 

This class excludes: silk-screen printing on textiles and 

wearing apparel, manufacture of paper articles, such as 

binders, publishing of printed matter, photocopying of 

documents, 

1812   Service activities related to printing 

This class includes: binding of printed sheets, e.g. into 

books, brochures, magazines, catalogues etc., by folding, 

assembling, stitching, glueing, collating, basting, adhesive 

binding, trimming, gold stamping, composition, 

typesetting, phototypesetting, pre-press data input including 

scanning and optical character recognition, electronic 

make-up, plate-making services including imagesetting and 

plate-setting (for the printing processes letterpress and 

offset), engraving or etching of cylinders for gravure, plate 

processes direct to plate (also photopolymer plates), 

preparation of plates and dies for relief stamping or 

printing, production of proofs, artistic work including 

preparation of litho stones and prepared woodblocks, 

production of reprographic products, design of printing 

products e.g. sketches, layouts, dummies etc, other graphic 

activities such as die-sinking or die-stamping, Braille 

copying, punching and drilling, embossing, varnishing and 

laminating, collating and insetting, creasing 

182    Reproduction of recorded media 

1820   Reproduction of recorded media

This class includes: reproduction from master copies of 

gramophone records, compact discs and tapes with music 

or other sound recordings, reproduction from master copies  
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of records, compact discs and tapes with motion pictures 

and other video recordings, reproduction from master 

copies of software and data on discs and tapes 

This class excludes: reproduction of printed matter, 

publishing of software, production and distribution of 

motion pictures, video tapes and movies on DVD or similar 

media, reproduction of motion picture film for theatrical 

distribution, production of master copies for records or 

audio material 

19 Manufacture of coke and refined petroleum products 

191    Manufacture of coke oven products 

1910   Manufacture of coke oven products

This class includes: operation of coke ovens, production of 

coke and semi-coke, production of pitch and pitch coke, 

production of coke oven gas, production of crude coal and 

lignite tars, agglomeration of coke 

1920   Manufacture of refined petroleum products

This class includes: production of motor fuel: gasoline, 

kerosene etc, production of fuel: light, medium and heavy 

fuel oil, refinery gases such as ethane, propane, butane etc, 

manufacture of oil-based lubricating oils or greases, 

including from waste oil, manufacture of products for the 

petrochemical industry and for the manufacture of road 

coverings, manufacture of various products: white spirit, 

Vaseline, paraffin wax, petroleum jellyetc, manufacture of 

hard-coal and lignite fuel briquettes, manufacture of 

petroleum briquettes, blending of biofuels, i.e. blending of 

alcohols with petroleum (e.g. gasohol) 

20     Manufacture of chemicals and chemical products 
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201 Manufacture of basic chemicals, fertilizers and nitrogen 

compounds, plastics and synthetic rubber in primary forms 

2011   Manufacture of basic chemicals

This class includes: manufacture of liquefied or 

compressed inorganic industrial or medical gases: 

manufacture of dyes and pigments from any source in basic 

form or as concentrate, manufacture of chemical elements, 

manufacture of inorganic acids except nitric acid, 

manufacture of alkalis, lyes and other inorganic bases 

except ammonia, manufacture of other inorganic 

compounds, manufacture of basic organic chemicals:, 

manufacture of distilled water, manufacture of synthetic 

aromatic products, roasting of iron pyrites, manufacture of 

products of a kind used as fluorescent brightening agents or 

as luminophores, enrichment of uranium and thorium ores 

and production of fuel elements for nuclear reactors 

This class excludes: extraction of methane, ethane, butane 

or propane, manufacture of fuel gases such as 

ethanmanufacture of nitrogenous fertilizers and nitrogen 

compounds, manufacture of ammonia, manufacture of 

ammonium chloride, manufacture of nitrites and nitrates of 

potassium, manufacture of ammonium carbonates, 

manufacture of plastics in primary forms, manufacture of 

synthetic rubber in primary forms, manufacture of prepared 

dyes and pigments, manufacture of crude glycerol, 

manufacture of natural essential oils, manufacture of 

aromatic distilled waters,e, butane or propane in a 

petroleum refinery,  

2012   Manufacture of fertilizers and nitrogen compounds 
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This class includes: manufacture of fertilizers, manufacture 

of associated nitrogen products, manufacture of potting soil 

with peat as main constituent, manufacture of potting soil 

mixtures of natural soil, sand, clays and minerals 

This class excludes: mining of guano, manufacture of 

agrochemical products, such as pesticides, operation of 

compost dumps 

2013 Manufacture of plastics and synthetic rubber in primary 

forms 

This class includes: manufacture of plastics in primary 

forms: polymers, including those of ethylene, propylene, 

styrene, vinyl chloride, vinyl acetate and acrylics, 

polyamides, phenolic and epoxide resins and 

polyurethanes, alkyd and polyester resins and polyethers, 

silicones, ion-exchangers based on polymers, manufacture 

of synthetic rubber in primary forms: synthetic rubber 

factice, manufacture of mixtures of synthetic rubber and 

natural rubber or rubber-like gums (e.g. balata), 

manufacture of cellulose and its chemical derivatives 

This class excludes: manufacture of artificial and synthetic 

fibres, filaments and yarn, shredding of plastic products,  

202    Manufacture of other chemical products 

2021 Manufacture of pesticides and other agrochemical products 

This class includes: manufacture of insecticides, 

rodenticides, fungicides, herbicides, manufacture of anti-

sprouting products, plant growth regulators, manufacture of 

disinfectants (for agricultural and other use), manufacture 

of other agrochemical products n.e.c. 

This class excludes: manufacture of fertilizers and nitrogen 

compounds,  
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2022 Manufacture of paints, varnishes and similar coatings, 

printing ink and mastics

This class includes: manufacture of paints and varnishes, 

enamels or lacquers, manufacture of prepared pigments and 

dyes, opacifiers and colours, manufacture of vitrifiable 

enamels and glazes and engobes and similar preparations, 

manufacture of mastics, manufacture of caulking 

compounds and similar non-refractory filling or surfacing 

preparations, manufacture of organic composite solvents 

and thinners, manufacture of prepared paint or varnish 

removers, manufacture of printing ink 

This class excludes: manufacture of dyestuffs and 

pigments, manufacture of writing and drawing ink,  

2023 Manufacture of soap and detergents, cleaning and polishing 

preparations, perfumes and toilet preparations 

This class includes, manufacture of organic surface-active 

agents, manufacture of soap, manufacture of paper, 

wadding, felt etc. coated or covered with soap or detergent, 

manufacture of crude glycerol, manufacture of surface-

active preparations such as washing powders in solid or 

liquid form and detergents, dish-washing preparations, 

textile softeners. Manufacture of cleaning and polishing 

products such as preparations for perfuming or deodorizing 

rooms, artificial waxes and prepared waxes, polishes and 

creams for leather, polishes and creams for wood, polishes 

for coachwork, glass and metal, scouring pastes and 

powders, including paper, wadding etc. coated or covered 

with these. Manufacture of perfumes and toilet 

preparations: perfumes and toilet water, beauty and make-

up preparations, sunburn prevention and suntan  
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preparations, manicure and pedicure preparations, 

shampoos, hair lacquers, waving and straightening 

preparations, dentifrices and preparations for oral hygiene, 

including denture fixative preparations, shaving 

preparations, including pre-shave and aftershave 

preparations, deodorants and bath salts, depilatories 

This class excludes: manufacture of separate, chemically 

defined compounds, manufacture of glycerol, synthesized 

from petroleum products, extraction and refining of natural 

essential oils 

2029   Manufacture of other chemical products n.e.c. 

This class includes: manufacture of propellant powders, 

manufacture of explosives and pyrotechnic products, 

including percussion caps, detonators, signalling flares etc, 

manufacture of gelatine and its derivatives, glues and 

prepared adhesives, including rubber-based glues and 

adhesives, manufacture of extracts of natural aromatic 

products, manufacture of resinoids, manufacture of 

aromatic distilled waters, manufacture of mixtures of 

odoriferous products for the manufacture of perfumes or 

food, manufacture of photographic plates, films, sensitized 

paper and other sensitized unexposedmaterials, 

manufacture of chemical preparations for photographic 

uses, manufacture of various chemical products: peptones, 

peptone derivatives, other protein substances and their 

derivatives n.e.c., essential oils, chemically modified oils 

and fats, materials used in the finishing of textiles and 

leather, powders and pastes used in soldering, brazing or 

welding, substances used to pickle metal, prepared 

additives for cements, activated carbon, lubricating oil  
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additives, prepared rubber accelerators, catalysts and other 

chemical products for industrial use, anti-knock 

preparations, antifreeze preparations, composite diagnostic 

or laboratory reagents, manufacture of writing and drawing 

ink manufacture of matches 

This class excludes: manufacture of chemically defined 

products in bulk, manufacture of distilled water, 

manufacture of synthetic aromatic products, manufacture of 

printing ink, manufacture of perfumes and toilet 

preparations, manufacture of asphalt-based adhesives,  

203    Manufacture of man-made fibres 

2030   Manufacture of man-made fibres

This class includes: manufacture of synthetic or artificial 

filament tow, manufacture of synthetic or artificial staple 

fibres, not carded, combed or otherwise processed for 

spinning, manufacture of synthetic or artificial filament 

yarn, including high-tenacity yarn, manufacture of 

synthetic or artificial monofilament or strip 

This class excludes: spinning of synthetic or artificial 

fibres, manufacture of yarns made of man-made staple,  

21     Manufacture of basic pharmaceutical products and   

     pharmaceutical preparations 

210 Manufacture of pharmaceuticals, medicinal chemical and 

botanical products 

2100 Manufacture of pharmaceuticals, medicinal chemical and 

botanical products

This class includes: manufacture of medicinal active 

substances to be used for their pharmacological properties 

in the manufacture of medicaments: antibiotics, basic 

vitamins, salicylic and O-acetylsalicylic acids etc,  
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processing of blood, manufacture of medicaments: antisera 

and other blood fractions, vaccines, diverse medicaments, 

including homeopathic preparations, manufacture of 

chemical contraceptive products for external use and 

hormonal contraceptive medicaments, manufacture of 

medical diagnostic preparations, including pregnancy tests, 

manufacture of radioactive in-vivo diagnostic substances, 

manufacture of biotech pharmaceuticals, manufacture of 

chemically pure sugars, processing of glands and 

manufacture of extracts of glands etc, manufacture of 

medical impregnated wadding, gauze, bandages, dressings 

etc, preparation of botanical products (grinding, grading, 

milling) for pharmaceutical use 

This class excludes: manufacture of herb infusions (mint, 

vervain, chamomile etc.), manufacture of dental fillings and 

dental cement, manufacture of bone reconstruction 

cements, wholesale of pharmaceuticals, retail sale of 

pharmaceuticals, research and development for 

pharmaceuticals and biotech pharmaceuticals, packaging of 

pharmaceuticals,  

22     Manufacture of rubber and plastics products 

221    Manufacture of rubber products 

2211 Manufacture of rubber tyres and tubes; retreading and 

rebuilding of rubber tyre

This class includes: manufacture of rubber tyres for 

vehicles, equipment, mobile machinery, aircraft, toy, 

furniture and other uses pneumatic tyres, solid or cushion 

tyres, manufacture of inner tubes for tyres, manufacture of 

interchangeable tyre treads, tyre flaps, ñcamelbackò strips 

for retreading tyres etc, tyre rebuilding and retreading 
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This class excludes: manufacture of tube repair materials, 

tyre and tube repair, fitting or replacement 

2219   Manufacture of other rubber products

This class includes: manufacture of other products of 

natural or synthetic rubber, unvulcanized, vulcanized or 

hardened: rubber plates, sheets, strip, rods, profile shapes, 

tubes, pipes and hoses, rubber conveyor or transmission 

belts or belting, rubber hygienic articles: sheath 

contraceptives, teats, hot water bottles etc., rubber articles 

of apparel (if only sealed together, not sewn), rubber thread 

and rope, rubberized yarn and fabrics, rubber rings, fittings 

and seals, rubber roller coverings, inflatable rubber 

mattresses, inflatable balloons, manufacture of rubber 

brushes, manufacture of hard rubber pipe stems, 

manufacture of hard rubber combs, hair pins, hair rollers, 

and similar 

This class also includes: manufacture of rubber repair 

materials, manufacture of textile fabric impregnated, 

coated, covered or laminated with rubber, where rubber is 

the chief constituent, manufacture of rubber waterbed 

mattresses, manufacture of rubber bathing caps and aprons, 

manufacture of rubber wet suits and diving suits, 

manufacture of rubber sex articles 

This class excludes: manufacture of tyre cord fabrics, 

manufacture of apparel of elastic fabrics, manufacture of 

rubber footwear, manufacture of glues and adhesives based 

on rubber, manufacture of ñcamelbackò strips, manufacture 

of inflatable rafts and boats, manufacture of mattresses of 

uncovered cellular rubber, manufacture of rubber sports 

requisites, except apparel, manufacture of rubber games  
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and toys (including childrenôs wading pools, inflatable 

children rubber boats, inflatable rubber animals, balls and 

the like), reclaiming of rubber 

222    Manufacture of plastics products 

2220   Manufacture of plastics products

This class includes: manufacture of semi-  manufactures of 

plastic products:, plastic plates, sheets, blocks, film, foil, 

strip etc. (whether self-adhesive or not), manufacture of 

finished plastic products: plastic tubes, pipes and hoses; 

hose and pipe fittings, manufacture of plastic articles for 

the packing of goods: plastic bags, sacks, containers, boxes, 

cases, carboys, bottles etc, manufacture of buildersô plastics 

ware: plastic doors, windows, frames, shutters, blinds, 

skirting boards, tanks, reservoirs, plastic floor, wall or 

ceiling coverings in rolls or in the form of  tiles etc, plastic 

sanitary ware, such as: àà plastic baths, shower baths, 

washbasins, lavatory pans, flushing cisterns etc, 

manufacture of plastic tableware, kitchenware and toilet 

articles, cellophane film or sheet, manufacture of resilient 

floor coverings, such as vinyl, linoleum etc, manufacture of 

artificial stone (e.g. cultured marble), manufacture of 

plastic signs (non-electrical), manufacture of diverse plastic 

products:. plastic headgear, insulating fittings, parts of 

lighting fittings, office or school supplies,  articles of 

apparel (if only sealed together, not sewn), fittings for 

furniture, statuettes, transmission and conveyer belts, self-

adhesive tapes of plastic, plastic wall paper, plastic shoe 

lasts, plastic cigar and cigarette holders, combs, plastics 

hair curlers, plastics novelties, etc. 
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This class excludes: manufacture of plastic luggage, 

manufacture of plastic footwear, manufacture of plastics in 

primary forms, manufacture of articles of synthetic or 

natural rubber, manufacture of plastic non current-carrying 

wiring devices (e.g. junction boxes, face plates), 

manufacture of plastic furniture, manufacture of mattresses 

of uncovered cellular plastic, manufacture of plastic sports 

requisites, manufacture of plastic games and toys, 

manufacture of plastic medical and dental appliances, 

manufacture of plastic ophthalmic goods, manufacture of 

plastics hard hats and other personal safety equipment of 

plastics 

23     Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products 

231    Manufacture of glass and glass products 

2310   Manufacture of glass and glass products

This class includes: 

manufacture of flat glass, including wired, coloured or 

tinted flat glass, manufacture of toughened or laminated flat 

glass, manufacture of glass in rods or tubes, manufacture of 

glass paving blocks, manufacture of glass mirrors, 

manufacture of multiple-walled insulating units of glass, 

manufacture of bottles and other containers of glass or 

crystal, manufacture of drinking glasses and other domestic 

glass or crystal articles, manufacture of glass fibres, 

including glass wool and non-woven products thereof, 

manufacture of laboratory, hygienic or pharmaceutical 

glassware, manufacture of clock or watch glasses, optical 

glass and optical elements not optically worked, 

manufacture of glassware used in imitation jewellery, 

manufacture of glass insulators and glass insulating fittings,  
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manufacture of glass envelopes for lamps, manufacture of 

glass figurines 

This class excludes: manufacture of woven fabrics of glass 

yarn, manufacture of optical elements optically worked, 

manufacture of fiber optic cable for data transmission or 

live transmission of images, manufacture of glass toys, 

manufacture of syringes and other medical laboratory 

equipment 

239    Manufacture of non-metallic mineral products n.e.c. 

2391   Manufacture of refractory products

This class includes: manufacture of refractory mortars, 

concretes etc, manufacture of refractory ceramic goods: 

heat-insulating ceramic goods of siliceous fossil meals, 

refractory bricks, blocks and tiles etc, retorts, crucibles, 

muffles, nozzles, tubes, pipes etc 

This class also includes: manufacture of refractory articles 

containing magnesite, dolomite or chromite 

2392   Manufacture of clay building materials

This class includes: manufacture of non-refractory ceramic 

hearth or wall tiles, mosaic cubes etc, manufacture of non-

refractory ceramic flags and paving, manufacture of 

structural non-refractory clay building materials such as 

manufacture of ceramic bricks, roofing tiles, chimney pots, 

pipes, conduits etc. Manufacture of flooring blocks in 

baked clay, manufacture of ceramic sanitary fixtures 

This class excludes: manufacture of artificial stone (e.g. 

cultured marble), manufacture of refractory ceramic 

products 

2393 Manufacture of other porcelain and ceramic products 

2394   Manufacture of cement, lime and plaster
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This class includes: manufacture of clinkers and hydraulic 

cements, including Portland, aluminous cement, slag 

cement and superphosphate cements, manufacture of 

quicklime, slaked lime and hydraulic lime, manufacture of 

plasters of calcined gypsum or calcined sulphate, 

manufacture of calcined dolomite 

This class excludes: manufacture of refractory mortars, 

concrete etc, manufacture of articles of cement, 

manufacture of articles of plaster, manufacture of ready-

mixed and dry-mix concrete and mortars, manufacture of 

cements used in dentistry 

2395 Manufacture of articles of concrete, cement and plaster

This class includes: manufacture of precast concrete, 

cement or artificial stone articles for use in construction:, 

tiles, flagstones, bricks, boards, sheets, panels, pipes, posts 

etc, manufacture of prefabricated structural components for 

buildings or civil engineering of cement, concrete or 

artificial stone, manufacture of plaster articles for use in 

construction such as boards, sheets, panels etc. 

Manufacture of building materials of vegetable substances 

(wood wool, straw, reeds, rushes) agglomerated with 

cement, plaster or other mineral binder, manufacture of 

articles of asbestos-cement or cellulose fibre-cement or the 

like: corrugated sheets, other sheets, panels, tiles, tubes, 

pipes, reservoirs, troughs, basins, sinks, jars, furniture, 

window frames etc. Manufacture of other articles of 

concrete, plaster, cement or artificial stone: statuary, 

furniture, bas- and haut-reliefs, vases, flowerpots etc, 

manufacture of powdered mortars, manufacture of ready-

mix and dry-mix concrete and mortars,  
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This class excludes: manufacture of refractory cements and 

mortars 

2396   Cutting, shaping and finishing of stone 

This class includes: cutting, shaping and finishing of stone 

for use in construction, in cemeteries, on roads, as roofing 

etc, manufacture of stone furniture 

This class excludes: production of rough cut stone, i.e. 

quarrying activities, production of millstones, abrasive 

stones and similar products, activities of sculptors 

2399 Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products n.e.c.

This class includes: manufacture of millstones, sharpening 

or polishing stones and natural or artificial abrasive 

products, including abrasive products on a soft base (e.g. 

sandpaper) manufacture of friction, material and 

unmounted articles thereof with a base of mineral 

substances or of cellulose, manufacture of mineral 

insulating materials such as slag wool, rock wool and 

similar mineral wools; exfoliated vermiculite, expanded 

clays and similar heat-insulating, sound-insulating or 

sound-absorbing materials. Manufacture of articles of 

diverse mineral substances: worked mica and articles of 

mica, of peat, of graphite (other than electrical articles) etc. 

Manufacture of articles of asphalt or similar material, e.g. 

asphalt-based adhesives, coal tar pitch etc, carbon and 

graphite fibers and products (except electrodes and 

electrical applications)  

This class excludes: manufacture of glass wool and non-

woven glass wool products, manufacture of carbon or 

graphite gaskets,  

24     Manufacture of basic metals 
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241    Manufacture of basic iron and steel 

2410   Manufacture of basic iron and steel

This class includes: operation of blast furnaces, steel 

converters, rolling and finishing mills, production of pig 

iron and spiegeleisen in pigs, blocks or other primary 

forms, production of ferro-alloys, production of ferrous 

products by direct reduction of iron and other spongy 

ferrous products, production of iron of exceptional purity 

by electrolysis or other chemical processes, production of 

granular iron and iron powder, production of steel in ingots 

or other primary forms, remelting of scrap ingots of iron or 

steel, production of semi-finished products of steel, 

manufacture of hot-rolled and cold-rolled flat-rolled 

products of steel, manufacture of hot-rolled bars and rods 

of steel, manufacture of hot-rolled open sections of steel, 

manufacture of steel bars and solid sections of steel by cold 

drawing, grinding or turning, manufacture of open sections 

by progressive cold forming on a roll mill or folding on a 

press of flat-rolled products of steel, manufacture of wire of 

steel by cold drawing or stretching, manufacture of sheet 

piling of steel and welded open sections of steel, 

manufacture of railway track materials (unassembled rails) 

of steel, manufacture of seamless tubes, pipes and hollow 

profiles of steel, by hot rolling, hot extrusion or hot 

drawing, or by cold drawing or cold rolling, manufacture of 

welded tubes and pipes of steel, by cold or hot forming and 

welding, delivered as welded or further processed by cold 

drawing or cold rolling or manufactured by hot forming, 

welding and reducing, manufacture of tube fittings of steel,  
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such as: flat flanges and flanges with forged collars, butt-

welded fittings, threaded fittings, socket-welded fittings 

This class excludes: manufacture of tubes, pipes and 

hollow profiles and of tube or pipe fittings of cast-iron, 

manufacture of seamless tubes and pipes of steel by 

centrifugal casting, manufacture of tube or pipe fittings of 

cast-steel 

242 Manufacture of basic precious and other non-ferrous metals 

2420 Manufacture of basic precious and other non-ferrous metals

This class includes: production of basic precious metals 

such as production and refining of unwrought or wrought 

precious metals: gold, silver, platinum etc. from ore and 

scrap. Production of precious metal alloys, production of 

precious metal semi-products, production of silver rolled 

onto base metals, production of gold rolled onto base 

metals or silver, production of platinum and platinum group 

metals rolled onto gold, silver or base metals, production of 

aluminium from alumina, production of aluminium from 

electrolytic refining of aluminium waste and scrap, 

production of aluminium alloys, semi-manufacturing of 

aluminium, production of lead, zinc and tin from ores, 

production of lead, zinc and tin from electrolytic refining of 

lead, zinc and tin waste and scrap, production of lead, zinc 

and tin alloys, semi-manufacturing of lead, zinc and tin, 

production of copper from ores, production of copper from 

electrolytic refining of copper waste and scrap, production 

of copper alloys, manufacture of fuse wire or strip, semi-

manufacturing of copper, production of chrome, 

manganese, nickel etc. from ores or oxides, production of 

chrome, manganese, nickel etc. from electrolytic and  
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aluminothermic, refining of chrome, manganese, nickel 

etc., waste and scrap, production of alloys of chrome, 

manganese, nickel etc, semi-manufacturing of chrome, 

manganese, nickel etc, production of mattes of nickel, 

production of uranium metal from pitchblende or other 

ores, smelting and refining of uranium,  

This class also includes: manufacture of wire of these 

metals by drawing, production of aluminium oxide 

(alumina), production of aluminium wrapping foil, 

manufacture of aluminium (tin) foil laminates made from 

aluminum (tin) foil as primary component, manufacture of 

precious metal foil laminates 

This class excludes: casting of non-ferrous metals, 

manufacture of precious metal jewellery 

243    Casting of metals 

2431   Casting of iron and steel 

This class includes: casting of semi-finished iron products, 

casting of grey iron castings, casting of spheroidal graphite 

iron castings, casting of malleable cast-iron products, 

casting of semi-finished steel products, casting of steel 

castings, manufacture of tubes, pipes and hollow profiles 

and of tube or pipe fittings of castiron, manufacture of 

seamless tubes and pipes of steel by centrifugal casting, 

manufacture of tube or pipe fittings of cast-steel 

2432   Casting of non-ferrous metals 

This class includes: casting of semi-finished products of 

aluminium, magnesium, titanium, zinc etc. Casting of light 

metal castings, casting of heavy metal castings, casting of 

precious metal castings, die-casting of non-ferrous metal 

castings 
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25     Manufacture of fabricated metal products, except   

     machinery and equipment 

251 Manufacture of structural metal products, tanks, reservoirs 

and steam generators 

2511   Manufacture of structural metal products 

This class includes: manufacture of metal frameworks or 

skeletons for construction and parts thereof (towers, masts, 

trusses, bridges etc.), manufacture of industrial frameworks 

in metal (frameworks for blast furnaces, lifting and 

handling equipment etc.), manufacture of prefabricated 

buildings mainly of metal: site huts, modular exhibition 

elements etc. manufacture of metal doors, windows and 

their frames, shutters and gates, metal room partitions for 

floor attachment 

This class excludes: manufacture of parts for marine or 

power boilers, manufacture of assembled railway track 

fixtures, manufacture of sections of ships 

2512   Manufacture of tanks, reservoirs and containers of metal 

This class includes: manufacture of reservoirs, tanks and 

similar containers of metal, of types normally installed as 

fixtures for storage or manufacturing use, manufacture of 

metal containers for compressed or liquefied gas, 

manufacture of central heating boilers and radiators 

This class excludes: manufacture of metal casks, drums, 

cans, pails, boxes etc. of a kind normally used for carrying 

and packing of goods, manufacture of transport containers, 

manufacture of tanks (armored military vehicles) 

2513 Manufacture of steam generators, except central heating hot 

water boilers 
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This class includes: manufacture of steam or other vapour 

generators, manufacture of auxiliary plant for use with 

steam generators: e.g. condensers, economizers, 

superheaters, steam collectors and accumulators. 

Manufacture of nuclear reactors, except isotope separators, 

manufacture of parts for marine or power boilers 

This class excludes: manufacture of central heating hot-

water boilers and radiators, manufacture of boiler-turbine 

sets, manufacture of isotope separators 

252    Manufacture of weapons and ammunition 

2520   Manufacture of weapons and ammunition 

This class includes: manufacture of heavy weapons 

(artillery, mobile guns, rocket launchers, torpedo tubes, 

heavy machine guns), manufacture of small arms 

(revolvers, shotguns, light machine guns), manufacture of 

air or gas guns and pistols, manufacture of war ammunition 

This class also includes: manufacture of hunting, sporting 

or protective firearms and ammunition, manufacture of 

explosive devices such as bombs, mines and torpedoes 

This class excludes: manufacture of percussion caps, 

detonators or signalling flares, manufacture of cutlasses, 

swords, bayonets etc., manufacture of armoured vehicles 

for the transport of banknotes or valuables, manufacture of 

space vehicles, manufacture of tanks and other fighting 

vehicles 

259 Manufacture of other fabricated metal products; 

metalworking service activities 

2591 Forging, pressing, stamping and roll-forming of metal; 

powder metallurgy 
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This class includes: forging, pressing, stamping and roll-

forming of metal, powder metallurgy: production of metal 

objects directly from metal powders by heat treatment 

(sintering) or under pressure 

This class excludes: production of metal powder 

2592   Treatment and coating of metals; machining 

This class includes: plating, anodizing etc. of metals, heat 

treatment of metals, deburring, sandblasting, tumbling, 

cleaning of metals, colouring and engraving of metals, non-

metallic coating of metals such as plasticizing, enamelling, 

lacquering etc. Hardening, buffing of metals, boring, 

turning, milling, eroding, planing, lapping, broaching, 

levelling, sawing, grinding, sharpening, polishing, welding, 

splicing etc. of metalwork pieces, cutting of and writing on 

metals by means of laser beams 

This class excludes: activities of farriers, rolling precious 

metals onto base metals or other metals 

2593   Manufacture of cutlery, hand tools and general hardware 

This class includes: manufacture of domestic cutlery such 

as knives, forks, spoons etc. manufacture of other articles 

of cutlery: cleavers and choppers, razors and razor blades, 

scissors and hair clippers. Manufacture of knives and 

cutting blades for machines or for mechanical appliances, 

manufacture of hand tools such as pliers, screwdrivers etc. 

manufacture of non-power-driven agricultural hand tools, 

manufacture of saws and saw blades, including circular saw 

blades and chainsaw blades, manufacture of 

interchangeable tools for hand tools, whether or not power-

operated, or for machine tools: drills, punches, milling 

cutters etc. manufacture of press tools, manufacture of  
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blacksmithsô tools: forges, anvils etc. manufacture of 

moulding boxes and moulds (except ingot moulds), 

manufacture of vices, clamps, manufacture of padlocks, 

locks, keys, hinges and the like, hardware for buildings, 

furniture, vehicles etc. and manufacture of cutlasses, 

swords, bayonets etc. 

2599   Manufacture of other fabricated metal products n.e.c. 

This class includes: manufacture of pails, cans, drums, 

buckets, boxes, manufacture of tins and cans for food 

products, collapsible tubes and boxes, manufacture of 

metallic closures, manufacture of metal cable, plaited bands 

and similar articles, manufacture of uninsulated metal cable 

or insulated cable not capable of being used as a conductor 

of electricity, manufacture of articles made of wire: barbed 

wire, wire fencing, grill, netting, cloth etc. manufacture of 

nails and pins, manufacture of rivets, washers and similar 

non-threaded products, manufacture of screw machine 

products, manufacture of bolts, screws, nuts and similar 

threaded products, manufacture of springs (except watch 

springs) such as leaf springs, helical springs, torsion bar 

springs and leaves for springs.  

Manufacture of chain, except power transmission chain, 

manufacture of metal household articles such as flatware: 

plates, saucers etc. hollowware: pots, kettles etc. 

dinnerware: bowls, platters etc. saucepans, frying pans and 

other non-electrical utensils for use at the table or in the 

kitchen small hand-operated kitchen appliances and 

accessories metal scouring pads. Manufacture of baths, 

sinks, washbasins and similar articles, manufacture of 

metal goods for office use, except furniture, manufacture of  
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safes, strongboxes, armoured doors etc. Manufacture of 

various metal articles: ship propellers and blades thereof, 

anchors, bells, assembled railway track fixtures, clasps, 

buckles, hooks. Manufacture of foil bags, manufacture of 

permanent metallic magnets, manufacture of metal vacuum 

jugs and bottles, manufacture of metal signs (non-

electrical), manufacture of metal badges and metal military 

insignia, manufacture of metal hair curlers, metal umbrella 

handles and frames, combs 

This class excludes: 

manufacture of ceramic and ferrite magnets, manufacture 

of tanks and reservoirs, manufacture of swords, bayonets, 

manufacture of clock or watch springs, manufacture of wire 

and cable for electricity transmission, manufacture of 

power transmission chain, manufacture of shopping carts, 

manufacture of metal furniture, manufacture of sports 

goods, manufacture of games and toys 

26     Manufacture of computer, electronic and optical products 

261    Manufacture of electronic components and boards 

2610   Manufacture of electronic components and boards 

This class includes: manufacture of capacitors, electronic, 

manufacture of resistors, electronic, manufacture of 

microprocessors, manufacture of bare printed circuit 

boards, manufacture of electron tubes, manufacture of 

electronic connectors, manufacture of integrated circuits 

(analog, digital or hybrid), manufacture of diodes, 

transistors and related discrete devices, manufacture of 

inductors (e.g. chokes, coils, transformers), electronic 

component type, manufacture of electronic crystals and 

crystal assemblies, manufacture of solenoids, switches and  
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transducers for electronic applications, manufacture of dice 

or wafers, semiconductor, finished or semi-finished, 

manufacture of interface cards (e.g. sound, video, 

controllers, network, modems), manufacture of display 

components (plasma, polymer, LCD), manufacture of light 

emitting diodes (LED), loading of components onto printed 

circuit boards 

This class also includes: manufacture of printer cables, 

monitor cables, USB cables, connectors etc. 

This class excludes: printing of smart cards, manufacture of 

modems (carrier equipment), manufacture of computer and 

television displays, manufacture of X-ray tubes and similar 

irradiation devices, manufacture of optical equipment and 

instruments, manufacture of similar devices for electrical 

applications, manufacture of lighting ballasts, manufacture 

of electrical relays, manufacture of electrical wiring 

devices, manufacture of complete equipment is classified 

elsewhere based on complete equipment classification 

262 Manufacture of computers and peripheral equipment 

2620   Manufacture of computers and peripheral equipment 

This class includes: manufacture of desktop computers, 

manufacture of laptop computers, manufacture of main 

frame computers, manufacture of hand-held computers 

(e.g. PDA), manufacture of magnetic disk drives, flash 

drives and other storage devices, manufacture of optical 

(e.g. CD-RW, CD-ROM, DVD-ROM, DVD-RW) disk 

drives, manufacture of printers, manufacture of monitors, 

manufacture of keyboards, manufacture of all types of 

mice, joysticks, and trackball accessories, manufacture of 

dedicated computer terminals, manufacture of computer  
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servers, manufacture of scanners, including bar code 

scanners, manufacture of smart card readers, manufacture 

of virtual reality helmets, manufacture of computer 

projectors (video beamers 

This class also includes: manufacture of computer 

terminals, like automatic teller machines (ATMôs), point-

of-sale (POS) terminals, not mechanically operated, 

manufacture of multi-function office equipment, such as 

fax-scanner-copier combinations 

This class excludes: reproduction of recorded media 

(computer media, sound, video, etc.), manufacture of 

electronic components and electronic assemblies used in 

computers and peripherals, manufacture of internal/external 

computer modems, manufacture of interface cards, modules 

and assemblies, manufacture of modems, carrier 

equipment, manufacture of digital communication 

switches, data communications equipment (e.g. bridges, 

routers, gateways), manufacture of consumer electronic 

devices, such as CD players and DVD players, manufacture 

of television monitors and displays, manufacture of video 

game consoles, manufacture of blank optical and magnetic 

media for use with computers or other devices 

263    Manufacture of communication equipment 

2630   Manufacture of communication equipment 

This class includes: manufacture of central office switching 

equipment, manufacture of cordless telephones, 

manufacture of private branch exchange (PBX) equipment, 

manufacture of telephone and facsimile equipment, 

including telephone answering machines, manufacture of 

data communications equipment, such as bridges, routers,  
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and gateways, manufacture of transmitting and receiving 

antenna, manufacture of cable television equipment, 

manufacture of pagers, manufacture of cellular phones, 

manufacture of mobile communication equipment, 

manufacture of radio and television studio and broadcasting 

equipment, including television cameras, manufacture of 

modems, carrier equipment, manufacture of burglar and 

fire alarm systems, sending signals to a control station, 

manufacture of radio and television transmitters, 

manufacture of infrared devices (e.g. remote controls) 

This class excludes: manufacture of computers and 

computer peripheral equipment, manufacture of consumer 

audio and video equipment, manufacture of electronic 

components and subassemblies used in communications 

equipment, manufacture of internal/external computer 

modems (PC-type), manufacture of electronic scoreboards, 

and manufacture of traffic lights 

264    Manufacture of consumer electronics 

2640   Manufacture of consumer electronics 

This class includes: manufacture of video cassette recorders 

and duplicating equipment, manufacture of televisions, 

manufacture of television monitors and displays, 

manufacture of audio recording and duplicating systems, 

manufacture of stereo equipment, manufacture of radio 

receivers, manufacture of speaker systems, manufacture of 

household-type video cameras, manufacture of jukeboxes, 

manufacture of amplifiers for musical instruments and 

public address systems, manufacture of microphones, 

manufacture of CD and DVD players, manufacture of  
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karaoke machines, manufacture of headphones (e.g. radio, 

stereo, computer), manufacture of video game consoles 

This class excludes: reproduction of recorded media 

(computer media, sound, video, etc.), manufacture of 

computer peripheral devices and computer monitors, 

manufacture of telephone answering machines, 

manufacture of paging equipment, manufacture of remote 

control devices (radio and infrared), manufacture of 

broadcast studio equipment such as reproduction 

equipment, transmitting and receiving antennas, 

commercial video cameras, manufacture of electronic 

games with fixed (non-replaceable) software 

265 Manufacture of measuring, control testing, navigating and 

equipment; watches and clocks 

2651 Manufacture of measuring, testing, navigating and control 

equipment 

This class includes: manufacture of aircraft engine 

instruments, manufacture of automotive emissions testing 

equipment, manufacture of meteorological instruments, 

manufacture of physical properties testing and inspection 

equipment, manufacture of polygraph machines, 

manufacture of instruments for measuring and testing 

electricity and electrical signals (including for 

telecommunications), manufacture of radiation detection 

and monitoring instruments, manufacture of electron and 

proton microscopes, manufacture of surveying instruments, 

manufacture of thermometers liquid-in-glass and bimetal 

types (except medical), manufacture of humidistats, 

manufacture of hydronic limit controls, manufacture of 

flame and burner control, manufacture of spectrometers,  
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manufacture of pneumatic gauges, manufacture of 

consumption meters (e.g. water, gas), manufacture of flow 

meters and counting devices, manufacture of tally counters, 

manufacture of mine detectors, pulse (signal) generators; 

metal detectors, manufacture of search, detection, 

navigation, aeronautical and nautical equipment, including 

sonobuoys, manufacture of radar equipment, manufacture 

of GPS devices, manufacture of environmental controls and 

automatic controls for appliances, manufacture of 

measuring and recording equipment (e.g. flight recorders), 

manufacture of motion detectors, manufacture of laboratory 

analytical instruments (e.g. blood analysis equipment), 

manufacture of laboratory scales, balances, incubators, and 

miscellaneous laboratory apparatus for measuring, testing, 

etc. 

This class excludes: manufacture of telephone answering 

machines, manufacture of irradiation equipment, 

manufacture of optical measuring and checking devices and 

instruments (e.g. fire control equipment, photographic light 

meters, range finders), manufacture of optical positioning 

equipment, manufacture of dictating machines, 

manufacture of levels, tape measures and similar hand 

tools, machinistsô precision tools, manufacture of medical 

thermometers, installation of industrial process control 

equipment 

2652   Manufacture of watches and clocks 

This class includes: manufacture of watches and clocks of 

all kinds, including instrument panel clocks, manufacture 

of watch and clock cases, including cases of precious 

metals, manufacture of time-recording equipment and  
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equipment for measuring, recording and otherwise 

displaying intervals of time with a watch or clock 

movement or with synchronous motor, such as: parking 

meters, time clocks, time/date stamps and process timers. 

Manufacture of time switches and other releases with a 

watch or clock movement or with synchronous motor: e.g. 

time locks. Manufacture of components for clocks and 

watches such as movements of all kinds for watches and 

clocks and springs, jewels, dials, hands, plates, bridges and 

other parts 

This class excludes: manufacture of non-metal watch bands 

(textile, leather, plastic), manufacture of watch bands of 

precious metal, manufacture of watch bands of non-

precious metal 

266 Manufacture of irradiation, electromedical and 

electrotherapeutic equipment 

2660 Manufacture of irradiation, electromedical and 

electrotherapeutic equipment 

This class includes: manufacture of irradiation apparatus 

and tubes (e.g. industrial, medical diagnostic, medical 

therapeutic, research, scientific): beta-, gamma, X-ray or 

other radiation equipment. Manufacture of CT scanners, 

manufacture of PET scanners, manufacture of magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI) equipment, manufacture of 

medical ultrasound equipment, manufacture of 

electrocardiographs, manufacture of electromedical 

endoscopic equipment, manufacture of medical laser 

equipment, manufacture of pacemakers, manufacture of 

hearing aids 
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This class also includes: manufacture of food and milk 

irradiation equipment 

This class excludes: manufacture of laboratory analytical 

instruments (e.g. blood analysis equipment), manufacture 

of tanning beds 

267 Manufacture of optical instruments and photographic 

equipment 

2670 Manufacture of optical instruments and photographic 

equipment 

This class includes: manufacture of lenses and prisms, 

manufacture of optical microscopes, binoculars and 

telescopes, manufacture of optical mirrors, manufacture of 

optical magnifying instruments, manufacture of optical 

machinistôs precision tools, manufacture of optical 

comparators, manufacture of optical gun sighting 

equipment, manufacture of optical positioning equipment, 

manufacture of optical measuring and checking devices and 

instruments (e.g. fire control equipment, photographic light 

meters, range finders), manufacture of film cameras and 

digital cameras, manufacture of motion picture and slide 

projectors, manufacture of overhead transparency 

projectors, manufacture of laser assemblies 

This class also includes: coating, polishing and mounting of 

lenses 

This class excludes: manufacture of computer projectors, 

manufacture of commercial TV and video cameras, 

manufacture of household-type video cameras, manufacture 

of electron and proton microscopes, manufacture of 

complete equipment using laser components, see 

manufacturing class by type of machinery (e.g. medical  
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laser equipment, see 2660) manufacture of photocopy 

machinery, manufacture of ophthalmic goods 

268    Manufacture of magnetic and optical media 

2680   Manufacture of magnetic and optical media 

This class includes: manufacture of blank magnetic audio 

and video tapes, manufacture of blank magnetic audio and 

video cassettes, manufacture of blank diskettes, 

manufacture of blank optical discs, manufacture of hard 

drive media 

This class excludes: reproduction of recorded media 

(computer media, sound, video, etc.) 

27     Manufacture of electrical equipment 

271 Manufacture of electric motors, generators, transformers 

and electricity distribution and control apparatus 

2710 Manufacture of electric motors, generators, transformers 

and electricity distribution and control apparatus 

This class includes: manufacture of distribution 

transformers, electric, manufacture of arc-welding 

transformers, manufacture of fluorescent ballasts (i.e. 

transformers), manufacture of substation transformers for 

electric power distribution, manufacture of transmission 

and distribution voltage regulators, manufacture of electric 

motors (except internal combustion engine starting motors), 

manufacture of power generators (except battery charging 

alternators for internal combustion engines), manufacture 

of motor generator sets (except turbine generator set units), 

manufacture of prime mover generator sets, rewinding of 

armatures on a factory basis, manufacture of power circuit 

breakers, manufacture of surge suppressors (for distribution 

level voltage), manufacture of control panels for electric  
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power distribution, manufacture of electrical relays, 

manufacture of duct for electrical switchboard apparatus, 

manufacture of electric fuses, manufacture of power 

switching equipment, manufacture of electric power 

switches (except pushbutton, snap, solenoid, tumbler) 

This class excludes: manufacture of electronic component-

type transformers and switches, manufacture of 

environmental controls and industrial process control 

instruments, manufacture of switches for electrical circuits, 

such as pushbutton and snap switches, manufacture of 

electric welding and soldering equipment, manufacture of 

solid state inverters, rectifiers and converters, manufacture 

of turbine-generator sets, manufacture of starting motors 

and generators for internal combustion engines 

272    Manufacture of batteries and accumulators 

2720   Manufacture of batteries and accumulators 

This class includes: manufacture of primary cells and 

primary batteries cells containing manganese dioxide, 

mercuric dioxide, silver oxide etc. manufacture of electric 

accumulators, including parts thereof such as separators, 

containers, covers. Manufacture of lead acid batteries, 

manufacture of NiCad batteries, manufacture of NiMH 

batteries, manufacture of lithium batteries, manufacture of 

dry cell batteries, manufacture of wet cell batteries 

273    Manufacture of wiring and wiring devices 

2731   Manufacture of fibre optic cables 

This class includes: manufacture of fiber optic cable for 

data transmission or live transmission of images 

This class excludes: manufacture of glass fibres or strand, 

manufacture of optical cable sets or assemblies with  
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connectors or other attachments, see depending on 

application 

2732 Manufacture of other electronic and electric wires and 

cables 

This class includes: manufacture of insulated wire and 

cable, made of steel, copper, aluminium 

This class excludes: manufacture (drawing) of wire, 

manufacture of computer cables, printer cables, USB cables 

and similar cable sets or assemblies, manufacture of 

extension cords, manufacture of cable sets, wiring 

harnesses and similar cable sets or assemblies for 

automotive applications 

2733   Manufacture of wiring devices 

This class includes: manufacture of bus bars, electrical 

conductors (except switchgear-type), manufacture of GFCI 

(ground fault circuit interrupters), manufacture of lamp 

holders, manufacture of lightning arrestors and coils, 

manufacture of switches for electrical wiring (e.g. pressure, 

pushbutton, snap, tumbler switches), manufacture of 

electrical outlets and sockets, manufacture of boxes for 

electrical wiring (e.g. junction, outlet, switch boxes), 

manufacture of electrical conduit and fitting, manufacture 

of transmission pole and line hardware, manufacture of 

plastic non current-carrying wiring devices including 

plastic junction boxes, face plates, and similar, plastic pole 

line fittings 

This class excludes: manufacture of ceramic insulators, 

manufacture of electronic component-type connectors, 

sockets and switches 

274    Manufacture of electric lighting equipment 
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2740   Manufacture of electric lighting equipment 

This class includes: manufacture of discharge, 

incandescent, fluorescent, ultra-violet, infra-red etc. lamps, 

fixtures and bulbs, manufacture of ceiling lighting fixtures, 

manufacture of chandeliers, manufacture of table lamps 

(i.e. lighting fixture), manufacture of Christmas tree 

lighting sets, manufacture of electric fireplace logs, 

manufacture of flashlights, manufacture of electric insect 

lamps, manufacture of lanterns (e.g. carbide, electric, gas, 

gasoline, kerosene), manufacture of spotlights, manufacture 

of street lighting fixtures (except traffic signals), 

manufacture of lighting equipment for transportation 

equipment (e.g. for motor vehicles, aircraft, boats) 

This class also includes: manufacture of non-electrical 

lighting equipment 

This class excludes: manufacture of glassware and glass 

parts for lighting fixtures, manufacture of current-carrying 

wiring devices for lighting fixtures, manufacture of ceiling 

fans or bath fans with integrated lighting fixtures, 

manufacture of electrical signalling equipment such as 

traffic lights and pedestrian signaling equipment 

275    Manufacture of domestic appliances 

2750   Manufacture of domestic appliances 

This class includes: manufacture of domestic electric 

appliances such as refrigerators, freezers, dishwashers, 

washing and drying machines, vacuum cleaners, floor 

polishers, waste disposers, grinders, blenders, juice 

squeezers, tin openers, electric shavers, electric 

toothbrushes and other electric personal care device, knife  
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sharpeners, ventilating or recycling hoods. Manufacture of 

domestic electrothermic appliances: electric water heaters, 

electric blankets electric dryers, combs, brushes, curlers, 

electric smoothing irons, space heaters and household-type 

fans, portable, electric ovens, microwave ovens, cookers, 

hotplates, toasters, coffee or tea makers, fry pans, roasters, 

grills, hoods, electric heating resistors etc. Manufacture of 

domestic non-electric cooking and heating equipment: non-

electric space heaters, cooking ranges, grates, stoves, water 

heaters, cooking appliances, plate warmers 

This class excludes: manufacture of commercial and 

industrial refrigerators and freezers, room air-conditioners, 

attic fans, permanent mount space heaters and commercial 

ventilation and exhaust fans, commercial-type cooking 

equipment; commercial-type laundry, dry-cleaning and 

pressing equipment; commercial, industrial and 

institutional vacuum cleaners, manufacture of household-

type sewing machines, installation of central vacuum 

cleaning systems 

279    Manufacture of other electrical equipment 

2790   Manufacture of other electrical equipment 

This class includes: manufacture of battery chargers, solid-

state, manufacture of door opening and closing devices, 

electrical, manufacture of electric bells, manufacture of 

ultrasonic cleaning machines (except laboratory and 

dental), manufacture of tanning beds, manufacture of solid 

state inverters, rectifying apparatus, fuel cells, regulated 

and unregulated power supplies, manufacture of 

uninterruptible power supplies (UPS), manufacture of surge 

suppressors (except for distribution level voltage),  
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manufacture of appliance cords, extension cords, and other 

electrical cord sets with insulated wire and connectors, 

manufacture of carbon and graphite electrodes, contacts, 

and other electrical carbon and graphite products, 

manufacture of particle accelerators, manufacture of 

electrical capacitors, resistors, condensers and similar 

components, manufacture of electromagnets, manufacture 

of sirens, manufacture of electronic scoreboards, 

manufacture of electrical signs, manufacture of electrical 

signalling equipment such as traffic lights and pedestrian 

signalling equipment, manufacture of electrical insulators 

(except glass or porcelain), manufacture of electrical 

welding and soldering equipment, including hand-held 

soldering irons 

This class excludes: manufacture of non-electrical signs, 

see class according to material (plastic signs, metal signs), 

manufacture of porcelain electrical insulators, manufacture 

of carbon and graphite fibers and products (except 

electrodes and electrical applications), manufacture of 

electronic component-type rectifiers, voltage regulating 

integrated circuits, power converting integrated circuits, 

electronic capacitors, electronic resistors and similar 

devices, manufacture of transformers, motors, generators, 

switchgear, relays and industrial controls, manufacture of 

batteries, manufacture of communication and energy wire, 

current-carrying and non current-carrying wiring devices, 

manufacture of lighting equipment, manufacture of 

household-type appliances, manufacture of non-electrical 

welding and soldering equipment, manufacture of motor 

vehicle electrical equipment, such as generators,  
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alternators, spark plugs, ignition wiring harnesses, power 

window and door systems, voltage regulators, manufacture 

of mechanical and electromechanical signalling, safety and 

traffic control equipment for railways, tramways, inland 

waterways, roads, parking facilities, airfields 

28     Manufacture of machinery and equipment n.e.c. 

281    Manufacture of general-purpose machinery 

2811 Manufacture of engines and turbines, except aircraft, 

vehicle and cycle engines 

This class includes: manufacture of internal combustion 

piston engines, except motor vehicle, aircraft and cycle 

propulsion engines such as marine and railway engines. 

Manufacture of pistons, piston rings, carburetors and such 

for all internal combustion engines, diesel engines etc. 

manufacture of inlet and exhaust valves of internal 

combustion engines, manufacture of turbines and parts 

thereof: steam turbines and other vapour turbines, hydraulic 

turbines, waterwheels and regulators thereof, wind turbines 

gas turbines, except turbojets or turbo propellers for aircraft 

propulsion. Manufacture of boiler-turbine sets, manufacture 

of turbine-generator sets 

This class excludes: manufacture of electric generators 

(except turbine generator sets), manufacture of prime 

mover generator sets (except turbine generator sets), 

manufacture of electrical equipment and components of 

internal combustion engines, manufacture of motor vehicle, 

aircraft or cycle propulsion engines, manufacture of 

turbojets and turbo propellers 

2812   Manufacture of fluid power equipment 
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This class includes: manufacture of hydraulic and 

pneumatic components (including hydraulic pumps, 

hydraulic motors, hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders, 

hydraulic and pneumatic valves, hydraulic and pneumatic 

hose and fittings), manufacture of air preparation 

equipment for use in pneumatic systems, manufacture of 

fluid power systems, and manufacture of hydraulic 

transmission equipment 

This class excludes: manufacture of compressors, 

manufacture of pumps and valves for non-fluid power 

applications, manufacture of mechanical transmission 

equipment 

2813 Manufacture of other pumps, compressors, taps and valves 

This class includes: manufacture of air or vacuum pumps, 

air or other gas compressors, manufacture of pumps for 

liquids whether or not fitted with a measuring device, 

manufacture of pumps designed for fitting to internal 

combustion engines: oil, water and fuel pumps for motor 

vehicles etc. 

This class also includes: manufacture of industrial taps and 

valves, including regulating valves and intake taps, 

manufacture of sanitary taps and valves, manufacture of 

heating taps and valves, manufacture of hand pumps 

This class excludes: manufacture of valves of unhardened 

vulcanized rubber, glass or of ceramic materials, 

manufacture of hydraulic transmission equipment, and 

manufacture of inlet and exhaust valves of internal 

combustion engines 

2814 Manufacture of bearings, gears, gearing and driving 

elements 
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This class includes: manufacture of ball and roller bearings 

and parts thereof, manufacture of mechanical power 

transmission equipment such as transmission shafts and 

cranks: camshafts, crankshafts, cranks etc. and bearing 

housings and plain shaft bearings. Manufacture of gears, 

gearing and gear boxes and other speed changers, 

manufacture of clutches and shaft couplings, manufacture 

of flywheels and pulleys, manufacture of articulated link 

chain, manufacture of power transmission chain 

This class excludes: manufacture of other chain, 

manufacture of (electromagnetic) clutches, manufacture of 

sub-assemblies of power transmission equipment 

identifiable as parts of vehicles or aircraft 

2815   Manufacture of ovens, furnaces and furnace burners 

This class includes: manufacture of electrical and other 

industrial and laboratory furnaces and ovens, including 

incinerators, manufacture of burners, manufacture of 

permanent mount electric space heaters, electric swimming 

pool heaters, manufacture of permanent mount non-electric 

household heating equipment, such as solar heating, steam 

heating, oil heat and similar furnaces and heating 

equipment. Manufacture of electric household-type 

furnaces (electric forced air furnaces, heat pumps, etc.), 

non-electric household forced air furnaces 

This class also includes: manufacture of mechanical 

stokers, grates, ash dischargers etc. 

This class excludes: manufacture of household ovens, 

manufacture of agricultural dryers, manufacture of bakery 

ovens, manufacture of dryers for wood, paper pulp, paper 

or paperboard, manufacture of medical, surgical or  
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laboratory sterilizers, manufacture of (dental) laboratory 

furnaces 

2816   Manufacture of lifting and handling equipment 

This class includes: manufacture of hand-operated or 

power-driven lifting, handling, loading or unloading 

machinery: such as pulley tackle and hoists, winches, 

capstans and jacks, derricks, cranes, mobile lifting frames, 

straddle carriers etc. works trucks, whether or not fitted 

with lifting or handling equipment, whether or not self-

propelled, of the type used in factories (including hand 

trucks and wheelbarrows), mechanical manipulators and 

industrial robots specifically designed for lifting, handling, 

loading or unloading 

This class also includes, manufacture of conveyors, telfers 

(téléphériques) etc. manufacture of lifts, escalators and 

moving walkways, manufacture of parts specialized for 

lifting and handling equipment 

This class excludes: manufacture of continuous-action 

elevators and conveyors for underground use, manufacture 

of mechanical shovels, excavators and shovel loaders, 

manufacture of industrial robots for multiple uses, 

manufacture of crane-lorries, floating cranes, railway 

cranes, installation of lifts and elevators 

2817 Manufacture of office machinery and equipment (except 

computers and peripheral equipment) 

This class includes: manufacture of calculating machines, 

manufacture of adding machines, cash registers, 

manufacture of calculators, electronic or not, manufacture 

of postage meters, mail handling machines (envelope 

stuffing, sealing and addressing machinery; opening,  
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sorting, scanning), collating machinery, manufacture of 

typewriters, manufacture of stenography machines, 

manufacture of office-type binding equipment (i.e. plastic 

or tape binding), manufacture of cheque writing machines, 

manufacture of coin counting and coin wrapping 

machinery, manufacture of pencil sharpeners, manufacture 

of staplers and staple removers, manufacture of voting 

machines, manufacture of tape dispensers, manufacture of 

hole punches, manufacture of cash registers, mechanically 

operated, manufacture of photocopy machines, 

manufacture of toner cartridges, manufacture of 

blackboards; white boards and marker boards, manufacture 

of dictating machines 

This class excludes: manufacture of computers and 

peripheral equipment 

2818   Manufacture of power-driven hand tools 

This class includes: manufacture of hand tools, with self-

contained electric or non-electric motor or pneumatic drive, 

such as: circular or reciprocating saws, drills and hammer 

drills, hand held power sanders, pneumatic nailers, buffers, 

routers, grinders, staplers, pneumatic rivet guns, planers, 

shears and nibblers, impact wrenches, powder actuated 

nailers 

This class excludes: manufacture of electrical hand-held 

soldering and welding equipment 

2819   Manufacture of other general-purpose machinery 

This class includes: manufacture of industrial refrigerating 

or freezing equipment, including assemblies of major 

components, manufacture of air-conditioning machines, 

including for motor vehicles, manufacture of non-domestic  
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fans, manufacture of weighing machinery (other than 

sensitive laboratory balances): household and shop scales, 

platform scales, scales for continuous weighing, 

weighbridges, weights etc. Manufacture of filtering or 

purifying machinery and apparatus for liquids, manufacture 

of equipment for projecting, dispersing or spraying liquids 

or powders: spray guns, fire extinguishers, sandblasting 

machines, steam cleaning machines etc. Manufacture of 

packing and wrapping machinery: filling, closing, sealing, 

capsuling or labeling machines etc. Manufacture of 

machinery for cleaning or drying bottles and for aerating 

beverages, manufacture of distilling or rectifying plant for 

petroleum refineries, chemical industries, beverage 

industries etc. manufacture of heat exchangers, 

manufacture of machinery for liquefying air or gas, 

manufacture of gas generators, manufacture of calendering 

or other rolling machines and cylinders thereof (except for 

metal and glass), manufacture of centrifuges (except cream 

separators and clothes dryers), manufacture of gaskets and 

similar joints made of a combination of materials or layers 

of the same material, manufacture of automatic goods 

vending machines, manufacture of parts for general-

purpose machinery, manufacture of attic ventilation fans 

(gable fans, roof ventilators, etc.), manufacture of levels, 

tape measures and similar hand tools, machinistsô precision 

tools (except optical), manufacture of non-electrical 

welding and soldering equipment 

This class excludes: manufacture of sensitive (laboratory-

type) balances, manufacture of domestic refrigerating or 

freezing equipment, manufacture of domestic fans,  
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manufacture of electrical welding and soldering equipment, 

manufacture of agricultural spraying machinery, 

manufacture of metal or glass rolling machinery and 

cylinders thereof, manufacture of agricultural dryers, 

manufacture of machinery for filtering or purifying food, 

manufacture of cream separators, manufacture of 

commercial clothes dryers, manufacture of textile printing 

machinery 

282    Manufacture of special-purpose machinery 

2821   Manufacture of agricultural and forestry machinery 

This class includes: manufacture of tractors used in 

agriculture and forestry, manufacture of walking 

(pedestrian-controlled) tractors, manufacture of mowers, 

including lawnmowers, manufacture of agricultural self-

loading or self-unloading trailers or semi-trailers, 

manufacture of agricultural machinery for soil preparation, 

planting or fertilizing: ploughs, manure spreaders, seeders, 

harrows etc. Manufacture of harvesting or threshing 

machinery: harvesters, threshers, sorters etc. manufacture 

of milking machines, manufacture of spraying machinery 

for agricultural use, manufacture of diverse agricultural 

machinery: poultry-keeping machinery, bee-keeping 

machinery, equipment for preparing fodder, machines for 

cleaning, sorting or grading eggs, fruit etc. 

This class excludes: manufacture of non-power-driven 

agricultural hand tools, manufacture of conveyors for farm 

use, manufacture of power-driven hand tools, manufacture 

of cream separators, manufacture of machinery to clean, 

sort or grade seed, grain or dried leguminous vegetables,  
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manufacture of road tractors for semi-trailers, manufacture 

of road trailers or semi-trailers 

2822 Manufacture of metal-forming machinery and machine 

tools 

This class includes: manufacture of machine tools for 

working metals and other materials (wood, bone, stone, 

hard rubber, hard plastics, cold glass etc.), including those 

using a laser beam, ultrasonic waves, plasma arc, magnetic 

pulse etc. manufacture of machine tools for turning, 

drilling, milling, shaping, planing, boring, grinding etc. 

manufacture of stamping or pressing machine tools, 

manufacture of punch presses, hydraulic presses, hydraulic 

brakes, drop hammers, forging machines etc. manufacture 

of draw-benches, thread rollers or machines for working 

wires, manufacture of stationary machines for nailing, 

stapling, glueing or otherwise assembling wood, cork, 

bone, hard rubber or plastics etc. manufacture of stationary 

rotary or rotary percussion drills, filing machines, riveters, 

sheet metal cutters etc. manufacture of presses for the 

manufacture of particle board and the like, manufacture of 

electroplating machinery 

This class also includes: manufacture of parts and 

accessories for the machine tools listed above: work 

holders, dividing heads and other special attachments for 

machine tools 

This class excludes: manufacture of interchangeable tools 

for hand tools or machine tools (drills, punches, dies, taps, 

milling cutters, turning tools, saw blades, cutting knives 

etc.), manufacture of electric hand held soldering irons and 

soldering guns, manufacture of power-driven hand tools,  
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manufacture of machinery used in metal mills or foundries, 

manufacture of machinery for mining and quarrying 

2823   Manufacture of machinery for metallurgy 

This class includes: manufacture of machines and 

equipment for handling hot metals such as converters, ingot 

moulds, ladles, casting machines. Manufacture of metal-

rolling mills and rolls for such mills 

This class excludes: manufacture of draw-benches, 

manufacture of moulding boxes and moulds (except ingot 

moulds), manufacture of machines for forming foundry 

moulds 

2824 Manufacture of machinery for mining, quarrying and 

construction 

This class includes: manufacture of continuous-action 

elevators and conveyors for underground use, manufacture 

of boring, cutting, sinking and tunnelling machinery 

(whether or not for underground use), manufacture of 

machinery for treating minerals by screening, sorting, 

separating, washing, crushing etc. manufacture of concrete 

and mortar mixers, manufacture of earth-moving 

machinery: bulldozers, angle-dozers, graders, scrapers, 

levellers, mechanical shovels, shovel loaders etc. 

Manufacture of pile drivers and pile extractors, mortar 

spreaders, bitumen spreaders, concrete surfacing machinery 

etc. manufacture of tracklaying tractors and tractors used in 

construction or mining, manufacture of bulldozer and 

angle-dozer blades, manufacture of off-road dumping 

trucks 

This class excludes: manufacture of lifting and handling 

equipment, manufacture of other tractors, manufacture of  
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machine tools for working stone, including machines for 

splitting or clearing stone, manufacture of concrete-mixer 

lorries, manufacture of mining locomotives and mining rail 

cars 

2825 Manufacture of machinery for food, beverage and tobacco 

processing 

This class includes: manufacture of agricultural dryers, 

manufacture of machinery for the dairy industry such as 

cream separators, milk processing machinery (e.g. 

homogenizers), milk converting machinery (e.g. butter 

chums, butter workers and moulding machines), cheese-

making machines (e.g. homogenizers, moulders, presses) 

etc. Manufacture of machinery for the grain milling 

industry: machinery to clean, sort or grade seeds, grain or 

dried leguminous vegetables (winnowers, sieving belts, 

separators, grain brushing machines etc.), machinery to 

produce flour and meal etc. (grinding mills, feeders, sifters, 

bran cleaners, blenders, rice hullers, pea splitters). 

Manufacture of presses, crushers etc. used to make wine, 

cider, fruit juices etc. manufacture of machinery for the 

bakery industry or for making macaroni, spaghetti or 

similar products: bakery ovens, dough mixers, dough-

dividers, moulders, slicers, cake depositing machines etc. 

manufacture of machines and equipment to process diverse 

foods: machinery to make confectionery, cocoa or 

chocolate; to manufacture sugar; for breweries; to process 

meat or poultry; to prepare fruit, nuts or vegetables; to 

prepare fish, shellfish or other seafood, machinery for 

filt ering and purifying, other machinery for the industrial 

preparation or manufacture of food or drink. Manufacture  
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of machinery for the extraction or preparation of animal or 

vegetable fats or oils, manufacture of machinery for the 

preparation of tobacco and for the making of cigarettes or 

cigars, or for pipe or chewing tobacco or snuff, 

manufacture of machinery for the preparation of food in 

hotels and restaurants 

This class excludes: manufacture of food and milk 

irradiation equipment, manufacture of packing, wrapping 

and weighing machinery, manufacture of cleaning, sorting 

or grading machinery for eggs, fruit or other crops (except 

seeds, grains and dried leguminous vegetables) 

2826 Manufacture of machinery for textile, apparel and leather 

production 

This class includes: manufacture of textile machinery: 

machines for preparing, producing, extruding, drawing, 

texturing or cutting manmade textile fibres, materials or 

yarns, machines for preparing textile fibres: cotton gins, 

bale breakers, garnetters, cotton spreaders, wool scourers, 

wool carbonizers, combs, carders, roving frames etc. 

spinning machines, machines for preparing textile yarns: 

reelers, warpers and related machines, weaving machines 

(looms), including hand looms, knitting machines, 

machines for making knotted net, tulle, lace, braid etc. 

Manufacture of auxiliary machines or equipment for textile 

machinery: dobbies, jacquards, automatic stop motions, 

shuttle changing mechanisms, spindles and spindle flyers 

etc. Manufacture of textile printing machinery, manufacture 

of machinery for fabric processing: machinery for washing, 

bleaching, dyeing, dressing, finishing, coating or 

impregnating textile fabrics, manufacture of machines for  
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reeling, unreeling, folding, cutting or pinking textile 

fabrics, manufacture of laundry machinery: ironing 

machines, including fusing presses, commercial washing 

and drying machines, dry-cleaning machines. Manufacture 

of sewing machines, sewing machine heads and sewing 

machine needles (whether or not for household use), 

manufacture of machines for producing or finishing felt or 

non-wovens, manufacture of leather machines: machinery 

for preparing, tanning or working hides, skins or leather, 

machinery for making or repairing footwear or other 

articles of hides, skins, leather or fur skins 

This class excludes: manufacture of paper or paperboard 

cards for use on jacquard machines, manufacture of 

domestic washing and drying machines, manufacture of 

calendering machines, manufacture of machines used in 

bookbinding 

2829   Manufacture of other special-purpose machinery 

This class includes: manufacture of machinery for making 

paper pulp, manufacture of paper and paperboard making 

machinery, manufacture of dryers for wood, paper pulp, 

paper or paperboard, manufacture of machinery producing 

articles of paper or paperboard, manufacture of machinery 

for working soft rubber or plastics or for the manufacture of 

products of these materials: extruders, moulders, pneumatic 

tyre making or retreading machines and other machines for 

making a specific rubber or plastic product, manufacture of 

printing and bookbinding machines and machines for 

activities supporting printing on a variety of materials, 

manufacture of machinery for producing tiles, bricks, 

shaped ceramic pastes, pipes, graphite electrodes,  
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blackboard chalk, foundry moulds etc. manufacture of 

semi-conductor manufacturing machinery, manufacture of 

industrial robots performing multiple tasks for special 

purposes, manufacture of diverse special-purpose 

machinery and equipment: machines to assemble electric or 

electronic lamps, tubes (valves) or bulbs, machines for 

production or hot-working of glass or glassware, glass fibre 

or yarn, machinery or apparatus for isotopic separation. 

Manufacture of tire alignment and balancing equipment; 

balancing equipment (except wheel balancing), 

manufacture of central greasing systems, manufacture of 

aircraft launching gear, aircraft carrier catapults and related 

equipment, manufacture of automatic bowling alley 

equipment (e.g. pin-setters), manufacture of roundabouts, 

swings, shooting galleries and other fairground 

amusements 

This class excludes: manufacture of household appliances, 

manufacture of photocopy machines etc., manufacture of 

machinery or equipment to work hard rubber, hard plastics 

or cold glass, manufacture of ingot moulds, manufacture of 

textile printing machinery 

29 Manufacture of motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers 

291    Manufacture of motor vehicles 

2910   Manufacture of motor vehicles 

This class includes: manufacture of passenger cars, 

manufacture of commercial vehicles: vans, lorries, over-

the-road tractors for semi-trailers etc. Manufacture of 

buses, trolley-buses and coaches, manufacture of motor 

vehicle engines, manufacture of chassis fitted with engines, 

manufacture of other motor vehicles such as snowmobiles,  
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golf carts, amphibious vehicles, fire engines, street 

sweepers, travelling libraries, armoured cars etc. concrete-

mixer lorries, ATVs, go-carts and similar including race 

cars 

This class also includes: factory rebuilding of motor vehicle 

engines 

This class excludes: manufacture of lighting equipment for 

motor vehicles, manufacture of pistons, piston rings and 

carburetors, manufacture of agricultural tractors, 

manufacture of tractors used in construction or mining, 

manufacture of off-road dumping trucks, manufacture of 

bodies for motor vehicles, manufacture of electrical parts 

for motor vehicles, manufacture of parts and accessories for 

motor vehicles, manufacture of tanks and other military 

fighting vehicles, maintenance, repair and alteration of 

motor vehicles 

292 Manufacture of bodies (coachwork) for motor vehicles; 

manufacture of trailers and semi-trailers 

2920 Manufacture of bodies (coachwork) for motor vehicles; 

manufacture of trailers and semi-trailers 

This class includes: manufacture of bodies, including cabs 

for motor vehicles, outfitting of all types of motor vehicles, 

trailers and semi-trailers, manufacture of trailers and semi-

trailers: for transport of goods: tankers, removal trailers etc. 

and for transport of passengers: caravan trailers etc. 

Manufacture of containers for carriage by one or more 

modes of transport 

This class excludes: manufacture of trailers and semi-

trailers specially designed for use in agriculture,  
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manufacture of parts and accessories of bodies for motor 

vehicles, manufacture of vehicles drawn by animals 

293    Manufacture of parts and accessories for motor vehicles 

2930   Manufacture of parts and accessories for motor vehicles 

This class includes: manufacture of diverse parts and 

accessories for motor vehicles: brakes, gearboxes, axles, 

road wheels, suspension shock absorbers, radiators, 

silencers, exhaust pipes, catalytic converters, clutches, 

steering wheels, steering columns and steering boxes. 

Manufacture of parts and accessories of bodies for motor 

vehicles: safety belts, airbags, doors, bumpers. Manufacture 

of car seats, manufacture of motor vehicle electrical 

equipment, such as generators, alternators, spark plugs, 

ignition wiring harnesses, power window and door systems, 

assembly of purchased gauges into instrument panels, 

voltage regulators, etc. 

This class excludes: manufacture of tyres, manufacture of 

rubber hoses and belts and other rubber products, 

manufacture of plastic hoses and belts and other plastic 

products, manufacture of batteries for vehicles, 

manufacture of lighting equipment for motor vehicles, 

manufacture of pistons, piston rings and carburetors, 

manufacture of pumps for motor vehicles and engines, 

maintenance, repair and alteration of motor vehicles 

30     Manufacture of other transport equipment 

301    Building of ships and boats 

3011   Building of ships and floating structures 

This class includes: building of commercial vessels: 

passenger vessels, ferry boats, cargo ships, tankers, tugs  
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etc. Building of warships, building of fishing boats and 

fish-processing factory vessels 

This class also includes: building of hovercraft (except 

recreation-type hovercraft), construction of drilling 

platforms, floating or submersible, construction of floating 

structures: floating docks, pontoons, coffer-dams, floating 

landing stages, buoys, floating tanks, barges, lighters, 

floating cranes, non-recreational inflatable rafts etc. 

Manufacture of sections for ships and floating structures 

This class excludes: manufacture of parts of vessels, other 

than major hull assemblies such as manufacture of sails, 

manufacture of shipsô propellers, manufacture of iron or 

steel anchors, manufacture of marine engines, manufacture 

of navigational instruments, manufacture of lighting 

equipment for ships, manufacture of amphibious motor 

vehicles, manufacture of inflatable boats or rafts for 

recreation, specialized repair and maintenance of ships and 

floating structures, ship-breaking, interior installation of 

boats 

3012   Building of pleasure and sporting boats 

This class includes: manufacture of inflatable boats and 

rafts, building of sailboats with or without auxiliary motor, 

building of motor boats, building of recreation-type 

hovercraft, manufacture of personal watercraft, 

manufacture of other pleasure and sporting boats: canoes, 

kayaks, rowing boats, skiffs 

This class excludes: manufacture of parts of pleasure and 

sporting boats: manufacture of sails, manufacture of iron or 

steel anchors, manufacture of marine engines, manufacture  
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of sailboards and surfboards, maintenance, repair or 

alteration of pleasure boats 

302    Manufacture of railway locomotives and rolling stock 

3020   Manufacture of railway locomotives and rolling stock 

This class includes: manufacture of electric, diesel, steam 

and other rail locomotives, manufacture of self-propelled 

railway or tramway coaches, vans and trucks, maintenance 

or service vehicles, manufacture of railway or tramway 

rolling stock, not self-propelled: passenger coaches, goods 

vans, tank wagons, self-discharging vans and wagons, 

workshop vans, crane vans, tenders etc. Manufacture of 

specialized parts of railway or tramway locomotives or of 

rolling stock: axles and wheels, brakes and parts of brakes; 

hooks and coupling devices, buffers and buffer parts; shock 

absorbers; wagon and locomotive frames; bodies; corridor 

connections etc. 

This class also includes: manufacture of mechanical and 

electromechanical signalling, safety and traffic control 

equipment for railways, tramways, inland waterways, 

roads, parking facilities, airfields etc. manufacture of 

mining locomotives and mining rail cars, manufacture of 

railway car seats 

This class excludes: manufacture of unassembled rails, 

manufacture of assembled railway track fixtures, 

manufacture of electric motors, manufacture of electrical 

signalling, safety or traffic-control equipment, manufacture 

of engines and turbines 

303    Manufacture of air and spacecraft and related machinery 

3030   Manufacture of air and spacecraft and related machinery 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

This class includes: manufacture of airplanes for the 

transport of goods or passengers, for use by the defence 

forces, for sport or other purposes, manufacture of 

helicopters, manufacture of gliders, hang-gliders, 

manufacture of dirigibles and hot air balloons, manufacture 

of parts and accessories of the aircraft of this class: major 

assemblies such as fuselages, wings, doors, control 

surfaces, landing gear, fuel tanks, nacelles etc. airscrews, 

helicopter rotors and propelled rotor blades, motors and 

engines of a kind typically found on aircraft, parts of 

turbojets and turboprops for aircraft. Manufacture of 

ground flying trainers, manufacture of spacecraft and 

launch vehicles, satellites, planetary probes, orbital stations, 

shuttles, manufacture of intercontinental ballistic missiles 

(ICBM) 

This class also includes: overhaul and conversion of aircraft 

or aircraft engines, manufacture of aircraft seats 

This class excludes: manufacture of parachutes, 

manufacture of military ordinance and ammunition, 

manufacture of telecommunication equipment for satellites, 

manufacture of aircraft instrumentation and aeronautical 

instruments, manufacture of air navigation systems, 

manufacture of lighting equipment for aircraft, manufacture 

of ignition parts and other electrical parts for internal 

combustion engines, manufacture of pistons, piston rings 

and carburetors, manufacture of aircraft launching gear, 

aircraft carrier catapults and related equipment 

304    Manufacture of military fighting vehicles 

3040   Manufacture of military fighting vehicles 
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This class includes: manufacture of tanks, manufacture of 

armored amphibious military vehicles, manufacture of 

other military fighting vehicles 

This class excludes: manufacture of weapons and 

ammunitions 

309    Manufacture of transport equipment n.e.c. 

3091   Manufacture of motorcycles 

This class includes: manufacture of motorcycles, mopeds 

and cycles fitted with an auxiliary engine, manufacture of 

engines for motorcycles, manufacture of sidecars, 

manufacture of parts and accessories for motorcycles 

This class excludes: manufacture of bicycles, manufacture 

of invalid carriages 

3092   Manufacture of bicycles and invalid carriages 

This class includes: manufacture of non-motorized bicycles 

and other cycles, including (delivery) tricycles, tandems, 

childrenôs bicycles and tricycles, manufacture of parts and 

accessories of bicycles, manufacture of invalid carriages 

with or without motor, manufacture of parts and 

accessories of invalid carriages, manufacture of baby 

carriages 

This class excludes: manufacture of bicycles with auxiliary 

motor, manufacture of wheeled toys designed to be ridden, 

including plastic bicycles and tricycles 

3099   Manufacture of other transport equipment n.e.c. 

This class includes: manufacture of hand-propelled 

vehicles: luggage trucks, handcarts, sledges, shopping carts 

etc. manufacture of vehicles drawn by animals: sulkies, 

donkey-carts, hearses etc. 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

This class excludes: works trucks, whether or not fitted 

with lifting or handling equipment, whether or not self-

propelled, of the type used in factories (including hand 

trucks and wheelbarrows), decorative restaurant carts, such 

as a desert cart, food wagons 

31     Manufacture of furniture 

310    Manufacture of furniture 

3100   Manufacture of furniture 

This class includes: manufacture of chairs and seats for 

offices, workrooms, hotels, restaurants, public and 

domestic premises, manufacture of chairs and seats for 

theatres, cinemas and the like, manufacture of sofas, sofa 

beds and sofa sets, manufacture of garden chairs and seats, 

manufacture of special furniture for shops: counters, 

display cases, shelves etc. manufacture of furniture for 

churches, schools, restaurants, manufacture of office 

furniture, manufacture of kitchen furniture, manufacture of 

furniture for bedrooms, living rooms, gardens etc., 

manufacture of cabinets for sewing machines, televisions 

etc. manufacture of laboratory benches, stools and other 

laboratory seating, laboratory furniture (e.g. cabinets and 

tables) 

This class also includes: finishing such as upholstery of 

chairs and seats, finishing of furniture such as spraying, 

painting, French polishing and upholstering, manufacture 

of mattress supports, manufacture of mattresses: mattresses 

fitted with springs or stuffed or internally fitted with a 

supporting material, uncovered cellular rubber or plastic 

mattresses. Decorative restaurant carts, such as dessert 

carts, food wagons 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

This class excludes: manufacture of pillows, pouffes, 

cushions, quilts and eiderdowns, manufacture of inflatable 

rubber mattresses, manufacture of furniture of ceramics, 

concrete and stone, manufacture of lighting fittings or 

lamps, blackboards, manufacture of car seats, railway seats, 

aircraft seats, modular furniture attachment and installation, 

partition installation, laboratory equipment furniture 

installation 

32     Other manufacturing 

321    Manufacture of jewellery, bijouterie and related articles 

3211   Manufacture of jewellery and related articles 

This class includes: production of worked pearls, 

production of precious and semi-precious stones in the 

worked state, including the working of industrial quality 

stones and synthetic or reconstructed precious or 

semiprecious stones, working of diamonds, manufacture of 

jewellery of precious metal or of base metals clad with 

precious metals, or precious or semi-precious stones, or of 

combinations of precious metal and precious or semi-

precious stones or of other materials, manufacture of 

goldsmithsô articles of precious metals or of base metals 

clad with precious metals: dinnerware, flatware, 

hollowware, toilet articles, office or desk articles, articles 

for religious use etc. manufacture of technical or laboratory 

articles of precious metal (except instruments and parts 

thereof): crucibles, spatulas, electroplating anodes etc. 

manufacture of precious metal watch bands, wristbands, 

watch straps and cigarette cases, manufacture of coins, 

including coins for use as legal tender, whether or not of 

precious Metal 
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This class also includes: engraving of personal precious and 

non-precious metal products 

This class excludes: manufacture of non-metal watch bands 

(fabric, leather, plastic etc.), manufacture of articles of base 

metal plated with precious metal (except imitation 

jewellery), manufacture of watchcases, manufacture of 

(non-precious) metal watch bands, manufacture of 

imitation jewellery 

3212   Manufacture of imitation jewellery and related articles 

This class includes: manufacture of costume or imitation 

jewellery: rings, bracelets, necklaces, and similar articles of 

jewellery made from base metals plated with precious 

metals, jewellery containing imitation stones such as 

imitation gems stones, imitation diamonds, and similar. 

Manufacture of metal watch bands (except precious metal) 

This class excludes: manufacture of jewellery made from 

precious metals or clad with precious metals, manufacture 

of jewellery containing genuine gem stones, manufacture of 

precious metal watch bands 

322    Manufacture of musical instruments 

3220   Manufacture of musical instruments 

This class includes: manufacture of stringed instruments, 

manufacture of keyboard stringed instruments, including 

automatic pianos, manufacture of keyboard pipe organs, 

including harmoniums and similar keyboard instruments 

with free metal reeds, manufacture of accordions and 

similar instruments, including mouth organs, manufacture 

of wind instruments, manufacture of percussion musical 

instruments, manufacture of musical instruments, the sound 

of which is produced electronically, manufacture of  
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musical boxes, fairground organs, calliopes etc. 

manufacture of instrument parts and accessories: 

metronomes, tuning forks, pitch pipes, cards, discs and rolls 

for automatic mechanical instruments etc. 

This class also includes: manufacture of whistles, call horns 

and other mouth-blown sound signalling instruments 

This class excludes: reproduction of pre-recorded sound 

and video tapes and discs, manufacture of microphones, 

amplifiers, loudspeakers, headphones and similar 

components, manufacture of record players, tape recorders 

and the like, manufacture of toy musical instruments, 

restoring of organs and other historic musical instruments, 

publishing of pre-recorded sound and video tapes and discs, 

piano tuning,  

323    Manufacture of sports goods 

3230   Manufacture of sports goods 

This class includes: manufacture of articles and equipment 

for sports, outdoor and indoor games, of any material such 

as hard, soft and inflatable balls, rackets, bats and clubs, 

skis, bindings and poles, ski-boots, sailboards and 

surfboards, requisites for sport fishing, including landing 

nets, requisites for hunting, mountain climbing etc. leather 

sports gloves and sports headgear, ice skates, roller skates 

etc. bows and crossbows, gymnasium, fitness centre or 

athletic equipment 

This class excludes: manufacture of boat sails, manufacture 

of sports apparel, manufacture of saddlery and harness, 

manufacture of whips and riding crops, manufacture of 

sports footwear, manufacture of sporting weapons and 

ammunition, manufacture of metal weights as used for  
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weightlifting, manufacture of automatic bowling alley 

equipment (e.g. pin-setters), manufacture of sports vehicles 

other than toboggans and the like, manufacture of boats, 

manufacture of billiard tables, manufacture of ear and noise 

plugs (e.g. for swimming and noise protection) 

324    Manufacture of games and toys 

3240   Manufacture of games and toys 

This class includes: manufacture of dolls and doll 

garments, parts and accessories, manufacture of action 

figures, manufacture of toy animals, manufacture of toy 

musical instruments, manufacture of playing cards, 

manufacture of board games and similar games, 

manufacture of electronic games: chess etc. manufacture of 

reduced-size (ñscaleò) models and similar recreational 

models, electrical trains, construction sets etc. manufacture 

of coin-operated games, billiards, special tables for casino 

games, etc. manufacture of articles for funfair, table or 

parlour games, manufacture of wheeled toys designed to be 

ridden, including plastic bicycles and tricycles, 

manufacture of puzzles and similar articles 

This class excludes: manufacture of video game consoles, 

manufacture of bicycles, writing and publishing of software 

for video game consoles 

325 Manufacture of medical and dental instruments and 

supplies 

3250 Manufacture of medical and dental instruments and 

supplies 

This class includes: manufacture of surgical drapes and 

sterile string and tissue, manufacture of dental fillings and 

cements (except denture adhesives), dental wax and other  
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dental plaster preparations, manufacture of bone 

reconstruction cements, manufacture of dental laboratory 

furnaces, manufacture of laboratory ultrasonic cleaning 

machinery, manufacture of laboratory sterilizers, 

manufacture of laboratory type distilling apparatus, 

laboratory centrifuges, manufacture of medical, surgical, 

dental or veterinary furniture, such as: operating tables, 

examination tables, hospital beds with mechanical fittings, 

dentistsô chairs. Manufacture of bone plates and screws, 

syringes, needles, catheters, cannulae, etc. manufacture of 

dental instruments (including dentistsô chairs incorporating 

dental equipment), manufacture of artificial teeth, bridges, 

etc., made in dental labs, manufacture of orthopedic and 

prosthetic devices, manufacture of glass eyes, manufacture 

of medical thermometers, manufacture of ophthalmic 

goods, yeglasses, sunglasses, lenses ground to prescription, 

contact lenses, safety goggles 

This class excludes: manufacture of denture adhesives, 

manufacture of medical impregnated wadding, dressings 

etc., manufacture of electromedical and electrotherapeutic 

equipment, manufacture of wheelchairs 

329    Other manufacturing n.e.c 

3290   Other manufacturing n.e.c. 

This class includes: manufacture of protective safety 

equipment such as manufacture of fire-resistant and 

protective safety clothing, manufacture of linemenôs safety 

belts and other belts for occupational use, manufacture of 

cork life preservers, manufacture of plastics hard hats and 

other personal safety equipment of plastics (e.g. athletic 

helmets), manufacture of fire-fighting protection suits,  
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manufacture of metal safety headgear and other metal 

personal safety devices, manufacture of ear and noise plugs 

(e.g. for swimming and noise protection), manufacture of 

gas masks. Manufacture of brooms and brushes, including 

brushes constituting parts of machines, hand-operated 

mechanical floor sweepers, mops and feather dusters, paint 

brushes, paint pads and rollers, squeegees and other 

brushes, brooms, mops etc. manufacture of shoe and 

clothes brushes, manufacture of pens and pencils of all 

kinds whether or not mechanical, manufacture of pencil 

leads, manufacture of date, sealing or numbering stamps, 

hand-operated devices for printing, or embossing labels, 

hand printing sets, prepared typewriter ribbons and inked 

pads, manufacture of globes, manufacture of umbrellas, 

sun-umbrellas, walking sticks, seat-sticks, manufacture of 

buttons, press-fasteners, snap-fasteners, press-studs, slide 

fasteners, manufacture of cigarette lighters, manufacture of 

articles of personal use: smoking pipes, scent sprays, 

vacuum flasks and other vacuum vessels for personal or 

household use, wigs, false beards, eyebrows, manufacture 

of miscellaneous articles: candles, tapers and the like; 

bouquets, wreaths and floral baskets; artificial flowers, fruit 

and foliage; jokes and novelties; hand sieves and hand 

riddles; tailorsô dummies; burial caskets etc. taxidermy 

activities 

This class excludes: manufacture of lighter wicks, 

manufacture of workwear and service apparel (e.g. 

laboratory coats, work overalls, uniforms), manufacture of 

paper novelties, manufacture of plastic novelties 

33     Repair and installation of machinery and equipment 
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331 Repair of fabricated metal products, machinery and 

equipment 

3311   Repair of fabricated metal products 

This class includes: repair of metal tanks, reservoirs and 

containers, repair and maintenance for pipes and pipelines, 

mobile welding repair, repair of steel shipping drums, 

repair and maintenance of steam or other vapour 

generators, repair and maintenance of auxiliary plant for 

use with steam generators: condensers, economizers, 

superheaters, steam collectors and accumulators. Repair 

and maintenance of nuclear reactors, except isotope 

separators, repair and maintenance of parts for marine or 

power boilers, platework repair of central heating boilers 

and radiators, repair and maintenance of fire arms and 

ordnance (including repair of sporting and recreational 

guns) 

This class excludes: repair of central heating systems etc., 

repair of mechanical locking devices, safes etc. 

3312   Repair of machinery 

This class includes: repair and maintenance of non-

automotive engines, e.g. ship or rail engines, repair and 

maintenance of pumps and related equipment, repair and 

maintenance of fluid power equipment, repair of valves, 

repair of gearing and driving elements, repair and 

maintenance of industrial process furnaces, repair and 

maintenance of materials handling equipment, repair and 

maintenance of commercial refrigeration equipment and air 

purifying equipment, repair and maintenance of 

commercial-type general-purpose machinery, repair of 

other power-driven hand-tools, repair and maintenance of  
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metal cutting and metal forming machine tools and 

accessories, repair and maintenance of other machine tools, 

repair and maintenance of agricultural tractors, repair and 

maintenance of agricultural machinery and forestry and 

logging machinery, repair and maintenance of metallurgy 

machinery, repair and maintenance of mining, construction, 

and oil and gas field machinery, repair and maintenance of 

food, beverage, and tobacco processing machinery, repair 

and maintenance of textile apparel, and leather production 

machinery, repair and maintenance of papermaking 

machinery, repair and maintenance of other special-purpose 

machinery of division 28, repair and maintenance of 

weighing equipment, repair and maintenance of vending 

machines, repair and maintenance of cash registers, repair 

and maintenance of photocopy machines, repair of 

calculators, electronic or not, repair of typewriters 

This class excludes: installation, repair and maintenance of 

furnaces and other heating equipment, installation, repair 

and maintenance of elevators and escalators 

3313   Repair of electronic and optical equipment 

This class includes: repair and maintenance of the 

measuring, testing, navigating and control equipment of 

group 265, such as: aircraft engine instruments, automotive 

emissions testing equipment, meteorological instruments, 

physical, electrical and chemical properties testing and 

inspection equipment, surveying instruments, radiation 

detection and monitoring instruments. Repair and 

maintenance of irradiation, electromedical and 

electrotherapeutic equipment of class 2660, such as: 

magnetic resonance imaging equipment, medical  
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ultrasound equipment, pacemakers, hearing aids, 

electrocardiographs, electromedical endoscopic equipment, 

irradiation apparatus. Repair and maintenance of optical 

instruments and equipment of class 2670, if the use is 

mainly commercial, such as: binoculars, microscopes 

(except electron and proton microscopes), telescopes, 

prisms and lenses (except ophthalmic), photographic 

equipment 

This class excludes: repair and maintenance of photocopy 

machines, repair and maintenance of computers and 

peripheral equipment, repair and maintenance of computer 

projectors, repair and maintenance of communication 

equipment, repair and maintenance of commercial TV and 

video cameras, repair of household-type video cameras, 

repair of watches and clocks, see 9529 

3314   Repair of electrical equipment 

This class includes: repair and maintenance of power, 

distribution, and specialty transformers, repair and 

maintenance of electric motors, generators, and motor 

generator sets, repair and maintenance of switchgear and 

switchboard apparatus, repair and maintenance of relays 

and industrial controls, repair and maintenance of primary 

and storage batteries, repair and maintenance of electric 

lighting equipment, repair and maintenance of current-

carrying wiring devices and non current-carrying wiring 

devices for wiring electrical circuits 

This class excludes: repair and maintenance of computers 

and peripheral computer equipment, repair and 

maintenance of telecommunications equipment, repair and  
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maintenance of consumer electronics, repair of watches and 

clocks 

3315 Repair of transport equipment, except motor vehicles 

This class includes: repair and routine maintenance of 

ships, repair and maintenance of pleasure boats, repair and 

maintenance of locomotives and railroad cars (except 

factory rebuilding or factory conversion), repair and 

maintenance of aircraft (except factory conversion, factory 

overhaul, factory rebuilding), repair and maintenance of 

aircraft engines, repair of animal drawn buggies and 

wagons 

This class excludes: factory rebuilding of ships, factory 

rebuilding of locomotives and railroad cars, factory 

rebuilding of aircraft, repair of ship or rail engines, ship 

scaling, dismantling, repair and maintenance of 

motorcycles, repair of bicycles and invalid carriages 

3319   Repair of other equipment 

This class includes: repair of fishing nets, including 

mending, repair or ropes, riggings, canvas and tarps, repair 

of fertilizer and chemical storage bags, repair or 

reconditioning of wooden pallets, shipping drums or 

barrels, and similar items, repair of pinball machines and 

other coin-operated games, restoring of organs and other 

historical musical instruments 

This class excludes: repair of household and office type 

furniture, furniture restoration, repair of bicycles and 

invalid carriages, repair and alteration of clothing 

332    Installation of industrial machinery and equipment 

3320   Installation of industrial machinery and equipment 
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This class includes: installation of industrial machinery in 

industrial plant, installation of industrial process control 

equipment, installation of other industrial equipment, e.g.: 

communications equipment, mainframe and similar 

computers, irradiation and electromedical equipment etc. 

Dismantling large-scale machinery and equipment, 

activities of millwrights, machine rigging, installation of 

bowling alley equipment 

This class excludes: installation of electrical wiring, burglar 

alarm systems, installation of air-conditioning systems, 

installation of elevators, escalators, automated doors, 

vacuum cleaning systems etc., installation of doors, 

staircases, shop fittings, furniture etc., installation (setting-

up) of personal computers 
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Section D: Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply 

Introduction  

This section includes the activity of providing electric power, natural gas, steam, hot water and 

the like through a permanent infrastructure (network) of lines, mains and pipes. The dimension 

of the network is not decisive; also included are the distribution of electricity, gas, steam, hot 

water and the like in industrial parks or residential buildings. 

 

This section therefore includes the operation of electric and gas utilities, which generate, control 

and distribute electric power or gas. Also included is the provision of steam and air-conditioning 

supply.  

 

This section excludes the operation of water and sewerage utilities, see 36, 37. This section also 

excludes the (typically long-distance) transport of gas through pipelines. 

 

Division Group Class Subclass Description 

35     Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply 

351    Electric power generation, transmission and distribution 

3510   Electric power generation, transmission and distribution 

     This class includes: 

Operation of generation facilities that produce electric 

energy, including thermal, nuclear, hydroelectric, gas 

turbine, diesel and renewable; 

Operation of transmission systems that convey the 

electricity from the generation facility to the distribution 

system; 

Operation of distribution systems (i.e. consisting of lines, 

 poles, meters, and wiring) that convey electric power 

 received from the generation facility or the transmission  

 system to the final consumer; 

     Sale of electricity to the user; 
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Activities of electric power brokers or agents that arrange 

the sale of electricity via power distribution systems 

operated by others; and 

Operation of electricity and transmission capacity

 exchanges for electric power 

This class excludes production of electricity through 

incineration of waste 

352    Manufacture of gas; distribution of gaseous fuels through  

     mains 

3520   Manufacture of gas; distribution of gaseous fuels through  

     mains 

     This class includes: 

Production of gas for the purpose of gas supply by   

 carbonation of coal, from by-products of agriculture or  

 from waste, Sale of gas to the user through mains; 

     Manufacture of gaseous fuels with a specified calorific  

     value, by purification, blending and other processes from  

     gases of various types including natural gas; 

     Transportation, distribution and supply of gaseous fuels of  

     all kinds through a system of mains; 

     Activities of gas brokers or agents that arrange the sale of  

     gas over gas distribution systems operated by others; and 

     Commodity and transport capacity exchanges for gaseous  

     fuels. 

This class excludes, operation of coke ovens, manufacture 

of refined petroleum products, manufacture of industrial 

gases, wholesale of gaseous fuels, retail sale of bottled gas, 

direct selling of fuel, (long-distance) transportation of gases 

by pipelines 

353    Steam and air conditioning supply 
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3530   Steam and air conditioning supply 

This class includes: 

Production, collection and distribution of steam and hot 

water for heating, power and other purposes; 

Production and distribution of cooled air; and Production 

and distribution of chilled water for cooling purposes; and 

Production of ice, including ice for food and non-food (e.g. 

cooling) 
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Section E: Water supply, sewerage, waste management 

Introduction  

This section includes activities related to the management (collection, treatment and disposal) of 

various forms of waste, such as solid or waste water, industrial, hospital or municipal/household 

waste, as well as contaminated sites. The output of the waste treatment process can either be 

disposed of or become an input into other production processes. Activities of water supply are 

also grouped in this section, since they are often carried out in connection with, or by units also 

engaged in, the treatment of sewage. 

 

Division Group Class Subclass Description 

36     Water collection, treatment and supply 

360    Water collection, treatment and supply 

3600   Water collection, treatment and supply 

     This class includes collection of water from rivers, lakes,  

     wells; collection of rain water, purification of water for  

     water supply purposes, treatment of water for industrial and 

     other purposes, distribution of water through mains, by  

     trucks or other means and operation of irrigation canals  

     e.t.c. 

This class excludes operation of irrigation equipment for 

agricultural purposes, treatment of wastewater in order to 

prevent pollution, (long-distance) transport of water via 

pipelines 

37     Sewerage 

370    Sewerage 

3700   Sewerage 

 This class includes: operation of sewer systems or sewer 

treatment facilities, collecting and transporting of human or 

industrial wastewater from one or several user, emptying 

and cleaning of cesspools and septic tanks, sinks and pits 

from sewage; servicing of chemical toilet, treatment of  
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wastewater by means of physical, chemical and biological 

processes like dilution, screening, ýltering, sedimentation 

etc, maintenance and cleaning of sewers and drains, 

including sewer rodding 

38 Waste collection, treatment and disposal activities; 

materials recovery 

381    Waste collection 

3811   Collection of non-hazardous waste 

This class includes: 

Collection of non-hazardous solid waste (i.e. garbage) 

within a local area, such as collection of waste from 

households and businesses by means of refuse bins, 

wheeled bins, containers etc. may include mixed 

recoverable materials; 

Collection of recyclable materials, used cooking oils and 

fats, refuse in litter-bins in public places, construction and 

demolition waste and waste output of textile mills; 

Collection and removal of debris such as brush and rubble; 

and Operation of waste transfer stations for non-hazardous 

waste 

This class excludes collection of hazardous waste, 

operation of landfills for the disposal of non-hazardous 

waste, operation of facilities where commingled 

recoverable materials such as paper, plastics, etc. are sorted 

into distinct categories 

3812   Collection of hazardous waste 

This class includes operation of waste transfer stations for 

hazardous waste 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

This class excludes remediation and clean up of 

contaminated buildings, mine sites, soil, ground water, e.g. 

asbestos removal 

382    Waste treatment and disposal 

3821   Treatment and disposal of non-hazardous waste 

This class includes operation of landfills for the disposal of 

non-hazardous waste and treatment of organic waste for 

disposal 

This class excludes incineration and combustion of 

hazardous waste, operation of facilities where commingled 

recoverable materials such as paper, plastics, used beverage 

cans and metals, are sorted into distinct categories, 

decontamination, clean up of land, water; toxic material 

abatement 

3822   Treatment and disposal of hazardous waste 

This class includes: 

     Operation of facilities for treatment of hazardous waste; 

Treatment and disposal of toxic live or dead animals and 

other contaminated waste, incineration of hazardous waste; 

and disposal of used goods such as refrigerators, to 

eliminate harmful waste, treatment, disposal and storage of 

radioactive nuclear waste including: treatment and disposal 

of transition radioactive waste, i.e. decaying within the 

period of transport, from hospitals and encapsulation, 

preparation and other treatment of nuclear waste for storage 

This class excludes incineration of non-hazardous waste, 

decontamination, clean up of land, water; toxic material 

abatement, reprocessing of nuclear fuels 

383    Materials recovery 

3830   Materials recovery 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

This class includes 

     Processing of metal and non-metal waste and scrap and  

     other articles into secondary raw materials; 

     Separating and sorting recoverable materials from non- 

     hazardous waste streams (i.e. garbage); 

     Mechanical crushing of metal waste such as used cars,  

     washing machines; 

     Dismantling of automobiles, computers, televisions and  

     other equipment for materials recovery; 

Mechanical reduction of large iron pieces such as railway 

wagons; and Shredding of metal waste, end-of-life vehicles 

etc. and other methods of mechanical treatment as cutting, 

pressing to reduce the volume. 

This class excludes, manufacture of new final products 

from (whether or not self-produced) secondary metal raw 

materials, such as spinning yarn from garnetted stock, 

making pulp from paper waste, retreading tyres or 

production of metal from metal scrap, see corresponding 

classes in section C (Manufacturing), reprocessing of 

nuclear fuels, remelting ferrous waste and scrap, treatment 

and disposal of non-hazardous waste, treatment of organic 

waste for disposal, energy recovery from non-hazardous 

waste incineration processes, disposal of used goods such 

as refrigerators to eliminate harmful waste, treatment and 

disposal of transition radioactive waste from hospitals etc. 

treatment and disposal of toxic, contaminated waste, 

dismantling of automobiles, computers, televisions and 

other equipment to obtain and resell usable parts, wholesale 

of recoverable materials 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

39 Remediation activities and other waste management 

services 

390 Remediation activities and other waste management 

services 

3900 Remediation activities and other waste management 

services 

This class includes 

Decontamination of soils and groundwater at the place of 

pollution, either in situation, using eg. mechanical, and 

chemical or biological method situ, using e.g. mechanical, 

chemical or biological methods; 

Decontamination of industrial plants or sites, including 

nuclear plants and sites; 

Decontamination and cleaning up of surface water 

following accidental pollution; 

     Cleaning up of oil spills and other pollutions on land, in  

     surface water, in ocean, seas, including coastal areas; 

Clearing of landmines and the like (including detonation) 

and other specialized pollution-control activities 

This class excludes treatment and disposal of non-

hazardous waste, treatment and disposal of hazardous 

waste, outdoor sweeping and watering of streets etc. 
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Section F: Construction 

Introduction  

This section includes general construction and specialized construction activities for buildings 

and civil engineering works. It includes new work, repair, additions and alterations, the erection 

of prefabricated buildings or structures on the site and also construction of a temporary nature. 

General construction is the construction of entire dwellings, office buildings, stores and other 

public and utility buildings, farm buildings etc., or the construction of civil engineering works 

such as motorways, streets, bridges, tunnels, railways, airfields, harbours and other water 

projects, irrigation systems, sewerage systems, industrial facilities, pipelines and electric lines, 

sports facilities etc. 

 

This work can be carried out on own account or on a fee or contract basis. Portions of the work 

and sometimes even the whole practical work can be subcontracted out. A unit that carries the 

overall responsibility for a construction project is classified here. Also included is the repair of 

buildings and engineering works.  

 

This section includes the complete construction of buildings (division 41), the complete 

construction of civil engineering works (division 42), as well as specialized construction 

activities, if carried out only as a part of the construction process (division 43).The renting of 

construction equipment with operator is classified with the specific construction activity carried 

out with this equipment.  

 

This section also includes the development of building projects for buildings or civil engineering 

works by bringing together financial, technical and physical means to realize the construction 

projects for later sale. If these activities are carried out not for later sale of the construction 

projects, but for their operation (e.g. renting of space in these buildings, manufacturing activities 

in these plants), the unit would not be classified here, but according to its operational activity, i.e. 

real estate, manufacturing etc. 

 

Division Group Class Subclass Description 

41     Construction of buildings 

410    Construction of buildings 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

4100   Construction of buildings 

This class includes: construction of all types of residential 

buildings, construction of all types of non-residential 

buildings, assembly and erection of prefabricated 

constructions on the site and remodeling or renovating 

existing residential structures 

This class excludes erection of complete prefabricated 

constructions from self-manufactured parts not of concrete, 

construction of industrial facilities, except buildings, 

architectural and engineering activities, project 

management activities related to construction 

42     Civil engineering 

421    Construction of roads and railways 

4210   Construction of roads and railways 

This class includes: construction of motorways, streets, 

roads, other vehicular and pedestrian ways, surface work on 

streets, roads, highways, bridges or tunnels, construction of 

bridges, including those for elevated highways, 

construction of tunnels, construction of railways and 

subways, and construction of airýeld runways 

This class excludes installation of street lighting and 

electrical signals, architectural and engineering activities, 

project management activities related to civil engineering 

works 

422    Construction of utility projects 

4220   Construction of utility projects 

This class includes construction of civil engineering 

constructions for long-distance pipelines, communication 

and power lines, urban pipelines, urban communication and 

power lines; ancillary urban works, water main and line  
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

construction, irrigation systems (canals) and reservoirs. 

Also it includes water well drilling, construction of sewer 

systems, including repair, sewage disposal plants, pumping 

stations and power plants. 

This class excludes project management activities related to 

civil engineering works 

429    Construction of other civil engineering projects 

4290   Construction of other civil engineering projects 

This class includes construction of industrial facilities, 

except buildings, construction of waterways, harbour and 

river works, pleasure ports (marinas), locks, etc., dams and 

dykes; dredging of waterways, construction work other 

than buildings, and land subdivision with land 

improvement (e.g. adding of roads, utility infrastructure 

etc.) 

This class excludes project management activities related to 

civil engineering works 

43     Demolition and site preparation 

431    Demolition and site preparation 

4311   Demolition 

This class includes demolition or wrecking of buildings and 

other structures 

4312   Site preparation 

This class includes clearing of building sites, earth moving: 

excavation, landfill, levelling and grading of construction 

sites, trench digging, rock removal, blasting, etc., drilling, 

boring and core sampling for construction, geophysical, 

geological or similar purposes 

This class also includes site preparation for mining: 

overburden removal and other development and preparation  
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

of mineral properties and sites, except oil and gas sites. 

Building site drainage, drainage of agricultural or forestry 

land 

This class excludes drilling of production oil or gas wells, 

test drilling and test hole boring for mining operations 

(other than oil and gas extraction), decontamination of soil, 

water well drilling, shaft sinking, oil and gas field 

exploration, geophysical, geological and seismic surveying 

432 Electrical, plumbing and other construction installation 

activities 

4321   Electrical installation 

This class includes installation of electrical wiring and 

fittings, telecommunications wiring, computer network and 

cable television wiring, including fibre optic, satellite 

dishes, lighting systems, fire alarms, burglar alarm systems, 

street lighting and electrical signals, airport runway lighting 

This class also includes connecting of electric appliances 

and household equipment, including baseboard heating 

This class excludes construction of communications and 

power transmission lines, monitoring or remote monitoring 

of electronic security alarm systems, such as burglar and 

fire alarms, including their maintenance 

4322   Plumbing, heat and air-conditioning installation 

This class includes installation in buildings or other 

construction projects of heating systems (electric, gas and 

oil), furnaces, cooling towers, non-electric solar energy 

collectors, plumbing and sanitary equipment, ventilation, 

refrigeration or air-conditioning equipment and ducts, gas 

fittings, steam piping, fire sprinkler systems, lawn sprinkler 

systems. Duct work installation 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

This class excludes installation of electric baseboard 

heating 

4329   Other construction installation 

This class includes installation in buildings or other 

construction projects of elevators, escalators, automated 

and revolving doors, lightning conductors, vacuum 

cleaning systems, thermal, sound or vibration insulation 

This class excludes installation of industrial machinery 

433    Building completion and finishing 

4330   Building completion and finishing 

This class includes: application in buildings or other 

construction projects of interior and exterior plaster or 

stucco, including related lathing materials, installation of 

doors (except automated and  revolving), windows, door 

and window, frames, of wood or other materials, 

installation of ýtted kitchens, staircases, shop ýttings and 

the like, installation of furniture interior completion such as 

ceilings, wooden wall coverings, movable partitions, etc., 

laying, tiling, hanging or ýtting in buildings or other 

construction projects. It also includes interior and exterior 

painting of buildings, painting of civil engineering 

structures, installation of glass, mirrors, etc., cleaning of 

new buildings after construction and other building 

completion work n.e.c. 

This class also includes interior installation of shops, 

mobile homes, boats etc. 

This class excludes painting of roads, installation of 

automated and revolving doors, general interior cleaning of 

buildings and other structures, specialized interior and  
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

exterior cleaning of buildings, activities of interior 

decoration designers, assembly of self-standing furniture 

439    Other specialized construction activities 

4390   Other specialized construction activities 

This class includes: Construction activities specializing in 

one aspect common to diǟerent kind of structures, 

requiring specialized skill or equipment, subsurface work, 

construction of outdoor swimming pools, steam cleaning, 

sand blasting and similar activities for building exteriors 

and renting of cranes with operator 

This class excludes renting of construction machinery and 

equipment without operator 
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Section G: Wholesale and retail trade, repair of motor vehicles and 

motorcycles 

Introduction  

This section includes wholesale and retail sale, i.e. sale without transformation of any type of 

goods and the rendering of services incidental to the sale of these goods. Wholesaling and 

retailing are the final steps in the distribution of goods. Goods bought and sold are also referred 

to as merchandise. 

 

Also included in this section are the repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles. Sale without 

transformation is considered to include the usual operations (or manipulations) associated with 

trade, for example sorting, grading and assembling of goods, mixing (blending) of goods (for 

example sand), bottling (with or without preceding bottle cleaning), packing, breaking bulk and 

repacking for distribution in smaller lots, storage (whether or not frozen or chilled), cleaning and 

drying of agricultural products, cutting out of wood fibreboards or metal sheets as secondary 

activities.  

 

Division 45 includes all activities related to the sale and repair of motor vehicles and 

motorcycles, while divisions 46 and 47 include all other sale activities. The distinction between 

division 46 (wholesale) and division 47 (retail sale) is based on the predominant type of 

customer. Wholesale is the resale (sale without transformation) of new and used goods to 

retailers, to industrial, commercial, institutional or professional users, or to other wholesalers, or 

involves acting as an agent or broker in buying goods for, or selling goods to, such persons or 

companies. The principal types of businesses included are merchant wholesalers, i.e. wholesalers 

who take title to the goods they sell, such as wholesale merchants or jobbers, industrial 

distributors, exporters, importers, and cooperative buying associations, sales branches and sales 

offices (but not retail stores) that are maintained by manufacturing or mining units apart from 

their plants or mines for the purpose of marketing their products and that do not merely take 

orders to be filled by direct shipments from the plants or mines. Also included are merchandise 

brokers, commission merchants and agents and assemblers, buyers and cooperative associations 

engaged in the marketing of farm products.  
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Wholesalers frequently physically assemble, sort and grade goods in large lots, break bulk, 

repack and redistribute in smaller lots, for example pharmaceuticals; store, refrigerate, deliver 

and install goods, engage in sales promotion for their customers and label design.  

 

Retailing is the resale (sale without transformation) of new and used goods mainly to the general 

public for personal or household consumption or utilization, by shops, department stores, stalls, 

mail-order houses, door-to-door sales persons, hawkers and peddlers, consumer cooperatives, 

auction houses etc. Most retailers take title to the goods they sell, but some act as agents for a 

principal and sell either on consignment or on a commission basis. 

 

Division Group Class Subclass Description 

45 Wholesale and retail trade and repair of motor vehicles, 

motorcycles and bicycles 

451    Sale of motor vehicles 

4510   Sale of motor vehicles 

This class includes: 

Wholesale and retail sale of new and used vehicles: 

passenger motor vehicles, including specialized passenger 

motor vehicles such as ambulances and minibuses, etc., 

lorries, trailers and semi-trailers, camping vehicles such as 

caravans and motor homes, wholesale and retail sale of off-

road motor vehicles (jeeps, etc.), wholesale and retail sale 

by commission agents and car auctions 

This class excludes wholesale and retail sale of parts and 

accessories for motor vehicles, renting of motor vehicles 

with driver, renting of trucks with driver, renting of motor 

vehicles and trucks without driver 

452    Maintenance and repair of motor vehicles 

4520   Maintenance and repair of motor vehicles: 

This class includes: 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

Mmaintenance and repair of motor vehicles, tyre and tube 

repair, fitting or replacement, anti-rust treatment; and 

installation of parts and accessories not as part of the 

manufacturing process 

This class excludes retreading and rebuilding of tyres 

453    Sale of motor vehicle parts and accessories 

4530   Sale of motor vehicle parts and accessories 

 This includes wholesale and retail sale of all kinds of parts, 

components, supplies, tools and accessories for motor 

vehicles 

This class excludes retail sale of automotive fuel 

454 Sale, maintenance and repair of motorcycles and related 

parts and accessories 

4540 Sale, maintenance and repair of motorcycles and related 

parts and accessories 

This class excludes wholesale of bicycles and related parts 

and accessories, retail sale of bicycles and related parts and 

accessories, renting of motorcycles, repair and maintenance 

of bicycles 

45401 Wholesale and retail sale of motorcycles related parts and 

accessories 

45402 Maintenance and repair of motorcycles 

46     Wholesale trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles 

461    Wholesale on a fee or contract basis 

4610   Wholesale on a fee or contract basis 

This class excludes wholesale trade in own name, activities 

of commission agents for motor vehicles,  
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

auctions of motor vehicles, retail sale by non-store 

commission agents, activities of insurance agents, activities 

of real estate agents 

46101 Activities of commission agents and all other wholesalers 

who trade on behalf and on the account of others 

46102 Activities of those involved in bringing sellers and buyers 

together or undertaking commercial transactions on behalf 

of a principal 

46103 Activities of wholesale auctioneering houses 

462    Wholesale of agricultural raw materials and live animals 

4620   Wholesale of agricultural raw materials and live animals 

This class includes the wholesale of oleaginous fruits, 

flowers and plants, unmanufactured tobacco, live animals, 

hides and skins, leather, agricultural material, waste, 

residues and by-products used for animal feed. 

This class excludes wholesale of textile fibres 

463    Wholesale of food, beverages and tobacco 

4630   Wholesale of food, beverages and tobacco 

This class excludes blending of wine or distilled spirits 

46301 Wholesale of food 

     This includes;  

     Wholesale of fruit and vegetables,  

     Wholesale of dairy products, eggs and egg products; 

 Wholesale of edible oils and fats of animal or vegetable 

origin; 

     Wholesale of meat, meat products and fishery products; 

 Wholesale of sugar, chocolate, sugar confectionery and 

bakery products;  

     This sub-class also includes; feed for pet animals 

46302 Wholesale of beverages and tobacco products 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

     This sub-class also includes;  

 Buying of wine in bulk and bottling without  transformation 

and wholesale of coffee, tea, cocoa and spices, 

464    Wholesale of household goods 

4641   Wholesale of textiles, clothing and footwear 

46411 Wholesale of textile and clothing 

     This sub-class includes; 

     Wholesale of yarn and fabrics; 

     Wholesale of household linen etc.; 

     Wholesale of haberdashery: needles, sewing thread etc.; 

Wholesale of clothing accessories such as gloves, ties, 

braces and fur articles; and 

     Wholesale of umbrellas, rain coats 

46412 Wholesale of footwear 

     This sub-class includes wholesale of rain boots 

     This class excludes: 

     Wholesale of jewellery and leather goods 

     Wholesale of textile ýbres 

4649   Wholesale of other household goods 

     This class includes: 

 Wholesale of household furniture, lighting equipment and 

appliances; 

 Wholesale of recorded audio and video tapes, CDs,  DVDs 

and consumer electronics such as radio and TV equipment, 

CD and DVD players, recorders stereo equipment, video 

game consoles as well as musical instruments, games and 

toys, sports goods; 

 Wholesale of cutlery, china, glassware, woodenware, 

wickerwork and cookware etc.; 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

 Wholesale of pharmaceutical, medical goods, perfumeries, 

cosmetics and soaps; 

     Wholesale of bicycles and their parts and accessories; 

     Wholesale of stationery, books, magazines and newspapers; 

 Wholesale of photographic and optical goods (e.g. 

sunglasses, binoculars, magnifying glasses); 

 Wholesale of leather goods and travel accessories; and 

wholesale of watches, clocks and jewellery 

This class excludes wholesale of blank audio and video 

tapes, CDs, DVDs, wholesale of radio and TV broadcasting 

equipment, wholesale of office furniture 

465    Wholesale of machinery, equipment and supplies 

4651 Wholesale of computers, computer peripheral equipment 

and software 

This class includes wholesale of computers and computer 

peripheral equipment, wholesale of software 

This class excludes wholesale of electronic parts, wholesale 

of office machinery and equipment, (except computers and 

peripheral equipment), wholesale of computer-controlled 

machinery 

4652 Wholesale of electronic and telecommunications equipment 

and parts 

This class includes wholesale of electronic valves and 

tubes, wholesale of semiconductor devices, wholesale of 

microchips and integrated circuits, wholesale of printed 

circuits, wholesale of blank audio and video tapes and 

diskettes, magnetic and optical disks (CDs, DVDs), 

wholesale of telephone and communications equipment 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

This class excludes wholesale of recorded audio and video 

tapes, CDs, DVDs, wholesale of consumer electronics, 

wholesale of computers and computer peripheral equipment 

4653 Wholesale of agricultural machinery, equipment and 

supplies 

This class includes wholesale of agricultural machinery and 

equipment such as ploughs, manure spreaders, seeders, 

harvesters, threshers, milking machines, poultry-keeping 

machines, bee-keeping machines, tractors used in 

agriculture and forestry 

This class also includes lawn mowers however operated 

4659   Wholesale of other machinery and equipment 

     This class includes 

 Wholesale of office machinery and equipment, and office 

furniture except computers and computer peripheral 

equipment; 

 Wholesale of transport equipment except motor vehicles, 

motorcycles and bicycles; 

     Wholesale of production-line robots; 

 Wholesale of wires and switches and other installation 

equipment for industrial use; 

 Wholesale of other electrical material such as electrical 

motors, transformers; 

 Wholesale of machine tools of any type and for any 

material; 

 Wholesale of other machinery n.e.c. for use in industry, 

trade and navigation and other services; and wholesale of 

measuring instruments and equipment 

     This class excludes: 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

 Wholesale of motor vehicles, trailers and caravans, see 

4510 

     Wholesale of motor vehicle parts, see 4530  

     Wholesale of motorcycles, see 4540 

     Wholesale of bicycles, see 4649 

 Wholesale of computers and peripheral equipment, see 

4651 

 Wholesale of electronic parts and telephone and 

communications equipment, see 4652  

466    Other specialized wholesale 

4661 Wholesale of solid, liquid and gaseous fuels and related 

products 

 This class includes wholesale of fuels, greases, lubricants 

and oils  

4662   Wholesale of metals and metal ores 

     This class includes: 

     Wholesale of ferrous and non-ferrous metal ores; 

 Wholesale of ferrous and non-ferrous metals in primary 

forms; 

Wholesale of ferrous and non-ferrous semi-finished  metal 

products n.e.c.; 

     Wholesale of gold and other precious metals 

     This class excludes: 

     Wholesale of metal scrap, see 4669  

4663 Wholesale of construction materials, hardware, plumbing 

and heating and supplies equipment 

     This class includes: 

 Wholesale of wood in the rough and products of primary 

processing of wood; 

     Wholesale of paint, varnish, wallpaper and floor coverings; 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

     Wholesale of construction materialsô e.g sand, gravel; 

     Wholesale of flat glass; 

     Wholesale of hardware, locks, fittings and fixtures 

 Wholesale of hot water heaters, sanitary equipment baths, 

washbasins, toilets and other sanitary porcelain; 

 Wholesale of sanitary installation equipment tubes, pipes, 

fittings, taps, T-pieces, connections, rubber pipes etc.; and 

 Wholesale of tools such as hammers, saws, screwdrivers 

and other hand tools 

4669   Wholesale of waste and scrap and other products n.e.c. 

     This class includes: 

     Wholesale of industrial chemicals; 

     Wholesale of fertilizers and agrochemical products; 

     Wholesale of plastic materials in primary forms; 

     Wholesale of rubber; 

     Wholesale of textile fibres etc.; 

     Wholesale of paper in bulk; 

     Wholesale of precious stones; 

 Wholesale of metal and non-metal waste and scrap and 

materials for recycling, including collecting, 

sorting,separating, stripping of used goods such as cars in 

order to obtain reusable parts, packing and repacking, 

storage and delivery, but without a real transformation 

process. Additionally, the purchased and sold waste has a 

remaining value as well as dismantling of automobiles, 

computers, televisions and other equipment to obtain and 

re-sell usable parts 

     This class excludes: 

 Collection of household and industrial waste, see group 

381; 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

 Treatment of waste, not for a further use in an industrial 

manufacturing process, but with the aim of disposal, see 

group 382; 

 Processing of waste and scrap and other articles into 

secondary raw material when a real transformation process 

is required (the resulting secondary raw material is ýt for 

direct use in an industrial manufacturing process, but is not 

a ýnal product), see 3830; 

 Dismantling of automobiles, computers, televisions  and 

other equipment for materials recovery, see 3830; 

 Shredding of cars by means of a mechanical process, see 

3830; 

 Ship-breaking, see 3830; and retail sale of second-hand 

goods, see 4774  

469    Non-specialized wholesale trade 

4690   Non-specialized wholesale trade 

 This includes wholesale of a variety of goods without any 

particular specialization 

47     Retail trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles 

471    Retail sale in non-specialized stores 

4711 Retail sale in non-specialized stores with food, beverages 

or tobacco predominating 

This class includes retail sale of a large variety of goods of 

which, however, food products, beverages or tobacco 

should be predominant such as retail sale activities of 

general stores that have, apart from their main sales of food 

products, beverages or tobacco, several other types of 

goods such as wearing apparel, furniture, appliances, 

hardware, cosmetics etc. 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

This class excludes retail sale of fuel in combination with 

food, beverages etc., with fuel sales dominating 

4719   Other retail sale in non-specialized stores 

 This class includes retail sale of a large variety of goods of 

which food products, beverages or tobacco are not 

predominant, 

472 Retail sale of food, beverages and tobacco in specialized 

stores 

4721   Retail sale of food in specialized stores 

 This class includes retail sale of any the following types of 

goods: fresh or preserved fruit and vegetables, dairy 

products and eggs, meat and meat products (including 

poultry), ýsh, other seafood and products thereof, bakery 

products, sugar confectionery and other food products  

This class excludes manufacturing of bakery products, i.e. 

baking on premises, see 1071 

4722   Retail sale of beverages in specialized stores 

 This class includes retail sale of beverages (alcoholic and 

non-alcoholic beverages) not for consumption on the 

premises  

4723   Retail sale of tobacco products in specialized stores 

This class includes retail sale of tobacco and tobacco 

products  

473    Retail sale of automotive fuel in specialized stores 

4730   Retail sale of automotive fuel in specialized stores 

 This class includes retail sale of fuel for motor vehicles and 

motorcycles, lubricating products and cooling products for 

motor vehicles  

This class excludes wholesale of fuels, retail sale of fuel in 

combination with food, beverages etc., with food and  
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

beverage sales dominating, retail sale of liquefied 

petroleum gas for cooking or heating 

474 Retail sale of information and communications equipment 

in specialized stores 

4741 Retail sale of computers, peripheral units, software and 

telecommunications equipment in specialized stores 

This class excludes retail sale of blank tapes and disks 

47411 Retail sale of computers 

47412 Retail sale of computer peripheral equipment 

47413 Retail sale of video game consoles and non-customized 

software, including video games 

47414 Retail sale of telecommunication equipment 

4742 Retail sale of audio and video equipment in specialized 

stores 

This class includes retail sale of radio and television 

equipment, stereo equipment, CD and DVD players  and 

recorders  

475 Retail sale of other household equipment in specialized 

stores 

4751   Retail sale of textiles in specialized stores 

This class excludes retail sale of clothing 

47511 Retail sale of fabrics and knitting yarn 

47512 Retail sale of basic materials for rug, tapestry or 

embroidery making 

47513 Retail sale of textiles 

47514 Retail sale of haberdashery: needles, sewing thread etc. 

4752 Retail sale of hardware, paints and glass in specialized 

stores 

47521 Retail sale of lawnmowers, and hardware; suchs as, iron 

sheet, iron bars etc 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

47522 Retail sale of paints, varnishes and lacquers 

47523 Retail sale of flat glass 

47524 Retail sale of other building material such as bricks, wood, 

sanitary equipment and saunas 

47525 Retail sale of do-it-yourself material and equipment 

4753 Retail sale of carpets, rugs, and wall and floor coverings in 

specialized stores 

This class excludes retail sale of cork floor tiles 

47531 Retail sale of carpets and rugs 

47532 Retail sale of curtains and net curtains 

47533 Retail sale of wallpaper and floor coverings 

4759 Retail sale of electrical household appliances, furniture, 

lighting equipment and other house hold articles in 

specialized stores 

This class excludes retail sale of antiques 

47591 Retail sale of household furniture 

47592 Retail sale of articles for lighting 

47593 Retail sale of household utensils and cutlery, crockery, 

glassware, china and pottery 

47594 Retail sale of wooden, cork and wickerwork goods 

47595 Retail sale of household appliances 

47596 Retail sale of musical instruments and scores 

47597 Retail sale of security systems, such as locking devices, 

safes, and vaults, without installation or maintenance 

services 

47598 Retail sale of household articles and equipment n.e.c. 

476    Retail sale of cultural and recreation goods in   

     specialized stores 

4761 Retail sale of books, newspapers and stationery in 

specialized stores 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

This class excludes retail sale of second-hand or antique 

books 

47611 Retail sale of books of all kinds 

47612 Retail sale of newspapers 

47613 Retail sale of stationery and office supplies such as pens, 

pencils, paper etc. 

4762 Retail sale of music and video recordings in specialized 

stores 

 This class includes retail sale of musical records, audio 

tapes, compact discs and cassettes, video tapes and DVDs 

and blank tapes and discs  

4763   Retail sale of sporting equipment in specialized stores; 

 This class includes the retail sale of sports goods, fishing 

gear, camping goods, boats and bicycles 

4764   Retail sale of games and toys in specialized stores 

 This class includes retail sale of games and toys, made of 

all materials. 

This class excludes retail sale of video game consoles, 

retail sale of non-customized software, including video 

games 

477    Retail sale of other goods in specialized stores 

4771 Retail sale of clothing, footwear and leather articles in 

specialized stores 

This class excludes retail sale of textiles 

47711 Retail sale of articles of clothing 

47712 Retail sale of leather goods, leather and leather substitute, 

umbrellas and clothing accessories such as gloves, ties, 

braces, fur etc. 

47713 Retail sale of footwear 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

4772 Retail sale of pharmaceutical and medical goods, cosmetic 

and toilet articles in specialized store 

47721 Retail sale of pharmaceuticals 

47722 Retail sale of medical and orthopaedic goods 

47723 Retail sale of perfumery and cosmetic articles 

4773   Other retail sale of new goods in specialized stores 

     This class includes: 

 Retail sale of photographic, optical, precision equipment 

and activities of opticians; 

 Retail sale of watches, clocks, jewellery, souvenirs, 

craftwork and religious articles; 

 Retail sale of flowers, plants, seeds, fertilizers, pet animals 

and pet food; 

     Activities of commercial art galleries; 

 Retail sale of household fuel oil, bottled gas, coal and fuel 

wood; 

     Retail sale of cleaning materials; 

     Retail sale of weapons and ammunition; 

     Retail sale of stamps and coins; and 

     Retail sale of non-food products n.e.c. 

4774   Retail sale of second-hand goods 

This class excludes retail sale of second-hand motor 

vehicles, activities of Internet auctions and other non-store 

auctions (retail), activities of pawn shops 

47741 Retail sale of second-hand books 

47742 Retail sale of other second-hand goods 

47743 Retail sale of antiques 

47744 Activities of auctioning houses (retail) 

478    Retail sale via stalls and markets 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

4781   Retail sale via stalls and markets of food, beverages   

     and tobacco products 

     This class includes retail sale of food, beverages   

     and tobacco products via stalls or markets  

This class excludes retail sale of prepared food for 

immediate consumption (mobile food vendors) 

4782 Retail sale via stalls and markets of textiles, clothing and 

footwear 

 This class includes retail sale of textiles, clothing and 

footwear via stalls or markets  

4789   Retail sale via stalls and markets of other goods 

 This class includes retail sale of other goods via stalls or 

markets such as carpets and rugs, books, games and toys, 

household appliances and consumer electronics, music and 

video recordings 

479    Retail trade not in stores, stalls or markets 

4791   Retail sale via mail order houses or via Internet 

This class includes retail sale of any kind of product by 

mail order and over the internet. It also includes internet 

retail auctions and direct sale via television, radio and 

telephone. 

4799   Other retail sale not in stores, stalls or markets 

     This class includes: 

Retail sale of any kind of product in any way that is  not 

included in previous classes by direct sales or door-to-door 

sales persons through vending machine; 

 Direct selling of fuel (heating oil, fire wood etc.), delivered 

directly to the customers premises; 

     Activities of non-store auctions (retail); and 

     Retail sale by (non-store) commission agents 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

This class excludes delivery of products by stores, see 

groups 
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Section H: Transportation and storage 

Introduction  

This section includes the provision of passenger or freight transport, whether scheduled or not, 

by rail, pipeline, road, water or air and associated activities such as terminal and parking 

facilities, cargo handling, storage etc. Included in this section is the renting of transport 

equipment with driver or operator. Postal and courier activities are also included. 

 

This section excludes maintenance and repair of motor vehicles and other transportation 

equipment (see classes 4520 and 3315, respectively), the construction, maintenance and repair of 

roads, railroads, harbours, airfields (see classes 4210 and 4290), as well as the renting of 

transport equipment without driver or operator (see classes 7710 and 7730). 

 

Division Group Class Sub-Class Description 

49     Land transport and transport via pipelines 

491    Transport via railways 

4911   Passenger rail transport, interurban 

This class includes; Passenger transport by inter-urban 

railways, and operation of sleeping cars or dining cars as an 

integrated operation of railway companies 

This class excludes, passenger transport by urban and 

suburban transit systems, passenger terminal activities and 

operation of sleeping cars or dining cars when operated by 

separate units 

4912   Freight rail transport 

This class includes, Freight transport on mainline rail 

networks as well as short-line freight railroads 

This class excludes, storage and warehousing, freight 

terminal activities and cargo handling 

492    Other land transport 

4921   Urban and suburban passenger land transport 
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Division Group Class Sub-Class Description 

This class includes; land transport of passengers by urban 

or suburban transport systems. This may include different 

modes of land transport, such as by motorbus, tramway, 

streetcar, trolley bus, underground and elevated railways 

etc. The transport is carried out on scheduled routes 

normally following a fixed time schedule, entailing the 

picking up and setting down of passengers at normally 

fixed stops, town-to-airport or town-to-station lines, 

operation of funicular railways, aerial cableways etc. if part 

of urban or suburban transit systems 

This class excludes, passenger transport by inter-urban 

railways 

4922   Other passenger land transport 

This class includes, other passenger road transport such as 

scheduled long-distance bus services, charters, excursions 

and other occasional coach services, taxi operation, airport 

shuttles 

This class also includes, operation of telfers 

(téléphériques), funiculars, ski and cable lifts if not part of 

urban or suburban transit systems, other renting of private 

cars with driver, operation of school buses and buses for 

transport of employees, passenger transport by man- or 

animal-drawn vehicles 

This class excludes, ambulance transport 

49221 Inter regional passenger transport 

49222 Hired passenger transport (e.g taxis, airport shuttle e.t.c) 

49223 Hired motorcycles and tricycles transport 

4923   Freight transport by road 

This class includes; all freight transport operations by road 

such as logging haulage, stock haulage, refrigerated  
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Division Group Class Sub-Class Description 

haulage,  heavy haulage, bulk haulage, including haulage in 

tanker trucks, haulage of automobiles and transport of 

waste and waste materialswithout collection or disposal, 

This class also includes, furniture removal, renting of 

trucks with driver, freight transport by man or animal-

drawn vehicles 

This class excludes, log hauling within the forest, as part of 

logging operations, distribution of water by trucks, 

operation of terminal facilities for handling freight, crating 

and packing services for transport, post and courier 

activities, and waste transport as integrated part of waste 

collection activities 

493    Transport via pipeline 

4930   Transport via pipeline 

This class includes transport of gases, liquids, water, slurry 

and other commodities via pipelines, and operation of 

pump stations 

This class excludes, distribution of natural or manufactured 

gas, water or steam and transport of water, liquids etc. by 

trucks 

50     Water transport 

501    Sea and coastal water transport 

5011   Sea and coastal passenger water transport 

50111 Transport of passengers over seas and coastal waters, 

whether scheduled or not such as operation of excursion, 

cruise or sightseeing boats and operation of ferries, water 

taxis etc. 

50112 Renting of pleasure boats with crew for sea and coastal 

water transport (e.g. for cruises) 
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Division Group Class Sub-Class Description 

This class excludes, restaurant and bar activities on board 

ships, when provided by separate units, operation of 

ñfloating casinosò 

5012   Sea and coastal freight water transport 

This class includes; transport of freight over seas and 

coastal waters, whether scheduled or not, transport by 

towing or pushing of barges, oil rigs etc

This class excludes, storage of freight, harbour operation 

and other auxiliary activities such as docking, pilotage, 

lighterage, vessel salvage and cargo handling 

502    Inland water transport 

5021   Inland passenger water transport 

50211 Transport of passenger via rivers, canals, lakes and other 

inland waterways, including inside harbours and ports 

50212 Renting of pleasure boats with crew for inland water 

transport 

5022   Inland freight water transport 

This class includes transport of freight via rivers, canals, 

lakes and other inland waterways, including inside harbours 

and ports 

51     Air transport 

511    Air transport 

5110   Passenger air transport 

This class includes; transport of passengers by air over 

regular routes and on regular schedules, charter flights for 

passengers, scenic and sightseeing flights, renting of air-

transport equipment with operator for the purpose of 

passenger transportation, general aviation activities, such as 

transport of passengers by aero clubs for instruction or 

pleasure 
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Division Group Class Sub-Class Description 

512    Freight air transport 

5120   Freight air transport 

This class includes; transport freight by air over regular 

routes and on regular schedules, non-scheduled transport of 

freight by air, launching of satellites and space vehicles, 

space transport, renting of air-transport equipment with 

operator for the purpose of freight transportation 

52     Warehousing and support activities for transportation 

521    Warehousing and storage 

5210   Warehousing and storage 

This class includes; operation of storage and warehouse 

facilities for all kind of goods such as operation of grain 

silos, general merchandise warehouses, refrigerated 

warehouses, storage tanks etc.  

This class also includes, storage of goods in foreign trade 

zones and blast freezing 

This class excludes, parking facilities for motor vehicles, 

operation of self storage facilities and renting of vacant 

space 

522    Support activities for transportation 

5221   Service activities incidental to land transportation 

This class includes, activities related to land transport of 

passengers, animals or freight such as operation of terminal 

facilities such as railway stations, bus stations, stations for 

the handling of goods, operation of railroad infrastructure, 

operation of roads, bridges, tunnels, car parks garages and 

bicycle parkings 

This class is also includes switching and shunting, towing 

and road side assistance, liquefaction of gas for 

transportation purposes 
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Division Group Class Sub-Class Description 

This class excludes, cargo handling 

5222   Service activities incidental to water transportation 

This class includes, activities related to water transport of 

passengers, animals or freight such as operation of terminal 

facilities such as harbours and piers, operation of waterway 

locks etc, navigation, pilotage and berthing activities, 

lighterage, salvage and lighthouse activities 

This class excludes, cargo handling, operation of marinas 

5223   Service activities incidental to air transportation 

This class includes; activities related to air transport of 

passengers, animals or freight such as operation of terminal 

facilities such as airway terminals etc, airport and air-

traffic-control activities, ground service activities on 

airfields etc.  

This class also includes, firefighting and fire-prevention 

services at airports 

This class excludes, cargo handling and operation of flying 

schools 

5224   Cargo handling 

 This includes, loading and unloading of goods or 

passengersô luggage irrespective of the mode of transport 

used for transportation, stevedoring, loading and unloading 

of freight railway cars 

This class excludes, operation of terminal facilities 

5229   Other transportation support activities 

This class includes, logistics activities, i.e. planning, 

designing and supporting operations of transportation, 

warehousing and distribution, issue and procurement of 

transport documents and waybills, activities of customs 

agents, activities of sea-freight forwarders and air-cargo  
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Division Group Class Sub-Class Description 

agents, brokerage for ship and aircraft space and goods-

handling operations, e.g. temporary crating for the sole 

purpose of protecting the goods during transit, uncrating, 

sampling, weighing of goods 

52291 Forwarding of freight 

52292 Arranging or organizing of transport operations by rail, 

road, sea or air 

52293 Organization of group and individual consignments 

(including pickup and delivery of goods and grouping of 

consignments) 

This class excludes, courier activities, provision of motor, 

marine, aviation and transport insurance, activities of travel 

agencies, activities of tour operators and tourist assistance 

activities 

53     Postal and courier activities 

531    Postal and courier activities 

5310   Postal activities 

This class includes: pickup, sorting, transport and delivery 

(domestic or international) of letter-post and (mail-type) 

parcels and packages by postal services operating under a 

universal service obligation. One or more modes of 

transport may be involved and the activity may be carried 

out with either self-owned (private) transport or via public 

transport, collection of letter-mail and parcels from public 

letter-boxes or from post offices, distribution and delivery 

of mail and parcels 

This class excludes, postal giro, postal savings activities 

and money order activities 

532    Courier activities 

5320   Courier activities 
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Division Group Class Sub-Class Description 

This class includes: pickup, sorting, transport and delivery 

(domestic or international) of letter-post and (mail-type) 

parcels and packages by firms not operating under a 

universal service obligation. One or more modes of 

transport may be involved and the activity may be carried 

out with either self-owned (private) transport or via public 

transport, distribution and delivery of mail and parcels, 

home delivery services 

This class excludes, transport of freight, see (according to 

mode of transport)  
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Section I: Accommodation and food services activities 

Introduction  

This section includes the provision of short-stay accommodation for visitors and other travelers 

and the provision of complete meals and drinks fit for immediate consumption. The amount and 

type of supplementary services provided within this section can vary widely. 

 

However, this section excludes the provision of long-term accommodation as primary 

residences, which is classified in Real estate activities (section L). Also excluded is the 

preparation of food or drinks that are either not fit for immediate consumption or that are sold 

through independent distribution channels, i.e. through wholesale or retail trade activities. The 

preparation of these foods is classified in Manufacturing (section C). 

 

Division Group Class Subclass Description 

55     Accommodation 

 551    Short term accommodation activities 

5510   Short term accommodation activities 

55101 Provision of graded hotel and motel service 

55102 Provision of non graded hotel and motel service 

55103 Provision of graded lodge service 

55104 Provision of non graded lodge service 

55105 Provision of graded tented camp service 

55106 Provision of non graded tented camp service 

55107 Provision of guest house service 

55108 Provision of home stays service 

 This class excludes: 

 Provision of homes and furnished or unfurnished flats or 

 apartments for more permanent use, typically on a monthly 

 or annual basis, see division 68. 

552    Camping grounds, recreational vehicle parks and trailer  

     parks 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

5520   Camping grounds, recreational vehicle parks and trailer  

     parks 

     This class includes: 

 Provision of accommodation in campgrounds, trailer parks, 

 recreational camps and fishing and hunting camps for short 

 stay visitors; provision of space and facilities for 

 recreational vehicles; protective shelters or plain bivouac 

 facilities for placing tents and/or sleeping bags 

559    Other accommodation 

5590   Other accommodation 

     This class includes accommodation provided by: 

 student residences; school dormitories; workers hostels; 

 rooming and boarding houses and railway sleeping cars 

56     Food and beverage service activities 

561    Restaurants and mobile food service activities 

5610   Restaurants and mobile food service activities 

     This class includes activities of: 

 Restaurants; cafeterias; fast-food restaurants; pizza 

 delivery; take-out eating places; ice cream truck vendors; 

 mobile food carts; food preparation in market stalls and 

 restaurant and bar activities connected to transportation, 

 when carried out by separate units 

 This class excludes: 

 Concession operation of eating facilities, see 5629 

562    Event catering and other food services activities 

5621   Event catering  

     This class includes event catering 

 This class excludes: 

 Manufacture of perishable food items for resale, see 1079; 

 and retail sale of perishable food items, see division 47 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

5629   Other food service activities 

     This class includes: 

 activities of food service contractors (e.g. for transportation 

 companies); operation of food concessions at sports and 

 similar facilities and operation of canteens or cafeterias 

 (e.g. for factories, offices, hospitals or schools) on a 

 concession basis 

 This class excludes: 

 Manufacture of perishable food items for resale, see 

 1079 andretail sale of perishable food items, see 

 division 47. 

563    Beverages serving activities 

5630   Beverages serving activities 

     This class includes 

 Beverages serving activities in bars; Beverages serving 

 activities in pubs; Beverages serving activities in glossary 

 and Beverages serving activities in coffee shops  

     This class excludes: 

     Reselling packaged/prepared beverages, see 4711, 4722,  

     4781, 4799 and operation of discotheques and dance floors  

     without beverage serving, see 9329. 
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Section J: Information and communication 

Introduction  

This section includes the production and distribution of information and cultural products, the 

provision of the means to transmit or distribute these products, as well as data or 

communications, information technology activities and the processing of data and other 

information service activities. 

 

The main components of this section are publishing activities (division 58), including software 

publishing, motion picture and sound recording activities (division 59), radio and TV 

broadcasting and programming activities (division 60), telecommunications activities (division 

61) and information technology activities (division 62) and other information service activities 

(division 63). 

 

Publishing includes the acquisition of copyrights to content (information products) and making 

this content available to the general public by engaging in (or arranging for) the reproduction and 

distribution of this content in various forms. All the feasible forms of publishing (in print, 

electronic or audio form, on the internet, as multimedia products such as CD-ROM reference 

books etc.) are included in this section. 

 

Activities related to production and distribution of TV programming span divisions 59, 60 and 

61, reflecting different stages in this process. Individual components, such as movies, television 

series etc. are produced by activities in division 59, while the creation of a complete television 

channel programme, from components produced in division 59 or other components (such as live 

news programming) is included in division 60. Division 60 also includes the broadcasting of this 

programme by the producer. The distribution of the complete television programme by third 

parties, i.e. without any alteration of the content, is included in division 61. This distribution in 

division 61 can be done through broadcasting, satellite or cable systems. 

 

Division Group Class Subclass Description 

58     Publishing activities 

581 Publishing of books, periodicals and other publishing 

activities 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

5811   Book publishing 

58111 Publishing of books, brochures, leaþets and similar 

publications, including publishing of dictionaries and 

encyclopedias and publishing of atlases, maps and charts 

58112 Publishing of audio books and Publishing of encyclopedias 

etc. on CD-ROM 

5812   Publishing of directories and mailing lists 

This class includes; publishing of mailing lists, publishing 

of telephone books, publishing of other directories and 

compilations, such as case law, pharmaceutical compendia 

etc. 

5813   Publishing of newspapers, journals and periodicals 

58131 Publishing of newspapers, including advertising 

newspapers 

58132 Publishing of periodicals and other journals, including 

publishing of radio and television schedules 

5819   Other publishing activities 

This class includes; Publishing (including on-line) of; 

catalogs, photos, engravings and postcards, greeting cards, 

forms, posters, reproduction of works of art, advertising 

material, other printed matter, on-line publishing of 

statistics or other information 

582    Software publishing 

5820   Software publishing 

This class includes; publishing of ready-made (non-

customized) software 

59 Motion picture, video and television programme 

production, sound recording and musical activities 

591    Motion picture, video and television programme activities 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

5911 Motion picture, video and television programme production 

activities 

 This class includes; production of motion pictures, videos, 

television programmes or television commercials 

5912 Motion picture, video and television programme post-

production activities 

This class includes; post-production activities, activities of 

motion picture film laboratories and activities of special 

laboratories for animated films and activities of stock 

footage film libraries etc. 

5913 Motion picture, video and television programme 

distribution activities 

This class includes; distributing film, video tapes, DVDs 

and similar productions to motion picture theatres, 

television networks and stations and exhibitors, acquiring 

film, video tape and DVD distribution rights 

5914   Motion picture projection activities 

This class includes; motion picture or videotape projection 

in cinemas, in the open air or in other projection facilities 

and activities of cine-clubs 

592    Sound recording and music publishing activities 

5920   Sound recording and music publishing activities 

This class includes; production of original (sound) master 

recordings, such as tapes, CDs, sound recording service 

activities in a studio or elsewhere, including the production 

of taped (i.e. non-live) radio programming, audio for film, 

television etc, music publishing, i.e. activities of: acquiring 

and registering copyrights for musical compositions, 

promoting, authorizing and using these compositions in 

recordings, radio, television, motion pictures, live  
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

performances, print and other media distributing sound 

recordings to wholesalers, retailers or directly to the public 

and publishing of music and sheet books 

60     Programming and broadcasting activities 

601    Radio broadcasting 

6010   Radio broadcasting 

This class includes; broadcasting audio signals through 

radio broadcasting studios and facilities for the 

transmission of aural programming to the public, to 

affil iates or to subscribers, activities of radio networks, i.e. 

assembling and transmitting aural programming to the 

affiliates or subscribers via over-the-air broadcasts, cable or 

satellite, radio broadcasting activities over the Internet 

(Internet radio stations) and data broadcasting integrated 

with radio broadcasting 

602    Television programming and broadcasting activities 

6020   Television programming and broadcasting activities 

This class includes; creation of a complete television 

channel programme, from purchased programme 

components (e.g. movies, documentaries etc.), self 

produced programme components (e.g. local news, live 

reports) or a combination thereof, programming of video-

on-demand channels, data broadcasting integrated with 

television broadcasting 

61     Telecommunications 

611    Wired telecommunications activities 

6110   Wired telecommunications activities 

This class includes; operating, maintaining or providing 

access to facilities for the transmission of voice, data, text, 

sound and video using a wired telecommunications  
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

infrastructure, purchasing access and network capacity 

from owners and operators of networks and providing 

telecommunications services using this capacity to 

businesses and households, and provision of Internet access 

by the operator of the wired infrastructure 

612    Wireless telecommunications activities 

6120   Wireless telecommunications activities 

61201 Operating, maintaining or providing access to facilities for 

the transmission of voice, data, text, sound, and video using 

a wireless telecommunications infrastructure 

61202 Maintaining and operating paging as well as cellular and 

other wireless telecommunications networks 

61203 Purchasing access and network capacity from owners and 

operators of networks and providing wireless 

telecommunications services (except satellite) using this 

capacity to businesses and households 

61204 Provision of Internet access by the operator of the wireless 

infrastructure 

613    Satellite telecommunications activities 

6130   Satellite telecommunications activities 

61301 Operating, maintaining or providing access to facilities for 

the transmission of voice, data, text, sound and video using 

a satellite telecommunications infrastructure 

61302 Delivery of visual, aural or textual programming received 

from cable networks, local television stations or radio 

networks to consumers via direct-to-home satellite systems 

61303 Provision of Internet access by the operator of the satellite 

infrastructure 

619    Other telecommunications activities 

6190   Other telecommunications activities 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

61901 Provision of specialized telecommunications applications, 

such as satellite tracking, communications telemetry, and 

radar station operations 

61902 Operation of satellite terminal stations and associated 

facilities operationally connected with one or more 

terrestrial communications systems and capable of 

transmitting telecommunications to or receiving 

telecommunications from satellite systems 

61903 Provision of Internet access over networks between the 

client and the ISP not owned or controlled by the ISP, such 

as dial-up Internet access etc 

61904 Provision of telephone and Internet access in facilities open 

to the public 

61905 Provision of telecommunications services over existing 

telecom connections 

61906 Telecommunications resellers (i.e. purchasing and reselling 

network capacity without providing additional services) 

62     Computer programming, consultancy and related activities 

620    Computer programming, consultancy and related activities 

6201   Computer programming activities 

This class includes; designing the structure and content of, 

and/or writing the computer code necessary to create and 

implement, customizing of software, i.e. modifying and 

configuring an existing application so that it is functional 

within the clientsô information system environment 

6202 Computer consultancy and computer facilities management 

activities 

This class includes; planning and designing of computer 

systems that integrate computer hardware, software and 

communication technologies and provision of on-site  
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Division Group Class Sub-Class Description 

management and operation of clientsô computer systems 

and/or data processing facilities, as well as related support 

services 

6209 Other information technology and computer service 

activities 

This class includes; computer disaster recovery, Installation 

(setting-up) of personal computers, Software installation 

63     Information service activities 

 631    Data processing, hosting and related activities; web portals 

  6311   Data processing, hosting and related activities 

This class includes; provision of infrastructure for hosting, 

data processing services and related activities, specialized 

hosting activities such as: Web hosting, streaming services, 

application hosting, application service provisioning, 

general time-share provision of mainframe facilities to 

clients, data processing activities, provision of data entry 

services 

  6312   Web portals 

This class includes; operation of web sites that use a search 

engine to generate and maintain extensive databases of 

Internet addresses and content in an easily searchable 

format, operation of other websites that act as portals to the 

Internet, such as media sites providing periodically updated 

content  

 639    Other information service activities 

  6391   News agency activities 

This class includes; news syndicate and news agency 

activities furnishing news, pictures and features to the 

media 

  6399   Other information service activities n.e.c. 
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Division Group Class Sub-Class Description 

This class includes; telephone based information services, 

information search services on a contract or fee basis, news 

clipping services, press clipping services, etc  
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Section K: Financial and insurance activities 

Introduction  

This section includes financial service activities, including insurance, reinsurance and pension 

funding activities and activities to support financial services. This section also includes the 

activities of holding assets, such as activities of holding companies and the activities of trusts, 

funds and similar financial entities. 

 

Division Group Class Subclass Description 

64 Financial services activities, except insurance and pension 

funding 

 641    Monetary intermediation 

 6411   Central banking 

This class includes; issuing and managing the countryôs 

currency, monitoring and control of the money supply, 

taking deposits that are used for clearance between 

financial institutions, supervising banking operations, 

holding the countryôs international reserves, acting as 

banker to the government  

 6419   Other Monetary Intermediation 

   64191  Commercial Banking services 

   64192  Regional and community banking services 

 642    Activities of holding companies 

 6420   Activiti es of holding companies 

This class includes the activities of holding companies, i.e. 

units that hold the assets (owning controlling-levels of 

equity) of a group of subsidiary corporations and whose 

principal activity is owning the group. The holding 

companies in this class do not provide any other service to 

the businesses in which the equity is held, i.e. they do not 

administer or manage other units

 643    Trusts, funds and similar financial entities 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

6430   Trusts, funds and similar financial entities 

This class includes; open-end investment funds, closed-end 

investment funds, trusts, estates or agency accounts, 

administered on behalf of the beneficiaries under the terms 

of a trust agreement, will or agency agreement, unit 

investment trust funds 

649 Other financial service activities, except insurance and 

pension funding activities 

6491   Financial leasing 

This class includes; leasing where the term approximately 

covers the expected life of the asset and the lessee acquires 

substantially all the benefits of its use and takes all the risks 

associated with its ownership. The ownership of the asset 

may or may not eventually be transferred. Such leases 

cover all or virtually all costs including interest. 

6492   Other credit granting 

This class includes; financial service activities primarily 

concerned with making loans by institutions not involved in 

monetary intermediation, where the granting of credit can 

take a variety of forms, such as loans, mortgages, credit 

cards etc, providing the following types of services: 

granting of consumer credit, international trade financing, 

provision of long-term finance to industry by industrial 

banks, money lending outside the banking system, credit 

granting for house purchase by specialized non-depository 

institutions, pawnshops and pawnbrokers 

6499 Other financial service activities, except insurance and 

pension funding activities n.e.c 

This class includes; other financial service activities 

primarily concerned with distributing funds other than by  
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

making loans, and own-account investment activities, such 

as by venture capital companies, investment clubs etc 

65 Insurance, reinsurance and pension funding compulsory 

social security 

 651    Insurance 

6511   Life insurance 

This class includes underwriting annuities and life 

insurance policies, disability income insurance policies, and 

accidental death and dismemberment insurance policies 

(with or without a substantial savings element). 

6512   Non-life insurance 

This class includes provision of insurance services other 

than life insurance: accident and fire insurance, health 

insurance travel insurance, property insurance, motor, 

marine, aviation and transport insurance, pecuniary loss 

and liability insurance 

 652    Re-insurance 

6520   Re-insurance 

This class includes; activities of assuming all or part of the 

risk associated with existing insurance policies originally 

underwritten by other insurance carriers 

 653    Pension funding 

6530   Pension Funding 

This class includes: employee benefit plans, pension funds 

and plans, retirement plans 

66 Activities auxiliary to financial service and insurance 

activities 

661 Activities auxiliary to financial service and insurance 

activities, except insurance and pension funding 

6611   Administration of financial markets 
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This class includes: operation and supervision of financial 

markets other than by public authorities, such as: 

commodity contracts exchanges, futures commodity 

contracts exchanges, securities exchanges, stock exchanges, 

stock or commodity options exchanges 

6612   Security and commodity contracts brokerage 

This class includes: dealing in financial markets on behalf 

of others (e.g. stock broking) and related activities, 

securities brokerage, commodity contracts brokerage and 

activities of bureaux de change etc. 

6619   Other activities auxiliary to financial service activities 

This class includes activities auxiliary to financial service 

activities not elsewhere classified, such as: financial 

transaction processing and settlement activities, including 

for credit card transactions, investment advisory services, 

activities of mortgage advisers and brokers, trustee, 

fiduciary and custody services on a fee or contract basis 

 662    Activities auxiliary to insurance and pension funding 

6621   Risk and damage evaluation 

This class includes; assessing and setting insurance claims 

6622   Activities of insurance agents and brokers 

This class includes: activities of insurance agents and 

brokers (insurance intermediaries) in selling, negotiating or 

soliciting of annuities and insurance and reinsurance 

policies 

6629   Other activities auxiliary to insurance and pension funding 

This class includes; activities involved in or closely related 

to insurance and pension funding (except claims adjusting 

and activities of insurance agents) 

 663    Fund management activities 
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6630   Fund management activities 

This class includes: management of pension funds, 

management of mutual funds and management of other 

investment funds 
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Section L: Real estate activities 

Introduction  

This section includes acting as lessors, agents and/or brokers in one or more of the following: 

selling or buying real estate, renting real estate, providing other real estate services such as 

appraising real estate or acting as real estate escrow agents. Activities in this section may be 

carried out on own or leased property and may be done on a fee or contract basis. Also included 

is the building of structures, combined with maintaining ownership or leasing of such structures. 

This section includes real estate property managers. 

 

Division Group Class Subclass Description 

68     Real estate activities 

681    Real estate activities with own or leased property 

6810   Real estate activities with own or leased property 

This class includes, subdividing real estate into lots, 

without land improvement and operation of residential 

mobile home sites 

68101  Buying, and selling of real estate 

68102 Renting and operating of self-owned or leased real estate 

68103 Provision of homes and furnished or unfurnished flats or 

apartments for more permanent use, typically on a monthly 

or annual basis 

68104 Development of building projects for own operation, i.e. 

for renting of space in these buildings  

This class excludes, development of building projects for 

sale, subdividing and improving of land, operation of 

hotels, suite hotels and similar accommodation, operation 

of campgrounds, trailer parks and similar accommodation, 

and operation of workers hostels, rooming houses and 

similar accommodation,  

682    Real estate activities on a fee or contract basis 

6820   Real estate activities on a fee or contract basis 
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This class includes: activities of real estate agents and 

brokers, intermediation in buying, selling and renting of 

real estate on a fee or contract basis, management of real 

estate on a fee or contract basis, appraisal services for real 

estate, activities of real estate escrow agents 

This class excludes, legal activities, facilities support 

services, and management of facilities, such as military 

bases, prisons and other facilities (except computer 

facilities management) 
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Section M: Professional, scientific and technical activities 

Introduction  

This section includes specialized professional, scientific and technical activities. These activities 

require a high degree of training, and make specialized knowledge and skills available to users. 

 

Division Group Class Subclass Description 

69     Legal and accounting activities 

691    Legal activities 

6910 Legal activities. This class includes: legal representation of 

one partyôs interest against another party, whether or not 

before courts or other judicial bodies by, or under 

supervision of, persons who are members of the bar, 

general counseling and advising, preparation of legal 

documents, other activities of notaries public, civil law 

notaries, bailiffs, arbitrators, examiners and referees, 

692 Accounting, bookkeeping and auditing activities; tax 

consultancy 

6920 Accounting, bookkeeping and auditing activities; tax 

consultancy. This class includes: Recording of commercial 

transactions from businesses or others, preparation or 

auditing of financial accounts, examination of accounts and 

certification of their accuracy, preparation of personal and 

business income tax returns, advisory activities and 

representation on behalf of clients before tax authorities. 

This class excludes law court activities,  

70 Activities of head offices; management consultancy 

activities 

701    Activities of head offices 

7010   Activities of head offices: 

This class includes the overseeing and managing of other 

units of the company or enterprise; undertaking the  
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strategic or organizational planning and decision making 

role of the company or enterprise; exercising operational 

control and manage the day-to-day operations of their 

related units. 

This class also includes activities of head offices, 

centralized administrative offices, corporate offices, district 

and regional offices, subsidiary management offices. 

This class excludes activities of holding companies, not 

engaged in managing. 

702    Management consultancy activities 

7020   Management consultancy activities 

This class includes the provision of advice, guidance and 

operational assistance to businesses and other organizations 

on management issues, such as strategic and organizational 

planning; decision areas that are financial in nature; 

marketing objectives and policies; human resource policies, 

practices and planning; production scheduling and. control 

planning. This provision of business services may include 

advice, guidance or operational assistance to businesses and 

the public service regarding, public relations and 

communication, lobbying activities, design of accounting 

methods or procedures, cost accounting programmes, 

budgetary control procedures, advice and help to businesses 

and public services in planning, organization, efficiency 

and control, management information etc. 

This class excludes design of computer software for 

accounting systems, legal advice and representation, 

accounting, bookkeeping and auditing activities, tax 

consulting, architectural engineering and other technical 

advisory activities, advertising activities, market research  
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and public opinion polling, executive placement or search 

consulting services, and educational consulting activities. 

71 Architectural and engineering activities; technical testing 

and analysis. 

711 Architectural and engineering activities and related 

technical consultancy 

7110 Architectural and engineering activities and related 

technical consultancy.  

This class includes the provision of architectural services, 

engineering services, drafting services, building inspection 

services and surveying and mapping services and the like, 

this class also includes, architectural consulting activities, 

engineering design (i.e. applying physical laws and 

principles of engineering in the design of machines, 

materials, instruments, structures, processes and systems) 

and consulting activities for, elaboration of projects using 

air conditioning, refrigeration, sanitary and pollution 

control engineering, acoustical engineering etc, 

geophysical, geologic and seismic surveying, geodetic 

surveying activities.  

This class excludes: 

Test drilling in connection with mining operations, 

development or publishing of associated software, activities 

of computer consultants, technical testing, research and 

development activities related to engineering, industrial 

design, interior decorating and aerial photography. 

712    Technical testing and analysis 

7120 Technical testing and analysis. This class includes 

Performance of physical, chemical and other analytical 

testing of all types of materials and products, certification  
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 of products, including consumer goods, motor vehicles, 

aircraft, containers, nuclear plants etc. periodic road-safety 

testing of motor vehicles, testing with use of models or 

mock-ups (e.g. of aircraft, ships, dams etc.),operation of 

police laboratories. 

This class excludes testing of animal specimens, and 

medical laboratory testing. 

72     Scientific research and development 

721 Research and experimental development on natural 

sciences and engineering 

7210 Research and experimental development on natural 

sciences and engineering. This class includes research and 

experimental development on natural science and 

engineering. 

722 Research and experimental development on social sciences 

and humanities 

7220 Research and experimental development on social sciences 

and humanities.  

This class includes, research and development on social 

sciences, research and development on humanities, inter 

disciplinary research and development, predominantly on 

social sciences and humanities. 

This class excludes market research. 

73     Advertising and market research 

731    Advertising and market research 

7310  Advertising.  

This class includes the provision of a full range of 

advertising services (i.e. through in house capabilities or 

subcontracting), including advice, creative services, and 

production of advertising material, media planning and  
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buying. This class also includes creation and realization of 

advertising campaigns, conducting marketing campaigns 

and other advertising services aimed at attracting and 

retaining customers. 

This class excludes: 

publishing of advertising material, production of 

commercial messages for radio, television and film, public-

relations activities, market research, graphic design 

activities, advertising photography convention and trade 

show organizers, mailing activities,  

732    Market research and public opinion polling 

7320  Market research and public opinion polling. 

This class includes, investigation into market potential, 

acceptance and familiarity of products and buying habits of 

consumers for the purpose of sales promotion and 

development of new products, including statistical analyses 

of the results, investigation into collective opinions of the 

public about political, economic and social issues and 

statistical analysis thereof. 

74     Other professional, scientific and technical activities 

741    Specialized design activities 

7410   Specialized design activities.  

This class includes, fashion design related to textiles, 

wearing apparel, shoes, jewelry, furniture and other interior 

decoration and other fashion goods as well as other 

personal or household goods, industrial design, i.e. creating 

and developing designs and specifications that optimize the 

use, value and appearance of products, including the 

determination of the materials, 
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construction, mechanism, shape, color  and surface finishes 

of the product, taking into consideration human 

characteristics and needs, safety, market appeal and 

efficiency in production, distribution, use and maintenance, 

activities of graphic designers, activities of interior 

decorators. 

This class excludes design and programming of web pages, 

architectural design, engineering design, i.e. applying 

physical laws and principles of engineering in the design of 

machines, materials, instruments, structures, processes and 

systems, and theatrical stage-set design,  

742    Photographic activities 

7420  Photographic activities.  

This class includes commercial and consumer photograph 

production, film processing, activities of photojournalists. 

This class also includes, microfilming of documents. 

This class excludes: 

Processing motion picture film related to the motion picture 

and television industries, cartographic and spatial 

information activities,  

749     Other professional, scientific and technical activities n.e.c. 

7490   Other professional, scientific and technical activities n.e.c. 

This class includes a great variety of service activities 

generally delivered to commercial clients. It includes those 

activities for which more advanced professional, scientific 

and technical skill levels are required, but does not include 

ongoing, routine business functions that are generally of 

short duration. It also includes translation and interpretation 

activities, business brokerage activities, i.e. arranging for 

the purchase and sale of small and medium-sized  
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businesses, including professional practices, but not 

including real estate brokerage, patent brokerage activities 

(arranging for the purchase and sale of patents, appraisal 

activities other than for real estate and insurance (for 

antiques, jewellery, etc, bill auditing and freight rate 

information, activities of quantity surveyors, weather 

forecasting activities, security consulting, agronomy 

consulting, environmental consulting, other technical 

consulting, activities of consultants other than architecture, 

engineering and management consultants and activities 

carried on by agents and agencies on behalf of individuals 

usually involving the obtaining of engagements in motion 

picture, theatrical production or other entertainment or 

sports attractions and the placement of books, plays, 

artworks, photographs etc., with publishers, producers etc. 

This class excludes: 

Wholesale of used motor vehicles by auctioning, online 

auction activities (retail), activities of auctioning houses 

(retail), activities of real estate brokers, bookkeeping 

activities, activities of management consultants, activities 

of architecture and engineering consultants 

engineering design activities, display of advertisement and 

other advertising design, creation of stands and other 

display structures and sites, industrial design activities, 

activities of convention and trade show organizers, 

activities of independent auctioneers administration of 

loyalty programmes, consumer credit and debt counseling, 

activities of authors of scientific and technical books, and 

activities of independent journalists. 

75     Veterinary activities 
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750    Veterinary activities 

7500  Veterinary activities.  

This class includes animal health care and control activities 

for farm animals, animal health care and control activities 

for pet animals. These activities are carried out by qualified 

veterinarians when working in veterinary hospitals as well 

as when visiting farms, kennels or homes, in own 

consulting and surgery rooms or elsewhere. This class also 

includes activities of veterinary assistants or other auxiliary 

veterinary personnel, clinico-pathological and other 

diagnostic activities pertaining to animals, animal 

ambulance activities. 

This class excludes farm animal boarding activities without 

health care, sheep shearing, herd testing services, droving 

services, agistment services, poultry caponizing, activities 

related to artificial insemination, pet animal boarding 

activities without health care. 
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Section N: Administrative and support service activities 

Introduction  

This section includes a variety of activities that support general business operations. These 

activities differ from those in section M, since their primary purpose is not the transfer of 

specialized knowledge. 

 

Division Group Class Subclass Description 

77     Rental and leasing activities 

771    Renting and leasing of motor vehicles 

7710  Renting and leasing of motor vehicles.  

This includes renting and operational leasing of the 

following types of vehicles: passenger cars (without 

drivers), and trucks, utility trailers and recreational vehicles 

     This class excludes: 

Renting or leasing of vehicles or trucks with driver, see 

4922, 4923; financial leasing, see 6491 

772    Renting and leasing of personal and household goods 

7721   Renting and leasing of recreational and sports goods 

     This class includes: 

Renting of recreational and sports equipment: pleasure 

boats, canoes, sailboats, bicycles, beach chairs and 

umbrellas, other sports equipment and skis 

This class excludes: 

Renting of video tapes and disks, see 7722; renting of other 

personal and household goods n.e.c., see 7729; and renting 

of leisure and pleasure equipment as an integral part of 

recreational facilities, see 9329 

7722   Renting of video tapes and disks 

     This class includes: 

Renting of video tapes, records, CDs, DVDs etc. 

7729   Renting and leasing of other personal and household goods 
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     This class includes: 

Renting of all kinds of household or personal goods, to 

households or industries (except recreational and sports 

equipment): textiles, wearing apparel and footwear; 

furniture, pottery and glass, kitchen and tableware, 

electrical appliances and house wares; jewellery, musical 

instruments, scenery and costumes; books, journals and 

magazines; machinery and equipment used by amateurs or 

as a hobby e.g. tools for home repairs, flowers and plants 

and electronic equipment for household use 

This class excludes: 

Renting of cars, trucks, trailers and recreational vehicles 

without driver, see 7710; renting of recreational and sports 

goods, see 7721; renting of video tapes and disks, see 7722; 

renting of motorcycles and caravans without driver, see 

7730; renting of office furniture, see 7730 and provision of 

linen, work uniforms and related items by laundries, see 

9601 

773 Renting and leasing of other machinery, equipment and 

tangible goods 

7730 Renting and leasing of other machinery, equipment and 

tangible goods 

Renting and operational leasing, without operator, of other 

machinery and equipment that are generally used as capital 

goods by industries; renting and operational leasing of 

land-transport equipment (other than motor vehicles) 

without drivers; Renting and operational leasing of water-

transport equipment without operator; Renting and 

operational leasing of agricultural and forestry machinery 

and equipment without operator; Renting and operational  
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leasing of construction and civil-engineering machinery 

and equipment without operator; Renting and operational 

leasing of office machinery and equipment without 

operator; Renting of containers; Renting of pallets and 

Renting of animals (e.g. herds, race horses) 

     This class excludes: 

renting of agricultural and forestry machinery or equipment 

with operator, see 0161, 0240; renting of construction and 

civil engineering machinery or equipment with operator, 

see division 43; renting of water-transport equipment with 

operator, see division 50; renting of air-transport equipment 

with operator, see division 51; financial leasing, see 6491; 

renting of pleasure boats, see 7721and renting of bicycles, 

see 7721 

774 Leasing of intellectual property and similar products, 

except copyrighted works 

7740 Leasing of intellectual property and similar products, 

except copyrighted works 

     This class includes: 

Leasing of intellectual property products (except 

copyrighted works, such as books orsoftware), receiving 

royalties or licensing fees for the use of patented entities; 

trademarks or service marks;brand names; mineral 

exploration and evaluation and franchise agreements; 

This class excludes: 

Acquisition of rights and publishing, see divisions 58 and 

59; producing, reproducing and distributing copyrighted 

works (books, software, film), see divisions 58 and 59; 

leasing of real estate, see group 681; leasing of tangible 

products (assets), see groups 771, 772, 773; renting of  
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video tapes and disks, see 7722 and renting of books, see 

7729. 

78     Employment activities 

781    Activities of employment placement agencies 

7810   Activities of employment placement agencies 

     This class includes: 

Personnel search, selection referral and placement 

activities, including executive placement and search 

activities; activities of casting agencies and bureaus, such 

as theatrical casting agencies; and activities of on-line 

employment placement agencies 

This class excludes: 

Activities of personal theatrical or artistic agents or 

agencies see 7490 

782    Temporary employment agency activities 

7820   Temporary employment agency activities 

     This class includes: 

Supplying workers to clientsô businesses for limited periods 

of time to temporarily replace or supplement the working 

force of the client, where the individuals provided are 

employees of the temporary help service unit 

Units classified here do not provide direct supervision of 

their employees at the clientsôwork sites. 

783    Other human resources provision 

7830   Other human resources provision 

     This class includes: 

Provision of human resources for client businesses 

This provision of human resources is typically done on a 

long-term or permanent basis and the units classified here 

may perform a wide range of human resource and  
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personnel management duties associated with this 

provision. 

The units classified here represent the employer of record 

for the employees on matters relating to payroll, taxes, and 

other fiscal and human resource issues, but they are not 

responsible for direction and supervision of employees. 

This class excludes: 

Provision of human resources functions together with 

supervision or running of the business, see the class in the 

respective economic activity of that business; provision of 

human resources to temporarily replace or supplement the 

workforce of the client, see 7820 

79 Travel agency, tour operator, reservation service and 

related activities 

791    Travel agency and tour operator activities 

7911   Travel agency activities 

     This class includes: 

Activities of agencies primarily engaged in selling travel, 

tour, transportation and accommodation services to the 

general public and commercial clients 

7912   Tour operator activities 

     This class includes: 

Arranging and assembling tours that are sold through travel 

agencies or directly by tour operators. The tours may 

include any or all of the following: Transportation; 

accommodation; Food and visits to museums, historical or 

cultural sites, theatrical, musical or sporting events 

799    Other reservation service and related activities 

7990   Other reservation service and related activities 

     This class includes: 
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Provision of other travel-related reservation services: 

reservations for transportation, hotels, restaurants, car 

rentals, entertainment and sport etc.; Tickets sales activities 

for theatrical, sports and other amusement and 

entertainment events; Provision of visitors assistance 

services: provision of travel information to visitors, 

activities of tourist guides; Tourism promotion activities 

     This class excludes: 

Activities of travel agencies and tour operators, see 7911, 

7912; and organization and management of events such as 

meetings, conventions and conferences, see 8230 

80     Security and investigation activities 

801    Private security activities 

8010   Private security activities 

     This class includes: 

Armored car services; bodyguard services; polygraph 

services; fingerprinting services and security guard 

services. 

This class excludes: 

Public order and safety activities see 8423 

802    Security systems service activities 

8020   Security systems service activities 

     This class includes: 

Monitoring or remote monitoring of electronic security 

alarm systems, such as burglar and fire alarms, including 

their maintenance and installing, repairing, rebuilding, and 

adjusting mechanical or electronic locking devices, safes 

and security vaults 

This class excludes: 
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Installation of security systems, such as burglar and fire 

alarms, without later monitoring, see 4321; selling security 

systems, mechanical or electronic locking devices, safes 

and security vaults, without monitoring, installation or 

maintenance services, see 4759; security consultants, see 

7490; public order and safety activities, see 8423 and 

providing key duplication services, see 9529 

803    Investigation activities 

8030   Investigation activities 

     This class includes: 

Investigation and detective service activities and activities 

of all private investigators, independent of the type of client 

or purpose of investigation. 

81     Services to buildings and landscape activities 

811    Combined facilities support activities 

8110   Combined facilities support activities 

     This class includes: 

provision of a combination of support services within a 

clientôs facility, such as general interior cleaning, 

maintenance, trash disposal, guard and security, mail 

routing, reception, laundry and related services to support 

operations within facilities 

This class excludes: 

Provision of only one of the support services (e.g. general 

interior cleaning services) or addressing only a single 

function (e.g. heating), see the appropriate class according 

to the service provided; provision of management and 

operating staff for the complete operation of a clientôs 

establishment, such as a hotel, restaurant, mine, or hospital, 

see the class of the unit operated; provision of on site  
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management and operation of a clientôs computer systems 

and/or data processing facilities, see 6202 and operation of 

correctional facilities on a contract or fee basis, see 8423 

812    Cleaning activities 

8121   General cleaning of buildings 

     This class includes: 

General (non-specialized) cleaning of all types of buildings, 

such as offices, houses or apartments, factories, shops and 

institutions; and general (non-specialized) cleaning of other 

business and professional premises and multiunit 

residential buildings 

This class excludes: 

Specialized interior cleaning activities, such as chimney 

cleaning, cleaning of fireplaces, stoves, furnaces, 

incinerators, boilers, ventilation ducts, exhaust units, see 

8129 

8129   Other building and industrial cleaning activities 

     This class includes: 

exterior cleaning of buildings of all types, including offices, 

factories, shops, institutions and other business and 

professional premises and multiunit residential buildings; 

specialized cleaning activities for buildings such as window 

cleaning, chimney cleaning and cleaning of fireplaces, 

stoves, furnaces, incinerators, boilers, ventilation ducts and 

exhaust units; swimming pool cleaning and maintenance 

services; cleaning of industrial machinery; bottle cleaning; 

cleaning of trains, buses, planes, etc.; cleaning of the inside 

of road and sea tankers; disinfecting and exterminating 

activities; street sweeping and snow and ice removal and 

other building and industrial cleaning activities, n.e.c 
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This class excludes: 

agriculture pest control, see 0161; cleaning of sewers and 

drains, see 3700 and automobile cleaning, car wash, see 

4520. 

813    Landscape care and maintenance service activities 

8130   Landscape care and maintenance service activities 

     This class includes: 

Planting, care and maintenance of: Parks and gardens for: 

private and public housing; public and semi-public 

buildings (schools, hospitals, administrative buildings, 

church buildings etc.); municipal grounds (parks, green 

areas, cemeteries etc.); highway greenery (roads, train lines 

and tramlines, waterways, ports); industrial and commercial 

buildings. Greenery for: buildings (roof gardens, façade 

greenery, indoor gardens; sports grounds (e.g. football 

fields, golf courses etc.), play grounds, lawns for  

sunbathing and other recreational parks; stationary and 

flowing water (basins, alternating wet areas, ponds, 

swimming pools, ditches, watercourses, plant sewage 

systems) and plants for protection against noise, wind, 

erosion, visibility and dazzling; Maintenance of land in 

order to keep it in good ecological condition 

This class excludes: 

commercial production and planting for commercial 

production of plants, trees, see divisions 01 and 02; tree 

nurseries (except forest tree nurseries), see 0130; 

maintenance of land to keep it in good condition for 

agricultural use, see 0161; construction activities for 

landscaping purposes, see section F; landscape design and  
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architecture activities, see 7110 and operation of botanical 

gardens, see 9103 

82 Office administrative, office support and other business 

support activities 

821    Office administrative and support activities 

8211   Combined office administrative service activities 

     This class includes: 

Provision of a combination of day-to-day office 

administrative services, such as reception, financial 

planning, billing and record keeping, personnel and 

physical distribution (mail services) and logistics for others 

on a contract or fee basis. 

This class excludes: 

Provision of operating staff to carry out the complete 

operations of a business, see class according to the 

business/activity performed; and provision of only one 

particular aspect of these activities, see class according to 

that particular activity 

8219 Photocopying, document preparation and other specialized 

office support activities 

     This class includes: 

document preparation; document editing or 

proofreading;typing, word processing, or desktop 

publishing; secretarial support services; transcription of 

documents, and other secretarial services letter or resume 

writing; provision of mailbox rental and other mailing 

activities (except direct mail advertising); photocopying; 

duplicating; blueprinting; and other document copying 

services without also providing printing services, such as  
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offset printing, quick printing, digital printing, prepress 

services. 

This class excludes: 

Printing of documents (offset printing, quick printing etc.), 

see 1811; direct mail advertising, see 7310; specialized 

stenotype services such as court reporting, see 8299 and 

public stenography services, see 8299 

822    Activities of call centres 

8220   Activities of call centres 

     This class includes: 

activities of inbound call centres, answering calls from 

clients by using human operators, automatic call 

distribution, computer telephone integration, interactive 

voice response systems or similar methods to receive 

orders, provide product information, deal with customer 

requests for assistance or address customer complaints; and 

activities of outbound call centers using similar methods to 

sell or market goods or services to potential customers, 

undertake market research or public opinion polling and 

similar activities for clients 

823    Organization of conventions and trade shows 

8230   Organization of conventions and trade shows 

     This class includes: 

Organization, promotion and/or management of events, 

such as business and trade shows, conventions, conferences 

and meetings, whether or not including the management 

and provision of the staff to operate the facilities in which 

these events take place 

829    Business support service activities n.e.c. 

8291   Activities of collection agencies and credit bureaus 
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     This class includes: 

Collection of payments for claims and remittance of 

payments collected to the clients, such as bill or debt 

collection services and compiling of information, such as 

credit and employment histories on individuals and credit 

histories on businesses and providing the information to 

financial institutions retailers and others who have a need 

to evaluate the creditworthiness of these persons and 

businesses 

8292   Packaging activities 

     This class includes: 

Packaging activities on a fee or contract basis, whether or 

not these involve an automated process: bottling of liquids, 

including beverages and food; packaging of solids (blister 

packaging, foil-covered etc.); security packaging of 

pharmaceutical preparations,. labeling, stamping and 

imprinting, parcel-packing and gift-wrapping 

This class excludes: 

Manufacture of soft drinks and production of mineral 

water, see 1104 and packaging activities incidental to 

transport, see 5229. 

8299   Other business support service activities n.e.c. 

     This class includes: 

providing verbatim reporting and stenotype recording of 

live legal proceedings and transcribing subsequent recorded 

materials, such as:. court reporting or stenotype recording 

services and public  

stenography services; real-time (i.e. simultaneous) closed 

captioning of live television performances of meetings, 

conferences; address bar coding services; bar code  
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imprinting services; fundraising organization services on a 

contract or fee basis; mail presorting services; repossession 

services; parking meter coin collection services; activities 

of independent auctioneers; administration of loyalty 

programmes and other support activities typically provided 

to businesses not elsewhere classified 

This class excludes: 

Provision of document transcription services, see 8219 and 

 providing film or tape captioning or subtitling services, see 

 5912. 
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Section O: Public administration and defence; compulsory social security 

Introduction  

This section includes activities of a governmental nature, normally carried out by the public 

administration. This includes the enactment and judicial interpretation of laws and their pursuant 

regulation, as well as the administration of programmes based on them, legislative activities, 

taxation, national defence, public order and safety, immigration services, foreign affairs and the 

administration of government programmes. This section also includes compulsory social security 

activities. 

 

The legal or institutional status is not, in itself, the determining factor for an activity to belong in 

this section, rather than the activity being of a nature specified in the previous paragraph. This 

means that activities classified elsewhere in ISIC do not fall under this section, even if carried 

out by public entities. For example, administration of the school system (i.e. regulations, checks, 

curricula) falls under this section, but teaching itself does not (see section P), and a prison or 

military hospital is classified to health (see section Q). Similarly, some activities described in this 

section may be carried out by non-government units. 

 

Division Group Class Subclass Description 

84 Public administration and defence; compulsory social 

security 

841 Administration of the State and the economic and social 

policy of the community. This group includes general 

administration (e.g. executive, legislative, financial 

administration etc. at all levels of government) and 

supervision in the field of social and economic life. 

8411   General public administration activities. 

This Class includes: Executive and legislative 

administration of central, regional and local bodies, 

administration and supervision of fiscal affairs, budget 

implementation and management of public funds and 

public debt, administration of overall (civil) Research and  
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Development policy and associated funds and 

administration  

and operation of overall economic and social planning and 

statistical services at the various levels of government. 

This class excludes operation of government owned or 

occupied buildings, administration of R&D policies 

intended to increase personal well-being and of associated 

funds, administration of R&D policies intended to improve 

economic performance and competitiveness, administration 

of defense related R&D policies and of associated funds, 

operation of government archivesô. 

8412 Regulation of the activities of providing health care, 

education, cultural services and other social services, 

excluding social security.  

This class includes: Public administration of programmes 

aimed to increase personal well-being, Public 

administration of Research & Developments policies and 

associated funds for these areas. This class also includes, 

Sponsoring of recreational and cultural activities, 

distribution of public grants to artists, administration of 

potable water supply programmes, administration of waste 

collection and disposal operations, administration of 

environmental protection programmes, Administration of 

housing  programmes. 

This class excludes: 

sewage, refuse disposal and remediation activities, 

compulsory social security activities, education activities, 

human health-related activities, activities of libraries and 

archives (private, public or government operated),  
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operation of museums and other cultural institutions, 

sporting or other recreational activities. 

8413  Regulation of and contribution to more efficient operation 

of businesses. 

This class includes: Public administration and regulation, 

including subsidy allocation, for different economic 

sectors, Administration of Research & Development 

policies and associated funds to  

improve economic performance, administration of general 

labour affairs and implementation of regional development 

policy measures, e.g. to reduce unemployment. 

This class excludes research and experimental development 

activities. 

842    Provision of services to the community as a whole 

8421  Foreign affairs.  

This class includes, administration and operation of the 

ministry of foreign affairs and diplomatic and consular 

missions stationed abroad or at offices of international 

organizations, administration, operation and support for 

information and cultural services intended, for distribution 

beyond national boundaries, aid to foreign countries, 

whether or not routed through international organizations, 

provision of military aid to foreign countries, provision of 

military aid to foreign countries and management of foreign 

trade, international financial and foreign technical affairs. 

This class excludes: 

International disaster or conflict refugee services. 

8422  Defense activities. 

This class includes: administration, supervision and 

operation of military defense affairs and land, sea, air and  
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space defense forces, administration, operation and  support 

of civil defense forces, support for the working out of 

contingency plans and the carrying out of exercises in 

which civilian institutions and populations are involved, 

and administration of defense-related Research & 

Development policies and related funds. 

This class excludes: 

research and experimental development activities, division 

provision of military aid to foreign countries, activities of 

military tribunals, provision of supplies for domestic 

emergency use in case of peacetime disasters, educational 

activities of military schools, colleges and academies and 

activities of military hospitals. 

8423  Public order and safety activities.  

This class includes: administration and operation of regular 

and auxiliary police forces supported by public authorities 

and of port, border, coastguards and other special police 

forces, including traffic regulation, alien registration, 

maintenance of arrest records, firefighting and fire 

prevention, administration and operation of regular and 

auxiliary fire brigades in fire prevention, firefighting, 

rescue of persons and animals, assistance in civic disasters, 

floods, road accidents etc. administration and operation of 

administrative civil and criminal law courts, military 

tribunals and the judicial system, including legal 

representation and advice on behalf of the government or 

when provided by the government in cash or services, 

rendering of judgments  and interpretations of the law, 

arbitration of civil actions, prison administration and 

provision of correctional services, including rehabilitation  
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services, regardless of whether their administration and 

operation is done by government units or by private units 

on a contract or fee basis, provision of supplies for 

domestic emergency use in case of peacetime disasters. 

This class excludes: 

Forestry fire-protection and fire-fighting services, oil and 

gas field fire fighting, firefighting and fire-prevention 

services at airports provided by non-specialized units,  

advice and representation in civil, criminal and other cases, 

operation of police laboratories, administration and 

operation of military armed forces, activities of prison 

schools, activities of prison hospitals,  

843    Compulsory social security activities 

8430  Compulsory social security activities.  

This class includes funding and administration of 

government-provided social security programmes. 

This class excludes: 

Non-compulsory social security and provision of welfare 

services and social work (without accommodation).  
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Section P: Education 

Introduction  

The coding for this sector follows the International Standard Industrial Classification (ISIC), 

Revision 4, 2008.The division to which the dataset belongs is wherever feasible taken from this 

ISIC. The ISIC division codes have been allocated on the basis of exact correspondence in 

respect of most sectors in those where proximity to the nearest closely-related ISIC code and 

existence of unused codes were the basis for the allocation of codes. For this system ñEducationò 

is given the ISIC code ñ85ò. 

 

The details are almost completely gender specific in respect of observations on human belongs. 

Even where numerical data are not available separate for males and females, the codes are 

created for each gender and the total for both. 

 

While efforts have been made to ensure that the Division Code or the first two digits of the code 

assigned to each variable conforms as much as possible with the ISIC, the Items and Codes 

which form the last digits of the code assigned for each variable are arbitrarily determined. The 

Division-Item-Details (DID) coding system is the basis for coding datasets within the National 

Statistical System (NSS). The item under each dataset is the elementary entity or group of 

elementary entities (multiple-item cases) about which statistical data are compiled. For example, 

Pre-primary education and Primary Education Statistics in Tanzaniaò, coded 8510 is an item with 

5 details. 

 

Education Coding System for Tanzania has been harmonized from Ministry of Education and 

Vocational Training (MoVET) and Ministry of Community Development, Gender and Children 

(MCDGC) in order to make sure that, the education coding system accommodate needs of all 

education stakeholders. For instance, MCDGC coordinate the ñKindergarten Development 

Programò but not MoVET, for this case, ISIC introduced code ñ85101ò. The following are ISIC 

for the education segment. 

 

Division Group Class Sub-class Description 

85     Education 

851    Pre-primary and primary education 
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Division Group Class Sub-class Description 

8510   Pre-primary and primary education 

85101  Pre-primary education 

85102  Primary education 

     This class also includes: 

 Special education for handicapped students at this level and 

 provision of literacy programmes for adults 

 This class excludes: 

 Adult education as defined in group 854 and child day-care 

 activities see 8890 

852    Secondary education 

8521   General secondary education 

85211  Lower secondary (Ordinary level secondary education)  

85212  Upper secondary (Advanced level secondary education) 

8522  Technical and vocational secondary education 

85221  Technical secondary education 

85222  Vocational education training  

     This class also includes: 

 Special education for handicapped students at this level 

 This class excludes: 

 Adult education as defined in group 854 

853    Higher education 

8530   Higher education 

85301  Post-secondary non-tertiary education 

 This includes post-secondary non-tertiary education, 

 technical and vocational 

85302  Tertiary education 

 This includes first stage tertiary education and second stage 

 tertiary education  

 This class also includes: 

 Performing arts schools providing higher education 
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 This class excludes: 

 Adult education as defined in group 854 

854    Other education 

8541   Sports and recreation education 

     This class includes: 

 Sports instruction (baseball, basketball, cricket, football, 

 etc); camps, sports instruction; cheerleading instruction;  

 gymnastics instruction;riding instruction, academies or 

 schools;swimming instruction; professional sports 

 instructors, teachers, coaches;martial arts instruction; card 

 game instruction (such as bridge);yoga instruction 

 This class excludes: 

 Cultural education, see 8542 

8542   Cultural education 

 This class includes piano teachers and other music 

 instruction,art instruction,dance instruction and dance 

 studios,drama schools (except academic),fine arts schools 

 (except academic), performing arts schools (except 

 academic),photography schools (except commercial) 

8549   Other education n.e.c. 

     This class includes: 

 Education that is not definable by level; academic tutoring 

 services college board preparation; learning centres 

 offering remedial courses;professional examination review 

 courses;language instruction and conversational skills 

 instruction;speed reading instruction religious 

 instruction;automobile driving schools;flying 

 schools;lifeguard training;survival training; public speaking 

 training and computer training 

 This class excludes: 
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 Adult literacy programmes see 8510; general secondary 

 education, see 8521; driving schools for occupational 

 drivers, see 8522; higher education, see 8530 and cultural 

 education, see 8542 

855    Educational support activities 

8550   Educational support activities 

 This class includes provision of non-instructional services 

 that support educational processes or systems: 

 This class excludes: 

 Adult literacy programmes see 8510; general secondary 

 education, see 8521; driving schools for occupational 

 drivers, see 8522; higher education, see 8530 and cultural 

 education, see 8542. 
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Section Q: Human health and social work activities 

Introduction  

This section includes the provision of health and social work activities. Activities include a wide 

range of activities, starting from health care provided by trained medical professionals in 

hospitals and other facilities, over residential care activities that still involve a degree of health 

care activities to social work activities without any involvement of health care professionals. 

 

Division Group Class Subclass Description 

86     Human health activities 

861    Hospital activities 

8610   Hospital activities 

     This class includes: 

Short- or long-term hospital activities, i.e. medical, 

diagnostic and treatment activities, of general hospitals 

(e.g. community and regional hospitals, hospitals of non-

profit organizations, university hospitals, military-base and 

prison hospitals) and specialized hospitals (e.g. mental 

health and substance abuse hospitals, hospitals for 

infectious diseases, maternity hospitals, specialized 

sanatoriums) 

This class excludes: 

laboratory testing and inspection of all types of materials 

and products, except medical, see 7120; veterinary 

activities, see 7500; health activities for military personnel 

in the field, see 8422; dental practice activities of a general 

or specialized nature, e.g. dentistry, endodontic and 

pediatric dentistry; oral pathology, orthodontic activities, 

see 8620; private consultantsô services to inpatients, see 

8620; medical laboratory testing, see 8690 and ambulance 

transport activities, see 8690 

862    Medical and dental practice activities 
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Division Group Class Subclass Description 

8620   Medical and dental practice activities 

     This class includes: 

Medical consultation and treatment in the field of general 

and specialized medicine by general practitioners and 

medical specialists and surgeons;  

dental practice activities of a general or specialized nature, 

e.g. dentistry, endodontic and pediatric dentistry; oral 

pathology; orthodontic activities; family planning centres 

providing medical treatment, such as sterilization and 

termination of pregnancy, without accommodation; dental 

activities in operating rooms and private consultantsô 

services to inpatients. 

This class excludes: 

Production of artificial teeth, denture and prosthetic 

appliances by dental laboratories, see 3250; inpatient 

hospital activities, see 8610 and paramedical activities such 

as those of midwives, nurses and physiotherapists, see 8690 

869    Other human health activities 

8690   Other human health activities 

     This class includes: 

Activities for human health not performed by hospitals or 

by medical doctors or dentists; 

Activities of dental paramedical personnel such as dental 

therapists, school dental nurses and dental hygienists, who 

may work remote from, but are periodically supervised by, 

the dentist; 

Activities of medical laboratories such as X-ray 

laboratories and other diagnostic imaging centres, blood 

analysis laboratories; 
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Activities of blood banks, sperm banks, transplant organ 

banks etc.; 

Ambulance transport of patients by any mode of transport 

including airplanes. These services are often provided 

during a medical emergency. 

This class excludes: 

production of artificial teeth, denture and prosthetic 

appliances by dental laboratories, see 3250, transfer of 

patients, with neither equipment for lifesaving nor medical 

personnel, see divisions 49, 50, 51; non-medical laboratory 

testing, see 7120; testing activities in the field of food 

hygiene, see 7120; hospital activities, see 8610; medical 

and dental practice activities, see 8620 and nursing care 

facilities, see 8710 

87     Residential care activities 

871    Residential nursing care facilities 

8710   Residential nursing care facilities 

     This class includes: 

Activities of: homes for the elderly with nursing care,. 

convalescent homes, rest homes with nursing care; nursing 

care facilities and nursing homes 

This class excludes: 

In-home services provided by health care professionals, see 

division 86; activities of homes for the elderly without or 

with minimal nursing care, see 8730; social work activities 

with accommodation, such as orphanages, childrenôs 

boarding and homes and hostels, temporary homeless 

shelters, see 8790 

872 Residential care activities for mental retardation, mental 

health and substanceabuse 
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8720 Residential care activities for mental retardation, mental 

health and substanceabuse 

     This class includes: 

Activities of: facilities for treatment of alcoholism and drug 

addiction, psychiatric convalescent homes, residential 

group homes for the emotionally disturbed; mental 

retardationand facilities, mental health halfway houses 

This class excludes: 

Social work activities with accommodation, such as 

temporary homeless shelters, see 8790. 

873 Residential care activities for the elderly and disabled 

8730 Residential care activities for the elderly and disabled 

     This class includes: 

Activities of assisted-living facilities, continuing care 

retirement communities; homes for the elderly with 

minimal nursing care rest homes without nursing care 

This class excludes: 

Activities of homes for the elderly with nursing care, see 

8710; social work activities with accommodation where 

medical treatment or accommodation are not important 

elements, see 8790 

879    Other residential care activities 

8790   Other residential care activities 

     This class includes: 

Activities provided on a round-the-clock basis directed to 

provide social assistance to children and special categories 

of persons with some limits on ability for self-care, but 

where medical treatment or education are not important 

elements; 
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Orphanages, childrenôs boarding homes and hostels; 

temporary homeless shelters and institutions that take care 

of unmarried mothers and their children; 

Activities of halfway group homes for persons with social 

or personal problem, halfway homes for delinquents and 

offender sand disciplinary camps 

This class excludes: 

Funding and administration of compulsory social security 

programmes, see 8430; activities of nursing care facilities, 

see 8710; residential care activities for mental retardation, 

mental health and substance abuse, see 8720; residential 

care activities for the elderly or disabled, see 8730; 

adoption activities, see 8890 and short-term shelter 

activities for disaster victims, see 8890. 

88     Social work activities without accommodation 

881 Social work activities without accommodation for the 

elderly and disabled 

8810 Social work activities without accommodation for the 

elderly and disabled 

     This class includes: 

Social, counselling, welfare, referral and similar services 

which are aimed at the elderly and disabled in their homes 

or elsewhere and carried out by public or by private 

organizations, national or local self-help organizations and 

by specialists providing counselling service: visiting of the 

elderly and disabled; day-care activities for the elderly or 

for handicapped adults;and  vocational rehabilitation and 

habilitation activities for disabled persons provided that the 

education component is limited 

This class excludes: 
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Funding and administration of compulsory social security 

programmes, see 8430; activities similar to those described 

in this class, but including accommodation, see 8730 and 

day-care activities for handicapped children, see 8890 

889    Other social work activities without accommodation 

8890   Other social work activities without accommodation 

     This class includes 

Refugee, referral and similar services which are delivered 

to individuals and families in their homes or elsewhere and 

carried out by public or by private organizations, disaster 

relief organizations and national or local self-help 

organizations and by specialists providing counselling 

services: 

This class excludes: 

Funding and administration of compulsory social security 

programmes, see 8430 and activities similar to those 

described in this class, but including accommodation, see 

8790. 
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Section R: Arts, entertainment  and recreation 

This section includes a wide range of activities to meet varied cultural, entertainment and 

recreational interests of the general public, including live performances, operation of museum 

sites, gambling, sports and recreation activities. 

 

Division Group Class Subclass Description 

90     Creative, arts and entertainment activities 

900    Creative, arts and entertainment activities 

9000   Creative, arts and entertainment activities 

     This class includes: 

production of live theatrical presentations, concerts and 

opera or dance productions and other stage productions: 

activities of groups, circuses or companies, orchestras or 

bands; activities of individual artists such as authors, actors, 

directors, musicians, lecturers or speakers, stage-set 

designers and builders etc.; operation of concert and theatre 

halls and other arts facilities; activities of sculptors, 

painters, cartoonists, engravers, etchers etc.; activities of 

individual writers, for all subjects including fictional 

writing, technical writing etc.; activities of independent 

journalists and  restoring of works of art such as paintings 

etc. activities of producers or entrepreneurs of arts live 

events, with or without facilities 

This class excludes: 

restoring of stained glass windows, see 2310; manufacture 

of statues, other than artistic originals, see 2396; restoring 

of organs and other historical musical instruments, see 

3319; restoring of historical sites and buildings, see 4100; 

motion picture and video production, see 5911, 5912; 

operation of cinemas, see 5914; activities of personal 

theatrical or artistic agents or agencies, see 7490; casting  
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activities, see 7810; activities of ticket agencies, see 7990; 

operation of museums of all kinds, see 9102; sports and 

amusement and recreation activities, see division 93 and 

restoring of furniture (except museum type restoration), see 

9524. 

91 Libraries, archives, museums and other cultural activities 

910 Libraries, archives, museums and other cultural activities.  

9101   Library and archives activities 

     This class includes: 

documentation and information activities of libraries of all 

kinds, reading, listening and viewing rooms, public 

archives providing service to the general public or to a 

special clientele, such as students, scientists, staff, members 

as well as operation of government archives: organization 

of a collection, whether specialized or not;. Cataloguing 

collections; lending and storage of books, maps, 

periodicals, films, records, tapes, works of art etc. retrieval 

activities in order to comply with information requests etc. 

and stock photo libraries and services 

9102 Museums activities and operation of historical sites and 

buildings 

     This class includes: 

Operation of museums of all kinds: art museums, museums 

of jewellery, furniture, costumes, ceramics, silverware; 

natural history, science and technological museums, 

historical museums, including military museums; other 

specialized museums; open-air museums.operation of 

historical sites and buildings 

This class excludes: 
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Renovation and restoration of historical sites and buildings, 

see section F; restoration of works of art and museum 

collection objects, see 9000 and activities of libraries and 

archives, see 9101 

9103 Botanical and zoological gardens and nature reserves 

activities 

     This class includes: 

Operation of botanical and zoological gardens, including 

childrenôs zoos and operation of nature reserves, including 

wildlife preservation, etc. 

This class excludes: 

Landscape and gardening services, see 8130 and operation 

of sport fishing and hunting preserves, see 9319. 

92     Gambling and betting activities 

920    Gambling and betting activities 

9200   Gambling and betting activities 

     This class includes: 

Bookmaking and other betting operations; Off-track 

betting; Operation of casinos, including ñfloating casinosò; 

Sale of lottery tickets; Operation (exploitation) of coin-

operated gambling machines and Operation of virtual 

gambling web sites 

This class excludes: 

Operation (exploitation) of coin-operated games, see 9329. 

93 Sports activities and amusement and recreation activities 

931    Sports activities 

9311   Operation of sports facilities 

This class includes: operation of facilities for indoor or 

outdoor sports events (open, closed or covered, with or 

without spectator seating); organization and operation of  
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outdoor or indoor sports events for professionals or 

amateurs by organizations with own facilities:  

This class excludes: 

Renting of recreation and sports equipment, see 7721; 

operation of ski hills, see 9329 and park and beach 

activities, see 9329 

9312   Activities of sports clubs 

This class includes: peration of sports clubs, football clubs, 

bowling clubs; swimming clubs, golf clubs, boxing clubs; 

body-building clubs; winter sports clubs; chess clubs; track 

and field clubs and shooting clubs, etc. 

This class excludes: 

Sports instruction by individual teachers, trainers, see 8541; 

operation of sports facilities, see 9311; organization and 

operation of outdoor or indoor sports events for 

professionals or amateurs by sports clubs with their own 

facilities, see 9311 

9319 Other sports activities: This class includes activities of 

producers or promoters of sports events, with or without 

facilities, activities of individual own-account sportsmen 

and athletes, referees, judges, timekeepers etc. Activities of 

sports leagues and regulating bodies, Activities related to 

promotion of sporting events, activities of racing stables, 

kennels and garages, Operation of sport fishing and hunting 

preserves, activities of mountain guides, support activities 

for sport or recreational hunting and fishing 

     This class excludes: 

breeding of racing horses, see 0142; renting of sports 

equipment, see 7721; activities of sport and game schools, 

see 8541; activities of sports instructors, teachers, coaches,  
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see 8541; organization and operation of outdoor or indoor 

sports events for professionals or amateurs by sports clubs 

with/without own facilities, see 9311, 9312 and park and 

beach activities, see 9329. 

932    Other amusement and recreation activities 

9321   Activities of amusement parks and theme parks 

This class includes the operation of a variety of attractions, 

such as mechanical rides, water rides, games, shows, theme 

exhibits and picnic grounds 

9329   Other amusement and recreation activities n.e.c. 

This class includes: Activities of recreation parks, beaches, 

including renting of facilities such as bathhouses, lockers, 

chairs etc. operation of recreational transport facilities, e.g. 

marinas, operation of ski hills, renting of leisure and 

pleasure equipment as an integral part of recreational 

facilities, operation of fairs and shows of a recreational 

nature, operation of discotheques and dance floors, 

operation (exploitation) of coin-operated games, other 

amusement and recreation activities (except amusement 

parks and theme parks) not elsewhere classified.; activities 

of producers or entrepreneurs of live events other than arts 

or sports events with or without facilities. 

This class excludes: 

fishing cruises, see 5011, 5021; provision of space and 

facilities for short stay by visitors in recreational parks and 

forests and campgrounds, see 5520; beverage serving 

activities of discotheques, see 5630; trailer parks, 

campgrounds, recreational camps, hunting and fishing 

camps, campsites and 
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campgrounds, see 5520; separate renting of leisure and 

pleasure equipment, see 7721; operation (exploitation) of 

coin-operated gambling machines, see 9200 and activities 

of amusement parks and theme parks, see 9321. 
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Section S: Other service activities 

Introduction  

This section (as a residual category) includes the activities of membership organizations, the 

repair of computers and personal and household goods and a variety of personal service activities 

not covered elsewhere in the classification. 

 

Division Group Class Subclass Description 

94     Activities of membership organizations 

941 Activities of business, employers and professional 

membership organizations 

9411 Activities of business and employers membership 

organizations 

     This class includes: 

Activities of organizations whose membersô interests centre 

on the development and prosperity of enterprises in a 

particular line of business or trade, including farming, or on 

the economic growth and climate of a particular 

geographical area or political subdivision without regard 

for the line of business; 

Activities of federations of such associations. 

Activities of chambers of commerce, guilds and similar 

organizations; and 

Dissemination of information, representation before 

government agencies, public relations and labour 

negotiations of business and employer organizations. 

This class excludes: 

Activities of trade unions, see 9420 

9412   Activities of professional membership organizations 

     This class includes: 

Activities of organizations whose membersô interests centre 

chiefly on a particular scientific discipline, professional  
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practice or technical field, such as medical associations, 

legal associations, accounting associations, engineering 

associations, architects associations etc.; 

Activities of associations of specialists engaged in cultural 

activities, such as associations of writers, painters, 

performers of various kinds, journalists etc; and  

Dissemination of information, the establishment and 

supervision of standards of practice, representation before 

government agencies and public relations of professional 

organizations 

This class excludes: 

Education provided by these organizations, see division 85 

942    Activities of trade unions 

9420   Activities of trade unions 

     This class includes: 

Promoting of the interests of organized labor and union 

employees; 

Activities of associations whose members are employees 

interested chiefly in the representation of their views 

concerning the salary and work situation, and in concerted 

action through organization; 

Activities of single plant unions, of unions composed of 

affiliated branches and of labour organizations composed 

of affiliated unions on the basis of trade, region, 

organizational structure or other criteria. 

This class excludes: 

Education provided by such organizations, see division 85 

949    Activities of other membership organizations 

9491   Activities of religious organizations 

     This class includes: 
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Activities of religious organizations or individuals 

providing services directly to worshippers in churches, 

mosques, temples, synagogues or other places; activities of 

organizations providing monastery and convent services; 

religious retreat activities; religious funeral service 

activities 

This class excludes: 

Education provided by such organizations, see division 85; 

health activities by such organizations, see division 86; and 

social work activities by such organizations, see divisions 

87 and 88 

9492   Activities of political organizations 

     This class includes: 

Activities of political organizations and auxiliary 

organizations such as young peopleôs auxiliaries associated 

with a political party. These organizations chiefly engage in 

influencing decision-taking in public governing bodies by 

placing members of the party or those sympathetic to the 

party in political office and involve the dissemination of 

information, public relations, fund-raising etc. 

9499   Activities of other membership organizations n.e.c. 

     This class includes 

Activities of organizations not directly affiliated to a 

political party furthering a public cause or issue by means 

of public education, political influence and fund-raising etc; 

consumer associations; automobile associations; 

associations for the purpose of social acquaintanceship 

such as rotary clubs, lodges etc.; associations of youth, 

young personsô associations, student associations, clubs and 

fraternities etc.; grant giving activities by membership  
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organizations or others; associations for the pursuit of a 

cultural or recreational activity or hobby (other than sports 

or games), e.g. poetry, literature and book clubs, historical 

clubs, gardening clubs, film and photo clubs, music and art 

clubs, craft and collectorsô clubs, social clubs, carnival 

clubs etc.; grant giving activities by membership 

organizations or others 

This class excludes: 

Activities of professional artistic groups or organizations, 

see 9000; activities of sports clubs, see 9312; and activities 

of professional membership associations, see 9412. 

95 Repair of computers and personal and household goods 

951    Repair of computers and communication equipment 

9511   Repair of computers and peripheral equipment 

     This class includes: 

 Repair and maintenance of: desktop computers, laptop 

 computers, magnetic disk drives, flash drives and other 

 storage devices, optical disk drives (CD-RW, CD-ROM, 

 DVD-ROM, DVD-RW),  printers, monitors, keyboards, 

 mice, joysticks and trackball accessories, internal and 

 external computer modems, dedicated computer terminals, 

 computer servers, scanners, including bar code scanners,

 virtual reality helmets and computer projectors; 

 Repair and maintenance of computer terminals like 

 automatic teller machines (ATMôs); point-of-sale (POS) 

 terminals, not mechanically operated. 

 This class excludes: 

 Repair and maintenance of carrier equipment modems, see 

 9512 

9512   Repair of communication equipment 
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     This class includes: 

 Repair and maintenance of communications equipment 

 such as: cordless telephones, cellular phones, carrier 

 equipment modems, fax machines, communications 

 transmission equipment (e.g. routers, bridges, modems), 

 two-way radios and commercial TV and video cameras. 

952    Repair of personal and household goods 

9521   Repair of consumer electronics 

     This class includes: 

 Repair and maintenance of consumer electronics: 

 television, radio receivers, video cassette recorders (VCR), 

 CD players and household-type video cameras. 

9522 Repair of household appliances and home and garden 

equipment 

     This class includes: 

 Repair and servicing of household appliances: refrigerators, 

 stoves, washing machines, clothes dryers, room air 

 conditioners, etc.; 

 Repair and servicing of home and garden equipment: 

 lawnmowers, edgers, snow- and leaf- blowers, trimmers, 

 etc. 

 This class excludes: 

 Repair of hand held power tools, see 3312; repair of central 

 air conditioning systems, see 4322 

9523   Repair of footwear and leather goods 

     This class includes: 

Repair and maintenance of footwear: shoes, boots etc. 

fitting of heels and repair and maintenance of leather 

goods: luggage and the like 

9524   Repair of furniture and home furnishings 
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     This class includes: 

Reupholstering, refinishing, repairing and restoring of 

furniture and home furnishings including office furniture 

and assembly of self-standing furniture. 

This class excludes: 

Installation of fitted kitchens, shop fittings and the like, see 

4330. 

9529   Repair of other personal and household goods 

     This class includes: 

repair of bicycles; repair and alteration of clothing; repair 

and alteration of jewellery; repair of watches, clocks and 

their parts such as watchcases and housings of all materials; 

movements, chronometers, etc.; repair of sporting goods 

(except sporting guns); repair of books; repair of musical 

instruments; repair of toys and similar articles; repair of 

other personal and household goods;and piano-tuning 

This class excludes: 

industrial engraving of metals, see 2592; repair of sporting 

and recreational guns, see 3311; repair of hand held power 

tools, see 3312 and repair of time clocks, time/date stamps, 

time locks and similar time recording devices, see 3313 

96     Other personal service activities 

960    Other personal service activities 

9601 Washing and (dry-) cleaning of textile and fur products 

     This class includes: 

laundering and dry-cleaning, pressing etc., of all kinds of 

clothing (including fur) and textiles, provided by 

mechanical equipment, by hand or by self-service coin-

operated machines, whether for the general public or for 

industrial or commercial clients; laundry collection and  
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delivery; carpet and rug shampooing and drapery and 

curtain cleaning, whether on clientsô premises or not; 

provision of linens, work uniforms and related items by 

laundries; diaper supply services and repair and minor 

alteration of garments or other textile articles when done in 

connection with cleaning 

This class excludes: 

Renting of clothing other than work uniforms, even if 

cleaning of these goods is an integral part of the activity, 

see 7730 and repair and alteration of clothing etc., as an 

independent activity, see 9529. 

9602   Hairdressing and other beauty treatment 

     This class includes: 

Hair washing, trimming and cutting, setting, dyeing, 

tinting, waving, straightening and similar activities for men 

and women; shaving and beard trimming and facial 

massage, manicure and pedicure, make-up etc. 

This class excludes: 

Manufacture of wigs, see 3290 

9603   Funeral and related activities 

     This class includes: 

Burial and incineration of human or animal corpses and 

related activities, rental or sale of graves maintenance of 

graves and mausoleums. 

This class excludes: 

Religious funeral service activities, see 9491 

9609   Other personal service activities n.e.c. 

     This class includes: 

Activities of Turkish baths, sauna and steam baths, 

solariums, reducing and slendering salons, massage salons  
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etc; astrological and spiritualistsô activities; social activities 

such as escort services, dating services, services of 

marriage bureaux; pet care services such as boarding, 

grooming, sitting and training pets; genealogical 

organizations; shoe shiners, porters, valet car parkers etc. 

and concession operation of coin-operated personal service 

machines (photo booths, weighing machines, machines for 

checking blood pressure, coin-operated lockers etc.) 

This class excludes: 

Veterinary activities, see 7500; and activities of fitness 

centers, see 9311 
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Section T: Activities of households as employers; undifferentiated goods- and 

services-producing  

Introduction  

This section covers activities of households that are intended for own consumption. In typical 

industry surveys such as household units are not covered and their output is not measured. 

However, for the National Accounts and also for policy purposes information on such activities 

is necessary 

 

Division Group Class Subclass Description 

97 Activities of households as employers of domestic 

personnel 

970 Activities of households as employers of domestic 

personnel 

9700 Activities of households as employers of domestic 

personnel 

     This class includes: 

Activities of households as employers of domestic 

personnel such as maids, cooks,waiters, valets, butlers, 

laundresses, gardeners, gatekeepers, stable-lads, chauffeurs, 

caretakers, governesses, babysitters, tutors, secretaries etc. 

     This class excludes: 

Provision of services such as cooking, gardening etc. by 

independent service providers (companies or individuals), 

see ISIC class according to type of service 

98 Undifferentiated goods- and services-producing activities 

of private households for own use 

981 Undifferentiated goods-producing activities of private 

households for own use 

9810 Undifferentiated goods-producing activities of private 

households for own use 
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     This class includes: 

Undifferentiated subsistence goods-producing activities of 

households, i.e., the activities of households that are 

engaged in a  

variety of activities that produce goods for their own 

subsistence. These activities include hunting and gathering, 

farming, the  production of shelter and clothing and other 

goods produced by the  household for its own 

subsistence. 

982 Undifferentiated service-producing activities of private 

households for own use 

9820 Undifferentiated service-producing activities of private 

households for own use 

     This class includes: 

Undifferentiated subsistence goods-producing activities of 

households, i.e., the activities of households that are 

engaged in a variety of activities that produce goods for 

their own subsistence.  These activities include 

hunting and gathering, farming, the  production of shelter 

and clothing and other goods produced by the household 

for its own subsistence. 
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Section U: Activities of extraterritorial organizations and bodies 

 

 

Division Group Class Subclass Description 

99 Activities of extraterritorial organizations and bodies 

990 Activities of extraterritorial organizations and bodies 

9900  Activities of extraterritorial organizations  

This class includes: 

activities of international organizations such as the United 

Nations and the specialized agencies of the United Nations 

system, regional bodies etc., the International Monetary 

Fund, the World Bank, the World Customs Organization, 

the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 

Development, the Organization of Petroleum Exporting 

Countries, the European Communities, the European Free 

Trade Association etc. 

This class also includes: 

Activities of diplomatic and consular missions when being 

determined by the country of their location rather than by 

the country they represent. 
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CHAPTER TWO  

PRODUCT CLASSIFICATIONS  

Product Classification is among categories of economic classifications, it is used to compile data 

on the supply (domestic production, import) and use (intermediate and final consumptions) of 

products as well as to identify their price dimension. There are several product classifications; 

these include the Central Product Classification (CPC), Harmonized Commodity Description and 

Coding System (HS), and the Standard International Trade Classification (SITC). 

 

Section One: Central Product Classification (CPC) 

The name "Central Product Classification" is intended to indicate that the purpose of CPC is to 

provide a framework for international comparison of various kinds of statistics dealing with 

goods, services and assets. Basically, CPC is intended to be used for different types of statistics, 

for example, industrial statistics and national accounts, price statistics, foreign trade statistics 

(including trade in services) and balance-of-payments statistics. 

 

Another main characteristic of CPC is that it contains a description of services. No international 

classification of services covering the whole spectrum of outputs of heterogeneous service 

industries and serving the different analytical needs of the various types of statistics has been 

available until now. Rapid technological progress in many service industries has led to new 

services and service packages being offered, such as financial services, computer services, 

consultancy and advisory services in many fields, technical services and other business services. 

For data collection and compilation on such outputs, it is essential to attempt to describe these 

services as accurately as possible to clarify the basic underlying concepts.  

 

 

Group Class Subclass Description 

Section 

0 

  Agricu lture, forestry and fishery products 

Division 01  Products of agriculture, horticulture and market gardening 

011   Cereals 
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 0111  Wheat 

  01111 Wheat, seed 

  01112 Wheat, other 

 0112  Maize (corn) 

  01121 Maize (corn), seed 

  01122 Maize (corn), other 

 0113  Rice 

  01131 Rice, seed 

  01132 Rice paddy, other (not husked) 

 0114  Sorghum 

  01141 Sorghum, seed 

  01142 Sorghum, other 

 0115  Barley 

  01151 Barley, seed 

  01152 Barley, other 

 0116  Rye 

  01161 Rye, seed 

  01162 Rye, other 

 0117  Oats 

  01171 Oats, seed 

  01172 Oats, other 

 0118  Millet  

  01181 Millet, seed 

  01182 Millet, other 

 0119 01190 Other cereals 

012   Vegetables 

 0121  Leafy or stem vegetables 

  01211 Asparagus 

  01212 Cabbages 

  01213 Cauliflowers and broccoli  
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  01214 Lettuce and chicory 

  01215 Spinach 

  01216 Artichokes 

  01219 Other leafy or stem vegetables 

 0122  Melons 

  01221 Watermelons 

  01229 Cantaloupes and other melons 

 0123  Fruit-bearing vegetables 

  01231 Chillies and peppers, green (only capsicum) 

  01232 Cucumbers and gherkins 

  01233 Eggplants (aubergines) 

  01234 Tomatoes 

  01235 Pumpkins, squash and gourds 

  01239 Other fruit-bearing vegetables 

 0124  Green leguminous vegetables 

  01241 Beans, green 

  01242 Peas, green 

  01249 Other green leguminous vegetables 

 0125  Root, bulb or tuberous vegetables 

  01251 Carrots and turnips 

  01252 Green garlic 

  01253 Onions 

  01254 Leeks and other alliaceous vegetables 

  01259 Other root, bulb and tuberous vegetables, n.e.c. 

 0126 01260 Vegetable seeds, except beet seeds 

 0127 01270 Mushrooms and truffles 

 0129 01290 Vegetables, fresh, n.e.c. 

    

013   Fruit and nuts 

 0131  Tropical and subtropical fruits 
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  01311 Avocados 

  01312 Bananas 

  01313 Plantains and others 

  01314 Dates 

  01315 Figs 

  01316 Mangoes 

  01317 Papayas 

  01318 Pineapples 

  01319 Other tropical and subtropical fruits, n.e.c. 

 0132  Citrus fruits 

  01321 Pomelos and grapefruits 

  01322 Lemons and Limes 

  01323 Oranges 

  01324 Tangerines, mandarines, clementines 

  01329 Other citrus fruit, n.e.c. 

 0133 01330 Grapes 

 0134  Berries and the fruits of the genus vaccinium 

  01341 Currants and gooseberries 

  01342 Kiwi fruit  

  01343 Raspberries, blackberries, mulberries and loganberries 

  01344 Strawberries 

  01349 Other berries, fruits of the genus vaccinium n.e.c. 

 0135  Pome fruits and stone fruits 

  01351 Apples 

  01352 Pears and quinces 

  01353 Apricots 

  01354 Cherries 

  01355 Peaches and nectarines 

  01356 Plums and sloes 

  01359 Other pome fruits and stone fruits, n.e.c. 
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 0136 01360 Fruit seeds 

 0137  Nuts (excluding wild edible nuts and groundnuts), in shell 

  01371 Almonds, in shell 

  01372 Cashew nuts, in shell 

  01373 Chestnuts, in shell 

  01374 Hazelnuts, in shell 

  01375 Pistachios, in shell 

  01376 Walnuts, in shell 

  01377 Brazil nuts, in shell 

  01379 Other nuts (excluding wild edible nuts and groundnuts), in shell 

 0139  Other fruits, n.e.c. 

  01391 Locust beans (carobs) 

  01399 Other fruits, n.e.c. 

014   Oilseeds and oleaginous fruits 

 0141  Soya beans 

  01411 Soya beans, seed for planting 

  01412 Soya beans, other 

 0142  Groundnuts in shell 

  01421 Groundnuts in shell, seed for planting 

  01422 Groundnuts in shell, other 

 0143  Cottonseed 

  01431 Cottonseed, seed for planting 

  01432 Cottonseed, other 

 0144  Other oilseeds 

  01441 Linseed 

  01442 Mustard seed 

  01443 Rape or colza seed 

  01444 Sesame seed 

  01445 Sunflower seed 
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  01446 Safflower seed 

  01449 Other oil seeds, n.e.c. 

 0145 01450 Olives 

 0146 01460 Coconuts, in shell 

 0149  Other oleaginous fruits 

  01491 Palm nuts and kernels 

  01499 Other oleaginous fruits, n.e.c. 

015   Edible roots and tubers with high starch or inulin content 

 0151 01510 Potatoes 

 0159  Other edible roots and tubers with high starch or inulin content 

  01591 Sweet potatoes 

  01592 Cassava 

  01593 Yams 

  01599 Edible roots and tubers with high starch or inulin content, n.e.c. 

016   Stimulant, spice and aromatic crops 

 0161 01610 Coffee, green 

 0162 01620 Tea leaves 

 0163 01630 Maté leaves 

 0164 01640 Cocoa beans 

 0165  Spice and aromatic crops, raw 

  01651 Pepper (Piper spp.), raw 

  01652 Chillies and peppers, dry (Capsicum spp., Pimenta), raw 

  01653 Nutmeg, mace, cardamoms, raw 

  01654 Anise, badian, coriander, cumin, caraway, fennel and juniper 

berries, raw 

  01655 Cinnamon (canella), raw 

  01656 Cloves (whole stems), raw 

  01657 Ginger, raw 

  01658 Vanilla, raw 
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  01659 Hop cones 

 0169 01690 Stimulant, spice and aromatic crops, n.e.c. 

017   Pulses (dried leguminous vegetables) 

 0170  Pulses (dried leguminous vegetables) 

  01701 Beans, dry 

  01702 Broad beans, dry 

  01703 Chick peas, dry 

  01704 Lentils, dry 

  01705 Peas, dry 

  01709 Pulses, n.e.c. 

018   Sugar crops 

 0180  Sugar crops 

  01801 Sugar beet 

  01802 Sugar cane 

  01803 Sugar beet seeds 

  01809 Other sugar crops n.e.c. 

019   Forage products, fibres, living plants, cut flowers and 

flower buds, tobacco, and natural rubberunmanufactured  

 0191  Forage products 

  01911 Maize for forage and silage 

  01912 Alfalfa for forage and silage 

  01913 Cereal straw, husks, unprepared, ground, pressed, or in the form 

of pellets 

  01919 Forage products, n.e.c. 

 0192  Fibre crops 

  01921 Cotton, whether or not ginned 

  01922 Jute, kenaf, and other textile bast fibres, raw or retted, except 

flax, true hemp and ramie 

  01929 Other fibre crops, raw, n.e.c. 

 0193 01930 Plants and parts of plants used primarily in perfumery, in 
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   pharmacy, or for insecticidal, fungicidal or similar purposes 

 0194 01940 Beet seeds (excluding sugar beet seeds) and seeds of forage 

plants 

 0195 01950 Natural rubber in primary forms or in plates, sheets or strip 

 0196  Living plants; cut flowers and flower buds; flower seeds 

  01961 Live plants; bulbs, tubers and roots; cuttings and slips; 

mushroom spawn 

  01962 Cut flowers and flower buds including bouquets, wreaths, floral 

baskets and similar articles 

  01963 Flower seeds 

 0197 01970 Unmanufactured tobacco 

 0199 01990 Other raw vegetable materials, n.e.c. 

Division 02  Live animals and animal products (excluding meat) 

021   Live animals 

 0211  Bovine animals, live 

  02111 Cattle 

  02112 Buffalo 

 0212  Other ruminants 

  02121 Camels and camelids 

  02122 Sheep 

  02123 Goats 

  02129 Other ruminants, n.e.c. 

 0213 02130 Horses and other equines 

 0214 02140 Swine / pigs 

 0215  Poultry 

  02151 Chickens 

  02152 Turkeys 

  02153 Geese 

  02154 Ducks 
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  02155 Guinea fowls 

 0219  Other live animals 

  02191 Rabbits and hares 

  02192 Other mammals 

  02193 Ostriches and emus 

  02194 Other birds 

  02195 Reptiles 

  02196 Bees 

  02199 Other live animals, n.e.c. 

    

022   Raw milk 

 0221  Raw milk from bovine animals 

  02211 Raw milk of cattle 

  02212 Raw milk of buffalo 

 0229  Other raw milk 

  02291 Raw milk of sheep 

  02292 Raw milk of goats 

  02293 Raw milk of camel 

  02299 Other raw milk n.e.c. 

023   Eggs of hens or other birds in shell, fresh 

 0231 02310 Hen eggs in shell, fresh 

 0232 02320 Eggs from other birds in shell, fresh, n.e.c. 

 0233 02330 Eggs for hatching 

    

024   Reproductive materials of animals 

 0241  Semen 

  02411 Bovine semen 

  02419 Semen, n.e.c. 

 0242 02420 Embryos 

029.   Other animal products  
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 0291 02910 Natural honey 

 0292 02920 Snails, fresh, chilled, frozen, dried, salted or in brine, except sea 

snails 

 0293 02930 Edible products of animal origin n.e.c. 

 0294  Raw animal materials used in textiles 

  02941 Shorn wool, greasy, including fleece-washed shorn wool 

  02942 Pulled wool, greasy, including fleece-washed pulled wool; 

coarse animal hair 

  02943 Fine animal hair, not carded or combed 

  02944 Silk-worm cocoons suitable for reeling 

 0295  Hides, skins and furskins, raw 

  02951 Raw hides and skins of bovine animals 

  02952 Raw hides and skins of equine animals 

  02953 Raw hides and skins of sheep or lambs 

  02954 Raw hides and skins of goats or kids 

  02955 Raw furskins 

  02959 Raw skins of other animals 

 0296 02960 Insect waxes and spermaceti, whether or not refined or coloured 

Division 03  Forestry and logging products 

031.   Wood in the rough  

 0311 03110 Logs of coniferous wood 

 0312 03120 Logs of non-coniferous wood 

 0313 03130 Fuel wood, in logs, in billets, in twigs, in faggots or in similar 

forms 

 0314 03140 Other forest products 

  03141 Teak logs Raugh 

  03142 Sawn timber 

  03143 Dalbegia Timber 

  03144 Flooring strips 
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  03145 Carvings 

  03146 Sleepers sandal 

  03147 Wood  

  03148 Furniture 

  03149 Tannin 

  03150 Mimosa leaves 

  03151 Tree seeds 

  03152 Tree seedlings 

  03153 Gum arabica 

  03154 Tree backs 

  03155 Palm fibres 

  03156 Rattans 

  03157 Medicine leaves 

  03158 Dalbegia Timber 

032.   Non-wood forest products  

 0321  Natural gums and resins, gums-resins and oleoresins 

  03211 Balata, gutta-percha, guayule, chicle and similar natural gums 

   in primary forms or in plates, sheets or strip 

  03219 Lac, resins, balsams, natural gums and other resins n.e.c. 

 0322 03220 Natural cork, raw or simply prepared 

 0323 03230 Wild edible products 

 0324  Parts of plants, without flowers or flower buds, and grasses, 

mosses and lichens, suitable for ornamental purposes 

  03241 Christmas trees 

  03249 Other parts of plants, without flowers or flower buds, and 

grasses, mosses and lichens, suitablefor ornamental purposes 

 0325 03250 Vegetable materials of a kind used primarily for plaiting or as 

   stuffing or padding; raw vegetable materials of a kind used 

primarily for dyeing or tanning; vegetable products n.e.c. 
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Division 04  Fish and other fishing products 

041.   Fishes, live, fresh or chilled  

 0411  Fish, live 

  04111 Ornamental fish 

  04112 Fin fish  

  04113 Shellfish 

  04114 Fin fish-tuna and tuna- like species 

  04115 Sardines 

  04116 Nile perch 

  04117 Prawns 

  04119 Other live fish 

 0412 04120 Fish, fresh or chilled 

    

042.   Crustaceans, not frozen; oysters; other molluscs and 

aquatic invertebrates, live, fresh or chilled 

 0421 04210 Crustaceans, not frozen 

 0422 04220 Oysters 

 0429  Other molluscs and aquatic invertebrates, live, fresh or chilled 

  04291 Other molluscs, live, fresh or chilled 

  04299 Other aquatic invertebrates, live, fresh or chilled 

049.   Other aquatic plants and animals  

 0491 04910 Coral and similar products, shells of molluscs, crustaceans or 

echinoderms and cuttle-bone 

 0492 04920 Natural sponges of aquatic animal origin 

 0493 04930 Seaweeds and other algae, fresh, frozen or dried, whether or not 

ground  

Section

1  

  Ores and minerals; electricity, gas and water  

Division 11   Coal and lignite; peat  
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110.   Coal and lignite; peat  

 1101 11010 Coal, not agglomerated 

  11011 Coal 

  11012 Pozolana 

 1102 11020 Briquettes and similar solid fuels manufactured  

from coal 

 1103 11030 Lignite, not agglomerated 

 1104 11040 Lignite, agglomerated 

 1105 11050 Peat 

Division 12   Crude petroleum and natural gas  

120.   Crude petroleum and natural gas  

 1201 12010 Petroleum oils and oils obtained from bituminous minerals, 

crude 

 1202 12020 Natural gas, liquefied or in the gaseous state 

 1203 12030 Bituminous or oil shale and tar sands 

Division 13   Uranium and thorium ores and concentrates  

130.   Uranium and thorium ores and concentrates  

 1300 13000 Uranium and thorium ores and concentrates 

Division 14   Metal ores  

141.   Iron ores and concentrates, other than roasted iron pyrites   

 1410 14100 Iron ores and concentrates, other than roasted iron pyrites 

142.   Non-ferrous metal ores and concentrates (other than  

   uranium or thorium ores and concentrates) 

 1421 14210 Copper, ores and concentrates 

  14211 Silver 

  14212 Tin 

  14213 Tin Ore 

 1422 14220 Nickel ores and concentrates 

 1423 14230 Aluminium ores and concentrates 
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  14231 Bauxite 

 1424 14240 Precious metal ores and concentrates 

  14241 Diamonds 

  14242 Gold 

  14243 Gemstones 

  14244 Tanzanite 

  14245 Silver Ore 

 1429 14290 Other non-ferrous metal ores and concentrates (other than 

   uranium or thorium ores and concentrates) 

Division 15   Stone, sand and clay  

151.   Monumental or building stone  

 1511 15110 Slate 

  15111 Graphite 

 1512 15120 Marble and other calcareous monumental or building stone 

 1513 15130 Granite, sandstone and other monumental or building stone 

152.   Gypsum; anhydrite; limestone flux; limestone and other  

   calcareous stone, of a kind used for the manufacture of lime 

or cement 

 1520 15200 Gypsum; anhydrite; limestone flux; limestone and other 

calcareous stone, of a kind used for the manufacture of lime or 

cement 

153.   Sands, pebbles, gravel, broken or crushed  

   stone, natural bitumen and asphalt  

 1531 15310 Natural sands 

 1532 15320 Pebbles, gravel, broken or crushed stone, macadam; granules, 

chippings and powder of stone 

 1533 15330 Bitumen and asphalt, natural; asphaltites and asphaltic rock 

154.   Clays  

 1540 15400 Clays 
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Division 16   Other minerals  

161.   Chemical and fertilizer minerals  

 1611 16110 Natural calcium phosphates, natural aluminium calcium 

phosphates and phosphatic chalk 

  16111 Phosphates 

  16112 Limestones 

  16113 Kaolin 

 1612 16120 Unroasted iron pyrites 

 1619 16190 Other chemical minerals 

162.   Salt and pure sodium chloride; sea water  

 1620 16200 Salt and pure sodium chloride; sea water 

  16201 Salt 

163.   Precious and semi-precious stones; pumice stone; emery; 

   natural abrasives; other minerals 

 1631 16310 Precious stones (including diamonds, but not industrial 

diamonds) and semi-precious stones, unworked or simply sawn 

or roughly shaped 

 1632 16320 Industrial diamonds, unworked or simply sawn, cleaved or 

bruted; pumice stone; emery; natural corundum, natural garnet 

and other natural abrasives 

 1633 16330 Chalk and dolomite 

 1639 16390 Other minerals n.e.c. 

Division 17   Electricity, town gas, steam and hot water  

171.   Electrical energy  

 1710 17100 Electrical energy 

172.   Coal gas, water gas, producer gas and similar gases, other 

than petroleum gases and other gaseous hydrocarbons  

 1720 17200 Coal gas, water gas, producer gas and similar gases, other than 

petroleum gases and other gaseous hydrocarbons 
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173.   Steam and hot water  

 1730 17300 Steam and hot water 

174.   Ice and snow  

 1740 17400 Ice and snow 

Division 18   Natural water  

180.   Natural water  

 1800 18000 Natural water 

Section 2    Food products, beverages and tobacco; textiles, apparel and 

leather products 

Division 21   Meat, fish, fruit, vegetables, oils and fats  

211.   Meat and meat products  

 2111  Meat of mammals, fresh or chilled 

  21111 Meat of cattle, fresh or chilled 

  21112 Meat of buffalo, fresh or chilled 

  21113 Meat of pigs, fresh or chilled 

  21114 Meat of rabbits and hares, fresh or chilled 

  21115 Meat of sheep, fresh or chilled 

  21116 Meat of goat, fresh or chilled 

  21117 Meat of camels and camelids, fresh or chilled 

  21118 Meat of horses and other equines, fresh or chilled  

  21119 Other meat of mammals, fresh or chilled 

 2112  Meat of poultry, fresh or chilled 

  21121 Meat of chickens, fresh or chilled 

  21122 Meat of ducks, fresh or chilled 

  21123 Meat of geese, fresh or chilled 

  21124 Meat of turkeys, fresh or chilled 

  21125 Meat of guinea fowl, fresh or chilled 

 2113  Meat of mammals, frozen 

  21131 Meat of cattle, frozen 

  21132 Meat of buffalo, frozen 
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  21133 Meat of pigs, frozen 

  21134 Meat of rabbits and hares, frozen 

  21135 Meat of sheep, frozen 

  21136 Meat of goat, frozen 

  21137 Meat of camels and camelids, frozen 

  21138 Meat of horses and other equines, frozen 

  21139 Other meat of mammals, frozen 

 2114  Meat of poultry, frozen 

  21141 Meat of chickens, frozen 

  21142 Meat of ducks, frozen 

  21143 Meat of geese, frozen 

  21144 Meat of turkeys, frozen 

  21145 Meat of guinea fowl, frozen 

 2115  Edible offal of mammals, fresh, chilled or frozen 

  21151 Edible offal of cattle, fresh, chilled or frozen 

  21152 Edible offal of buffalo, fresh, chilled or frozen 

  21153 Edible offal of pigs, fresh, chilled or frozen 

  21155 Edible offal of sheep, fresh, chilled or frozen 

  21156 Edible offal of goat, fresh, chilled or frozen 

  21159 Edible offal of mammals, fresh, chilled or frozen,  

   n.e.c. 

 2116 21160 Edible offal of poultry, fresh, chilled or frozen 

 2117  Preserves and preparations of meat, meat offal or blood 

  21171 Pig meat, cuts, salted, dried or smoked (bacon and ham) 

  21172 Bovine meat, salted, dried or smoked 

  21173 Other meat and edible meat offal, salted, in brine, dried or 

   smoked; edible flours and meals of meat or meat offal 

  21174 Sausages and similar products of meat, offal or blood 

  21175 Extracts and juices of meat, fish, crustaceans, molluscs 

   or other aquatic invertebrates 
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  21176 Prepared dishes and meals based on meat 

  21179 Other prepared or preserved meat, meat offal or blood 

 2118 21180 Flours, meals and pellets of meat or meat offal, inedible; 

   greaves 

 2119 21190 Other meat and edible offal, fresh, chilled or frozen  

212   Prepared and preserved fish, crustaceans, molluscs and 

   other aquatic invertebrates  

 2121 21210 Fish, frozen (excluding fish fillets and fish meat) 

 2122  Fish fillets and meat; fish livers and roes 

  21221 Fish fillets and fish meat (whether or not minced), fresh or 

   chilled 

  21222 Fish fillets, frozen 

  21223 Fish meat, whether or not minced, frozen 

  21224 Fish fillets, dried, salted or in brine, but not smoked  

  21225 Fish livers and roes, fresh or chilled 

  21226 Fish livers and roes, frozen 

  21227 Fish livers and roes dried, smoked, salted or in brine 

 2123  Fish, dried, whether or not salted, or in brine; smoked incl. 

   fillets; edible fish meal 

  21231 Fish, dried, but not smoked; salted, but not dried or  

   smoked; or in brine 

  21232 Fish including fillets, smoked 

  21233 Edible fish meal 

 2124  Fish, otherwise prepared or preserved; caviar and caviar  

   substitutes 

  21241 Prepared dishes and meals based on fish, molluscs and 

   crustaceans 

  21242 Fish, otherwise prepared or preserved 

  21243 Caviar and caviar substitutes 

 2125 21250 Crustaceans, frozen 
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 2126  Molluscs and other aquatic invertebrates, frozen, dried, 

   salted or in brine 

  21261 Molluscs, frozen, dried, salted or in brine 

  21269 Other aquatic invertebrates, frozen, dried, salted or in brine 

 2127 21270 Crustaceans, otherwise prepared or preserved 

 2128 21280 Molluscs and other aquatic invertebrates, otherwise or 

preserved 

 2129  Flours, meals and pellets, inedible, and other  products n.e.c., of 

fish or of crustaceans, molluscs or other aquatic invertebrates; 

dead fish, crustaceans, molluscs or other aquatic invertebrates 

unfit for human consumption 

  21291 Flours, meals and pellets, inedible, of fish, crustaceans, 

molluscs or other aquatic invertebrates 

  21299 Products n.e.c. of fish, crustaceans, molluscs or other aquatic 

invertebrates; dead fish, crustaceans molluscs or other aquatic 

invertebrates unfit for human consumption 

213.   Prepared and preserved vegetables, pulses and potatoes 

 2131  Frozen vegetables, pulses and potatoes 

  21311 Beans, frozen 

  21312 Peas, frozen 

  21313 Potatoes, frozen 

  21319 Other vegetables and pulses, frozen 

 2132  Vegetable juices 

  21321 Tomato juice 

  21329 Other vegetable juices 

 2133 21330 Vegetables provisionally preserved 

 2134 21340 Vegetables, pulses and potatoes, preserved by vinegar or acetic 

acid 

 2139  Other prepared and preserved vegetables, pulses and potatoes 
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  21391 Prepared dishes and meals based on vegetables, pulses and 

potatoes  

  21392 Flour, meal, powder, flakes, granules and pellets of potatoes 

  21393 Dried vegetables 

  21394 Potatoes, otherwise prepared or preserved 

  21395 Beans, otherwise prepared or preserved, not frozen 

  21396 Peas, otherwise prepared or preserved, not frozen  

  21397 Mushrooms and truffles, otherwise prepared or preserved 

  21399 Other vegetables and pulses,  preserved other than by vinegar, 

acetic acid or sugar, n.e.c. 

214.   Prepared and preserved fruit and nuts  

 2141  Dried fruit 

  21411 Raisins 

  21412 Plums, dried 

  21419 Other dried fruit, n.e.c. 

 2142  Shelled nuts 

  21421 Groundnuts, shelled 

  21422 Almonds, shelled 

  21423 Hazelnuts, shelled 

  21424 Cashew nuts, shelled 

  21429 Other shelled nuts 

 2143  Fruit juices 

  21431 Orange juice 

  21432 Grapefruit juice 

  21433 Pineapple juice 

  21434 Grape juice 

  21435 Apple juice 

  21439 Other fruit juices, n.e.c. 

 2149  Other prepared and preserved fruit and nuts (except by sugar) 
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  21491 Pineapples, otherwise prepared or preserved 

  21492 Peaches, otherwise prepared or preserved 

  21493 Fruits and nuts, uncooked or cooked, frozen 

  21494 Jams, fruit jellies, marmalades, fruit or nut purree and fruit or 

nut pastes 

  21495 Nuts, groundnuts and other seeds, roasted, salted or otherwise 

prepared n.e.c. 

  21496 Fruit and nuts, provisionally preserved, not for immediate 

consumption 

  21499 Other prepared and preserved fruit and nuts, n.e.c.  

215.   Animal and vegetable oils and fats  

 2151  Animal fats, unrendered 

  21511 Fats, of pig and poultry, unrendered 

  21512 Cattle fat, unrendered 

  21513 Buffalo fat, unrendered 

  21514 Sheep fat, unrendered 

  21515 Goat fat, unrendered 

  21519 Other animal fats, unrendered, n.e.c. 

 2152  Animal fats and oils, rendered 

  21521 Pig fat, rendered 

  21522 Poultry fat, rendered 

  21523 Tallow 

  21524 Fish-liver oils and their fractions 

  21525 Fats and oils and their fractions, of fish, other than liver oils  

  21526 Fats and oils and their fractions, of marine mammals 

  21529 Other animal fats, rendered 

 2153  Vegetable oils, crude 

  21531 Soya bean oil, crude 

  21532 Groundnut oil, crude 
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  21533 Sunflower-seed oil, crude 

  21534 Rapeseed oil, crude 

  21535 Palm oil, crude 

  21536 Coconut oil, crude 

  21537 Olive oil, crude 

  21538 Cottonseed oil, crude 

  21539 Other vegetable oils, crude, n.e.c. 

 2154  Vegetable oils, refined 

  21541 Soya bean oil, refined 

  21542 Groundnut oil, refined 

  21543 Sunflower-seed oil, refined 

  21544 Rapeseed oil, refined 

  21545 Palm oil, refined 

  21546 Coconut oil, refined 

  21547 Olive oil, refined 

  21548 Cottonseed oil, refined 

  21549 Other vegetable oils, refined, n.e.c. 

 2155 21550 Margarine and similar preparations 

 2159 21590 Other animal and vegetable oils and fats, refined,  n.e.c. 

216.   Cotton linters  

 2160 21600 Cotton linters 

217.   Oil-cake and other residues resulting from the extraction of 

vegetable fats or oils; flours and  meals of oil seeds or 

oleaginous fruits, except those of mustard; vegetable waxes, 

except triglycerides; degras; residues resulting from the 

treatment of fatty substances or animal or vegetable waxes  

 2171 21710 Oil-cake and other solid residues, of vegetable fats or oils 

 2172 21720 Flours and meals of oil seeds or oleaginous fruits, except those 

of mustard 
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 2173  Vegetable waxes (other than triglycerides), insect waxes and 

spermaceti; degras; residues resulting from the treatment of 

fatty substances or animal or vegetable waxes 

  21731 Vegetable waxes (other than triglycerides) 

  21732 Degras; residues resulting from the treatment of fatty 

substances or animal or vegetable waxes 

Division 22   Dairy products and egg products  

221.   Processed liquid milk and cream  

 2211 22110 Processed liquid milk 

 2212 22120 Cream, fresh 

 2213 22130 Whey 

222.   Other dairy products  

 2221  Milk and cream in solid forms 

  22211 Whole milk powder 

  22212 Skim milk and whey powder 

  22219 Other milk and cream in solid forms, n.e.c. 

 2222  Milk and cream, concentrated or containing added solid forms 

sugar or other sweetening matter, other than in  

  22221 Evaporated milk 

  22222 Condensed milk 

  22229 Milk and cream, n.e.c. 

 2223 22230 Yoghurt and other fermented or acidified milk and cream 

 2224  Butter and other fats and oils derived from milk 

  22241 Butter and other fats and oils derived from milk of cattle 

  22242 Butter and other fats and oils derived from milk of buffalo 

  22249 Butter and other fats and oils derived from other milk 

 2225  Cheese, fresh or processed 

  22251 Cheese from milk of cattle, fresh or processed 

  22252 Cheese from milk of buffalo, fresh or processed 
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  22253 Cheese from milk of sheep, fresh or processed 

  22254 Cheese from milk of goats, fresh or processed 

  22259 Cheese, fresh or processed, n.e.c. 

 2226 22260 Casein 

 2227 22270 Ice cream and other edible ice 

 2229 22290 Dairy products n.e.c. 

223.   Eggs, in shell, preserved or cooked  

 2230 22300 Eggs, in shell, preserved or cooked 

Division 23   Grain mill products, starches and starch products; other 

food products  

231.   Grain mill products  

 2311 23110 Wheat and meslin flour 

 2312 23120 Other cereal flours 

 2313 23130 Groats, meal and pellets of wheat and other cereals 

 2314 23140 Other cereal grain products (including corn flakes)  

 2316  Rice, semi- or wholly milled, or husked 

  23161 Rice, semi- or wholly milled 

  23162 Husked rice 

 2317 23170 Other vegetable flours and meals 

 2318 23180 Mixes and doughs for the preparation of bakers' wares 

232.   Starches and starch products; sugars and sugar  

syrups n.e.c. 

 2321 23210 Glucose and glucose syrup; fructose and fructose syrup; lactose 

and lactose syrup; invert sugar; sugars and sugar syrups n.e.c.; 

artificial honey; caramel 

 2322 23220 Starches; inulin; wheat gluten; dextrins and other modified 

starches 

 2323 23230 Tapioca and substitutes therefor prepared from starch, in the 

form of flakes, grains, siftings or similar forms 

233.   Preparations used in animal feeding  
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 2331  Preparations used in animal feeding 

  23311 Dog or cat food, put up for retail sale 

  23319 Preparations used in animal feeding n.e.c. 

 2332 23320 Lucerne (alfalfa) meal and pellets 

234.   Bakery products  

 2341 23410 Crispbread; rusks, toasted bread and similar toasted products 

 2342 23420 Gingerbread and the like; sweet biscuits; waffles and wafers 

 2343 23430 Pastry goods and cakes 

 2349 23490 Bread and other bakers' wares 

235.   Sugar  

 2351  Raw cane or beet sugar 

  23511 Cane sugar 

  23512 Beet sugar 

 2352 23520 Refined sugar 

 2353 23530 Refined cane or beet sugar, in solid form, containing added 

   flavouring or colouring matter;  maple sugar and maple syrup 

 2354 23540 Molasses 

236.   Cocoa, chocolate and sugar confectionery  

 2361 23610 Cocoa paste, whether or not defatted 

 2362 23620 Cocoa butter, fat and oil 

 2363 23630 Cocoa powder, not sweetened 

 2364 23640 Cocoa powder, sweetened 

 2365 23650 Chocolate and other food preparations containing cocoa (except 

sweetened cocoa powder), in bulk forms 

 2366 23660 Chocolate and other food preparations containing cocoa (except 

sweetened cocoa powder), other than in bulk forms 

 2367 23670 Sugar confectionery (including white chocolate),  not 

containing cocoa; vegetables, fruit, nuts, fruit- 

   peel and other parts of plants, preserved by sugar 
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237.   Macaroni, noodles, couscous and similar farinaceous 

products  

 2371 23710 Uncooked pasta, not stuffed or otherwise prepared  

 2372  Pasta, cooked, stuffed or otherwise prepared; couscous 

  23721 Pasta, cooked, stuffed or otherwise prepared (but not as a 

complete dish); couscous, except as a complete dish  

  23722 Prepared dishes containing stuffed pasta; prepared couscous 

   dishes 

239.   Food products n.e.c.  

 2391  Coffee and tea 

  23911 Coffee, decaffeinated or roasted 

  23912 Coffee substitutes containing coffee; extracts, essences and 

concentrates of coffee, and preparations with a basis thereof or 

with a basis of coffee; roasted chicory and other roasted coffee 

substitutes, and extracts, essences and concentrates thereof 

  23913 Green tea (not fermented), black tea (fermented) and partly 

   fermented tea, in immediate packings of a content not 

   exceeding 3 kg 

  23914 Extracts, essences and concentrates of tea or mate, and 

preparations with a basis thereof or with a basis of tea or maté 

 2392  Spices and aromatics, processed 

  23921 Pepper (piper spp.), processed 

  23922 Chillies and peppers, dry (capsicum spp., pimenta), processed 

  23923 Nutmeg, mace, cardamoms, processed 

  23924 Anise, badian, coriander, cumin, caraway, fennel and juniper 

   berries, processed 

  23925 Cinnamon (canella), processed 

  23926 Cloves (whole stems), processed 

  23927 Ginger, processed 
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  23928 Vanilla, processed 

 2399  Other food products 

  23991 Homogenized preparations of meat, vegetables, fruit or nuts; 

preparations of milk, flour, meal starch or malt extract, for 

infant use n.e.c. homogenized composite food preparations 

  23992 Soups and broths and preparations thereof 

  23993 Eggs, not in shell, and egg yolks, fresh or preserved; egg 

albumin 

  23994 Vinegar and substitutes therefor obtained from acetic acid 

  23995 Sauces; mixed condiments; mustard flour and meal; prepared 

mustard 

  23996 Yeasts (active or inactive); other single-cell micro- organisms, 

   dead; prepared baking powders 

  23997 Other prepared dishes and meals 

  23999 Other food products n.e.c. 

Division 24   Beverages  

241.   Ethyl alcohol; spirits, liqueurs and other spirituous 

beverages  

  2411 24110 Undenatured ethyl alcohol of an alcoholic strength by volume 

of 80% vol or higher 

 2413  Undenatured ethyl alcohol of an alcoholic strength by volume 

of less than 80% vol; spirits, liqueurs and other spirituous 

beverages 

  24131 Spirits, liqueurs and other spirituous beverages of an alcoholic 

strength by volume of about 40% vol 

  24139 Other spirituous beverages and undenatured ethyl alcohol of an 

alcoholic strength by volume of less than 80% vol 

242.   Wines  

 2421  Wine of fresh grapes, whether or not flavoured; grape must 
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  24211 Sparkling wine of fresh grapes 

  24212 Wine of fresh grapes, except sparkling wine; grape must 

 2422 24220 Vermouth and other wine of fresh grapes flavoured with plats 

   or aromatic substances 

 2423 24230 Cider, perry, mead and other fermented beverages, except wine 

of fresh grapes and beer made from malt 

243.   Malt liquors and malt  

 2431 24310 Beer made from malt 

 2432 24320 Malt, whether or not roasted 

244.   Soft drinks; bottled mineral waters  

 2441 24410 Bottled waters, not sweetened or flavoured 

 2449 24490 Other non-alcoholic caloric beverages 

Division 25   Tobacco products  

250.   Tobacco products  

 2501 25010 Cured stemmed/stripped tobacco leaves 

 2502 25020 Cigars, cheroots, cigarillos and cigarettes of tobacco or tobacco 

substitutes 

 2509 25090 Other manufactured tobacco and manufactured tobacco 

substitutes; \"homogenized\" or \"reconstituted\" tobacco; 

tobacco extracts and essences 

Division 26   Yarn and thread; woven and tufted textile fabrics  

261.   Natural textile fibres prepared for spinning  

 2611 26110 Raw silk (not thrown) 

 2613 26130 Wool, degreased or carbonized, not carded or combed 

 2614 26140 Noils of wool or of fine animal hair 

 2615 26150 Wool and fine or coarse animal hair, carded or combed 

 2616 26160 Cotton, carded or combed 

 2617 26170 Jute and other textile bast fibres (except flax, true hemp and  

   ramie), processed but not spun; tow and waste of these fibres 
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 2619 26190 Other vegetable textile fibres, processed but not spun; tow and 

waste of these fibres 

262.   Man-made textile staple fibres processed for spinning  

 2621 26210 Synthetic staple fibres, carded, combed or otherwise processed 

for spinning 

 2622 26220 Artificial staple fibres, carded, combed or otherwise processed 

for spinning 

263.   Textile yarn and thread of natural fibres  

 2631 26310 Silk yarn and yarn spun from silk waste; silk-worn gut  

 2632 26320 Yarn of wool, containing 85% or more by weight of wool, not 

put up for retail sale  

 2633 26330 Yarn of wool, containing less than 85% by weight of wool, not 

put up for retail sale 

 2634 26340 Yarn of wool, not put up for retail sale; yarn of fine or coarse 

animal hair or of horse hair (including  gimped horsehair yarn), 

whether or not put up for retail sale 

 2635 26350 Cotton sewing thread 

 2636 26360 Cotton yarn (other than sewing thread), containing 85% or 

more by weight of cotton 

 2637 26370 Cotton yarn (other than sewing thread), containing less than 

85% by weight of cotton 

 2638 26380 Yarn of vegetable textile fibres other than cotton (including 

flax, jute, coir and true hemp); paper yarn 

264.   Textile yarn and thread of man-made filaments or  

staple fibres   

 2641 26410 Sewing thread of man-made filaments or staple fibres 

 2642 26420 Yarn of man-made filaments, multiple or cabled (other than 

sewing thread, high tenacity yarn of polyamides, polyesters or 

viscose rayon), not put up for retail sale; man-made filament 
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yarn (other than sewing thread), put up for retail sale 

 2643 26430 Yarn (other than sewing thread) of synthetic staple fibres, 

containing 85% or more by weight of such fibres 

 2644 26440 Yarn (other than sewing thread) of synthetic staple fibres, 

containing less than 85% by weight of such fibres 

 2645 26450 Yarn (other than sewing thread) of artificial staple fibres, 

containing 85% or more by weight of such fibres, not put up for 

retail sale  

 2646 26460 Yarn (other than sewing thread) of artificial staple fibres, 

containing less than 85% by weight of such fibres, not put up 

for retail sale; yarn (other than sewing thread) of artificial staple 

fibres, put up for retail sale 

265.   Woven fabrics (except special fabrics) of natural fibres 

other than cotton  

 2651 26510 Woven fabrics of silk or of silk waste 

 2652 26520 Woven fabrics of carded wool or of carded fine animal hair, 

containing 85% or more by weight of wool or fine animal hair 

 2653 26530 Woven fabrics of combed wool or of combed fine animal hair, 

containing 85% or more by weight of wool or fine animal hair 

 2654 26540 Woven fabrics of wool or fine animal hair, containing less than 

85% by weight of wool or fine - animal hair 

 2655 26550 Woven fabrics of coarse animal hair or of horsehair  

 2656 26560 Woven fabrics of flax 

 2657 26570 Woven fabrics of jute and other textile bast fibres (except flax, 

true hemp and ramie) 

 2659 26590 Woven fabrics of other vegetable textile fibres; woven fabrics 

of paper yarn 

266.   Woven fabrics (except special fabrics) of cotton  
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 2661 26610 Woven fabrics of cotton, containing 85% or more by weight of 

cotton, weighing not more than 200 g/m2 

 2662 26620 Woven fabrics of cotton, containing 85% or more by weight of 

cotton, weighing more than 200 g/m2 

 2663 26630 Woven fabrics of cotton, containing less than 85% by weight of 

cotton, mixed mainly or solely with man-made fibres 

 2669 26690 Other woven fabrics of cotton 

267.   Woven fabrics (except special fabrics) of man-made 

   filaments and staple fibres  

 2671 26710 Woven fabrics of man-made filament yarn, obtained from high 

tenacity yarn of nylon or other polyamides, of polyesters or of 

viscose rayon; woven fabrics of synthetic filament yarn, 

obtained from strip or the like; woven fabrics of synthetic 

filament yarn, consisting of layers of parallel yarns 

superimposed on each other at angles, the layers being bonded 

at the intersections of the yarns (including mesh scrims) 

 2672 26720 Other woven fabrics of man-made filament yarn, containing 

85% or more by weight of such filaments 

 2673 26730 Other woven fabrics of man-made filament yarn 

 2674 26740 Woven fabrics of synthetic staple fibres, containing 85% or 

more by weight of synthetic staple fibres 

 2675 26750 Woven fabrics of artificial staple fibres, containing 85% or 

more by weight of artificial staple fibres 

 2676 26760 Woven fabrics of man-made staple fibres, containing less than 

85% of such fibres, mixed mainly or solely with cotton 

 2677 26770 Woven fabrics of man-made staple fibres, containing less than 

85% of such fibres, mixed mainly or solely with wool or fine 

animal hair 

 2679 26790 Other woven fabrics of man-made staple fibres 
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268.   Special fabrics  

 2681 26810 Woven pile fabrics and chenille fabrics (other than terry 

towelling and narrow fabrics) of cotton 

 2682 26820 Woven pile fabrics and chenille fabrics (other than terry 

towelling and narrow fabrics) of man-made fibres 

 2683 26830 Other woven pile fabrics and chenille fabrics (other than terry 

towelling and narrow fabrics) 

 2684 26840 Terry towelling and similar woven terry fabrics (other than 

narrow fabrics) of cotton 

 2685 26850 Other terry towelling and similar woven terry fabrics (other 

than narrow fabrics) 

 2686 26860 Gauze (other than narrow fabrics) 

 2688 26880 Tufted textile fabrics, other than carpets 

 2689 26890 Woven fabrics (including narrow fabrics) of glass fibres 

Division 27   Textile articles other than apparel  

271.   Made-up textile articles  

 2711 27110 Blankets and travelling rugs (except electric blankets) 

 2712 27120 Bed linen, table linen, toilet linen and kitchen linen 6302 

 2713 27130 Curtains (including drapes) and interior blinds; curtain or bed 

valances 

 2714 27140 Other furnishing articles n.e.c.; sets of woven fabric and yarn 

for making up into rugs, tapestries embroidered table cloths or 

serviettes, or similar textile articles, put up in packings for retail 

sale 

 2715 27150 Sacks and bags, of a kind used for the packing of goods 

 2716 27160 Tarpaulins, sails for boats etc., awnings, sunblinds, tents and 

camping goods (including pneumatic mattresses) 

 2717 27170 Parachutes 

 2718 27180 Quilts, eiderdowns, cushions, pouffes, pillows, sleeping bags 

and the like, fitted with springs or stuffed or internally fitted 
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with any material or of cellular rubber or plastics 

 2719 27190 Other made-up textile articles (including floor- cloths, dish-

cloths, dusters and similar cleaning cloths, life-jackets and life-

belts) 

272.   Carpets and other textile floor coverings  

 2721 27210 Carpets and other textile floor coverings, knotted 

 2722 27220 Carpets and other textile floor coverings, woven, not tufted or 

flocked 

 2723 27230 Carpets and other textile floor coverings, tufted 

 2729 27290 Other carpets and textile floor coverings (including those of 

felt) 

273.   Twine, cordage, ropes and cables and articles    

   thereof (including netting)  

 2731 27310 Twine, cordage, rope and cables 

 2732 27320 Knotted netting of twine, cordage or rope; made up nets of 

textile materials; articles of yarn, strip, twine, cordage, rope or 

cables n.e.c. 

279.   Textiles n.e.c.  

 2791  Tulles, lace, narrow woven fabrics, trimmings and embroidery 

  27911 Narrow woven fabrics; narrow fabrics of warp without weft 

assembled by adhesive (bolducs); labels, badges and similar 

articles of textile materials, not embroidered; braids in the 

piece; ornamental trimmings in the piece, without embroidery, 

other than knitted or crocheted; tassels, pompons and similar 

articles 

  27912 Tulles and other net fabrics, except woven, knitted or crocheted 

fabrics; lace in the piece, in strips or in motifs  

  27913 Embroidery in the piece, in strips or in motifs 

 2792  Felt and nonwovens 
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  27921 Felt 

  27922 Nonwovens 

 2799  Other textile articles 

  27991 Wadding of textile materials and articles thereof; textile fibres 

not exceeding 5 mm in length (flock), textile dust and mill neps 

  27992 Rubber thread and cord, textile covered; textile yarn and strip, 

impregnated or covered with rubber or plastics 

  27993 Metallized yarn 

  27994 Woven fabrics of metal thread or metallized yarn n.e.c. 

  27995 Gimped yarn and strip; chenille yarn; loop wale- yarn 

  27996 Tyre cord fabric of high tenacity yarn of nylon or other 

polyamides, polyesters or viscose rayon 

  27997 Textile fabrics, impregnated, coated or covered n.e.c. 

  27998 Textile products and articles for technical uses (including 

wicks, gas mantles, hosepiping, transmission or conveyor belts, 

bolting cloth and straining cloth) 

  27999 Quilted textile products in the piece n.e.c. 

Division 28   Knitted or crocheted fabrics; wearing apparel  

281.   Knitted or crocheted fabrics  

 2811 28110 Pile fabrics and terry fabrics, knitted or crocheted 

 2819 28190 Other knitted or crocheted fabrics 

282.   Wearing apparel, except fur apparel  

 2821 28210 Panty hose, tights, stockings, socks and other hosiery, knitted or 

crocheted 

 2822  Wearing apparel, knitted or crocheted 

  28221 Men's or boys' suits, coats, jackets, trousers, shorts and the like, 

knitted or crocheted 

  28222 Men's or boys' shirts, underpants, pyjamas, dressing gowns and 

similar articles, knitted or crocheted 
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  28223 Women's or girls' suits, coats, jackets, dresses, skirts, trousers, 

shorts and the like, knitted or crocheted 

  28224 Women's or girls' blouses, shirts, petticoats, panties,  

nightdresses, dressing gowns and similar articles, knitted or 

crocheted 

  28225 T-shirts, singlets and other vests, knitted or crocheted 

  28226 Jerseys, pullovers, cardigans, waistcoats and similar  

articles, knitted or crocheted 

  28227 Babies' garments and clothing accessories, knitted or crocheted 

  28228 Track suits, ski suits, swimwear and other garments,  

knitted or crocheted n.e.c. 

  28229 Gloves, shawls, scarves, veils, ties, cravats and other made-up 

clothing accessories, knitted or crocheted; knitted or crocheted 

parts of garments or of clothing accessories 

 2823  Wearing apparel, of textile fabric, not knitted or crocheted; 

brassieres, corsets, suspenders and similar articles, whether or 

not knitted or crocheted 

  28231 Men's or boys' suits, coats, jackets, trousers, shorts and the like, 

of textile fabric, not knitted or crocheted 

  28232 Men's or boys' shirts, singlets, underpants, pyjamas, dressing 

gowns and similar articles, of textile fabric, not knitted or 

crocheted 

  28233 Women's or girls' suits, coats, jackets, dresses, skirts,  

trousers, shorts and the like, of textile fabric, not knitted or 

crocheted 

  28234 Women's or girls' blouses, shirts, singlets, petticoats, panties, 

nightdresses, dressing gowns and similar articles, of textile 

fabric, not knitted or crocheted 

  28235 Babies' garments and clothing accessories, of textile fabric, not 
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knitted or crocheted 

  28236 Track suits, ski suits, swimwear and other garments, of textile 

fabric, not knitted or crocheted n.e.c. 

  28237 Brassieres, girdles, corsets, braces, suspenders, garters and 

similar articles and parts thereof, whether or not knitted or 

crocheted 

  28238 Handkerchiefs, shawls, scarves, veils, ties, cravats, gloves and 

other made-up clothing accessories, of textile fabric, not knitted 

or crocheted; parts of garments or of clothing accessories, of 

textile fabric, not knitted or crocheted n.e.c 

 2824  Apparel and clothing accessories, of leather, composition 

leather or plastics 

  28241 Apparel of leather or of composition leather 

  28242 Clothing accessories of leather or of composition leather, 

except sports gloves 

  28243 Apparel and clothing accessories of plastics (incl. gloves)  

 2825 28250 Garments made up of felt or nonwovens; garments made up of 

textile fabrics impregnated or coated with plastics, rubber or 

other materials 

 2826  Hats and headgear 

  28261 Hat-forms, hat bodies and hoods of felt; plateaux and manchons 

of felt; hat-shapes, plaited or made by assembling strips of any 

material 

  28262 Hats and other headgear, of felt, or plaited or made by 

assembling strips of any material, or knitted or crocheted or 

made up from lace or other textile fabric in the piece; hair-nets 

  28269 Other headgear except headgear of rubber or of head-bands, 

linings, covers, hat foundations, hat plastics, safety headgear 

and asbestos headgear; frames, peaks and chinstraps, for 
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headgear 

283.   Tanned or dressed furskins and artificial fur; articles 

   thereof (except headgear)  

 2831 28310 Tanned or dressed furskins 

 2832 28320 Articles of apparel, clothing accessories and other articles of 

furskin (except headgear) 

 2833 28330 Artificial fur and articles thereof (except headgear)  

Division 29   Leather and leather products; footwear  

291.   Tanned or dressed leather; composition leather   

 2911 29110 Chamois leather; patent leather and patent laminated leather; 

metallized leather 

 2912 29120 Other leather, of bovine or equine animals, without hair on   

 2913 29130 Other leather, without hair on (including sheep, lamb,  

goat or kid skin leather); composition leather with a basis of 

leather or leather fibre 

292.   Luggage, handbags and the like; saddlery and harness; 

   other articles of leather  

 2921 29210 Saddlery and harness, for any animal, of any material 

 2922 29220 Luggage, handbags and the like, of leather, composition leather, 

plastic sheeting, textile materials, vulcanized fibre or 

paperboard; travel sets for personal toilet, sewing or shoe or 

clothes cleaning 

 2923 29230 Watch straps, except of metal 

 2929 29290 Other articles of leather or composition leather (including 

articles of a kind used in machinery or mechanical appliances 

or for other technical uses) n.e.c.  

293.   Footwear, with outer soles and uppers of rubber or plastics, 

or with uppers of leather or textile materials, other than 
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sports footwear, footwear incorporating a protective metal 

toe- cap and miscellaneous special footwear  

 2931 29310 Waterproof footwear, with outer soles and uppers of rubber or 

plastics, other than footwear incorporating a protective metal 

toe-cap 

 2932 29320 Footwear with outer soles and uppers of rubber or plastics, 

other than waterproof footwear or sports footwear 

 2933 29330 Footwear with uppers of leather, other than sports footwear, 

footwear incorporating a protective metal toe-cap and 

miscellaneous special footwear 

 2934 29340 Footwear with uppers of textile materials, other than sports 

footwear 

294.   Sports footwear, except skating boots  

 2941 29410 Ski-boots, snowboard boots and cross-country ski footwear 

 2942 29420 Tennis shoes, basketball shoes, gym shoes,  

 2949 29490 Other sports footwear, except skating boots 

295.   Other footwear, except asbestos footwear, orthopaedic  

footwear and skating boots  

 2951 29510 Footwear incorporating a protective metal toe-cap, except those 

covered in subclass 29320 

 2952 29520 Wooden footwear, miscellaneous special footwear and other 

footwear n.e.c.  

296.   Parts of footwear; removable insoles, heel cushions  and 

similar articles; gaiters, leggings and similar articles, and 

parts thereof  

 2960 29600 Parts of footwear; removable insoles, heel cushions and similar 

articles; gaiters, leggings and similar articles, and parts thereof 

Section 

3  

  Other transportable goods, except metal products, 

machinery and equipment  
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Division 31   Products of wood, cork, straw and plaiting materials  

311.   Wood, sawn or chipped lengthwise, sliced or peeled, of a 

thickness exceeding 6 mm; railway or tramway sleepers 

(cross-ties) of wood, not impregnated  

 3110 31100 Wood, sawn or chipped lengthwise, sliced or peeled, of a 

thickness exceeding 6 mm; railway or tramway sleepers (cross-

ties) of wood, not impregnated 

312.   Wood continuously shaped along any of its edges or faces; 

wood wool; wood flour; wood in chips or particles  

 3121 31210 Wood, continuously shaped along any of its edges or faces 

(including strips and friezes for parquet flooring, not 

assembled, and beadings and mouldings) 

 3122 31220 Wood wool; wood flour 

 3123 31230 Wood in chips or particles 

313   Wood in the rough, treated with paint, stains, creosote or 

other preservatives railway or tramway sleepers (cross-ties) 

of wood, impregnated  

 3131 31310 Wood in the rough, treated with paint, stains, creosote or other 

preservatives 

 3132 31320 Railway or tramway sleepers (cross-ties) of wood, impregnated 

 3133 31330 Other wood in the rough (including split poles and pickets) 

314.   Boards and panels  

 3141 31410 Plywood consisting solely of sheets of wood, except of bamboo 

 3142 31420 Other plywood, veneered panels and similar laminated wood, 

except of bamboo 

 3143 31430 Particle board and similar board of wood or other  ligneous 

materials 

 3144 31440 Fibreboard of wood or other ligneous materials 

 3145 31450 Plywood, veneer panels and similar laminated wood of bamboo 

315.   Veneer sheets; sheets for plywood; densified wood  
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 3151 31510 Veneer sheets and sheets for plywood and other wood sawn 

lengthwise, sliced or peeled, of a thickness not exceeding 6 mm 

 3152 31520 Densified wood 

316.   Builders' joinery and carpentry of wood (including cellular 

wood panels, assembled parquet panels, shingles and 

shakes)  

 3160 31600 Builders' joinery and carpentry of wood (including cellular 

wood panels, assembled parquet panels, shingles and shakes) 

317.   Packing cases, boxes, crates, drums and similar packings, of 

wood; cable-drums of wood; pallets, box pallets and other 

load boards, of wood; casks, barrels, vats, tubs and other 

coopers' products and parts thereof, of wood (including 

staves)  

 3170 31700 Packing cases, boxes, crates, drums and similar packings, of 

wood; cable-drums of wood; pallets, box pallets and other load 

boards, of wood; casks, barrels, vats, tubs and other coopers' 

products and parts thereof, of wood (including staves) 

319.   Other products of wood; articles of cork, plaiting materials 

and straw  

 3191  Other products of wood 

  31911 Tools, tool bodies, tool handles, broom or brush bodies and 

handles, boot or shoe lasts and trees, of wood 

  31912 Tableware and kitchenware, of wood 

  31913 Wood marquetry and inlaid wood; cases for jewellery or 

cutlery, and similar articles, of wood; statuettes and other 

ornaments, of wood 

  31914 Wooden frames for paintings, photographs, mirrors or similar 

objects, and other articles of wood 

 3192  Articles of cork and straw or other plaiting materials; 

basketware and wickerwork 
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  31921 Natural cork, debacked or roughly squared, or in blocks, plates, 

sheets or strip; crushed, granulated or ground cork; waste cork 

  31922 Articles of natural cork; agglomerated cork and articles thereof 

  31923 Manufactures of straw, of esparto or of other plaiting materials; 

basketware and wickerwork 

Division 32   Pulp, paper and paper products; printed matter  and 

related articles  

321.   Pulp, paper and paperboard  

 3211  Pulps of wood or other fibrous cellulosic material 

  32111 Chemical wood pulp, dissolving grades 

  32112 Chemical wood pulp, other than dissolving grades  

  32113 Mechanical wood pulp; semi-chemical wood pulp; pulps of 

fibrous cellulosic material other than wood 

 3212  Newsprint, hand-made paper and other uncoated paper and 

paperboard of a kind used for graphic purposes, and punch card 

stock and punch tape paper 

  32121 Newsprint 

  32122 Hand-made paper and paperboard 

  32129 Other uncoated paper and paperboard, of a kind used for 

writing, printing or other graphic purposes, and punch card 

stock and punch tape paper 

 3213  Toilet tissue stock, uncoated kraftliner and other uncoated 

paper and paperboard; miscellaneous other papers 

  32131 Toilet or facial tissue stock, towel or napkin stock and similar 

paper, cellulose wadding and webs of cellulose fibres 

  32132 Kraftliner, uncoated 

  32133 Other uncoated kraft paper and paperboard; sack  kraft paper, 

creped or crinkled 

  32134 Fluting paper, including straw and semi-chemical 

  32135 Testliner (recycled liner board) 
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  32136 Sulphite wrapping paper, filter paper and paperboard, felt paper 

and other paper and paperboard; cigarette paper not cut to size 

or in the form of booklets or tubes 

  32137 Vegetable parchment, greaseproof papers, tracing  papers and 

glassine and other glazed transparent or translucent papers 

 3214  Processed paper and paperboard 

  32141 Composite paper and paperboard, not surface-coated or 

impregnated 

  32142 Paper and paperboard, creped, crinkled, embossed or perforated 

n.e.c. 

  32143 Paper and paperboard coated with kaolin or with other 

inorganic substances 

  32149 Other paper and paperboard, cellulose wadding and webs of 

cellulose fibres, coated, impregnated, gummed or adhesive, 

covered, surface-coloured, surface-decorated or printed, in rolls 

or sheets 

 3215  Corrugated paper and paperboard and containers of paper and 

paperboard 

  32151 Corrugated paper and paperboard 

  32152 Sacks and bags of paper 

  32153 Cartons, boxes, cases, record sleeves and other packing 

containers (except bags) of paper, paperboard, cellulose 

wadding or webs of cellulose fibres; box files, letter trays, 

shops or the likeand similar articles, of paper or paperboard of a 

kind used in offices,  

 3219  Other paper and paperboard products 

  32191 Carbon paper, self-copy paper and other copying  or transfer 

papers, not in bulk sizes; duplicator stencils and offset plates, of 

paper 
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  32192 Envelopes, letter cards, plain postcards and correspondence 

cards of paper or paperboard; boxes, pouches, wallets and 

writing compendiums, of paper or paperboard, containing paper 

stationery 

  32193 Toilet paper, handkerchiefs, towels, serviettes, napkins for 

babies, tampons, and similar household, sanitary or hospital 

articles, and articles of apparel, of paper pulp, paper, or webs of 

cellulose fibres cellulose wadding  

  32194 Wallpaper and similar wall coverings; window transparencies 

of paper 

  32195 Textile wall coverings 

  32197 Labels of paper or paperboard 

  32198 Filter blocks, slabs and plates, of paper pulp 

  32199 Other paper, paperboard, cellulose wadding and webs of 

cellulose fibres, cut to size or shape; cigarette paper, in booklets 

or tubes, or in rolls of a width not exceeding 5 cm; pulp, paper, 

paperboard, cellulose wadding or other articles of paper webs 

of cellulose fibres 

322.   Books, in print  

 3221 32210 Educational textbooks, in print 

 3222 32220 General reference books, in print 

 3223 32230 Directories, in print 

 3229  Other books, in print 

  32291 Professional, technical and scholarly books, in print  

  32292 Children's books, in print 

  32299 Other books n.e.c., in print 

323.   Newspapers and periodicals, daily, in print  

 3230 32300 Newspapers and periodicals, daily, in print 

324.   Newspapers and periodicals, other than daily,  in print   

 3241 32410 General interest newspapers and periodicals, other than daily, in 
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print 

 3242 32420 Business, professional or academic newspapers and periodicals, 

other than daily, in print 

 3249 32490 Other newspapers and periodicals, other than daily, in print 

325.   Printed maps; music, printed or in manuscript;  postcards, 

greeting cards, pictures and plans   

 3251  Maps and hydrographic or similar charts (including wall maps, 

topographical plans and globes), printed, other than in book-

form 

  32511 Maps and hydrographic or similar charts (including wall maps, 

topographical plans and maps for globes), printed, other than in 

book-form  

  32512 Globes 

 3252 32520 Music, printed or in manuscript 

 3253 32530 Printed or illustrated postcards; printed cards bearing personal 

greetings or messages, with or without envelopes or trimmings 

 3254 32540 Printed pictures, designs and photographs 

 3255 32550 Plans and drawings for architectural, engineering, industrial, 

commercial, topographical or similar  purposes, being originals 

drawn by hand; hand-written texts; photographic reproductions 

and carbon copies of the foregoing  

326.   Stamps, cheque forms, banknotes, stock certificates, 

brochures and leaflets, advertising material and other 

printed matter  

 3261 32610 Unused postage, revenue or similar stamps; stamp-impressed 

paper; cheque forms; banknotes, stock, share or bond 

certificates and similar documents of title 

 3262 32620 Trade advertising material, commercial catalogues and the like  

 3263 32630 Transfers (decalcomanias) and printed calendars 

 3269 32690 Other printed matter 
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327.   Registers, account books, notebooks, letter pads, diaries and 

similar articles, blotting-pads, binders, file covers, forms 

and other articles of stationery, of paper or paperboard  

 3270 32700 Registers, account books, notebooks, letter pads, diaries and 

similar articles, blotting-pads, binders, file covers, forms and 

other articles of stationery, of paper or paperboard 

328.   Composed type, prepared printing plates or cylinders, 

impressed lithographic stones or other impressed media for 

use in printing  

 3280 32800 Composed type, prepared printing plates or cylinders, 

impressed lithographic stones or other impressed media for use 

in printing 

Division 33   Coke oven products; refined petroleum products; nuclear 

fuel  

331.   Coke and semi-coke of coal, of lignite or of peat; retort 

carbon  

 3310 33100 Coke and semi-coke of coal, of lignite or of peat; retort carbon 

332.   Tar distilled fro m coal, from lignite or from peat, and other 

mineral tars  

 3320 33200 Tar distilled from coal, from lignite or from peat, and other 

mineral tars  

333.   Petroleum oils and oils obtained from bituminous materials, 

other than crude; preparations n.e.c. containing by weight 

70% or more of these oils, such oils being the basic 

constituents of the preparations  

 3331 33310 Motor spirit (gasolene), including aviation spirit 

 3332 33320 Spirit type (gasolene type) jet fuel 

 3333 33330 Other light petroleum oils and light oils obtained from 

bituminous minerals (other than crude); light preparations n.e.c. 

containing not less than 70% by bituminous minerals (other 
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than crude), these oils being the basic constituents of the 

preparations 

 3334  Kerosene and kerosene type jet fuel 

  33341 Kerosene 

  33342 Kerosene type jet fuel 

 3335 33350 Other medium petroleum oils and medium oils obtained from 

bituminous minerals (not kerosene), other than crude; medium 

preparations n.e.c. containing not less than 70% by weight of 

petroleum oils or oils obtained from bituminous minerals (other 

than crude), these oils being the basic constituents of the 

preparations 

 3336 33360 Gas oils 

 3337 33370 Fuel oils n.e.c. 

 3338 33380 Lubricating petroleum oils and oils obtained from bituminous 

minerals, other heavy petroleum oils (other than crude), and 

heavy preparations n.e.c. containing not less than 70% by 

weight of petroleum oils or oils obtained from bituminous 

minerals (other than crude), these oils being the basic 

constituents of the preparations 

334.   Petroleum gases and other gaseous hydrocarbons, except 

natural gas  

 3341 33410 Propane and butanes, liquefied 

 3342 33420 Ethylene, propylene, butylene, butadiene and other petroleum 

gases or gaseous hydrocarbons, except  natural gas 

335.   Petroleum jelly; paraffin wax, micro- crystalline  petroleum 

wax, slack wax, ozokerite, lignite wax, peat wax, other 

mineral waxes, and similar products; petroleum coke, 

petroleum bitumen and other residues of petroleum oils or 

of oils obtained from bituminous materials  
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 3350 33500 Petroleum jelly; paraffin wax, micro- crystalline petroleum 

wax, slack wax, ozokerite, lignite wax, peat wax, other mineral 

waxes, and similar products; petroleum coke, petroleum 

bitumen and other residues of petroleum oils or of oils obtained 

from bituminous materials 

336.   Radioactive elements and isotopes and compounds; alloys, 

dispersions, ceramic products and mixtures containing 

these elements, isotopes or compounds; radioactive residues 

 3361 33610 Natural uranium and its compounds; alloys, dispersions, 

ceramic products and mixtures containing natural uranium and 

its compounds 

 3362 33620 Uranium enriched in U235 and its compounds; plutonium and 

its compounds; alloys, dispersions, enriched in U235, 

plutonium or compounds of these products 

 3363 33630 Uranium depleted in U235 and its compounds; thorium and its 

compounds; alloys, dispersions, ceramic products and mixtures 

containing uranium depleted in U235, thorium or compounds of 

these products  

 3369 33690 Other radioactive elements and isotopes and compounds; 

alloys, dispersions, ceramic products and mixtures containing 

these elements, isotopes or compounds; radioactive residues 

337.   Fuel elements (cartridges), for or of nuclear reactors  

 3371 33710 Fuel elements (cartridges), non-irradiated, for nuclear reactors 

 3372 33720 Spent (irradiated) fuel elements (cartridges) of nuclear reactors 

    

Division 34   Basic chemicals  

341.   Basic organic chemicals  

 3411 34110 Hydrocarbons and their halogenated, sulphonated,nitrated or 

nitrosated derivatives  

 3412 34120 Industrial monocarboxylic fatty acids; acid oils from refining 
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 3413  Alcohols, phenols, phenol-alcohols, and their halogenated, 

sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives; industrial fatty 

alcohols 

  34131 Ethyl alcohol and other spirits, denatured, of any strength 

  34139 Other alcohols, phenols, phenol-alcohols, and their 

halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives; 

industrial fatty alcohols 

 3414 34140 Carboxylic acids and their anhydrides, halides, peroxides and 

peroxyacids and their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or 

nitrosated derivatives, except salicylic acid and its salts and 

esters and their salts 

 3415 34150 Amine-function compounds; oxygen-function amino-

compounds, except lysine and its esters and salts thereof and 

glutamic acid and its salts;  ureines and their derivatives and 

salts thereof; carboxyimide-function compounds and imine-

compounds; nitrile-function compounds; diazo-, azo- or azoxy-

compounds; organic derivatives of hydrazine or of 

hydroxylamine; compounds with other nitrogen function 

 3416 34160 Organo-sulphur compounds and other organo-inorganic 

compounds; heterocyclic compounds n.e.c.; nucleic acids and 

their salts 

 3417 34170 Ethers, alcohol peroxides, ether peroxides, epoxides, acetals 

and hemiacetals, and their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or 

nitrosated derivatives; aldehyde-function compounds; ketone-

function compounds and quinone-function compounds; 

enzymes; prepared enzymes n.e.c.; organic compounds n.e.c. 

 3418 34180 Phosphoric esters and their salts or esters of other inorganic 

acids (excluding esters of hydrogen halides) and their salts; and 

their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated 

derivatives 
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342.   Basic inorganic chemicals n.e.c.  

 3421 34210 Hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide and rare gases; 

inorganic oxygen compounds of non-metals n.e.c. 

 3422 34220 Zinc oxide; zinc peroxide; chromium oxides and hydroxides; 

manganese oxides; iron oxides and hydroxides; earth colours; 

cobalt oxides and hydroxides; titanium oxides; lead oxides; red 

lead and orange lead; inorganic bases n.e.c.; metal oxides, 

hydroxides and peroxides n.e.c., except of mercury 

 3423  Chemical elements n.e.c.; inorganic acids; inorganic oxygen 

compounds of boron, silicon and carbon; halogen or sulphur 

compounds of non-metals; sodium hydroxide; hydroxide and 

peroxide of magnesium; oxides, hydroxides and peroxides of 

strontium or barium; aluminium hydroxide; hydrozine and 

hydroxylamine and their inorganic salts 

  34231 Chemical elements n.e.c.; inorganic acids except phosphoric, 

nitric and sulphonitric; inorganic  oxygen compounds of boron, 

silicon and carbon; halogen or sulphur compounds of non-

metals; sodium hydroxide; hydroxide and peroxide of 

magnesium; oxides, hydroxides and peroxides of  strontium or 

barium; aluminium hydroxide; hydrozine and hydroxylamine 

and their inorganic salts 

  34232 Phosphoric acid 

  34233 Nitric acid, sulphonitric acids 

 3424 34240 Phosphates of triammonium; salts and peroxysalts  of inorganic 

acids and metals n.e.c.  

 3425 34250 Salts of oxometallic or peroxometallic acids; colloidal precious 

metals and compounds thereof; other inorganic chemicals 

n.e.c.; compressed air; amalgams 

 3426 34260 Isotopes n.e.c. and compounds thereof (including heavy water)  
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 3427 34270 Cyanides, cyanide oxides and complex cyanides;  fulminates, 

cyanates and thiocyanates; silicates; borates; perborates 

 3428 34280 Hydrogen peroxide; phosphides; carbides; hydrides, nitrides, 

azides, silicides and borides 

 3429 34290 Compounds of rare earth metals, of yttrium or of scandium 

343.   Tanning or dyeing extracts; tannins and their derivatives; 

colouring matter n.e.c.  

 3431 34310 Synthetic organic colouring matter and preparations based 

thereon; synthetic organic agents or as luminophores; colour 

lakes and preparations based thereon 

 3432 34320 Tanning extracts of vegetable origin; tannins and their salts, 

ethers, esters and other derivatives; colouring matter of 

vegetable or animal origin, except animal black; preparations 

based on colouring matter of vegetable or animal origin 

 3433 34330 Synthetic organic tanning substances; inorganic tanning 

substances; tanning preparations; enzymatic preparations for 

pre-tanning 

 3434 34340 Colouring matter n.e.c.; inorganic products of a kind used as 

luminophores 

    

344.   Activated natural mineral products; animal black; tall oil; 

terpenic oils produced by the treatment of coniferous 

woods; crude dipentene; crude para-cymene; pine oil; rosin 

and resin acids, and derivatives thereof; rosin spirit and 

rosin oils; rum gums; wood tar; wood tar oils; wood 

creosote; wood naphtha; vegetable pitch; brewers' pitch  

 3440 34400 Activated natural mineral products; animal black; tall oil; 

terpenic oils produced by the treatment of coniferous woods; 

crude dipentene; crude para-cymene; pine oil; rosin  and resin 

acids, and derivatives thereof; rosin spirit and rosin oils; rum 
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gums; wood tar; wood tar oils; wood creosote; wood naphtha; 

vegetable pitch; brewers' pitch  

345.   Miscellaneous basic chemical products  

 3451 34510 Wood charcoal 

 3452 34520 Sulphur, except sublimed sulphur, precipitated sulphur and 

colloidal sulphur 

 3453 34530 Roasted iron pyrites 

 3454 34540 Oils and other products of the distillation of high temperature 

coal tar, and similar products; pitch and pitch coke, obtained 

from mineral tars  

 3455 34550 Animal or vegetable fats and oils and their fractions, chemically 

modified, except those hydrogenated, inter-esterified, re-

esterified or elaidinized; inedible mixtures or preparations of 

animal or vegetable fats or oils 

 3456 34560 Synthetic or reconstructed precious or semi-precious stones, 

unworked 

 3457 34570 Glycerol 

346.   Fertilizers and pesticides  

 3461  Mineral or chemical fertilizers, nitrogenous 

  34611 Urea 

  34612 Ammonium sulphate 

  34613 Ammonium nitrate 

  34614 Double salts and mixtures of calcium nitrate and ammonium 

nitrate 

  34615 Mixtures of ammonium nitrate with calcium carbonate or other 

inorganic non-fertilizing substances 

  34619 Other nitrogenous fertilizers and mixtures, n.e.c. 

 3462  Mineral or chemical fertilizers, phosphatic 

  34621 Superphosphate 
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  34629 Other phosphatic fertilizers, n.e.c. 

 3463  Mineral or chemical fertilizers, potassic 

  34631 Potassium chloride (muriate of potash) 

  34632 Potassium sulphate (sulphate of potash) 

  34639 Carnallite, sylvite and other potassic fertilizers, n.e.c. 

 3464  Mineral or chemical fertilizers containing at least two nutrients 

of nitrogen, phosphate and potash 

  34641 Fertilizers containing three nutrients: nitrogen, phosphorus and 

potassium 

  34642 Diammonium hydrogenorthophosphate (diammonium 

phosphate) 

  34643 Monoammonium phosphate 

  34644 Fertilizers containing two nutrients: nitrogen and phosphorus 

  34645 Fertilizers containing two nutrients: phosphorus and potassium 

  34646 Potassium nitrate 

  34649 Other mineral or chemical fertilizers containing at least two 

nutrients (nitrogen, phosphate, potash), n.e.c. 

 3465  Other fertilizers 

  34651 Ammonia, anhydrous 

  34652 Ammonia, in aqueous solution 

  34653 Ammonium chloride; nitrites 

  34654 Excreta of animals useful for manure/fertilizer and  fuel 

preparation 

  34659 Fertilizers n.e.c. 

 3466  Insecticides, fungicides, herbicides and disinfectants 

  34661 Insecticides 

  34662 Fungicides 

  34663 Herbicides, anti-sprouting products and plant-growth regulators 

  34664 Disinfectants 

  34666 Hazardous pesticides 
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  34669 Other insecticides, fungicides, herbicides and disinfectants 

347.   Plastics in primary forms  

 3471 34710 Polymers of ethylene, in primary forms 

 3472 34720 Polymers of styrene, in primary forms 

 3473 34730 Polymers of vinyl chloride or other halogenated olefins, in 

primary forms 

 3474 34740 Polyacetals, other polyethers and epoxide resins, in primary 

forms; polycarbonates, alkyd resins, polyallyl esters and other 

polyesters, in primary forms 

 3479 34790 Other plastics in primary forms; ion exchangers 

348.   Synthetic rubber and factice derived from oils, and 

mixtures thereof with natural rubber and similar natural 

gums, in primary forms or in plates, sheets or strip  

 3480 34800 Synthetic rubber and factice derived from oils, and mixtures 

thereof with natural rubber and similar natural gums, in primary 

forms or in plates, sheets or strip 

Division 35   Other chemical products; man-made fibres  

351.   Paints and varnishes and related products; artists' colours; 

ink  

 3511 35110 Paints and varnishes and related products 

 3512 35120 Artists', students' or signboard painters' colours, modifying 

tints, amusement colours and the like 

 3513 35130 Printing ink 

 3514 35140 Writing or drawing ink and other inks 

352.   Pharmaceutical products  

 3521 35210 Salicylic acid and its salts and esters 

 3522 35220 Lysine and its esters and salts thereof; glutamic acid and its 

salts; quaternary ammonium salts and  hydroxides; lecithins and 

other phosphoaminolipids; acyclic amides and their derivatives 

and salts thereof; cyclic amides (except ureines) and their 
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derivatives and salts 

 3523 35230 Lactones n.e.c., heterocyclic compounds with nitrogen hetero-

atom(s) only, containing an unfused pyrazole ring, a pyrimidine 

ring, a piperazine ring, an unfused triazine ring or a 

phenothiazine ring system not further fused; hydantoin and its 

derivatives; sulphonamides 

 3524 35240 Sugars, chemically pure n.e.c.; sugar ethers and sugar esters 

and their salts n.e.c. 

 3525 35250 Provitamins, vitamins and hormones; glycosides and vegetable 

alkaloids and their salts, ethers, esters and other derivatives; 

antibiotics 

 3526 35260 Medicaments, for therapeutic or prophylactic uses  

 3527 35270 Other pharmaceutical products 

 3529 35290 Other articles for medical or surgical purposes 

353.   Soap, cleaning preparations, perfumes and toilet 

preparations 

 3531 35310 Organic surface active agents, except soap 

 3532  Soap and detergents, perfume and toilet preparations 

  35321 Soap; organic surface-active products and preparations for use 

as soap; paper, wadding, felt and nonwovens, impregnated, 

coated or covered with soap or detergent 

  35322 Detergents and washing preparations 

  35323 Perfume and toilet preparations 

 3533  Cleaning and polishing preparations 

  35331 Preparations for perfuming or deodorizing rooms 

  35332 Artificial waxes and prepared waxes 

  35333 Polishes and creams, for footwear, furniture, floors, coachwork, 

glass or metal 
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  35334 Scouring pastes and powders and other scouring preparations  

354.   Chemical products n.e.c.  

 3541 35410 Essential oils and concentrates, aqueous distillates and aqueous 

solutions thereof; resinoids; terpenic by-products of the 

deterpenation of essential oils; mixtures of odoriferous 

substances of a kind used as raw materials in industry 

 3542 35420 Glues and gelatine, peptones and their derivatives, and related 

products; caseinates and other case in derivatives; albuminates 

and other albumin derivatives 

 3543 35430 Lubricating preparations and preparations of a kind used for the 

oil or grease treatment of materials, except of petroleum; 

prepared additives for mineral oils; prepared liquids for 

hydraulic transmission, except of petroleum; anti-freezing 

preparations and prepared de-icing fluids 

 3544 35440 Modelling pastes; \"dental wax\" or \"dental impression 

compounds\"; other preparations for use in dentistry with a 

basis of plaster; preparations and charges for fire-extinguishers; 

charged fire-extinguishing grenades; prepared culture media for 

development and maintenance of micro-organisms and plant, 

human or animal cells; composite diagnostic or laboratory 

reagents n.e.c. 

 3545 35450 Prepared explosives; safety fuses; detonating fuses; percussion 

or detonating caps; igniters; electric detonators 

 3546 35460 Pyrotechnic articles 

 3547 35470 Chemical elements and compounds doped for use in electronics   

 3549 35490 Other chemical products n.e.c. 

355.   Man-made fibres  

 3551 35510 Synthetic filament tow and staple fibres, not carded or combed 

 3552 35520 Synthetic filament yarn (except sewing thread and multiple or 

cabled yarn), not put up for retail sale  
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 3553 35530 Synthetic monofilament and strip 

 3554 35540 Artificial filament tow and staple fibres, not carded or combed   

 3555 35550 Artificial filament yarn (except sewing thread and multiple or 

cabled yarn), not put up for retail sale 

 3556 35560 Artificial monofilament and strip 

Division 36   Rubber and plastics products  

361.   Rubber tyres and tubes  

 3611  New pneumatic tyres, inner tubes, solid or cushion tyres, 

interchangeable tyre treads, tyre flaps and \"camel-back\", of 

rubber 

  36111 New pneumatic tyres, of rubber, of a kind used on motor cars  

  36112 New pneumatic tyres, of rubber, of a kind used on  motorcycles 

or bicycles 

  36113 Other new pneumatic tyres, of rubber 

  36114 Inner tubes, solid or cushion tyres, interchangeable tyre treads 

and tyre flaps, of rubber 

  36115 \"Camel-back\" strips for retreading rubber tyres 

 3612 36120 Retreaded pneumatic tyres, of rubber 

362.   Other rubber products  

 3621 36210 Reclaimed rubber 

 3622 36220 Unvulcanized compounded rubber, in primary forms or in 

plates, sheets or strip; unvulcanized rubber in forms other than 

primary forms or plates, sheets or strip (except \"camel-back\" 

strips for retreading rubber tyres); articles of unvulcanized 

rubber; thread, cord, plates, sheets, strip, rods and profile 

shapes, of vulcanized rubber other than hard rubber 

 3623 36230 Tubes, pipes and hoses of vulcanized rubber other than hard 

rubber 

 3624 36240 Conveyor or transmission belts or belting, of vulcanized rubber 

 3625 36250 Rubberized textile fabrics, except tyre cord fabric 
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 3626 36260 Articles of apparel and clothing accessories (including gloves) 

of vulcanized rubber other than hard rubber 

 3627 36270 Articles of vulcanized rubber n.e.c.; hard rubber;  

   articles of hard rubber 

363.   Semi-manufactures of plastics  

 3631 36310 Monofilament of which any cross-sectional dimension exceeds 

1 mm, rods, sticks and profile shapes, of plastics 

 3632 36320 Tubes, pipes and hoses, and fittings therefor, of plastics 

 3633 36330 Plates, sheets, film, foil and strip, of plastics, not self-adhesive, 

non-cellular and not reinforced, laminated, supported or 

similarly combined with other materials 

 3639 36390 Other plates, sheets, film, foil and strip, of plastics  

364.   Packaging products of plastics  

 3641 36410 Sacks and bags, of plastics 

 3649 36490 Other articles for the conveyance or packing of goods, of 

plastics; stoppers, lids, caps and other closures, of plastics 

369.   Other plastics products  

 3691 36910 Floor coverings of plastics, in rolls or in the form of tiles; wall 

or ceiling coverings of plastics 

 3692 36920 Self-adhesive plates, sheets, film, foil, tape, strip and other flat 

shapes, of plastics  

 3693 36930 Baths, wash-basins, lavatory pans and covers, flushing cisterns 

and similar sanitary ware, of plastics 

 3694 36940 Tableware, kitchenware, other household articles and toilet 

articles, of plastics 

 3695 36950 Builders' ware of plastics n.e.c. 

 3696 36960 Parts n.e.c. of lamps, lighting fittings, illuminated signs, 

illuminated name-plates and the like, of plastics 

 3697  Safety headgear; other headgear of rubber or plastics 

  36971 Safety headgear 
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  36972 Other headgear of rubber or plastics 

 3698 36980 Electrical insulating fittings of plastics 

 3699 36990 Articles of plastics n.e.c. 

Division 37   Glass and glass products and other non-metallic products 

n.e.c.  

371.   Glass and glass products  

 3711  Unworked glass, flat glass and pressed or moulded glass for 

construction; glass mirrors 

  37111 Glass in the mass, in balls (except microspheres), rods or tubes, 

unworked; waste and scrap of glass  

  37112 Unworked cast, rolled, drawn or blown glass, in sheets 

  37113 Float glass and surface ground or polished glass, in sheets  

  37114 Glass in sheets, bent, edge-worked, engraved, drilled, 

enamelled or otherwise worked, but not framed, etc. 

  37115 Safety glass 

  37116 Glass mirrors; multiple walled insulating units of glass 

  37117 Paving blocks, bricks, tiles and other articles of pressed or 

moulded glass, of a kind used for building or construction 

purposes; leaded lights and the like; multicellular or foam glass 

in blocks, plates or similar forms 

 3712  Glass fibres and articles thereof, except woven fabrics 

  37121 Slivers, rovings, yarn and chopped strands, of glass 

  37129 Voiles, webs, mats, mattresses, boards and other  articles of 

glass fibres, except woven fabrics 

 3719  Other glass articles 

  37191 Bottles, jars, phials and other containers, of glass, of a kind 

used for the conveyance or packing of   goods, except 

ampoules; stoppers, lids and other closures, of glass 

  37192 Glass envelopes, open, and glass parts thereof, for electric 

lamps, cathode-ray tubes or the like 
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  37193 Glassware of a kind used for table, kitchen, toilet, office, indoor 

decoration or similar purposes (except bottles, jars and the like, 

of glass, and ornaments of lamp-worked glass) 

  37194 Clock or watch glasses and similar glasses; glasses for 

spectacles, not optically worked; hollow  glass spheres and their 

segments for the manufacture of such glasses  

  37195 Laboratory, hygienic or pharmaceutical glassware; ampoules of 

glass 

  37196 Parts n.e.c. of lamps, lighting fittings, illuminated signs, 

illuminated name-plates and the like, of glass 

  37197 Electrical insulators of glass 

  37199 Articles of glass n.e.c. (including glass inners for vacuum 

flasks, signalling glassware, glass cubes for mosaics, glass 

beads, glass microspheres and ornaments of lamp-worked 

glass) 

372.   Non-structural ceramic ware  

 3721 37210 Ceramic sinks, baths, water closet pans, flushing cisterns and 

similar sanitary fixtures 

 3722  Ceramic household and ornamental articles 

  37221 Ceramic tableware, kitchenware, other household articles and 

toilet articles  

  37222 Statuettes and other ornamental ceramic articles 

 3729  Other non-structural ceramic wares 

  37291 Ceramic wares for laboratory, chemical or other technical uses; 

ceramic troughs, tubs and similar receptacles of a kind used in 

agriculture; ceramic pots, jars and similar articles of a kind used 

for the conveyance or packing of goods 

  37292 Electrical insulators of ceramics; insulating fittings, for 

electrical machines, appliances or equipment,  of ceramics  

  37299 Other non-structural ceramic articles n.e.c. 
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373.   Refractory products and structural non-refractory clay 

products  

 3731 37310 Bricks, blocks, tiles and other ceramic goods of siliceous earths 

 3732 37320 Refractory bricks, blocks, tiles and similar refractory ceramic 

constructional goods, other than those of siliceous earths 

 3733 37330 Refractory cements, mortars, concretes and similar 

compositions n.e.c. 

 3734 37340 Unfired refractory products; other refractory ceramic goods 

 3735 37350 Non-refractory ceramic building bricks, flooring blocks, 

support or filler tiles, roofing tiles, chimney-pots, cowls, 

chimney liners, architectural ornaments and other ceramic 

construction goods 

 3736 37360 Non-refractory ceramic pipes, conduits, guttering and pipe 

fittings 

 3737 37370 Ceramic flags and paving, hearth or wall tiles; ceramic mosaic 

cubes and the like 

374.   Plaster, lime and cement  

 3741 37410 Plasters 

 3742 37420 Quicklime, slaked lime and hydraulic lime 

 3743 37430 Cement clinkers 

 3744 37440 Portland cement, aluminous cement, slag cement and similar 

hydraulic cements, except in the form of clinkers 

 3745 37450 Calcinated or agglomerated dolomite 

375.   Articles of concrete, cement and plaster  

 3751 37510 Non-refractory mortars and concretes 

 3752 37520 Boards, blocks and similar articles of vegetable fibre, straw or 

wood waste agglomerated with mineral binders 

 3753 37530 Articles of plaster or of compositions based on plaster 

 3754 37540 Tiles, flagstones, bricks and similar articles, of cement, 

concrete or artificial stone 
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 3755 37550 Prefabricated structural components for building or civil 

engineering, of cement, concrete or artificial stone 

 3756 37560 Other articles of cement, concrete or artificial stone  

 3757 37570 Articles of asbestos-cement, cellulose fibre-cement or the like 

376.   Monumental or building stone and articles thereof  

 3761 37610 Marble, travertine and alabaster, worked, and articles thereof 

(except setts, curbstones, flagstones, tiles, cubes and similar 

articles); artificially coloured granules, chippings and powder 

of marble, travertine and alabaster 

 3769 37690 Other worked monumental or building stone and articles 

thereof; other artificially coloured granules,  chippings and 

powder of natural stone; articles of agglomerated slate 

379.   Other non-metallic mineral products n.e.c.  

 3791 37910 Millstones, grindstones, grinding wheels and the like, without 

frameworks, for working stones, and parts thereof, of natural 

stone, of agglomerated natural or artificial abrasives, or of 

ceramics; natural or artificial abrasive powder or grain, on a 

base of textile, paper or other material 

 3792 37920 Fabricated asbestos fibres; mixtures with a basis of asbestos or 

with a basis of asbestos and magnesium carbonate; articles of 

such mixtures, or of asbestos 

 3793 37930 Articles of asphalt or of similar material 

 3794 37940 Bituminous mixtures based on natural and artificial stone 

materials and bitumen, natural asphalt or  related substances as 

a binder 

 3795 37950 Artificial graphite; colloidal or semi-colloidal graphite; 

preparations based on graphite or other carbon in the form of 

semi-manufactures 

 3796 37960 Artificial corundum 
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 3799 37990 Non-metallic mineral products n.e.c. (including mineral wool, 

expanded mineral materials, worked mica, articles of mica, 

non-electrical articles of graphite or other carbon and articles of 

peat) 

Division 38   Furniture; other transportable goods n.e.c.  

381.   Furniture  

 3811  Seats 

  38111 Seats, primarily with metal frames 

  38112 Seats, primarily with wooden frames 

  38119 Other seats 

 3812  Other furniture, of a kind used in offices 

  38121 Other metal furniture, of a kind used in offices 

  38122 Other wooden furniture, of a kind used in offices 

 3813 38130 Other wooden furniture, of a kind used in the kitchen 

 3814 38140 Other furniture n.e.c 

 3815 38150 Mattress supports; mattresses, fitted with springs  or stuffed or 

internally fitted with any material or of cellular rubber or 

plastics, whether or not covered 

 3816 38160 Parts of furniture 

382.   Jewellery and related articles  

 3821 38210 Pearls, natural or cultured and unworked 

 3822 38220 Cultured pearls, precious or semi-precious stones, and synthetic 

or reconstructed precious or semi-precious stones (except 

industrial diamonds and piezo-electric quartz), worked (except 

simply sawn, cleaved, bruted or roughly shaped), but not 

strung, mounted or set 

 3823 38230 Industrial diamonds, worked; dust and powder of natural or 

synthetic precious or semi-precious stones 

 3824 38240 Jewellery and other articles of precious metal or of metal clad 

with precious metal; articles of natural or cultured pearls or 
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precious or semi-precious stones (natural, synthetic or 

reconstructed) 

 3825 38250 Coin 

383.   Musical instruments  

 3831 38310 Pianos and other keyboard stringed musical instruments 

 3832 38320 Other string musical instruments 

 3833 38330 Wind musical instruments (including pipe organs, accordians 

and brass-wind instruments  

 3834 38340 Musical instruments, the sound of which is produced, or must 

be amplified, electrically 

 3835 38350 Other musical instruments (including percussion instruments, 

   musical boxes and fairground organs); decoy calls; whistles, 

   call horns and other mouth- blown sound signaling instruments 

 3836 38360 Parts and accessories of musical instruments;  

   metronomes, tuning forks and pitch pipes 

384.   Sports goods  

 3841 38410 Snow-skis and other snow-ski equipment; ice- skates and 

   roller-skates 

 3842 38420 Water-skis, surf-boards, sailboards and other skates and water- 

   sport equipment 

 3843 38430 Gymnasium or athletics articles and equipment 

 3844 38440 Other articles and equipment for sports or outdoor games 

 3845 38450 Fishing rods and other line fishing tackle; fish landing nets, 

butterfly nets and similar nets; decoy \"birds\" and similar 

hunting or shooting requisites 

385.   Games and toys  

 3851 38510 Dolls' carriages; wheeled toys designed to be ridden by children 

 3852 38520 Dolls representing human beings; toys representing animals or 

non-human creatures 

 3853 38530 Parts and accessories of dolls representing human beings 
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 3854 38540 Toy electric trains and tracks, signals and other accessories 

therefor; reduced-size (\"scale\") model assembly kits and other 

construction sets and constructional toys 

 3855 38550 Puzzles 

 3856 38560 Other toys (including toy musical instruments) 

 3857 38570 Playing cards 

 3858  Video games of a kind used with a television receiver 

  38581 Video game consoles 

  38582 Software cartridges for video game consoles 

 3859 38590 Other articles for funfair, table or parlour games (including 

articles for billiards, pintables, special tables for casino games 

and automatic bowling alley equipment), except video games of 

a kind used with a television receiver 

386.   Roundabouts, swings, shooting galleries and other 

fairground amusements  

 3860 38600 Roundabouts, swings, shooting galleries and other  fairground 

amusements 

387.   Prefabricated buildings  

 3870  Prefabricated buildings 

  38701 Prefabricated buildings, of wood 

  38702 Prefabricated buildings, of metal 

  38703 Prefabricated buildings, of plastics 

  38704 Prefabricated buildings, of concrete 

389.   Other manufactured articles n.e.c.  

 3891  Pens, pencils, stamps, typewriter or similar ribbons, ink-pads 

and similar articles 

  38911 Pens, duplicating stylos, pencils, pen-holders, pencil-holders 

and similar holders, and parts thereof; crayons, pencil leads, 

pastels, drawing charcoals and chalks 
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  38912 Date, sealing or numbering stamps, and the like, designed for 

operating in the hand; hand-operated composing sticks and 

hand printing sets incorporating such sticks; typewriter or 

similar ribbons, prepared for giving impressions; ink-pads 

 3892  Umbrellas, sun-umbrellas, walking-sticks, seat-sticks, whips, 

riding-crops, buttons, press- fasteners, snap-fasteners, press-

studs, slide fasteners and parts thereof; button blanks 

  38921 Umbrellas, sun-umbrellas, walking-sticks, seat-sticks, whips, 

riding-crops and the like riding-crops and the like 

  38922 Parts, trimmings and accessories of umbrellas, sun-umbrellas, 

walking-sticks, seat-sticks, whips, 

  38923 Press-fasteners, snap-fasteners, press-studs and parts therefor; 

buttons; slide fasteners  

  38924 Button moulds and other parts of buttons; button blanks; parts 

of slide fasteners  

 3893 38930 Linoleum 

 3894  Photographic plates, film, paper, paperboard and textiles, 

exposed 

  38941 Photographic plates, film, paper, paperboard and textiles, 

exposed but not developed 

  38942 Photographic plates and film, exposed and developed, other 

than cinematographic film 

 3895 38950 Motion picture film, exposed and developed, whether or not 

incorporating sound track or consisting only of sound track 

 3896  Paintings, drawings and pastels; original engravings, prints and 

lithographs; original sculptures and statuary, in any material; 

postage or revenue stamps, stamp-postmarks, first-day covers, 

postal stationery (stamped paper) and the like; collections and 

collectors' pieces of zoological, botanical, mineralogical, 

anatomical, historical, ethnographic or numismatic interest; 
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antiques 

  38961 Paintings, drawings and pastels; original engravings, prints and 

lithographs; original sculptures and statuary, in any material 

  38962 Postage or revenue stamps, stamp-postmarks,first-day covers, 

postal stationery (stamped paper)  and the like 

  38963 Collections and collectors' pieces of zoological, botanical, 

mineralogical, anatomical, historical, ethnographic or 

numismatic interest; antiques 

 3897  Human hair; wool or other animal hair or other textile 

materials; wigs, false beards, eyebrows and eyelashes, switches 

and the like; articles of human hair n.e.c.; horsehair 

  38971 Human hair, unworked, whether or not washed or scoured; 

waste of human hair 

  38972 Human hair, dressed, thinned, bleached or otherwise worked; 

wool or other animal hair or other textile materials, prepared for 

use in making wigs or the like; wigs, false beards, eyebrows 

and eyelashes, switches and the like, of human or animal hair or 

of textile materials; articles of human hair n.e.c. 

 3899  Other articles 

  38991 Festive, carnival or other entertainment articles, including 

conjuring tricks and novelty jokes 

  38992 Baby carriages and parts thereof 
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  38993 Brooms, brushes, hand-operated mechanical floor sweepers 

(not motorized), mops and feather dusters; prepared knots and 

tufts for broom or brush making; paint pads and rollers; 

squeegees (other than roller squeegees) 

Brooms, brushes, hand-operated mechanical floor sweepers 

(not motorized), mops and feather dusters; prepared knots and 

tufts for broom or brush making; paint pads and rollers; 

squeegees (other than roller squeegees) 

  38994 Cigarette lighters and other lighters; smoking pipes and cigar or 

cigarette holders, and parts thereof; combs, hair-slides and the 

like; hairpins, curling pins, curling grips, hair-curlers and the 

like (except electro-thermic apparatus), and parts thereof; scent 

sprays and similar toilet sprays, and mounts and heads therefor; 

powder-puffs and pads for the application of cosmetics or toilet 

preparations 

  38995 Parts of cigarette lighters and other lighters (except flints and 

wicks); pyrophoric alloys; articles of combustible materials 

n.e.c. 

  38996 Instruments, apparatus and models, designed for 

demonstrational purposes, unsuitable for other uses 

  38997 Imitation jewellery 

  38998 Matches 

  38999 Articles n.e.c. (including candles, tapers, skins of birds with 

their feathers, artificial flowers, entertainment articles, hand 

sieves, hand riddles, vacuum flasks, tailors dummies, animated 

displays used for shop window dressing, and parts n.e.c.) 

Division 39   Wastes or scraps  

391.   Wastes from food and tobacco industry  

 3911 39110 Raw offal, inedible (including pigs' bristles, horse hair, animal 

guts, bird skins, feathers, bones and ivory) 
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 3912 39120 Raw offal, inedible (including pigs' bristles, horse hair, animal 

guts, bird skins, feathers, bones and ivory) 

 3913 39130 Residues of starch manufacture and similar residues 

 3914 39140 Beet-pulp, bagasse and other waste of sugar manufacture  

 3915 39150 Cocoa shells, husks, skins and other cocoa waste; coffee husks 

and skins 

 3916 39160 Brewing or distilling dregs and waste 

 3917 39170 Wine lees; argol 

 3918 39180 Tobacco refuse 

392.   Non-metal wastes or scraps  

 3921  Miscellaneous textile wastes 

  39211 Silk waste 

  39212 Waste of wool or of fine or coarse animal hair 

  39213 Garnetted stock of wool or of fine or coarse animal  hair 

  39214 Cotton waste, except garnetted stock 

  39215 Other cotton waste; garnetted stock 

  39216 Waste of man-made fibres 

  39217 Worn clothing and other worn textile articles 

  39218 Rags, scrap twine, cordage, rope and cables and  worn out 

articles of twine, cordage, rope or cables, of textile materials 

 3922 39220 Waste of leather, leather dust, powder and flour 

 3923 39230 Residual lyes from the manufacture of wood pulp, including 

lignin sulphonates, but excluding tall oil 

 3924 39240 Waste and scrap of paper or paperboard 

 3925 39250 Waste, parings and scrap of rubber (except hard rubber) and 

powders and granules obtained therefrom 

 3926 39260 Used pneumatic tyres of rubber 

 3927 39270 Waste, parings and scrap of plastics 

 3928 39280 Sawdust and wood waste and scrap 

 3929 39290 Other non-metal waste or scrap 
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393.   Metal wastes or scraps  

 3931 39310 Slag, dross, scalings and other waste from the manufacture of 

iron or steel 

 3932 39320 Ash and residue (except from the manufacture of iron or steel), 

containing metals or metallic compounds, except precious 

metals 

 3933  Waste and scrap of precious metal 

  39331 Waste and scrap of gold or of metal clad with gold  

  39332 Waste and scrap of precious metal (except gold) or of metal 

clad with precious metal (except gold) 

  39333 Ash containing precious metal or precious metal compounds 

 3934 39340 Ferrous waste and scrap 

 3935 39350 Remelting scrap ingots of iron or steel 

 3936  Waste and scrap of other metals 

  39361 Waste and scrap of copper 

  39362 Waste and scrap of nickel 

  39363 Waste and scrap of aluminium 

  39364 Waste and scrap of lead 

  39365 Waste and scrap of zinc 

  39366 Waste and scrap of tin 

  39367 Waste and scrap of tungsten, molybdenum, tantalum, 

magnesium, cobalt, cadmium, titanium, zirconium, beryllium 

and thallium 

  39368 Waste and scrap of antimony and chromium 

 3937 39370 Vessels and other floating structures for breaking up 

 3938 39380 Waste and scrap of primary cells, primary batteries and electric 

accumulators; spent primary cells, primary batteries and electric 

accumulators 

399.   Other wastes and scraps  

 3991 39910 Municipal waste 
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 3992 39920 Sewage sludge 

 3993  Clinical waste, including pharmaceutical waste 

  39931 Pharmaceutical waste 

  39939 Other clinical waste 

 3994 39940 Waste organic solvents 

 3995 39950 Wastes from chemical or allied industries 

 3999 39990 Other wastes n.e.c. 

Section

4  

  Metal products, machinery and equipment  

Division 41   Basic metals  

411.   Basic iron and steel  

 4111  Primary materials of the iron and steel industry 

  41111 Pig iron and spiegeleisen in pigs, blocks or other primary forms 

  41112 Ferro-manganese 

  41113 Ferro-chromium 

  41114 Ferro-nickel 

  41115 Other ferro-alloys 

  41116 Ferrous products obtained by direct reduction of iron ore and 

other spongy ferrous products, in lumps, pellets or similar 

forms; iron having a minimum purity by weight of pellets or 

similar forms99.94%, in lumps,  

  41117 Granules and powders, of pig iron and spiegeleisen, or steel 

 4112  Crude steel 

  41121 Non-alloy steel in ingots or other primary forms, and semi-

finished products of non-alloy steel 

  41122 Alloy steel in ingots or other primary forms and semi-finished 

products of alloy steel 

412.   Products of iron or steel  

 4121  Flat-rolled products of steel, not further worked than hot-rolled 
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  41211 Flat-rolled products of non-alloy steel, not further worked than 

hot-rolled, of a width of 600 mm or more 

  41212 Flat-rolled products of non-alloy steel, not further worked than 

hot-rolled, of a width of less than 600 mm 

  41213 Flat-rolled products of alloy steel (except of silicon- electrical 

steel), not further worked than hot-rolled, of a width of 600 mm 

or more  

  41214 Flat-rolled products of alloy steel (except of silicon-electrical or 

high-speed steel), not further worked than hot-rolled, of a width 

of less than 600 mm   

 4122  Flat-rolled products of steel, not further worked than cold-

rolled 

  41221 Flat-rolled products of non-alloy steel, not further worked than 

cold-rolled, of a width of 600 mm or more 

  41222 Flat-rolled products of non-alloy steel, not further worked than 

cold-rolled, of a width of less than 600 mm 

  41223 Flat-rolled products of alloy steel (except of silicon- electrical 

steel), not further worked than cold-rolled, of a width of 600 

mm or more 

  41224 Flat-rolled products of alloy steel (except of silicon- electrical 

or high-speed steel), not further worked electrical or high-speed 

steel), not further worked than cold-rolled, of a width of less 

than 600 mm 

 4123  Flat-rolled products of steel, further worked than hot-rolled or 

cold-rolled; flat-rolled products of silicon-electrical and high-

speed steel, whether or not further worked 

  41231 Flat-rolled products of non-alloy steel, clad, plated, coated or 

otherwise further worked 

  41232 Flat-rolled products of stainless steel, further worked 

  41233 Flat-rolled products of silicon-electrical steel 
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  41234 Flat-rolled products of high-speed steel of a width  of less than 

600 mm, not further worked than hot- or cold-rolled 

  41239 Flat-rolled products of alloy steel, n.e.c., further worked 

 4124  Bars and rods, hot-rolled, of iron or steel 

  41241 Bars and rods, hot-rolled, in irregularly wound coils, of iron or 

non-alloy steel 

  41242 Other bars and rods of iron or non-alloy steel, not  further 

worked than forged, hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded, but 

including those twisted after rolling 

  41243 Bars and rods, hot-rolled, in irregularly wound coils, of alloy 

steel 

  41244 Bars and rods of alloy steel, not further worked than forged, 

hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded (except bars or rods of high-

speed steel or silico-manganese steel) 

 4125  Angles, shapes and sections, not further worked than hot-rolled, 

hot-drawn or extruded, of iron or non-alloy steel; sheet piling of 

steel; welded angles, shapes and sections, of steel; railway or 

tramway track construction material of steel  

  41251 Angles, shapes and sections, not further worked than hot-rolled, 

hot-drawn or extruded, of iron or non-alloy steel  

  41252 Sheet piling of iron or steel and welded angles, shapes and 

sections of iron or steel 

  41253 Railway or tramway track construction material of iron or steel  

 4126  Bars, rods, angles, shapes and sections, cold-processed or 

further worked, of iron or steel; angles, shapes and sections, 

hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded, of alloy steel; steel wire  

  41261 Bars and rods, cold-formed, cold-finished or further worked, of 

iron or non-alloy steel 

  41262 Angles, shapes and sections, cold-formed, cold-finished or 

further worked, of iron or non-alloy steel 
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  41263 Wire of iron or non-alloy steel 

  41264 Bars and rods, cold-formed or cold-finished, of alloy steel 

(except bars or rods of high-speed steel or silico-manganese 

steel) 

  41265 Bars and rods of alloy steel, further worked than  

   hot- or cold-processed 

  41266 Angles, shapes and sections, of alloy steel 

  41267 Wire of alloy steel 

 4127  Bars and rods of high-speed steel and silico-manganese steel; 

hollow drill bars and rods of steel 

  41271 Bars and rods of high-speed steel 

  41272 Bars and rods of silico-manganese steel 

  41273 Hollow drill bars and rods, of steel 

 4128  Tubes, pipes and hollow profiles, of steel 

  41281 Line pipe of a kind used for oil or gas pipelines, seamless, of 

steel  

  41282 Casing, tubing and drill pipe, of a kind used in the drilling for 

oil or gas, seamless, of steel 

  41283 Other tubes and pipes, of circular cross-section, seamless 

  41284 Tubes and pipes, of non-circular cross-section and hollow 

profiles, seamless, of steel  

  41285 Line pipe of a kind used for oil or gas pipelines, welded, of 

steel  

  41286 Casing and tubing, of a kind used in the drilling for oil or gas, 

welded, of steel 

  41287 Other tubes and pipes, of circular cross-section, welded, of steel 

  41288 Tubes and pipes, of non-circular cross-section, welded, of steel 

  41289 Other tubes and pipes, such as open seam, riveted or similarly 

closed 
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 4129  Tubes, pipes and hollow profiles of cast-iron and cast-steel and 

related fittings; tube or pipe fittings of steel other than cast 

  41291 Tubes, pipes and hollow profiles of cast-iron; tubes and pipes 

of centrifugally cast-steel 

  41292 Tube or pipe fittings, of cast-iron or of cast-steel 

  41293 Tube or pipe fittings, of steel other than cast-steel  

413.   Basic precious metals and metals clad with precious metals  

 4131 41310 Silver (including silver plated with gold or platinum), 

unwrought or in semi-manufactured forms, or in powder form 

 4132 41320 Gold (including gold plated with platinum), unwrought or in 

semi-manufactured forms, or in powder form 

 4133 41330 Platinum, unwrought or in semi-manufactured forms, or in 

powder form 

 4134 41340 Base metals or silver, clad with gold, not further worked than 

semi-manufactured 

 4135 41350 Base metals clad with silver, and base metals, silver or gold 

clad with platinum, not further worked than semi-manufactured 

414.   Copper, nickel, aluminium, alumina, lead, zinc and tin, 

unwrought  

 4141  Copper, unwrought; copper mattes; cement copper 

  41411 Copper mattes; cement copper 

  41412 Unrefined copper; copper anodes for electrolytic refining 

  41413 Refined copper and copper alloys, unwrought; master alloys of 

copper 

 4142  Nickel, unwrought; intermediate products of nickel metallurgy 

  41421 Nickel mattes, nickel oxide sinters and other intermediate 

products of nickel metallurgy 

  41422 Unwrought nickel 

 4143  Aluminium, unwrought; alumina 

  41431 Unwrought aluminium 
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  41432 Alumina (aluminium oxide), except artificial corundum 

 4144  Lead, zinc and tin, unwrought 

  41441 Lead, unwrought 

  41442 Zinc, unwrought 

  41443 Tin, unwrought 

415.   Semi-finished products of copper, nickel, aluminium, lead, 

zinc and tin or their alloys  

 4151  Semi-finished products of copper or copper alloys 

  41511 Powders and flakes of copper 

  41512 Bars, rods and profiles, of copper 

  41513 Wire of copper 

  41514 Plates, sheets and strip, of copper, of a thickness exceeding 0.15 

mm  

  41515 Foil, of copper, of a thickness not exceeding mm  

  41516 Tubes, pipes and tube or pipe fittings, of copper 

 4152  Semi-finished products of nickel or nickel alloys 

  41521 Powders and flakes of nickel 

  41522 Bars, rods, profiles and wire, of nickel 

  41523 Plates, sheet, strip and foil, of nickel 

  41524 Tubes, pipes and tube or pipe fittings, of nickel 

 4153  Semi-finished products of aluminium or aluminium alloys 

  41531 Powders and flakes of aluminium 

  41532 Bars, rods and profiles, of aluminium 

  41533 Wire of aluminium 

  41534 Plates, sheets and strip, of aluminium, of a thickness exceeding 

0.2 mm 

  41535 Foil, of aluminium, of a thickness not exceeding mm 

  41536 Tubes, pipes and tube or pipe fittings, of aluminium  

 4154  Semi-finished products of lead, zinc and tin or their alloys 

  41542 Lead plates, sheets, strip and foil; lead powders and flakes 
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  41544 Zinc dust, powders and flakes 

  41545 Zinc bars, rods, profiles and wire; zinc plates, sheets, strip and 

foil  

  41547 Tin bars, rods, profiles and wire 

416.   Other non-ferrous metals and articles thereof (including 

waste and scrap of some metals); cermets and articles 

thereof  

 4160  Other non-ferrous metals and articles thereof (including waste 

and scrap of some metals); cermets and articles thereof 

  41601 Tungsten, molybdenum, tantalum, magnesium, cobalt, 

cadmium, titanium, zirconium, beryllium, gallium, hafnium, 

indium, niobium, rhenium and thallium, germanium and 

vanadium, unwrought, and powders thereof, except powders of 

magnesium; waste and scrap of gallium, hafnium, indium, 

niobium, rhenium, germanium and vanadium; products of 

cobalt metallurgycobalt mattes and other intermediate products 

of cobalt metallurgy 

  41602 Tungsten, molybdenum, tantalum, magnesium, cobalt, 

cadmium, titanium, zirconium, beryllium, gallium, hafnium, 

indium, niobium, rhenium and thallium, germanium and 

vanadium, wrought, and  , articles thereof; powders of 

magnesium 

  41603 Bismuth, antimony, manganese, chromium and articles thereof; 

including waste and scrap of bismuth or manganese 

  41604 Cermets and articles thereof 

Division 42   Fabricated metal products, except machinery and 

equipment  

421.   Structural metal products and parts thereof  

 4211 42110 Bridges, bridge sections, towers and lattice masts, of iron or 

steel 
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 4212 42120 Doors, windows and their frames and thresholds for doors, of 

iron, steel or aluminium 

 4219 42190 Other structures (except prefabricated buildings) and parts of 

structures, of iron, steel or aluminium; plates, rods, angles, 

shapes, sections, profiles, tubes and the like, prepared for use in 

structures, of iron, steel or aluminium; props and similar 

equipment for scaffolding, shuttering or pitpropping 

422.   Tanks, reservoirs and containers of iron, steel or aluminium  

 4221 42210 Reservoirs, tanks, vats and similar containers (other than for 

compressed or liquefied gas), of iron, steel or aluminium, of a 

capacity exceeding 300 litres, not fitted with mechanical or 

thermal equipment 

 4222 42220 Containers for compressed or liquefied gas, of iron, steel or 

aluminium 

423.   Steam generators, (except central heating boilers) and parts 

thereof  

 4231 42310 Nuclear reactors 

 4232 42320 Steam or other vapour generating boilers (other than central 

heating hot water boilers capable also of producing low 

pressure steam); super-heated water boilers 

 4233 42330 Auxiliary plant for use with boilers; condensers for steam or 

other vapour power units  

 4234  Parts for the goods of classes 4231 to 4233 

  42341 Parts of the goods of subclass 42310 

  42342 Parts of the goods of subclasses 42320 and  

429.   Other fabricated metal products  

 4291  Domestic metal products 

  42911 Sinks, wash-basins, baths and other sanitary ware and parts 

thereof, of iron, steel, copper or aluminium 
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  42912 Table, kitchen or other household articles and parts  thereof, of 

iron, steel, copper or aluminium; cooking or heating apparatus 

of a kind used for domestic purposes, non-electric, of copper; 

pot scourers and scouring or polishing pads, gloves and the like, 

of iron or steel, copper or aluminium; iron or steel wool; hand-

operated mechanical appliances, weighing 10 kg or less, used in 

the preparation, conditioning or serving of food or drink 

  42913 Knives (except for machines) and scissors, and blades therefor 

  42914 Razors and razor blades (including razor blade blanks in strips) 

  42915 Other articles of cutlery; manicure or pedicure sets and 

instruments 

  42916 Spoons, forks, ladles, skimmers, cake-servers, fish-knives, 

butter-knives, sugar tongs and similar kitchen or table ware 

 4292  Hand tools (including hand tools of a kind used in agriculture, 

horticulture or forestry, hand saws, files, pliers and metal 

cutting shears, hand-operated spanners, blow-lamps and 

clamps); interchangeable tools for hand tools or for machine 

tools, including dies for drawing or extruding metal, and rock 

drilling or earth boring tools; knives for machines; plates, 

sticks, tips and the like for tools, unmounted, of sintered metal 

carbides or cermets 

  42921 Hand tools (including hand tools of a kind used in agriculture, 

horticulture or forestry, hand saws, files, pliers and metal 

cutting shears, hand-operated spanners, blow-lamps and 

clamps) 

  42922 Interchangeable tools for hand tools or for machine tools, 

including dies for drawing or extruding metal, and rock drilling 

or earth boring tools; knives for machines; plates, sticks, tips 

and the like for tools, unmounted, of sintered metal carbides or 

cermets 
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 4293  Tanks, casks, drums, cans, boxes and similar containers (other 

than for compressed or liquefied gas) of iron, steel or 

aluminium, of a capacity not exceeding 300 litres, not fitted 

with mechanical or thermal equipment; stoppers, caps and lids 

(including crown corks), capsules for bottles, threaded bungs, 

bung covers, seals and other packing accessories, of base metal 

  42931 Tanks, casks, drums, cans, boxes and similar containers (other 

than for compressed or liquefied gas) of iron, steel or 

aluminium, of a capacity not exceeding 300 litres, not fitted 

with mechanical or thermal equipment 

  42932 Stoppers, caps and lids (including crown corks), capsules for 

bottles, threaded bungs, bung covers, seals and other packing 

accessories, of base metal 

 4294  Metal fasteners, springs and miscellaneous articles made from 

metal wire 

  42941 Stranded wire, ropes, cables, plaited bands, slings and the like, 

of iron or steel, not electrically insulated 

  42942 Stranded wire, cables, plaited bands and the like, of copper or 

aluminium, not electrically insulated 

  42943 Cloth, grill, netting and fencing, of iron or steel wire; expanded 

metal of iron or steel 

  42944 Nails, tacks, staples (except staples in strips), screws, bolts, 

nuts, screw hooks, rivets, cotters, cotter-pins, washers and 

similar articles, of iron, steel, copper or aluminium 

  42945 Springs and leaves for springs, of iron or steel 

  42946 Barbed wire of iron or steel; twisted hoop or single flat wire, 

and loosely twisted double wire, of a kind used for fencing, of 

iron or steel 
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 4295 42950 Wire, rods, tubes, plates, electrodes and similar products, of 

base metal or of metal carbides, coated or cored with flux 

material, of a kind used for soldering, brazing, welding or 

deposition of metal or of metal carbides; wire and rods, of 

agglomerated base metal powder, used for metal spraying 

 4299  Other metal goods 

  42991 Chain (except articulated link chain) and parts thereof, of iron 

or steel; chain and parts thereof, of copper 

  42992 Padlocks and locks, of base metal; clasps and frames with 

clasps, incorporating locks, of base metal; keys and parts 

thereof, of base metal; base metal fittings for furniture, doors, 

saddlery and the like 

  42993 Armoured or reinforced safes, strong-boxes and doors and safe 

deposit lockers for strong-rooms, cash or deed boxes and the 

like, of base metal 

  42994 Paper trays, paper rests, pen trays, office-stamp stands and 

similar office or desk equipment, of base metal, other than 

office furniture 

  42995 Fittings for loose-leaf binders or files; letter clips, letter corners, 

paper clips, indexing tags and  similar office articles, of base 

metal; staples in strips, of base metal 

  42996 Statuettes and other ornaments of base metal; photograph, 

   picture or similar frames of base metal; mirrors of base metal 

  42997 Sewing needles, knitting needles, bodkins, crochethooks, 

embroidery stilettos and similar articles, for use in the hand, of 

iron or steel; safety pins and other pins of iron or steel n.e.c.; 

clasps, frames with clasps, buckles, buckle-clasps, hooks, eyes, 

eyelets and the like, of base metal, of a kind used for clothing, 

footwear, awnings, handbags, travel goods or other made-up 

articles; tubular or bifurcated rivets, of base metal; beads and 
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spangles of base metal  

  42998 Ships' propellers and blades therefor 

  42999 Metal goods n.e.c. 

Division 43   General-purpose machinery  

431.   Engines and turbines and parts thereof  

 4311 43110 Internal combustion piston engines, other than for motor 

vehicles and aircraft  

 4312  Internal combustion engines of a kind used for motor vehicles 

  43121 Spark-ignition reciprocating internal combustion piston 

engines, of a cylinder capacity not exceeding 1000 cc 

  43122 Spark-ignition reciprocating internal combustion piston 

engines, of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1000 cc 

  43123 Compression-ignition internal combustion piston engines, of a 

kind used for the propulsion of vehicles other than railway or 

tramway rolling stock 

 4313  Motors and engines for aircraft and spacecraft; aircraft 

launching gear, deck-arrestor or similar gear, and ground flying 

trainers 

  43131 Spark-ignition reciprocating or rotary internal combustion 

piston engines for aircraft 

  43132 Turbo-jets and turbo-propellers 

  43133 Reaction engines other than turbo-jets 

  43134 Aircraft launching gear; deck-arrestor or similar gear; ground 

flying trainers 

 4314  Steam turbines and other vapour turbines; hydraulic turbines 

and water wheels; gas turbines other than turbo-jets and turbo-

propellers  
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  43141 Steam turbines and other vapour turbines 

  43142 Hydraulic turbines and water wheels 

  43143 Gas turbines other than turbo-jets and turbo-propellers 

 4315  Parts for the goods of classes 4311 to 4314 

  43151 Parts of spark-ignition reciprocating, compression ignition or 

rotary internal combustion piston engines 

  43152 Parts of spark-ignition reciprocating or rotary internal 

   combustion piston engines for aircraft 

  43153 Parts for the goods of subclass  

  43154 Parts for the goods of subclass 43142, including regulators 

  43155 Parts of turbo-jets and turbo-propellers 

  43156 Parts for the goods of subclass 43143 

432.   Pumps, compressors, hydraulic and pneumatic  power 

engines, and valves, and parts thereof  

 4321  Hydraulic and pneumatic power engines and motors 

  43211 Linear acting (cylinders) hydraulic and pneumatic power 

engines and motors  

  43219 Other hydraulic and pneumatic power engines and motors 

 4322 43220 Pumps for liquids; liquid elevators 

 4323 43230 Air or vacuum pumps; air or other gas compressors 

 4324 43240 Taps, cocks, valves and similar appliances for pipes, boiler 

shells, tanks, vats or the like 

 4325  Parts for the goods of classes 4321 to 4324 

  43251 Parts for the goods of subclasses 43211 and 43219; parts of 

reaction engines other than turbo-jets 

  43252 Parts for the goods of subclass 43220 

  43253 Parts for the goods of subclass 43230; parts of fans and 

ventilating or recycling hoods incorporating a fan 

  43254 Parts for the goods of subclass 43240 

433.   Bearings, gears, gearing and driving elements, and parts 
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 4331 43310 Ball or roller bearings 

 4332 43320 Transmission shafts and cranks; bearing housings and plain 

shaft bearings; gears and gearing; ball or .60 roller screws, gear 

boxes and other speed changers; flywheels and pulleys; 

clutches and shaft couplings; articulated link chain 

 4333  Parts for the goods of classes 4331 and 4332 

  43331 Parts for the goods of subclass 43310 

  43332 Parts for the goods of subclass 43320 

434.   Ovens and furnace burners and parts thereof  

 4341 43410 Furnace burners for liquid fuel, for pulverized solid fuel or for 

gas; mechanical stokers, mechanical grates, mechanical ash 

dischargers and similar appliances  

 4342 43420 Industrial or laboratory furnaces and ovens, except non-electric 

bakery ovens; other industrial or laboratory induction or 

dielectric heating equipment  

 4343 43430 Parts for the goods of subclasses 43410 and 43420; parts of 

non-electric bakery ovens 

435.   Lifting and handling equipment and parts thereof  

 4351 43510 Pulley tackle and hoists other than skip hoists; winches and 

capstans; jacks 

 4352 43520 Derricks; cranes; mobile lifting frames, straddle carriers and 

works trucks fitted with a crane 

 4353 43530 Fork-lift trucks; other works trucks whether or not fitted with 

lifting or handling equipment; tractors of the type used on 

railway station platforms 

 4354 43540 Lifts, skip hoists, escalators and moving walkways  

 4355 43550 Pneumatic and other continuous action elevators and 

conveyors, for goods or materials 

 4356 43560 Other lifting, handling, loading or unloading machinery 
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 4357 43570 Parts for the goods of subclasses 43510 to 43560 

 4358 43580 Buckets, shovels, grabs and grips for cranes, excavators and the 

like 

439.   Other general-purpose machinery and parts thereof  

 4391  Gas generators; distilling plant; air conditioning and 

refrigerating equipment; filtering machinery 

  43911 Producer gas or water gas generators; acetylene  gas generators 

and similar exchange units; machinery for liquefying air or 

gasgenerators; distilling or rectifying plant; heat water process 

gas  

  43912 Air conditioning machines 

  43913 Refrigerating and freezing equipment and heat pumps, except 

household type equipment 

  43914 Filtering or purifying machinery and apparatus, for liquids or 

gases, except oil filters, petrol filters and air intake filters for 

internal combustion engines 

  43915 Oil filters, petrol filters and air intake filters for internal 

combustion engines 

 4392  Machinery for cleaning bottles, packing, and weighing; 

spraying machinery 

  43921 Machinery for cleaning or drying bottles or other containers; 

machinery for filling, closing, sealing, capsuling or labelling 

bottles, cans, boxes, bags or other containers; machinery for 

aerating beverages; other packing or wrapping machinery 

  43922 Weighing machinery (excluding balances of a sensitivity of 

   5 cg or better) 

  43923 Fire extinguishers; spray guns and similar appliances; steam or 

sand blasting machines and similar jet projecting machines; 

mechanical appliances for projecting, dispersing or spraying  

   horticultural appliances 
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  43924 Gaskets of metal sheeting 

 4393  General-purpose machinery n.e.c. 

  43931 Fans, except domestic type; centrifuges, except cream 

separators and clothes dryers 

  43932 Machinery n.e.c. for the treatment of materials by a process 

involving a change of temperature 

  43933 Calandering or other rolling machines, except for metals or 

glass 

  43934 Automatic goods vending machines 

  43935 Dishwashing machines, except household type 

 4394  Parts for the goods of classes 4391 to 4393 

  43941 Parts of producer gas or water gas generators; parts of acetylene 

gas generators and similar water process gas generators; parts 

for the goods of subclass 43912; parts of refrigerating and 

freezing equipment and heat pumps; parts of machinery for the 

treatment of materials by a process involving a change of 

temperature 

  43942 Parts of centrifuges, including centrifugal dryers; parts of 

   filtering or purifying machinery and apparatus for liquids or 

gases 

  43943 Parts for the goods of subclasses 43922, 43923 and 43933; 

weighing machine weights; parts of agricultural or horticultural 

mechanical appliances for projecting, dispersing or spraying 

liquids or powders 

  43944 Parts n.e.c. of dish washing machines; parts of machinery for 

cleaning or drying bottles or other containers; parts of 

machinery for filling, closing,sealing, capsuling or labelling 

bottles, cans, boxes,bags or other containers and of machinery 

for aerating beverages; parts of other packing or wrapping 

machinery 
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  43949 Machinery parts, non-electrical n.e.c. 

Division 44   Special-purpose machinery  

441.   Agricultural or forestry machinery and parts thereof  

 4411  Soil machinery (Agricultural, horticultural or forestry 

machinery for soil preparation or cultivation; lawn or sports-

ground rollers) 

  44111 Ploughs 

  44112 Harrows, scarifies, cultivators, weeders and hoes 

  44113 Seeders, planters and transplanters 

  44114 Manure spreaders and fertilizer distributors 

  44115 Parts of soil machinery 

  44119 Other soil machinery, n.e.c. 

 4412  Harvester and threshers; machines for cleaning,sorting or 

grading agricultural products  

  44121 Mowers for lawns, parks or sportsgrounds 

  44122 Combine harvester / threshers 

  44123 Other mowers, including cutter bars for tractor mounting 

  44124 Other haymaking machinery 

  44125 Straw or fodder balers, including pickup balers 

  44126 Root or tuber harvesting machines 

  44127 Machines for cleaning, sorting or grading eggs, fruit or other 

agricultural produce 

  44128 Machines for cleaning, sorting or grading seed,  

   grain or dried leguminous vegetables 

  44129 Other harvesting and threshing machinery, n.e.c.; parts for 

harvesting, threshing and grading  machinery 

 4413  Milking and dairy machines 

  44131 Milking machines 

  44132 Dairy machinery 

  44139 Parts of milking and dairy machines, n.e.c. 
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 4414  Agricultural tractors 

  44141 Pedestrian controlled tractors 

  44142 Track-laying tractors 

  44149 Other agricultural tractors 

 4415 44150 Mechanical appliances for projecting, dispersing or spraying 

liquids or powders for agriculture or horticulture 

 4416 44160 Self-loading or self-unloading trailers and semi-trailers for 

agricultural purposes 

 4419  Other agricultural machinery 

  44191 Presses, crushers and similar machinery used in the 

manufacture of wine, cider, fruit juices or similar beverages. 

  44192 Machinery for preparing animal feeding stuffs 

  44193 Poultry incubators and brooders 

  44194 Poultry-keeping machinery 

  44198 Other agricultural machinery n.e.c. 

  44199 Parts of agricultural machinery 

442.   Machine-tools and parts and accessories thereof 

 4421  Machine-tools for working metal; machine-tools for working 

any material by laser or similar process 

  44211 Machine-tools for working any material by removal of material, 

by laser or other light or photon beam, ultra-sonic, electro-

discharge, electro-chemical, electron beam, ionic beam or 

plasma arc processes 

  44212 Machining centres, unit construction machines (single station) 

and multi-station transfer machines, for working metal 

  44213 Lathes for removing metal 

  44214 Machine-tools for drilling, boring or milling metal 

  44215 Machine-tools for threading or tapping by removing metal, 

except lathes and way-type unit head machines 
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  44216 Machine-tools for deburring, sharpening, grinding, honing, 

lapping, polishing or otherwise finishing metal, sintered metal 

carbides or cermets by means of grinding stones, abrasives or 

polishing products; machine-tools for planing, shaping, slotting, 

broaching, gear cutting, gear grinding or gear finishing, sawing, 

cutting-off and othermachine-tools working by removing metal, 

sintered  

  44217 Machine-tools for working metal by forging, hammering or die-

stamping; machine-tools for working metal by bending, 

folding, straightening, flattening, shearing, punching or 

notching; other presses for working metal or metal carbides 

  44218 Machine-tools n.e.c. for working metal, sintered  

   metal carbides or cermets, without removing material 

 4422  Machine-tools for working stone, ceramics and the like, and for 

working wood, bone, hard plastics and the like; presses for the 

manufacture of particle board and the like 

  44221 Machine-tools for working stone, ceramics, concrete, asbestos- 

   cement or like mineral materials or for cold working glass 

  44222 Machine-tools for working wood, cork, bone, hard rubber, hard 

plastics or similar hard materials; presses for the manufacture 

of particle board or fibre building board of wood or other 

ligneous materials and other machinery for treating wood or 

cork 

 4423  Tools for working in the hand, powered 

  44231 Tools for working in the hand, pneumatic, hydraulic or with 

self-contained non-electric motor 

  44232 Electromechanical tools for working in the hand, with self-

contained electric motor 

 4424  Machinery and apparatus for soldering, brazing or welding; 

gas-operated surface tempering machines and appliances; 
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electric machines and apparatus for hot spraying of metals or 

sintered metal carbides 

  44241 Electrical machinery and apparatus for soldering,  brazing or 

welding; electric machines and apparatus for hot spraying of 

metals or sintered metal carbides 

  44242 Non-electrical machinery and apparatus for soldering, 

   brazing or welding; gas-operated surface tempering machines 

   and appliances 

 4425  Tool holders; parts and accessories for the goods of classes 

4421 to 4424 

  44251 Tool holders, self-opening dieheads, work holders, dividing 

heads and other special attachments for machine-tools; tool-

holders for any type of tool for working in the hand; other parts 

and accessories 

  44252 Parts and accessories for the goods of subclass 44221; parts and 

accessories of machine tools for working wood, bone, hard 

plastics and the like 

  44253 Parts for the goods of subclasses 44231 and 44232 

  44255 Parts for the goods of subclass 44241 

  44256 Parts for the goods of subclass 44242 

443.   Machinery for metallurgy and parts thereof  

 4431 44310 Converters, ladles, ingot moulds and casting machines, of a 

kind used in metallurgy or in metal - 22 foundries; metal-rolling 

mills 

 4432 44320 Parts for the goods of subclass 44310 (including rolls for rolling 

mills) 

444.   Machinery for mining, quarrying and  

   construction, and parts thereof  

 4441  Continuous-action elevators and conveyors, for goods or 

materials, specially designed for underground use; coal or rock 
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cutters and tunnelling machinery; other boring and sinking 

machinery 

  44411 Continuous-action elevators and conveyors, for goods or 

materials, specially designed for underground use 

  44412 Coal or rock cutters and tunnelling machinery; other boring and 

sinking machinery 

 4442  Other moving, grading, levelling, scraping, excavating, 

tamping, compacting or extracting machinery, self-propelled, 

for earth, minerals or  ores (including bulldozers, mechanical 

shovels and road rollers) 

  44421 Bulldozers and angledozers, self-propelled 

  44422 Graders and levellers, self-propelled 

  44423 Scrapers, self-propelled 

  44424 Tamping machines and road rollers, self-propelled 

  44425 Front-end shovel loaders, self-propelled 

  44426 Mechanical shovels, excavators and shovel loaders, self-

propelled, with a 360-degree revolving superstructure, except 

front-end shovel loaders 

  44427 Mechanical shovels, excavators and shovel loaders, except 

front-end shovel loaders and machinery with a 360-degree 

revolving scraping, excavating, tamping, compacting, 

extracting or boring machinery n.e.c., self-propelled, for earth, 

minerals or ores 

  44428 Dumpers designed for off-highway use 

  44429 Bulldozer or angledozer blades 

 4443 44430 Pile-drivers and pile-extractors; snow-ploughs and  snow-

blowers; other moving, grading, levelling, scraping, excavating, 

tamping, compacting, extracting or boring machinery, not self-

propelled, for earth, minerals or ores; machinery n.e.c. for 

public works, building or the like 
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 4444 44440 Machinery for sorting, screening, separating, washing, 

crushing, grinding, mixing or kneading earth, stone, ores or 

other mineral substances, in solid form; machinery for 

agglomerating, shaping or moulding solid mineral fuels, 

ceramic paste, unhardened cements, plastering materials or 

other mineral products in powder or paste form; machines for 

forming foundry moulds of sand 

 4446  Parts for the goods of classes 4441 to 4444 

  44461 Parts n.e.c. of boring or sinking machinery and of derricks, 

cranes, mobile lifting frames, straddle carriers and works trucks 

fitted with a crane; parts n.e.c. of moving, grading, levelling, 

scraping, excavating, tamping, compacting, extracting or boring 

machinery for earth, minerals or ores; parts of pile-drivers and 

pile-extractors; parts of snow-ploughs and snow-blowers 

  44462 Parts for the goods of subclass 44440 

445.   Machinery for food, beverage and tobacco processing, and 

parts thereof  

 4451  Machinery for the food, beverage and tobacco industries 

  44511 Cream separators 

  44513 Machinery used in the milling industry or for the working of 

cereals or dried leguminous vegetables other than farm-type 

machinery 

  44515 Bakery ovens, non-electric; machinery for making hot drinks or 

for cooking or heating food, except domestic type machines 

  44516 Machinery n.e.c. for the industrial preparation or  

   manufacture of food or drink (including fats or oils) 

  44517 Machinery n.e.c. for processing tobacco 

  44518 Dryers for agricultural products 

 4452  Parts for the goods of class 4451 
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  44522 Parts of machines for cleaning, sorting or grading seed, grain or 

dried leguminous vegetables; parts n.e.c. for the goods of 

subclasses 44513 and 44516 

  44523 Parts n.e.c. of machinery for processing tobacco 

446.   Machinery for textile, apparel and leather production, and 

parts thereof  

 4461  Machinery for preparing, spinning, weaving and knitting 

textiles 

  44611 Machines for extruding, drawing, texturing or cutting man-

made textile materials; machines for preparing textile fibres or 

producing textile yarns; textile reeling or winding machines and 

machines for preparing textile yarns for use on machines for 

weaving, knitting and the like 

  44612 Weaving machines (looms) 

  44613 Knitting machines, stitch-bonding machines, machines for 

making gimped yarn, tulle, lace, embroidery, trimmings, braid 

or net and machines for tufting  

  44614 Auxiliary machinery for use with machines for textile 

extruding, preparing, spinning, weaving, knitting or the like 

 4462  Other machinery for textile and apparel production (including 

sewing machines) 

  44621 Sewing machines, except book sewing machines and household 

sewing machines  

  44622 Laundry-type washing machines, each of a dry linen capacity 

exceeding 10 kg; dry-cleaning machines; drying machines for 

textile fabrics or articles, each of a dry linen capacity exceeding 

10 kg, 

  44629 Other machinery for textile and apparel production n.e.c.  

 4463 44630 Machinery for preparing, tanning or working hides, skins or 

leather or for making or repairing footwear or other articles of 
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hides, skins or leather, other than sewing machines 

 4464 44640 Parts for the goods of class 4461; parts for the goods of 

subclass 44621 (including sewing machine needles and 

furniture, bases and covers for sewing machines); parts for the 

goods of subclass 44622; parts for the goods of subclass 44629, 

except parts of machinery for the manufacture or finishing of 

felt or nonwovens and blocks for making hats; parts for the 

goods of subclass 44630; parts of household or laundry-type 

washing machines and textile drying machines, each of a dry 

linen capacity not exceeding 10 kg 

447.   Weapons and ammunition and parts thereof  

 4471 44710 Tanks and other armoured fighting vehicles, motorized, and 

parts thereof  

 4472 44720 Military weapons, other than revolvers, pistols and swords and 

the like  

 4473 44730 Revolvers, pistols, other firearms and similar devices; other 

arms 

 4474 44740 Bombs, grenades, torpedoes, mines, missiles and similar 

munitions of war and parts thereof; cartridges and other 

ammunition and projectiles and parts thereof, including shot 

and cartridge wads 

 4475 44750 Swords, cutlasses, bayonets, lances and similar arms and parts 

   thereof and scabbards and sheaths therefor 

 4476 44760 Parts of military weapons and other arms 

448.   Domestic appliances and parts thereof  

 4481  Domestic electric appliances; non-electric refrigerators and 

clothes drying machines 

  44811 Refrigerators and freezers, household type, electric or non-

electric 
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  44812 Dishwashing machines and clothes or linen washing or drying 

machines, household type, electric or non-electric 

  44813 Electric blankets 

  44814 Household sewing machines 

  44815 Fans and ventilating or recycling hoods of the domestic type 

  44816 Other small electric domestic appliances (including vacuum 

cleaners, kitchen waste disposers, food mixers, shavers, hair 

dryers, smoothing irons, coffee makers and toasters)  

  44817 Electric instantaneous or storage water heaters and immersion 

heaters; electric space heating apparatus and soil heating 

apparatus; ovens; cookers, cooking plates, boiling rings, grillers 

and roasters 

  44818 Electric heating resistors, except of carbon 

 4482  Domestic cooking and heating equipment, non-electric 

  44821 Cooking appliances and plate warmers, non-electric, domestic, 

of iron or steel 

  44822 Stoves, grates, braziers and similar non-electric domestic 

appliances (other than cooking appliances and plate warmers) 

of iron or steel 

  44823 Radiators for central heating, not electricallyheated, of iron or 

steel  

  44824 Air heaters and hot air distributors, not electrically heated, 

incorporating a motor-driven fan or blower, of iron or steel  

  44825 Central heating boilers, for producing hot water or low pressure 

steam 

  44826 Water heaters, instantaneous or storage, non-electric 

 4483  Parts for the goods of classes 4481 and 4482 (except subclass 

44814) 
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  44831 Parts of the following appliances: electromechanical domestic 

appliances, dressing apparatus and hand dryers; electric shavers 

and hairclippers, with self-contained electric motor; electric 

instantaneous or storage water heaters, immersion heaters, 

space heating apparatus and soil heating apparatus; electro-

thermic hair-smoothing irons; other electro-thermic appliances 

of a kind used for domestic purposes 

  44832 Parts of stoves, ranges, grates, cookers, barbecues, braziers, 

gas-rings, plate-warmers and similar non-electric domestic 

appliances, of iron or steel 

  44833 Parts of central heating boilers for producing hot water or low 

pressure steam 

449.   Other special-purpose machinery and parts thereof  

 4491  Other special-purpose machinery 

  44911 Centrifugal clothes driers 

  44912 Dryers for wood, paper pulp, paper or paperboard and for other 

materials except agriculture products  

  44913 Machinery for making pulp of fibrous cellulosic material or for 

making or paperboard; machinery (except bookbinding 

finishing paper or machinery) for making up paper pulp, paper 

or paperboard 

  44914 Bookbinding machinery; machinery for type-setting and the 

like; printing uses ancillary to printing (except office type 

sheet-machinery and machines for fed offset printing 

machinery) 

  44915 Machinery n.e.c. for working rubber or plastics orfor the 

manufacture of products from these materials   

  44916 Moulding boxes for metal foundry; mould bases; moulding 

patterns; moulds for metal (except ingot moulds), metal 

carbides, glass, mineral materials, rubber or plastics  
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  44917 Stand-alone photocopiers, printers and facsimile machines 

  44918 Machines and apparatus of a kind used solely or principally for 

the manufacture of semiconductor boules or wafers, 

semiconductor devices, electronic integrated circuits or flat 

panel displays 

  44919 Special-purpose machinery n.e.c. (including machinery for 

isotopic separation, machines for assembling electric lamps in 

glass envelopes, machines for manufacturing glassware and 

rope  making machines) 

 4492  Parts n.e.c. for special-purpose machinery 

  44921 Parts for the goods of subclass 44913 

  44922 Parts for the goods of subclasses 44914, 44917 and 45150 

  44923 Parts for the goods of subclass 44918 

  44929 Parts for the goods of subclass 44915; other parts n.e.c. of 

special-purpose machinery 

Division 45   Office, accounting and computing machinery  

451.   Office and accounting machinery, and parts and accessories 

thereof  

 4511 45110 Typewriters and word-processing machines 

 4513 45130 Electronic calculators and pocket-size data recording, 

reproducing and displaying machines with calculating functions 

 4514  Accounting machines, cash registers, automated teller 

machines, postage-franking machines, ticket-issuing machines 

and similar machines, incorporating a calculating device 

  45141 Accounting machines, cash registers, postage-franking 

machines, ticket-issuing machines and similar machines, 

incorporating a calculating device (except point-of-sale 

terminals, ATMs and similar machines) 

  45142 Point-of-sale terminals, ATMs and similar machines 

 4515 45150 Office type sheet-fed printing machinery 
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 4516 45160 Other office machines 

 4517 45170 Parts and accessories for the goods of subclasses 45110 and 

45130 (except covers, carrying cases and the like) 

 4518 45180 Parts and accessories for the goods of subclasses 45141, 45142 

and 45160 (except covers, carrying  cases and the like) 

452.   Computing machinery and parts and accessories thereof  

 4522  Portable automatic data processing machines weighing not 

more than 10 kg, such as laptops, notebooks and sub-notebooks 

  45221 Portable automatic data processing machines weighing not 

more than 10 kg, such as laptop and notebook computers 

  45222 Personal digital assistants and similar computers 

 4523 45230 Automatic data processing machines, comprising in the same 

housing at least a central processing unit and an input and 

output unit, whether or not combined 

 4524 45240 Automatic data processing machines presented in  the form of 

systems 

 4525 45250 Other automatic data processing machines whether or not 

containing in the same housing one or two of the following 

types of units: storage units, input units, output units 

 4526  Input or output units, whether or not containing storage units in 

the same housing, except monitors or projectors 

  45261 Input peripherals (keyboard, joystick, mouse etc.) 

  45262 Scanners (except combination of printer, scanner, copier and/or 

fax)  

  45263 Inkjet printers used with data processing machines  

  45264 Laser printers used with data processing machines  

  45265 Other printers used with data processing machines  

  45266 Units performing two or more of the following functions: 

printing, scanning, copying, faxing 

  45269 Other input or output peripheral devices 
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 4527  Storage units 

  45271 Fixed media storage units 

  45272 Removable media storage units 

 4528  Other units of automatic data processing machines n.e.c. 

  45281 Sound, video, network and similar cards for automatic data 

processing machines 

  45289 Other units of automatic data processing machines  

 4529 45290 Parts and accessories of computing machines 

Division 46   Electrical machinery and apparatus  

461.   Electric motors, generators and transformers, and parts 

thereof  

 4611  Electric motors, generators and the like 

  46111 Motors of an output not exceeding 37.5 W; other DC motors; 

DC generators  

  46112 Universal AC/DC motors of an output exceeding 37.5 W; other 

AC motors; AC generators  (alternators) 

  46113 Electric generating sets and rotary converters 

 4612  Electrical transformers, static converters and inductors  

  46121 Electrical transformers 

  46122 Ballasts for discharge lamps or tubes; static converters; other 

inductors 

 4613  Parts for the goods of classes 4611 and 4612 

  46131 Parts of electric motors, generators and the like 

  46132 Parts of electrical transformers, static converters and inductors 

462.   Electricity distribution and control apparatus, and parts 

thereof  

 4621  Electricity distribution or control apparatus 

  46211 Electrical apparatus for switching or protecting electrical 

circuits, or for making connexions to or in  electrical circuits, 

for a voltage exceeding 1000 V 
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  46212 Electrical apparatus for switching or protecting electrical 

circuits, for making connexions to or in electrical circuits, for a 

voltage not exceeding 1000 V 

  46213 Boards, consoles, cabinets and other bases, equipped with 

electrical switching etc. apparatus, for electric control or the 

distribution of electricity, for a voltage not exceeding 1000 V 

  46214 Boards, consoles, cabinets and other bases, equipped with 

electrical switching etc. apparatus, for electric control or the 

distribution of electricity, for a voltage exceeding 1000 for a 

voltage exceeding 1000 V 

  46215 Connectors for optical fibres, optical fibre bundles or cables  

 4622 46220 Parts of electricity distribution or control apparatus  

463.   Insulated wire and cable; optical fibre cables  

 4631 46310 Insulated winding wire 

 4632 46320 Coaxial cable and other coaxial electric conductors  

 4633 46330 Ignition wiring sets and other wiring sets of a kind used in 

vehicles, aircraft or ships  

 4634 46340 Other electric conductors, for a voltage not exceeding 1000 V 

 4635 46350 Other electric conductors, for a voltage exceeding 1000 V 

 4636 46360 Optical fibre cables made up of individually sheathed fibres 

464.   Accumulators, primary cells and primary batteries, and 

parts thereof  

 4641 46410 Primary cells and primary batteries 

 4642 46420 Electric accumulators 

 4643 46430 Parts of primary cells, primary batteries and electric 

accumulators (including separators) 

465.   Electric filament or discharge lamps; arc lamps; lighting 

equipment; parts thereof  

 4651 46510 Electric filament or discharge lamps; arc lamps 

 4653  Lighting equipment 
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  46531 Portable electric lamps designed to function by their own 

source of energy (except those for cycles or motor vehicles); 

electric ceiling or wall lighting fittings (except those for 

lighting public open spaces or thorough-fares); electric table, 

desk, bedside or floor-standing lamps; non-electrical lamps and 

lighting fittings; illuminated signs, illuminated name-plates and 

the like 

  46532 Lighting sets of a kind used for Christmas trees 

  46539 Other electric lamps and lighting fittings (including lamps and 

lighting fittings of a kind used for lighting public open spaces 

or thorough-fares)    

 4654  Parts for the goods of classes 4651 and 4653 

  46541 Parts of electric filament or discharge lamps; parts of arc lamps  

  46542 Parts of portable electric lamps designed to function by their 

own source of energy (except those of cycles or motor 

vehicles); parts n.e.c. of lamps and lighting fittings; parts n.e.c. 

of illuminated signs, illuminated name-plates and the like 

469.   Other electrical equipment and parts thereof  

 4691 46910 Electrical ignition or starting equipment of a kind used for 

internal combustion engines; generators and cut-outs of a kind 

used in conjunction with internal combustion engines; electrical 

lighting or signalling equipment (except filament or discharge 

lamps), windscreen wipers, defrosters and demisters, of a kind 

used for cycles or motor vehicles 

 4692  Electric sound or visual signalling apparatus, except for cycles 

or motor vehicles, and except electromechanical traffic control 

equipment for transport facilities 

  46921 Burglar or fire alarms and similar apparatus 

  46929 Other electric sound or visual signalling apparatus, except for 

cycles or motor vehicles, and except electromechanical traffic 
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control equipment for transport facilities 

 4693  Electrical equipment n.e.c. (including electro-magnets; 

permanent magnets; electro-magnetic couplings; clutches and 

brakes; electro-magnetic lifting heads; electrical particle 

accelerators; electrical signal generators; and apparatus for 

electro-plating, electrolysis or electrophoresis) 

  46931 Permanent metallic magnets 

  46932 Permanent ceramic or ferrite magnets 

  46939 Other electrical equipment n.e.c. (including electro magnets; 

electro-magnetic couplings; clutches and brakes; electro-

magnetic lifting heads; electrical particle accelerators; electrical 

signal generators and apparatus for electro-plating, electrolysis 

or electrophoresis) 

 4694 46940 Electrical insulators, except of glass or ceramics; insulating 

fittings for electrical machines or equipment, except of 

ceramics or plastics; electrical conduit tubing and joints 

therefor, of base metal lined with insulating material 

 4695 46950 Carbon electrodes, carbon brushes, lamp carbons, battery 

carbons and other articles of graphite or other carbon of a kind 

used for electrical purposes 

 4696 46960 Parts for the goods of subclasses 46910, 46921 and 46929; 

electrical parts n.e.c. of machinery or apparatus 

Division 47   Radio, television and communication equipment and 

apparatus  

471.   Electronic valves and tubes; electronic components; parts 

thereof  

 4711 47110 Electrical capacitors 

 4712 47120 Electrical resistors (except heating resistors) 

 4713 47130 Printed circuits 
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 4714 47140 Thermionic, cold cathode or photo-cathode valves and tubes  

(including cathode ray tubes) 

 4715 47150 Diodes, transistors and similar semi-conductor devices; 

photosensitive semi-conductor devices; light emitting diodes; 

mounted piezo-electric crystals 

 4716 47160 Electronic integrated circuits 

 4717  Parts for the goods of classes   

  47171 Parts for the goods of subclass  

  47172 Parts for the goods of subclass  

  47173 Parts for the goods of subclasses  

472.   Television and radio transmitters; television, video and 

digital cameras; telephone sets  

 4721  Transmission apparatus for radio-broadcasting or television, 

whether or not apparatus or sound recording or reproducing 

incorporating reception apparatus; television cameras, digital 

cameras and video camera recorders 

  47211 Transmission apparatus incorporating reception  apparatus 

  47212 Transmission apparatus not incorporating reception apparatus 

  47213 Television cameras 

  47214 Video camera recorders 

  47215 Digital cameras 

 4722  Telephone sets, including telephones for cellular networks or  

for other wireless networks; other apparatus for the 

transmission or reception of voice, images or other data, 

including apparatus for communication in a wired or wireless 

network (such as a local or wide area network) 

  47221 Line telephone sets with cordless handsets 

  47222 Telephones for cellular networks or for other wireless networks 

  47223 Other telephone sets and apparatus for transmission or 

reception of voice, images or other wired or wireless network 
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(such as a local or wide area network) 

473.   Radio broadcast and television receivers; apparatus for 

sound and video recording and reproducing; microphones, 

loudspeakers, amplifiers, etc.  

 4731  Radio broadcast and television receivers 

  47311 Radio broadcast receivers (except of a kind used in motor 

vehicles), whether or not combined with sound recording or 

reproducing apparatus or a clock 

  47312 Radio broadcast receivers not capable of operating without an 

external source of power, of a kind used in motor vehicles 

  47313 Television receivers, whether or not combined with radio-

broadcast receivers or sound or video recording or reproducing 

apparatus 

  47314 Monitors and projectors, not incorporating television reception 

apparatus and not principally used in an automatic data 

processing system 

  47315 Monitors and projectors, principally used in an automatic data 

processing system 

 4732  Apparatus for sound and video recording and reproducing 

  47321 Sound recording or reproducing apparatus 

  47323 Video recording or reproducing apparatus 

 4733 47330 Microphones and stands therefor; loudspeakers; headphones, 

earphones and combined microphone/speaker sets; audio-

frequency electric amplifiers; electric sound amplifier sets 

474   Parts for the goods of classes  

 4740  Parts for the goods of classes  

  47401 Parts for the goods of subclasses   

  47402 Parts for the goods of subclasses   

  47403 Parts for the goods of subclasses   
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475.   Disks, tapes, solid-state non-volatile storage devices and 

other media, not recorded  

 4753 47530 Magnetic media, not recorded, except cards with a magnetic 

stripe 

 4754 47540 Optical media, not recorded 

 4755 47550 Solid-state non-volatile storage devices 

 4759 47590 Other recording media, including matrices and masters for the 

production of disks 

476.   Audio, video and other disks, tapes and other physical 

media, recorded   

 4761 47610 Musical audio disks, tapes or other physical media  

 4762 47620 Films and other video content on disks, tape or other physical 

media 

 4769  Other recorded disks, tapes or other physical media 

  47691 Audio books on disk, tape or other physical media  

  47692 Text-based disks, tapes or other physical media 

  47699 Other non-musical audio disks and tapes 

478.   Packaged software  

 4781  Systems software, packaged 

  47811 Operating systems, packaged 

  47812 Network software, packaged 

  47813 Database management software, packaged 

  47814 Development tools and programming languages software, 

packaged 

 4782  Application software, packaged 

  47821 General business productivity and home use applications, 

packaged 

  47822 Computer game software, packaged 

  47829 Other application software, packaged 

479.   Cards with magnetic strips or chip  
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 4791 47910 Cards with a magnetic stripe 

 4792 47920 "Smart cards" 

Division 48   Medical appliances, precision and optical instruments, 

watches and clocks  

481.   Medical and surgical equipment and orthopaedic 

appliances  

 4811 48110 Apparatus based on the use of X-rays or of alpha,  beta or 

gamma radiations 

 4812  Electro-diagnostic apparatus, and ultra-violet or infra-red ray 

apparatus, used in medical, surgical, dental or veterinary 

sciences 

  48121 Electro-diagnostic apparatus, used in medical, surgical, dental 

or veterinary sciences 

  48122 Ultra-violet or infra-red ray apparatus, used in medical, 

surgical, dental or veterinary sciences 

 4813 48130 Other instruments and appliances (except syringes, needles and 

the like), used in dental sciences 

 4814 48140 Medical, surgical or laboratory sterilizers 

 4815 48150 Other instruments and appliances used in medical, surgical or 

veterinary sciences (including syringes, needles, catheters, 

cannulae, ophthalmic instruments and appliances n.e.c. and 

electro-medical apparatus n.e.c.) 

 4816 48160 Mechano-therapy appliances; massage apparatus; psychological 

aptitude-testing apparatus; ozone therapy, oxygen therapy, 

aerosol therapy, artificial respiration or other therapeutic 

respiration apparatus; other breathing appliances and gas masks 

(excluding protective masks having neither mechanical parts 

nor replaceable filters) 

 4817  Orthopaedic appliances; splints and other fracture appliances; 

artificial parts of the body; hearing aids and other appliances 
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which are worn or carried, or implanted in the body, to 

compensate for a defect or disability 

  48171 Orthopaedic appliances; splints and other fracture  appliances; 

artificial parts of the body 

  48172 Hearing aids and other appliances which are worn  or carried, 

or implanted in the body, to compensate for a defect or 

disability 

 4818 48180 Medical, surgical, dental or veterinary furniture; barbers' chairs 

and similar chairs, having rotating as well as both reclining and 

elevating movements 

482.   Instruments and appliances for measuring, checking, 

testing, navigating and other purposes, except optical 

instruments; industrial process control equipment; parts 

and accessories thereof  

 4821  Navigational, meteorological, geophysical and similar 

instruments and appliances 

  48211 Direction finding compasses; other navigational instruments 

and appliances 

  48212 Rangefinders, theodolites and tachymeters (tacheometers) and 

levels 

  48219 Other surveying, hydrographic, oceanographic, hydrological, 

meteorological or geophysical instruments and appliances 

 4822 48220 Radar apparatus, radio navigational aid apparatus and radio 

remote control apparatus 

 4823  Precision balances; instruments for drawing, calculating, 

measuring length, etc. 

  48231 Balances with a sensitivity of 5 cg or better 

  48232 Drafting tables and machines, and other drawing,  marking-out 

or mathematical calculating instruments 
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  48233 Instruments for measuring length, for use in the hand (including 

measuring rods and tapes,  micrometers and callipers) n.e.c. 

 4824  Instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking electrical 

quantities, except electricity production or supply meters; 

   instruments and apparatus for measuring or detecting ionizing 

   radiations 

  48241 Instruments and apparatus for measuring or detecting ionizing 

radiations 

  48242 Cathode-ray oscilloscopes and cathode-ray oscillographs 

  48243 Instruments and apparatus (except cathode-ray oscilloscopes 

and oscillographs) for measuring or checking voltage, current, 

resistance or power, without a recording device (except 

electricity production or supply meters) 

  48244 Instruments and apparatus (except cathode-ray oscilloscopes 

and oscillographs) for telecommunications 

  48249 Instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking electrical 

quantities n.e.c. 

 4825  Hydrometers and similar floating instruments, thermometers, 

pyrometers, barometers, hygrometers and psychrometers, 

instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking the flow, 

level, pressure or other variables of liquids or gases except 

navigational, hydrological or meteorological instruments and 

appliances, gas or meteorological instruments and appliances, 

gas or liquid supply meters, and automatic regulating or  

controlling instruments and apparatus for physical or chemical 

analysis, for measuring or checking viscosity, porosity, 

expansion, surface tension or the like, or for measuring or 

checking quantities of heat, sound or light 

  48251 Hydrometers and similar floating instruments, thermometers, 

pyrometers, barometers, hygrometers and psychrometers 
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  48252 Instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking the flow, 

level, pressure or other variables of liquids or gases, except 

navigational, of liquids or gases, except navigational, 

hydrological or meteorological instruments and appliances, gas 

or liquid supply meters and appliances, gas or liquid supply 

meters and automatic regulating or controlling instruments and 

automatic regulating or controlling instruments and apparatus 

  48253 Instruments and apparatus for physical or chemical analysis, for 

measuring or checking viscosity, porosity, expansion, surface 

tension or the like, or for measuring or checking quantities of 

heat, sound for measuring or checking quantities of heat, sound 

or light 

 4826  Other measuring, checking and testing instruments and 

appliances 

  48261 Microscopes (except optical microscopes) and diffraction 

apparatus 

  48262 Machines and appliances for testing the mechanical properties 

of materials 

  48263 Gas, liquid or electricity supply or production meters 

  48264 Revolution counters, production counters, taximeters, 

mileometers, pedometers and the like;  speed indicators and 

tachometers, except speed indicators and tachometers, except 

hydrographic and meteorological instruments; hydrographic 

and meteorological instruments; stroboscopes 

  48266 Automatic regulating or controlling instruments and apparatus, 

hydraulic or pneumatic 

  48269 Measuring, checking, regulating or controlling instruments, 

appliances and machines n.e.c. 

 4828  Parts and accessories for the goods of classes 4821 and 4823 to 

4826 
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  48281 Parts and accessories for the goods of subclasses 48211, 48212, 

48232 and 48233, 48241 to 48249, 48251 to 48253; 

microtomes; parts and 48251 to 48253; microtomes; parts and 

accessories n.e.c., for optical, photographic, accessories n.e.c., 

for optical, photographic, cinematographic, precision, medical 

or surgical machines, instruments, apparatus and appliances 

  48282 Parts and accessories for the goods of subclass 48261 

  48283 Parts and accessories for the goods of subclasses 48263 and 

48264 

  48284 Parts and accessories for the goods of subclasses 48266 and 

48269 

  48285 Parts and accessories for the goods of subclass 48262 

483.   Optical instruments and photographic equipment, and 

parts and accessories thereof equipment, and parts and 

accessories thereof  

 4831  Optical instruments 

  48311 Optical fibres and optical fibre bundles; optical fibre cables 

(except those made up of individually sheathed fibres); sheets 

and plates of polarizing material; lenses, prisms, mirrors and 

other optical whether or not mounted, other than for cameras, 

   projectors or photographic enlargers or reducers 

  48312 Spectacles, goggles and the like, corrective, protective or other 

  48313 Frames and mountings for spectacles, goggles or the like 

  48314 Binoculars, monoculars and other optical telescopes; other 

astronomical instruments, except instruments for radio-

astronomy; compound optical microscopes 

  48315 Liquid crystal devices n.e.c.; lasers, except laser diodes; other 

optical appliances and instruments n.e.c. 

 4832  Photographic equipment 

  48321 Objective lenses for cameras, projectors or photographic 
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enlargers or reducers 

  48322 Photographic (including cinematographic) cameras 

  48323 Cinematographic projectors, slide projectors and other image 

projectors, except microform readers 

  48324 Photographic flashlight apparatus, including flashbulbs; 

photographic (except cinematographic) flashbulbs; 

photographic (except cinematographic) enlargers and reducers; 

apparatus and equipment for photographic laboratories n.e.c.; 

negatoscopes and projection screens 

 4833 48330 Microfilm, microfiche or other microform readers 

 4834  Photographic plates and film and instant print film, sensitized, 

   unexposed; chemical products for photographic uses, except 

   varnishes, adhesives and the like 

  48341 Photographic plates and film and instant print film, sensitized, 

unexposed sensitized, unexposed 

  48342 Chemical preparations for photographic uses, except varnishes, 

adhesives and the like; unmixed except varnishes, adhesives 

and the like; unmixed products for photographic uses, put up in 

measured portions or put up for retail sale in a form ready for 

use 

 4835  Parts for the goods of classes 4831 to 4833 

  48351 Parts and accessories for the goods of subclass 48314 

  48352 Parts of frames and mountings for spectacles, goggles or the 

like 

  48353 Parts and accessories for the goods of subclass 48322; parts and 

accessories of cinematographic projectors; parts and accessories 

of photographic flashlight apparatus; parts and accessories of 

image projectors (except cinematographic) and photographic 

(except cinematographic) enlargers and reducers; parts and 

accessories n.e.c. of and reducers; apparatus and equipment for 
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photographic apparatus and equipment for photographic parts 

and accessories n.e.c. of laboratories; parts and accessories of 

laboratories; parts and accessories of negatoscopes and 

projection screens 

  48354 Parts and accessories for the goods of subclass 48315 

484.   Watches and clocks, and parts thereof  

 4841 48410 Watches 

 4842 48420 Clocks 

 4843 48430 Time of day recording apparatus, apparatus for measuring, 

recording or otherwise indicating intervals of time, and time 

switches, with clock or watch movement or with synchronous 

motor 

 4844 48440 Watch or clock movements 

 4849 48490 Other watch or clock parts (including jewels, cases  and metal 

watch bands)and metal watch bands) 

    

Division 49   Transport equipment  

491.   Motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers; parts and 

accessories thereof  

 4911  Motor vehicles 

  49111 Road tractors for semi-trailers 

  49112 Public-transport type passenger motor vehicles 

  49113 Motor cars and other motor vehicles principally designed for 

the transport of persons (except designed for the transport of 

persons (except public-transport type vehicles, vehicles 

specially designed for travelling on snow, and golf cars and 

designed for travelling on snow, and golf cars and similar 

vehicles)similar vehicles) 

  49114 Motor vehicles n.e.c. for the transport of goods 
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  49115 Crane lorries 

  49116 Motor vehicles, for the transport of persons, specially designed 

for travelling on snow; golf cars and similar vehicles 

  49119 Special-purpose motor vehicles n.e.c. 

 4912  Parts and accessories n.e.c. of motor vehicles 

  49121 Chassis fitted with engines, for motor vehicles 

  49129 Other parts and accessories n.e.c. of motor vehicles (including 

brakes, gear boxes, axles, road wheels, suspension shock 

absorbers, radiators, silencers, exhaust pipes, clutches, steering 

wheels, steering columns, steering boxes, and parts steering 

columns, steering boxes, and parts thereof)thereof) 

492.   Bodies (coachwork) for motor vehicles; trailers   and semi-

trailers; parts and accessories thereof  

 4921 49210 Bodies for motor vehicles 

 4922  Trailers and semi-trailers; containers 

  49221 Containers specially designed and equipped for carriage by one 

or more modes of transport 

  49222 Trailers and semi-trailers of the caravan type, for housing or 

camping  

  49229 Other trailers and semi-trailers (including trailers and semi-

trailers for the transport of goods), except self-loading or self-

unloading trailers or semi-trailers for agricultural purposes 

 4923  Parts for the goods of classes 4921 and 4922 

  49231 Parts and accessories for the goods of subclass 49210 

  49232 Parts of trailers and semi-trailers; parts of other vehicles, not 

mechanically propelled 

493.   Ships  

 4931  Commercial ships and warships 

  49311 Cruise ships, excursion boats and similar vessels,  principally 

designed for the transport of persons; ferry boats of all kinds 
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  49312 Tankers (ships) 

  49313 Refrigerator vessels (ships), except tankers 

  49314 Other vessels for the transport of goods and other vessels for 

the transport of both persons and goods 

  49315 Fishing vessels; factory ships and other vessels for processing 

or preserving fishery products 

  49316 Tugs and pusher craft 

  49319 Other vessels (including light-vessels, fire-floats, dredgers, 

floating cranes, floating docks, warships and lifeboats other 

than rowing boats), except floating or submersible drilling or 

production platforms 

 4932 49320 Floating or submersible drilling or production platforms 

 4939 49390 Other floating structures 

494.   Pleasure and sporting boats  

 4941 49410 Sailboats (except inflatable), with or without auxiliary motor 

 4949 49490 Other vessels for pleasure or sports; rowing boats  and canoes 

495.   Railway and tramway locomotives and rolling stock, and 

parts thereof  

 4951  Rail locomotives and locomotive tenders 

  49511 Rail locomotives powered from an external source of electricity 

  49512 Diesel-electric locomotives 

  49519 Other rail locomotives; locomotive tenders 

 4952 49520 Self-propelled railway or tramway coaches, vans and trucks 

(except maintenance or service vehicles) 

 4953  Other rolling stock; railway or tramway track fixtures and 

fittings; mechanical traffic control equipment for transport 

facilities 

  49531 Railway or tramway maintenance or service vehicles, whether 

or not self-propelled 
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  49532 Railway or tramway passenger coaches, not self-propelled; 

luggage vans, post office coaches and other special-purpose 

railway or tramway coaches, vehicles) 

  49533 Railway or tramway goods vans and wagons, not self-propelled 

 4954 49540 Parts of railway or tramway locomotives or rolling stock; 

railway or tramway track fixtures and fittings, and parts thereof; 

mechanical (including electromechanical) signalling, safety or 

traffic control equipment for railways, tramways, roads, inland 

waterways, parking facilities, port installations or airfields, and 

parts thereof 

496.   Aircraft and spacecraft, and parts thereof  

 4961 49610 Balloons and dirigibles; gliders, hang gliders and other non-

powered aircraft 

 4962  Aeroplanes and helicopters 

  49621 Helicopters 

  49622 Aeroplanes and other powered aircraft of an unladen weight not 

exceeding 2000 kg 

  49623 Aeroplanes and other powered aircraft of an unladen weight 

exceeding 2000 kg 

 4963 49630 Spacecraft and spacecraft launch vehicles 

 4964 49640 Parts of aircraft and spacecraft 

499.   Other transport equipment and parts thereof  

 4991  Motorcycles and side-cars 

  49911 Motorcycles and cycles fitted with an auxiliary motor, with 

reciprocating internal combustion piston engine of a cylinder 

capacity not exceeding 50 cc 

  49912 Motorcycles and cycles fitted with an auxiliary motor, with 

reciprocating internal combustion piston engine of a cylinder 

capacity exceeding 50 cc 
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  49913 Motorcycles and cycles fitted with an auxiliary motor, other 

than those with reciprocating internal combustion piston 

engines; side-cars 

 4992  Bicycles and invalid carriages 

  49921 Bicycles and other cycles, not motorized 

  49922 Invalid carriages 

 4993 49930 Vehicles n.e.c., not mechanically propelled 

 4994  Parts for the goods of classes 4991 and 4992 

  49941 Parts and accessories of motorcycles and side-cars 

  49942 Parts and accessories of bicycles and other cycles, not 

motorized, and of invalid carriages 

    

Section 

5  

  Constructions and construction services  

Division 53   Constructions  

531.   Buildings  

 5311  Residential buildings 

  53111 One- and two-dwelling residential buildings 

  53112 Multi -dwelling residential buildings 

 5312  Non-residential buildings 

  53121 Industrial buildings 

  53122 Commercial buildings 

  53129 Other non-residential buildings 

532.   Civil engineering works  

 5321  Highways (except elevated highways), streets, roads, railways 

and airfield runways 

  53211 Highways (except elevated highways), streets and roads 

  53212 Railways 

  53213 Airfield runways 

 5322  Bridges, elevated highways and tunnels 
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  53221 Bridges and elevated highways 

  53222 Tunnels 

 5323  Harbours, waterways, dams, irrigation and other waterworks 

  53231 Aqueducts and other water supply conduits, except pipelines 

  53232 Harbours, waterways and related facilities 

  53233 Dams 

  53234 Irrigation and flood control waterworks 

 5324  Long-distance pipelines, communication and power lines 

(cables) 

  53241 Long-distance pipelines 

  53242 Long-distance communication and power lines (cables) 

 5325  Local pipelines and cables and related works 

  53251 Local pipelines 

  53252 Local cables and related works 

  53253 Sewage and water treatment plants 

 5326  Mines and industrial plants 

  53261 Mining constructions 

  53262 Power plants 

  53269 Other constructions for manufacturing 

 5327 53270 Outdoor sport and recreation facilities 

 5329 53290 Other civil engineering works 

    

Division 54   Construction services  

541.   General construction services of buildings  

 5411  General construction services of residential buildings 

  54111 General construction services of one- and two-dwelling 

residential buildings 

  54112 General construction services of multi-dwelling residential 

buildings 

 5412  General construction services of non-residential buildings 
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  54121 General construction services of industrial buildings 

  54122 General construction services of commercial buildings 

  54129 General construction services of other non-residential buildings 

542.   General construction services of civil engineering works  

 5421  General construction services of highways (except elevated 

highways), streets, roads, railways and airfield runways 

  54211 General construction services of highways (except elevated 

highways), streets and roads 

  54212 General construction services of railways 

  54213 General construction services of airfield runways 

 5422  General construction services of bridges, elevated highways 

and tunnels 

  54221 General construction services of bridges and elevated highways 

  54222 General construction services of tunnels 

 5423  General construction services of harbours, waterways, dams, 

water mains and lines, irrigation and other waterworks 

  54231 General construction services of aqueducts and other water 

supply conduits, except pipelines 

  54232 General construction services of harbours and similar 

waterworks 

  54233 General construction services of dams 

  54234 General construction services of irrigation and flood control 

waterworks 

 5424  General construction services of long-distance pipelines, 

communication and power lines (cables) 

  54241 General construction services of long-distance pipelines 

  54242 General construction services of long-distance communication 

and power lines (cables) 

 5425  General construction services of local pipelines and cables and 

related works 
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  54251 General construction services of local pipelines 

  54252 General construction services of local cables and related works 

  54253 General construction services of sewage and water treatment 

plants 

 5426  General construction services of mines and industrial plants 

  54261 General construction services of mines 

  54262 General construction services of power plants 

  54269 General construction services of other industrial plants 

 5427 54270 General construction services of outdoor sport and  

   recreation facilities 

 5429 54290 General construction services of other civil engineering works 

543.   Site preparation services  

 5431 54310 Demolition services 

 5432 54320 Site formation and clearance services 

 5433 54330 Excavating and earthmoving services 

 5434  Water well drilling and septic system installation services 

  54341 Water well drilling services 

  54342 Septic system installation services 

544.   Assembly and erection of prefabricated constructions  

 5440 54400 Assembly and erection of prefabricated constructions 

545.   Special trade construction services  

 5451  Pile driving and foundation services 

  54511 Pile driving services 

  54512 Foundation services 

 5452  Construction framing services 

  54521 Building framing services 

  54522 Roof framing services 

 5453 54530 Roofing and waterproofing services 

 5454 54540 Concrete services 

 5455 54550 Structural steel erection services 
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 5456 54560 Masonry services 

 5457 54570 Scaffolding services 

 5459 54590 Other special trade construction services 

546.   Installation services  

 5461  Electrical installation services 

  54611 Electrical wiring and fitting services 

  54612 Fire alarm installation services 

  54613 Burglar alarm system installation services 

  54614 Residential antenna installation services 

  54619 Other electrical installation services 

 5462  Water plumbing and drain laying services 

  54621 Water plumbing services 

  54622 Drain laying services 

 5463  Heating, ventilation and air conditioning equipment installation 

services 

  54631 Heating equipment installation services 

  54632 Ventilation and air conditioning equipment installation services 

 5464 54640 Gas fitting installation services 

 5465 54650 Insulation services 

 5469  Other installation services 

  54691 Lift and escalator installation services 

  54699 Other installation services n.e.c. 

547.   Building completion and finishing services  

 5471 54710 Glazing services 

 5472 54720 Plastering services 

 5473 54730 Painting services 

 5474 54740 Floor and wall tiling services 

 5475 54750 Other floor laying, wall covering and wall papering services 

 5476 54760 Joinery and carpentry services 

 5477 54770 Fencing and railing services 
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 5479 54790 Other building completion and finishing services 

Section 

6  

  Distributive trade services; accommodation, food and 

beverage serving services; transport services; and electricity, 

gas and water distribution services  

Division 61   Wholesale trade services  

 611.  Wholesale trade services, except on a fee or contract basis  

 612.  Wholesale trade services on a fee or contract basis 

Division 62   Retail trade services  

 621  Non-specialized store retail trade services  

 622  Specialized store retail trade services  

 623  Mail order or internet retail trade services  

 624  Other non-store retail trade services  

 625  Retail trade services on a fee or contract basis    

Note:  In the following codes ***1 to ***99, the symbol *** may stand for 610 and 620 or 

611, 612, 621, 622, 623, 624 and 625, depending on the usersô needs. However, not all 

combinations may be applicable.  

    

 ***1   Agricultural raw materials and live animals 

  ***11  Grains, oilseeds and oleaginous fruits, seeds and animal feed 

  ***12  Flowers and plants 

  ***13  Unmanufactured tobacco 

  ***14  Live animals, including pet animals 

  ***15  Hides, skins and leather 

  ***19  Agricultural raw materials, n.e.c. 

 ***2   Food, beverages and tobacco 

  ***21  Fruit and vegetables 

  ***22  Dairy products, eggs and edible oils and fats 

  ***23  Meat, poultry and game 

  ***24  Fish and other seafood 

  ***25  Sugar confectionery and bakery products 
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  ***26  Beverages 

  ***27  Coffee, tea and spices 

  ***28  Tobacco products 

  ***29  Food products n.e.c. 

 ***3   Textiles, clothing and footwear 

  ***31  Yarn and fabrics 

  ***32  Household linens, curtains, net curtains and diverse household 

articles of textile materials 

  ***33  Articles of clothing, articles of fur and clothing accessories 

  ***34  Footwear 

 ***4   Household appliances, articles and equipment 

  ***41  Household furniture 

  ***42  Radio and television equipment and recorded audio and video 

disks and tapes 

  ***43  Articles for lighting 

  ***44  Household appliances 

  ***45  Miscellaneous household utensils, cutlery, crockery, glassware, 

china and pottery 

  ***46  Wickerwork, cork goods, cooper's ware and other wooden ware 

 ***5   Miscellaneous consumer goods 

  ***51  Books, newspapers, magazines and stationery 

  ***52  Photographic, optical and precision equipment 

  ***53  Games and toys 

  ***54  Watches, clocks and jewellery 

  ***55  Sports goods (incl. bicycles) 

  ***56  Leather goods and travel accessories 

  ***59  Miscellaneous consumer goods n.e.c. 

 ***6   Construction materials and hardware 

  ***61  Construction materials and flat glass 

  ** *62 Fittings, fixtures and ceramic sanitary fixtures 
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  ***63  Wallpaper and floor coverings 

  ***64  Paints, varnishes and lacquers 

  ***65  Hardware and hand tools 

 ***7   Chemical and pharmaceutical products 

  ***71  Basic industrial chemicals and synthetic resins 

  ***72  Fertilizers and agrochemical products 

  ***73  Pharmaceutical products 

  ***74  Medical and orthopaedic goods 

  ***75  Perfumery articles, cosmetic articles and toilet soaps 

  ***76  Cleaning materials 

 ***8   Machinery, equipment and supplies 

  ***81  Motor vehicles, motorcycles, snowmobiles and related parts 

and accessories 

  ***82  Other transport equipment, except bicycles 

  ***83  Office machinery and equipment including office furniture 

  ***84  Computers and packaged software 

  * **85 Electronic and telecommunications equipment and parts 

  ***86  Agricultural, lawn and garden machinery and equipment, 

including tractors 

  ***87  Mining, construction and civil engineering machinery and 

equipment 

  ***88  Other industry-specific machinery and equipment and related 

operating supplies 

  ***89  Other machinery and equipment n.e.c. 

 ***9   Other products 

  ***91  Solid, liquid and gaseous fuels and related products 

  ***92  Metal ores and metal in primary forms 

  ***93  Wood in the rough 

  ***94  Paper and paperboard 

  ***95  Waste and scrap and materials for recycling 
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  ***97  Electricity 

  ***98  Water 

  ***99  Non-metallic minerals and other products n.e.c. 

   

Division 63   Accommodation, food and beverage services  

631   Accommodation services for visitors  

 6311  Room or unit accommodation services for visitors 

  63111 Room or unit accommodation services for visitors, with daily 

housekeeping services  

  63112 Room or unit accommodation services for visitors, without 

daily housekeeping services 

  63113 Room or unit accommodation services for visitors, in time-

share properties 

  63114 Accommodation services for visitors, in rooms for multiple 

occupancy 

 6312 63120 Camp site services 

 6313 63130 Recreational and vacation camp services 

632.   Other accommodation services for visitors and others  

 6321 63210 Room or unit accommodation services for students in student 

residences 

 6322 63220 Room or unit accommodation services for workers in workers 

hostels or camps 

 6329 63290 Other room or unit accommodation services n.e.c. 

633.   Food serving services  

 6331 63310 Meal serving services with full restaurant services 

 6332 63320 Meal serving services with limited services 

 6339  Event catering and other food serving services 

  63391 Event catering services 

  63392 Contract food services for transportation operators 

  63393 Other contract food services 
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  63399 Other food serving services 

634.   Beverage serving services  

 6340 63400 Beverage serving services 

Division 64   Passenger transport services  

641.   Local transport and sightseeing transportation    

   services of passengers  

 6411  Urban and suburban land transport services of passengers 

  64111 Urban and suburban railway transport services of passengers 

  64112 Urban and suburban scheduled road transport services of 

passengers 

  64113 Mixed mode urban and suburban transportation services of 

passengers 

  64114 Local special-purpose scheduled road transport services of 

passengers 

  64115 Taxi services 

  64116 Rental services of passenger cars with operator 

  64117 Road transport services of passengers by man- or animal-drawn 

vehicles 

  64118 Non-scheduled local bus and coach charter services 

  64119 Other land transportation services of passengers, n.e.c. 

 6412  Local water transport services of passengers 

  64121 Inland water transport services of passengers by ferries 

  64122 Inland water transport services of passengers on cruises 

  64129 Other inland water transport services of passengers 

 6413  Sightseeing transportation services 

  64131 Sightseeing services by rail 

  64132 Sightseeing services by land, except rail 

  64133 Sightseeing services by water 

  64134 Sightseeing services by air 

642.   Long-distance transport services of passengers  
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 6421 64210 Interurban railway transport services of passengers 

 6422  Interurban road transport services of passengers 

  64221 Interurban scheduled road transport services of passengers 

  64222 Interurban special-purpose scheduled road transport services of 

passengers 

  64223 Non-scheduled long-distance bus and coach services 

 6423  Long-distance water transport services of passengers 

  64231 Coastal and transoceanic water transport services of passengers 

by ferries 

  64232 Coastal and transoceanic water transport services of passengers 

on cruise ships 

  64239 Other coastal and transoceanic water transport services of 

passengers 

 6424  Air transport services of passengers 

  64241 Domestic scheduled air transport services of passengers 

  64242 Domestic non-scheduled air transport services of passengers 

  64243 International scheduled air transport services of passengers 

  64244 International non-scheduled air transport services of passengers 

 6425 64250 Space transport services of passengers 

   

Division 65   Freight transport services  

651.   Land transport services of freight  

 6511  Road transport services of freight 

  65111 Road transport services of freight by refrigerator vehicles 

  65112 Road transport services of freight by tank trucks or semi-trailers 

  65113 Road transport services of intermodal containers 

  65114 Road transport services of freight by man- or animal-drawn 

vehicles 

  65115 Moving services of household and office furniture and other 

goods 
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  65116 Road transport services of letters and parcels 

  65117 Road transport services of dry bulk 

  65118 Road transport services of live animals 

  65119 Other road transport services of freight 

 6512  Railway transport services of freight 

  65121 Railway transport services of freight by refrigerator cars 

  65122 Railway transport services of freight by tanker cars 

  65123 Railway transport services of intermodal containers 

  65124 Railway transport services of letters and parcels 

  65125 Railway transport services of dry bulk goods 

  65126 Railway transport services of live animals 

  65129 Other railway transport services of freight 

 6513  Transport services via pipeline 

  65131 Transport services via pipeline of petroleum and natural gas 

  65139 Transport services via pipeline of other goods 

652.   Water transport services of freight  

 6521  Coastal and transoceanic water transport services of freight 

  65211 Coastal and transoceanic water transport services of freight by 

refrigerator vessels 

  65212 Coastal and transoceanic water transport services of freight by 

tankers 

  65213 Coastal and transoceanic water transport services of intermodal 

containers by container ships 

  65219 Other coastal and transoceanic water transport services of other 

freight 

 6522  Inland water transport services of freight 

  65221 Inland water transport services of freight by refrigerator vessels 

  65222 Inland water transport services of freight by tankers 

  65229 Other inland water transport services of freight 

653.   Air and space transport services of freight  
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 6531  Air transport services of freight 

  65311 Air transport services of letters and parcels 

  65319 Air transport services of other freight 

 6532 65320 Space transport services of freight 

Division 66   Rental services of transport vehicles with operators 

660.   Rental services of transport vehicles with operators 

 6601  Rental services of road vehicles with operators 

  66011 Rental services of buses and coaches with operator 

  66012 Rental services of trucks with operator 

 6602  Rental services of water vessels with operator 

  66021 Rental services of passenger vessels for coastal and 

transoceanic water transport with operator 

  66022 Rental services of freight vessels for coastal and transoceanic 

water transport with operator 

  66023 Rental services of passenger vessels for inland water transport 

with operator 

  66024 Rental services of freight vessels for inland water transport with 

operator 

 6603  Rental services of aircraft with operator 

  66031 Rental services of passenger aircraft with operator 

  66032 Rental services of freight aircraft with operator 

Division 67   Supporting transport services  

671.   Cargo handling services  

 6711 67110 Container handling services 

 6719 67190 Other cargo and baggage handling services 

672.   Storage and warehousing services  

 6721 67210 Refrigerated storage services 

 6722 67220 Bulk liquid or gas storage services 

 6729 67290 Other storage and warehousing services 

673.   Supporting services for railway transport  
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 6730  Supporting services for railway transport 

 6731 67310 Railway pushing or towing services 

 6739 67390 Other supporting services for railway transport 

674.   Supporting services for road transport  

 6741 67410 Bus station services 

 6742 67420 Highway, bridge and tunnel operation services 

 6743 67430 Parking lot services 

 6744 67440 Towing services for commercial and private vehicles 

 6749 67490 Other supporting services for road transport 

675.   Supporting services for water transport  

 6751  Port and waterway operation services (excl. cargo handling) 

  67511 Port and waterway operation services (excl. cargo handling), on 

coastal and transoceanic waters 

  67512 Inland waterway operation services (excl. cargo handling) 

 6752  Pilotage and berthing services 

  67521 Pilotage and berthing services on coastal and transoceanic 

waters 

  67522 Pilotage and berthing services in inland waters 

 6753  Vessel salvage and refloating services 

  67531 Vessel salvage and refloating services on coastal and 

transoceanic waters 

  67532 Vessel salvage and refloating services in inland waters 

 6759 67590 Other supporting services for water transport 

676.   Supporting services for air or space transport    

 6761 67610 Airport operation services (excl. cargo handling) 

 6762 67620 Air traffic control services 

 6763 67630 Other supporting services for air transport 

 6764 67640 Supporting services for space transport 

679.   Other supporting transport services  

 6791 67910 Freight transport agency services and other freight transport 
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 6799 67990 Other supporting transport services n.e.c. 

Division 68   Postal and courier services  

681.   Postal and courier services  

 6811  Postal services 

  68111 Postal services related to letters 

  68112 Postal services related to parcels 

  68113 Post office counter services 

  68119 Other postal services 

 6812 68120 Courier services 

 6813 68130 Local delivery services 

Division 69   Electricity, gas and water distribution (on own account)  

691.   Electricity and gas distribution (on own account)  

 6911  Electricity transmission and distribution (on own account) 

  69111 Transmission of electricity (on own account) 

  69112 Distribution of electricity (on own account) 

 6912 69120 Gas distribution through mains (on own account) 

692.   Water distribution (on own account)  

 6921 69210 Water distribution through mains, except steam  

   and hot water (on own account) 

 6922 69220 Distribution of steam, hot water and air conditioning  

   supply through mains (on own account) 

 6923 69230 Water distribution, except through mains (on own account) 

Section 

7  

  Financial and related services; real estate services; and 

rental and leasing services 

Division 71   Financial and related services  

711.   Financial services, except investment banking,  insurance 

services and pension services   

 7111 71110 Central banking services 

 7112  Deposit services 
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  71121 Deposit services to corporate and institutional depositors 

  71122 Deposit services to other depositors 

 7113  Credit-granting services 

  71131 Residential mortgage loan services 

  71132 Non-residential mortgage loan services 

  71133 Personal non-mortgage loan services for non-business purposes 

  71134 Credit card loan services 

  71135 Non-mortgage loan services for business purposes 

  71139 Other credit-granting services 

 7114 71140 Financial leasing services 

 7119 71190 Other financial services, except investment  

712.   Investment banking services  

 7120 71200 Investment banking services 

713.   Insurance and pension services (excluding reinsurance 

services), except compulsory social security services  

 7131  Life insurance and pension services (excluding reinsurance 

services) 

  71311 Life insurance services 

  71312 Individual pension services 

  71313 Group pension services 

 7132  Accident and health insurance services 

  71321 Accidental death and dismemberment insurance services 

  71322 Health insurance services 

 7133  Other non-life insurance services (excluding reinsurance 

services) 

  71331 Motor vehicle insurance services 

  71332 Marine, aviation, and other transport insurance services 

  71333 Freight insurance services 

  71334 Other property insurance services 

  71335 General liability insurance services 
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  71336 Credit and surety insurance services 

  71337 Travel insurance services 

  71339 Other non-life insurance services 

714.   Reinsurance services  

 7141 71410 Life reinsurance services 

 7142 71420 Accident and health reinsurance services 

 7143  Other non-life reinsurance services 

  71431 Motor vehicle reinsurance services 

  71432 Marine, aviation and other transport reinsurance services 

  71433 Freight reinsurance services 

  71434 Other property reinsurance services 

  71435 General liability reinsurance services 

  71436 Credit and surety reinsurance services 

  71439 Other non-life reinsurance services 

715   Services auxiliary to financial services other  

   than to insurance and pensions  

 7151  Services related to investment banking 

  71511 Mergers and acquisition services 

  71512 Corporate finance and venture capital services 

  71519 Other services related to investment banking 

 7152  Brokerage and related securities and commodities services 

  71521 Securities brokerage services 

  71522 Commodity brokerage services 

  71523 Processing and clearing services of securities transactions 

 7153 71530 Portfolio management services except pension funds 

 7154  Trust and custody services 

  71541 Trust services 

  71542 Custody services 

 7155  Services related to the administration of financial markets 

  71551 Financial market operational services 
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  71552 Financial market regulatory services 

  71559 Other financial market administration services 

 7159  Other services auxiliary to financial services 

  71591 Financial consultancy services 

  71592 Foreign exchange services 

  71593 Financial transactions processing and clearinghouse services 

  71599 Other services auxiliary to financial services n.e.c. 

716.   Services auxiliary to insurance and pensions  

 7161 71610 Insurance brokerage and agency services 

 7162 71620 Insurance claims adjustment services 

 7163 71630 Actuarial services 

 7164 71640 Pension fund management services 

 7169 71690 Other services auxiliary to insurance and pensions 

717.   Services of holding financial assets  

 7170  Services of holding financial assets 

  71701 Services of holding equity of subsidiary companies 

  71702 Services of holding securities and other assets of trusts and 

funds and similar financial entities 

Division 72   Real estate services  

721.   Real estate services involving own or leased property  

 7211  Rental or leasing services involving own or leased property 

  72111 Rental or leasing services involving own or leased residential 

property 

  72112 Rental or leasing services involving own or leased  

   non-residential property 

 7212  Trade services of buildings 

  72121 Trade services of residential buildings 

  72122 Trade services of non-residential buildings 

  72123 Trade services of time-share properties 

 7213 72130 Trade services of vacant and subdivided land 
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722.   Real estate services on a fee or contract basis    

 7221  Property management services on a fee or contract basis 

  72211 Residential property management services on a  

   fee or contract basis except of time-share ownership properties 

  72212 Non-residential property management services on a fee or 

contract basis 

  72213 Time-share property management services on a fee or contract 

basis 

 7222  Building sales on a fee or contract basis 

  72221 Residential building sales on a fee or contract basis, except of 

time-share ownership properties 

  72222 Non-residential building sales on a fee or contract basis 

  72223 Sale of time-share properties on a fee or contract basis 

 7223 72230 Land sales on a fee or contract basis 

 7224 72240 Real estate appraisal services on a fee or contract basis 

Division 73   Leasing or rental services without operator  

731.   Leasing or rental services concerning  

   machinery and equipment without operator  

 7311  Leasing or rental services concerning transport equipment 

without operator 

  73111 Leasing or rental services concerning cars and light vans 

without operator 

  73112 Leasing or rental services concerning goods transport motor 

vehicles without operator 

  73113 Leasing or rental services concerning railroad vehicles without 

operator 

  73114 Leasing or rental services concerning other land transport 

equipment without operator 

  73115 Leasing or rental services concerning vessels without operator 

  73116 Leasing or rental services concerning aircraft without operator 
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  73117 Leasing or rental services concerning containers 

 7312  Leasing or rental services concerning other machinery and 

equipment without operator 

  73121 Leasing or rental services concerning agricultural machinery 

and equipment without operator 

  73122 Leasing or rental services concerning construction machinery 

and equipment without operator 

  73123 Leasing or rental services concerning office machinery and 

equipment (except computers) without operator 

  73124 Leasing or rental services concerning computers without 

operator 

  73125 Leasing or rental services concerning telecommunications 

equipment without operator 

  73129 Leasing or rental services concerning other machinery and 

equipment without operator n.e.c. 

732.   Leasing or rental services concerning other goods  

 7321 73210 Leasing or rental services concerning televisions, radios, video 

cassette recorders and related equipment and accessories 

 7322 73220 Leasing or rental services concerning video tapes and disks 

 7323 73230 Leasing or rental services concerning furniture and other 

household appliances 

 7324 73240 Leasing or rental services concerning pleasure and leisure 

equipment 

 7325 73250 Leasing or rental services concerning household linen 

 7326 73260 Leasing or rental services concerning textiles, clothing and 

footwear 

 7327 73270 Leasing or rental services concerning do-it-yourself machinery 

and equipment 

 7329 73290 Leasing or rental services concerning other goods n.e.c. 
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733.   Licensing services for the right to use intellectual property 

and similar products  

 7331  Licensing services for the right to use computer software and 

databases 

  73311 Licensing services for the right to use computer software 

  73312 Licensing services for the right to use databases 

 7332 73320 Licensing services for the right to use entertainment, literary or 

artistic originals  

 7333 73330 Licensing services for the right to use R&D products 

 7334 73340 Licensing services for the right to use trademarks and 

franchises 

 7335 73350 Licensing services for the right to use mineral exploration and 

evaluation 

 7339 73390 Licensing services for the right to use other intellectual 

property products 

Section 

8  

  Business and production services  

Division 81   Research and development services  

811.   Research and experimental development services in natural 

sciences and engineering  

 8111  Research and experimental development services in natural 

sciences 

  81111 Research and experimental development services in physical 

sciences 

  81112 Research and experimental development services in chemistry 

and biology 

  81119 Research and experimental development services in other 

natural sciences 

 8112  Research and experimental development services in 

engineering and technology 
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  81121 Research and experimental development services in 

biotechnology 

  81129 Research and experimental development services in other 

engineering and technology 

 8113 81130 Research and experimental development services in medical 

sciences and pharmacy 

 8114 81140 Research and experimental development services in agricultural 

sciences 

812.   Research and experimental development services in social 

sciences and humanities  

 8121  Research and experimental development services in social 

sciences 

  81211 Research and experimental development services in psychology 

  81212 Research and experimental development services in economics 

  81213 Research and experimental development services in law 

  81219 Research and experimental development services in other social 

sciences 

 8122  Research and experimental development services in humanities 

  81221 Research and experimental development services in languages 

and literature 

  81229 Research and experimental development services in other 

humanities 

813.   Interdisciplinary research and experimental development 

services  

 8130 81300 Interdisciplinary research and experimental development 

services 

814.   Research and development originals  

 8140 81400 Research and development originals 

Division 82   Legal and accounting services  

821.   Legal services  
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 8211 82110 Legal advisory and representation services concerning criminal 

law 

 8212 82120 Legal advisory and representation services concerning other 

fields of law 

 8213 82130 Legal documentation and certification services 

 8219  Other legal services 

  82191 Arbitration and conciliation services 

  82199 Other legal services n.e.c. 

822.   Accounting, auditing and bookkeeping services  

 8221 82210 Financial auditing services 

 8222  Accounting and bookkeeping services 

  82221 Accounting services 

  82222 Bookkeeping services 

  82223 Payroll services 

823.   Tax consultancy and preparation services  

 8231 82310 Corporate tax consulting and preparation services 

 8232 82320 Individual tax preparation and planning services 

824.   Insolvency and receivership services  

 8240 82400 Insolvency and receivership services 

Division 83   Other professional, technical and business services 

831.   Management consulting and management  

   services; information technology services  

 8311  Management consulting and management services 

  83111 Strategic management consulting services 

  83112 Financial management consulting services 

  83113 Human resources management consulting services 

  83114 Marketing management consulting services 

  83115 Operations management consulting services 

  83116 Supply chain and other management consulting services 

  83117 Business process management services 
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  83118 Head office services 

 8312  Business consulting services 

  83121 Public relations services 

  83129 Other business consulting services 

 8313  Information technology (IT) consulting and support services 

  83131 IT consulting services 

  83132 IT support services 

 8314  Information technology (IT) design and development services 

  83141 IT design and development services for applications 

  83142 IT design and development services for networks and systems 

  83143 Software originals 

 8315  Hosting and information technology (IT) infrastructure 

provisioning services 

  83151 Website hosting services 

  83152 Application service provisioning 

  83159 Other hosting and IT infrastructure provisioning services 

 8316  IT infrastructure and network management services 

  83161 Network management services 

  83162 Computer systems management services 

 8319 83190 Other management services, except construction project 

management services 

832.   Architectural services, urban and land planning  and 

landscape architectural services  

 8321  Architectural services and advisory services 

  83211 Architectural advisory services 

  83212 Architectural services for residential building projects 

  83213 Architectural services for non-residential building projects 

  83214 Historical restoration architectural services 

 8322  Urban and land planning services 

  83221 Urban planning services 
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  83222 Rural land planning services 

  83223 Project site master planning services 

 8323  Landscape architectural services and advisory services 

  83231 Landscape architectural advisory services 

  83232 Landscape architectural services 

833.   Engineering services  

 8331 83310 Engineering advisory services 

 8332  Engineering services for specific projects 

  83321 Engineering services for building projects 

  83322 Engineering services for industrial and manufacturing projects 

  83323 Engineering services for transportation projects 

  83324 Engineering services for power projects 

  83325 Engineering services for telecommunications and broadcasting 

projects 

  83326 Engineering services for waste management projects 

(hazardous and non-hazardous) 

  83327 Engineering services for water, sewerage and drainage projects 

  83329 Engineering services for other projects 

 8333 83330 Project management services for construction projects 

834.   Scientific and other technical services  

 8341  Geological, geophysical and other prospecting services 

  83411 Geological and geophysical consulting services 

  83412 Geophysical services 

  83413 Mineral exploration and evaluation 

 8342  Surface surveying and map-making services 

  83421 Surface surveying services 

  83422 Map-making services 

 8343 83430 Weather forecasting and meteorological services 

 8344  Technical testing and analysis services 

  83441 Composition and purity testing and analysis services 
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  83442 Testing and analysis services of physical properties 

  83443 Testing and analysis services of integrated mechanical and 

electrical systems 

  83444 Technical inspection services of road transport vehicles 

  83449 Other technical testing and analysis services 

835.   Veterinary services  

 8351 83510 Veterinary services for pet animals 

 8352 83520 Veterinary services for livestock 

 8359 83590 Other veterinary services 

836.   Advertising services and provision of advertising space or 

time  

 8361  Advertising services 

  83611 Full service advertising 

  83612 Direct marketing and direct mail services 

  83619 Other advertising services 

 8362 83620 Purchase or sale of advertising space or time, on commission 

 8363  Sale of advertising space or time (except on commission) 

  83631 Sale of advertising space in print media (except on 

commission) 

  83632 Sale of TV/radio advertising time (except on commission) 

  83633 Sale of Internet advertising space (except on commission) 

  83639 Sale of other advertising space or time (except on commission) 

837.   Market research and public opinion polling services  

 8370 83700 Market research and public opinion polling services 

838.   Photography services and photographic processing services 

 8381  Photography services and event videography services 

  83811 Portrait photography services 

  83812 Advertising and related photography services 

  83813 Event photography and event videography services 

  83814 Specialty photography services 
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  83815 Restoration and retouching services of photography 

  83819 Other photography services 

 8382 83820 Photographic processing services 

839   Other professional, technical and business services n.e.c.  

 8391  Specialty design services 

  83911 Interior design services 

  83912 Industrial design services 

  83919 Other specialty design services 

 8392 83920 Design originals 

 8393  Scientific and technical consulting services n.e.c. 

  83931 Environmental consulting services 

  83939 Other scientific and technical consulting services n.e.c. 

 8394 83940 Original compilations of facts/information 

 8395 83950 Translation and interpretation services 

 8396 83960 Trademarks and franchises 

 8399 83990 All other professional, technical and business services, n.e.c. 

Division 84   Telecommunications, broadcasting and information supply 

services  

841.   Telephony and other telecommunications services  

 8411 84110 Carrier services 

 8412  Fixed telephony services 

  84121 Fixed telephony services - access and use 

  84122 Fixed telephony services - calling features 

 8413  Mobile telecommunications services 

  84131 Mobile telecommunications services - access and use 

  84132 Mobile telecommunications services - calling features 

 8414 84140 Private network services 

 8415 84150 Data transmission services 

 8419 84190 Other telecommunications services 

842.   Internet telecommunications services  
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 8421 84210 Internet backbone services 

 8422  Internet access services 

  84221 Narrowband Internet access services 

  84222 Broadband Internet access services 

 8429 84290 Other Internet telecommunications services 

843.   On-line content  

 8431  On-line text based information 

  84311 On-line books 

  84312 On-line newspapers and periodicals 

  84313 On-line directories and mailing lists 

 8432  On-line audio content 

  84321 Musical audio downloads 

  84322 Streamed audio content 

 8433  On-line video content 

  84331 Films and other video downloads 

  84332 Streamed video content 

 8434  Software downloads 

  84341 System software downloads 

  84342 Application software downloads 

 8439  Other on-line content 

  84391 On-line games 

  84392 On-line software 

  84393 On-line adult content 

  84394 Web search portal content 

  84399 Other on-line content n.e.c. 

844.   News agency services  

 8441 84410 News agency services to newspapers and periodicals 

 8442 84420 News agency services to audiovisual media 

845.   Library and archive services  

 8451 84510 Library services 
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 8452 84520 Archive services 

846.   Broadcasting, programming and programme distribution 

services  

 8461  Radio and television broadcast originals 

  84611 Radio broadcast originals 

  84612 Television broadcast originals 

 8462  Radio and television channel programmes 

  84621 Radio channel programmes 

  84622 Television channel programmes 

 8463  Broadcasting services and multi-channel progamme distribution 

services 

  84631 Broadcasting services 

  84632 Home programme distribution services, basic programming 

package 

  84633 Home programme distribution services, discretionary 

programming package 

  84634 Home programme distribution services, pay-per-view 

Division 85   Support services  

851.   Employment services  

 8511  Personnel search and referral services 

  85111 Executive/retained search services 

  85112 Permanent placement services, other than executive search 

services 

 8512  Labour supply services 

  85121 Contract staffing services 

  85122 Temporary staffing services 

  85123 Long-term staffing (payrolling) services 

  85124 Temporary staffing-to-permanent placement services 

  85125 Co-employment staffing services 

852.   Investigation and security services  
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 8521 85210 Investigation services 

 8522 85220 Security consulting services 

 8523 85230 Security systems services 

 8524 85240 Armoured car services 

 8525 85250 Guard services 

 8529 85290 Other security services 

853.   Cleaning services  

 8531 85310 Disinfecting and exterminating services 

 8532 85320 Window cleaning services 

 8533 85330 General cleaning services 

 8534 85340 Specialized cleaning services 

854.   Packaging services  

 8540 85400 Packaging services 

855.   Travel arrangement, tour operator and related services    

 8551  Reservation services for transportation 

  85511 Reservation services for air transportation 

  85512 Reservation services for rail transportation 

  85513 Reservation services for bus transportation 

  85514 Reservation services for vehicle rental 

  85519 Other transportation arrangement and reservation services n.e.c. 

 8552  Reservation services for accommodation, cruises and package 

tours 

  85521 Reservation services for accommodation 

  85522 Time-share exchange services 

  85523 Reservation services for cruises 

  85524 Reservation services for package tours 

 8553  Other reservation services 

  85531 Reservation services for convention centres, congress centres 

and exhibition halls 
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  85539 Reservation services for event tickets, entertainment and 

recreational services and other reservation services 

 8554 85540 Tour operator services 

 8555 85550 Tourist guide services 

 8556  Tourism promotion and visitor information services 

  85561 Tourism promotion services 

  85562 Visitor information services 

859.   Other support services  

 8591 85910 Credit reporting services 

 8592 85920 Collection agency services 

 8593  Telephone-based support services 

  85931 Telephone call centre services 

  85939 Other telephone-based support services 

 8594 85940 Combined office administrative services 

 8595  Specialized office support services 

  85951 Duplicating services 

  85952 Mailing list compilation services 

  85953 Mailing services 

  85954 Document preparation and other specialized office support 

services 

 8596  Convention and trade show assistance and organization services 

  85961 Convention assistance and organization services 

  85962 Trade show assistance and organization services 

 8597 85970 Landscape care and maintenance services 

 8599  Other information and support services n.e.c. 

  85991 Other information services 

  85999 Other support services n.e.c. 

Division 86   Support services to agriculture, hunting, forestry, fishing, 

mining and utilities  

861.   Support services to agriculture, hunting, forestry and 
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fishing  

 8611  Support services to crop production 

  86111 Post-harvest crop services 

  86112 Seed processing services 

  86119 Other support services to crop production 

 8612  Animal husbandry services 

  86121 Farm animal husbandry services 

  86129 Other animal husbandry services 

 8613 86130 Support services to hunting 

 8614 86140 Support services to forestry and logging 

 8615 86150 Support services to fishing 

862.   Support services to mining  

 8621  Support services to mining 

  86211 Support services to oil and gas extraction 

  86219 Support services to other mining 

863.   Support services to electricity, gas and water distribution 

 8631  Support services to electricity transmission and distribution 

  86311 Electricity transmission services (on a fee or contract basis) 

  86312 Electricity distribution services (on a fee or contract basis) 

 8632 86320 Gas distribution services through mains (on a fee or contract 

basis) 

 8633 86330 Water distribution services through mains (on a fee or contract 

basis) 

 8634 86340 Distribution services of steam, hot water and air-conditioning 

supply through mains (on a fee or contract basis) 

 8635 86350 Water distribution services, except through mains (on a fee or 

contract basis) 

Division 87   Maintenance, repair and installation (except construction) 

services 
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871.   Maintenance and repair services of fabricated metal 

products, machinery and equipment    

 8711 87110 Maintenance and repair services of fabricated metal products, 

except machinery and equipment 

 8712 87120 Maintenance and repair services of office and accounting 

machinery 

 8713 87130 Maintenance and repair services of computers and peripheral 

equipment 

 8714  Maintenance and repair of transport machinery and equipment 

  87141 Maintenance and repair services of motor vehicles 

  87142 Maintenance and repair services of motorcycles 

  87143 Maintenance and repair services of trailers, semi-trailers and 

other motor vehicles n.e.c. 

  87149 Maintenance and repair services of other transport equipment 

 8715  Maintenance and repair services of other machinery and 

equipment 

  87151 Maintenance and repair services of electrical household 

appliances 

  87152 Maintenance and repair services of electrical machinery and 

apparatus n.e.c. 

  87153 Maintenance and repair services of telecommunication 

equipment and apparatus 

  87154 Maintenance and repair services of medical, precision and 

optical instruments 

  87155 Maintenance and repair services of consumer electronics 

  87156 Maintenance and repair services of commercial and industrial 

machinery 

  87157 Maintenance and repair services of elevators and escalators 

  87159 Maintenance and repair services of other equipment 

872.   Repair services of other goods  
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 8721 87210 Repair services of footwear and leather goods 

 8722 87220 Repair services of watches, clocks and jewellery 

 8723 87230 Repair services of garments and household textiles 

 8724 87240 Repair services of furniture 

 8729 87290 Maintenance and repair services of other goods n.e.c. 

873.   Installati on services (other than construction)    

 8731 87310 Installation services of fabricated metal products, except 

machinery and equipment 

 8732 87320 Installation services of industrial, manufacturing and service 

industry machinery and equipment 

 8733  Installation services of office and accounting machinery and 

computers 

  87331 Installation services of mainframe computers 

  87332 Installation services of personal computers and peripheral 

equipment 

  87333 Installation services of office and accounting machinery 

 8734 87340 Installation services of radio, television and communications 

equipment and apparatus 

 8735 87350 Installation services of professional medical machinery and 

equipment, and precision and optical instruments 

 8736 87360 Installation services of electrical machinery and apparatus n.e.c. 

 8739 87390 Installation services of other goods n.e.c. 

Division 88   Manufacturing services on physical inputs owned by others  

881.   Food, beverage and tobacco manufacturing services  

 8811 88110 Meat processing services 

 8812 88120 Fish processing services 

 8813 88130 Fruit and vegetables processing services 

 8814 88140 Vegetable and animal oil and fat manufacturing services 

 8815 88150 Dairy product manufacturing services 

 8816  Other food product manufacturing services 
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  88161 Grain mill product manufacturing services 

  88162 Starch and starch product manufacturing services 

  88163 Bakery product manufacturing services 

  88164 Sugar manufacturing services 

  88165 Cocoa, chocolate and sugar confectionery manufacturing 

services 

  88166 Macaroni, noodles, couscous and similar farinaceous products 

manufacturing services 

  88167 Prepared meals and dishes manufacturing services 

  88169 Other food product manufacturing services n.e.c. 

 8817 88170 Prepared animal feeds manufacturing services 

 8818  Beverage manufacturing services 

  88181 Distilled alcoholic beverage manufacturing services 

  88182 Wine manufacturing services 

  88183 Malt and malt liquor manufacturing services 

  88184 Soft drink manufacturing services 

 8819 88190 Tobacco manufacturing services 

882.   Textile, wearing apparel and leather manufacturing 

services  

 8821  Textile manufacturing services 

  88211 Textile fibre manufacturing services 

  88212 Textile weaving services 

  88213 Textile finishing services 

  88214 Knitted and crocheted fabric manufacturing services 

  88215 Made-up textile article manufacturing services 

  88216 Carpet and rug manufacturing services 

  88217 Cordage, rope, twine and netting manufacturing services 

  88219 Other textile manufacturing services n.e.c. 

 8822  Wearing apparel manufacturing services 

  88221 Wearing apparel manufacturing services, except fur apparel 
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  88222 Fur apparel manufacturing services 

  88223 Knitted and crocheted apparel manufacturing services 

 8823  Leather and leather product manufacturing services 

  88231 Leather tanning and dressing services; fur dressing and dyeing 

services 

  88232 Luggage manufacturing services 

  88233 Footwear manufacturing services 

883.   Wood and paper manufacturing services  

 8831  Wood and wood product manufacturing services 

  88311 Wood manufacturing services 

  88312 Veneer sheet and wood panel manufacturing services 

  88313 Carpentry manufacturing services 

  88314 Wooden containers manufacturing services 

  88163 Bakery product manufacturing services 

  88164 Sugar manufacturing services 

  88165 Cocoa, chocolate and sugar confectionery manufacturing 

services 

  88166 Macaroni, noodles, couscous and similar farinaceous products 

manufacturing services 

  88167 Prepared meals and dishes manufacturing services 

  88169 Other food product manufacturing services n.e.c. 

 8817 88170 Prepared animal feeds manufacturing services 

 8818  Beverage manufacturing services 

  88181 Distilled alcoholic beverage manufacturing services 

  88182 Wine manufacturing services 

  88183 Malt and malt liquor manufacturing services 

  88184 Soft drink manufacturing services 

 8819 88190 Tobacco manufacturing services 

882.   Textile, wearing apparel and leather manufacturing 

services  
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 8821  Textile manufacturing services 

  88211 Textile fibre manufacturing services 

  88212 Textile weaving services 

  88213 Textile finishing services 

  88214 Knitted and crocheted fabric manufacturing services 

  88215 Made-up textile article manufacturing services 

  88216 Carpet and rug manufacturing services 

  88217 Cordage, rope, twine and netting manufacturing services 

  88219 Other textile manufacturing services n.e.c. 

 8822  Wearing apparel manufacturing services 

  88221 Wearing apparel manufacturing services, except fur apparel 

  88222 Fur apparel manufacturing services 

  88223 Knitted and crocheted apparel manufacturing services 

 8823  Leather and leather product manufacturing services 

  88231 Leather tanning and dressing services; fur dressing and dyeing 

services 

  88232 Luggage manufacturing services 

  88233 Footwear manufacturing services 

883.   Wood and paper manufacturing services  

 8831  Wood and wood product manufacturing services 

  88311 Wood manufacturing services 

  88312 Veneer sheet and wood panel manufacturing services 

  88313 Carpentry manufacturing services 

  88314 Wooden containers manufacturing services 

  88319 Other wood product manufacturing services 

 8832  Paper and paper product manufacturing services 

  88321 Pulp, paper and paperboard manufacturing services 

  88322 Corrugated paper and paperboard manufacturing services 

  88329 Other paper article manufacturing services 

884.   Petroleum, chemical and pharmaceutical product 
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manufacturing services  

 8841  Coke and refined petroleum product manufacturing services 

  88411 Coke oven products manufacturing services 

  88412 Refined petroleum products manufacturing services 

 8842  Chemical product manufacturing services 

  88421 Basic chemicals manufacturing services 

  88422 Fertilizer manufacturing services 

  88423 Plastics and rubber manufacturing services 

  88424 Agrochemical product manufacturing services 

  88425 Paint manufacturing services 

  88426 Soap, detergents, cleaning preparation and perfume 

manufacturing services 

  88427 Other chemical products manufacturing services n.e.c. 

  88429 Man-made fibre manufacturing services 

 8843 88430 Pharmaceutical product manufacturing services 

885.   Rubber, plastic and other non-metallic mineral  product 

manufacturing services   

 8851  Rubber and plastic product manufacturing services 

  88511 Tyre manufacturing services 

  88512 Other rubber product manufacturing services 

 8852 88520 Plastic product manufacturing services 

 8853  Other non-metallic mineral product manufacturing services 

  88531 Glass manufacturing services 

  88532 Refractory product manufacturing services 

  88533 Clay building material manufacturing services 

  88534 Other porcelain and ceramic product manufacturing services 

  88535 Cement, lime and plaster manufacturing services 

  88536 Concrete, cement and plaster article manufacturing services 

  88537 Stone cutting, shaping and finishing services 

  88539 Other non-metallic mineral product manufacturing services 
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886.   Basic metal manufacturing services  

 8860  Basic metal manufacturing services 

  88601 Basic iron and steel manufacturing services 

  88602 Basic precious and other non-ferrous metal manufacturing 

services 

887.   Fabricated metal product, machinery and equipment 

manufacturing services  

 8871  Structural metal product, tank, reservoir and steam generator 

manufacturing services 

  88711 Structural metal product manufacturing services 

  88712 Tank, reservoir and metal container manufacturing services 

  88713 Steam generator manufacturing services 

 8872 88720 Weapon and ammunition manufacturing services 

 8873  Other fabricated metal product manufacturing and metal 

treatment services 

  88731 Metal treatment and coating services 

  88732 General machining services 

  88733 Cutlery, hand tool and general hardware manufacturing services 

  88739 Other fabricated metal product manufacturing services n.e.c. 

 8874  Computer, electronic and optical product manufacturing 

services 

  88741 Electronic component and board manufacturing services 

  88742 Computer and peripheral equipment manufacturing services 

  88743 Communication equipment manufacturing services 

  88744 Consumer electronics manufacturing services 

  88745 Measuring, testing, navigating and control equipment 

manufacturing services 

  88746 Watch and clock manufacturing services 

  88747 Irradiation, electromedical and electrotherapeutic equipment 
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manufacturing services 

  88748 Optical instrument and photographic equipment manufacturing 

services 

  88749 Magnetic and optical media manufacturing services 

 8875  Electrical equipment manufacturing services 

  88751 Electric motor, generator, transformer and electricity 

distribution and control apparatus manufacturing services 

  88752 Battery and accumulator manufacturing services 

  88753 Fibre optic cable manufacturing services 

  88754 Other electronic and electric wire and cable manufacturing 

services 

  88755 Wiring device manufacturing services 

  88756 Electric lighting equipment manufacturing services 

  88757 Domestic appliance manufacturing services 

  88759 Other electrical equipment manufacturing services 

 8876  General-purpose machinery manufacturing services 

  88761 Engines and turbine manufacturing services 

  88762 Fluid power equipment manufacturing services 

  88763 Other pump, compressor, tap and valve manufacturing services 

  88764 Bearing, gear, gearing and driving element manufacturing 

services 

  88765 Oven, furnace and furnace burner manufacturing services 

  88766 Lifting and handling equipment manufacturing services 

  88767 Office machinery and equipment (except computers and 

peripheral equipment) manufacturing services 

  88768 Power-driven hand tool manufacturing services 

  88769 Other general-purpose machinery manufacturing services 

 8877  Special-purpose machinery manufacturing services 

  88771 Agricultural and forestry machinery manufacturing services 

  88772 Metal-forming machinery and machine tools manufacturing 
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  88773 Metallurgy machinery manufacturing services 

  88774 Mining, quarrying and construction machinery manufacturing 

services 

  88775 Food, beverage and tobacco processing machinery 

manufacturing services 

  88776 Textile, apparel and leather production machinery 

manufacturing services 

  88779 Other special-purpose machinery manufacturing services 

888.   Transport equipment manufacturing services  

 8881  Motor vehicle and trailer manufacturing services 

  88811 Motor vehicle manufacturing services 

  88812 Trailers and semi-trailer manufacturing services 

  88813 Motor vehicle part and accessory manufacturing services 

 8882  Other transport equipment manufacturing services 

  88821 Ship building services 

  88822 Pleasure and sporting boat manufacturing services 

  88823 Railway locomotive and rolling stock manufacturing services 

  88824 Air and spacecraft manufacturing services 

  88825 Military fighting vehicle manufacturing services 

  88826 Motorcycle manufacturing services 

  88827 Bicycles and invalid carriage manufacturing services 

  88829 Other transport equipment manufacturing services n.e.c. 

889.   Other manufacturing services  

 8890  Other manufacturing services 

  88901 Furniture manufacturing services 

  88902 Jewellery manufacturing services 

  88903 Imitation jewellery manufacturing services 

  88904 Musical instrument manufacturing services 

  88905 Sports good manufacturing services 
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  88906 Game and toy manufacturing services 

  88907 Medical and dental instrument and supply manufacturing 

services 

  88909 Other manufacturing services n.e.c. 

Division 89   Other manufacturing services; publishing, printing and 

reproduction services; materials recovery services  

891.   Publishing, printing and reproduction services    

 8911 89110 Publishing, on a fee or contract basis 

 8912  Printing and reproduction services of recorded media, on a fee 

or contract basis 

  89121 Printing services 

  89122 Services related to printing 

  89123 Reproduction services of recorded media, on a fee or contract 

basis 

892.   Moulding, pressing, stamping, extruding and similar plastic 

manufacturing services  

 8920 89200 Moulding, pressing, stamping, extruding and similar plastic 

manufacturing services 

893.   Casting, forging, stamping and similar metal 

manufacturing services  

 8931 89310 Iron and steel casting services 

 8932 89320 Non-ferrous metal casting services 

 8933 89330 Metal forging, pressing, stamping, roll forming and powder 

metallurgy services 

894.   Materials recovery (recycling) services, on a fee   

 8941 89410 Metal waste and scrap recovery (recycling) services, on a fee or 

contract basis 

 8942 89420 Non-metal waste and scrap recovery (recycling) services, on a 

fee or contract basis 

Section   Community, social and personal services  
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9  

Division 91   Public administration and other services provided to the 

community as a whole; compulsory social security services  

911.   Administrative services of the government  

 9111  Overall government public services 

  91111 Executive and legislative services 

  91112 Financial and fiscal services 

  91113 Overall economic and social planning and statistical services 

  91114 Government services to research and development 

  91119 Other overall government public services 

 9112  Public administrative services related to the provision of 

educational, health care, cultural and other social services, 

excluding social security services 

  91121 Public administrative services related to education 

  91122 Public administrative services related to health care 

  91123 Public administrative services related to housing and 

community amenities 

  91124 Public administrative services related to recreation, culture and 

religion 

 9113  Public administrative services related to the more efficient 

operation of business 

  91131 Public administrative services related to agriculture, forestry, 

fishing and hunting 

  91132 Public administrative services related to fuel and energy 

  91133 Public administrative services related to mining and mineral 

resources, manufacturing and construction 

  91134 Public administrative services related to transport and 

communications 

  91135 Public administrative services related to the distributive and 

catering trades, hotels and restaurants 
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  91136 Public administrative services related to tourism affairs 

  91137 Public administrative services related to multipurpose 

development projects 

  91138 Public administrative services related to general  

 9119  Other administrative services of the government 

  91191 Administrative services related to government personnel 

  91199 Other administrative services of the government n.e.c. 

912.   Public administrative services provided to the community 

as a whole  

 9121 91210 Public administrative services related to external affairs, 

diplomatic and consular services abroad 

 9122 91220 Services related to foreign economic aid 

 9123 91230 Services related to foreign military aid 

 9124 91240 Military defence services 

 9125 91250 Civil defence services 

 9126 91260 Police and fire protection services 

 9127 91270 Public administrative services related to law courts 

 9128 91280 Administrative services related to the detention or rehabilitation 

of criminals 

 9129 91290 Public administrative services related to other public order and 

safety affairs 

913.   Administrative services related to compulsory social 

security schemes     

 9131 91310 Administrative services related to sickness, maternity or 

temporary disablement benefit schemes 

 9132 91320 Administrative services related to government employee 

pension schemes; old-age disability or survivors' benefit 

schemes, other than for government employees 

 9133 91330 Administrative services related to unemployment compensation 

benefit schemes 
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 9134 91340 Administrative services related to family and child allowance 

programmes 

Division 92   Education services  

921.   Pre-primary education services  

 9210 92100 Pre-primary education services 

922.   Primary education services  

 9220 92200 Primary education services 

923.   Secondary education services  

 9231 92310 Lower secondary education services, general 

 9232 92320 Lower secondary education services, technical and vocational 

 9233 92330 Upper secondary education services, general 

 9234 92340 Upper secondary education services, technical and vocational 

924.   Post-secondary non-tertiary education services   

 9241 92410 Post-secondary non-tertiary education services, general 

 9242 92420 Post-secondary non-tertiary education services, technical and 

vocational 

925.   Tertiary education services  

 9251 92510 First stage tertiary education services 

 9252 92520 Second stage tertiary education services 

929.   Other education and training services and educational 

support services  

 9291  Other education and training services 

  92911 Cultural education services 

  92912 Sports and recreation education services 

  92919 Other education and training services, n.e.c. 

 9292 92920 Educational support services 

Division 93   Human health and social care services  

931.   Human health services  

 9311  Inpatient services 

  93111 Surgical services for inpatients 
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Group Class Subclass Description 

  93112 Gynaecological and obstetrical services for inpatients 

  93113 Psychiatric services for inpatients 

  93119 Other services for inpatients 

 9312  Medical and dental services 

  93121 General medical services 

  93122 Specialized medical services 

  93123 Dental services 

 9319  Other human health services 

  93191 Childbirth and related services 

  93192 Nursing services 

  93193 Physiotherapeutic services 

  93194 Ambulance services 

  93195 Medical laboratory services 

  93196 Diagnostic-imaging services 

  93197 Blood, sperm and organ bank services 

  93199 Other human health services n.e.c. 

932.   Residential care services for the elderly and disabled  

 9321 93210 Residential health-care services other than by hospitals 

 9322  Residential care services for the elderly and persons with 

disabilities 

  93221 Residential care services for the elderly 

  93222 Residential care services for young disabled persons 

  93223 Residential care services for disabled adults 

933.   Other social services with accommodation  

 9330  Other social services with accommodation 

  93301 Residential care services for children suffering from mental 

retardation, mental health illnesses or substance abuse 

  93302 Other social services with accommodation for children 

  93303 Residential care services for adults suffering from mental 

retardation, mental health illnesses or substance abuse 
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Group Class Subclass Description 

  93304 Other social services with accommodation for adults 

934.   Social services without accommodation for the  elderly and 

disabled   

 9341  Vocational rehabilitation services 

  93411 Vocational rehabilitation services for persons with disabilities 

  93412 Vocational rehabilitation services for unemployed persons 

 9349  Other social services without accommodation for the elderly 

and disabled 

  93491 Other social services without accommodation for the elderly 

  93492 Other social services without accommodation for disabled 

children 

  93493 Other social services without accommodation for disabled 

adults 

935.   Other social services without accommodation    

 9351 93510 Child day-care services 

 9352 93520 Guidance and counselling services n.e.c. related to children 

 9353 93530 Welfare services without accommodation 

 9359 93590 Other social services without accommodation, n.e.c. 

    

Division 94   Sewage and waste collection, treatment and disposal and 

other environmental protection services  

941.   Sewerage, sewage treatment and septic tank cleaning 

services  

 9411 94110 Sewerage and sewage treatment services 

 9412 94120 Septic tank emptying and cleaning services 

942.   Waste collection services  

 9421  Collection services of hazardous waste 

  94211 Collection services of hazardous medical and other 

biohazardous waste 
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Group Class Subclass Description 

  94212 Collection services of industrial hazardous waste (except 

medical and other biohazardous waste) 

  94219 Collection services of other hazardous waste 

 9422  Collection services of non-hazardous recyclable materials 

  94221 Collection services of non-hazardous recyclable materials, 

residential 

  94229 Collection services of non-hazardous recyclable materials, 

other 

 9423  General waste collection services 

  94231 General waste collection services, residential 

  94239 General waste collection services, other 

943.   Waste treatment and disposal services  

 9431  Waste preparation, consolidation and storage services 

  94311 Hazardous waste preparation, consolidation and storage 

services 

  94312 Ship-breaking and other dismantling of wrecks services 

  94313 Non-hazardous recyclable materials preparation, consolidation 

and storage services 

  94319 Other non-hazardous waste preparation, consolidation and 

storage services 

 9432  Hazardous waste treatment and disposal services 

  94321 Hazardous waste treatment services 

  94322 Hazardous waste disposal services 

 9433  Non-hazardous waste treatment and disposal services 

  94331 Sanitary landfill services, non-hazardous waste 

  94332 Other landfill services, non-hazardous waste 

  94333 Incineration of non-hazardous waste 

  94339 Other non-hazardous waste treatment and disposal services 

944.   Remediation services  

 9441  Site remediation and clean-up services 
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Group Class Subclass Description 

  94411 Site remediation and clean-up services, air 

  94412 Site remediation and clean-up services, surface water 

  94413 Site remediation and clean-up services, soil and groundwater 

 9442 94420 Containment, control and monitoring services and other site 

remediation services n.e.c. 

 9443 94430 Building remediation services 

 9449 94490 Other remediation services n.e.c. 

945.   Sanitation and similar services  

 9451 94510 Sweeping and snow removal services 

 9459 94590 Other sanitation services 

949.   Other environmental protection services n.e.c.    

 9490 94900 Other environmental protection services n.e.c. 

Division 95   Services of membership organizations  

951.   Services furnished by business, employers and  professional 

organizations  

 9511 95110 Services furnished by business and employers organizations 

 9512 95120 Services furnished by professional organizations 

952.   Services furnished by trade unions  

 9520 95200 Services furnished by trade unions 

959.   Services furnished by other membership organizations 

 9591 95910 Religious services 

 9592 95920 Services furnished by political organizations 

 9599  Services furnished by other membership organizations n.e.c. 

  95991 Services furnished by human rights organizations 

  95992 Services furnished by environmental advocacy groups 

  95993 Other special group advocacy services 

  95994 Other civic betterment and community facility support services 

  95995 Services provided by youth associations 

  95996 Grant-giving services 

  95997 Cultural and recreational associations (other than sports or 
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Group Class Subclass Description 

games) 

  95998 Other civic and social organizations 

  95999 Other services provided by membership organizations n.e.c. 

    

Division 96   Recreational, cultural and sporting services  

961.   Audiovisual and related services  

 9611  Sound recording services 

  96111 Sound recording services 

  96112 Live recording services 

  96113 Sound recording originals 

 9612  Motion picture, videotape, television and radio programme 

production services 

  96121 Motion picture, videotape and television programme production 

services 

  96122 Radio programme production services 

  96123 Motion picture, videotape, television and radio programme 

originals 

 9613  Audiovisual post-production services 

  96131 Audiovisual editing services 

  96132 Transfers and duplication of masters services 

  96133 Colour correction and digital restoration services 

  96134 Visual effects services 

  96135 Animation services 

  96136 Captioning, titling and subtitling services 

  96137 Sound editing and design services 

  96139 Other post-production services 

 9614 96140 Motion picture, videotape and television programme 

distribution services 

 9615 96150 Motion picture projection services 
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Group Class Subclass Description 

962.   Performing arts and other live entertainment event 

presentation and promotion services  

 9621 96210 Performing arts event promotion and organization services 

 9622 96220 Performing arts event production and presentation services 

 9623 96230 Performing arts facility operation services 

 9629 96290 Other performing arts and live entertainment services 

963.   Services of performing and other artists  

 9631 96310 Services of performing artists 

 9632 96320 Services of authors, composers, sculptors and other artists, 

except performing artists 

 9633 96330 Original works of authors, composers and other artists except 

performing artists, painters and sculptors 

964.   Museum and preservation services  

 9641  Museum and preservation services of historical sites and 

buildings 

  96411 Museum services except for historical sites and buildings 

  96412 Preservation services of historical sites and buildings 

 9642  Botanical, zoological and nature reserve services 

  96421 Botanical and zoological garden services 

  96422 Nature reserve services including wildlife preservation services 

965.   Sports and recreational sports services  

 9651  Sports and recreational sports event promotion and organization 

services 

  96511 Sports and recreational sports event promotion services 

  96512 Services of sports clubs 

 9659 96590 Other sports and recreational sports services 

966.   Services of athletes and related support services  

 9661 96610 Services of athletes 

 9662 96620 Support services related to sports and recreation 

969.   Other amusement and recreational services  
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 9691 96910 Amusement park and similar attraction services  

 9692  Gambling and betting services 

  96921 On-line gambling services 

  96929 Other gambling and betting services 

 9693 96930 Coin-operated amusement machine services 

 9699 96990 Other recreation and amusement services n.e.c. 

Division 97   Other services  

971.   Washing, cleaning and dyeing services  

 9711 97110 Coin-operated laundry services 

 9712 97120 Dry-cleaning services (including fur product cleaning services) 

 9713 97130 Other textile cleaning services 

 9714 97140 Pressing services 

 9715 97150 Dyeing and colouring services 

972.   Beauty and physical well-being services  

 9721 97210 Hairdressing and barbers' services 

 9722 97220 Cosmetic treatment, manicuring and pedicuring services 

 9723 97230 Physical well-being services 

 9729 97290 Other beauty treatment services n.e.c. 

973.   Funeral, cremation and undertaking services  

 9731 97310 Cemeteries and cremation services 

 9732 97320 Undertaking services 

979.   Other miscellaneous services  

 9791 97910 Escort services 

 9799 97990 Other miscellaneous services n.e.c. 

Division 98   Domestic services  

980.   Domestic services  

 9800 98000 Domestic services 

Division 99   Services provided by extraterritorial organizations and 

bodies 

990.   Services provided by extraterritorial organizations and 
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bodies  

 9900 99000 Services provided by extraterritorial organizations and bodies 
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Section Two: Harmonized commodity description and coding System (HS) 

The HS evolved from the customs tariff nomenclature of the Customs Cooperation Council. The 

original custom tariff nomenclature of the Council was the 1955 Brussels Tariff Nomenclature 

(BTN). The main requirements for the classification were that goods should be classified 

according to objective criteria and that the classes be simple, precise and objective in application. 

In particular, the following criteria were used: classification according to raw or basic material, 

classification according to the degree of processing, classification by use or function and 

classification according to economic activities. These principles were maintained in all 

subsequent revisions of the nomenclature. 

 

Codename Label 

01 Live animals 

0101 Live horces, mules 

01011100 Live pure bred breeding horses 

01011900 Live horses, other than for pure-bred breeding 

01012000 Live asses mules and hinnies 

0102 Live bovine animals 

01021000 Live pure-bred breeding bovine animals 

01029000 Live bovine animals, other than pure-bred breeding 

0103 Live swine 

01031000 Live pure-bred breeding swine 

01039100 Live swine weighing <50 kg (excl. Pure-bred breeding) 

01039200 Live swine weighing >=50 kg (excl. Pure-bred breeding) 

0104 Live sheep and goats 

01041000 Live sheep 

01042000 Live goats 

0105 Live poultry 

01051100 Live fowls of species gallus domesticus, weighing =<185 g (chicks) 

01051110 A day old chick - parent stock 

01051190 Other 

01051200 Live turkeys weighing =<185 g 
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01051900 Live ducks, geese, and guinea fowls, weighing =<185 g 

01059200 Live fowls of species gallus domesticus, weighing >185 g but <2000 g 

01059300 Live fowls of species gallus domesticus, weighing >2000 g 

01059900 Live ducks, geese, turkeys and guinea fowls weighing >185 g 

01060000 Other live animals, nes 

0106 Other live animals 

02 Meat and edible meat offal 

0201 Meat of bovine animals, fresh or chilled 

02011000 Fresh or chilled bovine carcasses and half carcasses 

02012000 Fresh or chilled unboned bovine meat (excl. Carcasses) 

02013000 Fresh or chilled boneless bovine meat 

0202 Meat of bovine animals, frozen 

02021000 Frozen bovine carcasses and half carcasses 

02022000 Frozen unboned bovine meat (excl. Carcasses) 

02023000 Frozen boneless bovine meat 

0203 Meat of swine, fresh, chilled or frozen 

02031100 Fresh or chilled swine carcasses and half carcasses 

02031200 Fresh or chilled unboned hams, shoulders and cuts thereof of swine 

02031900 Fresh or chilled swine meat, nes (unboned) 

02032100 Frozen swine carcasses and half carcasses 

02032200 Frozen unboned hams, shoulders and cuts thereof of swine 

02032900 Frozen swine meat, nes 

0204 Meat of sheep or goats, fresh, chilled or frozen 

02041000 Fresh or chilled lamb carcasses and half carcasses 

02042100 Fresh or chilled sheep carcasses and half carcasses (excl. Lamb) 

02042200 Fresh or chilled unboned meat of sheep 

02042300 Fresh or chilled boneless meat of sheep 

02043000 Frozen lamb carcasses and half carcasses 

02044100 Frozen sheep carcasses and half carcasses (excl.lamb) 

02044200 Frozen unboned meat of sheep 

02044300 Frozen boned meat of sheep 
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02045000 Fresh, chilled or frozen goat meat 

02050000 Meat of horses, asses, mules or hinnies, fresh, chilled or frozen 

0205 Meat of horses, asses, mules and hinnies 

0206 Edible offal of bovine animals, fresh, chilled or frozen 

02061000 Fresh or chilled edible bovine offal 

02062100 Frozen bovine tongues 

02062200 Frozen bovine livers 

02062900 Frozen edible bovine offal (excl. Tongues and livers) 

02063000 Fresh or chilled edible swine offal 

02064100 Frozen swine livers 

02064900 Frozen edible swine offal (excl. Livers) 

02068000 Fresh or chilled edible offal of sheep, goats, horses 

02069000 Frozen edible offal of sheep, goats, horses 

0207 Meat and edible offal of poultry, fresh, chilled or frozen 

02071100 Fresh or chilled whole chickens 

02071200 Frozen whole chickens 

02071300 Fresh or chilled cuts and offal of chickens 

02071400 Frozen cuts and offal of chicken 

02072400 Fresh or chilled whole turkeys 

02072500 Frozen whole turkeys 

02072600 Fresh or chilled cuts and offal of turkeys 

02072700 Frozen cuts and offal of turkeys 

02073200 Fresh or chilled whole ducks, geese or guinea fowls 

02073300 Frozen whole ducks, geese or guinea fowls 

02073400 Fresh or chilled fatty livers of ducks, geese or guinea fowls 

02073500 Fresh/chilled cuts & offal of ducks/geese/guinea fowls (excl. fatty livers) 

02073600 Frozen cuts and offal of ducks, geese or guinea fowls 

0208 Other meat and edible meat offal, fresh, chilled or frozen 

02081000 Fresh, chilled or frozen meat and edible offal of rabbits or hares 

02082000 Fresh, chilled or frozen frogs' legs 

02089000 Fresh, chilled or frozen meat and edible offal, nes 
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02090000 Pig and poultry fat, not rendered/extracted, fresh/child /frzn /saltd /smoked 

0209 Pig fat, free of lean meat, and poultry fat 

0210 Meat and offal, salted or smoked; flours of meat 

02101100 Unboned swine hams, shoulders and cuts thereof, salted or smoked 

02101200 Bellies and cuts thereof of swine, salted or smoked 

02101900 Meat of swine, salted or smoked, nes 

02102000 Meat of bovine animals, salted or smoked 

02109000 Other meat, nes, salted or smoked; flours and meals of meat or offal 

03 Fish & crustacean, mollusc & other aquatic invertebrate 

0301 Live fish 

03011000 Live ornamental fish 

03019100 Live trout (salmontrutta,onc'ync'mykiss,clarki,ag'ab'ta,gilae,apach&chryso) 

03019200 Live eels 

03019300 Live carp 

03019900 Other live fish 

0302 Fish, fresh or chilled (excl. Those of 03.04) 

03021100 Fresh or chilled trout (salmo trutta,onc'mykisscl'ki,ag,b'ta,gilae,apa,cho) 

03021200 Fresh or chilled pacific (oncorhynchus) atlantic(salmo salar) & danube salmon 

03021900 Fresh or chilled salmonidae (excl. 0302.11 and 0302.12) 

03022100 Fresh or chilled halibut 

03022200 Fresh or chilled plaice 

03022300 Fresh or chilled sole 

03022900 Fresh or chilled flat fish (excl. Halibut, plaice and sole) 

03023100 Fresh or chilled albacore or longfinned tunas 

03023200 Fresh or chilled yellowfin tunas 

03023300 Fresh or chilled skipjack or stripe-bellied bonito 

03023900 Fresh or chilled tunas, nes 

03024000 Fresh or chilled herrings (excl. Livers and roes) 

03025000 Fresh or chilled cod (excl. Livers and roes) 

03026100 Fresh or chilled sardines, brisling or sparts 

03026200 Fresh or chilled haddock 
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03026300 Fresh or chilled coalfish 

03026400 Fresh or chilled mackerel 

03026500 Fresh or chilled dogfish and other sharks 

03026600 Fresh or chilled eels 

03026900 Fresh or chilled fish, nes 

03027000 Fresh or chilled fish livers and roes 

0303 Fish, frozen, (excl. Those of 03.04) 

03031000 Frozen pacific salmon (onc'nerka, gorbuscha, keta, tsch'cha, kis'ch, maso & rhod) 

03032100 Frezen trout (salmo truta,onc'm'ss, clarki,ag'bnta, gilae, apache & chrysgstr) 

03032200 Frozen atlantic and danube salmon 

03032900 Frozen salmonidae (excl. Pacific, atlantic, danube salmon and trout) 

03033100 Frozen halibut 

03033200 Frozen plaice 

03033300 Frozen sole 

03033900 Frozen flat fish (excl. Halibut, plaice and sole) 

03034100 Frozen albacore or longfinned tunas 

03034200 Frozen yellowfin tunas 

03034300 Frozen skipjack or stripe-bellied bonito 

03034900 Frozen tunas, nes 

03035000 Frozen herrings (excl. Livers and roes) 

03036000 Frozen cod (excl. Livers and roes) 

03037100 Frozen sardines, brisling or sprats 

03037200 Frozen haddock 

03037300 Frozen coalfish 

03037400 Frozen mackerel 

03037500 Frozen dogfish and sharks 

03037600 Frozen eels 

03037700 Frozen sea-bass 

03037800 Frozen hake 

03037900 Frozen fish, nes 

03038000 Frozen fish livers and roes 
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0304 Fish fillets and other fish meat, fresh, chilled or frozen 

03041000 Fresh or chilled fish fillets 

03042000 Frozen fish fillets 

03049000 Frozen fish meat (excl. Fillets) 

0305 Fish, salted, dried; smoked fish; fish meal fit for human consumption 

03051000 Flours meals and pellets of fish, fit for human consumption 

03052000 Livers and roes, dried, smoked, salted or in brine 

03053000 Fish fillets, dried, salted or in brine, but not smoked 

03054100 Smoked Pacific (Onc'spp...rhodurus), Atlantic (Salmo salmar) & Danube salmon 

03054200 Smoked herrings (incl. Fillets) 

03054900 Smoked fish (excl. Salmon and herrings) 

03055100 Dried cod, not smoked 

03055900 Dried fish, not smoked (excl. Cod) 

03056100 Herrings salted or in brine but not dried or smoked 

03056200 Cod salted or in brine but not dried or smoked 

03056300 Anchovies salted or in brine but not dried or smoked 

03056900 Other fish salted or in brine but not dried or smoked, nes 

0306 Crustaceans, fresh, chilled or frozen 

03061100 Frozen rock lobster and other sea crawfish 

03061200 Frozen lobsters 

03061300 Frozen shrimps and prawns 

03061400 Frozen crabs 

03061900 Frozen crustaceans, (incl.flours/meals/pellets)fit for human consumptn. Nes 

03062100 Rock lobster and other sea crawfish (excl. Frozen) 

03062200 Lobsters (excl.frozen) 

03062300 Shrimps and prawns (excl. Frozen) 

03062400 Crabs (excl.frozen) 

03062900 Crustaceans, not frozen (inc.flours, meals, pellet, fit for human consumpt.nes 

0307 Molluscs and aquatic invertebrates, nes 

03071000 Oysters 

03072100 Scallops, live, fresh or chilled 
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03072900 Scallops (excl. Live, fresh or chilled) 

03073100 Mussels, live, fresh or chilled 

03073900 Mussels (excl. Live, fresh or chilled) 

03074100 Cuttle fish and squid, live, fresh or chilled 

03074900 Cuttle fish and squid (excl. Live, fresh or chilled) 

03075100 Octopus live, fresh or chilled 

03075900 Octopus (excl. Live, fresh or chilled) 

03076000 Snails other than sea snails 

03079100 Aquatic invertebrates (excluding crustaceans),live, fresh or chilled,nes 

03079900 Aquatic invertebrates inc. flours/meals/ pllts, (excl.live,fresh,chilled) nes 

04 Dairy prod; birds' eggs; natural honey; edible prod nes 

0401 Milk and cream, not concentrated or sweetened 

04011000 Milk and cream of =<1% fat, not concentrated or sweetened 

04012000 Milk and cream of >1% but =<6% fat, not concentrated or sweetened 

04013000 Milk and cream of >6% fat, not concentrated or sweetened 

0402 Milk and cream, concentrated or sweetened 

04021000 Milk and cream in solid forms of =<1.5% fat 

04022100 Milk and cream in solid forms of >1.5% fat, unsweetened 

04022110 Specially prepared for infants 

04022190 Other 

04022900 Milk and cream in solid forms of >1.5% fat, sweetened 

04022910 Specially prepared for infants 

04022990 Other 

04029100 Concentrated milk and cream, unsweetened (excl. In solid form) 

04029110 Specially prepared for infants 

04029190 Other 

04029900 Sweetened milk and cream (excl. In solid form) 

04029910 Specially prepared for infants 

04029990 Other 

0403 Buttermilk, curdled milk and cream, yogurt, etc 

04031000 Yogurt 
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04039000 Buttermilk, curdled milk and cream, etc (excl. Yogurt) 

0404 Whey and other natural milk constituents, nes 

04041000 Whey & modified whey, whether or not concntrtd or contng sweetening matter 

04049000 Products consisting of natural milk constituents, nes 

0405 Butter and other fats and oils derived from milk 

04051000 Butter 

04051010 Ghee 

04051090 Other 

04052000 Dairy spreads 

04059000 Fats and oils derived from milk (excl. Butter and dairy spreads) 

0406 Cheese and curd 

04061000 Fresh (unripened or uncured) cheese, including whey cheese and curd 

04062000 Grated or powdered cheese 

04063000 Processed cheese, not grated or powdered 

04064000 Blue-veined cheese 

04069000 Cheese, nes 

04070000 Birds' eggs, in shell, fresh, preserved or cooked 

0407 Birds eggs, in shell, fresh, preserved or cooked. 

04070011 For hatching 

04070019 Other 

04070090 Other 

0408 Birds' eggs, not in shell and egg yolks 

04081100 Dried egg yolks 

04081900 Egg yolks (excl. Dried) 

04089100 Dried birds' eggs, not in shell 

04089900 Birds' eggs, not in shell (excl. Dried) 

04090000 Natural honey 

0409 Natural honey 

04090010 Processed honey 

04090090 Other 

04100000 Edible products of animal origin, nes 
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0410 Edible products of animal origin. 

05 Products of animal origin, nes or included 

05010000 Human hair and waste, unworked 

0501 Human hair 

0502 Pigs' Bristles; brush making hair; waste 

05021000 Pigs', hogs', or boars' bristles or hair 

05029000 Badger and other brush making hair 

05030000 Horsehair and waste 

0503 Horsehair and horse waste 

05040000 Fresh, frozen, salted, dried, guts/bladders/stomachs of animals (excl fish) 

0504 Guts, bladders and stomachs of animals (other than fish) 

05040010 Sausage casings 

05040090 Other 

0505 Skins and other parts of birds, feathers and down 

05051000 Raw feathers for stuffing; down 

05059000 Skins and parts of birds (excl. Feathers for stuffing; down) 

0506 Bones and horn-cores 

05061000 Ossein and bones treated with acid 

05069000 Bones and horn-cores (excl. Ossein) 

0507 Ivory, tortoise-shell, whalebone and whalebone hair, etc, unworked 

05071000 Ivory, its powder and waste, unworked 

05071010 Elephant tusks 

05071020 Hippo teeth 

05071030 Rhinoceros horns 

05071090 Other 

05079000 Tortoise-shell, whalebone and whalebone-hair, etc, unworked 

05080000 Coral; shells of molluscs, crustaceans, unworked 

0508 Coral and similar materials 

05090000 Natural sponges of animal origin 

0509 Natural sponges of animal origin 

05100000 Ambergris, castoreum, civet and musk; cantharides; etc 
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0510 Ambergris, castoreum, civet and musk. 

0511 Animal products, nes; dead of chapters 1 and 3, unfit for human consum. 

05111000 Bovine semen 

05119100 Products offish, etc; dead animals of chapter 3 

05119110 Fish's ova 

05119190 Other 

05119900 Animal products, nes; dead animals of chapter 1 

06 Live tree & other plant; bulb, root; cut flowers etc 

0601 Bulbs, tubers Rhizomes; chicory plants and roots 

06011000 Dormant bulbs, tubers... Rhizomes 

06012000 Bulbs, tubers Rhizomes in growth or flower; chicory plants and roots 

0602 Other live plants, cuttings and slips, mushroom spawn 

06021000 Unrooted cuttings and slips 

06022000 Trees, shrubs, bushes, grafted or not, of kind bearing edible fruit or nuts 

06023000 Rhododendrons and azaleas 

06024000 Roses 

06029000 Other live plants, nes 

0603 Cut flowers and flower buds for ornamental purposes, fresh, dried etc 

06031000 Fresh cut flowers and buds 

06039000 Dried, dyed, bleached or otherwise prepared cut flowers and buds 

0604 Other parts of plants for ornamental purposes, fresh, dried etc 

06041000 Mosses and lichens for ornamental purposes, fresh, dried etc 

06049100 Fresh parts of plants, without flowers or buds, for ornamental purposes 

06049900 Parts of plants, without flowers or buds, for ornamental purposes 

07 Edible vegetables and certain roots and tubers 

0701 Potatoes, fresh or chilled 

07011000 Seed potatoes 

07019000 Other potatoes, fresh or chilled 

07020000 Tomatoes fresh or chilled 

0702 Tomatoes, fresh or chilled 

0703 Onions, shallots, garlic, leeks etc, fresh or chilled 
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07031000 Onions and shallots, fresh or chilled 

07032000 Garlic, fresh or chilled 

07039000 Leeks and other alliaceous vegetables, nes 

0704 Cabbages, cauliflowers, kohlrabi, kale etc, fresh or chilled 

07041000 Cauliflowers and headed broccoli, fresh or chilled 

07042000 Brussels sprouts, fresh or chilled 

07049000 White and red cabbages, kohlrabi, kale etc, fresh or chilled 

0705 Lettuce and chicory, fresh or chilled 

07051100 Cabbage lettuce, fresh or chilled 

07051900 Lettuce, fresh or chilled, (excl. Cabbage lettuce) 

07052100 Witloof chicory, fresh or chilled 

07052900 Chicory, fresh or chilled, (excl. Witloof) 

0706 Carrots, turnips, salad beetroot etc, fresh or chilled 

07061000 Carrots and turnips, fresh or chilled 

07069000 Beetroot radishes and other similar edible roots, fresh or chilled 

07070000 Cucumbers and gherkins, fresh or chilled 

0707 Cucumbers and gherkins 

0708 Leguminous vegetables, shelled or unshelled, fresh or chilled 

07081000 Peas, fresh or chilled 

07082000 Beans, fresh or chilled 

07089000 Leguminous vegetables, fresh or chilled, nes 

0709 Other vegetables, fresh or chilled 

07091000 Globe artichokes, fresh or chilled 

07092000 Asparagus, fresh or chilled 

07093000 Aubergines, fresh or chilled 

07094000 Celery, fresh or chilled 

07095100 Mushrooms, fresh or chilled 

07095200 Truffles, fresh or chilled 

07096000 Fruits of genus capiscum or pimenta, fresh or chilled 

07097000 Spinach, fresh or chilled 

07099000 Other vegetables, fresh or chilled, nes 
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0710 Vegetables, frozen 

07101000 Potatoes, frozen 

07102100 Shelled or unshelled peas, frozen 

07102200 Shelled or unshelled beans, frozen 

07102900 Leguminous vegetables, shelled or unshelled, frozen, nes 

07103000 Spinach, frozen 

07104000 Sweet corn, frozen 

07108000 Vegetables, frozen, nes 

07109000 Mixtures of vegetables, frozen 

0711 Vegetables provisionally preserved, not for immediate consumption 

07111000 Onions provisionally preserved, not for immediate consumption 

07112000 Olives provisionally preserved, not for immediate consumption 

07113000 Capers provisionally preserved, not for immediate consumption 

07114000 Cucumbers and gherkins provisionally preserved 

07119000 Other vegetables and mixture of vegetables provisionally preserved 

0712 Dried vegetables, whole, cut, sliced, broken or in powder 

07122000 Dried onions 

07123000 Dried mushrooms and truffles 

07129000 Dried vegetables, nes 

0713 Dried leguminous vegetables, shelled 

07131000 Dried peas, shelled 

07131010 Specially prepared for sowing 

07131090 Other 

07132000 Dried chickpeas, shelled 

07132010 Specially prepared for sowing 

07132090 Other 

07133100 Dried beans, shelled 

07133110 Specially prepared for sowing 

07133190 Other 

07133200 Dried adzuki beans, shelled 

07133210 Specially prepared for sowing 
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07133290 Other 

07133300 Dried kidney beans, incl. White pea beans, shelled 

07133310 Specially prepared for sowing 

07133390 Other 

07133900 Dried beans, shelled, nes 

07133910 Specially prepared for sowing 

07133990 Other 

07134000 Dried lentils, shelled 

07134010 Specially prepared for sowing 

07134090 Other 

07135000 Dried broad beans and horse beans, shelled 

07135010 Specially prepared for sowing 

07135090 Other 

07139000 Dried leguminous vegetables, shelled, nes 

07139010 Specially prepared for sowing 

07139090 Other 

0714 Roots and tubers with high starch content, fresh or dried 

07141000 Manioc, fresh or dried, chilled or frozen 

07142000 Sweet potatoes, fresh or dried, chilled or frozen 

07149000 Roots and tubers with high starch content, fresh/dried/chilled/frozen nes 

08 Edible fruit and nuts; peel of citrus fruit or melons 

0801 Coconuts, brazil nuts and cashew nuts, fresh or dried 

08011100 Coconuts, desiccated 

08011900 Coconuts, excluding desiccated 

08012100 Brazil nuts, in shell, fresh or dried 

08012200 Brazil nuts, without shell, fresh or dried 

08013100 Cashew nuts, in shell, fresh or dried 

08013200 Cashew nuts, without shell, fresh or dried 

0802 Other nuts, fresh or dried, nes 

08021100 Almonds in shell, fresh or dried 

08021200 Almonds without shells, fresh or dried 
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08022100 Hazlenuts in shell, fresh or dried 

08022200 Hazlenuts without shells, fresh or dried 

08023100 Walnuts in shell, fresh or dried 

08023200 Walnuts without shells, fresh or dried 

08024000 Chestnuts, fresh or dried 

08025000 Pistachio, fresh or dried 

08029000 Other nuts, fresh or dried, nes 

08030000 Bananas, including plantains, fresh or dried 

0803 Bananas 

0804 Dates, figs, pineapples...etc, fresh or dried 

08041000 Dates, fresh or dried 

08042000 Figs, fresh or dried 

08043000 Pineapples, fresh or dried 

08044000 Avocados, fresh or dried 

08045000 Guavas, mangoes and mangosteens, fresh or dried 

0805 Citrus fruit, fresh or dried 

08051000 Oranges, fresh or dried 

08052000 Mandarins, clementines, wilkings...etc, fresh or dried 

08053000 Lemons and limes, fresh or dried 

08054000 Grapefruit, fresh or dried 

08059000 Citrus fruit, fresh or dried, nes 

0806 Grapes, fresh or dried 

08061000 Fresh grapes 

08062000 Dried grapes 

0807 Melons and papaws, fresh 

08071100 Watermelons, fresh 

08071900 Melons, fresh, (excl. watermelons) 

08072000 Papaws (papayas), fresh 

0808 Apples, pears and quinces, fresh 

08081000 Apples, fresh 

08082000 Pears and quinces, fresh 
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0809 Apricots, cherries, peaches, plums and sloes, fresh 

08091000 Apricots, fresh 

08092000 Cherries, fresh 

08093000 Peaches, including nectarines, fresh 

08094000 Plums and sloes, fresh 

0810 Other fruit, fresh, nes 

08101000 Strawberries, fresh 

08102000 Raspberries, blackberries, mulberries and loganberries, fresh 

08103000 Black, white or red currants and gooseberries, fresh 

08104000 Cranberries, mulberries etc, fresh 

08105000 Kiwifruit, fresh 

08109000 Other fruit, fresh, nes 

0811 Fruit and nuts, frozen 

08111000 Strawberries, frozen 

08112000 Raspberries, blackberries etc, frozen 

08119000 Other fruit and nuts, frozen, nes 

0812 Fruit and nuts provisionally preserved, not for immediate consumption 

08121000 Cherries, provisionally preserved, not for immediate consumption 

08122000 Strawberries, provisionally preserved, not for immediate consumption 

08129000 Fruit and nuts, provisionally preserved, not for immediate consumption 

0813 Fruit, dried, nes 

08131000 Dried apricots 

08132000 Dried prunes 

08133000 Dried apples 

08134000 Other dried fruit, nes 

08135000 Mixtures of dried fruit and nuts, nes 

08140000 Peel of citrus fruit or melons, fresh, frozen, dried...etc. 

0814 Peel of citrus fruit or melons (including watermelons) 

09 Coffee, tea, mate and spices 

0901 Coffee; coffee husks and skins; coffee substitutes containing coffee 

09011100 Coffee, not roasted or decaffeinated 
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09011110 Raw coffee 

09011190 Other 

09011200 Decaffeinated coffee, not roasted 

09011210 Raw coffee 

09011290 Other 

09012100 Roasted coffee, not decaffeinated 

09012200 Roasted, decaffeinated coffee 

09019000 Coffee husks and skins, coffee substitutes containing coffee 

0902 Tea 

09021000 Green tea, whether or not flavoured, in immediate packings 

09022000 Green tea, whether or not flavoured, nes 

09023000 Black tea fermented/partly fermented, flavoured or not, in packings of <=3 kg 

09024000 Black tea fermented/partly fermented, flavoured or not, in packings of >=3 kg 

09030000 Maté 

0903 Mate 

0904 Pepper of the genus piper, capiscum or pimenta, dried, crushed or ground 

09041100 Dried pepper (excl. Crushed or ground) 

09041200 Pepper, crushed or ground 

09042000 Fruits of genus capsicum or pimenta, dried, crushed or ground 

09050000 Vanilla 

0905 Vanilla 

0906 Cinnamon and cinnamon-tree flowers 

09061000 Cinnamon and cinnamon-tree flowers, neither crushed and ground 

09062000 Cinnamon and cinnamon-tree flowers, crushed or ground 

09070000 Cloves (whole fruit, cloves and stems) 

0907 Cloves 

0908 Nutmeg, mace and cardamoms 

09081000 Nutmeg 

09082000 Mace 

09083000 Cardamoms 

0909 Seeds of anise, badian, fennel, coriander, cumin, caraway or juniper 
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09091000 Seeds of anise or badian 

09092000 Seeds of coriander 

09093000 Seeds of cumin 

09094000 Seeds of caraway 

09095000 Seeds of fennel; juniper berries 

0910 Ginger, saffron, turmeric (curcuma) curry and other spices 

09101000 Ginger 

09102000 Saffron 

09103000 Turmeric (curcuma) 

09104000 Thyme, bay leaves 

09105000 Curry 

09109100 Spice mixtures 

09109900 Other spices, nes 

10 Cereals 

1001 Wheat and meslin 

10011000 Durum wheat 

10011010 Of a kind for sowing 

10011090 Other 

10019000 Spelt, common wheat and meslin 

10019010 Of a kind for sowing 

10019090 Other 

10020000 Rye 

1002 Rye 

10020010 Of a kind for sowing 

10020090 Other 

10030000 Barley 

1003 Barley 

10030010 Of a kind for sowing 

10030090 Other 

10040000 Oats 

1004 Oats 
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10040010 Of a kind for sowing 

10040090 Other 

1005 Maize (corn) 

10051000 Maize seed 

10051010 Of a kind for sowing 

10051090 Other 

10059000 Maize (excl. Seed) 

1006 Rice 

10061000 Rice in the husk (paddy or rough) 

10061010 Of a kind for sowing 

10061090 Other 

10062000 Husked (brown) rice 

10063000 Semi-milled or wholly milled rice 

10064000 Broken rice 

10070000 Grain sorghum 

1007 Grain sorghum 

10070010 Of a kind for sowing 

10070090 Other 

1008 Buckwheat, millet and canary seed and other cereals, nes 

10081000 Buckwheat 

10081010 Of a kind for sowing 

10081090 Other 

10082000 Millet  

10082010 Of a kind for sowing 

10082090 Other 

10083000 Canary seed 

10083010 Of a kind for sowing 

10083090 Other 

10089000 Other cereal, nes 

10089010 Of a kind for sowing 

10089090 Other 
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11 Prod mill indust; malt; starches; insulin; wheat gluten 

11010000 Wheat or meslin flour 

1101 Wheat or meslin flour 

1102 Cereal flours, (excl. Wheat or meslin) 

11021000 Rye flour 

11022000 Maize (corn) flour 

11023000 Rice flour 

11029000 Other cereal flour, nes 

1103 Cereal groats, meal and pellets 

11031100 Groats andmeal of wheat 

11031200 Groats and meal of oats 

11031300 Groats and meal of maize (corn) 

11031400 Groats and meal of rice 

11031900 Groats and meal of other cereals, nes 

11031990 Of other 

11032100 Wheat pellets 

11032900 Pellets of other cereals (excl. Wheat) 

11032910 Of meslin 

11032920 Of maize 

11032930 Of millet 

11032990 Of other 

1104 Cereal grains otherwise worked (excl. Rice); germ of cereals 

11041100 Rolled or flaked barley grains 

11041200 Rolled or flaked oat grains 

11041900 Rolled or flaked grains of other cereals, nes 

11041910 Of maize 

11041990 Of other 

11042100 Other worked grains of barley, nes 

11042200 Other worked grains of oats, nes 

11042300 Other worked grains of maize (corn), nes 

11042900 Other worked grains of other cereals, nes 
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11042990 Of other 

11043000 Cereal germ, whole, rolled, flaked or ground 

1105 Flour, meal and flakes of potatoes 

11051000 Potato flour, meal and powder. 

11052000 Potato flakes, granules and pellets 

1106 Flour and meal of the dried leguminous vegetables, sago, etc 

11061000 Flour, meal and powder of the dried leguminous vegetables of 0713 

11062000 Flour, meal and powder of sago or of roots or tubers of 0714 

11062010 Of manioc (cassava) 

11062090 Of other 

11063000 Flour, meal and powder of products of chapter 8 

1107 Malt 

11071000 Malt not roasted 

11072000 Roasted malt 

1108 Starches and inulin 

11081100 Wheat starch 

11081200 Maize (corn) starch 

11081300 Potato starch 

11081400 Manioc (cassava) starch 

11081900 Other starches, nes 

11082000 Inulin 

11090000 Wheat gluten 

1109 Wheat gluten 

12 Oil seed, oleagi fruits; miscell grain, seed, fruit etc 

12010000 Soya beans 

1201 Soya beans 

1202 Ground-nuts, not roasted or otherwise cooked 

12021000 Ground-nuts in shell, not roasted or otherwise cooked 

12022000 Shelled ground-nuts, not roasted or otherwise cooked 

12030000 Copra 

1203 Copra 
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12040000 Linseed 

1204 Linseed 

12050000 Rape or colza seeds 

1205 Rape or colza seeds 

12060000 Sunflower seeds 

1206 Sunflower seeds 

1207 Other oil seeds and oleaginous fruits 

12071000 Palm nuts and kernels 

12072000 Cotton seeds 

12073000 Castor oil seeds 

12074000 Sesamum seeds 

12075000 Mustard seeds 

12076000 Safflower seeds 

12079100 Poppy seeds 

12079200 Shea nuts (karite nuts) 

12079900 Other oil seeds and oleaginous fruits, nes 

1208 Flours and meals of oil seeds or oleaginous fruits (excl. Mustard) 

12081000 Soya bean flour and meal 

12089000 Other flours and meal of oil seeds or oleaginous fruit, nes 

1209 Seeds, fruits and spores, of a kind used for sowing 

12091100 Sugar beet seed, of a kind used for sowing 

12091900 Beet seed, of a kind used for sowing, (excl. Sugar beet) 

12092100 Lucerne (alfalfa) seed, of a kind used for sowing 

12092200 Clover seed, of a kind used for sowing 

12092300 Fescue seed, of a kind used for sowing 

12092400 Kentucky blue grass seed, of a kind used for sowing 

12092500 Rye grass seed, of a kind used for sowing 

12092600 Timothy grass seed, of a kind used for sowing 

12092900 Other seeds of forage plants, of a kind used for sowing, nes 

12093000 Seeds of herbaceous plants, of a kind used for sowing 

12099100 Vegetable seed, of a kind used for sowing 
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12099900 Other seeds, fruit and spores, of a kind used for sowing, nes 

1210 Hop cones and lupulin, fresh or dried 

12101000 Hop cones (excl. Ground, powdered or pellets), fresh or dried 

12102000 Hop cones, ground, powdered or in pellets; lupulin 

1211 Plants and parts of plants, of a kind used in perfumery, pharmacy etc 

12111000 Liquorice roots, of a kind used in perfumery, pharmacy etc 

12112000 Ginseng roots, of a kind used in perfumery, pharmacy etc 

12119000 Other plants or parts, of a kind used in perfumery, pharmacy etc, nes 

12119010 For pharmaceutical purposes e.g Cinchona back 

12119020 Pyrethrum flower or powder 

12119090 Other 

1212 Seaweeds, algae, sugar beet and cane; vegetable products, nes 

12121000 Locust beans (incl. Locust bean seeds), fresh, dried, chilled or frozed 

12122000 Seaweeds and other algae for human consumption, fresh, dried, chilled, frozen 

12123000 Apricot, peach or plum stones and kernels used for human consumption 

12129100 Sugar beet, fresh, dried, chilled or frozen 

12129200 Sugar cane, fresh, dried, chilled or frozen 

12129900 Vegetable products used primarily for human comsumption, fresh/dried, nes 

12130000 Cereal straw and husks 

1213 Cereal straw and husks 

1214 Swedes, mangolds and similar forage products 

12141000 Lucerne (alfalfa) meal and pellets 

12149000 Other forage products, nes 

13 Lac; gums, resins & other vegetable saps & extracts 

1301 Lac; natural gums, resins, gum-resins, and balsams 

13011000 Lac 

13012000 Natural gum arabic 

13019000 Natural gums, resins, gum-resins, naturel oleor'ins /balsams (excl. Gumarabic) 

1302 Vegetable saps and extracts derived from vegetable products 

13021100 Opium 

13021200 Liquorice sap and extract 
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13021300 Hop extract 

13021400 Sap and extract of pryrethrum and roots of plants containing rotenone 

13021900 Other vegetable saps and extracts, nes 

13022000 Pectic substances, pectinates and pectates 

13023100 Agar-agar 

13023200 Mucilages and thickeners of locust beans, bean seeds and guar seeds 

13023900 Mucilages and thickeners, derived from vegetable products, nes 

14 Vegetable plaiting materials; vegetable products nes 

1401 Vegetable materials of a kind used primarily for plaiting 

14011000 Bamboos 

14012000 Rattans 

14019000 Vegetable materials for plaiting, (excl. Bamboos and rattans) 

1402 Vegetable materials used primarily as stuffing or as padding 

14021000 Kapok 

14029000 Vegetable hair and other vegetable materials for stuffing or padding 

1403 Vegetable materials used primarily in brooms or in brushes 

14031000 Broomcorn 

14039000 Vegetable materials primarily for brooms or brushes, nes 

1404 Vegetable products not elsewhere specified or included 

14041000 Raw vegetable materials primarily for dyeing or tanning 

14041010 Mangrove bark 

14041020 Wattle bark 

14041030 Annatto seed, whole or in powder form (bixa, bixin) 

14041090 Other 

14042000 Cotton linters 

14049000 Vegetable products, nes 

14049010 Hard seeds, pins, hulls and nuts of a kind used for carving eg corozo &dom 

14049020 Pyrethrum marc 

14049090 Other 

15 Animal/veg fats & oil & their cleavage products; etc 

15010000 Lard, other pig fat and poultry fat, rendered,(excl. That of 0209 or1503) 
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1501 Pig fat and poultry fat 

15020000 Fats of bovine animals, sheep or goats, raw/rendered,(exl. That of 1503) 

1502 Fats of bovine animals, sheep or goats 

15020010 Tattow (including premier just) 

15020090 Other 

15030000 Lard stearin, lardoil, oleostearin, oleo-oil and tallow oil 

1503 Lard stearin,lard oil, oleostearin, oleo-oil and tallow oil 

1504 Fats and oils and their fractions, of fish or marine mammals 

15041000 Fish-liver oils and their fractions 

15042000 Fish fats, oils and fractions (excl. Fish liver oils) 

15043000 Marine mammal fats, oils and their liquid fractions 

1505 Wool grease and fatty substances derived there from (incl. Lanolin) 

15051000 Crude wool grease 

15059000 Fatty substances of crude wool grease (incl. Lanolin) 

15060000 Other animal fats and oils and their fractions 

1506 Other animal fats and oils 

1507 Soya-bean oil and its fractions 

15071000 Crude soya-bean oil 

15079000 Soya-bean oil (excl. Crude) and fractions 

1508 Ground-nut oil and its fractions 

15081000 Crude ground-nut oil 

15089000 Ground-nut oil (excl. Crude) and fractions 

1509 Olive oil and its fractions 

15091000 Virgin olive oil 

15099000 Olive oil and fractions (excl. Virgin) 

15100000 Other oils and their fractions, obtained solely from olives, nes 

1510 Other oils 

1511 Palm oil and its fractions wheather or not refined not chemically modified 

15111090 Other 

15119000 Palm oil (excl. crude) & its fractns, refined or not but not chemically modifd 

15119010 Palm olein, RBD For industrial use 
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15119090 Other 

1512 Sunflower-seed, safflower or cotton-seed oil and their fractions 

15121100 Crude sunflower-seed and safflower oil 

15121900 Sunflower-seed and safflower oil (excl. Crude) and fractions thereof 

15122100 Crude cotton-seed oil, whether or not gossypol has been removed 

15122900 Cotton-seed oil excl. Crude) & its fractns, refined/not, chemically modified 

1513 Coconut (copra), palm kernel or babassu oil and their fractions 

15131100 Crude coconut (copra) oil 

15131900 Coconut (copra) oil (exc. crude) &its fractns refined, not chemically modified 

15132100 Crude palm kernel or babassu oil 

15132900 Palm kernel/babassu oil (exc.crude) & fractions, refined/not not chem modfd 

1514 Rape, colza or mustard oil and their fractions 

15141000 Crude rape, colza or mustard oil 

15149000 Rape, colza or mustard oil (exc.crude) & fractns, refined/not, chemically mdfd 

1515 Other fixed vegetable fats and oils (incl. Jojoba oil) and fractions 

15151100 Crude linseed oil 

15151900 Linseed oil (excl. crude) & fractns, refined or not, chemically modified 

15152100 Crude maize (corn) oil 

15152900 Maize (corn) oil (excl. crude) & fractions, refined/not chemically modified 

15153000 Castor oil and its fractions 

15154000 Tung oil and its fractions 

15155000 Sesame oil and fractions 

15156000 Jojoba oil and fractions 

15159000 Other fixed vegetable fats and fractions, nes 

1516 Animal or vegetable fats and oils and fractions, hydrogenated, etc 

15161000 Animal fats and oils and fractions, hydrogenated, etc 

15162000 Vegetable fats and oils and their fractions, hydrogenated, etc 

1517 Margarine; edible preparations of animal or vegetable fats or oils, nes 

15171000 Margarine (excl. Liquid) 

15179000 Edible preparations of fats and oils, nes 

15180000 Animal or vegetable fats and oils chemically modified, nes 
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1518 Inedible mixtures of animal or vegetable fats of nes specified 

15180010 Inedible mixtures or preparations of different fats/oils of this ch. Nes 

15180090 Other 

1519 Industrial monocarboxylic fatty acids, acid oils and fatty alcohols 

15200000 Glycerol, crude, glycerol waters and glycerol lyes 

1520 Glycerol, crude, glycerol waters and lyes 

1521 Vegetable waxes (excl. Triglycerides), beeswax, other insect waxes 

15211000 Vegetable waxes (excl. Triglycerides) 

15219000 Beeswax, other insect waxes and spermaceti 

15220000 Degras; residues of fatty substances or animal or vegetable waxes 

1522 Degras; residues from animal or vegetable waxes 

16 Prep of meat, fish or crustaceans, molluscs etc 

16010000 Sausages and similar products; food preparations based on these products 

1601 Sausages 

1602 Other prepared or preserved meat, meat offal or blood 

16021000 Homogenized preparations of meat, meat offalor blood 

16022000 Preparations of animal liver 

16023100 Preparations of turkey meat 

16023200 Prepared/preserved meat, offal/blood of fowls of species gallus domesticus 

16023900 Preparation of poultry (exc. turkey/of fowls of species gallus domesticus) 

16024100 Preparations of swine, hams and cuts 

16024200 Preparations of swine, shoulders and cuts 

16024900 Preparations of swine meat, including mixtures, nes 

16025000 Preparations of meat of bovine animals 

16029000 Preparations of meat (incl. preparations of blood of any animal), nes 

16030000 Extracts and juices of meat, fish and aquatic invertebrates 

1603 Extracts and juices of meat, fish or crustaceans 

1604 Prepared or preserved fish; caviar and caviar substitutes 

16041100 Prepared or preserved salmon (excl. Minced) 

16041200 Prepared or preserved herrings (excl. Minced) 

16041300 Prepared or preserved sardines, sardinella, brisling or sprats (excl. minced) 
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16041400 Prepared or preserved tuna, skipjack and bonito (sarda spp.) Excl. minced 

16041500 Prepared or preserved mackerel (excl. Minced) 

16041600 Prepared or preserved anchovies (excl. Minced) 

16041900 Prepared or preserved fish (excl. Minced), nes 

16042000 Other prepared or preserved fish, including minced, nes 

16043000 Caviar and caviar substitutes 

1605 Crustaceans and other aquatic invertebrates, prepared or preserved 

16051000 Crab, prepared or preserved 

16052000 Shrimps and prawns, prepared or preserved 

16053000 Lobster, prepared or preserved 

16054000 Crustaceans, nes, prepared or preserved 

16059000 Molluscs and other aquatic invertebrates, prepared or preserved 

17 Sugars and sugar confectionery 

1701 Cane or beet sugar and chemically pure sucrose, in solid form 

17011110 Juggery raw cane sugar 

17011190 Other raw cane sugar 

17011210 Juggery beet sugar 

17011290 Other beet sugar 

17019100 Cane or beet sugar, containing added flavouring or colouring 

17019910 Sugar for industrial use 

17019990 Other 

1702 Other sugar in solid form sugarsyrups; artificial honey and caramel 

17021100 Lactose and lactose syrup cont. by weight>=99% lactose calc. On dry matter 

17021900 Lactose and lactose syrup cont. by weight <99% lactose calc. On dry matter 

17022000 Maple sugar and maple syrup 

17023000 Glucose and glucose syrup, containing <20% fructose 

17024000 Glucose and glucose syrup, containing >=20% but <50% fructose 

17025000 Chemically pure fructose 

17026000 Other fructose and fructose syrup, containing >50% fructose 

17029000 Artificial honey, caramel and other sugars (incl. Invert sugar), nes 

1703 Molasses resulting from the extraction or refining of sugar 
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17031000 Cane molasses resulting from the extraction or refining of sugar 

17039000 Molasses resulting from the extraction or refining of sugar (excl. Cane) 

1704 Sugar confectionery (incl. White chocolate), not containing cocoa 

17041000 Chewing gum 

17049000 Sugar confectionery (incl. White chocolate), not containing cocoa, nes 

18 Cocoa and cocoa preparations 

18010000 Cocoa beans, whole or broken, raw or roasted 

1801 Cocoa beans 

18020000 Cocoa shells, husks, skins and other cocoa waste 

1802 Cocoa waste 

1803 Cocoa paste, whether or not defatted 

18031000 Cocoa paste, not defatted 

18032000 Cocoa paste, wholly or partly defatted 

18040000 Cocoa butter, fat and oil 

1804 Cocoa butter, fat and oil 

18050000 Cocoa powder, not containing added sugar or other sweetening matter 

1805 Cocoa powder 

1806 Chocolate and other food preparations containing cocoa 

18061000 Cocoa powder, containing added sugar or other sweetening matter 

18062000 Chocolate, etc, containing cocoa, in blocks, slabs or bars >2kg 

18063100 Chocolate, etc, containing cocoa, in blocks, slabs or bars, filled 

18063200 Chocolate, etc, containing cocoa in blocks, slabs or bars, not filled 

18069000 Chocolate, etc, containing cocoa, not in blocks, slabs or bars, nes 

19 Prep of cereal, flour, starch/milk; pastrycooks' prod 

1901 Malt extract; food preparations of flour, etc, nes 

19011000 Preparations for infant use, for retail sale, of flour, etc 

19012000 Mixes and doughs for preparation of bakers' wares of 19.05 

19019000 Other 

1902 Pasta, such as spaghetti, macaroni, noodles, lasagne, etc; couscous 

19021100 Uncooked pasta containing eggs not stuffed 

19021900 Uncooked pasta, not containing eggs, not stuffed 
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19022000 Stuffed pasta 

19023000 Other pasta, nes 

19024000 Couscous 

19030000 Tapioca and substitutes prepared from starch in flakes, grains, etc 

1903 Tapioca and substances from starch 

1904 Prepared foods of swollen or roasted cereals, etc 

19041000 Prepared foods obtained by the swelling or roasting of cereals 

19042000 Prepared foods obtned from unroasted cereal flaks/mixtures unroasted/rstd 

19049000 Prepared cereals in grain form (excl. Maize) 

1905 Bread, pastry, cakes, etc; communion wafers, rice paper, etc 

19051000 Crispbread 

19052000 Gingerbread and the like 

19053000 Sweet biscuits; waffles and wafers 

19054000 Rusks, toasted bread and similar toasted products 

19054010 Infant feeding rusks 

19054090 0ther 

19059000 Other bread, etc, nes; communion wafers, rice paper, etc 

19059010 Empty cachets of a kind suitable for pharmaceutical use 

19059020 Communion wafers and sealing wafers 

19059090 Other 

20 Prep of vegetable, fruit, nuts or other parts of plants 

2001 Vegetables, fruit, etc, preserved by vinegar or acetic acid 

20011000 Cucumbers and gherkins, preserved by vinegar or acetic acid 

20012000 Onions, prepared or preserved by vinegar or acetic acid 

20019000 Other vegetables, fruits, etc, preserved by vinegar or acetic acid, nes 

2002 Tomatoes prepared or preserved otherwise than by vinegar or acetic acid 

20021000 Tomatoes, whole or in pieces, preserved other than by vinegar, etc 

20029000 Tomatoes, preserved otherwise than by vinegar or acetic acid, nes 

2003 Mushrooms and truffles, preserved other than by vinegar or acetic acid 

20031000 Mushrooms, preserved otherwise than by vinegar or acetic acid 

20032000 Truffles, prepared or preserved otherwise than by vinegar or acetic acid 
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2004 Other vegetables preserved other than by vinegar or acetic acid, frozen 

20041000 Potatoes 

20049000 Other vegetables and mixtures of vegetables 

2005 Other vegetables preserved other than by vinegar, etc, not frozen 

20051000 Homogenized vegetable, preserved other than by vinegar, etc, not frozen 

20052000 Potatoes, preserved other than by vinegar or acetic acid, not frozen 

20054000 Peas, preserved other than by vinegar or acetic acid, not frozen 

20055100 Shelled beans, preserved other than by vinegar, etc, not frozen 

20055900 Beans, unshelled, preserved other than by vinegar, etc, not frozen 

20056000 Asparagus, preserved other than by vinegar or acetic acid, not frozen 

20057000 Olives, preserved other than by vinegar or acetic acid, not frozen 

20058000 Sweetcorn, preserved other than by vinegar or acetic acid, not frozen 

20059000 Vegetables preserved other than by vinegar, etc, not frozen, nes 

20060000 Vegetables, fruit, nuts, fruitpeel & other parts of plants, preserved by sugar 

2006 Vegetables, fruit, nuts, preserved by sugar 

2007 Jams, fruit jellies, marmalades, etc 

20071000 Jams, fruit jellies, marmalades, etc, homogenized 

20071090 Other 

20079100 Jams, fruit jellies, marmalades, etc, of citrus fruit 

20079900 Other jams, fruit jellies, marmalades, etc, being cooked preparations 

2008 Fruit, nuts and other parts of plants, otherwise preserved, nes 

20081100 Ground-nuts, preserved 

20081900 Nuts and seeds including mixtures, preserved 

20082000 Pineapples, prepared or preserved (excl. Those of 20.06 and 20.07) 

20083000 Citrus fruit, prepared or preserved (excl. Those of 20.06 and 20.07) 

20084000 Pears, prepared or preserved (excl. Those of 20.06 and 20.07) 

20085000 Apricots, prepared or preserved (excl. Those of 20.06and 20.07) 

20086000 Cherries, prepared or preserved (excl. Those of 20.06 and 20.07) 

20087000 Peaches, prepared or preserved (excl. Those of 20.06 and 20.07) 

20088000 Strawberries, prepared or preserved (excl. Those of 20.06 and 20.07) 

20089100 Palm hearts, prepared or preserved (excl. Those of 20.06 and 20.07) 
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20089200 Mixtures of fruit, prepared or preserved (excl. 20.06 and 20.07) 

20089900 Other fruit, etc, prepared or preserved, nes 

2009 Fruit juices (incl. Grape must) and vegetable juices, unfermented 

20091100 Frozen orange juice, unfermented, not containing added spirit 

20091900 Unfrozen orange juice, unfermented, not containing added spirit 

20092000 Grapefruit juice, unfermented, not containing addedspirit 

20093000 Single citrus fruit juice, (excl. Orange and grapefruit), unfermented 

20094000 Pineapple juice, unfermented, not containing added spirit 

20095000 Tomato juice, unfermented, not containing added spirit 

20096000 Grape juice, (incl. Must), unfermented, not containing added spirit 

20097000 Apple juice, unfermented, not containing added spirit 

20098000 Juice of other single fruit, unfermented, not containing added spirit 

20099000 Mixtures of juices, unfermented, not containing added spirit 

21 Miscellaneous edible preparations 

2101 Extracts and preparations of coffee, tea or mate; roasted chicory... 

21011100 Extracts, essences and concentrates of coffee 

21011200 Preparations with a basis of extract/essence etc. or with a basis of coffee 

21012000 Extracts, essences, concentrates and preparations of tea or maté 

21013000 Roasted coffee substitutes (incl. Chicory), etc 

2102 Yeasts; other single-cell micro-organisms, dead; prepared baking powders 

21021000 Active yeasts 

21022000 Inactive yeasts; other single-cell micro-organisms, dead 

21023000 Prepared baking powders 

2103 Sauces and sauce preparations; mixed condiments and seasonings; mustard 

21031000 Soya sauce 

21032000 Tomato ketchup and other tomato sauces 

21033000 Mustard flour and meal, prepared mustard 

21039000 Sauces and sauce preparations; mixed condiments and seasonings, nes 

2104 Soups and preparations therefor; homogenized composite foods 

21041000 Soups and broths and preparations therefor 

21042000 Homogenized composite food preparations 
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21050000 Ice cream and other edible ice, whether or not containing cocoa 

2105 Ice cream 

2106 Food preparations not elsewhere specified or included 

21061000 Protein concentrates and textured protein substences 

21069000 Other food preparations, nes 

21069010 Concentrates 

21069090 Other 

22 Beverages, spirits and vinegar 

2201 Waters, (incl. Mineral waters and aerated waters); ice and snow 

22011000 Mineral waters and aerated waters, unsweetened 

22011010 Mineral waters 

22011090 Other, including club soda 

22019000 Other unsweetened waters; ice and snow 

2202 Waters (incl. Mineral and aerated), with added sugar (incl. Sweetened) 

22021000 Waters (incl. Mineral and aerated), with added sugar, sweetener, etc 

22021010 Lemonade and flavoured mineral or aerated waters 

22021090 Other 

22029000 Other non-alcoholic beverages, nes 

22030000 Beer made from malt 

2203 Beer made from malt 

22030010 Stout and porter 

22030090 Other 

2204 Wine of fresh grapes, (incl. Fortified wines); other grape must 

22041000 Champagne and sparkling wine 

22041010 With the domestic grapes content exceeding 75% 

22041090 Other 

22042100 Wine (not sparkling); grape must with by alcohol in: <=2l containers 

22042110 With the domestic grapes content exceeding 75% 

22042190 Other 

22042900 Wine (not sparkling); grape must with alcohol in: >=2l containers 

22042910 With the domestic grapes content exceeding 75% 
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22042990 Other 

22043000 Other grape must, nes 

22043010 With the domestic grapes content exceeding 75% 

22043090 Other 

2205 Vermouth and other wine of fresh grapes, flavoured 

22051000 Vermouth and other wine of fresh grapes, flavoured: <2l containers 

22051010 With the domestic grapes content exceeding 75% 

22051090 Other 

22059000 Vermouth and other wine of fresh grapes, flavoured: >2l containers 

22059010 With the domestic grapes contents exceeding 75% 

22059090 Other 

22060000 Other fermented bevarages (e.g. cider, perry);mixtures fermented bevrgs nes 

2206 Other fermented beverages 

22060010 Cider 

22060020 Kibuku (opaque beer) 

22060090 Other 

2207 Ethyl alcohol, undenatured of >=80% alcohol, denatured spirits 

22071000 Undenatured ethyl alcohol, of alcoholic strength >=80% 

22072000 Ethyl alcohol and other denatured spirits of any strength 

2208 Undenatured ethyl alcohol of an alcoholic strength <80%; spirits, etc 

22082000 Spirits from distilled grape wine or marc 

22083000 Whiskeys 

22084000 Rum and taffia 

22085000 Gin and geneva 

22086000 Vodka 

22087000 Liqueurs and cordials 

22089000 Other spirituous beverages, nes 

22089010 Distilled spirits e.g. Konyagi 

22089090 Other 

22090000 Vinegar and substitutes for vinegar obtained from acetic acid 

2209 Vinegar and substitutes for vinegar from acetic acid 
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23 Residues & waste from the food indust; prepr ani fodder 

2301 Flours, etc, of meat, fish, etc, unfit for human cosumption; greaves 

23011000 Flours, meats and pellets, of meat unfit for human consumption; greaves 

23012000 Flours, meals and pellets of fish, etc, unfit for human consumption 

2302 Brans, sharps and other residues, derived from working of ceareals, etc 

23021000 Brans, sharps and other residues of maize 

23022000 Brans, sharps and other residues of rice 

23023000 Brans, sharps and other residues of wheat 

23024000 Brans, sharps and other residues of other cereals 

23025000 Brans, sharps and other residues of leguminous plants 

2303 Residues of starch manufacture, beet-pulp, etc, brewing dregs and waste 

23031000 Residues from manufacture of starch and similar residues 

23032000 Beet pulp, bagasse and other waste of sugar manufacture 

23033000 Brewing or distilling dregs and waste 

23040000 Oil-cake and other solid residues, of soya-bean 

2304 Oil cake from soya bean oil 

23050000 Oil-cake and other solid residues, of ground-nut 

2305 Oil-cake and other solid residues 

2306 Oil-cake and other solid residues, of vegetable fats 

23061000 Oil-cake and other solid residues of cotton seeds 

23062000 Oil-cake and other solid residues of linseed 

23063000 Oil-cake and other solid residues of sunflower seeds 

23064000 Oil-cake and other solid residues of rape or colza seeds 

23065000 Oil-cake and other solid residues of coconut or copra 

23066000 Oil-cake and other solid residues of palm nuts and kernels 

23067000 Oil-cake and other solid residues of maize (corn) germ 

23069000 Oil-cake and residues, of other vegetable fats and oils 

23070000 Wine lees; argol 

2307 Wine lees; argol 

2308 Vegetable materials, waste, residues, etc, used in animal feeding 

23081000 Acorns and horse-chestnuts, for animal feeding 
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23089000 Other vegetable materials, waste, residues, etc, used in animal feeding 

2309 Preparations of a kind used in animal feeding 

23091000 Dog or cat food, put up for retail sale 

23099000 Other preparations of a kind used in animal feeding, nes 

23099010 Preparation with basis of molasses 

23099020 Pre-mix 

23099090 Other 

24 Tobacco and manufactured tobacco substitutes 

2401 Unmanufactured tobacco; tobacco refuse 

24011000 Tobacco, not stemmed/stripped 

24012000 Tobacco, partly or wholly stemmed/stripped 

24013000 Tobacco refuse 

2402 Cigars, cigarillos, cigarettes, etc, of tobacco or tobacco substitutes 

24021000 Cigars, cheroots and cigarillos containing tobacco 

24022000 Cigarettes containing tobacco 

24022010 Of length not exceeding 70 mm, with the domestic tobacco contents exced 75% 

24022020 Of length equal to 70 mm or more, with domestic tobacco contents exced 75% 

24022090 Other 

24029000 Cigars, cigarillos, cigarettes, etc, not containing tobacco 

2403 Other manufactured tobacco and substitutes; homogenized tobacco, etc 

24031000 Smoking tobacco with or without tobacco substitutes 

24031010 Cut rag / filler 

24031090 Other 

24039100 Homogenized or reconstituted tobacco 

24039900 Other manufactured tobacco, nes 

24039910 Snuff 

24039990 Other 

25 Salt; sulphur; earth & ston; plastering mat; lime & cem 

25010000 Salt/pure sodium chloride, whether or not cont. anti-caking agents; seawater 

2501 Salt/pure sodium chloride whether or not cont ant-caking agents; seawater 

25010010 Table salt 
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25010090 Other 

25020000 Unroasted iron pyrites 

2502 Unroasted iron pyrites 

25030000 Sulphur of all kinds (excl. Sublimed, precipitated and colloidal sulphur) 

2503 Sulphur of all kinds, other than sublimed sulphur, precipitated & collodia 

2504 Natural graphite 

25041000 Natural graphite in powder or in flakes 

25049000 Other natural graphite (excl. In powder or in flakes) 

2505 Natural sands of all kinds, (excl. Metal-bearing sands of chapter 26) 

25051000 Silica sands and quartz sands 

25059000 Natural sands, (excl. Metal-bearing sands of chapter 26), nes 

2506 Quartz; quartzite 

25061000 Quartz 

25062100 Crude or roughly trimmed quartzite 

25062900 Quartzite cut into rectangular blocks or slabs 

25070000 Kaolin and other kaolinic clays, whether or not calcined 

2507 Kaolin and other kaolinic clays 

2508 Other clays, andalusite, kyanite, etc; mullite; chamotte or dinas earths 

25081000 Bentonite 

25082000 Decolourizing earths and fuller's earth 

25083000 Fire-clay 

25084000 Other clays, nes 

25085000 Andalusite, kyanite and sillimanite 

25086000 Mullite 

25087000 Chamotte or dinas earths 

25090000 Chalk 

2509 Chalk! 

2510 Natural calcium phosphates, aluminium calcium phosphates, etc 

25101000 Unground natural calcium phosphates, aluminium calcium phosphates, etc 

25102000 Ground natural calcium phosphates, aluminium calcium phosphates, etc 

2511 Natural barium sulphate (barytes); natural barium carbonate (witherite) 
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25111000 Natural barium sulphate (barytes) 

25112000 Natural barium carbonates (whitherite) 

25120000 Siliceous fossil meals (kieselguhr, tripolite, etc); siliceous earths 

2512 Siliceous fossil meals 

25120010 Diatomite 

25120090 Other 

2513 Pumice stone; emery; natural corundum, etc, and other natural abrasives 

25131100 Pumice stone, crude or in irregular pieces, (incl. Crushed pumice) 

25131900 Other pumice stone, nes 

25132000 Emery, natural corundum, natural garnet and other natural abrasives 

25140000 Slate, crude, roughly trimmed or merely cut 

2514 Slate, whether or roughly trimmed or merely cut by sawing or otherwise 

25140010 Slate powder and wa 

25140090 Other 

2515 Marble, travertine, and other calcareous monumental or building stone 

25151100 Marble and travertine crude or roughly trimmed 

25151200 Marble and travertine merely cut into a square or rectangular shape 

25152000 Ecaussine and other calcarcous building stone; alabaster 

2516 Granite, porphyry, etc, and other monumental or building stone 

25161100 Granite, crude or roughly trimmed 

25161200 Granite merely cut into a square or rectangular shape 

25162100 Sandstone, crude or roughly trimmed 

25162200 Sandstone merely cut into a square or rectangular shape 

25169000 Porphyry, sylnite, etc, merely cut into a square or rectangular shape 

2517 Pebbles, gravel, etc; macadam of slag; tarred macadam, etc 

25171000 Pebbles, gravel, shingle and flint 

25172000 Macadam of slag, dross or similar industrial waste 

25173000 Tarred macadam 

25174100 Marble granules, chippings and powder 

25174900 Granules, chippings and powder of stones (excl. Marble) 

2518 Dolomite; dolomite roughly trimmed or merely cut; agglomereted dolomite 
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25181000 Dolomite not calcined 

25182000 Calcined dolomite 

25183000 Agglomerated dolomite (incl. Tarred dolomite) 

2519 Natural magnesium carbonate (magnesite), etc; other magnesium oxides 

25191000 Natural magnesium carbonate (magnesite) 

25199000 Magnesia and other magnesium oxide 

2520 Gypsum; anhydrite; plasters 

25201000 Gypsum; anhydrite 

25202000 Plasters 

25210000 Limestone flux; limestone and other calcareous stone 

2521 Limestone flux 

2522 Quicklime, slaked lime and hydraulic lime 

25221000 Quicklime 

25222000 Slaked lime 

25223000 Hydraulic lime 

2523 Portland cement, aluminous cement, persulphate cement, etc 

25231000 Cement clinkers 

25232100 White portland cement 

25232900 Portland cement (excl. White) 

25233000 Aluminous cement 

25239000 Other hydraulic cements, etc 

25240000 Asbestos 

2524 Asbestors 

2525 Mica, including splittings; mica waste 

25251000 Crude mica and mica rifted into sheets or splittings 

25252000 Mica powder 

25253000 Mica waste 

2526 Natural steatite, crude roughly trimmed or merely cut; talc 

25261000 Natural steatite, talc, not crushed or powdered 

25262000 Natural steatite, talc, crushed or powdered 

25270000 Natural cryolite; natural chiolite 
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2527 Natural cryolite 

2528 Natural borates and concentrates; natural boric acid 

25281000 Natural sodium borates and concentrates thereof, whether or not calcined 

25289000 Natural borates (excl. Sodium) and concentrates; natural boric acid 

2529 Felspar; leucite nepheline and nepheline syenite; fluorspar 

25291000 Felspar 

25292100 Fluorspar containing by weight <=97% of calcium fluoride 

25292200 Fluorspar containing by weight >97% of calcium fluoride 

25293000 Leucite nepheline and nepheline syenite 

2530 Mineral substances not elsewhere specified or included 

25301000 Vermiculite, perlite and chlorites (unexpanded) 

25302000 Kieserite, epsomite (natural magnesium sulphates) 

25304000 Natural micaceous iron oxides 

25309000 Other mineral substances, nes 

26 Ores, slag and ash 

2601 Iron ores and concentrates, including roasted iron pyrites 

26011100 Non-agglomerated iron ores and concentrates 

26011200 Agglomerated iron ores and concentrates 

26012000 Roasted iron pyrites 

26020000 Manganese ores/concentrates (inc. ferruginous), with manganese cont. of=>20% 

2602 Manganese ores and concentrates 

26030000 Copper ores and concentrates 

2603 Copper ores and concentrates 

26040000 Nickel ores and concentrates 

2604 Natural graphite 

26050000 Cobalt ores and concentrates 

2605 Cobalt ores and concentrates 

26060000 Aluminium ores and concentrates 

2606 Aluminium ores 

26070000 Lead ores and concentrates 

2607 Lead ores 
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26080000 Zinc ores and concentrates 

2608 Zinc ores 

26090000 Tin ores and concentrates 

2609 Tin ores 

26100000 Chromium ores and concentrates 

2610 Chromium ores and concentrates. 

26110000 Tungsten ores and concentrates 

2611 Tungsten ores and concentrates 

2612 Uranium or thorium ores and concentrates 

26121000 Uranium ores and concentrates 

26122000 Thorium ores and concentrates 

2613 Molybdenum ores and concentrates 

26131000 Roasted molybdenum ores and concentrates 

26139000 Molybdenum ores and concentrates (excl. Roasted) 

26140000 Titanium ores and concentrates 

2614 Titanium ores 

2615 Niobium, tantalum, vanadium or zirconium ores and concentrates 

26151000 Zirconium ores and concentrates 

26159000 Niobium, tantalum and vanadium ores and concentrates 

2616 Precious metal ores and concentrates 

26161000 Silver ores and concentrates 

26169000 Precious metal ores and concentrates (excl. Silver) 

26169010 Gold ores and concentrates 

26169090 Other 

2617 Other ores and concentrates 

26171000 Antimony ores and concentrates 

26179000 Other ores and concentrates, nes 

26180000 Granulated slag (slag sand) from the manufacture of iron or steel 

2618 Granulated slug 

26190000 Slag, dross, etc, from the manufacture of iron or steel 

2619 Slag, dross 
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2620 Ash and residues containing metals ormetallic compounds 

26201100 Hard zinc spelter 

26201900 Ash and residues containing mainly zinc (excl. Hard zinc spelter) 

26202000 Ash and residues containing mainly lead 

26203000 Ash and residues containing mainly copper 

26204000 Ash and residues containing mainly aluminium 

26205000 Ash and residues containing mainly vanadium 

26209000 Ash and residues containing other metals or metal compounds, nes 

26210000 Other slag and ash, including seaweed ash (kelp) 

2621 Other slag & ash 

27 Mineral fuels, oils & product of their distillation; etc 

2701 Coal; briquettes, ovoids and similar solid fuels manufactured from coal 

27011100 Anthracite, not agglomerated 

27011200 Bituminous coal, not agglomerated 

27011900 Other coal, not agglomerated, nes 

27012000 Briquettes, ovoids and similar solid fuels manufactured from coal 

2702 Lignite (excluding jet) 

27021000 Lignite, not agglomerated 

27022000 Agglomerated lignite 

27030000 Peat (incl. Peat litter) 

2703 Peat 

27040000 Coke and semi-coke of coal, of lignite or of peat; retort carbon 

2704 Coke & semi-coke of coal 

27050000 Coal gas, water gas, producer gas and similar gases, not petroleum gases 

2705 Coal, water, producer gas 

27060000 Tar distilled from coal, lignite or peat, and other mineral tars 

2706 Tar distilled from coal 

2707 Products of the distillation of coal tar; similar products 

27071000 Benzole 

27072000 Toluole 

27073000 Xylole 
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27074000 Naphthalene 

27075000 Aromatic hydrocarbon mixtures which >=65% distils at 250°c 

27076000 Phenols 

27079100 Creosote oils 

27079900 Other oils and oil products, nes 

2708 Pitch and pitch coke, obtained from coal tar or from other mineral tars 

27081000 Pitch obtained from coal tar or from other mineral tars 

27082000 Pitch coke obtained from coal tar or from other mineral tars 

27090000 Petroleum oils and oils obtained from bituminous minerals, crude 

2709 Petroleum oils crude 

2710 Petroleum oils and oils obtained from bituminous minerals, other than crude 

27100010 Petroleum partly refined (including topped crude) 

27100021 Light oils and preparations: Aviation spirits 

27100022 Light oils and preparations Motor spirit (gasoline) premium 

27100023 Light oils and preparations: Motor spirit (gasoline) regular 

27100024 Light oils and preparations: Jet fuel (spirit type) 

27100025 Light oils preparations white spirit and of special boiling point 

27100029 Light oils and preparations: other 

27100031 Medium oils and preparation: aviation kerosene 

27100032 Medium oils preparations: illunating kerosene 

27100039 Medium oils preparation: other 

27100041 Distillate fuels: diesel oils (ido) 

27100042 Distillate fuels: gas oils (go) 

27100049 Distillate oils: other 

27100051 Residue fuel oils (marine furnaces and similar f/oils of 125 cst) 

27100052 Residual oils of 180 centistokes (cst) 

27100053 Residual oils of 280 centistokes (cst) 

27100059 Residue oils: other 

27100060 Transformer oils 

27100071 Lubricating oils 

27100072 Lubricating greases 
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27100080 Batching oils 

27100091 Other non-lub oils (cutting oils, black fluid & similar products nes) 

27100092 Other oils &preparations (e.g technical white oils, spindle oils, cosmetic 

27100099 Other 

2711 Petroleum gases and other gaseous hydrocarbons 

27111100 Natural gas, liquefied 

27111200 Propane, liquefied 

27111300 Butanes, liquefied 

27111400 Ethylene, propylene, butylene and butadiene, liquefied 

27111900 Petroleum gases and other gaseous hydrocarbons, liquefied, nes 

27112100 Natural gas in gaseous state 

27112900 Petroleum gases and other gaseous hydrocarbons in gaseous state, nes 

2712 Petroleum jelly; paraffin wax and other mineral waxes, etc 

27121000 Petroleum jelly 

27122000 Paraffin wax, containing <0.75% oil 

27129000 Other paraffin wax... And similar products, nes 

2713 Petroleum coke, bitumen and other residues of petroleum oils 

27131100 Petroleum coke, not calcined 

27131200 Calcined petroleum coke 

27132000 Petroleum bitumen 

27139000 Other residues of petroleum oils, etc 

2714 Bitumen and asphalt, natural; bituminous or oil shale; asphaltites 

27141000 Bituminous or oil shale and tar sands 

27149000 Bitumen and asphalt; natural asphaltites and asphaltic rocks 

27150000 Bituminous mixtures based on natural asphalt, bitumen (eg. Cut-backs) 

2715 Hydroxides and perxides of sodium or potassium 

27160000 Electrical energy 

2716 Electrical energy 

28 Inorgn chem; compds of prec met, radioact elements etc 

2801 Fluorine, chlorine, bromine and iodine 

28011000 Chlorine 
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28012000 Iodine 

28013000 Fluorine; bromine 

28020000 Sulphur, sublimed or precipitated; colloidal sulphur 

2802 Sulphur 

28030000 Carbon (carbon blacks and other forms of carbon, nes) 

2803 Carbon 

2804 Hydrogen, rare gases and other non-metals 

28041000 Hydrogen 

28042100 Argon 

28042900 Rare gases (excl. Argon) 

28043000 Nitrogen 

28044000 Oxygen 

28045000 Boron; tellurium 

28046100 Silicon containing by weight >=99.99% silicon 

28046900 Silicon containing by weight <99.99% silicon 

28047000 Phosphorus 

28048000 Arsenic 

28049000 Selenium 

2805 Alkali or alkaline-earth metals; rare-earth metals; mercury 

28051100 Sodium 

28051900 Alkali metals (excl. Sodium) 

28052100 Calcium 

28052200 Strontium and barium 

28053000 Rare-earth metals, scandium and yttrium 

28054000 Mercury 

2806 Hydrogen chloride (hydrochloric acid); chlorosulphuric acid 

28061000 Hydrogen chloride (hydrochloric acid) 

28062000 Chlorosulphuric acid 

28070000 Sulphuric acid; oleum 

2807 Sulphuric acid; oleum 

28080000 Nitric acid; sulphonitric acids 
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2808 Nitric acid 

2809 Diphosphorus pentaoxide; phosphoric acid and polyphosphoric acids 

28091000 Diphosphorus pentaoxide 

28092000 Phosphoric acid and polyphosphoric acids 

28100000 Oxides of boron; boric acids 

2810 Oxides of boron 

2811 Other inorganic acids and other inorganic oxygen compounds of non-metals 

28111100 Hydrogen fluoride (hydrofluoric acid) 

28111900 Other inorganic acids, nes 

28112100 Carbon dioxide 

28112200 Silicon dioxide 

28112300 Sulphur dioxide 

28112900 Other inorganic oxygen compounds of non-metals, nes 

2812 Halides and halide oxides of non-metals 

28121000 Chlorides and chlorides oxides of non-metals 

28129000 Halides and halide oxides of non-metals, nes 

2813 Sulphides of non-metals; commercial phosphorus trisulphide 

28131000 Carbon disulphide 

28139000 Sulphides of non-metals (excl. Carbon) commercial phosphorus trisulphide 

2814 Ammonia, anhydrous or in aqueous solution 

28141000 Anhydrous ammonia 

28142000 Ammonia in aqueous solution 

2815 Hydroxides and peroxides of sodium or potassium 

28151100 Sodium hydroxide (caustic soda), solid 

28151200 Sodium hydroxide in aqueous solution (soda lye or liquid soda) 

28152000 Potassium hydroxide (caustic potash) 

28153000 Peroxides of sodium or potassium 

2816 Hydroxide and peroxide of magnesium; oxides... Of strontium or barium 

28161000 Hydroxide and peroxide of magnesium 

28162000 Oxide, hydroxide and peroxide of strontium 

28163000 Oxide, hydroxide and peroxide of barium 
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28170000 Zinc oxide; zinc peroxide 

2817 Zinc oxide 

2818 Aluminium oxide (incl. Artificial corundum); aluminium hydroxide 

28181000 Artificial corundum, whether or not chemically defined 

28182000 Aluminium oxide, other than artificial corundum) 

28183000 Aluminium hydroxide 

2819 Chromium oxides and hydroxides 

28191000 Chromium trioxide 

28199000 Chromium oxides and hydroxides (excl. Chromium trioxide) 

2820 Manganese oxides 

28201000 Manganese dioxide 

28209000 Manganese oxides (excl. Manganese dioxide) 

2821 Iron oxides and hydroxides; earth colours with >=70% iron (iii)  oxide 

28211000 Iron oxides and hydroxides 

28212000 Earth colours containing >=70% iron (iii)  oxide 

28220000 Cobalt oxides and hydroxides; commercial cobalt oxides 

2822 Cobalt oxides and hydroxides; commercial cobalt oxides 

28230000 Titanium oxides 

2823 Titanium oxides 

2824 Lead oxides; red lead and orange lead 

28241000 Lead monoxide (litharge, massicot) 

28242000 Red lead and orange lead 

28249000 Lead oxides, nes 

2825 Hydrazine and inorganic salts; inorganic bases; metal oxides, nes 

28251000 Hydrazine and hydroxylamine and their inorganic salts 

28252000 Lithium oxide and hydroxide 

28253000 Vanadium oxides and hydroxides 

28254000 Nickel oxides and hydroxides 

28255000 Copper oxides and hydroxides 

28256000 Germanium oxides and zirconium dioxides 

28257000 Molybdenum oxides and hydroxides 
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28258000 Antimony oxides 

28259000 Other inorganic bases; other metal oxides, hydroxides and peroxides, nes 

2826 Fluorides; fluorosilicates... And other complex fluorine salts 

28261100 Fluorides of ammonium or of sodium 

28261200 Fluorides of aluminium 

28261900 Fluorides, nes 

28262000 Fluorosilicates of sodium or of potassium 

28263000 Sodium hexafloroaluminate (synthetic cryolite) 

28269000 Fluoroaluminates and other complex fluorine salts, nes 

2827 Chlorides etc; bromides etc; iodides etc, nes 

28271000 Ammonium chloride 

28272000 Calcium chloride 

28273100 Magnesium chloride 

28273200 Aluminium chloride 

28273300 Iron chloride 

28273400 Cobalt chloride 

28273500 Nickel chloride 

28273600 Zinc chloride 

28273800 Barium chloride 

28273900 Chlorides, nes 

28274100 Chloride oxides and chloride hydroxides of copper 

28274900 Chloride oxides and chloride hydroxides (excl. Of copper) 

28275100 Bromides of sodium or of potassium 

28275900 Bromides and bromide oxides (excl. Of sodium and potassium) 

28276000 Iodides and iodide oxides 

2828 Hypochlorites; commercial calcium hypochlorite; chlorites; hypobromites 

28281000 Commercial calcium hypochlorite and other calcium hypochlorites 

28289000 Hypochlorites (excl. Of calcium) and chlorites; hypobromites 

2829 Chlorates, perchlorates; bromates, perbromates; iodates and periodates 

28291100 Chloratesof sodium 

28291900 Chlorates (excl. of sodium) 
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28299000 Perchlorates; bromates and perbromates; iodates and periodates 

2830 Sulphides; polysulphides 

28301000 Sodium sulphides 

28302000 Zinc sulphide 

28303000 Cadmium sulphide 

28309000 Other sulphides and polysulphides 

2831 Dithionites and sulphoxylates 

28311000 Dithionites and sulphoxylates of sodium 

28319000 Dithionites and sulphoxylates (excl. Of sodium) 

2832 Sulphates; thiosulphates 

28321000 Sodium sulphites 

28322000 Sulphates (excl. Sodium) 

28323000 Thiosulphates 

2833 Sulphates; alums; peroxosulphates (persulphates) 

28331100 Disodium sulphate 

28331900 Sodium sulphates (excl. Disodium sulphate) 

28332100 Sulphates of magnesium 

28332200 Sulphates of aluminium 

28332300 Sulphates of chromium 

28332400 Sulphates of nickel 

28332500 Sulphates of copper 

28332600 Sulphates of zinc 

28332700 Sulphates of barium 

28332900 Other sulphates, nes 

28333000 Alums 

28334000 Peroxosulphates (persulphates) 

2834 Nitrites; nitrates 

28341000 Nitrites 

28342100 Nitrates of potassium 

28342200 Nitrates of bismuth 

28342900 Nitrates of barium; of beryllium; of cadmium; of cobalt...etc, nes 
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2835 Phosphinates, phosphonates, phosphates and polyphosphates 

28351000 Phosphinates and phosphonates 

28352200 Phosphates of mono or disodium 

28352300 Phosphates of trisodium 

28352400 Phosphates of potassium 

28352500 Calcium hydrogen orthophosphate (dicalcium phosphate) 

28352600 Phosphates of calcium, nes 

28352900 Phosphates (excl. Polyphosphates) 

28353100 Sodium triphosphate (sodium tripolyphosphates) 

28353900 Polyphosphates, nes 

2836 Carbonates; peroxocarbonates; commercial ammonium carbonate 

28361000 Commercial ammonium carbonate and other ammonium carbonates 

28362000 Disodium carbonate 

28363000 Sodium hydrogen carbonate (sodium bicarbonate) 

28364000 Potassium carbonates 

28365000 Calcium carbonate 

28366000 Barium carbonate 

28367000 Lead carbonate 

28369100 Lithium carbonates 

28369200 Strontium carbonate 

28369900 Other carbonates; peroxocarbonates 

2837 Cyanides, cyanide oxides and complex cyanides 

28371100 Cyanides and cyanide oxides of sodium 

28371900 Cyanides, cyanide oxides (excl. Sodium) 

28372000 Complex cyanides 

28380000 Fulminates; cyanates and thiocyanates 

2838 Fulminates,cyanites and thiocyanates 

2839 Silicates; commercial alkali metal silicates 

28391100 Sodium metasilicates 

28391900 Silicates of sodium (excl. Metasilicates) 

28392000 Silicates of potassium 
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28399000 Other silicates (excl. Of sodium and potassium) 

2840 Borates; peroxoborates (perborates) 

28401100 Anhydrous disodium tetraborate (refined borax) 

28401900 Disodium tetraborate, not anhydrous 

28402000 Other borates, nes 

28403000 Peroxoborates 

2841 Salts of oxometallic or peroxometallic acids 

28411000 Aluminates 

28412000 Chromates of zinc or of lead 

28413000 Sodium dichromate 

28414000 Potassium dichromate 

28415000 Other chromates and dichromates, nes; peroxochromates 

28416100 Potassium permanganate 

28416900 Manganites, manganates and permanganates (excl. Potassium permanganate) 

28417000 Molybdates 

28418000 Tungstates (wolframates) 

28419000 Other salts of oxometallic and peroxometallic acids, nes 

2842 Other salts of inorganic acids or peroxoacids, excluding azides 

28421000 Double or complex silicates 

28429000 Other salts of inorganic acids or peroxoacids (excl. Azides) 

2843 Colloidal precious metals; their compounds and amalgams 

28431000 Colloidal precious metals 

28432100 Silver nitrate 

28432900 Silver compounds (excl. Silver nitrate) 

28433000 Gold compounds 

28439000 Other compounds, nes, and amalgams of precious metals 

2844 Radioactive chemical elements/isotopes and their compounds, etc 

28441000 Natural uranium and its compounds, etc 

28442000 Enriched uranium and plutonium and their compounds, etc 

28443000 Depleted uranium and thorium and their compounds, etc 

28444000 Radioactive elements/isotopes and their compounds, nes 
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28445000 Spent (irradiated) fuel elements (cartridges) of nuclear reactors 

2845 Isotopes (excl. Radioactive); their inorganic or organic compounds 

28451000 Heavy water (deuterium oxide) 

28459000 Other isotopes and their inorganic or organic compounds, nes 

2846 Compounds, inorganic or organic, of rare-earth metals of yttrium, etc 

28461000 Cerium compounds 

28469000 Compounds, inorganic or organic, of rare-earth metals, etc(excl. Cerium) 

28470000 Hydrogen peroxide 

2847 Hydrogen peroxyde whether or not solidified with urea 

28480000 Phosphides, whether or not chemically defined,(excl. Ferrophosphorus) 

2848 Phosphides, whether or not chemically defined excluding ferrophosphorous 

2849 Carbides 

28491000 Carbides of calcium 

28492000 Carbides of silicon 

28499000 Other carbides (excl. Of calcium and silicon) 

28500000 Hydrides, nitrides, azides, silicides &borides, chem. defnd / not; excl. carbds 2849 

2850 Hydrides, nitrides, azides, silicides and borides 

28510000 Other inorganic compounds; liquid air; compressed air; amalgams, nes 

2851 Other inorganic compounds 

29 Organic chemicals 

2901 Acyclic hydrocarbons 

29011000 Acyclic hydrocarbons, saturated 

29012100 Ethylene 

29012200 Propene (propylene) 

29012300 Butene (butylene) and isomers thereof 

29012400 Buta-1, 3-diene and isoprene 

29012900 Unsaturated acyclic hydrocarbons, nes 

2902 Cyclic hydrocarbons 

29021100 Cyclohexane 

29021900 Cyclanes, cyclenes and cycloterpenes 

29022000 Benzene 
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29023000 Toluene 

29024100 O-xylene 

29024200 M-xylene 

29024300 P-xylene 

29024400 Mixed xylene isomers 

29025000 Styrene 

29026000 Ethylbenzene 

29027000 Cumene 

29029000 Other cyclic hydrocarbons, nes 

2903 Halogenated derivatives of hydrocarbons 

29031100 Chloromethane (methyl chloride) and chloroethane (ethyl chloride) 

29031200 Dichloromethane (methylene chloride) 

29031300 Chloroform (trichloromethane) 

29031400 Carbon tetrachloride 

29031500 1,2-dichloroethane (ethylene dichloride) 

29031600 1,2-dichloropropane (propylene dichloride)and dichlorobutanes 

29031900 Saturated chlorinated derivatives of acyclic hydrocarbons, nes 

29032100 Vinyl chloride (chloroethylene) 

29032200 Trichloroethylene 

29032300 Tetrachloroethylene (perchloroethylene) 

29032900 Unsaturated chlorinated derivatives of acyclic hydrocarbons , nes 

29033000 Fluorinated, brominated or iodinated derivitives of acyclic hydrocarbons 

29034100 Trichlorofluoromethane 

29034200 Dichlorodifluoromethane 

29034300 Trichlorotrifluoroethanes 

29034400 Dichlorotetrafluoroethanes & chloropentafluoroethane 

29034500 Other derivatives perhalogenated only with fluorine and chlorine nes 

29034600 Bromochlorodifluoromethane, bromotrifluoromethane & dibromotetrafluoroetha 

29034700 Other derivatives perhalogenated other than with fluorine & chlorine nes 

29034900 Other perhalogenated derivatives 

29035100 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6-hexachlorocyclohexane 
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29035900 Halogenated derivatives of cyclanic Cycloterpenic hydrocarbons, nes 

29036100 Chlorobenzene, o-dichlorobenzene and p-dichlorobenzene 

29036200 Hexachlorobenzene and ddt (1,1,1-trichloro-2,2-bis (p-chlorophenyl) ethane) 

29036900 Halogenated derivatives of aromatic hydrocarbons, nes 

2904 Sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives of hydrocarbons 

29041000 Hydrocarbon derivatives containing only sulpho groups, their salts, etc 

29042000 Hydrocarbon derivatives containing only nitro/nitroso groups 

29049000 Sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives of hydrocarbons, nes 

2905 Acyclic alcohols and their halogenated Or nitrosated derivatives 

29051100 Methanol (methyl alcohol) 

29051200 Propan-1-ol (propyl alcohol) and propan-2-ol (isopropyl alcohol) 

29051300 Butan-1-ol (n-butyl alcohol) 

29051400 Other butanols, nes 

29051500 Pentanol (amyl alcohol) and isomers thereof 

29051600 Octanol (octyl alcohol) and isomers thereof 

29051700 Dodecan-1-ol, hexadecan-1-ol and octadecan-1-ol 

29051900 Saturated monohydric alcohols, nes 

29052200 Acyclic terpene alcohols 

29052900 Unsaturated monohydric alcohols, nes 

29053100 Ethylene glycol (ethanediol) 

29053200 Propylene glycol (propane-1,2-diol) 

29053900 Other diols, nes 

29054100 2-ethyl-2-(hydroxymethyl) propane-1,3-diol (trimethylolpropane) 

29054200 Pentaerythritol 

29054300 Mannitol 

29054400 D-glucitol (sorbitol) 

29054500 Glycerol 

29054900 Other polyhydric alcohols, nes 

29055000 Halogenated or nitrosated derivatives of acyclic alcohols 

2906 Cyclic alcohols and their halogenated or nitrosated derivatives 

29061100 Menthol 
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29061200 Cyclohexanol, methylcyclohexanols and dimethylcyclohexanols 

29061300 Sterols and inositols 

29061400 Terpineols 

29061900 Cyclanic, cyclenic or cycloterpenic alcohols and derivatives, nes 

29062100 Benzyl alcohol 

29062900 Aromatic alcohols and their derivatives, nes 

2907 Phenols; phenol-alcohols 

29071100 Phenol (hydroxybenzene) and its salts 

29071200 Cresols and their salts 

29071300 Octylphenol, nonylphenol and their isomers; salts thereof 

29071400 Xylenols andtheir salts 

29071500 Naphthols and their salts 

29071900 Other monophenols, nes 

29072100 Resorcinol and its salts 

29072200 Hydroquinone (quinol) and its salts 

29072300 4, 4-isopropylidenediphenol (bisphenol a, diphenylolpropane) and salts 

29072900 Other polyphenols, nes 

29073000 Phenol-alcohols 

2908 Halogenated or nitrosated derivatives of phenols or phenol-alcohols 

29081000 Phenol or phenol-alcohol derivatives containing halogen substituents 

29082000 Phenol or phenol-alcohol derivatives containing sulpho groups 

29089000 Other halogenated or nitrosated derivatives of phenols, etc, nes 

2909 Ethers ketone peroxides and their halogenated derivatives 

29091100 Diethyl ether 

29091900 Other acyclic ethers and their halogenated derivatives, nes 

29092000 Cyclanic, cyclenic ethers and their halogenated derivatives 

29093000 Aromatic ethers and their halogenated derivatives, nes 

29094100 2, 2-oxydiethanol (diethylene glycol, digol) 

29094200 Monomethyl ethers of ethylene glycol or of diethylene glycol 

29094300 Monobutyl ethers of ethylene glycol or of diethylene glycol 

29094400 Other monoalkylethers of ethylene glycol or of diethylene glycol, nes 
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29094900 Other acyclic ether-alcohols and their halogenated derivatives, nes 

29095000 Ether-phenols, ether-alcohol-phenols and halogenated derivatives, nes 

29096000 Alcohol, ether and ketone peroxides and their derivatives, nes 

2910 Epoxides with a three-membered ring and halogenated derivatives 

29101000 Oxirane (ethylene oxide) 

29102000 Methyloxirane (propylene oxide) 

29103000 1-chloro-2, 3-epoxypropane (epichlorohydrin) 

29109000 Epoxides with a three-membered ring and derivatives, nes 

29110000 Acetals and hemiacetals and their halogenated derivatives 

2911 Acetals and hemiacetals whether or not with oxigen function 

2912 Aldehydes; cyclic polymers of aldehydes; paraformaldehyde 

29121100 Methanal (formaldehyde) 

29121200 Ethanal (acetaldehyde) 

29121300 Butanal (butyaldehyde, normal isomer) 

29121900 Other acyclic aldehydes, without oxygen function, nes 

29122100 Benzaldehyde 

29122900 Other cyclic aldehydes, without oxygen function, nes 

29123000 Aldehyde-alcohols 

29124100 Vanillin (4-hydroxy-3-methoxybenzaldehyde) 

29124200 Ethylvanillin (3-ethoxy-4-methoxybenzaldehyde) 

29124900 Aldehyde-ethers, aldehyde-phenols, aldehydes, with oxygen function, nes 

29125000 Cyclic polymers of aldehydes 

29126000 Paraformaldehyde 

29130000 Halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives of 29.12 

2913 Halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives of head 2912 

2914 Ketones and quinones and their halogenated derivatives 

29141100 Acetone 

29141200 Butanone (methyl ethyl ketone) 

29141300 4-methylpentan-2-ones (methyl isobutyl ketone) 

29141900 Other acyclic ketones, without oxygen function, nes 

29142100 Camphor 
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29142200 Cyclohexanone and methylcyclohexanones 

29142300 Ionones and methylionones 

29142900 Cyclanic, cyclenic or cycloterpenic ketones without oxygen function, nes 

29143100 Phenylacetone (1-phenylpropan-2-one) 

29143900 Aromatic ketones without other oxygen function (excl. Phenylacetone) 

29144000 Ketone-alcohols and ketone-aldehydes 

29145000 Ketone-phenols and ketones with oxygen function 

29146100 Anthraquinone 

29146900 Quinones (excl. Anthraquinone) 

29147000 Halogenated or nitrosated derivatives of ketones and quinones 

2915 Saturated acyclic monocarboxylic acids and their derivatives 

29151100 Formic acid 

29151200 Salts of formic acid 

29151300 Esters of formic acid 

29152100 Acetic acid 

29152200 Sodium acetate 

29152300 Cobalt acetates 

29152400 Acetic anhydride 

29152900 Salts of acetic acid (excl. Of sodium and cobalt) 

29153100 Ethyl acetate 

29153200 Vinyl acetate 

29153300 N-butyl acetate 

29153400 Isobutyl acetate 

29153500 2-ethoxyethyl acetate 

29153900 Other esters of acetic acids, nes 

29154000 Mono-, di- or trichloroacetic acids, their salts and esters 

29155000 Propionic acid, its salts and esters 

29156000 Butyric acids, valeric acids, their salts and esters 

29157000 Palmitic acid, stearic acid, their salts and esters 

29159000 Saturated acyclic monocarboxylic acids and their derivatives, nes 

2916 Unsaturated acyclic, cyclic monocarboxylic acids, their derivatives 
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29161100 Acrylic acid and its salts 

29161200 Esters of acrylic acid 

29161300 Methacrylic acid and its salts 

29161400 Esters of methacrylic acid 

29161500 Oleic, linoleic or linolenic acids, their salts and esters 

29161900 Unsaturated acyclic monocarboxylic acids and their derivatives, nes 

29162000 Cyclanic cycloterpenic monocarboxylic acids, etc, their derivatives 

29163100 Benzoic acid, its salts and esters 

29163200 Benzoyl peroxide and benzoyl chloride 

29163400 Phenylacetic acid and its salts 

29163500 Esters of phenylacetic acid 

29163900 Aromatic monocarboxylic acids, etc, their derivatives, nes 

2917 Polycarboxylic acids, etc, their derivatives 

29171100 Oxalicacid, its salts and esters 

29171200 Adipic acid, its salts and esters 

29171300 Azelaic acid, sebacic acid, their salts and esters 

29171400 Maleic anhydride 

29171900 Acyclic polycarboxylic acids, etc, their derivatives, nes 

29172000 Cyclanic cycloterpenic polycarboxylic acids, etc, their derivatives 

29173100 Dibutyl orthophthalates 

29173200 Dioctyl orthophthalates 

29173300 Dinonyl or didecyl orthophthalates 

29173400 Other esters of orthophthalic acid, nes 

29173500 Phthalic anhydride 

29173600 Terephthalic acid and its salts 

29173700 Dimethyl terephthalate 

29173900 Aromatic polycarboxylic acids, etc, their derivatives, nes 

2918 Carboxylic acids with oxygen function, etc, their derivatives 

29181100 Lactic acid, its salts and esters 

29181200 Tartaric acid 

29181300 Salts and esters of tartaric acid 
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29181400 Citric acid 

29181500 Salts and esters of citric acid 

29181600 Gluconic acid, its salts and esters 

29181700 Phenylglycolic acid (mandelic acid), its salts and esters 

29181900 Carboxylic acids with alcohol function, without oxygen function nes 

29182100 Salicylic acid and its salts 

29182200 O-acetylsalicylic acid, its salts and esters 

29182300 Other esters of salicylic acid and their salts 

29182900 Carboxylic acids with phenol function, without oxygen function nes 

29183000 Carboxylic acids with aldehyde, ketone but without oxygen function, etc 

29189000 Carboxylic acids with oxygen function, etc, their derivatives, nes 

29190000 Phosphoric esters, etc (incl. Lactophosphates); their derivatives 

2919 Phosphoric esters and their salts; halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated 

2920 Esters of other inorganic acids (excl. Esters of hydrogen halides), etc 

29201000 Triophosphoric esters (phosphorothioates) their salts and derivatives 

29209000 Esters of other inorganic acids (excl. Of hydrogen halides), etc, nes 

2921 Amine-function compounds 

29211100 Methylamine, di- or trimethylamine and their salts 

29211200 Diethylamine and its salts 

29211900 Acylic monoamines and their derivatives, nes; salts thereof 

29212100 Ethylenediamine and its salts 

29212200 Hexamethylenediamine and its salts 

29212900 Acyclic polyamines and their derivatives, nes; salts thereof 

29213000 Cyclanic or cycloterpenic mono- or polyamines, etc; salts thereof 

29214100 Aniline and its salts 

29214200 Aniline derivatives and theirsalts 

29214300 Toluidines and derivatives; salts thereof 

29214400 Diphenylamine and its derivatives; salts thereof 

29214500 1-naphthylamine, 2-naphthylamine and their derivatives; salts thereof 

29214900 Aromatic monoamines and their derivatives, nes; salts thereof 

29215100 O-, m-, p-phenylenediamine, diaminotoluenes, etc; salts thereof 
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29215900 Aromatic polyamines and their derivatives, nes; salts thereof 

2922 Oxygen-function amino-compounds 

29221100 Monoethanolamine and its salts 

29221200 Diethanolamine and its salts 

29221300 Triethanolamine and its salts 

29221900 Amino-alcohols, their ethers and esters with only 1 oxygen function, nes 

29222100 Aminohydroxynaphthalenesulphonic acids and their salts 

29222200 Anisidines, dianisidines, phenetidines, and their salts 

29222900 Amino-naphthols and -phenols, etc one oxygen function; salts, nes 

29223000 Amino-aldehydes, ketones quinones, not >1 oxygen function; salts thereof 

29224100 Lysine and its esters; salts thereof 

29224200 Glutamic acid and its salts 

29224300 Anthranilic acid and its salts 

29224900 Amino-acids and their esters, not >1 oxygen function; salts thereof, nes 

29225000 Amino-alcohol/acid-phenols; amino-compounds with oxygen function, nes 

2923 Quaternary ammonium salts, etc; lecithins and other phosphoaminolipids 

29231000 Choline and its salts 

29232000 Lecithins and other phosphoaminolipids 

29239000 Quaternary ammonium salts and hydroxides, nes 

2924 Carboxyamide-function; amide-function compounds of carbonic acid 

29241000 Acyclic amides (incl. Acyclic carbamates) and derivatives; salts thereof 

29242100 Ureines and their derivatives; salts thereof 

29242200 2-Acetamidobenzoic acid 

29242900 Cyclic amides (incl. Carbamates) and derivatives; salts thereof, nes 

2925 Carboxyimide-function (incl. Saccharin) and imine-function compounds 

29251100 Saccharin and its salts 

29251900 Imides and their derivatives; salts thereof (excl. Saccharin) 

29252000 Imines and their derivatives;salts thereof 

2926 Nitrile-function compounds 

29261000 Acrylonitrile 

29262000 1- cyanoguanidine (dicyanidiamide) 
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29269000 Nitrile-function compounds, nes 

29270000 Diazo-, azo- or azoxy-compounds 

2927 Diazo, azo- or azoxy- compounds 

29280000 Organic derivatives of hydrazine or of hydroxyiamine 

2928 Organic derivatives 

2929 Compounds with other nitrogen function 

29291000 Isocyanates 

29299000 Compounds with other nitrogen function, nes 

2930 Organo-sulphur compounds 

29301000 Dithiocarbonates (xanthates) 

29302000 Thiocarbamates and dithiocarbamates 

29303000 Thiuram mono-, di- or tetrasulphides 

29304000 Methionine 

29309000 Other organo-sulphurcompounds, nes 

29310000 Other organo-inorganic compounds 

2931 Other organo-inorganic compounds 

2932 Heterocyclic compounds with oxygen hetero-atom(s) only 

29321100 Tetrahydrofuran 

29321200 2- furaldehyde (furfuraldehyde) 

29321300 Furfuryl alcohol and tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol 

29321900 Compounds containing an unfused furan ring in the structure, nes 

29322100 Coumarin, methylcoumarins and ethylcoumarins 

29322900 Lactones, nes 

29329100 Isosafrole 

29329200 1-(1, 3-Benzodioxol-5-yl)propan-2-one 

29329300 Piperonal 

29329400 Safrole 

29329900 Other heterocyclic compounds with oxygen hetero-atom(s) only, nes 

2933 Heterocyclic compounds with nitrogen hetero-atom(s) only; nucleic acids 

29331100 Phenazone (antipyrin) and its derivatives 

29331900 Compounds containing an unfused pyrazole ring in the structure, nes 
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29332100 Hydantoin and its derivatives 

29332900 Compounds containing an unfused imidazole ring in the structure, nes 

29333100 Pyridine and its salts 

29333200 Piperidine and its salts 

29333900 Compounds containing an unfused pyridine ring in the structure, nes 

29334000 Compounds with quinoline or isoquinoline ring-system, not further fused 

29335100 Malonylurea (barbituric acid) and its derivatives; salts thereof 

29335900 Other 

29336100 Melamine 

29336900 Compounds containing an unfused triazine ring in the structure 

29337100 6- hexanelactam (epsilon-caprolactam) 

29337900 Lactams (excl. Epsilon-caprolactam) 

29339000 Heterocyclic compounds with nitrogen hetero-atom(s) only,nes 

2934 Other heterocyclic compounds 

29341000 Compounds containing an unfused thiazole ring in the structure 

29342000 Compounds containing a benzothiazole ring-system, not further fused 

29343000 Compounds containing a phenothiazine ring-system, not further fused 

29349000 Nucleic acids and their salts; other heterocyclic compounds 

29350000 Sulphonamides 

2935 Sulphonamides 

2936 Provitamins and vitamins, derivatives thereof used as vitamins, etc 

29361000 Provitamins, unmixed 

29362100 Vitamins A and their derivatives, unmixed 

29362200 Vitamin B1 and its derivatives, unmixed 

29362300 Vitamin B2 and its derivatives, unmixed 

29362400 D- or dl- pantothenic acid (vitamin B3 or B5) and their derivatives 

29362500 Vitamin B6 and its derivatives, unmixed 

29362600 Vitamin B12 and its derivatives, unmixed 

29362700 Vitamin C and its derivatives, unmixed 

29362800 Vitamin E and its derivatives, unmixed 

29362900 Other vitamins and their derivatives, unmixed, nes 
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29369000 Other vitamins (incl. Natural concentrates), nes 

2937 Hormones; derivatives thereof used as hormones; other steroids 

29371000 Pituitary (anterior) or similar hormones, and their derivatives 

29372100 Cortisone, hydrocortisone and predisolone (dehydrohydrocortisone) 

29372200 Halogenated derivatives of adrenal cortical hormones 

29372900 Adrenal cortical hormones and their derivatives, nes 

29379100 Insulin and its salts 

29379200 Oestrogens and progestogens 

29379900 Other hormones and derivatives, nes; other steroids used as hormones 

2938 Glycosides and their salts, ethers, esters and other derivatives 

29381000 Rutoside (rutin) and its derivatives 

29389000 Glycosides and their salts, ethers, esters and other derivatives, nes 

2939 Vegetable alkaloids and their salts, ethers, esters and derivatives 

29391000 Alkaloids of opium and their derivatives; salts thereof 

29392100 Quinine and its salts 

29392900 Other alkaloids of cinchona and their derivatives; salts thereof, nes 

29393000 Caffeine and its salts 

29394100 Ephedrine and its salts excl.Pseudoephedrine (INN) and its salts 

29394200 Pseudoephedrine (INN) and its salts 

29394900 Other ephedrines and their salts nes 

29395000 Theophylline and aminophylline and derivatives and salts 

29396100 Ergometrine (INN) and its salts 

29396200 Ergotamine (INN) and its salts 

29396300 Lysergic acid and its salts 

29396900 Other alkaloids of rye ergot and their derivatives; salts thereof;nes 

29397000 Nicotine and its salts 

29399000 Other vegetable alkaloids and their salts, etc; salts thereof, nes 

29400000 Sugars, pure (excl. Glucose, etc); sugar ethers and salts, etc 

2940 Sugar chemically pure 

2941 Antibiotics 

29411000 Penicillins and derivatives with a penicillanic acid structure; salts 
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29412000 Streptomycins and their derivatives; salts thereof 

29413000 Tetracyclines and their derivatives; salts thereof 

29414000 Chloramphenicol and its derivatives; salts thereof 

29415000 Erythromycin and its derivatives; salts thereof 

29419000 Other antibiotics, nes 

29420000 Other organic compounds,nes 

2942 Other organic compounds 

30 Pharmaceutical products 

3001 Glands, etc, dried; extracts of glands, etc; heparin and its salts; etc 

30011000 Glands and other organs, dried 

30012000 Extracts of glands or other organs or of their secretions 

30019000 Substances of human or animal origin, for prophylactic uses, nes 

3002 Human blood; animal blood; antisera, etc; vaccines, toxins, etc 

30021000 Antisera and other blood fractions and modified immunological products 

30022000 Vaccines for human medicine 

30023000 Vaccines for veterinary medicine 

30029000 Human and animal blood; microbial cultures; toxins, etc, nes 

3003 Medicaments with >=2 constituents mixed together, not for retail sale 

30031000 Medicaments ofpenicillins or streptomycins, not for retail sale 

30032000 Medicaments of other antibiotics, not for retail sale 

30033100 Medicaments of insulin, not for retail sale 

30033900 Medicaments of other hormones, not for retail sale, nes 

30034000 Medicaments of alkaloids or derivatives thereof, not for retail sale 

30039000 Other medicaments with >=2 constituents, not for retail sale, nes 

3004 Medicaments of mixed or unmixed products, for retail sale 

30041000 Medicaments of penicillins or streptomycins, for retail sale 

30042000 Medicaments of other antibiotics, for retail sale 

30043100 Medicaments of insulin, for retail sale 

30043200 Medicaments containing adrenal cortical hormones, for retail sale 

30043900 Medicaments of other hormones, for retail sale, nes 

30044000 Medicaments of alkaloids or derivatives thereof, for retail sale 
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30045000 Other medicaments of vitamins or other products of 29.36 for retail sale 

30049000 Other medicaments of mixed or unmixed products, for retail sale, nes 

3005 Wadding, gauze, etc with pharmaceutical substances or for retail sale 

30051000 Adhesive dressings, for medical purposes 

30059000 Wadding, gauze, etc with pharmaceutical substances for retail sale, nes 

30059010 White absorbent cotton wadding 

30059090 Other 

3006 Pharmaceutical goods specified in note 3 to this chapter 

30061000 Materials for surgical sutures; laminaria ; absorbable haemostatics 

30062000 Blood-grouping reagents 

30063000 Opacifying preparations for x-ray examinations; diagnostic reagents 

30064000 Dental cements and other dental fillings; bone reconstruction cements 

30065000 First-aid boxes and kits 

30066000 Chemical contraceptive preparations based on hormones or spermicides 

31 Fertilisers 

31010000 Animal or vegetable fertilizers 

3101 Animal or vegetable fertilizers 

3102 Mineral or chemical fertilizers, nitrogenous 

31021000 Urea 

31022100 Ammonium sulphate 

31022900 Double salts and mixtures of ammonium sulphate and ammonium nitrate 

31023000 Ammonium nitrate 

31024000 Mixtures of ammonium nitrate with inorganic non-fertilizing substances 

31025000 Sodium nitrate 

31026000 Double salts and mixtures of calcium nitrate and ammonium nitrate 

31027000 Calcium cyanamide 

31028000 Mixtures of urea and ammonium nitrate in aqueous or ammoniacal solution 

31029000 Mineral or chemical fertilizers, nitrogenous, nes 

3103 Mineral or chemical fertilizers, phosphatic 

31031000 Superphosphates 

31032000 Basic slag 
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31039000 Mineral or chemical fertilizers, phosphatic, nes 

3104 Mineral or chemical fertilizers, potassic 

31041000 Carnallite, sylvite and other crude natural potassium salts 

31042000 Potassium chloride 

31043000 Potassium sulphate 

31049000 Mineral or chemical fertilizers, potassic, nes 

3105 Mineral or chemical fertilizers, nes; other fertilizers; goods =<10kg 

31051000 Fertilizers in packages of a gross weight =<10kg 

31052000 Mineral or chemical fertilizers with nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium 

31053000 Diammonium hydrogen orthophosphate (diammonium phosphate) 

31054000 Ammonium dihydrogen orthophosphate (monoammonium phosphate) 

31055100 Mineral or chemical fertilizers containing nitrates and phosphates 

31055900 Mineral or chemical fertilizers with nitrogen and phosphorus, nes 

31056000 Mineral or chemical fertilizers with phosphorus and potassium, nes 

31059000 Other fertilizers, nes 

32 Tanning/dyeing extract; tannins & derivs; pigm etc 

3201 Tanning extracts of vegetable origin; tannins and other derivatives 

32011000 Quebracho extract 

32012000 Wattle extract 

32019000 Tanning extracts of vegetable origin; tannins and other derivatives, nes 

3202 Synthetic organic and inorganic tanning substances; tanning preparations 

32021000 Synthetic organic tanning substances 

32029000 Inorganic tanning substances; tanning preparations, nes 

32030000 Colouring matter of vegetable or animal origin, and preparations 

3203 Colouring matter of vegetable or animal origin 

3204 Synthetic organic colouring matter and preparations and products 

32041100 Disperse dyes and preparations based thereon 

32041200 Acid dyes and preparations; mordant dyes and preparations 

32041300 Basic dyes and preparations based thereon 

32041400 Direct dyes and preparations based thereon 

32041500 Vat dyes and preparations based thereon 
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32041600 Reactive dyes and preparations based thereon 

32041700 Pigments and preparations based thereon 

32041900 Other synthetic organic coloring matter (inc.mixtrs) of prods 320411-320419 

32042000 Synthetic organic products used as fluorescent brightening agents 

32049000 Synthetic organic products used as luminophores 

32050000 Colour lakes; preparations based on colour lakes as specified in Note 3 

3205 Colour lakes 

3206 Other colouring matter, nes; inorganic products used as luminophores 

32061100 Pigments & Prep based on chromium compds =>80% wt of Titanium Dioxide 

32061900 Other 

32062000 Pigments and preparations based on chromium compounds 

32063000 Pigments and preparations based on cadminum compounds 

32064100 Ultramarine and preparations based thereon 

32064190 Other 

32064200 Lithopone and other pigments and preparations based on zinc sulphide 

32064300 Pigments and preparations based on hexacyanoferrates 

32064900 Other colouring matter; preparations as specified in note 3, nes 

32065000 Inorganic products of a kind used as luminophores 

3207 Prepared pigments, opacifiers... For ceramics, etc; glass frit... 

32071000 Prepared pigments, opacifiers and colours... For ceramics, etc 

32072000 Vitrifiable enamels and glazes, englobes and similar preparations 

32073000 Liquid lustres and similar preparations 

32074000 Glass frit and other glass in the form of powder, granules or flakes 

3208 Paints and varnishes based on polymers in a non-aqueous medium 

32081000 Paints based on polyesters, in a non-aqueous medium 

32082000 Paints based on acrylic or vinyl polymers, in a non-aqueous medium 

32089000 Paints and varnishes, in a non-aqueous medium, nes 

32089010 Lacquer vanish 

32089090 Other 

3209 Paints and varnishes, in an aqueous medium 

32091000 Paints based on acrylic or vinyl polymers, in an aqueous medium 
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32099000 Paints and varnishes, in an aqueous medium, nes 

32100000 Other paints and varnishes (incl. Enamels) 

3210 Other paints and varnishes 

32100010 Water pigments of kind used for finishing leather 

32100090 Other 

32110000 Prepared driers 

3211 Prepared driers 

3212 Pigments used for paint making; stamping foils; dyes; for retail sale 

32121000 Stamping foils 

32129000 Pigments in non-aqueous media, nes, for retail sale 

3213 Artists', students' or signboard painters' colours, in packings 

32131000 Colours in sets 

32139000 Artists', students' or signboard painters' colours in packings, nes 

3214 Glaziers putty, etc; painters' fillings; non-refractory surfacing preps 

32141000 Glaziers' putty, grafting putty, resin cements, caulking compds 

32149000 Other 

3215 Printing ink, writing or drawing ink and other inks 

32151100 Black printing ink, whether or not concentrated or solid 

32151900 Printing ink, whether or not concentrated or solid (excl. Black) 

32159000 Other ink, whether or not concentrated or solid, nes 

33 Essential oils & resinoids; perf, cosmetic/toilet prep 

3301 Essential oils; resinoids; concentrates aqueous distillates, etc 

33011100 Essential oils of bergamot (incl. Concretes and absolutes) 

33011200 Essential oils of orange (incl. Concretes and absolutes) 

33011300 Essential oils of lemon (incl. Concretes and absolutes) 

33011400 Essential oils of lime (incl. Concretes and absolutes) 

33011900 Essential oils of citrus fruit (incl. Concretes and absolutes), nes 

33012100 Essential oils of geranium (incl. Concretes and absolutes) 

33012200 Essential oils of jasmin (incl. Concretes and absolutes) 

33012300 Essential oils of lavender or lavandin (incl. Concretes and absolutes) 

33012400 Essential oils of peppermint (incl. Concretes and absolutes) 
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33012500 Essential oils of mints (incl. Concretes and absolutes), nes 

33012600 Essential oils of vetiver (incl. Concretes and absolutes) 

33012900 Essential oils (incl. Concretes and absolutes), nes 

33013000 Resinoids 

33019000 Other 

3302 Mixtures of odoriferous substances used as raw materials in industry 

33021000 Of a kind used in the food or drink industries 

33029000 Other 

33030000 Perfumes and toilet waters 

3303 Perfumes and toilet water 

3304 Beauty, make-up, skin-care (incl. Suntan), manicure preparations 

33041000 Lip make-up preparations 

33042000 Eye make-up preparations 

33043000 Manicure or pedicure preparations 

33049100 Powders, whether or not compressed, for cosmetic/toilet use 

33049900 Beauty, make-up, skin-care (incl. Suntan), nes 

3305 Preparations for use on the hair 

33051000 Shampoos 

33052000 Preparations for permanent waving or straightening 

33053000 Hair lacquers 

33059000 Preparations for use on the hair, nes 

3306 Preparations for oral or dental hygiene (incl. Denture fixative) 

33061000 Dentifrices 

33062000 Yarn used to clean between the teeth (dental floss) 

33069000 Preparations for oral or dental hygiene (incl. Denture fixative), nes 

3307 Shaving preparations, personal deodorants, etc, nes; room deodorizers 

33071000 Pre-shave, shaving or after-shave preparations 

33072000 Personal deodorants and antiperspirants 

33073000 Perfumed bath salts and other bath preparations 

33074100 Agarbatti and other odiferous preparations which operate by burning 

33074900 Preparations for deodorizing rooms, nes 
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33079000 Other perfumery, cosmetic or toilet preparations, nes 

34 Soap, organic surface-active agents, washing prep, etc 

3401 Soap; organic surface-active products in bars, etc; paper with soap,etc 

34011100 Soap and organic surface-active products in bars, etc, for toilet use 

34011900 Soap and organic surface-active products in bars, etc, nes 

34012000 Soap in other forms, nes 

3402 Non-soap surface-active agents; washing preparations in powder, liquid etc 

34021100 Anionic surface-active agents, (excl. Soap) 

34021200 Cationic surface-active agents, (excl. Soap) 

34021300 Non-ionic surface-active agents, (excl. Soap) 

34021900 Organic surface-active agents, (excl. Soap), nes 

34022000 Washing and cleaning preparations, put up for retail sale 

34029000 Washing and cleaning preparations, not put up for retail sale 

3403 Lubricating preparations, etc (excl. Those of >=70% petroleum oil) 

34031100 Preparations for lubricating materials, with <70% petroleum oil 

34031900 Other lubricating preparations, with <70% petroleum oil, nes 

34039100 Preparations for lubricating materials, etc, nes 

34039900 Other lubricating preparations, nes 

3404 Artificial waxes and prepared waxes 

34041000 Artificial waxes of chemically modified lignite 

34042000 Artificial waxes of polyethylene glycol 

34049000 Artificial waxes and prepared waxes, nes 

3405 Polishes and creams, etc, for footwear, etc, excluding waxes of 34.04 

34051000 Polishes, creams and similar preparations for footwear or leather 

34052000 Polishes, creams and similar preparations for maintenance of woodwork 

34053000 Polishes and similar preparations for coachwork (excl. Metal polishes) 

34054000 Scouring pastes and powders and other scouring preparations 

34059000 Other polishes, creams and similar preparations, nes 

34060000 Candles, tapers and the like 

3406 Candles, tapes and the likes 

34070000 Modelling pastes; dental wax and impression compounds, for retail sale 
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3407 Modelling pastes 

35 Albuminoidal subs; modified starches; glues; enzymes 

3501 Casein, caseinates and other casein derivatives; casein glues 

35011000 Casein 

35019000 Caseinates and other casein derivatives; casein glues 

3502 Albumins, albuminates and other albumin derivatives 

35021100 Egg albumin,dried 

35021900 Egg albumin (excluding dried egg albumin) 

35022000 Milk albumin, including concentrates of two or more whey proteins 

35029000 Other 

35030000 Gelatin and derivatives; isinglass; glues of animal origin (excl. 35.01) 

3503 Gelatin and gelatin derivatives; other glues 

35040000 Peptones/protein substances and derivatives, nes; hide powder 

3504 Peptones and their derivatives 

3505 Dextrins and other modified starches; glues based on starches, etc 

35051000 Dextrins and other modified starches 

35052000 Glues based on starches, dextrins or other modified starches 

3506 Prepared glues and adhesives, nes; products as glues for retail sale 

35061000 Products put up as glues or adhesives for retail sale, =<1kg 

35069100 Adhesives based on rubber or plastic (incl. artificial resins) 

35069900 Prepared glues and other prepared adhesives, nes 

3507 Enzymes; prepared enzymes (not elsewhere specified or included) 

35071000 Rennet and concentrates thereof 

35079000 Enzymes; prepared enzymes (not elsewhere specified or included) 

36 Explosives; pyrotechnic prod; matches; pyro alloy; etc 

36010000 Propellent powders 

3601 Propellent powders 

36020000 Prepared explosives, (excl. Propellent powders) 

3602 Prepared explosives 

36030000 Safety fuses; detonating fuses; caps; igniters; electric detonators 

3603 Safety fuses 
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3604 Fireworks, signalling flares and other pyrotechnic articles 

36041000 Fireworks 

36049000 Signalling flares and other pyrotechnic articles (excl. Fireworks) 

36050000 Matches (excl. Pyrotechnic articles of 36.04) 

3605 Matches, other than pyrotechnic articles of heading no 3604 

3606 Ferro-cerium, pyrophoric alloys; articles of combustible materials 

36061000 Liquid or liquefied-gas fuels in containers, for lighters, =<300cm3 

36069000 Ferro-cerium, pyrophoric alloys; articles of combustible materials, nes 

37 Photographic or cinematographic goods 

3701 Photographic plates, instant print flat film, unexposed 

37011000 Photographic plates for x-ray, in the flat, unexposed 

37012000 Instant print flat film, unexposed 

37013000 Plates and film, in the flat with any side >255mm, unexposed 

37019100 Photographic plates, in the flat for colour photography, unexposed 

37019900 Photographic plates and film, in the flat (excl. For colour), unexposed 

3702 Photographic film in rolls, instant print film in rolls, unexposed 

37021000 Photographic film in rolls, for x-ray, unexposed 

37022000 Instant print film in rolls, unexposed 

37023100 Polychrome film, in rolls, non-perforated, of width =<105mm 

37023200 Film, in rolls, non-perforated, with silver... Emulsion, width =<105mm 

37023900 Film, in rolls, non-perforated, of width =<105mm 

37024100 Polychrome film, in rolls, non-perforated, width >610mm and length > 200m" 

37024200 Film, in rolls, non-perforated, width >610mm length >200m (excl. Colour) 

37024300 Film, in rolls, non-perforated, width >610mm and length =<200m 

37024400 Film, in rolls, non-perforated, width >105mm but =<610mm 

37025100 Polychrome film, in rolls, width =<16mm and length =<14m 

37025200 Polychrome film, in rolls, width =<16mm and length >14m 

37025300 Polychrome slide film, in rolls, width >16mm but =<35mm, length =<30m 

37025400 Polychrome film (exc. slide film), in rolls, width>16m but=<35mm, 

length=<30mm 

37025500 Polychrome film, in rolls, width >16mm but =<35mm, length >30m 
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37025600 Polychrome film, in rolls, width >35mm 

37029100 Film, in rolls, width =<16mm and length =<14m (excl. Colour) 

37029200 Film, in rolls, width =<16mm and length >14m (excl. Colour) 

37029300 Film, in rolls, width >16mm but =<35mm and length =<30m (excl. Colour) 

37029400 Film, in rolls, width >16mm but =<35mm and length >30m (excl. Colour) 

37029500 Film, in rolls, width >35mm (excl. Colour) 

3703 Photographic paper, paperboard and textilles, unexposed 

37031000 Photographic paper, paperboard and textilles, in rolls, width >610mm 

37032000 Photographic paper, paperboard and textiles for colour photography 

37039000 Photographic paper, paperboard and textiles, nes 

37040000 Photographic plates, film, paper, exposed but not developed 

3704 Photographic plates, film, paperboard and textiles, exposed but not develeped 

3705 Photographic plates, exposed and developed, (excl. Cinematograph film) 

37051000 Photographic plates, exposed and developed, for offset reproduction 

37052000 Microfilms, exposed and developed 

37059000 Photographic plates, exposed and developed, nes 

3706 Cinematographfilm, exposed and developed 

37061000 Cinematograph film, exposed and developed, width >=35mm 

37069000 Cinematograph film, exposed and developed, width <35mm 

3707 Chemical preparations for photographic uses 

37071000 Sensitising emulsions for photographic uses 

37079000 Chemical preparations for photograpic use, nes 

38 Miscellaneous chemical products 

3801 Artificial graphite; colloidal or semi-colloidal graphite, etc 

38011000 Artificial graphite 

38012000 Colloidal graphite or semi-colloidal graphite 

38013000 Carbonaceous pastes for electrodes and pastes for furnace linings 

38019000 Preparations based on graphite or carbon in the form of pastes, nes 

3802 Activated carbon; activated natural mineral products; animal black 

38021000 Activated carbon 

38029000 Activated natural mineral products; animal black 
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38030000 Tall oil, whether or not refined 

3803 Tall oil, whether or not refined 

38040000 Residual lyes from the manufacture of wood pulp (excl. Tall oil) 

3804 Residuallyes from the manufactur of wood pulp 

3805 Gum, wood or sulphate turpentine oils; crude dipentene, etc 

38051000 Gum, wood or sulphate turpentine oils 

38052000 Pine oil containing alpha-terpined as the main constituent 

38059000 Other turpenic oils, nes; crude dipentene, etc 

3806 Rosin and resin acids and derivatives; rosin spirit and oils; run gums 

38061000 Rosin 

38062000 Salts of rosin/resin acids/of deriv's rosin/resin acids, excl. rosin adducts 

38063000 Ester gums 

38069000 Derivatives of rosin and resin acids, nes; rosin spirit and oils, nes 

38070000 Wood tar; wood tar oils; wood creosote; wood naphtha, etc 

3807 Wood tar; wood tar oils; 

3808 Insecticides, rodenticides and similar products, for retail sale 

38081000 Insecticides put up for retail sale 

38081010 Mosquitto coil 

38081090 Other 

38082000 Fungicides put up for retail sale 

38083000 Herbicides, anti-sprouting products and plant growth regulators 

38084000 Disinfectants, put up for retail sale 

38089000 Rodenticides and similar products, put up for retail sale, nes 

3809 Finishing agents, dye carriers, etc, used in textile industries, nes 

38091000 Finishing agents, etc, with a basis of amylaceous substances nes 

38099100 Finishing agents etc, Of a kind used in the textile or like industries nes 

38099200 Finishing agents, etc, Of a kind used in the paper or like industries nes 

38099300 Of a kinf used in the leather or like industries 

3810 Pickling preparations for metal surfaces; soldering, powders; etc 

38101000 Pickling preparations for metal surfaces; soldering, powders 

38109000 Preparations such as fluxes for soldering, etc, nes 
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3811 Anti-knock preparations, oxidation inhibitors, to use as mineral oils 

38111100 Anti-knock preparations based on lead compounds 

38111900 Anti-knock preparations (excl. Based on lead) 

38112100 Additives for lubricating oils with petroleum oils 

38112900 Additives for lubricating oils (excl. With petroleum oils) 

38119000 Other additives other than for lubricating oils, nes 

3812 Rubber accelerators; plasticisers, nes; anti-oxidising preparations 

38121000 Prepared rubber accelerators 

38122000 Compound plasticisers for rubber or plastics, nes 

38123000 Anti-oxidising preparations and stabilisers for rubber or plastics 

38130000 Preparations for fire-extinguishers; charged fire-extinguishing grenades 

3813 Preparations and charges fro fire-extinguishers 

38140000 Organic composite solvents and thinners, nes; paint or varnish removers 

3814 Organic composite solvents and thinners 

3815 Reaction initiators, accelerators and catalytic preparations, nes 

38151100 Supported catalysts with nickel or its compounds 

38151200 Supported catalysts with precious metal or its compounds 

38151900 Supported catalysts, nes 

38159000 Reaction initiators, accelerators and catalytic preparations, nes 

38160000 Refractory cements, mortars, concretes and similar compositions, nes 

3816 Refractory cements,mortar, concretes 

3817 Mixed alkylbenzenes and mixed alkylnaphthalenes, nes 

38171000 Mixed alkylbenzenes, nes 

38172000 Mixed alkylnaphthalenes, nes 

38180000 Chemical elements in disk form and compounds, doped for electronics 

3818 Chemical elements doped for use in electronics 

38190000 Hydraulic brake fluids and similar liquids with <70% petroleum oil 

3819 Hydraulic brake fluids 

38200000 Anti-freezing preparations and prepared de-icing fluids 

3820 Anti-freezing preparations and prepared de-icing fluids 

38210000 Prepared culture media for development of micro-organisms 
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3821 Prepared culture media for development of micro-organisms 

38220000 Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on backing 

3822 Diagnostic or laboratory reagents 

3823 Prepared binders; chemical products, nes; residual products, nes 

38231100 Stearic acid 

38231200 Oleic acid 

38231300 Tall oil fatty acids 

38231900 Industrial monocarboxylic fatty acids & acid oils from refining nes 

38237000 Industrial fatty alcohols 

38241000 Prepared binders for foundry moulds or cores 

3824 Prepared binders for foundry mould or cores 

38242000 Naphthenic acids, their water-insoluble salts and their esters 

38243000 Non-agglomerated metal carbides mixed together or with metallic binders 

38244000 Prepared additives for cements, mortars or concretes 

38245000 Non-refractory mortars and concretes 

38246000 Sorbitol (excl. That of 2905.44) 

38247100 Mixtures cont.acyclic hydrocarbos perhalogenatd only wth fluorine&chlorine 

38247900 Mixtures cont. Perhalogen'd derivat's of acyclic hyd'crbns cont=>2halogens 

38249000 Chemical products and residual products of chemical industries, nes 

39 Plastics and articles thereof 

3901 Polymers of ethylene, in primary forms 

39011000 Polyethylene having a specific gravity <0.94, in primary forms 

39012000 Polyethylene having a specific gravity >=0.94, in primary forms 

39013000 Ethylene-vinyl acetate copolymers, in primary forms 

39019000 Other polymers of ethylene, in primary forms, nes 

3902 Polymers of propylene or of other olefins, in primary forms 

39021000 Polypropylene, in primary forms 

39022000 Polyisobutylene, in primary forms 

39023000 Propylene copolymers, in primary forms 

39029000 Other polymers of propylene or other olefins, in primary forms, nes 

3903 Polymers of styrene, in primary forms 
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39031100 Expansible polystyrene, in primary forms 

39031900 Polystyrene (excl. Expansible), in primary forms 

39032000 Styrene-acrylonitrile (san) copolymers, in primary forms 

39033000 Acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (abs) copolymers, in primary forms 

39039000 Polymers of styrene, in primary forms, nes 

3904 Polymers of vinyl chloride and halogenated olefins, in primary forms 

39041000 Polyvinyl chloride, not mixed with other substances, in primary forms 

39042100 Non-plasticised polyvinyl chloride mixed, in primary forms 

39042200 Plasticised polyvinyl chloride mixed, in primary forms 

39043000 Vinyl chloride-vinyl acetate copolymers, in primary forms 

39044000 Vinyl chloride copolymers (excl. Acetate), in primary forms 

39045000 Vinylidene chloride polymers, in primary forms 

39046100 Polytetrafluoroethylene, in primary forms 

39046900 Fluoro-polymers (excl. Polytetrafluoroethylene), in primary forms 

39049000 Polymers of halogenated olefins, in primary forms, nes 

3905 Polymers of vinyl esters; other vinyl polymers, in primary forms 

39051200 Polyvinyl acetate in aqueous dispersion 

39051900 Polyvinyl acetate, not in aqueous dispersions, in primary forms 

39052100 Vinyl acetate copolymers in aqueous dispersion 

39052900 Vinyl acetate copolymers, not in aqueous dispersion, in primary forms 

39053000 Polyvinyl alcohol, whether or not containing unhydrolysed acetate groups 

39059100 Copolymers 

39059900 Polymers of other vinyl esters & other vinyl polymers in primary forms nes 

3906 Acrylic polymers in primary forms 

39061000 Polymethyl methacrylate, in primary forms 

39069000 Acrylic polymers prepared,in primary forms, nes 

3907 Polyethers and epoxide resins; polyesters, in primary forms 

39071000 Polyacetals, in primary forms 

39072000 Other polyethers, in primary forms, nes 

39073000 Epoxide resins, in primary forms 

39074000 Polycarbonates, in primary forms 
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39075000 Alkydresins, in primary forms 

39076000 Polyethylene terephthalate, in primary forms 

39079100 Unsaturated polyesters, in primary forms, nes 

39079900 Polyesters, in primary forms, nes 

3908 Polyamides in primary forms 

39081000 Polyamide -6, -11, -12, -6,6, -6,9, -6,10 or -6,12, in primary forms 

39089000 Other polymides, in primary forms, nes 

3909 Amino-resins, phenolic resins and polyurethanes, in primary forms 

39091000 Urea resins; thiourea resins, in primary forms 

39092000 Melamine resins, in primary forms 

39093000 Other amino resins, in primary forms, nes 

39094000 Phenolic resins, in primary forms 

39095000 Polyurethanes, in primary forms 

39100000 Silicones inprimary forms 

3910 Silicones in primary forms 

3911 Petroleum resins, polysulphides, etc, in primary forms 

39111000 Petroleum resins other resins and polyterpenes, in primary forms 

39119000 Polysulphides, polysulphones and other products..., in primary forms 

3912 Cellulose and its chemical derivatives, nes, in primary forms 

39121100 Non-plasticised cellulose acetates, in primary forms 

39121200 Plasticised cellulose acetates, in primary forms 

39122000 Cellulose nitrates (incl. Collodions), in primary forms 

39123100 Carboxymethylcellulose and its salts, in primary forms 

39123900 Other cellulose ethers, in primary forms, nes 

39129000 Cellulose and its chemical derivatives, in primary forms, nes 

3913 Natural polymers and modified natural polymers, in primary forms, nes 

39131000 Alginic acid, its salts and esters, in primary forms 

39139000 Natural and modified natural polymers, in primary forms 

39140000 Ion-exchangers based on polymers of 39.01 to 39.13, in primary forms 

3914 Ion-exchangers based on polymers 

3915 Waste, parings and scrap, of plastics 
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39151000 Waste, parings and scrap, of polymers of ethylene 

39152000 Waste, parings and scrap, of polymers of styrene 

39153000 Waste, parings and scrap, of polymers of vinyl chloride 

39159000 Waste, parings and scrap, of other plastics, nes 

3916 Monofilament >1mm, rods, sticks and profile shapes, of plastics 

39161000 Monofilament >1mm, rods and profile shapes, of polymers of ethylene 

39162000 Monofilament >1mm, rods, etc, of polymers of vinyl chloride 

39169000 Monofilament >1mm, rods and profile shapes, of other plastics, nes 

3917 Tubes, pipes and hoses, and fittings therefor, of plastics 

39171000 Artificial guts of hardened proteins or cellulosic materials 

39172100 Tubes, pipes and hoses, rigid, of polymers of ethylene 

39172200 Tubes, pipes and hoses, rigid, of polymers of propylene 

39172300 Tubes, pipes and hoses, rigid, of polymers of vinyl chloride 

39172900 Tubes, pipes and hoses, rigid, of other plastics, nes 

39173100 Flexible tubes, pipes and hoses, with a burst pressure >=27.6mpa 

39173200 Tubes, pipes and hoses, not reinforced, without fittings, nes 

39173300 Tubes, pipes and hoses, not reinforced, with fittings attached, nes 

39173900 Other tubes, pipes and hoses, nes 

39174000 Fittings, for tubes, pipes and hoses, of plastic 

3918 Floor, wall or ceiling coverings of plastics, in rolls or tiles 

39181000 Floor coverings of polymers of vinyl chloride, in rolls or tiles 

39189000 Floor, wall or ceiling coverings of plastics, nes, in rolls or tiles 

3919 Self-adhesive plates, foil, tape, strip of plastics 

39191000 Self-adhesive tape, plates, strip, in rolls, width =<20cm 

39199000 Other self-adhesive plates, tape, strip, foil of plastics, nes 

3920 Other plates, of plastics, not reinforced, etc 

39201000 Plates, of polymers of ethylene, not reinforced, etc 

39202000 Plates, of polymers of propylene, not reinforced, etc 

39203000 Plates, of polymers of styrene, not reinforced, etc 

39204100 Plates, of polymers of vinyl chloride, rigid, not reinforced, etc 

39204200 Plates, of polymers of vinyl chloride, flexible, not reinforced, etc 
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39205100 Plates, of polymethyl methacrylate, not reinforced, etc 

39205900 Plates, of other acrylic polymers, not reinforced, etc, nes 

39206100 Plates, of polycarbonates, not reinforced, etc 

39206200 Plates, of polyethylene terephthalate, not reinforced, etc 

39206300 Plates, of unsaturated polyesters, not reinforced, etc 

39206900 Plates, of other polyesters, not reinforced, etc, nes 

39207100 Plates, of regenerated cellulose, not reinforced, etc 

39207200 Plates, of vulcanised fibre, not reinforced, etc 

39207300 Plates, of cellulose acetate, not reinforced, etc 

39207900 Plates, of other cellulose derivatives, not reinforced, etc, nes 

39209100 Plates, of polyvinyl butyral, not reinforced, etc 

39209200 Plates, of polyamides, not reinforced, etc 

39209300 Plates, of amino-resins, not reinforced, etc 

39209400 Plates, ofphenolic resins, not reinforced, etc 

39209900 Plates, of other plastics, not reinforced, etc, nes 

3921 Other plates, sheets, film, foil and strip, of plastics 

39211100 Cellular plates, strips of polymers of styrene 

39211200 Cellular plates, strips of polymers of vinyl chloride 

39211300 Cellular plates, strips of polymers of polyurethanes 

39211400 Cellular plates, strips of polymers of regenerated cellulose 

39211900 Cellular plates, strips of other plastics, nes 

39219000 Other cellular plates, strips, of plastics, nes 

3922 Baths, shower-baths and similar sanitary ware, of plastics 

39221000 Baths, shower-baths and wash-basins, of plastics 

39222000 Lavatory seats and covers of plastics 

39229000 Bidets, lavatory pans and other sanitary ware of plastics, nes 

3923 Articles for conveyance or packing of goods, of plastics 

39231000 Boxes, cases, crates and similar articles of plastics 

39232100 Sacks and bags (incl. Cones) of polymers of ethylene 

39232900 Sacks and bags (incl. Cones) of other plastics (excl. Ethylene) 

39233000 Carboys, bottles, flasks and similar articles of plastics 
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39234000 Spools, cops, bobbins and similar supports of plastics 

39235000 Stoppers, lids, caps and other closures of plastics 

39239000 Articles for the packing of goods, of plastics, nes 

3924 Tableware, kitchenware and toilet articles, of plastics 

39241000 Tableware and kitchenware of plastics 

39249000 Household and toilet articles of plastics, nes 

3925 Builders' ware of plastics, nes 

39251000 Reservoirs and similar containers, capacity >300 l, of plastics 

39251010 Of a capacity of 15,000 l or more 

39251090 Other 

39252000 Doors, windows and their frames and thresholds for doors, of plastics 

39253000 Shutters, blinds and similar articles and parts, of plastics 

39259000 Builders' ware of plastics, nes 

3926 Other articles of plastics, nes 

39261000 Office or school supplies of plastics 

39262000 Articles of apparel and clothing accessories of plastics 

39263000 Fittings for furniture, coachwork or the like of plastics 

39264000 Statuettes and other ornamental articles of plastics 

39269000 Other articles of plastics, nes 

40 Rubber and articles thereof 

4001 Natural rubber and similar gums, in primary forms or in plates, etc 

40011000 Natural rubber latex, in primary forms or in plates, sheets or strip 

40012100 Smoked sheets of natural rubber 

40012200 Technically specified natural rubber, in primary forms or in plates, etc 

40012900 Other natural rubber, in primary forms or in plates, etc, nes 

40013000 Balata, gutta-percha and similar gums, in primary forms or in plates 

4002 Synthetic rubber derived from oils, in primary forms or in plates, etc 

40021100 Latex of styrene-butadiene or carboxylated styrene-butadiene rubber 

40021900 Styrene-butadiene rubber; carboxylated styrene-butadiene rubber, nes 

40022000 Butadiene rubber, in primary forms or in plates, sheets or strip 

40023100 Isobutene-isoprene (butyl) rubber 
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40023900 Halo-isobutene-isoprene rubber 

40024100 Latex of chloroprene (chlorobutadiene) rubber 

40024900 Chloroprene (chlorobutadiene) rubber (excl. Latex) 

40025100 Latex of acrylonitrile-butadiene rubber 

40025900 Acrylonitrile-butadiene rubber (excl. Latex) 

40026000 Isoprene rubber 

40027000 Ethylene-propylene-non-conjugated diene rubber 

40028000 Mixtures of any product of 40.01 with any product of 40.02 

40029100 Latex of synthetic rubber, nes 

40029900 Other synthetic rubber products (excl. Latex), nes 

40030000 Reclaimed rubber in primary forms or in plates, sheets or strip 

4003 Reclaimed rubber in primary forms or in plates, sheets or strip 

40040000 Waste, parings and scrap of rubber (excl. Hard rubber) and powders... 

4004 Waste, parings and scrap of rubber 

4005 Compounded rubber, unvulcanized, in primary forms or in plates, etc 

40051000 Rubber compounded with carbon black or silica, unvulcanized 

40052000 Rubber solutions; dispersions, unvulcanized, nes 

40059100 Plates, sheets and strip of unvulcanized, compounded rubber, nes 

40059900 Compounded rubber, unvulcanized, in primary forms 

4006 Other forms and articles of unvulcanized rubber 

40061000 Camel-back strips for retreading rubber tyres 

40069000 Other forms and articles of unvulcanized rubber, nes 

40070000 Vulcanized rubber thread and cord 

4007 Vulcanised rubber threat and cord 

4008 Plates, sheets, strip, rods, etc, of vulcanized rubber (excl. Hard) 

40081100 Plates, sheets and strip of cellular vulcanized rubber 

40081900 Rods and profile shapes of cellular vulcanized rubber, nes 

40082100 Plates, sheets and strip of non-cellular, vulcanized rubber (excl. Hard) 

40082900 Rods and profile shapes of non-cellular, vulcanized rubber (excl. Hard) 

4009 Tubes, pipes and hoses, of vulcanized rubber (excl. Hard) 

40091000 Tubes, of vulcanized rubber, not reinforced, without fittings 
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40092000 Tubes, of vulcanized rubber, reinforced with metal, without fittings 

40093000 Tubes, of vulcanized rubber, reinforced with textiles, no fittings 

40094000 Tubes, of vulcanized rubber, reinforced with materials, no fittings 

40095000 Tubes, pipes and hoses, of vulcanized rubber with fittings 

4010 Conveyor or transission belts or belting, of vulcanised rubber 

40101100 Conveyor belts or belting,of vulcanized rubber reinforced only with metal 

40101200 Conveyor belts/belting of vulcanised rubber reinf'd only with textile mate 

40101300 Conveyor belts/belting of vulcanised rubber renforced only with plastics 

40101900 Conveyor belts or belting, of vulcanised rubber, nes 

40102100 Endless transm'n belts of trapezoidal x-section of a circ >60cm but=<180cm 

40102200 Endless transm'n belts of trapezoidal x-section of a circ>180cm but=<240cm 

40102300 Endless synchrn's belts of a circum. exceeding 60cm but not exceeding 150cm 

40102400 Endless synchrn's belts of circum. Exceeding 150cm but not exceeding 198cm 

40102900 Other transmission belts or belting nes 

4011 New pneumatic tyres, of rubber 

40111000 New pneumatic tyres, of rubber of a kind used on motor cars 

40111010 Radial tyres 

40111090 Other 

40112000 New pneumatic tyres, of rubber of a kind used on buses or lorries 

40112010 Radial tyres 

40112090 Other 

40113000 New pneumatic tyres, of rubber for aircraft 

40114000 New pneumatic tyres, of rubber of a kind used on motorcycles 

40115000 New pneumatic tyres, of rubber of a kind used on bicycles 

40119100 New pneumatic tyres, of rubber, nes, of herring-bone or similar tread 

40119900 New pneumatic tyres, of rubber, nes (excl. Of herring-bone, etc, tread) 

4012 Retreaded or used pneumatic tyres of rubber; solid tyres..., of rubber 

40121000 Retreaded tyres of rubber 

40122000 Used pneumatic tyres of rubber 

40129000 Soli. tyres, interchangeable tyre treads and flaps, of rubber 

4013 Inner tubes, of rubber 
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40131000 Inner tubes, of rubber of a kind used on motor cars, buses or lorries 

40132000 Inner tubes, of rubber of a kind used on bicycles 

40139000 Inner tubes, of rubber, nes 

4014 Hygienic or pharmaceutical articles, of vulcanized rubber 

40141000 Sheath contraceptives 

40149000 Hygienic or pharmaceutical articles of vulcanized rubber, nes 

4015 Articles of apparel and clothing accessories, of vulcanized rubber 

40151100 Surgical gloves 

40151900 Gloves of vulcanized rubber (excl. surgical gloves) 

40159000 Articles of apparel and clothing accessories of vulcanized rubber, nes 

4016 Other articles of vulcanized rubber, nes (excl. Hard rubber) 

40161000 Articles of vulcanized rubber of cellular rubber 

40169100 Floor coverings and mats of vulcanized rubber, non-cellular 

40169200 Erasers, of vulcanized rubber 

40169300 Gaskets, washers and other seals, of vulcanized rubber 

40169400 Boat or dock fenders, of vulcanized rubber 

40169500 Inflatable articles, of vulcanized rubber, nes 

40169900 Articles of vulcanized rubber, nes 

40170000 Hard rubber (eg. Ebonite) in all forms; articles of hard rubber 

4017 Hard rubber (ie ebonite) in all forms 

41 Raw hides and skins (other than furskins) and leather 

4101 Raw hides and skins of bovine or equine animals, not tanned 

41011000 Whole hides and skins of bovine animals, =<8kg dried..., etc 

41012100 Whole hides and skins of bovine animals, nes, fresh or wet-salted 

41012200 Butts and bends of bovine animal hide, fresh or wet-salted 

41012900 Hides and skins of bovine animals, fresh or wet-salted, nes 

41013000 Hides and skins of bovine animals preserved but not tanned, nes 

41014000 Hides and skins of equine animal (fresh, or salted, etc, but not tanned) 

4102 Raw skins of sheep or lambs, but not tanned 

41021000 Raw skins of sheep or lambs, with wool on 

41022100 Pickled skins of sheep or lambs, without wool, not tanned 
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41022900 Skins of sheep or lambs, without wool, not pickled, not tanned 

4103 Other raw hides and skins, fresh or preserved, not tanned, nes 

41031000 Hides and skins of goats or kids, fresh or preserved, not tanned 

41032000 Hides and skins of reptiles, fresh or preserved, not tanned 

41039000 Other hides and skins, fresh or preserved, not tanned, nes 

4104 Leather of bovine or equine animals, without hair on 

41041000 Whole bovine skin leather, of surface area =<2.6m2 

41042100 Bovine leather, vegetable pre-tanned (excl. Further prepared) 

41042200 Bovine leather, non-vegetable pre-tanned (excl. Further prepared) 

41042900 Other bovine and equine leather, tanned (excl. Leather of 41.08, 41.09) 

41043100 Full-grains/splits of bovine and equine leather, prepared after tanning 

41043900 Bovine and equine leather, prepared after tanning, nes 

4105 Sheep or lamb skin leather, without wool on 

41051100 Sheep, lamb skin leather, vegetable pre-tanned (excl. Further prepared) 

41051200 Sheep, lamb skin leather, non-veg. Pre-tanned (excl. Further prepared) 

41051900 Sheep or lamb skin leather, (excl. Further prepared), nes 

41052000 Sheep or lamb skin leather, prepared after tanning 

4106 Goat or kid skin leather, without hair on 

41061100 Goat or kid skin leather, vegetable pre-tanned, (excl. Further prepared) 

41061200 Goat or kid skin leather, pre-tanned, (excl. Further prepared) 

41061900 Goat or kid skin leather, (excl. Further prepared) 

41062000 Goat or kid skin leather, prepared after tanning 

4107 Leather of other animals, without hair on 

41071000 Leather of swine, without hair on 

41072100 Leather of reptiles, vegetable pre-tanned 

41072900 Leather of reptiles, nes 

41079000 Leather of animals, nes 

41080000 Chamois (incl. Combination chamois) leather 

4108 Chamois leather 

41090000 Patent leather and patent laminated leather; metallized leather 

4109 Patent leather and patent laminated leather; metallised leather. 
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41100000 Waste of leather or of composition leather; leather dust 

4110 Parings and other waste of leather 

41110000 Composition leather with a basis of leather, in slabs, etc 

4111 Composition leather with a basis of leather in slabs 

42 Articles of leather; saddlery/harness; travel goods etc 

42010000 Saddlery and harness for any animal, of any material 

4201 Saddlery and harness for any animal 

4202 Trunks, suit-cases; handbags and similar items of leather, etc 

42021100 Trunks, suit-cases, etc, with outer surface of leather 

42021200 Trunks, suit-cases, etc, with outer surface of plastic or textiles 

42021900 Trunks, suit-cases, etc, nes 

42022100 Handbags with outer surface of leather, or composition or patent leather 

42022200 Handbags with outer surface of plastic sheeting or textile materials 

42022900 Handbags, nes 

42023100 Articles normally carried in pocket or handbag, of leather 

42023200 Articles normally carried in pocket or handbag, of plastics or textiles 

42023900 Articles normally carried in pocket or handbag, nes 

42029100 Cases and containers, nes, with outer surface of leather 

42029200 Cases and containers, nes, with outer surface of plastic or textiles 

42029900 Cases and containers, nes, with outer surface of other materials, nes 

4203 Articles of apparel and clothing accessories of leather 

42031000 Articles of apparel of leather 

42032100 Gloves, mittens and mitts for use in sports, of leather 

42032900 Protective gloves, mittens and mitts for trades, nes, of leather 

42033000 Belts and bandoliers of leather or composition leather 

42034000 Clothing accessories of leather or composition leather, nes 

42040000 Articles of leather used in machinery or mechanical appliances, etc 

4204 Articles/composion of leather 

42050000 Articles of leather orof composition leather, nes 

4205 Other articles / composition of leather 

4206 Articles of gut (excl. Silk-worm), goldbeater's skin, bladders, etc 
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42061000 Articles of catgut 

42069000 Articles of gut (excl. Silk-worm or cat-gut), of goldbeater's skin, etc 

43 Furskins and artificial fur; manufactures thereof 

4301 Raw furskins (excl. Raw hides and skins of 41.01, 41.02 or 41.03) 

43011000 Raw furskins of mink, whole 

43012000 Raw furskins of rabbit or hare, whole 

43013000 Raw furskins of specified types of lamb, whole 

43014000 Raw furskins of beaver, whole 

43015000 Raw furskins of muskrat, whole 

43016000 Raw furskins of fox, whole 

43017000 Raw furskins of seal, whole 

43018000 Raw furskins, nes 

43019000 Heads, tails, paws and other pieces of raw furskin 

4302 Tanned or dressed furskins (excl. 43.03) 

43021100 Tanned or dressed whole skins of mink, not assembled 

43021200 Tanned or dressed whole skins of rabbit or hare, not assembled 

43021300 Tanned or dressed whole skins of lamb, not assembled 

43021900 Tanned or dressed whole furskins, not assembled 

43022000 Tanned or dressed heads, tails, paws and other pieces, not assembled 

43023000 Tanned or dressed whole furskins and other pieces thereof, assembled 

4303 Articles of apparel, clothing accessories, etc, of furskin 

43031000 Articles of apparel and clothing accessories of furskins 

43039000 Articles of furskin, nes 

43040000 Artificial fur and articles thereof 

4304 Articles /composion of leather 

44 Wood and articles of wood; wood charcoal 

4401 Fuel wood, in logs, etc; wood chips or particles; sawdust, etc 

44011000 Fuel wood, in logs, in billets or in similar forms 

44012100 Coniferous wood in chips or particles 

44012200 Non-coniferous wood in chips or particles 

44013000 Sawdust, wood waste and scrap (incl. Agglomerated) 
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44020000 Wood charcoal 

4402 Wood charcoal whether or not agglomerated 

4403 Wood in the rough or roughly squared 

44031000 Wood in the rough, treated with paint, stains, creosote, etc 

44032000 Untreated coniferous wood in the rough 

44034100 Dark red meranti, light red meranti and meranti bakau wood in the rough 

44034900 Other tropical wood spec'd in subhd note 1 to ch40, in the rough, exc. 440341 

44039100 Oak wood (Quercus spp.) In the rough, (excl. Treated) 

44039200 Beech wood (Fagus spp.) In the rough, (excl. Treated) 

44039900 Wood, nes in the rough, (excl. Treated) 

4404 Hoopwood; split poles; piles, etc; wooden sticks, etc; chipwood 

44041000 Coniferous hoopwood; split poles, etc; wooden sticks, etc; chipwood 

44042000 Non-coniferous hoopwood; split poles, etc; wooden sticks, etc; chipwood 

44050000 Wood wool; wood flour 

4405 Wood wool; wood flour 

4406 Railway or tramway sleepers (cross-ties) of wood 

44061000 Railway or tramway sleepers (cross-ties) of wood, not impregnated 

44069000 Railway or tramway sleepers (cross-ties) of wood, impregnated 

4407 Wood sawn or chipped lengthwise, sliced or peeled, >6mm thick 

44071000 Coniferous wood sawn or chipped lengthwise, sliced or peeled, >6mm thick 

44072400 Virola, mahogany, (swietonia spp.),imbuia/balsa sawn lengthwise >6mm thick 

44072500 Dark/light red meranti and meranti bakau sawn lengthwise, >6mm thick 

44072600 White lauan, white/yellow meranti, white seraya & alan,sawn lengthwise >6mm 

44072900 Other tropical wood spec'd in subhdg note 1 to ch44 sawn lengthwse>6mm nes 

44079100 Oak wood (quercus spp.) Sawn/chipped lengthwise sliced or peeled >6m thick 

44079200 Beech wood (fagus spp.) Sawn/chipped lengthwise sliced or peeled >6m thick 

44079900 Wood, nes sawn or chipped lengthwise, sliced or peeled, >6mm thick 

4408 Veneer sheets and sheets for plywood, etc, =<6mm thick 

44081000 Coniferous veneer sheets and sheets for plywood, etc, =<6mm thick 

44083100 Dark/light red meranti & meranti bakau veneer & plywood sheet =< 6mm 

44083900 Tropical veneer sheets/sheets for plywood specf'd subhd note1 to ch44=<6mm 
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44089000 Veneer sheets and sheets for plywood and other wood, =<6mm thick, nes 

4409 Wood, continuously shaped along any of its edges or faces 

44091000 Coniferous wood, continuously shaped along any of its edges or faces 

44092000 Non-coniferous wood, continuously shaped along any of its edges or faces 

4410 Particle board and similar board of wood or other ligneous materials 

44101100 Waferboard, including oriented strand board of wood 

44101900 Particle board/similar board of wood (exc. waferboard & oriented strandbrd) 

44109000 Particle board and similar board of ligneous materials 

4411 Fibreboard of wood or other ligneous materials 

44111100 Fibreboard of a density >0.8g/cm3, not worked or surface covered 

44111900 Fibreboard of a density >0.8g/cm3, nes 

44112100 Fibreboard of a density >0.5g/cm3 but =<0.8g/cm3, not worked... 

44112900 Fibreboard of a density >0.5g/cm3 but =<0.8g/cm3, nes 

44113100 Fibreboard of a density >0.35g/cm3 but =<0.5g/cm3, not worked... 

44113900 Fibreboard of a density >0.35g/cm3 but =<0.5g/cm3, nes 

44119100 Fibreboard of a density =<0.35g/cm3, not worked or surface covered 

44119900 Fibreboard of a density =<0.35g/cm3, nes 

4412 Plywood, veneered panels and similar laminated wood 

44121300 Plywood with>=1 outer ply tropical wood (spfd subhd note1) each ply=<6mm th 

44121400 Plywood with >=1 outer ply of non-coniferous wood, nes, each ply =<6mm 

44121900 Plywood, each ply =<6mm thick, nes 

44122200 Plywood with>=1 outer ply nonconif. wood & >=1 ply trop. wood (sn ch44) 

>6mm 

44122300 Plywood with >=1 outer ply of non-conif. wood & >=1 ply particleboard > 6mm 

44122900 Plywood >6mm with>=1 ply non-conifrs wood; ven'rd panels/laminated wood 

nes 

44129200 Plywood, veneered panels/similar laminated wood, with >= 1 ply trop. wood nes 

44129300 Plywood, veneerd panels & simlr lamin'td wood, with>=1 layer partclboard nes 

44129900 Plywood, veneered panels and similar laminated wood nes 

44130000 Densified wood, in blocks, plates, strips or profile shapes 

4413 Densified wood, in blocks, plates, strips or profile shapes 
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44140000 Wooden frames for paintings, photographs, mirrors or similar objects 

4414 Wooden frames for paintings, photographs etc 

4415 Packing cases of wood; cable-drums of wood; pallets, etc, of wood 

44151000 Cases, boxes, crates, drums and similar packings of wood; cable-drums 

44152000 Pallets, box pallets and other load boards of wood; pallet collars of wood 

44160000 Casks, barrets, vats, tubs, etc, and parts thereof, of wood 

4416 Casks, barrels, vats, tubs of cooper's products 

44170000 Tools, broom or brush bodies of wood; boot or shoe trees of wood 

4417 Tools, tool bodies, broom or brush bodies of wood 

4418 Builders' joinery and carpentry of wood 

44181000 Windows, french-windows and their frames, of wood 

44182000 Doors and their frames and thresholds, of wood 

44183000 Parquet panels, of wood 

44184000 Shuttering forconcrete constructional work, of wood 

44185000 Shingles and shakes, of wood 

44189000 Builders' joinery and carpentry, of wood, nes 

44190000 Tableware and kitchenware, of wood 

4419 Tableware and kitchenwear, of wood 

4420 Wood marquetry, inlaid wood; caskets of wood; ornaments of wood 

44201000 Statuettes and other ornaments, of wood 

44209000 Wood marquetry, inlaid wood; caskets of wood 

4421 Other articles of wood 

44211000 Clothes hangers of wood 

44219000 Articles of wood, nes 

44219010 Coffins 

44219020 Bee-hives, hen-coops and similar wooden appliances for agr. purp, and parts 

44219030 Spools, cops, bobbins, sewing thread reels and the like 

44219090 Other 

45 Cork and articles of cork 

4501 Natural cork; waste cork; crushed, granulated or ground cork 

45011000 Natural cork, raw or simply prepared 
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45019000 Waste cork; crushed, granulated or ground cork 

45020000 Natural cork, debacked or roughly squared..., etc 

4502 Natural cork 

4503 Articles of natural cork 

45031000 Corks and stoppers of natural cork 

45039000 Articles of natural cork, nes 

4504 Agglomerated cork and articles of agglomerated cork 

45041000 Blocks, tiles of any shape, solid cylinders, of agglomerated cork 

45049000 Agglomerated cork; articles of agglomerated cork, nes 

46 Manufactures os straw, esparto/other plaiting mat; etc 

4601 Plaits, etc; plaiting materials, etc, woven, in sheet form 

46011000 Plaits and similar products of plaiting materials 

46012000 Mats, matting and screens of vegetable materials 

46019100 Vegetable plaiting material in sheet form 

46019900 Plaiting materials (excl. Vegetable), in sheet form 

4602 Basketwork, wickerwork and other articles; articles of loofah 

46021000 Articles of vegetable plaiting materials, articles of loofah 

46029000 Articles of plaiting materials (excl. Of vegetable material) 

47 Pulp of wood/of other fibrous cellulosic mat; waste etc 

47010000 Mechanical wood pulp 

4701 Mechanical wood pulp 

47020000 Chemical wood pulp, dissolving grades 

4702 Chemical wood pulp 

4703 Chemical wood pulp, soda or sulphate, other than dissolving grades 

47031100 Unbleached coniferous chemical wood pulp, soda or sulphate, nes 

47031900 Unbleached non-coniferous chemical wood pulp, soda or sulphate, nes 

47032100 Semi-bleached or bleached coniferous chemical wood pulp, soda, nes 

47032900 Semi- or bleached non-coniferous chemical wood pulp, soda, nes 

4704 Chemical wood pulp, sulphite, other than dissolving grades 

47041100 Unbleached coniferous chemical wood pulp, sulphite, nes 

47041900 Unbleached non-coniferous chemical wood pulp, sulphite, nes 
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47042100 Semi-bleached or bleached coniferous chemical wood pulp, sulphite, nes 

47042900 Semi- or bleached non-coniferous chemical wood pulp, sulphite, nes 

47050000 Semi-chemical wood pulp 

4705 Semi-chemical wood pulp. 

4706 Pulps of other fibrous cellulosic material 

47061000 Cotton linters pulp 

47062000 Pulps of fibres derived from recovered (waste and scrap) paper/paperboard 

47069100 Mechanical pulp of fibrous cellulosic material (excl. Wood) nes 

47069200 Chemical pulp of fibrous cellulosic material (excl. Wood) nes 

47069300 Semi-chemical pulp of fibrous cellulosic material (excl. Wood) 

4707 Waste and scrap of paper or paperboard 

47071000 Recovered (waste/scrap) unbleached kraft paper, paperboard, of...paperboard 

47072000 Recovered (waste/scrap) other paper/paperboard of bleached chemical pulp 

47073000 Recovered (waste/scrap) paper or paperboard made mainly of mechanical pulp 

47079000 Recovered (Waste and scrap) paper or paperboard, nes 

48 Paper & paperboard; art of paper pulp, paper/paperboard 

48010000 Newsprint, in rolls or sheets 

4801 Newsprint, in rolls or sheets 

4802 Uncoated paper, for writing in rolls or sheets; hand-made paper 

48021000 Hand-made paper and paperboard 

48022000 Paper and paperboard as a base for photo-sensitive paper 

48023000 Carbonizing base paper, uncoated, in rolls or sheets 

48024000 Wallpaper base, uncoated, in rolls or sheets 

48025100 Paper (excl. Mechanical fibres), weighing <40g/m2 

48025200 Paper (excl. Mechanical fibres), weighing >=40g/m2 but =<150g/m2 

48025300 Paper (excl. Mechanical fibres), weighing >150g/m2 

48026000 Paper (>50% of mechanical fibres), uncoated, in rolls or sheets, nes 

48030000 Toilet similar paper, in rolls or sheets 

4803 Toilet or facial tissue stock 

4804 Uncoated kraft paper and paperboard, in rolls or sheets (excl. 48.02+03) 

48041100 Unbleached kraftliner, uncoated, in rolls or sheets 
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48041900 Kraftliner, uncoated (excl. Unbleached), in rolls or sheets 

48042100 Unbleached sack kraft paper, uncoated, in rolls or sheets 

48042900 Sack kraft paper (excl. Unbleached), uncoated, in rolls or sheets 

48043100 Unbleached kraft paper, weighing =<150g/m2 

48043900 Kraft paper (excl. Unbleached), weighing =<150g/m2 

48044100 Unbleached kraft paper, weighing >150g/m2 but <225g/m2 

48044200 Kraft paper, weighing >150g/m2 but <225g/m2, bleached uniformally 

48044900 Kraft paper, weighing >150g/m2 but <225g/m2, nes 

48045100 Unbleached kraft paper, weighing >=225g/m2 

48045200 Kraft paper, weighing >=225g/m2, bleached uniformally 

48045900 Kraft paper, weighing >=225g/m2, nes 

4805 Other uncoated paper and paperboard, in rolls or sheets 

48051000 Semi-chemical fluting paper (corrugated medium), in rolls or sheets 

48052100 Multi -ply paper and paperboard with each layer bleached, in rolls/sheets 

48052200 Multi -ply paper with only one outer layer bleached, in rolls/sheets 

48052300 Multi -ply paper two outer layers bleached, in rolls or sheets 

48052900 Multi -ply paper and paperboard, in rolls or sheets, nes 

48053000 Sulphite wrapping paper, in rolls or sheets 

48054000 Filter paper and paperboard, in rolls or sheets 

48055000 Felt paper and paperboard, in rolls or sheets 

48056000 Paper and paperboard, in rolls or sheets, weighing =<150g/m2, nes 

48057000 Paper, in rolls or sheets, weighing >150g/m2 but <225/g/m2, nes 

48058000 Paper and paperboard, in rolls or sheets, weighing >=225g/m2, nes 

4806 Vegetable parchment, greaseproof papers, etc, in rolls or sheets 

48061000 Vegetable parchment, in rolls or sheets 

48062000 Greaseproof papers, in rolls or sheets 

48063000 Tracing papers, in rolls or sheets 

48064000 Glassine and other glazed transparent or translucent papers, nes 

4807 Composite paper and paperboard, in rolls or sheets 

48071000 Composite paper, laminated with bitumen, etc, in rolls or sheets 

48079000 Composite paper/paperboard (incl. straw paper/ paperbrd), in rolls/sheets nes 
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4808 Paper and paperboard, corrugated, creped, etc, in rolls or sheets 

48081000 Corrugated paper and paperboard, in rolls or sheets 

48082000 Sack kraft paper, creped or crinkled, in rolls or sheets 

48083000 Kraft paper, creped or crinkled, (excl. Sack), in rolls or sheets 

48089000 Paper and paperboard, corrugated, creped, etc, in rolls or sheets, nes 

4809 Carbon paper, self-copy paper, etc, in rolls or sheets 

48091000 Carbon or similar copying papers, in rolls or sheets 

48092000 Self-copy paper, in rolls or sheets 

48099000 Copying or transfer papers, nes, in rolls or sheets 

4810 Paper, coated with kaolin (china clay), etc, in rolls or sheets 

48101100 Paper, coated with kaolin, etc, weighing =<150g/m2 

48101200 Paper, coated with kaolin, etc, weighing >150g/m2 

48102100 Light-weight coated paper for writing, etc, >10% mechanical fibres 

48102900 Paper for writing, etc, >10% mechanical fibres, coated 

48103100 Kraft paper, bleached, >95% chemical fibres, =<150g/m2, coated 

48103200 Kraft paper, bleached, >95% chemical fibres, >150g/m2, coated 

48103900 Kraft paper and paperboard, coated, nes 

48109100 Multi -ply paper and paperboard, coated 

48109900 Paper and paperboard, coated with kaolin, etc, nes 

4811 Paper, paperboard, etc, coated, in rolls or sheets, nes 

48111000 Tarred, bituminized or asphalted paper and paperboard 

48112100 Self-adhesive paper and paperboard 

48112900 Gummed paper and paperboard (excl. Self-adhesive) 

48113100 Paper, coated with plastics, bleached and weighing <150g/m2 

48113900 Paper and paperboard coated with plastics, nes 

48114000 Paper and paperboard coated with wax, paraffin wax oil or glycerol 

48119000 Paper, paperboard, coated surface-decorated or printed, nes 

48120000 Filter blocks, slabs and plates, of paper pulp 

4812 Filter blocks, slabs and plates of paper pulp 

4813 Cigarette paper 

48131000 Cigarette paper in the form of booklets or tubes 
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48132000 Cigarette paper in rolls of a width =<5cm 

48139000 Cigarette paper, nes 

4814 Wallpaper and similar wall coverings; window transparencies of paper 

48141000 Ingrain paper 

48142000 Wallpaper, etc, of paper coated with a layer of plastics 

48143000 Wallpaper, etc, consisting of paper covered with plaiting material 

48149000 Wallpaper and other wall coverings; window transparencies of paper, nes 

48150000 Floor coverings on a base of paper or of paperboard 

4815 Floor coverings on a base paper or paperboard whether or not cut to size 

4816 Carbon paper, self-copy paper duplicator stencils of paper, etc 

48161000 Carbon or similar copying papers 

48162000 Self-copy paper 

48163000 Duplicator stencils of paper 

48169000 Copying or transfer paper, nes; offset plates, of paper 

4817 Envelopes, letter cards; boxes, etc, of paper, with paper stationery 

48171000 Envelopes of paper or paperboard 

48172000 Letter cards, plain postcards and correspondance cards of paper 

48173000 Boxes, etc, of paper or paperboard containing paper stationery 

4818 Toilet paper, bed sheets, etc, articles of clothing, of paper 

48181000 Toilet paper 

48182000 Handkerchiefs and cleansing or facial tissues of paper 

48183000 Tablecloths and serviettes of paper 

48184000 Sanitary towels and tampons, napkins and napkin liners for babies, etc 

48185000 Articles of apparel and clothingof paper, cellulose wadding 

48189000 Household, sanitary or hospital articles of paper, etc, nes 

4819 Cartons, boxes, etc; box files, etc, of paper, paperboard, etc 

48191000 Cartons, boxes and cases, of corrugated paper or paperboard 

48192000 Folding cartons, boxes and cases, of non-corrugated paper or paperboard 

48193000 Sacks and bags, having a base of a width of >=40cm of paper, paperboard 

48194000 Sacks and bags, including cones of paper, paperboard, nes 

48195000 Packing containers, including record sleeves, of paper, nes 
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48196000 Box files, letter trays, storage boxes, etc, of paper 

4820 Registers, account books, etc; albums for samples, of paper, paperboard 

48201000 Registers, account books, order and receipt books, of paper, paperboard 

48202000 Exercise-books 

48203000 Binders (other than book covers) folders & file covers of paper/paperboard 

48204000 Manifold business forms and interleaved carbon sets 

48205000 Albums for stamps or for collections of paper or paperboard 

48209000 Blotting pads, book covers and other articles of stationery of paper 

4821 Paper or paperboard labels of all kinds, whether or not printed 

48211000 Printed paper or paperboard labels of all kinds 

48219000 Paper or paperboard labels of all kinds (excl. Printed) 

4822 Bobbins, spools, cops and similar supports of paper or paperboard 

48221000 Bobbins, spools, of paper or paperboard for winding textile yarn 

48229000 Bobbins, spools, cops and similar supports of paper or paperboard, nes 

4823 Other paper, cut to size or shape; articles of paper, etc, nes 

48231100 Self-adhesive paper, in strips or rolls 

48231900 Gummed or adhesive paper (excl. Self-adhesive), in strips or rolls 

48232000 Filter paper and paperboard, cut to shape 

48234000 Rolls, sheets and dials, printed for self-recording apparatus 

48235100 Printed, embossed or perforated paper or paperboard for writing, etc 

48235900 Paper and paperboard writing, printing, etc, cut to shape, nes 

48236000 Trays, dishes, plates and cups, etc, of paper or paperboard 

48237000 Moulded or pressed articles of paper pulp 

48239000 Paper and paperboard, cut to size and articles of paper, etc, nes 

49 Printed books, newspapers, pictures & other product etc 

4901 Printed books, brochures, leaflets and similar printed matter 

49011000 Printed books, brochures, leaflets, etc, in single sheets 

49019100 Dictionaries and encyclopaedias, and serial instalments thereof 

49019900 Printed books, brochures, leaflets and similar printed matter, nes 

4902 Newspapers, journals and periodicals 

49021000 Newspapers, journals and periodicals, appearing >= four times a week 
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49029000 Newspapers, journals and periodicals, appearing < four times a week 

49030000 Children's picture, drawing or colouring books 

4903 Children's pictures 

49040000 Music, printed or in manuscript 

4904 Music, printed or in manuscript 

4905 Maps, etc (incl. Atlases, wall maps), printed 

49051000 Globes 

49059100 Maps and hydrographic or similar charts, in book form 

49059900 Maps and hydrographic or similar charts, printed, not in book form 

49060000 Plans... For architectural... Purposes; handwitten texts; photographs of 

4906 Plans and drawings for architectural engineering 

49070000 New stamps; stamp-impressed paper; cheque forms; banknotes, etc 

4907 Unused posted, revenue or stamps 

4908 Transfers (decalcomanias) 

49081000 Transfers (decalcomanias), vitrifiable 

49089000 Transfers (decalcomanias) (excl. Vitrifiable) 

49090000 Printed or illustrated postcards; printed cards bearing greetings, etc 

4909 Printed or illustrated postcards 

49100000 Calendars of any kind, printed, including calendar blocks 

4910 Calenders of any kind 

4911 Other printed matter, including printed pictures and photographs 

49111000 Trade advertising material, commercial catalogues and the like 

49119100 Pictures, designs and photographs 

49119900 Other printed matter, nes 

50 Silk 

50010000 Silk-worm cocoons suitable for reeling 

5001 Silk-worn cocoons suitable for reeling 

50020000 Raw silk (not thrown) 

5002 Raw silk (not thrown) 

5003 Silk waste (incl. Cocoons unsuitable for reeling, yarn waste, etc) 

50031000 Silk waste, not carded or combed 
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50039000 Silk waste, carded or combed 

50040000 Silk yarn (excl. Spun from silk waste), not put up for retail sale 

5004 Silk yarn, not put up for retail sale 

50050000 Yarn spun from silk waste, not put up for retail sale 

5005 Yarn spun from silk waste not put up for retail sale 

50060000 Silk yarn, put up for retail sale; silk-worm gut 

5006 Silk yarn and yarn spun from silk waste 

5007 Woven fabrics of silk or of silk waste 

50071000 Woven fabrics of noil silk 

50072000 Woven fabrics of silk, containing >=85% silk or of silk waste 

50079000 Printed woven fabrics, containing <85% silk 

51 Wool, fine/coarse animal hair, horsehair yarn & fabric 

5101 Wool, not carded or combed 

51011100 Greasy shorn wool, not carded or combed 

51011900 Greasy wool (excl. Shorn), not carded or combed 

51012100 Degreased shorn wool, not carbonised, not carded or combed 

51012900 Degreased wool (excl. Shorn), not carbonised, not carded or combed 

51013000 Carbonised wool, not carded or combed 

5102 Fine or coarse animal hair, not carded or combed 

51021000 Fine animal hair, not carded or combed 

51022000 Coarse animal hair, not carded or combed 

5103 Waste of wool or of fine or coarse animalhair, not garnetted stock 

51031000 Noils of wool or of fine animal hair, not garnetted stock 

51032000 Other waste of wool or of fine animal hair, not garnetted stock, nes 

51033000 Waste of coarse animal hair 

51040000 Garnetted stock of wool or of fine or coarse animal hair 

5104 Garnetted stock of wool or fine or fine or coarse animal hair 

5105 Wool and fine or coarse animal hair, carded or combed 

51051000 Carded wool 

51052100 Combed wool in fragments 

51052900 Wool tops and combed wool (excl. In fragments) 
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51053000 Fine animal hair, carded or combed 

51054000 Coarse animal hair, carded or combed 

5106 Yarn of carded wool, not put up for retail sale 

51061000 Yarn of carded wool, not put up for retail sale, with >=85% wool 

51062000 Yarn of carded wool, not put up for retail sale, with <85% wool 

5107 Yarn of combed wool, not put up for retail sale 

51071000 Yarn of combed wool, not put up for retail sale, with >=85% wool 

51072000 Yarn of combed wool, not put up for retail sale, with <85% wool 

5108 Yarn of fine animal hair (carded or combed), not put up for retail sale 

51081000 Carded yarn of fine animal hair, not put up for retail sale 

51082000 Combed yarn of fine animal hair, not put up for retail sale 

5109 Yarn of wool or of fine animal hair, put up for retail sale 

51091000 Yarn, with >=85% wool or of fine animal hair, put up for retail sale 

51099000 Yarn, with <85% wool or of fine animal hair, put up for retail sale 

51100000 Yarn of coarse animal hair or of horsehair (incl. Gimped horsehair yarn) 

5110 Yarn of coarse animal hair or of horsehair 

5111 Woven fabrics of carded wool or of carded fine animal hair 

51111100 Woven fabrics, with >=85% carded wool or of fine animal hair, =<300g/m2 

51111900 Woven fabrics, with >=85% carded wool or of fine animal hair, >300g/m2 

51112000 Woven fabrics of carded wool, mixed with man-made filaments 

51113000 Woven fabrics of carded wool, mixed with man-made staple fibres 

51119000 Other woven fabrics of carded wool or carded fine animal hair, nes 

5112 Woven fabrics of combed wool or of combed fine animal hair 

51121100 Woven fabrics with >=85% combed wool or of fine animal hair, =<200g/m2 

51121900 Woven fabrics with >=85% combed wool or of fine animal hair, >200g/m2 

51122000 Woven fabrics of combed wool, mixed with man-made filaments 

51123000 Woven fabrics of combed wool, mixed with man-made staple fibres 

51129000 Woven fabrics of combed wool or of combed fine animal hair, nes 

51130000 Woven fabrics of coarse animal hair or of horsehair 

5113 Woven fabrics of coarse animal hair or of horsehair. 

52 Cotton 
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52010000 Cotton, not carded or combed 

5201 Cotton, not carded or combed 

5202 Cotton waste (incl. Yarn waste and garnetted stock) 

52021000 Yarn waste of cotton 

52029100 Garnetted stock of cotton 

52029900 Cotton waste, nes 

52030000 Cotton, carded or combed 

5203 Cotton, carded or combed 

5204 Cotton sewing thread 

52041100 Cotton sewing thread, with >=85% cotton, not put up for retail sale 

52041900 Cotton sewing thread, with <85% cotton, not put up for retail sale 

52042000 Cotton sewing thread, put up for retail sale 

5205 Cotton yarn, with >=85% cotton, not put up for retail sale 

52051100 Uncombed single cotton yarn, with >=85% cotton, nprs, <=14mn 

52051200 Uncombed single cotton yarn, with >=85% cotton, nprs, >14mn but <=43mn 

52051300 Uncombed single cotton yarn, with >=85% cotton, nprs, >43mn but <=52mn 

52051400 Uncombed single cotton yarn, with >=85% cotton, nprs, >52mn but <=80mn 

52051500 Uncombed single cotton yarn, with >=85% cotton, nprs, >80mn 

52052100 Combed single cotton yarn, with >=85% cotton, nprs, <=14mn 

52052200 Combed single cotton yarn, with >=85% cotton, nprs, >14mn but <=43mn 

52052300 Combed single cotton yarn, with >=85% cotton, nprs, >43mn but <=52mn 

52052400 Combed single cotton yarn, with >=85% cotton, nprs, >52mn but <=80mn 

52052600 Combed single cotton yarn, with >=85% cotton, nprs, >80mn but <=94mn 

52052700 Combed single cotton yarn, with >=85% cotton, nprs, >94mn but <=120mn 

52052800 Combed single cotton yarn, with >=85% cotton, nprs, >120mn 

52053100 Uncombed cabled cotton yarn,with >=85% cotton,nprs,<=14mn per single yarn 

52053200 Uncombed cabled cotton yarn,>=85%cotton,nprs,>14mn but<=43mn p. single 

yarn 

52053300 Uncombed cabled cotton yarn,>=85%cotton,nprs,>43mn but<=52mn p. single 

yarn 
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52053400 Uncombed cabled cotton yarn,>=85%cotton, nprs, >52mn but<=80mn p. single 

yarn 

52053500 Uncombed cabled cotton yarn, with>=85% cotton, nprs, >80mn per single yarn 

52054100 Combed cabled cotton yarn, with >=85% cotton, nprs, <=14mn per single yarn 

52054200 Combed cabled cotton yarn, with>=85%cotton,nprs,>14mn but<=43mn p. sing. 

yarn 

52054300 Combed cabled cotton yarn, with>=85%cotton, nprs, >43mn but<=52mn p. sing. 

yarn 

52054400 Combed cabled cotton yarn,>=85% cotton, nprs, >52mn but<=80mn pr.single 

yarn 

52054600 Combed cabled cotton yarn,>=85% cotton, nprs, >80mn but<=94mn pr. single 

yarn 

52054700 Combed cabled cotton yarn,>=85% cotton, nprs,>94mn but<=120mn p. single 

yarn 

52054800 Combed cabled cotton yarn, with >=85% cotton, nprs, >120mn per single yarn 

5206 Cotton yarn, with <85% cotton, not put up for retail sale 

52061100 Uncombed single cotton yarn, with <85% cotton, nprs, <=14mn 

52061200 Uncombed single cotton yarn, with <85% cotton, nprs, >14mn but <=43mn 

52061300 Uncombed single cotton yarn, with <85% cotton, nprs, >43mn but <=52mn 

52061400 Uncombed single cotton yarn, with <85% cotton, nprs, >52mn but <=80mn 

52061500 Uncombed single cotton yarn, with <85% cotton, nprs, >80mn 

52062100 Combed single cotton yarn, with <85% cotton, nprs, <=14mn 

52062200 Combed single cotton yarn, with <85% cotton, nprs, >14mn but <=43mn 

52062300 Combed single cotton yarn, with <85% cotton, nprs, >43mn but <=52mn 

52062400 Combed single cotton yarn, with <85% cotton, nprs, >52mn but <=80mn 

52062500 Combed single cotton yarn, with <85% cotton, nprs, >80mn 

52063100 Uncombed cabled cotton yarn, with <85% cotton, nprs, <=14mn 

52063200 Uncombed cabled cotton yarn,<85% cotton, nprs,>14mn but<=43mn p. single 

yarn 

52063300 Uncombed cabled cotton yarn,<85%cotton,nprs,>43mn but<=52mn pr. single 

yarn 
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52063400 Uncombed cabled cotton yarn,<85% cotton, nprs,>52mn but<=80mn p. single 

yarn 

52063500 Uncombed cabled cotton yarn, with <85% cotton, nprs, >80mn per single yarn 

52064100 Combed cabled cotton yarn, with <85% cotton, nprs, <=14mn per single yarn 

52064200 Combed cabled cotton yarn,<85% cotton, nprs,>14mn but<=43mn per single yarn 

52064300 Combed cabled cotton yarn,<85% cotton, nprs,>43mn but<=52mn per single yarn 

52064400 Combed cabled cotton yarn,<85% cotton, nprs,>52mn but<=80mn per single yarn 

52064500 Combed cabled cotton yarn, with <85% cotton, nprs, >80mn per single yarn 

5207 Cotton yarn (excl. Sewing), put up for retail sale 

52071000 Cotton yarn (excl. Sewing), put up for retail sale, with >=85% cotton 

52079000 Cotton yarn (excl. Sewing), put up for retail sale, with <85% cotton 

5208 Woven fabrics of cotton, with >=85% cotton, but <200g/m2 

52081100 Unbleached plain cotton weave, with >=85% cotton, =<100g/m2 

52081200 Unbleached plain cotton weave, with >=85% cotton, >100g/m2 but < 200g/m2 

52081300 Unbleached 3 or 4-thread twill, with >=85% cotton, <200g/m2 

52081900 Unbleached woven cotton fabrics, nes, with >=85% cotton 

52082100 Bleached plain cotton weave, with >=85% cotton, =<100g/m2 

52082200 Bleached plain cotton weave, with >=85% cotton, >100g/m2 

52082300 Bleached 3 or 4-thread twill (incl. Cross twill), with >=85% cotton 

52082900 Bleached woven cotton fabrics, nes, with >=85% cotton 

52083100 Dyed plain cotton weave, with >=85% cotton, =<100g/m2 

52083200 Dyed plain cotton weave, with >=85% cotton, >100g/m2 

52083300 Dyed 3 or 4-thread twill (incl. Cross twill), with >=85% cotton 

52083900 Dyed woven cotton fabrics, with >=85% cotton, nes 

52084100 Coloured plain cotton weave, with >=85% cotton, =<100g/m2 

52084200 Coloured plain cotton weave, with >=85% cotton, >100g/m2 

52084300 Coloured 3 or 4-thread twill (incl. Cross twill), with >=85% cotton 

52084900 Coloured woven cotton fabrics, with >=85% cotton, nes 

52085100 Printed plain cotton weave, with >=85% cotton, =<100g/m2 

52085110 Khanga and kitenge 

52085190 Other 
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52085200 Printed plain cotton weave, with >=85% cotton, >100g/m2 

52085210 Khanga and kitenge 

52085290 Other 

52085300 Printed 3 or 4-thread twill (incl. Cross twill), with >=85% cotton 

52085900 Printed woven cotton fabrics, with >=85% cotton, nes 

5209 Woven fabrics of cotton, with >=85% cotton, >=200g/m2 

52091100 Unbleached plain cotton weave, with >=85% cotton, >=200g/m2 

52091200 Unbleached 3 or 4-thread twill (incl. Cross twill), with >=85% cotton 

52091900 Unbleached cotton fabrics, with >=85% cotton, >=200g/m2, nes 

52092100 Bleached plain cotton weave, with >=85% cotton, >=200g/m2 

52092200 Bleached 3 or 4-thread twill, >=85% cotton, >=200g/m2 

52092900 Bleached woven cotton fabrics, with >=85% cotton, >=200g/m2, nes 

52093100 Dyed plain cotton weave, with >=85% cotton, >=200g/m2 

52093200 Dyed 3 or 4-thread twill (incl. Cross twill), with >=85% cotton 

52093900 Dyed woven cotton fabrics, with >=85% cotton, >=200g/m2, nes 

52094100 Coloured plain cotton weave, with >=85% cotton, >=200g/m2 

52094200 Denim, with >=85% cotton, >=200g/m2 

52094300 Coloured 3 or 4-thread twill, with >=85% cotton, >=200g/m2 

52094900 Coloured woven cotton fabrics, with >=85% cotton, >200g/m2 

52095100 Printed plain cotton weave, with >=85% cotton, >200g/m2 

52095110 Khanga and kitenge 

52095190 Other 

52095200 Printed 3 or 4-thread twill, with >=85% cotton, >200g/m2 

52095900 Printed woven cotton fabrics, with >=85% cotton, >200g/m2 

5210 Woven cotton fabrics with man-made fibres and <85% cotton, =<200g/m2 

52101100 Unbleached plain cotton weave, with <85% cotton, =<200g/m2 

52101200 Unbleached 3 or 4-thread twill, with <85% cotton, =<200g/m2 

52101900 Unbleached woven cotton fabrics, nes, with <85% cotton, =<200g/m2 

52102100 Bleached plain cotton weave, with <85% cotton, =<200g/m2 

52102200 Bleached 3 or 4-thread twill, with <85% cotton, =<200g/m2 

52102900 Bleached woven cotton fabrics, nes, with <85% cotton, =<200g/m2 
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52103100 Dyed plain cotton weave, with <85% cotton, =<200g/m2 

52103200 Dyed 3 or 4-thread twill, with <85% cotton, =<200g/m2 

52103900 Dyed woven cotton fabrics, nes, with <85% cotton, =<200g/m2 

52104100 Coloured plain cotton weave, with <85% cotton, =<200g/m2 

52104200 Coloured 3 or 4-thread twill, with <85% cotton, =<200g/m2 

52104900 Coloured woven cotton fabrics, nes, with <85% cotton, =<200g/m2 

52105100 Printed plain cotton weave, with <85% cotton, =<200g/m2 

52105110 Khanga and kitenge 

52105190 Other 

52105200 Printed 3 or 4-thread twill, with <85% cotton, =<200g/m2 

52105900 Printed woven cotton fabrics, nes, with <85% cotton, =<200g/m2 

5211 Woven cotton fabrics with man-made fibres, with <85% cotton, >200g/m2 

52111100 Unbleached plain cotton weave, with <85% cotton, >200g/m2 

52111200 Unbleached 3 or 4-thread twill, with <85% cotton, >200g/m2 

52111900 Unbleached woven cotton fabrics, nes, with <85% cotton, >200g/m2 

52112100 Bleached plain cotton weave, with <85% cotton, >200g/m2 

52112200 Bleached 3 or 4-thread twill, with <85% cotton, >200g/m2 

52112900 Bleached woven cotton fibres, nes, with <85% cotton, >200g/m2 

52113100 Dyed plain cotton weave, with <85% cotton, >200g/m2 

52113200 Dyed 3 or 4-thread twill, with <85% cotton, >200g/m2 

52113900 Dyed woven cotton fabrics, nes, with <85% cotton, >200g/m2 

52114100 Coloured plain cotton weave, with <85% cotton, >200g/m2 

52114200 Coloured denim, with <85% cotton, >200g/ m2 

52114300 Coloured fabrics of 3 or 4-thread twill, with <85% cotton, >200g/m2 

52114900 Coloured woven cotton fabrics, nes, with <85% cotton, >200g/m2 

52115100 Printed plain cotton weave, with <85% cotton, >200g/m2 

52115110 Khanga and kitenge 

52115190 Other 

52115200 Printed 3 or 4-thread twill, with <85% cotton, >200g/m2 

52115900 Printed woven cotton fabrics, nes, with <85% cotton, >200g/m2 

5212 Other woven fabrics of cotton, nes 
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52121100 Unbleached woven fabrics of cotton, =<200g/m2, nes 

52121200 Bleached woven fabrics of cotton, =<200g/m2, nes 

52121300 Dyed woven fabrics of cotton, =<200g/m2, nes 

52121400 Coloured woven fabrics of cotton, =<200g/m2, nes 

52121500 Printed woven fabrics of cotton, =<200g/m2, nes 

52121510 Khanga and kitenge 

52121590 Other 

52122100 Unbleached woven fabrics of cotton, >200g/m2, nes 

52122200 Bleached woven fabrics of cotton, >200g/m2, nes 

52122300 Dyed woven fabrics of cotton, >200g/m2, nes 

52122400 Coloured woven fabrics of cotton, >200g/m2, nes 

52122500 Printed woven fabrics of cotton, >200g/m2, nes 

52122510 Khanga and kitenge 

52122521 Locally manufactured 

52122590 Other 

53 Other vegetable textile fibres; paper yarn & woven fab 

5301 Flax, not spun; flax tow waste (incl. Yarn waste and garnetted stock) 

53011000 Flax, raw or retted 

53012100 Flax, broken or scutched, but not spun 

53012900 Flax, hackled or otherwise processed, but not spun 

53013000 Flax tow and waste (incl. Yarn waste and garnetted stock) 

5302 True hemp, not spun; towand waste of true hemp (incl. Yarn waste) 

53021000 True hemp, raw or retted 

53029000 True hemp (excl. Raw), not spun; tow and waste of true hemp 

5303 Jute, etc (excl. Flax), not spun; tow and waste of these fibres 

53031000 Jute, etc (excl. Flax, true hemp and ramie), raw or retted 

53039000 Jute, etc (excl. Flax, true hemp and ramie), nes; tow and waste 

5304 Sisal, etc, raw or processed but not spun; tow and waste of these fibres 

53041000 Sisal and other textilefibres of the genus agave, raw 

53049000 Sisal, etc (excl. Raw), not spun; tow and waste of these fibres 

5305 Coconut, abaca, ramie, etc, not spun, nes; tow and waste of these fibres 
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53051100 Raw coconut fibres 

53051900 Processed coconut fibres; tow, noils and waste of these fibres 

53052100 Raw albaca fibres 

53052900 Processed abaca fibres; tow, noils and waste of these fibres 

53059100 Raw ramie and other vegetable textile fibres, nes 

53059900 Processed ramie, etc, nes; tow, noils and waste of these fibres 

5306 Flax yarn 

53061000 Single flax yarn put up for retail sale 

53062000 Multiple or cabled flax yarn put up for retail sale 

5307 Yarn of jute or of other textile bast fibres of 53.03 

53071000 Single yarn of jute or of other textile bast fibres of 53.03 

53072000 Multiple or cabled yarn of jute or of other textile bast fibres of 53.03 

5308 Yarn of other vegetable textile fibres; paper yarn 

53081000 Coir yarn 

53082000 True hemp yarn 

53083000 Paper yarn 

53089000 Yarn of vegetable textile fibres, nes 

5309 Woven fabrics of flax 

53091100 Bleached or unbleached, woven fabrics of flax, with >=85% flax 

53091900 Woven fabrics of flax, with >=85% flax, printed, dyed or coloured 

53092100 Bleached or unbleached, woven fabrics of flax, with <85% flax 

53092900 Woven fabrics of flax, with <85% flax, printed, dyed or coloured 

5310 Woven fabrics of jute or of other textile bast fibres, of 53.03 

53101000 Unbleached woven fabrics of jute or of other textile bast fibre 

53109000 Woven fabrics of jute or other textile bast fibres (excl. Unbleached) 

53110000 Woven fabrics of other vegetable textile fibres and paper yarn 

5311 Woven fabrics of other vegetable textile fibres; woven fabricsof paper yarn 

54 Man-made filaments 

5401 Sewing thread of man-made filaments 

54011000 Sewing thread of synthetic filaments 

54012000 Sewing thread of artificial filaments 
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5402 Synthetic filament yarn, nprs (incl. Synthetic monofilament) 

54021000 High tenacity yarn of nylon or other polyamides, nprs 

54022000 High tenacity yarn of polyesters, nprs 

54023100 Textured yarn, of nylon or other polyamides, =<5tex, nprs 

54023200 Textured yarn, of nylon or other polyamides, >50tex, nprs 

54023300 Textured yarn of polyesters, nprs 

54023900 Textured yarn, nes, nprs 

54024100 Single yarn of nylon or other polyamides, with =<50turns/m, nprs 

54024200 Single yarn of partially oriented polyesters, with =<50turns/m, nprs 

54024300 Single yarn of polyesters, nes, with =<50turns/m, nprs 

54024900 Single synthetic yarn, nes, with =<50turns/m, nprs 

54025100 Single yarn of nylon or other polyamides, with >50turns/m, nprs 

54025200 Single yarn of polyesters, with >50turns/m, nprs 

54025900 Single synthetic yarn, nes, with >50turns/m, nprs 

54026100 Multiple or cabled yarn of nylon or other polyamides, nprs 

54026200 Multiple or cabled yarn of polyesters, nprs 

54026900 Multiple or cabled yarn, nes, nprs 

5403 Artificial filament yarn, nprs (incl. artificial monofilament) 

54031000 High tenacity yarn of viscose rayon, nprs 

54032000 Artificial textured yarn, nprs 

54033100 Single yarn of viscose rayon, with =<120turns/m, nprs 

54033200 Single yarn of viscose rayon, with >120turns/m, nprs 

54033300 Single yarn of cellulose acetate, nprs 

54033900 Single artificial yarn, nes, nprs 

54034100 Multiple or cabled yarn of viscose rayon, nprs 

54034200 Multiple or cabled yarn of cellulose acetate, nprs 

54034900 Multiple or cabled artificial yarn, nes, nprs 

5404 Synthetic monofilament; strip and the like 

54041000 Synthetic monofilament of >=67decitex 

54049000 Strip and the like of synthetic textile materials 

54050000 Monofilament; strip and the like of artificial textile materials 
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5405 Artificial monofilament 

5406 Man-made filament yarn (excl. Sewing thread), put up for retail sale 

54061000 Synthetic filament yarn (excl. Sewing thread), put up for retail sale 

54062000 Artificial filament yarn (excl. Sewing thread), put up for retail sale 

5407 Woven fabrics of synthetic filament yarn 

54071000 Woven fabrics of high tenacity yarn of nylon or of polyesters 

54072000 Woven fabrics obtained from synthetic strip or the like 

54073000 Fabrics of synthetic filament yarn specified in note 9 to section xi 

54074100 Unbleached or bleached woven fabrics, >=85% nylon 

54074200 Dyed woven fabrics of synthetic filament yarn, >=85% nylon 

54074300 Coloured woven fabrics of synthetic filament yarn, >=85% nylon 

54074400 Printed woven fabrics of synthetic filament yarn, >=85% nylon 

54074410 Khanga and kitenge 

54074490 Other 

54075100 Unbleached or bleached woven fabrics, >=85% textured polyester 

54075200 Dyed woven fabrics of synthetic filament yarn, >=85% textured polyester 

54075300 Coloured woven fabrics of synthetic yarn, >=85% textured polyester 

54075400 Printed woven fabrics of synthetic yarn, >=85% textured polyester 

54075410 Khanga and kitenge 

54075490 Other 

54076100 Other woven fabrics of synthetic yarn>=85% nontextured polyester filaments 

54076900 Other woven fabrics of synth'c yarn >=85% textrd/non-textrd polystr filmnt 

54077100 Unbleached or bleached woven fabrics, >=85% synthetic filaments, nes 

54077200 Dyed woven fabrics, >=85% synthetic filaments, nes 

54077300 Coloured woven fabrics, >=85% synthetic filaments, nes 

54077400 Printed woven fabrics, >=85% synthetic filaments, nes 

54077410 Khanga and kitenge 

54077490 Other 

54078100 Unbleached or bleached woven fabrics, <85% synthetic filaments, cotton 

54078200 Dyed woven fabrics, <85% synthetic filaments, mixed with cotton 

54078300 Coloured woven fabrics, <85% synthetic filaments, mixed with cotton 
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54078400 Printed woven fabrics, <85% synthetic filaments, mixed with cotton 

54078410 Khanga and kitenge 

54078490 Other 

54079100 Unbleached or bleached woven fabrics of synthetic filament yarn, nes 

54079200 Dyed woven fabrics of synthetic filament yarn, nes 

54079300 Coloured woven fabrics of synthetic filament yarn, nes 

54079400 Printed woven fabrics of synthetic filament yarn, nes 

54079410 Khanga and kitenge 

54079490 Other 

5408 Woven fabrics of artificial filament yarn 

54081000 Woven fabrics of high tenacity synthetic filament yarn, of viscose rayon 

54082100 Unbleached or bleached woven fabrics, >=85% artificial filaments 

54082200 Dyed woven fabrics, >=85% artificial filaments 

54082300 Coloured woven fabrics, >=85% artificial filaments 

54082400 Printed woven fabrics, >=85% artificial filaments 

54082410 Khanga and kitenge 

54082490 Other 

54083100 Unbleached or bleached woven fabrics of artificial filament yarn, nes 

54083200 Dyed woven fabrics of artificial filament yarn, nes 

54083300 Coloured woven fabrics of artificial filament yarn, nes 

54083400 Printed woven fabrics of artificial filament yarn, nes 

54083410 Khanga and kitenge 

54083490 Other 

55 Man-made staple fibres 

5501 Synthetic filament tow 

55011000 Synthetic filament tow of nylon or other polyamides 

55012000 Synthetic filament tow of polyesters 

55013000 Synthetic filament tow, acrylic or modacrylic 

55019000 Synthetic filament tow, nes 

55020000 Artificial filament tow 

5502 Artificial filament tow 
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5503 Synthetic staple fibres, not carded, combed or processed for spinning 

55031000 Synthetic staple fibres, of nylon or other polyamides, not carded, etc 

55032000 Synthetic staple fibres, of polyesters, not carded, etc 

55033000 Acrylic or modacrylic synthetic staple fibres, not carded, etc 

55034000 Synthetic staple fibres, of polypropylene, not carded, etc 

55039000 Synthetic staple fibres, nes, not carded, etc 

5504 Artificial staple fibres, not carded, combed or processed for spinning 

55041000 Artificial staple fibres, of viscose rayon, not carded, etc 

55049000 Artificial staple fibres, (excl. Viscose), not carded, etc 

5505 Waste (incl. Noils, yarn waste and garnetted stock), of man-made fibres 

55051000 Waste of synthetic fibre, (incl. Noils, yarn waste and garnetted stock) 

55052000 Waste of artificial fibre, (incl. Noils, yarn waste and garnetted stock) 

5506 Synthetic staple fibres, carded, combed or processed for spinning 

55061000 Synthetic staple fibres, of nylon or other polyamides, carded, etc 

55062000 Synthetic staple fibres, of polyesters, carded, etc 

55063000 Acrylic or modacrylic synthetic staple fibres, carded, etc 

55069000 Synthetic staple fibres, nes, carded, etc 

55070000 Artificial staple fibres, carded, combed or processed for spinning 

5507 Artificial staple fibres 

5508 Sewing thread of man-made staple fibres 

55081000 Sewing thread of synthetic staple fibres 

55082000 Sewing thread of artificial staple fibres 

5509 Yarn of synthetic staple fibres, not put up for retail sale 

55091100 Single yarn, with >=85% staple fibres of nylon or other polyamides, nprs 

55091200 Multiple or cabled yarn, >=85% staple fibres of nylon, etc, nprs 

55092100 Single yarn, with >=85% polyester staple fibres, nprs 

55092200 Multiple or cabled yarn, with >=85% polyester staple fibres, nprs 

55093100 Single yarn, with >=85% acrylic ormodacrylic staple fibres, nprs 

55093200 Multiple or cabled yarn, >=85% acrylic or modacrylic staple fibres, nprs 

55094100 Single yarn, with >=85% synthetic staple fibres, nes, nprs 

55094200 Multiple or cabled yarn, with >=85% synthetic staple fibres, nes, nprs 
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55095100 Yarn, <85% polyester staple fibres, with artificial staple fibres, nprs 

55095200 Yarn, <85% polyester staple fibres, with wool or fine animal hair, nprs 

55095300 Yarn, <85% polyester staple fibres, mixed with cotton, nprs 

55095900 Yarn, <85% polyester staple fibres, nes, nprs 

55096100 Yarn, <85% acrylic or modacrylic staple fibres, with wool, nprs 

55096200 Yarn, <85% acrylic or modacrylic staple fibres, with cotton, nprs 

55096900 Yarn, <85%acrylic or modacrylic staple fibres, nes, nprs 

55099100 Yarn, <85% synthetic staple fibres, nes, mixed with wool, nprs 

55099200 Yarn, <85% synthetic staple fibres, nes, mixed with cotton, nprs 

55099900 Yarn, <85% synthetic staple fibres,nes, nprs 

5510 Yarn of artificial staple fibres, not put up for retail sale 

55101100 Single yarn, with >=85% artificial staple fibres, nprs 

55101200 Multiple or cabled yarn, with >=85% artificial staple fibres, nprs 

55102000 Yarn, with <85% artificial staple fibres, mixed with wool, nprs 

55103000 Yarn, with <85% artificial staple fibres, mixed with cotton, nprs 

55109000 Yarn, with <85% artificial staple fibres, nes, nprs 

5511 Yarn (excl. Sewing thread) of man-made staple fibres, for retail sale 

55111000 Yarn, with >=85% synthetic staple fibres, put up for retail sale 

55112000 Yarn, <85% synthetic staple fibres, put up for retail sale 

55113000 Yarn of artificial staple fibres, put up for retail sale 

5512 Woven fabrics of >=85% synthetic staple fibres 

55121100 Unbleached or bleached woven fabrics, >=85% polyester staple fibres 

55121900 Printed, dyed or coloured woven fabrics, >=85% polyester staple fibres 

55122100 Unbleached or bleached woven fabrics, >=85% acrylic Staple fibres 

55122900 Printed, dyed or coloured woven fabrics, >=85% acrylic Staple fibres 

55129100 Unbleached or bleached woven fabrics, >=85% synthetic staple fibres, nes 

55129900 Printed, dyed, coloured woven fabrics, >=85% synthetic fibres, nes 

5513 Woven fabrics, <85% synthetic staple fibres, with cotton, =<170g/m2 

55131100 Plain weave fabrics, <85% polyester fibres + cotton, =<170g/m2 

55131200 3 or 4-thread twill, <85% polyester staple fibres + cotton, =<170g/m2 

55131300 Woven fabrics, nes, <85% polyester staple fibres + cotton, =<170g/m2 
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55131900 Woven fabrics, <85% synthetic staple fibres + cotton, nes, =<170g/m2 

55132100 Dyed plain weave fabrics, <85% polyester fibres + cotton, =<170g/m2 

55132200 Dyed 3 or 4-thread twill, <85% polyester fibres + cotton, =<170g/m2 

55132300 Dyed woven fabrics, nes, <85% polyester fibres + cotton, =<170g/m2 

55132900 Dyed woven fabrics, <85% synthetic fibres + cotton, nes, =<170g/m2 

55133100 Coloured plain weave fabrics, <85% polyester fibres + cotton, =<170g/m2 

55133200 Coloured 3 or 4-thread twill, <85% polyester fibres + cotton, =<170g/m2 

55133300 Coloured woven fabrics, nes, <85% polyester fibres + cotton, =<170g/m2 

55133900 Coloured woven fabrics, <85% synthetic fibres + cotton, nes, =<170g/m2 

55134100 Printed plain weave fabrics, <85% polyester fibres + cotton, =<170g/m2 

55134110 Khanga and kitenge 

55134190 Other 

55134200 Printed 3 or 4-thread twill, <85% polyester fibres + cotton, =<170g/m2 

55134300 Printed woven fabrics, nes, <85% polyester fibres + cotton, =<170g/m2 

55134900 Printed woven fabrics, <85% synthetic fibres + cotton, nes, =<170g/m2 

5514 Woven fabrics, <85% synthetic fibres, mixed with cotton, >170g/m2 

55141100 Plain weave fabrics, <85% polyester staple fibres + cotton, >170g/m2 

55141200 3 or 4-thread twill, <85% polyester staple fibres + cotton, >170g/m2 

55141300 Woven fabrics, nes, <85% polyester staple fibres + cotton, >170g/m2 

55141900 Woven fabrics, <85% synthetic staple fibres + cotton, nes, >170g/m2 

55142100 Dyed plain weave fabrics, <85% polyester fibres + cotton, >170g/m2 

55142200 Dyed 3 or 4-thread twill, <85% polyester fibres + cotton, >170g/m2 

55142300 Dyed woven fabrics, nes, <85% polyester fibres + cotton, >170g/m2 

55142900 Dyed woven fabrics, <85% synthetic fibres + cotton, nes, >170g/m2 

55143100 Coloured plain weave fabrics, <85% polyester fibres + cotton, >170g/m2 

55143200 Coloured 3 or 4-thread twill, <85% polyester fibres + cotton, >170g/m2 

55143300 Coloured woven fabrics, nes, <85% polyester fibres + cotton, >170g/m2 

55143900 Coloured woven fabrics, <85% synthetic fibres + cotton, nes, >170g/m2 

55144100 Printed plain weave fabrics, <85% polyester fibres + cotton, >170g/m2 

55144110 Khanga and kitenge 

55144190 Other 
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55144200 Printed 3 or 4-thread twill, <85% polyester fibres + cotton, >170g/m2 

55144300 Printed woven fabrics, nes, <85% polyester fibres + cotton, >170g/m2 

55144900 Printed woven fabrics, <85% synthetic fibres + cotton, nes, >170g/m2 

5515 Other woven fabrics, <85% synthetic staple fibres 

55151100 Woven fabrics, <85% polyester staple fibres, with viscose rayon fibres 

55151200 Woven fabrics of polyester staple fibres, mixed with man-made filaments 

55151300 Woven fabrics of polyester staple fibres, mixed with wool 

55151900 Woven fabrics of polyester staple fibres, nes 

55152100 Woven fabrics of acrylic or modacrylic fibres, with man-made filaments 

55152200 Woven fabrics of acrylic or modacrylic fibres, mixed with wool 

55152900 Woven fabrics of acrylic or modacrylic staple fibres, nes 

55159100 Woven fabrics of synthetic staple fibres, nes, with man-made filaments 

55159200 Woven fabrics of synthetic staple fibres, nes, with wool 

55159900 Woven fabrics of synthetic staple fibres, nes 

5516 Woven fabrics of artificial staple fibres 

55161100 Unbleached or bleached woven fabrics, >=85% artificial staple fibres 

55161200 Dyed woven fabrics, >=85% artificial staple fibres 

55161300 Coloured woven fabrics, >=85% artificial staple fibres 

55161400 Printed woven fabrics, >=85% artificial staple fibres 

55161410 Khanga and kitenge 

55161490 Other 

55162100 Woven fabrics, <85% artificial fibres, with man-made filaments 

55162200 Dyed woven fabrics, <85% artificial fibres, with man-made filaments 

55162300 Coloured woven fabrics, <85% artificial fibres, with man-made filaments 

55162400 Printed woven fabrics, <85% artificial fibres, with man-made filaments 

55162410 Khanga and kitenge 

55162490 Other 

55163100 Woven fabrics, <85% artificial fibres, with wool 

55163200 Dyed woven fabrics, <85% artificial fibres, with wool 

55163300 Coloured woven fabrics, <85% artificial staple fibres, with wool 

55163400 Printed woven fabrics, <85% artificial staple fibres, with wool 
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55163410 Khanga and kitenge 

55163490 Other 

55164100 Woven fabrics, <85% artificial staple fibres, mixed with cotton 

55164200 Dyed woven fabrics, <85% artificial staple fibres, mixed with cotton 

55164300 Coloured woven fabrics, <85% artificialstaple fibres, mixed with cotton 

55164400 Printed woven fabrics, <85% artificial staple fibres, mixed with cotton 

55164410 Khanga and kitenge 

55164490 Other 

55169100 Woven fabrics, <85% artificial staple fibres, nes 

55169200 Dyed woven fabrics, <85% artificial staple fibres, nes 

55169300 Coloured woven fabrics, <85% artificial staple fibres 

55169400 Printed woven fabrics, <85% artificial staple fibres, nes 

55169410 Khanga and kitenge 

55169490 Other 

56 Wadding, felt & nonwoven; yarns; twine, cordage, etc 

5601 Wadding of textile materials and articles thereof; textile fibres, =<5mm 

56011000 Sanitary towels and tampons, napkins, etc, of textile material wadding 

56012100 Cotton wadding and articles thereof 

56012200 Wadding of man-made fibres and articles thereof 

56012900 Wadding and articles of wadding, nes 

56013000 Textile flock and dust and mill neps 

5602 Felt 

56021000 Needleloom felt and stitch-bonded fibre fabrics 

56022100 Felt of wool or fine animal hair (excl. Impregnated, coated, etc) 

56022900 Felt of textile materials (excl. Impregnated, coated, etc) 

56029000 Felt, nes 

5603 Nonwovens 

56031100 Nonwovens, of man-made filaments, weighing <=25g/m2 

56031200 Nonwovens, of man-made filaments, weighing >25g/m2 but <=70g/m2 

56031300 Nonwovens, of man-made filaments, weighing >70g/m2 but <=150g/m2 

56031400 Nonwovens, of man-made filaments, weighing >150g/m2 
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56039100 Nonwovens, not of man-made filaments, weighing <=25g/m2 

56039200 Nonwovens, not of man-made filaments, weighing >25g/m2 but <=70g/m2 

56039300 Nonwovens, not of man-made filaments, weighing >70g/m2 but <=150g/m2 

56039400 Nonwovens, not of man-made filaments, weighing >150g/m2 

5604 Rubber thread and cord, textile covered; textile yarn, covered 

56041000 Rubber thread and cord, textile covered 

56042000 High tenacity yarn of polyesters, of nylon... , impregnated or coated 

56049000 Textile yarn and strip, etc, impregnated or coated 

56050000 Metallized yarn, being textile yarn, or strip, etc, in thread 

5605 Metallised yarn 

56060000 Gimped yarn and strip; chenille yarn; loop wale-yarn 

5606 Gimped yarn and strip 

5607 Twine, cordage, rope and cables 

56071000 Twine, cordage, rope and cables, of jute or other textile bast fibres 

56072100 Binder or baler twine of sisal, etc, of the genus agave 

56072900 Twine, cordage, rope and cables, of sisal, etc, of the genus agave, nes 

56073000 Twine, cordage, rope and cables, of abaca or other hard (leaf) fibres 

56074100 Binder or baler twine of polyethylene or polypropylene 

56074900 Twine, cordage, rope and cables, of polyethylene or polypropylene 

56075000 Twine, cordage, rope and cables, of synthetic fibres, nes 

56079000 Twine, cordage, rope and cables, nes 

5608 Knotted netting of twine, cordage or rope; made up fishing nets, etc 

56081100 Made up fishing nets of man-made textile materials 

56081900 Knotted netting of man-made textile materials (excl. Fishing nets) 

56089000 Knotted netting of twine, cordage or rope of textile materials, nes 

56090000 Articles of yarn, strip, etc, twine, cordage, rope or cables, nes 

5609 Articles of yarn strip 

57 Carpets and other textile floor coverings 

5701 Carpets and other textile floor coverings, knotted 

57011000 Carpets and other textile floor coverings, of wool, knotted 

57019000 Carpets and other textile floor coverings, of other textiles, knotted 
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5702 Carpets and other textille floor coverings, woven, not tufted or flocked 

57021000 Kelem, schumacks, karamanie and other similar hand-woven rugs 

57022000 Floor coverings of coconut fibres (coir) 

57023100 Pile floor coverings of wool, woven, not made up 

57023200 Pile floor coverings of man-made textiles, woven, not made up 

57023900 Pile floor coveringsof other textiles, woven, not made up, nes 

57024100 Pile floor coverings of wool, woven, made up 

57024200 Pile floor coverings of man-made textiles, woven, made up 

57024900 Pile floor coverings of other textiles, woven, made up, nes 

57025100 Non-pile floor coverings of wool woven, not made up 

57025200 Non-pile floor coverings of man-made textiles, woven, not made up 

57025900 Non-pile floor coverings of other textiles, woven, not made up, nes 

57029100 Non-pile floor coverings of wool, woven, made up 

57029200 Non-pile floor coverings of man-made textiles, woven, made up 

57029900 Non-pile floor coverings of textile materials, woven, made up, nes 

5703 Carpets and other textile floor coverings, tufted 

57031000 Tufted floor coverings of wool or of fine animal hair 

57032000 Tufted floor coverings of nylon or other polyamides 

57033000 Tufted floor coverings of man-made textile materials, nes 

57039000 Tufted floor coverings of other textiles, nes 

5704 Floor coverings of felt, not tufted or flocked 

57041000 Carpet tiles =<0.3m2, of felt, not tufted or flocked 

57049000 Floor coverings of felt, nes, not tufted or flocked 

57050000 Other carpets and other textile floor coveings, nes 

5705 Other carpets 

58 Special wooven fab; tufted tex fab; lace; tapestries etc 

5801 Woven pile fabrics and chenille fabrics, nes 

58011000 Woven pile fabrics and chenille fabrics of wool or fine animal hair 

58012100 Uncut weftpile fabrics of cotton 

58012200 Cut corduroy of cotton 

58012300 Weft pile fabrics of cotton, nes 
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58012400 Warp pile fabrics, épinglé (uncut), of cotton 

58012500 Warp pile fabrics, cut, of cotton 

58012600 Chenille fabrics, of cotton 

58013100 Uncut weft pile fabrics of man-made fibres, nes 

58013200 Cut corduroy of man-made fibres, nes 

58013300 Weft pile fabrics of man-made fibres, nes 

58013400 Warp pile fabrics, épinglé (uncut), of man-made fibres 

58013500 Warp pile fabrics, cut, of man-made fibres, nes 

58013600 Chenille fabrics of man-made fibres, nes 

58019000 Woven pile and chenille fabrics of other textiles, nes 

5802 Terry towelling and similar woven terry fabrics; tufted textile fabrics 

58021100 Unbleached terry towelling and similar woven terry fabrics, of cotton 

58021900 Terry towelling and similar woven terry fabrics, of cotton, nes 

58022000 Terry towelling and similar woven terry fabrics, of other textiles 

58023000 Tufted textile fabrics 

5803 Gauze, other than narrow fabrics of 58.06 

58031000 Cotton gauze (excl. Narrow fabrics) 

58039000 Gauze of other textiles (excl. Narrow fabrics) 

5804 Tulles and other net fabrics; lace in piece, in strips or inmotifs 

58041000 Tulles and other net fabrics 

58042100 Lace of man-made fibres in piece, in strips or in motifs, machine made 

58042900 Lace of other textiles in piece, in strips or in motifs, machine made 

58043000 Hand-made lace in pieces, in strips or in motifs 

58050000 Hand-woven tapestries of the type Gobelins, Flandres, etc 

5805 Hand-woven tapestries of the type gobelins, flnders etc 

5806 Narrow woven fabrics; narrow fabrics assembled by an adhesive (bolducs) 

58061000 Narrow woven pile fabrics and chenille fabrics 

58062000 Narrow woven fabrics, with >=5% elastomeric yarn or rubber thread 

58063100 Narrow woven fabrics of cotton, nes 

58063200 Narrow woven fabrics of man-made fibres, nes 

58063900 Narrow woven fabrics of other textiles, nes 
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58064000 Fabrics with warp without weft assembled by an adhesive (bolducs) 

5807 Labels, badges of textiles, in piece, not embroidered 

58071000 Labels, badges of textiles, woven, in piece, not embroidered 

58079000 Labels, badges of textiles, unwoven, in piece, not embroidered 

5808 Braids in piece; ornamental trimmings in pieces; tassels, pompons, etc 

58081000 Braids, in the piece 

58089000 Ornamental trimmings in the piece; tassels, pompons, etc, nes 

58090000 Woven fabrics of metal thread and woven fabrics of metallized yarn, nes 

5809 Woven fabrics of metal thread used in apparel 

5810 Embroidery in the piece, in strips or in motifs 

58101000 Embroidery without visible ground 

58109100 Cotton embroidery, in the piece, in strips or in motifs 

58109200 Embroidery of man-made fibres, in the piece, in strips or in motifs 

58109900 Embroidery of other textiles, in the piece, in strips or in motifs 

58110000 Quilted textile products in the piece (excl. Embroidery of 58.10) 

5811 Quilted textile products in the piece composed of one or more layers 

59 Impregnated, coated, cover/laminated textile fabric etc 

5901 Textile fabrics, gum-coated; prepared painting canvas, etc 

59011000 Textile fabrics coated with gum or amylaceous substances for books, etc 

59019000 Tracing cloth; prepared painting canvas; buckram, etc 

5902 Tyre cord fabric of high tenacity yarn of nylon, etc 

59021000 Tyre cord fabric of high tenacity yarn of nylon or other polyamides 

59022000 Tyre cord fabric of high tenacity yarn of polyesters 

59029000 Tyre cord fabric of high tenacity yarn of viscose rayon 

5903 Textile fabrics impregnated, coated, covered or laminated with plastics 

59031000 Textile fabrics impregnated with polyvinyl chloride 

59032000 Textile fabrics impregnated with polyurethane 

59039000 Textile fabrics impregnated with plastics, nes 

5904 Linoleum; floor coverings with coating applied on a textile backing 

59041000 Linoleum 

59049100 Floor coverings with coating on a felt backing, base of felt 
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59049200 Floor coverings with coating on a textile backing, nes 

59050000 Textile wall coverings 

5905 Textile wall coverings 

59050020 Of vegetable textile fibres 

59050030 Of animal hair 

59050040 Of man-made fibres 

59050090 Other 

5906 Rubberized textile fabrics 

59061000 Adhesive tape of a width =<20cm 

59061010 Electrical insulating tape 

59069100 Knitted or crocheted rubberized textile fabrics (excl. Adhesive tape) 

59069110 Electrical insulating tape 

59069900 Rubberized textile fabrics, nes 

59069910 Electrical insulating tape 

59070000 Textile fabrics otherwise impregnated; painted canvas 

5907 Textile fabrics 

59080000 Textile wicks for lamps; incandescent gas mantles, etc 

5908 Textile wicks, woven plaited or knitted for lamps stoves etc 

59090000 Textile tubing, with or without lining, etc, of other materials 

5909 Textile hope piping and similar textile tubing 

59100000 Transmission or conveyor belts or belting, of textile material 

5910 Transmission or conveyor belts 

5911 Textile products and articles, for technical uses, specified in note 7 

59111000 Textile fabrics, combined with rubber/leather/other material techn. purposes 

59112000 Bolting cloth whether or not made up 

59113100 Textile fabrics and felts, for paper-making machines, <650g/m2 

59113200 Textile fabrics and felts, for paper-making machines, >=650g/m2 

59114000 Straining cloth of a kind used in oil presses, etc 

59119000 Textile articles for technical uses, nes, as specified in Chapter Note 7 

60 Knitted or crocheted fabrics 

6001 Pile fabrics (incl. Long pile and terry fabrics), knitted or crocheted 
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60011000 Long pile fabrics, knitted or crocheted 

60012100 Looped pile fabrics of cotton, knitted or crocheted 

60012200 Looped pile fabrics of man-made fibres, knitted or crocheted 

60012900 Looped pile fabrics of textile materials, knitted or crocheted 

60019100 Pile fabrics of cotton, nes, knitted or crocheted 

60019200 Pile fabrics of man-made fibres, nes, knitted or crocheted 

60019900 Pile fabrics of textile materials, nes, knitted or crocheted 

6002 Other knitted or crocheted fabrics 

60021000 Knitted or crocheted fabrics, =<30cm wide, >=5% elastomeric yarn 

60022000 Knitted or crocheted fabrics, =<30cm wide, non-elastic 

60023000 Knitted or crocheted fabrics, >30cm wide, >=5% elastomeric yarn 

60024100 Fabrics, warp knit, of wool or fine animal hair, >30cm wide 

60024200 Fabrics, warp knit, of cotton, >30cm wide 

60024300 Fabrics, warp knit, of man-made fibres, >30cm wide 

60024900 Fabrics, warp knit, nes, >30cm wide 

60029100 Weft knits and crocheted fabrics of wool, >30cm wide 

60029200 Weft knits or crocheted fabrics of cotton, >30cm wide 

60029300 Weft knits or crocheted fabrics of man-made fibres, >30cm wide 

60029900 Weft knits or crocheted fabrics, nes, >30cm wide 

61 Art of apparel & clothing access, knitted or crocheted 

6101 Men's or boys' overcoats and similar articles, knitted or crocheted 

61011000 Men's or boys' coats, etc, of wool, knitted or crocheted 

61012000 Men's or boys' coats, etc, of cotton, knitted or crocheted 

61013000 Men's or boys' coats, etc, of man-made fibres, knitted or crocheted 

61019000 Men's or boys' coats, etc, of other textiles, knitted or crocheted 

6102 Woman's or girls' overcoats and similar articles, knitted or crocheted 

61021000 Woman's or girls' coats,etc, of wool, knitted or crocheted 

61022000 Woman's or girls' coats, etc, of cotton, knitted or crocheted 

61023000 Woman's or girls' coats, etc, of man-made fibres, knitted or crocheted 

61029000 Woman's or girls' coats, etc, of other textiles, knitted or crocheted 

6103 Men's or boys' suits, ensembles, etc, knitted or crocheted 
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61031100 Men's or boys' suits of wool or fine animal hair, knitted or crocheted 

61031200 Men's or boys' suits of synthetic fibres, knitted or crocheted 

61031900 Men's or boys' suits of other textiles, nes, knitted or crocheted 

61032100 Men's or boys' ensembles of wool or fine hair, knitted or crocheted 

61032200 Men's or boys' ensembles of cotton, knitted or crocheted 

61032300 Men's or boys' ensembles of synthetic fibres, knitted or crocheted 

61032900 Men's or boys' ensembles of other textiles, nes, knitted or crocheted 

61033100 Men's or boys' jackets and blazers of wool, knitted or crocheted 

61033200 Men's or boys' jackets and blazers of cotton, knitted or crocheted 

61033300 Men's or boys' jackets of synthetic fibres, knitted or crocheted 

61033900 Men's or boys' jackets of other textiles, nes, knitted or crocheted 

61034100 Men's or boys' trousers, etc, of wool, knitted or crocheted 

61034200 Men's or boys' trousers, etc, of cotton, knitted or crocheted 

61034300 Men's or boys' trousers, etc, of synthetic fibres, knitted or crocheted 

61034900 Men's or boys' trousers, etc, of other textiles, knitted or crocheted 

6104 Women's or girls' suits, ensembles, etc, knitted or crocheted 

61041100 Women's or girls' suits of wool or fine hair, knitted or crocheted 

61041200 Women's or girls' suits of cotton, knitted or crocheted 

61041300 Women's or girls' suits of synthetic fibres, knitted or crocheted 

61041900 Women's or girls' suits of other textiles, nes, knitted or crocheted 

61042100 Women's or girls' ensembles, of wool, knitted or crocheted 

61042200 Women's or girls' ensembles, of cotton, knitted or crocheted 

61042300 Women's or girls' ensembles, of synthetic fibres, knitted or crocheted 

61042900 Women's or girls' ensembles, of other textiles, knitted or crocheted 

61043100 Women's or girls' jackets, of wool, knitted or crocheted 

61043200 Women's or girls' jackets, of cotton, knitted or crocheted 

61043300 Women's or girls' jackets, of synthetic fibres, knitted or crocheted 

61043900 Woman's or girls' jackets, of other textiles, knitted or crocheted 

61044100 Dresses of wool or fine animal hair, knitted or crocheted 

61044200 Dresses of cotton, knitted or crocheted 

61044300 Dresses of synthetic fibres, knitted or crocheted 
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61044400 Dresses of artificial fibres, knitted or crocheted 

61044900 Dresses of other textile material, nes, knitted or crocheted 

61045100 Skirts and divided skirts of wool or fine hair, knitted or crocheted 

61045200 Skirts and divided skirts of cotton, knitted or crocheted 

61045300 Skirts and divided skirts of synthetic fibres, knitted or crocheted 

61045900 Skirts and divided skirts of other textiles, nes, knitted or crocheted 

61046100 Women's or girls' trousers, etc, of wool, knitted or crocheted 

61046200 Women's or girls' trousers, etc, of cotton, knitted or crocheted 

61046300 Women's or girls' trousers, etc, of synthetic, knitted or crocheted 

61046900 Women's or girls' trousers, etc, of other textile, knitted or crocheted 

6105 Men's or boys' shirts, knitted or crocheted 

61051000 Men's or boys' shirts of cotton, knitted or crocheted 

61052000 Men's or boys' shirts of man-made fibres, knitted or crocheted 

61059000 Men's or boys' shirts of other textiles, nes, knitted or crocheted 

6106 Women's or girls' blouses, etc, knitted or crocheted 

61061000 Women's or girls' blouses, etc, of cotton, knitted or crocheted 

61062000 Women's or girls' blouses, etc, of man-made fibres, knitted or crocheted 

61069000 Women's or girls' blouses etc. Of other textiles nes, knitted or crocheted 

6107 Men's or boys' briefs and similar articles, knitted or crocheted 

61071100 Men's or boys' underpants and briefs of cotton, knitted or crocheted 

61071200 Men's or boys' underpants, etc, of man-made fibres, knitted or crocheted 

61071900 Men's or boys' underpants etc. Of other textiles nes, knitted or crocheted 

61072100 Men's or boys' pyjamas of cotton, knitted or crocheted 

61072200 Men's or boys' pyjamas of man-madefibres, knitted or crocheted 

61072900 Men's or boys' pyjamas of other textiles, nes, knitted or crocheted 

61079100 Men's or boys' dressing gowns, etc, of cotton, knitted or crocheted 

61079200 Men's or boys' dressing gowns, of man-made fibres, knitted or crocheted 

61079900 Men's or boys' dressing gowns, of other textiles, nes, knitted or crocheted 

6108 Women's or girls' panties and similar articles, knitted or crocheted 

61081100 Women's or girls' slips, etc, of man-made fibres, knitted or crocheted 

61081900 Women's or girls' slips, etc, of other textiles, nes, knitted or crocheted 
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61082100 Women's or girls' briefs and panties of cotton, knitted or crocheted 

61082110 If sales tax has been paid on materials 

61082200 Women's or girls' briefs, etc, of man-made fibres, knitted or crocheted 

61082900 Women's or girls' briefs, etc, of other textiles, nes, knitted or crocheted 

61083100 Women's or girls' nighties, etc, of cotton, knitted or crocheted 

61083200 Women's or girls' pyjamas, etc, of man-made fibres, knitted or crocheted 

61083900 Women's or girls' nighties, etc, of other textiles, knitted or crocheted 

61089100 Women's or girls' dressing gowns, of cotton, knitted or crocheted 

61089200 Women's or girls' dressing gowns of man-made fibre, knitted or crocheted 

61089900 Women's / girls' dressing gowns of other textiles, nes, knitted or crocheted 

6109 T-shirts, singlets and other vests, knitted or crocheted 

61091000 T-shirts, singlets and other vests, of cotton, knitted or crocheted 

61099000 T-shirts, singlets, etc, of other textiles, nes, knitted or crocheted 

6110 Jerseys, pullovers, cardigans and similar articles, knitted or crocheted 

61101000 Jerseys, pullovers, etc, of wool, knitted or crocheted 

61102000 Jerseys, pullovers, etc, of cotton, knitted or crocheted 

61103000 Jerseys, pullovers, etc, of man-made fibres, knitted or crocheted 

61109000 Jerseys, pullovers, etc, of other textiles, nes, knitted or crocheted 

6111 Babies' garments and clothing accessories, knitted or crocheted 

61111000 Babies' garments, etc, of wool or fine animal hair, knitted or crocheted 

61112000 Babies' garments, etc, of cotton, knitted or crocheted 

61113000 Babies' garments, etc, of synthetic fibres, knitted or crocheted 

61119000 Babies' garments, etc, of other textiles, nes, knitted or crocheted 

6112 Track-suits, ski-suits and swimwear, knitted or crocheted 

61121100 Track-suits of cotton, knitted or crocheted 

61121200 Track-suits of synthetic fibres, knitted or crocheted 

61121900 Track-suits of other textiles, nes, knitted or crocheted 

61122000 Ski-suits, knitted or crocheted 

61123100 Men's or boys' swimwear of synthetic fibres, knitted or crocheted 

61123900 Men's/boys' swimwear of other textiles, (excl. Synthetic) knitted/crocheted 

61124100 Women's or girls' swimwear of synthetic fibres, knitted or crocheted 
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61124900 Women's/girls' swimwear of other textiles (exc. synthetic) knitted/crocheted 

61130000 Garments made up of knitted or crocheted fabrics of 59.03, 59.06, 59.07 

6113 Garments made of knitted/crocheted fabrics heading 

6114 Other garments, knitted or crocheted, nes 

61141000 Garments of wool or fine animal hair, knitted or crocheted, nes 

61142000 Garments of cotton, knitted or crocheted, nes 

61143000 Garments of man-made fibres, knitted or crocheted, nes 

61149000 Garments of other textiles, knitted or crocheted, nes 

6115 Panty hose, tights, etc, and footwear, knitted or crocheted 

61151100 Panty hose, etc, of synthetic fibres, <67 decitex, knitted or crocheted 

61151200 Panty hose, etc, of synthetic fibres, >=67decitex, knitted or crocheted 

61151900 Panty hose and tights of other textiles, nes, knitted or crocheted 

61152000 Women's hosiery of synthetic fibres, <67decitex, knitted or crocheted 

61159100 Hosiery and footwear, of wool, knitted or crocheted, nes 

61159200 Hosiery and footwear, of cotton, knitted or crocheted, nes 

61159300 Hosiery and footwear, of synthetic fibres, knitted or crocheted, nes 

61159900 Hosiery and footwear, of other textiles, knitted or crocheted, nes 

6116 Gloves, mittens and mitts, knitted or crocheted 

61161000 Gloves, mittens, mitts, impregnated with plastics/rubber, knitted or crocheted 

61169100 Gloves, mittens and mitts, of wool, knitted or crocheted 

61169200 Gloves, mittens and mitts, of cotton, knitted or crocheted 

61169300 Gloves, mittens and mitts, of synthetic fibres, knitted or crocheted 

61169900 Gloves, mittens and mitts, of other textiles, knitted or crocheted 

6117 Other made up clothing or parts of garments, knitted or crocheted 

61171000 Shawls, scarves, mufflers, mantillas, veils, etc, knitted or crocheted 

61172000 Ties, bow ties and cravats, knitted or crocheted 

61178000 Other clothing accessories, knitted or crocheted, nes 

61179000 Parts of garments or clothing accessories, knitted or crocheted 

62 Art of apparel & clothing access, not knitted/crocheted 

6201 Men's or boys' overcoats, and similar articles 

62011100 Men's or boys' overcoats, etc, of wool or fine animal hair 
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62011200 Men's or boys' overcoats, etc, of cotton 

62011300 Men's or boys' overcoats, etc, of man-made fibres 

62011900 Men's or boys' overcoats, etc, of other textiles, nes 

62019100 Men's or boys' anoraks, wind-cheaters, etc, of wool or fine animal hair 

62019200 Men's or boys' anoraks, wind-cheaters, etc, of cotton 

62019300 Men's or boys' anoraks, wind-cheaters, etc, of man-made fibres 

62019900 Men's or boys' anoraks, wind-cheaters, etc, of other textiles, nes 

6202 Woman's or girls' overcoats, and similar articles 

62021100 Woman's or girls' overcoats, etc, of wool or fine animal hair 

62021200 Woman's or girls' overcoats, etc, of cotton 

62021300 Woman's or girls' overcoats, etc, of man-made fibres 

62021900 Woman's or girls' overcoats, etc, of other textiles, nes 

62029100 Woman's or girls' anoraks, wind-cheaters, etc, of wool 

62029200 Woman's or girls' anoraks, wind-cheaters, etc, of cotton 

62029300 Woman's or girls' anoraks, wind-cheaters, etc, of man-made fibres 

62029900 Woman's or girls' anoraks, wind-cheaters, etc, of other textiles, nes 

6203 Men's or boys' suits, ensembles, jackets, blazers, trousers, etc 

62031100 Men's or boys' suits of wool or fine animal hair 

62031200 Men's or boys' suits of synthetic fibres 

62031900 Men's or boys' suits of other textiles, nes 

62032100 Men's or boys' ensembles of wool or fine animal hair 

62032200 Men's or boys' ensembles of cotton 

62032300 Men's or boys' ensembles of synthetic fibres 

62032900 Men's or boys' ensembles of other textiles, nes 

62033100 Men's or boys' jackets and blazers of wool or fine animal hair 

62033200 Men's or boys' jackets and blazers of cotton 

62033300 Men's or boys' jackets and blazers of synthetic fibres 

62033900 Men's or boys' jackets and blazers of other textiles, nes 

62034100 Men's or boys' trousers, breeches, etc, of wool or fine animal hair 

62034200 Men's or boys' trousers, breeches, etc, of cotton 

62034300 Men's or boys' trousers, breeches of synthetic fibres 
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62034900 Men's or boys' trousers, breeches of other textiles, nes 

6204 Women's or girls' suits, ensembles, jackets, dresses, skirts, etc 

62041100 Women's or girls' suits of wool or fine animal hair 

62041200 Women's or girls' suits of cotton 

62041300 Women's or girls' suits of synthetic fibres 

62041399 Other 

62041900 Women's or girls' suits of other textiles, nes 

62042100 Women's or girls' ensembles of wool or fine animal hair 

62042200 Women's or girls' ensembles of cotton 

62042300 Women's or girls' ensembles of synthetic fibres 

62042900 Women's or girls' ensembles of other textiles, nes 

62043100 Women's or girls' jackets and blazers of wool or fine animal hair 

62043200 Women's or girls' jackets and blazers of cotton 

62043300 Women's or girls' jackets and blazers of synthetic fibres 

62043900 Women's or girls' jackets and blazers of other textiles, nes 

62044100 Dresses of wool or fine animal hair 

62044200 Dresses of cotton 

62044300 Dresses of synthetic fibres 

62044400 Dresses of artificial fibres 

62044900 Dresses of other textiles, nes 

62045100 Skirts and divided skirts of wool or fine animal hair 

62045200 Skirts and divided skirts of cotton 

62045300 Skirts and divided skirts of synthetic fibres 

62045900 Skirts and divided skirts of other textiles, nes 

62046100 Women's or girls' trousers, breeches, etc, of wool or fine animal hair 

62046200 Women's or girls' trousers, breeches, etc, of cotton 

62046300 Women's or girls' trousers, breeches, etc, of synthetic fibres 

62046900 Women's or girls' trousers, breeches, etc, of other textiles, nes 

6205 Men's or boys' shirts 

62051000 Men's or boys' shirts of wool or fine animal hair 

62052000 Men's or boys' shirts of cotton 
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62053000 Men's or boys' shirts of man-made fibres 

62059000 Men's or boys' shirts of other textiles, nes 

6206 Women's or girls' blouses, shirts and shirt-blouses 

62061000 Women's or girls' blouses, shirts, etc, of silk or silk waste 

62062000 Women's or girls' blouses, shirts, etc, of wool or fine animal hair 

62063000 Women's or girls' blouses, shirts, etc, of cotton 

62064000 Women's or girls' blouses, shirts, etc, of man-made fibres 

62069000 Women's or girls' blouses, shirts, etc, of other textiles, nes 

6207 Men's or boys' underpants, briefs, nightshirts, pyjamas, etc 

62071100 Men's or boys' underpants and briefs of cotton 

62071900 Men's or boys' underpants and briefs of textile materials, nes 

62072100 Men's or boys' nightshirts and pyjamas of cotton 

62072200 Men's or boys' nightshirts and pyjamas of man-made fibres 

62072900 Men's or boys' nightshirts and pyjamas of textile materials, nes 

62079100 Men's or boys' singlets dressing gowns, etc, of cotton 

62079200 Men's or boys' singlets dressing gowns, etc, of man-made fibres 

62079900 Men's or boys' singlets dressing gowns, etc, of other textiles, nes 

6208 Women's or girls' slips, petticoats, nightdresses, pyjamas, etc 

62081100 Slips and petticoats of man-made fibres 

62081900 Slips and petticoats of other textiles, nes 

62082100 Women's or girls' nightdresses and pyjamas of cotton 

62082200 Women's or girls' nightdresses and pyjamas of man-made fibres 

62082900 Women's or girls' nightdresses and pyjamas of textile materials, nes 

62089100 Women's or girls' dressing gowns, panties, etc, of cotton 

62089200 Women's or girls' dressing gowns, panties, etc, of man-made fibres 

62089900 Women's or girls' dressing gowns, panties, etc, of other textiles, nes 

6209 Bables' garments and clothing accessories 

62091000 Babies' garments and clothing accessories of wool or fine animal hair 

62092000 Babies' garments and clothing accessories of cotton 

62093000 Babies' garments and clothing accessories of synthetic fibres 

62099000 Babies' garments and clothing accessories of other textiles, nes 
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6210 Garments, made up of fabrics of 56.02, 56.03, 59.03, 59.06 or 59.07 

62101000 Garments, made up of fabrics of 56.02 or 56.03 

62102000 Garments of 6201.11 to 19, made up of fabrics of 59.03, 59.06 or59.07 

62103000 Garments of 6202.11 to 19, made up of fabrics of 59.03, 59.06 or 59.07 

62104000 Men's or boys' garments made up of fabrics of 59.03, 59.06 or 59.07 

62105000 Women's or girls' garments made up of fabrics of 59.03, 59.06 or 59.07 

62105010 Khanga and kitenge 

62105090 Other 

6211 Track suits, ski suits and swimwear; other than garments 

62111100 Men's or boys' swimwear 

62111200 Women's or girls' swimwear 

62112000 Ski suits 

62113100 Men's or boys' garments of wool or fine animal hair, nes 

62113200 Men's or boys' garments of cotton, nes 

62113300 Men's or boys' garments of man-made fibres, nes 

62113900 Men's or boys' garments of other textiles, nes 

62114100 Women's or girls' garments of wool or fine animal hair 

62114200 Women's or girls' garments of cotton, nes 

62114210 Khanga and kitenge 

62114290 Other 

62114300 Women's or girls' garments of man-made fibres, nes 

62114310 Khanga and kitenge 

62114390 Other 

62114900 Women's or girls' garments of other textiles, nes 

6212 Brassieres, girdles, corsets, braces, suspenders, garters, etc 

62121000 Brassières 

62122000 Girdles and panty-girdles 

62123000 Corselettes 

62129000 Corsets, braces, garters, suspenders and similar articles 

6213 Handkerchiefs 

62131000 Handkerchiefs of silk or silk waste 
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62132000 Handkerchiefs of cotton 

62139000 Handkerchiefs of other textiles, nes 

6214 Shawls, scarves, mufflers, mantillas, veils and the like 

62141000 Shawls, scarves, mufflers, mantillas, veils, etc, of silk or silk waste 

62142000 Shawls, scarves, mufflers, mantillas, veils, etc, of wool 

62143000 Shawls, scarves, mufflers, mantillas, veils, etc, of synthetic fibres 

62144000 Shawls, scarves, mufflers, mantillas, veils, etc, of artificial fibres 

62149000 Shawls, scarves, mufflers, mantillas, veils, etc, of other textiles, nes 

6215 Ties, bow ties and cravats 

62151000 Ties, bow ties and cravats of silk or silk waste 

62152000 Ties, bow ties and cravats of man-made fibres 

62159000 Ties, bow ties and cravats of other textiles, nes 

62160000 Gloves, mittens and mitts 

6216 Gloves, mittens and mitts 

6217 Other made up clothing accessories; parts of garments 

62171000 Clothing accessories, nes 

62179000 Parts of garments or clothing accessories, nes 

63 Other made up textile articles; sets; worn clothing etc 

6301 Blanketsand travelling rugs 

63011000 Electric blankets 

63012000 Blankets (excl. Electric blankets) and travelling rugs, of wool... 

63013000 Blankets (excl. Electric blankets) and travelling rugs, of cotton 

63014000 Blankets (excl. Electric blankets), etc, of synthetic fibres 

63019000 Other blankets and travelling rugs, nes 

6302 Bed linen, table linen, toilet linen and kitchen linen 

63021000 Bed linen, knitted or crocheted 

63022100 Printed bed-linen of cotton (excl. Knitted or crocheted) 

63022200 Printed bed-linen of man-made fibres (excl. Knitted or crocheted) 

63022900 Printed bed-linen of other textiles (excl. Knitted or crocheted) 

63023100 Bed linen of cotton (excl. Printed, knitted or crocheted) 

63023200 Bed linen of man-made fibres (excl. Printed, knitted or crocheted) 
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63023900 Bad linen of other textiles (excl. Printed, knitted or crocheted) 

63024000 Table linen, knitted or crocheted 

63025100 Table linen of cotton (excl. Knitted or crocheted) 

63025200 Table linen of flax (excl. Knitted or crocheted) 

63025300 Table linen of man-made fibres (excl. Knitted or crocheted) 

63025900 Table linen of other textiles, nes (excl. Knitted or crocheted) 

63026000 Toilet linen and kitchen linen, of terry fabrics, of cotton 

63029100 Toilet linen and kitchen linen of cotton, nes 

63029200 Toilet linen and kitchen linen of flax, nes 

63029300 Toilet linen and kitchen linen of man-made fibres, nes 

63029900 Toilet linen and kitchen linen of other textiles, nes 

6303 Curtains (incl. Drapes) and interior blinds; curtain or bed valances 

63031100 Curtains and interior blinds; valances of cotton, knitted or crocheted 

63031200 Curtains, etc; valances of synthetic fibres, knitted or crocheted 

63031900 Curtains, etc; valances of textile materials, knitted or crocheted 

63039100 Curtains and interior blinds; curtain or bed valances of cotton 

63039200 Curtains and interior blinds; curtain/bed valances of synthetic fibres 

63039900 Curtains and interior blinds; curtain/bed valances of other textiles 

6304 Other furnishing articles, nes (excl. Of 94.04) 

63041100 Knitted or crocheted bedspreads 

63041900 Bedspreads (excl. Knitted or crocheted) 

63049100 Knitted or crocheted furnishing articles, nes 

63049110 Mosquito nets 

63049190 Other 

63049200 Furnishing articles, nes, of cotton (excl. Knitted or crocheted) 

63049300 Furnishing articles of synthetic fibres (excl. Knitted or crocheted) 

63049900 Furnishing articles of other textiles (excl. Knitted or crocheted) 

6305 Sacks and bags, used for packing goods 

63051000 Sacks and bags, used for packing goods, of jute, etc 

63052000 Sacks and bags, used for packing goods, of cotton 

63053200 Flexible intermediate bulk containers, of man-made textile materials 
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63053300 Sacks and bags, for packing goods, of polyethylene/polypropylene strip nes 

63053900 Sacks and bags, used for packing goods, of man-made textile fibres, nes 

63059000 Sacks and bags, used for packing goods, of other textiles, nes 

6306 Tarpaulins etc; tents; sails; camping equipment 

63061100 Tarpaulins, awnings and sunblinds, of cotton 

63061200 Tarpaulins, awnings and sunblinds, of synthetic fibres 

63061900 Tarpaulins, awnings and sunblinds, of other textiles, nes 

63062100 Tents of cotton 

63062200 Tents of synthetic fibres 

63062900 Tents of textiles, (excl. Cotton or synthetic fibres) 

63063100 Sails of synthetic fibres 

63063900 Sails of textiles (excl. Synthetic fibres) 

63064100 Pneumatic mattresses, of cotton 

63064900 Pneumatic mattresses, of other textiles (excl. Cotton) 

63069100 Camping goods, of cotton (excl. Tents or pneumatic mattresses) 

63069900 Camping goods (excl.tents/pneumatic mattresses) of textiles (excl.cotton) 

6307 Other made up articles (incl. Dress patterns) 

63071000 Floor-cloths, dish-cloths, dusters and similar cleaning cloths 

63072000 Life-jackets and life-belts 

63079000 Made up articles (incl. Dress patterns), nes 

63080000 Sets of woven fabric and yarn, for making up into rugs, etc, prs 

6308 Woven fabrics and yarn, with/without accessor for rugs, tapesstries 

63090000 Worn clothing and other worn articles 

6309 Worn clothing 

6310 Used or new rags, scrap twine, cordage, rope and cables of textiles 

63101000 Used or new rags, worn out scrap twine, cordage, rope, etc, sorted 

63109000 Used or new rags, worn out scrap twine, cordage, rope, etc, not sorted 

64 Footwear, gaiters and the like; parts of such articles 

6401 Waterproof footwear 

64011000 Waterproof footwear incorporating a protective metal toe-cap 

64019100 Waterproof footwear covering the knee 
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64019200 Waterproof footwear covering the ankle but not the knee 

64019900 Waterproof footwear (not covering the ankle) 

6402 Other footwear with outer soles and uppers of rubber or plastics 

64021200 Ski-boots, cross-country ski footwear/snowboard boots, of rubber or plastics 

64021900 Sport footwear, nes, of rubber or plastics 

64022000 Footwear with upper straps/thongs plugged into soles, of rubber or plastics 

64023000 Footwear, with metal toe-cap, of rubber or plastics 

64029100 Footwear, nes, covering the ankle of rubber or plastics 

64029900 Footwear, nes, not covering the ankle, of rubber or plastics 

6403 Footwear, with rubber, plastics, leather Soles, leather uppers 

64031200 Ski-boots, snowbrd boots, with rubber, plastics, leather soles,& leather upper 

64031900 Sports footwear, with rubber, plastics, leather soles, leather uppers 

64032000 Sandles, with leather soles and straps (over instep, around big toe) 

64033000 Footwear with a wood base, no inner soles or caps, leather uppers 

64034000 Footwear, with a metal toe-cap, leather uppers 

64035100 Footwear with leather soles and uppers, covering the ankle 

64035900 Footwear with leather soles and uppers, not covering the ankle 

64039100 Footwear with rubber Soles and leather uppers, covering the ankle 

64039900 Footwear with rubber Soles, leather uppers, not covering the ankle 

6404 Footwear with rubber, plastic, leather soles and textile uppers 

64041100 Training shoes, etc, with rubber or plastic soles and textile uppers 

64041900 Sports footwear, with rubber or plastic soles and textile uppers 

64042000 Footwear with leather or composition leather soles and textile uppers 

6405 Other footwear, nes 

64051000 Footwear, nes, with leather or composition leather uppers 

64052000 Footwear, nes, with textile uppers 

64059000 Footwear, nes 

6406 Parts of footwear; removable in-soles, etc; gaiters, leggings, etc 

64061000 Uppers and parts thereof (excl. Stiffeners) 

64062000 Outer soles and heels of rubber or plastics 

64069100 Wooden parts of footwear 
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64069900 Non-wood parts of footwear (exc. outer soles/heels of plastics/rubber/upper 

65 Umbrellas, walking-sticks, seat-sticks, whips, etc 

65010000 Hat-forms, hat bodies and hoods of felt; plateaux and manchons of felt 

6501 Hat-forms, hatbodies & hoods of felt 

65020000 Hat-shapes, plaited or made by assembling strips of any material 

6502 Hat-shapes, plaited etc 

65030000 Felt hats and other felt headgear, made from the hat bodies, hoods, etc 

6503 Felt hats and other felt headgear 

65040000 Hats and other headgear, plaited or assembled by strips of any material 

6504 Hats and other headgear,plaited whether or not lined 

6505 Hats and other headgear, kintted or crocheted; hair-nets, etc 

65051000 Hair-nets of any material 

65059000 Hats and other headgear, knitted or crocheted, or made from lace, etc 

6506 Other headgear 

65061000 Safety headgear 

65069100 Hats and other headgear, of rubber or plastics 

65069200 Hats and other headgear, of furskin 

65069900 Hats and other headgear, nes 

65070000 Head-bands, linings, covers, hat foundations, etc, for headgear 

6507 Head-bands, lining, cover 

66 Umbrellas, walking-sticks, seat-sticks, whips, etc 

6601 Umbrellas, sun umbrellas, garden umbrellas 

66011000 Garden or similar umbrellas 

66019100 Umbrellas and sun umbrellas, having a telescopic shaft 

66019900 Umbrellas and sun umbrellas, nes 

66020000 Walking-sticks, seat-sticks, whips, riding-crops and the like 

6602 Walking sicks, seat-sticks whips, riding crops etc 

6603 Parts, trimmings and accessories of articles of 66.01 or 66.02 

66031000 Handles and knobs of articles of 66.01 or 66.02 

66032000 Umbrella frames, including frames mounted on shafts (sticks) 

66039000 Parts, trimmings and accessories of articles of 66.01 or 66.02 
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66039090 Within the heading 66.02 

67 Prepr feathers & down; arti flower; articles human hair 

67010000 Prepared skins of birds with feathers or down, feathers, etc 

6701 Skins and other parts of birds with their feathers 

6702 Artificial  flowers, foliage and fruit; articles thereof 

67021000 Artificial flowers, foliage and fruit and articles thereof of plastics 

67029000 Artificial flowers, foliage, etc and articles thereof of other materials 

67030000 Human hair, dressed, etc; animal hair and synthetic materials for wigs 

6703 Human hair, dressed or worked prepared for making wigs etc 

6704 Wigs, false beards, eyebrows and eyelashes, etc; human hair, nes 

67041100 Complete wigs of synthetic textile materials 

67041900 False beards, eyebrows and eyelashes, etc, of synthetic fibres 

67042000 Wigs, false beards, eyebrows, etc and articles, nes, of human hair 

67049000 Wigs, false beards, eyebrows, etc, nes 

68 Art of stone, plaster, cement, asbestos, mica/sim mat 

68010000 Setts, curbstones and flagstones, of natural stone (except slate) 

6801 Setts, curbstones and flagstones, of natural stone 

6802 Worked monumental/building stone; mosaic cubes; granules, chippings 

68021000 Tiles, cubes; artificially coloured granules, for mosaics 

68022100 Marble, travertine, alabaster, cut/sawn, with flat/even surface 

68022200 Other calcareous stone, nes, cut/sawn, with flat/even surface 

68022300 Granite, cut/sawn, with flat/even surface 

68022900 Monumental/building stone, nes, cut/sawn, with flat/even surface 

68029100 Marble, travertine and alabaster, worked 

68029200 Calcareous stone (excl. Marble, travertine and alabaster), worked 

68029300 Worked granite 

68029900 Monumental/building stone, nes, worked 

68030000 Worked slate and articles of slate or of agglomerated slate 

6803 Worked slate 

6804 Millstones, grindstones of natural stone, for grinding, etc 

68041000 Millstones and grindstones for milling, grinding or pulping 
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68042100 Millstones, etc, of agglomerated synthetic or natural diamond 

68042200 Millstones, etc, of other agglomerated abrasives or of ceramics 

68042300 Millstones, etc, of natural stone 

68043000 Hand sharpening or polishing stones 

6805 Natural or artificial abrasive powder or grain on a base of paper, etc 

68051000 Natural or artificial abrasive powder/grain, on textile fabric 

68052000 Natural or artificial abrasive powder/grain, on paper/paperboard 

68053000 Natural or artificial abrasive powder/grain, on a base of materials, nes 

6806 Slag wool, rock wool; exfollated vermiculite, expanded clays 

68061000 Slag wool, rock wool, etc (incl. Intermixtures) in bulk, sheets or rolls 

68062000 Exfoliated vermiculite, expanded clays, etc (incl. Intermixtures) 

68069000 Mixtures and articles of heat/sound-insulating materials 

6807 Articles of asphalt or of similar material 

68071000 Articles of asphalt or of similar material, in rolls 

68079000 Articles of asphalt or of similar material (excl. In rolls) 

68080000 Panels, boards..., of wood waste, etc, agglomerated with cement, etc 

6808 Panels, board, tiles, of vegetables fibre sawdust, agglomerated with cement 

6809 Articles of plaster or of compositions based on plaster 

68091100 Boards, of plaster, reinforced with paper or paperboard only 

68091900 Boards, of plaster or compositions based on plaster, nes 

68099000 Articles of plaster or compositions based on plaster, nes 

6810 Articles of cement, of concrete or of artificial stone 

68101100 Building blocks and bricks, of cement or artificial stone or concrete 

68101900 Flagstones and similar articles of cement, concrete or artificial stone 

68109100 Prefabricated structural components for building, etc, of cement 

68109900 Articles of cement, concrete or artificial stone, nes 

6811 Articles of asbestos-cement, of cellulose fibre-cement or the like 

68111000 Corrugated sheets of asbestos-cement, of cellulose fibre-cement, etc 

68112000 Sheets (exc. corrugtd) panels of asbestos cement, of cellulose fibre-cement etc 

68113000 Tubes, pipes of asbestos-cement, of cellulose fibre-cement, etc 

68119000 Articles of asbestos-cement, of cellulose fibre-cement, etc, nes 
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6812 Fabricated asbestos fibres; mixtures and articles of asbestos 

68121000 Fabricated asbestos fibres; mixtures of asbestos 

68122000 Yarn and thread of asbestos or asbestos mixtures 

68123000 Cords and string of asbestos or asbestos mixtures 

68124000 Woven or knitted fabric of asbestos or asbestos mixtures 

68125000 Clothing, clothing accessories, footwear and headgear of asbestos 

68126000 Paper, millboard and felt of asbestos or asbestos mixtures 

68127000 Compressed asbestos fibre jointing, in rolls or sheets 

68129000 Articles of asbestos or asbestos mixtures, nes 

6813 Friction material and articles thereof, of asbestos, for brakes, etc 

68131000 Brake linings and pads of asbestos or other mineral substances 

68139000 Articles of friction material (excl. Brakes), nes, of asbestos 

6814 Worked mica and articles of mica 

68141000 Plates, sheets and strips of agglomerated or reconstituted mica 

68149000 Worked mica and articles of mica, nes 

6815 Articles of stone or of other mineral substance, nes 

68151000 Non-electrical articles of graphite or other carbon (incl. Carbon fibres) 

68152000 Articles of peat 

68159100 Articles containing magnesite, dolomite or chromite 

68159900 Articles of stone or other mineral substances, nes 

69 Ceramic products 

69010000 Bricks, blocks, tiles of siliceous fossil meals or earths 

6901 Bricks, blocks, tiles and other ceramic goods 

6902 Refractory bricks, blocks, tiles (excl. Siliceous fossil meal/earth) 

69021000 Refractory bricks, blocks, tiles, >50% mgo, cao, Cr2O3 

69022000 Refractory bricks, blocks, >50% silica (sio3) or alumina (Al2O3) 

69029000 Refractory bricks, blocks, tiles, etc, nes 

6903 Other refractory ceramic goods (excl. Siliceous fossil meals/earths) 

69031000 Refractory ceramic goods, nes, >50% of graphite or other carbon 

69032000 Refractory ceramic goods, nes, >50% of alumina (Al2O3) or silica (sio2) 

69039000 Refractory ceramic goods, nes 
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6904 Ceramic building bricks, flooring blocks, support or filler tiles, etc 

69041000 Ceramic building bricks 

69049000 Ceramic flooring blocks, support or filler tiles and the like 

6905 Roofing tiles, chimney-pots and other ceramic constructional goods 

69051000 Ceramic roofing tiles 

69059000 Ceramic chimney-pots and ceramic constructional goods, nes 

69060000 Ceramic pipes, conduits, guttering and pipe fittings 

6906 Ceramic pipes, conduits, guttering and pipe fitting 

6907 Unglazed ceramic flags, paving, hearth or wall tiles; mozaic cubes, etc 

69071000 Unglazed ceramic tiles, cubes and similar articles, for mosaics 

69079000 Unglazed ceramic flags and paving, hearth or wall tiles, etc, nes 

6908 Glazed ceramic flags, paving, hearth or wall tiles; mozaic cubes, etc 

69081000 Glazed tiles, cubes and similar articles, for mosaics 

69089000 Glazed ceramic flags and paving, hearth or wall tiles, etc, nes 

6909 Ceramic wares for use in laboratories agriculture and packing goods 

69091100 Ceramic wares for laboratory use, of porcelain or china 

69091200 Ceramic wares for laboratory use, having a hardness >=9 on the mohsscale 

69091900 Ceramic wares for lab. use (excl. porcelain or china)having a hardness <9mohs 

69099000 Ceramic (agricultural) troughs, tubs; ceramic pot, jars, nes 

6910 Ceramic sinks, wash basins, baths and other sanitary fixtures 

69101000 Ceramic sinks and other sanitary fixtures, of porcelain or china 

69109000 Ceramic sinks, wash basins, baths and other sanitary fixtures, nes 

6911 Tableware, kitchenware, other household articles, of porcelain or china 

69111000 Tableware and kitchenware, of porcelain or china 

69119000 Household and toilet articles, nes, of porcelain or china 

69120000 Ceramic tableware. other household articles (excl. Porcelain or china) 

6912 Ceramic tableware, kitchenware excl. porcelain or china 

6913 Statuettes and other ornamental ceramic articles 

69131000 Statuettes and other ornamental articles of porcelain or china 

69139000 Statuettes and other ornamental articles (excl. Porcelain or china) 

6914 Other ceramic articles 
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69141000 Ceramic articles, nes, of porcelain or china 

69149000 Ceramic articles, nes (excl. Porcelain or china) 

70 Glass and glassware 

70010000 Cullet and other waste and scrap of glass; glass in the mass 

7001 Cullet and other waste of glass 

7002 Glass in balls, rods or tubes, unworked 

70021000 Balls of glass, unworked 

70022000 Rods of glass, unworked 

70023100 Tubes of fused quartz or other fused silica, unworked 

70023200 Tubes of other glass with a lce =<5x10-6/k, unworked 

70023900 Tubes of glass, unworked, nes 

7003 Cast glass and rolled glass, not otherwise worked 

70031200 Nonwired unworked sheets cast/rolled glass, coloured, opacified, flashed or 

70031900 Non-wired unworked sheets of cast/rolled glass, nes 

70032000 Wired unworked sheets of cast/rolled glass 

70033000 Unworked profiles of cast/rolled glass 

7004 Drawn/blown glass, in sheets, not otherwise worked 

70042000 Unworked drawn/blown glass, coloured, opacified, flashed/with absorbant layer 

70049000 Unworked drawn/blown glass (excl. Coloured, opacified, etc) 

7005 Float glass and surface ground or polished glass, in sheets 

70051000 Nonwired unworked sheets of float/ground/polished glass, with absorbnt layer 

70052100 Non-wired unworked sheets of float/ground/polished glass, coloured 

70052900 Non-wired unworked sheets of float/ground/polished glass, nes 

70053000 Wired unworked sheets of float/ground/polished glass 

70060000 Glass of 70.03, 70.04 or 70.05, bent, edge-worked, engraved, etc 

7006 Glass of heading no 70.03, 70.04 or 70.05 

7007 Safety glass, consisting of toughened (tempered) or laminated glass 

70071100 Toughened (tempered) safety glass for use in vehicles, aircraft, etc 

70071900 Toughened (tempered) safety glass, nes 

70072100 Laminated safety glass for vehicles, aircraft, etc 

70072900 Laminated safety glass, nes 
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70080000 Multiple-walled insulating units of glass 

7008 Multiple - walled insulating units of glass 

7009 Glass mirrors (incl. Rear-view mirrors) 

70091000 Rear-view mirrors for vehicles, of glass 

70099100 Unframed glass mirrors (excl. Rear-view for vehicles) 

70099200 Framed glass mirrors (excl. Rear-view for vehicles) 

7010 Carboys, bottles, flasks ampoules, etc; stoppers, lids, of glass 

70101000 Glass ampoules 

70102000 Stoppers, lids and other closures of glass 

70109100 Carboys, bottles, flasks, jars, & other glass contr's of a capacity >1 ltr 

70109200 Carboys, bottles, flasks, jars & other glass contr's of cap. >0.33ltr but<=1l 

70109300 Bottles, flasks, jars & other glass contr's of capacity >0.15ltr but <=0.33l 

70109400 Bottles, flasks, jars & other glass contr's (exc. ampoules) of cap'y <0.15ltr 

7011 Glass envelopes (incl. Bulbs and tubes), open, and glass parts thereof 

70111000 Open glass envelopes (incl. Bulbs and tubes), for electric lighting 

70112000 Open glass envelopes (incl. Bulbs and tubes), for cathode-ray tubes 

70119000 Open glass envelopes (incl. Bulbs and tubes), nes 

70120000 Glass inners for vacuum flasks or for other vacuum vessels 

7012 Glass inners for vacuum flasks 

7013 Glassware used for table, kitchen, toilet, office, nes 

70131000 Glass-ceramic objects, used for table, kitchen, nes 

70132100 Drinking glasses of lead crystal 

70132900 Drinking glasses (excl. Of lead crystal) 

70133100 Table/kitchen glassware (excl. Drinking), of lead crystal 

70133200 Table/kitchen glassware (excl. Drinking), of lce =<5x10-6/k 

70133900 Table/kitchen glassware (excl. Drinking), nes 

70139100 Glassware for toilet, office, indoor decorations, etc, of lead crystal 

70139900 Glassware for toilet, office, indoor decorations, etc, nes 

70140000 Signalling glassware and optical elements of glass, not optically worked 

7014 Glassware used for table, kitchen, toilet, office, nes 

7015 Clock or watch glasses, glass for spectacles, not optically worked 
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70151000 Glasses for corrective spectacles, not optically worked 

70159000 Clock or watch glasses, glass for non-corrective spectacles, etc, now 

7016 Paving blocks of glass, used for building or construction purposes 

70161000 Glass cubes and other glass smallwares, for decorative purposes 

70169000 Paving blocks of glass, for building or construction purposes, nes 

7017 Laboratory, hygienic or pharmaceutical glassware 

70171000 Laboratory, hygienic or pharmaceutical glassware, of fused quartz... 

70172000 Laboratory, hygienic or pharmaceutical glassware, lce =<5x10-6/k 

70179000 Laboratory, hygienic or pharmaceutical glassware, nes 

7018 Glass smallwares, etc; glass microspheres =<1mm in diameter 

70181000 Glass smallware (incl. Beads, imitation pearls/stones, etc) 

70182000 Glass microspheres =<1mm in diameter 

70189000 Glass statuettes and other ornaments of lamp-worked glass,  nes 

7019 Glass fibres (incl. Glass wool) and articles thereof (eg woven fabrics) 

70191100 Chopped strands of glass fibres, of a length <= 50 mm 

70191200 Rovings of glass fibres 

70191900 Slivers/yarn of glass fibres; chopped strands glass fibres of length >50mm 

70193100 Nonwoven mats of glass fibre (incl. Glass wool) 

70193200 Nonwoven thin sheets (voiles), of glass fibre (incl. Glass wool) 

70193900 Nonwoven webs, mattresses, boards & similar nonwoven products of glass fibre 

70194000 Woven fabrics of rovings of glass fibre 

70195100 Woven fabrics of glass fibre, of a width <= 30 cm 

70195200 Woven fabrics of glass fibre, width>30cm, plain weave, 

weight<250g/m2<=136tex 

70195900 Woven fabrics of glass fibre nes 

70199000 Articles of glass fibre (incl. Glass wool), nes 

70200000 Other articles of glass, nes 

7020 Other articles of glass 

71 Natural/cultured pearls, prec stones & metals, coin etc 

7101 Pearls, natural or cultured, not strung, mounted or set 

71011000 Natural pearls (excl. Strung, mounted or set) 
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71012100 Unworked cultured pearls, (excl. Strung, mounted or set) 

71012200 Worked cultured pearls, (excl. Strung, mounted or set) 

7102 Diamonds, not mounted or set 

71021000 Unsorted diamonds 

71022100 Industrial diamonds unworked or simply sawn, cleaved or bruted 

71022900 Industrial diamonds, notmounted or set, nes 

71023100 Non-industrial diamonds unworked or simply sawn, cleaved or bruted 

71023900 Non-industrial diamonds, not mounted or set, nes 

7103 Precious stones (excl. Diamonds) and semi-precious stones, not set 

71031000 Precious (excl. Diamonds) or semi-precious stones, unworked 

71039100 Rubies, sapphires and emeralds, worked but not set 

71039900 Precious or semi-precious stones, worked but not set, nes 

7104 Synthetic or reconstructed precious or semi-precious stones not set 

71041000 Piezo-electric quartz 

71042000 Synthetic or reconstructed precious or semi-precious stones, unworked 

71049000 Synthetic precious or semi-precious stones, worked but not set 

7105 Dust and powder of natural or synthetic precious or semi-precious stones 

71051000 Dust and powder of diamonds 

71059000 Dust of natural or synthetic precious or semi-precious stones, nes 

7106 Silver, unwrought or in semi-manufactured forms, or in powder form 

71061000 Powder of silver 

71069100 Unwrought silver (incl. Silver plated with gold or platinum) 

71069200 Semi-manufactured silver (incl. Silver plated with gold or platinum) 

71070000 Base metals clad with silver, not further worked then semi-manufactured 

7107 Base metals clad with silver 

7108 Gold, unwrought or in semi-manufactured forms, or in powder form 

71081100 Powder of gold, non-monetary 

71081200 Unwrought gold (incl. Gold plated with platinum), non-monetary 

71081300 Semi-manufactured gold (incl. Gold plated with platinum), non-monetary 

71082000 Monetary gold 

71090000 Base metals or silver, clad with gold, up to semi-manufactured 
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7109 Base metals or silver clad with gold 

7110 Platinum, unwrought or in semi-manufactured forms, or in powder form 

71101100 Platinum unwrought or in powder form 

71101900 Platinum in semi-manufactured forms 

71102100 Palladium, unwrought or in powder form 

71102900 Palladium in semi-manufactured forms 

71103100 Rhodium, unwrought or in powder form 

71103900 Rhodium in semi-manufactured forms 

71104100 Iridium, osmium and ruthenium, unwrought or in powder form 

71104900 Iridium, osmium and ruthenium, in semi-manufactured forms 

71110000 Base metals, silver or gold, clad with platinum, up to semi-manufactured 

7111 Base metals, silver or gold clad with platinum 

7112 Waste and scrap of precious metal or of metal clad with precious metal 

71121000 Waste/scrap gold (incl. gold clad metal) exc. sweepngs cont'g other pr. metals 

71122000 Waste/scrap platinum (inc. platnmclad metal) exc. sweepngs cont. other pr. metal 

71129000 Waste/scrap of (or contng) precious metal/metal clad with precious metal nes 

7113 Articles of jewellery of precious metal or clad with precious metal 

71131100 Articles of jewellery and parts thereof of silver 

71131900 Articles of jewellery and parts thereof of precious metal (excl. Silver) 

71132000 Articles of jewellery of base metal clad with precious metal 

7114 Articles of goldsmiths' or silversmiths' wares of precious metals... 

71141100 Articles of goldsmiths' or silversmiths' wares of silver 

71141900 Articles of goldsmiths' or silversmiths' wares of precious metals, nes 

71142000 Articles of goldsmiths' wares of base metal clad with precious metal 

7115 Other articles of precious metal or of metal clad with precious metal 

71151000 Catalysts in the form of wire cloth or grill, of platinum 

71159000 Articles of metal clad with precious metal, nes 

7116 Articles of natural or cultured pearls, precious or semi-precious stones 

71161000 Articles of natural or cultured pearls 

71162000 Articles of precious or semi-precious stones (excl. Pearls) 

7117 Imitation jewellery 
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71171100 Cuff-links and studs of base metal (incl. Plated) 

71171900 Imitation jewellery of base metal (incl. Plated), nes 

71179000 Imitation jewellery (excl. Of base metal) 

7118 Coin 

71181000 Coin, not being legal tender (excl. Gold coin) 

71189000 Coin of legal tender 

72 Iron and steel 

7201 Pig iron and spiegeleisen in pigs, blocks or other primary forms 

72011000 Non-alloy pig iron containing, =<0.5% phosphorus, in pigs, blocks 

72012000 Non-alloy pig iron containing, >0.5% phosphorus, in pigs, blocks 

72015000 Alloy pig iron; spiegeleisen; in pigs, blocks or other primary forms 

7202 Ferro-alloys 

72021100 Ferro-manganese, containing by weight >2% carbon 

72021900 Ferro-manganese, containing by weight =<2% carbon 

72022100 Ferro-silicon, containing by weight >55% silicon 

72022900 Ferro-silicon, containing by weight =<55% silicon 

72023000 Ferro-silico-manganese 

72024100 Ferro-chromium, containing by weight >4% carbon 

72024900 Ferro-chromium, containing by weight =<4% carbon 

72025000 Ferro-silico-chromium 

72026000 Ferro-nickel 

72027000 Ferro-molybdenum 

72028000 Ferro-tungsten and ferro-silico-tungsten 

72029100 Ferro-titanium and ferro-silico-titanium 

72029200 Ferro-vanadium 

72029300 Ferro-niobium 

72029900 Ferro-alloys, nes 

7203 Ferrous products from iron ore, etc, 99.94% pure iron, in lumps 

72031000 Ferrous products obtained by direct reduction of iron ore, in lumps 

72039000 Spongy ferrous products, nes, and 99.94% pure iron, in lumps, pellets 

7204 Ferrous waste and scrap; remelting scrap ingots of iron or steel 
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72041000 Waste and scrap of cast iron 

72042100 Waste and scrap of stainless steel 

72042900 Waste and scrap of alloy steel (excl. Stainless) 

72043000 Waste and scrap of tinned iron or steel 

72044100 Turnings, shavings, chips, milling waste of iron or steel, nes 

72044900 Ferrous waste and scrap, nes 

72045000 Remelting scrap ingots 

7205 Granules and powders, of pig iron, spiegelelsen, iron or steel 

72051000 Granules, of pig iron, spiegelelsen, iron or steel 

72052100 Powders of alloy steel 

72052900 Powders of pig iron, spiegeleisen, iron or steel (excl. Alloy steel) 

7206 Iron and non-alloy steel in ingots or other primary forms, nes 

72061000 Ingots of iron and non-alloy steel, nes 

72069000 Iron and non-alloy steel, in primary forms (excl. Ingots), nes 

7207 Semi-finished products of iron or non-alloy steel 

72071100 Semi-products of iron/steel, <0.25% carbon, of squarish section 

72071200 Semi-products of iron/steel, <0.25% carbon, of rectangular section 

72071900 Semi-products of iron or non-alloy steel, <0.25% carbon, nes 

72072000 Semi-products of iron or non-alloy steel, >=0.25% carbon 

7208 Hot-rolled iron or non-alloy steel, >=600mm wide 

72081000 Flat/hot-rolled iron/steel, in coils, width >=600mm, with patterns in relief 

72082500 Flat/hot-rolled iron/steel, in coils, width >=600mm, pickled, >=4.75mm thick 

72082600 Flat/hotrolled iron/steel, in coils, wid>=600mm, pickled,>=3mm but<4.7mm thck 

72082700 Flat/hot-rolled iron/steel, in coils, width >=600mm, pickled, <3 mm thick 

72083600 Flat/hot-rolled iron/steel, in coils, width>=600mm, not pickled,>10mm thick 

72083700 Flat/hotrolled iron/steel, in coils, wid>=600mm, not pckld,>=4.75mm 

but<=10mm 

72083800 Flat/hotrolld iron/steel, coils, wid.>=600mm, not pickld>=3mm but<4.75mmthick 

72083900 Flat/hot-rolled iron/steel, in colis, width >=600mm, not pickled, <3mm thick 

72084000 Flat/hotrolled iron/steel, not coils, width>=600mm, with patterns in relief 

72085100 Flat/hot-rolled iron/steel, not in coils, width >=600mm, > 10mm thick 
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72085200 Flat/hotrolled iron/steel, not in coils, wid>=600mm,>=4.75mm but <=10mm thck 

72085300 Flat/hotrolled iron/steel, not coils, width>=600mm, >=3mm but <4.75mm thick 

72085400 Flat/hot-rolled iron/steel, not in coils, width >=600mm, <3mm thick 

72089000 Flat/hotrolled iron/steel, width>=600mm nes inc.furthr workd than hotrolled 

7209 Cold-rolled iron or non-alloy steel, >=600mm wide 

72091500 Flat/cold-rolled iron/steel, in coils, width >=600mm, >=3mm thick 

72091600 Flat/cold-rolled iron/steel, in coils, width >=600mm, >1mm but <3mm thick 

72091700 Flat/coldrolled iron/steel, in coils, width >=600mm, >=0.5mm but <=1mm thick 

72091800 Flat/cold-rolled iron/steel, in coils, width >=600mm, < 0.5mm thick 

72092500 Flat/cold-rolled iron/steel, not in coils, width >=600mm, >=3mm thick 

72092600 Flat/cold-rolled iron/steel, not in coils, width>=600mm, >1mm but<3mm thick 

72092700 Flat/coldrolled iron/steel, not in coils, wid>=600mm,>=0.5mm but <=1mm thick 

72092800 Flat/cold-rolled iron/steel, not in coils, width >=600mm, < 0.5mm thick 

72099000 Flat/coldrolled iron/non-alloy steel, wid>=600mm, not clad, plated/coated nes 

7210 Rolled iron or non-alloy steel, >=600mm wide, clad, plated or coated 

72101100 Flatrolled iron/steel, width>=600mm, >= 0.5mm thick, clad, plated with tin 

72101200 Flat-rolled iron/steel, width >=600mm, <0.5mm thick, plated with tin 

72102000 Flat-rolled iron/steel, width>=600mm, plated/coated with lead, inc. terneplate 

72103000 Flat-rolled iron/steel, width >=600mm, electro-plated or coated with zinc 

72104100 Flatrolld iron/steel, wid.>=600mm, plated wth zinc (exc.electroplatd) corrugtd 

72104900 Flatrolled iron/steel, wid.>=600mm, zinc plated/coated (exc.electroplated) nes 

72105000 Rolled iron/steel, width>=600mm, plated with chromium oxides/cr. & cr oxides 

72106100 Rolled iron/steel, width>=600mm, plated or coated with aluminium-zinc alloys 

72106900 Rolled iron/steel, width>=600mm, otherwise plated/coated with aluminium nes 

72107000 Rolled iron/steel, width >=600mm, painted, varnished, or coated with plastics 

72109000 Rolled iron/steel, width >=600mm, otherwise clad, plated or coated nes 

7211 Rolled iron or non-alloy steel, <600mm wide, not clad, plated or coated 

72111300 Hotrolled iron/steel, on 4 faces, wid>150mm but<600mm,>=4mm thick, not coils 

72111400 Flat/hotrolled iron/steel, wid<600mm,>=4.75mm thick, not clad/plated etc nes 

72111900 Flat/hotrolled iron/nonalloy steel, width<600mm, <4.75mm thick,not clad..nes 

72112300 Flat/cold-rolled iron/steel, width <600mm, contng.by weight < 0.25% carbon 
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72112900 Flat/cold-rolled iron/steel, width <600mm, contng by weight >=0.25% carbon 

72119000 Flatrolled iron/nonalloy steel, wid<600mm, nes (inc.furthr worked than rolled 

7212 Rolled iron or non-alloy steel, <600mm wide, clad, plated or coated 

72121000 Flatrolled iron/nonalloy steel, width <600mm, plated or coated with tin 

72122000 Flatrolled iron/nonalloy steel, width<600mm, electro-plated/coated with zinc 

72123000 Flatrolled iron/steel, width<600mm, zinc plated/coated (excl.electro-plated) 

72124000 Flatrolled iron/steel, width<600mm, painted, varnished or coated with plastic 

72125000 Flat-rolled iron or non-alloy steel, width <600mm, plated or coated, nes 

72126000 Flat-rolled iron or non-alloy steel, width <600mm, clad 

7213 Iron/steel bars androds, hot-rolled, in irregularly wound coils 

72131000 Hotrolled iron/steel bars &rods, in coils, cont. deformations prod.by rolling 

72132000 Hot-rolled bars & rods of free-cutting steel, in coils 

72139100 Hotrolled iron/steel bars &rods, in coils, circlar cross-sect<14mm diameter 

72139110 Wire rods, measuring less than 5.5 mm in diameter 

72139190 Other 

72139900 Hot-rolled iron/non-alloy steel bars & rods, in irregularly wound coils nes 

7214 Iron/steel bars and rods, forged, etc (incl. Twisted), uncoiled 

72141000 Iron or non-alloy steel bars and rods, forged, 

72142000 Iron/steel bars & rods, hotrolled, twisted/with deformtns from rolling proc. 

72143000 Bars/rods of free-cutting steel, hot-rolled, hot-drawn or hot-extruded...nes 

72149100 Iron/steel bars/rods, hot-rolled, rectangular (other than square) x-section 

72149900 Iron/steel bars and rods, hot-rolled, hot-drawn or hot extruded, nes 

7215 Other bars and rods of iron or non-alloy steel 

72151000 Bars/rods of freecutting steel, not further worked thn cold-formed/finished 

72155000 Bars/rods of iron/steel, not further worked than cold-formed/cold-finished 

72159000 Bars/rods of iron/steel, nes (inc.furthr worked than coldformed/coldfinished 

7216 Angles, shapes and sections of iron or non-alloy steel 

72161000 U, I or H sections of iron/steel, hot-rolled, <80mm high 

72162100 L sections of iron/steel, hot-rolled, <80mm high 

72162200 T sections of iron/steel, hot-rolled, <80mm high 

72163100 U sections of iron/steel, hot-rolled, >=80mm high 
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72163200 I sections of iron/steel, hot-rolled, >=80mm high 

72163300 H sections of iron/steel, hot-rolled, >=80mm high 

72164000 L or T sections of iron/steel, hot-rolled, >=80mm high 

72165000 Angles/shapes/sections of iron/steel, not furthr worked than hot-rolled nes 

72166100 Angles sections of iron/steel, not further worked than cold-formed from 

72166900 Angles, shapes of iron/steel, not further worked thn coldformd/finished nes 

72169100 Angles/sections of iron/steel, coldformed/finishd from flatrolled prods nes 

72169900 Angles, shapes and sections of iron or non-alloy steel, nes 

7217 Wire of iron or non-alloy steel 

72171000 Wire of iron/non-alloy steel, not plated/coated, whether or not polished 

72172000 Wire of iron or non-alloy steel, plated or coated with zinc 

72173000 Wire of iron/non-alloy steel, plated or coated with base metals (excl.zinc) 

72179000 Wire of iron or non-alloy steel, nes 

7218 Stainless steel in ingots or other primary forms, semi-products thereof 

72181000 Ingots and other primary forms, of stainless steel 

72189100 Semifinishd prods of stainlss steel, rectangular (other than square) x-section 

72189900 Semi-finished products of stainless steel, nes 

7219 Flat-rolled products of stainless steel, >=600mm wide 

72191100 Hot-rolled stainless steel, in coils, >=600mm by >10mm 

72191200 Hot-rolled stainless steel, in coils, >=600mm by 4.75-10mm 

72191300 Hot-rolled stainless steel, in coils, >=600mm by 3-4.75mm 

72191400 Hot-rolled stainless steel, in coils, >=600mm by <3mm 

72192100 Hot-rolled stainless steel, uncoiled, >=600mm by >10mm 

72192200 Hot-rolled stainless steel, uncoiled, >=600mm by 4.75-10mm 

72192300 Hot-rolled stainless steel, uncoiled, >=600mm by 3-4.75mm 

72192400 Hot-rolled stainless steel, uncoiled, >=600mm by <3mm 

72193100 Cold-rolled stainless steel, uncoiled, >=600mm by >4.75mm 

72193200 Cold-rolled stainless steel, uncoiled, >=600mm by 3-4.75mm 

72193300 Cold-rolled stainless steel, uncoiled, >=600mm by 1-3mm 

72193400 Cold-rolled stainless steel, uncoiled, >=600mm by 0.5-1mm 

72193500 Cold-rolled stainless steel, uncoiled, >=600mm by <0.5mm 
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72199000 Rolled products of stainless steel, >=600mm wide, nes 

7220 Flat-rolled products of stainless steel, <600mm wide 

72201100 Hot-rolled stainless steel, <600mm by >=4.75mm 

72201200 Hot-rolled stainless steel, <600mm by <4.75mm 

72202000 Cold-rolled stainless steel, <600mm wide 

72209000 Rolled products stainless steel, <600mm wide, nes 

72210000 Stainless steel bars & rods, hot-rolled, in irregularly wound coils 

7221 Bars and rods hot-rolled in coils 

7222 Other bars and rods of stainless steel; angles, shapes and sections 

72221100 Stainlss steel bars/rods, not furthr workd than hotrolld, circular x-section 

72221900 Stainlss steel bars/rods, not furthr workd than hotrolld, not circ.x-section 

72222000 Stainless steel bars & rods, cold-formed/finished 

72223000 Stainless steel bars and rods, nes 

72224000 Angles, shapes and sections of stainless steel 

72230000 Wire of stainless steel 

7223 Wire of stainless steel 

7224 Other alloy steel in primary forms; semi-products thereof 

72241000 Ingots and other primary forms, of alloy steel (excl. Stainless) 

72249000 Semi-finished products, of alloy steel (excl. Stainless) 

7225 Flat-rolled products of other alloy steel, >=600mm wide 

72251100 Flat-rolled products of silicon-electric.steel,>=600mm wide, grain-oriented 

72251900 Flatrolled prods of siliconelectric.steel,>=600mm wide, (excl.grainoriented 

72252000 Flat-rolled high speed steel, >=600mm wide 

72253000 Hot-rolled steel alloys, nes, in coils, >=600mm wide 

72254000 Hot-rolled steel alloys, nes, uncoiled, >=600mm wide 

72255000 Cold-rolled steel alloys, nes, >=600mm wide 

72259100 Flatrolled prods of alloy steel,>=600mm wide, electro-plated/coated wt.zinc 

72259200 Flat-rolled alloy steel,>=600mm wide, zinc plated/coated (excl.electroplated 

72259900 Flat-rolled products of alloy steel, >=600mm wide, nes 

7226 Flat-rolled products of alloy steel, <600mm wide 

72261100 Flatrolled products of silicon-electrical steel, <600mm wide, grain-oriented 
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72261900 Flatrolled prods.of siliconelectric.steel, <600mm wide, not grain-oriented 

72262000 Flat-rolled high speed steel, <600mm wide 

72269100 Flatrolled prods alloy steel, not furthr workd than hotrolld, <600mmwide nes 

72269200 Flatrolled prods alloy steel, not furthr workd than coldrolld, <600mm wd nes 

72269300 Flatrolled prods of alloy steel, <600mm wide, electroplated/coated with zinc 

72269400 Flatrolled alloy steel, <600mm wide,zinc plated/coated (exc.electro-plated) 

72269900 Flat-rolled products of other alloy steel, <600mm wide, nes 

7227 Bars and rods, hot-rolled, in coils, of other alloy steel 

72271000 Bars and rods, hot-rolled, in coils, of high-speed steel 

72272000 Bars and rods, hot-rolled, in coils, of silico-manganese steel 

72279000 Bars and rods, hot-rolled, in coils, of alloy steel, nes 

7228 Other bars and rods; angles, shapes and sections of other alloy steel 

72281000 Bars and rods, of high-speed steel 

72282000 Bars and rods of silico-manganese steel 

72283000 Bars and rods of alloy steel, nes, hot-rolled, -drawn or extruded 

72284000 Bars and rods of alloy steel, nes, simply forged 

72285000 Bars and rods of alloy steel, nes, cold-formed or cold-finished 

72286000 Bars and rods of alloy steel, nes 

72287000 Angles, shapes and sections of alloy steel 

72288000 Hollow drill bars and rods, of alloy or non-alloy steel 

7229 Wire of other alloy steel 

72291000 Wire of high-speed steel 

72292000 Wire of silico-manganese steel 

72299000 Wire of alloy steel, nes 

73 Articles of iron and steel 

7301 Sheet piling of iron or steel; welded angles, etc, of iron or steel 

73011000 Sheet piling of iron or steel 

73012000 Angles, shapes and sections of iron or steel 

7302 Railway track construction material of iron or steel 

73021000 Railway rails of iron or steel 

73022000 Railway sleepers (cross-ties) of iron or steel 
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73023000 Railway switch blades and other crossing pieces of iron or steel 

73024000 Railway fish plates and sole plates of iron or steel 

73029000 Railway track construction material of iron or steel, etc, nes 

73030000 Tubes, pipes and hollow profiles, of cast iron 

7303 Tubes, pipes and hollow profiles, of cast iron 

7304 Tubes, pipes and hollow profiles, seamless, of iron (excl. Cast), steel 

73041000 Seamless iron/steel line pipe used for oil or gas pipelines 

73042100 Seamless iron or steel drill pipe of a kind used in drilling for oil/gas 

73042900 Seamless iron/steel casing (exc.drill pipe) kind used in oil/gas drilling 

73043100 Seamless iron/steel tubes/pipes/profiles, circular, cold-drawn 

73043900 Seamless iron/steel tubes/pipes/profiles, circular, nes 

73044100 Seamless stainless steel tubes/pipes/profiles, circular, cold-drawn 

73044900 Seamless stainless steel tubes/pipes/profiles, circular, nes 

73045100 Seamless alloy tubes/pipes/profiles, cold-drawn/rolled 

73045900 Seamless alloy tubes/pipes/profiles, nes 

73049000 Seamless iron/steel tubes/pipes/profiles of non-circular x-section 

7305 Other circular tubes and pipes, diameter >406.4mm, of iron or steel 

73051100 Iron/steel line pipe, longitud. submerged arc welded,circ.x-section >406.4mm 

73051200 Iron/steel line pipe, longitudnlly welded, nes, circ. x-sect.>406.4mm ext.diam 

73051900 Iron/steel line pipe, spirally welded, circular x-section,>406.4mm ext.diam 

73052000 Iron/steel casing for drilling for oil or gas, >406.4mm external diameter 

73053100 Iron/steel tubes and pipes, (excl.line pipe) longitudinally welded,>406.4m 

73053900 Iron/steel tubes and pipes, spirally welded, >406.4mm external diameter 

73059000 Iron/steel tubes, riveted, >406.4mm external diameter 

7306 Other tubes, pipes and hollow profiles of iron or steel, welded, nes 

73061000 Line pipe used for oil or gas pipelines of iron or steel, nes 

73062000 Casing and tubing for drilling for oil or gas of iron or steel, nes 

73063000 Tubes and pipes, welded, circular, of iron or non-alloy steel, nes 

73064000 Tubes and pipes, welded, circular, of stainless steel, nes 

73065000 Tubes and pipes, welded, circular, of other alloy steel, nes 

73066000 Tubes/pipes/profiles, welded, of iron/steel, nes 
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73069000 Tubes, pipes and hollow profiles, riveted, of iron or steel, nes 

7307 Tube or pipe fittings of iron or steel 

73071100 Cast tube or pipe fittings of non-malleable cast iron 

73071900 Cast tube or pipe fittings of iron, nes, or steel 

73072100 Flanges of stainless steel 

73072200 Threaded elbows, bends and sleeves of stainless steel 

73072300 Butt welding fittings (excl. Elbows and bends) of stainless steel 

73072900 Tube or pipe fittings of stainless steel, nes 

73079100 Flanges of iron or steel (excl. Stainless) 

73079200 Threaded elbows, bends and sleeves of iron or steel (excl. Stainless) 

73079300 Butt welding fittings of iron or steel (excl. Stainless) 

73079900 Tube or pipe fittings of iron or steel (excl. Stainless), nes 

7308 Iron/steel structures and parts thereof; plates, rods therefor 

73081000 Bridges and bridge-sections of iron or steel 

73082000 Towers and lattice masts of iron or steel 

73083000 Doors, window-frames and thresholds for doors of iron or steel 

73084000 Equipment for scaffolding, shuttering, propping or pitpropping of iron/steel 

73089000 Structures and parts of structures, nes, of iron or steel 

73089010 Roofing tiles with accessories 

73089090 Other 

73090000 Reservoirs, tanks (excl. For gas) of iron or steel, >=300 l 

7309 Reservoirs, tanks (excl for gas), of iron or steel, > 300l 

73090010 Reservoirs, tanks, vats of a capacity of 15,000 lt or more 

73090090 Other: Reservoirs tanks, vats and similar containers 

7310 Tanks, casks, drums, cans (excl. For gas) of iron or steel, <300 l 

73101000 Tanks, casks, drums, cans (excl. For gas) of iron or steel, 50-300 l 

73102100 Cans used for preserving food and drink of iron or steel, <50 l 

73102900 Tanks, casks, drums (excl. For gas) of iron or steel, <50 l 

73102910 Aerosol cans 

73102920 Beverage cans, tins and ends 

73102990 Other 
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73110000 Containers for compressed or liquefied gas, of iron or steel 

7311 Containers for compressed or liquified gas, of iron or steel 

7312 Stranded wire, cables of iron or steel, not electically insulated 

73121000 Stranded wire, cables of iron or steel, not electically insulated 

73129000 Plaited bands, slings, etc, of iron or steel, not electically insulated 

73130000 Barbed wire and other fencing material, of iron or steel 

7313 Barbed wire of iron or steel 

7314 Cloth, grill, netting and fencing of iron/steel wire; expanded metal 

73141200 Stainless steel woven cloth endless bands for machinery 

73141300 Woven cloth endless bands for machinery, of iron/steel, (exc.stainless steel 

73141400 Woven cloth of stainless steel (excl. Endless bands for machinery) 

73141900 Woven cloth of iron or steel wire (excl.endless bands or stainless steel) 

73142000 Wire iron/steel grill, fencing, welded @ intersect, mesh>=100cm2, x-

sectn>=3mm 

73143100 Iron/steel grill, netting & fencng, welded @ intersect, plated/coatd wth zinc 

73143900 Iron/steel grill, netting & fencing, welded at intersection, nes 

73144100 Iron/steel cloth, grill, netting & fencing, nes, plated or coated with zinc 

73144200 Iron/steel cloth, grill, netting & fencing, nes, coated with plastics 

73144900 Iron/steel cloth, grill, netting & fencing, nes, 

73145000 Expanded metal of iron or steel 

7315 Chain and parts thereof, or iron or steel 

73151100 Roller chain of iron or steel 

73151200 Articulated link chain (excl. Roller chain) of iron or steel 

73151900 Parts of articulated link chain of iron or steel 

73152000 Skid chain of iron or steel 

73158100 Stud-link of iron or steel 

73158200 Welded link chain (excl. Stud-link) of iron or steel 

73158900 Chain, nes, of iron or steel 

73159000 Parts of chains, nes, of iron or steel 

73160000 Anchors, grapnels and parts thereof, of iron or steel 

7316 Anchors, grapnels and parts, of iron or steel 
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73170000 Nails, tacks, drawing pins, corrugated nails of iron or steel 

7317 Nails, tacks, drawing pins etc. Of iron or steel 

7318 Screws, bolts, nuts, coach-screws, screw books of iron or steel 

73181100 Coach screws of iron or steel 

73181200 Wood screws (excl. Coach screws) of iron or steel 

73181300 Screw hooks and screw rings of iron or steel 

73181400 Self-tapping screws of iron or steel 

73181500 Screws and bolts of iron or steel, nes 

73181600 Nuts of iron or steel 

73181900 Threaded articles, nes, of iron or steel 

73182100 Spring washers and other lock washers 

73182200 Washers, nes 

73182300 Rivets 

73182400 Cotters and cotter-pins 

73182900 Non-threaded articles, nes, of iron or steel 

7319 Sewing needles, knitting needles, bodkins of iron or steel, nes 

73191000 Sewing, darning or embroidery needles of iron or steel 

73192000 Safety pins of iron or steel 

73193000 Pins (excl. Safety) of iron or steel 

73199000 Knitting needles, bodkins, crochet hooks, etc, of iron or steel 

7320 Springs and leaves for springs, of iron or steel 

73201000 Leaf-springs and leaves therefor, of iron or steel 

73202000 Helical springs of iron or steel 

73209000 Springs, nes, of iron or steel 

7321 Stoves, ranges, grates, cookers, etc, (non-electric) of iron or steel 

73211100 Cooking appliances, plate warmers, for gas fuel of iron or steel 

73211200 Cooking appliances, plate warmers, for liquid fuel of iron or steel 

73211300 Cooking appliances, plate warmers, for solid fuel of iron or steel 

73218100 Appliances, (exc.cookers) for gas fuel/both gas & other fuels, of iron/steel 

73218200 Appliances (exc.cooking applnces/plate warmrs) for liquid fuel, of iron/steel 

73218300 Appliances (exc.cooking appliancs/plate warmrs) for solid fuel,of iron/steel 
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73219000 Parts of appliances of 7321.11 to 7321.83, of iron or steel 

7322 Radiators for central heating (non-electric) of iron or steel 

73221100 Radiators, not electrically heated, and parts thereof of cast iron 

73221900 Radiators, not electrically heated, and parts thereof of iron or steel 

73229000 Ai r heaters/hot air distributors, nes (non-electric) of iron/steel 

7323 Table, kitchen or household articles and parts thereof of iron or steel 

73231000 Iron or steel wool, pot scourers, scouring or polishing pads, gloves 

73239100 Table, kitchen or household articles of cast iron, not enamelled 

73239200 Table, kitchen or household articles of cast iron, enamelled 

73239300 Table, kitchen or household articles of stainless steel 

73239400 Table, kitchen or household articles of iron or steel, enamelled 

73239900 Table, kitchen or household articles of iron or steel, nes 

7324 Sanitary ware and parts thereof, of iron or steel 

73241000 Sinks and wash basins, of stainless steel 

73242100 Baths of cast iron (incl. Enamelled) 

73242900 Baths of iron (excl. Cast) or steel 

73249000 Sanitary ware and parts of sanitary ware of iron or steel 

7325 Other cast articles of iron or steel 

73251000 Articles of non-malleable cast iron, nes 

73259100 Grinding balls and similar articles for mills of cast steel 

73259900 Cast articles of iron or steel, nes 

7326 Other articles of iron or steel 

73261100 Grinding balls for mills, forged or stamped, of iron or steel 

73261900 Forged or stamped articles of iron or steel, nes 

73262000 Articles of iron or steel wire, nes 

73269000 Articles of iron or steel, nes 

74 Copper and articles thereof 

7401 Copper mattes; cement copper (precipitated copper) 

74011000 Copper mattes 

74012000 Cement copper (precipitated copper) 

74020000 Unrefined copper; copper anodes for electrolytic refining 
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7402 Unrefined copper, copper anods for electrolytic refining 

7403 Refined copper and copper alloys, unwrought 

74031100 Cathodes and sections of cathodes of refined copper 

74031200 Wire-bars of refined copper 

74031300 Billets of refined copper 

74031900 Refined copper, nes, unwrought 

74032100 Brass, unwrought 

74032200 Bronze, unwrought 

74032300 Cupro-nickel and nickel silver, unwrought 

74032900 Copper (excl. Master) alloys, nes, unwrought 

74040000 Copper waste and scrap 

7404 Copper waste and scrap 

74050000 Master alloys of copper 

7405 Master alloys of copper 

7406 Copper powders and flakes 

74061000 Copper powders of non-lamellar structure 

74062000 Copper powders of lamellar structure; flakes 

7407 Copper bars, rods and profiles 

74071000 Bars, rods and profiles of refined copper 

74072100 Bars, rods and profiles of brass 

74072200 Bars, rods and profiles of cupro-nickel or nickel silver 

74072900 Bars, rods and profiles of copper alloys, nes 

7408 Copper wire 

74081100 Wire of refined copper, maximum cross-sectional dimension >6mm 

74081900 Wire of refined copper, maximum cross-sectional dimension =<6mm 

74082100 Wire of brass 

74082200 Wire of cupro-nickel or nickel silver 

74082900 Wire of copper alloy, nes 

7409 Copper plates, sheets and strip, >5mm thick 

74091100 Plates, sheets and strip, of refined copper, in coils, >0.15mm thick 

74091900 Plates, sheets and strip, of refined copper, uncoiled, >0.15mm thick 
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74092100 Plates, sheets and strip, of brass, in coils, >0.15mm thick 

74092900 Plates, sheets and strip, of brass, uncoiled, >0.15mm thick 

74093100 Plates, sheets and strip, of bronze, in coils, >0.15mm thick 

74093900 Plates, sheets and strip, of bronze, uncoiled, >0.15mm thick 

74094000 Plates, sheets and strip, of cupro-nickel/nickel silver, >0.15mm thick 

74099000 Plates, sheets and strip, of copper alloys, nes, >0.15mm thick 

7410 Copper foil (incl. Backed), =<0.15mm thick without backing 

74101100 Foil, not backed, of refined copper, =<0.15mm thick 

74101200 Foil, not backed, of copper alloys, =<0.15mm thick 

74102100 Foil, backed with paper of refined copper, =<0.15mm thick 

74102200 Foil, backed with paper of copper alloys, =<0.15mm thick 

7411 Copper tubes and pipes 

74111000 Tubes and pipes of refined copper 

74112100 Tubes and pipes of brass 

74112200 Tubes and pipes of cupro-nickel or nickel silver 

74112900 Tubes and pipes of copper alloys, nes 

7412 Copper tube or pipe fittings 

74121000 Tube or pipe fittings of refined copper 

74122000 Tube or pipe fittings of copper alloys 

74130000 Stranded wire, cables of copper, not electrically insulated 

7413 Stranded wire, cables, plated bands and the like, of copper 

7414 Cloth, grill and netting of copper wire; expanded metal of copper 

74142000 Cloth (incl.endless bands), of copper wire 

74149000 Grill & netting of copper wire; expanded metal of copper 

7415 Nails wholly or partly of copper; copper screws 

74151000 Nails and tacks, drawing pins, staples, etc, of copper or partly copper 

74152100 Washers of copper 

74152900 Non-threaded articles such as rivets, cotters, cotter-pins of copper 

74153100 Screws for wood of copper 

74153200 Screws and bolts of copper 

74153900 Threaded articles of copper, nes 
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74160000 Copper springs 

7416 Copper springs 

74170000 Domestic cooking or heating apparatus (non-electric) of copper 

7417 Cooking or heating apparatus of a kind used for domestic purposes 

7418 Table, kitchen, household and sanitary articles of copper 

74181100 Pot scourers and scouring or polishing pads, gloves and the like, of copper 

74181900 Table, kitchen or other household articles and parts thereof, of copper 

74182000 Sanitary ware and parts thereof of copper 

7419 Other articles of copper 

74191000 Chain and parts thereof of copper 

74199100 Cast, moulded, stamped or forged articles of copper 

74199900 Articles of copper, nes 

75 Nickel and articles thereof 

7501 Nickel mattes, oxide sinters and other products of nickel metallurgy 

75011000 Nickel mattes 

75012000 Nickel oxide sinters and other products of nickel metallurgy 

7502 Unwrought nickel 

75021000 Unwrought nickel, not alloyed 

75022000 Unwrought nickel alloys 

75030000 Nickel waste and scrap 

7503 Nickel waste and scrap 

75040000 Nickel powders and flakes 

7504 Nickel powders and flakes 

7505 Nickel bars, rods, profiles and wire 

75051100 Bars, rods and profiles of nickel, not alloyed 

75051200 Bars, rods and profiles, of nickel alloys 

75052100 Wire of nickel, not alloyed 

75052200 Wire of nickel alloys 

7506 Nickel plates, sheets, strip and foil 

75061000 Plates, sheets, strip and foil of nickel, not alloyed 

75062000 Plates, sheets, strip and foil of nickel alloys 
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7507 Nickel tubes, pipes and tube orpipe fittings 

75071100 Tubes and pipes of nickel, not alloyed 

75071200 Tubes and pipes of nickel alloys 

75072000 Tubes or pipe fittings of nickel 

7508 Other articles of nickel, nes 

75081000 Cloth, grill and netting of nickel wire 

75089000 Articles of nickel nes 

76 Aluminium and articles thereof 

7601 Unwrought aluminium 

76011000 Unwrought aluminium, not alloyed 

76012000 Aluminium alloys, unwrought 

76020000 Aluminium waste and scrap 

7602 Aluminium waste and scrap 

7603 Aluminium powder and flakes 

76031000 Powders of non-lamellar structure of aluminium 

76032000 Powders of lamellar structure; flakes of aluminium 

7604 Aluminium bars, rods and profiles 

76041000 Bars, rods and profiles of aluminium, not alloyed 

76042100 Hollow profiles of aluminium alloys 

76042900 Bars, rods and profiles of aluminium alloys 

7605 Aluminium wire 

76051100 Wire of aluminium, not alloyed, maximum cross-sectional dimension > 7mm 

76051900 Wire of aluminium, not alloyed, maximum cross-sectional dimension =<7mm 

76052100 Wire of aluminium alloys, maximum cross-sectional dimension >7mm 

76052900 Wire of aluminium alloys, maximum cross-sectional dimension =<7mm 

7606 Aluminium plates, sheets and strip, >0.2mm thick 

76061100 Rectangular (incl. Square) plates of aluminium, not alloyed, >0.2mm 

76061200 Rectangular (incl. Square) plates ofaluminium alloys, >0.2mm thick 

76069100 Plates (excl. Rectangular) of aluminium, not alloyed, >0.2mm thick 

76069200 Plates (excl. Rectangular) of aluminium alloys, >0.2mm thick 

76069210 Circular 
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76069290 Other 

7607 Aluminium foil, (incl. Backed) =<0.2mm thick without backing 

76071100 Aluminium foil, =<0.2mm thick, not backed, rolled 

76071900 Aluminium foil, =<0.2mm thick, not backed (excl. Rolled) 

76072000 Aluminium foil, =<0.2mm thick, backed with paper, plastics... 

7608 Aluminium tubes and pipes 

76081000 Tubes and pipes of aluminium, not alloyed 

76082000 Tubes and pipes of aluminium alloys 

76090000 Aluminium tube or pipe fittings 

7609 Aluminium tube or pipe fittings 

7610 Aluminium structures and parts of structures; plates, rods Therefor 

76101000 Doors, windows and their frames and thresholds, of aluminium 

76109000 Aluminium structure and parts of structures, nes 

76110000 Aluminium reservoirs, tanks, etc, (excl. For gas) >=300 l 

7611 Aluminium reservoirs, tanks, vats (exl liquified gas) > 300l 

76110010 Of a capacity of 15,000 l or more 

76110090 Other 

7612 Aluminium casks, drums, cans, etc, (excl. For gas) <300 l 

76121000 Collapsible tubular containers of aluminium, (excl. For gas) <300 l 

76129000 Aluminium casks, drums, etc, nes (excl. For gas), <300 l 

76130000 Aluminium containers for compressed or liquefied gas 

7613 Aluminium containers for compressed or liquified gas 

7614 Stranded wire, cables of aluminium, not electrically insulated 

76141000 Cables of aluminium, with steel core, not electically insulated 

76149000 Stranded wire, cables of aluminium alloys, not electrically insulated 

7615 Table, kitchen, household and sanitary articles of aluminium 

76151100 Pot scourers & scouring or polishing pads, gloves & the like, of aluminium 

76151900 Table, kitchen or other household articles and parts thereof, of aluminium 

76152000 Sanitary ware and parts thereof of aluminium 

7616 Other articles of aluminium 

76161000 Nails, tacks, staples, screws, bolts, nuts of aluminium 
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76169100 Cloth, grill, netting and fencing, of aluminium wire 

76169900 Articles of aluminium, nes 

76169911 Ofcap.of136 ltrs.but<300 ltrs.and of operating pressure of<7kg.per sq.cm 

76169919 Other 

76169990 Other 

78 Lead and articles thereof 

7801 Unwrought lead 

78011000 Refined lead, unwrought 

78019100 Unwrought lead, containing antimony as the principale other element 

78019900 Unwrought lead (excl. Refined and containing antimony) 

78020000 Lead waste and scrap 

7802 Lead waste and scrap 

78030000 Lead bars, rods, profiles and wire 

7803 Lead bars, rods, profiles and wire 

7804 Lead plate, sheets, strip and foil;lead powders and flakes 

78041100 Lead sheets, strip and foil, =<0.2mm thick 

78041900 Lead plates, lead sheets, strip and foil, nes 

78042000 Powders and flakes of lead 

78050000 Lead tubes, pipes and tube or pipe fittings 

7805 Lead tubes, pipes and tube or pipe fittings 

78060000 Othervarticles of lead nes 

7806 Other articles of lead 

79 Zinc and articles thereof 

7901 Unwrought zinc 

79011100 Zinc, not alloyed, >=99.99% pure 

79011200 Zinc, not alloyed, <99.99% pure 

79012000 Zinc alloys 

79020000 Zinc waste and scrap 

7902 Zinc waste and scrap 

7903 Zinc dust, powders and flakes 

79031000 Zinc dust 
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79039000 Powders and flakes of zinc 

79040000 Zinc bars, rods, profiles and wire 

7904 Zinc bars, rods, profiles and wire 

79050000 Zinc plates, sheets, strip and foil 

7905 Zinc plates, sheets, strip and foil 

79060000 Zinc tubes, pipe and tube or pipe fittings 

7906 Zinc tubes, pipes and tube or pipe fittings 

79070000 Articles of zinc, nes 

7907 Other articles of zinc 

80 Tin and articles thereof 

8001 Unwrought tin 

80011000 Tin, not alloyed, unwrought 

80012000 Tin alloys, unwrought 

80020000 Tin waste and scrap 

8002 Tin waste and scrap 

80030000 Tin bars, rods, profiles and wire 

8003 Tin bars, rods, profiles and wire 

80040000 Tin plates, sheets and strip, of a thickness >=0.2mm 

8004 Tin plates, sheets and strip of thickness > 0.2mm 

80050000 Tin foil(printed or not)of thickness(excl.backing)<=0.2mm;tin powders/flks 

8005 Tin foil whether or not printed or backed with paper < 0.2mm 

80060000 Tin tubes, pipes and tube or pipe fittings 

8006 Tin tubes, pipes or pipe fittings 

80070000 Other articles of tin, nes 

8007 Other articles of tin 

81 Other base metals; cermets; articles thereof 

8101 Tungsten (wolfram) and articles thereof (incl. Waste and scrap) 

81011000 Powders of tungsten 

81019100 Unwrought tungsten (incl. Sintered bars and rods); waste and scrap 

81019200 Bars and rods (excl. Merely by sintered), profiles of tungsten 

81019300 Wire of tungsten 
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81019900 Articles of tungsten, nes 

8102 Molybdenum and articles thereof (incl. Waste and scrap) 

81021000 Powders of molybdenum 

81029100 Unwrought molybdenum (incl. Sintered bars and rods); waste and scrap 

81029200 Bars and rods (excl. Obtained by sintering), profiles of molybdenum 

81029300 Wire of molybdenum 

81029900 Articles of molybdenum, nes 

8103 Tantalum and articles thereof (incl. Waste and scrap) 

81031000 Unwrought tantalum (incl. Bars and rods); waste and scrap of tantalum 

81039000 Articles of tantalum, nes 

8104 Magnesium and articles thereof (incl. Waste and scrap) 

81041100 Unwrought magnesium, >=99.8% pure 

81041900 Unwrought magnesium, <99.8% pure 

81042000 Waste and scrap of magnesium 

81043000 Raspings, turnings, graded according to size; powders of magnesium 

81049000 Articles of magnesium, nes 

8105 Cobalt mattes and other products of cobalt metallurgy; cobalt 

81051000 Cobalt mattes, etc; unwrought cobalt; waste, scrap and powders 

81059000 Articles of cobalt, nes 

81060000 Bismuth and articles thereof (incl. Waste and scrap) 

8106 Bismuth and articles thereof (incl. Waste and srap) 

8107 Cadmium and articles thereof (incl. Waste and scrap) 

81071000 Unwrought cadmium; waste, scrap and powders of cadmium 

81079000 Articles of cadmium, nes 

8108 Titanium and articles thereof (incl. Waste and scrap) 

81081000 Unwrought titanium; waste, scrap and powders of titanium 

81089000 Articles of titanium, nes 

8109 Zirconium and articles thereof (incl. Waste and scrap) 

81091000 Unwrought zirconium; waste, scrap and powders of zirconium 

81099000 Articles of zirconium 

81100000 Antimony and articles thereof (incl. Waste and scrap) 
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8110 Antimony and articles thereof, incl waste and scrap 

81110000 Manganese and articles thereof (incl. Waste and scrap) 

8111 Manganese and articles thereof incl waste and scrap 

8112 Beryllium, chromium, germanium, vanadium... And articles thereof 

81121100 Unwrought beryllium; waste, scrap and powders of beryllium 

81121900 Articles of beryllium, nes 

81122000 Chromium and articles thereof (incl. Waste and scrap) 

81123000 Germanium and articles thereof (incl. Waste and scrap) 

81124000 Vanadium and articles thereof (incl. Waste and scrap) 

81129100 Unwrought base metals, nes; waste, scrap and powders thereof 

81129900 Articles of other base metals, nes 

81130000 Cermets and articles thereof (incl. Waste and scrap) 

8113 Cerments and articles thereof incl waste and scrap 

82 Tool, implement, cutlery, spoon & fork, of base met etc 

8201 Hand tools (eg. Spades, shovels, mattocks, picks, hoes, forks, etc) 

82011000 Spades and shovels 

82012000 Forks 

82013000 Mattocks, picks, hoes and rakes 

82014000 Axes, bill hooks and similar hewing tools 

82015000 Secateurs and similar one-handed pruners and shears (incl. Poultry shears) 

82016000 Hedge shears, two-handed pruning shears and similar two-handed shears 

82019000 Scythes timber wedges and other agricultural/forestry hand tools 

8202 Hand saws; blades for saws of all kinds (incl. Slitting, slotting) 

82021000 Hand saws 

82022000 Band saw blades 

82023100 Circular saw blades (inc.slittng/slottng saw blades) with steel working parts 

82023900 Circular saw blades (inc.slitting blades) excl. with steel working part; parts 

82024000 Chain saw blades 

82029100 Straight saw blades, for working metal 

82029900 Saw blades, nes 

8203 Files, rasps, pliers, pincers, tweezers, metal cutting shears, etc 
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82031000 Files, raspsand similar tools 

82032000 Tweezers, pliers, pincers and similar tools 

82033000 Metal cutting shears and similar hand tools 

82034000 Pipe-cutters, bolt croppers, perforating punches and similar tools 

8204 Hand-operated spanners and wrenches; interchangeable spanner sockets 

82041100 Hand-operated spanners and wrenches, non-adjustable 

82041200 Hand-operated spanners and wrenches, adjustable 

82042000 Interchangeable spanner sockets, with or without handles 

8205 Hand tools, nes; blow lamps; vices, clamps, etc; anvils, etc 

82051000 Drilling, threading or tapping hand tools 

82052000 Hammers and sledge hammers 

82053000 Planes, chisels, gouges and similar cutting tools for working wood 

82054000 Screwdrivers 

82055100 Household hand tools 

82055900 Hand tools, nes (incl. Graziers' diamonds) 

82056000 Blow lamps 

82057000 Vices, clamps and the like 

82058000 Anvils; portable forges; grinding wheels with frameworks 

82059000 Sets of articles of two or more of the subheadings 8205.10 to 8205.80 

82060000 Tools of two or more of 82.02 to 82.05, put up in sets for retail sale 

8206 Tools of two or more of head 8202 to 8205, put up in sets for retail sale 

8207 Interchangeable tools for hand or machine-tools... 

82071300 Rock drilling or earth boring tools, with working part of cermets 

82071900 Rock drilling/earth boring tools (excl.with working part of cermets);parts 

82072000 Dies for drawing or extruding metal 

82073000 Interchangeable tools for pressing, stamping or punching 

82074000 Interchangeable tools for tapping or threading 

82075000 Interchangeable tools for drilling, other than for rock drilling 

82076000 Interchangeable tools for boring or broaching 

82077000 Interchangeable tools for milling 

82078000 Interchangeable tools for turning 
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82079000 Interchangeable tools for hand or machine-tools, nes 

8208 Knives and cutting blades, for machines or for mechanical appliances 

82081000 Knives and cutting blades, for metal working machines 

82082000 Knives and cutting blades, for wood working machines 

82083000 Knives and cutting blades, for kitchen appliances used for food 

82084000 Knives and cutting blades, for agricultural, horticultural Machines 

82089000 Knives and cutting blades, for machines or mechanical appliances nes 

82090000 Plates, sticks for tools, unmounted, of metal carbides or cermet 

8209 Plates, sticks, tips and the like for tools, unmounted, of cermets 

82100000 Hand-operated machanical appliances, =<10kg, used for food or drink 

8210 Hand-operated mechanical appliances, of < 10kg used for food or drink 

8211 Knives with cutting blades, (excl. Knives of 82.08) and blades therefor 

82111000 Sets of assorted knives, nes 

82119100 Table knives with fixed blades 

82119200 Knives with fixed blades (excl. Table knives) 

82119300 Knives (excl. With fixed blades) 

82119400 Blades for knives (excl. Those of 82.08) 

82119500 Knife handles of base metal 

8212 Razors and razor blades (incl. Razor blade blanks in strips) 

82121000 Razors (non-electric) 

82122000 Safety razor blades (incl. Razor blades blanks in strips) 

82129000 Parts of razors, nes 

82130000 Scissors, tailors' shears and similar shears, and blades therefor 

8213 Scissors, tailor`s shears, and blades thereof 

8214 Other articles of cutlery; manicure or pedicure sets and instruments 

82141000 Paper knives, letter openers, erasing knives, pencil sharpeners 

82142000 Manicure or pedicure sets and instruments (incl. Nail files) 

82149000 Other articles of cutlery 

8215 Spoons, forks, ladles, skimmers, cake-servers or tableware 

82151000 Sets of spoons, forks, etc (one or more plated with precious metal) 

82152000 Sets of assorted spoons, forks, etc (excl. Plated) 
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82159100 Spoons, forks or similar tableware, plated with precious metal 

82159900 Spoons, forks, ladles, skimmers or similar tableware, nes 

83 Miscellaneous articles of basee metal 

8301 Padlocks and locks, clasps incorporating locks, keys of base metal 

83011000 Padlocks of base metal 

83012000 Locks for motor vehicles of base metal 

83013000 Locks for furniture of base metal 

83014000 Locks of base metal, nes 

83015000 Clasps and frames with clasps, incorporating locks of base metal 

83016000 Parts of padlocks and locks of base metals 

83017000 Keys presented separately of base metal 

8302 Base metal mountings, fittings; hat-racks; door closers 

83021000 Hinges of base metal 

83022000 Castors of base metal 

83023000 Mountings, fittings, etc, for motor vehicles, of base metal, nes 

83024100 Mountings, fittings, etc, for buildings, of base metal, nes 

83024200 Mountings, fittings, etc, for furniture, of base metal, nes 

83024900 Mountings, fittings, etc, for doors, staircases, of base metal 

83025000 Hat-racks, hat-pegs, brackets and similar fixtures of base metal 

83026000 Automatic door closers of base metal 

83030000 Armoured or reinforced safes, strong-boxes and doors of base metal 

8303 Armoured or reinforced safes, strong-boxes of base metal 

83040000 Filing cabinets, card-index cabinets or desk equipment of base metal 

8304 Filing cabinets, desk equipments, of base metal 

8305 Fittings for loose-leaf binders or files, letter clips of base metal 

83051000 Fittings for loose-leaf binders or files of base metal 

83052000 Staples in strips, of base metal 

83059000 Office articles such as letter clips, letter corners of base metal 

8306 Bells, etc, statuettes, photograph frames, mirrors of base metal 

83061000 Bells, gongs, etc, non-electric, of base metal 

83062100 Statuettes and other ornaments of base metal, plated with precious metal 
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83062900 Statuettes and other ornaments of base metal (excl. Plated) 

83063000 Photograph, picture or similar frames; mirrors of base metal 

8307 Flexible tubing of base metal, with or without fittings 

83071000 Flexible tubing of iron or steel 

83079000 Flexible tubing of base metal (excl. Iron or steel) 

8308 Clasps hooks for clothing etc, rivets, beads of base metal 

83081000 Hooks, eyes and eyelets of base metal 

83082000 Tubular or bifurcated rivets of base metal 

83089000 Clasps, buckles beads andspangles of base metal (incl. Parts) 

8309 Stoppers, caps and lids, capsules for bottles of base metal 

83091000 Crown corks of base metal 

83099000 Stoppers, caps and lids (excl. Crown corks) of base metal 

83100000 Sign-plates, name-plates, address-plates, etc, of base metal 

8310 Sign-plates, name plates, etc of base metal excl heading 9403 

8311 Wire, rods electrodes of base metal, flux-coated or cored, etc 

83111000 Coated electrodes of base metal, for electric arc-welding 

83112000 Cored wire of base metal, for electric arc-welding 

83113000 Coated rods and cored wire of base metal, for soldering, brazing... 

83119000 Wires, rods of base metal, coated/cored (incl. Powder for sprays) nes 

84 Nuclear reactors, boilers, mchy & mech appliance; parts 

8401 Nuclear reactors; fuel elements; machinery for isotopic separation 

84011000 Nuclear reactors 

84012000 Machinery and apparatus for isotopic separation, parts thereof 

84013000 Fuel elements (cartridges), non-irradiated, for nuclear reactors 

84014000 Parts of nuclear reactors (excl. Fuel elements) 

8402 Steam boilers (excl. Central heating); super-heated water boilers 

84021100 Watertube boilers with a steam production >45t/hour 

84021200 Watertube boilers with a steam production =<45t/hour 

84021900 Other vapour generating boilers, nes (incl. Hybrid boilers) 

84022000 Super-heated water boilers 

84029000 Parts of vapour generating boilers and super-heated water boilers 
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8403 Central heating boilers 

84031000 Boilers for central heating 

84039000 Parts of boilers for central heating 

8404 Auxiliary plant for use with boilers; condensers for vapour power units 

84041000 Auxiliary plant for use with boilers of 84.02 or 84.03 

84042000 Condensers for steam or other vapour power units 

84049000 Parts of auxiliary plant for use with boilers 

8405 Producer gas or water gas generators; acetylene gas generators, etc 

84051000 Producer gas or water gas generators; acetylene gas generators, etc 

84059000 Parts of producer gas or water gas generators etc 

8406 Steam turbines and other vapour turbines 

84061000 Steam turbines and other vapour turbines for marine propulsion 

84068100 Steam/other vapour turbines (excl.for marine propulsion) with output > 40mw 

84068200 Steam/other vapour turbines (excl.for marine propulsion) with output <=40mw 

84069000 Parts of steam and other vapour turbines 

8407 Spark-ignition reciprocating/rotary internal combustion piston engines 

84071000 Aircraft spark-ignition piston engines 

84072100 Outboard motors for marine propulsion 

84072900 Marine propulsion spark-ignition piston engines (excl. Outboard) 

84073100 Spark-ignition reciprocating piston engines for vehicles, <=50cc 

84073200 Spark-ignition reciprocating piston engines for vehicles, 50-250cc 

84073300 Spark-ignition reciprocating piston engines for vehicles, 250-1000cc 

84073400 Spark-ignition reciprocating piston engines for vehicles, >1000cc 

84079000 Spark-ignition reciprocating/rotary internal combustion engines, nes 

8408 Compression-ignition internal combustion piston engines (diesel) 

84081000 Marine propulsion compression-ignition engines 

84082000 Compression-ignition internal combustion piston engines for vehicles 

84089000 Compression-ignition internal combustion piston engines, nes 

8409 Parts suitable for use with engines of 84.07 or 84.08 

84091000 Parts for aircraft engines of 8407 or 8408 

84099100 Parts for spark-ignition internal combustion engines (excl. Aircraft) 
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84099900 Parts for compression-ignition internal combustion engines 

8410 Hydraulic turbines, water wheels and regulators therefor 

84101100 Hydraulic turbines and water wheels, of a power <=1mw 

84101200 Hydraulic turbines and water wheels, of a power 1-10mw 

84101300 Hydraulic turbines and water wheels, of a power >10mw 

84109000 Parts of hydraulic turbines, water wheels including regulators 

8411 Turbo-jets, turbo-propellers and other gas turbines 

84111100 Turbo-jets, of a thrust =<25kn 

84111200 Turbo-jets, of a thrust >25kn 

84112100 Turbo-propellers, of a power =<1100kw 

84112200 Turbo-propellers, of a power >1100kw 

84118100 Gas turbines, nes, of a power =<5000kw 

84118200 Gas turbines, nes, of a power >5000kw 

84119100 Parts of turbo-jets or turbo-propellers 

84119900 Parts of gas turbines (excl. Of turbo-jets and turbo-propellers) 

8412 Other engines and motors 

84121000 Reaction engines (excl. Turbo-jets) 

84122100 Hydraulic power engines and motors, linear acting (cylinders) 

84122900 Hydraulic power engines and motors (excl. Linear acting) 

84123100 Pneumatic power engines and motors, linear-acting (cylinders) 

84123900 Pneumatic power engines and motors (excl. Linear acting) 

84128000 Engines and motors, nes 

84129000 Parts of engines and motors of 8412.10 to 8412.80 

8413 Pumps for liquids; liquid elevators 

84131100 Pumps for dispensing fuel or lubricants, for filling-stations or garages 

84131900 Pumps for liquids, with or designed to be fitted with a measuring device 

84132000 Hand pumps for liquids (excl. Those of 8413.11 or .19) 

84132010 For water supply, sewage, drainage or irrigation 

84132090 Other 

84133000 Fuel/lubricating/cooling-medium pumps for internal combustion engines 

84134000 Concrete pumps 
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84135000 Reciprocating positive displacement pumps for liquids, nes 

84135010 For water supply, sewage, drainage or irrigation 

84135020 For industrial use 

84135090 Other 

84136000 Rotary positive displacementpumps for liquids, nes 

84136010 For water supply, sewage, drainage or irrigation 

84136020 For industrial use 

84136090 Other 

84137000 Centrifugal pumps for liquids, nes 

84137010 For water supply, sewage, drainage or irrigation 

84137020 For industrial use 

84137090 Other 

84138100 Pumps for liquids, nes 

84138110 For water supply, sawage, drainage or irrigation 

84138120 For industrial use 

84138190 Other 

84138200 Liquid elevators 

84138210 For water supply, sewage, drainage or irrigation 

84138220 For industrial use 

84138290 Other 

84139100 Parts of pumps for liquids 

84139200 Parts of liquid elevators 

8414 Air/vacuum pumps, air/gas compressors and fans; hoods with a fan 

84141000 Vacuum pumps 

84142000 Hand or foot-operated air pumps 

84143000 Compressors for refrigerating equipment 

84144000 Air compressors mounted on a wheeled chassis for towing 

84145100 Table, floor, wall fans, with self-contained electric motor <=125w 

84145900 Fans, nes 

84146000 Hoods incorporating a fan having a maximum horizontal side =<120cm 

84148000 Air pumps; air or gas compressors; hoods with a fan, nes 
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84149000 Parts of air/vacuum pumps, of air/gas compressors, of fans etc 

84149040 For industrial use 

8415 Air conditioning machines 

84151000 Window or wall air conditioning machines, self-contained 

84152000 Air conditioning machines of a kind used for persons, in motor vehicles 

84158100 Air conditioning machines, with refrigerating unit and valve 

84158200 Air conditioning machines, with refrigerating unit, no valve 

84158300 Air conditioning machines, without refrigerating unit 

84159000 Parts of air conditioning machines 

8416 Furnace burners for liquid/solid/gas fuel; mechanical stokers/grates 

84161000 Furnace burners for liquid fuel 

84162000 Furnace burners for solid fuel or gas (incl. Combination burners) 

84163000 Mechanical stokers, including mechanical grates, ash dischargers and similar 

84169000 Parts of furnace burners for liquid/solid/gas fuel; mechanical grates 

8417 Industrial or laboratory furnaces and ovens (incl. Incinerators) 

84171000 Furnaces and ovens for roasting, melting of ores/pyrites/metals 

84172000 Bakery ovens (incl. Biscuit ovens) 

84178000 Industrial or laboratory furnaces (incl. Incinerators) 

84179000 Parts of industrial or laboratory furnaces and ovens 

8418 Refrigerators, freezers, etc; heat pumps (excl. Air conditioners) 

84181000 Combined refrigerators-freezers, with separate external doors 

84182100 Compression-type household refrigerators 

84182200 Absorbtion-type household refrigerators 

84182900 Household refrigerators, nes 

84183000 Freezers of the chest type, capacity =<800litres 

84184000 Freezers of the upright type, capacity =<900litres 

84185000 Other refrigeratng/freezng chests, cabinets & simlar refrig'g furniture nes 

84185010 For dairying or fishing 

84185020 For industrial use 

84185090 Other 

84186100 Compression type units whose condensers are heat exchangers 
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84186110 For dairying or fishing 

84186120 For industrial use 

84186190 Other 

84186900 Refrigerating or freezing equipment, nes; heat pumps 

84186910 For dairying or fishing 

84186920 For industrial use 

84186930 Coolers for soft drinks 

84186990 Other 

84189100 Furniture designed to receive refrigerating or freezing equipment 

84189900 Parts of refrigerators, freezers heat-pumps 

8419 Non-domestic heating/cooling equipment, nes; non-electric water heaters 

84191100 Instantaneous gas water heaters 

84191900 Instantaneous or storage water heaters, non-electric, nes 

84191910 Instantaneous or storage solar water heaters 

84191990 Other 

84192000 Medical, surgical or laboratory sterilizers 

84193100 Dryers for agricultural products 

84193200 Dryers for wood, paper pulp, paper or paperboard 

84193900 Non-domestic dryers, nes 

84194000 Distilling or rectifying plant 

84195000 Heat exchange units 

84196000 Machinery for liquefying air or other gases 

84198100 Non-domestic equipment, for cooking or heating food 

84198900 Non-domestic heating/cooling equipment, nes 

84199000 Parts of non-domestic heating/cooling equipment 

8420 Calendering or other rolling machines and cylinders therefor 

84201000 Calendering or other rolling machines (excl. For metal/glass) 

84209100 Cylinders for calendering or other rolling machines 

84209900 Parts of calendering or other rolling machines, nes 

8421 Centrifuges; filtering/purifying machinery for liquids or gases 

84211100 Centrifugal cream separators 
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84211200 Centrifugal clothes-dryers 

84211900 Centrifuges, nes 

84212100 Machinery and apparatus for filtering/purifying water 

84212200 Machinery and apparatus for filtering/purifying beverages (excl. Water) 

84212300 Oil or petrol-filters for internal combustion engines 

84212900 Machinery and apparatus for filtering/purifying liquids, nes 

84213100 Intake air filters for internal combustion engines 

84213900 Machinery and apparatus for filtering or purifying gases, nes 

84219100 Parts of centrifuges, including centrifugal dryers 

84219900 Parts of machinery for filtering/purifying liquids or gases 

8422 Dish washing machines; machinery for cleaning, filling, aerating 

84221100 Dish washing machines, of the household type 

84221900 Dish washing machines, of the industrial type 

84222000 Machinery for cleaning or drying bottles or other containers 

84223000 Machinery for filling, closing etc.bottles, cans etc, & aerating drinks 

84224000 Packing or wrapping machinery, (incl. Heat-shrink wrapping machinery) nes 

84229000 Parts of machinery of 8422.11 to 8422.40 

8423 Weighing machinery; weighing machine weights of all kinds 

84231000 Personal weighing machines (incl. Baby scales), household scales 

84232000 Scales for continuous weighing of goods on conveyors 

84233000 Constant weight scales and scales for discharging a predetermined weight 

84238100 Weighing machinery, nes, of weighing capacity =<30kg 

84238200 Weighing machinery, nes, of weighing capacity 30-5000kg 

84238900 Weighing machinery, nes, of weighing capacity >5000kg 

84239000 Weighing machine weights of all kinds; parts of weighing machinery 

8424 Appliances for spraying liquids/powder; fire extinguishers, etc 

84241000 Fire extinguishers 

84242000 Spray guns and similar appliances 

84243000 Steam or sand blasting machines and similar jet projecting machines 

84243010 For industrial use 

84243090 Other 
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84248100 Machinery for projecting liquids/powders for agriculture 

84248900 Mechanical appliances for projecting/dispersing/spraying liquids/powders 

84248910 For industrial use 

84248990 Other 

84249000 Parts of machinery and apparatus of 8424.10 to 8424.89 

8425 Pulley tackle and hoists; winches and capstans; jacks 

84251100 Pulley tackle and hoists, powered by electric motor 

84251900 Pulley tackle and hoists, nes (excl. Skip or vehicle hoists) 

84252000 Pit-head winding gear; winches for use underground 

84253100 Winches, capstans, powered by electric motor 

84253900 Winches, capstans, nes 

84254100 Built-in jacking systems of a type used in garages 

84254200 Hydraulic jacks and vehicle hoists 

84254900 Jacks and vehicle hoists, nes 

8426 Derricks; cranes; mobile lifting frames trucks fitted with a crane 

84261100 Overhead travelling cranes on fixed support 

84261200 Mobile lifting frames on tyres and straddle carriers 

84261900 Transporter cranes, gantry cranes/bridge cranes, overhd travellng cranes nes 

84262000 Tower cranes 

84263000 Portal or pedestal jib cranes 

84264100 Derricks, cranes, etc, nes, self-propelled, on tyres 

84264900 Derricks, cranes, etc, nes, self-propelled (excl. On tyres) 

84269100 Derricks, cranes, etc, nes, designed for mounting on road vehicles 

84269900 Ships derricks, cranes, etc, nes 

8427 Fork-lift trucks; works trucks fitted with lifting/handling equipment 

84271000 Self-propelled works trucks powered by an electric motor 

84272000 Self-propelled works trucks (excl. Electic) 

84279000 Works trucks fitted with lifting or handling equipment, nes 

8428 Other lifting, handling, loading or unloading machinery 

84281000 Lifts and skip hoists 

84282000 Pneumatic elevators and conveyors 
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84283100 Continuous-action elevators and conveyors, for underground use 

84283200 Continuous-action elevators and conveyors, bucket type, nes 

84283300 Continuous-action elevators and conveyors, belt type, nes 

84283900 Continuous-action elevators and conveyors, nes 

84284000 Escalators and moving walkways 

84285000 Mine wagon pushers, locomotive or wagon traversers 

84286000 Teleferics, chair-lifts; traction mechanisms for funiculars 

84289000 Lifting, handling, loading or unloading machinery, nes 

8429 Self-propelled bulldozers, angledozers, graders, levellers, etc 

84291100 Self-propelled bulldozers and angledozers, track laying 

84291900 Self-propelled bulldozers and angledozers, (excl. Track laying) 

84292000 Self-propelled graders and levellers 

84293000 Self-propelled scrapers 

84294000 Self-propelled tamping machines and road-rollers 

84295100 Self-propelled front-end shovel loaders 

84295200 Self-propelled bulldozers with a 360° revolving superstructure 

84295900 Self-propelled bulldozers, excavators, nes 

8430 Earth moving machinery, nes; pile-drvers/extractors; snow-ploughs 

84301000 Pile-drivers and pile-extractors 

84302000 Snow-ploughs and snow-blowers 

84303100 Self-propelled coal or rock cutters and tunnelling machinery 

84303900 Coal or rock cutters and tunnelling machinery (excl. Self-propelled) 

84304100 Self -propelled boring or sinking machinery 

84304900 Boring or sinking machinery (excl. Self-propelled) 

84305000 Self-propelled earth moving, grading, excvating... Machinery, nes 

84306100 Tamping or compacting machinery, not self-propelled 

84306200 Scrapers, not self-propelled 

84306900 Earth moving, excavating, extracting machinery, not self-propelled 

8431 Parts suitable for use with the machinery of 84.25 to 84.30 

84311000 Parts of machinery of 84.25 

84312000 Parts of machinery of 84.27 
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84313100 Parts of lift, skip hoists or escalators 

84313900 Parts of machinery of 84.28 (excl. Lift, skip hoists or escalators) 

84314100 Buckets, shovels, grabs and grips of machinery of 84.26, 84.29 and 84.30 

84314200 Bulldozer or angledozer blades of 84.29 

84314300 Parts for boring or sinking machinery of subheading 8430.41 or 8430.49 

84314900 Parts of machinery of 84.26, 84.29 and 84.30, nes 

8432 Machinery for soil preparation/cultivation; lawn/sports-ground rollers 

84321000 Ploughs 

84322100 Disc harrows 

84322900 Harrows (excl. Disc harrows), scarifiers, cultivators, weeders and hoes 

84323000 Seeders, planters and transplanters 

84324000 Manure spreaders and fertiliser distributors 

84328000 Soil preparation/cultivation machinery, nes; lawn/sports-ground rollers 

84329000 Parts of soil preparation/cultivation machinery 

8433 Harvesting machinery; grass/hay mowers; machines for produce, etc 

84331100 Mowers, powered, the cutting device rotating in a horizontal plane 

84331900 Mowers for lawns, parks or sports grounds, nes 

84332000 Mowers (incl. Cutter bars for tractor mounting), nes 

84333000 Haymaking machinery 

84334000 Straw or fodder balers (incl. Pick-up balers) 

84335100 Combine harvester-threshers 

84335200 Threshing machinery for agricultural produce, nes 

84335300 Root or tuber harvesting machines 

84335900 Harvesting machinery, nes 

84336000 Machines for cleaning, sorting or grading eggs, fruit or other produce 

84339000 Parts of harvesting machinery 

8434 Milking machines and dairy machinery 

84341000 Milking machines 

84342000 Dairy machinery 

84349000 Parts of milking machines and dairy machinery 

8435 Presses, crushers, etc, for making wine, cider, fruit juices, etc 
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84351000 Presses, crushers, etc, for making wine, cider, fruit juices, etc 

84359000 Parts of machinery for making wine, cider, fruit juices, etc 

8436 Other agricultural forestry machinery; poultry incubators/brooders 

84361000 Machinery for preparing animal feeding stuffs 

84362100 Poultry incubators and brooders 

84362900 Poultry-keeping machinery, nes 

84368000 Agricultural. forestry or bee-keeping machinery, nes 

84369100 Parts of poultry-keeping machinery or poultry incubators and brooders 

84369900 Parts of agricultural machinery, nes 

8437 Machines for cleaning seed; milling machinery 

84371000 Machines for cleaning/sorting/grading seed, grain or dried vegetables 

84378000 Machinery for milling or working cereals or dried vegetables 

84379000 Parts of milling, etc, machinery 

8438 Machinery, nes, for the industrial preparation of food or drink 

84381000 Bakery machinery and machinery for making macaroni, spaghetti, etc 

84382000 Machinery for the manufacture of confectionery, cocoa or chocolate 

84383000 Machinery for sugar manufacture 

84384000 Brewery machinery 

84385000 Machinery for the preparation ofmeat or poultry 

84386000 Machinery for the preparation of fruits, nuts or vegetables 

84388000 Machinery for the preparation or manufacture of food or drink, nes 

84389000 Parts of industrial machinery for food and drink manufacture, nes 

8439 Machineryfor making paper pulp or for making or finishing paper 

84391000 Machinery for making pulp of fibrous cellulosic material 

84392000 Machinery for making paper or paperboard 

84393000 Machinery for finishing paper or paperboard 

84399100 Parts of machinery for making pulp of fibrous cellulosic material 

84399900 Parts of machinery for making/finishing paper or paperboard 

8440 Book-binding machinery (incl. Book-sewing machines) 

84401000 Book-binding machinery (incl. Book-sewing machines) 

84409000 Parts of book-binding machinery 
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8441 Other machinery for making up paper pulp, paper or paperboard, nes 

84411000 Cutting machines 

84412000 Machines for making bags, sacks or envelopes of paper or paperboard 

84413000 Machines for making cartons, boxes, etc, of paper or paperboard 

84414000 Machines for moulding articles in paper pulp, paper or paperboard 

84418000 Machinery for making up paper pulp, paper or paperboard, nes 

84419000 Parts of machinery for making up paper pulp, paper or paperboard, nes 

8442 Machines for type-setting, making printing blocks; printing components 

84421000 Phototype-setting and composing machines 

84422000 Machinery, apparatus and equipment for type-setting or composing, nes 

84423000 Machinery, apparatus and equipment for making printing blocks, nes 

84424000 Parts of type-setting machinery 

84425000 Printing type, blocks, plates, cylinders other printing components 

8443 Printing machinery; machines for uses ancillary to printing 

84431100 Offset printing machinery, reel fed 

84431200 Offset printing machinery, sheet fed, office type 

84431900 Offset printing machinery, nes 

84432100 Letterpress printing machinery, (excl. Flexographic printing), reel fed 

84432900 Letterpress printing machinery, (excl. Flexographic printing), nes 

84433000 Flexographic printing machinery 

84434000 Gravure printing machinery 

84435100 Ink-jet printing machines 

84435900 Printing machinery, nes 

84436000 Machines for uses ancillary to printing 

84439000 Parts of printing machinery 

84440000 Machines for extruding, drawing or cutting man-made textile materials 

8444 Machines for extuding, drawing or cutting man-made textile materials 

8445 Machines for preparing textile fibres; spinning machines, etc 

84451100 Carding machines 

84451200 Combing machines 

84451300 Drawing or roving machines 
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84451900 Machines for preparing textile fibres, nes 

84452000 Textile spinning machines 

84453000 Textile doubling or twisting machines 

84454000 Textile winding (incl. Weft-winding) or reeling machines 

84459000 Machinery for producing or preparing textile yarns, nes 

8446 Weaving machines (looms) 

84461000 Weaving machines for weaving fabrics, =<30cm wide 

84462100 Power looms for weaving fabrics, >30cm wide, shuttle type 

84462900 Weaving machines for weaving fabrics, >30cm wide, shuttle type, nes 

84463000 Weaving machines for weaving fabrics, >30cm wide, shuttleless type 

8447 Knitting machines, stitch-bonding machines and those for making lace 

84471100 Circular knitting machines, with cylinder diameter =<165mm 

84471200 Circular knitting machines, with cylinder diameter >165mm 

84472000 Flat knitting machines; stitch-bonding machines 

84479000 Machines for making gimped yarn, tulle, lace, embroidery, trimmings, etc 

8448 Machinery auxiliary to that of 84.44, 84.45, 84.46, 84.47; parts 

84481100 Doobies and jacquards; card reducing, copying machines 

84481900 Auxiliary machinery for machines of 84.44, 84.45, 84.46, 84.47 

84482000 Parts and accessories of machines of 84.44 or their auxiliary machinery 

84483100 Card clothing 

84483200 Parts and accessories of machines for preparing textile fibres, nes 

84483300 Spindles and spindle flyers, spinning ring and ring travellers 

84483900 Parts and accessories of machines of 84.45, etc, nes 

84484100 Shuttles 

84484200 Reeds for looms, healds and heald-frames 

84484900 Parts and accessories of weaving machines (looms), nes 

84485100 Sinkers, needles and other articles used in forming stitches 

84485900 Parts and accessories of machines of 84.47, etc, nes 

84490000 Machinery for the manufacture or finishing of felt or nonwovens 

8449 Machinery for the manufacture or finishing of felt or felt hats 

8450 Household or laundry-type washing machines (incl. Wash and dry) 
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84501100 Fully-automatic washing machines, capacity=<10kg 

84501200 Washing machines with built-in centrifugal drier, capacity =<10kg 

84501900 Washing machines, nes, of a dry linen capacity =<10kg 

84502000 Washing machines, household/laundry type, capacity >10kg 

84509000 Parts of household/laundry-typewashing machines 

8451 Machinery, nes, for washing, cleaning, wringing, drying, ironing, etc 

84511000 Dry-cleaning machines 

84512100 Drying machines, of a dry linen capacity =<10kg 

84512900 Drying machines, of a dry linen capacity >10kg 

84513000 Ironing machines and presses (incl. Fusing presses) 

84514000 Washing, bleaching or dyeing machines, nes 

84515000 Machines for reeling, unreeling, folding, cutting textile fabrics 

84518000 Machines for wringing, dressing, finishing textile yarns, fabrics 

84519000 Parts of machines for cleaning, drying, ironing, etc 

8452 Sewing machines; furniture, bases and covers; sewing machine needles 

84521000 Sewing machines of the household type 

84522100 Automatic sewing machines 

84522900 Sewing machines of industrial type (excl. Automatic units) 

84523000 Sewing machine needles 

84524000 Furniture, bases and covers for sewing machines and parts thereof 

84529000 Parts of sewing machines, nes 

8453 Machinery for preparing leather, for making/repairing footware 

84531000 Machinery for preparing, tanning or working hides skins or leather 

84532000 Machinery for making or repairing footwear 

84538000 Machinery for making/repairing articles of hides, skins or leather, nes 

84539000 Parts of machinery for preparing leather, making footware, etc 

8454 Converters, ladles, ingot moulds and casting machines 

84541000 Converters of a kind used in metallurgy or in metal foundries 

84542000 Ingot moulds, ladles used in metallurgy or in metal foundries 

84543000 Casting machines used in metallurgy or in metal foundries 

84549000 Parts of converters, ladles casting machines 
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8455 Metal-rolling mills and rolls therefor 

84551000 Tube mills 

84552100 Hot or combination hot and cold metal-rolling mills 

84552200 Cold metal-rolling mills 

84553000 Rolls for rolling mills 

84559000 Parts of metal-rolling mills (excl. Rolls) 

8456 Machine-tools for working material by laser/light/photon beam, etc 

84561000 Machine-tools operated by laser or other light or photonbeam processes 

84562000 Machine-tools operated by ultrasonic processes 

84563000 Machine-tools operated by electro-discharge processes 

84569100 Machine-tools for dry-etching patterns on semiconductor materials 

84569900 Machine-tools nes 

8457 Machining centres, unit construction machines, etc, for working metal 

84571000 Machining centres for working metal 

84572000 Unit contruction machines (single station) for working metal 

84573000 Multi -station transfer machines for working metal 

8458 Lathes for removing metal 

84581100 Horizontal lathes for removing metal, numerically controlled 

84581900 Horizontal lathes for removing metal (excl. numerically controlled) 

84589100 Lathes for removing metal, nes, numerically controlled 

84589900 Lathes for removing metal, nes (excl. numerically controlled) 

8459 Machine-tools for drilling, boring, milling by removing metal 

84591000 Way-type unit head machines for drilling, boring by removing metal 

84592100 Drilling machines for removing metal, numerically controlled, nes 

84592900 Drilling machines for removing metal, nes 

84593100 Boring-milling machines for metal, numerically controlled, nes 

84593900 Boring-milling machines for metal, nes 

84594000 Boring machines for metal, nes 

84595100 Milling machines, knee-type, for metal, numerically controlled 

84595900 Milling machines, knee-type, for metal (excl. numerically controlled) 

84596100 Milling machines for metal, numerically controlled (excl. Knee-type) 
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84596900 Milling  machines for metal, nes 

84597000 Threading or tapping machines for metal, worked by removing metal, nes 

8460 Machine-tools for deburring, sharpening, grinding, honing, etc, metal 

84601100 Flat-surface grinding machines, 0.01mm accuracy, numerically controlled 

84601900 Flat-surface grinding machines, 0.01mm accuracy, nes 

84602100 Grinding machines, nes, accurate to 0.01mm, numerically controlled 

84602900 Grinding machines, nes, accurate to 0.01mm 

84603100 Sharpening (tool or cutter grinding) machines, numerically controlled 

84603900 Sharpening (tool or cutter grinding) machines, nes 

84604000 Honing or lapping machines, for working metal 

84609000 Machines for deburring, grinding, polishing, etc, metal, nes 

8461 Machine-tools for planing, shaping, slotting, broaching metal, nes 

84611000 Planing machines, for working metal or cermets 

84612000 Shaping or slotting machines for working metal or cermets 

84613000 Broaching machines for working metal or cermets 

84614000 Gear cutting/grinding/finishing machines for working metal or cermets 

84615000 Sawing or cutting-off machines for working metal or cermets 

84619000 Machine tools working by removing metal or cermets, nes 

8462 Machine-tools (incl. Presses) for working metal by forging, etc 

84621000 Forging or die-stamping machines (incl. Presses) and hammers 

84622100 Bending, folding machines (incl. Presses), numerically controlled 

84622900 Bending, folding, straightening or flattening machines (incl. Presses) 

84623100 Shearing machines (incl. Presses), numerically controlled 

84623900 Shearing machines (incl. Presses), nes 

84624100 Punching or notching machines (incl. Presses), numerically controlled 

84624900 Punching or notching machines (incl. Presses), nes 

84629100 Hydraulic presses for working metals or metal carbides 

84629900 Presses (excl. Hydraulic) for working metals or metal carbides 

8463 Other machine-tools for working metal, sintered metal carbides 

84631000 Draw-benches for bars, tubes, profiles or the like 

84632000 Thread rolling machines for working metal, without removing material 
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84633000 Machines for working wire, without removing material 

84639000 Machine-tools for working metal, without removing material, nes 

8464 Machine-tools for working stone, ceramics, concrete, etc 

84641000 Sawing machines, for workingstone, ceramics, concrete, etc 

84642000 Grinding or polishing machines, for working stone, ceramics, etc 

84649000 Machine-tools for working stone, ceramics, concrete, etc 

8465 Machine-tools for working wood, cork, bone, hard rubber, etc 

84651000 Machines which can change operation without changing tools 

84659100 Sawing machines for working wood, cork, bone, hard rubber, etc 

84659200 Planing, milling or moulding machines for working wood, cork, bone, etc 

84659300 Grinding, sanding or polishing machines for working wood, cork, etc 

84659400 Bending or assembling machines for working wood, cork, bone, etc 

84659500 Drilling or morticing machines for working wood, cork, bone, etc 

84659600 Splitting, slicing or paring machines for working wood, cork, bone, etc 

84659900 Machine-tools, nes, for working wood, cork, bone, hard rubber, etc 

8466 Parts and accessories for machines of 84.56 to 84.65; tool holders 

84661000 Tool holders and self-opening dieheads 

84662000 Work holders for machine-tools 

84663000 Dividing heads and other special attachments for machine-tools 

84669100 Parts and accessories for machines of 84.64 

84669200 Parts and accessories for machines of 84.65 

84669300 Parts and accessories for machines of 84.56 to 84.61 

84669400 Parts and accessories for machines of 84.62 to 84.63 

8467 Tools for working in the hand, pneumatic or with non-electric motor 

84671100 Pneumatic tools, rotary type, for working in the hand 

84671900 Pneumatic tools (excl. Rotary type), for working in the hand 

84678100 Chain saws with non-electric motor 

84678900 Tools for working in the hand, with non-electric motor, nes 

84679100 Parts of chain saws 

84679200 Parts of pneumatic tools 

84679900 Parts of hand-tools, with non-electric motor, nes 
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8468 Machinery and apparatus for soldering, brazing or welding 

84681000 Hand-held blow pipes for soldering, brazing or welding 

84682000 Gas-operated machinery and apparatus, for soldering, brazing 

84688000 Machinery and apparatus for soldering, brazing or welding, nes 

84689000 Parts of soldering, brazing or welding machinery and apparatus 

8469 Typewriters and word-processing machines 

84691100 Word-processing machines 

84691200 Automatic typewriters (excl. Printers of heading 8471) 

84692000 Typewriters, electric, (excl. Automatic, or printers of 8471) 

84693000 Typewriters, non-electric 

8470 Calculating machines; accounting machines, cash registers, etc 

84701000 Elec. Calculatrs operatng with't extern.elec.power; pocket-size data recdrs 

84702100 Electronic calculating machines, nes, with a printing device 

84702900 Electronic calculating machines, nes, without a printing device 

84703000 Calculating machines (excl. Electronic) 

84704000 Accounting machines 

84705000 Cash registers 

84709000 Postage-franking machines, ticket-issuing machines, etc 

8471 Automatic data processing machines; magnetic readers, nes 

84711000 Analogue or hybrid automatic data processing machines 

84713000 Portable digital adp machines, wt<=10 kg, comp.at least cpu, keyboard & display 

84714100 Nonportable adp machines, comprisng at least cpu & i/o unit in same housing 

84714900 Non-portable ADP machines, nes, presented in the form of systems 

84715000 Digital processing m/cs (exc.847141&49) comp.<=2units storage/input/output 

84716000 Adp input/output units whether/not containg. Storage units in same housing 

84717000 Automatic data processing machine storage units 

84718000 Units of automatic data processing machines nes 

84719000 Magnetic/optical readers; machines for transcribing data onto datamedia nes 

8472 Other office machines (incl. Hectograph duplicating machines) 

84721000 Hectograph or stencil duplicating machines 

84722000 Addressing machines and address plate embossing machines 
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84723000 Machines for dealing with mail 

84729000 Office machines, nes (incl. Coin-sorting/counting/wrapping machines) 

8473 Parts and accessories suitable for machines of 84.69 to 84.72 

84731000 Parts and accessories of the machines of 84.69 

84732100 Parts and accessories of the electronic calculating of 84.70 

84732900 Parts and accessories of machines of 8470.30 to 8470.90 

84733000 Parts and accessories of the machines of 84.71 

84734000 Parts and accessories of the machines of 84.72 

84735000 Parts & access's equally suitble for use wth machines of>=2 hdgs 8469/8472 

8474 Machinery for sorting, agglomerating earth, stone, ores, etc 

84741000 Sorting, screening, separating or washing machines for earth, stone 

84742000 Crushing or grinding machines for earth, stone, ores, etc 

84743100 Concrete or mortar mixers 

84743200 Machines for mixing mineral substances with bitumen 

84743900 Mixing or kneading machines for earth, stone, ores, etc 

84748000 Other machinery for earth, stone, ores, etc, nes 

84749000 Parts of machinery of 84.74 

8475 Machines for assembling electric lamps, tubes; hot working glassware 

84751000 Machines for assembling electric lamps, tubes in glass envelopes 

84752100 Machines for making optical fibres and preforms thereof 

84752900 Machines for manufacturing/hot working glass/glassware (exc.optical fibres) 

84759000 Parts of machines of 84.75 

8476 Automatic goods-vending machines (incl. Money-changing machines) 

84762100 Automatic beverage-vending machines, with heating or refrigerating devices 

84762900 Automatic beverage-vending machines, without heating/refrigerating devices 

84768100 Automatic vending machines wth heatng/refrigertng devices (exc.bev.machines 

84768900 Automatic vending machines without heating/refrigerating devices, nes 

84769000 Parts for automatic goods-vending machines 

8477 Machinery for working rubber/plastics or making products thereof, nes 

84771000 Injection-moulding machines for working rubber or plastics, etc 

84772000 Extruders for working rubber or plastics and making products thereof 
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84773000 Blow moulding machines for working rubber or plastics, etc 

84774000 Vacuum moulding machines and other thermoforming machines for rubber 

84775100 Machinery for moulding or retreading pneumatic tyres 

84775900 Machinery for moulding or forming rubber or plastics, etc, nes 

84778000 Machinery for working rubber/plastics or making products thereof, nes 

84779000 Parts of machinery for working rubber or plastics, etc 

8478 Machinery for preparing or making up tobacco, nes 

84781000 Machinery for preparing or making up tobacco, nes 

84789000 Parts of machinery preparing or making up tobacco 

8479 Machines and mechanical appliances, having individual functions, nes 

84791000 Machinery for public works, building, having individual functions 

84792000 Machinery for the extraction/preparation of animal/vegetable fats or oil 

84793000 Machinery for treating wood or cork, having individual functions 

84794000 Rope or cable-making machines 

84795000 Industrial robots, nes 

84796000 Evaporative air coolers 

84798100 Machines for treatng metal, inc.elec.wire coilwinders, individual functions 

84798200 Machines for mixing, kneading, crushing, grinding, having individual functions 

84798900 Machines, having individual functions, nes 

84799000 Parts of machines having individual functions, nes 

8480 Moulding boxes for metal foundry; mould bases/patterns for metal, etc 

84801000 Moulding boxes for metal foundry 

84802000 Mould bases 

84803000 Moulding patterns 

84804100 Injection or compression type moulds for metal or metal carbides 

84804900 Moulds for metal or metal carbides (excl. Injection or compression) 

84805000 Moulds for glass 

84806000 Moulds for mineral materials 

84807100 Injection or compression type moulds for rubber or plastics 

84807900 Moulds for rubber or plastics (excl. Injection of compression) 

8481 Taps, cocks, valves and similar appliances for pipes, boiler shells 
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84811000 Pressure-reducing valves 

84812000 Valves for the control of oleohydraulic or pneumatic transmission 

84813000 Check valves 

84814000 Safety or relief valves 

84818000 Other appliances such as taps, cocks and other valves, nes 

84819000 Parts of valves and similar appliances of 84.81 

8482 Ball or roller bearings 

84821000 Ball bearings 

84822000 Tapered roller bearings, including cone and tapered roller assemblies 

84823000 Spherical roller bearings 

84824000 Needle roller bearings 

84825000 Cylindrical roller bearings (excl. Needle) 

84828000 Ball or roller bearings (incl. Combined ball/roller bearings), nes 

84829100 Balls, needles and rollers 

84829900 Parts of ball or roller bearings (excl. Balls, needles and rollers) 

8483 Transmission shafts and cranks; bearing housings; gears; flywheels 

84831000 Transmission shafts (incl. Cam and crank shafts) and cranks 

84832000 Bearing housings, incorporating ball or roller bearings 

84833000 Bearing housings, nes; plain shaft bearings 

84834000 Gears and gearing; ball/roller screws; gear boxes and other speed changers 

84835000 Flywheels and pulleys (incl. Pulley blocks) 

84836000 Clutches and shaft couplings (incl. Universal joints) 

84839000 Parts of transmission shafts, cranks, bearing housings, gears, etc 

8484 Gaskets and similar joints, combined; sets or assortments thereof 

84841000 Gaskets of metal combined with other materials or >1 metal layer 

84842000 Mechanical seals 

84849000 Sets or assortments of gaskets and similar joints 

8485 Machinery parts, not containing electrical connectors, nes 

84851000 Ships' or boats' propellers and blades therefor 

84859000 Machinery parts, not containing electrical connectors, nes 

85 Electrical mchy equip parts thereof; sound recorder etc 
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8501 Electric motors and generators (excl. Generating sets) 

85011000 Motors of an output =<37.5 W 

85012000 Universal ac/dc motors of an output >37.5 W 

85013100 Dc motors and generators of an output =<750 W 

85013200 Dc motors and generators of an output >750 W-<=75 kw 

85013300 Dc motors and generators of an output >75 kw-<=375 kw 

85013400 Dc motors and generators of an output >375 kw 

85014000 Ac motors, single-phase 

85015100 Ac motors, multi-phase, of an output =<750 W 

85015200 Ac motors, multi-phase, of an output >750 W-<=75 kw 

85015300 Ac motors, multi-phase, of an output >75 kw 

85016100 Ac generators (alternators) of an output =<75 kva 

85016200 Ac generators (alternators) of an output >75 kva-<=375 kva 

85016300 Ac generators (alternators) of an output >375 kva-<=750 kva 

85016400 Ac generators (alternators) of an output >750 kva 

8502 Electric generating sets and rotary converters 

85021100 Generating sets with compression-ignition engines, =<75 kva 

85021110 Of an output exceeding 15 kva 

85021190 Other 

85021200 Generating sets with compression-ignition engines, >75 kva-<=375 kva 

85021300 Generating sets with compression-ignition engines, >375 kva 

85022000 Generating sets with spark-ignition internal combustion piston engines 

85023100 Wind-powered generating sets 

85023900 Generating sets,(excl.wind-powered) nes 

85024000 Electric rotary converters 

85030000 Parts suitable for machines of 85.01 or 85.02 

8503 Parts suitable for use solely with machines of heading 8501 or 8502 

8504 Electrical transformers, static converters and inductors 

85041000 Ballasts for discharge lamps or tubes 

85042100 Liquid dielectric transformers, power handling capacity =<650kva 

85042200 Liquid dielectric transformers, power handling capacity 650-10000kva 
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85042300 Liquid dielectric transformers, power handling capacity >10000kva 

85043100 Transformers, nes, power handling capacity =<1kva 

85043200 Transformers, nes, power handling capacity1-16kva 

85043300 Transformers, nes, power handling capacity 16-500kva 

85043400 Transformers, nes, power handling capacity >500kva 

85044000 Static converters 

85045000 Inductors, nes 

85049000 Parts of transformers, inductors and static converters 

8505 Electro-magnets; permanent magnets; electro/permanent magnet chucks... 

85051100 Permanent magnets and articles becoming permanent magnets of metal 

85051900 Permanent magnets and articles becoming permanent magnets (excl. Metal) 

85052000 Electro-magnetic couplings, clutches and brakes 

85053000 Electro-magnetic lifting heads 

85059000 Electro-magnetic or permanent magnet chucks, etc; parts of magnets 

8506 Primary cells and primary batteries 

85061000 Primary cells and primary batteries, manganese dioxide 

85063000 Primary cells and primary batteries, mercuric oxide 

85064000 Primary cells and primary batteries, silver oxide 

85065000 Primary cells and primary batteries, lithium 

85066000 Primary cells and primary batteries, air-zinc 

85068000 Primary cells and primary batteries, nes 

85069000 Parts of primary cells and primary batteries 

8507 Electric accumulators (incl. Separators therefor) 

85071000 Lead-acid accumulators for starting piston engines 

85072000 Lead-acid accumulators (excl. For starting piston engines) 

85073000 Nickel-cadmium accumulators 

85074000 Nickel-iron accumulators 

85078000 Electric accumulators (excl. Lead-acid, nickel-cadmium or nickel-iron) 

85079000 Parts of electric accumulators (incl. Separators) 

8508 Electro-mechanical tools for working in the hand, with electric motor 

85081000 Drills for working in the hand, with self-contained electric motor 
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85082000 Saws for working in the hand, with self-contained electric motor 

85088000 Tools for working in the hand, with self-contained electric motor, nes 

85089000 Parts of electro-mechanical tools for working in the hand 

8509 Electro-mechanical domestic appliances with electric motor 

85091000 Electro-mechanical domestic vacuum cleaners, with electric motor 

85092000 Electro-mechanical domestic floor polishers, with electric motor 

85093000 Electro-mechanical domestic kitchen waste disposers, with electric motor 

85094000 Electro-mechanical domestic food grinders/mixers/juice extractors 

85098000 Electro-mechanical domestic appliances, nes, with electric motor 

85099000 Parts of electro-mechanical domestic appliances 

8510 Shavers and hair clippers with self-contained electric motor 

85101000 Shavers with self-contained electric motor 

85101010 Of a kind used solely for agricultural purposes 

85101090 Other 

85102000 Hair clippers with self-contained electric motor 

85102010 Of a kind used solely for agriculture 

85102090 Other 

85103000 Hairremoving appliances wth selfcontained elec.motor,(exc.shavers/clippers 

85109000 Parts of shavers and hair clippers with self-contained electric motor 

8511 Electrical ignition/starting equipment for internal combustion engines 

85111000 Sparking plugs 

85112000 Ignition magnetos; magneto-dynamos; magnetic flywheels 

85113000 Distributors; ignition coils 

85114000 Starter motors and dual purpose starter-generators 

85115000 Generators, nes, for internal combustion engines 

85118000 Ignition/starting equipment, nes, for internal combustion engines 

85119000 Parts of electrical ignition/starting equipment of 85.11 

8512 Electrical lighting/signalling equipment, etc, for cycles/motor vehicles 

85121000 Lighting or visual signalling equipment for bicycles 

85122000 Lighting or visual signalling equipment for motor vehicles 

85123000 Sound signalling equipment for cycles or motor vehicles 
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85124000 Windscreen wipers, defrosters and demisters for motor vehicles 

85129000 Parts of vehicle lighting/signalling, etc, equipment of 85.12 

8513 Portable electric lamps worked by dry batteries, accumulators, magnetos 

85131000 Portable electric lamps worked by dry batteries, accumulators, magnetos 

85139000 Parts of portable electric lamps of 85.13 

8514 Industrial or laboratory electric furnaces and ovens, etc 

85141000 Resistance heated industrial or laboratory furnaces and ovens 

85142000 Induction or dielectric industrial or laboratory furnaces and ovens 

85143000 Industrial or laboratory furnaces and ovens, nes 

85144000 Industrial or laboratory inductionor dielectric heating equipment 

85149000 Parts of industrial or laboratory furnaces and ovens, etc, of 85.14 

8515 Soldering, brazing, welding and hot metal spraying machines/apparatus 

85151100 Soldering irons and guns 

85151900 Brazing or soldering machines and apparatus, nes 

85152100 Machines for resistance welding of metal, fully or partly automatic 

85152900 Machines and apparatus for resistance welding of metal, not automatic 

85153100 Machines for arc (incl. Plasma arc) welding of metals, automatic 

85153900 Machines for arc (incl. Plasma arc) welding of metals, not automatic 

85158000 Machines and apparatus for welding/spraying of metals, nes 

85159000 Parts of soldering, brazing, welding, etc, machines/apparatus of 85.15 

8516 Electric water and space heaters, hair-dressing apparatus, irons, etc 

85161000 Electric instantaneous or storage water heaters and immersion heaters 

85162100 Electric storage heating radiators 

85162900 Electric space heating and soil heating apparatus, nes 

85163100 Electro-thermic hair dryers 

85163200 Electro-thermic hair-dressing apparatus, etc (excl. Dryers) 

85163300 Electro-thermic hand-drying apparatus 

85164000 Electrical smoothing irons 

85165000 Microwave ovens 

85166000 Electric ovens, nes; cookers, cooking plates, boiling rings, grillers 

85166090 Other 
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85167100 Electro-thermic coffee or tea makers 

85167200 Electro-thermic toasters 

85167900 Electro-thermic domestic appliances, nes 

85168000 Electric heating resistors (excl. Those of 85.45) 

85169000 Parts of electro-thermic appliances of 85.16 

8517 Electrical apparatus for line telephony or line telegraphy 

85171100 Line telephone sets with cordless handsets 

85171900 Telephone sets (excl. Those with cordless handsets); videophones 

85172100 Facsimile machines 

85172200 Teleprinters 

85173000 Telephonic or telegraphic switching apparatus 

85175000 Apparatus for carrier-current line systems or for digital line systems,nes 

85178000 Electrical apparatus for line telephony or line telegraphy, nes 

85179000 Parts of electrical telephonic or telegraphic apparatus 

8518 Microphones; loudspeakers; headphones; electric amplifiers 

85181000 Microphones and stands therefor 

85182100 Single loudspeakers, mounted in their enclosures 

85182200 Multiple loudspeakers, mounted in the same enclosure 

85182900 Loudspeakers, not mounted in encloseurs 

85183000 Headphones, earphones and combined microphone/speaker sets 

85184000 Audio-frequency electric amplifiers 

85185000 Electric sound amplifier sets 

85189000 Parts of apparatus of 85.18 

8519 Turntables, record-players, cassette-players, etc, unable to record 

85191000 Coin- or disc-operated record-players 

85192100 Record-players without loudspeakers 

85192900 Record-players, with loudspeakers 

85193100 Turntables (record-decks) with automatic record changing mechanism 

85193900 Turntables (record-decks), nes 

85194000 Transcribing machines 

85199200 Pocket-size cassette players, (sound reproducing only) 
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85199300 Sound reproducing apparatus, cassette type, (excl. Pocket-size type) 

85199900 Sound reproducing apparatus with no recording device, nes 

8520 Magnetic tape recorders and other sound recording apparatus 

85201000 Dictating machines for sound recording, external power source only 

85202000 Telephone answering machines 

85203200 Magnetic tape recorders with sound reproducng apparatus, digital audio type 

85203300 Magnetic tape recorders with sound reproducing apparatus, cassette type, nes 

85203900 Magnetic tape recorders with sound reproducing apparatus, nes 

85209000 Magnetic tape recorder and other sound recording apparatus, nes 

8521 Video recording or reproducing apparatus 

85211000 Video recording...apparatus,with/without video tuner, magnetic tape-type 

85219000 Video recordng/reprod.apparatus,with/without video tuner, exc. mag. tape type 

8522 Parts and accessories of apparatus of 85.19 to 85.21 

85221000 Pick-up cartridges 

85229000 Parts & accessories used with apparatus 85.19/85.21 (exc.pickup cartridges) 

8523 Prepared unrecorded media for sound or similar recording 

85231100 Unrecorded magnetic tapes for sound or other recording, =<4mm wide 

85231200 Unrecorded magnetic tapes for sound or other recording, 4-6.5mm wide 

85231300 Unrecorded magnetic tapes for sound or other recording, >6.5mm wide 

85232000 Unrecorded magnetic discs for sound or other recording 

85233000 Cards incorporating a magnetic stripe 

85239000 Prepared unrecorded media (excl. Magnetic tapes and discs), nes 

8524 Records, tapes and other recorded media for sound 

85241000 Gramophone records 

85243100 Discs for laser reading systems for reproducing phenomena not sound/image 

85243200 Discs for laser reading systems for reproducing sound only 

85243900 Discs for laser reading systems, nes, including for reproducing image 

85244000 Recorded magnetic tapes for reproducing phenomena other than sound/image 

85245100 Recorded magnetic tapes for sound etc, <= 4mm wide 

85245200 Recorded magnetic tapes for sound etc, >4mm but <=6.5mm wide 

85245300 Recorded magnetic tapes of sound, etc, >6.5mm wide 
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85246000 Recorded cards incorporating a magnetic stripe 

85249100 Recorded media for reproducing phenomena other than sound or image, nes 

85249900 Recorded media for reproducing sound or image 

8525 Radio-communication/television transmission apparatus; tv cameras 

85251000 Transmission apparatus 

85252000 Transmission apparatus incorporating reception apparatus (Incl mobile phone 

85253000 Television cameras 

85254000 Still image video cameras and other video camera recorders 

8526 Radar/radio navigational aid apparatus and remote control apparatus 

85261000 Radar apparatus 

85269100 Radio navigational aid apparatus 

85269200 Radio remote control apparatus 

8527 Reception apparatus for radio-broadcasting 

85271200 Pocket-size radio cassette players 

85271300 Radio broadcast recept.apparatus comb.with sound recording/repro.apparatus 

85271900 Radio receivers, portable, (excl.sound recording/reproducing apparatus) nes 

85272100 Radio receivers for motor vehicles, with sound reproducing apparatus 

85272900 Radio receivers for motor vehicles, nes 

85273100 Radio receivers, nes, with sound recording/reproducing apparatus 

85273200 Radio receivers, nes, with a clock 

85273900 Radio receivers, nes 

85279000 Reception apparatus for radio-telephony or radio-telegraphy, nes 

8528 Television receivers (incl. Video monitors and video projectors) 

85281200 Colour tv 

85281300 Black and White 

85282100 Colour video monitors 

85282200 Black and white or other monochrome video monitors 

85283000 Video projectors 

8529 Parts suitable for use with the apparatus of 85.25 to 85.28 

85291000 Aerials and aerial reflectors of all kinds and parts thereof 

85299000 Parts of apparatus of 85.25 to 85.28 
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8530 Electrical signalling equipment for railways, tramways, roads 

85301000 Electrical signalling equipment for railways or tramways 

85308000 Electrical signalling equipment for roads, inland waterways 

85309000 Parts of electrical signalling equipment for railways, etc, of 85.30 

8531 Electric sound or visual signalling apparatus, nes (eg alarms) 

85311000 Electrical burglar or fire alarms and similar apparatus 

85312000 Indicator panels with liquid crystal devices or light emitting diodes 

85318000 Electrical apparatus for sound or visual signalling, nes 

85319000 Parts of apparatus of 85.31 

8532 Electrical capacitors, fixed, variable or adjustable (pre-set) 

85321000 Fixed capacitors for 50/60 hz circuits having power capacity >=0.5kvar 

85322100 Fixed electrical capacitors of tantalum 

85322200 Fixed electrical capacitors of aluminium electrolyte 

85322300 Fixed electrical capacitors of ceramic dielectric, single layer 

85322400 Fixed electrical capacitors of ceramic dielectric, multilayer 

85322500 Fixed electrical capacitors of dielectric of paper or plastics 

85322900 Fixed electrical capacitors, nes 

85323000 Electrical variable or adjustable (pre-set) capacitors 

85329000 Parts of electrical capacitors of 85.32 

8533 Electrical resistors (incl. Rheostats and potentiometers), not for heati 

85331000 Fixed carbon resistors, composition or film types 

85332100 Fixed resistors for a power handling capacity =<20w 

85332900 Fixed resistors for a power handling capacity >20w 

85333100 Wirewound variable resistors for a power handling capacity =<20w 

85333900 Wirewound variable resistors for a power handling capacity >20 W 

85334000 Variable resistors, nes (incl. Rheostats and potentiometers) 

85339000 Parts of electrical resistors, rheostats and potentiometers 

85340000 Printed circuits 

8534 Printed circuits 

8535 Electrical apparatus for switching... Electrical circuits, >1000v 

85351000 Fuses, >1000 V 
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85352100 Automatic circuit breakers for a voltage 1.0-72.5 kv 

85352900 Automatic circuit breakers for a voltage >72.5 kv 

85353000 Isolating switches and make-and-break switches, >1000 V 

85354000 Lightning arresters, voltage limiters and surge suppressors, >1000 V 

85359000 Other apparatus for switching electrical circuits, >1000 V, nes 

8536 Electrical apparatus for switching electrical circuits, =<1000v 

85361000 Fuses, =<1000 V 

85362000 Automatic circuit breakers, =<1000 V 

85363000 Apparatus for protecting electrical circuits, nes, =<1000  V 

85364100 Relays for a voltage =<60 V 

85364900 Relays for a voltage 60-1000 V 

85365000 Switches, nes, =<1000 V 

85366100 Lamp-holders, =<1000 V 

85366900 Plugs and sockets, =<1000 V 

85369000 Apparatus for switching... Electrical circuits, nes, =<1000 V 

8537 Boards... Equipped with two or more apparatus of 85.35 or 85.36 

85371000 Boards...equipped with two/more apparatus of 85.35/85.36, voltage =<1000v 

85372000 Boards...equipped with two/more apparatus of 85.35/85.36, voltage > 1000v 

8538 Parts suiutable for use with the apparatus of 85.35, 85.36 or 85.37 

85381000 Boards... Desks, cabinets and other bases for goods of 85.37, not equipped 

85389000 Parts of apparatus of 85.35 to 85.37, nes 

8539 Electric filament or discharge lamps; arc-lamps 

85391000 Sealed beam lamp units 

85392100 Tungsten halogen filament lamps (excl. Ultra-violet or infra-red) 

85392200 Filament lamps of a power =<200w and of a voltage >100v, nes 

85392900 Filament lamps, nes 

85393100 Discharge lamps, other than ultra-violet lamps, fluorescent, hot cathode 

85393200 Mercury or sodium vapour lamps; metal halide lamps 

85393900 Discharge lamps, not ultra-violet lamps, mercury or sodium vapour lamps nes 

85394100 Arc-lamps 

85394900 Ultra-violet or infra-red lamps 
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85399000 Parts for filament or discharge lamps 

8540 Thermionic, cold cathode or photocathode valves and tubes 

85401100 Colour cathode-ray television picture tubes (incl. Video monitor) 

85401200 Monochrome cathode-ray television picture tubes (incl. Video monitor) 

85402000 Television camera tubes; image converters/intensifiers; photo-cathodes 

85404000 Data/graphic display tubes, colour, with a phosphor dot screen pitch < 0.4mm 

85405000 Data/graphic display tubes, black and white or other monochrome 

85406000 Cathode-ray tubes nes 

85407100 Magnetrons 

85407200 Klystrons 

85407900 Microwave tubes (excl. Magnetrons, klystrons and grid-controlled tubes) 

85408100 Receiver or amplifier valves and tubes 

85408900 Other valves and tubes, nes 

85409100 Parts of cathode-ray tubes 

85409900 Parts of tubes and valves of 85.40 (excl. Parts of cathode-ray tubes) 

8541 Diodes, transistors, etc; photosensitive devices; light emitting diodes 

85411000 Diodes (excl. Photosensitive or light emitting diodes) 

85412100 Transistors (excl. Phototransistors), with a dissipation rate <1w 

85412900 Transistors (excl. Phototransistors), with a dissipation rate >=1w 

85413000 Thyristors, diacs and triacs, other than photosensitive devices 

85414000 Photosensitive semiconductor devices; light emitting diodes 

85415000 Semiconductor devices (excl. Photosensitive) 

85416000 Mounted piezo-electric crystals 

85419000 Parts of devices of 85.41 

8542 Electronic integrated circuits and microassemblies 

85421200 Cards incorporating electronic integrated circuits (smart cards) 

85421300 Metal oxide semiconductors (MOS technology) 

85421400 Monolithic digital integrated circuits obtained by bipolar technology 

85421900 Monolithic circuits inc.those obtained by combn.of bipolar/mostechnologies 

85423000 Monolithic electronic intergrated circuits (excl. Digital) 

85424000 Hybrid electronic integrated circuits 
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85425000 Electronic microassemblies, nes 

85429000 Parts of electronic integrated circuits and microassemblies 

8543 Electrical machines and apparatus, having individual functions, nes 

85431100 Ion implanters for doping semiconductor materials 

85431900 Particle accelerators (exc.ion implanters for doping semiconductr materials 

85432000 Signal generators 

85433000 Machines/apparatus for electroplating, electrolysis or electrophoresis 

85434000 Electric fence energisers 

85438100 Proximity cards and tags 

85438900 Electrical machines and apparatus, having individual functions, nes 

85439000 Parts of electrical machines/apparatus with individual functions, nes 

8544 Insulated wire, cable, etc; optical fibre cables 

85441100 Winding wire of copper 

85441900 Winding wire (excl. Of copper) 

85442000 Co-axial cable and other co-axial electric conductors 

85443000 Ignition wiring sets and other wiring sets for vehicles, aircraft 

85444100 Electric conductors, nes, for a voltage <=80 V, fitted with connectors 

85444900 Electric conductors, nes, for a voltage <=80 V, not fitted with connectors 

85445100 Electric conductors, nes, for a voltage>80 v-<=1000 v, fitted with connectors 

85445900 Electric conductors, nes, for voltage>80 v-<=1000 v, not fitted wth conductrs 

85446000 Electric conductors, nes, for a voltage >1000 V 

85447000 Optical fibre cables made up of individually sheathed fibres 

8545 Carbon electrodes, carbon brushes, lamp carbons, battery carbons, etc 

85451100 Carbon electrodes for furnaces 

85451900 Carbon electrodes (excl. For furnaces) 

85452000 Carbon brushes 

85459000 Articles of graphite or other carbon, nes, for electrical purposes 

8546 Electrical insulators of any material 

85461000 Glass electrical insulaters 

85462000 Ceramic electrical insulators 

85469000 Electrical insulators (excl. Of glass or ceramics) 
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8547 Insulating fittings for electrical machines; conduit tubing 

85471000 Insulating fittings of ceramics for electrical machines 

85472000 Insulating fittings of plastics for electrical machines 

85479000 Insulating fittings, nes, for electrical machines; conduit tubing 

85481000 Waste/scrap of primary cells/batteries/accum; spent primary cells, batteries 

8548 Waste and scrap of primary cells and the like 

85489000 Electrical parts of machinery or apparatus, nes 

86 Railw/tramw locom, rolling-stock & parts thereof; etc 

8601 Rail locomotives powered by external electricity or accumulators 

86011000 Rail locomotives powered from an external source of electricity 

86012000 Rail locomotives powered by electric accumulators 

8602 Other rail locomotives; locomotive tenders 

86021000 Diesel-electric locomotives 

86029000 Rail locomotives, nes; locomotive tenders 

8603 Self-propelled railway or tramway coaches, vans and trucks 

86031000 Self-propelled railway coaches powered by external electricity 

86039000 Self-propelled railway or tramway coaches, vans and trucks, nes 

86040000 Railway or tramway maintenance or service vehicles 

8604 Railway or tramway maintanance or service vehicles 

86050000 Railway/tramway passenger coaches, not self-propelled; luggage vans 

8605 Railway or tramway passenger coaches, excl heading 8604 

8606 Railway or tramway goods vans and wagons, not self-propelled 

86061000 Tank wagons and the like, not self-propelled 

86062000 Insulated or refrigerated vans and wagons, not self-propelled, nes 

86063000 Self-discharging vans and wagons, nes 

86069100 Railway or tramway goods vans and wagons, covered and closed 

86069200 Railway or tramway goods vans and wagons, open, with sides 

86069900 Railway or tramway goods vans and wagons, not self-propelled, nes 

8607 Partsof railway or tramway locomotives or rolling-stock 

86071100 Driving bogies and bissel-bogies of railway or tramway locomotives 

86071200 Bogies and bissel-bogies, nes, of railway locomotives/rolling stock 
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86071900 Axles, wheels and parts of bogies, etc, of railway locos/rolling stock 

86072100 Air brakes and parts thereof, of railway locomotives/rolling stock 

86072900 Brakes and parts thereof, of railway locomotives/rolling stock 

86073000 Hooks and other coupling devices, buffers, and parts thereof 

86079100 Parts of railway or tramway locomotives, nes 

86079900 Parts of railway or tramway rolling stock, nes 

86080000 Railway/tramway track fixtures/fittings; mechanical signalling 

8608 Railway or tramway track fixtures and fittings, traffic control equipment 

86090000 Containers specially designed for transport by one or more methods 

8609 Containers for transport of one or more modes of transport 

87 Vehicles o/t railw/tranw rool-stock, pts & accessories 

8701 Tractors (excl. Tractors of 87.09) 

87011010 Pedestrian controlled tractors unassembled or disassembled 

87011090 Other pedestrian controlled tractors 

87012010 Road tractors for semi-trailers unassembled or disassembled 

87012090 Other 

87013010 Track-laying tractors unassembled 

87013090 Other 

87019010 Agricultural tractors unassembled 

87019090 Other 

8702 Public-transport type passenger motor vehicles 

87021010 Unassembled or disassembled 

87021091 With a seating capacity not exceeding 20 passengers 

87021099 Other 

87029010 Unassembled or disassembled 

87029091 With a seating capacity not exceeding 20 passengers 

87029099 Other 

8703 Motor cars and other motor vehicles for the transport of persons 

87031000 Vehicles for travelling on snow; golf cars, etc, with engines 

87032110 Ambulances and hearses 

87032120 Unassembled or disassembled 
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87032190 Other 

87032210 Ambulances and hearses 

87032220 Unassembled or disassembled 

87032290 Other 

87032311 Of cc 1500-2000 - ambulances and hearses 

87032312 Of cc.1500-2000 unassembled or disassembled 

87032319 Of cc.1500-2000 - other 

87032391 Of cc.2000-3000 -ambulances and hearses 

87032392 Of cc.2000-3000 unassembled or disassembled 

87032399 Of cc.2000-3000 -other 

87032410 Of cylinder capacity >3000cc ambulance and hearses 

87032420 Of cc. >3000cc unassembled or disassembled 

87032490 Of cc. >3000cc -other 

87033110 Ambulance and hearses 

87033120 Unassembled or disassembled 

87033190 Other 

87033211 Of cc.1500-2000cc ambulance and hearses 

87033212 Of cc.1500-2000cc unassembled or disassembled 

87033219 Of cc.1500-2000cc -other 

87033221 Of cc.2000-2500cc ambulance and hearses 

87033222 Of cc.2000-2500cc unassembled or disassembled 

87033229 Of cc.2000-2500cc -other 

87033310 Ambulances and hearses 

87033320 Unassembled or disassembled 

87033390 Other 

87039010 Ambulances and hearses 

87039020 Unassembled or disassembled 

87039090 Other 

8704 Motor vehicles for the transport of goods 

87041000 Dumpers for off-highway use 

87042110 Unassembled or disassembled 
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87042190 Other 

87042210 Unassembled or disassembled 

87042290 Other 

87042310 Unassembled or disassembled 

87042390 Other 

87043110 Unassembled or disassembled 

87043190 Other 

87043210 Unassembled or disassembled 

87043290 Other 

87049010 Unassembled or disassembled 

87049090 Other 

8705 Special purpose motor vehicles (eg crane, fire-fighting, etc, vehicles) 

87051000 Crane lorries 

87052000 Mobile drilling derricks 

87053000 Fire fighting vehicles 

87054000 Concrete-mixer lorries 

87059000 Special purpose motor vehicles, nes (eg breakdown lorries, etc) 

87060000 Chassis fitted with engines, for the motor vehicles of 87.01 to 87.05 

8706 Chassis fitted with engines 

8707 Bodies (incl. Cabs) for the motorvehicles of 87.01 to 87.05 

87071000 Bodies (incl. Cabs) for the motor vehicles of 87.03 

87079000 Bodies (incl. Cabs) for the motor vehicles, nes 

8708 Parts and accessories of the motor vehicles of 87.01 to 87.05 

87081000 Bumpers and parts thereof 

87082100 Safety seat belts 

87082900 Parts and accessories of bodies (incl. Cabs), nes 

87083100 Mounted brake linings for motor vehicles 

87083900 Brakes and servo-brakes and their parts (excl. Mounted brake linings) 

87084000 Gear boxes 

87085000 Drive-axles with differential 

87086000 Non-driving axles and their parts 
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87087000 Road wheels and parts and accessories thereof 

87088000 Suspension shock absorbers 

87089100 Radiators 

87089200 Silencers and exhaust pipes 

87089300 Clutches and parts thereof 

87089400 Steering wheels, steering columns and steering boxes 

87089900 Parts and accessories, nes, for vehicles of 87.01 to 87.05 

8709 Works trucks, self-propelled, not fitted with lifting equipment 

87091100 Electrical vehicles, not fitted with lifting equipment 

87091900 Works trucks (excl. Electrical), not fitted with lifting equipment 

87099000 Parts of works trucks, Self-propelled, not fitted with lifting vehicles 

87100000 Motorized tanks and other armoured fighting vehicles and parts thereof 

8710 Tanks and other armoured fighting vehicles 

8711 Motocycles (incl. Mopeds) and cycles fitted with an auxiliary motor 

87111000 Motorcycles and cycles with reciprocating engine of capacity =<50cc 

87112000 Motorcycles with reciprocating engine of capacity 50-250cc 

87113000 Motorcycles with reciprocating piston engine of capacity 250-500cc 

87114000 Motorcycles with reciprocating piston engine of capacity 500-800cc 

87115000 Motorcycles with reciprocating piston engine of capacity >800cc 

87119000 Motorcycles and cycles, nes; side cars 

87120000 Bicycles and other cycles, not motorized 

8712 Bicycles and other cycles not motorised 

8713 Invalid carriages 

87131000 Invalid carriages, not mechanically propelled 

87139000 Invalid carriages, motorised or otherwise mechanically propelled 

8714 Parts and accessories of vehicles of 87.11 to 87.13 

87141100 Saddles of motorcycles (incl. Mopeds) 

87141900 Parts and accessories of motorcycles (incl. Mopeds), nes 

87142000 Parts and accessories of invalid carriages 

87149100 Frames and front forks of cycles and parts thereof 

87149200 Wheel rims and spokes of cycles 
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87149300 Hubs, not coaster braking hubs and free-wheel sproket-wheels 

87149400 Brakes, coaster braking hubs and hub brakes and parts thereof of cycles 

87149500 Saddles ofcycles 

87149600 Pedals and crank-gear and parts thereof of cycles 

87149900 Parts and accessories of cycles, nes 

87150000 Baby carriages and parts thereof 

8715 Baby carriages and parts thereof 

8716 Trailers and semi-trailers; other vehicles, not machanically propelled 

87161000 Trailers and semi-trailers of the caravan type, for housing or camping 

87161010 Unassembled or disassembled 

87161090 Other 

87162000 Self-loading/unloading trailers and semi-trailers for agriculture 

87162010 Unassembled or disassmbled 

87162090 Other 

87163100 Tanker trailers and tanker semi-trailers 

87163110 Unassembled or disassembled 

87163190 Other 

87163900 Trailers and semi-trailers for the transport of goods, nes 

87163910 Unassembled or disassembled 

87163990 Other 

87164000 Trailers and semi-trailers, nes 

87164010 Unassembled or disassembled 

87164030 Trailers for the conveyance of machinery 

87164090 Other 

87168000 Vehicles, not mechanically propelled, nes 

87168010 W/barrows, sack-trucks, h/trolleys & similar h/propelled veh used in industr 

87168090 Other 

87169000 Parts of trailers, semi-trailers, etc, of 87.16 

88 Aircraft, spacecraft, and parts of 

8801 Balloons and dirigibles; gliders, hang gliders, etc 

88011000 Gliders and hang gliders 
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88019000 Balloons, dirigibles and other non-powered aircraft 

8802 Other aircraft (eg helicopters, aeroplanes); spacecraft, etc 

88021100 Helicopters of an unladen weight =<2000kg 

88021200 Helicopters of an unladen weight >2000kg 

88022000 Aeroplanes and other aircraft, nes, of an unladen weight =<2000kg 

88023000 Aeroplanes and other aircraft, nes, of an unladen weight 2000-15000kg 

88024000 Aeroplanes and other aircraft, nes, of an unladen weight >15000kg 

88026000 Spacecraft (incl.satellites) and suborbital and spacecraft launch vehicles 

8803 Parts of goods of 88.01 or 88.02 

88031000 Propellers and rotors and parts thereof 

88032000 Under-carriages and parts thereof 

88033000 Parts of aeroplanes or helicopters, nes 

88039000 Parts of aircraft (excl. Aeroplanes/helicopters) 

88040000 Parachutes (inc.dirigible parachutes/paragliders)&rotochutes;parts thereof 

8804 Parachutes 

8805 Aircraft launching and deck-arrestor gear; ground flying trainers; parts 

88051000 Aircraft launching gear, deck-arrestors and parts thereof 

88052000 Ground flying trainers and parts thereof 

89 Ships, boats and floating structures 

8901 Cruise ships, excursion boats, etc, for transport of people or goods 

89011000 Cruise ships, excursion boats, etc, for people; ferry boats 

89012000 Tankers 

89013000 Refrigerated vessels 

89019000 Vessels for the transport of goods and both persons and goods 

89020000 Fishing vessels; factory ships, etc, for processing/preserving fish 

8902 Fishing vessels etc 

8903 Yachts and other vessels for pleasure or sports; rowing boats and canoes 

89031000 Inflatable boats and other vessels for pleasure or sports 

89039100 Sailboats for pleasure or sports 

89039200 Motorboats for pleasure or sports, other than outboard motorboats 

89039900 Vessels for pleasure or sports, nes; rowing boats and canoes 
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89040000 Tugs and pusher craft 

8904 Tugs and pusher crafts 

8905 Light-vessels, fire-floats, etc; floating docks, platforms for drilling 

89051000 Dredgers 

89052000 Floating or submersible drilling or production platforms 

89059000 Light vessels, fire-floats, floating cranes, etc, nes 

89060000 Other vessels, including warships and lifeboats other than rowing boats 

8906 Other vessels 

8907 Other floating structures (eg rafts, tanks, coffer-dams... And beacons) 

89071000 Inflatable rafts 

89079000 Floating structures (eg tanks, cofferdams, landingstages, buoys/beacons) nes 

89080000 Vessels and other floating structures for breaking up 

8908 Vessels and other floating structures 

90 OPTICAL, PHOTO, CINE, MEAS, CHECKING, PRECISION, etc 

9001 Optical fibres and cables; polarising material; lenses, etc, unmounted 

90011000 Optical fibres, optical fibre bundles and cables (excl. Those of 84.55) 

90012000 Sheets and plates of polarising material, unmounted 

90013000 Contact lenses 

90014000 Spectacle lenses of glass 

90015000 Spectacle lenses (excl. Of glass) 

90019000 Prisms, mirrors and other optical elements, unmounted, nes 

9002 Lenses, prisms, mirrors and other optical elements, mounted, nes 

90021100 Mounted objective lenses, of any material, for cameras, projectors, etc 

90021900 Mounted objective lenses, of any material, nes 

90022000 Mounted filters, of any material 

90029000 Mounted lenses, prisms, mirrors, etc, of any material, nes 

9003 Frames and mountings for spectacles, goggles, etc, and parts thereof 

90031100 Frames and mountings for spectacles, goggles or the like, of plastics 

90031900 Frames and mountings for spectacles, goggles or the like, nes 

90039000 Parts of frames and mountings for spectacles, goggles or the like 

9004 Spectacles, goggles and the like, corrective, protective or other 
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90041000 Sunglasses 

90049000 Spectacles, goggles and the like (excl. Sunglasses) 

90049010 Corrective spectacles and goggles specially designed for safety and prot 

90049090 Other 

9005 Binoculars, monoculars, etc; other astronomical instruments. 

90051000 Binoculars 

90058000 Instruments (excl. Binoculars) such as optical telescopes 

90059000 Parts and accessories (incl. Mountings) of binoculars, etc 

9006 Photographic (not cine-) cameras; photographic flashlight apparatus 

90061000 Cameras for preparing printing plates or cylinders 

90062000 Cameras for recording documents on microfilm, microfiche, etc 

90063000 Cameras for underwater use, for aerial survey, for medical purposes 

90064000 Instant print cameras 

90065100 Cameras with a through-the-lens viewfinder (slr), taking =<35mm film 

90065200 Cameras, nes, taking <35mm roll film 

90065300 Cameras, nes, taking 35mm roll film 

90065900 Cameras, nes (not cine-) 

90066100 Discharge lamp (electronic) flashlight apparatus 

90066200 Flashbulbs, flashcubes and the like 

90066900 Photographic flashlight apparatus, nes 

90069100 Parts and accessories for cameras (not cine-) 

90069900 Parts and accessories for photographic flashlight apparatus 

9007 Cinematographic cameras and projectors 

90071100 Cinematographic cameras for film of <16mm width or for double-8mm film 

90071900 Cinematographic cameras, nes 

90072000 Cinematographic projectors 

90079100 Parts and accessories for cinematographic cameras 

90079200 Parts and accessories for cinematographic projectors 

9008 Image projectors (excl. Cine-); photographic enlargers and reducers 

90081000 Slide projectors 

90082000 Microfilm, microfiche or other microform readers 
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90083000 Image projectors, nes 

90084000 Photographic, not cinematographic, enlargers and reducers 

90089000 Parts and accessories of image projectors, photo enlargers/reducers 

9009 Photocopying apparatus 

90091100 Electrostatic photocopying apparatus, operating by the direct process 

90091200 Electrostatic photocopying apparatus, operating by the indirect process 

90092100 Photocopying apparatus, nes, incorporating an optical system 

90092200 Photocopying apparatus, nes, of the contact type 

90093000 Thermo-copying apparatus 

90099000 Parts and accessories of photocopying apparatus 

9010 Apparatus and equipment for photographic laboratories, nes 

90101000 Apparatus and equipment for automatically developing photographic film 

90104100 Direct write-on app.for drawing circuit patterns on semiconductr materials 

90104200 Step/repeat aligners for drawing circuit patterns on semiconductor materls 

90104900 Apparatus for projection/drawing circuit patterns on semiconductr mats.nes 

90105000 Apparatus & equipment for photographic (& cinema.)Labs, nes; negatoscopes 

90106000 Projection screens 

90109000 Parts and accessories of photo-laboratory apparatus of 90.10 

9011 Compound optical microscopes 

90111000 Stereoscopic microscopes 

90112000 Optical microscopes, for microphotography or microprojection 

90118000 Optical microscopes, nes 

90119000 Parts and accessories of optical microscopes of 90.11 

9012 Microscopes, other than optical microscopes; diffraction apparatus 

90121000 Microscopes (excl. Optical microscopes) and diffraction apparatus 

90129000 Parts and accessories of microscopes and diffraction apparatus of 90.12 

9013 Liquid crystal devices; lasers; optical appliances, etc, nes 

90131000 Telescopic sights for fitting to arms; periscopes, etc 

90132000 Lasers, other than laser diodes 

90138000 Optical devices, appliances and instruments, nes 

90139000 Parts and accessories of lasers and optical devices, nes, of 90.13 
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9014 Direction finding compasses; navigational instruments/appliances, nes 

90141000 Direction finding compasses 

90142000 Instruments/apparatus for aeronautical/space navigation (excl compasses) 

90148000 Instruments and apparatus for navigation, nes 

90149000 Parts and accessories of instruments and apparatus for navigation 

9015 Surveying, hydrographic, oceanographic instruments/appliances, nes 

90151000 Rangefinders 

90152000 Theodolites and tacheometers 

90153000 Levels for surveying 

90154000 Photogrammetrical, surveying instruments and appliances 

90158000 Instruments and appliances for meteorological purposes, nes 

90159000 Parts and accessories of surveying instruments/apparatus of 90.15 

90160000 Balances of a sensitivity of 5cg or better, with or without weights 

9016 Balances of a sensitivity of 5 cg or better, with or without weights 

9017 Drawing, marking-out instruments; instruments for measuring length 

90171000 Drafting tables and machines 

90172000 Drawing, marking out or mathematical calculating instruments, nes 

90173000 Micrometers, calipers and gauges 

90178000 Instruments for measuring length, for use in the hand, nes 

90179000 Parts and accessories of drawing/measuring instruments of 90.17 

9018 Instruments and appliances used in medical, surgical, dental sciences 

90181100 Electro-cardiographs 

90181200 Ultrasonic scanning apparatus 

90181300 Magnetic resonance imaging apparatus 

90181400 Scintigraphic apparatus 

90181900 Electro-diagnostic apparatus nes 

90182000 Ultra-violet or infra-red apparatus, for medical, surgical sciences 

90183100 Syringes, used in medical, surgical, dental or veterinary sciences 

90183200 Tubular metal needles and needles for sutures, for medical sciences 

90183900 Needles (excl. Tubular metal or for sutures), catheters, cannulae, etc 

90184100 Dental drill engines 
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90184900 Instruments and appliances used in dental sciences (excl. Drill engines) 

90185000 Ophthalmic instruments and appliances 

90189000 Instruments and apparatus, nes, for medical, surgical sciences 

9019 Mechano-therapy appliances; massage apparatus respiration apparatus 

90191000 Mechano-therapy appliances; massage apparatus; psychological apparatus 

90192000 Ozone therapy, oxygen therapy, aerosol therapy, respiration apparatus 

90200000 Other breathing appliances and gas masks 

9020 Other breathing appliances and gas masks excl protective masks 

9021 Orthopaedic appliances; splints, etc; artificial parts of the body, etc 

90211100 Artificial joints 

90211900 Orthopaedic appliances, slints and other fracture appliences 

90212100 Artificial teeth 

90212900 Dental fittings (excl. artificial teeth) 

90213000 Artificial parts of the body, nes 

90214000 Hearing aids (excl. Parts and accessories) 

90215000 Pacemakers for stimulating heart muscles (excl. Parts and accessories) 

90219000 Parts and accessories of articles and apparatus of 90.21 

9022 Apparatus based on x-rays or on alpha, beta or gamma radiation, etc 

90221200 Computed tomography apparatus, based on the use of X-rays 

90221300 Apparatus based on the use of X-rays, nes, for dental uses 

90221400 Apparatus based on use of x-rays, nes, for medical/surgical/veterinary uses 

90221900 Apparatus based on the use of X-rays, nes 

90222100 Apparatus of alpha, beta or gamma radiations for medical uses 

90222900 Apparatus of alpha, beta or gamma radiations, nes 

90223000 X-ray tubes 

90229000 X-ray generators, screens, parts and accessories of 90.22 

90230000 Instruments, apparatus and models designed for demonstrational purposes 

9023 Instrument, apparatus and models for demostrational purposes 

9024 Machines/appliances for testing the hardness, strength of material 

90241000 Machines/appliances for testing the hardness, strength of metals 

90248000 Machines/appliances for testing materials (excl. Metals) 
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90249000 Parts and accessories of machines for testing materials of 90.24 

9025 Hydrometers thermometers, pyrometers, barometers, hygrometers 

90251100 Thermometers/pyrometrs, not comb.with other instrs, liquid, for direct readng 

90251900 Thermometers/pyrometrs, not comb.with other instrumts, not liquid-filled nes 

90258000 Hydrometers, pyrometers, hygrometers, etc, and combinations 

90259000 Parts and accessories of hydrometers thermometers, etc, of 90.25 

9026 Instruments/apparatus for measuring the flow of liquid or gases, nes 

90261000 Instruments for measuring/checking the flow or level of liquids, nes 

90262000 Instruments for measuring or checking pressure 

90268000 Instruments for measuring or checking variables of liquids or gas 

90269000 Parts and accessories of instruments for measuring flows of 90.26 

9027 Instruments and apparatus for physical or chemical analysis, etc 

90271000 Gas or smoke analysis apparatus 

90272000 Chromatographs and electrophoresis instruments 

90273000 Spectrometers, spectrophotometers using optical radiations 

90274000 Exposure meters 

90275000 Instruments and apparatus using optical radiations, nes 

90278000 Instruments and apparatus for physical or chemical analysis, nes 

90279000 Parts and accessories of instruments for analysis of 90.27 

9028 Gas, liquid or electricity supply or production meters 

90281000 Gas meters 

90282000 Liquid meters 

90283000 Electricity meters 

90289000 Parts and accessories of gas, liquid and electricity meters 

9029 Revolution counters, etc; speedometers and tachometers; strobescopes 

90291000 Revolution or production counters, taximeters, mileometers, pedometers etc 

90292000 Stroboscopes; speed indicators/tachometers not those of headings 9014/9015 

90299000 Parts and accessories of revolution counters, etc, of 90.29 

9030 Instruments for measuring electrical quantities and radiations 

90301000 Instruments and apparatus for measuring or detecting ionising radiations 

90302000 Cathode-ray oscilloscopes and cathode-ray oscillographs 
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90303100 Multimeters 

90303900 Instruments for measuring/checking voltage, current, etc, nes 

90304000 Measuring/checking instruments/apparatus for telecommunications 

90308200 Instruments for measuring or checking semiconductor wafers or devices 

90308300 Instruments for measuring/checking etc, with recording device 

90308900 Instruments for measuring/checking electronic gain etc, nes 

90309000 Parts/accessories of electrical measuring instruments of 90.30 

9031 Measuring or checking instruments, appliances and machines, nes 

90311000 Machines for balancing mechanical parts 

90312000 Test benches 

90313000 Profile projectors 

90314100 Instruments for inspecting semiconductor wafers/devices/photomasks/reticls 

90314900 Optical instruments and appliances for measuring or checking, nes 

90318000 Instruments, appliances and machines for measuring or checking, nes 

90319000 Parts and accessories of measuring instruments nes, of 90.31 

9032 Automatic regulating or controlling instruments and apparatus 

90321000 Thermostats 

90322000 Manostats 

90328100 Automatic regulating instruments/apparatus, hydraulic or pneumatic 

90328900 Automatic regulating or controlling instruments and apparatus, nes 

90329000 Parts and accessories of automatic regulating devices of 90.32 

90330000 Parts and accessories, nes, for machines, appliances, etc, of chapter 90 

9033 Parts and accessries nes for machines of chapter 90 

91 Clocks and watches and parts thereof 

9101 Wrist-watches, pocket-watches, etc, of precious metal 

91011100 Electric.operated wristwatches, mechanical display, case of precious metal 

91011200 Electric.operated wrist-watches, opto-electronic display, case preciousmetal 

91011900 Electrically operated wrist-watches, nes, with case of precious metal 

91012100 Wrist-watches, with automatic winding, of precious metal 

91012900 Wrist-watches (exc.electrically operated/auto.winding), case precious metal 

91019100 Electric. Operated pocketwatches, etc (exc.wristwatches),case precious metal 
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91019900 Pocket-watches, etc (excl. Wrist-), nes, of precious metal 

9102 Wrist-watches, pocket-watches, etc, (excl. Of precious metal) 

91021100 Electric.operated wristwatches, mechanical display only (exc.precious metal) 

91021200 Electric.operated wristwatches, opto-electronic display (exc.precious metal 

91021900 Electric.operated wrist-watches, nes (excl.those with case of precious metal 

91022100 Wrist-watches, with automatic winding (excl. Of precious metal) 

91022900 Wristwatches, not electric.operated/automatic winding (exc.of precious metal 

91029100 Electric.operated pocketwatches, etc (exc.wristwatches & of precious metal) 

91029900 Pocket-watches, etc, nes (excl. Those with case of precious metal) 

9103 Clocks with watch movements (excl. Clocks of 91.04) 

91031000 Clocks with watch movements, electrically operated 

91039000 Clocks with watch movements (excl. electrically operated) 

91040000 Instrument panel clocks and clocks of a similar type for vehicles 

9104 Instrument panel clocks for vehicles, aircraft or vessels 

9105 Other clocks, nes 

91051100 Alarm clocks, electrically operated 

91051900 Alarm clocks (excl. electrically operated) 

91052100 Wall clocks, electrically operated 

91052900 Wall clocks (excl. electrically operated) 

91059100 Clocks, nes, electrically operated 

91059900 Clocks, nes (excl. electrically operated) 

9106 Time of day recording apparatus and apparatus for indicating time 

91061000 Time-registers; time-recorders 

91062000 Parking meters 

91069000 Apparatus for indicating time, nes 

91070000 Time switches with clock or watch movement or with synchronous motor 

9107 Time switches with clock or watch movement or with synchronous motor 

9108 Watch movements, complete and assembled 

91081100 Electrically operated watch movements, with mechanical display only 

91081200 Electrically operated watch movements, with opto-electronic display only 

91081900 Electrically operated watch movements, nes 
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91082000 Watch movements, complete and assembled, with automatic winding 

91089100 Watch movements, complete and assembled, nes, measuring =<33.8mm 

91089900 Watch movements, complete and assembled, nes, measuring >33.8mm 

9109 Clock movements, complete and assembled 

91091100 Alarm clock movements, electrically operated 

91091900 Clock movements, nes, electrically operated 

91099000 Clock movements, complete and assembled, nes 

9110 Complete (unassembled), incomplete and rough watch or clock movements 

91101100 Complete watch movements, unassembled or partly assembled 

91101200 Incomplete watch movements, assembled 

91101900 Rough watch movements 

91109000 Complete (unassembled), incomplete and rough clock movements 

9111 Watch cases and parts thereof 

91111000 Watch cases of precious metal or of metal clad with precious metal 

91112000 Watch cases of base metal (incl. Plated) 

91118000 Watch cases, nes 

91119000 Parts of watch cases 

9112 Clock cases and cases for other goods of this chapter, and parts thereof 

91121000 Cases of metal for clocks and other goods of chapter 91 

91128000 Cases (excl. Of metal) for clocks and other goods of chapter 91 

91129000 Parts of clock cases and cases for other goods of chapter 91 

9113 Watch straps, watch bands and watch bracelets, and parts thereof 

91131000 Watch straps, bands and bracelets, and parts thereof, of precious metal 

91132000 Watch straps, bands and bracelets, and parts thereof, of base metal 

91139000 Watch straps, bands and bracelets, and parts thereof, nes 

9114 Other clock or watch parts 

91141000 Clock or watch springs, including hair-springs 

91142000 Jewels for clocks and watches 

91143000 Dials for clocks and watches 

91144000 Plates and bridges for clocks and watches 

91149000 Clocks or watch parts, nes 
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92 Musical instruments; parts and access of such articles 

9201 Pianos; harpsichords and other keyboard stringed instruments 

92011000 Upright pianos 

92012000 Grand pianos 

92019000 Automatic pianos, harpsichords and other keyboard instruments, nes 

9202 Other string musical instruments (eg guitars, violins, harps) 

92021000 String musical instruments played with a bow 

92029000 String musical instruments, nes 

92030000 Keyboard pipe organs; harmoniums and similar keyboard instruments 

9203 Keyboard pipe organs; with free metal reeds 

9204 Accordions and similar instruments; mouth organs 

92041000 Accordions and similar instruments 

92042000 Mouthorgans 

9205 Other wind musical instruments (eg clarinet, trumpets, bag pipes) 

92051000 Brass-wind instruments (eg clarinets and trumpets) 

92059000 Wind musical instruments (excl. Brass-wind) 

92060000 Percussion musical instruments (eg drums, xylophones, cymbals, etc) 

9206 Percussion musical instruments eg drums, xylophones, cymbals etc 

9207 Musical instruments with electrically produced or amplified sound 

92071000 Keyboard instruments with electrically produced or amplified sound 

92079000 Musical instruments, nes, with electrically produced or amplified sound 

9208 Musical boxes, fairground organs, etc; decoy calls and whistles 

92081000 Musical boxes 

92089000 Fairground organs, etc; decoy calls of all kinds; whistles, etc 

9209 Parts and accessories for musical instruments; metronomes, etc 

92091000 Metronomes, tuning forks and pitch pipes 

92092000 Mechanisms for musical boxes 

92093000 Musical instrument strings 

92099100 Parts and accessories for pianos 

92099200 Parts and accessories for the musical instruments of 92.02 

92099300 Parts and accessories for the musical instruments of 92.03 
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92099400 Parts and accessories for the musical instruments of 92.07 

92099900 Parts and accessories of musical instruments, nes 

93 Arms and amunition; parts and accessories thereof 

93010000 Military weapons, other than revolvers,pistols and the arms of heading 9307 

9301 Military weapons, excl revolvers, pistols and arms heading 9307 

93020000 Revolvers and pistols, other than those of 93.03 or 93.04 

9302 Revolvers and pistol, other than those of heading no 93 03 or 93 04 

9303 Other firearms which operate by firing an explosive charge, nes 

93031000 Muzzle-loading firearms 

93032000 Sporting, hunting or target-shooting shotguns 

93033000 Sporting, hunting or target-shooting rifles (excl. Shotguns) 

93039000 Firearms which operate by firing an explosive charge, nes 

93040000 Other arms (eg spring, air or gas guns and pistols, truncheons) 

9304 Other arms eg spring, air or gas guns and pistols excl of head 93 07 

9305 Parts and accessories of articles of 93.01 to 93.04 

93051000 Parts and accessories of revolvers or pistols 

93052100 Shotgun barrels 

93052900 Parts and accessories, nes, of shotguns or rifles of 93.03 

93059000 Parts and accessories of articles of 93.01 to 93.04, nes 

9306 Bombs, grenades, etc; cartridges andother ammunition and parts thereof 

93061000 Cartridges for riveting or similar tools and parts thereof 

93062100 Cartridges for shotguns 

93062900 Parts of shotgun cartridges; air gun pellets 

93063000 Cartridges and parts thereof (excl. Shotgun) 

93069000 Bombs, grenades, torpedos, mines, missiles and similar munitions, etc 

93070000 Swords, cutlasses, bayonets, lances and similar arms and parts thereof 

9307 Swords, cutlasses, bayonets, lances and similar arms and parts 

94 Furniture; bedding, mattress, matt support, cushion etc 

9401 Seats, other thanthose of 94.02, and parts thereof 

94011000 Seats of a kind used for aircraft 

94012000 Seats of a kind used for motor vehicles 
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94013000 Swivel seats with variable height adjustment 

94014000 Seats, (excl. Garden seats or camping equipment), convertible into beds 

94015000 Seats of cane, osier, bamboo or similar materials 

94016100 Upholstered seats, with wooden frames 

94016900 Seats with wooden frames, not upholstered 

94017100 Upholstered seats, with metal frames 

94017900 Seats with metal frames, not upholstered 

94018000 Seats, nes 

94019000 Parts of seats 

9402 Medical, surgical, dental... Furniture; barbers' chairs...; their parts 

94021000 Dentists', barbers' or similar chairs and parts thereof 

94021010 Dentists'or similar chairs and parts thereof 

94021090 Other 

94029000 Medical, surgical or veterinary furniture, and parts thereof 

9403 Other furniture and parts thereof 

94031000 Metal furniture of a kind used in offices (excl. Seats) 

94032000 Metal furniture, nes (excl. Seats) 

94033000 Wooden furniture of a kind used in offices 

94034000 Wooden furniture of a kind used in the kitchen 

94035000 Wooden furniture of a kind used in the bedroom 

94036000 Wooden furniture, nes 

94037000 Furniture of plastics 

94038000 Furniture (excl. Seats), nes 

94039000 Parts of furniture 

9404 Mattress supports; articles of bedding, sprung, stuffed, etc 

94041000 Mattress supports 

94042100 Mattresses of cellular rubber or plastics 

94042900 Mattresses of materials, nes 

94043000 Sleeping bags 

94049000 Articles of bedding, stuffed, etc (excl. Mattresses and sleeping bags) 

9405 Lamps and lighting fittings, nes; illuminated signs, name-plates, etc 
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94051000 Chandeliers and other electric ceiling or wall lighting fittings 

94052000 Electric table, desk, bedside or floor-standing lamps 

94053000 Lighting sets for Christmas trees 

94054000 Other electric lamps and lighting fittings, nes 

94055000 Non-electrical lamps and lighting fittings 

94056000 Illuminated signs, illuminated name-plates and the like 

94059100 Glass parts for lamps and lighting fittings, etc 

94059200 Parts of plastics for lamps and lighting fitting, etc 

94059900 Parts (excl. Of glass or plastics) of lamps and lighting fittings, etc 

94060000 Prefabricated buildings 

9406 Prefabricated buildings 

95 Toys, games & sports requisites; parts & access thereof 

95010000 Wheeled toys designed to be ridden by children; dolls' carriages 

9501 Wheeled toys designed to be ridden by childreneg tricycles, scooters etc 

9502 Dolls representing only human beings 

95021000 Dolls representing only human beings 

95029100 Garments and accessories, footwear and headgear for dolls 

95029900 Parts and accessories, nes, for dolls 

9503 Other toys; reduced-size models, etc; puzzles of all kinds 

95031000 Electric trains (incl. Tracks, signals and other accessories therefor) 

95032000 Reduced-size (scale) model assembly kits, not electric trains 

95033000 Other construction sets and constructional toys, nes 

95034100 Stuffed toys representing animals or non-human creatures 

95034900 Toys representing animals or non-human creatures, not stuffed 

95035000 Toy musical instruments and apparatus 

95036000 Puzzles 

95037000 Toys put up in sets or outfits, nes 

95038000 Toys and models, incorporating a motor, nes 

95039000 Toys, nes 

9504 Articles for funfair, table or parlour games 

95041000 Video games of a kind used with a television receiver 
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95042000 Billiard tables and articles/accessories for billiards 

95043000 Games, coin- or disc-operated (excl. Bowling alley equipment) 

95044000 Playing cards 

95049000 Articles for funfair, table or parlour games, nes 

9505 Festive, carnival or other entertainment articles 

95051000 Articles for Christmas festivities 

95059000 Festive, carnival or other entertainment articles, nes 

9506 Articles and equipment for gymnastics, athletics, etc 

95061100 Snow-skis 

95061200 Ski-fastenings (ski-bindings) 

95061900 Snow-ski equipment, nes 

95062100 Sailboards 

95062900 Water-skis, surf-boards and other water-sport equipment 

95063100 Golf clubs, complete 

95063200 Golf balls 

95063900 Golf equipment, nes 

95064000 Articles and equipment for table-tennis 

95065100 Lawn-tennis rackets 

95065900 Tennis or similar rackets, nes 

95066100 Lawn-tennis balls 

95066200 Inflatable balls 

95066900 Balls (excl. Golf, table-tennis, tennis and inflatable) 

95067000 Ice skates and roller skates 

95069100 Articles and equipment for general physical exercise, gymnastics/athletics 

95069900 Other articles and equipment for sport and open-air games, nes 

9507 Fishing rods, fish-hooks and other line fishing tackle; nets 

95071000 Fishing rods 

95072000 Fish-hooks 

95073000 Fishing reels 

95079000 Line fishing tackle, fish landing nets, butterfly and similar nets... 

95080000 Roundabouts, swings, shooting galleries and other fairground amusments 
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9508 Roundabouts, swings, shooting gallaries and other fairground amusements 

96 Miscellaneous manufactured articles 

9601 Worked ivory, bone, tortoise-shell and articles thereof 

96011000 Worked ivory and articles of ivory 

96019000 Worked bone, tortoise-shell, horn and articles thereof, nes 

96020000 Worked vegetable or mineral; moulded articles of wax, sterin, etc 

9602 Worked vegetable or mineral carving material, articles of wax etc 

9603 Brooms, brushes, hand-operated mechanical floor sweepers, etc 

96031000 Brooms and brushes, of twigs or other vegetable materials bound together 

96032100 Tooth brushes including dental-plate brushes 

96032900 Shaving, hair, nail, eyelash, toilet brushes 

96033000 Artists', writing brushes and brushes for the application of cosmetics 

96034000 Paint, distemper, varnish or similar brushes; paint pads and rollers 

96035000 Brushes constituting parts of machines, appliances or vehicles, nes 

96039000 Hand-operated floor sweepers, mops, feather dusters, etc, nes 

96040000 Hand sieves and hand riddles 

9604 Hand seives and hand riddles 

96050000 Travel sets for personal toilet, sewing or shoe or clothes cleaning 

9605 Travel sets for personal toilet, sewing or shoe or clothes cleaning 

9606 Buttons, press-fasteners and articles thereof; button blanks 

96061000 Press-fasteners, snap-fasteners and press-studs and parts therefor 

96062100 Buttons of plastics, not covered with textile material 

96062200 Buttons of base metal, not covered with textile material 

96062900 Buttons, nes 

96063000 Button moulds and other parts of buttons; button blanks 

9607 Slide fasteners and parts thereof 

96071100 Slide fasteners fitted with chain scoops of base metal 

96071900 Slide fasteners not fitted with chain scoops of base metal 

96072000 Slide fastener parts 

9608 Ball-point, felt tipped pens and pencils and articles therefor 

96081000 Ball-point pens 
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96082000 Felt-tipped and other porous-tipped pens and markers 

96083100 Indian ink drawing pens 

96083900 Fountain pens, stylograph pens and other pens, nes 

96084000 Propelling or sliding pencils 

96085000 Sets of articles from two or more of subheadings 96.08 

96086000 Refils for ball-point pens, comprising the ball-point and ink-reservoir 

96089100 Pen nibs and nib points 

96089900 Duplicating stylos; pen/pencil holders; parts of pens, nes 

9609 Pencils (excl. Of 96.08), crayons, pencil leads, pastels, etc 

96091000 Pencils and crayons, with leads encased in a rigid sheath 

96092000 Pencil leads, black or coloured 

96099000 Crayons, nes; drawing charcoals and chalks (incl. Tailors' chalks) 

96099010 Writing or drawing chalks 

96099090 Other 

96100000 Slates and boards, with writing or drawing surfaces 

9610 Slates and boards, with writing or drawing, surfaces 

96110000 Date, sealing or numbering stamps, etc, for use in the hand 

9611 Date, sealing or numbering stamps 

9612 Typewriter or similar ribbons inked or otherwise prepared; ink-pads 

96121000 Typewriter or similar ribbons inked or otherwise prepared 

96122000 Ink-pads 

9613 Cigarette lighters and other lighters, and parts thereof 

96131000 Pocket lighters, gas fuelled, non-refillable 

96132000 Pocket lighters, gas fuelled, refillable 

96133000 Table lighters 

96138000 Lighters, nes 

96139000 Parts of lighters (excl. Flint and wicks) 

9614 Smoking pipes and cigar or cigarette holders, and parts thereof 

96142000 Pipes and pipe bowls 

96149000 Cigar or cigarette holders and parts thereof; parts of smoking pipes 

9615 Combs, hair-slides, etc; hairpins; curling pins, etc, and parts thereof 
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96151100 Combs, hair-slides and the like of hard rubber or plastics 

96151900 Combs, hair-slides and the like of other materials, nes 

96159000 Hairpins; curling pins, curling grips, etc, and parts thereof 

9616 Scent sprays, etc; powder-puffs and pads for cosmetics, etc 

96161000 Scent sprays and similar toilet sprays, and mounts and heads therefor 

96162000 Powder-puffs and pads for the application of cosmetics, etc 

96170000 Vacuum flasks, etc, complete with cases; parts thereof (excl. Inners) 

9617 Vacuum flasks and other vacuum vessels 

96180000 Tailors' dummies, etc; automata and other animated displays 

9618 Tailors`dummies, other animated displays used for shop window dressing 

97 Works of art, collectors' pieces and antiques 

9701 Paintings, drawings, pastels, collages, etc, done entirely by hand 

97011000 Paintings, drawings and pastels executed entirely by hand 

97019000 Collages and similar decorative plaques, executed entirely by hand 

97020000 Original engravings, prints and lithographs 

9702 Original engravings, prints and lithographs 

97030000 Original sculptures and statuary, in any material 

9703 Sculptures and statuary, in any material 

97040000 Collectors' postage or revenue stamps, first-day covers, etc 

9704 Postage or revenue stamps, stamp-postmarks 

97050000 Collections and collector's pieces of zoological interest 

9705 Collections and collectors` pieces of zoological 

97060000 Antiques of an age exceeding 100 years 

9706 Antiques of anage exeeding one hundred years 

98 Special classification provisions 

99 Special transaction - trade 

99990000 Non statistical code for goods cleared without sbe 

9999 Non statistical code for goods cleared without sbe 

15111000 Crude oil 

15111010 Palm oil crude 

15111021 Palm olein Fractions crude 
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15111022 Palm stearin Fractions crude 

15111029 Palm other Fractions crude 

15119020 Palm stearin, RBD for industrial use 

32129010 Pigments for manufacture of paints 

32129090 Other 

71031010 Tanzanite unworked or simply sawn or roughly shaped 

71031020 Alexandrite unworked or simply sawn or roughly shaped 

71031090 Other unworked or roughly shaped 

71039910 Tanzanite worked 

71039920 Alexandrite worked 

71039990 Other worked 

39232110 Shopping bags of polymers of ethylene 

39232190 Other of polymers of ethylene 

39232910 Shopping bags of other plastics 

39232990 Other of plastic 

39239010 Plastic toothpaste tube 

39239090 Other plastic tubes 

87021020 Of cubic capacity of 2000 or more and seating capacity not exceeding ten 

87029020 Of cubic capacity 2000 or more & seating capacity not exceeding ten person 

22029090 Other 

01011000 Pure-bred breeding animals 

01019000 Other: Live horses, asses, mules and hinnies. 

01041010 Purebred breeding animals 

01041090 Other: Sheep: Purebred breeding animals 

01042010 Purebred breeding animals 

01042090 Other: Goats Purebred breeding animals 

01051210 Day old turkeys 

01051290 Other: turkeysday old turkeys 

01061100 Primates 

01061200 Whales, dolphins and porpoises (mammals of the order Cetacea); manatees 

01061900 Other: Other live animals: Mammals 
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01062000 Reptiles (including snakes and turtles) 

01063100 Birds of prey 

01063200 Psittaciformes (including parrots, parakeets, macaws and cockatoos) 

01063900 Other: Other live animals: Birds 

01069000 Other: Other live animals: Birds 

02083000 Of primates: Other meat and edible meat offal, other meat and edible meat o 

02084000 Of whales, dolphins and porpoises (mammals of the order Cetacea); of manat 

02085000 Of reptiles (including snakes and turtles): Other meat and edible meat off 

02109100 Of primates: Meat and edible meat offal, salted: Other, including edible flo 

02109200 Of whales, dolphins and porpoises (mammals of the order Cetacea) ;of manat 

02109300 Of reptiles (including snakes and turtles): Meat and edible me:Other, incl 

02109900 Other: Meat and edible meat offal, salted, i: Other, including edible flours 

03023400 Bigeye tunas (Thunnus obesus) 

03023500 Bluefin tunas (Thunnus thynnus) 

03023600 Southern bluefin tunas (Thunnus maccoyii) 

03031100 Sockeye salmon (red salmon) (Oncorhynchus nerka) 

03031900 Other: Fish, frozen, excluding fish fillets:Pacific salmon (Oncorhynchus ne 

03034400 Bigeye tunas (Thunnus obesus) 

03034500 Bluefin tunas (Thunnus thynnus) 

03034600 Southern bluefin tunas (Thunnus maccoyii) 

05119120 Fish waste 

05119910 Animal semen other than of bovine 

05119990 Other: Animal products not elsewhere specifi: Products of fish or crus 

07095900 Other: Other vegetables, fresh or chilled: Mushrooms and truffles 

07115100 Mushrooms of the genus Agaricus 

07115900 Other: Vegetables provisionally preserved (for example, by: Mushrooms and tr 

07123100 Mushrooms of the genus Agaricus 

07123200 Wood ears (Auricularia spp.) 

07123300 Jelly fungi (Tremella spp.) 

07123900 Other: Dried vegetables, whole, cut, sliced, mushrooms, wood ears (Auricula 

08055000 Lemons (Citrus limon, Citrus limonum) and limes (Citrus aurantifolia, Citru 
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08106000 Durians 

10019020 Hard wheat 

11032000 Pellets 

12051000 Low erucic acid rape or colza seeds 

12059000 Other: Rape or colza seeds, whether or not broken. 

12091000 Sugar beet seed 

12113000 Coca leaf 

12114000 Poppy straw 

14020000 Vegetable materials of a kind used primarily as stuffing or as padding (fo 

14030000 Vegetable materials of a kind used primarily in brooms or in brushes (for 

15050000 Wool grease and fatty substances derived therefrom (including lanolin). 

15119030 Palm olein, RBD 

15119040 Palm stearin, RBD 

15141100 Crude oil: Rape, colza or mustard oil and frac: Low erucic acid rape or colz 

15141900 Other: Rape, colza or mustard oil and fracti: Low erucic acid rape or colza 

15149100 Crude oil: Rape, colza or mustard oil and fractions thereof, whether or not 

15149900 Other: Rape, colza or mustard oil and fractions thereof, whether or not ref 

17011100 Raw cane sugar, in solid form 

17011200 Raw beet sugar, in solid form 

17019900 Cane or beet sugar, in solid form, nes 

19012010 Biscuit powder 

19012090 Other: Mixes and doughs for the preparation of bakers' wares of headi 

19019010 Malt extract 

19019090 Other: Other Malt extract 

19043000 Bulgur wheat 

19053100 Sweet biscuits 

19053200 Waffles and wafers 

19053210 Communion wafers 

19053290 Other: Waffles and wafers: Communion wafers 

20039000 Other: Mushrooms and truffles, prepared or preserved otherwise than by vine 

20091200 Not frozen, of a brix value<=20 
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20092100 Of a brix value<=20: Fruit juices (including grape must) and vege: Grapefrui 

20092900 Other: Fruit juices (including grape must) and vegetable juices,: Grapefruit 

20093100 Of a brix value<=20: Fruit juices (including grape: Juice of any other singl 

20093900 Other: Fruit juices (including grape must) a: Juice of any other single citr 

20094100 Of a brix value<=20: Fruit juices (including grape must) and veget: Pineappl 

20094900 Other: Fruit juices (including grape must) and vegetable juices, u: Pineappl 

20096100 Of a brix value<=30: Fruit juices (including grape: Grape juice (including g 

20096900 Other: Fruit juices (including grape must) and: Grape juice (including grape 

20097100 Of a brix value<=20: Fruit juices (including grape must) and vegetable: Appl 

20097900 Other: Fruit juices (including grape must) and vegetable juices, unfer: Appl 

21069020 Preparations of a kind used in manufacturing of beverages 

23064100 Of low erucic acid rape or colza seeds: Oilcake and other sol: Of rape or co 

23064900 Other: Oilcake and other solid residues, whether or not gr:Of rape or colza 

23080000 Vegetable materials and vegetable waste, vegetable residues and by-product 

26202100 Leaded gasoline sludges and leaded anti-knock compound sludges 

26202900 Other: Ash and residues (other than from the manufacture of: Containing main 

26206000 Containing arsenic, mercury, thallium or their mixtures, of a kind used f 

26209100 Containing antimony, beryllium, cadmium, chromium or their mixtures 

26209900 Other: Ash and residues (other than from the manufacture of iron or steel), 

26211000 Ash and residue from the incineration of municipal waste 

26219000 Other: Other slag and ash, including seaweed ash (kelp); ash and residue fr 

27100000 Petroleum oils, etc, (excl. Crude); preparations thereof, nes 

27101100 Motor Spirit (gasoline) premium 

27101110 Motor Spirit (gasoline) premium 

27101120 Motor Spirit (gasoline) regular 

27101130 Aviation spirit 

27101140 Spirit type Jet Fuel 

27101150 Special boiling point spirit and white spirit 

27101190 Other light oils and preparations 

27101900 Partly refined (including topped crudes) 

27101910 Partly refined (including topped crudes) 
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27101921 Kerosene type Jet Fuel 

27101922 Illuminating kerosene (ik) 

27101929 Other medium oils and preparations 

27101931 Gas oil (automotive, light, amber for high speed engines) 

27101932 Diesel oil (industrial heavy, black, for low speed marine and statio 

27101939 Other gas oils 

27101941 Residual fuel oils (marine, furnace and similar fuel oils) of  a Kine 

27101942 Residual fuel oils (marine, furnace and similar fuel oils) of a Kin 

27101943 Residual fuel oils (marine, furnace and similar fuel oils) of a Kin 

27101949 Other residual fuels 

27101951 Lubricating oils 

27101952 Lubricating greases 

27101953 Mould release oils 

27101954 Batching oils 

27101955 Transformer oils 

27101956 Non-lubrcating oils (cutting oils, coolants, anti-rust, brake fluids 

27101959 Other: Petroleum oils and oils obtained from bituminous minerals, oth 

27109100 Containing polychlorinated biphenyls (pcbs), polychlorinated terphenyls (P 

27109900 Other: Petroleum oils and oils obtained from bituminous minerals, other: Was 

28051200 Calcium 

28164000 Oxides, hydroxides and peroxides, of strontium or barium 

29055100 Ethchlorvynol (INN) 

29055900 Other: Acyclic alcohols and their halogenate: Halogenated, sulphonated, nitr 

29214600 Amfetamine (INN) benzfetamine (INN), dexamfetamine (INN), etilamfetamine ( 

29221400 Dextropropoxyphene (INN) and its salts 

29223100 Amfepramone (INN), methadone (INN) and normethadone (INN); salts thereof 

29223900 Other: Oxygenfunction amino-compounds: Aminoaldehydes, amino-ketones and 

am 

29224400 Tilidine (INN) and its salts 

29241100 Meprobamate (INN) 

29241900 Other: Carboxyamide-function compounds; amid:Acyclic amides (including acyc 
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29242300 2-Acetamidobenzoic acid (N-acetylanthranilic acid) and its salts 

29242400 Ethinamate (INN) 

29251200 Glutethimide (INN) 

29263000 Fenproporex (INN) and its salts; methadone (INN) intermediate (4-cyano-2-d 

29329500 Tetrahydrocannabinols (all isomers) 

29333300 Alfentanil (INN), anileridine (INN), bezitramide (INN), bromazepam (INN), 

29334100 Levorphanol (INN) and its salts 

29334900 Other: Heterocyclic compounds with nitrogen: Compounds containing in the str 

29335200 Malonylurea (barbituric acid) and its salts 

29335300 Allobarbital (INN), amobarbital (INN), barbital (INN), butalbital (INN), b 

29335400 Other derivatives of malonylurea (barbituric acid); salts thereof 

29335500 Loprazolam (INN), mecloqualone (INN), methaqualone (INN) and zipeprol (INN 

29337200 Clobazam (INN) and methyprylon (INN) 

29339100 Alprazolam (INN), camazepam (INN), chlordiazepoxide (INN), clonazepam 

(INN 

29339900 Other: Heterocyclic compounds with nitrogen hetero-atom(s) only. 

29349100 Aminorex (INN), brotizolam (INN), clotiazepam (INN), cloxazolam (INN), dex 

29349900 Other: Nucleic acids and their salts, whether or not chemically defined; o 

29371100 Somatotropin, its derivatives and structural analogues 

29371200 Insulin and its salts 

29371900 Other: Hormones, prostaglandins, thromboxane: Polypeptides hormones, protein 

29372300 Oestrogens and progestogens 

29373100 Epinephrine 

29373900 Other: Hormones, prostaglandins, thromboxane: Catecholamine hormones, their 

29374000 Amino-acids derivatives 

29375000 Prostaglandins, thromboxanes and leukotrienes, their derivatives and stru 

29379000 Other: Hormones, prostaglandins, thromboxane: Catecholamine hormones, their 

29391100 Concentrates of poppy straw; buprenorphine (INN), codeine, dihydrocodeine 

29391900 Other: Vegetable alkaloids, natural or repro: Alkaloids of opium and their d 

29394300 Cathine (INN) and its salts 

29395100 Fenetylline (INN) and its salts 
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29395900 Other: Vegetable alkaloids, natural or repro: Theophylline and aminophylline 

29399100 Cocaine, ecgonine, levometamfetamine, metamfetamine (INN), metamfetamine r 

29399900 Other: Vegetable alkaloids, natural or reproduced by synthesis, and their s 

30067000 Gel preparations designed to be used in human or veterinary medicine as a 

30068000 Waste pharmaceuticals 

32159010 Ink for ball point pens 

32159090 Other: otherink for ball point pens 

34012010 Noodles for manufacture of toilet soap 

34012090 Other: Soap in other forms: Noodles for manufacture of toilet soap 

34013000 Organic surface-active products and preparations for washing the skin, in 

38081020 Mosquito coils, chips, mats and similar products designed for use by 

38081031 Pyrethrum based 

38081039 Other: Aerosol spraypyrethrum based 

38170000 Mixed alkylbenzenes and mixed alkylnaphthalenes, other than those of headi 

38249010 "Grey oxide" and "Black oxide" ("Lead dust") 

38249090 Other: Other:"Grey oxide" and "Black oxide" ("Lea 

3825 Residual products of the chemical or allied industries, not elsewhere spec 

38251000 Municipal waste 

38252000 Sewage sludge 

38253000 Clinical waste 

38254100 Halogenated 

38254900 Other: Residual products of the chemical or allied industri:Waste organic s 

38255000 Wastes of metal pickling liquors, hydraulic fluids, brake fluids and anti- 

38256100 Mainly containing organic constituents 

38256900 Other: Residual products of the chemical or: Other wastes from chemical or a 

38259000 Other: Residual products of the chemical or: Other wastes from chemical or a 

39199010 In rolls of a width>100 cm, unprinted 

39199090 Other: otherin rolls of a width>100 cm, unprinted 

39201010 Unprinted 

39201090 Other: Of polymers of ethylene: Unprinted 

39202010 Unprinted 
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39202090 Other: Of polymers of propyleneunprinted 

39203010 Unprinted 

39203090 Other: Of polymers of styrene: Unprinted 

39204300 Containing by weight>=6% of plasticisers 

39204310 Unprinted 

39204390 Other: Containing by weight>=6% of plasticisersunprinted 

39204900 Other: Other plates, sheets, film, foil and strip, o: Of polymers of vinyl c 

39205110 Unprinted 

39205190 Other: Of poly(methyl methacrylate)Unprinted 

39205910 Unprinted 

39205990 Other: other: unprinted 

39206110 Unprinted 

39206190 Other: Of polycarbonatesunprinted 

39206210 Unprinted 

39206290 Other: Of poly (ethylene terephthalate): Unprinted 

39206310 Unprinted 

39206390 Other: Of unsaturated polyestersunprinted 

39206910 Unprinted 

39206990 Other: Of other polyesters: Unprinted 

39207110 Unprinted 

39207190 Other: Of regenerated celluloseunprinted 

39207210 Unprinted 

39207290 Other: Of vulcanised fibre: Unprinted 

39207310 Unprinted 

39207390 Other: Of cellulose acetateunprinted 

39207910 Unprinted 

39207990 Other: Of other cellulose derivatives: Unprinted 

39209110 Unprinted 

39209190 Other: Of poly (vinyl butyral) Unprinted 

39209210 Unprinted 

39209290 Other: Of polyamides: Unprinted 
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39209310 Unprinted 

39209390 Other: Of aminoresinsunprinted 

39209410 Unprinted 

39209490 Other: Of phenolic resins: Unprinted 

39209910 Unprinted 

39209990 Other: Of other plasticsunprinted 

39211110 Unprinted 

39211190 Other: Of polymers of styrene: Unprinted 

39211310 Unprinted 

39211390 Other: Of polyurethanesunprinted 

39211410 Unprinted 

39211490 Other: Of regenerated cellulose: Unprinted 

39211910 Unprinted 

39211990 Other: Of other plasticsunprinted 

39235010 Inserts 

39235090 Other: Stoppers, lids, caps and other closuresinserts 

39239020 Plastic tubes for packing of toothpaste, cosmetics and similar 

39269010 Floats for fishing nets 

39269090 Other: otherfloats for fishing nets 

40091100 Without fittings 

40091200 With fittings 

40092100 Without fittings 

40092200 With fittings 

40093100 Without fittings 

40093200 With fittings 

40094100 Without fittings 

40094200 With fittings 

40103100 Endless transmission belts of trapezoidal cross-section (V-belts), V- ribb 

40103200 Endless transmission belts of trapezoidal cross-section (V-belts), other t 

40103300 Endless transmission belts of trapezoidal cross-section (V-belts), V- ribb 

40103400 Endless transmission belts of trapezoidal cross-section (V-belts), other t 
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40103500 Endless synchronous belts, of an outside circumference>60 cm but<=150cm 

40103600 Endless synchronous belts, of an outside circumference>150 cm but<=198 cm 

40103900 Other: Conveyor or transmission belts or belting, o: Transmission belts or b 

40116100 Of a kind used on agricultural or forestry vehicles and machines: New pne: 

40116200 Of a kind used on construction or industrial handling vehicles and machine 

40116300 Of a kind used on construction or industrial handling vehicles and machine 

40116900 Other: New pneumatic tyres, of rubber: Other, having a "herringbone" or sim 

40119200 Of a kind used on agricultural or forestry vehicles and machines: New pneu 

40119300 Of a kind used on construction or industrial handling vehicles and machine 

40119400 Of a kind used on construction or industrial handling vehicles and machine 

40121100 Of a kind used on motor cars (including station wagons and racing cars): Re 

40121200 Of a kind used on buses or lorries: Retreated or used pneumatic ty: Retreade 

40121300 Of a kind used on aircraft: Retreated or used pneumatic tyres of r: Retreade 

40121900 Other: Retreated or used pneumatic tyres of rubber; solid or cushi: Retreade 

40129010 Treads for cold retreading 

40129090 Other: Other: Treads for cold retreading 

40170010 Wastes and scrap 

40170090 Other: Hard rubber (for example, ebonite) in all forms, including was 

41012000 Whole hides and skins, of a weight per skin<=8 kg when simply dried, 10 kg 

41015000 Whole hides and skins, of weight>16 kg 

41019000 Other, including butts, bends and bellies. 

41033000 Of swine: Other raw hides and skins (fresh, or salted, dried, limed, pickle 

41041100 Full grains, unsplit; grain splits 

41041900 Other: Tanned or crust hides and skins of bovine (including buffalo) or equ 

41044100 Full grains, unsplit; grain splits 

41044900 Other: Tanned or crust hides and skins of bovine (includ: In the dry state ( 

41051000 In the wet state (including wet-blue) 

41053000 In the dry state (crust) 

41062100 In the wet state (including wet-blue) 

41062200 In the dry state (crust) 

41063100 In the wet state (including wet-blue) 
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41063200 In the dry state (crust) 

41064000 Of reptiles: Tanned or crust hides and skins of other animals, without w:O 

41069100 In the wet state (including wet-blue) 

41069200 In the dry state (crust) 

41071100 Full grains, unsplit 

41071200 Grains split 

41071900 Other: Leather further prepared after tanning or crusting, i: Whole hides an 

41079100 Full grains, unsplit 

41079200 Grain splits 

41079900 Other: Leather further prepared after tanning or crusting,: Other, including 

41120000 Leather further prepared after tanning or crusting, including parchment-dr 

4112 Leather further prepared after tanning or crusting 

4113 Leather further prepared after tanning or crusting, including parchment-dr 

41131000 Of goats or kids: Leather further prepared after tanning or crusting, inclu 

41132000 Of swine: Leather further prepared after tanning or crusting, including par 

41133000 Of reptiles: Leather further prepared after tanning or crusting, including 

41139000 Other: Leather further prepared after tanning or crusting, including parchm 

4114 Chamois (including combination chamois) leather; patent leather and patent 

41141000 Chamois (including combination chamois) leather 

41142000 Patent leather and patent laminated leather; metallised leather 

4115 Composition leather with a basis of leather or leather fibre, in slabs, sh 

41151000 Composition leather with a basis of leather or leather fibre, in slabs, sh 

41152000 Parings and other waste of leather or of composition leather, not suitabl 

44102100 Unworked or not further worked than sanded 

44102900 Other: Particle board and similar board (for: Oriented strand board and waf 

44103100 Unworked or not further worked than sanded 

44103200 Surface-covered with melamine-impregnated paper 

44103300 Surface-covered with decorative laminates of plastics 

44103900 Other: Particle board and similar board (for example, oriented stra:Other, 

44160010 Casks, barrels and vats, including staves, of oak 

44160090 Other: Casks, barrels, vats, tubs and other: Casks, barrels, vats, tub 
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48010010 Weighing<42g/m2 

48010090 Other: Newsprint, in rolls or sheets.Weighing<42g/m2 

48025400 Weighing<40 g/m2 

48025500 Weighing 40 g/m2 or more but<=150 g/m2, in rolls 

48025600 Weighing 40 g/m2 or more but<=150 g/m2, in sheets wiith one side<=435 mm a 

48025700 Other, weighing 40 g/m2 or more but<=150 g/m2 

48025800 Weighing >150 g/m2 

48026100 In rolls 

48026200 In sheets with one side<=435 mm and the other side<=297 mm in the unfolde 

48026900 Other: Uncoated paper and paperboard, of a k: Other paper and paperboard, of 

48041910 Dry battery Kraftliner 

48041990 Other: Other: Dry battery Kraftliner 

48051100 Semi-chemical fluting paper 

48051200 Straw fluting paper 

48051900 Other: Uncoated kraft paper and paperboard, in rolls or sheets, othe:Flutin 

48052400 Weighing 150 g/m2 or less 

48052500 Weighing>150 g/m2 

48059100 Weighing 150 g/m2 or less 

48059200 Weighing>150 g/m2 but<225 g/m2 

48059300 Weighing 225 g/m2 or more 

48061010 Printed: Vegetable parchmentprinted 

48061090 Other: Vegetable parchment: Printed 

48070000 Composite paper and paperboard (made by sticking flat layers of paper or p 

48101300 In rolls 

48101400 In sheets with one side<=435 mm and the other side<=297 mm in the unfolded 

48101900 Other: Paper and paperboard, coated on one o: Paper and paperboard of a kind 

48102200 Light-weight coated paper 

48109200 Multi -ply 

48114100 Unprinted Gummed/adhesive paper: Selfadhesive 

48114110 Unprinted Gummed/adhesive paper: Selfadhesive 

48114190 Other: Paper, paperboard, cellulose wadding and webs of cellulose fib 
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48114900 Other: Paper, paperboard, cellulose wadding and webs of cellulose fib:Selfa 

48115100 Bleached, weighing>150 g/m2 

48115900 Other: Paper, paperboard, cellulose wadding: Paper and paperboard coated, im 

48115910 For labelling dry cells and dry batteries: other for labelling dry cel 

48115990 Other: Other for labelling dry cells and dry batteri 

48116000 Unprinted Gummed/adhesive paper: Paper and paperboard coated, impregnated 

48116010 Unprinted Gummed/adhesive paper: Paper and paperboard coated, impreg 

48116090 Other: Paper, paperboard, cellulose wadding:Paper and paperboard coat 

48184010 Sanitary towels and tampons 

48184090 Other 

48192010 Skillets, free hinge lid packets 

48192090 Other: Folding cartons, boxes and cases, of noncorrugated paper or pa 

48211010 For labelling dry cell batteries: Printed: For labelling dry cell batt 

48211090 Other: printed for labelling dry cell batteries 

48231200 Self-adhesive 

48239010 Straw wrappers 

48239090 Other: other straw wrappers 

49070010 Cheque form and/or books 

49070090 Other: Unused postage, revenue or similar stamps of current or new is 

49119910 Instructional charts and diagrams 

49119920 Examination question papers 

49119990 Other: Other: Instructional charts and diagramsexamination question pa 

51021100 Of Kashmir (cashmere) goats: Fine or coarse animal hair, not car: Fine anima 

51021900 Other: Fine or coarse animal hair, not carded or combed: Fine animal hair 

51053100 Of Kashmir (cashmere) goats: Wool and fine or coarse an: Fine animal hair, c 

51053900 Other: Wool and fine or coarse animal hair, car: Fine animal hair, carded or 

53059000 Other: Coconut, abaca (Manila hemp or Musa textilis Nee), ramie and othe:Of 

56019000 Other 

56081910 Fruit tree and seedbed netting 

56081990 Other: otherfruit tree and seedbed netting 

59049000 Other: Linoleum, whether or not cut to shape; floor coverings consisting of 
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60024000 Containing by weight 5% or more elastomeric yarn but not containing rubber 

60029000 Other: Knitted or crocheted fabrics of a width<=30 cm, containing by weight 

6003 Knitted or crocheted fabrics of a width<=30 cm, other than those of headin 

60031000 Of wool or fine animal hair: Knitted or crocheted fabrics of a width<=30 cm 

60032000 Of cotton: Knitted or crocheted fabrics of a width<=30 cm, other than those 

60033000 Of synthetic fibres: Knitted or crocheted fabrics of a width<=30 cm, other 

60034000 Of artificial fibres: Knitted or crocheted fabrics of a width<=30 cm, other 

60039000 Other: Knitted or crocheted fabrics of a width<=30 cm, other than those of 

6004 Knitted or crocheted fabrics of a width>30 cm, containing by weight 5% or 

60041000 Containing by weight 5% or more of elastomeric yarn but not containing ru 

60049000 Other: Knitted or crocheted fabrics of a width>30 cm, containing by weight 

6005 Warp knit fabrics (including those made on galloon knitting machines), oth 

60051000 Of wool or fine animal hair: Warp knit fabrics (including those made on gal 

60052100 Unbleached or bleached: Warp knit fabrics (including those made on gall: Of 

60052200 Dyed: Warp knit fabrics (including those made on galloon knitting machi: Of 

60052300 Of yarns of different colours: Warp knit fabrics (including those made: Of c 

60052400 Printed: Warp knit fabrics (including those made on galloon knitting ma: Of 

60053100 Unbleached or bleached: Warp knit fabrics (including those ma: Of synthetic 

60053200 Dyed: Warp knit fabrics (including those made on galloon knit: Of synthetic 

60053300 Of yarns of different colours: Warp knit fabrics (including t: Of synthetic 

60053400 Printed: Warp knit fabrics (including those made on galloon k: Of synthetic 

60054100 Unbleached or bleached: Warp knit fabrics (including those m: Of artificial 

60054200 Dyed: Warp knit fabrics (including those made on galloon kni: Of artificial 

60054300 Of yarns of different colours: Warp knit fabrics (including: Of artificial f 

60054400 Printed: Warp knit fabrics (including those made on galloon: Of artificial f 

60059000 Other: Warp knit fabrics (including those made on galloon kn: Of artificial 

6006 Other knitted or crocheted fabrics. 

60061000 Of wool or fine animal hair: Other knitted or crocheted fabrics. 

60062100 Unbleached or bleached: Other knitted or crocheted fabrics: Of cotton 

60062200 Dyed: Other knitted or crocheted fabrics: Of cotton 

60062300 Of yarns of different colours: Other knitted or crocheted fabrics: Of cotto 
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60062400 Printed: Other knitted or crocheted fabrics: Of cotton 

60063100 Unbleached or bleached: Other knitted or crocheted fabrics: Of synthetic fi 

60063200 Dyed: Other knitted or crocheted fabrics: Of synthetic fibres 

60063300 Of yarns of different colours: Other knitted or crocheted fab: Of synthetic 

60063400 Printed: Other knitted or crocheted fabrics: Of synthetic fibres 

60064100 Unbleached or bleached: Other knitted or crocheted fabrics: Of artificial f 

60064200 Dyed: Other knitted or crocheted fabrics: Of artificial fibres 

60064300 Of yarns of different colours: Other knitted or crocheted fa: Of artificial 

60064400 Printed:Other knitted or crocheted fabrics: Of artificial fibres 

60069000 Other: Other knitted or crocheted fabrics: Of artificial fibres 

61101100 Of wool: Jerseys, pullovers, cardigans, waist-coats a: Of wool or fine anima 

61101200 Of Kashmir (cashmere) goats: Jerseys, pullovers, cardig:Of wool or fine ani 

61101900 Other: Jerseys, pullovers, cardigans, waist-coats and: Of wool or fine anima 

62114910 Khanga and kitenge 

62114990 Other: track suits, ski suits and swimwear; other garm:of other texti 

68109910 Railings and railways' sleepers 

68109990 Other: Other Railings and railways' sleepers 

68139010 Friction material 

68139090 Other: Other: Friction material 

70101010 For pharmaceutical products: ampoulesfor pharmaceutical products 

70101090 Other: Ampoules: For pharmaceutical products 

70109000 Other: Carboys, bottles, flasks, jars, pots, phials, ampoules and other con 

70190000 Other articles of glass. 

70200010 Floats for fishing nets 

70200090 Other: Other articles of glass: Floats for fishing nets 

71123000 Ash containing precious metal or precious metal compounds 

71129100 Of gold, including metal clad with gold but excluding sweepings containing 

71129200 Of platinum, including metal clad with platinum but excluding sweepings co 

71129900 Other: Waste and scrap of precious metal or of metalclad with precious meta 

72173010 Of a kind used in the manufacture of tyres: Plated or coated with oth 

72173090 Other: Plated or coated with other base metals Of a kind used in the 
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73269010 Traps and sneers for the destruction of pests 

73269020 Reels for fire hose 

73269090 Other: othertraps and sneers for the destru:Reels for fire hose 

74130010 Cables 

74130090 Other: Stranded wire, cables, plaited bands and the like, of copper, 

74153300 Screws; bolts and nuts 

76129010 Cans and ends for beverages 

76129090 Other: Aluminium casks, drums, cans, boxes and similar containers  

81019400 Unwrought tungsten, including bars and rods obtained simply by sintering 

81019500 Bars and rods, other than those obtained simply by sintering 

81019600 Wire 

81019700 Waste and scrap 

81029400 Unwrought molybdenum, including bars and rods obtained simply by sintering 

81029500 Bars and rods, other than those obtained simply by sintering 

81029600 Wire 

81029700 Waste and scrap 

81032000 Unwrought tantalum, including bars and rods obtained simply by sintering; 

81033000 Waste and scrap 

81052000 Cobalt mattes and other intermediate products of cobalt metallurgy; unwrou 

81053000 Waste and scrap 

81072000 Unwrought cadmium; powders 

81073000 Waste and scrap 

81082000 Unwrought titanium; powders 

81083000 Waste and scrap 

81092000 Unwrought zirconium; powders 

81093000 Waste and scrap 

81101000 Unwrought antimony; powders 

81102000 Waste and scrap 

81109000 Other: Antimony and articles thereof, including waste and scrap. 

81121200 Unwrought; powders 

81121300 Waste and scrap 
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81122100 Unwrought; powders 

81122200 Waste and scrap 

81122900 Other: Beryllium, chromium, germanium, vanadium, gallium, hafnium, indium 

81125100 Unwrought; powders 

81125200 Waste and scrap 

81125900 Other: Beryllium, chromium, germanium, vanadium, gallium, hafnium, indium 

81129200 Unwrought; waste and scrap; powders 

83011010 Unassembled: padlocks unassembled 

83011090 Other: padlocks: unassembled 

83012010 Unassembled: Locks of a kind used for motor vehicles Unassembled 

83012090 Other: Locks of a kind used for motor vehicles: Unassembled 

83013010 Unassembled: Locks of a kind used for furniture Unassembled 

83013090 Other: Locks of a kind used for furniture: Unassembled 

83014010 Unassembled: Other locks Unassembled 

83014090 Other: Other locks: Unassembled 

84079010 For industrial, agricultural, water supply, sewerage and drainage 

84079090 Other: Other engines: For industrial, 

84089010 For industrial, agricultural, water supply, sewerage and drainage 

84089090 Other: Other: For industrial, 

84501110 Unassembled: Fullyautomatic machines: Unassembled 

84501190 Other: Fullyautomatic machines Unassembled 

84501210 Unassembled: Other machines, with builtin centrifugal drier: Unassemb 

84501290 Other: Other machines, with builtin centrifugal drier Unassembled 

84501910 Unassembled: other: unassembled 

84501990 Other: other unassembled 

84502010 Unassembled: Machines, each of a dry linen capacity>10 kg: Unassemble 

84502090 Other: Machines, each of a dry linen capacity>10 kg Unassembled 

84672100 Drills of all kinds 

84672200 Saws 

84672900 Other: Tools for working in the hand, pneumatic: with selfcontained electric 

85131010 Miner's safety lamps 
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85131090 Other: lampsminer's safety lamps 

85272110 Combined with sound recording or reproducing apparatus 

85281210 Colour unassembled 

85281290 Colour other 

85281310 Black and white or other monochrome Unassembled 

85281390 Black and white or other monochrome 

85282110 Unassembled: colour unassembled 

85282190 Other: colour: unassembled 

85282210 Unassembled: Black and white or other monochrome Unassembled 

85282290 Other: Black and white or other monochrome: Unassembled 

85421000 Cards incorporating an electronic integrated circuit ("smart" cards) 

85422100 Digital 

85422900 Other: Electronic integrated circuits and mi: Monolithic digital integrated 

85426000 Hybrid integrated circuits 

85427000 Electronic microassemblies 

87011000 Pedestrian controlled tractors 

87012000 Road tractors for semi-trailers 

87013000 Track-laying tractors 

87019000 Tractors (excl. Tractors of 87.09), nes 

87021000 Motor vehicles,for transport of>=10 persons,with diesel/semidiesel engines 

87021011 Unassembled: Four wheel drive vehicles for the transport of ten personsunas 

87021019 Other: Four wheel drive vehicles for the transport of ten personsunas 

87021021 Unassembled: Other, for the transport of 10 or more but<=25 persons 

87021022 For the transport   of<=15 persons: Other, for the transport of 10  

87021029 Other: Other, for the transport of 10 or more but<=25 personsunassemb 

87029000 Motor vehicles, for transport of>=10 persons,(exc.diesel/semidiesel engines 

87029011 Unassembled: Four wheel drive vehicles for the transport of ten perso 

87029019 Other: Four wheel drive vehicles for the transport of ten persons: Una 

87029021 Unassembled: Other, for the transport of 10 or more but<=25 personsun 

87029029 Other: Other, for the transport of 10 or more but<=25 persons: Unassem 

87032100 Vehicles with spark-ignition engine of cylinder capacity <1000cc 
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87032200 Vehicles with spark-ignition engine of cylinder capacity 1000-1500cc 

87032300 Vehicles with spark-ignition engine of cylinder capacity 1500-3000cc 

87032310 Unassembled or disassembled: Of a cylinder capacity>1,500cc but<=3,000 

87032390 Other: Of a cylinder capacity>1,500cc but<=3,000cc: Unassembled or dis 

87032400 Vehicles with spark-ignition engine of cylinder capacity >=3000cc 

87033100 Vehicles with diesel engine of cylinder capacity <1500cc 

87033200 Vehicles with diesel engine of cylinder capacity 1500-2500cc 

87033210 Unassembled or disassembled: Of a cylinder capacity>1,500cc but<=2,500 

87033290 Other: Of a cylinder capacity>1,500cc but<=2,500cc: Unassembled or dis 

87033300 Vehicles with diesel engine of cylinder capacity >=2500cc 

87039000 Other motor vehicles for the transport of persons, nes 

87041010 Unassembled or disassembled: Dumpers designed for offhighway useunass 

87041090 Other: Dumpers designed for offhighway use: Unassembled or disassemble 

87042100 Goods vehicles, with diesel or semi-diesel engines, gvw =<5tonnes 

87042200 Goods vehicles, with diesel or semi-diesel engines, gvw 5-20tonnes 

87042300 Goods vehicles, with diesel or semi-diesel engines, gvw >20tonnes 

87043100 Goods vehicles, with spark-ignition piston engines, gvw =<5tonnes 

87043200 Goods vehicles, with spark-ignition piston engines, gvw >5tonnes 

87049000 Motor vehicles for the transport of goods, nes 

88052100 Air combat simulators and parts therof 

88052900 Other: aircraft launching gear; deck-arresto: Ground flying trainers and par 

89061000 Warships 

89069000 Other: Other vessels, including warships and lifeboats other than rowing bo 

90099100 Automatic document feeders 

90099200 Paper feeders 

90099300 Sorters 

90099900 Other: Photocopying apparatus incorporating an optical syst: Parts and acces 

90211000 Orthopaedic or fracture appliances 

90213100 Artificial joints 

90213900 Other: Orthopaedic appliances, including crutc: Other artificial parts of th 

91089000 Other: Watch movements, complete and assembled: Electrically operated 
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91122000 Cases 

93011100 Self-propelled 

93011900 Other: Military weapons, other than revolver: Artillery weapons, (for exampl 

93012000 Rocket launchers; flame-throwers; grenade launchers; torpedotubes and sim 

93019000 Other: Military weapons, other than revolver: Artillery weapons, (for exampl 

93059100 Of military weapons of heading 93.01: Parts and accessories of articles of 

93059900 Other: Parts and accessories of articles of headings 93.01 to 93.04. 

94029010 Operating tables, examination tables and hospital beds with mechanic 

94029090 Other: other: o 

94059110 For bulbs and flurescent tubes: Of glassfor bulbs and flurescent tu 

94059190 Other: Of glass: For bulbs and flurescent tubes 

94059910 For bulbs and flurescent tubes: Other: For bulbs and flurescent tube 

94059990 Other: other for bulbs and flurescent tubes 

94060010 Green houses, cold rooms 

94060090 Other: Prefabricated buildings: Green houses, cold rooms 

95081000 Travelling circuses and travelling menageries 

95089000 Other: Roundabouts, swings, shooting galleries and other fairground amuseme 

87033299 Other: of Cylinder capacity > 1500cc but < 2000cc 

22060030 Clear beer (from unmalted barley) 

39211290 Other: Of polymers of vinyl chloride (PVC) 

39211210 Unprinted: of polymers of vinyl chloride (pvc) 

70199010 Other: circular interwoven discs, netting glass fibre 

70199090 Other: Glass fibres and articles thereof 

76071910 Unprinted alminium foil 

76071990 Other (printed) alminium foil 

76072090 Other (printed) Backed 

76072010 Uprinted aluminium foil: backed 

03041900 Other, Fish fresh or chilled 

85256000 Transmission Apparatus incorporating reception apparatus 

03042900 Other Frozen fillets 

85287290 Other: Other colur reception apparatus for televisin 
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85177000 Parts: Apparatus for transmission 

87083000 Brakes and servo-brakes; Parts thereof 

85255000 Transmission apparatus for radio or tv wheather or not incorporated 

85176900 Other apparatus for transmission or reception of voice 

85232110 Unrecorded cards incorporating magnetic tapes, discs etc 

06031900 Other, Fresh cut flowers for bouqets 

85238000 Semiconductor media Other 

85171200 Telephones for cellular networks or for other wireless networks 

38085000 Insectcides, fungicides, etc 

85285990 Monitors, other 

94038900 Other furniture of of material other than bamboo or rottan 

85284900 Cathode-ray tube monitor, Other 

85171800 Telephones, other 

68138100 Brake linings and pads 

85258000 Television cameras, digital cameras, and video camera recorders 

85279900 Radio-broadcast receivers, Other 

85444200 Other electric conductors, fitted with connectors 

85437000 Other machines and apparatus 

85086000 Other vacuum cleaners 

84439900 Other parts of printing machinery 

85198900 Other sound recording apparatus 

85232190 Magnetic media recorded 

85234010 Optical media unrecorded 

94038100 Furniture of bamboo or rottan 

85176210 For local area network 

85176290 For wide area networks 

85423100 Processors and controllers, wheather or not combined with memories 

84433100 Machines which perform two or more functions of printing, copying or fax 

85287100 Reception apparatus, not designed to incorporate a video display or screen 

85232910 Other magnetic media un recorded 

84690000 Typewriters other than printers of heading 84.43; word processing machines 
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38089110 Insecticides: Napthalene balls 

85235200 Smart cards 

8487 Machinery parts, not containing electrical connectors, insulators etc 

84879000 Other machinery parts 

85176100 Base stations 

84433900 Other machines 

38089900 Insecticides other 

85287390 Other reception apparatus 

85234090 Optical media: recorded 

57025000 Carpets other, not of pile construction, made up 

38089200 Fungicides 

85279100 Other radio broadcast combined with sound recording or reproducing apparat 

38089139 Other aerosol spray 

85232990 Other magnetic media recorded 

68129900 Other fabricated asbestos fibres 

68118900 Other articles not containing asbestos 

38089300 Herbicides, anti sprouting products and plant-growth regulators 

38089190 Other aerosol spray 

61152900 Panty hose, tights, of other textile materials 

95030000 Tricycles, scooters, pedal cars and similar wheeled toys 

85087000 Parts 

85193000 Turntables (record-decks) 

73041900 Other line pipes 

74010000 Copper matters; cement copper (precipitated copper) 

84439100 Parts and accessories of printing machinery 

84433200 Other printer capable of connecting to an automatic data prosessing machin 

2852 Compounds, inorganic or organic, of mercury, excluding amalgams 

28520000 Compounds, inorganic or organic, of mercury 

85287210 Other colour reception apparatus unassembled 

06031100 Fresh roses 

85081900 Other vacuum cleaner 
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68132010 Fiction material 

85284100 Cathode-ray tube monitors for use in data processing machines 

85285910 Other monitors unassembled 

61152200 Panty hose of sythetic fibres 

85198100 Sound recorders using magnetic, optical or semiconductor media 

68128000 Fabricated asbestos of crocidolite 

68132090 Other: fiction materials 

85195000 Telephone answering machines 

48236900 Other trays, dishes, and the like of paperboard 

84431300 Other offset printing machinery 

85423900 Other electronic intergrated circuits 

68138990 Other fiction material 

61152100 Panty hose etc of sythetic fibres 

38089400 Disinfectants 

85235900 Other semiconductor media 

85286900 Other projectors 

68129100 Clothing, clothing accessories, footwear and headgear 

61159400 Panty hose, of wool or fine hair 

61153000 Panty hose, other womens full-length or knee-length hosiery 

85279200 Other radio-broadcast not combined with sound recording apparatus 

2853 Other inorganic compounds 

28530000 Other inorganic compounds 

44123900 Other plywood 

85431000 Partical accelerators 

85192000 Sound recording apparatus operated by coins, banknotes, bank cards etc 

85235100 Semiconductor media solid state non-volatile storage devices 

06031300 Orchids 

61031000 Mens or boys suits 

20059900 Other vegetables 

85423300 Amplifiers 

84569000 Other machine-tools 
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48236100 Trays, dishes, of bamboo 

61159600 Other womens hoisery of synthetic fibres 

88010000 Baloons and dirigibles; gliders 

73061900 Other tubes and pipes 

85285100 Other monitors of a kind solely or used in data processing system 

73062900 Other line pipes 

63064000 Pneumatic mattresses 

73218900 Other cooking appliances including appliances for solid fuel 

61151000 Graduated compression hoisery 

09061900 Other cinnamon 

85081100 Vacuum cleaner of power > 1,500W 

42060000 Articles of gut 

90308400 Other with a recording device 

8486 Machines and apparatus used for the manufacture of semiconductor boules 

84864000 Machines and apparatus for semiconductor, photosensitive & light emmiting 

44092900 Other non-coniferous wood 

73042400 Other, tubes of stainless steel 

73062100 Casing and tubing - welded, of stainless steel 

73042300 Other drill pipes 

38089131 Aerosal spray - pyrethrum based 

09061100 Cinnamon neither crushed nor ground 

44111400 Medium density fibreboard (MDF) of thikness > 9mm 

84861000 Machines and Apparatus for manufacture of boules of waters 

25162000 Sandstone 

25249000 Other asbestors 

85287310 Uassembled; other, black and white or other monocrome 

85286100 Of a kind solely used in auto data processing sys of head 8471 

38089120 Mosquito coils, chips, mats and similar prod designed for use by burning 

90303200 Multimeters with a recording device 

53050000 Coconut, abaca (Manila hemp) other veg fibres, nes raw or processed 

85367000 Connectors for optical fibres, optical fibre bundles or cables 
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94015900 Other seats of cane or bamboo 

94015100 Seats of bamboo or rattan 

54041100 Elastmeric 

46021900 Other basketwork, other than vegetable materials 

06031200 Fresh cut flowers, Carnations 

06031400 Fresh cut flowers, Chrysanthemums 

61159500 Of cotton 

85176200 Machines for reception or transmission of voice or images 

70134900 Other 

70133700 Other 

44121000 Of bamboo 

70132800 Other 

73211900 Other, including appliances for solid fuel 

70134100 Of Lead crystal 

68132000 Friction material containing asbestos 

73066100 Of square or rectangula cross-section 

46021100 Basket work etc, of bamboo 

90303300 Other, without a recording device 

25241000 Asbestos - crocidolite 

58030000 Gauze, other than narrow fabrics of heading 58.06 

70132200 Stemware drinking glasses, of lead crystal 

70133300 Other drinking glasses, of lead crystal 

44119400 Medium density fibreboard (MDF), of density not exceeding 0.5 g/cm3 

68118200 Other sheets, panels, tiles and similar articles not containing asbestos 

29033900 Other 

87089500 Safety airbags with inflater system; parts thereof 

03035100 Herrings (clupea haregus, clupea pallasii) 

84862000 Machines and apparatus for the manufacture of semiconductor devices 

44129400 Blockboard, laminboard, and batternboard 

73061100 Welded, of stailess steel 

03049100 Swordfish (Xiphias gladius) 
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84431700 Gravure printing machinery 

96140000 Smoking pipes (incl pipe bowls) and ciger or cigarette holders, and parts 

73041100 Line pipes of stainless steel 

68118100 Corrugated sheets, not containing asbestos 

29189900 Other 

54024800 Other, of polypropylene 

44029000 Other 

84431600 Flexographic printing machinery 

44111200 Medium density fibreboard (MDF) - Of a thickness not exceeding 5 mm 

68114000 Containig asbestos 

68129200 Paper, milliboard and felt 

44119300 Of a density exceeding 0.5 g/cm3 but not exceeding 0.8 g/cm3 

29392000 Alkaloids of cinchona and their derivatives; salts thereof 

20059100 Bamboo shoots 

70134200 Of glass having a linear coeficient of expansion not exceeding 5 x 10 

54021900 Other 

84863000 Machines and apparatus for the manufacture of flat panel displays 

68138910 Friction material 

46019200 Of bamboo 

29252100 Chlordmeform (ISO) 

55143000 Of yarns of different colours 

44021000 Of bamboo 

44187900 Other 

29199000 Other 

54060000 Man-made filament yarn (other than sewing thread), put up for retail sale 

85423200 Memories 

73066900 Of other non-circular cross-section 

25131000 Pumice stone 

46012900 Other 

44123100 Plywood etc with at least one outer ply of tropical wood 

44072100 Mahogany (Swietenia spp.) 
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29033100 Ethylene dibromide (ISO) (1, 2-dichloroethane) 

30069100 Appliances identifiable for ostomy use 

44111300 Medium density fibreboard (MDF), of thickness > 5mm < 9mm 

84431400 Letterpress printing machinery, reel fed 

46012100 Plaits of bamboo 

56011090 Other 

68129300 Compressed asbestos fibre jointing, in sheets or rolls 

54023400 Textured yarn, of polypropylene 

54041900 Other 

44119200 Fibreboard of a density exceeding 0.8 g/cm3 

44187100 Builders'joinery, for mosaic floors 

44072800 Iroko 

39077000 Poly (lactic acid) 

29089900 Other 

84871000 Ships' or boats' propellers and blades therefor 

03041100 Swordfish (xiphias gladus) 

38247400 Containing hydrochlorofluorocarbons (hcfcs), but not chlorofluorcarbo 

84431500 Letterpress printing machinery, other than reel fed 

25062000 Quartzite 

29201900 Other: esters of organic acid of non metal (excl esters of hydrogen halide 

29081100 Pentachlophenol (ISO) 

38247800 Containing perflourocarbons (PFC's), hydroflourocarbons (HFC's) 

03049900 Toothfish (Dissostichus spp) 

44186000 Posts and beams 

73042200 Drill pipe of stainless steel; casting, tubing and drill; Tubes 

87033199 OTHER of cylinder capacity not exceed 1500cc 

56011010 Other sanitary towels and tampous 

87033291 Other of cylinder capacity exceeding 1500cc but not 2000cc 

87099090 Other 

84148090 Other air vaccum pumps 

44092100 Other non coniferous wood 
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87033191 Other of cylinder capacity nat exceeding 1,000cc 

83099010 Other stopers 

46021200 Other basket work 

84148010 Other air pump 

44101200 Other waferboard 

54021100 Other tenacity yarn 

84238910 Other weighing machinery 

44123200 Other polywood 

83099090 Otherstoppers, caps and lids 

46019300 Plaits and similar products of plaiting materials: Other 

46019400 Vegetable materials: Plaits and similar products of plaiting materia: O 

46012200 N: Plaits and similar products of plaiting materials, whether or not assem 

44072200 Imbuia and Balsa" 

44072700 Od sawn or chipped lengthwise: of tropical wood specified in subheading 

44079300 (Acer spp.): Wood sawn or chipped lengthwise, sliced or peeled" 

44079400 Y (Prunus spp.): Wood sawn or chipped lengthwise, sliced or peeled" 

44079500 Fraxinus spp.): Wood sawn or chipped lengthwise, sliced or peeled" 

44187200 Ltilayer: Builders'joinery and carpentry of wood: Assembled flooring. 

30069200 Waste pharmaceuticals 

38247200 Containing bromochlorodifluoromethane, bromotrifluoromethane 

 or dibromotetrafluoroethanes 

38247300 G hydrobromofluorocarbons (hbfcs) 

38247500 G carborn tetrachloride 

38247600 Ng 1, 1, 1-trichloroethane (methyl chloroform)" 

38247700 G bromomethane (methyl bromine) or bromochloromethane 

38248100 G oxirane (ethylene) 

38248200 Ng polychlorinated biphenyls (pcbs), polychlorinate terphenyls (PCT) or.." 

38248300 Ng tris (2, 3-dibromopropy) phosphate" 

08026000 Nuts 

03049200 (Dissostichus spp.) 

03035200 Us morhua, Gadus ogac, Gadus macrocephalus)" 
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03036100 (Xiphias gladius) 

03036200 (Dissostichus spp.). 

03041200 (Dissostichus spp.) 

03042100 (Xiphias gladius) 

03042200 (Dissostichus spp.) 

03026700 (Xiphias gladius) 

03026800 (Dissostichus spp.). 

03019400 Unas (Thunnus thynnus) 

03019500 Bluefin tunas (Thunnus maccoyii) 

55031100 Ds: Synthetic staple fibres: Of nylon or other polyamides" 

55031900 Ynthetic staple fibres, of nylon or other polyamides" 

54041200 F polypropylene: Synthetic monofilament of 67 decitex: Monofilament." 

55014000 Opylene: Synthetic filament tow 

52112000 Woven fabrics of cotton, containing less 85% by weight of cotton, mixed. 

54024600 F polyesters, partially oriented" 

54024400 Ric: Synthetic filament yarn: Other yarn, single, untwisted or with a . 

54024500 F nylon or other polyamides" 

54024700 F polyesters: Synthetic filament yarn: Other yarn, single, untwisted or 

47063000 F bamboo: Pulps of fibres derived from recovered (waste and scrap) paper o 

01059400 The species Gallus domesticus 

29252900 Boxyimide-function compounds imines and their derivertives; salts thereo 

29305000 ISO) and methamidophos (ISO) 

29181800 Zilate (ISO) 

29104000 (Iso, inn)" 

29191000 -Dibromoproply) phosphate" 

29201100 (ISO) and parathion-methyl (ISO) (methyl-parathion) 

29241200 Etamide (ISO), monocrotophos (ISO) and phosphamidon (ISO)" 

29189100 ISO)(2,4,5-trichlorophenoxyacetic acid),its salt and esters" 

29081900 Logenated, sulphated, ornitrosated derivertives of phenols or phenol alcohol 

29153600 SO) acetate 

29163600 L (ISO) 
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29035200 SO), Chlordane (ISO) and heptachlor (ISO))" 

29089100 SO) and its salt 

84238990 Weighing machinery 

21069099 Other: Food preparations not elsewhere specified or included 

87112010 With reciprocating internal combustion engine of cylinder capacity > 50cc 

87113010 With reciprocating internal combustion engine of cylinder capacity > 250cc 

87112090 Motorcycle ambulances internal combustion engine capacity CCP >50 but <250 

87115010 With reciprocating internal combustion engine > 800cc 

87111010 With reciprocating internal combustion engine capacity < 50cc 

96161090 Other: Scent sprays and similar toilet sprays, and mounts and heads therof 

21069091 Food suppliments 

87111090 Motorcycles Ambulances with engine capacity <=50 

87114010 Motorcycles engine capacity >500cc 

87114090 Motorcycle ambulances engine capacity >500cc 

27101957 White oil-Technical grade 

87113090 Motorcycle ambulances internal combustion > 250cc 

03044900 Fresh or chilled fillet of the fish: other 

03046900 Frozen fillets of Tilapias: other 

03048900 Other frozen filletof the fish: Other 

03061700 Other shrimps and prawns 

10019990 Other 

10079000 Other 

27101220 Motor spirit (gasoline) premium 

40112020 With rim size of 17 inches and above: Of kind used on buses or lorries 

65050000 Hat and other headgear, knited or croteched,or made up from lace,feltor oth 

73194000 Safety pins and the other pins 

76151000 Table, kitchen or other household articlers and parts thereof; pot scourers 

84213990 Other: Industrial filtering or purifying machinery and apparatus 

85234900 Other 

85238010 Software 

87141000 Of motorcycles (including mopeds) 
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27101250 Special boiling point spirit and white spirit 

9619 Sanitary towels (pads) and tampons, napkins and napkins liners for babies 

96190090 Other 

96190010 Sanitary towels (pads) and tanpons 

63069000 Other 

10039000 Other 

85234100 Unrecorded 

64069000 Other 

73089099 Other: structure (excluding prefablicated building of heading 94:06) 

06049000 Other 

96083000 Fontain pens stylograph pen and other pens 

10019910 Hard wheat 

20098900 Other 

09071000 Neither crushed nor ground 

85076000 Lithium ion 

01012100 Horses: Pure-bred breeding animals 

01012900 Cattle: other 

02074500 Ofducks: Other, frozen 

03024300 Herrings (clupea harengus, clupea pallasii 

03035400 Mackerel (scomber scombus, scomber australasius 

03038100 Dogfish and other sharks 

03043300 Nile perch (lates niloticus) 

03043900 Other: Fresh or chilled Filletsof tilapias 

03071900 Other 

04015000 Of a fat content, by weight, exceeding 10% 

08025200 Shelled 

08026100 In shell 

08039000 Other 

08092900 Other 

09042100 Dried, neither crushed nor ground 

09072000 Crushed or ground 
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09092100 Neither crushed nor ground 

10041000 Seed 

10071000 Seed 

10082900 Other 

12011000 Seed 

12072100 Seed 

16043100 Caviar 

17011490 Other 

20089700 Mixture 

27101210 Motor spirit (gasoline) regular 

27101230 Aviation spirit 

28170010 Zinc oxide 

28170020 Zinc peroxide 

28529000 Other 

29033990 Other 

29037900 Other 

74181000 Table kitchen or other household articlesand parts thereof,pot scourers 

84213910 Industrial filtering or purifying machinery and apparatus for gases 

84797100 Of kind used in airports 

85075000 Nicker-metal hydride 

85238090 Other discs, tapes, solid-states non-violetstoragedevices, smart cards and a 

90085000 Projectors, enlargers and reducers 

91091000 Electrically operated 

95045000 Video game consoles and machine, other than those of subh 9504:30 

01022900 Cattle: other 

03024400 Herring (clupea harengus, clupea pallasii) anchovies mackerel (scomber 

03028900 Other fish, excluding liver and roes: other 

03035500 Jack and horse mackerel (Trachurus spp.) 

03036900 Other: Frozen fillet of tillapias (oreochromis spp.) 

03056000 Fish, salted but not dried or smocked and fish in brine, other than edible 

03071100 Live, fresh or chilled 
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04014000 Of fat content, by weight, exceeding 6% but not exceeding 10% 

04072900 Other fresh eggs: Other 

04079000 Other 

07099900 Other: other 

09042200 Crushed or ground 

09052000 Crushed or ground 

09092200 Crushed or ground 

09101100 Neither crushed nor ground 

12019000 Other 

12122100 Fit for human consumption 

16055300 Mussels 

17011300 Jaggery 

20098100 Cranberry (vaccinium marcrocarpon, vaccinium oxycoccos, vaccinium vitis 

37029600 Of width<=35mm and the lenth <=30m 

44013900 Other 

48084000 Kraft paer, creped or crinkled, wheather or not embossed or perforated 

70200091 Inner glass in fills for vaccum flasks 

70200099 Other: other articles of glass: Float for fishing nets 

73089091 Road guards rails 

90071000 Cameras 

96161010 Heads used in the manufacture of sprays 

01029010 Live bovine animals: Other: pure bred-breeding animals 

01064900 Insects: other 

02074100 Of ducks: Not cut in pieces, fresh or chilled 

03027400 Tilapias (Orechromics spp.), catfish (Pangasius spp., silurus spp 

03035600 Cobia (Rachycentron canadum) 

03035700 Swordfish (Xiphilias gladius) 

06042000 Fresh 

07136000 Pigeon peas (cajanus cajan) 

08092100 Sour cherries (prunus cerasus) 

09051000 Neither crushed nor ground 
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09081100 Neither crushed nor ground 

09093100 Neither crushed nor ground 

09093200 Crushed or ground 

10011100 Seed 

10011900 Other 

10049000 Other 

10082100 Seed 

27101290 Other light oils and preparations 

87115090 Motorcycles ambulance internal combustion piston engine of 

03035300 Sardinr (sardina pilchardus, sardinops spp), sardinella (sardinella spp 

09083200 Crushed or ground 

12122900 Other 

15021000 Tallow 

17011410 Jaggery 

27101240 Spirit type Jet Fuel 

29319000 Other 

84797900 Other 

01029090 Other 

03049500 Fish of the famillies Bregmacerotidae 

04071900 Other 

09096100 Neither crushed nor ground 

16056900 Other 

01022100 Pure-bred breeding animals 

03011100 Freshwater 

03036600 Hake (merluccisus spp, Urophycis spp 

07099200 Olives 

09081200 Crushed or ground 

09082200 Crushed or ground 

10019100 Seed 

27102000 Petroleum oils and oils obtained from than crude and preparation nes 

93052000 Electric table, desk bedside or floor -standing lamps 
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03032300 Tilapias (oreochromis spp) 

03043200 Catfish (Pangasius spp, silurus spp clarias spp 

07133500 Cow peas (vigna unguiculata) 

08031000 Plantains 

09096200 Crushed or ground 

29037100 Chlorodifluoromethane 

37029700 Of width not exceeding 35mm or length exceeding 30m 

03024100 Herrings (cluppea harengus, clupea pallasii) 

03054400 Tilapia (oreochromis spp) catfish 

04071100 Of fowls of the species gallus domesticus 

07099100 Globe artichokes 

08026200 Shelled 

08083000 Pears 

09083100 Neither crushed nor ground 

12023000 Seed 

12072900 Other 

15029000 Other 

17011310 Jaggery 

21069092 Mineral premix used in fortification 

25280000 Natural borates and concentrates 

29161600 Binapacrl (ISO) 

29322000 Lactones 

58013700 Warp pile fabrics 

93042000 Of shotgun or rifles 

03024200 Anchvies (Engraulis spp) 

03053900 Other 

03062600 Cold water shrimps and prawns (pandalus spp) 

08025100 In shell 

09082100 Neither crushed nor ground 

12024200 Shelled, whether or not broken 

16041700 Other 
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17011390 Other 

01019090 Other 

02075400 Other, fresh or chilled 

04072100 Of fowls of the species gallus domesticus 

09101200 Crushed or ground 

15011000 Lard 

20089300 Cranberries (vaccinium macrocarpron, vaccinium oxycoccos 

29037600 Bromochlodifluoromethane 

29038100 Hexachlorocyclohexane (HCH,ISO) 

03025600 Blue whiting (micromesistius poutassou) 

01019010 Pure-bred breeding animals 

01063300 Ostriches; emus (Dromaius novaehollandiae) 

03021300 Pacific salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka, Oncorhynchus) 

03038400 Seabass (Dicentrarchus spp.) 

03044100 Pacific salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka, Oncorhynchus) 

03061600 Cold-water shrimps and prawns (Pandalus spp., crangon) 

10021000 Seed 

16052100 Not in airtight container 

16052900 Other 

29039900 Other 

03048100 Pasific salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka 

03062700 Other shrimps and prawns 

0308 Aquatic invertebrate other than crustaceans and moluscus 

03082100 Live, fresh or chilled 

03083000 Jellyfish (Rhopilema spp) 

08011200 In the inner shell (endocarp) 

12077000 Melon seeds 

38130090 Other 

38089199 Other 

38089490 Other 

38140090 Other 
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93011000 Artillery weapon 

07099300 Pumpkin, squash and gourds 

03027100 Tilapias 

12024100 In shell 

24031900 Other 

29033910 Bromomethane 

38089119 Other 

38089390 Other 

38130010 Containing bromochlorodifluoromethane 

38140010 Containing methane, ethane or propane 

01013010 Asses: pure breedbreeding animals 

01013090 Other: asses 

01023100 Buffalo: Pure bred breeding animals 

01023900 Buffalo: Other 

01051300 Ducks 

01051400 Geese 

01051500 Guinea fowls 

01061300 Camel and other camelids 

01061400 Rabit nd hare 

02074200 Of Ducks: Not cut in piece, frozen 

02074300 Of Ducks: Fatty livers, fresh of chilled 

02074400 Of Ducks: Other, fresh or chilled 

02075100 Of Geese: Not cut in pieces, fresh chilled 

02075200 Of Geese: Not cut in pieces, frozen 

02075300 Of Geese: Fatty liver, fresh or chilled 

02075500 Of Geese: Other, frozen 

02076000 Of Geese: Of Guinea fowls 

02086000 Of Camels and the other cammelid 

02091000 Pig fat, free of lean meat 

03011900 Ornamental fish: Other 

03021400 Atlantic salmon 
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03022400 Turbot (psetta maxima, scophthalmidae) 

03024500 Herring (clupeaharengus, clupea pallasii) 

03024600 Herrings (clupea harengus, clupea pallasii 

03024700 Herrings (clupea harengus, clupea pallasii 

03025100 Fish of families bregmacerotidae 

03025200 Fish of the families Bregmacerotidae 

03025300 Fish of the families bregmacerotidae 

03025500 Fish of the families bregmacerotidae 

03025900 Other: Cod (gadus morhua) 

03027200 Tilapias (Oreochromics spp) 

03027300 Tilapias (Oreochromics spp) 

03028100 Other fish, excluding livers and roe 

03028200 Other fish excluding livers and roe 

03028300 Other fish excluding livers and roes 

03028400 Other fish, excluding livers and roes 

03028500 Other fish, excluding livers and roe 

03031200 Atlantic salmon 

03031400 Trout (salmo trutta, oncorhynchus mykiss 

03032400 Tilapia (Oreochromiss spp) 

03022500 Tilapia (oreochomis spp) 

03032600 Tilapias (oreochromis spp) 

03033400 Flat fish (Pleuronectidae, Bothidae) 

03036700 Alaska pollack 

03036800 Blue whitings (micromemesistius) 

03038200 Rays and skates (rajidae) 

03038900 Other: Other fish, excluding livers and roes 

03039000 Livers and roes 

03044200 Fresh or chilled fillet of other fish 

03044300 Fresh of chilled fillet of other fish 

03044400 Fresh or chilled fillet of other fish 

03044500 Fresh or chilled fillets of other fish 
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03044600 Fresh or chilled fillets of other fish 

03045200 Other fish, fresh or chilled, salmonidae 

03045300 Other, fresh or chilled 

03045400 Swordfish (Xiphias gladius) 

03045500 Toothfish (dissostichus spp) 

03045900 Other, Fresh or chilled 

03046200 Catfish (Pangasisus spp) 

03046300 Nile Perch (lates niloticus) 

03047100 Cod (Gadus morhua) 

03047200 Haddock (melanogrammus aeglefinus 

03047300 Coalfish (Pollachius virens) 

03047400 Hake (merluccis spp) 

03047500 Alaska pollack 

03047900 Frozen fillet of fish of the families bregmacerotidae 

03048200 Trout (salmo trutta) 

03048300 Flat fish (pleuronectidae) 

03048400 Swordfish (Xiphias gladius) 

03048500 Toothfish (Dissostichus spp) 

03048600 Herrings (clupea harengus) 

03048700 Tunas (of the genus thunnus) 

03049300 Tilapias (oreochromise spp) catfish 

03049400 Alaska pollack 

03053200 Fish of the families bregmacerotidae 

03054300 Smoked fish including fillets 

03056400 Fish salted but not driedor smoked and fish in brine 

03057100 Shark fins 

03057200 Fish heads, tail and maws 

03057900 Other 

03061500 Norway lobsters 

03062500 Norway lobsters 

03077100 Live fresh or chilled 
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03078100 Live fresh or chilled 

03081100 Live fresh or chilled 

03081900 Other 

03082900 Other 

03089000 Other 

06031500 Lilles (lilium spp) 

07033400 Bambara beans 

07143000 Yams (dioscorea spp) 

07144000 Taro (colocasia spp) 

07145000 Yautia (Xanthosoma spp) 

08024200 Shelled 

08027000 Kola nuts (Cola spp) 

08028000 Areca nuts 

10029000 Other 

10031000 Seed 

10084000 Fonio (Digitaria spp) 

10085000 Quinoa (chenopodium quinoa) 

10086000 Tricale 

12129300 Sugar cane 

12129400 Chicory roots 

15012000 Other pig fat 

15019000 Other 

16043200 Caviar substitutes 

16055200 Scallops, including queen scallops 

16055400 Cuttle fish and squid 

16055600 Cams, cockles and arkshells 

16055700 Abalone 

16055800 Snails, other than sea snails 

16055900 Other 

16056100 Sea cucumbers 

16056200 Sea urchins 
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16056300 Jellyfish 

28521000 Chemically defined 

29037200 Dichlorotrifluoethane 

29037300 Dichlorofluoroethane 

29037400 Dichlodifluoroethanes 

29037500 Dichloropentafluoropropanes 

29037700 Other, Perhanogated only with flourine and chlorine 

29037800 Other, perhaloganated derivatives 

29038900 Other 

29038200 Aldrin (iso) chlordane (iso) 

29039200 Hexachlorobenzene (ISO) 

29089200 4, 6-Dinitro0ocresol (DNOC (ISO) and its salts 

29312000 Tributylin compounds 

29394400 Nerephedrine and its salts 

37029800 Of width >35mm 

38089111 Nepthalene ball 

38089121 Mosquito coils 

38089132 Pyrethrum based 

38089191 Other insecticides 

38089210 Fungicides 

38089310 Herbicides, anti sproutin 

38080020 Containing methane, ethane 

38130030 Containing methane, ethane 

38130040 Containing bromochloromethane 

38140020 Containing methane ethane 

38140030 Containing carbon tetrachloride 

3826 Biodeisel and mixt 

38260000 Biodiesel and mixed 

44013100 Wood pellets 

50030000 Silk waste (including cocoonun suitablefor reeling, 

58012700 Warp pile fabrics 
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01064100 Bees 

02099000 Other 

03029000 Livers and roes 

03046100 Tilapia (oreochromiss spp) 

03053100 Tilapia (Oreochromis spp) 

03077900 Other 

03078900 Other 

16055100 Oysters 

24031100 Water pipe tobacco specified 

29311000 Tetramethyl lead 

38089129 Other 

38089290 Other 

38089910 Containing bromomethane 

63063000 Sails 

03027900 Other 

16055500 Octopus 
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Section Three: Standard International Trade Classification (SITC)  

Standard International Trade Classification is a product classification used for external trade 

statistics (export and import values and volumes of goods), allowing for international 

comparisons of commodities and manufactured goods. The classification system is maintained 

by the United Nations. The SITC classification is currently at revision four, which was 

promulgated in 2006. 

 

The groupings of SITC reflect:  

¶ The production materials;  

¶ The processing stage;  

¶ Market practices and uses of the products;  

¶ The importance of the goods in world trade;  

¶ Technological changes.  

 

Classification scheme of SITC, Revision 4 

¶ 0 - Food and live animals  

¶ 00 - Live animals other than animals of division 03  

¶ 01 - Meat and meat preparations  

¶ 02 - Dairy products and birdsô eggs  

¶ 03 - Fish (not marine mammals), crustaceans, molluscs and aquatic invertebrates,    

and preparations thereof  

¶ 04 - Cereals and cereal preparations  

¶ 05 - Vegetables and fruit  

¶ 06 - Sugars, sugar preparations and honey  

¶ 07 - Coffee, tea, cocoa, spices, and manufactures thereof  

¶ 08 - Feeding stuff for animals (not including unmilled cereals)  

¶ 09 - Miscellaneous edible products and preparations 

¶ 1 - Beverages and tobacco  

¶ 11 - Beverages  

¶ 12 - Tobacco and tobacco manufactures  

¶ 2 - Crude materials, inedible, except fuels  

http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/statistics_explained/index.php/Glossary:Export
http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/statistics_explained/index.php/Glossary:Import
http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/statistics_explained/index.php/Glossary:Commodities
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=03
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=06
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=07
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¶ 21 - Hides, skins and furskins, raw  

¶ 22 - Oil-seeds and oleaginous fruits  

¶ 23 - Crude rubber (including synthetic and reclaimed)  

¶ 24 - Cork and wood  

¶ 25 - Pulp and waste paper  

¶ 26 - Textile fibres (other than wool tops and other combed wool) and their wastes 

(not manufactured into yarn or fabric)  

¶ 27 - Crude fertilizers, other than those of Division 56, and crude minerals 

(excluding coal, petroleum and precious stones)  

¶ 28 - Metalliferous ores and metal scrap 

¶ 29 - Crude animal and vegetable materials, n.e.s.  

¶ 3 - Mineral fuels, lubricants and related materials  

¶ 32 - Coal, coke and briquettes  

¶ 33 - Petroleum, petroleum products and related materials  

¶ 34 - Gas, natural and manufactured  

¶ 35 - Electric current  

¶ 4 - Animal and vegetable oils, fats and waxes  

¶ 41 - Animal oils and fats  

¶ 42 - Fixed vegetable fats and oils, crude, refined or fractionated  

¶ 43 - Animal or vegetable fats and oils, processed; waxes of animal or vegetable 

origin; inedible mixtures or preparations of animal or vegetable fats or oils, n.e.s.  

¶ 5 - Chemicals and related products, n.e.s.  

¶ 51 - Organic chemicals  

¶ 52 - Inorganic chemicals  

¶ 53 - Dyeing, tanning and colouring materials  

¶ 54 - Medicinal and pharmaceutical products  

¶ 55 - Essential oils and resinoids and perfume materials; toilet, polishing and 

cleansing preparations  

¶ 56 - Fertilizers (other than those of group 272)  

¶ 57 - Plastics in primary forms  

¶ 58 - Plastics in non-primary forms  

http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=23
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=24
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=25
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=26
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=27
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=28
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=29
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=3
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=32
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=33
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=34
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=35
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=4
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=41
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=42
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=43
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=5
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=51
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=52
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=53
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=54
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=55
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=56
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=57
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=58
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¶ 59 - Chemical materials and products, n.e.s.  

¶ 6 - Manufactured goods classified chiefly by material  

¶ 61 - Leather, leather manufactures, n.e.s., and dressed furskins  

¶ 62 - Rubber manufactures, n.e.s.  

¶ 63 - Cork and wood manufactures (excluding furniture)  

¶ 64 - Paper, paperboard and articles of paper pulp, of paper or of paperboard  

¶ 65 - Textile yarn, fabrics, made-up articles, n.e.s., and related products  

¶ 66 - Non-metallic mineral manufactures, n.e.s.  

¶ 67 - Iron and steel  

¶ 68 - Non-ferrous metals  

¶ 69 - Manufactures of metals, n.e.s.  

¶ 7 - Machinery and transport equipment  

¶ 71 - Power-generating machinery and equipment  

¶ 72 - Machinery specialized for particular industries  

¶ 73 - Metalworking machinery  

¶ 74 - General industrial machinery and equipment, n.e.s., and machine parts, n.e.s.  

¶ 75 - Office machines and automatic data-processing machines  

¶ 76 - Telecommunications and sound-recording and reproducing apparatus and 

equipment  

¶ 77 - Electrical machinery, apparatus and appliances, n.e.s., and electrical parts 

thereof (including non-electrical counterparts, n.e.s., of electrical household-type 

equipment)  

¶ 78 - Road vehicles (including air-cushion vehicles)  

¶ 79 - Other transport equipment  

¶ 8 - Miscellaneous manufactured articles  

¶ 81 - Prefabricated buildings; sanitary, plumbing, heating and lighting fixtures and 

fittings, n.e.s.  

¶ 82 - Furniture and parts thereof; bedding, mattresses, mattress supports, cushions 

and similar stuffed furnishings  

¶ 83 - Travel goods, handbags and similar containers  

¶ 84 - Articles of apparel and clothing accessories  

http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=59
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=6
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=61
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=62
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=63
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=64
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=65
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=66
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=67
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=68
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=28&Lg=1&Co=69
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¶ 85 - Footwear  

¶ 87 - Professional, scientific and controlling instruments and apparatus, n.e.s.  

¶ 88 - Photographic apparatus, equipment and supplies and optical goods, n.e.s.; 

watches and clocks  

¶ 89 - Miscellaneous manufactured articles, n.e.s.  

¶ 9 - Commodities and transactions not classified elsewhere in the SITC  

¶ 91 - Postal packages not classified according to kind 

¶ 93 - Special transactions and commodities not classified according to kind  

¶ 96 - Coin (other than gold coin), not being legal tender  

¶ 97 - Gold, non-monetary (excluding gold ores and concentrates)  
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CHAPTER THREE  

FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATIONS  

Functional Classifications are used to compile functional, specific data (public or private 

consumption, capital formation, intermediary consumption, etc. Several functional classifications 

exist, including classifications of expenditures by economic entity to collect information such as 

price indices. One of the reference classifications in this category is the Classification of 

Individual Consumption by Purpose (COICOP); other classifications are International 

Classification of Activities for Time-Use Statistics (ICATUS), Classification of Outlays of 

Producers according to Purpose (COPP), Classification of the Functions of the Government 

(COFOG) and Classification of the Purpose of Non Profit Instituntions Serving Households 

(COPNI). 

 

Section One: Classification Of Individual Consumption by Purpose 

(COICOP) 

COICOP is one of the functional classifications in the UN 1993 System of National Accounts 

(SNA93). It is used to classify individual consumption expenditures of three institutional sectors, 

namely households, Non-Profit Institutions Serving Households (NPISHs) and Government. 

COICOP is described as a ñfunctionalò classification because it categorizes consumption 

expenditures according to their primary ñfunctionsò ï in the sense of ñpurposesò or ñobjectivesò; 

for example, housing, medical, transport, recreation and education. 

 

Detailed structure 

Detailed structure 

01-12 - Individual consumption expenditure of households 

01 - Food and non-alcoholic beverages 

02 - Alcoholic beverages, tobacco and narcotics 

03 - Clothing and footwear 

04 - Housing, water, electricity, gas and other fuels 

05 - Furnishings, household equipment and routine household maintenance 

06 - Health 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clothing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Footwear
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/House
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electricity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gas
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fuel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Furnishing
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Household_equipment&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Household_maintenance&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Health
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07 - Transport 

08 - Communication 

09 - Recreation and culture 

10 - Education 

11 - Restaurants and hotels 

12 - Miscellaneous goods and services 

13 - Individual consumption expenditure of Non-Profit Institutions Serving Households 

(NPISHs) 

14 - Individual consumption expenditure of general government 

 

CLASSIFICATION OF INDIVIDUA L CONSUMPTION BY PUR POSE. 

00. Total consumption expenditure 

01. FOOD AND NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES 

01.1. Food 

01.1.1. Bread and cereals (ND) 

01.1.1.1. Rice 

01.1.1.1.1 Basmati Rice 

01.1.1.1.2 Broken rice 

01.1.1.1.3 Short-grained rice 

01.1.1.1.4 Long-grained rice 

01.1.1.2. Bread  

01.1.1.2.1 Flatbread 

01.1.1.2.2 Loaf of white bread 

01.1.1.2.3 Round bread 

01.1.1.2.4 Sliced bread 

01.1.1.2.5 Sliced brown bread 

01.1.1.2.6 Sweet Bread 

01.1.1.2.7 Butter biscuits 

01.1.1.2.8 Traditional bread 

01.1.1.3. Pasta products 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transport
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Communication
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recreation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Culture
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Education
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Restaurant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hotel
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Miscellaneous_goods&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=NPISH&action=edit&redlink=1
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01.1.1.4. Pastry-cook products 

01.1.1.4.1 Sponge Cake 

01.1.1.5. Other products 

01.1.1.5.1 White Maize grains 

01.1.1.5.2 Yellow Broken Maize Grains 

01.1.1.5.3 Maize Flour White 

01.1.1.5.4 Wheat Flour 

01.1.1.5.5 Spaghetti 

01.1.1.5.6 Chocolate biscuit 

01.1.1.5.7  Kellogs Cornflakes 

01.1.2. Meat (ND) 

01.1.2.1. Fresh, chilled or frozen meat of bovine animals 

01.1.2.1.1 Beef with bones 

01.1.2.1.2 Beef without bones (Steak) 

01.1.2.1.3 Beef Liver 

01.1.2.2. Fresh, chilled or frozen meat of swine 

01.1.2.2.1 Pork meat 

01.1.2.3. Fresh, chilled or frozen meat of sheep and goat 

01.1.2.3.1 Goat meat 

01.1.2.3.2 Live Goat 

01.1.2.4. Fresh, chilled or frozen meat of poultry 

01.1.2.4.1 Industrially - Frozen chicken 

01.1.2.4.2 Traditionally - Frozen chicken 

01.1.2.4.3 Industrially bred live chicken 

01.1.2.4.4 Traditionally bred live chicken 

01.1.2.5. Dried, salted or smoked meat and edible meat offal 

01.1.2.5.1 Pork Sausage 

01.1.2.5.2 Beef Sausage  

01.1.2.6. Other preserved or processed meat and meat preparations 

01.1.2.7. Other fresh, chilled or frozen edible meat 

01.1.3. Fish and seafood (ND) 
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01.1.3.1. Fresh, chilled or frozen fish 

01.1.3.1.1 Fresh Small Sardines 

01.1.3.1.2 Fresh, chilled or frozen fish 

01.1.3.1.3 Sole fish 

01.1.3.2. Fresh, chilled or frozen seafood 

01.1.3.3. Dried, smoked or salted fish and seafood 

01.1.3.3.1 Dried small fish 

01.1.3.3.2 Dried sardines 

01.1.3.3.3 Smoked small sardines 

01.1.3.3.4 Smoked kingfish 

01.1.3.4. Other preserved or processed fish and seafood and fish and sea food 

 preparations 

01.1.4. Milk, cheese and eggs (ND) 

01.1.4.1. Whole milk 

01.1.4.1.1 Cow milk 

01.1.4.2. Low fat milk 

01.1.4.2.1 Low Fat Cow milk 

01.1.4.3. Preserved milk 

01.1.4.3.1 Powdered milk (NIDO) 

01.1.4.4. Yoghurt 

01.1.4.5. Cheese and curd 

01.1.4.6. Other milk products 

01.1.4.6. Clotted milk 

01.1.4.7. Eggs 

01.1.5. Oils and fats (ND) 

01.1.5.1. Butter 

01.1.5.2. Margarine and other vegetable fats 

01.1.5.2.1 Margarine (Tan Bond) 

01.1.5.3. Olive oil 

01.1.5.4. Edible oils 

01.1.5.4.1 Sunflower oil 
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01.1.5.5. Other edible animal fats 

01.1.6. Fruit (ND) 

01.1.6.1. Citrus fruits (fresh, chilled or frozen) 

01.1.6.1.1 Large Mango (Grafted) 

01.1.6.1.2 Small Mango 

01.1.6.1.3 Oranges 

01.1.6.1.4 Lemons 

01.1.6.2. Bananas (fresh, chilled or frozen) 

01.1.6.3. Apples (fresh, chilled or frozen) 

01.1.6.4. Pears (fresh, chilled or frozen) 

01.1.6.5. Stone fruits (fresh, chilled or frozen) 

01.1.6.6. Berries (fresh, chilled or frozen) 

01.1.6.7. Other fresh, chilled or frozen fruits 

01.1.6.7.1 Pineapple 

01.1.6.7.2 Papaya - Pawpaw 

01.1.6.8. Dried fruit 

01.1.6.8.1 Natural Groundnuts (Unroasted, Un husked) 

01.1.6.8.2 Roasted groundnuts 

01.1.6.8.3 Natural Groundnuts (Unroasted, husked) 

01.1.6.8.4 Coconut (Unhusked) 

01.1.6.9 Preserved fruit and fruit-based products 

01.1.7 Vegetables (ND) 

01.1.7.1 Leaf and stem vegetables (fresh, chilled or frozen) 

01.1.7.1.1 Spinach 

01.1.7.2. Cabbages (fresh or chilled) 

01.1.7.3. Vegetable grown for their fruit (fresh, chilled or frozen) 

01.1.7.3.1 Broad Beans 

01.1.7.3.2 Green Beans 

01.1.7.3.3 Spotted beans 

01.1.7.3.4 Soya beans 

01.1.7.3.5 Packed Peas 
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01.1.7.3.6 Peas without shells, 

01.1.7.3.7 Peeled (Tin) Tomatoes 

01.1.7.3.8 Tomatoes, Round 

01.1.7.4. Root crops, non-starchy bulbs and mushrooms (fresh, chilled or frozen) 

01.1.7.4.1 Round Onions 

01.1.7.4.2 Spring Onions 

01.1.7.4.3 Carrots 

01.1.7.5 Dried vegetables 

01.1.7.6 Other preserved or processed vegetables 

01.1.7.7 Potatoes 

01.1.7.8 Other tubers and products of tuber vegetables 

01.1.7.8.1 Whole Cassava, Fresh 

01.1.7.8.2 Sweet Potatoes 

01.1.7.8.3 Banana, short finger length 

01.1.7.8.4 Bananas, long 

01.1.8. Sugar, jam, honey, chocolate and confectionery (ND) 

01.1.8.1 Sugar 

01.1.8.1 Brown sugar 

01.1.8.1 White sugar 

01.1.8.2. Jams, marmalades 

01.1.8.2.1 Pineapple jam 

01.1.8.2.2 Strawberry jam 

01.1.8.3 Chocolate 

01.1.8.4 Confectionery products 

01.1.8.5 Edible ices and ice cream 

01.1.8.6 Other sugar products 

01.1.9 Food products n.e.c. (ND) 

01.1.9.1 Sauces, condiments 

01.1.9.2 Salt, spices and culinary herbs 

01.1.9.2.1 Salt 

01.1.9.3 Baker's yeast, dessert preparations, soups 
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01.1.9.4 Other food products n.e.c. 

01.2. Non-alcoholic beverages 

01.2.1 Coffee, tea and cocoa (ND) 

01.2.1.1. Coffee 

01.2.1.1.1 Coffee, with milk 

01.2.1.1.2 Coffee without milk 

01.2.1.1.3 Coffee, (Instant/Africafe) 

01.2.1.2. Tea 

01.2.1.2.1 Tea with Milk 

01.2.1.2.2 Tea without Milk 

01.2.1.2.3 Tea (green label) 

01.2.1.3. Cocoa and powdered chocolate 

01.2.2. Mineral waters, soft drinks, fruit and vegetable juices (ND) 

01.2.2.1. Mineral or spring waters 

01.2.2.2. Soft drinks 

01.2.2.2.1 Coca cola 

01.2.2.2.2 Fanta 

01.2.2.2.3 Mirinda 

01.2.2.2.4 Pepsi 

01.2.2.3. Fruit juices 

01.2.2.4. Vegetable juices 

02. ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, TOBACCO AND NARCOTICS 

02.1. Alcoholic beverages 

02.1.1. Spirits (ND) 

02.1.1.1.1 Spirits and liqueurs 

02.1.1.1.1.1 Konyagi 

02.1.1.1.1.2 Local spirit (gongo). 

02.1.2. Wine (ND) 

02.1.2.1. Wine from grape or other fruit 

02.1.2.2. Other 

02.1.3. Beer (ND)  
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02.1.3.1. Beer 

02.1.3.1.1 Kilimanjaro Beer 

02.1.3.1.2 Ndovu Beer 

02.1.3.1.3 Castle 

02.1.3.1.4 Pilsner 

02.1.3.1.5 Guinness beer 

02.1.3.1.6 Safari 

02.1.3.1.7 Serengeti 

02.1.3.1.8 Kibuku 

02.1.3.1.9 Other local brew 

02.2. Tobacco 

02.2.1. Tobacco (ND) 

02.2.1.1. Cigarettes 

02.2.1.2. Cigars 

02.2.1.1.1 Filter Cigarettes (Sportsman) 

02.2.1.1.2 Filter Cigarettes (Sweet menthol) 

02.2.1.1.3 Non-Filter Cigarettes (nyota) 

02.2.1.3. Other tobacco 

02.3. Narcotics 

02.3.1. Narcotics (ND) 

02.3.1.1. Narcotics 

03. CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR 

03.1. Clothing 

03.1.1. Clothing materials (SD) 

03.1.1.1. Clothing materials 

03.1.1.1.1 Cotton 

03.1.1.1.2 Linen 

03.1.1.1.3 Women's dresses 

03.1.1.1.4 Khaki drill 

03.1.1.1.5 Materials for men's trauser 

03.1.1.1.6 Wax Print 
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03.1.1.1.7 Kitenges 

03.1.1.1.8 Khangas 

03.1.1.1.9 Material for suit 

03.1.2. Garments (SD) 

03.1.2.1. Garments for men 

03.1.2.1.1 Simple shirt dress 

03.1.2.1.2 T-shirts 

03.1.2.1.3 Batik Shirt 

03.1.2.1.4 Socks 

03.1.2.1.5 Simple Suit (safari suit) 

03.1.2.1.6 Trousers 

03.1.2.1.7 Kanzu 

03.1.2.1.8 Shuka 

03.1.2.1.9 Underpant - Briefs 

03.1.2.2. Garments for women 

03.1.2.2.1 Women's blouses 

03.1.2.2.2 Women's skirts 

03.1.2.2.3 Women's braziers 

03.1.2.2.4 Women's panties 

03.1.2.2.5 Girls dresses 

03.1.2.2.6 Women's panties 

03.1.2.2.7 Women's gown 

03.1.2.3. Garments for children (3 to 13 years) and infants (0 to 2 years) 

03.1.2.3.1 Boy's shirts 

03.1.2.3.2 Boy's trousers 

03.1.2.3.3 Shorts 

03.1.2.3.4 Girl's dresses 

03.1.3. Other articles of clothing and clothing accessories (SD) 

03.1.3.1. Other articles of clothing and clothing accessories 

03.1.3.1.1 Belt 

03.1.4. Cleaning, repair and hire of clothing (S) 
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03.1.4.1. Cleaning, repair and hire of clothing 

03.1.4.1.1 Tailoring charges men's trousers 

03.1.4.1.2 Tailoring charges women's dress 

03.2. Footwear 

03.2.1. Shoes and other footwear (SD) 

03.2.1.1. Footwear for men 

03.2.1.1.1 Leather shoes (low price range) 

03.2.1.1.2 Leather shoes (medium range) 

03.2.1.1.3 Artificial leather shoes (low range) 

03.2.1.1.4 Artificial leather shoes (medium range) 

03.2.1.1.5 Rubber shoes 

03.2.1.1.6 Local sandals 

03.2.1.1.7 Plastic sandals 

03.2.1.2. Footwear for women 

03.2.1.2.1 Leather shoes (low price range) 

03.2.1.2.2 Leather shoes (medium range) 

03.2.1.2.3 Artificial leather shoes (low range) 

03.2.1.2.4 Artificial leather shoes (medium range) 

03.2.1.3. Footwear for children (3 to 13 years) and infants (0 to 2 years) 

03.2.2. Repair and hire of footwear (S) 

03.2.2.1. Repair and hire of footwear 

03.2.2.1.1 Replacement of heel for men 

03.2.2.1.3 Reinforcement Sole 

04. HOUSING, WATER, ELECTRICITY, GAS AND OTHER FUELS 

04.1. Actual rentals for housing 

04.1.1. Actual rentals paid by tenants (S) 

04.1.1.1. Actual rentals paid by tenants 

04.1.2. Other actual rentals (S) 

04.1.2.1. Other actual rentals 

04.2. Imputed rentals for housing 

04.2.1. Imputed rentals of owner-occupiers (S) 
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04.2.1.1. Imputed rentals of owner-occupiers 

04.2.2. Other imputed rentals (S) 

04.2.2.1. Imputed rentals of households housed free. 

04.2.2.2. (Imputed rentals for secondary residences 

04.3. Maintenance and repair of the dwelling 

04.3.1. Materials for the maintenance and repair of the dwelling (ND) 

04.3.1.1. Materials for the maintenance and repair of the dwelling 

04.3.2. Services for the maintenance and repair of the dwelling (S) 

04.3.2.1. Services for the maintenance and repair of the dwelling 

04.4. Water supply and miscellaneous services relating to the dwelling 

04.4.1. Water supply (S)(ND) 

04.4.1.1. Water supply 

04.4.1.1.1 Monthly water bill 

04.4.1.1.2  Tap water, individual consumption meters 

04.4.2 Refuse collection (S) 

 04.4.2.1. Refuse collection 

04.4.3. Sewerage collection (S) 

04.4.3.1. Sewerage collection 

04.4.4. Other services relating to the dwelling n.e.c. (S) 

04.4.4.1. Other services relating to the dwelling n.e.c. 

04.5. Electricity, gas and other fuels 

04.5.1. Electricity (ND) 

04.5.1.1. Electricity 

04.5.2. Gas (ND) 

04.5.2.1. Town gas and natural gas 

04.5.2.2. Liquefied hydrocarbons (butane, propane, etc.). 

04.5.3. Liquid fuels (ND) 

04.5.3.1. Liquid fuels 

04.5.3.1.1 Kerosene lighting lamp 

04.5.4. Solid fuels (ND) 

04.5.4.1. Solid fuels 
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04.5.4.1.1 Charcoal 

04.5.4.1.2 Firewood 

04.5.5. Heat energy (ND) 

04.5.5.1. Hot water, steam and ice 

05. FURNISHINGS, HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT AND ROUTINE 

 MAINTENANCE OF THE HOUSE 

05.1. Furniture and furnishings, carpets and other floor coverings 

05.1.1. Furniture and furnishings (D) 

05.1.1.1. Furniture and furnishings 

05.1.1.1.1 Chair 

05.1.1.1.2 Table 

05.1.1.1.3 Simple Single Bed 

05.1.2. Carpets and other floor coverings (D) 

05.1.2.1. Carpets and other floor coverings 

05.1.2.1.1 Mat 

05.1.3. Repair of furniture, furnishings and floor coverings (S) 

05.1.3.1. Repair of furniture, furnishings and floor coverings 

05.2. Household textiles 

05.2.1. Household textiles (SD) 

05.2.1.1. Household textiles 

05.2.1.1.1 Blankets 

05.2.1.1.2 Mattress 

05.2.1.1.3 Pillow without case 

05.2.1.1.4 Mosquito nets 

05.2.1.1.5 Towels 

05.3. Household appliances 

05.3.1. Major household appliances whether electric or not (D) 

05.3.1.1. Refrigerators, freezers and fridge-freezers 

05.3.1.1.1 Refrigerator 

05.3.1.1.2 Freezer 

05.3.1.1.2 Freezer-Upright 
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05.3.1.2. Clothes washing machines, clothes drying machines and dish washing 

 machines 

05.3.1.3. Cookers 

05.3.1.4. Heaters, air conditioners 

05.3.1.5. Cleaning equipment 

05.3.1.6. Sewing and knitting machines 

05.3.1.7. Other major household appliances 

05.3.2. Small electric household appliances (SD) 

05.3.2.1. Small electric household appliances 

05.3.2.1.1 Iron, electric 

05.3.2.1.2 Electric kettle 

05.3.3. Repair of household appliances (S) 

05.3.3.1. Repair of household appliances 

05.4. Glassware, tableware and household utensils 

05.4.1. Glassware, tableware and household utensils (SD) 

05.4.1.1. Glass and crystal-ware, tableware 

05.4.1.1.1 Durable glass 

05.4.1.1.2 Non-durable glass 

05.4.1.1.2 Porcelain cup and saucer 

05.4.1.2. Cutlery, flatware and silverware 

05.4.1.2.1 Dinner plate plastic 

05.4.1.3. Kitchen and domestic utensils 

05.4.1.3.1 Iron, charcoal 

05.4.1.3.2 Charcoal stove 

05.4.1.3.3 Kerosene stove 

05.4.1.3.4 Tea kettle enamelled metal (non-electric) 

05.4.1.3.5 Frying pan steel 

05.4.1.3.6 Eating utensils (spoon) 

05.4.1.3.7 Thermos flasks 

05.4.1.4. Repair of glassware, tableware and household utensils 

05.5. Tools and equipment for house and garden 
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05.5.1. Major tools and equipment (D) 

05.5.1.1. Major tools and equipment 

05.5.2. Small tools and miscellaneous accessories (SD) 

05.5.2.1. Small tools and miscellaneous accessories 

05.5.2.1.1 Electric bulbs 

05.5.2.1.2 Torch batteries 

05.5.2.1.3 Kerosene lighting lamp 

05.6. Goods and services for routine household maintenance 

05.6.1. Non-durable household goods (ND) 

05.6.1.1. Cleaning and maintenance products 

05.6.1.1.1 Laundry soap, bar (1 piece) 

05.6.1.1.2 Laundry soap, powdered 

05.6.1.1.3 Insecticide spray (ex-pel, doom) 

05.6.1.2. Other non-durable household articles 

05.6.1.2.1 Matches 

05.6.1.2.2 Shoe polish 

05.6.1.2.3 Basin plastic 

05.6.1.2.4 Scrubbing brush 

05.6.1.2.5 Water bucket 

05.6.1.2.6 Broom head 

05.6.2. Domestic services and household services (S) 

05.6.2.1. Domestic services 

05.6.2.2. Household services 

05.6.2.1.1 Dry cleaning - trousers 

06. HEALTH 

06.1. Medical products, appliances and equipment 

06.1.1. Pharmaceutical products (ND) 

06.1.1.1. Pharmaceutical products 

06.1.1.1.1 Aspirin 

06.1.1.1.2 SP/Metakeline 

06.1.1.1.3 Arinate 
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06.1.1.1.4 Panadol 

06.1.1.1.5 Cough syrup 

06.1.2. Other medical products (ND) 

06.1.2.1. Other medical products 

06.1.3. Therapeutic appliances and equipment (D) 

06.1.3.1. Therapeutic appliances and equipment 

06.2. Out-patient services 

06.2.1. Medical Services (S) 

06.2.1.1. Medical Services 

06.2.1.1.1 Doctor's fee 

06.2.2. Dental services (S) 

06.2.2.1. Dental services 

06.2.3. Paramedical services (S) 

06.2.3.1. Services of medical analysis laboratories and X-ray centres 

06.2.3.2. Services of medical auxilaries 

06.2.3.3. Other non-hospital services 

06.3. Hospital services 

06.3.1. Hospital services (S) 

06.3.1.1. Hospital services 

07. TRANSPORT 

07.1. Purchase of vehicles 

07.1.1. Motor cars (D) 

07.1.1.1. Purchase of new motor cars 

07.1.1.1.1 Car purchase 

07.1.1.2. Purchase of second hand motor cars 

07.1.2. Motor cycles (D) 

07.1.2.1. Motor cycles 

07.1.3. Bicycles (D) 

07.1.3.1. Bicycles 

07.1.3.1.1 Bicycle purchase 

07.1.3.1.2 Bicycle tyre 
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07.1.4. Animal drawn vehicles (D) 

07.1.4.1. Animal drawn vehicles 

07.2. Operation of personal transport equipment 

07.2.1. Spare parts and accessories (SD) 

07.2.1.1. Spare parts and accessories 

07.2.1.1.1 Car battery 

07.2.1.1.2 Car tyre 

07.2.1.1.3 Fan belt 

07.2.2. Fuels and lubricants (ND) for personal transport equipment 

07.2.2.1. Fuels and lubricants 

07.2.2.1.1 Diesel 

07.2.2.1.2 Petrol, super 

07.2.3. Maintenance and repair of personal transport equipment (S) 

07.2.3.1. Maintenance and repairs 

07.2.3.1.1 Vehicle service (oil and greasing) 

07.2.4. Other services in respect of personal transport equipment (S) 

07.2.4.1. Other services in respect of personal transport equipment 

07.3. Transport services 

07.3.1. Passenger transport by railway (S) 

07.3.1.1. Passenger transport by railway 

07.3.2. Passenger transport by road (S) 

07.3.2.1. Passenger transport by road 

07.3.3. Passenger transport by air (S) 

07.3.3.1. Passenger transport by air 

07.3.4. Passenger transport by sea and inland waterway (S) 

07.3.4.1. Passenger transport by sea and inland waterway 

07.3.5. Combined passenger transport (S) 

07.3.5.1. Combined passenger transport 

07.3.5.1.1 Bus fare, urban 

07.3.5.1.2 Bus/lorry fare, inter-urban 

07.3.5.1.3 Taxi fare 
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07.3.6. Other purchased transport services (S) 

07.3.6.1. Other purchased transport services 

08. COMMUNICATION 

08.1. Postal services 

08.1.1. Postal services (S) 

08.1.1.1. Postal services 

08.2. Telephone and telefax equipment 

08.2.1. Telephone and telefax equipment (D) 

08.2.1.1. Telephone and telefax equipment 

08.2.1.1.1 Telephone, fixed line 

08.2.1.1.2 Mobile Phones (Nokia) 

08.3. Telephone and telefax services 

08.3.1. Telephone and telefax services (S) 

08.3.1.1. Telephone and telefax services 

09. RECREATION AND CULTURE 

09.1. Audio-visual, photographic and information processing equipment 

09.1.1. Equipment for the reception, recording and reproduction of sound and 

 pictures (D) 

09.1.1.1. Equipment for the reception, recording and reproduction of sound 

09.1.1.1.1 Radio 4 band 

09.1.1.1.2 Portable radio cassette recorder 

09.1.1.2. Television sets, video-cassette players and recorders 

09.1.1.2.1 Television 

09.1.2. Photographic and cinematographic equipment and optical instruments (D) 

09.1.2.1. Photographic and cinematographic equipment 

09.1.2.2. Optical instruments 

09.1.3. Information processing equipment (D) 

09.1.3.1. Information processing equipment 

09.1.4. Recording media (SD) 

09.1.4.1. Recording media for pictures and sound 

09.1.4.1.1 Audio cassette (recorded) 
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09.1.4.1.2 Video cassette (recorded) 

09.1.5. Repair of audio-visual, photographic and information processing equipment (S) 

09.1.5.1. Repair of audio-visual, photographic and information processing equipment 

09.2. Other major durables for recreation and culture 

09.2.1. Major durables for outdoor recreation (D) 

09.2.1.1. Major durables for outdoor recreation 

09.2.2. Musical instrument and majors durables for indoor recreation (D) 

09.2.2.1. Musical instruments 

09.2.2.2. Majors durables for indoor recreation 

09.2.3. Maintenance and repair of other major durables for recreation and culture (S) 

09.2.3.1. Maintenance and repair of other major durables for recreation and culture 

09.3. Other recreational items and equipment, gardens and pets 

09.3.1. Games, toys and hobbies (SD) 

09.3.1.1. Games, toys hobbies 

09.3.2. Equipment for sport, camping and open-air recreation (SD) 

09.3.2.1. Equipment for sport, camping and open-air recreation 

09.3.3. Gardens, plants and flowers (ND) 

09.3.3.1. Gardens, plants and flowers 

09.3.4. Pets and related products (ND) 

09.3.4.1. Pets and related products 

09.3.5. Veterinary and other services for pets (S) 

09.3.5.1. Veterinary and other services for pets 

09.4. Recreational and cultural services 

09.4.1. Recreational and sporting services (S) 

09.4.1.1. Recreational and sporting services 

09.4.1.1.1 Football game 

09.4.2. Cultural services (S) 

09.4.2.1. Cinemas, theatres, concerts 

09.4.2.2. Museums, zoological gardens and the like 

09.4.2.3. Television and radio taxes and hire of equipment 

09.4.2.4. Other services 
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09.4.3. Games of chance (S) 

09.4.3.1. Games of chance 

09.5. Newspapers, books and stationery 

09.5.1. Books (SD) 

09.5.1.1. Books 

09.5.2. Newspapers and periodicals (ND) 

09.5.2.1. Newspapers and periodicals 

09.5.2.1.1 Local newspaper 

09.5.3. Miscellaneous printed matter (ND) 

09.5.3.1. Miscellaneous printed matter 

09.5.4. Stationery and drawing materials (ND) 

09.5.4.1. Stationery and drawing materials 

09.5.4.1.1 Notebooks 

09.5.4.1.2 Pencils 

09.5.4.1.3 Ball point pens 

09.6. Package holidays 

09.6.1. Package holidays (S) 09.6.0 

09.6.1.1. Package holidays 

10. EDUCATION 

10.1. Pre-primary and primary education 

10.1.1. Pre-primary and primary education (S) 10.1.0 

10.1.1.1. Pre-primary and primary education 

10.1.1.1.1 Pre-primary school fee (Private) 

10.1.1.1.2 Primary school fee (Private) 

10.2. Secondary education  

10.2.1. Secondary education (S) 10.2.0 

10.2.1.1. Secondary education 

10.2.1.1.1 Secondary school fee, government (boarding school) 

10.2.1.1.2 Secondary school fee, government (day school) 

10.2.1.1.3 Secondary school fee, private (day) 

10.3. Post-secondary non-tertiary education 
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10.3.1. Post-secondary non-tertiary education (S) 

10.3.1.1. Post-secondary non-tertiary education 

10.4. Tertiary education 

10.4.1. Tertiary education (S) 

10.4.1.1. Tertiary education 

10.5. Education not definable by level 

10.5.1. Education not definable by level (S) 

10.5.1.1. Education not definable by level 

11. RESTAURANTS AND HOTELS 

11.1. Catering services 

11.1.1. Restaurants, cafés and the like(S) 

11.1.1.1. Restaurants 

11.1.1.1.1 Chips with eggs 

11.1.1.1.2 Chicken with rice and sauce 

11.1.1.1.3 Rice with beef 

11.1.1.1.4 Rice with Beans 

11.1.1.1.5 Ugali with Beef 

11.1.1.1.6 Chicken with Ugali and sauce 

11.1.1.2. Cafés, bars and the like 

11.1.2. Canteens (S) 

11.1.2.1. Canteens 

11.2. Accommodation services 

11.2.1. Accommodation services (S) 

11.2.1.1. Accommodation services 

12. MISCELLANEOUS GOODS AND SERVICES 

12.1. Personal care 

12.1.1. Hairdressing salons and personal grooming establishments (S) 

12.1.1.1. Hairdressing salons and personal grooming establishments 

12.1.2. Electrical appliances for personal care (SD) 

12.1.2.1. Electrical appliances for personal care 

12.1.3. Other appliances, articles and products for personal care (ND) 
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12.1.3.1. Other appliance, articles and products for personal care 

12.1.3.1.1 Men's hair cut 

12.1.3.1.2 Razor blade 

12.1.3.1.3 Toilet soap 

12.1.3.1.4 Tooth paste 

12.1.3.1.5 Tooth brush  

12.1.3.1.6 Face cream 

12.1.3.1.7 Comb 

12.1.3.1.8 Hair cream 

12.1.3.1.9 Shaving cream 

12.2. Prostitution 

12.2.1. Prostitution (S) 

12.2.1.1. Prostitution 

12.3. Personal effects n.e.c. 

12.3.1. Jewellery, clocks and watches (D) 

12.3.1.1. Jewellery, clocks and watches 

12.3.1.1.1 Branded wrist watch - for men (Seico5) 

12.3.1.1.2 Branded wrist watch - for women (Seico5) 

12.3.2. Other personal effects (SD) 

12.3.2.1. Travel goods and other carriers 

12.3.2.1.1 School bags 

12.3.2.1.2 Hand bags 

12.3.2.2. Other personal effects 

12.3.2.2.1 Foldable umbrella 

12.4. Social protection 

12.4.1. Social protection services (S) 

12.4.1.1. Social protection services 

12.4.1.2. Crèches, nurseries 

12.5. Insurance 

12.5.1 Life insurance (S) 

12.5.2 Insurance connected with the dwelling (S) 
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12.5.2.1 Insurance connected with the dwelling 

12.5.3 Insurance connected with health (S) 

12.5.3.1 Insurance connected with health 

12.5.4 Insurance connected with transport (S) 

12.5.4.1 Insurance connected with transport 

12.5.4.1.1 Car insurance 

12.5.5 Other insurance (S) 

12.5.5.1 Other insurance 

12.6. Financial services n.e.c. 

12.6.1 FISIM(S): Financial intermediation services indirectly measured 

12.6.2 Other financial services n.e.c. (S) 

12.6.2.1. Financial services n.e.c. 

12.7 Other services n.e.c. 

12.7.1 Other services n.e.c. (S) 

12.7.1.1 Other services n.e.c. 

12.7.1.1.1 Cost of Grinding. 

12.7.1.1.2 Photocopies services 

13 INDIVIDUAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE OF NON-PROFIT  

 INSTITUTIONS SERVING HOUSEHOLDS (NPISHs) 

13.1  Housing 

13.1.0  Housing (S) 

13.2  HEALTH 

13.2.1  Pharmaceutical products (ND) 

13.2.2  Other medical products (ND) 

13.2.3  Therapeutic appliances and equipment (D) 

13.2.4  Outpatient medical services (S) 

13.2.5  Outpatient dental services (S) 

13.2.6  Outpatient paramedical services (S) 

13.2.7  Hospital services (S) 

13.2.8  Other health services (S) 

13.3  RECREATION AND CULTURE 
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13.3.1   Recreational and sporting services (S) 

13.3.2   Cultural services (S) 

13.4  EDUCATION 

13.4.1   Pre-primary and primary education (S) 

13.4.2   Secondary education (S) 

13.4.3   Post-secondary non-tertiary education (S) 

13.4.4   Tertiary education (S) 

13.4.5   Education not definable by level (S) 

13.4.6   Other educational services (S) 

13.5   SOCIAL PROTECTION 

13.5.0   Social protection (S) 

13.6   OTHER SERVICES 

13.6.1   Religion (S) 

13.6.2   Political parties, labour and professional organizations (S) 

13.6.3   Environmental protection (S) 

13.6.4   Services n.e.c. (S) 

14   INDIV IDUAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE OF GENERAL 

 GOVERNMENT 

14.1   HOUSING 

14.1.0   Housing (S) 

14.2   HEALTH 

14.2.1   Pharmaceutical products (ND) 

14.2.2   Other medical products (ND) 

14.2.3   Therapeutic appliances and equipment (D) 

14.2.4   Outpatient medical services (S) 

14.2.5   Outpatient dental services (S) 

14.2.6   Outpatient paramedical services (S) 

14.2.7   Hospital services (S) 

14.2.8   Public health services (S) 

14.3   RECREATION AND CULTURE 

14.3.1   Recreational and sporting services (S) 
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14.3.2   Cultural services (S) 

14.4   EDUCATION 

14.4.1   Pre-primary and primary education (S) 

14.4.2   Secondary education (S) 

14.4.3   Post-secondary non-tertiary education (S) 

14.4.4   Tertiary education (S) 

14.4.5   Education not definable by level (S) 

14.4.6   Subsidiary services to education (S) 

14.5   SOCIAL PROTECTION 

14.5.0   Social protection (S) 
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Section Two: International Classification of Activities for Time-Use Statistics 

(ICATUS)  

ICATUS is intended to be a standard classification of all activities that the general population 

may spend time on during the 24 hours of a day. Its main purpose is to provide a set of activity 

categories that can be utilized in producing meaningful statistics on time use. These have to be 

meaningful in relation to the broad range of objectives of national time-use studies as well as 

cross-national and cross-temporal comparative studies on time use. 

  

A main objective in the development of the ICATUS is to enable statisticians and researchers to 

delineate more precisely the boundaries of economic and non-economic activities and productive 

and non-productive activities and to measure all forms of work including unremunerated work. 

Certain types of unremunerated work such as subsistence agriculture as well as work for small 

family enterprises are included in the System of National Accounts (SNA) and should not be 

considered as unpaid housework. While the ICATUS draws on the main existing classifications 

of time-use activities, it separates out into a cluster of categories the economic activities of 

households. Specifically, it distinguishes between the production of goods either for income or 

for own final use and the production of services for income. This permits a clear delineation of 

activities that are important in developing countries within a classification that covers the 

circumstances of both developed and developing countries. 

 

01 Work for corporations/quasi-corporations, non-profit institutions and government 

 (formal sector work)  

011 Core activities: working in "formal sector" employment 

Å Working time in main job 

Å Working time in other jobs 

Å Working time as apprentice, intern and related positions 

Å Short breaks and interruption from work 

Å Other breaks 

Å Training and studies in relation to work 

012 Related activities: looking for work/setting up business in the "formal sector" 

013 Travel related to work in the "formal sector" 

http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=231&Lg=1&Co=012
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=231&Lg=1&Co=013
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019 Work in the "formal sector" n.e.c. 

 

02 Work for household in primary production activities  

021 Core activities: working time in primary production activities 

Å Growing of crops and trees; kitchen gardening 

Å Farming of animals; production of animal products; animal husbandry 

services 

Å Hunting, trapping and production of animal skins 

Å Gathering of wild products, woodcutting, gathering firewood and other 

forestry activities 

Å Fishing and fish/aquatic farming 

Å Mining and quarrying 

Å Collecting water 

Å Acquiring inputs/supplies and disposing of outputs for primary production 

activities of households 

Å Training and studies in relation to work in primary production activities of 

households 

022 Related activities: looking for work/setting up business in households primary production 

 activities 

023 Travel related to primary production activities of households 

029 Work for households in primary production activities n.e.c. 

 

03 Work for household in non-primary production activities  

031 Core activities: working time in non-primary production activities 

Å Processing of food products 

Å Making of other food products and beverages 

Å Making textiles, wearing apparel, leather and associated products 

Å Craft-making using all types of materials 

Å Tobacco preparing and curing 

Å Making bricks, concrete slabs, hollow blocks, tiles etc. 

Å Making herbal and medicinal preparations 

http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=231&Lg=1&Co=02
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=231&Lg=1&Co=021
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=231&Lg=1&Co=022
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=231&Lg=1&Co=023
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=231&Lg=1&Co=029
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Å Acquiring inputs/supplies and disposing of outputs for non-primary 

production activities 

Å Training and studies in relation to work in non-primary production activities 

of household 

032 Related activities: looking for work/setting up business in non-primary production 

 activities in household enterprise 

033  Travel related to non-primary production of household 

039  Work for household in non-primary production activities n.e.c. 

 

04 Work for household in construction activities  

041 Core activities: working time in construction activities 

Å Construction and repair for own capital formation 

Å Construction and repair of buildings, roads, dams and other structures 

Å Community-organized construction and major repairs of roads building, 

bridges, dams etc. 

Å Acquiring inputs/supplies for construction activities for household 

production 

Å Training and studies in relation to work in construction activities in 

household enterprise 

042 Related activities: looking for work/setting up business in construction activities in 

 household enterprise 

043 Travel related to construction activities of households 

049 Work for household in construction activities n.e.c. 

 

05 Work for household providing services for income  

051 Core activities: working time in providing services for income 

Å Food vending and trading 

Å Providing repair, installation and maintenance services 

Å Providing business and professional services 

Å Providing personal care services 

Å Transporting good and passengers 

http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=231&Lg=1&Co=041
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=231&Lg=1&Co=051
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Å Providing paid domestic services 

Å Training and studies related to work in service activities 

052 Related activities: looking for work/setting up business in service activities in household 

 enterprise 

053 Travel related to providing services for income  

059 Work for household providing services for income n.e.c. 

 

06 Providing unpaid domestic services for own final use within household  

061 Core activities: working time in providing unpaid domestic services for own final use 

Å Preparing meals/snacks 

Å Serving meals/snacks 

Å Cleaning up after food preparation/meals/snacks 

Å Indoor cleaning 

Å Outdoor cleaning  

Å Recycling; disposal of garbage 

Å Care of outdoor garden, landscaping, trimming, grounds/yard/lawn 

maintenance 

Å Heating and water supply (including tending furnaces, boilers and fire 

places) 

Å Making various household arrangements 

Å Do-it-yourself improvement, maintenance and repair of dwellings 

Å Installation, servicing and repair of personal and household goods including 

computers 

Å Vehicle maintenance and minor repairs 

Å Hand-washing; loading/unloading washing machine 

Å Drying; hanging out, bringing in wash 

Å Ironing/pressing 

Å Sorting, folding, storing 

Å Mending/repairing and care of clothes; cleaning and polishing shoes 

Å Paying household bills (utilities, cable television etc.) 

Å Budgeting, organizing, planning 

http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=231&Lg=1&Co=052
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=231&Lg=1&Co=053
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=231&Lg=1&Co=059
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Å Selling, disposing of household assets 

Å Moving to new place to live 

Å Daily care including feeding, cleaning, grooming, walking 

Å Taking pets for veterinary care 

Å Shopping for/purchasing of goods and related activities1 

Å Shopping for/availing of services and related activities 

Å Travel related to unpaid domestic services for own final use within 

household 

062 Travel related to provision of unpaid domestic services  

069 Unpaid domestic services n.e.c. 

 

07 Providing unpaid caregiving services to household members  

071 Core activities: working time providing unpaid caregiving services to household 

 members 

Å Caring for children/physical care 

Å Teaching, training children 

Å Reading, playing and talking to children 

Å Accompanying children to places 

Å Minding children (passive care) 

Å Caring for dependents adults/physical care 

Å Caring for dependent adults/emotional support 

Å Accompanying dependent adult to places 

Å Help to non-dependent adults/physical care 

Å Help to non-dependent adults/emotional support 

Å Accompanying non-dependent adult to places 

072 Travel related to unpaid caregiving services to household members 

079 Providing unpaid caregiving services to household members n.e.c. 

 

08 Providing community services and help to other households  

 

 

 

http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=231&Lg=1&Co=062
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=231&Lg=1&Co=069
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081 Core activities: working time providing community services and help to other households 

Å Household maintenance and management as help to other households 

Å Shopping for/purchasing of goods and services as help to other households 

Å Construction, renovation and repairs of dwellings and other structures as 

help to other households (terminology to be reviewed) 

Å Repairs of consumer and household goods as help to other households 

Å Unpaid help in business/farm to other households 

Å Childcare as help to other households 

Å Adult care as help to other households 

Å Transportation assistance to other households 

Å Community organized work: cooking for collective celebrations etc. 

Å Work on road/building repair, clearing and preparing community land, 

cleaning (streets, markets etc.)  

Å Organizing and work on community-based assistance to villages, other sub 

locations 

Å Organizing and work on community-based assistance to families and 

individuals 

Å Organized unpaid volunteer services involving cooking for collective 

celebrations etc. 

Å Organized unpaid volunteer services working on road/building repair, 

clearing and preparing community land, cleaning (streets, markets etc.) 

Å Organizing and working in organized unpaid volunteer services providing 

assistance to villages, other sub-locations 

Å Organizing and working in organized unpaid volunteer services providing 

assistance to families and individuals 

082 Related activities: attendance in meetings 

083 Related activities: other community services 

084 Travel related to community services and help to other households  

089 Community services and help to other households n.e.c. 
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09 Learning  

091 Core activities: time spent in learning activities 

Å School/university attendance 

Å Breaks/waiting at place of general education 

Å Self-study for distance education course work (video, audio, online) 

Å Homework, course review, research and activities related to general 

education 

Å Additional study, non-formal education and courses during free time 

092 Related activities: other activities carried out in relation to learning activities 

093 Travel related to learning 

099 Learning activities n.e.c. 

 

10 Socializing and community participation 

101  Core activities: time spent in socializing and community participation 

Å Talking, conversing 

Å Socializing activities 

Å Reading and writing mail 

Å Unsocial/antisocial/negative social activities 

Å Participating in community cultural/social events (Excludes religious 

rites/events, includes community social functions (music, dance in parties)) 

Å Involvement in civic and related responsibilities 

Å Private prayer, meditation and other spiritual activities 

Å Participating in collective religious practice  

102 Travel related to socializing and community participation  

109 Socializing and community participation n.e.c. 

 

11 Attending/visiting cultural, entertainment and sports events/venues  

111 Core activities: time spent attending cultural, entertainment and sports events 

Å Attendance at organized/mass cultural events 

Å Attendance at parks/gardens, shows  

Å Attendance at sports events 
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Å Visiting library 

Å Window-shopping 

112 Travel related to attending/visiting cultural, entertainment and sports events/venues  

119 Attending/visiting sports, entertainment and cultural events/venues n.e.c. 

 

12 Hobbies, games and other pastime activities  

121 Core activities: hobbies, games and other pastime activities 

Å Visual, literary and performing arts (as hobby) and related courses  

Å Technical hobbies and related courses 

Å Playing games and other pastimes and related courses 

122 Travel related to hobbies, games and other pastimes  

129 Hobbies, games and other pastimes n.e.c. 

 

13 Indoor  and outdoor sports participation and related courses  

131 Core activities: time spent participating in sports and outdoor activities 

Å Participating in sports  

Å Exercising 

132 Travel related to indoor and outdoor sports participation and related courses  

139 Indoor and outdoor sports participation and related courses n.e.c. 

 

14 Mass media  

141 Core activities: time spent using mass media 

Å Reading 

Å Watching/listening to television and video 

Å Listening to radio and audio devices 

Å Using computer technology 

142 Related activities: visiting library 

143 Travel related to mass media  

149 Mass media n.e.c. 

 

15 Personal care and maintenance  

151 Core activities: time spent in personal care and maintenance 

http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcs.asp?Cl=231&Lg=1&Co=141
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Å Night sleep/essential sleep 

Å Incidental sleep/naps 

Å Sleeplessness 

Å Eating meals/snack 

Å Drinking other than with meal or snack 

Å Personal hygiene and care 

Å Health/medical care to oneself 

Å Receiving personal care from others 

Å Receiving health/medical care from others 

Å Doing nothing; resting, relaxing 

Å Smoking 

Å Reflecting, thinking etc.  

152 Travel related to personal care and maintenance activities  

159 Personal care and maintenance activities n.e.c. 
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Section Three: Classification Of the Purpose of Non profit Instituntions 

Serving Households (COPNI) 

COPNI is the Classification of the Purposes of Non-Profit Institutions. According to the 1993 

SNA, all consumption expenditures of non-profit institutions serving households (NPISHs) are 

treated as individual consumption. Therefore the main use of COPNI is to classify expenditures 

by NPISHs in a manner consistent with the purposes of the individual consumption expenditures 

of households and general government in order to obtain the 1993 SNA aggregate of actual final 

consumption of households (or actual individual consumption). 

 

COPNI can also be used to facilitate international comparisons of the activities of NPISHs. In 

many countries, activities of these institutions are an important complement to government 

activities in respect of supplying education, health and social protection services to the 

population. In some countries, NPISHs are also becoming prominent in non-traditional areas 

such as environmental protection, the protection of human rights and the defense of minority 

groups. COPNI identifies these newer purposes as well as more traditional ones such as 

provision of health and education services. 

 

Code  Description 

01  Housing 

01.0  Housing 

01.0.0  Housing 

02  Health 

02.1  Medical products, appliances and equipment 

02.1.1  Pharmaceutical products 

02.1.2  Other medical products 

02.1.3  Therapeutic appliances and equipment 

02.2  Outpatient services 

02.2.1  Medical services 

02.2.2  Dental services 

02.2.3  Paramedical services 

02.3  Hospital services 
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02.3.0  Hospital services 

02.4  Public health services 

02.4.0  Public health services 

02.5  R&D Health 

02.5.0  R&D Health 

02.6  Other health services 

02.6.0  Other health services 

03  Recreation and culture 

03.1  Recreational and sporting services 

03.1.0  Recreational and sporting services 

03.2  Cultural services 

03.2.0  Cultural services 

04  Education 

04.1  Pre-primary and primary education 

04.1.0  Pre-primary and primary education 

04.2  Secondary education 

04.2.0  Secondary education 

04.3  Post-secondary non-tertiary education 

04.3.0  Post-secondary non-tertiary education 

04.4  Tertiary education 

04.4.0  Tertiary education 

04.5  Education not definable by level 

04.5.0  Education not definable by level 

04.6  R&D Education 

04.6.0  R&D Education 

04.7  Other educational services 

04.7.0  Other educational services 

05  Social protection 

05.1  Social protection services 

05.1.0  Social protection services 

05.2  R&D Social protection 
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05.2.0  R&D Social protection 

06  Religion 

06.0  Religion 

06.0.0  Religion 

07  Political parties, labour and professional organizations 

07.1  Services of political parties 

07.1.0  Services of political parties 

07.2  Services of labour organizations 

07.2.0  Services of labour organizations 

07.3  Services of professional organizations 

07.3.0  Services of professional organizations 

08  Environmental protection 

08.1  Environmental protection services 

08.1.0  Environmental protection services 

08.2  R&D Environmental protection 

08.2.0  R&D Environmental protection 

09  Services n.e.c. 

09.1  Services n.e.c. 

09.1.0  Services n.e.c. 

09.2  R&D Services n.e.c. 

09.2.0  R&D Services n.e.c. 
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Section Four: Classification of Outlays of Producers According to Purpose 

(COPP) 

COPP is used to classify intermediate consumption and capital outlays of mainly non-financial 

and financial corporate enterprises. COPP is the Classification of Outlays of Producers according 

to Purpose. 

 

Code  Description 

01  Outlays on infrastructure 

01.1  Outlays on road and land construction and improvement 

01.1.0 Outlays on road and land construction and improvement 

01.2  Outlays on engineering and related technological work 

01.2.0 Outlays on engineering and related technological work 

01.3  Outlays on information management 

01.3.1 Outlays on operating purposes of information management 

01.3.2 Outlays on development of software 

02  Outlays on research and development 

02.1  Outlays on research and experimental development on natural sciences and   

  engineering 

02.1.0 Outlays on research and experimental development on natural sciences and   

  engineering 

02.2  Outlays on research and experimental development on social sciences and humanities 

02.2.0 Outlays on research and experimental development on social sciences and humanities 

03  Outlays on environmental protection 

03.1  Outlays on protection of ambient air and climate 

03.1.0 Outlays on protection of ambient air and climate 

03.2  Outlays on waste water management 

03.2.0 Outlays on waste water management 

03.3  Outlays on waste management 

03.3.0 Outlays on waste management 
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03.4  Outlays on protection of soil and groundwater 

03.4.0 Outlays on protection of soil and groundwater 

03.5  Outlays on noise and vibration abatement 

Code  Description 

03.5.0 Outlays on noise and vibration abatement 

03.6  Outlays on protection of biodiversity and landscape 

03.6.0 Outlays on protection of biodiversity and landscape 

03.7  Outlays on environmental protection n.e.c. 

03.7.0 Outlays on environmental protection n.e.c. 

04  Outlays on marketing 

04.1  Outlays on direct sales efforts 

04.1.0 Outlays on direct sales efforts 

04.2  Outlays on advertising 

04.2.0 Outlays on advertising 

04.3  Outlays on marketing n.e.c. 

04.3.0 Outlays on marketing n.e.c. 

05  Outlays on human resource development 

05.1  Outlays on education and training 

05.1.0 Outlays on education and training 

05.2  Outlays on health 

05.2.0 Outlays on health 

05.3  Outlays on social services 

05.3.0 Outlays on social services 

06  Outlays on current production programmes, administration and management 

06.1  Outlays on current production programmes 

06.1.0 Outlays on current production programmes 

06.2  Outlays on external transportation 

06.2.0 Outlays on external transportation 

06.3  Outlays on safety and security 

06.3.0 Outlays on safety and security 

06.4  Outlays on management and administration 
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06.4.0 Outlays on management and administration 
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Section Five: Classification of the Functions Of the Government (COFOG) 

The present publication presents four classifications of expenditure according to purpose namely 

COFOG, COICOP, COPNI and COPP. But in this section we shall be talking about COFOG as 

it is defined According to the 1993 SNA, The COFOG is the Classification of the Functions of 

Government and it takes three digits level as the 1993 SNA requires. The terms purpose and 

function are used interchangeably, in the 1993 SNA, the term object was used in the 1968 SNA. 

These three terms (words) are all used to convey the same meaning, that is to say the ñsocio-

economic objectivesò that institutional units aim to achieve through various kinds of outlays.  

 

COFOG is also used for making inter-country comparisons of the extent to which governments 

are involved in economic and social functions. Just as COFOG helps to neutralize organizational 

changes in government within a country, so is it also indifferent to organizational differences 

between countries. In one country, for example, all functions connected with water supply may 

be undertaken by a single government agency, while elsewhere they may be distributed among 

departments dealing with environment, housing and industrial development. In a classification of 

expenditure according to purpose these various units can all be brought together under a single 

water supply function. 

 

COFOG could also be used to classify social contributions and taxes that serve a specific 

purpose such as those aimed at raising revenues for particular types of government expenditure 

or influencing behavior in ways considered beneficial to the community, for example, by 

reducing consumption of tobacco or alcohol or encouraging non-polluting methods of 

production. The divisions of COFOG may also be useful for classifying government 

employment. At this stage, however, these additional uses are suggested for national 

experimentation and are not recommendations for international reporting. 

 

OUTLAYS BY FUNCTIONS OF GOVERNMENT  

Code  Description 

701 General public services 

7011 Executive and legislative organs, financial and fiscal affairs, external affairs 

70111 Executive and legislative organs (CS) 
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70112 Financial and fiscal affairs (CS) 

70113 External affairs (CS) 

7012 Foreign economic aid 

70121 Economic aid to developing countries and countries in transition (CS) 

70122 Economic aid routed through international organizations (CS) 

7013 General services 

70131 General personnel services (CS) 

70132 Overall planning and statistical services (CS) 

70133 Other general services (CS) 

7014 Basic research 

70140 Basic research (CS) 

7015 R&D General public services 

70150 R&D General public services (CS) 

7016 General public services nec 

70160 General public services nec (CS) 

7017 Public debt transactions 

70170 Public debt transactions (CS) 

7018 Transfers of a general character between different levels of government 

70180 Transfers of a general character between different levels of government (CS) 

702 Defence 

7021 Military defence 

70210 Military defence (CS) 

7022 Civil defence 

70220 Civil defence (CS) 

7023 Foreign military aid 

70230 Foreign military aid (CS) 

7024 R&D Defence 

70240 R&D Defence (CS) 

7025 Defence nec 

70250 Defence nec (CS) 

703 Public order and safety 
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7031 Police services 

70310 Police services (CS) 

7032 Fire-protection services 

70320 Fire-protection services (CS) 

7033 Law courts 

70330 Law courts (CS) 

7034 Prisons 

70340 Prisons (CS) 

7035 R&D Public order and safety 

70350 R&D Public order and safety (CS) 

7036 Public order and safety nec 

70360 Public order and safety nec (CS) 

704 Economic affairs 

7041 General economic, commercial and labour affairs 

70411 General economic and commercial affairs (CS) 

70412 General labour affairs (CS) 

7042 Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting 

70421 Agriculture (CS) 

70422 Forestry (CS) 

70423 Fishing and hunting (CS) 

7043 Fuel and energy 

70431 Coal and other solid mineral fuels (CS) 

70432 Petroleum and natural gas (CS) 

70433 Nuclear fuel (CS) 

70434 Other fuels (CS) 

70435 Electricity (CS) 

70436 Non-electric energy (CS) 

7044 Mining, manufacturing and construction 

70441 Mining of mineral resources other than mineral fuels (CS) 

70442 Manufacturing (CS) 

70443 Construction (CS) 
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7045 Transport 

70451 Road transport (CS) 

70452 Water transport (CS) 

70453 Railway transport (CS) 

70454 Air transport (CS) 

70455 Pipeline and other transport (CS) 

7046 Communication 

70460 Communication (CS) 

7047 Other industries 

70471 Distributive trades, storage and warehousing (CS) 

70472 Hotels and restaurants (CS) 

70473 Tourism (CS) 

70474 Multi -purpose development projects (CS) 

7048 R&D Economic affairs 

70481 R&D General economic, commercial and labour affairs (CS) 

70482 R&D Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting (CS) 

70483 R&D Fuel and energy (CS) 

70484 R&D Mining, manufacturing and construction (CS) 

70485 R&D Transport (CS) 

70486 R&D Communication (CS) 

70487 R&D Other industries (CS) 

7049 Economic affairs nec 

70490 Economic affairs nec (CS) 

705 Environmental protection 

7051 Waste management 

70510 Waste management (CS) 

7052 Waste water management 

70520 Waste water management (CS) 

7053 Pollution abatement 

70530 Pollution abatement (CS) 

7054 Protection of biodiversity and landscape 
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70540 Protection of biodiversity and landscape (CS) 

7055 R&D Environmental protection 

70550 R&D Environmental protection (CS) 

7056 Environmental protection nec 

70560 Environmental protection nec (CS) 

706 Housing and community amenities 

7061 Housing development 

70610 Housing development (CS) 

7062 Community development 

70620 Community development (CS) 

7063 Water supply 

70630 Water supply (CS) 

7064 Street lighting 

70640 Street lighting (CS) 

7065 R&D Housing and community amenities 

70650 R&D Housing and community amenities (CS) 

7066 Housing and community amenities nec 

70660 Housing and community amenities nec (CS) 

707 Health 

7071 Medical products, appliances and equipment 

70711 Pharmaceutical products (IS) 

70712 Other medical products (IS) 

70713 Therapeutic appliances and equipment (IS) 

7072 Outpatient services 

70721 General medical services (IS) 

70722 Specialized medical services (IS) 

70723 Dental services (IS) 

70724 Paramedical services (IS) 

7073 Hospital services 

70731 General hospital services (IS) 

70732 Specialized hospital services (IS) 
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70733 Medical and maternity centre services (IS) 

70734 Nursing and convalescent home services (IS) 

7074 Public health services 

70740 Public health services (IS) 

7075 R&D Health 

70750 R&D Health (CS) 

7076 Health nec 

70760 Health nec (CS) 

708 Recreation, culture and religion 

7081 Recreational and sporting services 

70810 Recreational and sporting services (IS) 

7082 Cultural services 

70820 Cultural services (IS) 

7083 Broadcasting and publishing services 

70830 Broadcasting and publishing services (CS) 

7084 Religious and other community services 

70840 Religious and other community services (CS) 

7085 R&D Recreation, culture and religion 

70850 R&D Recreation, culture and religion (CS) 

7086 Recreation, culture and religion nec 

70860 Recreation, culture and religion nec (CS) 

709 Education 

7091 Pre-primary and primary education 

70911 Pre-primary education (IS) 

70912 Primary education (IS) 

7092 Secondary education 

70921 Lower-secondary education (IS) 

70922 Upper-secondary education (IS) 

7093 Post-secondary non-tertiary education 

70930 Post-secondary non-tertiary education (IS) 

7094 Tertiary education 
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70941 First stage of tertiary education (IS) 

70942 Second stage of tertiary education (IS) 

7095 Education not definable by level 

70950 Education not definable by level (IS) 

7096 Subsidiary services to education 

70960 Subsidiary services to education (IS) 

7097 R&D Education 

70970 R&D Education (CS) 

7098 Education nec 

70980 Education nec (CS) 

710 Social protection 

7101 Sickness and disability 

71011 Sickness (IS) 

71012 Disability (IS) 

7102 Old age 

71020 Old age (IS) 

7103  Survivors 

71030 Survivors (IS) 

7104 Family and children 

71040 Family and children (IS) 

7105 Unemployment 

71050 Unemployment (IS) 

7106 Housing 

71060 Housing (IS) 

7107 Social exclusion nec 

71070 Social exclusion nec (IS) 

7108 R&D Social protection 

71080 R&D Social protection (CS) 

7109 Social protection nec 

71090 Social protection nec (CS) 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

OCCUPATIONAL CLASIFICATIONS  

Section One: International Standard Classification of Occupations (ISCO) 

The term occupation refers to the type of work done by an individual member of the labour 

force, such as a farmer, carpenter, driver etc, irrespective of economic activity status. Obviously 

there are lots of occupations existing in the world but for simplicity of enumeration and analysis 

occupations have been classified into categories and they further split into subcategories. The 

well-known international classification of occupations is the International Standard 

Classification of Occupations 1988 (ISCO-88), which is made up of 10 major groups, subdivided 

into 28 sub-major groups, 116 minor groups and 390 unit groups. 

 

In Tanzania normally uses the Tanzania Standard Classification of Occupations (TASCO) which 

is the national classification conversion made to suit the prevailing occupations in Tanzania. 

TASCO has been closely aligned with ISCO-88 to ensure international and regional 

comparability of statistical data and it is made up of 10 major groups.  

 

Section Two: Tanzania Standard Classification of Occupations (TASCO) 

INTRODUCTION  

1.0 Tanzania Standard Classification Occupations, (TASCO), provides a systematic 

classification and codification structure for the civilian working population of the United 

Republic of Tanzania. TASCO has been fashioned after the International Standard 

Classification of Occupations, ISCO ï 2008, compiled by the International Labour 

Office, ILO Geneva, and which is the revised edition of ISCO ï 88.  This adaptation has 

been done to ensure international and regional comparability of reporting and analyzing 

of statistical data relating to occupations, manpower, population census, etc, and also 

taking into account globalization. Continuity with ISCO-88 has been maintained, as far as 

possible, since the collection, analysis and reporting of statistical data in the United 

Republic of Tanzania has hitherto been based on ISCO-88 and TASCO- 1990 version. In 

all, 131 minor groups of TASCO and 444 Unit Groups are equivalent to, or only 
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marginally different from those of ISCO-88.  Nevertheless, TASCO, as well as ISCO-

2008 differs slightly from the ISCO-88 in the following aspects:- 

 

i) A new level of aggregation, called Sub-Major Groups, which was introduced in 

ISCO-88 and adopted by TASCO -1990, has been maintained. 

ii)  The basis of occupational classifications, in the ISCO-68, was according to type 

of work performed.  TASCO-1990 and ISCO-88 occupational classifications are 

based on ñSkill requirementò criterion, reflected in the skill level and skill 

specialization of various occupations.  TASCO 2010 edition has observed the 

same principle. 

iii)  As a result of introduction of a new level of aggregation, viz Sub-Major Groups, 

the occupational code structure consists of six (6) digits. The digit structure is the 

same as was in 1990, thus:- 

Á Major Groups are of one (1) digit, the extreme left numeral, at óthousand point 

of the four digits before the decimal point; 

Á Sub-Major Groups consist of two (2) digits, the left two numerals, at 

óthousandô and óhundredô points, of the four-digit numbers before the decimal 

point; 

Á  Minor Group consist of three (3) digits, the left three numerals, at óthousandô 

óhundredô and ótenô points, of the four-digit numbers before the decimal point; 

Á Unit Groups consist of four (4)digits, all the four numerals left of the decimal 

point; and  

Á Occupational Categories consist of six (6) digits, all the four (4) numerals left 

of the decimal point plus the two (2) numerals right of the decimal point. 

 

Example  

2151.60 Engineer Electrical Design: 

Major Group is indicated by ó2ô, one digit at the óthousandô point; 

Sub-Major Group is indicated by ó21ô, two digits at óthousandô and óhundredô points; 

Minor Group is indicated by ó215ô, at óthousandô, óhundredô and ótenô points; and 

Unit Group is indicated by ó2151ô, all the four numerals left of the decimal point; and  
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Occupational category is indicated by 2151.60, i.e all the four numerals, viz ó2151ô left of 

the decimal point plus two numerals, viz 60 on the rights side of the decimal point. 

 

2.0 Basic Approach and Classification Criteria 

2.1 TASCO provides a structure for the classification of all civilian occupations in the 

countryôs labour force. Occupational categories are, thus, the smallest segment of 

work which is specifically identified, classified and codified in the TASCO.  At 

this detailed level, an occupation is a set of jobs which involve the performance of 

a similar or common, but not necessarily identical, set of tasks all over the 

country. 

An occupation, for the purpose of this classification, covers various jobs similar in 

their main tasks, and held by individual workers, all over the country, and in 

various establishments and industries, but workers may perform one or more of 

the different possible combinations or breakdowns of the set of tasks described in 

the occupational definitions of ISCO-88, shown against TASCO occupational 

titles, under its Unit Groups.  Workers, in a number of establishments and 

industries, and whose principal tasks are similar, are considered to be sharing the 

same type of job; and the workers, in a particular establishment, performing 

identical principal tasks, are considered to be manning the same type of positions.  

A position, in any given establishment, is a set of tasks performed by one 

individual.  Therefore, in a given establishment, there will be as many positions as 

are workers employed therein.  In practice, positions are normally distinguished 

from one another by minor differences in duties, level of responsibility for 

supervisions, and other particularities, e.g. wages, division of labour etc. 

2.2 In ISCO 1988 and TASCO 2010, the classification criteria is based on the 

requirements imposed upon workers by the tasks and duties of their occupations 

reflected in: 

a) The knowledge and proficiency needed for performing physical and mental 

activities of the prescribed tasks and duties; 

b) The knowledge of working principles, methods and techniques and 

characteristics of materials and equipment used; and 
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c) The ability to react adequately to various work situations and demands. 

 

2.3 The above technical requirements depend on the skill requirements of an 

occupation.  Skill may be defined as the ability of an individual worker to perform 

a set of tasks or to fulfill the technical requirements of an occupation.  Thus, for 

the classification of jobs into occupation and of occupations into Unit Groups, 

skill requirements provide the similarity criterion for sets of tasks in the group 

structure of TASCO.  The focus is on the skill required to carry out the tasks and 

duties of an occupation and not on whether a worker, having a particular 

occupations, is more or less skilled than another worker in the same occupation. 

 

2.4 The óskill requirementô criterion, used in TASCO, has two dimensions, viz (a) 

skill level and (b) skill specialization. 

a) The skill level of an occupation is a function of the complexity and range of 

the tasks involved.  The greater the complexity and wider the range of the set 

of tasks, the higher the skill level of an occupation.  An occupation that 

involves more complex tasks than another will require a higher skill level.  An 

occupation which requires the performance of a wide range of tasks has a 

higher skill level than an occupation which requires the performance of a sub-

set of those same tasks.  But, complexity of task is more important than mere 

range of tasks in determining the skill level, since complexity of tasks 

indicates the degree of proficiency, the level of knowledge, and the quality 

and character of the response required to accomplish such tasks. 

 

b) The skill specialization of an occupation is a function of (i) the field of 

knowledge required (viz. the subject-matter essential to the performance of 

tasks), (ii) tools, equipment and work aids used (e.g. plant, machinery, hand-

tools); (iii) materials worked on or with (such as extracted, processed, refined 

or manufactured), and (iv) goods produced or services provided in relation to 

the tasks performed. 

 

2.5 From the above, it can be deduced that:- 
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a) The greater the range and complexity of the set of tasks involved, the greater 

the duration and amount of (i) formal education; (ii) on-the-job training, and 

(iii) previous experience required for the satisfactory performance of the set of 

given tasks; but 

 

b) In some case, innate strength, abilities, appropriate work-experience, coupled 

with thorough on-the-job training, may equip a worker with the needed skills, 

or a part of them, for the successful performance of the set of tasks.  In 

Tanzania, quite often, skills are acquired through informal training and work-

experience. 

 

3.0 Skill Levels. 

3.1 Skill level requirements, as discussed above, refer to formal and informal 

education, training and experience usually needed.  Educational structure of the 

United Republic of Tanzania equips and provides for new entrants into different 

occupational categories. 

 

3.2 In the Tanzanian system of education, primary education is compulsory and takes 

seven years, beginning at the age of seven or eight.  On completion of primary 

education, some finalists join secondary education at the age of 14 or 15, and 

others are enrolled in skill training centres for a period ranging from one to four 

years.  A small portion of the primary school leavers are directly employed for 

elementary jobs in offices and industries.  The bulk of primary school leavers do 

not go beyond primary education.  

 

3.3 Those who join secondary education complete the óOô (Ordinary) level after four 

years. From there, some are directly employed on clerical and technical jobs, and 

receive their training of the job. Others join training colleges for periods ranging 

from one to four years.  Some are enrolled in the senior secondary schools at the 

age of 18 or 19 years for a period of two years for completing a course of studies 

leading to óAô (Advanced) level. On completion of senior secondary schools, it is 
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suggested that the passed-out students should be required to attend National 

Service for a period to be determined. 

 

After National Service, some can get direct employment but most of them can 

continue further with education. Others can go to the training colleges, where they 

study for a period lasting from 1 to 3 years.  Others can join the University 

education, which lasts for a period ranging from 3 to 5 years. 

 

3.4 TASCO classification is based on skill levels and skill specialization. Broadly 

speaking the following four skill levels are referred to in the descriptions of Major 

and Sub-Major Groups.  Detailed linkage is explained in the explanatory notes on 

Major Groups in paragraphs 5.2.1 through 5.12.1.  

 

Skill Level 1 

Occupations at this skill level require skills that are acquired through formal education or 

vocational training, which, in the Tanzanian system of education, usually begins at the age of 

seven or eight and lasts for seven years. 

 

Skill Level 2 

Occupations at this skill level require skills that are acquired through formal education or 

vocational training, which in the Tanzanian System of education, where primary education 

begins at the age of 7 or 8.  Courses at this level begin at the age of 14 or 15, and last for one to 

four years. A period of on-the-job training and experience is necessary, and is sometimes 

formalized as apprenticeships, which may supplement the formal training, or replace it partly or, 

in some cases, wholly. 

 

Skill Level 3 

Occupations at this skill level require skills that are acquired through formal education or 

vocational training, which in the Tanzanian system of education, where primary education begins 

at the age of 7 or 8. Courses at this level begin at the age of 21 or 22, and last for 2 to 3 years, 

leading to an award equivalent to a diploma. 

 

Skill Level 4 
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Occupations at this skill level require skills that are acquired through formal education or 

professional training, which in the Tanzanian system of education, where primary education 

begins at the age of 7 or 8. Courses at this level begin at the age 21 or 22, last for 3,4 or more 

years, and lead to a university or postgraduate university degree or the equivalent. 

 

4.0 Skill Levels of TASCO Major Groups 

4.1 In TASCO, skill level is the main criterion used to distinguish between the Major 

Groups.  Reference to TASCO skill levels, outlined in sub-paragraph 3.4, is made 

in the definitions of the eight (8) of the ten (10) Major Groups, viz. Major Groups 

2 through 9. In five (5) of these eight (8) Major Groups, reference is made to the 

second skill level.  To distinguish between these following five (5) Major Groups, 

the skill level criterion in further supplemented with distinctions based on the 

broad areas of skill specialization: 

 

Major Group 4: Clerical Support Workers 

Major Group 5: Service Worker and Shop Sales Workers 

Major Group 6: Skilled Agricultural Forestry and Fishery Workers 

Major Group 7: Craft and Related Trades Workers 

Major Group 8: Plant and Machine Operators and Assemblers 

In these five (5) Major Groups, skill specialization distinctions are based on broad types 

of product and equipment.  Incidentally, these are the same types of variables as were 

used in the definitions of groups in the ISCO-88, and TASCO 1990. 

 

4.2 Within all Major Groups, more detailed groups, viz Sub-Major, Minor and Unit 

Groups, are delineated through the application of detailed skill specialization 

distinctions. These distinctions refer to, as already explained in paragraph 2.4 (b), 

the types of knowledge and ability required, such as (i) fields of knowledge 

(subject matter areas, production processes, etc), (ii) tools, equipment and work 

aids used, depending on the specific segments of the labour market concerned; 

(iii) materials worked on or with, and (iv) goods produced or services rendered. 

Therefore, works describing these specialization factors have often been used to 
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describe the set of skills required for the performance of tasks constituting the 

occupations 

 

4.3 No skill level references are made in the definitions of two (2) of the Major 

Groups: 1 ï Legislators, Administrators, and Manager, and 0 ï Defence Forces, as 

the skill level concept, as used for the delineation of other eight (8) Major Groups, 

does not reflect the main difference in skill requirements between occupations in 

these two (2) Major Groups compared to those of the other eight (8) Major 

Groups. The definitions of these two (2) Major Groups are exceptions to the 

principle of óskill levelô in the definitions of Major Groups. 

 

5.0 Outline of TASCO 

 

5.1 The following Table summarizes the TASCO classification structure:- 

 

TALLY OF VARIOUS TASCO GROUPS  

MAJOR  

GROUPS 

SUB-MAJ OR 

GROUPS 

MINOR  

GROUPS 

UNIT  

GROUPS 

OCCUPATIONAL  

CATEGORIES 

1 4 11 33 245 

2 6 28 98 661 

3 5 20 84 536 

4 4 8 29 175 

5 4 13 40 190 

6 3 9 18 92 

7 5 14 66 487 

8 3 14 40 374 

9 6 11 33 149 

0 3 3 3 - 

TOTAL 10 TASCO 43 131 444 2809 

TOTAL ISCO 2008 - 116 390 -Not classified 

 

Note:  The above tally does not include Major Group óXô 
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5.2 MAJOR GROUP: 1 

5.2.1 Major Group: 1  

Legislators, Administrators, and Managers covers occupations 

whose main tasks consist of planning, formulating and deciding on policies, laws, 

rules and regulations of the government of the United Republic of Tanzania, the 

Revolutionary Government of Zanzibar, or of District, town, municipal and city 

councils; or of planning, formulating, organizing, co-coordinating, controlling and 

directing policies and operations of enterprises and organizations.  This Major Group 

has been divided into four (4) Sub-Major Groups, 11 Minor Groups and 33 Unit 

Groups reflecting differences in tasks associated with area of authority and types of 

enterprises and organizations. 

Managers business service and wholesale and retail establishments are classified in 

this Major Group under the Sub-Major Group: Business Service and Administration 

Managers. Unit Group 1214 and Sub Major Group Hospitality, Retail and Other 

Service Managers; Unit Group 1420. These occupations may often not require a 

degree or diploma for satisfactory performance of the set of tasks involves. These 

Managers are included in this Major Group on the basis of the Skill specialization 

criterion.  Business and Administration Managers (Minor Group 121), and 

Administrative Associate Professional (Minor Group 334) are classified in Major 

Groups 2 and 3 respectively because of the skill levels criterion (4 and 3 respectively 

required for the satisfactory performance of tasks, constituting the respective 

occupations). 

 

 

5.3 MAJOR GROUP: 2 

5.3.1 Major Group: 2  

Professionals covers occupations whose main tasks require a high-level of professional 

knowledge and experience in engineering, natural sciences, social sciences, humanities and 

related fields.  The main tasks consist of engaging in the practical application of scientific and 

artistic concepts and theories, increasing the existing stock of knowledge by means of research 

and creativeness, and teaching about the foregoing in a systematic manner.  Most occupations in 
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this Major Group require skills at the fourth skill level, as defined in paragraph 3.4 above.  All 

occupations classified in this Major Group were classified in ISCO-88 under Major Group 2 

ñProfessionalsò.  This Major Groups has been divided into 6 Sub-Major Groups, 28 Minor 

Groups and 98 Unit Groups reflecting differences in tasks associated with different fields of 

knowledge and specializations.  

(Note: See also paragraph 5.4.2, below) 

 

5.4 MAJOR GROUP: 3  

5.4.1 Major  Group: 3  

Technician and Administrative Associate Professionals covers occupations whose main tasks 

require the experience and knowledge or principles and practices necessary to assume 

operational responsibility and to give technical support to Professionals in engineering, natural 

sciences, social sciences, humanities and related fields.  Most occupations in this Major Group 

require skills at the third skill level, as defined in paragraph 3.4 above.  The core content of this 

Major Group consists of occupations which were classified in ISCO-88 under major group 3 

ñTechnicians and Associate Professionalsò. Occupations with skill requirements at a similar 

level, which were classified under other ISCO-88 major groups, especially major groups 4 

ñClerks are contained in group 4ò. This Major Group has been divided into 5 Sub-Major Groups, 

20 Minor Groups and 84.  Unit Groups reflecting differences in tasks associated with different 

fields of knowledge and areas of specialization. 

 

5.4.2 As a result of delineation of Major Groups 2 and 3, based on skill levels, 

certain Unit Groups/Occupational categories, appear in both Major Groups, e.g. 

 

2262   Pharmacist, Professionals 

3213   Pharmaceutical technicians and Assistants 

2267 Optometrists and ophthalmic opticians 

3254   Dispensing Opticians 

2265 Dieticians and Nutritionists, Professionals 

2221 Nursing Professionals 

3221 Nursing Associate Professionals 
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2310.80  Lecturer in Technical/Vocational Education and Training 

2220 Technical and Vocational Education Teacher 

2635 Social Work Professionals 

3412 Social Work Associate Professionals 

2636 Religious Professionals 

3413  Religious Associate Professionals 

Workers in these occupations are to be classified, according to their levels (viz. 

skill level for graduates and postgraduates, and skill level 3 for undergraduates, 

diploma holders, or equivalent qualifications) under Major Group 2 or 3, in their 

appropriate Unit Groups/Occupational categories. 

 

5.5 MAJOR GROUP: 4 

5.5.1 Major Group: 4  

Clerical Support Workers covers occupations whose main tasks require the knowledge and 

experience necessary to record, organize, store and retrieve information, computer numerical, 

financial and statistical data, and perform a number of client-oriented clerical duties, especially 

in connection with money-handling operations, travel arrangements, business information and 

appointments.  Most occupations in this Major Group require skills at the second skill level, as 

defined in paragraph 3.4 above.  The core content of this Major group consists of occupations 

that were classified in ISCO-88 under major group 4 Clerks which has been split in accordance 

with the skill criterion.  This Major Group has been divided into four (4) Sub-Major Groups, 8 

Minor Groups and 29 Unit Groups reflecting differences in tasks associated with different areas 

of specialization. 

 

5.6 MAJOR GROUP: 5 

5.6.1 Major Group: 5  

Service Workers and Shop Sales Workers covers occupations whose main tasks require the 

knowledge and experience necessary to provide protective services, personal services related to 

travel, housekeeping, catering and personal care, or to sell and demonstrate goods for wholesale 

or retail shops and similar establishments.  Most occupations in this Major Group require skills at 

the second skill level, as defined in paragraph 3.4 above.  The core content of this Group consist 
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of occupations that were classified in ISCO-88 under major group 5 ñSales workersò and ñShop 

and Market Sales Workersò which have been split in accordance with the skill criterion of this 

classification.  This Major Group has been divided into 4 Sub-Major Groups, 13 Minor Groups 

and 40 Unit Groups reflecting differences in tasks associated with different areas of 

specialization. 

 

5.7 MAJOR GROUP: 6 

5.7.1 Major Group: 6  

Skilled Agricultural Forestry and Fishery Workers covers occupations whose tasks require the 

knowledge and experience necessary to grow and harvest crops, breed, feed or hunt animals, 

gather wild fruit and plants, catch or breed fish, or cultivate or gather other forms of aquatic life.  

Most occupations in this Major Group require skills at the second skill level, as defined in 

paragraph 3.4 above but Subsistence Agricultural, Forestry, Fishery, and Related Workers 

require skills at the first skill level.  The core content of this Group consists of occupations that 

were classified in ISCO-88 under major group 6 ñSkilled Agricultural, and Fishery Workersò, 

which has been split in accordance with the skill criterion of this classification.  This Major 

Group has been divided into 3 Sub-Major Groups, 9Minor Groups and 18 Unit Groups reflecting 

differences in tasks associated with areas of specialization, and differences in market orientation. 

 

5.8 MAJOR GROUP: 7 

5.8.1 Major Group: 7  

Craft and Related Trades Workers covers occupations whose tasks require the knowledge and 

experience necessary to extract and treat raw materials, manufacture and repair goods, and 

construct, maintain and repair roads, structures and machinery. The main tasks of these 

occupations require experience with and understanding of the work situation, the materials 

worked with and the requirements of the structures, machinery and other items produced.  Most 

occupations in this Major Group require skills at the second skill level, as defined in paragraph 

3.4 above.  The core content of this group consists of occupations that were classified in ISCO-

88 under major group 7 ñCraft and related trades workersò, which has been split in accordance 

with the skill criterion of this classification. This Major Group has been divided into five Sub-
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Major groups, 14 Minor Groups and 66 Unit Groups reflecting differences in tasks associated 

with different areas of specialization. 

 

5.9 MAJOR GROUP: 8 

5.9.1 Major Group: 8  

Plant and Machine Operators covers occupations whose main tasks require the knowledge and 

experience necessary to operate vehicles and other mobile equipment, to tend, control and 

monitor the operation of industrial plant and machinery, on the spot or by remote control or to 

assemble products from component parts according to strict rules and procedures.  The tasks of 

these occupations require mainly experience with an understanding of the machinery worked 

with.  Most occupations in this Major Group require skills at the second skill level, as defined in 

paragraph 3.4 above.  The core content of this Group consists of occupations that were classified 

in ISCO-88 under major group 8 ñPlant and machine operators and assemblersò which has been 

split in accordance with the skill criterion of this classification.  This Major Group has been 

divided into 3 Sub-Major Groups, 14 Minor Groups and 40 Unit Groups reflecting differences in 

tasks associated with different areas of specialization. 

 

5.10 This classification draws a refined distinction between ñCraft and Related 

Workersò and ñPlant and Machine Operatorsò in order to reflect a major 

difference in tasks and skill specialization requirements arising out of technology 

and work organization. 

 

ñCraft and Related Workersò perform jobs in which the tasks and duties require 

an understanding of and experience with the natural resources and raw materials 

worked with, and of how to achieve the desired result. Workers in such 

occupations may use traditional techniques and practices, but may also use 

technologically advanced tools and machines, which, however, does not change 

the basic skills and understanding required. Modern machines and tools may be 

used to reduce the amount of physical effort and /or time required for specific 

tasks, or to increase the quality of the products. The tasks and duties of ñPlant and 

Machine Operatorsò require sufficient knowledge of the machines to ensure that 

they work properly and to identify malfunctions and take the necessary steps.  The 
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skills required are oriented towards ensuring that the production process and 

machines run smoothly, rather than knowing about the materials used and goods 

produced. Jobs where the tasks and duties consist of assembling products from 

component parts according to strict rules and procedures are considered to belong 

with machine-oriented occupations. 

 

5.11 MAJOR GROUP: 9 

5.11.1 Major Group: 9  

Workers covers occupations which require the knowledge and experience necessary to perform 

mostly simple and routine tasks, involving the use of simple hand-held tools and in some cases 

certain physical effort, and, with few exceptions, only limited personal initiative or judgement. 

Most occupations in this Major Group require skills at the first skill level, as defined in 

paragraph 3.4 above.  The core content of this Group consists of occupations that were classified 

in ISCO-88 under major group 9 ñElementary Occupationsò, which has been split in accordance 

with the skill criterion of this classification. Occupations with skill requirements at a similar 

level classified under other ISCO-88 major groups, especially major groups 5 ñService workers 

and Shop Sales Workersò and 6 ñSkilled Agricultural, Forestry and Fishery workersò are also 

classified under this Major Group. This Major Group has been divided into 6 Sub-Major Groups, 

11 Minor Groups and 33Unit Groups reflecting differences in tasks associated with different 

areas of work. 

 

5.12 MAJOR GROUP: 0 

5.12.1 Major Group: 0  

Defence Forces covers occupations whose main tasks consist of carrying out military operations 

undertaken as collective defence measures; of preparing and training to deter military 

aggressions; surveillance and protection of national territory, airspace and coastal waters; and of 

providing aid to civilian authorities as requested in the event of civil disorder, natural disaster 

and other emergencies. All occupations classified under this Group were classified in ISCO-88 

under ñArmed Forcesò which has been split in accordance with the skill criterion of this 

classification.  This Major Group has been divided into 3 Minor Groups and 3 Unit Groups 

reflecting difference in tasks related to level of authority. 
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5.13 Occupational categories under this Major Group have not been developed, but are 

classified according to the major divisions i.e. The Defence Force and National Service. 

 

5.14 MAJOR GROUP: X  

5.14.1 Major Group: X  

Workers Not Classified by Occupations covers persons who are not classifiable by occupations.  

Such persons include those who have not received any professional, technical or vocational 

training or have no work- experience, but are seeking employment; and those not reporting any 

occupations.  Persons seeking employment in specific occupations are excluded from this Major 

Group. 

 

5.14.2 Tanzania Employment Services Agency (TaESA), executing functions that 

were done by the former Labour Exchange Centre popularly known as 

employment exchanges has already been  established in Tanzania.  This Major 

Group will assist TaESA Officers in the registration of fresh labour market 

entrants for employment assistance and consideration against the common pool 

of vacancies open to such employment seekers. 

 

5.14.3 This Major Group is primarily for the classification of ñfreshò or new workers 

seeking employment.  Jobs and vacancies, even though meant for such 

ñfreshersò, are not to be classified by TaESA Officers under this Major Group. 

 

6.0 Classification Style 

6.1 TASCO has five (5) distinct levels of aggregation: 

Á 1 ï digit Major Groups; 

Á 2 ï digit Sub-Major Group-the relevant Major Groups Code + an additional digit; 

Á 3 ï digit Minor Group ï the relevant Sub-Major Groups Code +additional digit; 

Á 4 ï digit Unit Group ï the relevant Minor Groups Code + an additional code; 

Á 6 ï digit Occupational Categories ï relevant Unit Group code +decimal and two 

digits. 
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6.2 At the apex level of aggregation are ten (10) Major Groups, excluding Major 

Group X.  Major Groups are the broadest level of TASCO classification and are 

distinguished from each other on the basis of óskill levelô (See paragraphs 3.4 and 

4.1). Each Major Group contains a number of Sub-Major Groups, see Table under 

paragraph 5.1. 

 

6.3 At the next level are 43 Sub-Major Groups, each sub-division of a Major Group, 

and containing a number of Minor Groups (See Table under paragraph 5.1).  Sub-

Major Groups are also distinguished from each other on the broad basis of óskill 

levelô, as explained in paragraphs 3.4 and 4.1. 

 

6.4 At the third level are 131 Minor Groups, which are sub-divisions of Sub-Major 

Groups, contain a number of Unit Groups, as indicated in the Table under 

paragraph 5.1; and are distinguished from other Minor Groups in the same Sub-

Major Group on the basis of broad skill specialization. 

 

6.5 At the fourth level are 444 Unit Groups, which are sub-divisions of the Minor 

Groups, consist of one or more occupational categories, and are distinguished 

from other Unit Groups in the same Minor Group on the basis of a finer degree of 

óSkill specializationô. 

 

6.6 At the base level aggregation, there are 2809 distinct occupational categories, 

which constitute different Unit Groups, and are distinguished from other 

occupations in the same Unit Group on the basis of detailed óskill levelô and óskill 

specializationô.  Each occupation consists of a set of jobs which involve the 

performance of a common set of principal tasks in all establishments/industries all 

over the country. 

 

6.7 Thus, TASCO groups occupations into successively broader groups on the basis 

of the similarity in terms of the classification criterion, viz óSkill levelô and ñskill 

specializationô. These criteria are easier to be applied at the 6-digit level of 

occupations. As the aggregation develops into 4-,3-,2-, and 1-digit classification, 

these basic criteria have to be interpreted in a broad sense. This implies that the 
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more detailed the level of aggregations, the more homogeneity will be found in 

the content of occupations, such as in a Unit or Minor Group. 

 

7.0 Codification Style 

7.1 The five distinct level of aggregation in TASCO are denoted by 1-,2-,3-,4-, and 6-

digits, as explained in paragraphs 1 (ii) and 6.1. Within each Unit Group, 99 

occupations can be codified from xxxx.99, subject to the following conventions: 

 

a) Code numbers of six (6) digits ending in xxxx.10 are reserved for ógeneralô or 

óall-roundô occupations within each Unit Group. When there are two ógeneralô 

or óoccupations in the same Unit Groups, use is made of two codes ending in 

xxxx.05 and xxxx.10.  Such occupations indicate that the workers in these 

(general/all-round) occupations are required to perform a broad range of tasks, 

including those required to be performed by workers in other occupations in 

the same Unit Group; 

 

b) Code numbers of six (6) digits, within the range of xxxx.11 and xxxx.89 are 

used to codify specific occupations (other than ógeneralô and óall-roundô 

occupations) within a given Unit Group. Depending on the number of 

occupations to be classified and codified, code numbers are allocated  at 

intervals of ten (xxxx.20, xxxx.30, xxxx.40, etc), five (xxxx.20, xxxx.30,etc), 

or even smaller intervals of four (xxxx.24, xxxx.28, xxxx.32, etc), three 

(xxxx.20, xxxx.23, xxxx.26, etc), or even two (xxxx.20, xxxx.22, xxxx.24,etc; 

c) Additional occupations can always be inserted in appropriate Unit Groups, 

and the codes can be allocated from among the numbers not already used for 

previously classified occupations. 

 

d) Some 4-digit Unit Groups codes, under Minor Groups, may be missing, where 

these are not relevant to the country. This has been done not to disturb the 

code numbers of other Unit Groups in order to maintain comparability with 

the Unit Group codes of the ISCO-2008. 
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7.2 Residual Categories 

7.2.1 A set of codes is reserved for óresidualô categories at the Minor and Unit Group 

levels and also for occupational categories. Residual categories cover 

groups/occupations not included in substantive categories at various (Sub-

Major, Minor, Unit and Occupational) levels.  Residual categories are less 

homogeneous than other groups/categories at the same level. These residual 

categories have been provided to cover (i) occupations/groups which cannot be 

classified under one particular group; (ii) occupations which consist of tasks 

overlapping or straddling more than one group/occupation; (iii) tasks which 

cannot be classified under the preceding groups/occupations.  These residual 

groups have also been provided to ensure that (iv) the structure is exhaustive at 

all levels, and (v) future contingencies of classification are catered for. 

Residual categories always occur at the end of lists. 

 

7.2.2 The reserved codes are: 

Xx9 at Minor Group level, e.g. Unit Groups 239, 339, 419, 519, 749, etc. 

Xxx9 at Unit Group level, e.g. Unit Groups 1229, 1239, 1319, 2149, 2229, 

etc,; and xxxx.90 at Occupational Categories level e.g. 2442.90 

Sociologists, Anthropologists and Related Scientists, NEC 

4211.90  Bookkeepers and Cashiers, NEC 

5141.90  Child Care Workers, NEC 

6129.90  Livestock Producers and Skilled Workers, NEC 

 

7.2.3 A few óresidualô categories have also been created at the Sub-Major Group 

levels, their codes ending in x4, e.g. 24, 34, and 74. 

 

7.2.4 TASCO uses different terms to indicate these residual categories: óOtherô, at 

the Sub-Major, Minor and Unit Groups Levels, followed by the plural title of 

the concerned Major, Sub-Major and Minor Groups, and NEC (Not Elsewhere 

Classified) following the plural title of the concerned Unit Group for residual 

occupational categories. 
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8.0 Occupational Group Titles 

8.1 Under each Unit Group, TASCO classified and codified occupational categories 

unique to Tanzania. Residual (xxxx.90) titles have been included in most Unit 

Groups to provide for future expansion of the structure.  There are a number of 

blank spaces within each Unit Group for code numbers which may be assigned to 

future additions of occupations. There should be codified in accordance with 

codification style enunciated in paragraph 7 above. 

 

8.2 Occupational categories have 

Á Base Titles (BT) 

Á Alternate Title (AT) 

Á Related Title (RT), and frequently 

Á Kiswahili equivalents 

 

8.2.1 Base Titles are the standard titles by which occupations are known in most 

establishments all over the country. Alternate Titles are the ones which are 

used in some establishments/industries, as alternate to the standard Base Titles. 

Frequently, a Base Title may have no Alternate Title, but at times there may be 

one, or even more, Alternate Titles following the Base Titles. Related Titles are 

the specializations or breakdowns of the Base Title occupations ï indicating 

specialization in a field/discipline, or encompassing a few of the tasks 

performed by the worker holding the Base Title occupation. 

 

8.2.2 Base Titles, Alternate Titles and Related Titles, are indicated, in the TASCO, 

by abbreviations (B.T), (A.T), and (R.T) after the standard nomenclature (Base 

Title) of the occupation.  Where there is no Alternate or Related Title to the 

Base Title, the standard nomenclature does not carry the abbreviations (B.T) 

after the Base Title. 

8.2.3 Effort has been made to add Kiswahili meanings of the Base/Alternate/Related 

Titles, wherever possible. 
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8.2.4 All Alternate, Related and Kiswahili Titles are underlined; they carry the same 

6-digit code numbers as have been assigned to the Base Titles.  All these titles 

have been classified in the Expanded Alphabetical Index, at the end of 

TASCO, and carry the 6-digit code numbers of the Base Titles. 

8.2.5 As far as possible, neutral terms have been used in all titles to avoid use of 

masculine/feminine genders. 

 

8.2.6 All Major, Sub-Major, Minor and Unit Groups carry titles in plural form, so 

also residual occupational categories.  However, all occupational titles, be they 

Base, Alternate or Related Titles; other than those carrying codes xxxx.90 

(residual group), are in singular form. 

 

9.0 Special Categories 

9.1 Working Proprietors 

9.1.1 This edition of TASCO has followed the explanation in an earlier version and 

of the ISCO-88 in the treatment of working proprietors, who are now classified 

according to whether their tasks and duties are mainly similar to those of 

managers, or to those of other workers in their fields.  A working proprietor 

with no employees, or with part-time/minimal help performs the same tasks as 

those performed by an employee in the same field, while a working proprietor 

managing his or her own firm or establishment with one or more employees 

mainly performs the same tasks as does a hired manager; the former will be 

classified in the appropriate TASCO group, classifying the workers identified 

by the tasks performed; the latter are classified in the Major Groups 1, under 

Sub-Major Groups 12 or 13, depending upon the number of ó managersô or 

ósupervisorsô managed or supervised (see Notes 1 and 2 under Major Group, 

and paragraph 9.3.1) 

 

9.2 Apprentices and Trainees 

9.2.1 Apprentices and trainees are also terms which indicate the status of workers 

performing or learning the actual tasks and duties of workers identified by 
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unique 6-digit codes and classified under appropriate Unit Groups of TASCO.  

For TASCO no separate identification is allowed for this status of worker.  

However, for purposes of manpower planning and vocational/apprenticeship 

training programmes, they may need to be identified distinctly.  Therefore, all 

such apprentices and trainees may be identified, during population census or 

labour force surveys, by the use of prefix óAô with the appropriate 6-digit 

occupational codes or by the use of an additional numeric code suffixed to the 

TASCO 4-or 6-digit codes. 

 

9.3 Supervisors 

9.3.1 Supervisors are in some ways a similar status term to apprentices and trainees 

except that their tasks and duties are usually distinct and identifiable. It has 

been decided that TASCO has deviated from the classification style of ISCO-

88.  TASCO has classified Supervisors in the following manner: 

 

Managing Supervisors who manage enterprises/establishments on their 

own behalf, or on behalf, or on behalf of their proprietors/employers, with 

the assistance of no more than one other supervisor and/or some non-

managerial/non-supervisory help, are classified under Sub-Major Group 

13, Minor 131, Unit Groups 1311 through 1319; 

 

Administrative , business and similar supervisors, falling within the 

definition of Associate Professionals, are classified under Major Group 

3,e.g. Minor Group 343, Unit Groups, 3431 through 3439 and Minor 

Group 344, Unit Groups 3441 through 3449; and 

 

Shop floor Supervisors, Foremen, etc, are classified under Unit Group 

xxx0 in Major Group 7,8, and 9, e.g. Unit Group 7110, 7120,7130,7140, 

etc, under Major Group 7;8110,8120,8130, etc under Major Group 8; and 

9120,9160,9210 and 9330 under Major Group 9. 
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9.4 Informal Sector 

9.4.1 Tanzania, like many developing countries, has a large informal sector.  The 

distinction between the formal and informal sectors is often related to the size, 

organisation of work, use of labour and technology, access to credits, training, 

market informationôs, etc, of the economic unit, viz. the small-scale enterprise. 

Nevertheless, workers in the informal sector produce goods and provide 

services which correspond to those also produced as provided in the formal 

sector. 

 

9.4.2 Numerous workers engaged on craft-oriented occupations in the informal 

sector have been covered in the Major Group 7, under various Unit Groups, 

particularly under Minor Group 733, Unit Groups 7331 through 7339, under 

Minor Group 749, Unit Group 7499. 

 

9.4.3 Identification of workers in the informal sector is also possible by providing an 

alpha code, say óBô or numeric, prefixed or suffixed to the 4 or 6-digit codes 

used for the appropriate occupations. 

 

10.0 Expanded Alphabetical Index 

10.1 The Expanded Alphabetical Index, provided at the end of this compilation, lists 

all occupational titles, Base, Alternate and Related Titles, including those of 

Major, Sub-Major, Minor Group, as also Kiswahili equivalents of numerous 

occupational titles, in an alphabetical order. 

 

10.2 Corresponding ISCO-88 codes have been provided for TASCO 6-digit 

occupational titles.  Asterisk (*) before ISCO-88 5 digit code indicates that it is 

not the exact equivalent for the TASCO code. 

 

10.3 ISCO-88 codes for TASCO 4-digit Unit Groups have been provided in the 

Conversion Table.  The word óPart Ptò, after an ISCO-68 code, indicates that only 

a part of ISCO-88 job definition/description is applicable to the TASCO 

title/code. 
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10.4 Different type-faces and sizes have been used to distinguish Major, Sub-Major, 

Minor and Unit Groups and Occupational Categories to indicate, at one glance, 

the category/classification of the titles.  Titles consisting of two or more words 

have been inverted and indexed, in an alphabetical order, according to each word, 

in the title, particularly the functional/operative/descriptive and key works.  As a 

result, each title containing more than one word, appears more than once in the 

Index.  This has been done to assist coders, enumerators and users to locate 

appropriate code numbers for all occupational titles in the country.  Examples of 

Operational/functional words are: Assembler, Attendant, Clerk, Cutter, Director, 

Driller, Engineer, Machine Operator, Manager, Mechanic, Model, Operator, 

Teacher, etc. 

 

Examples: (i) Title: Companions and Valets is indexed under C (Companion) and 

V (Valets) as Companions and Valets, and Valets and Companions. (ii) 

óRestaurant and Hotel Managerô is indexed under R (Restaurant and Hotel 

Manager); (Hotel and Restaurant Manager), M (Manager, Restaurant and Hotel), 

and Manager, Hotel and Restaurant. 

 

Conjunctions like óandô, óofô, and words like óOther, óNECô, óRelatedô, óWorkerô, 

óGeneralô, etc have not been indexed or inverted. 

 

NOTES: -óNECô stands for Not Elsewhere Classified 

-*prefixed with ISCO-88 codes (often with 5-digit occupational titles) indicate that the 

asterisked code is not the exact equivalent of the TASCO 6-digit code. 

 

-óPart ptô indicates that only a part of the job description provided against the code 

number in the ISCO-88 is applicable to the TASCO occupational/group titles/code 

number. 
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MAJOR GROUPS, SUB-MAJOR GROUPS, MINOR GROUPS AND UNIT GROUPS 

1 Managers 

11 Legislators, Chief executives and senior officials   

111 Legislators and senior official 

  1111   Legislators 

1112   Senior government executive officials 

1113   Traditional chiefs and heads of village 

1114   Senior officials of special-interest organizations 

1119 Senior government administrative other specialised 

services 

112 Managing directors and chief executives 

1120   Managing directors and chief executives 

12 Administrative and commercial managers 

121 Business services and administration managers 

1211 Finance managers 

1212 Human resource managers 

1213 Policy and planning managers 

1214 Business services mmanagers 

1215 Administrative managers 

1219 Business services and administration managers not 

elsewhere classified 

122 Sales, marketing and development managers  

1221 Sales and marketing managers 

1222 Advertising and public relations managers 

1223 Research and development managers 

13 Production and specialized services managers 

131 Production managers in agriculture, forestry and fisheries 

1311 Agricultural and forestry production managers 

1312 Aquaculture and fisheries production managers 

132 Manufacturing, mining, construction, and distribution managers 

1321 Manufacturing managers 

1322 Mining managers 

1323 Construction managers 

1324 Supply, distribution and related managers 

133 Information and communications technology service managers 

1330 Information and communications technology service 

managers 

134 Professional services managers 

1341 Child care services managers 

1342 Health services managers 

1343 Aged care services managers 

1344 Social welfare managers 

1345 Education managers 

1346 Financial and insurance services branch managers 

1347 Legal managers 
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1348 Property manager 

1349 Professional services managers not elsewhere classified 

14 Hospitality, retail and other services managers 

141 Hotel and restaurant managers 

1411 Hotel managers 

1412 Restaurant managers 

142 Retail and wholesale trade managers 

1420 Retail and wholesale trade managers 

143 Other services managers 

1431 Sports, recreation and cultural centre managers 

1432 Personal care, cleaning and related services managers 

1433 Safety and security managers 

1439 Services managers not elsewhere classified 

2 Professionals 

21 Science and engineering professionals 

211 Physical and earth science professionals 

2111 Physicists and astronomers 

2112 Meteorologists 

2113 Chemists 

2114 Geologists and geophysicists 

212 Mathematicians, actuaries and statisticians 

2120 Mathematicians, actuaries and statisticians 

213 Life science professionals 

2131 Biologists, botanists, zoologists and related professionals 

2132 Farming, forestry and fisheries and related professionals 

2133 Environmental protection professionals 

214 Engineering professionals (excluding electro-technology) 

2141 Industrial and production engineers 

2142 Civil engineers 

2143 Environmental engineers 

2144 Mechanical engineers 

2145 Chemical engineers 

2146 Mining engineers, metallurgists and related professionals 

2149 Engineering professionals not elsewhere classified 

215 Electro-technology engineers 

2151 Electrical engineers 

2152 Electronics engineers 

2153 Telecommunications engineers 

216 Architects, planners, surveyors and designers 

2161 Building architects 

2162 Landscape architects 

2163 Product and garment designers 

2164 Town and traffic planners 

2165 Cartographers and surveyors 

2166 Graphic and multimedia designers 

22 Health professionals 
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221 Medical doctors 

2211 Generalist medical practitioners  

2212 Specialist medical practitioners  

222 Nursing and midwifery professionals 

2221 Nursing professionals 

2222 Midwifery professionals 

223 Traditional and complementary medicine professionals 

2230 Traditional and complementary medicine professionals 

224 Paramedical practitioners 

2240 Paramedical practitioners 

225 Veterinarians 

2250 Veterinarians 

226 Other health professionals 

2261 Dentists 

2262 Pharmacists 

2263 Environmental and occupational health and hygiene 

professionals 

2264 Physiotherapists  

2265 Dieticians and nutritionists 

2266 Audiologists and speech therapists 

2267 Optometrists and ophthalmic opticians 

2269 Health professionals not elsewhere classified 

23 Teaching professionals 

231 University and higher education teachers 

2310 University and higher education teachers 

232 Vocational education teachers 

2320 Vocational education teachers 

233 Secondary education teachers 

2330 Secondary education teachers 

234 Other teaching professionals 

2341 Education methods specialists 

2342 Special needs teachers 

2343 Other language teachers 

2344 Other music teachers 

2345 Other arts teachers 

2346 Information technology trainers 

2349 Teaching professionals not elsewhere classified 

24 Business and administration professionals 

241 Finance professionals 

2411 Accountants 

2412 Financial and investment advisers 

2413 Financial analysts 

2414   Procurement and logistics professionals 

242 Administration professionals 

2421 Management and organization analysts 

2422 Policy administration professionals 
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2423 Personnel and careers professionals 

2424 Training and staff development professionals 

243 Sales, marketing and public relations professionals 

2431 Advertising and marketing professionals 

2432 Public relations professionals 

2433 Technical and medical sales professionals (excluding 

ICT) 

2434 Information and communications technology sales 

professionals 

244 Regulatory government professionals 

2441 Customs and border inspector professionals   

2442 Taxation and excise officialsô professionals  

2449 Regulatory government professionals, not elsewhere  

classified  

25 Information and communications technology professionals 

251 Software and applications developers and analysts 

2511 Systems analysts 

2512 Software developers 

2513 Web and multimedia developers 

2514 Applications programmers 

2519 Software and applications developers and analysts not 

elsewhere classified 

252 Database and network professionals 

2521 Database designers and administrators 

2522 Computer systems administrators 

2523 Computer network professionals 

2529 Database and network professionals not elsewhere 

classified 

26 Legal, social and cultural professionals 

261 Legal professionals 

2611 Lawyers 

2612 Judges 

2613 Other legal professionals 

2619 Legal professionals not elsewhere classified 

262 Librarians, archivists and curators  

2621 Archivists and curators 

2622 Librarians and related information professionals 

263 Social and religious professionals 

2631 Economists 

2632 Sociologists, anthropologists and related professionals 

2633 Philosophers, historians and political scientists 

2634 Psychologists 

2635 Social work and counselling professionals 

2636 Religious professionals 

2639 Social and religious professionals not else where 

classified 
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264 Authors, journalists and linguists 

2641 Authors and related writers 

2642 Journalists 

2643 Translators, interpreters and other linguists 

265 Creative and performing artists 

2651 Visual artists 

2652 Musicians, singers and composers 

2653 Dancers and choreographers 

2654 Film, stage and producers 

2655 Actors and entertainers 

2656 Announcers on radio, television and other media 

2657 Clowns, magicians, acrobats and related professionals 

2658 Animal/ bird keepers and trainers care 

2659 Creative and performing artists not elsewhere classified 

3 Technicians and associate professionals 

31 Science and engineering associate professionals 

311 Physical and engineering science technicians 

3111 Chemical and physical science technicians 

3112 Civil engineering technicians 

3113 Electrical engineering technicians 

3114 Electronics engineering technicians 

3115 Mechanical engineering technicians 

3116 Chemical engineering technicians 

3117 Mining and metallurgical technicians 

3118 Draughtspersons 

3119 Physical and engineering science technicians not 

elsewhere classified 

312 Mining, manufacturing and construction supervisors 

3121 Mining supervisors 

3122 Manufacturing supervisors 

3123 Construction supervisors 

3124 Food and beverage processing supervisors 

3129 Other supervisors not elsewhere classified 

313 Process control technicians 

3131 Power production plant operators 

3132 Incinerator and water treatment plant operators 

3133 Chemical processing plant controllers 

3134 Petroleum and natural gas refining plant operators 

3135 Metal production process controllers 

3139 Process control technicians not elsewhere classified 

314 Life science technicians and related associate professionals 

3141 Life science technicians (excluding medical) 

3142 Agricultural technicians 

3143 Forestry technicians 

3144 Livestock technicians 

3145 Fishery technicians 
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315 Ship and aircraft controllers and technicians 

3151 Ships' engineers 

3152 Ships' deck officers and pilots 

3153 Aircraft pilots and related associate professionals 

3154 Air  traffic controllers 

3155 Air traffic safety electronics technicians 

32 Health associate professionals 

321 Medical and pharmaceutical technicians 

3211 Medical imaging and therapeutic equipment technicians 

3212 Medical and pathology laboratory technicians  

3213 Pharmaceutical technicians and assistants 

3214 Medical and dental prosthetic technicians 

322 Nursing and midwifery associate professionals 

3221 Nursing associate professionals 

3222 Midwifery associate professionals 

323 Traditional and complementary medicine associate professionals 

3230 Traditional and complementary medicine associate 

professionals 

324 Veterinary technicians and assistants 

3240 Veterinary technicians and assistants 

325 Other health associate professionals 

3251 Dental assistants and therapists 

3252 Medical records and health information technicians 

3253 Community health workers 

3254 Dispensing opticians 

3255 Physiotherapy technicians and assistants 

3256 Medical assistants 

3257 Environmental and occupational health inspectors and 

associates 

3258 Ambulance workers 

3259 Health associate professionals not elsewhere classified 

33 Business and administration associate professionals 

331 Financial and mathematical associate professionals 

3311 Securities and finance dealers and brokers 

3312 Credit and loans officers 

3313 Accounting associate professionals 

3314 Statistical, mathematical and actuarial associate 

professionals 

3315 Valuers and loss assessors 

332 Sales and purchasing agents and brokers 

3321 Insurance representatives 

3322 Commercial sales representatives 

3323 Buyers 

3324 Trade brokers 

333 Business services agents 

3331 Clearing and forwarding agents 
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3332 Conference and event planners 

3333 Employment agents and contractors 

3334 Real estate and property agents 

3335 Travel agents 

3339 Business services agents not elsewhere classified 

334 Administrative and specialized secretaries 

3341 Office supervisors 

3342 Legal secretaries 

3343 Administrative and executive secretaries 

3344 Medical secretaries 

3349 Administrative and executive secretaries, NEC 

335 Regulatory government associate professionals 

3351 Customs and border inspectors 

3352 Government tax and excise officials 

3353 Government social benefits officials 

3354 Government licensing officials 

3355 Police inspectors and detectives 

3359 Regulatory government associate professionals not 

elsewhere classified 

34 Legal, social, cultural and related associate professionals 

341 Legal, social and religious associate professionals 

3411 Legal and related associate professionals 

3412 Social work associate professionals 

3413 Religious associate professionals 

342 Sports and fitness workers 

3421 Athletes and sports players 

3422 Sports coaches, instructors and officials 

3423 Fitness and recreation instructors and program leaders 

343 Artistic, cultural and culinary associate professionals 

3431 Photographers 

3432 Interior designers and decorators 

3433 Gallery, museum and library technicians 

3434 Chefs 

3435 Other artistic and cultural associate professionals 

35 Information and communications technicians 

351 Information and communications technology operations and user 

support technicians 

3511 Information and communications technology operations 

technicians 

3512 Information and communications technology user support 

technicians 

3513 Computer network and systems technicians 

3514 Web technicians 

352 Telecommunications and broadcasting technicians 

3521 Broadcasting and audio-visual technicians 

3522 Telecommunications engineering technicians 
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36 Teaching associate professionals 

361 Primary school and early childhood teachers 

3611 Primary school teachers 

3612 Early childhood educators 

   362 Secondary education teachers, associate professionals 

3620 Secondary education teachers, associate professionals 

363 Technical/vocational education teachers, associate 

professionals 

3630 Technical/vocational education teachers, associate 

professionals 

   364 Special education teachers, associate professionals 

    3640 Special education teachers, associate professionals 

4 Clerical support workers 

41 General and keyboard clerks 

411 General office clerks 

4110 General office clerks 

412 Secretaries (general) 

4120 Secretaries (general) 

413 Keyboard operators 

4131 Typists and word processing operators 

4132 Data entry clerks 

4133 Registry assistant 

42 Customer services clerks 

421 Tellers, money collectors and related clerks 

4211 Bank tellers and related clerks 

4212 Bookmakers, croupiers and related gaming workers 

4213 Pawnbrokers and money-lenders 

4214 Debt-collectors and related workers 

422 Client information workers 

4221 Travel consultants and clerks 

4222 Contact centre information clerks 

4223 Telephone switchboard operators 

4224 Hotel receptionists 

4225 Enquiry clerks 

4226 Receptionists (general) 

4227 Survey and market research interviewers 

4229 Client information workers not elsewhere classified 

43 Numerical and material recording clerks 

431 Numerical clerks 

4311 Accounting and bookkeeping clerks 

4312 Statistical, finance and insurance clerks 

4313 Payroll clerks 

432 Material-recording and transport clerks 

4321 Stock clerks 

4322 Production clerks 

4323 Transport clerks 
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4329 Material recording and transport clerk, not elsewhere 

classified 

44 Other clerical support workers 

441 Other clerical support workers 

4411 Library clerks 

4412 Mail carriers and sorting clerks 

4413 Coding, proof-reading and related clerks 

4414 Scribes and related workers 

4415 Filing and copying clerks 

4416 Personnel clerks 

4419 Clerical support workers not elsewhere classified 

5 Service and sales workers 

51 Personal service workers 

511 Travel attendants, conductors and guides 

5111 Travel attendants and travel stewards 

5112 Transport conductors 

5113 Travel guides 

512 Cooks 

5120 Cooks 

513 Waiters and bartenders 

5131 Waiters 

5132 Bartenders 

514 Hairdressers, beauticians and related workers 

5141 Hairdressers 

5142 Beauticians and related workers 

515 Building and housekeeping supervisors 

5151 Cleaning and housekeeping supervisors in offices, hotels 

and other establishments 

5152 Domestic housekeepers 

5153 Building caretakers 

516 Other personal services workers 

5161 Astrologers, fortune-tellers and related workers 

5162 Companions and valets 

5163 Undertakers and embalmers 

5164 Pet groomers and animal care workers 

5165 Driving instructors 

5169 Personal services workers not elsewhere classified 

52 Sales workers 

521 Street and market salespersons 

5211 Stall and market salespersons 

5212 Street food salespersons 

522 Shop salespersons  

5221 Shop keepers 

5222 Shop supervisors 

5223 Shop sales assistants 

523 Cashiers and ticket clerks 
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5230 Cashiers and ticket clerks 

524 Other sales workers 

5241 Fashion and other models 

5242 Sales demonstrators 

5243 Door to door salespersons 

5244 Contact centre salespersons 

5245 Service station attendants 

5246 Food service counters attendants 

5249 Sales workers not elsewhere classified 

53 Personal care workers 

531 Child care workers and teachers' aides 

5311 Child care workers 

5312 Teachers' aides 

532 Personal care workers in health services 

5321 Health care assistants 

5322 Home-based personal care workers 

5329 Personal care workers in health services not elsewhere 

classified 

54 Protective services workers 

541 Protective services workers 

5411 Fire-fighters 

5412 Police officers 

5413 Prison guards 

5414 Security guards 

5419 Protective services workers not elsewhere classified 

6 Skilled agricultural, forestry and fishery workers 

61 Market-oriented skilled agricultural workers 

611 Market gardeners and crop growers 

6111 Field crop and vegetable growers 

6112 Tree and shrub crop growers 

6113 Gardeners, horticultural and nursery growers 

6114 Mixed crop growers 

612 Animal producers 

6121 Livestock and dairy producers 

6122 Poultry producers 

6123 Apiarists and sericulturists 

6129 Animal producers not elsewhere classified 

613 Mixed crop and animal producers 

6130 Mixed crop and animal producers 

62 Market-oriented skilled forestry, fishery and hunting workers 

621 Forestry and related workers 

6210 Forestry and related workers 

622 Fishery workers, hunters and trappers 

6221 Aquaculture workers 

6222 Inland and coastal waters fishery workers 

6223 Deep-sea fishery workers 
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6224 Hunters and trappers 

63 Subsistence farmers, fishers, hunters and gatherers 

631 Subsistence crop farmers 

6310 Subsistence crop farmers 

632 Subsistence livestock farmers 

6320 Subsistence livestock farmers 

633 Subsistence mixed crop and livestock farmers 

6330 Subsistence mixed crop and livestock farmers 

634 Subsistence fishers, hunters, trappers and gatherers 

6340 Subsistence fishers, hunters, trappers and gatherers 

7 Craft and related trades workers 

71 Building and related tradesô workers, excluding electricians 

711 Building frame and related trades workers 

7111 House builders 

7112 Bricklayers and related workers 

7113 Stonemasons, stone cutters, splitters and carvers 

7114 Concrete placers, concrete finishers and related workers 

7115 Carpenters and joiners 

7119 Building frame and related trades workers not elsewhere 

classified 

712 Building finishers and related trades workers 

7121 Roofers 

7122 Floor layers and tile setters 

7123 Plasterers 

7124 Insulation workers 

7125 Glaziers 

7126 Plumbers and pipe fitters 

7127 Air conditioning and refrigeration mechanics 

713 Painters, building structure cleaners and related trades workers 

7131 Painters and related workers 

7132 Spray painters and varnishes 

7133 Building structure cleaners 

72 Metal, machinery and related trades workers 

721 Sheet and structural metal workers, moulders and welders, and 

related workers 

7211 Metal moulders and core makers 

7212 Welders and flame cutters 

7213 Sheet-metal workers 

7214 Structural-metal preparers and erectors 

7215 Riggers and cable splicers 

722 Blacksmiths, toolmakers and related trades workers 

7221 Blacksmiths, hammersmiths and forging press workers 

7222 Toolmakers and related workers 

7223 Metal working machine tool setters and operators 

7224 Metal polishers, wheel grinders and tool sharpeners 

723 Machinery mechanics and repairers 
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7231 Motor vehicle mechanics and repairers 

7232 Aircraft engine mechanics and repairers 

7233 Agricultural and industrial machinery mechanics and 

repairers 

7234 Bicycle and related repairers 

73 Handicraft and printing workers 

731 Handicraft workers 

7311 Precision-instrument makers and repairers 

7312 Musical instrument makers and tuners 

7313 Jewellery and precious-metal workers 

7314 Potters and related workers 

7315 Glass makers, cutters, grinders and finishers 

7316 Sign writers, decorative painters, engravers and etchers 

7317 Handicraft workers in wood, basketry and related 

materials 

7318 Handicraft workers in textile, leather and related 

materials 

7319 Handicraft workers not elsewhere classified 

732 Printing trades workers 

7321 Pre-press technicians 

7322 Printers  

7323 Print finishing and binding workers 

74 Electrical and electronic trades workers 

741 Electrical equipment installers and repairers 

7411 Building and related electricians 

7412 Electrical mechanics and fitters 

7413 Electrical line installers and repairers  

742 Electronics and telecommunications installers and repairers 

7421 Electronics mechanics and servicers 

7422 Information and communications technology installers and 

servicers 

75 Food processing, wood working, garment and other craft and related trades 

workers 

751 Food processing and related trades workers 

7511 Butchers, fishmongers and related food preparers 

7512 Bakers, pastry-cooks and confectionery makers 

7513 Dairy-products makers 

7514 Fruit, vegetable and related preservers 

7515 Food and beverage tasters and graders 

7516 Tobacco preparers and tobacco products makers 

752 Wood treaters, cabinet-makers and related trades workers 

7521 Wood treaters 

7522 Cabinet-makers and related workers 

7523 Woodworking-machine tool setters and operators 

753 Garment and related trades workers 

7531 Tailors, dressmakers, furriers and hatters 
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7532 Garment and related pattern-makers and cutters 

7533 Sewing, embroidery and related workers 

7534 Upholsterers and related workers 

7535 Pelt dressers, tanners and fellmongers 

7536 Shoemakers and related workers 

754 Other craft and related workers 

7541 Underwater divers 

7542 Shot firers and blasters 

7543 Product graders and testers (excluding foods and beverages) 

7544 Fumigators and other pest and weed controllers 

7549 Craft and related workers not elsewhere classified 

8 Plant machine operators, and assemblers 

81 Stationary plant and machine operators 

811 Mining and mineral processing plant operators 

8111 Miners and quarriers 

8112 Mineral and stone processing plant operators 

8113 Well drillers and borers and related workers 

8114 Cement, stone and other mineral products machine operators 

812 Metal processing and finishing plant operators 

8121 Metal processing plant operators 

8122 Metal finishing, plating and coating machine operators 

813 Chemical and photographic products plant and machine operators 

8131 Chemical products plant and machine operators 

8132 Photographic products machine operators 

814 Rubber, plastic and paper products machine operators 

8141 Rubber products machine operators 

8142 Plastic products machine operators 

8143 Paper products machine operators 

815 Textile, fur and leather products machine operators 

8151 Fibre preparing, spinning and winding machine operators 

8152 Weaving and knitting machine operators 

8153 Sewing machine operators 

8154 Bleaching, dyeing and fabric cleaning machine operators 

8155 Fur and leather preparing machine operators 

8156 Shoemaking and related machine operators 

8157 Laundry machine operators 

8159 Textile, fur and leather products machine operators not 

elsewhere classified 

816 Food and related products machine operators 

8160 Food and related products machine operators 

817 Wood processing and papermaking plant operators 

8171 Pulp and papermaking plant operators 

8172 Wood processing plant operators 

818 Other stationary plant and machine operators 

8181 Glass and ceramics plant operators 

8182 Steam engine and boiler operators 
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8183 Packing, bottling and labelling machine operators 

8184 Power-generating plant operator 

8185 Other power-generating and related plant operators 

8189 Stationary plant and machine operators not elsewhere 

classified 

82 Assemblers 

821 Assemblers 

8211 Mechanical machinery assemblers 

8212 Electrical and electronic equipment assemblers 

8219 Assemblers not elsewhere classified 

83 Drivers and mobile plant operators 

831 Locomotive engine drivers and related workers 

8311 Locomotive engine drivers 

8312 Railway brake, signal and switch operators 

832 Car, van and motorcycle drivers 

8321 Motorcycle drivers 

8322 Car, taxi and van drivers 

833 Heavy truck and bus drivers 

8331 Bus and tram drivers 

8332 Heavy truck and lorry drivers 

834 Mobile plant operators 

8341 Mobile farm and forestry plant operators 

8342 Earthmoving and related plant operators 

8343 Crane, hoist and related plant operators 

8344 Lifting truck operators 

835 Ships' deck crews and related workers 

8350 Ships' deck crews and related workers 

9 Elementary occupations 

91 Cleaners and helpers 

911 Domestic, hotel and office cleaners and helpers 

9111 Domestic cleaners and helpers 

9112 Cleaners and helpers in offices, hotels and other 

establishments 

912 Vehicle, window, laundry and other hand cleaning workers 

9121 Hand launderers and pressers 

9122 Vehicle cleaners 

9123 Window cleaners 

9129 Other cleaning workers 

92 Agricultural, forestry and fishery labourers 

921 Agricultural, forestry and fishery labourers 

9211 Crop farm labourers 

9212 Livestock farm labourers 

9213 Mixed crop and livestock farm labourers 

9214 Garden and horticultural labourers 

9215 Forestry labourers 

9216 Fishery and aquaculture labourers 
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93 Labourers in mining, construction, manufacturing and transport 

931 Mining and construction labourers 

9311 Mining and quarrying labourers 

9312 Civil engineering labourers 

9313 Building construction labourers 

932 Manufacturing labourers 

9321 Hand packers 

9329 Manufacturing labourers not elsewhere classified 

933 Transport and storage labourers 

9331 Hand and pedal vehicle drivers 

9332 Drivers of animal-drawn vehicles and machinery 

9333 Freight handlers 

9334 Shelf fillers 

9335 Storage labourers 

94 Food preparation assistants 

941 Food preparation assistants 

9411 Fast food preparers 

9412 Kitchen helpers 

95 Street and related sales and service workers 

951 Street and related service workers 

9510 Street and related service workers 

952 Street vendors (excluding food) 

9520 Street vendors (excluding food) 

953 Shoe cleaning and other street services 

9530 Shoe cleaning and other street services 

96 Refuse workers and other elementary workers 

961 Refuse workers 

9611 Garbage and recycling collectors 

9612 Refuse sorters 

9613 Sweepers and related labourers 

962 Other elementary workers 

9621 Messengers, package deliverers and luggage porters 

9622 Odd job persons 

9623 Meter readers and vending-machine collectors 

9624 Water and firewood collectors 

9629 Elementary workers not elsewhere classified 

0 Armed forces occupations 

01 Commissioned armed forces officers 

011 Commissioned armed forces officers 

0110 Commissioned armed forces officers 

02 Non-commissioned armed forces officers 

021 Non-commissioned armed forces officers 

0210 Non-commissioned armed forces officers 

03 Armed forces occupations, other ranks 

031 Armed forces occupations, other ranks 

0310 Armed forces occupations, other ranks 
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MAJOR GROUP 1 

MANAGERS 

MANAGERS plan, direct, coordinate and evaluate the overall activities of enterprises, 

governments and other organizations, or of organizational units within them, and formulate and 

review their policies, laws, rules and regulations. 

 

Tasks performed by managers usually include: formulating and  advising on the policy, budgets, 

laws and regulations of  enterprises, governments and other organizational units; establishing 

objectives and standards and formulating and evaluating programs and policies and  procedures 

for their implementation; ensuring appropriate systems and procedures are developed and 

implemented to provide budgetary control; authorising material, human and financial resources 

to implement policies and programs; monitoring and evaluating performance of the organization 

or enterprise and of its staff; selecting, or approving the selection of  staff;  ensuring compliance  

with health and safety requirements; planning and directing daily operations; representing and 

negotiating on behalf of the government, enterprise or organizational unit managed in meetings 

and other forums. Supervision of other workers may be included. 

 

Occupations in this Major Group are classified in the following Sub Major Groups: 

11 Chief executives, senior officials and legislators 

12 Administrative and commercial managers 

13 Production and specialized services managers 

14 Hospitality, retail and other services managers 

 

COMMENTS 

In some cases where specific professional, technical or operational skills and knowledge may be 

required of workers at managerial level, it may be difficult to decide whether a particular job 

belongs in this or another major group. In such cases, additional information on the main tasks of 

the job in question is essential. If the main tasks require the operational application of specific 

professional knowledge or a particular technical skill, then the job belongs in a different major 

group as appropriate. If, however, managerial knowledge or technical skill serves only as a basis 

for the managerial tasks, then the job belongs in this major group. For example, if the main tasks 

of a job consist of diagnosing and treating illnesses, the job belongs in Major group 2, 

Professionals. However, if one of the main tasks is to allocate research and development funds, 

the job should be classified under this Major Group. 

 

 

SUB MAJOR GROUP 11 

CHIEF EXECUTIVES, SENIOR OFFICIALS AND LEGISLATORS  

CHIEF EXECUTIVES, SENIOR OFFICIALS AND LEGISLATORS determine, formulate or 

advise on and direct government policies, make, ratify, amend and repeal laws, public rules and 

regulations, represent governments and act on their behalf, oversee the interpretation and 

implementation of government policies and legislation, or carry out similar tasks on behalf of 

special-interest organizations.  

 

Tasks performed by workers in this sub-major group usually include: determining and 

formulating, or advising on and directing policies of national, regional or local governments: 
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making, ratifying, amending, or repealing laws, public rules and regulations; representing 

governments and acting on their behalf; overseeing the interpretation and implementation of 

government policies and legislation by government or intergovernmental departments and 

agencies; ensuring appropriate systems and procedures are developed and implemented to 

provide budgetary control; performing similar functions for political parties, trade unions, and 

other special-interest organizations, including negotiations on behalf of political parties or other 

special-interest organizations. Supervision of other workers may be included.  

 

Occupations in this Sub Major Group are classified in the following Minor Groups:  

111 Legislators and senior officials 

112 Managing directors and chief executives 

 

MINOR GROUP 111 

LEGISLATORS AND SENIOR OFFICIALS  

LEGISLATORS AND SENIOR OFFICIALS advise government on policy questions and plan, 

organise and direct government departments and agencies, preparing and monitoring the 

implementation of government policies, laws, rules and regulations, at the national, regional, or 

local levels; represent their Country abroad; or carryout similar tasks in intergovernmental 

organisations. 

 

Tasks performed include presiding over or participating in the proceedings of legislative bodies 

and administrative councils of governments, legislative assemblies, local communities and 

special interest organizations; serving on government administrative boards or official 

committees; investigating matters of concern to the public and promoting the interests of 

constituents; formulating and  advising on government policy, budgets, laws and regulations; 

establishing objectives for organizations and formulating or approving and evaluating programs 

and policies and  procedures for their implementation; recommending, reviewing, evaluating and 

approving documents, briefs and reports submitted; ensuring appropriate systems and procedures 

are developed and implemented to provide budgetary control; allocating the use of communal 

land and other resources; performing ceremonial duties and representing the government, 

organization or community at official occasions and in meetings, negotiations, conventions and 

public hearings. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified in the following Unit Groups: 

1111 Legislators 

1112 Senior government Executive officials 

1113 Traditional chiefs and heads of village 

1114 Senior Officials of Special- Interest Organizations 

1115 Senior officials of religious organizations 

1119   Senior government administrative other specialised services 

 

 

COMMENTS 

In some cases where specific professional, technical or operational skills and knowledge may be 

required of workers at legislative and administrative level, it may be difficult to decide whether a 

particular job belongs in this or another sub-major group. In such cases, additional information 
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on the main tasks of the job in question is essential. If the main tasks require the operational 

application of specific professional knowledge or a particular technical skill, then the job belongs 

in a different sub-major group. If, however, professional knowledge or technical skill serves only 

as a basis for legislative or administrative tasks, then the job belongs in this sub-major group. For 

example, if the main tasks of a job consist of diagnosing and treating illnesses, the job belongs in 

Major group 2, Professionals, However, if one of the main tasks is to allocate research and 

development funds from a government budget, on the basis of medical knowledge, then the job 

belongs in this sub-major group.  

 

1111 LEGISLATORS  

LEGISLATORS determine, formulate and direct policies of national, regional or local 

governments and make, ratify, amend or repeal laws, budgets, public rules and regulations.  

TASKS include: 

a) presiding over or participating in the proceedings of legislative bodies and administrative 

councils of national, regional or local governments or legislative assemblies; 

b) determining, formulating and directing policies of national, regional or local 

governments; 

c) making, ratifying, amending or repealing laws, public rules and regulations within the 

framework of a Constitution determining their powers and fields of jurisdiction; 

d) serving on government administrative boards or officials committees; 

e) promoting the interests of the constituencies which they represent; 

f) directing senior administrators and officials of government departments and agencies in 

the interpretation and implementation of government policies; 

g) performing other related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include:  

1111.10 Legislator (B.T) 

 Member of Parliament (A.T) 

 Parliamentarian (A.T) 

 Member of Revolutionary Council of Zanzibar (R.T) 

 Mayor (R.T) 

 City councillor (R.T) 

 Chairperson, Local Authority (R.T) 

1111.20 Member of Cabinet  

 President of the United Republic of Tanzania 

 Vice President of the United Republic of Tanzania 

 President of the Revolutionary    Council of Zanzibar 

 Prime Minister 

 Chief Minister 

 Minister 

 Deputy Chief Minister 

 Minister of state 

 Deputy Minister  

1111.30 Legislative official 

 Speaker 
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 Deputy speaker     

1111.90 Legislators, NEC 

 

1112    SENIOR GOVERNMENT EXECUTIVE OFFICIALS  

SENIOR GOVERNMENT EXECUTIVE OFFICIALS advise government on policy questions 

and plan, organise and direct government departments and agencies, preparing and monitoring 

the implementation of government policies, laws, rules and regulations, at the national, regional, 

or local levels; represent their Country abroad; or carryout similar tasks in intergovernmental 

organisations. 

TASKS include: 

a) advising government on policy issues; 

b) preparing government budgets, laws, rules and regulations or amendments; 

c) planning and directing activities of departments and agencies, monitoring the 

implementation of government policies, laws, rules and regulations at the national, 

regional, or local levels; 

d) representing their country abroad; 

e) supervising, co-ordinating and monitoring the performance of professionals and technical 

staff and controlling their selection and training;  

f) carrying out similar tasks in intergovernmental organisations; 

g) performing other related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include:  

1112.10  Senior Government Administrator (B.T); 

  Chief administrator (A.T);       

  Chief Secretary  

 Permanent Secretary to the government Ministry (R.T); 

Principal Secretary 

Chief of Protocol (R.T); 

Regional Commissioner (R.T); 

Regional Administrative Secretary (R.T);  

Assistant Regional Administrative Secretary 

District Commissioner (R.T); 

    District Executive Director (R.T); 

    City Director/Municipal Director/Town Director (R.T); 

    Chief of Protocol 

    Commissioner 

    Assistant Commissioner 

    Director  

    Chief Executive Officer, Government Executive Agencies 

    Assistant Director 

    Manager, Government Executive Agencies 

    Chairman of commission (R.T); 

    Cabinet Secretary (R.T); 

    Cabinet under Secretary (R.T); 

    Governmental (R.T) 
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    Clerk of the National Assembly (R.T); 

1112.15 Ambassador  

1112.20  Senior official, statutory board (B.T) 

 Executive Secretary, statutory board (A.T) 

1112.30 Senior Government Officials, Laws (B.T) 

     Chief Justice (R.T) 

    Attorney General (R.T) 

    Chief Parliamentary Draftsman (R.T) 

    Registrar, High Court (R.T) 

    Registrar, Court of Appeal (R.T) 

    Chairperson /Secretary, Tribunal for Income Tax Appeals (R.T) 

1112.40 Senior Government Officials, (Public Order and Safety), (B.T) 

      Inspector-General of Police (R.T) 

      Director of Criminal Investigation (R.T) 

      Commissioner of Police (R.T) 

      Assistant Commissioner of Police (R.T) 

      Regional Police Commander (R.T) 

      Chief of Intelligence (R.T) 

1112.50 Commissioner of Prisons (B.T) 

Assistant Commissioner of Prisons (R.T) 

1112.55 Director of Public Prosecution          

1112.60 Director of Air Safety and Accident Investigation (R.T) 

Director of Air Services (R.T) 

1112.70 Chief Factory Inspector  

1112.75 Principal Commissioner of Immigration  

1112.80 Commissioner, fire and rescue 

1112.90 Senior Government Executive Officials, NEC 

 

1113    TRADITIONAL CHIEFS AND VILLAGE LEADERS  

TRADITIONAL CHIEFS AND VILLAGE LEADERS perform a variety of legislative, 

administrative and ceremonial tasks and duties, determined by ancient traditions, as well as by 

the division of rights and responsibilities between village and the local, regional and national 

authorities.  

TASKS include: 

a) allocating the use of communal land and other resources among households in the 

community or village;  

b) collecting and distributing surplus production of the community or village;  

c) settling disputes between members of the community or village; 

d) disciplining members of the community or village for violation of rules and customs;  

e) performing ceremonial duties in connection with births, marriages, deaths, harvests and 

other traditional feasts;  

f) representing the community or village on local or regional councils;  

g) being responsible for informing the community or village about government rules and 

regulations;  

h) performing related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers. 
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OCCUPATIONS include: 

1113.10 Division secretary 

Katibu tarafa 

1113.15 Division Executive Officer 

 Afisa Mtendaji wa Tarafa 

1113.20 Ward Executive Officer 

 Afisa Mtendaji wa Kata 

1113.30 Village Chairperson;  

Mwenyekiti wa Kijiji 

1113.40 Village Executive Officer; 

    Afisa Mtendaji wa Kijiji 

1113.50 Neighbourhood Chairperson; 

               Mwenyekiti wa Mtaa/Kitongoji 

1113.60 Neighbourhood executive officer; 

    Afisa Mtendaji wa Mtaa/Kitongoji 

1113.90 Traditional Chiefs and Village Leaders, NEC 

 

1114 SENIOR OFFICIALS OF SPECIAL - INTEREST ORGANIZATIONS  

 

SENIOR OFFICIALS OF SPECIAL-INTEREST ORGANISATIONS determine, formulate and 

direct the implementation of policies of special-interest organizations such as political-party 

organizations, trade unions, employers' organizations, trade and industry associations, 

humanitarian or charity organizations, or sports associations, and represent their organizations 

and act on their behalf. 

Tasks include: 

a) determining and formulating the political-party's policies, organizationôs policies, rules 

and regulations; 

b) negotiating on behalf of the political party; 

c) promoting the interests of the organization before the legislature, government or general 

public; 

d) planning and organizing campaigns for the election of its candidates to political offices; 

e) planning and organizing campaigns to recruit and educate recruit and educate party 

members; 

f) planning, organizing and directing the implementation of the political-party's policies, 

organizationôs policies, rules and regulations; 

g) performing related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

1114.10 President/Chairperson, Political Party  

1114.20 President, Sports Federation,  

1114.30 Senior Official, Political Party  

1114.40 Secretary-General, Employers' Organisation  

1114.50 Senior Official, Employers' Organisation  

1114.60 Secretary-General, Trade Union 

1114.65 President, Teachers Association  
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1114.70 Senior Official, Trade Union   

1114.80 Secretary-General, Environment Protection Organisation                    

1114.85 Senior official, other economic-interest organization  

1114.90 Senior Official, Special-Interest Organisation, NEC  

 

1115 SENIOR OFFICIALS OF RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS  

SENIOR OFFICIALS OF RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS plan, prepare, formulate and decide 

on major religious issues, administer and supervise the work of ordained and non-ordained 

religious workers in their jurisdiction, and act on their behalf. 

TASKS include: 

a) Administering and supervising religious programmes within the assigned zone; 

b) Supervising and coordinating religious programmes and activities of several zones; 

c) Attending meetings or congregations and participate in the election of heads of 

sects/religion; 

d) Issuing statements on behalf of religious sect; 

e) Officiating at various religious gathering; 

f) Negotiating on behalf of the organisation; and 

g) Supervising the implementation of religious programmes.  

OCCUPATIONS include: 

1115.10 Senior official of christian religious organization 

Cardinal 

Kardinali 

Archbishop 

Askofu mkuu 

Bishop 

Askofu  

Assistant bishop 

Askofu msaidizi 

Principle secretary of christianôs council/organization 

Katibu mkuu wa baraza la makanisa 

1115.20 Senior official of muslims religious organization 

Chief sheikh 

Shehe mkuu 

Chief kadhi 

Kadhi mkuu 

Principle secretary of muslimôs council/organization 

1115.30 Senior official of hindu religious organization 

1115.90 Senior official of religious organizations, NEC 

 

 

1119  SENIOR GOVERNMENT ADMINISTRATIVE OTHER SPECIALISED 

SERVICES 

SENIOR GOVERNMENT ADMINISTRATIVE OTHER SPECIALISE SERVICES include all 

other specialised senior government administrators not classified above. 

OCCUPATIONS include:  
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1119.10  Senior Government Administrative Project preparation, Implementation and                       

Monitoring (B.T) 

              Director of Project Preparation (R.T)  

1119.20 Director of Private Sector Affairs; 

1119.30 Government Stock Verifier 

1119.40 Director of Information and Documentation; 

1119.50 Director of Antiquities and Archives; 

1119.90 Senior Government Administrative Other Specialise Services, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 112 

MANAGING DIRECTORS AND CHIEF EXECUTIVES  

 

MANAGING DIRECTORS AND CHIEF EXECUTIVES formulate and review the policies and 

plan, direct, coordinate and evaluate the overall activities of enterprises or organizations (except 

special interest organizations and government departments) with the support of other managers, 

usually within guidelines established by a board of directors or a governing body to whom they 

are answerable for the operations undertaken and results.  

 

Tasks performed usually include planning, directing and coordinating the general functioning of 

an enterprise or organization; reviewing the operations and results of the enterprise, or 

organization, and reporting to boards of directors and governing bodies; determining objectives, 

strategies, policies and programs for the enterprise or organization; providing overall direction 

and management to organizations; establishing and managing budgets, controlling expenditure 

and ensuring the efficient use of resources; authorising material, human and financial resources 

to implement organizational policies and programs; monitoring and evaluating performance of 

the organization or enterprise against established objectives and policies; consulting with senior 

subordinate staff and reviewing recommendations and reports; representing the organization at 

official occasions, in negotiations, at conventions, seminars, public hearings and forums; 

selecting, or approving the selection of senior staff; ensuring the organization complies with 

relevant legislation and regulations. Supervision of other workers may be included.   

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified in the following Unit Groups: 

1120 Managing Directors and Chief Executives 

 

1120 MANAGING DIRECTORS AND CHIEF EXECUTIVES  

MANAGING DIRECTORS AND CHIEF EXECUTIVES formulate and review the policies and 

plan, direct coordinate and evaluate the overall activities of enterprises or organizations (except 

special interest organizations and government departments) with the support of other managers, 

usually within guidelines established by a board of directors or a governing body to whom they 

are answerable for the operations undertaken and results. 

TASKS include:  

a) planning, directing and coordinating the general functioning of an enterprise or 

organization; 

b) reviewing the operations and results of the enterprise, or organization and reporting to 

boards  of directors and governing bodies; 

c) determining objectives, strategies, policies and programs for the enterprise or organization; 
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d) providing overall leadership and management to the enterprise or organization; 

e) establishing and managing budgets, controlling expenditure and ensuring the efficient use 

of resources; 

f)   authorising material, human and financial resources to implement organizational policies 

and programs; 

g) monitoring and evaluating performance of the organization or enterprise against 

established objectives and policies; 

h) consulting with senior subordinate staff and reviewing recommendations and reports; 

i)  representing the organization at official occasions and board meetings, in negotiations, at 

conventions, seminars, public hearings and forums; 

j)   selecting, or approving the selection of senior staff; 

k) ensuring the organization complies with relevant legislation and regulations; 

l)  performing other related tasks; and  

m) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

1120.10 Chief executive, enterprise  

1120.20 Director-general, enterprise  

1120.30 Director-general, organisation  

1120.40 Managing director, enterprise  

1120.50 Managing director, organisation  

1120.60 President, organisation  

1120.90 Managing Directors and Chief Executives, NEC 

 

SUB MAJOR GROUP 12 

ADMINISTRATI VE AND COMMERCIAL MANAGERS  

ADMINISTRATIVE AND COMMERCIAL MANAGERS plan, organize, direct, control and 

coordinate the financial, administrative, human resource, policy, planning, research and 

development, advertising, public relations, and sales and marketing activities of enterprises and 

organizations, or of enterprises that provide such services to other enterprises and organizations. 

 

Tasks performed usually include formulating and administering policy advice, strategic and 

financial planning; establishing and directing operational and administrative procedures; 

implementing, monitoring and evaluating strategies and policies; providing advice to senior 

Managers; directing the development of initiatives for new products, marketing, public relations 

and advertising campaigns; determining and directing sales activities, product mix, customer 

service standards; setting prices and credit arrangements; ensuring compliance with relevant 

legislation, regulations and standards; controlling selection, training and performance of staff; 

preparing budgets and overseeing financial operations; consulting with the chief executive and 

with managers of other departments or sections; controlling expenditure and ensuring the 

efficient use of resources; representing the enterprise or organization in negotiations, and at 

conventions, seminars, public hearings and forums. 

 

Occupations in this Sub Major Group are classified in the following Minor Groups: 

121 Business services and administration managers 

122 Sales, marketing and development managers 
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MINOR GROUP 121 

BUSINESS SERVICES AND ADMINISTRATION MANAGERS  
BUSINESS SERVICES AND ADMINISTRATION MANAGERS plan, organize, direct, control 

and coordinate the financial, administrative, human resource, policy, planning, activities of 

organizations, or of enterprises that provide such services to other enterprises and organizations. 

 

Tasks usually include formulating and administering policy advice, strategic and financial 

planning; establishing and directing operational and administrative procedures; implementing, 

monitoring and evaluating strategies and policies; providing advice to senior managers and board 

members on financial, administrative strategic, policy, program and legislative issues; ensuring 

compliance with relevant legislation, regulations and standards; controlling selection, training 

and performance of staff; preparing budgets and overseeing financial operations; consulting with 

the chief executive and with managers of other departments or sections; controlling expenditure 

and ensuring the efficient use of resources; representing the organization in negotiations, and at 

conventions, seminars, public hearings and forums. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified in the following Unit Groups:  

1211 Finance managers 

1212 Human resource managers 

1213 Policy and planning managers 

1214 Business Services Managers 

1215 Administrative Managers 

1219 Business services and administration managers not elsewhere 

classified 

 

1211 FINANCE MANAGERS  

FINANCE MANAGERS plan, direct and coordinate the financial operations and participates in 

formulating the financial policy within a government agency, corporate business, or 

organization.  

TASKS include: 

a) planning and overseeing the financial operations of the organisation and directing the 

formulation of budgetary and accounting policies in consultation with other managers; 

b) providing financial information and interpreting the implications for business 

performance and funding needs; 

c) coordinating the development, implementing and monitoring of accounting systems; 

d) directing  the collection of financial and accounting information and the preparation of 

budgets, reports, forecasts and statutory returns; 

e) assessing  capital finance proposals and the financial status of operational projects; 

f) advising on investment strategies, including takeovers and mergers; 

g) advising on sources of funds, including share capital, and the distribution of earnings; 

a) performing related tasks; and  

b) supervising other workers. 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

 1211.10 Manager, Financial Institution (B.T) 

   Finance Controller (R.T) 

               Director of Finance (R.T) 
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              Chief Accountant (R.T) 

1211.20 Manager, Accounts 

1211.30 Manager, Insurance 

1211.40 Manager, Fund (B.T) 

    Director of Credit Management (R.T) 

     Manager, Treasury (A.T) 

1211.50 Manager, Costing 

1211.60 Manager, Audit (B.T) 

              Director of Audit (R.T) 

              Chief Auditor (R.T) 

1211.90 Finance Managers, NEC 

 

1212 HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGERS  

HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGERS plan, direct and coordinate human resources management 

activities to maximize the strategy use of human resource and maintain functions such as 

employee compensation, recruitment, personal policies, and regulatory compliance within a 

government agency, corporate business, or organization.  

TASKS include: 

a) planning, directing and coordinating policies concerning human resources and the 

industrial relations activities of the enterprise or organization; 

b) planning and organizing procedures for recruitment, training, promotion, determination 

of wage structures and negotiations about wages, liaison and consultation with workers, 

and related personnel matters; 

c) overseeing occupational health and safety and related programmes and activities, with the 

participation of all concerned; 

d) planning and directing daily operations; 

e) coordinating overseeing the selection, training and performance of staff; 

f) overseeing the maintenance of personnel records and various human resource information 

system requirement; 

g) representing the department in its dealings with other parts of the organization or with 

outside bodies; 

h) performing other related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

1212.10 Manager, Human resource (B.T) 

   Manager, Personnel (R.T) 

1212.20 Manager, Industrial relations 

1212.30 Manager, Occupational health and Safety 

1212.40 Manager, Training and Development  

1212.50 Manager, Manpower Planning 

1212.60 Manager, Recruitment 

1212.90 Human Resource Managers, NEC 
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1213  POLICY AND PLANNING MANAGERS  

 

POLICY AND PLANNING MANAGERS plan, organize, direct and coordinate policy advice 

and strategic planning activities within government or for non-government organizations and 

private sector agencies, or manage the activities of enterprises that provide policy and strategic 

planning services. 

TASKS include: 

a) developing, implementing and monitoring strategic plans, programs, policies, processes, 

systems and procedures to achieve goals, objectives and work standards; 

b) developing, directing, administering and participating in policy research and analysis; 

c) coordinating the implementation of policies and practices; 

d) establishing activity measures and measurements of accountability; 

e) planning and directing daily operations; 

f)   leading and managing the activities of policy development and strategic planning staff; 

g) overseeing the selection, training and performance of staff; 

h) representing the enterprise or organization in negotiations, and at conventions, seminars, 

public hearings and forums; 

i)  performing other related tasks; and 

j)  supervising other workers. 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

1213.10 Manager, Policy and Planning 

1213.20 Manager, Strategic Planning 

1213.30 Manager, Corporate 

1213.90 Policy and Planning Managers, NEC 

BUS 

INESS SERVI 

 

1214 BUSINESS SERVICES MANAGERS  

BUSINESS SERVICES MANAGERS plan, direct and coordinate the business service activities 

within a government agency, corporate business, or organization. 

Tasks include: 

a) planning, directing and coordinating the business services activities of the enterprise or 

organization; 

b) planning and organizing special sales and marketing programmes based on sales records 

and market assessments; 

c) planning, administering and reviewing customer services and after-sales services and 

maintaining sound customer relations; 

d) determining price lists, discount and delivery terms, credit arrangements, product mix, 

geographical sales areas, sales promotion budgets, sales methods, customer service 

standards, special incentives and special campaigns; 

e) directing merchandising methods and distribution policy by coordinating the work of 

salespersons or organizing agents and distributors; 

f) controlling expenditure and ensuring the efficient use of resources; 

g) monitoring customer service, invoicing, payments and administration costs; 

h) establishing and directing operational and administrative procedures; 

i) planning and directing daily operations; 
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j) overseeing the selection, training and performance of staff; 

k) representing the department in its dealings with other parts of the organization or with 

outside bodies; 

l) performing other related tasks; and 

m) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

1214.10 Manager, Productions  

1214.20 Manager, Operations 

1214.30 Manager, Business Services 

1214.40 Manager, Business development 

1214.50 Manager, Business Support 

1214.90 Business Services Managers, NEC 

 

1215 ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGERS  

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGERS plan, direct and coordinate administrative services within a 

government agency, corporate business, or organization. 

TASKS Include: 

a) planning, administering and controlling budgets for contracts, equipment and supplies; 

b) monitoring the facility to ensure that it remains safe, secure, and well-maintained; 

c) directing or coordinating the supportive services department of a business, agency, or 

organization; 

d) controlling expenditure and ensuring the efficient use of resources; 

e) establishing and directing operational and administration procedures; 

f) setting goals and datelines for the department; 

g) preparing and reviewing operational reports and schedule to ensure accuracy and 

efficiency; 

h) analyzing internal processor and recommend and implement procedural or policy changes 

to improve operations, such as supply changes or the disposal of records; 

i) acquiring, distributing, and storing supplies; 

j) overseeing construction and renovation projects to improve efficiency and to ensure that 

facilities meet environmental, health, and security standards and comply with government 

regulation; 

k) representing the department in its dealings with other parts of the organization or with 

outside bodies; 

l) performing other  related tasks; and  

m) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

1215.10 Manager, Administrative services  

1215.90 Administrative Managers, NEC 

 

1219 OTHER BUSINESS SERVICES AND ADMINISTRATION MANAGERS NOT 

ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED  

This unit group covers business services and administration not elsewhere classified in minor 

group 121: Business Services and Administration Managers. 
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TASKS include: 

a) planning and implementing policies; 

b) making budgetary estimates; 

c) negotiating with suppliers, customers and other organizations; 

d) planning and controlling the use of human resources and hiring workers; 

e) managing daily operations; 

f) reporting to owners, if any; 

g) performing related tasks; and 

h) Supervising other workers. 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

1219.10 Other Business Services and Administration Managers, NEC 

 

 

MIN OR GROUP 122 

SALES, MARKETING AND DEVELOPMENT MANAGERS  

SALES, MARKETING AND DEVELOPMENT MANAGERS plan, organize, direct, control 

and coordinate the advertising, public relations, research and development, and sales and 

marketing activities of enterprises and organizations, or of enterprises that provide such services 

to other enterprises and organizations. 

 

Tasks performed usually include formulating and implementing policies and plans for 

advertising, public relations, product development, sales and marketing in consultation with 

other managers; directing the development of initiatives for new products or scientific research; 

marketing, public relations and advertising campaigns; determining and directing sales activities, 

product mix, customer service standards and merchandising methods and distribution policy; 

setting prices and credit arrangements; establishing and managing budgets and controlling 

expenditure to ensure the efficient use of resources; overseeing the selection, training and 

performance of staff; representing the enterprise or organization at conventions, trade exhibitions 

and other forums. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified in the following Unit Groups:  

1221  Sales and marketing managers 

1222    Advertising and public relations managers 

1223  Research and development managers 

 

1221 SALES AND MARKETING MANAGERS  

SALES AND MARKETING MANAGERS plan, direct and coordinate the sales and marketing 

activities of an enterprise or organization, or of enterprises that provide sales and marketing 

services to other enterprises and organizations. 

TASKS include: 

a) planning, directing and coordinating the sales and marketing activities of the enterprise or 

organization; 

b) planning and organizing special sales and marketing programmes based on sales records 

and market assessments; 

c) planning, administering and reviewing customer services and after-sales services and 

maintaining sound customer relations; 
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d) determining price lists, discount and delivery terms, credit arrangements, product mix, 

geographical sales areas, sales promotion budgets, sales methods, customer service 

standards, special incentives and special campaigns; 

e) directing merchandising methods and distribution policy by coordinating the work of 

salespersons or organizing agents and distributors; 

f) controlling expenditure and ensuring the efficient use of resources; 

g) monitoring customer service, invoicing, payments and administration costs; 

h) establishing and directing operational and administrative procedures; 

i) planning and directing daily operations; 

j) overseeing the selection, training and performance of staff; 

k) representing the department in its dealings with other parts of the organization or with 

outside bodies; 

l) overseeing the selection, training and performance of staff; 

m) performing other related tasks; 

n) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include:  

1221.10 Manager, Sales 

1221.20 Manager, Marketing 

1221.30 Manager, Market Research 

1221.40 Manager, Shopping Centre 

1221.50 Manager, Brand  

1221.90 Sales and Marketing Managers, NEC 

 

1222 ADVERTISING AND PUBLIC RELATIONS MANAGERS  

ADVERTISING AND PUBLIC RELATIONS MANAGERS plan, direct and coordinate the 

advertising, public relations and public information activities of the enterprise or organisation, 

under the broad guidance of the directors and chief executives, and in consultation with 

managers of other departments or sections.  

TASKS include:  

a) planning, directing and coordinating the advertising and public relations activities of the 

enterprise or organisation;  

b) negotiating advertising contracts with officials of newspapers, radio and television 

stations, sports and cultural organisations and advertising agencies;  

c) planning and managing information programmes to inform legislators, the mass media 

and the general public about the plans, accomplishments and points of view of the 

enterprise or organisation;  

d) leading and managing the activities of advertising and public relation staff;  

e) controlling expenditure and ensuring the efficient use of resources;  

f) establishing and directing operational and administrative procedures;  

g) planning and directing daily operations;  

h) representing the department in its dealings with other parts of the organisation or with 

outside bodies; 

i)  overseeing the selection, training and performance of staff; 

j) performing other related tasks; and  

k) supervising other workers.  
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OCCUPATIONS include:  

1222.10 Manager, Advertising (B.T) 

    Manager, Publicity (R.T) 

    Manager, Export Promotion (R.T) 

1222.20 Manager, Public relations  

1222.30 Manager, Display 

1222.90 Advertising and Public Relations Managers, NEC 

 

 

1223  RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT MANAGERS  

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT MANAGERS plan, direct and coordinate research and 

development activities of the enterprise or organisation, under the broad guidance of the directors 

and chief executives, and in consultation with managers of other departments or sections.  

TASKS include: 

a) planning, directing and coordinating research and development activities, in-house or 

commissioned from external research organisations, to develop new or improved 

technical processes, products or utilization of materials for the enterprise or organisation;  

b) planning the overall research and development programme of the enterprise or 

organisation, specifying goals and budgetary requirements; controlling expenditure and 

ensuring the efficient use of resources;  

c) establishing and directing operational and administrative procedures;  

d) planning and directing daily operations;  

e) representing the department in its dealings with other parts of the organisation or with 

outside bodies;  

f) overseeing the selection, training and performance of staff; 

g) performing other related tasks; and  

h) supervising other workers. 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

1223.10 Manager, Research  

1223.20 Manager, Product Development 

1223.90 Research and Development Managers, NEC 

 

 

SUB MAJOR 13 

PRODUCTION AND SPECIALIZED SERVICES MANAGERS  

PRODUCTION AND SPECIALIZED SERVICES MANAGERS plan direct and coordinate the 

production of the goods and the provision of the specialized professional and technical services 

provided by an enterprise or organization.  They are responsible for manufacturing, mining, 

construction, logistics, information and communications technology operations, for large scale 

agricultural, forestry and fisheries operations, and for the provision of health, education, social 

welfare, banking, insurance and other professional and technical services. 

 

Tasks performed usually include planning details of activities in terms of output, services 

provided, quality, quantity, cost, timeliness and labour requirements; setting standards and 

objectives; controlling the operation of plant and of procedures; assuring quality of the goods 

produced and services provided; preparing tenders and contract bids; establishing and managing 
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budgets, monitoring costs, and adjusting activities, procedures and resources to minimize costs; 

overseeing the acquisition and installation of new plant and equipment; coordinating the 

implementation of health and safety requirements; planning and directing daily operations; 

overseeing the selection, training and performance of staff; preparing, or arranging for the 

preparation of, reports, budgets and forecasts; representing the enterprise or organization in 

negotiations with other agencies, and at conventions, seminars, public hearings and forums. 

 

 Occupations in this Sub Major Group are classified in the following Minor Groups: 

131 Production managers in agriculture, forestry and fisheries 

132 Manufacturing, mining, construction, and distribution managers 

133 Information and communications technology service managers 

134  Professional services managers 

 

MINOR GROUP 131 

PRODUCTION MANAGERS IN AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY AND FISHERIES  

PRODUCTION MANAGERS IN AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY AND FISHERIES plan, 

direct, and coordinate production in large scale agricultural, horticultural, forestry aquaculture 

and fishery operations such as plantations, large ranches, collective farms and co-operatives to 

grow and harvest crops,  breed and raise livestock, fish and shellfish and to catch and harvest fish 

and other forms of aquatic life. 

 

Tasks performed usually include monitoring market activity and planning production to meet 

contract requirements and market demand; establishing and managing budgets, monitoring 

production output and costs, recording information such as farm and fisheries  management 

practices, and preparing financial and operational reports; conferring with buyers to arrange for 

the sale of crops, catch and stock;  contracting with farmers, skippers or independent owners for 

production of produce and  management of production; planning the type, intensity and sequence 

of operations; purchasing machinery, equipment, and supplies; identifying and controlling 

environmental toxins, weeds, pests and diseases; organizing  operations such as maintaining 

buildings, water supply systems and equipment; overseeing the selection, training and 

performance of workers and contractors. Supervising other workers may be included. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified in the following Unit Groups:  

1311 Agricultural and forestry production managers 

1312 Aquaculture and fisheries production managers  

 

1311 AGRICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTION MANAGERS  

AGRICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTION MANAGERS plan, direct and 

coordinate activities concerning the production of agriculture, forestry and hunting under the 

broad guidance of directors and chief executives. 

TASKS include: 

a) planning policies, government regulations, and legislation; 

b) analyzing statistical data, studies and reports to identify and determine causes of 

problems and develop recommendations for improvement of agricultural systems, 

procedures, or programs; 
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c) planning, directing and coordinating activities concerning the production of agriculture, 

forestry and hunting ; 

d) consult with and advise government officials and staff, civic bodies, and other agencies 

on legislative, policy and agricultural issues; 

e) ensuring the efficient use of resources and the fulfillment of production quotas; 

f) working with law enforcement and others for the protection of crops, animals and public 

safety and enforcement of the laws, rules and regulations; 

g) planning and directing daily operations; 

h) overseeing the selection, training and performance of staff and others through 

consultation, supervision, and liaison activities; 

i) attend meetings and conferences relating to products, livestock and agricultural practices 

to represent the Commonwealth; 

j) negotiating with suppliers, customers and other organizations; 

k) representing the department in its dealings with other parts of the enterprise or with 

outside bodies; 

l) performing other  related tasks; and 

m) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

1311.10 Manager, Forestry  

1311.20 Manager, Plantation (B.T) 

    Manager, Estate, Farm (R.T) 

1311.30 Manager, Beekeeping 

1311.40 Manager, Hunting 

1311.90 Agricultural and Forestry Production Managers, NEC 

 

1312 AQUACULTURE AND FISHERIES PRODUCTION MANAGERS  

AQUACULTURE AND FISHERIES PRODUCTION MANAGERS plan, direct and coordinate 

activities concerning the production of aquaculture and fishery, under the broad guidance of 

directors and chief executives. 

TASKS include: 

a) monitoring aquaculture and fishery market activity and planning production and 

fishing activities to meet contract requirements and market demand; 

b) establishing and managing budgets, monitoring production output and costs, 

recording information such as fisheries management practices, and preparing 

financial and operational reports;  

c) conferring with buyers to arrange for the sale of produce and catches; 

d) contracting with fishing skippers or owners of vessels and aquaculture farms for 

fishing and aquaculture operations, or for management of production; 

e) conducting and organizing aquaculture or fishery stock examinations in order to 

identify diseases or parasites; 

f)   devising and coordinating activities to improve fish hatching and growth rates, and 

to prevent disease in hatcheries; 

g) monitoring environments to maintain or improve conditions for aquatic life; 

h) directing and monitoring trapping and spawning of fish, egg incubation, and fry 

rearing, applying knowledge of management and fish culturing techniques; 
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i) coordinating the selection and maintenance of brood stock; 

j) directing and monitoring the transfer of mature fish to lakes, ponds, streams, or 

commercial tanks; 

k) purchasing machinery, equipment, and supplies such as vessels and nets; 

l) organizing operations such as maintenance of ships, boats and equipment; 

m) performing other related tasks; and 

n) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

1312.10 Manager, Aquaculture Production 

1312.20 Manager, Fishing Operation 

1312.30 Manager, Trawler 

1312.90 Aquaculture and Fisheries Production Managers, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 132 

MANUFACTURING, MINING, CONSTRUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION MANAGERS  

MANUFACTURING, MINING, CONSTRUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION MANAGERS 

plan, organize, and coordinate the manufacturing, mineral extraction, construction, supply, 

storage and transportation operations. 

 

Tasks performed usually include planning details of activities in terms of output quality and 

quantity, cost, timeliness and labour requirements; controlling the operation of plant and quality 

procedures through planning of maintenance, designation of operating hours and supply of 

equipment; preparing tenders and contract bids; establishing and managing budgets, monitoring 

production output and costs, and adjusting processes and resources to minimize costs; overseeing 

the acquisition and installation of new plant and equipment; controlling the preparation of 

production records and reports; coordinating the implementation of health and safety 

requirements; planning and directing daily operations; overseeing the selection, training and 

performance of staff. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified in the following Unit Groups:   

1321  Manufacturing managers 

1322  Mining managers 

1323  Construction managers 

1324   Supply, distribution and related managers 

 

1321 MANUFACTURING MANAGERS  

MANUFACTURING MANAGERS plan, direct and coordinate activities concerning the 

manufacturing activities under the broad guidance of directors and chief executives 

TASKS include:  

a) planning and implementing policies; 

b) planning, directing and coordinating activities concerning the production of goods or 

extraction of solid minerals from underground and surface mines and quarries, or 

production and distribution of electricity, gas and water; 

c) ensuring the efficient use of resources and the fulfillment of production quotas ; 

d) planning and directing daily operations; 
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e) controlling expenditure; 

f) making budgetary estimates; 

g) establishing and directing operational and administrative procedures; 

h) overseeing the application of work safety and related procedures; 

i) overseeing the selection, training and performance of staff; 

j) representing the department in its dealings with other parts of the enterprise or with 

outside bodies; 

k) ensuring all production processes fall within the manufacturing specification and product 

characteristics are following companyôs standard document; 

l) implementing production plan through subordinate, ensure that utilization of manpower, 

machine and equipment are optimized; 

m) performing other  related tasks; and 

n) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

1321.10 Manager, Manufacturing 

1321.20 Manager, Production and Operations (manufacturing) 

1321.40 Manager, Technical Service 

1321.50 Manager, Plant 

1321.60 Manager, Workshop 

1321.70 Manager, Factory 

1321.90 Manufacturing Managers, NEC 

  

1322 MINING MANAGERS  

MINING MANAGERS plan, direct, or coordinate the operations of companies or public and 

private sector organizations. Duties and responsibilities include formulating policies, managing 

daily operations, and planning the use of materials and human resources, but are too diverse and 

general in nature to be classified in any one functional area of management or administration, 

such as personnel, purchasing, or administrative services.  

TASKS include: 

a) planning, directing and coordinating activities concerning the extraction of minerals from 

mine and stone, or slate and clay from quarries; 

b) ensuring the efficient use of resources and the fulfillment of production quotas; 

c) planning and directing daily operations; 

d) controlling expenditure; 

e) establishing and directing operational and administrative procedures; 

f) overseeing the application of work safety and related procedures; 

g) overseeing the selection, training and performance of staff; representing the department 

in its dealings with other parts of the enterprise or with outside bodies; 

h) performing other related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

1322.10 Manager, Mine 

1322.20 Production Manager, (Mine) 

1322.30 Production Manager, (Oil and Gas extraction) 
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1322.40 Production Manager, (Quarry) 

1322.50 Manager, Quarry 

1322.90 Mining managers, NEC 

 

1323 CONSTRUCTION MANAGERS  

CONSTRUCTION MANAGERS plan, direct, coordinate activities of the enterprise which are 

concerned with construction work under the guidance of directors and chief executives. They 

participate in the conceptual development of a construction project and oversee its organization, 

scheduling, and implementation. 

TASKS include: 

a) planning, directing and coordinating activities concerning the construction of buildings, 

dams, highways, pipelines and related construction projects; 

b) planning procedures for construction on basic of starting and completion times and 

staffing requirements for each phase of constructions, based on knowledge of available 

tools and equipment and various building methods. 

c) planning and directing daily operations; 

d) controlling expenditure; 

e) establishing and directing operational and administrative procedures; 

f) overseeing the application of work safety and related procedures; 

g) overseeing the selection, training and performance of staff; 

h) representing the department in its dealings with other parts of the enterprise or with 

outside bodies; 

i) performing related tasks; and 

j) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

1323.10 Manager, construction (B.T) 

   Chief engineer, Construction (R.T) 

   Director, Construction and Maintenance (R.T) 

   Director, Housing and Estate Management (R.T) 

   Director, Land management (R.T) 

   Director, Sewage, Sanitation and Drainage (R.T) 

   Director, Survey and Mapping (R.T)   

1323.20 Manager, contract 

1323.90 Construction Managers, NEC 324  

 

1324  SUPPLY, DISTRIBUTION AND RELATED MANAGERS  

SUPPLY, DISTRIBUTION AND RELATED MANAGERS plan, direct, and coordinate the 

storage and distribution operations within an organization or the activities of organizations that 

are engaged in supplying and distributing materials and products. 

TASKS include: 

a) determining, implementing and monitoring purchasing, storage and distribution 

strategies, policies and plans;  

b) preparing and implementing plans to maintain required stock levels at minimum 

cost;  

c) negotiating contracts with suppliers to meet quality, cost and delivery requirements;  
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d) monitoring and reviewing storage and inventory systems to meet supply 

requirements and control stock levels;  

e) operating recording systems to track all movements of goods, and ensuring re-

ordering and re-stocking at optimal times; 

f) liaising with other departments and customers concerning requirements for outward 

goods and associated forwarding transportation; 

g) overseeing the recording of purchase, storage and distribution transactions 

h) establishing and managing budgets, controlling expenditure and ensuring the 

efficient use of resources; 

i) establishing and directing operational and administrative procedures;  

j) planning and directing daily operations; 

k) overseeing the selection, training and performance of staff; 

l) performing related tasks; and  

m) supervising other workers 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

1324.10 Manager, Supply  

1324.20 Manager, Warehouse (B.T) 

            Manager, Godown (R.T)  

    Manager, Store (R.T) 

1324.30 Manager, Procurement (B.T) 

    Manager, Purchasing (R.T) 

1324.40 Manager, Distribution 

1324.50 Manager, Logistics (B.T) 

   Manager, Supply and Distribution (R.T) 

1324.90 Supply, Distribution and Related Managers, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 133 

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SERVICE MANAGERS  
INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SERVICE MANAGERS plan, 

direct, and coordinate the acquisition, development, maintenance and use of computer and 

telecommunication systems. 

 

Tasks performed usually include consulting with users, management, vendors, and technicians to 

assess computing needs and system requirements and specifying technology to meet those needs; 

formulating and directing information and communication technology (ICT) strategies, policies 

and plans; directing the selection and installation of ICT resources and the provision of user 

training; directing ICT operations, analyzing workflow, establishing priorities, developing 

standards and setting deadlines; overseeing the security of ICT systems; assigning, reviewing, 

managing and leading the work of systems analysts, programmers, and other computer-related 

workers; evaluating the organization's technology use and needs and recommending 

improvements, such as hardware and software upgrades; establishing and managing budgets, 

controlling expenditure and ensuring the efficient use of resources; establishing and directing 

operational and administrative procedures; overseeing the selection, training and performance of 

staff; representing the enterprise or organization at ICT related conventions, seminars and 

conferences. 
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Occupations in this Minor Group are classified in the following Unit Groups:   

1330 Information and communications technology service managers 

 

1330 INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY 

SERVICEMANAGERS  

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SERVICE MANAGERS plan, 

direct, and coordinate the acquisition, development, maintenance and use of computer and 

telecommunication systems. 

TASKS include: 

a) aconsulting with users, management, vendors, and technicians to assess computing needs 

and system  requirements and specifying technology to meet those needs;  

b) formulating and directing information and communication technology (ICT) strategies, 

policies and plans;  

c) directing the selection and installation of ICT resources and the provision of user training;  

d) directing ICT operations, analysing workflow, establishing priorities, developing standards 

and setting deadlines; 

e) overseeing the security of ICT systems; 

f)  assigning, reviewing, managing and leading the work of systems analysts, programmers, 

and other computer-related workers; 

g) evaluating the organization's technology use and needs and recommending improvements, 

such as hardware and software upgrades; 

h) establishing and managing budgets, controlling expenditure and ensuring the efficient use 

of resources; 

i)  establishing and directing operational and administrative procedures;  

j)  overseeing the selection, training and performance of staff;  

k) representing the enterprise or organization at ICT related conventions, seminars and 

conferences; 

l) performing related tasks; and 

m) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include:  

1330.10 Manager, Application Development   

1330.20 Chief Information Officer   

1330.30 Manager, Data Operations 

1330.40 Manager, Data Processing 

    Manager, Database (R.T)   

1330.50 Manager, ICT Development 

1330.60 Manager, Information Technology (IT Manager) 

1330.70 Director, Information Systems (IS Director) 

1330.75 Manager, Internet Service Provide 

1330.80 Manager, Network 

1330.90 Information and Communications Technology Service Managers, NEC  

 

MINOR GROUP 134 

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES MANAGERS 

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES MANAGERS plan, direct and coordinate the provision of 
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childcare, health, welfare, education and other professional services, and manage the branches of 

institutions providing financial and insurance services. 

 

Tasks performed usually include formulating policies and plans for the provision of services and 

operation of establishments; setting standards and objectives; developing and implementing 

programs and services to meet the needs of clients; directing and coordinating the allocation of 

resources; liaising with parents, boards, funding bodies, the community representatives and 

related agencies to discuss areas of cooperation and coordination; monitoring and controlling 

expenditure; overseeing the selection, development and performance of staff; preparing, or 

arranging for the preparation of, reports, budgets and forecasts; representing the organization in 

negotiations other agencies, and at conventions, seminars, public hearings and forums. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified in the following Unit Groups:    

1341  Child care services managers 

1342  Health services managers 

1343  Aged care services managers 

1344  Social welfare managers 

1345  Education managers 

1346 Financial and insurance services branch managers 

1349 Professional services managers not elsewhere classified 

 

1341 CHILD CARE SERVICES MANAGERS  

CHILD CARE SERVICES MANAGERS plan, direct, and coordinate and evaluate the provision 

of care for children in before-school, after-school, vacation and day care centres and services. 

TASKS include:  

a) developing and implementing programs to enhance the physical, social, emotional 

and intellectual development of young children; 

b) establishing and monitoring budgets and determining allocation of funds for staff, 

supplies, materials, equipment and maintenance; 

c) overseeing and coordinating the provision care for children in before-school, after-

school, day, and vacation care centres; 

d) directing and supervising child carers in providing care and supervision for young 

children; 

e) managing physical facilities and making sure all buildings and equipment are 

maintained to ensure the centre is a safe area for children, staff and visitors; 

f)  reviewing and interpreting government codes, and developing procedures to meet 

codes (e.g., concerning safety and security); 

g) monitoring childrenôs progress and conferring with parents or guardians; 

h) preparing and maintaining records and accounts for a child care centre; 

i) recruiting and evaluating staff and coordinating their professional development; 

j) performing related tasks; 

k) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

1341.10 Manager, Child Care Centre 

1341.20 Director, Child Care Centre 
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1341.90 Child Care Services Managers, NEC 

 

1342 HEALTH SERVICES MANAGERS  

HEALTH SERVICE MANAGERS plan, organise, direct, control and coordinate medical and 

health services in hospitals, clinics, public health agencies and similar organizations. 

TASKS include:  

a) providing overall direction and management for the service, facility, organisation or 

centre;  

b) directing, supervising and evaluating the  work activities of medical, nursing, technical, 

clerical, service, maintenance, and other personnel;  

c) establishing objectives and evaluative or operational criteria for units they manage;  

d) directing or conducting recruitment, hiring and training of personnel; 

e) developing, implementing and monitoring procedures, policies and standards for medical, 

nursing, technical and administrative staff;  

f) monitoring the use of diagnostic services, inpatient beds, facilities, and staff to ensure 

effective use of resources and assess the need for additional staff, equipment, and 

services; 

g) controlling administrative operations such as budget planning, report preparation and 

expenditure on supplies, equipment and services;  

h) liaising with other health and welfare service providers, boards and funding bodies to 

coordinate the provision of services; 

i) advising government bodies about measures to improve health and welfare services and 

facilities;  

j) representing the organisation in negotiations, and at conventions, seminars, public 

hearings and forums; 

c) performing other related tasks; and  

d) supervising other workers.   

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

1342.10  Manager, Health Services 

1342.20  Chief Pharmacist 

    Mfamasia Mkuu 

1342.30  Manager, health administrator (B.T) 

      Medical Administrator (R.T) 

    Director, Preventive Services (R.T) 

    Mkurugenzi Huduma za Kinga 

    Director, curative services (R.T) 

    Mkurugenzi Huduma za Tiba 

    Regional Medical officer (R.T) 

    Mganga Mkuu wa Mkoa 

    District Medical officer (R.T) 

    Mganga Mkuu wa Wilaya 

    Afisa Muuguzi Mkuu 

    Hospital Administrator (R.T) 

1342.40 Manager, Public Health 

1342.45 Community Health Coordinator 
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1342.50 Chief Medical Officer 

      Assistant Chief Medical Officer (R.T) 

1342.60 Chief Nursing Officer 

1342.70 Hospital Matron 

1342.80 Clinical Director 

1342.90 Health Service Managers, NEC 

 

1343 AGED CARE SERVICES MANAGERS 

AGED CARE SERVICE MANAGERS managers plan, direct coordinate and evaluate the 

provision of residential and personal care services for individuals and families who are in need of 

such services due to the effects of ageing. 

TASKS include: 

a) providing overall direction and management for a service, facility, organization or 

centre; 

b) directing, supervising and evaluating the work activities of medical, nursing, 

technical, clerical, service, maintenance, and other personnel; 

c)   establishing objectives and evaluative or operational criteria for units they manage; 

d) directing or conducting recruitment, hiring and training of personnel; 

e) developing, implementing and monitoring procedures, policies and performance 

standards for nursing, personal care, technical, and administrative staff; 

f)   coordinating and administering welfare programs and care services for the elderly; 

g) controlling administrative operations such as budget planning, report preparation, 

expenditure on supplies, equipment and services; 

h) liaising with other health and welfare providers, boards and funding bodies to 

coordinate the provision of services; 

i)   advising government bodies about measures to improve health and welfare services 

and facilities; 

j)   representing the organization in negotiations, and at conventions, seminars, public 

hearings and forums. 

k) performing other related tasks; and 

l) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

1343.10 Manager, aged care services.  

1343.20 Aged Care Home Manager 

1343.30 Community Aged Care Coordinator 

1343.40 Nursing Home Manager 

1343.50 Retirement Village Coordinator 

1343.90 Aged Care Service Managers, NEC 

 

1344 SOCIAL WELFARE MANAGERS  

SOCIAL WELFARE MANAGERS plan, evaluate and coordinate social service programs and 

assists in program planning, development and implementation of local welfare. 

TASKS include: 

a) providing overall direction and management for a service, facility, organization or 

centre;  
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b) developing, implementing and monitoring procedures, policies and standards for 

staff;  

c) monitoring and evaluating resources devoted to the provision of welfare, housing, 

and other social services; 

d) controlling administrative operations such as budget planning, report preparation, 

expenditure on supplies, equipment and services; 

e) liaising with other welfare and health services providers, boards and funding bodies 

to discuss areas of health and welfare service cooperation and coordination; 

f) advising government bodies about measures to improve welfare services and 

facilities; 

g) representing the organization in negotiations, and at conventions, seminars, public 

hearings and forums; 

h) establishing and managing budgets, controlling expenditure and ensuring the 

efficient use of resources; 

i) establishing and directing operational and administrative procedures;  

j) overseeing the selection, training and performance of staff;  

k) representing the organization at conventions, seminars and conferences; 

l) performing other related tasks; and 

m) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

1344.10 Manager, Social Work 

1344.20 Director, Social Welfare Services 

1344.30 Manager, Community Centre 

1344.40 Manager, Welfare Centre 

1344.50 Manager, Family Service 

1344.60 Manager, Housing Services 

1344.90 Social Welfare Managers, NEC 

 

1345   EDUCATION MANAGERS  

EDUCATION MANAGERS plan, direct, coordinate and evaluate the educational and 

administrative aspects of education services, primary and secondary schools, colleges and 

faculties and departments in universities and other educational institutions. 

TASKS include: 

a) determining educational programs based on frameworks established by 

education authorities and governing bodies; 

a) implementing systems and procedures to monitor school performance and 

student enrolments;  

b) directing administrative and clerical activities concerning student admissions 

and educational services; 

c)  controlling administrative operations such as budget planning, report 

preparation, expenditure on supplies, equipment and services; 

d) providing leadership and guidance to teaching, academic and administrative 

staff as well as to students; 

e) evaluating the work of teachers and lecturers by visiting classrooms, 

observing teaching methods, reviewing  instructional objectives and 
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examining learning materials; 

f) promoting the educational program, and representing the service or 

institution in the wider community; 

g) supervising the maintenance of educational facilities; 

h) developing and enforcing a disciplinary code to create a safe and conducive 

environment for students and teachers; 

i) organizing and implementing methods of raising additional funds in 

conjunction with parent and community groups and sponsors; 

j) controlling selection, training and supervision of staff; 

k) managing the provision of education in rural or remote areas, or within specific 

institutions; 

l) performing other related task; and 

m)  supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

1345.10 Chief Education Officer 

1345.20 Chancellor  

1345.30 Vice Chancellor  

1345.32 Deputy Vice Chancellors 

1345.34 Provost        

1345.36 Principal 

1345.38 Vice Principal  

1345.40 Dean 

1345.42 Associate Dean 

1345.50 Manager, Education 

1345.60 Headmaster/Headmistress 

1345.65 Headteacher 

1345.70 Director, Inspectorate Division  

1345.80 Regional/District/Ward Education Manager  

1345.90 Education Managers, NEC 

 

1346 FINANCIAL AND INSURANCE SERVICES BRANCH MANAGERS  

FINANCIAL AND INSURANCE SERVICES BRANCH MANAGERS direct and coordinate 

financial activities of workers in a branch, office, or department of an establishment, such as 

branch bank, brokerage firm, risk and insurance department, or credit department. 

TASKS include: 

a) establishing and maintaining relationships with individual and business customers, 

and provide assistance with problems these customers face;  

b) planning, directing, and coordinating the activities of workers in branches, offices, or 

departments of such establishments as branch banks, brokerage firms, risk and 

insurance departments, or credit departments;  

c) examining, evaluating, and processing loan applications;  

d) overseeing the flow of cash and financial instruments;  

e) recruiting staff members and oversee training programs.  

f) networking within communities to find and attract new business;  
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g) approving, rejecting, or coordinating the approval or rejection of lines of credit and 

commercial, real estate, and personal loans;  

h) preparing financial and regulatory reports required by laws, regulations, and boards of 

directors;  

i) establishing procedures for custody and control of assets, records, loan collateral, and 

securities to ensure safekeeping;  

j) reviewing collection reports to determine the status of collections and the amounts of 

outstanding balances; 

k) performing other related tasks; and  

l) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include 

1346.10 Branch Manager, Bank 

1346.20 Branch Manager, Insurance Agency 

1346.30 Branch Manager, Credit Institution 

1346.90 Financial and Insurance Services Branch Managers, NEC 

  

1347  LEGAL MANAGERS  

LEGAL MANAGERS plan, direct and coordinate activities concerning legal terminology, 

procedures, and documents within government agency, corporate business, or organization under 

the guidance of directors and chief executives. Plan, analyze and advise on the compliance of the 

companyôs business operations with relevant statutory and regulatory requirements and the 

companyôs rights and liabilities with respect to matters that have legal implications to mitigate 

the legal risk of the company. 

TASKS include: 

a) plan, analyze and advise on the compliance of the companyôs business operations with 

relevant statutory and regulatory requirements and the companyôs rights and liabilities 

with respect to matters that have legal implications to mitigate the legal risk of the 

company; 

b) managing external legal support, if required; 

c) staying abreast of legal developments affecting the company, its clients, and industries 

and synthesize the information to incorporate it into companyôs transactional practices; 

d) educating company executives in regard to legal and risk management issues;  

e) representing companyôs interests and interface directly with client counsel and 

negotiating teams; 

f) drafting, reviewing and negotiating a broad range of contracts for medium to complex 

engagements; 

g) strategizing with company executives prior to client negotiations; 

h) helping develop, and understand, risk mitigation strategies for contractual risks; 

i) developing internal guidelines, toolkits, and packaged knowledge on various legal and 

business issues; 

j) developing subject matter expertise in one of more areas that benefit the legal group 

and/or our business (e.g., corporation law, competition law, employment law, data 

privacy and service line expertise); 

k) supporting, promoting and implementing initiatives as part of legal team; 

l)  planning and implementing policies; 
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m) making budgetary estimates; 

n) performing other related tasks; and 

o) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

1347.10 Manager, Legal  

1347.20 Manager, Risk Management 

1347.90 Legal Managers, NEC 

 

1348  PROPERTY MANAGERS 

PROPERTY MANAGERS charged with operating a real estate property for a fee maintain and 

increase the value of real estate investments by handling the logistics of running a property and 

oversee the performance of income-producing commercial or residential properties to ensure that 

real estate investments achieve their expected revenues. 

TASKS include: 

a) handling the financial operations of the property, ensuring that rent is collected and that 

mortgages, taxes, insurance premiums, payroll, and maintenance bills are paid on time; 

b) supervising the preparation of financial statements and periodically report to the owners 

on the status of the property, occupancy rates, expiration dates of leases, and other 

matters; 

c) negotiating contracts for janitorial, security, grounds keeping, trash removal, and other 

services; 

d) monitoring the performance of contractors, and investigate and resolve complaints from 

residents and tenants when services are not properly provided; 

e) purchasing supplies and equipment for the property, and make arrangements with 

specialists for repairs that cannot be handled by regular property maintenance staff; 

f) must understand and comply with relevant legislation, ensure that their renting and 

advertising practices are not discriminatory, and that the property itself complies with 

g) all of the local, State, and Federal regulations and building code; 

h)  making budgetary estimates; 

i) planning and controlling the use of resources and hiring workers; 

j) performing other  related tasks; and 

k) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

1348.10 Manager, Maintenance 

1348.20 Manager, Property 

1348.30 Manager, Property Development 

1348.40 Manager, Estate 

1348.50 Manager, Real Estate 

1348.90 Property Managers, NEC 

 

1349 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES MANAGERS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED  

This unit group covers professional services managers not elsewhere classified in minor group 

134: Professional Services Managers. Here could be classified those who plan, direct and 
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coordinate services in the field of territorial, engineering, environmental and sanitary 

development under the broad guidance of directors and chief executives. 

 

TASKS include: 

a) planning and implementing policies; 

b) making budgetary estimates; 

c) negotiating with suppliers, customers and other organizations; 

d) planning and controlling the use of human resources and hiring workers; 

e) managing daily operations; 

f) performing other related tasks; and 

g) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

1349.10 Manager, Extra Territorial Organization 

1349.20 Manager, design 

1349.30 Manager, environmental systems 

1349.40 Manager, Art Gallery 

1349.50 Manager, Library 

1349.60 Manager, Archives 

 

SUB MAJOR GROUP 14 

HOSPITALITY, RETAIL AND OTHER SERVICES MANAGERS  

 

HOSPITALITY, RETAIL AND OTHER SERVICES MANAGERS plan, organize and direct the 

operations of establishments which provide accommodation, hospitality, retail and other 

services. 

 

Tasks performed by workers in this sub-major group usually include:  planning and organising 

special functions, sporting, gaming and entertainment activities and the range and mix of 

products, stock levels and service standards; promoting and selling goods and services;  

observing liquor, gaming, health and other laws and regulations;   developing and reviewing 

policies, programs and procedures concerning customer relations and goods and services 

provided; promoting facilities, for conferences, conventions and trade shows , to potential 

customers; organising the purchase and maintenance of transport vehicles, equipment and fuel, 

and transporting goods;  controlling the selection, training and supervision of staff;  ensuring 

compliance with occupational health and safety regulations  

 

Occupations in this Sub Major Group are classified in the following Minor Groups: 

141 Hotel and restaurant managers 

142 Retail and wholesale trade managers 

143 Other services managers  

 

MINOR GROUP 141 

HOTEL AND RESTAURANT MANAGERS  

HOTEL AND RESTAURANT MANAGERS plan, organize and direct the operations of 

establishments that provide accommodation, meals, beverages and other hospitality services. 
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Tasks performed usually include planning and organizing special functions, sporting, gaming 

and entertainment activities; directing and overseeing reservation, reception, room service and 

housekeeping activities; observing liquor, gaming, health and other laws and regulations; 

monitoring quality at all stages of preparation and presentation of food and services; controlling 

the selection, training and supervision of staff; ensuring compliance with occupational health and 

safety regulations. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified in the following Unit Groups:    

1411 Hotel managers 

1412 Restaurant managers 

 

1411 HOTEL MANAGERS  

HOTEL MANAGERS plan, organize and direct the operations of hotels, motels and similar 

establishments to provide guest accommodation and other services. 

 TASKS include: 

a) directing and overseeing reservation, reception, room service and housekeeping 

activities;  

b) supervising security arrangements, and garden and property maintenance; 

c) planning and supervising bar, restaurant, function and conference activities; 

d) observing liquor, gaming, and other laws and regulations; 

e) assessing and reviewing customer satisfaction; 

f) overseeing accounting and purchasing activities; 

g) undertaking budgeting for the establishment; 

h) controlling selection, training and supervision of staff; 

i) ensuring compliance with occupational health and safety regulations; 

j) providing guests with local tourism information, and arranging tours and transportation; 

k) performing related tasks; and 

l) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

1411.10 Manager, Hotel 

1411.15 Manager, Production and Operation Hotel 

1411.20 Manager, Motel 

1411.25 Manager, Production and Operation Motel 

1411.30 Manager, Lodge 

1411.40 Manager, Front Desk 

1411.50 Manager, Hostel 

1411.60 Manager, Food and Beverage 

1411.90 Hotel Managers, NEC 

 

1412 RESTAURANT MANAGERS  

RESTAURANT MANAGERS plan, direct, coordinate all restaurant services while maintaining 

their reputation and ethos. They are responsible for the business performance of their restaurant, 

as well as maintaining high standards of food, service and health and safety.  

TASKS include: 

a) planning menus in consultation with chefs and cooks; 
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b) planning and organizing special functions; 

c) arranging the purchasing and pricing of goods according to budget; 

d) maintaining records of stock levels and financial transactions; 

e) ensuring dining, kitchen and food storage facilities comply with health regulations and are 

clean, functional and of suitable appearance; 

f)   conferring with customers to assess their satisfaction with meals and service; 

g) selecting, set staff work schedules, training and supervising waiting and kitchen staff; 

h) taking reservations, greeting guests and assisting in taking orders; 

i)  negotiating arrangements with clients and suppliers; 

j)  ensuring compliance with occupational health and safety regulations; 

k) performing other  related tasks; and 

a) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

1411.10 Manager, Restaurant 

1411.20 Manager, Cafe 

1411.30 Manager, Catering 

1411.90 Restaurant Managers, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 142 

RETAIL AND WHOLESALE TRADE MANAGERS  

RETAIL AND WHOLESALE TRADE MANAGERS plan, organize, coordinate and control the 

operations of establishments that sell goods on a retail or wholesale basis. They are responsible 

for the budgets, staffing and strategic and operational direction of shops, or of organizational 

units within shops that sell particular types of product. 

 

Tasks performed usually include determining product mix, stock levels and service standards; 

formulating and implementing purchasing and marketing policies, and setting prices; promoting 

and advertising the establishment's goods and services; maintaining records of stock levels and 

financial transactions; undertaking budgeting for the establishment; controlling selection, 

training and supervision of staff; ensuring compliance with occupational health and safety 

regulations. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified in the following Unit Groups: 

      1420 Retail and Wholesale Trade Managers 

 

1420 RETAIL AND WHOLESALE TRADE MANAGERS  

RETAIL AND WHOLESALE TRADE MANAGERS plan, organise, direct and co-ordinate the 

operations of retail and wholesale trade establishments. 

TASKS include: 

a) planning, directing and coordinating activities concerning trade carried out by the 

enterprise;  

b) providing information about merchandise to staff and customers; 

c) ensuring that adequate reserves of merchandise are held and that stock keeping is carried 

out efficiently; 

d) ensuring the efficient use of resources and the fulfillment of trade quotas 
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e) maintaining financial and other records and controls security arrangements for the 

premises; 

f) authorizing payment for supplies received and decides on vending price and credit terms; 

g) examining quality of merchandise and ensures that effective use is made of advertising 

and display facilities; 

h) performing other related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

1420.10 Manager, Retail Trade 

1420.20 Manager, Wholesale Trade 

1420.30 Manager, Supermarket 

1420.40 Manager, Shop 

1420.50 Manager, Grocery 

1420.90 Retail and Wholesale Trade Managers, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 143 

OTHER SERVICES MANAGERS 

OTHER SERVICE MANAGERS plan, organize, and control the operations of establishments 

that provide sporting, cultural, recreational, travel, customer contact and other amenity services. 

 

Tasks  performed usually include planning and organizing the range and mix of services or 

activities provided; ensuring that facilities are kept clean and in good condition; keeping abreast 

of new trends and developments relevant to the service provided; advising on the facilities 

available and promoting publicity; checking and keeping custody of all cash receipts and making 

regular stock checks; establishing and managing budgets; controlling expenditure and ensuring 

the efficient use of resources; planning and directing daily operations; controlling the selection, 

supervision and performance of staff; ensuring compliance with health and safety requirements. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified in the following Unit Groups:     

1431 Sports, recreation and cultural centre managers 

1439 Services managers not elsewhere classified 

 

1431 SPORTS, RECREATION AND CULTURAL CENTRE MANAGERS  

SPORTS, RECREATION AND CULTURAL CENTRE MANAGERS plan, direct and 

coordinate activities concerning sporting events, recreational, and cultural operation within 

government agency, corporate business, or organization under the guidance of directors and chief 

executives. 

TASKS include: 

a) planning, directing and coordinating activities concerning recreational, cultural and 

sporting operations and events; 

b) ensuring the efficient use of resources and the fulfillment of the schedules; 

c) planning and directing daily operations; 

d) controlling expenditure; 

e) establishing and directing operational and administrative procedures; 

f) overseeing the application of work safety and related procedures; 
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g) overseeing the selection, training and performance of staff; 

h) representing the department in its dealings with other parts of the enterprise or with 

outside bodies; 

i) performing other related tasks; and 

j) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

1431.10 Manager, Sports Centre 

1431.20 Manager, Cultural activities 

1431.25 Manager, Amusement 

1431.30 Manager, Travel Agency 

1431.40 Manager, Cinema 

1431.50 Manager, Leisure Centre 

1431.60 Manager, Recreational Activities 

1431.65 Manager, Camp 

1431.70 Manager, Theatre 

1431.80 Manager, Casino 

1431.90 Sports, Recreation and Cultural Centre Managers, NEC 

 

1432 PERSONAL CARE, CLEANING AND RELATED SERVICES MANAGERS  

PERSONAL CARE, CLEANING AND RELATED SERVICES MANAGERS plan, direct and 

coordinate activities concerning personal care, cleaning and related services operation within 

government agency, corporate business, or organization under the guidance of directors and chief 

executives. 

TASKS include: 

a) planning, directing and coordinating activities concerning personal care, cleaning and 

related services operation; 

b) ensuring the efficient use of resources and the fulfillment of the schedules; 

c) planning and directing daily operations; 

d) controlling expenditure; 

e) establishing and directing operational and administrative procedures; 

f) overseeing the application of work safety and related procedures; 

g) overseeing the selection, training and performance of staff; 

h) representing the department in its dealings with other parts of the enterprise or with 

outside bodies; 

i) planning and implementing policies; 

j) making budgetary estimates; 

k) planning and controlling the use of resources and hiring workers; 

l) performing other related tasks; and 

m) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

1432.10 Manager, Cleaning Services 

1432.20 Manager, Personal Care  

1432.30 Manager, Beauty/Dressing salon  

1432.90 Personal Care, Cleaning and Related Services Managers, NEC 
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1433 SAFETY AND SECURITY MANAGER  

SAFETY AND SECURITY MANAGERS plan, direct and coordinate operation concerning 

safety and security within government agency, corporate business, or organization under the 

broad guidance of directors and chief executives. 

TASKS include: 

a) planning, formulating and enforcing security policies and regulations; 

b) identifying variances and take corrective action to improvise the security aspects of the 

company; 

c) overseeing the overall security surveillances; 

d) responsible for the overall management of In-House security personnel; 

e) reviewing any procedures or instructions that involves security aspect to ensure all staff 

are fully trained to achieve maximum security; 

f) enforcing strict discipline and carrying out investigation in any disciplinary matter 

amongst staff; 

g) attending and resolving safety and security issues promptly, effectively and 

independently; 

h) supporting, promoting and implementing initiatives as part of Legal Team; 

i) negotiating with suppliers, customers and other organizations; 

j) planning and controlling the use of resources and hiring workers; 

k) performing other related tasks; and 

l) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

1433.10 Manager, Safety 

1433.20 Manager, Security 

1433.90 Safety and Security Managers, NEC 

 

1439 OTHER SERVICES MANAGERS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED  

This unit group covers managers that plan, direct and coordinate the provision of services and are 

not classified in sub-major group 13, classified here. 

TASKS include: 

a) planning and managing the daily operations of the enterprise; 

b) making budgetary estimates; 

c) negotiating with suppliers, customers and other organizations; 

d) planning and controlling the use of resources and hiring workers; 

e) reporting to owners, if any; 

f) performing related tasks; 

g) Supervising other workers. 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

1439.10 Manager, Import/Export Trade 

1439.20 Manager, Tailoring Mart 

1439.30 Manager, Stationery store 

1439.40 Manager, Garage/Metal works 

1439.50 Manager, Contact Centre 

1439.60 Manager, Conference Centre 
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MAJOR GROUP 2 

PROFESSIONALS 

PROFESSIONALS, by means of research and creativeness, increase the existing stock of 

knowledge; engage in practical application of scientific or artistic concepts and theories, and 

teach about the foregoing in a systematic manner. Most occupations in this major Group require 

skills at the fourth skill level, as defined in TASCO Introduction. 

 In a system of continuing education, where primary education begins at age 7or 8, courses at 

this level begin at about 21 or 22 years, and last for about three to five years, and lead to the 

University or Postgraduate University degree, or equivalent. 

It should be stressed that in the case of some of the occupations in this Major Group, the needed 

skills, or a part of them, may be acquired through innate abilities and appropriate work-

experience coupled with thorough on-the-job training may be necessary. 

 

Tasks performed by Professionals in various fields of theoretical and applied sciences and arts 

usually include enlarging, advising on or applying knowledge obtained through study of the 

following: physical matter, chemical processes and other physical phenomena; various life forms 

and methods of treating their disorders and illnesses; mathematical, statistical and computing 

concepts; political economic, juridical, educational, religious and other social organisations, as 

well as individual and group behaviour and language development. Tasks also include designing 

and constructing civil engineering and industrial structures, industrial plants, and machines and 

equipments; studying and advising on technological aspects of particular materials, products and 

production processes; creating and performing works of arts; teaching the theory and practices of 

one or more disciplines; preparing scientific papers and reports; supervision of other workers 

may be included. 

 

Occupations in this Major Group are classified under the following Sub- Major Groups: 

21 Science and engineering professionals  

22 Health professionals 

23 Teaching professionals 

24 Business and administration professionals 

25 Information and communications technology professionals 

26 Legal, social and cultural professionals 

 

SUB-MAJOR GROUP 21 

SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING PROFESSIONALS 

SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING PROFESSIONALS conduct research on, improve or develop 

concepts, theories and operational methods, or engage in the practical application of scientific 

knowledge relating to Physics, astronomy, meteorology, chemistry, geophysics, geology, 

mathematics, statistics, architecture and engineering. 

 

Most occupations in this Sub-Major Group require skills at the fourth level, as defined in 

TASCO Introduction. In a system of continuing education, where primary education begins at 

age 7or 8, courses at this level begin at about 21 or 22 years, and last for about three to five 

years, and lead to the University or Postgraduate University degree, or equivalent. 
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It should be stressed that in the case of some of the occupations in this Major Group, the needed 

skills, or a part of them, may be acquired through innate abilities and appropriate work-

experience coupled with thorough on-the-job training may be necessary. 

 

Tasks performed by Science and Engineering Professionals usually include enlarging, advising 

on or applying scientific knowledge obtained through the study of structures and properties of 

physical matter and phenomena, chemical characteristics and process of various substances, 

materials and products, and of mathematical, statistical and of computing concepts and methods. 

Tasks also include advising on, designing and directing construction of buildings, towns and 

traffic system, civil engineering and industrial plants, machines and equipment, and ensuring 

their optimum use, studying and advising on technological aspects of particular materials, 

products and processes, surveying land and sea and making maps, preparing scientific papers and 

reports, etc. Supervision of other workers may be included.  

 

Occupations in this Sub-Major Group are classified under the following Minor Groups: 

211 Physical and earth science professionals 

212 Mathematicians, actuaries and statisticians 

213 Life science professionals 

214 Engineering professionals (excluding electro technology) 

215 Electro technology engineers 

216 Architects, planners, surveyors and designers   

 

MINOR GROUP 211 

PHYSICAL AND EARTH SCIENCE  PROFESSIONALS 

PHYSICAL AND EARTH SCIENCE PROFESSIONALS conduct research on, improve or 

develop concepts and operational methods, or engage in the practical application of scientific 

knowledge relating to physics, astronomy, meteorology, chemistry, geology and geophysics. 

 

Tasks performed physical and earth science professionals usually include obtaining scientific 

knowledge through the study of mechanics, thermodynamics, optics, sonic, electricity, 

magnetism, electronics, nuclear physics, astronomy, various branches of chemistry, as well as 

atmospheric conditions or the earthôs crust, and advising on or ,applying this knowledge in such 

fields as manufacturing, agriculture, medicine, navigation, space exploration, mineral 

exploration, radio communication or civil engineering. Tasks also include writing scientific 

papers and reports. Supervision of other workers may be included. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups: 

2111    Physicists and astronomers 

2112    Meteorologists 

2113    Chemists 

2114    Geologists and geophysicists 

2119 Other Physical and Earth Science Related       Professionals   
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2111 PHYSICISTS AND ASTRONOMERS 

PHYSICISTS AND ASTRONOMERS study the structure and physical properties of matter and 

the relationships and interactions of matter and energy in order to develop and improve 

materials, products, industrial and other processes. 

TASKS include: 

a) performing experiments, tests and analyses to investigate the structure and properties 

of matter, transformation and propagation of energy, relationships between matter and 

energy and other physical phenomena, in fields such as mechanics, heat, light, sound, 

electricity and magnetism, electronics, and nuclear and solid state physics; 

b) conducting experiments, tests and analyzes in fields such as mechanics, 

thermodynamics, optics, sonic, electricity, magnetism, electronics and nuclear 

physics, or astronomy; 

c) maintaining and developing standards for measurements such as length and time; 

d) applying mathematical techniques to express and analyze observations and to 

formulate conclusions, and relate conclusions to known laws of physics, or proposes 

new hypotheses to explain them; 

e) preparing or supervises the preparation of scientific papers and reports; 

f) observing, analyzing and interpreting celestial phenomena and developing methods 

and techniques to be used in fields such as navigation or space exploration; 

g) supervising and coordinate the work of technical officers; 

h) preparing scientific papers and reports; 

i) developing quality control procedures for manufacturers or users; 

j) performing other related tasks; and 

k) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2111.10 Physicist, General 

   Mfizikia wa Kawaida 

2111.20 Mechanics Physicist  112 METEOROLOGISTS 

2111.30 Heat Physicist (B.T) 

   Physicist, Thermodynamics (A.T) 

   Mfizikia-joto 

2111.35 Medical Physicist 

2111.40 Light Physicist 

   Mfizikia-Mwanga 

2111.45 Sound Physicist 

   Mfizikia-Sauti 

2111.50 Electricity and Magnetism Physicist 

   Mfizikia-Umeme na Sumaku 

2111.60 Electronics Physicist 

   Mfizikia-Elektroniki 

2111.65 Nuclear Physicist  

2111.70 Cosmologist 

2111.75 Crystallographer 

2111.80 Astronomer 

2111.90 Physicists and Astronomers, NEC 
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2112    METEOROLOGISTS  

METEOROLOGISTS study the physics and dynamics of the atmosphere to increase 

understanding of weather and climate, and to forecast changes in the weather. They develop 

concepts and operational methods and prepare detailed long-term weather forecasts used in 

aviation, shipping, agriculture, and other branches, and for the information of the public.  

TASKS include: 

a) analysing and interpreting satellite photographs, remote sensing and other 

observational data concerning atmospheric phenomena; 

b) studying and interpreting composition, structure and dynamics of the atmosphere; 

c) preparing weather forecasts for dissemination to the public and specific users; 

d) preparing warnings relating to atmospheric phenomena such as cyclones, storms or 

other hazards to life and property; 

e) investigating methods of analysis and prognosis of atmospheric conditions; 

f) studying climate data and uses statistical methods to determine and interpret climatic 

trends and predict changes; 

g) conducting experiments in fog dispersal, rainmaking and other types of weather 

control; 

h) undertaking research into the behaviour of the atmosphere; 

i) reviewing observational networks and the dissemination of information; 

j) supervising the work of technical officers and meteorological observers; 

k) participating in the development of computer modelling programs; 

l) preparing scientific papers and reports 

m) performing other related tasks; and 

n) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2112.10 Meteorologist (B.T)   

    Meteorological Scientist (A.T) 

    Mtaalam wa hali ya hewa 

2112.20 Climatologist 

2112.30 Weather Forecaster 

2112.40 Hydrometeorologist 

2112.90 Meteorologists, NEC 

  Wataalam wa Hali ya Hewa Wengine 

 

2113    CHEMISTS 

Chemists conduct research, improve or develop concepts, theories and operational methods, or 

apply scientific knowledge relating to chemistry, mainly to test, develop and improve materials, 

and industrial products and processes 

TASKS include: 

a) conducting research and improving or developing concepts, theories and operational 

methods related to chemistry; 

b) conducting experiments, tests and analyzes to investigate chemical composition and 

energy and chemical changes in various natural, artificial or synthetic substances, 

materials and products; 

c) evaluating results of investigations and experiments and deriving conclusions; 
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d) managing and directing chemical quality control laboratories and chemical quality 

control or assurance, procedures and practices; 

e) managing and directing chemical laboratories, including verification, classification, assay 

and certification of products, process standards or specifications; 

f) developing practical applications of experimental and research findings; 

g) developing or improving pharmaceutical and other industrial materials, products and 

processes; 

h) developing and monitoring quality control procedures for manufacturers or users; 

i) preparing laboratory reports and scientific papers; 

j) supervising and training laboratory technicians; and 

k) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2113.10 Chemist, General 

   Mkemia wa kawaida 

2113.20 Chemist, Organic  

2113.25 Chemist, Food  

2113.30 Chemist, Inorganic 

2113.35 Chemist, Plastics 

2113.40 Chemist, Physical 

2113.50 Chemist, Analytical  

              Mkemia Mchambuzi 

2113.55 Chemist, Quality control  

2113.60 Chemist, Soil 

   Mkemia wa Udongo 

2113.70 Chemist, Water Purification 

2113.80 Chemist, Nuclear 

2113.90 Chemists, NEC 

            Wakemia Wengine 

 

2114     GEOLOGISTS AND GEOPHYSICISTS 

GEOLOGISTS AND GEOPHYSICISTS conduct research, improve or develop concepts, 

theories and operational methods, or apply scientific knowledge relating to geology and 

geophysics in such fields as oil, gas and mineral exploitation, water conservation, civil 

engineering, telecommunications and navigation. 

TASKS include: 

a) conducting research and improving or developing concepts, theories and operational 

methods related to geology and geophysics; 

b) studying composition and structure of the earth's crust, examining rocks, minerals, fossil 

remains, etc. to determine processes affecting the development of the earth, trace 

evolution and establish nature and chronology of geological formations; 

c) interpreting research data and preparing geological reports, maps, charts and diagrams; 

d) applying results of research to assess development potential of mineral, gas and oil 

deposits and underground water resources; 

e) applying geological knowledge to problems encountered in civil engineering projects 

such as the construction of dams, bridges, tunnels and large buildings; 
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f) investigating and measuring seismic, gravitational, electrical, thermal and magnetic 

forces affecting the earth; 

g) investigating and measuring optical and acoustic phenomena in the atmosphere; 

h) charting the earth's magnetic field and applying this and other collected data for purposes 

of broadcasting and navigation; 

i) studying and measuring physical properties of seas and atmosphere and their 

interrelationship such as the exchange of thermal energy; 

j) locating and determining the nature and extent of oil, gas and mineral deposits and of 

ground water resources, using seismological, gravimetric, magnetic, electrical or 

radiometric methods; 

k) preparing laboratory reports and scientific papers;  

l) performing related tasks; and 

m) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2114.10 Geophysicist  

2114.15 Hydrologist  

2114.20 Geologist (B.T) 

     Geological scientist (A.T) 

   Mtaalamu wa ardhi za migodi 

2114.30 Mineralogist 

2114.40 Petrologist 

2114.50 Seismologist 

2114.60 Geologist, Marine 

2114.70 Geomorphologist 

2114.80 Geological oceanographer 

2114.85 Geophysical oceanographer 

2114.90 Geologists and geophysicists, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 212 

MATHEMATICIANS, ACTUAR IES AND STATISTICIANS  

 

MATHEMATICIANS, ACTUARIES AND STATISTICIANS conduct research on, improve or 

develop mathematical, actuarial and Statistical concepts and operational methods, and apply 

mathematical, statistical and actuarial principles and techniques to a range of tasks including 

scientific research, designing statistical collections; studying financial policy, analysing financial 

risks and investment issues; and solving engineering, management and other problems. 

 

Tasks performed usually include: studying, improving and developing mathematical, actuarial 

and statistical theories and techniques; advising on or applying mathematical principles, models 

and techniques to a wide range of tasks in the fields of engineering, natural, social or life 

sciences; conducting logical analyzes of management problems, especially in terms of input-

output effectiveness, and formulating mathematical models of each problem usually for 

programming and solution by computer; designing and putting into operation pension schemes 

and life, health, social and other types of insurance systems; applying mathematics, statistics, 

probability and risk theory to assess potential financial impacts of future events; planning and 
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organizing surveys and other statistical collections, and designing questionnaires; evaluating, 

processing, analyzing, and interpreting statistical data and preparing them for publication; 

advising on or applying various data collection methods and statistical methods and techniques, 

and determining reliability of findings, especially in such fields as business or medicine as well 

as in other areas of natural, social or life sciences; preparing scientific papers and reports; 

supervising the work of mathematical, actuarial and statistical assistants and statistical clerks. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Group: 

2120   Mathematicians, Actuaries and Statisticians  

  

2120    MATHEMATICIANS, ACTUARIES AND STATISTICIANS  

 MATHEMATICIANS, ACTUARIES AND STATISTICIANS conduct research and improve or 

develop mathematical, actuarial and statistical concepts, theories and operational methods and 

techniques and advice on or engage in their practical application in such fields as engineering, 

business and social and other sciences. 

TASKS include: 

a) studying, improving and developing mathematical, actuarial and statistical theories and 

techniques; 

b) advising on or applying mathematical principles, models and techniques to a wide range 

of tasks in the fields of engineering, natural, social or life sciences; 

c) conducting logical analyses of management problems, especially in terms of input output 

effectiveness, and formulating mathematical models of each problem usually for 

programming and solution by computer; 

d) designing and putting into operation pension schemes and life, health, social and other 

types of insurance systems; 

e) applying mathematics, statistics, probability and risk theory to assess potential financial 

impacts of future events; 

f) planning and organizing surveys and other statistical collections, and designing 

questionnaires; 

g) evaluating, processing, analyzing, and interpreting statistical data and preparing them for 

publication; 

h) advising on or applying various data collection methods and statistical methods and 

techniques, and determining reliability of findings, especially in such fields as business or 

medicine as well as in other areas of natural, social or life sciences; 

i) preparing scientific papers and reports; 

j) supervising the work of mathematical, actuarial and statistical assistants and statistical 

clerks; 

k) performing related tasks; and 

l) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2120.10 Mathematician 

2120.20 Operation research Analyst (B.T) 

   Mchambuzi wa utafiti 

   Operations Research Officer (R.T) 

2120.30 Officer, Actuary 
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2120.40 Statistician 

   Mtakwimu  

2120.45 Demographer 

2120.50 Biostatistician (A.T) 

    Statistician, Biological (B.T)   

2120.55 Statistician, Business and Economics 

2120.60 Statistician, Social Research 

2120.70 Statistician, Physical Science 

2120.80 Statistician, Applied statistics 

2120.90 Mathematicians, Actuaries and Statisticians, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 213 

LIFE SCIENCE PROFESSIONALS 

LIFE SCIENCE PROFESSIONALS conduct research on, improve or develop mathematical 

concepts and operational methods, or engage in the practical application of scientific knowledge, 

relating to biology, zoology, botany, ecology, physiology, biochemistry, microbiology, 

pharmacology, agronomy, and medicine. 

 

Most occupations in this Sub-Major Group require skills at the fourth level, as defined by 

TASCO In the introduction. In a system of continuing education, where primary education 

begins at age 7or 8, courses at this level begin at about 21 or 22 years, and last for about three to 

five years, and lead to the University or Postgraduate University degree, or equivalent. 

 

Tasks performed by Life Science Professionals usually include enlarging, advising on or 

applying scientific knowledge obtained through the study of all forms of human, animal and 

plant life, including specific organs, tissues, cell and micro-organisms and the effect of 

environmental factors, or drugs and other substances on them. Tasks also include studying 

human, animal and plant illnesses, advising on and carrying out practical applications preventive, 

curative and nursing measures, or promoting health; preparing scientific papers and reports. 

Supervising of other workers may be included. 

   

Occupations in this Sub-Major Group are classified under the following Minor Groups: 

2131   Biologists, botanists, zoologists and related professionals    

  2132   Farming, forestry and fisheries advisers 

  2133   Environmental protection professionals 

 

2131   BIOLOGISTS, BOTANISTS, ZOOLOGISTS AND RELATED PROFESSIONALS 

BIOLOGISTS, BOTANISTS, ZOOLOGISTS AND RELATED PROFESSIONALS study living 

organisms and their interactions with each other and with the environment, and apply this 

knowledge to solve human health and environmental problems. They work in diverse fields such 

as botany, zoology, ecology, marine biology, genetics, immunology, pharmacology, toxicology, 

physiology, bacteriology and virology. 

TASKS include: 

a) conducting research, improving or developing concepts, theories and operational methods 

in their respective fields; 
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b) conducting field and laboratory experiments concerning all forms of life by identifying 

and classifying human, animal, insect or plant specimens, and studying their origin, 

development, chemical and physical form, structure, composition, and life and 

reproductive processes; 

c) studying and conducting experiments concerning the structure, development and 

characteristics of micro-organisms such as bacteria or viruses; 

d) studying all forms of plant/animal life and developing practical applications in fields such 

as agriculture and medicine; 

e) studying and conducting experiments concerning the structure and functions of living 

cells and the influence of physical and chemical factors upon normal and abnormal cells; 

f) studying inter-relationships of animal and plant life and the environmental factors 

involved and giving professional advice to related disciplines; 

g) developing industrial, medical and other applications of knowledge in their respective 

fields; 

h) preparing laboratory reports and scientific papers; 

i) supervising and training laboratory technicians;  

j) performing related tasks; and 

k) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2131.10 Biologist, General; 

2131.15 Biologist 

2131.20 Botanist (B.T.); 

   Plant geneticists (R.T) 

   Plant pathology (R.T.); 

   Plant virologist (R.T); 

   Plant ecologist (R.T); 

   Weed control specialist (R.T); 

   Plant breeding specialist (R.T); 

2131.40 Zoologist (B.T); 

   Fisheries officer (R.T); 

   Game officer (R.T); 

   Beekeeping officer (R.T);  

   Animal behaviourist (R.T); 

   Afisa uvuvi 

   Afisa wanyamapori 

   Afisa ufugaji nyuki 

2131.50 Entomologist (B.T); 

   Nematologist (R.T); 

2131.60 Taxonomist 

2131.70 Bacteriologist 

2131.90 Biologists, Botanists, Zoologists and Related Professionals, NEC 

 

2132  FARMING, FORESTRY AND FISHERIES ADVISERS  

FARMING, FORESTRY AND FISHERIES ADVISERS provide technical assistance and advice 

on farming and forestry methods and problems. 
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TASKS include: 

a) collecting and analysing data and samples related to produce, feed, soil, water 

quality and other factors affecting farm, forest or fishery production; 

b) advising on techniques for improving the production of crops, livestock and 

fish, and alternative production options;  

c) advising on livestock and crop disease, control of pests and weeds, soil 

improvement, animal husbandry and feeding programs;  

d) studying the environmental factors affecting commercial crop production, 

pasture growth, animal breeding, fish stocks and the growth and health of forest 

trees;  

e) studying the effects of cultivation techniques, soils, insects, diseases and 

fisheries practices on animal, crop, forestry and fisheries yield; 

f) studying fish migration, growth, feeding and spawning and devising methods of 

collecting, fertilizing, incubating and hatching fish eggs;  

g) researching into characteristics, use capability and productivity of soils and 

applying findings to development of improved agricultural, horticultural and 

forestry practices developing procedures and techniques for solving agricultural 

problems and improving the efficiency of production;  

h) managing forest and fisheries resources to maximize their long-term 

commercial, recreational and environmental benefits; 

i) studying the propagation and culture of forest trees, methods for improving the 

growth of stock, and the effects of thinning on forest yields;  

j) investigating, planning and implementing management procedures to cope with 

the effects of fires, floods, droughts, soil erosion, pests and diseases; 

k) preparing scientific reports and conducting advisory information sessions and lectures 

for farming, forestry and fishing communities and other groups; 

l) performing other related tasks; and 

m) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2132.10 Agronomist 

2132.20 Adviser, forestry 

2132.30 Farm, demonstrator 

2132.40 Officer, National Park 

2132.50 Forestry Scientist 

2132.55 Horticultural Scientist 

2132.60 Soil Scientist 

2132.70 Silviculturist 

2132.80 Adviser, Fishery 

2132.90 Farming, Forestry and Fisheries advisers, NEC 

 

2133 ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION PROFESSIONALS  

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION PROFESSIONALS   responsible for the scientific 

planning and daily running of areas of the environment in a way that reconciles the interests of 

conservation, land owners and the public. 

TASKS include: 
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a) conducting research, performing tests, collecting samples, performing field and 

laboratory analysis to identify sources of environmental problems and recommending 

ways to prevent, control and remediate the impact of environmental problems; 

b) assessing the likely impact that potential or proposed activities, projects and 

developments may have on the environment, and recommending whether such 

developments should proceed; 

c) conducting  ecological surveys to identify plant and animal species, map their habitat and 

draw up conservation plans; 

d) developing and coordinating the implementation of environmental management systems 

to enable organizations to identify, monitor and control the impact of their activities, 

products and services on the environment; 

e) conducting audits to evaluate environmental impact of existing activities, processes, 

wastes, noises and substances; 

f) assessing an organization's compliance with government and internal environmental 

regulations and guidelines, identifying violations and determining appropriate remedial 

action; 

g) providing technical advice and support services to organizations on how best to deal with 

environmental problems in order to reduce environmental damage and minimize financial 

loss; 

h) liaising with conservation organizations, planning authorities and land owners to 

establish nature reserves and sites of special scientific interest, and to identify and protect 

buildings and areas of historical interest; 

i) carrying out environmental assessments as to the consequences of proposed new 

developments; 

j) providing information to the public through setting up displays, writing leaflets, making 

presentations and addressing the media; 

k) preparing scientific papers and reports; 

l) performing other related tasks; and 

m) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2133.10 Air pollution Analyst 

2133.20 Conservation Scientist 

2133.30 Conservation Officer  

2133.40 Environmental Auditor  

2133.45 Environmental Impact Assessment Officer  

2133.50 Environmental Consultant 

2133.60 Ecologist 

2133.70 Environmental Protection Officer 

2133.80 Environmental Research Scientist 

2133.90 Environmental Protection Professionals, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 214 

ENGINEERING PROFESSIONALS (EXCLUDING ELECTROTECHNOLOGY)  

ENGINEERING PROFESSIONALS (EXCLUDING ELECTROTECHNOLOGY) conduct 

research on, improve or develop concepts and operational methods, or engage in the practical 
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application of scientific knowledge in such fields as engineering, and technological or economic 

efficiency aspects of production processes.  

 

Tasks performed usually include conducting research on, advising on, designing  mechanical, 

civil and other engineering structures and systems such as machines, machinery and industrial 

plants; developing and applying chemical processes in particular productions; developing and 

maintaining commercial-scale methods to extract minerals, oil and gas from the earth, or metals 

from their ores, or to develop new materials, studying and advising on technological aspects of 

particular materials, products and processes.  

     

Occupations in this Sub-Major Group are classified under the following Minor Groups: 

 2141 Industrial and Production Engineers  

 2142 Civil engineers 

2143 Environmental engineers 

2144 Mechanical engineers 

2145 Chemical engineers 

2146 Mining engineers, metallurgists and related professionals 

2149 Engineering professionals not elsewhere classified 

 

2141    INDUSTRIAL AND PRODUCTION ENGINEERS 

INDUSTRIAL AND PRODUCTION ENGINEERS plan, design, organize and supervise the 

operation of industrial production. 

TASKS include: 

a) consulting with management and supervisory personnel and advising on planning and 

production methods; 

b) developing sophisticated factory automation and mechanization projects and 

c) recommending long-term automation strategies; 

d) advising on methods to promote efficient, safe and economic utilisation of personnel, 

materials and equipment; 

e) making recommendations regarding methods of work and sequence of operations; 

f) making recommendations and supervising time and motion aspects of work 

g) organization; 

h) advising on most efficient layout of plant or establishment; 

i) identifying potential hazards and introducing safety procedures and devices; 

j) preparing and monitoring cost estimates and bills of quantities for architectural and 

construction projects; 

k) studying and advising on technological aspects of manufacturing processes relating to 

glass, ceramics, textiles, leather products, wood and printing; 

l) performing other related tasks; and 

m) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2141.10 Engineer, Automation 

2141.20 Engineer, Industrial 

2141.30 Engineer, Industrial Efficiency 

2141.40 Engineer, Work study 
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2141.50 Engineer, Health and Safety 

2141.60 Engineer, Production 

2141.65 Engineer, Process; 

2141.70 Engineer, Production Analyst 

2141.80 Engineer, Plant 

2141.85 Engineer, System/Except Computer 

2141.90 Industrial and production engineers, NEC 

 

2142  CIVIL ENGINEERS  

CIVIL ENGINEERS plan, design, organize and supervise the construction and operation of civil 

engineering projects such as structural, transportation or hydraulic engineering systems. 

TASKS include:  

a) conducting research and developing new or improved theories and methods 

related to civil engineering;  

b) designing civil engineering projects such as hydraulic systems, roads, aerodromes, 

water supply systems, bridges and buildings; 

c) studying, evaluating and reporting on the environmental implications of projects; 

d) determining construction methods, materials and quality standards; 

e) drafting and interpreting specifications, drawings, plans, construction methods 

and procedures; 

f) organising and directing site labour and the delivery of construction materials, 

plant and equipment needed for construction projects; 

g) administering contracts and verifying and certifying satisfactory completion; 

h) establishing detailed programs for the coordination of site activities; 

i) setting up work control systems to ensure that standards of performance, quality, 

cost and safety are met; 

j) consulting other engineers, architects, landscape architects and environmental 

scientists; 

k) researching, investigating and evaluating materials, processes or systems related 

to civil engineering works; 

l) supervises the testing and commissioning of completed works; 

m) preparing scientific papers and reports; 

n) performing other related tasks; and 

o) supervising other workers. 

  

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2142.10   Engineer, Civil General (B.T) 

     Engineer, Executive Civil (A.T) 

     Mhandisi Ujenzi Kawaida 

     Mhandisi Mtekelezaji, ujenzi  

2142.15  Engineer, Structural 

2142.20  Engineer, Civil/building construction 

    Mhandisi wa Majengo 

2142.30  Engineer, Civil/highway and Street Construction 

2142.35  Engineer, Aerodrome Construction  

2142.40  Engineer, Railway Construction  
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     Mhandisi wa ujenzi wa reli 

2142.45 Engineer, Civil/Bridge Construction 

    Mhandisi wa Ujenzi wa Madaraja,  

2142.50Engineer, Sewerage and Sanitary 

    Mhandisi wa usafi 

2142.55 Engineer, water (B.T) 

   Engineer, Hydraulics (A.T) 

   Mhandisi wa mwendo maji 

   Engineer, Irrigation (R.T) 

   Engineer, Agriculture Irrigation (R.T) 

              Mhandisi wa kilimo- umwagiliaji 

2142.60 Engineer, Civil/geotechnical 

2142.65 Engineer, Soil mechanics 

2142.70 Engineer, Dock construction 

2142.90 Civil engineers, NEC 

   Wahandisi wa Ujenzi- Wengine 

   

2143 ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERS  

Environmental engineers conduct research, advise on, design and direct implementation of 

solutions to prevent, control or remedy negative impacts of human activity on the environment 

utilizing a variety of engineering disciplines. They conduct environmental assessments of 

construction and civil engineering projects and apply engineering principles to pollution control, 

recycling and waste disposal. 

TASKS Include: 

a) conducting research, assessing and reporting on the environmental impact of existing 

and proposed construction, civil engineering and other activities; 

b) inspecting industrial and municipal facilities and programs to evaluate operational 

effectiveness and ensure compliance with environmental regulations;  

c)   designing and overseeing the development of systems, processes and equipment for 

control, management, or remediation of water, air, or soil quality; 

d) providing environmental engineering assistance in network analysis, regulatory 

analysis, and planning or reviewing database development; 

e) obtaining, updating, and maintaining plans, permits, and standard operating 

procedures;  

f)   providing engineering and technical support for environmental remediation and 

litigation projects, including remediation system design and determination of 

regulatory applicability; 

g) monitoring progress of environmental improvement programs; 

h) advising corporations and government agencies of procedures to follow in cleaning 

up contaminated sites to protect people and the environment;  

i)   collaborating with environmental scientists, planners, hazardous waste technicians, 

engineers from other disciplines, and specialists in law and business to address 

environmental problems; 

j)   performing other related tasks; and 

k) supervising other workers. 
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OCCUPATIONS include:  

2143.10 Engineer, Environment 

    Mhandisi wa mazingira 

2143.20 Environmental Analyst 

2143.30 Engineer, Air Pollution Control 

2143.40 Environmental remediation Specialist 

2143.90 Engineer, environment, NEC 

   Wahandisi wa mazingira, wengine 

 

2144   MECHANICAL ENGINEERS  

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS plan, design and oversee the assembly, erection, operation and 

maintenance of mechanical and process of plant and installations. 

TASKS include: 

a) designing mechanical equipment, machinery, components, products for manufacture; 

and plant and systems for construction; 

b) developing specifications for manufacture, determining materials, equipment, piping, 

material flows, capacities and layout of plant or systems; 

c) organising and managing project labour and the delivery of materials, plant and 

equipment; 

d) establishing detailed programs for coordination of project activities 

e) setting up work control systems to ensure that standards of performance, quality, cost 

and safety are met; 

f) administering contracts and verifying and certifying satisfactory completion; 

g) generating sewerage and water supply pumping systems; 

h) supervising in consultation with other engineers the testing and commissioning of 

completed works; 

i) conducting research in areas such as utilization of energy, materials handling, 

thermodynamic processes, fluid mechanics and environmental controls; 

j) preparing scientific papers and reports; 

k) performing other related tasks; and 

l) supervising other workers. 

OCCUPATIONS include:    

2144.10 Engineer, Mechanical General (B.T); 

   Mhandisi wa Mitambo 

   Engineer, Workshop (A.T) 

   Engineer, Factory (A.T) 

   Engineer, Executive Mechanical (A.T) 

   Mhandisi mtekelezaji, Mitambo 

2144.20 Engineer, Industrial Machinery and Tools 

    Mhandisi wa Mashine za Viwanda na Zana 

2144.25 Engineer, Mechanical- Motors (B.T) 

             Engineer, Mechanical- Motors and Engines (except marine) (A.T) 

   Mhandisi wa mitambo na mashine 

2144.30 Engineer, Mechanical-Marine 

2144.35 Engineer, Ship Construction/Maintenance  

2144.40 Engineer, Aircraft (B.T) 
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   Engineer, Aeronautical (A.T) 

2144.45 Engineer, Automotive 

2144.50 Engineer, Refrigeration (B.T) 

             Engineer, Heating, Ventilation, Air-Conditioning and Refrigeration (A.T) 

   Mhandisi wa Ubadilishaji hewa, viyoyozi na majokofu 

2144.60 Engineer, Agricultural Mechanical 

2144.65 Engineer, Mechanical/Instruments 

2144.70 Engineer, Nuclear power 

2144.80 Engineer, Lubrication                

2144.90 Mechanical engineer, NEC 

    Wahandisi wa Mitambo, Wengine 

 

2145 CHEMICAL ENGINEERS  

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS conduct research and develop, design and advise on and direct 

commercial- scale chemical processes and production of various substances and items such as 

crude oil, petroleum derivatives, food and drink products, medicaments, or synthetic materials, 

and direct maintenance and repair of industrial plant, or study and advice on technological 

aspects of particular materials, products or processes.  

TASKS include: 

a) conducting research and advising on, and developing and designing commercial-scale 

chemical processes and equipment to refine crude oil and other liquids or gases, and to 

produce substances and items such as petroleum derivatives, explosives, food and drink 

products, medicament or synthetic materials; 

b) specifying relevant aspects of the construction of chemical manufacturing plant; 

c) specifying production methods, materials and quality standards and ensuring that they 

conform to specifications; 

d) establishing control standards and procedures to ensure safety, environmental protection 

and efficiency in manufacturing operations and processes; 

e) locating and correcting malfunctions; 

f) organizing and advising on maintenance and repair of existing equipment; 

g) studying and advising on technological aspects of particular materials, products or 

processes; 

h) maintaining technical liaison and consultancy with other relevant specialists; 

i) preparing analytical reports; 

j) performing other related tasks; and 

k) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2145.10 Engineer, Chemical, general (B.T) 

   Engineer, Executive, Chemical (A.T) 

   Mhandisi wa Kemia ï kawaida 

   Mhandisi Mtekelezaji, Kemia 

2145.20 Engineer, Chemical/ Petroleum and Gas 

    Mhandisi wa kemia- Mafuta na Gesi 

2145.25 Technologist, Fuel 

2145.30 Engineer, Chemical/Paints and Varnish 
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2145.40 Engineer, Chemical/Fertilizer 

2145.50 Engineer, Chemical/Pharmaceutical Products 

2145.60 Engineer, Chemical/Process 

2145.65 Engineer, Refinery Process 

2145.70 Technologist, Food and Drinks 

2145.75 Technologist, Fibre 

2145.80 Technologist, Rubber 

2145.85 Technologist, Plastics 

2145.90 Chemical engineer, NEC 

    Wahandisi wa kemia, wengine 

 

2146  MINING ENGINEERS, METALLURGISTS AND RELATED PROFESSIONALS  

MINING ENGINEERS, METALLURGISTS AND RELATED PROFESSIONALS conduct 

research, design and develop and maintain commercial-scale methods of extracting metals from 

their ores, or minerals, water, oil or gas from the earth and of developing new alloys, ceramic 

and other materials, or study and advise on technological aspects of particular materials, products 

or processes. 

TASKS include: 

a) conducting research and advising on, designing and developing new or improved 

methods to deal with engineering aspects of mining and oil, gas or water extraction; 

b) determining the most suitable methods of efficient mining and extraction, types of 

machinery to be used, planning layout and directing construction of shafts and tunnels; 

c) determining drilling site and devising methods of controlling the flow of water, oil or gas 

from wells; 

d) planning and directing storage, initial treatment and transportation of water, oil or gas; 

e) establishing safety standards and procedures and first-aid facilities, especially 

f) underground; 

g) conducting research, developing methods of extracting metals from their ores and 

advising on their application; 

h) investigating properties of metals and alloys, developing new alloys and advising on and 

supervising technical aspects of metal and alloy manufacture and processing; 

i) studying and advising on technological aspects of particular materials or processes; 

j) maintaining technical liaison and consultancy with other relevant specialists in 

k) particular with geologists and geophysicists; 

l) preparing cost budget of operations to evaluate the economic feasibility of production 

processes; 

m) performing other related tasks, and 

n) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include:  

2146.10 Engineer, Mining general (B.T) 

    Engineer, Executive Mining (A.T) 

    Mhandisi wa machimbo ya migodi-kawaida 

             Mhandisi mtekelezaji, machimbo  

2146.20 Engineer, mining-coal  

    Mhandisi wa machimbo ya migodi ya makaa ya mawe 
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2146.30 Engineer, mining-metal 

  Mhandisi wa machimbo ya migodi ya chuma 

2146.40 Engineer, Petroleum and Natural gas 

2146.50 Engineer, Mineral Dressing  

2146.60 Engineer, Ceramics and Glass  

2146.65 Assayer 

  Mpima ubora wa madini 

2146.70 Metallurgist, Physical 

  Mtengenezaji madini tayari kufuliwa 

2146.80 Extractive Metallurgist 

2146.90 Mining Engineers, Metallurgist and Related professionals, NEC             

              Mhandisi wa Machimbo ya Migodi, Wengine 

 

2149 ENGINEERING PROFESSIONALS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED  

This unit group covers Engineering Professional (Excluding Electro-technology) not classified 

elsewhere in Minor Group 214: Engineering Professional (Excluding Electro-technology). For 

instance, here should be classified those who engaged in conducting research, advising on or 

developing industrial efficiency of production, quality control, and those who study and advise 

on technological aspects of particular materials, products and manufacturing processes. 

TASKS include: 

a) applying knowledge of engineering to the design, development, and evaluation of 

biological and health systems and products, such as artificial organs, prostheses, 

and instrumentation; 

b) designing devices used in various medical procedures, imaging systems such as 

magnetic resonance imaging, and devices for automating insulin injections or 

controlling body functions; 

c)   designing components of optical instruments such as lenses, microscopes, 

telescopes, lasers, optical disc systems and other equipment that utilize the 

properties of light;  

d) designing, testing, and coordinating the development of explosive ordnance 

material to meet military procurement specifications; 

e) designing and overseeing construction and operation of nuclear reactors and power 

plants and nuclear fuels reprocessing and reclamation systems; 

f) designing and developing nuclear equipment such as reactor cores, radiation 

shielding, and associated instrumentation and control mechanisms; 

g) assessing damage and providing calculations for marine salvage operations; 

h) studying and advising on engineering aspects of particular manufacturing 

processes, such as those related to glass, ceramics, textiles, leather products, wood, 

and printing; 

i) identifying potential hazards and introducing safety procedures and devices 

j) performing other related tasks; and 

k) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2149.10 Engineer, project 

2149.20 Engineer, quality control 
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2149.30 Engineer, Biomedical 

2149.40 Engineering executive, store 

2149.50 Engineer, Explosive Ordinance 

2149.60 Engineer, Marine Salvage 

2149.70 Engineer, Materials 

2149.80 Engineer, Optical 

 

MINOR GROUP 215 

ELECTROTECHNOLOGY ENGINEERS  

ELECTROTECHNOLOGY ENGINEERS conduct research on and design, advise, plan and 

direct the construction and operation of electronic, electrical and telecommunications systems, 

components, motors, and equipment. They organize and establish control systems to monitor the 

performance and safety of electrical and electronic assemblies and systems. 

 

Tasks performed usually include conducting research, advising on and directing the maintenance 

and repair of electrical, electronic and telecommunications products and systems; advising on 

and designing power stations and systems that generate, transmit and distribute electrical power; 

establishing control standards to monitor performance and safety of electrical, electronic and 

telecommunication systems and equipment. 

 

Occupations in this Sub-Major Group are classified under the following Minor Groups: 

  2151 Electrical engineers 

2152 Electronics engineers 

2153 Telecommunications engineers 

 

2151    ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS design, develop and supervise the manufacture, installation, 

operation and maintenance of electrical equipments, machines and systems for the generation, 

distribution, utilization and control of electric power. 

TASKS include: 

a) planning and designing the manufacture and installation of electric power equipment and 

facilities; 

b) determining the type and arrangement of circuits, transformers, circuit-breakers, 

transmission lines and other equipment; 

c) advising on and designing systems for electrical motors, electrical traction and other 

equipment or domestic electrical appliances; 

d) interpreting specifications, drawings, standards and regulations relating to electric power 

equipment and use; 

e) organizing and managing resources used in the supply of electrical components, 

f) machines, appliances and equipment; 

g) establishing delivery and installation schedules for machines, switchgear, cables and 

fittings; 

h) supervising the operation and maintenance of power stations, transmission and 

distribution systems and industrial plants; 

i) establishing control standards and procedures to ensure efficient functioning and safety of 

electrical generating and distribution systems, motors and equipment; 
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j) locating and correcting malfunctions; 

k) maintaining technical liaison and consultancy with other relevant specialists; 

l) performing other related tasks; and 

m) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include:  

2151.10 Engineer, electrical (B.T) 

   Engineer, executive electrical (A.T) 

   Mhandishii wa umeme-kawaida 

             Mhandishi mtekelezaji, umeme  

2151.20 Engineer, electrical/electric power generation 

   Mhandishi wa mitambo ya kutolea nishati 

2151.30 Engineer, electrical/electric power distribution and Transimission 

   Mhandishi wa kugawanya nishati 

2151.40 Engineer, electrical illumination 

2151.50 Engineer, electrical/electromechanical equipment/instrument  

    Mhandisi wa vifaa/ala za umeme 

2151.55 Engineer, Electromechanical 

2151.60 Engineer, Electrical design  

2151.70 Engineer, Electrical systems  

2151.90 Electrical Engineers, NEC 

  Wahandishi wa Umeme-wengine 

 

2152 ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS 

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS design, develop, adapt, install, test and maintain electronic 

components, circuits and systems used for computer systems, communication systems and other 

industrial applications. 

TASKS include: 

a) designing electronic components, circuits and systems used for computer, 

communication and control systems, and other industrial applications; 

b) designing software, especially embedded software, to be used within such systems; 

c) developing apparatus and procedures to test electronic components, circuits and 

systems; 

d) supervising installation and commissioning of computer, communications and control 

systems, and ensures proper control and protection methods; 

e) establishing and monitoring performance and safety standards and procedures for 

operation, modification, maintenance and repair of such systems; 

f) designing communications bearers based on wired, optical fibre and wireless 

communications media; 

g) analysing communications traffic and level of service, and determining the type of 

installation, location, layout and transmission medium for communications systems; 

h) advising on and designing electronic devices, systems, motors and equipments such 

as computers; 

i) designing and developing signal processing algorithms and implementing these 

through appropriate choice of hardware and software; 

j) preparing scientific papers and reports; 
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k) performing other related tasks; and 

l) supervising other workers.  

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2152.10 Engineer, Electronics  

   Engineer, Executive Electronics  

   Mhandishi wa elektroniki ï kawaida 

   Mhandishi mtekelezaji, elektroniki 

2152.20 Engineer, Signal/railway 

2152.30 Engineer, Computer 

2152.40 Engineer, Audio and Video equipment 

2152.50 Engineer, Electronics/Semiconductors 

2152.60 Engineer, Electronics/Instrumentation 

2152.90 Electronics engineer, N.E.C. 

   Wahandisi wa elektroniki, wengine 

 

2153   TELECOMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERS  

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS design, develop, adapt, test and maintain electronic components, 

circuits and systems used for computer systems, communications systems and industrial 

applications. 

TASKS include: 

a) advising on and designing telecommunication devices, circuits and systems used for 

computers, communications and control systems and other industrial applications; 

b) designing software especially embedded software to be used within such systems; 

c) developing apparatus and procedures to test electronic components, circuits and systems; 

d) supervising installation and commissioning of computer and telecommunications 

e) systems and ensuring proper control and protection methods; 

f) establishing control standards and procedures to ensure efficient functioning and safety of 

electronic systems, motors and equipment; 

g) locating and correcting malfunctions; 

h) organizing and directing maintenance and repair of existing electronic systems, motors 

and equipment; 

i) studying and advising on technological aspects of particular materials, products or 

processes; 

j) maintaining technical liaison and consultancy with other relevant specialists; 

k) performing related tasks; and 

l) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2153.10 Engineer, Telecommunications      

2153.20 Engineer, Telephone Installation  

2153.30 Engineer, Telecommunications/Aerospace 

2153.40 Engineer, Telecommunications/Television 

2153.50 Engineer, Telecommunications/Radio   

2153.60 Engineer Technologist, Telecommunications 

2153.70 Technical Officer (Telecommunications) 

2153.80 Engineer, Broadcasting 
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2153.90 Telecommunications engineers, NEC  

 

MINOR GROUP 216 

ARCHITECTS, PLANNERS, SURVEYORS AND DESIGNERS 
ARCHITECTS, PLANNERS, SURVEYORS AND DESIGNERS conduct research on, provide 

advice on, and design residential, commercial and industrial buildings, layouts of towns, 

landscapes and traffic routing, and monitor their construction and maintenance.  

 

Tasks performed usually include, determining the objectives and constraints of the design brief 

by consulting with clients and stakeholders; formulating design concepts and plans that 

harmonize aesthetic considerations with technical, functional, ecological and production 

requirements; preparing sketches, diagrams, illustrations, animations; plans, maps, charts, 

samples and models to communicate design concepts and other information; analyzing 

photographs, satellite imagery, survey documents and data, maps, records, reports and statistics; 

undertaking research and analysing functional, spatial, commercial, cultural, safety, 

environmental  and aesthetic requirements. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups: 

  2161    Building architects 

 2162    Landscape architects 

 2163    Product and garment designers 

 2164    Town and traffic planners 

 2165    Cartographers and surveyors 

 2166    Graphic and multimedia designers 

 

2161 BUILDING ARCHITECTS  BUILDING ARCHITECTS 

BUILDING ARCHITECTS conduct research, advice on, design of recreational, institutional, 

residential, commercial and industrial buildings, plan, monitor their construction, maintenance, 

and repair. 

TASKS include: 

a) developing new or improved architectural theories and methods; 

b) consulting with clients and making recommendations regarding type, style, size and other 

aspects of construction; 

c) designing buildings, preparing detailed drawings and plans for their construction, 

maintenance and repair and making necessary contacts to ensure feasibility of projects in 

respect of style, cost and timing, compliance with regulations, etc.; 

d) identifying and finding best solutions for problems regarding function and quality of 

interior environments of buildings and making necessary designs, drawings and plans; 

e) inspecting construction work in progress to ensure compliance with plans, specification 

and quality standards; 

f) planning layout and coordinating development of urban areas; 

g) planning and designing the development of land areas for projects such as parks, schools, 

institutions, airports, roadways and related projects, and for commercial, industrial and 

residential sites; 
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h) preparing reports, site plans, working drawings, specifications and cost estimates for land 

development, showing location and details of proposals, including ground modeling, 

structures and vegetation; 

i) maintaining technical liaison and consultancy with other relevant specialists; 

j) supervising the testing and commissioning of completed works; 

k) performing related tasks; and 

l) supervising other workers. 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2161.10 Architect, General (B.T) 

  Architect, Building (A.T) 

  Msanifu wa Ujenzi 

2161.20 Architect, interior 

2161.30 Interior Decoration Designer 

2161.90 Building Architects, NEC 

  Wasanifu wa Ujenzi - Wengine 

 

2162    LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS 

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT plans and designs land areas for projects such as open space 

Networks, parks, schools, institutions, roads, external areas for all building types, land 

subdivisions, and commercial, industrial and residential sites. 

TASKS include: 

a) consulting with associated professionals and clients on matters concerning external 

area designs, costs and construction; 

b) compiling and analysing site and community data on geographical aspects, ecology of 

area land forms, soils, vegetation, site hydrology, visual characteristics and human-

made structures; 

c) formulating land use and development recommendations and preparing 

environmental impact statements; 

d) undertaking studies related to historical and conservation aspects of areas, site 

character analyses and feasibility planning; 

e) preparing reports, site plans, working drawings, specifications and cost estimates for 

land development showing location and details of proposals, including ground 

modelling, structures, vegetation and access; 

f) preparing and advising on contracts inspecting construction work in progress to 

ensure compliance with plans and quality standards; 

g) advising on landscape problems concerned with environmental planning; 

h) preparing scientific papers and reports; 

i) performing other related tasks; and supervising other workers; 

j) preparing scientific papers and reports; 

k) performing other related tasks; and 

l) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include:   

2162.10 Landscape Architect 

2162.90 Landscape Architect, NEC 
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2163    PRODUCT AND GARMENT DESIGNERS 

PRODUCT AND GARMENTS DESIGNERS create designs for clothing and accessories, 

commercial and industrial products and building interiors or prepare artwork and illustrations for 

a range of media. 

TASKS include: 

a) determining the objectives of the design by consulting with clients, undertaking research 

and analyzing functional requirements or studying layouts; 

b) designing industrial and commercial products, including new types and styles of clothing 

and accessories and endeavoring to harmonies aesthetic considerations with technical and 

other requirements; 

c) supervising the production of sample products or design illustrations, instructing other 

workers making models or patterns of products, or instructing finishing or layout artists 

assembling artwork for printing; 

d) designing and painting stage scenery; 

e) creating and executing artistic effects for use in show windows and other 

display/promotional areas; 

f) tattooing decorative designs on clients' skin; 

g) performing related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include:  

2163.10 Designer, Commercial products 

2163.20 Designer, Textiles 

2163.30 Fashion Designer 

2163.40 Graphic Designer 

2163.50 Calligrapher 

2163.60 Designer, Costume 

2163.70 Designer, Industrial 

2163.80 Designer, Jewellery 

2163.90 Product and Garments Designers, NEC  

 

2164 TOWN AND TRAFFIC PLANNERS  

TOWN AND TRAFFIC PLANNERS develop and implement plans and policies for the 

controlled use of urban and rural land and for traffic systems. They conduct research and provide 

advice on economic, environmental and social factors affecting land use and traffic flows. 

TASKS Include: 

a) planning layout and coordinating development of urban areas; 

b) compiling and analyzing data on economic, legal, political, cultural, demographic, 

sociological, physical and environmental factors affecting land use; 

c) conferring with government authorities, communities and specialists in fields such as 

architecture, planning, social science the environment and the law; 

d) devising and recommending use and development of land, and presenting narrative 

and graphic plans, programs and designs to groups and individuals;  

e) advising governments, companies and communities on urban and regional planning 

issues and proposals; 

f)   reviewing and evaluating environmental impact reports; 
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g) planning layout and coordinating development of urban areas; 

h) planning and the development of land areas for parks, schools, institutions, airports, 

roadways and related projects, and for commercial, industrial and residential sites; 

i)   planning and advising on routing and control of road traffic and public 

transportation systems for efficiency and safety; 

j)   performing related tasks; and 

k) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include:  

2164.10 Planner, Land 

2164.20 Planner, Urban and Rural 

   Afisa Mipango Miji na Vijiji 

 2164.30 Planner, Traffic 

2164.90 Town and Traffic Planners, NEC 

 

2165  CARTOGRAPHERS AND SURVEYORS 

CARTOGRAPHERS AND SURVEYORS apply surveying methods and techniques to 

determine the exact position of natural and constructed features and boundaries of land, seas, 

underground areas and celestial bodies, and prepare or revise digital, graphic and pictorial 

representations of maps and charts or plans. 

TASKS include: 

a) surveying, measuring and describing land surfaces for various purposes, including 

mapmaking, construction work or establishment of property boundaries; 

b) surveying mines, delineating underground surfaces, noting exact position of various 

features and making charts and maps with a view to controlling direction and extent of 

mining; 

c) surveying seas, rivers and lake beds, delineating underwater surfaces, noting exact 

position of various features and making charts and maps to be used in particular in 

determining navigable waters and channels and in planning construction of marine 

structures; 

d) analyzing aerial and other photographs, satellite imagery and surveying data to prepare 

and revise topographic maps and charts, utility maps and other thematic maps; 

e) studying and advising on technical, aesthetic and economic aspects of map production; 

f) supervising the preparation of plans, maps, charts and drawing to give pictorial 

representations and managing automated information systems; 

g) undertaking research and development of surveying and photogrammetric measurement 

systems, cadastral (land tenure) systems and land information systems; 

h) planning and designing land sub-division projects and negotiating details with local 

governments and other authorities; 

i) supervising and coordinating the works of associate surveyors; 

j) maintaining technical liaison and consultancy with other relevant specialists; 

k) performing related tasks; and 

l) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2165.10 Surveyor, General (B.T) 
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2165.15 Surveyor, land (B.T) 

   Mpima Ardhi - Kawaida 

   Land Development Officer (R.T) 

2165.20 Land Valuer 

2165.25 Surveyor, Mine 

2165.35 Surveyor, Hydrographic 

   Mpima Ardhi - Maji 

2165.40 Surveyor, Aerial 

2165.45 Surveyor, Cadastral 

2165.50 Cartographer 

2165.60 Quantity Surveyor 

   Mkadiriaji Ujenzi 

2165.70 Building Economist 

   Mchumi Majengo 

2165.80 Photogrammetrist 

2165.90 Cartographers and Surveyors, NEC 

  Wapima Ardhi- Wengine 

 

2166 GRAPHIC AND MULTIMEDIA DESIGNERS  

GRAPHIC AND MULTIMEDIA DESIGNERS conduct research, improve or develop graphic 

computing concepts and operational methods, and advise on or engage in their practical 

application. 

TASKS include: 

a) researching into the principles and operational methods of computers and computer based 

systems for information communication and processing, planning, design, process control 

and production, development and maintenance of computer software, as well as data 

structures and databases, algorithms, artificial intelligence and robotics; 

b) developing and maintaining data dictionary and management systems of databases to 

ensure validity and safety of data; 

c) contributing to and keeping up with technical developments of computers, peripherals, 

computing methods and software, their potential and limitations; 

d) analyzing computer users' requirements, by consultation, to determine hardware and 

software configurations and development needs and preparing cost-benefit analyzes; 

e) writing programming specifications and preparing technical reports and instruction 

manuals specifying methods of operation and maintenance of the computer hardware and 

software configurations; 

f) designing, writing, maintaining and updating software which controls the overall 

functioning of computers and which links hardware and computer applications software; 

g) designing and implementing communication networks between different computer 

installations; 

h) developing improved methods and instruments, including computer languages, for 

writing, documenting and maintaining computer software; 

i) developing and implementing data processing procedures; 

j) preparing technical papers and reports; 

k) performing related tasks; and 

l) supervising other workers. 
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OCCUPATIONS include: 

2166.10 Designer, Graphic 

2166.20 Designer, Website 

2166.25 Designer, Systems Computer 

2166.30 Designer, Film and Video Graphics  

2166.40 Designer Exhibition 

2166.45 Designer Publication  

2166.50 Specialist graphics and sound/computer 

2166.55 Animation 

2166.60 Display Artist 

2166.70 Commercial Artist 

2166.75 Illustrator 

2166.80 Graphic Artist 

2166.85 Designer, Multmedia 

2166.90 Graphic and multimedia designers, NEC  

 

SUB-MAJOR GROUP 22 

HEALTH PROFESSIONALS  

HEALTH PROFESSIONALS conduct research on, improve or develop concepts, theories and 

operational methods, or engage in the practical application of scientific knowledge relating to 

biology, zoology, botany, physiology, biochemistry, microbiology, pharmacology, agronomy 

and medicine. 

 

Most occupations in this Sub-Major Group require skills at the fourth level, as defined in 

TASCO Introduction. In a system of continuing education, where primary education begins at 

age 7or 8, courses at this level begin at about 21 or 22 years, and last for about three to five 

years, and lead to the University or Postgraduate University degree, or equivalent. 

 

Tasks performed by workers in this sub-major group usually include: conducting research and 

obtaining scientific knowledge through the study of human and animal disorders and illnesses 

and ways of treating them; advising on or applying preventive and curative measures, or 

promoting health; preparing scientific papers and reports. Supervision of other workers may be 

included. 

 

Occupations in this Sub-Major Group are classified under the following Minor Groups:  

221 Medical doctors; 

222 Nursing and midwifery professionals; 

223 Traditional and complementary medicine professionals; 

224 Paramedical practitioners; 

225 Veterinarians; 

226 Other health professional 

 

MINOR GROUP 221 

MEDICAL DOCTORS  

MEDICAL DOCTORS diagnose and treat human physical and mental illnesses, disorders and 

injuries, and recommend preventive action, based on the scientific principles of modern 
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medicine.  They may specialise in certain disease categories or methods of treatment, or assume 

responsibility for the provision of continuing and comprehensive medical care to individuals, 

families and communities. 

 

Tasks performed usually include, conducting examinations and questioning patients to determine 

the nature of disorders or illnesses; ordering tests,  and analysing findings; prescribing and 

administering treatments, medications and other remedial measures performing surgery and other 

clinical procedures; monitoring patients'  progress and response to treatment; inoculating patients 

against communicable diseases; advising on diet, exercise and other habits which aid prevention 

or treatment of disease and disorders; providing pre-natal and post-natal care and during 

childbirth; referring patients to, and exchanging medical information with other health 

professionals; reporting births, deaths and notifiable diseases to government authorities; 

arranging the admission of patients to hospital; conducting research into human disorders and 

illnesses and preventive or curative methods. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups: 

2211 Generalist medical practitioners  

2212 Specialist medical practitioners 

 

2211 GENERALIST MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS  

GENERALIST MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS apply scientific medical knowledge to the 

prevention, diagnosis and treatment of human illnesses. 

TASKS include: 

a) examining the patients to determine the nature of diseases or illnesses; 

b) conducting medical examinations and making diagnoses; 

c) prescribing and giving treatment for diagnosed illnesses, disorders or injuries; 

d) performing surgical operation; 

e) giving specialised medical or surgical treatment for particular type of illnesses, disorders 

or injuries; 

f) giving advice on and applying preventive medicine methods and treatments; 

g) participating in the development and implementation of public health laws and 

regulations for safeguarding and promoting the health of a community; 

h) teaching medical students and other health sciences students, physicians and other health 

professionals; 

i) preparing scientific papers and reports; 

j) performing related tasks; and 

k) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2211.10 Doctor, Medical (General)  

2211.20 Physician (General) 

2211.30 Medical Officer  

2211.40 General Surgeon 

2211.50 Public Health Physician 

2211.60 General Practitioner 

2211.70 District Medical Doctor - Therapist 
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2211.90 Generalist medical practitioners, NEC 

 

2212 SPECIALIST MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS  

SPECIALIST MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS diagnose, treat and prevent illness, disease, injury, 

and other physical and mental impairments in humans, using specialized testing, diagnostic, 

medical, surgical, physical and psychiatric techniques, through application of the principles and 

procedures of modern medicine. They specialize in certain disease categories, types of patient or 

methods of treatment and may conduct medical education and research in their chosen areas of 

specialisation.  

TASKS include: 

a) conducting physical examinations of patients and interviewing them and their 

families  to determine their health status;  

b) considering medical information provided by a referring doctor or other health care 

provider,ordering specialized diagnostic tests to determine the nature of disorders 

or illnesses; 

c) prescribing, administering and monitoring patients' responses to treatments, 

medications, anaesthetics, psychotherapies, physical rehabilitation programmes and 

other preventive and curative measures; 

d) performing surgery of a general or specialized nature; 

e) managing complications before, during and after childbirth; 

f)  recording patients' medical information and exchanging information with other 

health professionals to ensure the provision of comprehensive care; 

g) reporting births, deaths and notifiable diseases to government authorities to meet 

legal and professional requirements; 

h) providing information to patients and families and communities about preventive 

measures, treatment and care for specific ailments; 

i)  performing autopsies to determine cause of death;  

j)  conducting research into specific human disorders and illnesses and preventive or 

curative methods and disseminating the findings such as through scientific reports; 

k) planning and participating in programs designed to prevent the occurrence and 

spread of specific diseases; 

l) performing related tasks; and 

m) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2212.10 Specialist Physician  

2212.12 Anaesthetist  

2212.14 Kidney Specialist 

2212.16 Psychiatrist  

2212.18 Ophthalmologist  

2212.20 Cardiologist  

2212.22 Genealogist  

2212.24 Gynecologist  

2212.26 Neurologist  

2212.28 Specialist Ear, Nose and Throat  

2212.30 Dermatologist  
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2212.32 Tuberculosis Specialist  

2212.34 Emergency Medicine Specialist  

2212.38 Pathologist  

2212.40 Radiologist  

2212.42 Urologist  

2212.44 Venereologist  

2212.46 Obstetrician 

2212.48 Radiologist 

2212.50 Paediatrician 

2212.60 Specialised Surgeon 

2212.70 Orthopaedist 

2212.80 Preventive Medicine Specialist 

2212.90 Specialist medical practitioners, NEC  

 

MINOR GROUP 222 

NURSING AND MIDWIFERY PROFESSIONALS  

NURSING AND MIDWIFERY PROFESSIONALS treat and care for the physically or mentally 

ill, the elderly, and mothers and their babies.  They assume responsibility for the planning and 

management of the care of patients, including the supervision of other health care workers, 

working in teams with medical doctors and others in the practical application of preventive and 

curative measures, and dealing with emergencies as appropriate.  

 

Tasks performed usually include, assessing, planning, providing and evaluating nursing and 

midwifery care for patients according to accepted practice and standards; coordinating the care 

of patients in consultation with other health professionals and members of health teams; 

developing and implementing care plans for the biologica1, social, and psychological treatment 

of patients; providing personal care, treatments and therapies including medications, and 

monitoring responses to treatment or care plan; monitoring and alleviating pain and discomfort 

experienced by patients by administering drugs (including narcotics) or using other therapies; 

promoting health and assisting in the prevention of ill health by participating in health education 

and other health promotion activities; answering questions and providing information to patients 

and families about treatment and care; supervising and coordinating the work of other nursing 

and midwifery professionals, associate professional nurses and other health care workers; 

conducting  research and preparing scientific papers and reports. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Units Groups:  

2221 Nursing professionals 

2222   Midwifery professionals 

 

2221    NURSING PROFESSIONALS 

NURSING PROFESSIONALS provide general and/or specialised nursing care for the sick, 

injured and assist medical doctors with their tasks; advise and teach on nursing practices. 

TASKS include: 

a) assisting medical authorities in the administration and supervision of nursing 

associate professionals and paramedical workers; 
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b) organising  and implementing training programmes for nursing associate 

professionals and paramedical workers;  

c) providing refresher courses to paramedical and associate professionals and 

paramedical workers;    

d) assisting medical doctors, dealing with emergencies and preparing patients for 

examination; 

e) monitoring patient's progress, administering drugs and medicines, applying surgical 

dressings and giving other forms of treatment; 

f) participating in the preparation for physical and psychological treatment of mentally 

ill patients; 

g) planning duty rosters and organizes and directs the work and training of ward and 

theatre nursing staff; 

h) advising on nursing care, disease prevention, nutrition, etc. and liaises with hospital 

board/management on issues concerning nursing policy; 

i) preparing scientific papers and reports; 

j) performing other related tasks; and 

k) supervising other workers.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2221.10 Nurse, General (B.T) 

              Matron (A.T) 

2221.20 Clinical Nurse         

2221.30 Professional Nurse 

2221.40 Nurse, Educator (B.T)  

   Nurse, Tutor (A.T) 

2221.50 Specialist Nurse 

2221.60 Nurse Anaesthetist 

2221.70 Public Health Nurse 

2221.80 Nurse Practitioner 

2221.90 Nursing Professionals, NEC 

 

2222    MIDWIFERY PROFESSIONALS  

MIDWIFERY PROFESSIONALS provide care and advice to women during pregnancy, labour 

and childbirth and the post-natal period.  They deliver babies working independently or in 

collaboration with medical doctors, nurses and other health care workers and provide advice and 

assistance to parents in relation to baby care. 

TASKS include: 

a) advising expectant mothers on appropriate diet, exercises and behavior to ease pregnancy 

and childbirth, and noting their general health and progress; 

b) delivering babies, or, more often, assisting doctors in deliveries;  

c) attending mothers in the post-natal period to supervise their recovery, to check on babies' 

progress and to advise parents in baby care; 

d) conducting health education classes and seminars to promote the health of mothers and 

infants; 

e) advising on and administering birth control methods; 
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f) giving specialized medical or surgical treatment for particular types of illnesses, disorders 

or injuries; 

g) giving advice on and applying preventive medicine methods and treatments; 

h) participating in the development and implementation of public health laws and 

regulations for safeguarding and promoting the health of a community; 

i) teaching medical students and other health sciences students, physicians and other health 

professionals; 

j) preparing scientific papers and reports; 

k) performing related tasks; 

l) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2222.10 Midwife Nurse, 

2222.90 Midwifery Professionals, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 223 

TRADITIONAL AND COMPLEMENTARY ME DICINE PROFESSIONALS 

TRADITIONAL AND COMPLEMENTARY MEDICINE PROFESSIONALS Use a range of 

complementary medical techniques and remedies to diagnose, treat and prevent physical illness 

or dysfunction. 

 

Tasks performed usually include: conducting physical examinations of patients and interviewing 

them and their families  to determine their health status; developing and implementing treatment 

plans for physical, mental and psychosocial ailments using applications such as acupuncture, 

homoeopathic and herbal medicine; evaluating and documenting patients' progress through 

treatment plans; providing health, nutrition and lifestyle advice to individuals, families and 

communities;  prescribing and preparing traditional medicines, such as herbal, plant, mineral and 

animal extracts, to stimulate the body's capacity for self-healing; exchanging  information about 

patients with other health care workers as needed to ensure continuing and comprehensive health 

care; conducting research into traditional and complementary medicines and treatments and 

disseminating findings such as through scientific papers and reports. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Group: 

      2230 Traditional and Complementary Medicine Professionals 

 

2230  TRADITION AL AND COMPLEMENTARY MEDICINE PROFESSIONALS  

TRADITIONAL AND COMPLEMENTARY MEDICINE PROFESSIONALS diagnose and 

treat human physical and mental illnesses, disorders and injuries using methods based on 

extensive study of specific cultural traditions and approaches towards medicine.  Treatment and 

remedies provided may substitute or complement those based on the principles of modern 

medicine. 

TASKS include:  

a) assessing patients to diagnose the nature of the disorder, illness, problem or need by 

questioning, examining and observing;  

b) prescribing and giving treatment for diagnosed illnesses, disorders or injuries; 
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c) advising community and individuals on proper diet and behavior to preserve or improve 

health and well-being; 

d) prescribing natural medicines, such as herbal, mineral and animal extracts, to stimulate 

the body's capacity for self-healing; 

e) referring patients to, and exchanging medical information with, other health professionals 

and associate professionals; 

f) participating in the development and implementation of public health laws and 

regulations for safeguarding and promoting the health of a community; 

g) teaching medical students and other health sciences students, physicians and other health 

professionals; 

h) conducting research into human disorders and illnesses and preventive or curative 

methods;  

i) preparing scientific papers and reports; 

j) performing related tasks; 

k) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2230.10 Herbalist 

2230.20 Homeopath 

2230.30 Myotherapist  

2230.40  Naturopath 

2230.50 Acupuncturist 

2230.60  Traditional Medicine Practitioner 

2230.90  Traditional and complementary medicine professionals, NEC 

  

MINOR GROUP 224 

PARAMEDICAL PRACTITIONERS  

 

PARAMEDICAL PRACTITIONERS provide advisory, diagnostic, curative and preventive 

medical services for humans more limited in scope and complexity than those carried out by 

medical doctors. They work autonomously or with limited supervision of medical doctors, and 

apply advanced clinical procedures for treating and preventing diseases, injuries and other 

physical or mental impairments common to specific communities. 

 

Tasks performed usually include, conducting physical examinations of patients and interviewing 

them and their families  to determine their health status and recording patients' medical 

information; performing basic or more routine medical and surgical procedures, including 

prescribing and administering treatments, medications and other preventive or curative measures, 

especially for common diseases and disorders; administering  or ordering diagnostic tests, such 

as x-ray, electrocardiogram, and laboratory tests;  performing therapeutic procedures, such as 

injections, immunizations, suturing and wound care, and infection management; assisting 

medical doctors with complex surgical procedures;  monitoring patients'  progress and response 

to treatment, and identifying signs and symptoms requiring referral to medical doctors; advising 

patients and families on diet, exercise and other habits which aid prevention or treatment of 

disease and disorders identifying and referring complex or unusual cases to medical doctors,  

hospitals or other places for specialized care; reporting births, deaths and notifiable diseases to 

http://www.myfuture.edu.au/services/default.asp?FunctionID=5050&ASCO=239479A
http://www.myfuture.edu.au/services/default.asp?FunctionID=5050&ASCO=239479A
http://www.myfuture.edu.au/services/default.asp?FunctionID=5050&ASCO=239479A
http://www.myfuture.edu.au/services/default.asp?FunctionID=5050&ASCO=239479A
http://www.myfuture.edu.au/services/default.asp?FunctionID=5050&ASCO=239479A
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government authorities to meet legal and professional reporting requirements. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups: 

 2240 Paramedical practitioners 

 

2240    PARAMEDICAL PRACTITIONERS  

PARAMEDICAL PRACTITIONERS apply emergency medical service knowledge to the 

prevention, diagnosis and treatment of human illnesses. 

TASKS include: 

a) providing emergent on-scene treatment, crisis intervention, life-saving stabilization and 

when appropriate, transport of ill or injured patients to definitive emergency medical and 

surgical treatment facilities, such as a hospitals and trauma centre; 

b) prescribing and giving treatment for diagnosed illnesses, disorders or injuries; 

c) advising community and individuals on proper diet and behavior to preserve or improve 

health and well-being; 

d) participating in the development and implementation of public health laws and 

regulations for safeguarding and promoting the health of a community; 

e) teaching medical students and other health sciences students, physicians and other health 

professionals; 

f) preparing scientific papers and reports; 

g) performing related tasks; 

h) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2240.10 Paramedic, Emergency 

2240.20 Ambulance Paramedical 

2240.30 Advance Care Paramedic 

2240.90 Paramedical, NEC  

  

MINOR GROUP 225 

VETERINARIANS  

VETERINARIANS diagnose, prevent and treat diseases, injuries and dysfunctions of animals. 

They may provide care to a wide range of animals or specialise in the treatment of a particular 

animal group or in a particular specialty area, or provide professional services to commercial 

firms producing biological and pharmaceutical products. 

 

Tasks performed usually include, determining the presence and nature of abnormal conditions by 

physical examination, laboratory testing and through diagnostic imaging techniques including 

radiography and ultrasound; treating animals medically and surgically, and administering and 

prescribing drugs, analgesics, and general and local anaesthetics; performing surgery, dressing 

wounds and setting broken bones; rendering obstetric services to animals; participating in 

programs designed to prevent the occurrence and spread of animal diseases;  inoculating animals 

against, and testing for, infectious diseases and notifying authorities of outbreaks of infectious 

animal diseases; performing autopsies to determine cause of death; advising clients on health, 

nutrition and feeding, hygiene, breeding and care of animals 
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Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Group: 

2250 veterinarians 

 

2250   VETERINARIANS 

VETERINARIANS diagnose, prevent and treat diseases, injuries and dysfunctions of animals. 

They may provide care to a wide range of animals or specialise in the treatment of a particular 

animal group or in a particular specialty area, or provide professional services to commercial 

firms producing biological and pharmaceutical products.   

TASKS include: 

a) conducting examinations and diagnosing diseases or injuries of animals; 

b) administering surgical or medical veterinary treatment; 

c) rendering obstetric services to animals; 

d) testing dairy and other herds and inoculating animals against diseases; 

e) advising on hygiene, feeding, breeding and care of animals; 

f) inspecting quality, purity and safety of food made wholly or partly from raw materials 

g) of animal origin intended for human consumption; 

h) assisting in epidemiological, radiological and other surveillance of animal health; 

i) performing autopsies to determine the cause of death; 

j) performing other related tasks; and 

k) supervising other workers.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2250.10 Veterinarian, General (B.T) 

       Veterinary officer (R.T) 

             Daktari wa WanyamaïKawaida   

 2250.20 Veterinary Surgeon       

2250.30 Veterinarian, Public Health  

   Daktari wa WanyamaïAfya Jamii 

2250.40 Veterinary Epidemiologist 

2250.50 Animal Pathologist 

2250.60 Veterinary Pathologist 

2250.70 Veterinary Bacteriologist 

2250.80 Veterinary Parasitologist 

2250.90 Veterinaries, NEC 

    Madaktari wa Wanyama-Wengine 

 

MINOR GROUP 226 

OTHER HEALTH PROFESSIONALS  

OTHER HEALTH PROFESSIONALS conduct research, improve or develop concepts, theories 

and operational methods, and apply scientific knowledge relating to medicine, dentistry, 

pharmacy, psychiatry, occupational health, therapy, physiotherapy, optician, dietitian and 

promotion of health. 

 

Tasks performed may include, assessing patients or clients to determine the nature of the 

disorder, illness or problem; developing and implementing treatment plans and evaluating and 

documenting patients' progress; diagnosing and treating diseases, injuries and malformations of 
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the teeth, mouth, jaws and associated tissues; storing, preserving, compounding testing and 

dispensing medicinal products and counseling on their proper use and adverse effects; assessing, 

planning and implementing programs to recognize, monitor and control environmental factors 

that can potentially affect human health, to improve or restore human motor functions, maximize 

movement ability, relieve pain syndromes, or to enhance the impact of food and nutrition on 

human health; diagnosing, managing and treating physical disorders affecting human hearing, 

communication or swallowing, or disorders of the eyes and visual system;  advising clients about 

continued treatment and care and providing or arranging rehabilitation services; referring clients 

to or conferring with other health professionals or associate professionals if required. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups:  

2261   Dentist 

2262   Pharmacists 

2263 Environmental and Occupational Health and   Hygiene Professionals; 

2264   Physiotherapists 

2265   Dieticians and nutritionists 

2266   Audiologists and speech therapists 

2267   Optometrists and Ophthalmic Opticians 

2269   Health Professionals not elsewhere classified 

                             

2261    DENTISTS 

DENTISTS diagnose and treat diseases, injuries and abnormalities of teeth, gums and related 

oral structures, prescribe and administer restorative and preventive procedures, and conduct 

surgery by using professional techniques. 

TASKS include: 

a) diagnosing diseases, irregularities and malformations of teeth and associated structures in 

the mouth and jaw using a range of methods such as radiographs, salivary tests and 

medical histories;  

b) providing preventative oral health care such as periodontal treatments, fluoride 

applications and oral health promotion;  

c) administering anaesthetics to limit the amount of pain experienced by patients during 

procedures; 

d) providing restorative oral care such as implants, complex crown and bridge restorations, 

and orthodontics, and repairing damaged and decayed teeth;  

e) examining teeth, gums and other tissues using dental equipment and X-rays; 

f) diagnosing dental conditions and plans for treatment; 

g) cleaning teeth and cavities, filling cavities with restorative materials and extracts and 

replaces teeth; 

h) constructing inlays and artificial crowns to replace portions of teeth; 

i) designing, constructing and fitting dentures, bridge work, orthodontic and other 

appliances; 

j) advising patients on oral hygiene and provides preventive dental services such as 

applications of fluoride and sealants to teeth; 

k) referring patients to dentists specialising in particular methods, or medical practitioners 

for further examination and treatment; 

l) administering local and general anaesthetics; 
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m) participating in public action to maintain or improve standards of oral health and dental 

care; 

n) performing other related tasks; and 

o) supervising other workers.   

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2261.10 Dentist, General 

   Daktari wa Meno -Kawaida 

2261.20 Dental Surgeon  

2261.30 Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeon 

2261.40 Prosthodontist  

2261.42 Endodontist 

2261.44 Periodontist  

2261.46 Orthodontist  

2261.48 Oral Pathologist 

2261.50 Paedodontist 

2261.52 Stomatologist 

2261.60 Dental Practitioner 

2261.70 Public Health Dentist 

  Daktari wa Meno - Afya ya Jamii 

2261.90 Dentists, NEC 

   Madaktari wa Meno-Wengine 

 

2262  PHARMACISTS  

PHARMACISTS apply pharmaceutical concepts and theories in the preparation and dispensing 

or selling medicaments and drugs, and conduct research on production, storage, quality control 

and distribution of drugs and related supplies. 

TASKS include: 

a) preparing or directing the preparation of medicaments according to prescriptions of 

medical, dental and veterinary practitioners or established formula; 

b) checking prescriptions to ensure that recommended dosages are not exceeded, and that 

instructions are understood by patient, and advising on possible drug incompatibility and 

contra-indications; 

c) dispensing medicaments and drugs in hospitals or selling them in pharmacies; 

d) maintaining prescription files and recording issue of narcotics, poisons and habit forming 

drugs; 

e) advising patients on generic equivalent and lowest cost of drugs; 

f) developing standards for drug used in pharmaceuticals; 

g) testing of drugs to determine identity, purity, strength and safety; 

h) conducting research to develop or improve pharmaceuticals, cosmetics and related 

chemical products; 

i) determining the most suitable packaging for medical substances to avoid deterioration 

and facilitating storage and distribution; 

j) selling non-prescription drugs, sickroom supplies, toiletries, cosmetics and other 

commercial products; 

k) preparing scientific papers and reports; 
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l) performing related tasks; and 

m) supervising other workers.   

OCCUPATIONS include:  

2262.10 Pharmacist, General 

    Mfamasia Kawaida  

2262.20 Hospital Pharmacist 

    Mfamasia hospitali 

2262.30 Industrial Pharmacist 

    Mfamasia kiwandani 

2262.40 Dispensing Chemist 

2262.90 Pharmacists, NEC 

     Wafamasia-Wengine 

 

2263  ENVIRONMENTAL AND OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND HYGIENE   

PROFESSIONALS 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND HYGIENE PROFESSIONALS 

assess, plan and implement programs to recognize, monitor and control environmental factors 

that can potentially affect human health, to ensure safe and healthy working conditions, and to 

prevent disease or injury caused by chemical, physical, radiological and biological agents or 

ergonomic factors. 

TASKS include: 

a) developing, implementing and reviewing programs and policies to minimize 

potential environmental and occupational risks to health and safety; 

b) preparing and implementing plans and strategies for the safe, economic and suitable 

disposal of commercial, industrial, medical and household wastes; 

c)   implementing prevention programs and strategies for communicable diseases, food 

safety, waste water treatment and disposal systems, recreation and domestic water 

quality, contaminated and hazardous substances; 

d) identifying, reporting and documenting hazards, and assessing and controlling risks 

in the environment and workplace and advising on compliance with relevant law 

and regulations;  

e) developing, implementing and monitoring programs to minimize workplace and 

environmental pollution involving chemical, physical and biological hazards; 

f)   advising methods to prevent, eliminate, control, or reduce the exposure of workers, 

students, the public and the environment to radiological and other hazards; 

g) promoting ergonomic principles within the workplace such as matching furniture, 

equipment and work activities to the needs of employees; 

h) providing education, information, training, and advice to persons at all levels on 

aspects of occupational hygiene and environmental health; 

i)  recording and investigating injuries and equipment damage, and reporting safety 

performance;  

j)  coordinating arrangements for the compensation, rehabilitation and return to work 

of injured workers; 

k) performing other related tasks; and 

l)   supervising other workers. 
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OCCUPATIONS include: 

2263.10 Occupational Health and Safety Adviser 

2263.20 Environmental Health Officer 

2263.30 Hygiene and sanitation Officer 

2263.40 Occupational Hygienist 

2263.50 Radiation Protection Expert  

2263.90 Environmental and occupational health and hygiene   professionals, NEC 

 

2264  PHYSIOTHERAPISTS 

PHYSIOTHERAPISTS assess, plan and implement rehabilitative programs that improve or 

restore human motor functions, maximize movement ability, relieve pain syndromes, and treat or 

prevent physical challenges associated with injuries, diseases and other impairments. They apply 

a broad range of physical therapies and techniques such as movement, ultrasound, heating, laser 

and other techniques.   

TASKS include 

a) administering muscle, nerve, joint and functional ability tests to identify and assess 

physical problems of patients;  

b) establishing treatment goals with patients and designing treatment programs to 

reduce physical pain, strengthen muscles, improve cardiothoracic, cardiovascular 

and respiratory functions, restore joint mobility, and improve balance and 

coordination;  

c)   developing, implementing and monitoring programs and treatments using the 

therapeutic properties of exercise, heat, cold, massage, manipulation, hydrotherapy, 

electrotherapy, ultraviolet and infra-red light and ultrasound in the treatment of 

patients;  

d) instructing patients and their families in procedures to be continued outside clinical 

settings;  

e) recording information on patients' health status and responses to treatment in medical 

records-keeping systems, and sharing information with other health professionals as 

required to ensure continuing and comprehensive care;  

f)   developing and implementing programmes for screening and prevention of common 

physical ailments and disorders; 

g) performing other related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2264.10 Physiotherapist, General 

2264.20 Physical Physiotherapist 

2264.30 Orthopaedic Physical Physiotherapist 

2264.40 Sports Physiotherapist 

2264.50 Massage therapist Professional 

2264.60 Geriatric Physical Physiotherapist 

2264.70 Paediatric Physical Physiotherapists 

2264.90 Physiotherapist, NEC 
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2265    DIETICIANS AND NUTRITIONISTS  

DIETICIANS AND NUTRITIONISTS apply the science of human nutrition to assist 

individuals, groups and communities to attain, maintain and promote health through good diet 

and nutrition. 

TASKS include: 

a) developing nutritional methods and diets and testing them; 

b) planning and directing the preparation of therapeutic and other diets for individuals, 

group in hospitals or workers in particular sectors; 

c) providing nutrition assessments, nutrition management, nutrition education, research 

and training; 

d) collecting, organising and assessing data relating to health and nutrition; 

e) planning diets and menus and instructs people on the requirements and importance of 

prescribed and normal diets and on the planning and preparation of food; 

f) participating in programmes of nutrition education and in nutrition rehabilitation 

activities; 

g) consulting with other health professionals and related workers on nutrition, including 

controlled diets for people with special needs; 

h) monitoring food intake and quality of food to provide nutritional care; 

i) providing nutrition counselling services and act as consultants to private hospitals and 

nursing homes; 

j) conducting and evaluate dietary studies and participate in research on nutritional 

related matters; 

k) advising on product development or redevelopment, marketing and sales strategies 

and provide food and nutrition information; 

l) developing and administering food and nutrition policies; 

m) preparing scientific papers and reports; 

n) performing other related tasks; and 

o) supervising other workers.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2265.10 Dietician, General 

2265.20 Nutritionist  

2265.30 Public Health Nutritionist  

    Mtaalamu wa Chakula ï Afya ya Jamii 

2265.40  Dietician, Clinical 

2265.50  Dietician, Food Service 

2265.60  Educator, Health Nutrition 

2265.70 Sport Nutritionist 

2265.90 Dieticians and nutritionists, NEC 

 

2266 AUDIOLOGISTS AND SPEECH THERAPISTS  

AUDIOLOGISTS AND SPEECH THERAPISTS evaluate, manage and treat physical disorders 

affecting human hearing, speech and communication and swallowing. They prescribe corrective 

devices or rehabilitative therapies for hearing loss, speech disorders, and related sensory and 

neural problems and provide counseling on hearing safety and communication performance. 

TASKS include:  
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a) evaluating hearing, speech and language performance in patients to determine the 

nature of hearing and communication disorders; 

b) administering hearing or speech/language tests or other examinations  using 

specialized diagnostic instruments and equipment, and interpreting test results 

alongside other medical, social and behavioural diagnostic data to determine 

appropriate courses of treatment ; 

c) planning, directing and participating in counseling, screening, speech rehabilitation  

and other programs related to hearing and communication; 

d) prescribing hearing aids and other assistive devices according to patientsô needs and 
instructing them in their use; 

e) planning and conducting treatment programs to manage physical disorders affecting 

speech and swallowing in patients such as stuttering and feeding disorders ; 

f)   counseling and guiding hearing and/or language-impaired individuals, their 

families, teachers and employers; 

g) referring patients and families to additional medical or educational services if 

needed; 

h) performing other related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2260.10 Audiologist 

2260.20 Language Therapist 

2260.30 Speech Pathologist 

2260.40 Speech Therapist 

2260.50 Orthophonist 

2260.90 Audiologists and speech therapists, NEC 

 

2267   OPTOMETRISTS AND OPHTHALMIC OPTICIANS  

OPTOMETRISTS AND OPHTHALMIC OPTICIANS provide diagnosis, management and 

treatment services for disorders of the eyes and visual system. They counsel on eye care and 

prescribe optical aids or other therapies for visual disturbance. 

TASKS include: 

a) examining patientsô eyes and conducting diagnostic tests to assess ocular health and 
determine the nature and extent of vision problems and abnormalities; 

b) testing visual function using specialized instruments and equipment for measuring 

visual acuity and refractive error, function of visual pathways, visual fields, eye 

movements, freedom of vision and intraocular pressure; 

c) detecting, diagnosing and managing eye disease, including prescribing medications 

for the treatment of eye disease;  

d) consulting with and referring patients to ophthalmologists or other health 

professionals if additional medical treatment is necessary; 

e) detecting and diagnosing eye movement disorders and defects of binocular function, 

and planning and managing treatment programs, including counseling patients in 

eye exercises to coordinate movement and focusing of eyes; 

f)   prescribing corrective eyeglasses, contact lenses and other vision aids, and checking  

optical devices for performance, safety, comfort and lifestyle; 
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g) advising on visual health matters such as contact lens care, vision care for the 

elderly, optics, visual ergonomics, and occupational and industrial eye safety; 

h) performing other related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2267.10 Ophthalmic Optician (B.T)  

  Eye specialist (A.T) 

2267.20 Optometrist  

2267.30 Orthopist 

2267.90 Optometrists and Ophthalmic Opticians, NEC 

 

2269  HEALTH PROFESSIONALS, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED  

This unit group covers health professionals not classified elsewhere in Sub-major group 22, 

Health professionals. For instance the group includes occupations such as Podiatrist, 

Occupational therapist and other health professionals 

TASKS include: 

a) assessing patients or clients to determine the nature of the disorder, illness or problem 

by questioning, examining and observing;  

b) developing and implementing treatment plans and evaluating and documenting 

patients' progress through treatment plans; 

c) assessing functional limitations of people resulting from illnesses and disabilities, and 

providing therapy to enable people to perform their daily activities and occupations; 

d) assessing clients' emotional, psychological, developmental and physical capabilities 

using clinical observations and standardized tests; 

e) assessing clients' functional potential in their home, leisure, work and school 

environments, and recommending environmental adaptations to maximise their 

performance; 

f) planning and directing programs through the use of vocational, recreational, remedial, 

social and educational activities on an individual and group basis; 

g) examining and treating foot disabilities caused by diseases such as diabetes, 

peripheral vascular disorders, rheumatoid arthritis and other neuropathies; 

h) prescribing and arranging the fabrication of footwear to correct foot abnormalities; 

i) performing minor surgery to remove and improve abnormal conditions; 

j) advising patients about continued treatment and care and providing or arranging 

rehabilitation services; 

k) referring clients to or conferring with other health professionals or associate 

professionals if required; 

l) performing other related tasks; and 

m) supervising other workers.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2269.10 Occupational Therapist  

2269.20 Podiatrist  

2269.30 Chiropractor 

2269.40 Osteopath 
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2269.50 Faith Healer  

2269.60 Recreational Therapist 

2269.70 Dance and Movement Therapist 

2269.80 Arts Therapist 

 

SUB-MAJOR GROUP 23 

TEACHING PROFESSIONALS  

TEACHING PROFESSIONALS teach the theory and practice of one or more disciplines at 

different educational levels, conduct research and improve or develop concepts, theories and 

operational methods pertaining to their particular discipline, and prepare scholarly papers and 

books. 

 

Most occupations in this Sub-Major Group require skills at the fourth level, as defined in 

TASCO Introduction. In a system of continuing education, where primary education begins at 

age 7or 8, courses at this level begin at about 21 or 22 years, and last for about three to five 

years, and lead to the University or Postgraduate University degree, or equivalent. 

 

Tasks performed by workers in this sub-major group usually include,  conducting classes, 

courses, or tutorials at a particular educational level,  for educational and vocational purposes, 

including private lessons; conducting  adult literacy programmes; teaching and educating persons 

learning difficulties or special needs; designing and modifying curricula; inspecting and advising 

on teaching methods and aids; participating in decisions concerning the organization of teaching  

and related activities at schools and universities; conducting research in particular subjects to 

improve or develop concepts, theories or operational methods for application in industrial and 

other fields; preparing scholarly papers and books.  Supervision of other workers may be 

included. 

 

Occupations in this Sub-Major Group are classified under the following Minor Groups: 

231 University and higher education teachers 

232 Vocational education teachers 

233 Secondary education teachers 

234 Other teaching professionals 

 

MINOR GROUP 231 

UNIVERSITY AND HIGHER EDUCATION TEACHERS  

UNIVERSITY AND HIGHER EDUCATION TEACHERS prepare and deliver lectures and 

conduct tutorials in one or more subjects within a prescribed course of study at a university or 

other higher educational institution.  They conduct research, and prepare scholarly papers and 

books. 

 

Tasks performed usually include, designing and modifying curricula and preparing courses of 

study in accordance with requirements; preparing and delivering lectures and conducting 

tutorials, seminars and laboratory experiments; stimulating discussion and independent thought 

among students; supervising, where appropriate, experimental and practical work undertaken by 

students; administering, evaluating and marking examination papers and tests; directing research 

of post-graduate students or other members of department; researching into and developing 
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concepts, theories and operational methods for application in industrial and other fields; 

preparing scholarly books, papers or articles; participating in departmental and faculty meetings 

and in conferences and seminars. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Group: 

2310 University and Higher Education Teachers 

 

2310 UNIVERSITY AND HIGH ER EDUCATION TEACHERS  

UNIVERSITY AND HIGHER EDUCATION TEACHERS teach their subjects at some or all 

levels after termination of secondary education, conduct research on, develop concepts and 

educational methods and write books papers etc. They prepare and deliver lectures and conduct 

tutorials in one or more subjects within a prescribed course of study at a university.  

TASKS include: 

a) designing or modifying curricula and preparing courses of study in accordance with 

requirements; 

b) delivering lectures and conducting tutorials, seminars and laboratory experiments; 

c) stimulating independent and participatory thinking during class sessions;  

d) preparing and delivering lectures, conducting tutorials, seminars, and laboratory 

sessions; 

e) preparing and marking essays, assignments and examinations; 

f) supervising, where appropriate, experimental and practical work undertaken by 

students; 

g) advising students on academic and related matters; 

h) researching into and developing theories and operational methods for application in 

industrial and other fields; 

i) participating in course development and in meetings on departmental, budgetary, 

curriculum and policy matters; 

j) attending conferences and seminars, and  directing research of post-graduate students 

or other members of the department; 

k) writing scholarly books, papers, articles and reports; 

l) performing other related tasks; and 

m) supervising other workers.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2310.10 Lecturer, College        

2310.20 Professor  

2310.30 Lecturer, University 

2310.40 Tutor, University/College 

2310.50 Assistant Lecturer, University/College 

2310.60 Instructor, College 

2310.90 University and Higher Education Teachers, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 232 

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION TEACHERS  

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION TEACHERS teach or instruct vocational or occupational 

subjects in adult and further education institutions and to senior students in secondary schools 
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and colleges. They prepare students for employment in specific occupations or occupational 

areas for which university or higher education is not normally required. 

 

Tasks performed usually include, developing curricula and planning course content and methods 

of instruction; determining training needs of students or workers and liaising with individuals, 

industry and other education sectors to ensure provision of relevant education and training 

programs; presenting lectures and conducting discussions to increase students' knowledge and 

competence; instructing and monitoring students in the use of tools, equipment and materials and 

the prevention of injury and damage; observing and evaluating students' work to determine 

progress, provide feedback, and make suggestions for improvement; administering  oral, written 

or performance tests to measure progress, evaluate training effectiveness and assess competency; 

preparing  reports and maintaining records such as student grades, attendance rolls, and training 

activity details; supervising independent or group projects, field placements, laboratory work, or 

other training; providing individualized instruction and tutorial or remedial instruction; 

conducting on-the-job training sessions to teach and demonstrate principles, techniques, 

procedures, or methods of designated subjects. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Group:  

2320 Vocational Education Teachers 

 

2320 VOCATIONAL EDUCATION TEACHERS    

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION TEACHERS teach or instruct vocational or occupational 

subjects in adult and further education institutions and to senior students in secondary schools 

and colleges. They prepare students for employment in specific occupations or occupational 

areas for which university or higher education is not normally required. 

TASKS include  

a) developing curricula and planning course content and methods of instruction; 

b) determining training needs of students or workers and liaising with individuals, 

industry and other education sectors to ensure provision of relevant education and 

training programs; 

c) presenting lectures and conducting discussions to increase students' knowledge and 

competence; 

d) instructing and monitoring students in the use of tools, equipment and materials and 

the prevention of injury and damage; 

e) observing and evaluating students' work to determine progress, provide feedback, 

and make suggestions for improvement; 

f)   administering  oral, written or performance tests to measure progress, evaluate 

training effectiveness and assess competency; 

g) preparing  reports and maintaining records such as student grades, attendance rolls, 

and training activity details; 

h) supervising independent or group projects, field placements, laboratory work, or 

other training; 

i)   providing individualized instruction and tutorial or remedial instruction; 

j)   conducting on-the-job training sessions to teach and demonstrate principles, 

techniques, procedures, or methods of designated subjects; 

k) performing other related tasks; and 
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l)   supervising other workers. 

  

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2320.10 Teacher, Vocational Education; 

2320.20 Teacher, Industrial Instruction 

2320.30 Teacher, Audio-Visual materials 

2320.40 Instructor, Cosmetology 

2320.50 Instructor, Automotive Technology 

2320.90 Vocational Education Teachers, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 233 

SECONDARY EDUCATION TEACHERS  

SECONDARY EDUCATION TEACHERS teach one or more subjects, for educational or 

vocational purposes, at some or all levels between post-primary and the college or University 

levels. 

 

Tasks performed include usually giving lessons in their subjects and supervising pupilsô class 

work and discipline, administering test and examinations to evaluate pupilsô progress, writing 

and preparing reports about pupilsô work, and organising and assisting with extra-curricular 

activities  

 

 Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Group: 

  2330 Secondary education teachers. 

 

2330 SECONDARY EDUCATION TEACHERS  

SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS teach one or more subjects within a prescribed 

curriculum to secondary school students and promote studentsô physical, mental, social, 

emotional and intellectual development. 

TASKS include: 

a) designing and/or modifying curricular and preparing educational courses of study in 

accordance with requirements; 

b) presenting subject matter using a range of teaching techniques and materials; 

c) preparing, administering and marking tests, projects and assignments to evaluate 

studentsô progress, and recording the results; 

d) discussing individual progress and problems with students and parents and seeking 

advice from student counsellors or senior teachers; 

e) preparing reports about students' work and conferring with other teachers and parents; 

f) conducting remedial classes;  

g) maintaining school attendance, discipline in classrooms and in other school areas; 

h) organizing and supervising pupils' extra-curricular activities; 

i) participating in staff meetings, educational conferences and workshops; 

j) preparing scientific papers and reports; 

k) performing other related tasks; and 

l) supervising other workers.  
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OCCUPATIONS include:  

2330.10 Teacher, Secondary Education 

2330.20 Teacher, Advanced Secondary Education 

2330.90 Secondary Education Teacher, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 234 

OTHER TEACH ING PROFESSIONALS 

OTHER TEACHING PROFESSIONALS conduct research on, develop and advise on 

educational methods, teaching aids, and curricula; impart special education to blind, deaf and 

mentally handicapped at primary, secondary and post-secondary levels and train special 

education teachers; they also teach music, information technology and foreign language. 

 

Tasks performed usually include: conducting research and developing or advising on teaching 

methods, courses and aids; teaching physically handicapped children, young persons or adults or 

those with learning difficulties or other with special needs, teaching non-native languages for 

migration purposes; teaching students in practice, theory and performance of music, drama, 

dance, visual and other arts; developing, scheduling and conducting training programs and 

courses for information technology users. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups: 

2341 Education Methods Specialists 

2342   Special Needs Teachers 

2343 Other Language Teachers 

2344 Music Teachers 

2345 Other Arts Teachers 

2346   Information Technology Trainers 

2349   Teaching Professionals not elsewhere classified 

 

2341 EDUCATION METHODS SPECIALISTS  

EDUCATION METHODS SPECIALISTS conduct educational research and develop course 

curricula and associated teaching materials used by schools and other educational institutions. 

TASKS include: 

a) making consultations with teachers, principals and administrative officials of educational 

institutions to coordinate educational programs and provide advice; 

b) identifying and evaluating developments in education by conducting research into 

educational systems; 

c) conducting committee meetings to identify present and future needs within the 

educational system, and plan, develop and modify facilities and programs documents 

subjects and courses developed, and evaluates new courses; 

d) organising and conducting workshops and conferences to train teachers in new programs 

and methods; 

e) applying knowledge of learning processes and school structures to develop operational 

and training programs and submitting them for decision and funding; 

f) undertaking school reviews, teacher assessment and educational planning in primary and 

secondary schools and colleges; 

g) reporting on needs arising from subject development and student capabilities; 
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h) assessing the suitability of teachers for promotion or further training; 

i) providing support and advice to parents teaching their own children in remote areas; 

j) performing other related tasks; and 

k) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2341.10 Specialist, Education Methods 

2341.20 Inspector, School 

2341.30 Teacher, home economic 

2341.40 Teacher, correspondence 

2341.50 Teacher, adult education 

2341.60 Specialist, Audio-Visual/Learning Aids  

2341.70 Adviser, Education Methods 

2341.75 Evaluator and researcher, education systems. 

2341.80 Curriculum Developer 

2341.85 Curriculum Coordinator 

2341.90 Education methods specialists, NEC 

 

2352 SPECIAL NEEDS TEACHERS 

SPECIAL NEEDS TEACHERS teach primary and secondary school students with particular 

learning difficulties and promote studentsô social, emotional, intellectual and physical 

development. 

TASKS include: 

a) designing or modifying curricula and preparing lessons and activities in accordance with 

requirements; 

b) giving instruction using techniques or special aids such as Braille or lip-reading 

appropriate to pupil's handicap and level and supervising work in class; 

c) encouraging pupils to have confidence, helping them to discover and adopt methods 

which would compensate for limitations imposed by their handicap, and giving them a 

feeling of achievement; 

d) administering tests, evaluating and noting progress of each pupil and discussing it with 

parents, teachers, therapists, social workers, etc.; 

e) working with parents on a variety of learning and follow-up programmes; 

f) performing related tasks; 

g) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2342.10 Teacher, special education/ for the deaf 

2342.20 Teacher, special education/ for the dumb 

2342.30 Teacher, special education/ for the blind 

2342.40 Teacher, special education/ for the mentally handicapped 

2342.50 Teacher, special education/for the physically handicapped  

2342.60 Teacher, Remedial 

2342.70 Teacher, Learning Disabilities Special Education 

2342.80 Teacher, Gifted Children 

2342.90 Special Education Teachers, NEC 
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2343 OTHER LANGUAGE TEACHERS  

OTHER LANGUAGE TEACHERS teach special classes other languages to students apart from 

their mother languages. 

TASKS include: 

a) diagnosing and assessing the extent of language difficulties in students;  

b) providing assistance to regular classroom teachers by designing special teaching 

programs for students with foreign language difficulties; 

c) teaching students individually and in small groups out of the regular classroom, or by 

assisting students within normal classroom settings; 

d) teaching students in basic or advanced language skills; 

e) assisting students with foreign language difficulties; 

f) performing other related tasks; and 

g) supervising other workers.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2343.10 Teacher, Second Language  

2343.20 Teacher, Migrant Education 

2343.30 Teacher, Practical Language 

2343.40 Teacher, Intensive Language 

2343.90 Other language teachers, NEC 

 

2344   MUSIC TEACHERS 

MUSIC TEACHERS teach students in the practice, theory and performance of music, in training 

establishments. 

TASKS include: 

a) determining studentsô interests, capabilities and potential for training through interview 
and observation; 

b) developing performance skills and related disciplines; 

c) planning programs of study for groups and individual students; 

d) teaching students by demonstration, direction and supervision; 

e) assessing competence and provides feedback; 

f) teaching theory of the particular area of study; 

g) maintaining student records of progress and proficiency; 

h) assigning problems and exercises relative to studentsô training needs and talents; 

i) arranging visits and tours to professional performances; 

j) organising performance of studentsô work; 

k) performing other related tasks; and 

l) supervising other workers.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2344.10 Teacher, Music  

2344.20 Teacher, Instrumental music  

2344.30 Teacher, Guitar 

2344.40 Teacher, Piano 

2344.50 Teacher, Violin 

2344.60 Teacher, Singing 
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2344.90 Music teachers, NEC 

 

2345 OTHER ARTS TEACHER 

OTHER ARTS TEACHERS teach students in the practice, theory and performance of dance, 

drama, visual and other arts (excluding music) outside the mainstream primary, secondary and 

higher education systems, but may provide private or small group tuition as an extra curricular 

activity in association with mainstream educational institutions  

TASKS include: 

a) assessing the studentsô level of ability and determining learning needs; 

b) planning, preparing and delivering programs of study, lessons and workshops for 

individual students and groups; 

c) preparing and presenting material on the theory of the subject area being studied; 

d) instructing and demonstrating practical aspects of drama, dance, visual or other 

arts; 

e) assigning exercises and work relevant to studentsô level of ability, interests and 
talents; 

f)   assessing students and offering advice, criticism and encouragement; 

g) revising curricula, course content, course materials and methods of instruction; 

h) preparing students for examinations, performance and assessments; 

i)   arranging visits and tours for exhibitions and  performances; 

j)   performing related tasks; and 

k) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2345.10 Teacher, Fine arts 

2345.20 Teacher, Modeling 

2345.30 Teacher, Dance 

2345.40 Teacher, Drama 

2345.50 Teacher, Painting 

2345.60 Teacher, Sculputer 

2345.90 Other arts Teachers, NEC  

 

2346 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY TRAINERS  

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (IT) TRAINERS develop, schedule and conduct training 

programs and courses for computer and other information technology users outside the 

mainstream primary, secondary and higher education systems. 

TASKS include: 

a) identifying the information technology training needs and requirements of individual 

users and organizations; 

b) preparing and developing instructional training material and aids such as 

handbooks, visual aids, online tutorials, demonstration models, and supporting 

training reference documentation; 

c) designing, coordinating, scheduling and conducting training and development 

programs that can be delivered in the form of individual and group instruction, and 

facilitating workshops meetings; demonstrations and conferences; 

d) monitoring and performing ongoing evaluation and assessment of training quality 
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and effectiveness, and reviewing and modifying training objectives, methods and 

course deliverables; 

e) gathering, investigating and researching background materials to gain a full 

understanding of the subject matter and systems; 

l)   keeping up-to-date with new product version releases, advances in software, and 

general information technology trends, writing end user products and materials 

such as user training, tutorial and instruction manuals, online help, and operating 

and maintenance instructions;  

m) performing related tasks; and 

n) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2346.10 Computer Trainer  

2346.20 Software Trainer 

2346.30 Information Technology (IT) Trainer 

2346.40 Facilitator, Satellite-instruction  

2346.90 Information technology trainers, NEC 

 

2349 OTHER TEACHING PROFESSIONALS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED  

This minor group covers teaching professionals not classified elsewhere in Minor Group 239: 

Teaching Professionals Not Elsewhere Classified. 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2349.10 School Counsellor 

 

SUB-MAJOR GROUP 24 

BUSINESS AND ADMINISTRATION PROFESSIONALS  

BUSINESS AND ADMINISTRATION PROFESSIONALS perform analytical, conceptual and 

practical tasks to provide services in financial matters, human resource development, public 

relations and marketing, sales in the technical, medical, information and communication 

technology areas and conduct, reviews of organizational structures, methods and systems as well 

as quantitative analyses of information affecting investment programs. 

 

Tasks performed usually include, collecting, analyzing and interpreting information on the 

financial viability, cost structures and trading effectiveness of organizations; conducting audits, 

preparing financial statements and controlling treasury systems for organizations; developing and 

reviewing financial plans and strategies, executing buy and sell orders, and negotiating the 

purchase and sale of commodities; developing, implementing and evaluating staff recruitment, 

training and development programs; researching, developing and implementing marketing and 

public relations campaigns; studying and developing methods and policies to improve and 

promote government and business operations and effectiveness; acquiring and updating 

knowledge of employersô and competitorsô goods and services, and market conditions; assessing 

customersô needs and explaining and demonstrating goods and services to them. 

 

Occupations in this Sub-Major Group are classified under the following Minor Groups: 

241 Finance professionals 

242 Administration professionals 

http://www.myfuture.edu.au/services/default.asp?FunctionID=5050&ASCO=242211B
http://www.myfuture.edu.au/services/default.asp?FunctionID=5050&ASCO=242211B
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243 Sales, marketing and public relations professionals. 

 

MINOR GROUP 241 

FINANCE PROFESSIONALS 

FINANCE PROFESSIONALS plan, develop, organize, administer, invest, manage and conduct 

quantitative analyses of either financial accounting systems or funds for individuals, 

establishments and public or private institutions. 

 

Tasks performed usually include, preparing and organizing financial statements for an 

organization; reviewing financial materials of an organization; providing financial advice to 

individuals and organizations; preparing analytic reports concerning segments of the economy 

and the economy as a whole. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified into the following Unit Groups: 

                         2411 Accountants 

  2412 Financial and investment advisers 

  2413 Financial analyst 

         2414 Procurement and Logistics professionals 

 

2411   ACCOUNTANTS 

ACCOUNTANTS plan, organize and administer accounting systems for individuals and 

establishments. Some occupations classified here examine and analyze the accounting and 

financial records of individuals and establishments to ensure accuracy and compliance with 

established accounting standards and procedures. 

TASKS include: 

a) advising on, planning and installing budgetary, accounts controlling and other 

accounting policies and systems; 

b) preparing and certifying financial statements for presentation to management, 

shareholders and statutory or other bodies; 

c) preparing tax returns, advising on taxation problems and contesting disputed    

claims before tax officials; 

d) preparing or reporting on profit forecasts and budgets; 

e) conducting financial investigations in such matters as suspected fraud, insolvency 

and bankruptcy; 

f)   auditing accounts and bookkeeping records; 

g) conducting investigations and advising management on financial aspects of 

productivity, stockholdings, sales, new products;  

h) devising and controlling a system to determine unit cost of products and 

services;performing related tasks; and 

a) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2411.10 Accountant 

   Mhasibu  

2411.20 Auditor 

   Mkaguzi wa Hesabu  
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2411.30 Accountant, Tax  

2411.40 Accountant, Cost 

2411.50 Accountant, Management 

2411.60 Liquidator  

2411.70 Controller, Finance 

2411.90 Accountants, NEC 

   Wahasibu Wengine 

  

2412  FINANCIAL AND INVESTMENT ADVISERS  

FINANCIAL AND INVESTMENT ADVISERS develop financial plans for individuals and 

organizations, and invest and manage funds on their behalf. 

TASKS include: 

a) building and maintaining a client base; 

b) interviewing clients to determine financial status and objectives, risk tolerance and other 

information needed to develop financial plans and investment strategies; 

c) setting financial objectives, and developing and implementing strategies for achieving the 

financial objectives; 

d) arranging to buy and sell stocks and bonds for clients; 

e) monitoring investment performance, and reviewing and revising investment plans based 

on modified needs and changes in markets; 

f) Recommending and arranging insurance cover for clients; 

g) performing other related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2412.10 Planner, Financial 

2412.20 Planner, Estate 

2412.30 Financial Specialist 

2412.40 Mortgage Specialist 

2412.90 Financial and investment advisers, NEC 

 

2413   FINANCIAL ANALYSTS  

FINANCIAL ANALYSTS conduct quantitative analyses of information affecting investment 

programs of public or private institutions. Provide guidance to businesses and individuals in 

making investment decisions. The specialists gather financial information, analyze, interpret it, 

and make recommendations.  

TASKS include: 

a) analysing financial information to produce forecasts of business, industry, and economic 

conditions for use in making investment decisions; 

b) maintaining knowledge and staying abreast of developments in the fields of industrial 

technology, business, finance, and economic theory; 

c) interpreting data affecting investment programs, such as price, yield, stability, future 

trends in investment risks, and economic influences; 

d) monitoring fundamental economic, industrial, and corporate developments through the 

analysis of information obtained from financial publications and services, investment 
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banking firms, government agencies, trade publications, company sources, and personal 

interviews; 

e) recommending investments and investment timing to companies, investment firm staff, or 

the investing public; 

f) determining the prices at which securities should be syndicated and offered to the public; 

g) preparing plans of action for investment based on financial analyses; 

h) evaluating and comparing the relative quality of various securities in a given industry; 

i) presenting oral and written reports on general economic trends, individual corporations, 

and entire industries; 

j) performing related tasks; 

k) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2413.10 Analyst, Bond 

2413.20 Specialist, Investment 

2413.30 Specialist, Securities  

2413.40 Officer/executive, Finance 

2413.90 Financial analysts, NEC 

 

2414 PROCUREMENT AND LOGISTICS  PROFESSIONALS 

PROCUREMENT AND LOGISTIC PROFESSIONALS Analyze and coordinate the 

Procurement and logistical functions of a firm or organization. They deal with the distribution of 

internal allocation, delivery, and final disposal of resources. Compile information and records to 

draw up purchase orders for procurement of materials and services.  

TASKS include: 

a) maintaining and developing positive business relationships with a customer's key 

personnel involved in or directly relevant to a logistics activity; 

b) reviewing logistics performance with customers against targets, benchmarks and 

service agreements; 

c) preparing purchase orders and sending copies to suppliers and to departments 

originating requests;  

d) determining if inventory quantities are sufficient for needs, ordering more materials 

when necessary; 

e) responding to customer and supplier inquiries about order status, changes, or 

cancellations; 

f) contacting suppliers in order to schedule or expedite deliveries and to resolve 

shortages, missed or late deliveries, and other problems;  

g) reviewing requisition orders in order to verify accuracy, terminology, and 

specifications;  

h) preparing, maintaining, and reviewing purchasing files, reports and price lists;  

i) comparing prices, specifications, and delivery dates in order to determine the best bid 

among potential suppliers;  

j) tracking the status of requisitions, contracts, and orders;  

k) calculating costs of orders, and charging or forwarding invoices to appropriate 

accounts; 
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l) conducting investigations and advising management on financial aspects of 

productivity, stockholdings, sales, new products; 

m) devising and controlling a system to determine unit cost of products and services; 

n) performing other related tasks; and 

o) supervising other workers.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include:  

2414.10 Procurement Officer, 

2414.20 Procurement Specialist 

2414.30 Logistician 

2414.40 Logistics Analyst, 

2414.50 Stock Verifier 

    Mhakiki Mali 

2414.90 Procurement and Logistic professionals, NEC  

 

MINOR GROUP 242 

ADMINISTRATION PROFESSIONALS  

ADMINISTRATION PROFESSIONALS apply various concepts and theories related to 

improving the effectiveness of organizations and the individuals within the organization. 

 

Tasks performed usually include:  evaluating the structure of organizations and suggesting areas 

of improvement; ensuring that the operational activities of an organization are consistent with the 

policy objectives of the organization; recruiting, training, developing, and counseling personnel 

within an organization. 

  

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified into the following Unit Groups: 

2421 Management and organization analysts 

2422 Policy administration professionals 

2423 Personnel and careers professionals 

2424   Training and staff development professionals 

 2425   Administrative Professionals 

 

2421 MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION ANALYSTS  

MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION ANALYSTS assist organizations to achieve greater 

efficiency and solve organizational problems. They study organizational structures, methods, 

systems and procedures and devise ways of smooth running of the organisations. 

TASKS include: 

a) assisting and encouraging the development of objectives, strategies and plans aimed at 

achieving customer satisfaction and the efficient use of organizations' resources; 

b) analysing and evaluating current systems and structures; 

c) discussing current systems with staff and observing systems at all levels of organization; 

d) directing clients towards more efficient organization and developing solutions to 

organizational problems; 

e) undertaking and reviewing work studies by analysing existing and proposed methods and 

procedures such as administrative and clerical procedures; 
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f) recording and analysing organizationsô work flow charts, records, reports, manuals and 
job descriptions; 

g) preparing and recommending proposals to revise methods and procedures, alter work 

flows, redefine job functions and resolve organizational problems; 

h) assisting in implementing approved recommendations, issuing revised instructions and 

procedure manuals, and drafting other documentation; 

i) reviewing operating procedures and advising of departures from procedures and 

standards; 

j) performing  other related tasks; and 

k) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2421.10 Analyst, Organization and Methods 

2421.20 Business Consultant 

2412.30 Management Consultant 

2412.40 Administrator 

2412.90 Management and Organization Analysts, NEC 

 

2422 POLICY ADMINISTRATION PROFESSIONALS  

POLICY ADMINISTRATION PROFESSIONALS develop and analyse policies and guide the 

design, implementation and modification of government and commercial operations and 

programs.  Formulate policies and provide the overall direction of private and public 

organizations within the guidelines set up by a board of directors or similar governing body. 

Plan, direct, or coordinate operational activities at the highest level of management with the help 

of subordinate executives and staff managers.  

TASKS include: 

a) liaising and consulting with program administrators and other interested parties to 

identify policy needs; 

b) reviewing existing policies and legislation to identify anomalies and out-of-date 

provisions; 

c) researching social, economic and industrial trends, and client expectations of programs 

and services provided; 

d) formulating and analysing policy options, preparing briefing papers and 

recommendations for policy changes, and advising on preferred options; 

e) assessing impacts, financial implications, interactions with other programs and political 

and administrative feasibility of policies; 

f) conducting threat and risk assessments and developing responses; 

g) Reviewing operations and programs to ensure consistency with policies of the 

organization; 

h) performing other related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2422.10 Analyst, Policy 

2422.20 Officer, Intelligence  

2422.90 Policy administration professionals, NEC 
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2423  PERSONNEL AND CAREERS PROFESSIONALS 

PERSONNEL AND CAREERS PROFESSIONALS Personnel and careers professionals provide 

professional business services related to personnel policies such as employee recruitment or 

development, occupational analyses and vocational guidance. 

TASKS include: 

a) advising on and performing personnel functions relating to recruitment, placement, 

training, staff performance, promotion, compensation and employee-management 

relations; 

b) maintaining personnel records and associated human resource information systems; 

c) studying and analyzing jobs performed in an establishment, conducting interviews with 

workers, supervisors and management, and writing detailed post, job and occupation 

descriptions from data obtained; 

d) analysing and evaluating information obtained and formulating appropriate work choice 

and advice consistent with applicantôs potential abilities and personal satisfaction; 

e) preparing occupational information booklets/pamphlets and occupational classification 

systems; 

f) advising and working on the foregoing and other aspects of job and occupation analyzes 

in such fields as personnel administration, manpower research and planning, training, or 

occupational information and vocational guidance; 

g) studying and advising individuals on employment opportunities, career choices and 

further education; 

h) providing guidance to students, parents and teachers over a wide range of matters, 

including students' personal problems, learning difficulties and special requirements; 

i) performing related tasks; and 

j) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2423.10 Adviser, Careers 

2423.20 Analyst, Occupational  

2423.25 Analyst, Job  

   Mchambuzi wa Kazi 

2423.30 Officer, Employment 

2423.40 Specialist, Personnel (B.T)  

    Officer, Personnel (R.T) 

2423.45 Officer, Human resource    

2423.50 Officer, Labour  

2423.60 Counselor, Vocational Guidance 

2423.90 Personnel and careers professionals, NEC 

 

2424 TRAINING AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT PROFESSIONALS  

TRAINING AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT PROFESSIONALS plan, develop, implement and 

evaluate training and development programs to ensure that management and staff acquire the 

skills and develop the competencies required by organizations to meet organizational objectives. 

TASKS include:  

a) identifying training needs and requirements of individuals and organizations; 

b) setting human resource development objectives and evaluating learning outcomes; 
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c) preparing and developing instructional training material and aids such as handbooks, 

visual aids, online tutorials, demonstration models, and supporting training reference 

documentation; 

d) designing, coordinating, scheduling and conducting training and development programs 

that can be delivered in the form of individual and group instruction, and facilitating 

workshops, meetings, demonstrations and conferences; 

e) liaising with external training providers to arrange delivery of specific training and 

development programs; 

f) promoting internal and external training and development, and evaluating these 

promotional activities; 

g) monitoring and performing ongoing evaluation and assessment of internal and external 

training quality and effectiveness, and reviewing and modifying training objectives, 

methods and course deliverables; 

h) gathering, investigating and researching background materials to gain an understanding 

of various subject matters and systems; 

i) performing other related tasks; and 

j) supervising other workers.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2424.10 Officer, Training  

2424.20 Specialist, Workforce Development  

2424.90 Training and staff development professionals, NEC 

 

2425  ADMINISTRATIVE PROFESSIONALS  

ADMINISTRATIVE PROFESSIONALS provide internal administrative services related to 

establishment and employees. 

TASKS include: 

a) providing administration and employees varied services related to day-to-day 

administrative matters; 

b) implementing administrative policy and decision of the government and organisation; 

c) maintain records, and conveying administrative information and decision to appropriate 

authorities; 

d) controlling common services, and coordinating their inter-department functions; 

e) co-ordinating and marketing tourism, locally and abroad; 

f) performing related tasks; 

g) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2425.10 Officer, Diplomatic and Administrative 

2425.20 Personal Assistant to the Minister 

2425.30 Committee Clerk 

2425.40 Administrative Officer 

2425.50 Health Secretary 

2425.60 Foreign Service Officer 

2425.70 Tourist Officer 

2425.80 Immigration Officer 
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2425.90 Administrative Professional, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 243 

SALES, MARKETING AND PUBLIC RELATIONS P ROFESSIONALS 

SALES, MARKETING AND PUBLIC RELATIONS PROFESSIONALS plan, develop, 

coordinate and implement programs of information dissemination to promote organizations, 

goods and services, and represent companies in selling a range of technical, industrial, medical, 

pharmaceutical and ICT goods and services. 

 

Tasks performed usually include: commissioning and undertaking market research, analyzing the 

findings, and planning advertising marketing and public relations activities; supporting business 

growth and development through the preparation and execution of marketing objectives, policies 

and programs; planning and organizing publicity campaigns; appraising and selecting material 

submitted by writers, photographers, illustrators and others to create favourable publicity; 

acquiring and updating knowledge of employersô and competitorsô goods and services, and 

market conditions; assessing customersô needs and explaining and demonstrating goods and 

services to them; visiting regular and prospective client businesses to establish and act on 

marketing opportunities; quoting and negotiating prices and credit terms, and completing 

contracts. 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified into the following Unit groups: 

  2431 Advertising and marketing professionals 

  2432 Public relations professionals 

2433 Technical and Medical Sales Professionals (excluding ICT) 

2434 Information and Communications technology sales 

professionals 

 

2431 ADVERTISING AND MARKETING PROFESSIONALS  

ADVERTISING AND MARKETING PROFESSIONALS plan and direct advertising policies 

and programs or engage in promoting or creating good will for individuals, groups, or 

organizations by writing or selecting favourable publicity material and releasing it through 

various communications media. 

TASKS include: 

a) conferring with department heads or staff to discuss topics such as contracts, selection 

of advertising media, or products to be advertised;  

b) reading publications to learn about conventions and social functions and organising 

prospect files for promotional purposes;  

c) coordinating activities of departments, such as sales, graphic arts, media, finance, and 

research;  

d) directing and coordinating product research and development;  

e) gathering and organising information to plan advertising campaigns;  

f) inspecting layouts and advertising copy and edit scripts, audio and video tapes, and 

other promotional material for adherence to specifications;  

g) monitoring and analysing sales promotion results to determine cost effectiveness of 

promotion campaigns;  

h) planning and executing advertising policies and strategies for organizations; 
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i) planning and preparing advertising and promotional material to increase sales of 

products or services, working with customers, company officials, sales departments 

and advertising agencies;  

j) preparing budgets and submitting estimates for program costs as part of campaign 

plan development; 

k) providing presentation and product demonstration support during the introduction of 

new products and services to field staff and customers; 

l) reading trade journals and professional literature to stay informed on trends, 

innovations, and changes that affect media planning;  

m) represent company at trade association meetings to promote products; 

n) tracking program budgets and expenses and campaign response rates to evaluate each 

campaign based on program objectives and industry norms; 

o) training and directing workers engaged in developing and producing advertisements; 

p) performing other related tasks; and 

q) supervising other workers.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2431.10 Officer, Marketing  

            Afisa Masoko 

2431.20 Trade Officer 

2431.30 Market Research Analyst 

   Mtafiti Masoko 

2431.40 Marketing Promotions Designer 

2431.50 Advertising Specialist 

2431.60 Patent Agent 

2431.90 Advertising and Marketing Professionals, NEC 

 

2432 PUBLIC RELATIONS PROFESSIONALS  

PUBLIC RELATIONS PROFESSIONALS engage in promoting or creating good will for 

individuals, groups, or organizations by writing or selecting favourable publicity material and 

releasing it through various communications media. May prepare and arrange displays, and make 

speeches.  

TASKS include: 

a) Arranging public appearances, lectures, contests, or exhibits for clients to increase 

product and service awareness and to promote goodwill; 

b) coaching client representatives in effective communication with the public and with 

employees;  

c) formulating policies, plans, strategies and activities to enhance public relations and 

advocacy of the roles. 

d) preparing  and disseminating  information through publications and other media 

e) organizing and coordinating corporate functions/events, meetings, broadcasting, 

workshops, press conferences. 

f) preparing required speeches, press statements, reports and advertisements. 

g) collecting and internally circulating copies of documents, legal instruments, charters, 

constitutions and government speeches by policy makers. 
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h) soliciting, collecting and editing articles, commercial advertisements, graphics and 

other materials. 

i) establishing and maintain cooperative relationships with representatives of 

community, consumer, employee, and public interest groups;  

j) planning and directing development and communication of informational programs to 

maintain favourable public and stockholder perceptions of an organization's 

accomplishments and agenda; 

k) preparing or editing organizational publications for internal and external audiences, 

including employee newsletters and stockholders' reports; 

l) purchasing advertising space and time as required by promoting client's product or 

agenda;  

m) responding to requests for information from the media or designate another 

appropriate spokesperson or information source; 

n) performing other related tasks; and 

o) supervising other workers.   

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2432.10 Officer, Public Relations 

      Afisa Uhusiano 

2432.20 Officer, Information 

    Afisa Habari   

2432.30 Officer, Press   

2432.90 Public relations professionals, NEC 

  

2433 TECHNICAL AND MEDICAL SALES PROFESSIONALS (EXCLUDING ICT)  

TECHNICAL AND MEDICAL SALES PROFESSIONALS advise customers regarding office 

layouts, legal and insurance regulations, cost analyses, and collection methods. Answer 

customers' questions about medical products, prices, availability, product uses, and credit terms. 

Arrange for installation and test-operation of machinery. 

TASKS include:  

a) arranging appointments with doctors, pharmacists and hospital medical teams, which may 

include pre-arranged appointments or regular 'cold' calling; 

b) making presentations to doctors, practice staff and nurses in GP surgeries, hospital 

doctors, and pharmacists in the retail sector; 

c) organizing conferences for doctors and other medical staff; 

d) building and maintaining positive working relationships with medical staff and 

e) supporting administration staff e.g. receptionists; 

f) managing budgets (for catering, outside speakers, conferences, hospitality, etc); 

g) keeping detailed records of all contacts, which may involve database management; 

h) regularly attending company meetings, technical data presentations and briefings; 

i) keeping up with the latest clinical data supplied by the company and interpreting, 

presenting and discussing this data with health professionals during presentations; 

j) monitoring competitor activity and competitors' products; 

k) keeping informed of new developments in The National Health Service (NHS), 

l) anticipating potential negative and positive impacts on the business and adapting strategy 

accordingly; 
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m) developing strategies for increasing opportunities to meet and talk to contacts in the 

medical and healthcare sector; 

n) staying informed about the activities of health services in a particular area; 

o) working with team managers to plan how to approach contacts and creating effective 

business plans for making sales in a particular area; 

p) planning, research and evaluation; 

q) performing related tasks; 

r) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2433.10 Sales representatives (Medical and Pharmaceutical            products) 

2433.20 Sales representatives (Industrial Products) 

 2433.30 Technical Sales Representative 

2433.90 Technical and medical sales professionals, NEC 

 

2434 INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS TEC HNOLOGY SALES 

PROFESSIONALS 

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY (ICT) SALES 

PROFESSIONALS sell, at the wholesale level, a range of computer hardware, software and 

other information and communications technology goods and services including installations and 

provide specialized information as required. 

TASKS include: 

a) soliciting orders and selling goods to retail, industrial, wholesale and other 

establishments; 

b) selling technical equipment, supplies and related services to business establishments 

or individuals; 

c) discussing the needs of new and existing customers and providing specialized 

information about how particular equipment, supplies and services meet those needs; 

quoting and negotiating prices and credit terms, and completing contracts and 

recording orders; 

d) updating customer records and preparing sales reports; 

e) arranging delivery of goods, installation of equipment and the provision of services; 

f) reporting customersô reactions and requirements to manufacturers; 

g) performing other related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers.  

 

 OCCUPATIONS include: 

2434.10 Information and communications technology sales           Officer 

2434.20 Sales-Service Promoter  

2434.90 Information and communications technology sales professionals, NEC 

 

244 REGULATORY GOVERNMENT PROFESSIONALS 

REGULATORY GOVERNMENT PROFESSIONALS conduct, prevent and investigate 

operation of customs, tax, social benefit, licenses and civil by enforcing their policies and 

regulation. 

Occupations in this minor group are classified under the following unit groups: 
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2441 Customs and border inspector professionals 2441 TOMORDER I  

2442 Taxation and excise officialsô professionals  

2449 Regulatory Government Professionals, Not elsewhere Classified 

ROFESSIOGOVER2NMENT N 

 

SPECTOR PROFESSIONALS 

2441 CUSTOMS AND BORDER INSPECTION PROFESSIONALS 

CUSTOMS AND BORDER INSPECTOR PROFESSIONALS supervise, enforce and coordinate 

investigation and inspection persons, common carriers, goods and merchandise arriving in or 

departing or moving between states to detect violations of immigration and customs law and 

regulations. 

TASKS include: 

a) detaining persons found to be in violation of customs or immigration laws and arrange for 

legal action such as deportation; 

b) locating and seizing contraband or undeclared merchandise and vehicles, aircraft, or 

boats that contain such as merchandise; 

c) interpreting and explaining laws and regulations to travelers, prospective shippers and 

manufacturers; 

d) inspecting cargo, baggage and personal articles entering or leaving states; 

e) investigating applications for duty refunds and petition for remission or mitigation of 

penalties when warranted. 

f) performing other related tasks; and 

g) supervising other workers.  

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2441.10 Officer, Customs 

2441.90 Customs and Border Inspector Professionals, NEC 

 

2442 TAXATION AND EXCISE PROFESSIONALS2  
TAXATION AND EXCISE PROFESSIONALS supervise, and investigate operation of tax and 

excise by enforcing their procedures and regulations. 

TASKS include: 

a) strengthening frontier protection; 

b) investigate the accuracy of tax returns and accounts submitted to Revenue & Customs; 

c) applying tax legislation to companies, partnerships, organizations and individuals; 

d) examining accounts and researching background material; 

e) investigating fraud; 

f) giving expert advice on taxation matters to companies, partnerships, organizations and 

individuals; 

g) negotiating tax settlements with taxpayers and/or accountants; 

h) representing HMRC at independent appeal tribunals in disputed cases; 

i) looking into the finances of a business to find out exactly how it operates; 

j) examining the records kept and taking into account the lifestyle of the proprietor or 

directors; 

k) visiting business premises and meeting people face to face during the investigation; 

l) reviewing in detail aspects of the business accounts to ensure that tax law has been 

applied correctly; 
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m) presenting a case in correspondence, and in person, with the taxpayer or their 

n) professional advisers, accountants or lawyers; 

o) performing  other related tasks; and 

p) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2442.10 Officer, Taxation 

2442.20 Assessor, Taxation 

2442.30 Officer, Excise 

2442.90 Officer, Taxation and Excise, NEC 

  

2449 OTHER REGULATORY GOVERNMENT PROFESSIONALS, NOT ELSEWHERE 

CLASSIFIED  
This unit group covers other regulatory government professionals engaged in regulation 

activities outside the scope of those classified in unit group 2441 ï 2446, including fire rescue, 

prison, security and maritime enforcement. 

TASKS include:  

a) interpreting and explaining related procedures regulation and laws; 

b) investigating fraud; 

c) enforcing the procedures regulations and laws; 

d) performing  other related tasks; and 

e) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2449.10 Officer, Security 

2449.20 Officer, Enforcement 

2449.30 Inspector, Patent 

2449.90 Other Regulatory Government Professionals, NEC 

 

SUB-MAJOR GROUP 25 

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY PROFESSIONALS  
INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY PROFESSIONALS conduct 

research, plan, design, write, test, provide advice and improve information technology systems, 

hardware, software and related concepts for specific applications; develop associated 

documentation including principles, policies and procedures; and design, develop, control, 

maintain and support databases and other information systems to ensure optimal performance 

and data integrity and security. 

 

Tasks performed usually include: researching information technology use in business functions 

and identifying areas for improvements and researching the theoretical aspects and operational 

methods for the use of computers; evaluating, planning and designing hardware or software 

configurations for specific applications including for Internet, Intranet and multimedia systems; 

designing, writing, testing and maintaining computer programs; designing and developing 

database architecture and database management systems; developing and implementing security 

plans and data administration policy, and administering computer networks and related 

computing environments; analysing, developing, interpreting and evaluating complex system 
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design and architecture specifications, data models and diagrams in the development, 

configuration and integration of computer systems. 

 

Occupations in this Sub-Major Group are classified under the following Minor Groups: 

251 Software and applications developers and analysts 

252 Database and network professionals 

 

MINOR GROUP 251 

SOFTWARE AND APPLICATIONS DEVELOPERS AND ANALYSTS  

SOFTWARE AND APPLICATIONS DEVELOPERS AND ANALYSTS conduct research, 

plan, design, write, test, provide advice on and improve information technology systems, such as 

hardware, software and other applications to meet specific requirements. 

 

Tasks performed usually include researching information technology use in business functions 

and identifying areas in which improvements could be made to maximize effectiveness and 

efficiency; conducting research into the theoretical aspects of and operational methods for the 

use of computers; evaluating, planning and designing hardware or software configurations for 

specific applications; designing, writing, testing and maintaining computer programs for specific 

requirements; evaluating, planning and designing Internet, Intranet and multimedia systems. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups:-  

 2511   Systems analysts 

 2512   Software developers 

 2513   Web and multimedia developers 

 2514   Applications programmers 

2519   Software and applications developers and analysts not         

elsewhere classified 

 

2511 SYSTEMS ANALYSTS 

SYSTEMS ANALYSTS conduct research, analyse and evaluate clientsô information technology 

requirements, procedures or problems, and develop and implement proposals, recommendations, 

and plans to improve current or future information systems. May recommend commercially 

available software and supervise computer programmers. 

TASKS include: 

a) consulting with users to formulate and document requirements and with management to 

ensure agreement on systems principles; 

b) identifying and analysing business processes, procedures and work practices; 

c) identifying and evaluating inefficiencies and recommending optimal business practices, 

and system functionality and behaviour; 

d) taking responsibility for deploying functional solutions, such as creating, adopting and 

implementing system test plans; 

e) analyzing information processing needs, planning and designing computer systems, using 

techniques such as structured analysis, data modelling and information engineering;  

f) assessing the usefulness of pre-developed application packages and adapting them to a 

user environment; 

g) developing functional specifications for use by systems developers; 
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h) expanding or modifying systems to improve work flow or serve new purposes; 

i) coordinating and linking the computer systems within an organisation to increase 

compatibility; 

j) performing other related tasks; and 

k) supervising other workers.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2511.10 Analyst, Computer Systems  

   Mchambuzi wa mifumo ya kompyuta   

2511.20 Analyst, Communications (Computers) 

2511.30 Consultant, Systems 

2511.40 Designer, Systems  

2511.50 Scientist, Computer 

2511.60 Analyst, Business (Information Technology) 

2511.90 Systems analysts, NEC 

          

2512 SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS RESEARCH, analyse and evaluate requirements for existing or 

new software applications and operating systems, and design, develop, test and maintain 

software solutions to meet the requirements. 

TASKS include:  

a) researching, analysing and evaluating requirements for software applications 

and operating systems; 

b) researching, designing, and developing computer software systems; 

c) consulting with engineering staff to evaluate interface between hardware and 

software; 

d) developing and directing software testing and validation procedures; 

e) modifying existing software to correct errors, to adapt it to new hardware or to 

upgrade 

f) interfaces and improve performance; 

g) directing software programming and development of documentation; 

h) assessing, developing, upgrading and documenting maintenance procedures for 

operating 

i) systems, communications environments and applications software; 

j) consulting with customers concerning maintenance of software system; 

k) performing other related tasks; and 

l) supervising other workers.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2512.10 Developer, Software 

2512.20 Designer, Software 

2512.30 Software, Engineer 

2512.40 Programmer, Analyst 

2512.50 Engineer, Computer System 

2512.90 Software developers, NEC 
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2513 WEB AND MULTIMEDIA DEVELOPERS  

WEB AND MULTIMEDIA DEVELOPERS combine design and technical knowledge to 

research, analyse, evaluate, design, programme and modify websites, and applications that draw 

together text, graphics, animations, imaging, audio and video displays, and other interactive 

media. 

TASKS include: 

a) analysing, designing and developing Internet sites applying a mixture of artistry 

and creativity with software programming and scripting languages and interfacing 

with operating environments; 

b) designing and developing digital animations, imaging, presentations, games, audio 

and video clips, and Internet applications using multimedia software, tools and 

utilities, interactive graphics and programming languages; 

c) communicating with network specialists regarding web-related issues, such as 

security and hosting web sites, to control and enforce Internet and web server 

security, space allocation, user access, business continuity, web site backup and 

disaster recovery planning; 

d) designing, developing and integrating computer code with other specialized inputs, 

such as 

e) image files, audio files and scripting languages, to produce, maintain and support 

web sites; 

f) assisting in analysing, specifying and developing Internet strategies, web-based 

methodologies and development plans; 

g) performing other related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2513.10 Developer, Website  

2513.15 Programmer, Multimedia 

2513.20 Architect, Website 

2513.30 Developer, Internet/Intranet 

2513.40 Programmer, Animation 

2513.50 Programmer, Computer Games 

2513.50 Web programmer 

2513.90 Web and multimedia developers, NEC 

 

2514 APPLICATIONS PROGRAMMERS 

APPLICATIONS PROGRAMMERS Applications programmers write and maintain 

programmable code outlined in technical instructions and specifications for software applications 

and operating systems. 

TASKS include: 

a) writing and maintaining program code outlined in instructions and 

specifications in accordance with quality accredited standards; 

b) revising, repairing or expanding existing programs to increase operating 

efficiency or adapt to new requirements; 

c) conducting trial runs of programs and software applications to confirm that 

they will produce the desired information; 
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d) compiling and writing documentation of program development; 

e) Identifying and communicating technical problems, processes and solutions; 

f) performing other related tasks; and 

g) supervising other workers. 

  

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2514.10 Application Programmer, Computer 

2514.20 Programmer, Communication 

2514.30 Programmer, Database 

2514.40 Programmer, Systems 

2514.50 Researcher, information technology 

2514.90 Applications programmers, NEC 

 

2519 OTHER SOFTWARE AND APPLICATIONS DEV ELOPERS AND ANALYSTS, 

NEC 

SOFTWARE AND APPLICATIONS DEVELOPERS AND ANALYSTS NOT ELSEWHERE 

CLASSIFIED this unit group covers professionals not classified elsewhere in minor group 251, 

Software and applications developers and analysts. For instance, here should be classified those 

professionals specializing in quality assurance including software testing. 

TASKS include: 

a) developing and documenting software testing plans; 

b) installing software and hardware and configuring operating system software in 

preparation for testing; 

c) verifying that programmes function according to user requirements and established 

guidelines; 

d) executing, analyzing and documenting results of software application tests and 

information and telecommunication systems tests; 

e) developing and implementing software and information system testing policies, 

procedures and scripts; 

f) performing other related tasks; and 

g) supervising other workers. 

  

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2519.10 Analyst, Quality assurance 

2519.20 Tester, Software 

2519.30 Tester, Systems 

2519.90 Other Software and Applications Developers and Analysts, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 252 

DATABASE AND NETWORK PROFESSIONALS  

DATABASE AND NETWORK PROFESSIONALS design, develop, control, maintain and 

support the optimal performance and security of information technology systems and 

infrastructure, including databases, hardware and software, networks and operating systems. 

 

Tasks performed usually include: designing and developing database architecture, data 

structures, dictionaries and naming conventions for information systems projects; designing, 
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constructing, modifying, integrating, implementing and testing database management systems; 

developing and implementing security plans, data administration policy, documentation and 

standards; maintaining and administering computer networks and related computing 

environments; analysing, developing, interpreting and evaluating complex system design and 

architecture specifications, data models and diagrams in the development, configuration and 

integration of computer systems. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups: 

2521 Database designers and administrators 

2522 Computer systems administrators 

2523 Computer network professionals 

2529 Database and network professionals not elsewhere classified 

 

2521 DATABASE DESIGNERS AND ADMINISTRATORS  

DATABASE DESIGNERS AND ADMINISTRATORS design, develop, control, maintain and 

support the optimal performance and security of databases. 

TASKS include: 

a) designing and developing database architecture, data structures, tables, dictionaries and 

naming conventions for information systems projects; 

b) designing, constructing, modifying, integrating, implementing and testing database 

management systems; 

c) conducting research and providing advice on the selection, application and 

implementation of database management tools; 

d) developing and implementing data administration policy, documentation, standards and 

models; 

e) developing policies and procedures for database access and usage and for the backup and 

recovery of data; 

f)  Performing the operational establishment and preventive maintenance of backups, 

recovery procedures, and enforcing security and integrity controls; 

g) performing other related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2521.10 Designer, databases 

2521.20 Auditor, computer 

2521.30 Administrator, Data  

2521.40 Administrator, Database 

2521.50 Analyst, Database 

2512.60 Architect, Database   

2512.90 Database designers and administrators, NEC 

 

2522  COMPUTER SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATORS  

COMPUTER SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATORS develop, control, maintain and support the 

optimal performance and security of information technology systems. 

TASKS include: 
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a) maintaining and administering computer networks and related computing environments 

including computer hardware, systems software, applications software and all 

configurations; 

b) recommending changes to improve systems and network configurations, and determining 

hardware or software requirements related to such changes; 

c) diagnosing hardware and software problems; 

d) performing data backups and disaster recovery operations; 

e) operating master consoles to monitor the performance of computer systems and networks, 

and to coordinate computer network access and use; 

f) performing other related tasks; and 

g) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2522.10 Administrator, Computer systems 

2522.20 Administrator, Systems 

2522.30 Administrator, Network 

2522.90 Computer systems administrators, NEC 

 

2523 COMPUTER NETWORK PROFESSIONALS  

COMPUTER NETWORK PROFESSIONALS research, analyse and recommend strategies for 

network architecture and development, implement, manage, maintain and configure network 

hardware and software, and monitor, troubleshoot and optimize performance. 

TASKS include: 

a) analysing, developing, interpreting and evaluating complex system design and 

architecture specifications, data models and diagrams in the development, configuration 

and integration of computer systems; 

b) researching, analysing, evaluating and monitoring network infrastructure to ensure 

networks are configured to operate at optimal performance; 

c) assessing and recommending improvements to network operations and integrated 

hardware, software, communications and operating systems; 

d) providing specialist skills in supporting and troubleshooting network problems and 

emergencies; 

e) installing, configuring, testing, maintaining and administering new and upgraded 

networks, software database applications, servers and workstations; 

f) preparing and maintaining procedures and documentation for network inventory, and 

recording diagnosis and resolution of network faults, enhancements and modifications to 

networks, and maintenance instructions; 

g) monitoring network traffic, and activity, capacity and usage to ensure continued integrity 

and optimal network performance; 

h) performing other related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2523.10 Network Analyst 

2523.90 Computernetwork professionals, NEC 
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2529 OTHER DATABASE AND NETWORK PROFESSIONALS, NOT ELSEWHERE 

CLASSIFIED  

DATABASE AND NETWORK PROFESSIONALS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED 

This unit group covers database and networking professionals elsewhere in Minor group 252, 

Database and network professionals. For instance here should be classified Information 

communications and telecommunications security specialists 

 

TASKS include: 

a) developing plans to safeguard computer files against accidental or unauthorized 

modification, destruction, or disclosure and to meet emergency data processing needs; 

b) training users and promoting security awareness to ensure system security and to 

improve server and network efficiency; 

c) conferring with users to discuss issues such as computer data access needs, security 

violations, and programming changes; 

d) monitoring current reports of computer viruses to determine when to update virus 

protection systems; 

e) modifying computer security files to incorporate new software, correct errors, or 

change individual access status; 

f) monitoring use of data files and regulate access to safeguard information in computer 

files; 

g) performing risk assessments and executing tests of data processing system to ensure 

functioning of data processing activities and security measures; 

h) Encrypting data transmissions and erecting firewalls to conceal confidential 

information as it is being transmitted and to keep out tainted digital transfers; 

i) performing other related tasks; and 

j) supervising other workers.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2529.10 Security specialist, ICT  

2529.20 Digital Forensic Specialist 

2529.90 Other Database and Network Professionals, NEC 

 

SUB-MAJOR GROUP 26 

LEGAL, SOCIAL AND CULTU RAL PROFESSIONALS 

LEGAL, SOCIAL AND CULTURAL PROFESSIONALS conduct research on, and provide 

advice on legal, social and cultural problems, collect, appraise, organise and preserve historically 

significant and valuable documents, assess the social needs of individuals and groups, and assist 

people to develop and use the skills and resources needed to resolve social and other problems. 

 

Most occupations in this Sub-Major Group require skills at the fourth level, as defined in 

TASCO Introduction. In a system of continuing education, where primary education begins at 

age 7 or 8, courses at this level begin at about 21 or 22 years, and last for about three to five 

years, and lead to the University or Postgraduate University degree, or equivalent 
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Tasks performed by legal, social and cultural Professionals usually include providing advice on 

legal, social and cultural problems, collecting, appraising, organising and preserving historically 

significant and valuable documents, and assessing the social needs of individuals and groups.  

 

Occupations in this Sub-Major Group are classified under the following Minor Groups: 

261 Legal professionals 

262 Librarians, archivists and curators 

263 Social and religious professionals 

264 Authors, journalists and linguists 

265 Creative and performing artists 

 

MINOR GROUP 261 

LEGAL PROFESSIONALS  

LEGAL PROFESSIONALS professionals conduct research on legal problems, advise clients on 

legal aspects of problems, plead cases or conduct prosecutions in courts of law, preside over 

judicial proceedings in courts of law, and draft laws and regulations. 

 

Tasks performed usually include giving clients legal advice, undertaking legal business on 

clientsô behalf, and conducting litigation when necessary, or presiding over judicial proceedings- 

and pronouncing judgement in courts of law. Supervision of other workers may be included. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups: 

2611  Lawyers 

2612   Judges 

2619  Legal professionals NEC 

 

2611     LAWYERS 

LAWYERS represent clients in criminal and civil litigation and other legal proceedings, draw up 

legal documents, and plead cases or conduct prosecutions in courts of justice. 

TASKS include: 

a) acting as agents, trustees, guardians, or executors for businesses or individuals, by 

advising clients concerning business transactions, claim liability, advisability of 

prosecuting or defending lawsuits, or legal rights and obligations;  

b) analysing the probable outcomes of cases, using knowledge of legal precedents; and  

evaluating findings and developing strategies and arguments in preparation for 

presentation of cases;  

c) gathering and examining legal evidence to determine advisability of defending or 

prosecuting lawsuit and to formulate defence or to initiate legal actions;  

d) developing state programs, draft and interpret laws and legislation, and establishing 

enforcement procedures; 

e) interpreting laws, rules and regulations for individuals, and organisations;  

f) performing administrative and management functions related to the practice of law; 

g) preparing and drafting legal documents, such as wills, deeds, patent applications, 

mortgages, leases, and contracts;  

h) preparing legal briefs and opinions, and file appeals in state and federal courts of 

appeal; 
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i) summarizing and presenting cases to judges and juries with evidence to defend clients 

or prosecute defendants in criminal or civil litigation.  

j) studying constitution, statutes, decisions, regulations, and ordinances of quasi-judicial 

bodies to determine ramifications for cases.  

k) supervising legal assistants.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2611.10 Lawyer, General (B.T) 

    Mwanasheria 

    Lawyer, Admiralty (R.T)  

    Lawyer, Criminal (R.T) 

    Lawyer, Patent (R.T)  

    Lawyer, Real Estate (R.T) 

    Lawyer, Corporation (R.T) 

    Lawyer, Probate (R.T) 

2611.20  Attorney 

   State Attorney (R.T) 

   Wakili wa Serikali  

   Attorney, Tax (R.T) 

   Attorney, Insurance (R.T)        

2611.30 Advocate 

   Wakili 

2611.40 Prosecutor 

  Mwendesha Mashitaka 

2611.40 Barrister 

2611.50 Solicitor 

2611.90 Lawyers, NEC 

 

2612  JUDGES 

JUDGES preside over civil and criminal proceedings in courts of law. Arbitrate, provide advice, 

adjudicate, or administer justice in a court of law, sentence defendant in criminal cases according 

to government statutes, determine liability of defendant in civil cases, issue marriage licenses 

and perform wedding ceremonies.  

TASKS include: 

a) advising attorneys, juries, litigants, and court personnel regarding conduct, issues, and 

proceedings;  

b) awarding compensation for damages to litigants in civil cases in relation to findings 

by juries or by the court;  

c) conducting preliminary hearings to decide issues such as whether there is reasonable 

and probable cause to hold defendants in felony cases;  

d) granting divorces and dividing assets between spouses;  

e) imposing restrictions upon parties in civil cases until trials can be held.  

f) instructing juries on applicable laws, directing juries to deduce the facts from the 

evidence presented, and hear their verdicts;  

g) interpreting and enforcing rules of procedure or establish new rules in situations 

where there are no procedures already established by law;  
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h) monitoring proceedings to ensure that all applicable rules and procedures are 

followed;  

i) participating in judicial tribunals to help resolve disputes; 

j) performing wedding ceremonies;  

k) presiding over hearings and listen to allegations made by plaintiffs to determine 

whether the evidence supports the charges;  

l) reading documents on pleadings and motions to ascertain facts and issues.  

m) researching legal issues and write opinions on the issues;  

n) ruling on admissibility of evidence and methods of conducting testimony; 

o) ruling on custody and access disputes, and enforce court orders regarding custody and 

support of children;  

p) sentencing defendants in criminal cases, on conviction by jury, according to 

applicable government statutes.  

q) settling disputes between opposing attorneys.  

r) supervising other judges, court officers, and the court's administrative staff.  

s) writing decisions on cases; 

t) performing other related tasks; and 

u) supervising other workers.  

  

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2612.10 Judge (B.T) 

    Jaji  

    Zonal Judge (R.T) 

    Jaji wa Kanda 

    Supreme Court justice (R.T) 

    Judge, sessions court (R.T) 

    Judge, Court of Appeal (R.T) 

    Jaji - Mahakama ya Rufaa 

    Judge, High Court (R.T) 

    Jaji - Mahakama Kuu 

    Judge, Commercial court (R.T) 

    Jaji - Mahakama ya Biashara 

    Judge, Labour Court (R.T) 

    Jaji - Mahakama ya Kazi 

    Judge, Land Tribunal 

2612.30 Magistrate  

2612.90 Judges, NEC 

 

2613 OTHER LEGAL PROFESSIONALS  

OTHER LEGAL PROFESSIONALS perform legal functions other than pleading or prosecuting 

cases or presiding over judicial proceedings. 

TASKS include:  

a) giving advice on legal aspects of personal, business and administrative problems; 

b) representing clients in minor lawsuits, and briefing lawyers on their behalf in major 

lawsuits; 

c) drawing up legal documents; 
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d) arranging property transfer; 

e) performing other related tasks; and  

f) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2613.10 Legal Mediator 

   Msuluhishi wa Kisheria 

2613.20 Legal Arbitrator 

   Mwamuzi wa Kisheria 

2613.30 Legal Counsellor (B.T) 

   Legal advisor(A.T) 

   Mshauri wa  Mambo ya Sheria 

   Law Revision Officer (R.T) 

   Mrekebu wa Sheria 

2613.40 Legal Translator 

    Mfasiri wa Sheria 

 2613.50 Law Revision Officer 

2613.60 Parliamentary Draftsperson 

2613.70 Legal Draftsperson 

2613.80 Probate Officer 

             Msaidizi Mirathi 

2613.90 Legal Professionals, NEC 

   Wataalamu Sheria - Wengine 

 

2619  OTHER LEGAL PROFESSIONALS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED  

This unit group covers legal professionals not classified elsewhere in Minor Group 261: Legal 

Professionals such as those who perform legal functions other than pleading or prosecuting cases 

or presiding over judicial proceedings. 

TASKS include: 

a) drawing up legal documents and affirming and administering oaths and statutory 

declarations; 

b) performing administration work in courts of law; 

c) administering the estates of deceased persons or other trusts; 

d) taking charge and administering estates of insolvents (bankrupts) or properties and assets 

of companies; 

e) determining, by inquest, the causes of any death not obviously due to natural causes; 

f) performing related tasks; 

g) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2619.10 Notary (B.T) 

   Legal Representative (R.T) 

2619.20 Public Trustee  

2619.30 Officer, Trust 

2619.40 Official Assignee (high court) 

2619.50 Officer, Bankruptcy 
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2619.60 Liquidator 

2619.90 Other Legal Professionals, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 262 

LIBRARIANS, ARCHIVISTS AND CURATORS  

LIBRARIANS, ARCHIVISTS AND CURATORS conduct research on, collect, appraise and 

ensure the safekeeping and preservation of recorded materials of historical, scientific and artistic 

interest; collect and store published and recorded material; and retrieve and provide information 

as requested. 

 

Tasks performed usually include researching into, collecting, appraising, organising and 

preserving historically significant and valuable documents; organising, developing and 

maintaining collections of artistic, scientific and historically significant items in museums or art 

galleries; or designing, developing and maintaining a systematic collection of books, periodicals, 

and other printed and recorded materials; retrieving and providing information to business and 

other users based on the collection or on library and information or library and information 

network. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups: 

 2621 Archivists and Curators 

 2622 Librarians and related Information Professionals 

 

2621 ARCHIVISTS AND CURATORS  

ARCHIVISTS AND CURATORS conduct research on, collect, appraise and ensure the 

safekeeping and preservation of recorded materials of historical, scientific and artistic interest, 

and of art and other objects in museums and art galleries.   

TASKS include:  

a) researching into, collecting, appraising, organising and preserving historically significant 

and valuable documents such as government papers, private papers, or sound and films; 

b) directing or carrying out the preparation of indexes; bibliographies, microfilm copies and 

aids to the collected materials and making them available to users; 

c)  researching into the origin and use of materials and objects of historical interest; 

d) organising, developing and maintaining collections of artistic, scientific and historically 

significant  items in museums or galleries; 

e) directing and undertaking classification and cataloguing of museum and art galleriesô 
collections organising exhibitions; 

f) performing other related tasks; and  

g) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2621.10 Archivist (B.T) 

   Preservator (A.T) 

    Afisa Nyaraka 

2621.20 Curator, Art Gallery 

2621.30 Curator, Museum 

2621.40 Records Management Officer 
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2621.90 Archivists and Curators, NEC 

 

2622 LIBRARIANS AND RELATED INFORMATION PROFESSIONALS  

LIBRARIANS AND RELATED PROFESSIONALS collect and store published and recorded 

materials, and retrieve and provide information as required. 

TASKS include: 

a) selecting and arranging for the acquisition of books, periodicals, audio-visual and other 

material; collects, classifies and catalogues information, books and other material; 

b) preparing and circulating abstracts, bibliographies, book lists, etc.; identifies the 

information needs of clients, seeks out and evaluates information sources; 

c) establishing information storage systems to deal with queries and to maintain up to date 

records; 

d) managing library borrowing and inter-library loan facilities. 

e) performing other related tasks; and  

f) supervising other workers. 

 

 OCCUPATIONS include: 

2622.10 Librarian; 

   Mkutubi 

2622.20 Bibliographer 

2622.30 Cataloguer 

2622.90 Librarians and related Information Professionals, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 263 

SOCIAL AND RELIGIOUS PROFESSIONALS  

SOCIAL AND RELIGIOUS PROFESSIONALS conduct research on, improve or developed 

concepts and operational methods, or engage in the economics, history, archaeology, sociology, 

philosophy and other social and religious sciences and conduct occupational analysis, and 

provide vocational and spiritual guidance. 

 

Tasks performed usually include studying mental processes and behaviour of individuals and 

groups; formulating and applying solutions to present or foreseen economic, political or social 

problems; piecing together past events and activities and tracing the origin and evaluation of the 

human race; studying language development and making communication between different 

languages possible; preparing scientific papers and reports, and supervise other workers. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups: 

2631 Economists 

2632 Sociologists, Anthropologists and related    Professionals, 

2633 Philosophers, Historians and Political Scientists 

2634 Psychologists  

2635 Social work and counselling Professionals 

2636 Religious Professionals 

2639 Social and Religious professionals, NEC 
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2631 ECONOMISTS 

ECONOMISTS conduct research on, and analyze economic data, and prepare reports on subjects 

relating to the economy and apply economic knowledge to draw up economic policies and 

foresee economic trends formulate solutions to present.  

TASKS include: 

a) studying, advising on or dealing with various economic aspects, such as production, 

marketing methods; national and international trade trends; monetary, fiscal and pricing 

policies; employment, productivity and consumption; 

b) devising methods and procedures for collecting and processing economic data to analyse 

interrelationships between economic variables; 

c) preparing reports of research findings; 

d) analysing the efficiency of government and industry with special reference to resource 

allocation; 

e) forecasting changes in the economic environment for short-term budgeting, long-term 

planning and investment evaluation; 

f) formulating recommendations, policies or plans for the economy, special projects or 

industrial project feasibility studies; 

g) advising on economic policy and courses of action to be followed in the light of analyses 

of present foreseen economic factors; 

h) performing other related tasks and  

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2631.10 Economist, General; (B.T) 

   Officer, economy affairs (A.T) 

   Mchumi- Kawaida 

2631.20 Planning Officer  

   Afisa Mipango 

2631.30 Project Management Officer  

   Afisa Miradi 

2631.40 Agricultural Economist; 

   Mchumi wa Kilimo 

2631.50 Labour Economist 

2631.60 Econometrician (B.T) 

    Economic Analyst (R.T) 

2631.90 Economists, NEC 

       Wachumi wengine  

 

2632 SOCIOLOGISTS, ANTHROPOLOGISTS AND RELATED PROFESSIONAL 

SOCIOLOGISTS, ANTHROPOLOGISTS AND RELATED PROFESSIONALS investigate and 

describe the social structure of societies, the origin and evolution of humanity, and the 

interdependence between environmental conditions and human activities.  

TASKS include: 

a) conducting research on the origin, development, structure, social patterns, organizations 

and inter-relationships of human society; 
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b) tracing the origin and evolution of humanity through the study of changing characteristics 

and cultural and social institutions; 

c) tracing the development of humanity through the material remains of its past such as 

dwellings, temples, tools, pottery, coins, weapons or sculpture; 

d) studying physical and climatic aspects of areas and regions and correlating these findings 

with the economic, social and cultural activities; 

e) advising on the practical application of these finding in the determination of physical and 

ethnic boundaries between states, economic exploitation of specific regions, potential 

markets or optimum trade routes; 

f) preparing scientific papers and related tasks; 

g) performing  other related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2632.10 Sociologist 

2632.20 Anthropologist 

2632.30 Archaeologist 

2632.40 Geographer 

2632.50 Ethnologist 

2632.90 Sociologists, anthropologists and related professionals, NEC 

 

2633 PHILOSOPHERS, HISTORIANS AND POLITICAL SCIENTISTS OPOLITICAL  
PHILOSOPHERS, HISTORIANS AND POLITICAL SCIENTISTS conduct research and 

describe past events and activities, including the development of social and economic structures, 

or cultural and political institutions and movements. 

TASKS include: 

a) researching mostly by reasoning, into the general causes, principles and meaning of the 

world, human actions, experience and existence, and interpreting and developing 

philosophical concepts and theories; 

b) consulting and comparing primary sources such as original contemporary records of past, 

events, and secondary sources such as archaeological or anthropological findings; 

c) extracting relevant material, checking its authenticity, and researching into and describing 

the history of a particular period, country or region, or a particular facet (for example 

economic, social or political) of its history; 

d) conducting research in such fields as political philosophy, or past and present theory and 

practice of political systems, institutions or behavior; 

e) observing contemporary political institutions and collecting data on them from various 

sources, including interviews with government and political party officials and other 

relevant persons; 

f) presenting findings and conclusions for publication or use by government, political 

parties or other organizations and interested persons; 

g) preparing scientific papers and related tasks; 

h) performing  other related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 
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2633.10 Philosopher 

2633.20 Historian 

2633.30 Political Scientist 

2633.40 Genealogist 

2633.90 Philosophers, historians and political scientists, NEC 

 

2634 PSYCHOLOGISTS 

PSYCHOLOGISTS research into and study mental processes and behavior of human beings and 

apply this knowledge to promote personal, social, educational or occupational adjustment and 

development. 

TASKS include: 

a) planning and carrying out tests to measure mental, physical and other characteristics such 

as intelligence, abilities, aptitudes, potentialities, etc., interpreting and evaluating results 

and providing advice; 

b) analyzing the effect of heredity, social, occupational and other factors on individual 

thought and behavior; 

c) conducting counseling or therapeutic interviews and providing follow-up services; 

d) maintaining required contacts such as those with family members, educational authorities 

or employers, and recommending possible solutions to and treatment of problems; 

e) studying psychological factors in the diagnosis, treatment and prevention of mental 

illnesses and emotional or personality disorders, and conferring with related 

professionals; 

f) preparing scientific papers and related tasks; 

g) performing  other related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers. 

 

 OCCUPATIONS include: 

2634.10 Psychologist  

2634.20 Clinical Psychologist  

2634.30 Educational Psychologist 

2634.40 Organizational Psychologist 

2634.50 Sport Psychologist 

2634.90 Psychologists, NEC 

 

2635    SOCIAL WORK AND COUNSELLING PROFESSIONALS 

SOCIAL WORK AND COUNSELING PROFESSIONALS provide guidance to clients in social 

and related matters to enable them to find and use resources to overcome difficulties and achieve 

required goals. 

TASKS include: 

a) helping individuals and families with personal and social problems; 

b) collecting information relevant to clients' needs and advising them on their rights and 

obligations; 

c) analysing the client's situation and presenting alternative approaches to resolving 

problems; 

d) preparing and compiling case records or reports for courts and other legal proceedings; 

e) planning, evaluating, improving and developing welfare services; 
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f) providing guidance to potential delinquents and rehabilitation delinquents by organizing 

and supervising social, educational and recreational activities in youth clubs, community 

centre and similar organizations; 

g) helping physically or mentally handicapped persons to obtain adequate treatment and 

improve their ability to function in society; 

h) planning, organizing or providing home-help services; 

i) monitoring the progress of clients by maintaining contact; 

j) performing related tasks; and 

k) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2635.10 Social Worker, General  

  Mfanyakazi wa Jamii -Kawaida   

2635.15 Social welfare worker 

  Mfanyakazi wa Ustawi wa Jamii 

2635.20 Parole Officer 

2636.25 Social worker, Delinquency 

  Welfare worker, Delinquency 

              Mfanyakazi wa Jamii wenye Makosa 

2635.30 Psychiatric social worker 

2635.35 Community development officer 

  Afisa Maendeleo ya Jamii 

2635.40 Cooperative development officer 

  Afisa Maendeleo ya Ushirika 

2635.45 Family Counsellor 

2635.50 Marriage Councelor 

2635.55 Child and Youth Councelor 

2635.60 Addictions Councelor 

2635.65 Bereavement Councelor 

2635.70 Youth Officer 

2635.75 Sport Officer 

2635.80 Probation Officer 

2635.90 Social work and counselling professionals, NEC 

 

2636 RELIGIOUS PROFESSIONALS 

RELIGIOUS PROFESSIONALS perform spiritual functions associated with beliefs and 

practices of religious faiths and provide motivation, guidance and training in religious life for the 

people of a congregation, parish or community. 

TASKS include: 

a) conducting research on, studying and interpreting or developing religious concepts 

and theories;       

b) preparing and conducting services of public worship or acknowledgments of faith; 

c) preparing and delivering sermons, homilies and special talks and planning music for 

services; 
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d) participating in the social and welfare activities of communities, encouraging people 

to be aware of their responsibilities, and organizing participation in community 

projects; 

e) conducting classes of religious instruction, and supervising prayer and discussion 

groups, retreats and seminars; 

f) conducting religious services, rites and ceremonies, such as marriages, funerals and 

special memorial services according to ecclesiastical and civil law and keeping 

records as required by the religion or local law; 

g) providing spiritual and moral guidance in accordance with religion professed; 

h) asserting in formulating and deciding on religious policies and practices; 

i) conducting religious services; 

j) propagating religious doctrines and preaching them in own country or abroad; 

k) performing other related tasks; and 

l) supervising other workers.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2636.10 Officer, Religion (B.T) 

     Chaplain (R.T) 

     Priest (R.T) 

     Pastor (R.T) 

     Sheikh (R.T) 

     Mantri (R.T) 

     Pandit (R.T) 

     Granthi (R.T) 

     Sheikh Amilsaheb (R.T) 

     Mullasaheb (R.T) 

     Imam 

2636.20 Minister, Religion 

2636.30 Missionary 

2636.90 Religious professionals, NEC 

 

2639 OTHER SOCIAL AND RELIGIOUS PROFESSIONALS, NEC 

SOCIAL AND RELIGIOUS PROFESSIONALS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED include 

social and religious professional not elsewhere classified, for example those planning and 

organising home help services for persons unable to cope with the running of the home, those 

who trace the genealogical background of particular family etc. 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2639.10 Other Social and Religious Professionals, NEC  

 

MINOR GROUP 264 

AUTHORS, JOURNALISTS AND LINGUISTS  

AUTHORS, JOURNALISTS AND LINGUISTS conceive and create literary works, interpret 

and communicate news and public affairs through the media and translate or interpret from one 

language into another. 

 

Tasks performed usually include: writing literary works; appraising merits of literary and other 
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works of art; collecting information about current affairs and writing about them; researching, 

investigating, interpreting and communicating news and public affairs through newspapers, 

television, radio and other media; translating written material from one language to another; 

simultaneously translating from one language to another. 

 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups:  

2641    Authors and related writers   

2642    Journalists 

2643    Translators, interpreters and other linguists 

 

2641 AUTHORS AND RELATED WRITERS  

AUTHORS AND RELATED WRITERS write and evaluate literary works for publication or 

presentation in dramatic form, appraise merits of literary and other works of art and of artistic 

productions, and write and edit news and commentaries. 

TASKS include: 

a) creating or developing ideas and themes for written works, such as novels, plays, musical 

works, screen productions, educational texts, information texts and multimedia products; 

b) researching subject matter through original or secondary materials, interviews and other 

media; 

c) planning, organising and writing material; 

d) reviewing and evaluating manuscripts of novels, biographies, short stories, poems, 

educational texts and other books; 

e) advising publishers about potential of material for publication and conditions of 

publication contract; 

f) negotiating publication details such as royalties, publication dates and numbers of copies 

to be printed; 

g) reviewing and assessing stories and other material for radio, television, stage or film 

productions; 

h) performing other related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers.  

 

OCCUPATIPONS include: 

 2641.10 Author, General 

2641.15 Hansard Reporter 

2641.20 Hansard Editor 

2641.25 Parliamentary Editor 

  Mhariri wa Bunge 

2641.30 Editor, Book  

  Mhariri Vitabu 

2641.35 Continuity and Script Editor 

2641.40 Script Writer 

2641.45 Speech Writer 

2641.50 Copywriter, Advertising 

  Mnakili Matangazo 

2641.55 Writer (B.T) 
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              Lyricist (R.T) 

2641.60 Technical Writer 

2641.65 Essayist 

2641.70 Publicity Writer (B.T) 

   Public Write (R.T) 

2641.75 Poet 

2641.80 Playwright 

2641.85 Novelist 

2641.90 Author and writers, NEC 

 

2642  JOURNALISTS 

JOURNALISTS write and edit news reports, commentaries and feature stories for presentation 

by print or electronic media or compose written material to advertise products or services. 

TASKS include: 

a) making decisions about the specific content of publications in conjunction with other 

editors and in accordance with editorial policies and guidelines; 

b) collecting, reporting and commenting on news and current affairs for publication in 

newspapers and periodicals or for broadcasting by radio or television; 

c) interviewing politicians and other public figures at press conferences and on other 

occasions, including individual interviews recorded for radio or television; 

d) reviewing copy for publication to ensure conformity with accepted rules of  grammar, 

style and format, coherence of story, accuracy and legality of content; 

e) Directing the preparation of scripts to be read by announcers to introduce and connect 

parts of musicals, news, sports or special events programs; 

f) determining advertising approach by consulting client and management, and studying 

product; 

g) writing news reports, commentaries on topics of public interest, feature stories and 

newspaper headlines; 

h) Planning and writing text and headlines for brochures and press releases; 

i) performing other related tasks; and 

j) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2642.10 Journalist, General (B.T) 

  Mwandishi wa Habari 

   Television Journalist (R.T) 

  Mwandishi wa habari -Televisheni 

   Radio Journalist (R.T) 

              Mwandishi wa habari ïRadio  

2642.20 Editor, News 

2642.30 Editor, Political 

2642.40 Print Journalist 

2642.45 Electronic Journalist 

2642.50 Reporter (B.T) 

  Msimulizi 

  Reporter, Newspaper (R.T) 
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  Reporter, Tv/Radio News (R.T) 

2642.60 Editor, Newspapers and periodicals 

  Mhariri wa Magazeti  

2642.70 Editor, Copy 

2642.80 Writer, Sport 

2642.90 Journalists and Related Professionals, NEC 

 

2643 TRANSLATORS, INTERPRETERS AND OTHER LINGUISTS  

TRANSLATORS, INTERPRETERS AND OTHER LINGUISTS study the origin, development 

and structure of languages and translate or interpret from one language into another. 

Tasks include: 

a) studying the relationships between ancient parent languages and modern language 

groups, tracing the origin and evolution of words, grammar and language forms and 

presenting findings; 

b) advising on or preparing language classification systems, grammars, dictionaries and 

similar interests; 

c) translating from one language into another and ensuring that the correct meaning of the 

original is retained, that legal, technical or scientific works are correctly rendered and that 

the phraseology and terminology of the spirit and style of literary works are conveyed as 

far as possible; 

d) interpreting from one language into another, in particular at conferences, meetings and 

similar occasions, and ensuring that the correct meaning, and as far as possible the spirit, 

of the original are transmitted; 

e) specialising  in one or more languages and subject areas; 

f) performing  other related tasks; and 

g) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include:  

2643.10 Translator 

   Mtafsiri 

   Translator-Reviser  

2643.20 Interpreter 

   Mkalimani 

2643.30 Sign language Interpreter 

2643.40 Linguist 

2643.45 Philologist (B.T) 

              Lexicographer (R.T) 

2643.50 Officer, language planner 

2643.55 Subtitler 

2643.90 Translators, interpreters and other linguists, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 265 

CREATIVE AND PERFORMING ARTISTS  

CREATIVE AND PERFORMING ARTISTS communicate ideas, impressions and facts in a 

wide range of media to achieve particular effects; interpret a composition such as a musical score 

or a script to perform or direct the performance; and host the presentation of such performance 
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and other media events. 

 

Tasks performed usually include: conceiving and creating visual art forms; conceiving and 

writing original music; devising, directing, rehearsing and performing in music, dance, theatrical 

and film productions; assuming creative, financial and organizational responsibilities in the 

production of television programmes, films, and stage presentations; studying script, play or 

book and preparing and rehearsing interpretation; selecting and introducing music, videos and 

other entertainment material for broadcast and making commercial and public service 

announcements. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups: 

2651 Visual artists 

2652 Musicians, singers and composers 

2653 Dancers and choreographers 

2654 Film, stage and producers 

2655 Actors and entertainers 

2656 Announcers on radio, television and other media 

2657  Clowns, Magicians, Acrobats and Related Professionals 

2658  Animal/Bird Keepers and Trainers Care 

2659  Creative and performing artists not elsewhere classified 

 

2651 VISUAL ARTISTS  

VISUAL ARTISTS create and execute artistic works by sculpting, painting, drawing, creating 

cartoons, engraving or using related techniques. 

TASKS include: 

a) planning, developing and providing services in the form of teaching, talks, seminars 

courses, meetings, demonstrations, and other activities; 

b) remaining conversant with new developments in visual artsô education, practice and 
process ensuring that Visual Artists maintains standards of quality and performance, 

achieves targets and implements the identified Education Policy; 

c) creating representational or abstract three-dimensional or relief forms by shaping and 

combining materials such as wood, wax, stone, clay or metal; 

d) creating representational or abstract drawings and paintings using pencils, ink, oil paints, 

water colours or through the application of other techniques; 

e) creating drawings and engraving or etching them on metal, wood or other materials; 

f) creating cartoons to depict persons and events, often in caricature; 

g) creating and executing designs and illustrations for books, magazines, advertising and 

similar purposes; 

h) restoring damaged, soiled and faded paintings and other art objects; 

i) painting miniatures; 

j) performing related tasks; and  

k) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2651.10 Sculptor 

2651.20 Cartoonist 
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2651.30 Animator 

2651.40 Engraver-etcher, artistic 

2651.50 Ceramic Artist 

2651.55 Commercial Artist 

2651.60 Portrait Painter  

2651.65 Picture restorer 

2651.70 Visual Artist 

2651.90 Visual artists, NEC 

  

2652  MUSICIANS, SINGERS AND COMPOSERS 

MUSICIANS, SINGERS AND COMPOSERS, write, arrange, orchestrate, perform and or 

participate in performances. 

TASKS include: 

a) auditioning and selecting musicians and singers, and selecting music for performances; 

b) directing groups at rehearsals and performances to achieve effects such as tonal and 

harmonic balance, rhythm and tempo; 

c) researching, preparing and rehearsing repertoire; 

d) performing songs according to interpretation, direction and style of presentation; 

e) playing music in recital, as an accompanist, or as a member of an orchestra, band or other 

musical group, from score or by memory providing musical backing for television 

commercials, popular contemporary recordings, radio, television or film; 

f) creating melodic, harmonic and rhythmic structures to express ideas and emotions in 

musical form; 

g) translating ideas and concepts into standard musical signs and symbols for reproduction 

and performance; 

h) performing other related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2652.10 Musician (B.T) 

  Mwanamuziki 

  Musician, Street (R.T) 

  Musician, Night Club (R.T) 

2652.20 Composer 

  Mtunzi wa Muziki 

2652.30 Instrumentalist 

2652.40 Music Conductor  

2652.50 Singer/Vocalist 

2652.60 Orchestrator 

2652.70 Band leader 

2652.90 Musicians and Related Professionals, NEC 

 

2653 DANCERS AND CHOREOGRAPHERS 

DANCERS AND CHOREOGRAPHERS devise, direct, rehearse and perform classical and 

contemporary dance routines to entertain audiences. 

TASKS include: 
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a) conceiving and creating dances, which often convey a story, theme, idea or mood, by a 

pattern of steps, movements and gestures; 

b) arranging and directing dance performances for stage or film production; 

c) performing dances as a soloist, with a partner or as a member of a dancing group; 

d) building and maintaining stamina, physical strength, agility and general health through 

fitness  exercises and healthy eating; 

e) attending rehearsals to develop and practice dance routines for performance; 

f) demonstrating and directing dance moves, monitors and analyses technique and 

performance, and determines how improvements can be made; 

g) performing other related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2653.10 Dancer, General; 

2653.20 Ballet Dancer; 

2653.30 Choreographer; 

2653.90 Dancers and choreographers, NEC 

 

2654 FILM, STAGE AND RELATED DIRECTORS AND PRODUCERS  

FILM, STAGE AND PRODUCERS oversee and control the technical and artistic aspects of 

motion pictures, television or radio productions and stage shows. 

TASKS include: 

a) choosing writers, studying scripts to determine artistic interpretation, and instructing actors 

on acting methods; 

b) directing all aspects of dramatic productions on stage, television, radio or in motion 

pictures, including choice of actors, and final decisions concerning costumes, set designs, 

sound or lighting effects; 

c) planning, organizing and controlling the various stages and scheduling involved in the 

production of  

d) presentations, motion pictures, television shows and radio programs; 

e) engaging and supervising all technical personnel, and determining the treatment, scope and 

scheduling of production; 

f) maintaining production archives and negotiating royalties; 

g) creating, planning, writing scripts for recording, videotaping and editing programs; 

h) supervising the positioning of scenery, props and lighting and sound equipment. 

i) performing other  related tasks; and 

j) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2654.10 Documentary Director 

2654.20 Editor, Film and Video 

2654.30 Director of Photography 

2654.40 Stage Director 

2654.50 Technical Director 

2654.60 Technical Televison/Radio Director 

2654.70 Theatre Producer 
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2654.90 Film, Stage and Producers, NEC   

 

2655     ACTORS AND ENTERTAINERS  

ACTORS AND ENTERTAINERS sing, portray roles in dramatic productions, perform comedy 

routines, gymnastic feats and tricks of illusion, train animals to perform and perform with them. 

Portray roles in productions for theatre, film, radio and television productions or compose and 

perform dances to entertain audiences. 

TASKS include: 

a) reading scripts and undertaking research to gain understanding of parts, themes and 

characterizations; 

b) learning lines and cues and rehearsing parts, and applying vocal and movement skills to 

the development of characterization; 

c) preparing for performances through rehearsals under the instruction and guidance of the 

director; 

d) acting parts and portraying roles as developed in rehearsals; 

e) practicing dance routines and dancing exercises to maintain required physical condition 

of body and control of movements; 

f) interpreting physically and emotionally the choreographic content of the production  

performing dances for audience entertainment, coordinating body movements and facial 

expression, usually with musical accompaniment; 

g) composing ballet compositions and other dance routines; 

h) performing other related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers.  

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2655.10 Actor 

  Muigizaji 

2655.20 Mime Artist 

2655.30 Story teller 

  Msimulizi wa Hadithi 

2655.40 Entertainer 

  Mburudishaji 

2655.50 Comedian 

2655.90 Actors and entertainers, NEC 

 

2656 ANNOUNCERS ON RADIO, TELEVISION AND OTHER MEDIA  

ANNOUNCERS ON RADIO, TELEVISION AND OTHER MEDIA introduce, present and 

participate in radio and television programmes, research material for broadcasts, and assume 

organizational and financial responsibility for the production of television and radio 

programmes. 

TASKS include: 

a) introducing radio and television programmes, reading news bulletins and making 

announcements; 

b) conducting interviews and preparing reports for news broadcasts, current affairs 

programmes and documentaries; 

c) directing actors and briefing designers, camera operators, sound recordists and editors on 

the effect to be achieved; 
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d) assuming financial and organizational responsibility for the completion of television 

programmes on time and within budget; 

e) editing films and videotapes to assemble shots in the logical sequence; 

f) performing other related tasks; and 

g) supervising other workers.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2656.10 Announcers, Radio 

2656.20 Announcers, Television 

2656.30 Announcers, Sport 

2656.40 Prompter 

2656.50 Presenter 

2656.60 Newscaster 

2656.90 Announcers on radio, television and other media, NEC  

 

2657 CLOWNS, MAGICIANS, ACROBATS AND RELATED PROFESSIONALS  

CLOWNS, MAGICIANS, ACROBATS AND RELATED PROFESSIONALS entertain 

audiences in circuses and other places by performing a variety of acts. 

TASKS include: 

a) performing amusing antics and telling funny stories to amuse audiences; 

b) performing feats requiring abnormal bodily contortions; 

c) performing tricks of illusion and sleight of hand, and feats of hypnotism; 

d) performing difficult and spectacular acrobatics, and gymnastic or juggling feats; 

e) training and performing with animals; 

f) performing  other  related tasks; and 

g) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

 2657.10 Acrobat 

 2657.20 Contortionist 

 2675.30 Magician 

 2675.40 Clown 

 2657.50 Juggler 

 2657.60 Aerialist 

2657.70 Hypnotist 

2657.80 Stand-up-Comedian 

2657.90 Clowns, Magicians, Acrobats and Related Professionals, NEC 

 

2658  ANIMAL/BI RD KEEPERS AND TRAINERS CARE 

 

2659  CREATIVE AND PERFORMING ARTISTS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED  

This unit group covers creative and performing artist not elsewhere classified in Minor Group 

265: Creative and Performing Artist, train and perform with animals in zoological, bird and 

aquatic parks. 

TASKS include: 

a) caring for animals in zoological, bird and aquatic parks; 
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b) training and performing with animals; 

c) performing  other related tasks; and 

d) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

2659.10 Performer/trainer in zoological, bird and aquatic parks 

2659.20 Performer/trainer in crocodile farm 

2659.30 Trainer, Animal 

2659.90 Creative and Performing Artists, NEC  

 

MAJOR GROUP 3 

TECHNICIANS AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS  

TECHNICIANS AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS perform technical or administrative 

tasks usually requiring theoretical and practical understanding of principles and practices in their 

area of specialisation. 

 

Most occupations in this Major Group require skills at the third Skill Level, as defined by 

TASCO in the introduction. In a system of continuous education, where primary education 

begins at age 7 or 8, courses at this Level begin at age 21 or 22, last for about two to three years 

and lead to an award equivalent to a diploma. 

It should be stressed that in the case of many occupations in this Major Group, the needed skills, 

or part of them, may be acquired through innate abilities and appropriate work-experience 

combined with thorough on the-job training. For new entrants, a period of on-the-job training 

may be necessary. 

 

Tasks performed by technicians and associate professionals usually include, undertaking and 

carrying out technical work connected with research  and the application of concepts and 

operational methods in the fields of  physical sciences including engineering and technology, life 

sciences  including the medical profession, and social sciences and humanities; initiating and 

carrying out various technical  services related to trade, finance, administration, including 

administration  of government laws and regulations, and to social work; providing technical 

support for the arts and entertainment; participating in sporting activities; executing some 

religious tasks. Supervision of other workers may be included. 

 

Occupations in this Major Group are classified under the following Sub-major Groups: 

31 Science and Engineering Associate Professionals 

32 Health Associate Professionals 

33 Business and Administration Associate Professionals 

34 Legal, Social, Cultural and Related Associate Professionals 

35 Information and Communications Technicians 

36 Teaching Associate Professionals 

 

SUB-MAJOR GROUP 31 

SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS 

SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS perform technical tasks in 

science and engineering research activities and in the application of science and engineering 
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principles and practices in planning, building and controlling the operation of complex 

structures, machinery and equipment and in inspecting the safety of structures, equipment, 

processes and products. 

 

Most occupations in this Sub-Major Group require skills at the third skill level, as defined by 

TASCO in the introduction. In the system of continuous education, where primary education 

begins at age 7 or 8, courses at this level begin at age 21 or 22, last for about two or three years 

and lead to an award equivalent to a diploma. 

It should be stressed that in the case of many occupations in this Sub-Major Group, the needed 

skills, or part of them, may be acquired through innate abilities and appropriate work-experience 

combined with thorough on the-job training. For new entrants, a period of on-the-job training 

may be necessary. 

 

Tasks performed by Science and Engineering Associate Professionals typically include assisting 

in research in natural science and engineering and applying the research results, principles and 

practices in these fields in the design and operation structures, machinery and equipment; 

controlling the operation of ships, aircraft and complex and advanced equipment and machinery; 

and inspecting the safety of buildings, vehicles, food, process and products. They may receive 

guidance from Legislators, Administrators, and Managers or Professionals. Supervision of other 

workers may be included. 

 

Occupations in this Sub-Major Group are classified under the following Minor Groups: 

311 Chemical and Physical Science Technicians 

312 Mining, Manufacturing and Construction Supervisors 

313 Process Control Technicians 

314 Life Science Technicians and Related Associate Professionals 

315 Ship and Aircraft Controllers and Technicians 

 

SUB-MAJOR GROUPS 311 

PHYSICAL AND ENGINEERING SCIENCE TECHNICIANS  

PHYSICAL AND ENGINEERING SCIENCE TECHNICIANS perform technical tasks in 

physical science and engineering research, and apply physical science and engineering research, 

and apply physical science and engineering principles and practices in planning, building and 

operating structures, machinery and equipment and in repairing technical calculations and 

drawings. 

 

Tasks performed usually include, undertaking and carrying out technical work related to 

chemistry, physics, geology, meteorology, astronomy, engineering, or technical drawing; setting 

up, operating, and maintaining laboratory instruments and equipment, monitoring experiments, 

making observations, and calculating and recording results; preparing materials for 

experimentation; conducting tests of systems; collecting and testing samples; recording 

observations and analyzing data; preparing, revising and interpreting technical drawings, wiring 

diagrams, circuit board assembly diagrams, or layout drawings.  

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups: 

3111  Chemical and Physical Science Technicians 
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3112  Civil Engineering Technicians 

3113  Electrical Engineering Technicians 

3114  Electronics Engineering Technicians 

3115  Mechanical Engineering Technicians 

3116  Chemical Engineering Technicians 

3117  Mining and Metallurgical Engineering Technicians 

3118  Draughtspersons 

3119  Physical and Engineering Science Technicians not elsewhere classified 

 

MINOR GROUPS 3111 

CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCE TECHNICIANS  

CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCE TECHNICIANS perform technical tasks in research, 

chemistry, physics, geology, geophysics, meteorology and astronomy and in the development of 

industrial, medical, military and other practical applications of research results. 

TASKS include: 

a) preparing materials and equipment for experiments, tests and analyses; 

b) assisting with and performing experiments, tests and analyses in their field of 

specialization; 

c) collecting data and estimating quantities and costs of materials and labour required 

for projects; 

d) applying knowledge of scientific principles and practices in order to identify and 

solve problems arising in the course of their works; 

e) organizing maintenance and repairs of research equipment; 

f) maintaining, cleaning, and sterilizing laboratory instruments and equipment;  

g) writing technical reports or preparing graphs and charts to document experimental 

results;  

h) ordering and inventorying materials to maintain supplies;  

i) developing and conducting programs of sampling and analysis to maintain quality 

standards of raw materials, chemical intermediates, and products; 

j) performing other related tasks; and  

k) supervising other workers. 

  

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3111.10 Laboratory Technician, General 

3111.20 Laboratory Technician, Chemical (B.T); 

    Chemistry Technician (A.T); 

    Fundi Sanifu wa Maabara ya Kemia; 

3111.30 Research Technician, chemical 

3111.40 Laboratory Tester (Lab Tester) 

3111.50 Geology Technician 

3111.60 Formulation Technician, 

3111.70 Meteorology Technician 

3111.80 Laboratory Technician, Physics (B.T) 

    Physics Technician (A.T) 

    Fundi Sanifu wa Maabara ya Fizikia 

3111.90 Physical Science Technicians, NEC 
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3112 CIVIL ENGINEERING TECHNICIANS  

CIVIL ENGINEERING TECHNICIANS perform technical tasks in civil engineering research, 

design, construction, operations, maintenance and repair of buildings and other structures, such 

as water supply and sewage systems, bridges, roads dams and airports. 

TASKS include: 

a) performing and directing fieldwork and laboratory testing of soils and construction 

materials; 

b) collecting and analysing data, and carrying out cost computations of building 

materials and labour required for execution of construction projects and preparing 

bills of quantities; 

c) preparing sketches, charts, tabulations, plans and designs for construction work; 

d) representing building architects and civil engineers on construction sites to ensure 

compliance with design specifications and maintenance of desired standards of 

materials and works; 

e) applying knowledge of building and  civil engineering principles and practices in 

order to identify and solve problems arising in the course of their work; 

f) performing technical tasks contributory to execution of surveys and preparation of 

survey reports; 

g) inspecting civil engineering works and organising and supervising maintenance and 

repair work; 

h) performing other related tasks; and  

i) supervising other workers.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include:  

3112.10 Civil Engineering Technician, General (B.T); 

   Fundi Sanifu wa Ujenzi 

    Civil Engineering Assistant (R.T) 

3112.20 Building Inspector 

3112.30 Design Technician 

3112.40 Geotechnical Technician 

3112.50 Quantity Surveyor Technician; 

    Fundi Sanifu wa ukadiriaji wa Ujenzi 

3112.60 Surveying Technician (B.T); 

    Surveyorôs Technician (A.T) 

3112.70 Clerk of Works; 

3112.80 Irrigation Technician; 

   Fundi Sanifu wa Umwagiliaji 

3112.90 Civil Engineering Technicians, NEC 

    Mafundi-Sanifu Wengine wa Ujenzi 

 

3113 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING TECHNICIANS  

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING TECHNICIANS perform technical tasks under the directions 

and supervision of electrical engineers, contributory to the design, construction, installation, 

maintenance and repair of electrical systems and equipment. 
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TASKS include: 

a) assisting in research and development works concerning electrical systems, equipment 

and facilities and testing prototypes; 

b) assisting in design and layout of electrical installations and circuitry; 

c) preparing detailed estimates of quantities and costs of materials and labour required for 

manufacture and installation; 

d) assisting with technical supervision of the manufacture, installation, utilisation, 

maintenance and repair of electrical systems and equipment; 

e) applying technical knowledge of electrical engineering theory and practice to identify and 

solve problems arising in the course of their work; 

f) performing related tasks; and 

g) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3113.10 Electrical Engineering Technician, General; 

   Fundi Sanifu wa Umeme 

3113.20 Electrical Engineering Technician, High Voltage; 

   Fundi Sanifu wa Umeme-Joto la Juu 

3113.30 Technician, Electric Power Transmission 

3113.40 Electrical Instrument Technician 

3113.90 Electrical Engineering Technician, NEC 

   Mafundi Sanifu Wengine wa Umeme 

 

3114   ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING TECHNICIANS  

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING TECHNICIANS normally under the direction and supervision 

of electronics engineers, perform technical tasks connected with electronic engineering research, 

as well as with the design, manufacture, assembly, construction, operation, maintenance and 

repair of electronic equipment and electromechanical systems. 

TASKS include: 

a) assisting in research and development works concerning electronic equipment; 

b) assisting in design and layout of electronic circuitry; 

c) preparing detailed estimates of quantities and costs of materials and labour required for 

the manufacture and installation of electronic equipment; 

d) assisting with technical supervision of the manufacture, utilisation, maintenance and 

repair of electronic equipment systems to ensure satisfactory performance and 

compliance with specifications and regulations; 

e) applying technical knowledge of electronic and telecommunications engineering 

principles and practices in order to direct, locate and resolve defects or faults; 

f) performing related tasks; and 

g) supervising other workers.;  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 3115 

3114.10 Electronic Engineering Technician, General, (B.T) 

   Electronics Technician (A.T) 

   Fundi Sanifu wa Elektroniki, Kawaida 

3114.20 Technician, Semiconductor Development  
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3114.90 Electronic Engineering Technicians, NEC 

    Mafundi Sanifu wa Elektroniki, Wengine 

 

3115  MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNICIANS  

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNICIANS perform technical tasks in mechanical 

engineering research and in the design, manufacture, construction, operation, maintenance and 

repair of machines and mechanical installations and facilities. 

TASKS include: 

a) assisting in research and development works concerning machine tools, engines vehicles, 

aeroplanes, heating and ventilating and refrigerating installations and other mechanically 

functioning plant and equipment; 

b) designing and preparing layouts of machines and mechanical installations; 

c) preparing detailed estimates of quantities and costs of materials and labour required for 

manufacture and installation; 

d) assisting with technical supervision of manufacture, utilisation, maintenance and repair of 

mechanical plant and engines; 

e) applying technical knowledge of machinery and mechanical engineering principles and 

practices in order to identify and solve problems arising in the course of their work; 

f) assisting in the development and monitoring the implementation of safety standards and 

procedures for marine survey work in relation to ships' hulls, equipment and cargoes; 

g) performing  other related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers. 

 

 OCCUPATIONS include: 

3115.10 Technician, Mechanical Engineering, General 

3115.20 Technician, Motor Mechanical (B.T) 

   Technician, Mechanical Engineering (motors and engines) (A.T) 

   Fundi Sanifu wa Mota na Mitambo 

3115.30 Technicians, Mechanical Engineering/Automobile 

3115.40 Technician, Aeronautics Engineering  

3115.50 Technician, engineering/refrigeration and air- conditioning system and equipment 

3115.60 Technician, Marine Engineering  

3115.65 Dockmaster, dry dock 

3115.70 Estimator, Mechanical Engineering 

3115.80 Technician, test 

3115.90 Mechanical Engineering Technicians, NEC 

     

3116 CHEMICAL ENGINEERING TECHNICIANS  

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING TECHNICIANS perform technical tasks, normally under the 

direction and supervision of chemical engineers, contributory to the development of processes, 

construction, operation, maintenance and repair of chemical plant. 

TASKS include: 

a) assisting in research to develop new or improved processes and manufacturing plant for 

the chemical or physical transformation of substances on a commercial scale; 

b) designing and preparing layouts of chemical plant according to the specifications given; 
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c) preparing detailed estimates of quantities and costs of materials and labour required for 

manufacture and installation of plant; 

d) providing technical supervision of the construction, installation, operation, maintenance 

and repair of chemical plant to ensure satisfactory performance and compliance with 

specifications and regulations; 

e) applying technical knowledge of chemical engineering principles and practices in order 

to identify and solve problems arising in the course of their work; 

f) performing related tasks; and 

g) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3116.10 Technician, Chemical Engineering, General 

3116.20 Technician, Petroleum Engineering 

3116.30 Estimator, Chemical Engineering 

3116.90 Chemical Engineering Technician, NEC 

 

3117 MINING AND METALLURGICAL TECHNICIANS  

MINING AND METALLURG ICAL TECHNICIANS perform technical tasks in metallurgical 

research to develop improved methods of extracting solid minerals, oil and gas, as well as in the 

design, construction, operation, maintenance and repair of mines and mine installation, systems 

for transporting and storing oil and natural gas, and plant extracting metals from their ores and 

refining metal. 

TASKS include: 

a) assisting research and development work concerning preparation of metal and     new 

alloys, for improved methods of extraction of solid materials, oil and natural gas and of 

transporting and storing oil and natural gas and testing prototypes; 

b) assisting in geological  and topographical surveys, and in design and layout of oil, natural 

gas and mineral ore extracting and transporting system and processing and refining plants 

for minerals and metals; 

c) preparing detailed estimates of quantities and costs of materials and labour required for 

mineral, oil and gas exploration, extraction and transporting projects and plants, and for 

plants processing and refining mineral; 

d) assisting with technical supervision of construction, installation, operation, maintenance 

and repair of mineral ore, oil and natural gas exploration, extraction, transport and storage 

installations and mineral processing plants to ensure satisfactory performance and 

compliance with specifications and regulations; 

e) applying knowledge of mining, of oil and natural gas extraction, transport and storage 

and metallurgical principles and practices in order to identify and solve problems arising 

in the course of their work; 

f) assisting in the preparation of rock, mineral or metal samples and in conducting physical 

and chemical laboratory tests 

g) performing other related tasks; and  

h) supervising other workers.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3117.10 Mining Technician, General (B.T) 
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   Technician, Mining Engineering (R.T) 

       Fundi Sanifu Machimbo ya Migodi 

3117.20 Petroleum and Natural Gas Extraction Technician 

3117.30 Extraction Metallurgical Technician 

3117.40 Metallurgical Technician, Physical, (B.T) 

   Physical Metallurgy Technician (A.T) 

3117.50 Technician, Assaying 

3117.60 Mines Safety Inspector 

3117.70 Acidiser, Oil and Gas Wells 

3117.90 Mining and Metallurgical Technicians, NEC  

 

3118 DRAUGHTSPERSONS 

DROUGHTSPERSON prepare technical drawings, plans, maps, charts and illustrations from 

sketches, measurements and other data, and copy drawings and painting onto printing plates. 

TASKS include: 

a) preparing architects' and designers' working drawings from sketches and specifications 

for the manufacture and installation of machinery and equipment or for the construction 

of buildings, dams, bridges, roads and other civil engineering projects; 

b) operating computer-assisted drawing equipment to create, modify and generate hardcopy 

and digital representations of working drawings; 

c) operating digitizing table or similar equipment to transfer hard copy representation of 

working drawings, maps and other curves to digital form; 

d) capturing topographical data in analogue or digital form using stereo instruments to 

prepare and revise topographical, hydrographic, utility and other thematic maps; 

e) preparing and revising illustrations for reference works, brochures and technical 

f) manuals dealing with the assembly, installation, operation, maintenance and repair of 

machinery and other equipment; 

g) copying drawings and paintings onto stone or metal plates for printing; 

h) performing other related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3118.10 Draughtsperson, General; 

   Mrasimu Ramani - Kawaida 

3118.20 Draughtsperson, Engineering/civil 

   Mrasimu Ramani - Ujenzi 

3118.30 Draughtsperson, Architectural 

   Mrasimu Ramani - Usanifu 

3118.40 Draughtsperson, Engineering/|Marine 

3118.50 Draughtsperson, Engineering/Electronics 

3118.55 Draughtsperson, Engineering/Electrical 

   Mrasimu Ramani - Umeme 

3118.60 Draughtsperson, Engineering/Mechanical 

3118.65 Draughtsperson, Cartographical 

3118.70 Draughtsperson, Geological 

3118.75 Technical Illustrator 
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3118.80 Lithographic Artist 

3118.90 Draughtsperson Technicians, NEC 

   Warasimu RamaniïWengine 

 

3119 OTHER PHYSICAL AND ENGINEERING SCIENCE TECHNICIANS NOT 

ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED  

PHYSICAL AND ENGINEERING SCIENCE TECHNICIANS NOT ELSEWHERE 

CLASSIFIED perform technical tasks in research to develop improved methods of production 

and improved products, generally in areas not covered by engineering technicians classified 

under other groups, such as the production of ceramics and glass, textiles, leather or wood 

products, and in the design, construction, operation, maintenance and repair of installations, 

processes and machinery used in the production of such goods. 

TASKS include: 

a) assisting in research and development work for improved methods of production, 

generally in areas such as the production of ceramics and glass, textiles, leather, wood 

or other products, and testing prototypes; 

b) assisting in the development of new products in such areas; 

c) prepared detailed estimates of quantities and costs of materials and labour required 

for installation and operation of new production processes; 

d) assisting in technical supervision of construction, installation, operation, maintenance 

and repair of new plant and machinery to ensure satisfactory performance and 

compliance with specifications and regulations; 

e) applying knowledge of principles and practices in the area of specialization in order 

to identify and solve problems arising in the course of their work; 

f) performing other related tasks; and  

g) supervising other workers.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3119.10 Production Engineering Technician, General 

   Fundi Sanifu wa Uzalishaji; 

3119.20 Work Study Officer  

3119.30 Time and Motion Study Technician  

   Fundi Sanifu wa Nyendo Na Muda 

3119.40 Technician, Computer Aided Design (CAD)/CAM 

3119.50 Technician, Safety Engineering 

3119.60 Technician, Robotics 

3119.70 Technician, Forensic Science 

3119.80 Technician, Fire Investigation 

3119.90 Other Physical Science and Engineering Technicians, NEC 

   Mafundi Sanifu Wengine wa Uhandisi 

 

MINOR GROUP 312 

MINING, MANUFACTURING AND CONSTRUCTION SUPERVISORS  

MINING, MANUFACTURING AND CONSTRUCTION SUPERVISORS perform a 

combination of tasks; engage in various occupations in mining, manufacturing, and construction 

activities. Partly they are managing the production on a routine basis, without making strategic 
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decisions; partly they are assisting the operators in case of emergencies and partly undertaking 

technical work. In this category only those occupations should be coded that cannot be coded as 

managers, since there is still at least one level between them and management, and that cannot be 

coded as operators, since at least one more level is between them and the operators. 

Tasks performed in this minor group include supervising and co-ordinating activities of workers 

engaged in underground and surface mining operations and quarries; production and operating 

workers and construction and maintenance of structures, facilities, and systems.  

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups: 

3121 Mining supervisors 

3122 Manufacturing supervisors 

3123 Construction supervisors 

3124 Food and Beverage processing Supervisor 

3129 Other supervisors not elsewhere classified  

 

 3121 MINING SUPERVISORS 

MINING SUPERVISORS supervise and co-ordinate activities of worker engaged in 

underground and surface mining operations and quarries. They are employed by coal, metal and 

non-metallic mineral mines and quarries. 

TASKS include: 

a) supervising, co-coordinating and scheduling the activities of workers who extract 

coal, minerals and ore; operating underground conveyances;  

b) performing services in support of underground mining, or of heavy equipment 

operators, drillers, blasters and other workers in surface mining and quarrying ; 

c) establishing methods to meet work schedules and conferring with managerial and 

technical personnel, other departments and contractors to resolve problems and co-

coordinating activities;  

d) resolving work problems and recommending measures to improve productivity; 

e) requesting materials and supplies; 

f) controlling the safety of the mining or quarrying operation;  

g) training workers in job duties, safety procedures and company policies;  

h) recommending personnel actions such as hiringôs and promotions;  

i) preparing production and other reports; 

j) performing other related tasks; and  

k) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3121.10 Supervisor, Mining, General (B.T) 

   Mine Captain (A.T) 

3121.20 Supervisor, Underground Mine 

3121.30 Supervisor, Surface Mine  

3121.40 Supervisor, Level  

3121.50 Supervisor, Yard  

3121.60 Supervisor, Tracks  

3121.70 Supervisor, Quarry  

3121.90 Supervisor, Mining, NEC 
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3122 MANUFACTURING SUPERVISORS  

MANUFACTURING SUPERVISORS Supervise and coordinate the activities of production and 

operating workers, such as inspectors, precision workers, machine setters and operators, 

assemblers, fabricators, and plant and system operators. 

TASKS include: 

a) supervising and directing activities of workers; 

b) attending daily muster to verify attendance records and issues work instructions; 

c) receiving, recording and dispatching produce; 

d) inspecting, maintaining and keeping such records as required by management, 

e) relevant to his area of responsibility and ensuring that all works are performed according 

to instructions; 

f) making requisitions, issuing and recording materials necessary for operations; 

g) resolving workers' grievances; 

h) preparing monthly payroll or providing final figures for computing payroll and assisting 

in payment of advances and wages for workers; 

i) planning and estimating cost of production and submitting periodic progress reports; 

j) performing related tasks; 

k) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3122.10 Area Coordinator, Manufacturing 

3122.20 Production Supervisor, Manufacturing 

3122.30 Supervisor, Assembly 

3122.40 Supervisor, Finishing  

3122.50 Supervisor, Maintenance 

3122.60 Supervisor, Sawmill 

3122.65 Supervisor, Hookman 

3122.70 Supervisor, Boiler 

3122.75 Supervisor, Quality control 

3122.80 Supervisor, Manufacturing Laboratory  

3122.90 Supervisor, Manufacturing, NEC 

                 

 3123 CONSTRUCTION SUPERVISORS 

CONSTRUCTION SUPERVISORS coordinate, supervise and schedule the activities of workers 

engaged in the construction and repair of buildings and structures. 

TASKS include:  

a) reading specifications to determine construction requirements and planning procedures; 

b) organizing and coordinating the material and human resources required to complete jobs; 

c) examining and inspecting work progress; 

d) examining equipment and construction sites to ensure that heath and safety requirements 

are met; 

e) supervising construction sites and coordinating work with other construction projects; 

f) performing related tasks; and 

g) supervising other workers. 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3123.10 Construction Supervisor, General (B.T) 
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    Construction Foreperson (R.T) 

   Msimamizi Ujenzi-Kawaida 

3123.15 Building Construction Supervisor  

3123.20 Site Supervisor (Construction), 

3123.25 Project Supervisor 

3123.30 Railroad-Construction Supervisor  

3123.40 Supervisor, Drilling  

3123.50 Supervisor, Maintenance of Way  

3123.60 Supervisor, Bridges  

3123.70 Supervisor, Plumbing  

3123.80 Safety Construction Supervisor 

3123.90 Construction supervisor, NEC 

 

3124 FOOD AND BEVERAGE PROCESSING SUPERVISORS 

FOOD AND BEVERAGE PROCESSING SUPERVISORS supervise workers engaged in food 

and beverage processing and related tasks. 

TASKS Include:- 

a) studying production programme and estimating manpower requirements; 

b) estimating supplies and materials needed and making requisitions; 

c) establishing and adjusting work procedures and assigning duties to workers; 

d) supervising, coordinating and monitoring activities of subordinate workers; and  

e) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS Include:- 

3124.10 Supervisor, Food processing 

3124.20 Supervisor, Beverage Processing 

3124.30 Supervisor, Meat and Fish Processing 

3124.40 Supervisor, Tobacco Processing 

3124.50 Supervisor, Tasting and Grading 

3124.90 Food and Beverage Processing Supervisors, NEC 

HER SUPERVISOR NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED 

 

3129 OTHER SUPERVISORS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED  

This unit group covers supervisor not elsewhere classified in Minor Group 312: Mining, 

Manufacturing and Construction Supervisor. For instance here should be classified those who 

supervise with general work, logistic, facility and environmental matters. 

TASKS include: 

a) supervising and directing activities of workers; 

b) attending daily muster to verify attendance records and issues work instructions; 

c) receiving, recording and dispatching produce; 

d) inspecting, maintaining and keeping such records as required by management, relevant to 

his area of responsibility and ensuring that all works are performed according to 

instructions; 

e) making requisitions, issuing and recording materials necessary for operations; 

f) resolving workers' grievances; 
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g) preparing monthly payroll or providing final figures for computing payroll and assisting 

in payment of advances and wages for workers; 

h) planning and estimating cost of production and submitting periodic progress reports; 

i) performing other related tasks; and 

j) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3129.10 Supervisor, Environmental 

3129.20 Supervisor, Facilities 

3129.40 Supervisor, Logistics 

 

MINOR GROUP 313 

PROCESS CONTROL TECHNICIANS 

PROCESS CONTROL TECHNICIANS perform functions associated with power production, 

water treatment, chemical processing and petroleum operations. They work closely with Process 

and Project Engineers and assist in executing capital projects as well as developing methods and 

procedures to control or modify the manufacturing process to improve productivity, quality, and 

safety.  

 

Tasks performed usually include, overseeing, supervising and coordinating the activities of 

tradespersons, process control technicians, machine operators, assemblers,  laborers and other 

workers;  organizing and planning daily work;  preparing cost estimates, records and reports; 

identifying shortages of staff or supplies; ensuring safety of workers; instructing and training 

new staff.  

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups:  

3131 Power Production Plant Operators 

 3132 Incinerator and Water Treatment Plant Operators 

3133 Chemical Processing Plant Controllers 

3134 Petroleum and Natural Gas Refining Plant Operators 

3135  Metal Production Process Controllers 

3139 Process Control Technicians Not Elsewhere Classified 

 

3131 POWER PRODUCTION PLANT OPERATORS  

POWER PRODUCTION PLANT OPERATORS operate and monitor machinery and equipment 

which produce electric or other power and control its distribution. 

TASKS include: 

a) operating and monitoring coal, oil or natural gas-fired steam-power generating plant; 

b) operating and monitoring hydroelectric-power generating stations; 

c) controlling power output and distribution of electricity from power stations; 

d) performing related tasks; 

e) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3131.10 Power Production Plant Operator, General  

3131.20 Hydroelectric Power Operator  
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3131.30 Nuclear Power Plant Operator 

3131.40 Solar Power Plant Operator 

3131.50 Distribution Control Operator 

3131.60 Generating Station Operator 

3131.70 Power Systems Operator 

3131.90 Power Production Plant Operator, NEC  

 

3132 INCINERATOR AND WATER TREATM ENT PLANT OPERATORS 

INCINERATOR AND WATER TREATMENT PLANT OPERATORS operate, control and 

monitor various types of plant such as incinerators, water treatment plant, sewage plant, air and 

gas compressors, pumping stations, and refrigeration or heating and ventilation systems.  

TASKS include:  

a) operating and monitoring incinerator machinery and equipment which burn garbage or 

other waste materials; 

b) operating and monitoring machinery and equipment which purify and clarify water for 

human consumption or use and later disposal into natural water systems; 

c) operating and monitoring machinery and equipment which regulate the treatment and 

disposal of sewage and wastes;  

d) operating and monitoring air and gas compressors; 

e) operating and monitoring pumping stations for transferring liquids, gases, semi-liquids 

and powdered substances from one location to another; 

f) operating and monitoring refrigeration systems for cool or cold storage, or industrial 

processes; 

g) operating and monitoring heating and ventilation systems; 

h) operating equipment to make ice-blocks; 

i) performing related tasks; and 

j) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3132.10 Water Treatment Plant Operator 

3132.20 Operator, Liquid Waste Process 

3132.30 Operator, Incinerator  

3132.40 Operator, Pumping Station 

3132.50 Operator, Waste water Operator 

3132.60 Operator, Sewage Plant 

3132.90 Incinerator and Water Treatment Plant Operators, NEC 

 

3133 CHEMICAL PROCESSING PLANT CONTROLLERS  

CHEMICAL PROCESSING PLANT CONTROLLERS control, operate and monitor chemical 

plants and adjust and maintain, processing units and equipment which distil, filter, separate, heat 

or refine chemicals. 

TASKS include: 

a) controlling, operating and monitoring equipment for processing chemicals by crushing, 

heating, mixing or distilling to obtain products with desirable properties; 

b) operating electronic or computerized control panel from a central control room to monitor 

and optimize physical and chemical processes for several processing units; 
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c) adjusting equipment, valves, pumps, controls and process equipment; 

d) controlling the preparation, measuring and feeding of raw materials and processing 

agents such as catalysts and filtering media into plant; 

e) controlling process start-up and shut-down, troubleshooting and monitoring outside 

process equipment; 

f) verifying equipment for malfunctions, carrying out routine operating tests and arranging 

for maintenance; 

g) analyzing sample products, performing tests, recording data and writing production logs; 

h) performing related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3133.10 Chemical-heat- treating-plant Operator 

3133.20 Chemical-Filtering and Separating Equipment Operator 

3133.30 Chemical-Still and Reactor Operator 

3133.40 Chemical Process technician 

3133.90   Chemical Processing Plant Operators, NEC 

 

3134     PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS REFINING PLANT OPERATORS  

PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS REFINING PLANT OPERATORS operate and monitor 

plant which refines, distils and treats petroleum, petroleum-based products and by-products, or 

natural gas. 

TASKS include:  

a) operating electronic or computerized control panel from a central control room to monitor 

and optimize physical and chemical processes for several processing units; 

b) adjusting equipment, valves, pumps, controls and process equipment; 

c) controlling process start-up and shut-down, troubleshooting and monitoring outside 

process equipment; 

d) verifying equipment for malfunctions, testing well pipes for leaks and fractures and 

arranging for maintenance; 

e) analyzing sample products, performing tests, recording data and writing production logs; 

f) performing related tasks; and 

g) supervising other workers. 

  

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3134.10 Petroleum and Gas Refining Plant Operator, General  

3134.20 Operator, blender/petroleum and natural gas refining (ethyl)  

3134.30 Operator, still/petroleum and natural gas refining 

3134.40 Refinery process technician  

3134.50 Operator, gas plant 

3134.60 Operator, paraffin plant 

3134.65 Operator, Blender/ Petroleum and natural gas  

3134.70 Petroleum process operator 

3134.80 Gas plant operator 

3134.90 Petroleum and Natural Gas Refining Plant Operators, NEC 
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3135 METAL PRODUCTION PROCESS CONTROLLERS 

METAL PRODUCTION PROCESS CONTROLLERS conduct and monitor activities of 

workers engaged in rolling mills to roll metal, or furnaces to melt or reheat metal, or machines to 

cast metal. 

TASKS include: 

a) operating and monitoring furnaces to melt ferrous and non-ferrous metals for casting; 

b) operating and monitoring furnaces to reheat stock metal forms prior to forging, power-

pressing, rolling and further processing; 

c) operating and monitoring rolling mills to shape hot or cold steel into shapes for further 

processing, or into final shapes; 

d) operating and monitoring rolling mills to reduce or form hot or cold non-ferrous metal to 

specified shapes, such as plate, sheet or foil;  

e) operating and monitoring rolls to form seamless tubes and pipes from billets which have 

been pierced longitudinally; 

f) pouring molten metal into moulds and operating and monitoring casting machines; 

g) operating continuous mills in which hot steel slabs are passed through a series of rolls 

(stands) to produce finished plates or sheets in one continuous operation; 

h) operating rolling mills to reduce or form hot or cold non-ferrous metal into plate, sheet, 

foil, wire or rod of specified dimensions; 

i) manipulating controls of rolling mills according to signals from rollers; 

j) performing related tasks; and 

k) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3135.10 Supervisor and General Foreman, Ore Smelting in Metal Production Process Controllers 

3135.20 Furnaceman (metal trades) 

3135.30 Heat treatment operator (metal) 

3135.40 Rolling mill operator 

3135.90 Metal Production Process Controllers, NEC 

 

3139 OTHER PROCESS CONTROL TECHNICIANS NOT ELSEWHERE 

CLASSIFIED  

OTHER PROCESS CONTROL TECHNICIANS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED this unit 

group covers process control technicians outside the scope of Minor Group 313: Process Control 

Technicians. 

TASKS include: 

a) supervising and directing activities of workers; 

b) attending daily muster to verify attendance records and issues work instructions; 

c) receiving, recording and dispatching produce; 

d) inspecting, maintaining and keeping such records as required by management, relevant to 

his area of responsibility and ensuring that all works are performed according to 

instructions; 

e) making requisitions, issuing and recording materials necessary for operations; 

f) resolving workers' grievances; 

g) preparing monthly payroll or providing final figures for computing payroll and assisting 

in payment of advances and wages for workers; 
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h) planning and estimating cost of production and submitting periodic progress reports; 

i) performing related task; and 

j) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3139.10 Drilling Plant Operator 

3139.15 General Construction Plant Operator 

3139.20 Loader Operator 

3139.25 Grader Operator 

3139.30 Excavator Operator 

3139.35 Paving Plant Operator 

3139.40 Road Roller Operator Agricultural and Horticultural Mobile Plant Operator 

3139.45 Railway Track Repair Mobile Plant Operator 

3139.50 Logging Plant Operator 

3139.55 Refrigeration Plant Operator 

3139.60 Bleach Plant Operator 

3139.70 Air-Conditioning Plant Operator 

3139.80 Mobile Plant Operators,  

3139.90 Other Process Control Technicians, NEC  

 

MINOR GROUP 314 

LIFE SCIENCE TECHNICIANS AND RELATED ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS  

 

LIFE SCIENCE TECHNICIANS AND RELATED ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS perform a 

variety of technical tasks to support life science professionals with their research, development, 

management, conservation and protection work, in areas such as biology, botany, zoology, 

biotechnology and biochemistry, and to agriculture, fisheries and forestry. 

 

Tasks performed usually include, conducting tests, experiments, laboratory analyses, field 

research and surveys to collect information using accepted scientific methods; keeping records; 

assisting in analysing data and preparing reports; operating and maintaining equipment. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups: 

3141 Life Science Technicians (Excluding Medical) 

3142 Agricultural Technicians 

3143 Forestry Technicians 

3144 Livestock Technicians 

3145 Fishery Technicians 

 

 3141 LIFE SCIENCE TECHNICIANS (EXCLUDING MEDICAL)  

LIFE SCIENCE TECHNICIANS (EXCEPT MEDICAL) provide technical support to life 

science professionals undertaking research, analysis and testing of living organisms, and 

development and application of products and processes resulting from research in areas such as 

agriculture, natural resource management, environmental protection, plant and animal biology, 

microbiology, and cell and molecular biology. 

TASKS include: 
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a) assisting in designing, setting up and conducting experiments; 

b) setting up, calibrating, operating and maintaining laboratory instruments and equipment; 

c) collecting and preparing specimens and samples, chemical solutions and slides and 

growing cultures for use in experiments; 

d) performing routine field and laboratory tests; 

e) monitoring experiments to ensure adherence to correct laboratory quality control 

procedures and health and safety guidelines; 

f) making observations of tests, and analysing, calculating, recording and reporting test 

results using appropriate scientific methods; 

g) preserving, classifying and cataloguing specimens and samples; 

h) keeping detailed logs of worked performed; 

i) using computers to develop models and analyse data; 

j) using complex and high-powered equipment to perform work; 

k) participating in the research, development and manufacture of products and processes; 

l) ordering and stocking laboratory supplies; 

m) maintaining relevant databases; 

n) performing other related tasks; and  

o) supervising other workers in the group. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3141.10 Technician, Biology laboratory (B.T) 

   Technician, Biology (A.T) 

3141.15 Technician, Entomology 

3141.20 Technician, Botany 

3141.25 Technician, Biochemistry  

3141.30 Technician, Bacteriology 

3141.35 Technician, Herbarium 

3141.40 Technician, Phamacology 

3141.45 Technician, Serology 

3141.50 Technician, Tissue Culture 

3141.60 Technician, Artificial Breeding 

3141.70 Technician, Zoology 

3141.80 Technician, Ecology 

3141.90 Life Science Technicians (Excluding Medical), NEC 

 

3142    AGRICULTURAL TECHNICIANS  

AGRICULTURAL TECHNICIANS perform technical tasks connected with research in 

agronomy, as well as with the development of agricultural applications of research results. 

TASKS include: 

a) preparing and collecting specimens, materials and equipment for experiments, tests and 

analyses; 

b) collecting and preparing horticultural specimens for experiments, tests and analyses; 

c) assisting with and performing experiments, tests, analyses and recording observation 

results and other relevant information using laboratory instruments and equipment; 

d) analyzing samples of seeds for quality, purity and germination rating; 
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e) collecting data and estimating quantities and costs of materials and labour required for 

projects; 

f) organizing maintenance and repair of research equipment; 

g) applying knowledge of scientific principles and practices of agriculture in order to 

identify and solve problems arising in the course of their work; 

h) performing related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3142.10 Technician agronomy 

3142.20 Technician Farming (B.T); 

   Agricultural Field Officer (R.T); 

   Agricultural Field Assistant (R.T);      

3142.30 Technician, Field Crop  

3142.40 Technician, Soil science 

3142.50 Technician, Floriculture 

3142.60 Technician, Horticultural 

3142.90 Agricultural Technicians, NEC 

 

3143 FORESTRY TECHNICIANS  

FORESTRY TECHNICIANS perform technical tasks connected with research in forestry, as 

well as with the development of forestry applications of research results. 

TASKS include:  

a) preparing and collecting specimens, materials and equipment for experiments, tests and 

analyses; 

b) assisting with and performing experiments, tests, analyses and recording observation 

results and other relevant information using laboratory instruments and equipment; 

c) analyzing samples of seeds for quality, purity and germination rating; 

d) collecting data and estimating quantities and costs of materials and labour required for 

projects; 

e) organizing maintenance and repair of research equipment; 

f) applying knowledge of scientific principles and practices of forestry in order to identify 

and solve problems arising in the course of their work; 

g) providing technical support to forestry research programs in areas such as tree 

improvement, seed orchard operations, insect and disease surveys, or experimental 

forestry and forest engineering research; 

h) patrolling park or forest areas to protect resources and preventing damage;  

i) performing related tasks; and 

j) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3143.10 Forestry Technician (B.T); 

   Forest Assistant (R.T); 

   Afisa Misitu Msaidizi 

3143.20 Technician, Arboriculture 

3145.30 Technician, Silviculture 
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3143.40 Wildlife Protection Assistant (B.T); 

  Game Assistant (R.T); 

3143.40 Beekeeping Assistant 

3143.90 Forestry Technician, NEC 

 

3144 LIVESTOCK TECHNICIANS  

LIVESTOCK TECHNICIANS provide technical assistance in various aspects of livestock 

research, and in the development of applications of such research. 

TASKS include:  

a) preparing materials and equipment for experiments, test and analysis; 

b) collecting and preparing specimens such as animal cells, tissues part or organs for 

experiment test and analyses; 

c) assisting with and performing experiments, tests, analyses ; 

d) collecting, treating, storing, distributing semen for artificial breeding of livestock; 

e) collecting data and estimating quantities and costs of materials and labour required for 

projects; 

f) applying knowledge of scientific principles and practices of livestock and veterinary  in 

order to identify and solve problems arising in the course of their work; 

g) organising maintenance and repair of research equipment;  

h) performing related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3144.10 Livestock Technician, General (B.T); 

   Livestock Field Officer (R.T); 

   Afisa Mifugo 

   Livestock Field Assistant (R.T) 

   Afisa Mifugo Msaidizi 

   Tsetse Field Assistant (R.T); 

   Afisa Ndorobo 

3144.20 Artificial Inseminator, Livestock 

3144.30 Technician, Diary 

3144.40 Poultry Technical Officer 

3144.90 Livestock Technician, NEC 

 

3145 FISHERY TECHNICIANS  

FISHERY TECHNICIANS perform technical tasks connected with research in fisheries, as well 

as with the development of fishery applications of research results. 

TASKS include: 

a) preparing and collecting specimens, materials and equipment for experiments, tests and 

analysis; 

b) assisting with and performing experiments, tests, analysis and recording observation 

results and other relevant information using laboratory instruments and equipment; 

c) analyzing samples of fish for quality; 

d) collecting data and estimating quantities and costs of materials and labour required for 

projects; 
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e) organizing maintenance and repair of research equipment; 

f) applying knowledge of scientific principles and practices in order to identify and solve 

problems arising in the course of their work; 

g) assisting in preparing and loading jobs in addition to cleaning, inspecting, and 

refurbishing equipment; 

h) performing related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3145.10 Technicians, Fishery 

    Assistant Officer, Fishery 

3145.20 Technician, Prawn hatchery 

3145.90 Fishery Technicians, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 315 

SHIP AND AIRCRAFT CONTROLLERS AND TECHNICIANS  

SHIP AND AIRCRAFT CONTROLLERS AND TECHNICIANS command and navigate ships 

and aircraft, perform technical functions to ensure safe and efficient movement and operations, 

and develop electrical, electromechanical, and computerized air control systems. 

 

Tasks performed usually include; controlling the operation of mechanical, electrical and 

electronic equipment on board ship or on aircraft, commanding and navigating ships or aircraft, 

directing the movements of ships or aircraft and developing electrical, electromechanical, and 

computerized air control systems. 

 

Occupations in this minor group are classified into the following unit groups: 

    3151   Shipsô engineers 

    3152   Shipsô deck officers and pilots 

    3153   Aircraft pilots and related associate0 professionals 

    3154   Air traffic controllers 

    3155   Air traffic safety technicians 

 

3151 SHIPS' ENGINEERS 

SHIPS' ENGINEERS supervise, coordinate, control and participate in the activities of crew 

engaged in operating, maintaining and repairing engines, boilers, deck machinery, and electrical, 

sanitary, and refrigeration equipment on board ship 

TASKS include: 

a) controlling and participating in the operation, maintenance and repair of mechanical 

and electrical equipment and machinery on board ship;  

b) ordering fuel and other engine-room department stores an maintaining record of 

operations;  

c) performing technical supervision of installation, maintenance and repair of shipôs 

machinery and equipment to ensure compliance with specification and regulation;  

d) inspecting and conducting maintenance and emergency repairs to engines, machinery 

and auxiliary equipment; 
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e)  standing engine room watch, monitoring and noting performance of engines, 

machinery and auxiliary equipment;  

f) performing other related tasks; and 

g) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3151.10 Shipsô Engineer 

3151.20 Technician, Ferry  

3151.30 Technician, Barge  

3151.40 Technician, Towboat  

3151.50 Technician, Marine 

3151.70 Technician, Harbour/Port  

3151.90 Shipôs engineers, NEC 

 

3152 SHIPSô DECK OFFICERS AND PILOTS 

SHIPS' DECK OFFICERS AND PILOTS command, navigate and control the safe operation of 

ships and similar vessels; supervise and coordinate the activities of deck crew and perform other 

related functions on shore. 

TASKS include: 

a) commanding and navigating ship or similar vessel at sea or on inland waterways; 

b)  controlling and participating in deck and bridge-watch activities; 

c) navigating vessels into and out of ports and through channels, straits and other waters 

where   special knowledge is required; 

d) ensuring safe loading and unloading of cargo and observance of safety regulations 

and procedures by crew and passengers; 

e) performing technical supervision of maintenance and repair of ship to ensure 

compliance with specifications and regulations; 

f) applying knowledge of principles and practices relating to shipôs operation and 
navigation in order to identify and solve problems arising in the course of their work; 

g) ordering shipôs stores and recruiting crew as required and maintaining record of 
operations; 

h) transmitting and receiving routine and emergency information with shore stations and 

other ships; 

i) performing other related tasks; and 

j) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3152.10 Shipsô Captain 

      Nahodha wa Meli 

 3152.20 Pilot, Ship 

      Rubani wa Meli 

3152.30 Shipôs Navigator  

 3152.40 Officer, Marine 

3152.50 Captain, Port 

3152.60 Ferry Captain  

3152.70 Skipper, yacht 
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3152.90 Shipôs Deck Officers and Pilots, NEC 

 

3153 AIRCRAFT PILOTS AND RELATED ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS  

 AIRCRAFT PILOTS AND RELATED ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS controls and navigate 

aircraft to transport passengers, mail and freight and perform related in flight tasks. 

TASKS include:  

a) flying and navigating aircraft in accordance with established control and operating 

procedures; 

b) studying, preparing and submitting flight plan discussing it with flight deck crew and 

making any necessary adjustments; 

c)  directing or undertaking routine checks on engines, instruments, control panels, 

cargo distribution and fuel supplies; 

d)  directing or undertaking the operation of controls to fly aeroplanes and helicopters, 

complying with air traffic control and aircraft operating procedures; 

e) monitoring fuel consumption, air pressure, engine performance and other indicators 

during flight and advising pilot of any factors that affect the navigation or 

performance of the aircraft; 

f) performing specified tests to determine aircraft's stability, response to controls and 

overall performance; 

g) accompanies pupil on training flights and demonstrates flying techniques; 

h) performing other related tasks; and  

i) supervising other workers. 

  

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3153.10 Pilot, Aircraft /Airline 

   Rubani wa Ndege 

3153.20 Engineer, Flight 

3153.30 Navigator, Flight 

3153.40 Instructor, Flight 

3153.50 Astronaut 

3153.90 Aircraft Pilots and Related Associate Professionals, NEC 

 

3154 AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS  

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS prepare flight plans, authorize flight departures and arrivals 

and maintain radio, radar and/or visual contact with aircraft to ensure the safe movement of air 

traffic. 

TASKS include: 

a) directing and controlling aircraft approaching and leaving airport and the movement on 

ground; 

b) maintaining radio and/or radar or visual contact with aircraft and liaising with other air 

traffic controllers and control centres to direct aircraft in and out of controlled airspace 

and into holding areas ready for landing; 

c) giving landing instructions to pilot and monitoring descent of aircraft; 

d) directing movement of aircraft and motor vehicles on runways, taxiways and in parking 

bays; 
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e) obtaining information regarding weather conditions, navigational hazards, landing 

conditions, seating arrangements, loading of cargo, fuel and catering supplies; 

f) calculating fuel consumption and optimum flying height, plans route and prepares flight 

plan for aircraft pilot; 

g) discussing operational requirements with pilot, issues duty schedules for flight deck and 

cabin crews, maintaining records of flight progress and authorizing flight departure; 

h) applying knowledge of principles and practices of air traffic control in order to identify 

and solve problems arising in the course of their work; 

i) performing other related tasks, and  

j) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3154.10 Controller, Air Traffic 

3154.20 Officer, Air Cargo 

3154.90 Air Traffic Controllers, NEC 

 

 3155  AIR TRAFFIC SAFETY ELECTRONICS TECHNICIANS  

AIR TRAFFIC SAFETY ELECTRONICS TECHNICIANS perform technical tasks concerning 

design, installation, operation, maintenance and repair of air traffic control and air navigation 

systems. 

TASKS include: 

a) assisting in research and development work concerning electronic and electromechanical 

equipment of air navigation systems, and testing prototypes; 

b) assisting in the design and layout of specific interface circuitry of air navigation and 

aircraft detection and tracking systems; 

c) assisting in the preparation of cost estimates and technical and training specifications for 

air traffic control and safety equipment; 

d) assisting with the technical supervision of construction, installation and operation of 

ground air navigation equipment and its maintenance and repair to ensure that 

international standards and icao recommendations are met; 

e) applying knowledge of air traffic safety engineering principles and practices in order to 

identify and solve problems arising in the course of their work; 

f) modifying existing ground air navigation equipment to adopt it to new air traffic control 

procedures; 

g) controlling and calibrating the ground-based air navigation instruments to ensure 

maximum accuracy and safety of flight, take-off and landing operations; 

h) performing other related tasks, and  

i) supervising other workers.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3155.10 Air traffic safety technician 

3155.20 Air traffic safety engineer 

3155.90 Air Traffic Safety Electronics Technicians, NEC 
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SUB MAJOR GROUP 32 

HEALTH ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS  

HEALTH ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS perform technical and practical tasks to support 

diagnosis and treatment of illness, disease, injuries and impairments in humans and animals, and 

to support implementation of health care, treatment and referrals plans usually established by 

medical, veterinary, nursing and other health professionals. 

 

 

Tasks performed by workers in the sub-major group usually include; testing and operating 

medical imaging equipment and administering  radiation therapy; performing clinical tests on 

specimens of bodily fluids and tissues; preparing medications and other pharmaceutical 

compounds under the guidance of pharmacists; designing, fitting, servicing and repairing 

medical and dental devices and appliances;  providing nursing and personal care and midwifery 

support services; using herbal and other therapies based on theories, beliefs and experiences 

originating in specific cultures. 

 

Occupations in this Sub Major Group are classified into the following Minor groups: 

321 Medical and Pharmaceutical Technicians 

322 Nursing and Midwifery Associate Professionals 

323 Traditional and Complementary Medicine Associate Professionals 

324 Veterinary Technicians and Assistants 

325 Other Health Associate Professionals      

           

MINOR GROUP 321 

MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL TECHNICIANS  

MEDICAL AN D PHARMACEUTICAL TECHNICIANS perform technical tasks to assist in 

diagnosis and treatment of illness, disease, injuries and impairments 

 

Tasks usually include; testing and operating radiographic, ultrasound and other medical imaging 

equipment; administering radiopharmaceuticals or radiation to patients to detect or treat diseases; 

performing clinical tests on specimens of bodily fluids and tissues;  preparing medications and 

other pharmaceutical compounds under the guidance of pharmacists; designing, fitting, servicing 

and repairing medical and dental devices and appliances. 

 

Occupations in this minor group are classified into the following unit groups: 

3211 Medical imaging and therapeutic equipment technicians 

3212 Medical and pathology laboratory technicians  

3213 Pharmaceutical technicians and assistants 

3214 Medical and dental prosthetic technicians 

 

 3211 MEDICAL IMAGING AND THERAPEUTIC EQUIPMENT TECHNICIANS  

MEDICAL IMAGING AND THERAPEUTIC EQUIPMENT TECHNICIANS repair, arrange 

and set medical imaging and therapeutic equipment in clinical laboratory.  

TASKS include: 

a) inspecting and testing malfunctioning medical and related equipment following 

manufacturers' specifications, using test and analysis instruments;  
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b) examining medical equipment and facility's structural environment and checking for 

proper use of equipment, to protect patients and staff from electrical or mechanical 

hazards and to ensure compliance with safety regulations; 

c) disassembling malfunctioning equipment and removing, repairing and replacing 

defective parts such as motors, clutches or transformers;  

d) keeping records of maintenance, repair, and required updates of equipment;  

e) performing preventive maintenance or service such as cleaning, lubricating and 

adjusting equipment;  

f) testing and calibrating components and equipment following manufacturers' manuals 

and troubleshooting techniques, using hand tools, power tools and measuring devices;  

g) explaining and demonstrating correct operation and preventive maintenance of 

medical equipment to personnel;  

h) studying technical manuals and attending training sessions provided by equipment 

manufacturers to maintain current knowledge;  

i) planning and carrying out work assignments, using blueprints, schematic drawings, 

technical manuals, wiring diagrams, and liquid and air flow sheets, following 

prescribed regulations, directives, and other instructions as required;  

j) performing related tasks; and  

k) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3211.10 Technician, Medical Equipment  

3211.20 Technician, Therapeutic Equipment  

3211.30 Technician, Biomedical Equipment  

3211.40 Technician, Biomedical Electronics  

3211.50 Technician, Biomedical Engineering  

3211.60 Mammographer 

3211.70 Technician, Diagnostic Medical Radiographer 

3211.80 Radiology Service Technician 

3211.85 Sonographer  

3211.90 Medical Imaging and Therapeutic Equipment Technicians, NEC 

 

3212 MEDICAL AND PATHOLOGY LABORATORY TECHNICIANS  

MEDICAL AND PATHOLOGY LABORATORY TECHNICIANS perform or assist with 

routine laboratory tests and complex analytical procedures in support of medical professionals 

engaged in the diagnosis, monitoring, and treatment of disease. 

TASKS include: 

a) preparing materials and equipments for experiments, tests and analyses; 

b) collecting and preparing specimens for experiments, tests and analyses; 

c) undertaking or assisting with analytical procedures in the disciplines of clinical 

biochemistry, haematology, medical microbiology, histology, and clinical immunology; 

d) observing and interpreting the morphological features of peripheral blood smears in 

consultation with medical scientists; 

e) preparing and staining slides for microscopic examination; 

f) performing diagnostic tests on tissues and body fluids; 

g) maintaining and calibrating laboratory equipment and instrumentation; 
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h) maintaining quality assurance procedures undertaken in the laboratory; and 

i) supervising laboratory staffs. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3212.10 Medical Laboratory Technician (B.T) 

    Medical Science Technician (A.T) 

    Fundi Sanifu ï Maabara ya Madawa 

3212.20 Technician, Pathological  

3212.30  Assistant, Parasitological 

3212.40 Technician, Clinical Biochemistry  

3212.50 Technician, Clinical Microbiology  

3212.60 Technician, Cytopathology  

3212.70 Technician, Haematology 

3212.75 Technician, Prosthetic  

3212.80 Technician, Histopathology  

3212.85 Technician, Orthotic 

3212.90 Medical and Pathology Laboratory Technicians, NEC 

 

3213 PHARMACEUTICAL TECHNICIANS AND ASSISTANTS  

PHARMACEUTICAL TECHNICIANS AND ASSISTANTS prepare medications under the 

direction of a pharmacist. May measure, mix, and count out, label, and record amounts and 

dosages of medications. 

TASKS include: 

a) receiving written prescription or refilling requests and verifying that information is 

complete and accurate; 

b)  maintaining proper storage and security conditions for drugs;  

c) advising patients or customers on the use of drugs prescribed or medication purchased; 

d) preparing and filling bottles with prescribed medications and typing and affixing labels;  

e) assisting customers by answering simple questions, locating items or referring them to 

the pharmacist for medication information;  

f) pricing and filing prescriptions that have been filled;  

g) cleaning, and helping maintain equipment and working areas, and sterilizing glassware 

according to prescribed methods;  

h) establishing and maintaining patient profiles, including lists of medications taken by 

individual patients;  

i) ordering, labeling, and counting stock of medications, chemicals, and supplies, and 

entering inventory data into computer; 

j) receiving and storing incoming supplies, verifying quantities against invoices, and 

informing supervisors of stock needs and shortages; 

k) performing other related tasks; and  

l) supervising other workers in this group. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3213.10 Pharmacist, Associate Professional (B.T) 

    Mfamasia Msaidizi 

    Technician, Pharmacy (R.T) 
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    Fundi Sanifu wa Kuchanganya Madawa 

    Pharmaceutical Assistant (R.T) 

    Mchanganya Madawa Msaidizi 

3213.20 Technician, Pharmaceutical Care  

3213.40 Technician, Pharmaceutical Dispensing (B.T) 

     Pharmaceutical Dispensing Assistant (R.T) 

3213.90 Pharmaceutical Technicians and Assistants, NEC 

       

3214 MEDICAL AND DENTAL PROSTHETIC TECHNICIANS  

MEDICAL AND DENTAL PROSTHETIC TECHNICIANS construct and repair dentures and 

other medical devices, operate cardio-graphic and encephalographic testing equipment, giving 

simple dental treatment, and undertaking related medical and dental tasks. 

TASKS include: 

a) receiving and interpreting written orders from dentists and Medical Doctors; 

b) operating equipment to diagnose and recording or treating dental, hearing, heart, brain, 

lung and kidney ailments; 

c) undertaking scaling and polishing of teeth, applying medicaments, carries out post-

operative hygiene work and advising on preventative dentistry; 

d) making dentures, crowns, bridges, orthodontic and other dental appliances according to 

individual patient requirements; 

e) measuring patient's for, and fitting them with, surgical appliances, hearing aids and 

artificial limbs; 

f) performing related medical tasks including treating hair and scalping disorders and 

conducting tests on glaucoma patients. 

g) performing other related tasks, and  

h) supervising other workers 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3214.10 Technician, Dental Prosthetic  

    Fundi Sanifu, Meno ya Bandia 

3214.20 Denturist 

3214.30 Technician, Orthodontic  

3214.90 Medical and Dental Prosthetic Technicians, NEC 

 

322 NURSING AND MIDWIFERY ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS  

NURSING AND MIDWIFERY ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS provide basic nursing and 

personal care for people who are physically or mentally ill, disabled or infirm, and others in need 

of care due to potential risks to health including before, during and after childbirth. They 

generally work under the supervision of, and in support of implementation of health care, 

treatment and referrals plans established by, medical, nursing, midwifery and other health 

professionals. 

 

Tasks performed usually include; providing nursing and personal care, treatment and advice to 

patients as per care plans as established by health professionals; assisting professional nurses, 

midwives and medical doctors in administering medication and treatments; cleaning wounds and 

applying surgical dressings; providing advice to individuals, families and communities on topics 
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related to health, contraception, pregnancy and childbirth; assessing progress during pregnancy 

and childbirth, providing or assisting in  delivery care, and recognizing signs and symptoms 

requiring referral to a health professional; providing care and support to women and newborns 

following childbirth. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups:  

3221 Nursing associate professionals 

3222 Midwifery associate professionals 

 

3221 NURSING ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS 

NURSING ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS assist medical doctors in their tasks, and deal with 

emergencies and giving first aid treatment in their absence, and provide professional nursing care 

for the sick, injured and others in need of such care. 

TASKS include: 

a) assisting medical doctors in their tasks and dealing with emergencies and giving first 

aid treatment in their absence; 

b) supervising and coordinating the work of nursing and other non-medical staff in 

operating theatre and assisting surgeons during operations; 

c) administering medical and drugs, applying surgical dressing and giving other forms 

of treatment prescribed by physicians; 

d) giving professional nursing care, treatment, and curative or preventive medical advice 

to ill, injured, disabled and other patients and newborn babies and their mothers, in 

hospitals, clinics or other establishments; 

e) participating in preparations for physical and psychological treatment of mentally ill 

patients; 

f) participating in preparations for social adjustments, development and education of 

mentally or physically handicapped patients; 

g) giving professional nursing services, care and advice within a community or at a work 

place; 

h) specialising in consultant services to industrial and other organisations; 

i) performing other related tasks; and  

j) supervising other workers in the group. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3221.10 Assistant Nurse (B.T); 

    Nurse, Associate Professional (A.T); 

    Staff Nurse (A.T); 

    Muuguzi- Kawaida 

3221.20 Nurse Tutor, Associate Professional 

   Mkufunzi Msaidizi, Uuguzi 

3221.30 Assistant Pubic Health Nurse 

   Muuguzi Msaidizi, Afya ya Jamii 

3221.40 Assistant Occupational Health Nurse 

   Muuguzi Msaidizi, Afya ya Wafanyakazi 

3221.90 Nursing Associate Professionals, NEC 

    Wauguzi-Wengine 
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3222 MIDWIFERY ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS  

MIDWIFERY ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS provide basic health care and advice before, 

during and after pregnancy and childbirth. They implement care, treatment and referral plans 

usually established by medical, midwifery and other health professionals. 

TASKS include: 

a) advising expectant mothers on appropriate diet, exercises and behaviour to ease 

pregnancy and childbirth, and noting their general health progress; 

b) assisting medical doctors or professional nurses/ midwives in normal or difficult 

deliveries; 

c) attending mothers in the postnatal period to supervise their recovery, to check on 

babiesô progress, and to instruct parents in baby care; 

d) performing other related tasks; and  

e) supervising other workers in the group. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3222.10 Midwife Associate Professional (B.T) 

    Assistant Midwife (A.T) 

   Mkunga Msaidizi    

3222.20 Traditional Midwife 

3222.90 Midwife Associate Professional, NEC 

  Wakunga Wasaidizi-Wengine  

 

MINOR GROUP 323 

TRADITIONAL AND COMPLEMENTARY MEDICINE ASSOCIATE 

PROFESSIONALS 

TRADITIONAL AND COMPLEMENTARY MEDICINE ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS 

advise on methods to preserve or improve health and treat human mental and physical illness by 

techniques traditionally used in the community or by power of faith and spiritual advice. 

 

Tasks performed usually include advising community and individuals on the proper diet and 

behaviour to preserve or improve health and well-being and treating sickness and injuries using 

herbs, medical plants, insects, mental influence using traditional techniques.   

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Group: 

3230 Traditional and complementary medicine associate   

professionals 

 

3230 TRADITIONAL AND COMPLEMENTARY MEDICINE ASSOCIATE 

PROFESSIONALS 

TRADITIONAL AND COMPLEMENTARY MEDICINE ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS 

treat human mental and physical illness by techniques traditionally used in the community or by 

power of faith and spiritual advice. 

TASKS include: 

a) advising community and individuals on the proper diet and behaviour to preserve or 

improve health and well-being; 
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b) treating sickness and injuries using herbs, medical plants, insects, mental influence 

and suggestion and other techniques traditional in their communications; 

c) endeavouring to cure human mental and physical ailments by power of faith; 

d) performing other related tasks; and  

e) supervising other workers in the group. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3230.10 Traditional Medicine Associate Professional (B.T); 

    Mganga Msaidizi wa Dawa za Asili; 

    Assistant Traditional Healer (R.T) 

3230.20 Assistant, Herbalist  

   Mganga Msadizi wa Miti Shamba 

3230.30 Assistant, Traditional Healer 

3230.90 Traditional and Complementary Medicine Associate Professionals, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 324 

VETERINARY TECHNICIANS AND ASSISTANTS  

VETERINARY TECHNICIANS AND ASSISTANTS carry out advisory, diagnostic, preventive 

and curative veterinary tasks, more limited in scope and complexity than those carried out by 

veterinarians, and they assist veterinarians by preparing materials and getting animals ready for 

examination and treatment. 

 

Tasks performed usually include advising communities and individuals on the treatment of 

animals and their diseases and injuries; conducting examinations of animals to make diagnoses 

or refer more difficult cases to veterinarians when needed; treating ill or injured animals, 

especially for common diseases and disorders; cleaning and sterilizing examination tables and 

instruments and preparing materials used in the examination and treatment of animals; carrying 

out technical tasks connected with artificial insemination of animals; getting animals ready for 

examination or treatment and restraining or holding them during treatment;  assisting 

veterinarians to administer anaesthetics and oxygen during treatment; placing animals in cages 

for recovery from operations and monitoring their condition. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Group: 

3240 Veterinary technicians and assistants 

 

3240 VETERINARY TECHNICIANS AND ASSISTANTS  

VETERINARY TECHNICIANS AND ASSISTANTS carry out advisory, diagnostic, preventive 

and curative veterinary tasks, more limited in scope and complexity than those carried out by, 

and with the guidance of, veterinarians. They care for animals under treatment and in temporary 

residence at veterinary facilities, perform routine procedures and assist veterinarians to perform 

procedures and operations. 

TASKS include: 

a) advising communities and individuals on treatment of animals and their diseases and 

injuries; 

b) administering anesthesia to animals, under the direction of a veterinarian, and monitoring 

animals' responses to anesthetics so that dosages can be adjusted;  
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c) caring for and monitoring the condition of animals recovering from surgery;  

d) preparing and administering medications, vaccines, serums, and treatments, as prescribed 

by veterinarians;  

e) performing laboratory tests on blood, urine, and feces, such as urinalyses and blood 

counts, to assist in the diagnosis and treatment of animal health problems;  

f) administering emergency first aid, such as performing emergency resuscitation or other 

life saving procedures;  

g) collecting, preparing, and labeling samples for laboratory testing, culture, or microscopic 

examination;  

h) cleaning and sterilizing instruments, equipment, and materials.  

i) providing veterinarians with the correct equipment and instruments, as needed;  

j) filling prescriptions, measuring medications and labeling containers.  

k) performing other related tasks; and  

l) supervising other workers in the group. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3240.10 Veterinary Technician (B.T) 

   Veterinary Assistant (R.T) 

   Tabibu wa Mifugo 

3240.20 Assistant, Veterinary Nurse  

3240.30 Assistant, Artificial Insemination 

3240.40 Vaccinator, Veterinary 

3240.50 Technician, Veterinary Laboratory  

3240.90 Veterinary Technician, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 325 

OTHER HEALTH ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS  

OTHER HEALTH ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS perform technical tasks and provide 

support services in dentistry, medical records administration, community health, the correction of 

reduced visual acuity, physiotherapy, environmental health, emergency medical treatment and 

other activities to support and promote human health. 

 

Tasks usually include; providing basic  care services for the prevention and treatment of diseases 

and disorders of the teeth and mouth; advising communities and individuals on hygiene, diet  and 

other preventive measures to reduce potential risks to health; compiling and maintaining 

patientsô medical records to document condition and treatment and to provide data for research, 

billing, cost control and care improvement;  assisting families to develop the necessary skills and 

resources to improve their health status;  providing advice and education on sanitation and 

hygiene to limit the spread of infectious diseases; fitting and dispensing optical lenses;  

investigate the implementation of rules and regulations relating to environmental and 

occupational factors that may potentially affect human health; massaging the soft tissues of the 

body; showing  patients to examination rooms and preparing them for examination; attending 

accidents, emergencies and requests for medical assistance. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups: 

3251 Dental assistants and therapists 
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3252 Medical records and health information technicians 

3253 Community health workers 

3254 Dispensing opticians 

3255 Physiotherapy technicians and assistants 

3256 Medical assistants 

3257 Environmental and occupational health inspectors and 

associates 

3258 Ambulance workers 

3259 Health associate professionals not elsewhere classified 

 

3251 DENTAL ASSISTANTS AND THERAPISTS  

DENTAL ASSISTANTS AND THERAPISTS carry out advisory, diagnostic, preventive and 

curative dental tasks, more limited in scope and complexity than those carried out by Dentists; 

and they assist Dentists by preparing and taking care of instruments and other equipment, 

preparing materials and helping patients to get ready for examination and treatment. 

TASKS include: 

a) advising communities and individuals on dental hygiene, diet and other preventive dental 

measures; 

b) helping patients to get ready for examination or treatment, carries out oral examinations 

and checks teeth and gums for signs of decay and disease; 

c) assisting dentist in conducting dental examinations, cleaning teeth, preparing cavities and 

placing fillings; 

d) preparing and taking care of dental materials, instruments and equipments; 

e) cleaning calcareous deposits and staining from teeth and the gum margins using 

specialised dental equipment; 

f) applying fluorides and other cavity preventing agents to arrest dental decay; 

g) extracting teeth where necessary; 

h) applying rubber dams and temporary restorations; 

i) conducting dental health clinics for community groups to augment local or infrequent 

dental practice; 

j) performing dental radiography, administering anaesthesia and analgesics; 

k) performing other related tasks; and  

l) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3251.10 Dental Technician (B.T); 

    Fundi Sanifu wa Meno 

    Dental Assistant (R.T); 

    Tabibu wa Meno 

3251.20 Dental Therapist 

3251.30 Dental Hygienist  

3251.40 Dental Nurse 

3251.90 Dental Assistants and Therapists, NEC 
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3252 MEDI CAL RECORDS AND HEALTH INFORMATION TECHNICIANS  

MEDICAL RECORDS AND HEALTH INFORMATION TECHNICIANS compile, process, 

and maintain medical records of hospital and clinic patients in a manner consistent with medical, 

administrative, ethical, legal, and regulatory requirements of the health care system. Process, 

maintain, compile, and report patient information for health requirements and standards, after 

evaluating the results of examinations, reports of x-rays and laboratory tests, diagnoses, and 

treatment plans for completeness and accuracy. 

TASKS include: 

a) protecting the security of medical records to ensure that confidentiality is maintained; 

b) processing patient admission and discharging documents; 

c) reviewing records for completeness, accuracy and compliance with regulations;  

d) compiling and maintaining patients' medical records to document condition and 

treatment and to provide data for research or cost control and care improvement 

efforts;  

e) entering data, such as demographic characteristics, history and extent of disease, 

diagnostic procedures and treatment into computer;  

f) releasing information to persons and agencies according to regulations; 

g) planning, developing, maintaining and operating a variety of health record indexes 

and storage and retrieval systems to collect, classify, store and analyze information;  

h) managing the department and supervising clerical workers, directing and controlling 

activities of personnel in the medical records department; 

i) transcribing medical reports;  

j) identifying, compiling, abstracting and coding patient data, using standard 

classification systems; 

k) performing other related tasks; and  

l) supervising other workers.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3252.10 Medical Records Assistant (B.T) 

    Technician, Medical Records (A.T) 

3252.20 Clinical coder 

3252.30 Health Information Assistant 

3252.40 Health Information Systems Technician 

3252.50 Technician, Disease Registry 

3252.60 Assistant Medical Records Analyst 

3252.90 Medical Records and Health Information Technicians, NEC 

 

3253 COMMUNITY HEALTH WORKE RS  

COMMUNITY HEALTH WORKERS provide health education, referral and follow up, case 

management, and basic preventive health care and home visiting services to specific 

communities. They provide support and assistance to individuals and families in navigating the 

health and social services system. 

TASKS include: 

a) providing  information to families and communities on a range of health issues 

including nutrition, hygiene, infant and child care, immunizations, family planning,  

risk factors and prevention of common infectious diseases, poisoning prevention, 
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first aid for treatment of simple and common ailments, substance abuse, domestic 

violence, and other topics; 

b) visiting families in their homes to provide information on the health, social and 

other services available and support them in gaining access to these services;  

c) visiting families who do not usually access medical establishments to monitor on a 

regular basis certain conditions, such as progress with pregnancy, child growth and 

development, and environmental sanitation ; 

d) distributing to households medical supplies for the prevention and treatment of 

endemic diseases such as malaria, pneumonia and diarrhoeal diseases, and 

instructing family and community members in the use of these products; 

e) conducting outreach efforts to groups who do not usually access medical 

establishments with information and basic medical supplies for prevention and 

management of certain health conditions for which they are most at risk, such as 

HIV/AIDS and other communicable diseases; 

f)  collecting data from households and communities who do not usually access 

medical establishments for purposes of patient monitoring and referral and 

reporting to meet health regulations; 

g) performing other related tasks; and  

h) supervising other workers in the group.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3253.10 Community Health Worker  

3253.20 Village Health Worker (B.T) 

    Health Assistant (A.T) 

3252.30 Community Health Promoter 

3252.40 Family Welfare Educator 

3252.50 Health Volunteer 

3252.60 Community Health Aide 

3252.70 Public Health Worker 

3252.90 Community Health Workers, NEC 

 

3254 DISPENSING OPTICIANS 

DISPENSING OPTICIANS prescribe and fit glasses and contact lenses and advise on their use, 

on proper lighting for work and reading and other visual aids. 

TASKS include: 

a) examining and taking facial and eye measurements of clients for fitting of eyeglasses 

and other optical devices;  

b) providing advice to clients with selection and maintenance of eyeglasses and 

frames, types of contact lenses and other optical devices for performance, safety, 

comfort and lifestyle;  

c) interpreting optical prescriptions and preparing work order for optical laboratory for 

grinding  and mounting of lenses in frames, preparation of contact lenses and other 

required work;  

d)  verifying exactness of finished optical appliances and devices to the original 

prescription and  fit of clients; 

e) performing other related tasks; and  
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f) supervising other workers.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3254.10 Dispensing Optician 

3254.20 Contact lens optician  

3254.30 Optometric Assistant 

3254.40 Optometric Technician 

3254.50 Ophthalmic Dispenser 

3254.60 Ophthalmic Assistant 

3254.70 Optical Technician 

3254.90 Dispensing Opticians, NEC 

 

3255 PHYSIOTHERAPY TECHNICIANS AND ASSISTANTS  

PHYSIOTHERAPY TECHNICIANS AND ASSISTANTS assistants provide physical 

therapeutic treatments to patients in circumstances where functional movement is threatened by 

injury, disease or impairment. Therapies are usually provided as per rehabilitative plans 

established by a physiotherapist or other health professional. 

TASKS include: 

a)  administering manual treatments such as massage therapy or pressure point therapy; 

b) administering electrical modality treatments, ultrasound, and other physical therapy 

using   specialized techniques and equipment, including infra-red lamps, wet 

compresses, and herbal and mineral therapies;  

c) instructing, motivating, safeguarding and assisting patients as they practice physical 

exercises, relaxation techniques and functional activities;  

d) conferring with physiotherapists or other health care providers to evaluate patient 

information for planning, modifying, and coordinating treatment; 

e) monitoring and recording patients' progress during treatments, including measuring 

their range-of-joint motion and vital signs;  

f)  fitting patients for orthopedic braces, prostheses, and other physical supportive 

devices such as crutches, and instructing patients in the use of such devices. 

g) performing other related tasks; and  

h) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3255.10 Physiotherapy Technician (B.T) 

     Physiotherapy Assistant (A.T) 

3255.20 Assistant Therapist (B.T) 

   Assistant Occupational Therapist (A.T) 

3255.30 Massage Therapist 

3255.40 Orthopaedic Technician 

`     Fundi Sanifu wa Viungo vya Bandia 

3255.50 Chiropractor Assistant; 

3255.60 Electrotherapist 

3255.65 Hydrotherapist 

3255.70 Acupressure Therapist 

3255.80 Physical Rehabilitation Technician  
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3255.90 Physiotherapy Technicians and Assistants, NEC 

 

3256  MEDICAL ASSISTANTS  

MEDICAL ASSISTANTS carry out advisory, diagnostic, preventive and curative medical tasks, 

more limited in scope and complexity than those carried out by medical doctors. They work 

independently or with the guidance and supervision of medical doctors in institutions or in the 

field as part of the public health service, and may work mainly with diseases and disorders 

common in their region, or mainly apply specific types of treatment. 

TASKS include: 

a) advising communities and individuals on hygiene, diet and other preventive medical 

measures; 

b) interviewing patients to obtain medical information and measuring their vital signs, 

weight, and height.  

c) recording patients' medical history, vital statistics and information such as test results 

in medical records.  

d) preparing and administering medications as directed by a physician;  

e) conducting medical examinations to diagnose illness and/or refer more difficult cases 

to medical doctors if and when necessary; 

f) helping physicians examine and treat patients, handing them instruments and 

materials or performing such tasks as giving injections or removing sutures;  

g) prescribing medicine and giving treatment for diagnosed illnesses, disorders or 

injuries;  

h) preparing treatment rooms for patient examinations, keeping the rooms neat and 

clean;  

i) cleaning and sterilizing instruments and disposing of contaminated supplies.  

j) performing other related tasks; and  

k) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3256.10 Assistant Medical Officer (B.T); 

    Daktari Msaidizi 

     Medical Assistant (A.T) 

    Tabibu Msaidizi 

3256.30 Clinical Officer 

3256.40 Clinical Assistant 

3256.70 Ultrasonographer 

3256.90 Medical Assistant, NEC  

 

3257 ENVIRONMENTAL AND OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH INSPECTORS AND 

ASSOCIATES 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH INSPECTORS AND ASSOCIATES 

investigate the implementation of rules and regulations relating to environmental factors that 

may affect human health, safety in the workplace, and safety of processes for the production of 

goods and services. They may implement and evaluate programs to restore or improve safety and 

sanitary conditions under the supervision of a health professional. 

TASKS include: 
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a) advising employers' and workers' representatives on the implementation of government 

and other rules and regulations concerning occupational safety and the working 

environment; 

b) inspecting places of work to ensure that the working environment, machinery and 

equipment conform to government and other rules and regulations; 

c) inspecting places of work and by interviews, observations and other means, obtaining 

facts about work practices and accidents to determine compliance with safety rules and 

regulations; 

d) inspecting areas of production, processing, transport, handling, storage and sale of 

products to ensure conformity with government and other rules and regulations; 

e) inspecting finished products or parts for conformity with manufacturers' specifications 

and standards; 

f) advising enterprises and the general public on the implementation of government and 

other rules and regulations concerning hygiene, sanitation, purity and grading of primary 

products, food, drugs, cosmetics and similar goods; 

g) advising producers, operators and those maintaining and repairing aircraft, cars and other 

vehicles on the implementation of government and other rules and regulations concerning 

technical standards and conditions of vehicles; 

h) inspecting vehicles and places authorized to maintain and repair vehicles to ensure that 

they conform to technical standards and government and other regulations; 

i) performing other related tasks; and 

j) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3257.10 Inspector, Occupational Health and Safety 

3257.15 Associate Professional, Occupational Safety and Health 

3257.20 Associate Professional, Environmental Health  

3257.30 Inspector, Safety and Health/Consumer Protection 

3257.40 Assistant Inspector, Plant and Machinery 

3257.50 Inspector, Food Sanitation and Safety  

3257.60 Inspector Sanitary 

3257.70 Sanitarian  

3257.80 Inspector Heath 

3257.90 Environmental and Occupational Health Inspectors and Associates, NEC 

 

3258 AMBULANCE WORKERS  

AMBULANCE WORKERS provide emergency health care and transport for injured, sick, 

infirm and aged persons to medical facilities. 

TASKS include: 

a) responding to emergency calls and help to give patients the urgent care they need, while 

ensuring they get to hospital quickly and safely; 

b) assessing health of patients and determining need for assistance; 

c) liaising with hospital staff about patientsô condition providing pre-hospital care and 

transporting patients to medical facilities; 

d) administering drugs according to protocol, transporting sick and disabled persons to and 

from centres of specialised treatment or rehabilitation; 
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e) attending public gatherings and sporting events where accidents and other health 

emergencies may occur; 

f) performing other related tasks; and  

g) supervising other workers.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3258.10 Ambulance Officer 

3258.20 Ambulance Paramedic 

3258.30 Intensive Care Ambulance Paramedic 

3258.40 Emergency Medical Technician 

3258.50 Emergency Paramedic 

3256.90 Ambulance Workers, NEC 

 

3259 OTHER HEALTH ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS NOT ELSEWHERE 

CLASSIFIED  

HEALTH ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED this unit group 

covers modern health associate professionals (except nursing) not elsewhere classified in Minor 

Group 325: Modern Health Associate Professionals (except nursing). 

TASKS include: 

a) determining the nature of illness or condition affecting the patient; 

b) treating a particular illness, by giving patient infinitesimal doses of the bodies which 

provoke similar illnesses; 

c) writing specifications for artificial limbs or other appliances and helping to fit them and 

explaining their use; 

d) performing related tasks; and 

e) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3259.10 Osteopath  

3259.20 Homeopath 

3259.30 Orthopedist 

3259.40 Assistant Officer, Food Technology 

3259.50 Assistant Officer, Food Preparer 

3259.60 Dieticians and Nutritionist Associate Professionals 

 

SUB MAJOR GROUP 33 

BUSINESS AND ADMINISTRATION ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS  

BUSINESS AND ADMINISTRATION ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS perform technical 

tasks connected with the practical application of knowledge relating to financial accounting and 

transaction matters, mathematical calculations, human resource development, selling and buying 

financial instruments, specialized secretarial tasks, and enforcing or applying relevant 

government rules.  Also included are workers who provide business services such as customs 

clearance, conference planning, job placements, buying and selling real estate or bulk 

commodities, and serving as agents for performers such as athletes and artists.  

 

Tasks performed by workers in this sub-major group usually include recording and transmitting 
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buy and sell orders for securities, stocks, bonds or other financial instruments and for foreign 

exchange for future or immediate delivery; submitting credit and loan applications to 

management with recommendations for approval or rejection; approving or rejecting applications 

within authorized limits ensuring that credit standards of the institution are respected; 

maintaining complete records of all financial transactions of an undertaking according to general 

bookkeeping principles, with guidance from Accountants; assisting in planning and performing 

mathematical, statistical, actuarial, accounting and related calculations; selling and buying 

financial instruments. 

 

Occupations in this Sub Major Group are classified under the following Minor groups: 

331 Financial and mathematical associate professionals 

332 Sales and purchasing agents and brokers 

333 Business services agents 

334 Administrative and specialized secretaries 

335 Regulatory government associate professionals 

 

MINOR GROUP 331 

FINANCIAL AND MATHEMATICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS  

FINANCIAL AND MATHEMATICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS place a value on 

various items and property, maintain records of financial transactions, analyze loan application 

information and render a decision, buy and sell financial instruments, and perform mathematical 

and related calculations. 

 

Task performed include recording and transmitting buy and sell orders for securities, stocks, 

bonds or other financial instruments and for foreign exchange for future or immediate delivery; 

submitting credit and loan applications to management with recommendations for approval or 

rejection; or approve or reject applications within authorized limits ensuring that credit standards 

of the institution are respected; maintaining complete records of all financial transactions of an 

undertaking according to general bookkeeping principles, with guidance from Accountants; 

assisting in planning and performing mathematical, statistical, actuarial, accounting and related 

calculations. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups: 

3311 Securities and finance dealers and brokers 

3312 Credit and loans officers 

3313 Accounting associate professionals 

3314 Statistical, mathematical and related associate professionals 

3315 Valuers and loss assessors 

 

3311 SECURITIES AND FINANCE DEALERS AND BROKERS  

SECURITIES AND FINANCE DEALERS AND BROKERS buy and sell securities, stocks, 

bonds and other financial instruments, and deal on the foreign exchange on spot or on futures 

markets, on behalf of their own company or for customers on a commission basis and 

recommend transactions to clients or senior management. 

TASKS include: 
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a) obtaining information about the financial circumstances of customers and companies in 

which investments may be made; 

b) analyzing market trends for securities, bonds, stocks and other financial instruments, 

including foreign exchange; 

c) informing prospective customers about market conditions and prospects; 

d) advising on and participating in the negotiation of terms for, and organization of, loans 

and placement of stocks and bonds in the financial market to raise capital for customers; 

e) recording and transmitting buy and sell orders for securities, stocks, bonds or other 

financial instruments and for foreign exchange for future or immediate delivery; 

f) performing related tasks; and 

g) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include:  

3311.10 Broker, Securities (B.T) 

  Securities Salesperson (R.T) 

3311.20 Broker, Stocks and Shares 

3311.30 Broker, Foreign Exchange 

3311.40 Broker, Investment 

3311.50 Dealer, Foreign Exchange 

3311.90 Securities and Finance Dealers and Brokers, NEC 

 

3312 CREDIT AND LOANS OFFICERS  

CREDIT AND LOAN OFFICERS analyze and evaluate financial information on applications 

for credit and loans and determine approval or disapproval of the client for the credit or loan or 

recommend to management approval or disapproval. 

TASKS include: 

a) interviewing applicants for personal, mortgage, student and business loans; 

b) submitting credit and loan applications to management with recommendations for 

approval or rejection, or approve or reject applications within authorized limits ensuring 

that credit standards of the institution are respected; 

c) assessing credit ratings and investment risks against predetermined policy standards; 

d) providing information about customersô standing to financial and credit institutions; 

e) authorizing the approval of loan or credit applications or recommending loan or credit 

conditions and limits; 

f) maintaining records and preparing reports on findings and defaulting customers; 

g) performing other related tasks; and  

h) supervising other workers.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3312.10 Credit Officer 

3312.20 Mortgage Officer 

3312.30 Loan Officer 

3312.40 Credit and Loan Officer 

3312.90 Credit and Loan Officers, NEC 
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3313 ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS 

ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS maintain complete records of financial 

transactions of an undertaking and verify accuracy of documents and records relating to such 

transactions. 

TASKS include: 

a) maintaining complete records of all financial transactions of an undertaking according to 

general accounting principles, with guidance from accountants; 

b) verifying accuracy of documents and records relating to payments, receipts and other 

financial transactions; 

c) preparing financial statements and reports for specified periods; 

d) performing accounting calculation using standard computer software packages; 

e) providing assistance in the preparation of cash flow projection and budgets; 

f) preparing accounting and other results for presentation in graphical or tabular form; 

g) applying knowledge of accounting principles in order to identify and solve problems 

arising in the course of their work; 

h) performing related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3313.10 Assistant Accountant  

   Mhasibu Msaidizi;       

3313.15 Bookkeeper, General 

            Mtunza Vitabu vya Fedha-Kawaida 

3313.20 Assistant, Auditor  

   Mkaguzi Msaidizi 

3313.30 Accounting Technician 

3313.40 Finace Management Assistant 

3313.50 Assistant Stock Verifier (B.T)  

   Mhakiki Mali Msaidizi 

3313.60 Assistant Cost accountant  

3313.90 Accounting Associate Professionals, NEC 

 

3314 STATISTICAL, MATHEMATICAL AND ACTUARIAL ASS OCIATE 

PROFESSIONALS 

STATISTICAL, MATHEMATICAL AND ACTUARIAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS 

assist in planning the collection, processing and presentation of mathematical, statistical or 

actuarial data and in carrying out these operations, usually working under the guidance of 

Mathematicians, Statisticians and Actuaries.  

TASKS include: 

a) assisting in planning and performing mathematical, statistical and actuarial calculations; 

b) preparing detailed estimates of quantities and costs of materials and labour required for 

statistical census and survey operations; 

c) performing technical tasks connected with establishing, maintaining and using registers 

and sampling frames for census and survey operations; 

d) performing technical tasks connected with data collection and quality control operations 

in censuses and surveys; 
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e) using standard computer software packages to perform mathematical, actuarial, statistical 

and related calculations; 

f) preparing mathematical, actuarial, statistical and other results for presentation in 

graphical or tabular form; 

g) applying knowledge of mathematical, actuarial, statistical and related principles and 

practices in order to identify and solve problems arising in the course of their work; 

h) performing related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3314.10 Statistical Assistant 

   Mtakwimu Msaidizi 

3314.20 Mathematical Assistant 

3314.30 Actuarial Assistant 

3314.40  Research Assistant,  

3314.50  Assistant officer, Evaluation 

3314.90 Statistical, Mathematical and Actuarial Associate          Professionals, NEC 

 

3315 VALUERS AND LOSS ASSESSORS 

VALUERS AND LOSS ASSESSORS value property and various goods and assess losses 

covered by insurance policies. 

TASKS include: 

a) calculating values by considering market demand, condition of items, future trends 

and other factors 

b) determining the quality or value of raw materials, real estate, industrial equipment, 

personal and household effects, works of art, gems and other objects offered for sale 

or to be insured; 

c) assessing the extent of damage or loss and liabilities of insurance companies and 

underwriters for losses covered by insurance policies; 

d) giving evidence in legal proceedings, mediating on valuation matters and providing 

rental determinations for arbitration purposes 

e) researching and advising on the administration and use of land and property; 

f) developing and implementing sales and leasing proposals for commercial land and 

property; 

g) providing asset management services for the administration and use of land and 

property; 

h) performing other related tasks; and  

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3315.10 Valuer  

    Mthamini    

3315.20 Appraiser 

3315.30 Appraiser, Real Estate 

3315.40 Assessor 

    Mkadiriaji  
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3315.50 Assessor, Claims      

3315.60 Insurance Assessor (B.T) 

     Loss Adjuster (A.T) 

3315.70 Claims Inspector 

3315.90 Valuers and Loss Assessors, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 332 

SALES AND PURCHASING AGENTS AND BROKERS 

SALES AND PURCHASING AGENTS AND BROKERS represent companies, governments 

and other organizations to buy and sell commodities, goods, insurance, shipping and other 

services to industrial, professional, commercial or other establishments, or act as independent 

agents to bring together buyers and sellers of commodities and services. 

 

Tasks performed usually include obtaining information about,  monitoring and analyzing market 

trends and conditions and employerôs and competitors goods and services; obtaining information 

about clientsô needs and identifying suitable products and services; explaining and demonstrating 

products and services to clients; negotiating prices, contracts, terms, conditions and shipping 

arrangements for purchase or sale of goods, services or commodities. 

 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups: 

3321 Insurance representatives 

3322 Commercial sales representatives 

3323 Buyers 

3324 Trade brokers 

 

3321 INSURANCE REPRESENTATIVES 

INSURANCE REPRESENTATIVES advise on and sell life, accident, automobile, liability, 

endowment, fire, marine and other types of insurance to new and existing clients. 

TASKS include: 

a) compiling lists of prospective clients from directories and other sources and making 

contact with prospective clients to seek interviews; 

b) obtaining information about customers circumstances necessary to determine appropriate 

type of insurance and conditions; 

c) negotiating with customers to determine type and degree of risk for which insurance is 

derived, extent of coverage and terms of payment; 

d) negotiating and placing reinsurance contracts; 

e) advising on, negotiating terms for and placing insurance contracts for large or special 

types of projects, installations or risks; 

f) may collect premiums and keep records of payment; 

g) performing related tasks;  and 

h) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3321.10 Insurance Agent 

3321.20 Insurance Broker 
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       Wakala wa Bima 

3321.30 Insurance Assistant        

3321.40 Insurance Underwriter 

3321.50 Life Insurance Agent, 

3321.55 Property Insurance Agent 

3321.60 Health Insurance Agent 

3321.90 Insurance Representatives, NEC  

 

3322 COMMERCIAL SALES REPRES ENTATIVES  

COMMERCIAL SALES REPRESENTATIVES sell various goods on a wholesale basis 

including installations, equipment and technical products and related services, and provide 

specialized information as required. 

TASKS include: 

a) compiling lists of prospective customers using trade directories and other sources; 

b) acquiring and updating knowledge of employers' and competitors' products and 

understanding market conditions; 

c) soliciting orders and selling goods to retail, industrial, wholesale and other 

establishments; 

d) selling technical equipment, supplies and related services to business establishments or 

individuals; 

e) providing prospective customers with general and specialized information and the 

characteristics and functions of the equipment, and demonstrating its use; 

f) quoting and negotiating prices, credit terms, completing contracts and recording orders; 

g) arranging for delivery of goods, installation of equipment and provision of services; 

h) following up customers to ensure satisfaction with products purchased and resolving any 

problems arising; 

i) reporting to sales management on sales made and the marketability of products; 

j) reporting customers reactions and requirements to manufacturers; 

k) performing other related tasks; and 

l) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3322.10 Commercial Sales Representative 

3322.20 Salesperson, Business Services/Advertising 

3322.30 Technical Salesperson (B.T) 

    Sales Representative, Technical (A.T) 

3322.40 Commercial Traveller 

3322.50 Canvasser 

3322.90 Commercial Sales Representatives, NEC 

 

3323 BUYERS 

BUYES buy goods, materials, supplies and services on behalf of an industrial, commercial or 

other organisation, ensure that they are of the quantity, quality, price and availability required by 

their organization. 

TASKS include: 
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a) negotiating and contracting for the purchase of equipment, raw materials, products 

and supplies for industrial plant, utilities, government units or other establishments 

and the purchasing of merchandise for resale; 

b) obtaining information about requirements and stock, and determining quantity and 

quality to be purchased, costs, delivery dates and other contract conditions; 

c) consulting with other departments in the organization to determine goods (for 

example, equipment, office supplies) and services requirements; 

d) developing strategic purchasing programs that consolidate company spending for 

specific commodities;  

e) overseeing the process of issuing requests for information and proposals, and 

tendering contracts to ensure that the process is fair, competitive, legal and provides 

best value for the organization;  

f) analyzing proposals or tenders; 

g) administering contracts for the supply of goods, services and space  tracing 

shipments, follow up undelivered goods, and resolve problems and disputes  

h) arranging the payment of duty and freight charges ; 

i) preparing and administering budgets and contracts; 

j) performing other related tasks; and  

k) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3323.10 Buyer, 

3323.20 Purchasing Assistant (B.T); 

   Procurement Assistant (A.T); 

    Purchasing Agent (A.T); 

3323.30 Agent, Procurement 

   Wakala wa Ununuzi 

3323.40 Purchasing Merchandiser 

3323.50 Logistics Assistant, 

3323.60 Supply Technician (B.T) 

    Supply Assistant (A.T) 

3323.70 Assistant Stores Officer 

3323.90 Buyer, NEC 

 

3324 TRADE BROKERS 

TRADE BROKERS act bring together buyers and sellers of commodities to negotiate private 

sales and arrange sales through established market places. 

TASKS include: 

a) establishing contact between buyers and sellers of commodities; 

b) negotiating the purchase and sale of commodities such as grains, wool, minerals or 

metals; 

c) discussing buying or selling requirements of client and giving advice accordingly; 

d) monitoring local and international commodity prices, market trends and other factors 

affecting the supply and demand for commodities; 

e) arranging transport, storage and initial processing of products purchased; 
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f) making sure that the business service purchased is made available to the buyer in the 

agreed format and the agreed time;  

g) arranging arbitrage of stocks and contracts; 

h) performing other related tasks; and  

i) supervising other workers 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3324.10 Broker, Trade  

3324.20 Broker, Commodity  

3324.30 Broker, Shipping  

3324.40 Dealer, Commodity Future  

3324.90 Trade Brokers, NEC  

 

MINOR GROUP 333 

BUSINESS SERVICES AGENTS 

BUSINESS SERVICE AGENTS establish contacts to sell various business services such as 

advertising space in the media, carry out customs clearance activities ensuring that necessary 

documents are in order, match jobseekers with vacancies, find workers for employers, arrange 

contracts for the performance of athletes, entertainers and artists, as well as for the publication of 

books, the production of plays, or the recording, performing and sale of music, plan and organize 

conferences and similar events. 

   

Tasks performed usually includes carrying out customs clearing procedures for exports or 

imports; arranging and coordinating conference and event services, such as conference facilities, 

catering, signage, displays, audiovisual and computer equipment, accommodation, transport and 

social events, for participants; matching jobseekers with vacancies; finding workers for vacant 

posts for employers; showing real estate properties to be sold or leased to prospective buyers or 

tenants and explaining terms of sale or conditions of rent or lease; selling by auction various 

kinds of property, cars, commodities, livestock, art, jewellery and other objects; arranging 

contracts for performers and performances. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups: 

3331 Clearing and forwarding agents 

3332 Conference and event planners 

3333 Employment agents and contractors 

3334 Real estate and property agents 

3335 Travel Agents 

3339 Business services agents not elsewhere classified 

 

3331 CLEARING AND FORWARDING AGENTS  

CLEARING AND FORWARDING AGENTS carry out customs clearing procedures and ensure 

that insurance, export/import licenses and other formalities are in order. 

TASKS include:  

a) carrying out customs clearing procedures for exports or imports;  

b) ensuring that insurance is in order;  

c) ensuring that export/import licenses and other formalities are in order;  
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d) signing and issuing bills of lading;  

e) checking import/export documentation to determine cargo contents, and classifying 

goods into different fee or tariff groups, using a tariff coding system; 

f) performing other related tasks; and  

g) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3331.10 Agent, Clearing  

3331.20 Agent, Forwarding 

3331.30 Agent, Shipping 

3331.40 Agent, Export and Import 

3331.90 Clearing and Forwarding Agent, NEC 

 

3332 CONFERENCE AND EVENT PLANNERS 

CONFERENCE AND EVENT PLANNERS organize and coordinate services for conferences, 

events, functions, banquets and seminars. 

TASKS include: 

a) promoting conferences, conventions and trade shows to potential customers;  

b) responding to inquiries concerning services provided and costs for room and 

equipment hire, catering and related services;  

c) meeting with clients to discuss their needs and outlining package options to 

meet these needs;  

d) arranging and coordinating services, such as, conference facilities, catering, 

signage, displays, audiovisual and computer equipment, accommodation, 

transport and social events, for participants, logistical arrangements for 

presenters;  

e) organizing registration of participants;  

f) negotiating the type and costs of services to be provided within budget; 

g) overseeing work by contractors and reporting on variations to work orders; 

h) performing related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3332.10 Planner, Conference  

3332.20 Planner, Convention  

3332.30 Planner, Wedding 

3332.40 Planner, Meeting 

3332.50 Organizer, Exhibition and Convention 

3332.60 Organizer, Conference and Event 

3332.90 Conference and Event Planners, NEC 

 

3333 EMPLOYMENT AG ENTS AND CONTRACTORS  

EMPLOYMENT AGENTS AND CONTRACTORS match jobseekers with vacancies, find 

workers for employers and contract labour for particular projects at the request of enterprises and 

other organizations including government, institutions, or find places for jobseekers for a 

commission. 
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TASKS include: 

a) matching job seekers with vacancies known to job placement offices or advising on 

training schemes; 

b) finding workers for vacant posts against a commission from the employer or worker; 

c) discussing with enterprises/organizations the needed skills and other characteristics of the 

workers to be employed or contracted; 

d) finding workers with appropriate skills and undertaking the necessary formalities 

according to national or international regulations and requirements; 

e) ensuring that the employment contracts meet legal requirements and signing them; 

f) performing other related tasks; and  

g) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3333.10 Agent, Employment 

3333.20 Officer, Job placement 

3333.30 Labour Contractor Assistant 

3333.90 Employment Agents and Contractors, NEC 

 

3334 REAL ESTATE AND PROPERTY AGENTS 

REAL ESTATE AND PROPERTY AGENTS arrange the sale, purchase, rental and lease of real 

property, usually on behalf of clients and on a commission basis. 

TASKS include: 

a) obtaining information about properties to be sold or leased, the circumstances of their 

owner and the needs of prospective buyers or tenants; 

b) showing properties to be sold or leased to prospective buyers or tenants and explaining 

terms of sale or conditions of rent or lease; 

c) arranging signing of lease agreements and transfer of property rights; 

d) collecting rent and deposits on behalf of owner and inspecting properties before, during 

and after tenancies; 

e) performing related tasks; and 

f) supervising other workers. 

 

 OCCUPATIONS include: 

3334.10 Agent, Real Estate 

3334.20 Manager, Property 

 3334.30 Agent, Property 

3334.40 Salesperson, Real Estate 

3334.50 Realtor 

3334.90 Real Estate and Property Agents, NEC 

 

3335 TRAVEL AGENTS 

TRAVEL AGENTS plan itinerary and schedule travel accommodation for customers, and 

organize or sell complete group travel tour for business or vacation. 

TASKS include: 
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a) obtaining information about availability, cost and convenience of different types of 

transport and accommodation, ascertaining customersô requirements and advising on 

travel arrangements; 

b) making and confirming travel and hotel reservation, giving customers tickets and 

vouchers and receiving payment; 

c) organising complete group tours for business or vacation travel and selling them to group 

or individuals; 

d) helping customers in obtaining necessary certificate and travel documents; 

e) performing related tasks; and 

f) supervising other workers. 

 

 OCCUPATIONS include: 

3335.10 Agent, Travel 

3335.20 Organizer, Travel 

3335.90 Travel Agents, NEC 

 

3339  OTHER BUSINESS SERVICES AGENTS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED 

OTHER BUSINESS SERVICES AGENTS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED sells business 

services or organise, on a commission basis, the contact between buyers and sellers of business 

services. 

This unit group covers business services agents not classified elsewhere in Minor group 333, 

Business services agents. For instance, here should be classified those who establish business 

contacts, sell business services such as advertising space in the media, arrange contracts for 

performances of athletes, entertainers and artists, as well as for the publication of books, the 

production of plays, or the recording, performing and sale of music. Also included are those 

selling objects, properties and goods by auction. 

TASKS include: 

a) obtaining information about services to be sold and needs of prospective buyers; 

b) negotiating contracts on behalf of seller or buyer and explaining terms of sale and 

payment to client; 

c) signing agreements on behalf of seller or buyer and ensuring that contract is honored; 

d) making sure that the business service purchased is made available to the buyer in the 

agreed format at the agreed time; 

e) selling by auction various kinds of property, cars, commodities, livestock, art, jewellery 

and other objects; 

f) performing related tasks; 

g) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3339.10 Agent, Musical Performance 

3339.20 Agent, Sports 

3339.30 Agent, Theatrical 

3339.40 Promoter, Sports 

3339.50 Auctioneer 

3339.60 Agent, Literary 

3339.70 Sales person, business service/advertising  
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334 ADMINISTRATIVE AND SPECIALIZED SECRETARIES  

ADMINISTRATIVE AND SPECIALIZED SECRETARIES provide organizational 

communication and documentation support activities utilizing knowledge of the business activity 

of the organization they take supervisory responsibility for office clerks in the organization. 

Tasks performed usually include co-ordinating, assigning and reviewing the work of clerical 

support workers; desktop publishing; preparing and processing legal documents and papers, such 

as deeds, wills, affidavits and briefs; implementing and supporting the communication, 

documentation and internal managerial co-ordination activities of an organizational unit, on 

some occasions utilizing specialized knowledge of the business activity of the organization; 

scheduling and confirming meetings and appointments and communicating messages for clients; 

compiling, recording and reviewing legal and medical records, reports, documents and 

correspondence. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups:  

3341 Office Supervisors 

3342  Legal Secretaries 

3343 Administrative and Executive Secretaries 

3344 Medical Secretaries 

3349 Administrative and Executive Secretaries, NEC 

 

3341 OFFICE SUPERVISORS 

OFFICE SUPERVISORS supervise and coordinate the activities of workers in major group 4, 

Clerks. 

TASKS include: 

a) coordinating, assigning and reviewing the work of clerks engaged in the following duties: 

word processing; record keeping and filing; operating  telephones and switchboards; data 

entry; desktop publishing; and other activities involving general office and administrative 

skills; 

b) establishing work schedules and procedures and co-coordinating activities with other 

work units or departments; 

c) insuring the smooth flow of work in and between each unit and compliance with the 

departmental policies and procedures applicable to each unit; 

d) resolving work-related problems and preparing and submitting progress and other reports; 

e) training and instructing employees in job duties, safety procedures and company policies, 

or arranging for training to be provided; 

f) evaluating employeesô job performance and conformance to regulations, and 

recommending appropriate personnel action; 

g) assisting in recruitment, interviewing, and selecting employees; 

h) performing related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3341.10 Office, Supervisor (B.T); 

   Clerical, Supervisor (A.T) 

3341.20 Supervisor, Data Entry 

3341.30 Supervisor, Filling Clerk 
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3341.40 Supervisor, Personal Clerk 

3341.90 Office Supervisors, NEC 

 

3342 LEGAL SECRETARIES  

LEGAL SECRETARIES apply specialized knowledge of legal terminology and procedures in 

providing support to legal professionals with communication, documentation and internal 

managerial co-ordination activities, in law offices, legal departments of large firms and 

governments. 

TASKS include:  

a) preparing and processing legal documents and papers, such as deeds, wills, affidavits and 

briefs; 

b) reviewing and proofreading documents and correspondence to ensure compliance with 

legal procedures; 

c) mailing, faxing, or arranging for delivery of legal correspondence to clients, witnesses, 

and court officials; 

d) organizing and maintaining documents, case files and law libraries; 

e) screening requests for meetings, scheduling and organizing meetings; 

f) assisting in the preparation of budgets, monitoring of expenditures, drafting of contracts 

and purchasing or acquisition orders; 

g) assisting the head of unit and other staff with inquiries of an administrative or 

organizational nature; 

h) performing related tasks; and 

i) supervising the work of office clerks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3342.10 Legal Secretary 

3342.90 Legal Secretaries, NEC 

                 

3343 ADMINISTRATIVE AND EXECUTIVE SECRETARIES  

ADMINISTRATIVE AND EXECUTIVE SECRETARIES implement and support the 

communication, documentation and internal managerial co-ordination activities of an 

organizational unit to assist the head of unit and other members of staff. 

TASKS include:  

a) drafting administrative correspondence and minutes; 

b) obtaining, proposing and monitoring deadlines and follow-up dates; 

c) screening requests for meetings, scheduling and organizing meetings and travel 

arrangements for the head of unit and other members of staff; 

d) assisting in the preparation of budgets, monitoring of expenditures, drafting of contracts 

and purchasing or acquisition orders; 

e) assisting the head of unit and other staff with inquiries of an administrative or 

f) organizational nature; 

g) assisting the head of unit in organizing and hosting hospitality functions for outside 

visitors or members of staff; 

h) liaising with other staff about a range of matters relating to the organizationôs operations; 

i) writing and answering business or technical letters and other similar correspondence; 
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j) preparing verbatim reports of proceedings in legislative assemblies, courts of law or other 

places in shorthand or by other means; 

k) supervising the work of office clerks; 

l) performing related tasks; and 

m) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3343.10 Administrative Secretary 

3343.15 Executive Assistant 

3343.20 Manpower Management Assistant (B.T) 

  Administrative Assistant, (A.T)  

3343.30 Manpower Planning Assistant  

3343.40 Office Management Secretary 

 Katibu mwendesha ofisi 

3343.50 Correspondence Assistant 

3343.60 Verbatim Reporter 

3343.70 Multilingual Secretary (B.T) 

            Bilingual Secretary (A.T) 

3343.80 Court Reporter 

3343.90 Administrative and Executive Secretaries, NEC 

 

3344 MEDICAL SECRETARIES  

MEDICAL SECRETARIES using specialized knowledge of medical terminology and 

procedures, assist the head of unit and other members of staff in implementing and supporting 

the communication, documentation and international managerial co-ordination activities, in 

doctors' offices, hospitals, medical clinics and other medical settings. 

TASKS include: 

a) scheduling and confirming medical appointments and communicating messages for 

medical staff; and patients; 

b) compiling, recording and reviewing medical charts, reports, documents and 

correspondence; 

c) interviewing patients to complete forms, documents and case histories; 

d) completing insurance and other claims forms; 

e) maintaining medical files and records and technical library; 

f) preparing financial statements and billing procedures; 

g) assisting in the preparation of budgets, preparing financial statements and billing 

procedures, drafting of contracts and purchasing or acquisition orders. 

h) performing related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3344.10 Medical Secretary 

3344.20 Medical Office Administrative Assistant 

3344.30 Hospital Ward Secretary 

3344.40 Patient Care Secretary 

3344.50 Medical Stenographer 
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3344.60 Medical Insurance Secretary 

3344.65 Billing Secretary 

3344.70 Pathology Secretary 

3344.80 Medical Transcriptionist 

3344.90 Medical Secretaries, NEC 

                      

 3349 ADMINISTRATIVE  AND EXECUTIVE SECRETARIES, NOT ELSEWHERE 

CLASSIFIED  

ADMINISTRATIVE AND EXCUTIVE SECRETARIES NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED 

provide assistance, utilizing knowledge in a specific area other than law or medicine, to the head 

of unit and other members of staff in implementing and supporting the communication, 

documentation and internal managerial coordination activities. 

TASKS include: 

(a) preparing and processing documents and papers; 

(b) reviewing and proofreading documents and correspondence to ensure accuracy; 

(c) mailing, faxing, or arranging for delivery of correspondence to clients; 

(d) organizing and maintaining documents and files; 

(e) screening requests for meetings, scheduling and organizing meetings; 

(f) assisting in the preparation of budgets, monitoring of expenditures, drafting of contracts 

and purchasing or acquisition orders; 

(g) assisting the head of unit and other staff with inquiries of an administrative or 

organizational nature; and 

(h) supervising the work of office clerks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3349.10 School secretary 

3349.20 Other Administrative and Executive Secretaries, NEC 

 

335 REGULATORY GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS  

REGULATORY GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS administer, enforce or 

apply relevant government rules and regulations relating to national borders, taxes, social 

benefits, and issue or examine applications for licenses or authorizations in connection with 

travel, exports and imports of goods, establishment of businesses, erection of buildings and other 

activities subject to government regulations. 

 

Tasks performed usually include patrolling national borders and  checking persons and vehicles, 

travel and transport documents and goods transported across the border to ensure enforcement of 

government rules and  regulations; examining tax returns to determine taxes payable by persons 

and businesses; examining and deciding on applications for social benefits, examining and 

deciding on applications for government authorizations and licenses necessary to travel, export 

or import goods, erect buildings, establish businesses or undertake other activities subject to 

government regulations; monitoring the application of price, wage or weights and measures 

regulations. They may receive guidance from senior government officials or Managers. 

Supervision of other workers may be included. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups: 
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3351 Customs and border inspectors 

3352   Government tax and excise officials 

3353   Government social benefit officials 

3354 Government licensing officials 

3355 Police inspectors and detectives 

3356 Rail and air transport and communication associate professionals 

3359   Regulatory government associate professionals NEC  

 

3351 CUSTOMS AND BORDER INSPECTORS 

CUSTOMS AND BORDER INSPECTORS investigate and inspect persons, vehicles, goods and 

merchandise crossing the national boarder to detect violations of immigration and customs law 

and regulations. 

TASKS include: 

a) patrolling national borders and coastal waters to stop persons from illegal entering or 

leaving country and from illegal importing or exporting currency or goods;  

b) examining immigration applications, visas, and passports and interview persons to 

determine eligibility for admission, residence and travel in the country; 

c) detaining persons found to be in violation of customs or immigration laws and 

arrange for legal action such as deportation; 

d) examining personal and commercial shipments, monitoring the movement of goods 

and intercepting illegal goods entering or leaving the country;  

e) using established rules to determine taxable value and applicable duty and sales tax 

rates, and ensuring correct duties and taxes are collected on imported goods;   

f) protecting food safety and the environment by stopping prohibited or hazardous 

products arriving at air, land or sea ports;  

g) conducting investigations and enforcing customs regulations;    

h) interpreting and explaining laws and regulations to travelers, prospective immigrants, 

shippers and manufacturers; 

i) performing other related tasks; and  

j) supervising other workers in the group; 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3351.10 Customs Official (B.T); 

   Afisa Forodha; 

   Customs Assistant (R.T); 

   Afisa Forodha Msaidizi 

3351.20 Immigration Assistant (B.T); 

   Immigration Official (R.T); 

   Afisa Uhamiaji Msaidizi; 

3351.30 Inspector, Customs 

    Mkaguzi wa Forodha 

3351.40 Inspector, Border       

3351.50 Officer, Passport Checking 

3351.90 Customs and Border Officials, NEC 
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3352  GOVERNMENT TAX AND EXCISE OFFICIALS  

GOVERNMENT TAX AND EXCISE OFFICIALS examine tax returns, bills of sale and other 

documents to determine the type and amount of taxes, duties and other types of fees to be paid 

by individuals or businesses, referring exceptional or important cases to Government 

Administrators or Managers for determination at a higher level. 

TASKS include: 

a) advising organizations, enterprises and the public on government laws, rules 

and regulations concerning the determination and payment of taxes, duties and 

other government fees, and on the publicôs rights and obligations; 

b) examining tax returns, bills of sale and other relevant documents to determine 

type and amount of taxes, duties and other types of fees to be paid; 

c) investigating filed tax returns and accounting records, systems and internal 

controls of organizations to ensure compliance with taxation laws and 

regulations; 

d) performing related administrative tasks to document findings, maintain records 

and report on actions taken for cases; 

e) performing other related tasks; and  

f) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3352.10 Tax Official Assistant 

3352.20 Investigation Assistant  

3352.30 Revenue Assistant 

3352.40 Tax Official 

3352.45 Excise Official 

3352.50 Tax Examining Assistant  

3352.60 Inspector, Taxation  

3352.70 Assistant Tax Collector 

3352.80 Preventive Assistant 

3352.90 Government Tax and Excise Officials, NEC 

 

3353 GOVERNMENT SOCIAL BENEFITS OFFICIALS  

GOVERNMENT SOCIAL BENEFITS OFFICIALS examine applications for benefits, to 

determine eligibity and amount of benefit. 

TASKS include: 

a) advising individuals and organisations on the proper understanding of government laws, 

rules and regulations concerning government benefits and the determination and 

disbursement of payments as well as on the publicôs rights and obligations; 

b) enforcing related procedures regulation and laws to social organization; 

c) providing social security protection by social insurance for individual, family and society 

for their human right and their safety; 

d) examining applications and other relevant documents to determine type and amount of 

benefit which individuals should receive; 

e) performing  other related tasks; and 

f) supervising other workers. 
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OCCUPATIONS include: 

3353.10 Official, Social Benefits. 

3353.20 Official, Pension 

3353.30 Official, Social security Claim 

3353.90 Government Social Benefits Officials, NEC 

 

3354 GOVERNMENT LICENSING OFFICIALS  

GOVERNMENT LICENSING OFFICIALS examine applications for licences to export or 

import goods, set up a business, build a house or other structures, visit the country or obtain a 

passport and determine the specific conditions to be attached to the licence, referring exceptional 

or important cases to Government Administrator or Manager for determination at a higher level. 

TASKS include: 

a) advising individuals on the proper understanding of government laws and regulations 

concerning the type of licenses required and the condition attached to such licenses, 

and on the publicôs rights and obligations; 

b) examining applications and other relevant documents to determine whether license 

can be granted and the type of conditions which should be attached; 

c) issuing licenses to individuals meeting standards;  

d) performing other related tasks; and  

e) supervising other workers in the group. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3354.10 Registration Assistant 

3354.20 Passport Official (Issuing) 

3354.30 Licensing Supervisor 

3354.40 Licensing Official 

3354.50 Licensing Official, Transport Services 

3354.60 Licensing Official, Business Permit 

3354.70 Licensing Official, Building Permit 

3354.90 Government licensing officials, NEC 

 

3355 POLICE INSPECTORS AND DETECTIVES  

POLICE INSPECTORS AND DETECTIVES maintain law and order, and enforce laws and 

regulations and investigate facts and circumstances related to the prevention and solution of 

suspected crimes or obtain information not readily available or apparent concerning the 

circumstances and behaviour of establishments or persons. 

TASKS include: 

a) maintaining law and order, protecting persons and property from unlawful acts; 

b) arresting people for contravention of the law; 

c) establishing contacts and sources for information about crimes planned or being 

committed, or for information relevant to the identification of possible culprits of crimes 

already committed; 

d) establishing contacts and sources for information not easily available or apparent about 

facts and circumstances concerning establishments or persons; 

e) investigating other types of circumstances and behaviour of establishment or persons on 

behalf of legal authorities or clients; 
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f) witnessing in court of law or reporting to superiors or client about circumstances and 

results of investigations; 

g) watching inmates of jails/ persons, reformatories or penitentiaries, and seeing to their 

needs and maintaining disciplines; 

h) guarding industrial plans, warehouses or other property against fire, theft, and illegal 

entry; 

i) performing other related tasks; and  

j) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3355.10 Police Inspector (B.T); 

    Assistant Police Inspector (R.T) 

3355.20 Investigative Officer, Police 

3355.30 Prison Inspector (B.T); 

    Assistant Prison Inspector (R.T) 

3355.40 Police Detective 

3355.50 Police Inquiry Agent 

3355.90 Police Inspectors and Detectives, NEC  

 

3356 RAIL AND AIR TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATION ASSOCIATE 

PROFESSIONALS 

RAIL AND AIR TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATION ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS 

co-ordinate, keep records, and prepare reports on operational aspects of passengers and freight 

transport; supervising sorting, recording, delivery and other duties in connection with mail 

service; supervise railway transport services by field inspection, supervise freight services at 

railway yards; direct the movement of railway train within a specified area; prepare time 

schedules and assign drivers and operating staffs to particular routes or services; supervising air 

transport services; controlling the routing and transmission of radio, telephone and telegraphic 

communications. 

TASKS include: 

a) supervising directly or through subordinates, and co-ordinating the activities of workers 

engaged in railway passenger and goods traffic handling; 

b) supervising the running of trains, allocation of rolling stock, make-up/break-up of train; 

c) preparing operating schedules or other services; 

d) supervising and co-ordinating service activities of air transport undertakings, co-

ordinating passenger and cargo-handling services; 

e) co-ordinating arrangements for flights, obtaining flight authorisations; 

f) supervising telecommunications operational services, such as radio, telephone, telegraph; 

g) supervising and co-ordinating mail collection sorting and distribution services; and 

h) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATION includes: 

3356.10 Railway Services Supervisor (B.T,); 

   Transport Supervisor, Railway (A.T); 

   Transport Assistant, Railway (R.T); 

3356.20 Railway Transport Service Inspector; 
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3356.25 Ticket Examiner, Railway 

3356.30 Air Transport Service 

3356.40 Supervisor (B.T); 

   Transport Supervisor, Air (A.T); 

   Transport Assistant, Air (A.T); 

3356.45 Transport (B.T); 

   Ticket Inspector, Railway Transport (R.T); 

335650 Ticket Examiner, Air Transport (B.T) 

   Ticket Inspector, Air Transport (R.T); 

3356.60 Communication Assistant (B.T); 

   Aeronautical Assistant (R.T); 

   Fight Operations Assistant (R.T); 

   Telecommunications Inspector (R.T); 

3356.70 Security Assistant, Air; 

3356.80 Postal Officer (B.T); 

   Postal service Supervisor (A.T) 

   Postal Assistant (R.T); 

3356.90 Rail and Air Transport and Communication Associate Professionals, NEC 

 

3359 OTHER   REGULATORY GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS NOT 

ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED  

OTHER REGULATORY GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS NOT 

ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED carry out other tasks specified to government, referring 

exceptional or important cases to Government Administrators or Managers for determination at 

higher level, and include all regulatory government associate professionals not elsewhere 

classified. 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3359.10 Meteorological Assistant 

3359.20 Inspector, Agricultural 

3359.30 Inspector, Fisheries 

3359.40 Inspector, Forestry 

3359.50 Inspector, Price 

3359.60 Inspector, Wages 

3359.70 Inspector, Weights and Measures 

3359.90 Other Regulatory Government Associate Professionals, NEC 

 

SUB MAJOR GROUP 34 

LEGAL, SOCIAL, CULTURAL AND RELATED ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS  

LEGAL, SOCIAL, CULTURAL AND RELATED ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS perform 

technical tasks related to research and the practical application of concepts, theories, principles 

and operational methods particular to legal, social work, religious, sports, artistic, cultural and 

culinary. 

 

Tasks performed usually include providing technical and practical services and support functions 

in legal processes and investigations, social and community assistance programs, and religious 

and cultural activities; participating and adjudicating in sporting events; developing and 
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delivering sports coaching, fitness and recreational programmes;  combining creative and 

technical skills in a variety of artistic, cultural and culinary activities; creating dishes and menus 

and overseeing the preparation of meals. 

 

Occupations in this Sub Major Group are classified in the following Minor Groups:  

341 Legal, social and religious associate professionals 

342 Sports and fitness workers 

343 Artistic, cultural and culinary associate professionals 

 

MINOR GROUP 341 

LEGAL, SOCIAL AND RELIGIOUS ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS  

Legal, social and religious associate professionals perform technical tasks related to research and 

the practical application of concepts, principles and operational methods connected with legal, 

social work and religious. 

 

Tasks performed usually in include assisting and supporting legal, social work and religious 

professionals; obtaining and analyzing evidence, preparing legal documents and serving court 

orders; ; administering and implementing social assistance programs and community services; 

assisting clients to deal with personal and social problems; providing practical assistance, 

guidance and moral support to individuals and  communities.  

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups:  

3411 Legal and related associate professionals 

3412 Social work associate professionals 

3413 Religious associate professionals 

 

3411 LEGAL AND RELATED ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS  

LEGAL AND RELATED ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS perform support functions in courts 

of law or in law offices, provide services related to such legal matters as  insurance contracts, the 

transferring of property and the granting of loans and other financial  transactions or conduct 

investigations for clients. 

TASKS include:  

a) documenting court proceedings and judgments; 

b) serving statements of claims, summonses, warrants, subpoenas and other court 

orders; 

c) maintaining order in court and hearing rooms; 

d) preparing legal documents including trial briefs, pleadings, appeals, wills and 

contracts and preparing, papers summarizing legal positions, or setting out 

conditions of loans or insurance; 

e) investigating facts, assembling evidence and researching relevant statutes, 

decisions and other legal documents to prepare cases;  

f) advising clients on legal matters; 

g) examining documentation such as mortgages, liens, judgements, easements, 

contracts and maps in order to verify propertiesô legal descriptions and 

ownership; 

h) preparing documents relating to transfer of real estate, stocks or other matters 
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requiring formal registration; 

i) investigating possible cases of theft of goods, money or information from 

business establishments and of other possible cases of unlawful behaviour by 

customers or employees;  

j) investigating establishments or the circumstances and behaviour of persons on 

behalf of clients; 

k) performing other related tasks; and  

l) supervising other workers in the group.   

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3411.10 Primary Court Magistrate 

   Hakimu wa Mahakama ya Mwanzo 

3411.20 Court Clerk 

3411.30 Legal Assistant 

   Msaidizi wa Sheria 

3411.40 Data Protection Officer 

3411.50 Law Clerk 

3411.60 Paralegal 

3411.70 Private Detective 

3411.80 Title Searcher 

3411.90 Legal and Related Associate Professionals, NEC 

 

3412 SOCIAL WORK ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS  

SOCIAL WORK ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS provide guidance to clients in social and 

related matters to enable them to find and used resources to overcome difficulties and achieve 

particular goals. 

TASKS include: 

a) collecting information relevant to clients' needs and advising them on their rights 

and obligations; 

b) analyzing the client's situation and presenting alternative approaches to resolving 

problems; 

c) planning, evaluating, improving and developing welfare services; 

d) working to prevent development of delinquency or to achieve rehabilitation of 

delinquents by organizing and supervising social, recreational and educational 

activities in youth clubs, community centres and similar organizations, or by other 

means; 

e) helping to prevent child abuse and domestic violence, and assisting physically or 

mentally handicapped persons to obtain adequate treatment and improve their 

ability to function in society; 

f) planning, organizing or providing home-help services; 

g) compiling case records and preparing reports as required; 

h) performing other related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3412.10 Social worker, General, Associate Professional (B.T) 
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    Mfanyakazi wa Jamii 

3412.20 Social Welfare Assistant (B.T) 

     Afisa Ustawi wa Jamii Msaidizi 

    Social Welfare Associate Professionals (R.T) 

3412.25 Community Development Assistant 

   Afisa Maendeleo ya Jamii Msaidizi 

3412.30 Assistant Welfare Worker, Delinquency (B.T); 

   Assistant Social Work, Delinquency (R.T); 

3412.35 Assistant Disability Service Worker 

3412.40 Assistant Family Service Worker 

3412.45 Assistant Mental Health Worker 

3412.50 Assistant Parole Officer 

3412.60 Assistant Officer, Industrial Relation 

3412.70 Assistant Officer, Youth (B.T) 

     Youth Support Worker (R.T) 

3412.80 Refugee Settlement Assistant 

3412.90 Social Work Associate Professionals, NEC 

 

3413 RELIGIOUS ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS 

RELIGIOUS ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS provide support to ministers of religion or to a 

religious community, undertake religious works,  preach and propagate the teachings of a 

particular religion and endeavour to improve well-being through the power of faith and spiritual 

advice. 

TASKS include: 

a) preaching and propagating the teachings of a particular religious faith; 

b) undertaking religious works; 

c) assisting  religious professionals in performing religious rites, ceremonies and 

meetings, religious studies and providing other services of public worship  

d) providing religious education, spiritual guidance and moral support to members of a 

religious community  

e) administering and participating in programs to provide food, clothing and 

shelter to those in need; 

f) advising communities and individuals on proper behaviour and faith to preserve 

or improve well-being. 

g) instructing children and candidates for admittance into the faith; 

h) performing other related tasks; and  

i) supervising other workers in the group. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3413.10 Religious Associate worker (B.T) 

    Deacon (R.T); 

    Seminarian (R.T); 

    Catechist (R.T); 

    Evangelist (R.T); 

    Lay Preacher (R.T); 

             Maalim (R.T); 
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             Moazzen (R.T); 

    Sexton (R.T); 

    Pandit (R.T); 

    Purohit (R.T); 

3413.20 Monk, associate professional 

3413.30 Nun 

3413.40 Religious Education Worker 

3413.50 Salvation Army Field Worker 

3413.60 Faith Healer  

3413.90 Religious Associate Professionals, NEC 

  

MAJOR GROUP 342 

SPORTS AND FITNESS WORKERS 

SPORTS AND FITNESS WORKERS prepare for and compete in sporting events for financial 

gain, train amateur and professional sportsmen and women to enhance performance, promote 

participation and standards in sport, organize and officiate sporting events, and provide 

instruction, training and supervision for various forms of exercise and other recreational 

activities. 

 

Tasks performed usually participating in competitive sporting events; conducting sports training 

to develop ability in and knowledge of the sport; compiling rules concerning the conduct of 

sporting competitions ,and controlling the progress of these events; planning, organizing and 

conducting practice sessions; developing and designing fitness programmes; delivering group 

exercise classes and personal tuition in a variety of fitness activities; promoting sports and sports 

skills development, and overseeing the participation of young people in sport. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups: 

3421 Athletes and sports players 

3422 Sports coaches, instructors and officials 

3423 Fitness and recreation instructors and program leaders 

 

3421 ATHLETES AND SPORTS PLAYERS 

ATHLETES AND SPORTS PLAYERS participate in competitive sporting events. They train 

and compete, either individually or as part of a team, in their chosen sport. 

TASKS include: 

a) participating in competitive sporting events; 

b) participating in regular practice and training sessions and undertaking private 

training to maintain the required standard of fitness and skill; 

c) undertaking sports promotional activities and media interviews; 

d) maintaining a high degree of expertise in a particular sport ; 

e) deciding on strategies in consultation with coaches; 

f)   assessing other competitors and conditions at venues; 

g) competing in sporting events; 

h) adhering to the rules and regulations associated with a specific sport; 

i) performing other related tasks; and  

j) supervising other workers in the group. 
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OCCUPATIONS include: 

3421.10 Athlete 

3421.15 Cricketer 

3421.20 Cyclist 

3421.25 Lifeguard 

3421.30 Racing Driver 

3421.35 Tennis Player  

3421.40 Footballer 

3421.45 Soccer Player 

3421.50 Rugby Player 

3421.55 Boxer 

3421.60 Chess Player 

3421.65 Golfer 

3421.70 Hockey Player 

3421.75 Poker Player 

3421.80 Netballer 

3421.85 Basketball Player 

3421.90 Athletes and Sports Players, NEC 

 

3422 SPORTS COACHES, INSTRUCTORS AND OFFICIALS 

SPORTS COACHES, INSTRUCTORS AND OFFICIALS participate in sporting events for 

monetary gain or recognition, coach, train and instruct sporting competitors, and officiate at 

sporting events. 

TASKS include: 

a) competing in and training for sporting events 

b) coaching, training and instructing sportspersons by analysing performances and 

developing abilities 

c) planning and directing game strategies, developing play patterns, analysing game 

progress and motivating players 

d) promoting sports and skills development, and overseeing the participation of young 

people in sport 

e) officiating at sporting events to enforce rules 

f) coordinating and directing sporting activities, and liaising with other officials to 

interpret and enforce rules and regulations relating to sport 

g) performing other related tasks; and  

h) supervising other workers in the group 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3422.10 Coach, Sports  

    Kocha wa michezo 

3422.20 Trainer, Sports (B.T) 

    Mkufunzi wa Michezo 

             Instructor, Sports (R.T) 

3422.30 Games Official (B.T) 

    Games Assistant (R.T) 

    Official Sports (A.T) 
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3422.40 Referee, Sports (B.T) 

            Referee, Assistant (R.T) 

3422.90 Sports Coaches, Instructors and Officials, NEC 

 

3423 FITNESS AND RECREATION INSTRUCTORS AND PROGRAM LEADERS  

FITNESS AND RECREATION INSTRUCTORS AND PROGRAM LEADERS direct, instruct 

and guide individuals or groups in the pursuit of physical fitness, well-being and in outdoor 

adventure activities. 

TASKS include: 

a) evaluating and monitoring clients abilities and fitness and recommending activities, 

such as aerobics, weight training or aqua aerobics; 

b) demonstrating and teaching body movements and skills used in fitness routines; 

c) organising and supervising groups involved in outdoor adventures such as rafting, 

bushwalking, caving and mountaineering; 

d) teaching and advising on the use of fitness equipment; 

e) providing advice on safety measures, minimising risk to participants and rendering 

first aid; 

f) performing other related tasks; and  

g) supervising other workers in the group. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3423.10 Fitness Instructor 

3423.15 Gym Instructor 

3423.20 Physical Fitness Trainer 

3423.30 Outdoor Adventure Leader 

3423.40 Outdoor pursuitôs instructor 

3423.45 Outward bound tutor 

3423.50 Bushwalking Leader 

3423.60 Caving Guide 

3423.70  Rafting Guide 

3423.90  Fitness and Recreation Instructors and Program Leaders, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 343 

ARTISTIC, CULTURAL AND CULINARY ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS  

ARTISTIC, CULTURAL AND CULINARY ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS apply artistic 

techniques to product design and sales promotion, take photographs, operate motion picture and 

video cameras and other equipment to record and edit images and sound; and performing various 

tasks related to the preparation and cooking of food. 

 

Tasks performed usually include operating still cameras to photograph people, events, scenes, 

materials, products and other subjects; applying artistic techniques to product design, interior 

decoration and sales promotion; mounting and preparing objects for display; designing and 

arranging exhibit furnishings, display cases and display areas; designing menus and overseeing 

the preparation of food; assisting directors and performers with the staging of theatrical, motion 

picture, television or commercial productions. 
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Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups: 

3431 Photographers 

3432 Interior designers and decorators 

3433 Gallery, museum and library technicians 

3434 Chefs 

3435 Other artistic and cultural associate professionals 

 

3431 PHOTOGRAPHERS 

PHOTOGRAPHERS operate still cameras to photograph people, events, scenes, materials, 

products and other subjects. 

TASKS include: 

a) consulting with clients to determine objectives of photograph assignment; 

b) studying requirements of assignment and selecting type of camera, film and lighting; 

c) working from a studio or transporting and setting up equipment at assigned locations; 

d) taking photographs for advertising or other commercial, industrial or scientific purposes 

and to illustrate stories and articles in newspapers, magazines, books and other 

publications; 

e) taking portrait photographs of persons and groups of persons; 

f) setting and operating motion picture, video, microscopic and other specialized cameras, 

including those for aerial photography to record images; 

g) controlling equipment to edit and mix image to ensure satisfactory quality and to create 

special image; 

h) may work with digital technology and manipulate resulting images on computer; 

i) applying principles and practices of image and sound recording and editing in order to 

identify and solve problems arising in the course of their work; 

j) performing related tasks; 

k) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3431.10 Photographer, General 

     Mpiga Picha, Kawaida 

3431.20 Portrait Photographer 

3431.25 Photographer, Commercial illustration 

3431.30 Photographer, Aerial 

3431.40 Photographer, Industrial 

3431.50 Microphotographer 

3431.60 Photo-Journalist 

3431.70 Scientific Photographer 

3431.90 Photographers, NEC 

 

3432 INTERIOR DESIGNERS AND DECORATORS  

INTERIOR DESIGNERS AND DECORATORS plan and design commercial, industrial, public, 

retail and residential building interiors to produce an environment tailored to a purpose, taking 

into consideration factors that enhance living and working environments and sales promotion. 

They coordinate and participate in their construction and decoration. 

TASKS include: 
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a) determining the objectives of the design by consulting with clients, undertaking research 

and analyzing functional requirements or studying layouts; 

b) designing industrial and commercial products, including new types and styles of clothing 

and accessories and endeavoring to harmonies aesthetic considerations with technical and 

other requirements; 

c) supervising the production of sample products or design illustrations, instructing other 

workers making models or patterns of products, or instructing finishing or layout artists 

assembling artwork for printing; 

d) creating interior decorating schemes and planning furnishings for homes, public 

buildings, ships and other places; 

e) designing and painting stage scenery; 

f) creating and executing artistic effects for use in show windows and other 

display/promotional areas; 

g) tattooing decorative designs on clients' skin; 

h) designing floral arrangements such as wreaths, bouquets and corsages according to 

customer's preference, purpose, occasion and availability of flowers; 

i) performing other  related tasks; and 

j) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3432.10 Artist, commercial 

     Fanani wa Biashara 

3432.20 Designer, Industrial And Commercial Product  

3432.30 Designer, Set 

3432.40 Designer, Fashion 

3432.50 Designer, Jewellery 

3432.60 Decorator, Interior 

3432.65 Window Dresser 

3432.70 Decorator, Display 

3432.75 Visual Merchandiser 

3432.80 Artist, Tattoo 

3432.90 Interior Designers and Decorators, NEC 

 

3433 GALLERY, MUSEUM AND LIBRARY  TECHNICIANS  

GALLERY, MUSEUM AND LIBRARY TECHNICIANS acquire and preserve important 

documents and other valuable items for permanent storage or display. They work for museums, 

governments, zoos, colleges and universities, corporations, and other institutions that require 

experts to preserve important records. Documents and collections may include works of art, 

transcripts of meetings, coins and stamps, living and preserved plants and animals, and historic 

objects, buildings, and sites. 

TASKS include: 

a) mounting and preparing objects for display; 

b) designing and arranging exhibit furnishings, display cases and display areas; 

c) assisting in setting up lighting and display equipment; 

d) receiving, shipping, packing and unpacking exhibits; 

e) ordering new library materials and maintaining library records and circulation 
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systems; 

f)   cataloguing printed and recorded material; 

g) entering data into databases and editing computer records; 

h) operating audiovisual and reprographic equipment; 

i)   searching and verifying bibliographic data; 

j) performing  other related tasks; and 

k) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3433.10 Assistant Officer, Archives 

3433.20 Assistant Officer, Curator 

3433.30 Assistant, Librarian (B.T) 

   Library Technician (R.T) 

3433.40 Assistant Officer, Publication 

3433.50 Gallery Technician 

3433.60 Museum Technician 

3433.70 Taxidermist 

3433.90 Gallery, Museum and Library Technicians, NEC 

 

3434 CHEFS 

CHEFS design menus, create dishes and oversee the planning, organization preparation and 

cooking of meals in hotels, restaurants and other eating places, on board ships, on passenger 

trains and in private households. 

 

TASKS include: 

a) planning and developing recipes and menus, estimating food and labour costs, and 

ordering food supplies; 

b) monitoring quality of dishes at all stages of preparation and presentation; 

c) discussing food preparation issues with managers, dieticians, kitchen and waiting 

staff;  

d) supervising and coordinating the activities of cooks and other workers engaged in 

food preparation; 

e) inspecting supplies, equipment, and work areas to ensure conformance to established 

standards; 

f)   determining how food should be presented, and creating decorative food displays.  

g) instructing cooks and other workers in the preparation, cooking, garnishing, and 

presentation of food; 

h) participating on the recruitment of kitchen staff and monitoring their performance; 

i)   preparing, seasoning and cooking specialty foods and complex dishes; 

j)   explaining and enforcing hygiene and food safety regulations; 

k) performing other related tasks; and 

l) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3434.10 Chef 

3434.20 Executive chef 
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3434.30 Head Chef 

3434.40 Pastry Chef 

3434.50 Saucier 

3434.60 Sous-Chef 

3434.90 Chefs, NEC 

 

3435  OTHER ARTISTIC AND CULTURAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS  

OTHER ARTISTIC AND CULTURAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS conceives and create 

or performing various works of art, entertain audiences by performing amusing, spectacular or 

exciting acts in circuses, in stadiums, or stage or in film or television programmes, or train or 

direct those who perform such activities. 

TASKS include: 

a) sculpting, painting and executing product design or interior decorations 

b) composing music; 

c) dancing or acting in dramatic productions or directing such productions; 

d) reading news bulletins and making other announcements on radio and televisions; 

e) performing amusing antics, tricks of illusion, difficult and spectacular acrobatics, acting 

on stage or film and television productions; 

f) participating in sports and cultural competitions to entertain an audience; 

g) training and directing those performing such tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers  

. 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3435.10 Body Artist 

3435.20 Floor Manager (Broadcasting) 

3435.30 Lighting Technician 

3435.40 Prompter 

3435.50 Stage Technician 

3435.60 Special Effect Technician 

3435.70 Stunt Artist 

3435.80 Assistant Tattooist 

 

SUB ï MAJOR GROUP 35 

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNICIANS  

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNICIANS provide support for the day-to-

day running of computer systems, communications systems and networks and perform technical 

tasks related to telecommunications, broadcast of image and sound as well as other types of 

telecommunications signals on land, sea or in aircraft. 

 

Tasks performed by workers in this sub-major group usually include: providing assistance to 

information and communications systems users; installing new programs and equipment; 

establishing, operating and maintaining network and other data communications systems; 

installing, monitoring and supporting Internet and Intranet websites or web server hardware or 

software; modifying web pages; and performing web server backup and recovery operations; 

controlling equipment to record sound, edit and mix image and sound recordings; controlling and 

maintaining transmitting and broadcast systems and satellite systems for radio and television 
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programmes; controlling and maintaining radio communications systems, satellite services, and 

multiplex systems on land, sea or in aircraft; providing technical assistance connected with 

research and the development of computer systems and telecommunications equipment, or 

testing prototypes; designing and preparing blueprints of circuitry according to the specifications 

given; providing technical supervision of the manufacture, utilization, maintenance and repair of 

telecommunications systems. 

 

Occupations in this Sub- Major Group are classified into the following Minor Groups: 

351 Information and Communications Technology Operations and User 

Support Technicians 

352 Telecommunications and Broadcasting Technicians 

 

MINOR GROUP 351 

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY OPERATIONS AND 

USER SUPPORT TECHNICIANS 

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY OPERATIONS AND USER SUPPORT TECHNICIANS 

provide support for the day-to-day running of communications systems, computer systems and 

networks and provide technical assistance to users. 

 

Tasks performed usually include operating and controlling peripheral and related computer 

equipment; monitoring systems for equipment failure or errors in performance; loading 

peripheral equipment, such as printers, with selected materials for operating runs, or oversee 

loading of peripheral equipment by peripheral equipment operators; answering user inquiries 

regarding software or hardware operation to resolve problems; installing and performing minor 

repairs to hardware, software, or peripheral equipment, following design or installation 

specifications; overseeing the daily performance of systems; setting up equipment for employee 

use, performing or ensuring proper installation of cables, operating systems, or appropriate 

software; establishing, operating and maintaining network and other data communications 

systems; installing, monitoring and supporting the reliability and usability of Internet and 

Intranet websites or web server hardware or software; modifying web pages; and performing 

web server backup and recovery operations. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified into the following Unit Groups: 

3511 Information and communications technology operations technicians 

3512 Information and communications technology user support technicians 

3513 Computer network and systems technicians 

3514 Web technicians 

 

3511 INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY OPERATIONS 

TECHNICIANS  

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY OPERATIONS 

TECHNICIANS support the day-to-day processing, operation and monitoring of information and 

communications technology systems, including local and wide area networks (LANs and 

WANs), and hardware, software and related computer equipment to ensure optimal performance, 

and identify any problems. 

TASKS include: 
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a) operating and controlling peripheral and related computer equipment; 

b) entering commands, using computer terminal, and activating controls on computer and 

peripheral equipment to integrate and operate equipment; 

c) monitoring systems for equipment failure or errors in performance; 

d) notifying supervisor or maintenance technicians of equipment malfunctions; 

e) responding to program error messages by finding and correcting problems, escalating the 

problem to other staff or terminating the program; 

f) reading job set-up instructions to determine equipment to be used, order of use, material 

such as disks and paper to be loaded, and control settings; 

g) retrieving, separating and sorting program output as needed, and sending data to specified 

users; 

h) loading peripheral equipment, such as printers, with selected materials for operating runs, 

or oversee loading of peripheral equipment by peripheral equipment operators; 

i) performing related tasks; and 

j) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3511.10 Technician, Computer 

3511.20 Technician, Semi-Conductor 

3511.30 Technician, Information Systems. 

3511.40 Computer Operator 

3511.50 High Speed Computer Printer Operator 

3511.60 Computer Peripherial Equipment Operator 

3511.90 Information and Communications Technology Operations Technicians, NEC 

 

3512 INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY USER SUPPORT 

TECHNICIANS  

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY USER SUPPORT 

TECHNICIANS responsible for providing technical support, advice and guidance for customers 

or Information and technology users within an organization, either directly or by telephone, e-

mail or other network interaction. 

TASKS include: 

a) answering user inquiries regarding software or hardware operation to resolve problems; 

b) entering commands and observing system functioning to verify correct operations and 

detect errors;  

c) installing and performing minor repairs to hardware, software, or peripheral equipment, 

following design or installation specifications; 

d) overseeing the daily performance of communications and computer systems; 

e) setting up equipment for employee use, performing or ensuring proper installation of 

cables, operating systems, or appropriate software;  

f) maintaining records of daily data communication transactions, problems and remedial 

actions taken, or installation activities; 

g) emulating or reproducing technical problems encountered by users; 

h) consulting user guides, technical manuals and other documents to research and 

implement solutions. 

i) performing other related tasks; and  
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j) supervising other workers. 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3512.10 Technician, information technology 

3512.20 Assistant, Communication 

3512.30 Assistant, Computer Database 

3512.40 Assistant, Computer Engineering 

3512.50 Assistant, ComputerProgramming 

3512.60 Assistant, Computer System Analyst 

3512.70 Assistant, Computer Help Desk Operator 

3512.75 Information Technology Helpline support Technician 

3512.90 Information and Communication Technology User Support Technicians, NEC 

 

3513 COMPUTER NETWORK AND SYSTEMS TECHNICIANS  

COMPUTER NETWORK AND SYSTEMS TECHNICIANS establish, operate and maintain 

network and other data communications systems. 

TASKS include: 

a) operating, maintaining and troubleshooting network systems; 

b) operating and maintaining data communications systems other than network; 

c) assisting users with network and data communications problems; 

d) identifying areas needing upgraded equipment and software; 

e) installing computer hardware, network software, operating system software and 

applications software; 

f) performing start up and close down as well as backup and disaster recovery operations; 

g) performing other related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3513.10 Technician, Network Support 

3513.20 Systems Technicians 

3513.30 Technician, Computer Network  

3513.90 Computer Network and Systems Technicians, NEC 

 

3514 WEB TECHNICIANS  

WEB TECHNICIANS maintain, monitor and support the optimal functioning of Internet and 

Intranet websites and web server hardware and software. 

TASKS include: 

a) installing, monitoring and supporting the reliability and usability of Internet and 

Intranet websites or web server hardware or software; 

b) developing and maintaining documentation, policies and instructions, recording 

operational procedures and system logs; 

c) developing, coordinating, implementing and monitoring security measures; 

d) analyzing and making recommendations to enhance performance, including 

upgrading and acquiring new systems; 

e) liaising with, and providing guidance to, clients and users; 

f) modifying web pages; 

g) performing web server backup and recovery operations; 
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h) performing other related tasks; and  

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3514.10 Website Technician 

3514.20 Assistant Administrator, Website 

3514.30 Webmaster 

3514.90 Web Technicians, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 352 

TELECOMMUNIC ATIONS AND BROADCASTING TECHNICIANS  
TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND BROADCASTING TECHNICIANS control technical 

functioning of equipment to record and edit images and sound and for transmitting radio and 

television broadcasts of images and sounds, as well as other types of telecommunication signals 

on land, sea or in aircraft, perform technical tasks connected with telecommunications 

engineering research and with the design, manufacture, assembly, construction, operation, 

maintenance and repair of telecommunications systems. 

 

Tasks performed usually include: controlling equipment to record sound, edit and mix image and 

sound recordings; controlling and maintaining transmitting and broadcast systems and satellite 

systems for radio and television programmes; controlling and maintaining radio communications 

systems, satellite services, and multiplex systems on land, sea or in aircraft; providing technical 

assistance connected with research and the development of telecommunications equipment, or 

testing prototypes; designing and preparing blueprints of circuitry according to the specifications 

given; providing technical supervision of the manufacture, utilisation, maintenance and repair of 

telecommunications systems. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified into the following Unit Groups: 

3521 Broadcasting and audio-visual technicians 

3522 Telecommunications engineering technicians 

 

3521 BROADCASTING AND AUDIO -VISUAL TECHNICIANS  

BROADCASTING AND AUDIO-VISUAL TECHNICIANS control technical functioning of 

equipment to record and edit images and sound and for transmitting radio and television 

broadcasts of images and sounds, as well as other types of telecommunication signals on land, 

sea or in aircraft. 

TASKS include: 

a) controlling equipment to record sound and cinema projection; 

b) controlling equipment to edit and mix image and sound recordings to ensure satisfactory 

quality and to create special image and sound effects; 

c) applying knowledge of principles and practices of image and sound recording and editing 

in order to identify and solve problems; 

d) controlling transmitting and broadcast systems and satellite systems for radio and 

television programmes; 

e) controlling radio communications systems, satellite services, and multiplex systems on 

land, sea or in aircraft; 
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f) applying knowledge of principles and practices of broadcasting, telecommunications 

terminals and transmissions systems, in order to identify and solve problems; 

g) making emergency repairs to equipment; 

h) performing related tasks; AND 

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3521.10 Cinematographer 

3521.20 Cameraperson (Motion Picture) 

3521.30 Projectionist, cinema 

   Mwonyesha Sinema 

3521.40 Technicians, Broadcast 

3521.50 Flight Radio Technicians 

3521.60 Radio-Telephone Technicians, Land Based  

3521.70 Telegrapher 

3521.75 Production Assistant 

3521.80 Technician, Broadcasting Equipment 

3521.90 Broadcasting and Audio-Visual Technicians, NEC 

 

3522 TELECOMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING TECHNICIANS  

TELECOMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING TECHNICIANS perform technical tasks 

connected with telecommunications engineering research, as well as with the design, 

manufacture, assembly, construction, operation, maintenance and repair of telecommunications 

systems. 

TASKS include: 

a) providing technical assistance connected with research and the development of 

telecommunication equipment, or testing prototypes; 

b) studying technical material such as blue prints and sketches to determine the method of 

work to be adopted; 

c) preparing detailed estimates of quantities and costs of materials and labour required for 

the manufacture and installation of telecommunications equipment, according to the 

specifications given; 

d) providing technical supervision of the manufacture, utilization, maintenance and repair of 

telecommunications systems to ensure satisfactory performance and compliance with 

specifications and regulations; 

e) applying technical knowledge of telecommunications engineering principles and 

practices in order to identify and solve problems arising in the course of their work; 

f) performing other related tasks; and 

g) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3522.10 Telecommunications Technical Assistant (B.T); 

    Technician, engineering/telecommunications (A.T) 

    Fundi Sanifu wa Mawasiliano na Habari 

3522.90 Telecommunications Engineering Technicians, NEC 

             Mafundi Sanifu wa Mawasiliano na Habari, Wengine 
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SUB-MAJOR GROUP 36 

TEACHING ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS  

TEACHING PROFESSIONALS teach their subjects at some or all levels after termination of 

secondary education, conduct research on, develop concepts and educational methods and write 

scholarly books, papers etc., prepare and deliver lectures and conduct tutorials in one or more 

subjects within a prescribed course of study at the college. 

 

Most occupations in this Sub-Major Group require skills at the third level, as defined in TASCO 

Introduction. In a system of continuing education, where primary education begins at age 7or 8, 

courses at this level begin at about 21 or 22 years, and last for about two to three years, and lead 

to an award equivalent to a diploma. 

It should be stressed that in the case of many occupations in this Sub-Major Group, the needed 

skills, or part of them, may be acquired through innate abilities and appropriate work-experience 

combined with thorough on the-job training. For new entrants, a period of on-the-job training 

may be necessary. 

 

Tasks performed by teaching professionals usually include teaching their subjects at some or all 

levels in pre and primary schools, secondary schools, technical and vocational education, 

improving or developing concepts or operational methods. 

 

Occupations in this Sub-Major Group are classified under the following Minor group: 

361 Primary School and Early Childhood Teachers 

362  Secondary education teachers, associate professionals 

363 Technical/vocational education teachers, associate professionals 

364  Special education teachers, associate professionals 

 

MINOR GROUP 361 

PRIMARY SCHOOL AND EARLY CHILDHOOD TEACHERS  

PRIMARY SCHOOL TEACHERS AND EARLY CHILDHOOD TEACHERS teach a range of 

subjects within a prescribed curriculum to primary school pupils and promote pupilsô social, 

emotional, intellectual and physical development. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups: 

 3611 Primary School Teachers 

 3612 Early Childhood Educators 

 

3611 PRIMARY SCHOOL TEACHERS  

PRIMARY SCHOOL TEACHERS teach a range of subjects within a prescribed curriculum to 

primary school pupils and promote pupilsô social, emotional, intellectual and physical 

development. 

TASKS include: 

a) teaching literacy, numeracy, social science, creative expression and physical education 

skills to pupils; 

b) developing pupilsô interests, abilities and coordination by way of creative activities; 

c) presenting subject matter using a range of teaching techniques and materials; 

d) guiding discussions and supervising class learning sessions; 
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e) testing and evaluating pupilsô work for individual progress in written and oral work; 

f) discussing studentsô progress and social, behavioural, and learning problems with parents 
and school counsellors;  

g) maintaining attendance records and school discipline; 

h) participating in staff meetings, educational conferences and  workshops; 

i) performing extra-curricular tasks such as working in sports, school concerts, excursions 

and special interest programs; 

j) supervising extra-curricular pupilsô activities; 

k) supervising student teachers on placement; and 

l) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3611.10 Primary Teacher 

 

3612   EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATORS  

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATORS teach the basics of numeracy, literacy, music, art and 

literature to children at pre-primary schools and promote childrenôs social, emotional, intellectual 

and physical development. 

TASKS include: 

a) planning activities using a variety of materials and equipment designed to facilitate the 

development of motor skills and cooperative social skills; 

b) promoting language development through story telling, role play, songs, rhymes and 

informal discussions; 

c) observing children to evaluate progress and to detect signs of ill health, emotional 

disturbance and other disabilities; 

d) observing nutritional health, welfare and safety needs of children and identifying factors 

which may impede childrenôs progress; 

e) attending parent, staff and committee meetings and discussing childrenôs progress with 

parents; 

f) participating in community and family support programs as appropriate; 

g) performing other related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers. 

  

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3612.10 Teacher, Pre-Primary School (B.T) 

    Teacher, kindergarten (A.T) 

    Teacher, nursery school (A.T) 

3612.90 Early childhood educators, NEC  

 

MINOR GROUP 362 

SECONDARY EDUCATION TEACHERS, ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS 

SECONDARY EDUCATION TEACHER 

 

MINOR GROUP 363 

TECHNICAL/VOCATIONAL EDUCATION TEACHERS, ASSOCIATE 

PROFESSIONALS 
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TECHNICAL/VOCATIONAL EDUCATION TEACHERS, ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS 

instruct students in a vocational training centre, or in an establishment of general or specialised 

secondary education, in crafts, industrial arts and other technical subjects. 

TASKS include: 

a) giving instructions in one or more crafts, industrial arts or other technical subjects, such 

as work in wood, metal, stone, leather or other material, technical drafting arts, 

elementary mechanical and electrical engineering; 

b) giving instructions in basic theory underlying industrial arts and crafts, properties of 

materials, function and proper use of tools and machines, safe practices and other aspects 

of the practices of arts and crafts; 

c) organising and supervising practical work of students; 

d) maintaining discipline in class, setting practices exercises, tests and examinations, 

marking studentsô work-performance and attendance, preparing records and reports; and 

e) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

3630.10 Teacher, Technical/vocational education teachers associated professionals 

2630.90 Teacher, Technical/vocational education teachers associated professionals, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 364 

SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHERS, ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS  

SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHERS, ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONALS teach secondary or 

primary education subjects to blind, deaf, mentally and physically handicapped persons 

 

MAJOR GROUP 4 

CLERICAL SUPPORT WORKERS  

CLERICAL SUPPORT WORKERS record, organise, store, compute and retrieve information 

related to the work in question, and per-form a number of clerical duties especially in connection 

with money-handling operations, travel arrangements, requests for information, and 

appointments.  

 

Most occupations in this major group require skills at the second skill level as defined in TASCO 

in the introduction. In a system of continuous education, where primary education begins at age 

7 or 8, courses at this level begin at about 18 or 19 years and last for about 2 years, and in the 

case of secretaries and stenographers, leads to a secretarial certificate.  

 

It should be stressed that in the case of many occupations in this Major Group, the needed skills, 

or part of them, may be acquired through innate abilities and appropriate work-experience 

combined with thorough on-the-job training. For new entrants, a period of on-the-job training 

may be necessary. 

 

Tasks performed by clerks usually include  stenography, typing, and operating word processors 

and other office machines; entering data into computers; carrying out secretarial duties; 

recording and computing numerical data; keeping records relating to stocks, production and 

transport; keeping records relating to passenger and freight transport; carrying out clerical duties 

in libraries; filing documents; carrying out duties in connection with mail services; preparing and 
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checking material for printing; writing on behalf of illiterate persons; performing money-

handling operations; dealing with travel arrangements; supplying information requested by 

clients and making appointments; operating a telephone switchboard.  

 

Occupations in this major group are classified into the following sub-major groups: 

41      General and keyboard clerks 

42      Customer Services Clerks 

43      Numerical and Material Recording Clerks 

44      Other Clerical Support Workers 

 

SUB MAJOR GROUP 41 

GENERAL AND KEYBOARD CLERKS  

GENERAL AND KEYBOARD CLERKS record, organize, store and retrieve information 

related to the work in question and perform a range of clerical and administrative tasks according 

to established procedures. 

 

Tasks performed by workers in this sub-major group usually include operating personal 

computers, word-processors or typewriters, calculating, bookkeeping and similar office machines 

to input and process text and data; carrying out secretarial duties; performing a wide range of 

general clerical duties including filing, faxing or processing mail. 

 

Occupations in this sub major group are classified into the following minor groups: 

411 General Office Clerks 

412 Secretaries (General) 

413 Keyboard Operators 

 

MINOR GROUP 411 

GENERAL OFFICE CLERKS  

GENERAL OFFICE CLERKS perform a range of clerical and administrative tasks according to 

established procedures. 

 

Tasks performed usually include recording, preparing, sorting, classifying and filing information; 

sorting, opening and sending mail; photocopying and faxing documents; preparing reports of a 

routine nature; recording issue of equipment to staff; responding to telephone or electronic 

enquiries or forwarding to appropriate person; transcribing information onto computers, and 

proofreading and correcting copy. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified into the following Unit Groups: 

4110 General office clerks 

 

4110 GENERAL OFFICE CLERKS  

GENERAL OFFICE CLERKS perform duties too varied and diverse to be classified in any 

specific office clerical occupation and requiring limited knowledge of office management 

systems and procedures. Clerical duties may be assigned in accordance with the office 

procedures of individual establishments and may include a combination of answering telephones, 

bookkeeping, typing or word processing, stenography, office machine operation and filing.  
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TASKS include: 

a) recording, preparing, sorting, classifying and filing information; 

b) sorting, opening and sending mail; 

c) photocopying and faxing documents; 

d) preparing reports of a routine nature; 

e) recording issue of equipment to staff; 

f) responding to telephone or electronic enquiries or forwarding to appropriate person; 

g) transcribing information onto computers, and proofreading and correcting copy; 

h) performing other related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

4110.10 Office Clerk, General 

4110.20 Correspondence Clerk 

4110.30 Personnel Clerk  

     Karani wa Utumishi   

4110.90 General Office Clerks, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 412 

SECRETARIES (GENERAL)  

SECRETARIES(GENERAL) use typewriters, personal computers or other word-processing 

equipment to transcribe correspondence and other documents, check and format documents 

prepared by other staff, use various computer software packages including spreadsheets to assist 

in providing administrative support to other workers, deal with incoming and outgoing mail, 

screen requests for meetings or appointments, record and screen leave and other staff 

entitlements, organize and supervise filing systems, and deal with routine correspondence on 

their own initiative. 

 

Tasks performed usually include: checking, formatting and transcribing correspondence, minutes 

and reports from dictation, electronic documents or written drafts to conform to office standards, 

using typewriter, personal computer or other word processing equipment; using various 

computer software packages including spreadsheets to provide administrative support; dealing 

with incoming or outgoing mail; scanning, recording and distributing mail, correspondence and 

documents; screening requests for meetings or appointments and helping to organize meetings; 

screening and recording leave and other staff-membersô entitlements; organizing and supervising 

filing systems; dealing with routine correspondence on their own initiative. 

 

Occupations in this minor group are classified into the following unit groups:  

   4120 Secretaries (general) 

 

4120 SECRETARIES (GENERAL)  

SECRETARIES (GENERAL) use typewriters, personal computers or other word-processing 

equipment to transcribe correspondence and other documents, check and format documents 

prepared by other staff, deal with incoming and outgoing mail, screen requests for meetings or 

appointments,  and perform a variety of administrative support tasks. 

TASKS include: 
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a) checking, formatting and transcribing correspondence, minutes and reports from 

dictation, electronic documents or written drafts to conform to office standards, using 

typewriter, personal computer or other word processing equipment; 

b) using various computer software packages including spreadsheets to provide 

administrative support; 

c) dealing with incoming or outgoing mail; 

d) scanning, recording and distributing mail, correspondence and documents; 

e) screening requests for meetings or appointments and helping to organize meetings; 

f) screening and recording leave and other staff-membersô entitlements; 

g) organizing and supervising filing systems; 

h) dealing with routine correspondence on their own initiative; 

i) performing related tasks; and 

j) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

4120.10 Secretary (B.T); 

   Personal secretary (A.T); 

   Katibu mahsusi 

4120.20 Secretary, Typing 

4120.30 Secretary, word processing 

4120.40 Secretaries, sales 

4120.90 Secretary, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 413 

KEYBOARD OPERATORS  

KEYBOARD OPERATORS input and process text and data, and prepare, edit and generate 

documents for storage, processing, publication and transmission. 

 

Tasks performed usually include: entering data and codes required to process information; 

retrieving, confirming and updating data in storage and keeping records of data input; taking 

records of proceedings in rapid shorthand using computerized equipment and shorthand-writing 

machines; transcribing information recorded in shorthand and on sound recording equipment, 

and proofreading and correcting copy; reproducing the spoken word, environmental sounds and 

song lyrics as captions for cinema and television programming. 

 

Occupations in this minor group are classified into the following unit groups:- 

4131 Typists and word processing operators 

4132 Data entry clerks 

4133 Registry assistant 

 

4131 TYPISTS AND WORD PROCESSING OPERATORS 

TYPISTS AND WORD PROCESSING OPERATORS type, edit and print using typewriter, 

personal computer or other word processor, and record oral or written matter in shorthand. 

TASKS include: 

a) typing written material from rough drafts, corrected copies, voice recordings, or 

shorthand using a computer, word processor or typewriter; 
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b) checking completed work for proper spelling, grammar, punctuation and formatting; 

c) gathering and arranging the material to be typed, following instructions; 

d) filing and storing completed documents on computer hard drive or disk, or maintain a 

computer filing system to store, retrieve or update documents; 

e) taking dictation and recording other matter in shorthand; 

f) reproducing the spoken word, environmental sounds and song lyrics as captions for 

cinema and television programming; 

g) transcribing information recorded in shorthand and on sound recording equipment; 

h) performing related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

4131.10 Typists (B.T) 

   Telex operator (R.T) 

   Mpiga Taipu 

4131.20 Stenographer 

4131.30 Word-processor  

4131.40 Teletypist 

     Mpiga Taipu ya Simu 

4131.50 Shorthand typist 

4131.90 Typists and Word Processing Operators, NEC 

 

4132 DATA  ENTRY CLERKS  

DATA ENTRY CLERKS enter coded, statistical, financial and other numerical data into 

electronic equipment, computerized databases, spreadsheets or other data repositories using a 

keyboard, mouse, or optical scanner, speech recognition software or other data entry tools. They 

enter data into mechanical and electronic devices to perform mathematical calculations. 

TASKS include: 

a) entering numerical data, codes and text  from source material into computer-compatible 

storage and processing devices; 

b) receveing and registering invoices, forms, records and other documents for data capture; 

c) verifying accuracy and completeness of data and correcting entered data, if needed; 

d) operating bookkeeping and calculating machine; 

e) importing and exporting data between different database systems and software; 

f) performing related tasks; and 

g) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

4132.10 Data entry Operator 

4132.20 Data Input Clerk,  

4132.30 Payment entry clerk 

4132.40 Data Entry/Converter (Card to Tape) 

4132.50 Data Entry/Punching Machine (Card and Tape) 

4132.90 Data Entry Clerk, NEC 
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4133  REGISTRY ASSISTANT 

REGISTRY ASSISTANTS sort out mail and supervise its distribution and maintain proper filing 

systems and file movement registers. 

TASKS include: 

a) maintaining proper file movement and taking change of file movement registers; 

b) sorting out mail and supervising mail distribution; 

c) taking custody of all classified files in registry; 

d) maintaining and putting into proper custody all office documents and records; 

e) maintaining proper filling system; 

f) ensuring cleanliness of office premises and surrounding by supervising work of office 

attendants and cleaners; 

g) performing other related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers in the registry. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

4133.10 Registry assistant (B.T) 

4133.20 Registration assistant (R.T) 

   Msaidizi wa masjala 

   Msajili msaidizi 

4133.30 Records management assistant 

   Mtuza kumbukumbu msaidizi 

4133.90 Registry Assistants, NEC 

         

 

SUB MAJOR GROUP 42 

CUSTOMER SERVICES CLERKS 

CUSTOMER SERVICES CLERKS deal with clients in connection with money-handling 

operations, travel arrangements, requests for information, making appointments, operating 

telephone switchboards, and interviewing for surveys or to complete applications for eligibility 

for services. 

 

Most occupations in this sub-major group require skills at the second skill level, as defined by 

TASCO in the Introduction. In a system of continuous education- where primary education 

begins at age 7 or 8- courses at this level begin at age 18 and 19 and last for about 1 year or less. 

 

It should be stressed that in the case of some of occupations in this Sub-Major Group the needed 

skills, or a part of them, may be acquired through appropriate work- experience or on- the-job 

training. 

 

Task performed usually consist of performing performing money-handling operations in banks, 

post offices, betting and gambling establishments or dealing with travel arrangements; supplying 

information requested by clients and making appointments; operating telephone switchboards; 

greeting and receiving visitors; interviewing survey respondents; interviewing applicants for 

services. 

 

Occupations in this Sub-Major Group are classified under the following Minor Groups; 
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421 Teller, money collector and related clerks 

422 Clients information worker 

 

MINOR GROUP 421 

TELLERS, MONEY COLLECTORS AND RELATED CLERKS  

TELLERS, MONEY COLLECTORS AND RELATED CLERKS perform money-handling 

operations in establishments relating to banking, postal services, betting or gambling, pawning 

and debt-collecting. 

 

Tasks performed usually include dealing with clients of banks or post offices in connection with 

money operations or postal services; receiving and paying off bets on results of sporting events; 

conducting gambling games; lending money against articles deposited or other securities; 

collecting debts and other payments. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified into the following Unit Groups: 

4211 Bank tellers and related clerks 

4212 Bookmakers, croupiers and related gaming workers 

4213 Pawnbrokers and money-lenders 

4214 Debt-collectors and related workers 

 

4211 BANK TELLERS AND RELATED CLERKS  

BANK TELLERS AND RELATED CLERKS deal directly with clients of banks or post offices 

in connection with receiving, changing and paying out money. 

TASKS include: 

a) processing customer cash deposits and withdrawals, cheques, transfers, bills, credit card 

payments, money orders, certified cheques and other related banking transactions; 

b) paying bills and making money transfers on clientsô behalf; 

c) crediting and debiting clientsô accounts; 

d) receiving mail, selling postage stamps and conducting other post office counter business 

such as bill payments, money transfers and related business; 

e) changing money from one currency to another as requested by clients; 

f) making records of all transactions and reconciling them with cash balance; 

g) performing related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

4211.10 Bank teller 

   Karani wa Benki 

4211.20 Money changer 

4211.30 Currency sorter 

4211.40 Clerk, cash counter 

4211.50 Post Office Counter Clerk (B.T) 

     Clerk, postal (R.T) 

     Karani wa posta 

4211.90 Bank Tellers and Related Clerks, NEC 
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4212 BOOKMAKERS, CROUPIERS AND RELATED GAMING WORKERS  

BOOKMAKERS, CROUPIERS AND RELATED GAMING WORKERS determine odds and 

receive and pay off bets on results of sporting or other events, or conduct games of chance in 

gambling establishments. 

TASKS include: 

a) determining risks to decide odds and to hedge or refuse bets; 

b) preparing and issuing lists of approximate odds; 

c) distributing cards, rolling dice or spinning a roulette wheel; 

d) explaining and interpreting operating rules of a gambling establishment; 

e) checking details and numbers on winning betting tickets against those in betting ledgers 

or electronic records and paying money on winning tickets; 

f) announcing winning numbers, paying winners and collecting payments from losers; 

g) performing related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

4212.10 Bookmaker  

4212.20 Croupier  

4212.30 Clerk, Betting Counter 

4212.40 Clerk, Casino 

4212.50 Bingo Caller 

4212.90 Bookmakers, Croupiers and Related Gaming Workers, NEC 

 

4213 PAWNBROKERS AND MONEY -LENDERS 

PAWNBROKERS AND MONEY-LENDERS lend money against articles deposited as pledges, 

or against property or other security. 

TASKS include:  

a) evaluating articles offered as pledges, calculating interest and lending money; 

b) returning articles when the loan is paid or, in the event of non-payment, selling pledged 

articles; 

c) lending money as personal loans against success of future harvest and other similar 

undertakings; 

d) making independent investigations on creditorsô financial standing to determine 

feasibility of ranting loan; 

e) collecting repayments in accordance with agreed terms; 

f) performing related tasks; and 

g) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include:- 

4213.10 Pawnbroker 

4213.20 Money-lender 

4213.30 Loans clerk 

4213.90 Pawnbrokers and Money-Lenders, NEC 
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4214 DEBT- COLLECTORS AND RELATED WORKERS  

DEBT-COLLECTORS AND RELATED WORKERS collect payments on overdue accounts, 

bad cheques or damage claims on behalf of creditors such as banks, financial institutions, 

government department and business firms and collect charity payments. 

TASKS include: 

a) visiting or telephoning debtors to collect amounts due or to arrange for payments to be 

made; 

b) tracing and locating debtor; 

c) recommending legal action or instigating repossession of merchandise when payment 

cannot otherwise obtained; 

d) recording amounts collected and noting further action required; 

e) preparing reports including amounts collected and maintain records and files related to 

collection work; 

f)  asking for and collecting charity payments; 

g) performing related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

4214.10 Collector, Debt 

4214.20 Collector, Bill and Account 

4214.30 Collector, Payment 

4214.40 Collector, Charity 

4214.90 Debt-Collectors and Related Workers, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 422 

CLIENT INFORMATION WORKERS  

CLIENT INFORMATION CLERKS provide or obtain information in person, by telephone or 

electronic means such as e-mail in connection with making travel arrangements, describing the 

products or services of the organization, registering accommodation guests, greeting visitors, 

making appointments, connecting telephone calls and interviewing respondents to surveys or 

applicants for eligibility payments. 

 

Tasks performed usually include: preparing itineration schedules and making travel and hotel 

reservations for clients; receiving clients or patients; registering accommodation guests; 

providing relevant information concerning goods, services or policies of the organization; 

making appointments on behalf of various establishments; operating a telephone switchboard; 

interviewing survey respondents and applicants for eligibility. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified into the following Unit Groups:- 

4221 Travel consultants and clerks 

4222 Contact centre information clerks 

4223 Telephone switchboard operators 

4224 Hotel receptionists 

4225 Enquiry clerks 

4226  Receptionist (general) 

4227  Survey and market research interviewers 
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4229  Client information workers not elsewhere classified 

 

4221 TRAVEL CONSULTANTS AND CLERKS  

TRAVEL CONSULTANTS AND CLERKS supply information, arrange travel itineraries, 

obtain travel and accommodation reservations and organize group tours. 

TASKS include: 

a) obtaining information about the availability, cost and convenience of different types 

of transport and accommodation, ascertaining customerôs requirements and advising 

them on travel arrangements; 

b) preparing itineraries;  

c) making and confirming reservations; 

d) issuing tickets and vouchers;  

e) helping customers in obtaining necessary travel documents such as visas; 

f) preparing bills and receiving payments; 

g) organizing group tours for business or vacation travel and selling them to groups or 

individuals;  

h) performing related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

4221.10 Clerk, Travel agency 

   Karani wa wakala wa usafiri 

4221.20 Consultant Travel 

4221.30 Clerk, ticket issuing/travel 

4221.40 Clerk, travel/airlines  

4221.50 Clerk, booking (recreation) 

4221.60 Organizer, travel 

4221.90 Travel Consultants and Clerks, NEC 

 

4222 CONTACT CENTRE INFORMATION CLERKS  

CONTACT CENTRE INFORMATION CLERKS provide advice and information to clients, 

respond to queries regarding a companyôs or an organizationôs goods, services or policies, and 

process financial transactions using the telephone or electronic communications media, such as 

email. They are located in premises that may be remote from clients or other operations of the 

organizations or companies about whom information is provided 

TASKS include: 

a) dealing with incoming calls and messages from clients, whether to answer queries, 

handle calls for service or sort out complaints;  

b) identifying requirements and entering events into a computer system;  

c) dispatching tasks to other units, when relevant;  

d) invoicing or handling payments, where necessary; 

e) sending letters, information sheets and other documents to clients; 

f) dealing with telephone requests for information or appointments; 

g) advising clients of additional products or services.  

h) performing related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers. 
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OCCUPATIONS include: 

4222.10 Customer contact centre information clerk 

4222.30 Office information clerk 

4222.40 Assistant, information 

4222.50 Assistant, customer service 

4222.60 Telemarketer salesperson 

4222.70 Call centre salesperson  

4222.90 Contact Centre Information Clerks, NEC 

 

4223 TELEPHONE SWITCHBOARD OPERATORS  

TELEPHONE SWITCHBOARD OPERATORS operate telephone communications 

switchboards and consoles to establish telephone connections, receive caller inquiries and service 

problem reports, and record and relay messages to staff or clients. 

TASKS include: 

a) operating switchboards and consoles to connect, hold, transfer, and disconnect telephone 

calls; 

b) making connections for outgoing calls; 

c) dealing with telephone inquiries and recording messages; 

d) forwarding messages to staff or clients; 

e) investigating operating system problems and informing repair services 

f) performing related tasks; and 

g) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

4223.10 Switchboard-operator, telephone 

  Muunganisha  simu 

4223.20 Answering service Operator 

  Mpokea simu 

4223.30 Telecommunication service supervisor 

4223.40 Telecommunications clerk 

4223.90 Telephone Switchboard Operator, NEC; 

 

4224 HOTEL RECEPTION ISTS 

HOTEL RECEPTIONISTS register guests, assign rooms, issue keys, provide information 

concerning the hotel services, make room reservations, keep a record of rooms available for 

occupancy and present statements of charges to departing guests and receive payment. 

TASKS include: 

a) maintaining an inventory of rooms available for occupancy, reservations and room 

assignments; 

b) registering arriving guests, assigning rooms; verifying customerôs credit and issuing room 
keys; 

c) providing information regarding hotel services and services available in the community; 

d) providing information about availability of accommodation and making room 

reservations; 

e) responding to guestsô requests for housekeeping and maintenance services as well as 
complaints; 
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f) contacting housekeeping or maintenance services when guests report problems; 

g) compiling and checking guest accounts for charges using computerized or manual 

systems; 

h) receiving and forwarding messages in person or using telephone or telephone 

switchboard; 

i) reviewing statements of charges to departing guests and receiving payment; 

j) performing related tasks; and 

k) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

4224.10 Receptionists, hotel 

4224.20 Clerk, hotel front desk 

4224.90 Hotel Receptionist, NEC 

 

4225 ENQUIRY CLERKS  

ENQUIRY CLERKS respond to personal, written, electronic mail, and telephone enquiries and 

complaints about the organizationôs goods, services and policies, provide information and refer 

people to other sources. They are employed in locations which put them in direct contact with 

clients or with the production of the goods and services provided. 

TASKS include: 

a) answering inquiries about goods services, and policy and providing information about 

their availability, location, price and related issues;  

b) issuing relevant forms, information kits and product or service brochures; 

c) responding to inquiries about problems and providing advice, information and assistance; 

d) recording information about inquiries and complaints; 

e) referring complex inquiries to expert advisers; 

f) referring inquiries to other organizations; 

g) performing related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

4225.10 Counter, enquiries clerk  

4225.20 Clerk, customer-complaints 

4225.30 Clerk, information  

4225.90 Inquiry Clerk, NEC 

 

4226 RECEPTIONISTS (GENERAL)  

RECEPTIONISTS (general) receive and welcome visitors, clients, guest or patients and respond 

to inquiries and requests including arranging for appointments.  

TASKS include: 

a) receiving  and welcoming visitors, guest, clients or patients; 

b) answering inquiries and providing information on the products, services or activities of 

the organisation; 

c) answering, connecting and transferring telephone calls; 

d) arranging and recording details of appointments; 

e) recording details of calls not connected and distributing messages; 
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f) directing clients to appropriate location or person; 

g) supplying information pamphlets, brochue or form; 

h) performing other related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

4226.10 Receptionist, General  

4226.20 Receptionist, Medical Office 

4226.30 Receptionist, front office 

4226.40 Personnel, front office 

4226.90 Receptionists, NEC 

 

4227 SURVEY AND MARKET RESEARCH INTERVIEWERS  

SURVEY AND MARKET RESEARCH INTERVIEWERS interview people and record their 

responses to survey and market research questions on a range of topics. 

TASKS include: 

a) contacting individuals by telephone or in person and explaining the purpose of the 

interview; 

b) explaining survey objectives and procedures to interviewees, and interpreting survey 

questions to help interviewees' comprehension; 

c) asking questions following the outlines of questionnaires and surveys; 

d) recording responses on paper or entering responses directly into a computer database 

through computer-assisted interviewing systems; 

e) identifying and resolving inconsistencies in interviewees' responses by means of 

appropriate questioning or explanation; 

f) providing feedback to survey sponsors concerning problems in obtaining valid data 

g) reviewing data obtained from interview for completeness and accuracy;  

h) performing related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

4227.10 Market research interviewer 

4227.20 Public opinion interviewer 

4227.30 Survey interviewer 

   Mhojiwa-Tafiti 

4227.40 Survey enumerator 

   Mhojaji- Tafiti 

4227.90 Survey and Market Research Interviewers, NEC 

 

4229 OTHER CLIENT INFORMATION WORKERS NOT ELSEWHERE 

CLASSIFIED  

OTHER CLIENT INFORMATION WORKERS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED obtains and 

process information from clients needed to determine eligibility for services.  

TASKS include: 

(a) interviewing patients to obtain and process information required to provide hospital 

services; 
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(b) interviewing applicants for public assistance collect information pertinent to their 

application; 

(c) verifying the accuracy of information provided; 

(d) initiating procedures to grant, modify, deny or terminate assistance; 

(e) providing information and answering questions concerning benefits and claims 

procedures; 

(f) referring patient or applicant to other organizations if they are ineligible for services; 

(g) performing related tasks; and 

(h) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

4229.10 Hospital admissions clerk  

4229.20 Eligibility specialist 

4229.30 Eligibility interviewer 

4229.90 Other Client Information Workers, NEC 

 

SUB MAJOR GROUP 43 

NUMERICAL AND MATERIAL RECORDIN G CLERKS 

NUMERICAL CLERKS AND MATERIAL RECORDING CLERKS obtain, compile and 

compute accounting, bookkeeping, statistical, financial, and other numerical data, and take 

charge of cash transactions incidental to business matters. Some occupations classified here keep 

records of goods produced, purchased, stocked, dispatched, and of materials needed at specified 

production dates, or keep records of operational aspects and coordinate the timing of passenger 

and freight transport. 

 

Tasks performed by workers in this sub-major group usually include helping with accounting 

and bookkeeping  records and computations; calculating unit production costs; calculating wages 

and in some cases preparing wage packets and paying wages, taking charge of cash transactions 

incidental to the business; obtaining, compiling and computing statistical or actuarial data; 

performing clerical tasks relating to the financial transactions of an insurance establishment, 

bank or similar establishment;  recording produced, stocked, ordered and  dispatched goods; 

recording production materials received, put into stock or  issued; computing quantities of the 

production materials required at specified dates and helping with preparation and checking of 

production operation schedules; keeping records of operational aspects and coordinating the 

timing  of passenger and freight transport. 

 

Occupations in this Sub Major Group are classified under the following Minor Groups: 

431 Numerical clerks 

432 Material-recording and transport clerks 

 

MINOR GROUP 431 

NUMERICAL CLERKS  

NUMERICAL CLERKS obtain, compile and compute accounting, bookkeeping, statistical, 

financial, and other numerical data, and take charge of cash transactions incidental to business 

matters. 
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Tasks performed usually helping with accounting and bookkeeping records and computations; 

calculating unit production costs; calculating wages and in some cases preparing wage packets 

and paying wages; taking charge of cash transactions incidental to the business; obtaining, 

compiling and computing statistical or actuarial data; performing clerical tasks relating to the 

financial transactions of an insurance establishment, bank or similar establishment. 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups: 

 4311  Accounting and bookkeeping clerks 

 4312 Statistical, finance and insurance clerks 

 4313  Payroll clerks 

 

4311 ACCOUNTING AND BOOKKEEPING CLERKS  

ACCOUNTING AND BOOKKEEPING CLERKS compute, classify, and record numerical data 

to keep financial records complete. They perform any combination of routine calculating, 

posting, and verifying duties to obtain primary financial data for use in maintaining accounting 

records. 

TASKS include: 

a) checking figures, postings, and documents for correct entry, mathematical accuracy, 

and proper codes;  

b) operating computers programmed with accounting software to record, store, and 

analyze information;  

c) classifying, recording, and summarizing numerical and financial data to compile and 

keep financial records, using journals and ledgers or computers;  

d) calculating, preparing, and issuing bills, invoices, account statements, and other 

financial statements according to established procedures;  

e) compiling statistical, financial, accounting or auditing reports and tables pertaining to 

such matters as cash receipts, expenditures, accounts payable and receivable, and 

profits and losses;  

f) performing related tasks; and 

g) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

4311.10 Bookkeeper 

4311.20 Clerk, Accounts 

4311.30 Clerk, Bank 

4311.40 Clerk, Audit 

4311.50 Clerk, Cost Computing 

4311.60 Clerk, Billing 

4311.90 Accounting and Bookkeeping Clerk, NEC 

 

4312 STATISTICAL, FINANCE AND INSURANCE CLERKS  

STATISTICAL, FINANCE AND INSURANCE CLERKS obtain, compile and compute 

statistical or actuarial data or perform clerical tasks relating to transactions of financial and 

insurance establishments. 

TASKS include: 

a) processing insurance enrolments, cancelations, claims transactions, policy changes 

and payment; 
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b) obtaining and compiling statistical  or actuarial data based on routine or special 

sources of information; 

c) calculating totals, average ,percentages and other details and presenting them in the 

required tabular form; 

d) preparing financial and insurance documents, calculating interest or brokerage 

charges and stamp duties; 

e) maintaining records of bonds, shares insurance and other securities bought or sold on 

behalf of clients or employers; and  

f) performing related tasks; and 

g) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

4312.10 Clerk, Statistical 

4312.20 Clerk, Actuarial 

4312.30 Clerk, Finance 

4312.40 Clerk, Insurance 

4312.50 Clerk, Securities 

4312.60 Clerk, Brokeage 

4312.70 Clerk, Tax 

4312.90 Statistical, Finance and Insurance Clerks, NEC 

 

4313 PAYROLL CLERKS  

PAYROLL CLERKS collect, verify and process payroll information and compute pay and 

benefit entitlements for employees within a department, company or other establishment.  

TASKS include: 

a) maintaining record of employee attendance, leave and overtime to calculate pay and 

benefit entitlements, using manual or computerized systems; 

b) preparing and verifying statements of payment of wages and salaries, indicating gross 

and net salaries and deductions such as taxes, union dues, loans, insurance and pension 

plans; 

c) preparing payroll data from time sheets and other payroll or personnel records; 

d) keeping wages, salaries and other payments records; 

e) verifying attendance, hours worked, and pay adjustments, and posting information onto 

designated record; 

f) performing related tasks; and 

g) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

4313.10 Payroll clerk 

4313.20 Paymaster 

4313.90 Payroll Clerks, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 432 

MATERIAL -RECORDING AND TRANSPORT CLERKS  

MATERIAL -RECORDING AND TRANSPORT CLERKS keeps records of goods produced, 

purchased, stored, dispatched, and of materials needed at specified production dates, to ensure 
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that production quotas are met and orders fulfilled. As transport clerks they co-ordinate, keep 

records and prepare reports on operational aspects of passenger and freight transport. 

 

Task performed usually consist of recording produced and stocked goods, and those ordered and 

dispatched; recording production materials received, put into stock or issued; computing 

quantities of the production materials required at specified dates and helping with preparation 

and checking of production operation schedules; co-ordinating, keeping records and preparing 

reports on operational aspects passenger and freight transport. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups: 

 4321  Stock Clerks 

 4322  Production Clerks 

 4323  Transport Clerks 

 4329 Material-Recording and Transport Clerks, NEC 

 

4321 STOCK CLERKS  

STOCK CLERKS maintain records of goods produces and production material received, 

weighed, issued, dispatched or put into stock. 

TASKS include: 

a) arranging and controlling the receipt and dispatch of goods and keeping appropriate 

records; 

b) maintaining stock records, verifying issue of goods, estimating needs and making 

requisitions of new stock; 

c) receiving, storing and issuing tools, spares parts, or various equipment and maintaining 

relevant record; 

d) weighing goods received, issued, produced, or dispatched and maintaining relevant 

record; 

e) compiling inventories of furniture and other items received for storage; 

f) performing related tasks; and 

g) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

4321.10 Clerk, warehouse/ store 

4321.20 Clerk, Storeroom 

4321.30 Clerk, Stock  

4321.40 Clerk, Dispatch (Stock) 

4321.50 Clerk, Weighbridge 

4321.60 Clerk, Shipping 

4321.70 Clerk, Import-export 

4321.80 Stock Clerk, NEC 

 

4322 PRODUCTION CLERKS 

PRODUCTION CLERKS compute quantities of materials required at specified dates for 

manufacturing, construction and similar production programmes, and prepare and check 

production operation schedules.  

TASKS include: 
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a) computing quantities, qualities and types of materials required by production 

programmes; 

b)  preparing production requirements schedules, ensuring that  materials are available when 

needed, and keeping relevant records; 

c) preparing or assisting in the preparation of production operation schedules on the basis of 

customers' orders and production capacity and performance; 

d) confirming completion of orders and compliance with specifications; 

e) verifying stocks, arranging deliveries and investigating delays; 

f) recording and coordinating the flow of work and materials between departments; 

g) performing other related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

4322.10 Clerk, Schedule (Material) 

4322.20 Clerk, Production 

    Karani wa Uzalishaji Bidhaa  

4322.30 Clerk, Purchasing material 

             Karani wa Ununuzi 

4322.40 Clerk, Sales order 

4322.50 Clerk, Technical 

4322.60 Clerk, Facilities maintenance 

4322.70 Clerk, Quality assurance 

4322.80 Clerk, Quality control 

4322.90 Production clerk, NEC 

 

4323 TRANSPORT CLERKS 

TRANSPORT CLERKS keep records of operational aspects and co-ordinate the timing of train, 

road, air and waterborne passenger and freight transport, and prepare reports for management. 

TASKS include: 

a) keeping record of operational aspects and co coordinating the timing of passenger and 

freight transport directing train routings within a division or zone of a railway system and 

keeping related records; 

b) directing, controlling and keeping records of freight handling at the railway yard; 

c) co-coordinating and keeping records of operational activities concerning road, air and 

water transport such as allocation and scheduling of vehicles and drivers, loading and 

unloading of vehicles and storage of goods in transit;  

d) co-coordinating and keeping records of operational activities concerning air transport of 

passengers and of freight, such as seat reservations, passengers lists and freight manifests; 

e) preparing reports for management; 

f) performing related tasks; and 

g) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

4323.10Clerical Controller (Transport Service) 

4323.20 Clerical Dispatcher (Transport Service)     

4323.40 Clerk, traffic 
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4323.60 Clerk, shipping and purchasing 

4323.70 Coordinator, shipping 

4323.80 Clerk, flight Operation  

4323.90 Transport Clerks, NEC 

 

4329 MATERIAL -RECORDING AND TRANSPORT CLERKS, NEC 

MATERIAL -RECORDING AND TRANSPORT CLERKS, NEC include all other material 

recording/ transport clerks not elsewhere classified. 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

4329.10 Other Material Recording and Transport Clerk, NEC 

  

SUB MAJOR GROUP 44 

OTHER CLERICAL  SUPPORT WORKERS 

Other clerks perform clerical duties in newspapers, courts, libraries and post offices, file 

documents, prepare information for processing, maintain personnel records, check material for 

consistency with original source material and write on behalf of illiterate persons. 

 

Tasks performed by workers in this sub-major group usually include:  recording information 

regarding acquisition, issue and return of library books; maintaining personnel records; 

classifying and filing various documents and other records; sorting, recording and delivering 

mail from post offices, as well as from or within an enterprise; coding; correcting proofs; 

performing a number of miscellaneous clerical duties; writing on behalf of persons who are 

unable to read and write.   

 

Occupations in this Sub-Major Group are classified under the following Minor Groups: 

441 Other clerical support worker 

 

MINOR GROUP 441 

OTHER CLERICAL SUPPORT WORKERS  

Other clerks perform clerical duties in newspapers, courts, libraries and post offices, file 

documents, prepare information for processing, check material for consistency with original 

source material, maintain personnel records and write on behalf of persons who are unable to 

read or write. 

 

Tasks performed usually include recording information regarding acquisition, issue and return of 

library books; classifying and filing various documents and other records; maintaining personnel 

records; sorting, recording and delivering mail from post offices, as well as from or within an 

enterprise; coding; correcting proofs; performing a number of miscellaneous clerical duties; 

writing on behalf of persons who are unable to read or write.   

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups: 

 4411   Library Clerks 

 4412   Mail carries and sorting Clerks 

 4413   Coding, proof- reading and related Clerks 

 4414 Scribes and related Workers 

 4415 Filing and copying Clerks 
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 4416   Personnel Clerks 

 

4411 LIBRARY CLERKS  

LIBRARY CLERKS issue and receive library materials, sort and shelve books, sound and vision 

recordings, periodicals, journals, magazines and newspapers and provide general library 

information to library users. 

TASKS Include: 

a) issuing and receiving library books and other materials; 

b) shelving books and other  library materials; 

c) performing clerical activities such as manual and electronic filing, word processing and 

occasional typing; 

d) maintaining journal subscriptions; 

e) assisting library users in accessing basic library materials and making inter-library loans; 

f) maintaining library records relating to the acquisition, issue and return of books and other 

publications; 

g) performing related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

4411.10 Library clerk (B.T); 

   Library assistant (R.T) 

4411.20 Library attendant 

4411.30 Filer, library 

4411.90 Library Clerk, NEC 

 

4412 MAIL CARRIERS AND SORTING CLERKS  

MAIL CARRIERS AND SORTING CLERKS perform sorting, recording, delivery and other 

duties in connection with mail services from post offices or related organizations, as well as from 

or within an establishment. 

TASKS include: 

a) performing mail-handling duties in public post offices or privately owned delivery 

establishments; 

b) sorting and delivering mail to private houses and businesses;  

c) providing delivery confirmation records when requested by the client; 

d) sorting and keeping simple records of incoming and outgoing correspondence and 

dispatching outgoing mail; 

e) performing related tasks; and 

f) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

4412.10 Clerk, Mail  

4412.20 Post Carrier 

4412.30 Post person 

4412.90 Mail carries and Sorting Clerk, NEC 
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4413 CODING, PROOF-READING AND RELATED CLERKS  

CODING, PROOF-READING AND RELATED CLERKS convert information into codes, 

verify and correct proofs, and perform a number of miscellaneous clerical duties. 

TASKS include: 

a) converting information into codes and classifying information by codes for purposes 

of data processing; 

b) comparing proofs of texts and related material prepared for reproduction with original 

material and marking errors for corrections according to established rules and 

symbols; 

c) sorting forms and marking them with identification numbers; 

d) sorting documents for filing or to collate sets of pages; 

e) addressing circulars and envelops by hand; and  

f) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

4413.10 Coding clerk,  

4413.20 Proof-reader 

    Msomaji Msahihishaji 

4413.30 Assistant, publication 

4413.90 Coding, Proofreading and Related Clerks, NEC 

 

4414 SCRIBES AND RELATED WORKERS  

SCRIBES AND RELATED WORKERS write letters and complete forms on behalf of illiterate 

persons who are unable to read or write.  

TASKS include: 

a) writing letters and completing forms on behalf of illiterate persons; 

b) reading letters and other written matter to illiterate persons and providing necessary 

interpretation and information;  

c) offering advice to individuals and interpreting and helping with the completion of 

government and other official forms;  

d) performing related tasks; and 

e) supervising other workers.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

4414.10 Scribe  

4414.90 Scribes and Related Workers, NEC 

 

4415 FILING AND COPYING CLERKS  

FILING AND COPYING CLERKS maintain and update documents, correspondence and other 

records and organize their storage.They locate and remove material from file when requested and 

photocopy, scan or fax documents. 

TASKS include:  

a) sorting or classifying materials according to guidelines such as content, purpose, user 

criteria, or chronological, alphabetical, or numerical order; 

b) filing material in drawers, cabinets and storage boxes; 

c) locating and remove materials from files when requested; 
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d) keeping records of materials filed and removed; 

e) photocopying, scanning or faxing documents photocopying or reproducing documents 

and other records; 

f) performing related tasks; and 

g) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

4415.10 Clerk, Copying 

4415.20 Clerk, Filing  

4415.30 Controller, records   

4415.40 Medical recorder (B.T) 

   Medical records assistant (R.T) 

   Karani wa Kumbukumbu za Afya 

               Health secretary assistant (R.T)  

    Katibu wa Afya Msaidizi 

4415.90 Filing and Copying Clerks, NEC 

 

4416 PERSONNEL CLERKS 

PERSONNEL CLERKS maintain and update personnel records such as information on transfer 

and promotions, performance evaluations, employee leave taken and accumulated, salaries, 

qualifications and training. TASKS include: 

a) updating information on, employment history, salaries, performance evaluations, 

qualifications and training  and leave taken and accumulated; 

b) initiating records for newly appointed workers and checking records for 

completeness;  

c) processing applications for employment and promotions and advising applicants of 

results;  

d) sending out job applications and announcements of job openings and job 

examinations;  

e) processing applications for employment or promotions and advising applicants of 

results; 

f) maintaining and updating manual and computerized filing and registration systems, 

and compiling and preparing reports and documents relating to personnel activities; 

g) storing and retrieving personnel records and files on request. 

h) performing related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

4416.10 Human resource Assistant 

4416.20 Clerk, Human resource (B.T) 

4416.20 Clerk, Personnel (A.T) 

4416.30 Clerk, Claim 

4416.90 Personnel Clerks, NEC 

 

4419 CLERICAL SUPPORT WORKERS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED 

This unit group covers clerks not classified elsewhere in Minor Group 441, Other Clerks. For 
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instance, here should be classified Court Clerks, Correspondence Clerks, Press Clippers and 

Publication Clerks. 

TASKS include: 

a) preparing dockets or calendars of cases to be called, using typewriters or computers;  

b) preparing, recording and issuing orders of the court, including probation orders, release 

documentation, sentencing information, and summonses;  

c) receiving customersô orders for classified advertising, writing and editing copy, 

calculating advertising rates and billing customers; 

d) writing business and government correspondence such as replies to requests for 

information and assistance, damage claims, credit and billing enquiries and service 

complaints.  

e) assisting in the preparation of periodicals, advertisements, catalogues, directories and 

other material for publication;  

f) reading newspapers, magazines, press releases and other publications to locate and file 

articles of interest to staff and clients; 

g) performing related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

4419.10 Clerk, advertising 

4419.20 Clerk, Correspondence 

4419.30 Clerk, court 

4419.40 Clerk, publication 

4419.60 Clipper, press 

4419.50 Compiler, directory 

4419.90 Clerical Support Workers, NEC 

 

MAJOR GROUP 5 

SERVICE WORKERS AND SHOP SALES WORKERS 

SERVICE WORKERS AND SHOP SALES WORKERS provide personal services related to 

travel, housekeeping, catering, personal care, and protection against fire and unlawful acts, or 

they sell and demonstrate goods in wholesale or retail shops and similar establishments, and pose 

as models for artistic creation and display. 

 

Most of occupations in this Major Group require skills at the second skill level, as defined by 

TASCO in the Introduction. In system of continuous, where primary education begins at age 7 or 

8, courses at this level begins at age 14 or 15 and last for about 4 years. 

 

It should be stressed that in the case of many occupations in this Major Group, the needed skills, 

or a part of them, may be acquired through appropriate work experience or on-the-job training. 

For new entrants, a period of on-the-job training in certain cases taking the form of a formalized 

apprenticeship may be necessary. 

 

Tasks Performed by Service Workers and Shop Sales workers usually include providing personal 

services connected with the following: organization and undertaking of travel; housekeeping; 

preparation and serving of food and beverages; personal care such as hairdressing or beauty 
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treatment; companionship; helping with nursing; fortune telling; embalming; arranging funerals; 

protecting individuals and property against fire and unlawful  acts , and enforcing law and order; 

selling goods in wholesale or retail establishments; demonstrating goods to possible customers; 

and posing as models for artistic creation and display. Supervision of other workers may be 

included. 

 

Occupations in this Major Group are classified under the following Sub-Major groups: 

     51 Personal Service Workers 

     52 Sales workers 

     53 Personal care workers 

     54 Protective Service Workers 

    

 

SUB MAJOR GROUP 51 

PERSONAL SERVICE WORKERS 

PERSONAL SERVICE WORKERS provide personal services related to travelling, 

housekeeping, catering and personal care. 

 

Most occupations in this Sub-Major Group require skills at the second skill level, as defined by 

TASCO in the introduction. In a system of continuous education ï where primary education 

begins at age 7 or 8 ï courses at this level begin at age 14 or 15 and last for one to four years. 

 

It should be stressed that in case of many occupations in this Sub-Major Group, the needed skills, 

or a part of them, may be acquired through appropriate work-experience or on-the-job training. 

For new entrants a period of on-the-job training, in some cases taking the form of a formalized 

apprenticeship, may be necessary. 

 

Tasks Performed by Personal service Workers usually include providing personal services 

connected with the following: organization and undertaking of travel; housekeeping; Preparation 

and serving of food and beverages; personal care, such as hairdressing or beauty treatment; 

companionship; helping with nursing; fortune telling; embalming; arranging funerals. 

Supervision of other workers may be included. 

 

Occupations in this Sub-Major Group are classified under the following Minor Groups: 

 511  Travel attendants, conductors and guides  

512  Cooks 

513  Waiters and Bartender 

514 Hairdressers, Barber, Beauticians and Related workers 

515  Building and housekeeping supervisors 

516  Other Personal Service Workers 

 

MINOR GROUP 511 

TRAVEL ATTENDANTS, CONDUCTORS AND GUIDES  

TRAVEL ATTENDANTS, CONDUCTORS AND GUIDES provide various personal services 

in connection with travelling by aeroplane, ship, bus or other vehicles, and escorting individuals 

and groups on travel tours sightseeing visits and excursions. 
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Tasks Performed usually consist of ensuring comfort and safety of passengers; serving food and 

refreshments; providing necessary or requested information, and answering various questions in 

connection with the journey; accompanying individuals or groups on sightseeing tours or 

excursions, and describing points of interest; providing other guide services. Supervision of other 

workers may be included. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups: 

5111 Travel attendants and Travel Stewards 

5112 Transport Conductors 

5113 Travel and Other Guides 

 

5111 TRAVEL ATTENDANTS AND TRAVEL STEWARDS  

TRAVEL ATTENDANTS AND TRAVEL STEWARDS ensure the comfort and safety of 

passengers, serve meals and beverages and render personal services, usually on aircraft and 

onboard ships. They may plan and coordinate housekeeping and social activities on ships. 

TASKS include: 

a) greeting passengers entering aircraft or ship, checking their tickets or boarding passes and 

directing them to their seat or berths; 

b) announcing, explaining and demonstrating safety and emergency producers, such as the 

use of oxygen masks, seatbelts, and life jackets; 

c) assembling and serving pre-prepared meals and beverages; 

d) selling duty free and other goods; 

e) taking care of general needs and comfort of passengers, answering inquiries and keeping 

cabins cleans and tidy; 

f) directing and assisting passengers and following prescribed procedures in the event of an 

emergency, such as evacuating a plane following an emergency landing; 

g) verifying that first aids kits and other emergency equipment are in working order; 

h) administering first aid to passenger in distress; 

i) attending pre-flight briefing concerning weather, altitudes, routes, emergency producers, 

crew coordination, lengths of flights, food and beverage services offered, and number of 

passengers; 

j) preparing passengers and aircraft for take-off and landing; 

k) determining special assistance needs of passenger such as small children, the elderly or 

disabled person; 

l) performing other related tasks; and 

m) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include:  

5111.10 Chief Steward, ship 

   Msimamizi Mkuu Melini 

5111.20 Steward, Shipôs 

   Msimamizi Melini 

5111.30 Steward, train 

5111.40 Attendant, Flight 

5111.50 Attendant, Airport 

5111.90 Travel attendant and travel stewards, NEC 
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5112 TRANSPORT CONDUCTORS 

TRANSPORT CONDUCTORS check and issue tickets and ensure the safety and comfort of 

passengers on trains, trams, buses and other public transport vehicles. 

TASKS include: 

a) collecting or issuing tickets, passes or fares, or checking the validity of ticket issued 

previously; 

b) attending to sleeping-car and their occupants on passenger trains; 

c) providing assistance with boarding, seating and luggage as required, especially to elderly, 

sick, or injured people; 

d) opening and closing doors for passengers; 

e) ensuring that safety regulations are respected; 

f) performing equipment safety checks prior to departure; 

g) signalling to drivers to stop or proceed; 

h) greeting passengers boarding transportation equipment, and announcing routes and stops; 

i) responding to passengers requests and complaints and providing information about stops 

and connections; 

j) taking appropriate action in case of emergencies or accidents; 

k) performing  other related tasks; and 

l) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

5112.10 Bus conductor (B.T) 

    Kondakta wa Basi 

   Fare collector (A.T) 

5112.20 Inspector, Ticket 

5112.30 Train Guard (B.T) 

    Railway Passenger Train Guard (A.T) 

5112.40 Train conductor 

   Kondakta wa Treni 

5112.50 Manager, station 

5112.90 Transport conductors, NEC 

   Makondakta ï Wengine 

 

 5113 TRAVEL AND TOUR GUIDES 

TRAVEL AND TOUR GUIDES accompany individual or groups on sightseeing tours or 

excursions, describe point of interest and provide other guide services, including game and 

mountain safaris and ensuring the travel arrangements made for clients run smoothly and provide 

a range of services to enhance the enjoyment, comfort and safety of passengers. 

TASKS include: 

a) escorting  and guiding tourists on cruises and sightseeing tours; 

b) escorting visitors through places of interest such as museums, exhibitions, theme parks, 

factories and other industrial establishments; 

c)  describing and providing information on points of interest and exhibits and responding to 

questions; 

d) conducting educational activities for school children;  
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e) monitoring visitors' activities to ensure compliance with establishment or tour regulations 

and safety practices; 

f) greeting and registering visitors and tour participants, and issuing any required 

identification badges or safety devices; 

g) distributing brochures, showing audiovisual presentations, and explaining procedures and 

operations at tour sites; 

h) providing for physical safety of groups, and performing activities such as providing first 

aid and directing emergency evacuations; 

i) resolving any problems with tour itineraries, service, or accommodation; 

j) performing related tasks; and 

k) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

5113.10 Travel guide (B.T) 

    Game guide (R.T) 

    Mountain guide (R.T) 

    Kiongozi wa Safari 

5113.20 Sightseeing guide (B.T) 

   Drive Guide (A.T) 

   Kiongozi wa Matembezi 

5113.30 Tour Escort 

5113.40 Art gallery guide 

5113.90 Travel and Tour Guides, NEC 

   Viongozi wa Safari -Wengine 

 

MINOR GROUP 512 

COOKS 

COOKS plan, organize, prepare and cook meals in hotels, restaurants and other eating places, on 

board ships, on passenger trains and in private households. 

 

Chefs, Kitchen hands and Fast Food Cooks are excluded from this unit group. Chefs are included 

in Unit Group 3322, Chefs. Kitchen hands and Fast Food Cooks are included in Minor Group 

993, Elementary Food Preparation and Related Workers. 

 

Tasks Performed  usually consist of engaging, training and discharging housekeeping staff; 

organizing and supervising the work of housekeeping staff, controlling the purchase, storage and 

issues of supplies; preparing and cooking foodstuffs;  and serving food and beverage. 

Supervision of other workers may be included. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Group: 

5121 Cooks 

 

5121 COOKS 

COOKS plan, organize, prepare, and cooks meals in hotels, restaurants, catering, and other 

eating places, on board ships and railway trains and private households. 

TASKS include: 
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a) planning meals, preparing and cooking cooking foodstuffs; 

b) planning, supervising and coordinating work in the kitchen helper; 

c) monitoring quality  of food at all stages of preparation and presentation and enforcing 

hygiene regulations; 

d) weighing, measuring and mixing ingredients according to recipes and personal judgment; 

e) regulating the temperature of ovens, grills, roasters and other cooking equipment; 

f)   inspecting and cleaning the kitchen, kitchen equipment, serving areas, etc. to ensure safe 

and sanitary food handling practices; 

g) operating large ïvolume cooking equipment such as grills, deep-fat fryers, or griddles. 

h) performing other related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

5121.10 Cook,General 

5121.20 Head cook 

   Mpishi Mkuu 

5121.30 Cook hotels and catering services 

5121.40 Cook, private service 

5121.50 Cook, institutional 

   Mpishi wa Taasisi 

5121.60 Cook, food canning & preserving 

5121.70 Cook, Shipôs  

   Mpishi wa Melini 

5121.90 Cooks, NEC     

     Wapishi ï Wengine 

      

MINOR GROUP 513 

WAITERS, WAITRESSES AND BARTENDERS 
WAITERS, WAITRESSES AND BARTENDERS suggest and serve food and beverage in 

commercially operated dining and drinking places, hotel, restaurants, clubs, institutions and 

canteens, on board ships and on railway trains. 

 

Tasks performed include assisting in keeping bar properly stocked; washing used glassware and 

cleaning bar area; serving alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks at a bar; setting tables with clean 

linen, cutlery, crockery and glassware; serving food and beverages; advising on the choice of 

wines and serving them; taking orders for food and/or drinks and passing order to kitchen; 

presenting bill and accepting payment. 

 

Occupations included in this Minor Group are classified into the following Unit Groups: 

5131  Waiters and Waitresses  

5132  Bartenders  

 

5131 WAITERS AND WAITRESSES 

WAITERS AND WAITRESSES take orders; serve food and beverages in dining and drinking 

places, clubs, institutions and canteens, on board ships and on passenger trains. 

TASKS include: 
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a) setting table with clean linen, cutlery, crockery and glassware; 

b) greeting customer and presenting them with menu and recommending customers of menu 

items; 

c) advising on food and beverage the choice; 

d) taking orders for food and drinks and passing order to kitchen or bar staff; 

e) serving food and beverage to clients at tables; 

f) advising on the choice of wine and serving them 

g) presenting bills, accepting payment and operating point of sales machines and cash 

registers; 

h) performing  other related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers. 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

5131.10 Waiter/ Waitress, General 

   Mwandazi ïKawaida 

5131.20 Head Waiter/ Waitress 

   Mwandazi Mkuu 

5131.30 Waiters /Waitress, food and beverage 

5131.40 Wine waiter/waitress 

   Mwandazi Mvinyo 

5131.90 Waiter, NEC 

 

5132 BARTENDERS 

BARTENDERS prepare, mix and serve alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks directly to customers 

over a bar or counter, or through waiters. 

TASKS include: 

a) taking beverages orders from serving staff or directly from patron; 

b) preparing and serving alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks at a bar 

c) washing used glassware, cleaning and maintaining bar service areas, tea and coffee-

making areas and equipment such as espresso machine; 

d) collecting payment for sales, operating cash registers and balancing cash receipts; 

e) tapping kegs and attaching supply line; 

f) assisting in keeping bar properly stocked and arranging bottles and glasses;; 

g) checking identification of customers to verify age requirements for purchase of alcohol; 

h) taking steps to limit problems related to excessive drinking such, as persuading customers 

to stop drinking, declining further service and ordering transportation; 

i) mixing ingredients to prepare cocktails and other drinks; 

j) serving snacks or other food items to customers at the bar.; 

k) performing  other related tasks; and 

l) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

5132.10 Bartenders 

    Mhudumu wa Baa 

5132.20 Assistant, Bartenders 

   Mhudumu wa Baa Msaidizi 

5132.90 Bartenders, NEC 
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   Wahudumu wa baa- Wengine 

 

MINOR GROUP 514 

HAIRDRESSERS, BEAUTICIANS AN D RELATED WORKERS  

HAIRDRESSERS, BEAUTICIANS AND RELATED WORKERS perform various tasks in 

order to improve the appearance of individuals, and perform various personal services for 

employers.  

 

Tasks performed usually include providing advice on hair care, beauty products and 

hairstyles;shampooing, colouring or scalp conditioning; cutting and styling hair; shaving and 

trimming beards and moustaches; cleaning work areas and instruments; and arranging 

appointments and collecting payments,usually consist of cutting and dressing hair,applying 

cosmetics and make-up,shaping and polishing finger-and toe-nails and treating minor ailmants of 

the human foot; attending clients taking baths and administering elementary massage. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following unit groups: 

5141  Hairdressers,  

5142  Beuticians and related workers 

 

5141 HAIRDRESSERS,  

HAIRDRESSERS, cut, style, colour, straighten and permanently wave hair, shave or trim facial 

hair and treat scalp conditions. 

TASKS include: 

a) cutting, washing, tinting and waving hair;  

b) shaving or trimming beards and moustaches; 

c) giving scalp treatment; 

d) fitting wigs according to customerôs requirements; 

e) providing advice on hair care, beauty products and hairstyles; 

f) styling hair into dreadlocks and braids and adding hair extentision; 

g) arranging appointments and collecting payments; 

h) cleaning  work areas and sanitizing instrument; 

i) performing related tasks; and 

j) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

5141.10 Hairdresser 

5141.20 Barber 

5141.30 Hairstylist 

5141.40 Hair care specialist 

5141.90 Hairdresser, NEC. 

 

5142  BEUTICIANS AND RELATED WORKER  

 BEUTICIANS AND RELATED WORKERS give facial and body beauty treatments, apply 

cosmetics and make-up and give other kinds of treatment to individuals in order to improve their 

appearance. 

TASKS include: 
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a) cleaning and applying creams, lotions and related products to face and parts of body; 

b) giving facial and body massage; 

c) applying make ï up to clients of a beauty parlour or other performers; 

d) cleaning, shaping and polishing finger and toe nails and treating minor ailments of the 

human foot such as corns, calluses or deformed toe-nail; 

e) attending to clients taking baths and administering elementary massage; 

f) using waxing, sugaring and depilation techniques to remove unwanted bodily hair; 

g) advising clients on diet and exercise to assist in weight loss and slimming; 

h) arranging appointment and collecting payment; 

i) performing related tasks; and 

j) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

5142.10 Beautician 

5142.20 Make-up artist 

5142.30 Pedicurist 

5142.40 Manicurist 

5142.50 Bath attendant 

5142.60 Slimming Consultant 

5142.90 Beauticians and Related Workers, NE 

 

MINOR GROUP 515 

BUILDING AND HOUSEKEEPING SUPERVISORS  

BUILDING AND HOUSEKEEPING SUPERVISORS coordinate, schedule, and supervise the 

work of cleaners and other housekeeping staff in commercial, industrial and residential premises. 

They take responsibility for housekeeping and caretaking functions in hotels, offices, apartments, 

houses and private dwellings. 

 

Tasks Performed usually assigning tasks and inspecting building areas to see that cleaning, 

housekeeping and maintenance work has been done properly; issuing of supplies and equipment 

and inventory stocks to ensure that the supplies on hand are adequate; screening and hiring job 

applicants; training both new and experienced employees; recommending promotions, transfers 

or dismissals; performing some cleaning, housekeeping and maintenance tasks. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified into the following unit Groups: 

5151 Cleaning and housekeeping supervisors in offices, hotels and 

other establishments 

5152 Domestic housekeepers  

5153 Building caretakers 

 

5151 CLEANING AND HOUSEKEEPING SUPERVISORS IN OFFICES, HOTELS AND 

OTHER ESTABLISHMENTS  

CLEANING AND HOUSEKEEPING SUPERVISORS IN OFFICES, HOTELS AND OTHER 

ESTABLISHMENTS organize, supervise and carry out housekeeping functions in order to keep 

clean and tidy the interiors, fixtures and facilities in these establishments. 

TASKS include: 
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a) engaging, training, discharging organizing and supervising helpers, cleaners and other 

housekeeping staff; 

b) purchasing or controlling the purchase of supplies; 

c) controlling storage and issue of supplies; 

d) supervising general welfare and conduct of individuals in institutions; 

e) sweeping or vacuum-cleaning, washing and polishing floors, furniture and other fixtures; 

f) making beds, cleaning bathrooms, supplying towels, soap and related items; 

g) cleaning kitchens and generally helping with kitchen work, including dishwashing; 

h) restocking mini bars and replenishing items such as drinking glasses and writing 

equipment; 

i) performing related tasks; and 

j) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

5151.10 Supervisor, floor/hotel & lodging 

5151.20 Supervisor, laundry 

5151.30 Supervisor, housekeeping 

5151.40 Assistant, wardrobe 

5151.50 Housekeeper, hotel 

5151.60 Steward, house 

5151.70 Matron, housekeeping 

5151.90 Cleaning and Housekeeping Supervisors in Offices, Hotels and Other Establishments, 

NEC 

 

5152 DOMESTIC HOUSEKEEPERS 

DOMESTIC HOUSEKEEPERS organize, supervise and carry out housekeeping functions in 

private households with or without the support of subordinate staff. 

TASKS include: 

a) supervising workers employed in households as domestic staff; 

b) purchasing or controlling the purchase of supplies; 

c) controlling storage and issue of supplies; 

d) assisting in cases of minor injury or illness by performing tasks such as taking 

temperature, giving medicine, putting g on bandages; 

e) sweeping or vacuum-cleaning, washing and polishing floors, furniture and other fixtures. 

f) making beds, cleaning bathrooms, supplying towels, soap and related items; 

g) taking care of household pets and plants, receiving visitors, answering telephones, 

h) preparing and cooking meals, setting and clearing tables and serving food and beverages; 

i) cleaning kitchens and generally helping with kitchen work, including dishwashing; 

j) performing related tasks; and 

k) supervising other workers. 

  

OCCUPATIONS include: 

5152.10 Housekeeper, Domestic, (B.T) 

  Housekeeper, Private Service (A.T) 

              Mwangalizi wa Nyumba Binafsi 

5152.20 Bed and Breakfast Operator 
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5151.30 Warden, hostel 

5152.40 Butler 

5152.50 Housemaid (B.T); 

  House Boy (R.T); 

              House Girl (R.T); 

5152.90 Domestic housekeepers, NEC 

 

5153 BUILDING CARETAKERS  

BUILDING CARETAKERS take care of apartment houses, hotels, offices, churches and other 

buildings and maintain them in a clean and orderly condition. They may supervise other workers 

and contractors depending on the size and nature of the building concerned. 

TASKS include 

a) supervising the work of cleaning, housekeeping and building maintenance staff and 

contractors; 

b) participating in cleaning, simple repairs and maintenance of building interiors; 

c) tending furnaces and boilers to ensure provision of heat and hot water; 

d) regulating conduct of tenants and visitors in such matters as noise abatement or misuse of 

property; 

e) providing small services to absent tenants such as accepting deliveries on their behalf or 

providing requested information to callers; 

f) notifying management and owners of buildings of the need for major repairs; 

g) patrolling buildings to ensure security is maintained; 

h) filling out registration forms and providing tenants with copies of rules; 

i) performing related tasks; and 

j) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

5153.10 Caretaker 

5153.20 Concierge (Building) 

5153.30 Chief, gatekeeper 

5153.40 Janitor 

5153.50 Sexton 

5153.90 Building Caretakers, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 516 

OTHER PERSONAL SERVICE WORKERS  

OTHER PERSONAL SERVICE WORKERS perform various tasks in order to forecast future 

events for clients, provide embalming and funeral services, and train people to drive vehicles. 

 

Tasks performed usually casting horoscopes; providing companionship or valet services and 

other personal services to clients; providing embalming and funeral services; feeding, handling, 

training and grooming animals; instructing students under actual driving conditions. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups: 

5161 Astrologers and related workers 

5162 Companions and valets 
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5163 Undertakers and embalmers 

5164 Pet groomers and animals care workers 

5165 Driving instructors 

5169 Personal Service Workers, Not elsewhere Classified 

 

5161 ASTROLOGERS AND RELATED WORKERS 

ASTROLOGERS AND RELATED WORKERS recount past and predict future events in 

personsô lives by practicing astrology, on the basis of characteristics of the clientsô palms, 

samples of playing cards drawn or other techniques. 

TASKS include: 

a) casting horoscopes of individuals at birth or later to recount past and forecast future 

events and conditions of their lives; 

b) interpreting characteristics of client's palms, samples of playing cards, drawn at random; 

position of tea leaves in clientôs cup; shapes and patterns of bones of dead animals, etc 

c) forecasting future events on the basis of these interpretation; 

d) determining auspicious times for various human activities such as inaugurations, 

marriages, journeys and religious and other ceremonies; 

e) studying the influence of the constellation of stars and of other phenomena on a person's 

life and situation; 

f) giving warnings and advice on possible of action; 

g) advising individuals on precautions to be taken to avoid evil influences; 

h) performing other related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

5161.10 Astrologer 

     Mnajimu 

5161.20 Palmist 

5161.30 Fortune-teller (B.T) 

     Psychic (A.T) 

5161.40 Numerologist 

5161.90 Astrologers and Related Workers, NEC 

 

5162 COMPANIONS AND VALETS 

COMPANIONS AND VALETS provide companionship and attend to various personal needs of 

the employer. 

TASKS include: 

a) providing companionship to employer by accompanying to various places, reading 

and participating in conversation or sports; 

b) assisting in entertaining visitors in employerôs home; 

c) keeping wardrobe and personal effects of the employer in good order; 

d) performing other related tasks; and 

e) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

5162.10 Companion 
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5162.20 Personal Maid  

5162.30 Valets  

5162.90 Companion and valets, NEC 

 

5163 UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS  

UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS perform various tasks in the disposal of dead human 

bodies. 

TASKS include: 

a) making arrangements for, and conducting, funerals, cremations and burials; 

b) embalming human bodies to retard or arrest the process of decay; 

c) conforming to health and sanitation and ensuring that legal requirements concerning 

embalming are met; 

d) incing and closing incisions on various parts of the body and reshaping or reconstructing 

disfigured or maimed bodies when necessary; 

e) dressing bodies and placing them in caskets; 

f)  conducting interview to arrange for preparation of obituary, to assist with the selection of 

caskets or urns, and to determine the location and time of burials or cremations;   

g) performing other related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers.PET 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

5163.10 Undertaker  

5163.20 Cremator  

5163.30 Embalmer 

5163.90 Undertakers and Embalmers, NEC 

 

5164 PET GROOMERS AND ANIMALS CARE WORKERS 

PET GROOMERS AND ANIMALS CARE WORKERS feed, handle, train and groom animals 

and assist veterinarians, animal health technologists and technicians in veterinary facilities, 

animal shelters, breeding and boarding kennels, zoos, laboratories, retail pet shops, riding 

schools, dog training schools pet grooming and similar establishments. 

TASKS include: 

a) bathing and feeding animals; 

b)  leading or carrying animals to treatment room and holding them during treatment; 

c) cleaning and sterilising veterinary surgical instruments; 

d) labelling drugs, chemicals and other pharmaceutical preparations and replenishing stock; 

e) sterilising bottles, beakers and other equipment; 

f) cleaning, organizing, and disinfecting animal quarters such as pens, stables, cages, and 

yards, and animal equipment such as saddles and bridles; 

g) collecting and recording animal information such as weight, size, physical condition and, 

treatments received, medications given, and food intake; 

h) training animals to develop and maintain desired animal behaviors for competition, 

entertainment, obedience, security, riding and other activities; 

i) grooming animals by performing tasks such as washing, brushing, clipping, and trimming 

coats, cutting nails and cleaning ears; 

j) performing other  related tasks; and 
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k) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

5164.10 Aid, veterinary 

5164.20 Caretaker, animal 

5164.30 Dog Trainer 

5164.40 Zoo Keeper  

5164.50 Horse Breaker  

5164.90 Pet Groomers and Animals Care Workers, NEC 

 

5165 DRIVING INSTRUCTORS 

DRIVING INSTRUCTORS teach people how to drive and maintaining the safety of the people 

in his or her vehicle. They must demonstrate proper driving techniques and keeping watch of the 

people driving techniques. 

TASKS include: 

a) instructing students under actual driving conditions, explaining and demonstrating the 

operation of brakes, clutch, gear selection, automatic transmission, signals and lights; 

b) checking instruction and learning standards and discusses teaching plans with other 

instructor; 

c) planning lessons in accordance with the needs and abilities of individual pupils; 

d) advising and teaching advanced driving techniques required for emergency situations; 

e) teaching road traffic regulations or familiarizing pupil with the highway code and 

different road and traffic conditions; 

f) advising pupil when to apply for theoretical and practical driving tests and familiarizing 

them with test procedures and standards; 

g) advising students when ready to undergo driving examination; 

h) illustrating and explaining handling and mechanical operation of motor vehicles, driving 

techniques and emergency procedures using blackboard diagrams and audio-visual aids; 

i) performing other related tasks; and 

j) supervising other workers 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

5165.10 Driving Instructor 

5165.30 Instructor, Craft 

5165.90 Driving Instructors, NEC 

 

5169 PERSONAL SERVICE WORKERS, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED 

PERSONAL SERVICE WORKERS, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED includes personal 

service workers not elsewhere classified. 

TASKS include: 

a) assisting persons at doors of shops, hotels, restaurants and other establishment; 

b) carrying hotel guestsô luggage and running errands for them; 

c) guarding industrial plants, warehouses or other properties against fire, theft or illegal 

entry or accompanying vehicles transporting cash or monitoring activities in swimming 

or boating areas and rescuing persons in danger of reformatory or penitentiary; 

d)  providing personal protection to individuals from assault; 
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e)  patrolling areas to detect contravention of traffic in public through performing the duties 

of a bodyguard; 

f) patrolling beaches and swimming pools to prevent accidents and to rescue bathers from 

drowning; 

g) patrolling natural reserves, game parks, forest areas and enclosures to prevent theft and 

killing of game; 

h) performing various underwater tasks, connected with salvage work or recovering dead 

bodies; 

i) accompanying client to restraurants and other outings; 

j) acting as a dancing partner; 

k) welcoming clients to a night-club and ensuring that they are entertained well; 

l) performing  other related tasks; and 

m) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

5169.10 Door keeper 

5169.20 Porter, Hotel  

5169.30 Lifeguard 

5169.40 Salvage frogman/diver 

5169.50 Monitor, recovery 

5169.60 Social Escort 

5160.70 Club Host/Hostess 

5169.80 Dancing partner 

5169.90 Other Personal Service Workers, NEC. 

 

SUB ï MAJOR GROUP 52 

SALES WORKERS 

SALES WORKERS sell and demonstrate goods in wholesale or retail shops, at stalls and 

markets, door-to-door, via telephone or customer contact centres. They may record and accept 

payment for goods and services purchased, and may operate small retail outlets. 

 

Tasks Performed by Personal service Workers usually selling goods in wholesale or retail 

establishments or at street or market stalls, door-to- door, via telephone or customer contact 

centres; demonstrating and displaying goods to potential customers; selling and serving food for 

immediate consumption at counters and in the street; buying or contracting a regular supply of 

products to be sold; stacking and displaying goods for sale, and wrapping and packing goods 

sold; determining product mix, stock  and price levels for goods to be sold; operating cash 

registers, optical price scanners, computers or other equipment to record and accept payment for 

the purchase of goods and  services. Supervision of other worker may be included. 

 

Occupations in this Major Group are classified under the following Sub-Major groups: 

   521 Street and market salespersons 

   522 Shop salespersons 

   523 Cashiers and ticket clerks 

   524 Other sales workers 
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MINOR GROUP 521 

STREET AND MARKET SALESPERSONS 

STREET AND MARKET SALESPERSONS sell goods from stalls on markets or in streets and 

prepare and sell hot or cold foods and beverages ready for immediate consumption in streets and 

public places. 

 

Tasks Performed usually obtaining permission to set up a stand at a particular place in streets, 

markets or other open spaces or to sell food and drinks on the street; buying or contracting a 

regular supply of products to be sold; erecting and dismantling stalls and stands; transporting, 

storing, loading and unloading products for sale; stacking, displaying and selling goods, food and 

drinks  and accepting payment; wrapping and packing goods sold;  preparing food and drinks for 

sale; pushing, pedalling or carrying hand-cart, truck, tray or basket to bring food and drinks to 

the desired place in the street, or to public places such as stations or cinemas; keeping accounts 

and maintaining a record of stock levels. 

 

Occupations in this minor Group are classified into the following unit Group:- 

 5211 Stall and market salespersons 

 5212 Street food salespersons 

 

5211 STALL AND MARKET SALESPERSONS 

STALL AND MARKET SALESPERSONS sell various goods from stalls on open-air or covered 

markets or from stalls in streets or other open spaces. 

TASKS include: 

a) obtaining from the local authorities, permission to set up a stand at a particular place in 

street or other open spaces; 

b) determining product mix, stock  and price levels for goods to be sold; 

c) buying or contracting a regular supply of goods to be sold from wholesale suppliers or 

directly from producers; 

d) erecting and dismantling stalls and stands, transporting, storing, loading and unloading 

goods for sale; 

e) demonstrating and  selling goods and accepting payment; 

f)  stacking and displaying goods for sale, and wrapping and packing goods sold; 

g) keeping accounts and maintaining a record of stock levels; 

h) performing  other related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

5211.10 Salespersons, Kiosk 

5211.20 Stallholder, Market 

5211.30 Assistant Salespersons, Street stall  

5211.40 Assistant, counter sales/promoter 

5211.50Market Vendor 

5211.90 Stall and Market Salespersons, NEC 

 

5212 STREET FOOD SALESPERSONS 

STREET FOOD SALESPERSONS prepare and sell, or sell previously prepared, hot or cold 
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foods and beverages ready for immediate consumption in streets and public places such as 

stations, cinemas, or theatres. 

TASKS include: 

a) obtaining permission or a licence,  where required, to sell food and drinks on the street or 

in a public place; 

b) obtaining food and drinks for sale; 

c) preparing, either beforehand or on the spot, food and drinks for sale; 

d) loading and unloading, pushing, pedalling or carrying hand-cart, truck, tray or basket to 

bring food and drinks to the desired place in the street, or to public places such as stations 

or cinemas; 

e) displaying and selling food and drinks and accepting payment; 

f) performing  other related tasks; and 

g) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

5212.10 Hawker,  

5212.20 Street food Vendor,  

5212.90 Street Food Salespersons, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 522 

SHOP SALESPERSONS 

SHOP SALESPERSONS demonstrate and sell goods in wholesale establishments to retailers and 

large scale consumers or to customers in retail establishments and explain functions and qualities 

of these goods. 

 

Tasks Performed usually consist of selling goods in wholesale establishments to retailers or 

large-scale consumers; selling goods to customers in retail establishments. Supervision of other 

workers may be included. 

 

Occupations in this minor Group are classified into the following unit Group:- 

5221 Shop keepers 

 5222 Shop supervisors 

 5223 Shop sales assistants 

 

5221 SHOP KEEPERS 

SHOP KEEPERS operate small retail shops either independently or with support from a small 

number of others. 

TASKS include: 

a) determining product mix, stock  and price levels for goods to be sold; 

b) purchasing and ordering goods for sale from markets, wholesalers and other suppliers; 

c) budgeting and maintaining records of stock levels and financial transactions; 

d) determining prices and displaying  goods for sale; 

e) selling goods to customers and advising them on product use; 

f) examining returned goods and deciding on appropriate action; 

g) advising customers on the selection, price, delivery, use and care of goods and services; 

h) taking inventory of goods in stock 
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i) performing related tasks; and 

j) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

5221.10 Shopkeeper  

5221.20 Grocer 

5221.30 Newsagent  

5221.90 Shopkeeper, NEC 

 

5222 SHOP SUPERVISORS 

SHOP SUPERVISORS supervise and coordinate the activities of shop sales assistants, checkout 

operators and other workers in retail and wholesale shops such as supermarkets and department 

stores. 

TASKS include: 

a) estimating the types, qualities and quantities of goods required by their customers and 

ensuring adequate stocks; 

b) planning and preparing work schedules and assigning staff to specific duties; 

c) instructing staff on sales procedures, including how to handle difficult or complex cases; 

d) ensuring that customers receive prompt service; 

e) participating in and providing advice to managers on interviewing, hiring training, 

evaluating, promoting and dismissing staff, and resolving staff grievances; 

f)   examining returned goods and deciding on appropriate action; 

g) taking inventory of goods for sale and ordering new stock; 

h) ensuring that goods and services are correctly priced and displayed; 

i) ensuring that safety procedures are enforced; 

j) performing other related tasks; and 

k) supervising other workers; 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

5222.10 Supervisor, Checkout  

5222.20 Supervisor, Supermarket 

5222.90 Shop Supervisor, NEC 

 

5223 SHOP SALES ASSISTANTS 

SHOP SALES ASSISTANTS sell a range of goods and services directly to the public or on 

behalf of retail and wholesale establishments, and explain the functions and qualities of these 

goods and services. 

TASKS include: 

a) determining customer requirements and advising on product range, price, delivery, 

warranties and product use and care;  

b) demonstrating and explaining to customers the establishment's goods and services; 

c) selling goods and services, accepting payment by a variety of payment methods, 

preparing sales invoices and recording sales using cash registers; 

d) moving goods to be sold from storage area to sales area and placing them on display; 

e) ascertaining nature and quality of the product desired by the customer; assisting 

customers in making choices; 
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f) packing and arranging delivery of goods, if necessary; 

g) giving demonstrations of articles on sale in order to inform customers about their 

characteristics and mode of use; 

h) performing related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

5223.10 Assistants, Shop 

5223.20 Salesperson, wholesale (B.T) 

   Assistant Salesperson, wholesale (A.T) 

5223.30 Salesperson, retail (B.T) 

   Assistant Salesperson, retail (A.T) 

5223.40 Sales associate 

5223.90 Shop Sales Assistants, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 523 

CASHIERS AND TICKET CLERKS  

CASHIERS AND TICKET CLERKS deal directly with clients in connection with receiving, 

changing and paying out money in stores, ticket offices and other establishment such as stores 

and ticket offices or similar establishments. 

 

Tasks Performed usually receiving and verifying payment by cash, cheque credit card our 

automatic debit in stores, ticket offices, or similar establishments; giving change and issuing 

receipts; issuing tickets at ticket offices, and taking corresponding payments; counting and 

recording money received or paid out and balancing against cash register sales records; receiving 

incoming cash, checking it against sales slips and other documents, and preparing it for deposit 

at bank; operating cash register to calculate total to be paid from or to clients; scanning, 

weighing and recording prices of goods; wrapping and placing merchandise in bags. 

 

 

Occupations in this minor Group are classified into the following unit Group:- 

 5230 Cashiers and ticket clerks 

  

5230 CASHIERS AND TICKET CLERKS  

CASHIERS AND TICKET CLERKS receive directly form clients payments for goods or 

services bought in establishments such as stores or ticket ï issuing offices, or performing simple 

cash ïhandling operations in stores and ticket offices or within an establishment. 

TASKS include: 

a) establishing or identifying price of goods, services or admission and tabulating bill using 

calculator, cash register or optical price scanner; 

b) receiving and verifying cash, cheque or credit-card payments in stores, ticket offices or 

similar establishments; 

c) giving change and issuing receipts; 

d) issuing tickets at ticket offices and taking corresponding payments; 

e) counting and recording money received or paid out and balancing against cash register 

sales records; 
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f) receiving incoming cash and checking it against sales slips and other documents and 

preparing it for deposit it at bank; 

g) operating cash register to calculate total to be paid from or to clients 

h) scanning, weighing recording prices of goods; 

i) paying out wages to establishmentsô personnel; 

j) wrapping and placing merchandise in bags; 

k) performing related tasks; and 

l) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

5230.10 Cashier, Office/Supervisor 

5230.20 Cashier Store 

5230.30 Cashier, Theatre 

5230.40 Checkout Operator 

5230.45 Service Station Console Operator 

5230.50 Cashier, Booking ïoffice 

5230.60 Clerk, Ticket issuing (except travel) 

5230.70 Cashier, bank 

5230.90 Cashiers and Ticket Clerks, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 524 

OTHER SALES WORKERS 

OTHER SALES WORKERS display, demonstrate, display and sell goods, food and services, 

usually to the general public, in contexts other than sales in markets, streets and shops.  It 

includes sales workers not classified in minor groups 521 Street and market salespersons, 522 

Shop salespersons and 523 Cashiers and ticket clerks. 

 

Tasks Performed usually includes displaying and demonstrating items for sale; posing for 

photographs, film and video, advertising, still photography or for artistic creation; answering 

questions and offering advice on the use of goods and services; taking orders and making 

arrangements for payment, delivery and collection of goods or for  provision of services; selling 

goods and services and soliciting business by approaching potential customers by going from 

door to door or using the telephone or other electronic communications media; selling fuel, 

lubricants and other automotive products at service stations; providing services such as fuelling, 

cleaning, lubricating and performing minor repairs to motor vehicles. Supervisor of other worker 

may be included. 

 

Occupations in this minor Group are classified into the following unit Group:- 

 5241 Fashion and other models 

 5242 Sales demonstrators 

 5243 Door to door salespersons 

 5244 Contact centre salespersons 

 5245 Service station attendants 

 5246 Food service counter attendant 

 5249 Sales workers not elsewhere classified 
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5241 FASHION AND OTHER MODELS 

FASHION AND OTHER MODELS wear and display clothing and accessories and pose for 

photographs, film and video, advertising, still photography or for artistic creation. 

TASKS include: 

a) dressing in sample apparel of new or current styles or of type wanted by customer; 

b) walking, turning and otherwise demonstrating style and other characteristics to best 

advantage; 

c)  posing as subject for sculpture, painting and other types of visual art; 

d)  posing for still photography for magazines and other advertising media; 

e) posing for television, video and cinema commercials and other productions; 

f) performing other related tasks; and 

g) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

5241.10 Model, Fashion 

5241.20 Model, Advertising 

5241.30 Model, Artistôs  

5241.90 Fashion and Other Models, NEC 

 

5242 SALES DEMONSTRATORS 

SALES DEMONSTRATORS demonstrate goods at commercial premises, exhibitions and 

private homes. 

TASKS include: 

a) setting up displays and demonstrating articles for sale to inform customers about their 

characteristics and mode of use, as well as to stimulate buying interest; 

b) answering questions and offering advice on the use of goods; 

c) selling goods or directing customers to sales staff 

d) giving demonstrations of articles on sale in order to inform customers about their 

characteristics and mode of use, as well as to stimulate buying interest; 

e) taking orders and making arrangements for payment, delivery and collection of goods; 

f) offering sample goods and distributing catalogues and advertising material; 

g) performing related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

5242.10 Demonstrators 

5242.20 Sale Merchandiser 

5242.30 Sales promoter 

5242.40 Roller person 

5242.90 Sales Demonstrators, NEC 

 

5243 DOOR TO DOOR SALESPERSONS 

DOOR TO DOOR SALESPERSONS sell goods and services and solicit business for an 

establishment, by approaching or visiting potential customers, usually residents in private homes, 

by going from door to door. 

TASKS include: 
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a) giving details of various goods or services and of terms of sale by visiting clients and 

potential clients door to door; 

b) demonstrating or describing goods or services on offer; 

c) recording orders and transactions and placing orders received with suppliers; 

d) preparing invoices and sales contracts and accepting payment; 

e) distributing letters, information sheets and other documents to clients; 

f) compiling lists of prospective clients and calling on them to obtain new business; 

g) travelling between sales areas and clients and transporting samples or goods for sale; 

h) performing other related tasks; and  

i) supervising other workers.   

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

5243.10 Salesperson, Door to door 

5243.20 Sales representative, Door to door  

5243.30 Salesperson, Party Plan 

5243.90 Door to Door Salespersons, NEC 

 

5244 CONTACT CENTRE SALESPERSONS 

CONTACT CENTRE SALESPERSONS contact existing and prospective customers, using the 

telephone or other electronic communications media, to promote goods and services, obtain sales 

and arrange sales visits. They may work from a customer contact centre or from non-centralised 

premises. 

TASKS include: 

a) promoting goods and services by telephone or electronic mail, following scripts and 

working form lists of contacts; 

b) creating interest in goods and services, and seeking a sale or agreement to see sales 

representatives; 

c) arranging processing and despatch of goods and services, information kits and brochures 

to customers; 

d) arranging appointments for sales representatives 

e) recording notes for follow-up action and updating marketing databases to reflect changes 

to the status of each customer; 

f) reporting competitor activities and issues raised by contacts for attention by managers; 

g) maintaining statistics of calls made and successes achieved; 

h) submitting periodic reports on telemarketing activities and results; 

i) performing other related tasks; and 

j) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

5244.10 Salesperson, Telemarketing 

5244.20 Salesperson, Call Centre 

5244.30 Salesperson, Internet 

5244.40 Salesperson, Customer contact Centre 

5244.50 Telemarketer 

5244.90 Contact centre salespersons NEC 
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5245 SERVICE STATION ATTENDANTS 

SERVICE STATION ATTENDANTS sell fuel, lubricants and other automotive accessories, and 

perform minor maintenance on motor vehicles at service stations.  

TASKS include: 

a) filling fuel tanks and containers to level specified by customer; 

b) checking and replenishing air pressure in vehicle tyres, and oil and other vehicle fluid 

levels;  

c) washing vehicle windscreens and windows; 

d) performing minor repair work to vehicles such as replacing tyres, light bulbs and 

windscreen wiper blades; 

e) maintaining and operating automatic car wash facilities; 

f) collecting payments from customers for purchases; 

g) cleaning petrol pumps and surrounding driveway, shop and facilities;  

h) undertaking stock control and preparing reports on fuel, oil, accessories and other items 

sold; 

i) performing other related tasks;and 

j) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

5245.10 Service Station Attendant  

5245.20 Driveway Attendant 

5245.30 Marina Attendant 

5242.90 Service Station Attendants, NEC 

 

5246 FOOD SERVICE COUNTER ATTENDANTS 

FOOD SERVICE COUNTER ATTENDANTS attendants serve customers at food counters and 

finish preparation of simple food items in restaurants, cafes, hotels, fast food outlets, cafeterias, 

hospitals and other settings. 

TASKS include: 

a) serving food to customers at counters; 

b) ascertaining the products desired by the customer, assisting customer in making a choice 

and taking orders; 

c) cleaning, peeling, slicing and trimming foodstuffs using manual and electric appliances; 

d) preparing simple food items and reheating prepared meals; 

e) portioning and wrapping food or placing it directly on plates for service to patrons; 

f) packaging take-away food; 

g) stocking refrigerators, salad and buffet bars and keeping records of the quantities of food 

used; 

h) receiving payment for food items purchased; 

i) performing other related tasks; and 

j) supervising other workers.49 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

5246.10 Cafeteria Counter Attendant 

5246.20 Salad bar Counter Attendant 

5246.90 Food Service Counter Attendants, NEC 
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5249 SALES WORKERS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED  

SALES WORKERS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED performs various selling tasks not 

performed by that elsewhere classified. Their functions include, lending money to customers 

upon pledge or bonds; lending money on interest to individuals or companies with or without 

collateral or gives particulars of the service provided. 

TASKS include: 

a) stacking and displaying items for sales; 

b) advising customers on the selection, price, delivery, use and care of goods and services; 

c) writing bill, invoice, docket or receipt; 

d) giving demonstrations of articles on sale in order to inform customers about their 

characteristics and mode of use, as well as to stimulate buying interest; 

e) contacting business or private individuals by telephone to solicit sales for good or 

services; 

f) checking stock and participating in stock takes; 

g) performing other related tasks; and 

h) supervising other worker  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

5249.10 Rental salesperson 

 

SUB ï MAJOR GROUP 53 

PERSONAL CARE WORKERS 

PERSONAL CARE WORKERS perform various personal services for children and adults in 

institutions and domestic households. 

 

Tasks Performed usually includes assisting with mobility, washing and other personal needs; 

assisting children individually to learn social skills; supervising and participating in activities 

that enhance the childs' physical, social, emotional and intellectual development in schools and 

preschool; observing and reporting concerns to appropriate medical or social service worker. 

 

Occupations in this Major Group are classified under the following Minor Groups:- 

   531 Child care workers and teachersô aides 

   532 Personal care workers in health services 

 

MINOR GROUP 531 

CHILD CARE WORKERS AND TEACHERSô AIDES 

CHILD CARE WORKERS AND TEACHERSô AIDES Workers provide care and supervision 

for children in schools, residential homes and child care facilities. 

 

Tasks Performed usually includes assisting children individually to learn social skills; 

demonstrating, supervising and participating in activities that enhance the physical, social, 

emotional and intellectual development of children in schools and preschools; assisting in 

preparation of materials and equipment for children's education and recreational activities 

before-school, after-school, during vacation and in day care centres. 

 

Occupations in this minor Group are classified into the following unit Group:- 
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 5311 Child care workers 

 5312 Teachersô aides 

    

5311 CHILD CARE WORKERS 

CHILD CARE WORKERS provide care and supervision for children in residential homes and in 

before-school, after-school, vacation and day care centres. 

TASKS include: 

a) assisting children to wash, dress and feed themselves;; 

b) taking children to and from school or outdoors for recreation; 

c) playing games with children, or entertaining them by reading or storytelling; 

d) assisting in the preparation of materials and equipment for children's education and 

recreational activities; 

e) managing children's behaviour and guiding their social development; 

f) disciplining children and recommending or initiating other measures to control 

behaviour, such as caring for own clothing and picking up toys and books; 

g) observing and monitoring children's play activities; 

h) keeping records on individual children, including daily observations and information about 

activities, meals served, and medications administered; 

i) supervising the hygiene of children; and 

j) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

5311.10 Child care worker; 

5311.20 Baby sitter 

5311.30 Nursemaid  

5311.40 Nanny  

  Yaya/Mlezi wa Watoto 

5311.50 Family day care worker 

5311.60 Out of school hours care worker 

5311.90 Child Care Workers, NEC 

 

5312 TEACHERSô AIDES 

TEACHERSô AIDES perform non-teaching duties to assist teaching staff, and provide care and 

supervision for children in schools and pre-schools. 

TASKS include: 

a) demonstrating, supervising and participating in activities that enhance the physical, social, 

emotional and intellectual development of children in schools and preschools; 

b) preparing indoor and outdoor areas for learning and recreational activities; 

c) assisting children with intellectual, physical, behavioural and other  learning difficulties 

with their studies; 

d) assisting children individually to learn social skills; 

e) assisting with preparing teaching materials, and copying and collating written and printed 

material; 

f)  operating audio-visual equipment, computers and other teaching aides; 

g) distributing and collecting lesson material; 

h) performing other related tasks. 
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OCCUPATIONS include: 

5312.10 Teachersô Assistant 

5312.20 Pre-school Assistant 

5312.90 Teachersô Aide, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 532 

PERSONAL CARE WORKERS IN HEALTH  SERVICES 

PERSONAL CARE WORKERS IN HEALTH SERVICES provide personal care and assistance 

with mobility and activities of daily living to patients, and elderly, convalescent and disabled 

people in health care and residential settings. 

Tasks Performed usually include assisting patients with mobility, personal care and 

communication needs; sterilizing surgical and other instruments and equipment; observing and 

reporting concerns to the appropriate medical or social service workers, preparing patients for 

examination and treatment and participating in planning the care of individuals. 

 

Occupations in this minor Group are classified into the following unit Group: 

5321 Health care assistants 

5322 Home based personal care workers 

5329 Personal care workers in health services not  elsewhere 

classified 

 

5321 HEALTH CARE ASSISTANTS   

HEALTH CARE ASSISTANTS provide direct personal care and assistance with activities of 

daily living to patients and residents in a variety of health care settings such as hospitals, clinics, 

and residential nursing care facilities. They generally work in implementation of established care 

plans and practices, and under the direct supervision of medical, nursing or other health 

professionals or associate professionals. 

TASKS include: 

a) providing care, support and treatment to patients and residents of medical, rehabilitative 

and residential care facilities as per treatment plans established by medical, nursing and 

other health professionals; 

b)  assisting patients with personal and therapeutic care needs such as personal hygiene, 

feeding, dressing, physical mobility and exercise, communication,  taking oral 

medications and changing dressings; 

c) positioning, lifting and turning patients and transporting them in wheelchairs or on 

movable beds; 

d) maintaining patients' environmental hygiene standards, such as cleaning patient rooms 

and changing bed-linen; 

e) providing massage and other non-pharmacological pain relief measures, such as during 

pregnancy and labour; 

f) observing patientsô condition, responses and behaviour and reporting changes to a health 
professional; 

g) performing related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers. 
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OCCUPATIONS include: 

5321.10 Aid, nursing (clinic or hospital) 

5321.20 Birth Assistant 

5321.30 Aid, pharmacy 

5321.40 Patient care Assistant 

5321.50 Aid, Psychiatric 

5321.90 Health Care Assistants, NEC 

 

5322 HOME ïBASED PERSONAL CARE WORKERS           

HOME ïBASED PERSONAL CARE WORKERS provide routine personal care and assistance 

with activities of daily living to persons who are in need of such care due to effects of ageing, 

illness, injury, or other physical or mental condition  in  private homes and other independent 

residential settings. 

TASKS include: 

a) assisting clients with personal and therapeutic care needs such as personal hygiene, 

feeding, dressing, physical mobility and exercise, communication, taking oral 

medications and changing dressings, usually as per care plans established by a health 

professional; 

b) maintaining records of client care, changes in condition and responses to care and 

treatment, and reporting; 

c) concerns or providing referrals to a health or social services professional; 

d) positioning and lifting clients with physical mobility challenges, and helping transport 

them in wheelchairs and motor vehicles; 

e) providing clients and families with emotional support and information and advice on topics 

such as nutrition, hygiene, exercise, caring for infants, or adapting to disability or illness; 

f)   maintaining clients' environmental hygiene standards, such as changing bed linen, 

washing clothes and dishes, and cleaning living quarters; 

g) providing psychological support to clients such as through conversation or reading aloud; 

h) planning, purchasing, preparing, or serving meals to meet nutritional requirements and 

prescribed diets; 

i)  providing support to parents and care for newborns during the postpartum period; 

j) scheduling and accompanying clients for appointments with medical doctors and other 

health professionals or performing other errands; 

k) performing other related tasks; and 

l) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

5322.10 Home care Aide 

5322.20 Aide, Nursing (Home) 

5322.30 Home birth Assistant 

5322.40 Personal Care Provider 

5322.50 Blind Aide  

5322.90 Home ïBased Personal Care Workers, NEC 
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5329 PERSONAL CARE WORKERS IN HEALTH SERVICES NOT ELSEWHERE 

CLASSIFIED ONAL  CARE WORKERS IN HEALTH 

SERVICNOTELSEWHERLASSIFIED 

This unit group covers personal care workers in health services not classified elsewhere in Minor 

group 532: Personal care workers in health services.  For instance the group includes occupations 

such as Dental aid, Sterilization aid, and Hospital orderly, Medical imaging assistant, and 

Pharmacy aid.  

TASKS Include  

a) cleaning and sterilizing surgical, dental and pharmaceutical    instruments bottles, beakers 

and other equipment; 

b) labelling drugs, chemicals and other pharmaceutical preparations and replenishing stock on 

shelves; 

c) lifting, turning, and moving patients and transporting them in wheelchairs or on moveable 

beds; 

d) preparing patients for examination or treatment; 

e) setting  up instrument trays, preparing materials, and assisting dentists or radiographers 

during  procedures; 

f)  exposing diagnostic X-rays. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

5329.10 Dental aid 

5329.20 First-aid attendant 

5329.30 Hospital orderly 

5329.40 Medical imaging assistant 

5329.50 Pharmacy aid 

5329.60 Phlebotomist 

5329.70 Sterilization aid 

 

SUB MAJOR GROUP 54 

PROTECTIVE SERVICES WORKERS  

PROTECTIVE SERVICES WORKERS protect individuals and property against fire and other 

hazards, maintain Law and order, and enforce laws and regulations. 

 

Most occupations in this Sub-Major Group require skill at the second skill level, as defined by 

TASCO in the introduction. In a system of continuing education, courses at this level begin at 

age 14 or 15 and last for three to four years after the primary education stage. 

 

Tasks Performed by Protective Service Worker usually consist of preventing , fighting and 

extinguishing fires and saving persons and after fire; maintaining law and order, protecting 

persons and property from hazards and unlawful acts and arresting persons for contraventions of 

the law; directing traffic and assuming authority in the event of accidents; and watching and 

maintaining discipline among inmates of prisons, reformatories or penitentiaries .supervision of 

other workers may be included. 

 

Occupations in this Sub-Major Group are classified under the following Minor groups: 

   541 Protective services workers 
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MINOR GROUP 541 

PROTECTIVE SERVICES WORKERS  

PROTECTIVE SERVICES WORKERS protect individuals and property against fire and other 

hazards, maintain law and order and enforce laws and regulations. 

 

Tasks Performed by Protective Service Workers usually consist of preventing, fighting and 

extinguishing fires and saving persons and salvaging property and goods during and after fire; 

maintaining law and order, protecting persons and property from hazards and unlawful acts and 

arresting persons for contraventions of the law; directing traffic and assuming authority in the 

event of accidents; and watching and maintaining discipline among inmate of prisons, 

reformatories or penitentiaries. Supervision of other workers may be included. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified into the following unit Group: 

5411 Fire-fighters 

5412 Police officers (Policemen and Policewomen) 

5413 Prison guards 

5414 Security guards 

5419 Protective services workers not elsewhere    classified 

 

5411 FIRE-FIGHTERS 

FIRE-FIGHTERS prevent, fight and extinguish fires and assist in other emergencies, protect life 

and property and conduct rescue efforts. 

TASKS include: 

a) responding to fire alarms and other calls for assistance, such as automobile and industrial 

accidents, bomb threats and other emergencies; 

b) controlling and extinguishing fires using manual and power equipment and fire fighting 

chemicals; 

c) fighting special types of fires and using special equipment in industrial establishments; 

d) rescuing people from burning buildings and accident sites and those trapped in dangerous 

situations; 

e) preventing or limiting the spread of dangerous substances in case of fires or accidents; 

f) spraying runway with chemical foam to reduce danger of explosion on impact when 

disabled aircraft is about to make emergency landing; 

g) informing the public about fire prevention; 

h) performing other related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

5411.10 Fire Fighter (B.T) 

   Officer, fireman (A.T) 

   Mzima Moto 

5411.20 Fire salvage specialist 

5411.30 Fire fighter, aircraft accident 

5411.40 Fireman (fire brigade) 

5411.50 Fire Fighter, forest 

5411.90 Fire Fighter, NEC 
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   Wazima Moto ïWengine 

 

 5412 POLICE OFFICERS 

POLICE OFFICERS maintain law and order, prevent and solve crimes and enforce laws and 

regulations.  

TASKS include: 

a) patrolling a specific area to maintain public order, respond to emergencies, protect people 

and property and enforce laws and regulations; 

b) identifying, pursuing and arresting suspects and perpetrators of criminal acts; 

c) discovering facts concerned with the prevention and solution of crimes and arresting 

violators of the law; 

d) directing traffic and assuming authority in the event of accidents; 

e) performing services such as summons to offenders of traffics regulations, assuming 

authority in case of accident; 

f) providing emergency assistance to victims of accidents, crime nad natural disasters; 

g) keeping records, makes reports of activities and gives evidence in courts; 

h) performing related tasks; 

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

5412.10 Constable, Police 

5412.20 Officer, Police 

5412.30 Traffic, Police 

5412.40 Warden, Traffic 

5412.50 Auxiliary Police person 

5412.60 Police Officer, Crime Prevention 

5412.70 Police Patrol Officer 

5412.90 Police, Officer, NEC 

 

5413 PRISON GUARDS 

PRISON GUARDS watch over and maintain discipline among inmates of prisons, reformatories 

or penitentiaries. 

TASKS include 

a) searching arriving prisoners, putting their valuables in safekeeping, escorting prisoners to 

cells and locking them in; 

b) making periodic inspection tours of cells and inspecting and maintaining the security 

locks, windows, door and gates; 

c) supervising prisoners at work, meals, or during recreation periods; 

d) observing the conduct and behaviour of prisoners to prevent disturbances and escapes; 

e)  patrolling prison areas to prevent escape; 

f) assisting with the implementation of rehabilitation programs; 

g) escorting prisoner in transit and during temporary leave; 

h) performing  other related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers. 
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OCCUPATIONS include: 

5413.10 Prison Guard  

   Askari Magereza 

5413.20 Warden, prison 

5413.90 Prison guard, NEC 

 

5414 SECURITY GUARDS          

SECURITY GUARDS patrol or monitor premises to guard property against theft and vandalism. 

They control access to establishments and maintain order and enforce regulations at public 

events and within establishments. 

TASKS include: 

a) patrolling premises and checking doors, windows and gates to prevent and detect signs of 

unauthorised entry; 

b) controlling access to establishments, monitoring and authorizing the entrance or departure 

of employees and visitors, checking identification and issuing security passes; 

c) circulating among visitors, patrons, or employees to preserve order, protect property from 

theft or vandalism and enforce the regulations of the establishment; 

d) responding to alarms, investigating disturbances and contacting superiors, police or fire-

fighters as appropriate; 

e) performing security checks of passengers and luggage at airports; 

f)   picking up and ensuring the safe delivery of cash and valuables to banks, automated teller 

machines and retail establishments; 

g) taking action to prevent violence or disturbance; 

h) performing  other related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

5414.10 Security Guard, officer (B.T) 

   Estate, Guard (R.T) 

   Mlinzi wa usalama 

   Mlinzi waMiliki  

5414.20 Patrolperson, Security  

5414.30 Assistant, Security Guard 

5414.40 Peopleôs Militia 

   Askari Mgambo 

5414.50 Forest Guard 

5414.60 BodyGuard 

5414.70 Guard, Museum 

5414, 80 Doorkeeper 

5414.90 Security guard, NEC 

 

5419 PROTECTIVE SERVICES WORKERS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED  

PROTECTIVE SERVICES WORKERS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED this unit group 

covers protective services workers not classified elsewhere in Minor Group 514: Protective 

Service and Related Workers. For instance, here should be classified those who act as 

bodyguards, lifeguards or game wardens. 
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TASKS include:  

a) performing the duties of a bodyguard; 

b) patrolling beaches and swimming pools to prevent accidents and to rescue bathers from 

drowning; 

c) patrolling natural reserves, game parks, forest areas and enclosures to prevent theft and 

killing of game; 

d) undertaking salvage and rescue work in case of marine accident; 

e) performing various underwater tasks, connected with salvage work or recovering dead 

bodies; 

f) keeping watch in central offices of the installation equipped to receive automatic alarm; 

g) responsible to lead staff to carry out patrol, ambush and search follow Wildlife 

Protection, preparing the charge sheet, leading control task to on disruption wildlife, 

regulate supervise store and help chief department to carry out administrative duties; 

h) responsible for recovery and caring the park, supervise the employees to makes 

fieldwork, and patrolling the boundary of park; 

i) performing  other related tasks; and 

j) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

5419.10 Game ranger 

5419.20 Warden, Game 

5419.30 Assistant, park/estate 

5419.40 Detective, store 

5419.50 Investigator, industrial 

5419.60 Investigator, private 

5419.70 Inspector, water 

5419.80 Alarm Investigator  

 

MAJOR GROUP 6 

SKILLED AGRICULTURAL, FORESTRY AND FISHERY WORKERS  

SKILLED AGRICULTURAL,  FORESTRY AND FISHERY WORKERS supervise and 

coordinate the activities of farm hands engaged in agricultural activities, shear animals, inspect 

and grade wool, skins, hides or tanned leather, and train animals. 

 

Most occupations in this major Group require skills at the first or second skill level, as Defined 

by TASCO in the Introduction. It should be noted that the needed skills, consisting of an 

understanding of the natural environment and the crops and animals worked with, as well as 

manual strength and dexterity are often acquired through informal, on-the job training and 

through experience as helpers or labourers on the farm. 

When these skills are obtained through formal education or vocation training, they normally 

demand courses classified by TASCO as educational Level I. In the Tanzanian System of 

education, where primary education begins at age 7 or 8, Courses at this level, begin at age 14 or 

15 and last for 1 to 2 years. 

 

Tasks performed by skilled agricultural workers include organizing agricultural activities such as 

seeding and harvesting, ensuring that these activities are completed within deadlines; shearing 
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wool or hair from animals; grading wool, hair, hides and skins and maintaining records; and 

training animals. 

 

Occupations in this Major Group are classified under the following Sub Major Groups: 

61 Market-oriented skilled agricultural workers  

62 Market-oriented skilled forestry, fishery and hunting workers  

63 Subsistence farmers, fishers, hunters and gatherers 

 

SUB MAJOR GROUP 61 

MARKET -ORIENTED SKILLED AGRICULTURAL WORKERS  

MARKET-ORIENTED SKILLED AGRICULTURAL WORKERS supervise and coordinate the 

activities of farm hands engaged in agricultural activities, shear animals, inspect and grade wool, 

skins, hides or tanned leather, and train animals. 

 

Most occupations in this major Group require skills at the first or second skill level, as Defined 

by TASCO in the Introduction. It should be noted that the needed skills, consisting of an 

understanding of the natural environment and the crops and animals worked with, as well as 

manual strength and dexterity are often acquired through informal, on-the job training and 

through experience as helpers or labourers on the farm. 

When these skills are obtained through formal education or vocation training, they normally 

demand courses classified by TASCO as educational Level I. In the Tanzanian System of 

education, where primary education begins at age 7 or 8, courses at this level, begin at age 14 or 

15 and last for 1 to 2 years. 

 

Tasks preformed by skilled agricultural workers include organizing agricultural activities such as 

seeding and harvesting, ensuring that these activities are completed within deadlines; shearing 

wool or hair from animals; grading wool, hair, hides and skins and maintaining records; and 

training animals. 

 

Occupations in this Sub Major Group are classified under the following Minor Groups: 

611 Market gardeners and Crop growers  

612 Animal producers 

613 Mixed crop and Animal producers 

 

MINOR GROUP 611 

MARKET GARDEN ERS AND CROP GROWERS 

MARKET GARDENERS AND CROP GROWERS plan and carry out the necessary operations 

mainly to grow vegetables by the intensive cultivation techniques and cultivate tree, shrub, 

flowers and other plants; and to produce bulbs and seed, depending upon the nature of the soil, 

climate, irrigation and marketing facilities, for sale or delivery on regular basis to wholesale 

buyers, marketing organisations or at markets. 

 

Tasks performed usually include planning and carrying out the necessary operations to grow and 

harvest various types of field crops such as wheat and other cereals, rice, beetroot, sugar cane, 

ground nuts, tobacco, reeds or other field crops and potatoes, cabbages or other field vegetables, 

for sale or delivery on a regular basis to wholesale buyers, marketing organizations or at markets.                             
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Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups: 

6111 Field Crop and Vegetable Growers 

6112 Tree and Shrub Crop Grower 

6113 Gardeners, Horticultural and Nursery Growers 

6114 Mixed Crop Growers 

6115 Cash farmer 

  

6111 FIELD CROP AND VEGETABLE GROWERS  

FIELD CROP AND VEGETABLE GROWERS plan, organize and carry out the necessary 

operations to grow and harvest various types of field crops such as wheat and other cereals, rice, 

beetroot, sugar cane, ground nuts, tobacco, reeds or other field crops and potatoes, cabbages or 

other field vegetables, for sale or delivery on a regular basis to wholesale buyers, marketing 

organizations or at markets. 

TASKS include: 

a) monitoring market activity and conditions, determining types and quantities of crops to be 

grown, and planning and coordinating production accordingly; 

b) preparing soil by hand or machine, and spreading fertilizers and manure; 

c) selecting and sowing seeds, and planting seedlings; 

d) maintaining crops by cultivating soil, by transplanting, pruning or thinning plants, and by 

setting up and operating irrigation equipment; 

e) controlling weeds, pests and diseases, by applying herbicides and pesticides; 

f) harvesting crops and destroying diseased or superfluous crops; 

g) inspecting, cleaning, grading, packaging, storing and loading crops for sale or delivery to 

market; 

h) tending working animals and maintaining farm buildings, structures, equipment and water 

supply systems; 

i)   storing and carrying out some processing of produce; 

j)   promoting and marketing products, arranging the sale, purchase and transportation of 

produce and supplies and maintaining and evaluating records of farm activities and 

transactions; 

k) training and supervising workers in crop production, maintenance duties, and health and 

safety precautions and hiring and discharging workers and contractors; 

l) performing  other related tasks; 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

6111.10 Farm worker, General 

6111.20 Farm worker, paddy 

   Mkulima wa zao la Mpunga 

6111.25 Cotton Farmer 

6111.30 Cereal Farmer 

6111.35 Sugar-Cane Grower 

6111.40 Skilled Farm worker, Field crop 

6111.45 Market garden worker 

6111.50 Vegetable Grower 

6111.60 Tree Taper, Except Rubber 

6111.70 Irrigator 

6111.90 Field Crop and Vegetable Growers, NEC 
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6112 TREE AND SHRUB CROP GROWER 

TREE AND SHRUB CROP GROWER plan, organize and performing operations to grow and 

harvest trees and shrubs, such as fruit and nut trees, tea and coffee bushes, grape vines, berry-

bearing bushes, cocoa trees and rubber trees and to collect sap, for sale or delivery on a regular 

basis to wholesale buyers, marketing organisations or at markets.  

TASKS include: 

a) monitoring market activity and conditions, determining types and quantities of crops to be 

grown, and planning and coordinating production accordingly; 

b) preparing soil by hand or machine, and spreading fertilizers and manure; selecting and 

sowing seeds, and planting seedlings; 

c) maintaining crops by cultivating soil, by transplanting, pruning or thinning trees and 

shrubs, and by setting up and operating irrigation equipment; 

d) controlling weeds, pests and diseases, by applying herbicides and pesticides; 

e) tending trees or bushes, collecting sap and harvesting crops; 

f)   inspecting, cleaning, grading, packaging, storing and loading crops for sale or delivery to 

market; 

g) tending working animals and maintaining farm buildings, structures, equipment and water 

supply systems; 

h) storing and carrying out some processing of produce; 

i)   promoting and marketing products, arranging the sale, purchase and transportation of 

produce and supplies and maintaining and evaluating records of farm activities and 

transactions; 

j)  training and supervising workers in crop production, maintenance duties, and health and 

safety precautions and hiring and discharging workers and contractors; 

k) performing related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

6112.10 Tree and shrub crop farm worker 

6112.20 Farm worker, skilled/shrub crop  

6112.30 Farmer, rubber  

6112.40 Tea Grower 

6112.45 Rubber tapper  

6112.50 Viticulturist 

6112.55 Farmer, fruit and nut trees 

6112.60 Harvester, loose fruit 

6112.70 Farmer, pineapple 

6112.80 Farm worker, coconut 

6112.90 Tree and Shrub Crop Grower, NEC 

 

6113 GARDENERS, HORTICULTURAL AND NURSERY GROWERS  

GARDENERS, HORTICULTURAL AND NURSERY GROWERS plan organize and perform 

operations to cultivate and maintain trees, shrubs, flowers and other plants in parks and private 

gardens, and to produce saplings, bulbs and seeds, or grow vegetables and flowers by intensive 

cultivation techniques, for sale or delivery on a regular basis to wholesale buyers, marketing 

organizations or at markets.  

TASKS include:- 
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a) monitoring market activity and conditions determining kinds and amounts of vegetables, 

horticultural and nursery products to be grown and planning and coordinating production 

accordingly; 

b) preparing land by conditioning soil, levelling ground and installing and operating irrigation 

and drainage systems; 

c) planting trees, hedges, garden plants, grass; 

d) pruning and trimming trees, shrubs and hedges, installing plant supports and protection, 

and rolling, mowing aerating and edging lawns; 

e) constructing features and facilities within gardens, such as paths or paved areas, walls, 

rockeries, garden beds ponds and water features, sheds and fences; 

f) checking the health of plants and trees, identifying and treating weeds, pests and diseases, 

and applying mulch and fertilizers; 

g) producing saplings, bulbs and seeds and raising plants from seeds or cuttings; 

h) harvesting crops inspecting, cleaning, grading, packaging, storing and loading products for 

sale or delivery to market; 

i)   maintaining buildings, greenhouses and other structures, equipment and water supply 

systems; 

j)   storing and carrying out some processing of produce; 

k) promoting and marketing products, arranging the sale, purchase and transportation of 

produce and supplies and maintaining and evaluating records of activities and 

transactions; 

l)  training and supervising workers in production, maintenance duties, and health and safety 

precautions and hiring and discharging workers and contractors; 

m) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include:  

6113.10 Horticultural grower (B.T) 

   Horticultuurist (R.T) 

6113.20 Market gardener skilled worker 

6113.30 Nursery Grower (B.T) 

   Nursery skilled worker (A.T) 

   Mfanyakazi bustani ya mbegu 

6113.40 Mushroom Cultivator 

6113.50 Gardener 

6113.60 Groundsman 

6113.90 Gardeners, Horticultural and Nursery Growers, NEC 

 

6114 MIXED CROP GROWERS 

 MIXED CROP GROWERS plan and carry out the necessary operations to grow and harvest 

specific combinations of field crops, field vegetables, tree and shrub crops, and garden, 

horticultural and nursery products, for sale or delivery on a regular basis to wholesale buyers, 

marketing organizations or at markets.  

TASKS include  

a) monitoring market activity and conditions, determining types and quantities of crops to be 

grown, and planning and coordinating production accordingly;  

b) preparing soil by hand or machine, and spreading fertilizers and manure; 
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c) selecting and sowing seeds, and planting seedlings; 

d) maintaining crops by cultivating soil, by transplanting, pruning or thinning crops trees and 

shrubs, and by setting up and operating irrigation equipment; 

e) growing flowers and vegetables by intensive cultivation; 

f)   producing saplings, bulbs and seeds; 

g) harvesting crops inspecting, cleaning, grading, packaging, storing and loading products for 

sale or delivery to market; 

h) tending working animals and maintaining farm buildings, structures, equipment and water 

supply systems;  

i)   storing and carrying out some processing of produce; 

j)   promoting and marketing products, arranging the sale, purchase and transportation of 

produce and supplies and maintaining and evaluating records of activities and 

transactions; 

k) training and supervising workers in production, maintenance duties, and health and safety 

precautions and hiring and discharging workers and contractors; 

l) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

6114.10 Mixed crop farmer 

6114.20 Skilled farm worker (mixed crops) 

6114.90 Mixed crop grower, NEC 

 

 

612 ANIMAL PRODUCERS  

ANIMAL PRODUCERS plan, organize and perform farming operations to breed and raise 

domesticated animals, poultry, insects and non-domesticated animals for the production of meat, 

dairy products, honey, skins, textiles and other products or for use as working, sporting or 

recreational animals, for sale or delivery to wholesale buyers, marketing organizations or at 

markets. 

 

Tasks Performed include monitoring market activity and conditions, determining kinds and 

amounts of products to produce, planning and coordinating production accordingly; raising, 

feeding and tending animals; preparing animals or animal products for market; monitoring and 

examining animals to detect illness, injury, or disease, and to check physical condition such as 

rate of weight gain; performing duties related to animal reproduction, such as breeding, artificial 

insemination, and helping with animal births; renting or investing in and maintaining and 

cleaning buildings, machinery, equipment , and structures; storing and carrying out some 

processing of produce; promoting and marketing products, arranging the sale, purchase and 

transportation of stock, produce and supplies and maintaining and evaluating records of activities 

and transactions; training and supervising workers in animal care procedures, maintenance 

duties, and health and safety precautions and hiring and discharging workers and contractors. 

 

Occupations in this Minor group are classified under the following Unit group 

6121  Livestock and Dairy Producers 

6122  Poultry Producers 

6123  Apiarists and Sericulturists 
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6129  animal producers not elsewhere classified 

 

6121 LIVESTOCK AND DAIRY PRODUCERS  

LIVESTOCK AND DAIRY PRODUCERS plan and carry out the necessary operations to breed, 

raise and tend livestock such as cattle, sheep, pigs, goats, horses, rabbits, dogs or cats to be used 

as working, sporting, or pet animals as well as meat, milk, hair, hides and other products for sale 

or delivery on a regular basis to wholesale buyers, marketing organizations or at markets. 

TASKS include: 

a) monitoring market activity and conditions, determining kinds and amounts of stock to 

produce, planning and coordinating production accordingly; 

b) cultivating pastures and providing and monitoring fodder and water supplies to maintain 

appropriate nutritional levels and condition of livestock; 

c) monitoring and examining animals to detect illness, injury, or disease, and to check 

physical condition such as rate of weight gain; 

d) grooming , marking, clipping, trimming, drenching and/or castrating animals and shearing 

coats to collect hair or wool; 

e) herding livestock to pastures for grazing or to scales, sheds, vehicles, or other enclosures; 

f)   milking animals by hand or using milking machines; 

g) mixing feed, additives, and medicines in prescribed portions and distributing or hand-

feeding to animals for consumption;  

h) performing duties related to livestock reproduction, such as breeding, artificial 

insemination, and helping with animal births;  

i)  maintaining and cleaning farm buildings, machinery, equipment, and structures; 

j)  slaughtering and skinning animals and preparing them for market; 

k) storing and carrying out some processing of animal and dairy produce; 

l)   promoting and marketing products, arranging the sale, purchase and transportation of 

livestock, produce and 

m) supplies and maintaining and evaluating records of farm activities and transactions; 

n) training and supervising workers in animal care procedures, maintenance duties, and health 

and safety precautions and hiring and discharging workers and contractors; 

o) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

6121.10 Farmer, livestock and Dairy (B.T) 

   Farmer, Mixed Animal (R.T) 

   Beef cattle farmer (R.T) 

   Mfugaji wa ngôombe wa Nyama 

   Sheep farmer (R.T) 

   Goat farmer (R.T) 

   Pig Farmer (R.T) 

   Rabbit Farmer (R.T) 

6121.15 Range and Ranching Farmer  

6121.20 Dairy farmer 

   Mfugaji wa Ngôombe wa Maziwa 

6121.30 Dairy farm skilled worker  

  Mfanyakazi, shamba la ngôombe wa Maziwa 
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6121.40 Beef cattle farm skilled worker  

  Mfanyakazi, shamba la ngôombe wa Nyama 

6121.50 Farm worker, skilled/ mixed animal husbandry 

   Livestock Skilled Worker (R.T) 

   Livestock Field Auxiliary (R.T) 

6121.60 Milker, Machine 

   Mkamua Ngôombe kwa Mashine 

6121.70 Shepherd 

6121.90 Livestock and Dairy Producers, NEC 

  

6122 POULTRY PRODUCERS 

POULTRY PRODUCERS plan and carry out the necessary operations to breed, raise chickens, 

turkeys, geese, duck and other poultry to produce or eggs, meat, feathers and breeding stock for 

sale or delivery to wholesale buyers, marketing organizations or at markets.  

TASKS include: 

a) monitoring market activity, planning and coordinating production accordingly, maintaining 

and evaluating records of farming activities; 

b) growing and purchasing feed and other supplies needed to maintain appropriate nutritional 

levels and condition of poultry; 

c) monitoring and examining poultry to detect illness, injury, or disease, and to check 

physical condition, such as rate of weight gain, and removing weak, ill and dead poultry 

from flock; 

d) mixing feed and feed additives and filling feed and water containers;  

e) vaccinating poultry via drinking water, injection, or dusting of air;  

f) collecting and storing eggs and packaging them for sale delivery to market; 

g) determining sex of chicks and facilitating breeding, artificial insemination, and hatching of 

eggs;  

h) renting or investing in and maintaining and cleaning farm buildings, machinery, 

equipment, and structures; 

i) slaughtering and dressing poultry for sale or delivery to market; 

j) storing and carrying out some processing of produce; 

k) arranging the sale, purchase and transportation stock, produce and supplies; 

l) performing related tasks; and 

m) supervising other workers 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

6122.10 Farmer, poultry 

   Mfugaji wa kuku 

6122.20 Poultry Farm Skilled worker 

   Mfanyakazi, Shamba la Kuku 

6122.30 Hatchery worker, poultry 

  Mfanyakazi Wa Kutotoa  Vifaranga 

6122.40 Inseminator, poultry 

6122.50 Vaccinator, poultry 

6122.60 Breeder, Poultry 

6122.70 Tender, Poultry 
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6122.90 Poultry Producers, NEC 

 

6123 APIARISTS AND SERICULTURISTS  

APIARISTS AND SERICULTURISTS plan and carry out the necessary operations to breed, 

raise and tend insects such as honey bees, silkworms or other species, for sale or delivery of 

honey, beeswax, silk cocoons, etc., on a regular basis to wholesalers, marketing organizations or 

at markets. 

TASKS include: 

a) determining the kinds and amounts of insect products to be produced; 

b) purchasing insects, growing or purchasing food and other supplies; 

c) renting or investing in buildings, equipment and machinery; 

d) breeding, raising and tending insects and collecting their products; 

e) storing and carrying out some basic processing of their produce; 

f) maintaining buildings, machinery and equipment; 

g) delivering or marketing products; 

h) performing  other related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

6123.10 Farmer, bee keeping (B.T) 

  Apiarist (R.T) 

6123.20 Worker, Sericulture (B.T) 

  Sericulturists (R.T) 

6123.90 Apiarists and Sericulturists, NEC 

 

6129 ANIMAL PRODUCERS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED  

ANIMAL PRODUCERS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED engage in breeding, raising and 

tending wild animals, game birds and other birds,  non-domesticated fur giving animals, snakes 

and other reptiles as well as various insects and animals used for laboratory tests for sale or 

delivery on a regular basis to wholesale buyers, marketing organizations, zoos and circuses or at 

markets. 

TASKS include: 

a) buying or setting up necessary buildings, open or sheltered space, equipment, etc and 

maintaining them; 

b) determining kinds and amounts of animals to be raised; 

c) purchasing animals, growing or purchasing food and other supplies; 

d) breeding, raising, feeding and tending animals; 

e) slaughtering and skinning animals and preparing them for market; 

f) storing and carrying out some basic processing of their produce; 

g) protecting animals, especially in animal reserves; 

h) training animals for racing, circus performances and the like; 

i) performing related tasks, and 

j) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

6129.10 Crocodile Farmer 
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6129.20 Fur Farmer (Non-domestic animals) 

6129.30 Snakes Farmer 

6129.40 Monkey Farmer 

6129.50 Ostrich Farmer 

6129.50 Camel Farmer  

 

613 MIXED CROP AND ANIMAL PRODUCERS   

MIXED CROP AND ANIMAL PRODUCERS plan, organize and perform farming operations to 

grow and harvest field, tree and various other crops, as well as to breed, raise and tend animals 

and to produce a variety of animal husbandry products, for sale or delivery to wholesale buyers, 

marketing organizations or at markets. 

 

Tasks performed usually include monitoring market activity, planning and coordinating 

production accordingly, monitoring market activity and conditions, determining kinds and 

amounts of crops to be grown and animals to be raised, and planning and coordinating 

production accordingly; purchasing seeds, fertilizer, and other supplies; performing operations 

such as land preparation, sowing, planting, cultivating and harvesting crops; producing or buying 

fodder and other food supplies; breeding, raising and tending animals; killing and skinning 

animals, and preparing animals or animal products for market; renting or investing in and 

maintaining and cleaning farm buildings, machinery, equipment , and structures; storing and 

carrying out some processing of produce; promoting and marketing products, arranging the sale, 

purchase and transportation of livestock, produce and supplies and maintaining and evaluating 

records of farm activities and transactions; training and supervising workers in animal care 

procedures, maintenance duties, and health and safety precautions and hiring and discharging 

workers and contractors. 

 

6130 MIXED CROP FARMERS AND ANIMAL PRODUCERS  

MIXED CROP FARMERS ANIMAL PRODUCERS plan, organize and perform farming 

operations to grow and harvest field, tree and various other crops, as well as to breed, raise and 

tend animals and to produce a variety of animal husbandry products, for sale or delivery to 

wholesale buyers, marketing organizations or at markets. 

TASKS include: 

a) determining kinds and amounts of crops to be grow; 

b) purchasing seeds, fertilizer and other supplies; 

c) renting or investing in land and land improvements, buildings, working animals, 

equipment and machinery; 

d) performing farm operations such as land preparation, sowing, planting and tending trees 

or bushes, collecting sap and harvesting crops; 

e) storing and carrying out some basic processing of their produce; 

f) tending working animals and maintaining farm buildings, machinery and equipment; 

g) delivering or marketing farm products; 

h) performing other related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

6130.10 Farmer, Mixed Farming  
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6130.20 Skilled Farm Worker, Mixed Farming 

6130.90 Mixed Crop Farmers Animal Producers, NEC 

 

SUB MAJOR GROUP 62 

MARKET -ORIENTED SKILLED FORESTRY, FISHERY AND HUNTING WORKERS  

MARKET-ORIENTED SKILLED AND FORESTRY, FISHERY AND HUNTING WORKERS 

plan and carry out the necessary operations to grow and harvest field or tree and shrub crops, 

gather wild fruits and plants, breed, tend or hunt animals,  cultivate, conserve and exploit forests, 

Breed and cultivate fish and other forms of aquatic life; Hunt, trap animals, birds and reptiles for 

sale or delivery on a regular basis of the animals, animal products and forest products  to 

wholesale buyers, marketing organizations or at the market. 

 

Most occupations in this Sub major Group require skills at the first or second skill level, as 

Defined by TASCO in the Introduction. It should be noted that the needed skills, consisting of an 

understanding of the natural environment and the crops and animals worked with, as well as 

manual strength and dexterity are often acquired through informal, on-the job training and 

through experience as helpers or labourers on the farm. 

When these skills are obtained through formal education or vocation training, they normally 

demand courses classified by TASCO as educational Level I. In the Tanzanian System of 

education, where primary education begins at age 7 or 8, courses at this level, begin at age 14 or 

15 and last for 1 to 2 years. 

 

Tasks performed by workers in this sub-major group usually include: preparing the soil; sowing, 

planting, spraying, fertilizing and harvesting field crops, grow fruit and other tree and shrub 

crops; growing garden vegetables and horticultural products; growing or gathering wild fruits, 

medicinal and other plants; raising, breeding, tending or hunting animals mainly to obtain meat, 

milk, hair, fur, skin, sericulture, apiarian or other products; cultivating, conserving and exploiting 

forests; breeding and raising fish or catching them; cultivating or gathering other forms of 

aquatic life; storing and carrying out some basic processing of their produce; selling their 

products to wholesalers, marketing organizations or at markets. Supervision of other workers 

may be included. 

 

Occupations in this sub-major group are classified into the following minor groups: 

621 Forestry and related workers 

622 Fishery workers, hunters and trappers 

 

621 FORESTRY AND RELATED WORKERS  

FORESTRY AND RELATED WORKERS carry out the necessary operations to cultivate, 

conserve and exploit forests, for sale or delivery of forest products on a regular basis to 

wholesale buyers, marketing organizations or at markets. 

 

Tasks performed include establishing and caring for forest stands; locating trees to be felled and 

estimating volume of timber; felling trees and sawing them into logs; shaping rough wooden 

products on a regular from logs at felling site; stacking logs, loading them in chutes or floating 

them down rivers; operating simple kiln or digester or convert wood into charcoal or extract 
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crude turpentine from wood; patrolling and keeping watch to detect forest fires; and participating 

in fire-fighting operations. Hiring and supervising other workers may be included. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Group:- 

6210   Forestry and Related Workers 

  

6210  FORESTRY AND RELATED WORKERS  

FORESTRY AND RELATED WORKERS carry out the necessary operations to cultivate, 

conserve and exploit forest, for sale or delivery of forestry products on a regular basis to 

wholesale buyers, marketing organisations or at the markets. 

TASKS include: 

a) assessing sites for reforestation, selecting seedlings and planting trees using manual 

planting tools and establishing and caring for forest stands; 

b) locating trees to be felled and estimating volume of timber;  

c) operating chainsaw and other power saws to thin young forest stands, trim, top and fell 

trees and saw them into logs; 

d) shaping rough wooden products from logs at felling site; 

e) stacking logs and loading them in chutes or floating them down rivers; 

f)   keeping watch to detect forest fires, participating in fire fighting operations, completing 

fire fighting reports delivering or marketing products; 

g) controlling and maintaining a skidder, bulldozer or other prime mover to pull a variety of 

scarification or site preparation equipment over areas to be generated; 

h) performing related other tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

6210.10 Logger, General 

     Mkata Maboriti 

6210.20 Tree feller and Bucker 

    Mkata Miti 

6210.30 Logger  

6210.40 Logging Climber         

6210.50 Forest Skilled Worker 

    Forestry Auxiliary 

    Forestry Field Auxiliary 

6210.60 Timber Cruiser 

6210.70 Charcoal Burner 

     Mchoma Mkaa 

6210.80 Tree feller 

6210.90 Forestry and Related Workers, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 622 

FISHERY WORKERS, HUNTER S AND TRAPPERS 

Fishery workers, hunters and trappers catch, breed and cultivate fish and other aquatic life, trap 

and catch animal, for sale or delivery on a regular basis to wholesale buyers, marketing 

organisations or at markets. 
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Tasks performed include breeding, raising and cultivating fish, mussels, oysters and other forms 

of aquatic life as cash crops or for release into freshwater or saltwater; monitoring environments 

to ensure maintenance of optimum conditions for aquatic life; cleaning, freezing, icing or salting 

catch on- or offshore and preparing fish and other products for shipment;  renting or investing in 

and maintaining buildings, tanks, machinery, fishing vessels and other equipment;  preparing and 

repairing nets and other fishing gear and equipment; operating fishing vessels to, from and at 

fishing grounds;  baiting, setting, operating and hauling in fishing gear; setting traps to catch 

mammals, birds or reptiles; delivering or marketing products; supervising and training other 

workers. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups: 

6221 Aquaculture workers 

6222 Inland and coastal waters fishery workers 

6223 Deep-sea fishery workers 

6224 Hunters and trappers 

 

6221  AQUACULTURE WORKERS  

 AQUACULTURE WORKERS breed and raise fish and cultivate mussels, oysters and other 

forms of aquatic life for sale or delivery on a regular basis to wholesale buyers, marketing 

organisations or at markets. 

TASKS include: 

a) breeding, raising and cultivating fish, mussels, oysters and other forms of aquatic life as 

cash crops or for release into freshwater or saltwater; 

b) collecting and recording growth, production, and environmental data; 

c) conducting and supervising stock examinations in order to identify diseases or parasites; 

d) monitoring environments to ensure maintenance of optimum conditions for aquatic life; 

e) directing and monitoring trapping and spawning of fish, egg incubation, and fry rearing, 

applying knowledge of management and fish culturing techniques; 

f)   cleaning, freezing, icing or salting catch on- or offshore and preparing fish and other 

products for shipment; 

g) maintaining buildings, tanks, machinery, boats and other equipment; 

h) delivering or marketing products; 

i)   renting or investing in buildings, equipment and machinery and purchasing food and 

other supplies; 

j)   performing related tasks; and  

k) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

6221.10 Pearl culturist 

6221.20 Skilled Farm worker, Fish 

6221.30 Skilled Farm worker, Seafood 

6221.50 Farm worker, Oyster 

6221.60 Farmer, Fish 

6221.70 Farmer, Oyster 

6221.80 Farmer, Seafood 

6221.85 Algae cultivator 
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6221.90 Aquaculture Workers, NEC 

 

6222 INLAND AND COASTAL WATERS FISHERY WORKERS  

INLAND AND COASTAL WATERS FISHERY WORKERS, alone or as members of fishing 

vessel screws, catch fish in inland or coastal waters for sale or delivery on regular basis to 

wholesale buyers, marketing organisations or at markets. 

TASKS include: 

a) preparing nets and other fishing gear and equipment; 

b) operating fishing vessels to, from and at fishing grounds; 

c) baiting, setting and hauling in fishing gear; 

d) gathering different forms of aquatic life from shores and shallow waters; 

e) maintaining engine fishing gear and other on-board equipment; 

f) keeping records of transactions, fishing activities, weather and sea conditions and 

estimating costs and budgets; 

g) diving to gather oysters used for seed-pearl cultivation; 

h) cleaning, freezing, icing or salting catch; 

i) removing catches from fishing equipment, measuring them to ensure compliance with 

legal size and returning undesirable or iilegal catches to the water; 

j) performing other related tasks; and 

k) supervising other workers  

 

OCCPATIONS include: 

6222.10 Fishery worker, Inland Water 

6222.20 Fishery worker, Coastal Water  

6222.30 Assistant, fishery 

6222.40 Diver, oyster 

6222.50 Coastal fishery skipper 

6222.90 Inland and Coastal Water Fishermen, NEC 

 

6223 DEEP-SEA FISHERY WORKERS 

DEEP-SEA FISHERY WORKERS as members of fishing vessel sc rews, catch fish in inland or 

coastal waters for sale or delivery on regular basis to wholesale buyers, marketing organisations 

or at markets. 

TASKS include: 

a) preparing nets and other fishing gear and equipment 

b) commanding and operating fishing vessels to, from and at  deep-sea fishing grounds; 

c) determining areas for fishing, plotting courses and computing navigational positions 

using compass, charts, table and other aids; 

d) directing fishing operations and supervising crew activities; 

e) recording fishing progress, activities, weather and sea conditions on shipôs log; 

f) baiting, setting and hauling fishing gear 

g) gathering different forms of aquatic life from shores and shallow waters; 

h) cleaning, freezing, icing or salting catch 

i) performing other related tasks; and 

j) supervising other workers in this group 
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OCCUPATIONS Include: 

6223.10 Fishery worker, Deep-sea  

6223.20 Trawler Skipper 

6223.90 Deep-sea fishery workers, NEC 

 

6224 HUNTERS AND TRAPPERS 

HUNTERS AND TRAPPERS hunt, trap or catch and kill animals and birds for meat, skin, 

feathers and other products, which they sell, or deliver on regular basis to wholesale buyers, 

marketing organisations or at markets. 

TASKS include: 

a) determining the types of animals and  birds to hunt or trap; 

b) setting traps to catch animals and  birds; 

c) killing trapped or free animals and  birds with firearms or other weapons; 

d) skinning and otherwise treating killed animals and  birds to obtain desired products for 

sale or delivery; 

e) delivering or selling trapped live animals and  birds; 

f) repairing and maintaining equipment; 

g) performing other related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS Include: 

6224.10 Hunter, Seal 

6224.20 Hunter, Whale   

6224.30 Trapper and Hunter 

6224.90 Trapper and Hunter, NEC  

 

SUB MAJOR GROUP 63 

SUBSISTENCE FARMERS, FISHERS, HUNTERS AND GATHERERS 

SUBSISTENCE FARMERS, FISHERS, HUNTERS AND GATHERERS, grow and harvest 

field or tree and shrub crops, vegetables and fruit, gather wild fruits, medicinal and other plants, 

tend or hunt animals, catch fish and gather various forms of aquatic life in order to provide food, 

shelter and a minimum of cash income for themselves and their households. 

 

Most occupations in this Sub-Major Group require skills at the first or second skill level, as 

Defined by TASCO in the Introduction. It should be noted that the needed skills, consisting of an 

understanding of the natural environment and the crops and animals worked with, as well as 

manual strength and dexterity are often acquired through informal, on-the job training and 

through experience as helpers or laboures on the farm, in fishing in other relevant activities, 

supplementing or replacing or partly or wholly formal training. 

 

Tasks Performed by Subsistence farmers, fishers, hunters and gatherers include preparing the 

soil; planting, tending and harvesting field crops; growing and gathering fruit and other tree and 

shrub crops; tending, feeding or hunting animals to obtain meat, milk, hair, fur, skin or other 

products, gathering wood and other plants; fetching water; catching fish and gathering other form 

of aquatic life; building shelters and making simple tools and Utensils for use by households 

selling some products at local markets. 
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Occupations in this Sub-Major Group are classified under the following Minor Group: 

631 Subsistence Crop Farmers 

 

631 SUBSISTENCE CROP FARMERS 

SUBSISTENCE CROP FARMERS Grow and harvest crops, tend animals, gather wild fruits and 

plants, hunt animals, catch fish and gather other aquatic life to provide food, shelter and a 

minimum of catch income for their own subsistence and their households. 

 

Tasks Performed Include preparing the soil; planting, tending and harvesting field crops; 

growing and gathering fruit and other tree and shrub crops or other products, gathering wood and 

other plants; fetching water; building shelters and making simple tools and Utensils for use by 

households or selling some products at local markets. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Group. 

6310 subsistence crop farmers 

 

6310 SUBSISTENCE CROP FARMERS 

SUBSISTENCE CROP FARMERS grow and harvest field or tree and shrub crops, vegetables 

and fruit, in order to provide food, shelter and a minimum of cash income for themselves and 

their households. 

TASKS include: 

a) preparing the soil, sowing, planting, tending and harvesting field crops; 

b) purchasing seeds, fertilizer and other supplies; 

c) growing vegetables, fruit and other tree and shrub crops; 

d) performing operations such as land preparation, sowing, planting, cultivating and 

harvesting crops; 

e) producing or buying fodder and other food supplies; 

f) storing and carrying out some basic processing of their produce; 

g) selling some product at local market; 

h) performing related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers. 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

6310.10 Subsistence Crop, farmer 

6310.90 Subsistence Crop Farmer, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 632 

SUBSISTENCE LIVESTOCK FARMERS  

SUBSISTENCE LIVESTOCK FARMERS plan and carry out the necessary operations to breed, 

raise and tend livestock to be used as working, sporting or pet animals, as well as for meat, milk, 

hair, hides and other products, for sale or delivery on a regular basis to wholesalers, marketing 

organizations or at markets. 

 

Tasks performed usually include cultivating pastures, or managing grazing lands, and monitoring 

feed and water supplies needed to maintain condition of livestock; monitoring and examining 

animals to detect illness, injury, or disease, and to check physical condition; grooming and 
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marking animals and shearing coats to collect hair or wool; herding or leading livestock to 

pastures, grazing land and water supplies; raising, tending, feeding and milking animals or 

draining blood from them; breeding animals and helping with animal births; slaughtering and 

skinning animals and preparing them and their products for consumption or sale; carrying out 

some processing of animal products; building and maintaining houses and other shelters; making 

tools, clothes and utensils for use by the household; fetching water and gathering firewood; 

buying, bartering and selling animals and some products. 

  

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Group. 

6320 Subsistence livestock farmers 

 

6320 SUBSISTENCE LIVESTOCK FARMERS  

SUBSISTENCE LIVESTOCK FARMERS breed, raise and tend livestock in order to provide 

food, shelter and a minimum of cash income for themselves and their households 

TASKS include: 

a) cultivating pastures, or managing grazing lands, and monitoring feed and water supplies 

needed to maintain condition of livestock; 

b) monitoring and examining animals to detect illness, injury, or disease, and to check 

physical condition; 

c) grooming and marking animals and shearing coats to collect hair or wool; 

d) herding or leading livestock to pastures, grazing land and water supplies; 

e) raising, tending, feeding and milking animals or draining blood from them; 

f)   breeding animals and helping with animal births;  

g) slaughtering and skinning animals and preparing them and their products for consumption 

or sale; 

h) carrying out some processing of animal products; 

i)   building and maintaining houses and other shelters; 

j)  buying, bartering and selling animals and some products; 

k) performing related tasks; and 

l) supervising other worker 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

6320.10 Subsistence livestock farmer, 

   Mfugaji Mdogo 

6320.90 Subsistence livestock farmers, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 633 

SUBSISTENCE MIXED CROP AND LIVESTOCK FARMERS  

SUBSISTENCE MIXED CROP AND LIVESTOCK FARMERS plan and carry out the 

necessary operations to grow and harvest field, tree and various mixed crops, livestock to breed, 

raise and tend livestock to be used as working, sporting or pet animals, as well as for meat, milk, 

hair, hides and other products, for sale or delivery on a regular basis to wholesalers, marketing 

organizations or at markets. 

 

Tasks performed usually include harvesting field trees and various mixed crops and livestock for 

meat, milk, hair, hides and other products, for sale or delivery on a regular basis to wholesalers, 

marketing organizations or at markets. 
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Occupations in this Minor Group are classified into the following Unit Group:- 

6330 Subsistence mixed crop and livestock farmers 

 

6330  SUBSISTENCE MIXED CROP AND LIVESTOCK FARMERS  

SUBSISTENCE MIXED CROP AND LIVESTOCK FARMERS grow and harvest field or tree 

and shrub crops, vegetables and fruit, gather wild fruits, medicinal and other plants, tend or hunt 

animals, and/or catch fish and gather various forms of aquatic life in order to provide food, 

shelter and a minimum of cash income for themselves and their households. 

TASKS include: 

a) determining the kinds and amounts of livestock and livestock products to be produced 

amounts of crops to be grown; 

b) purchasing animals, producing and purchasing fodder and other supplies; 

c) purchasing seeds fertilizer and other supplies; 

d) performing operations such as land preparation, sowing, planting, cultivating and 

harvesting crops; 

e) producing or buying fodder and other food supplies; 

f) renting or investing in grazing land, buildings, equipment and machinery; 

breeding,raising and tending livestock; 

g) milking, slaughtering and skinning animals, and preparing animals or animal products for 

market; 

h) storing and carrying out some basic processing of their produce; 

i) maintaining farm buildings, machinery and equipment; 

j) delivering or marketing farm products; 

k) performing related tasks; and 

l) supervising other workers. 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

6330.10 Subsistence mixed crop and livestock farmers, 

  Peasant (R.T) 

  Pastoralist (R.T) 

  Mkulima na Mfugaji Mdogo 

6330.90 Subsistence Mixed Crop and Livestock Farmers, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 634 

SUBSISTENCE FISHERS, HUNTERS, TRAPPERS AND GATHERERS 

SUBSISTENCE FISHERS, HUNTERS, TRAPPERS AND GATHERERS gather wild fruits, 

medicinal and other plants, hunt and trap animals, catch fish and gather various forms of aquatic 

life in order to provide food, shelter and a minimum of cash income for themselves and their 

households. 

 

Tasks performed usually include , milk, hair, skin or other products; fetching water and gathering 

firewood; catching fish and gathering other forms of aquatic life; storing or carrying out some 

processing of their produce; building and maintaining houses and other shelters; making tools, 

clothes and utensils for use by the household; selling some products at local markets. 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Group: 

6340 Subsistence fishers, hunters, trappers and gatherers 
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6340 SUBSISTENCE FISHERS, HUNTERS, TRAPPERS AND GATHERERS 

SUBSISTENCE FISHERS, HUNTERS, HUNTERS, TRAPPERS AND GATHERERS gather 

wild fruits, medicinal and other plants, hunt and trap animals, catch fish and gather various forms 

of aquatic life in order to provide food, shelter and a minimum of cash income for themselves 

and their households. 

TASKS include: 

a) determining the types of mammals, or birds to hunt or trap; 

b) setting traps to catch mammals, or birds; 

c) killing trapped or free mammals, or birds with firearms or other weapons; 

d) skinning and other wise treating killed mammals, or birds to obtain desiredproducts for 

dale or delivery; 

e) delivery or selling trapped live mammals, or birds; 

f) catching fish and gathering other forms of aquatic life; 

g) determining the type of wild fruits, herbs and vegetables to be gathered or collected; 

h) gathering or collecting wild fruits, herbs and vegetables either alone or in group sorting 

gathered products and preparing for market; 

i) selling gathered products and preparing for market; 

j) performing related tasks; and 

k) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

6340.10 Subsistence, Fishery Worker 

   Mvuvi Mdogo 

6340.20 Subsistence, Hunter 

    Mwindaji Mdogo  

6340.30 Subsistence, Trapper  

6340.40 Subsistence, Gatherer 

6340.50 Subsistence collector  

6340.90 Subsistence Fishers, Hunters, Hunters, Trappers and Gatherers, NEC 

 

MAJOR GROUP 7 

CRAFT AND RELATED TRADES WORKERS  

CRAFT AND RELATED TRADES WORKERS apply specific knowledge and skills in the 

fields to construct and maintain buildings, form metal, erect metal structures, set machine tools, 

or make, fit, maintain and repair machinery, equipment or tools, carry out printing work produce 

or process foodstuffs, textiles, or wooden, metal and other articles, including handicraft 

goods.The work is carried out by hand and by hand-powered and other tools which are used to 

reduce the amount of physical effort and time required for specific tasks, as well as to improve 

the quality of the products. The tasks call for an understanding of all stages of the production 

process, the materials and tools used, and the nature and purpose of the final product.  

 

Most occupations in this major group require skills at the second skill level, as defined by 

TASCO in the Introduction. When these skills are acquired through formal education or 

vocational training, they normally demand courses classified by TASCO at skill level 2.In 
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Tanzania system of education, where primary education begins at age of 7 or 8; courses at this 

level begin at age 14 or 15 and last for 1-4 years. 

It should be stressed that the occupations in this Major Group require experience with and 

understanding of the work situation, the materials worked with and requirement of the structures, 

machinery and other products produced. The required skill, including manual strength and 

dexterity, are often acquired through informal or formal on the job training and through 

experience as helper or labourer in similar types of production, supplementing or replacing partly 

or wholly formal vocational training.  

 

Tasks performed by craft and related workers include extracting and processing raw materials; 

building, maintaining and repairing houses and other structures; shaping metal; fitting, installing 

and repairing machinery and other metal product; fitting, installing and repairing electrical and 

electronic machinery and instruments; making and repairing goods made of wood, textiles, skin 

or leather. Supervision of other workers is included. 

 

Occupations included in this Major Group are classified under the following Sub Major Groups: 

71 Building and related trades workers, excluding electricians 

72 Metal, machinery and related trades workers 

73 Handicraft and printing workers 

74 Electrical and electronic trades workers 

75 Food processing, wood working, garment and other craft and related trades 

workers  

 

SUB MAJOR GROUP 71 

BUILDING AN D RELATED TRADES WORKERS, EXCLUDING ELECTRICIANS  

BUILDING AND RELATED TRADES WORKERS construct, maintain and repair buildings, 

erect and repair foundations, walls and structures of brick, stone and similar materials, shape and 

finish stone for building and other purposes, and extract and work solid minerals from 

underground or surface mines or quarries. 

The work is carried out by hand and by hand-powered and other tools which are used to reduce 

the amount of physical effort and time required for specific tasks, as well as to improve the 

quality of the products. The tasks call for an understanding of the work organization, the 

materials and tools used, and the nature and purpose of the final product. 

 

Tasks performed usually include, constructing, maintaining and repairing buildings and other 

structures using traditional and/or modern building techniques; constructing and repairing 

foundations, walls and structures of brick, stone and similar materials; breaking quarried stone 

into slabs or blocks; cutting, shaping and finishing stone for building, ornamental, monumental 

and other purposes; erecting reinforced concrete frameworks and structures as well as finishing 

and repairing cement surfaces; cutting, shaping, assembling and maintaining wooden structures 

and fittings; performing miscellaneous construction and building maintenance tasks. Supervision 

of other workers may be included. 

 

 

Occupations in this sub major group are classified into the following minor groups:- 

711 Building frame and related trades workers 
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712 Building finishers and related trades workers 

713 Painters, building structure cleaners and related trades workers  

 

MINOR GROUP 711 

BUILDING FRAME AND RELATED TRADES WORKERS  

BUILDING FRAME AND RELATED TRADES WORKERS construct, maintain and repair 

buildings, erect and repair foundations, walls and structures of brick, stone and similar materials, 

shape and finish stone for building and other purposes, and perform miscellaneous construction 

and building maintenance tasks. 

 

Tasks performed usually include construct, maintain and repair buildings, shape and finish stone 

for building and other purposes, and perform miscellaneous construction and building 

maintenance tasks. 

 

Occupations in this minor group are classified into the following Unit Groups: 

7111 House builders  

7112 Bricklayers and related workers 

7113 Stonemasons, stone cutters, splitters and carvers 

7114 Concrete placers, concrete finishers and related workers 

7115 Carpenters and joiners 

7119 Building frame and related trades workers not elsewhere 

classified 

 

7111 HOUSE BUILDERS  

HOUSE BUILDERS erect, maintain and repair houses and similar small buildings using both 

traditional or modern techniques and materials. 

TASKS include:  

a) preparing ground for erecting building or other structures; 

b) erecting structures to support roof, and building and covering walls with appropriate 

materials; 

c) fixing rafters to roof and covering with roofing material; 

d) leveling floor to make it smooth and serviceable; 

e) maintaining and repairing existing structures; 

f) arranging for specialized work such as bricklaying, painting, plumbing and electrical 

wiring to be done by subcontractors; 

g) performing other related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers. 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7111.10 Builder, General 

7111.20 Builder, House/ traditional materials (B.T) 

  Builder, Mud house (R.T) 

  Builder, Bamboo and Tree Materials (R.T)  

           Builder, Grass House (R.T) 

7111.90 House Builders, NEC 
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7112 BRICKLAYERS AND RELATED WORKERS  

BRICKLAYERS AND RELATED WORKERS lay bricks, pre-cut stones and other types of 

building blocks in mortar to construct and repair walls, partitions, arches and other structures. 

TASKS include: 

a) laying stone, brick, hollow tile and similar building blocks to construct or repair walls, 

partitions, fireplaces and other structures such as smokestacks, furnaces, converters, kilns 

and ovens, piers and abutments; 

b) laying footpaths, walks, curbs  and pavements of stone; 

c) laying bricks or other masonry to build patios, garden walls and other decorative 

installations; 

d) performing  other related tasks; and 

e) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7112.10 Bricklayers, construction (B.T) 

  Mason (R.T) 

  Housebuilder (R.T) 

  Mwashi 

7112.20 Blocklayer 

7112.30 Refractory bricklayer 

7112.40 Firebrick, layer 

7112.50 Chimney Builder 

7112.90 Bricklayers and Related Workers, NEC 

  

7113 STONEMASONS, STONE CUTTERS, SPLITTERS AND CARVERS 

STONEMASONS, STONE CUTTERS, SPLITTERS AND CARVERS cut and shape hard and 

soft stone blocks and slabs for the construction and maintenance of stone structures and 

monumental masonry, and carve designs and figures in stone. 

TASKS include: 

a) driving wedges into quarried stone to break it into slabs or blocks;  

b) selecting and grading slabs and blocks of granite, marble, and other stone; 

c) cutting, and shaping building and monumental stone such as granite or marble by using 

hand or hand-powered tools;  

d) making patterns and marking shapes on stone for subsequent sawing, planning, drilling 

and other dressing and cutting operations;  

e) setting stone in the erection of monuments and memorials;  

f) cutting and carving characters, figures or designs on stone used for decorative facings on 

buildings; 

g) repairing and replacing stonework on old buildings, churches and monuments;  

h) performing related tasks;  and 

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7113.10 Cutter, stone 

7113.20 Splitter, stone 

7113.30 Carver, stone 
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7113.40 Grader, stone 

7113.50 Stonemason 

7113.60 Grinder, stone 

7113.70 Carver-setter, monument 

7113.75 Polisher, stone 

7113.80 Granite Cutter 

7113.90 Stonemasons, Stone Cutters, Splitters and Carvers, NEC 

 

7114 CONCRETE PLACERS, FINISHERS AND RELATED WORKERS  

CONCRETE PLACERS, FINISHERS AND RELATED WORKERS erect reinforced concrete 

frameworks and structures, make forms for moulding and reinforce concrete surfaces, cement 

openings in walls or casings for wells, finish and repair cement surfaces and carry out terrazzo 

work. 

TASKS include:  

a) constructing and repairing reinforced concrete floors, walls, tanks, silos and other 

concrete structures;  

b) making shuttering or assembling prefabricated forms for moulding concrete;  

c) cementing openings in walls or casings for wells; 

d)  finishing and smoothing surfaces of concrete structures;  

e) applying a durable, smooth surfacing composed of cement, sand pigment and marble 

particles to floors, known as a terrazzo finish; 

f) performing related tasks; and 

g) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7114.10 Reinforced concreter 

7114.20 Cementer, petroleum and gas wells 

7114.30 Finisher, cement 

7114.40 Placer, concrete 

7114.50 Terrazzo, worker  

7114.60 Shutterer, concrete moulding 

7114.70 Steel Fixer (B.T) 

  Worker, iron reinforcing (A.T) 

7114.80 Mixer, concrete 

7114.90 Concrete Placers, Finishers and Related Workers, NEC 

7115 

 

7115 CARPENTERS AND JOINERS 

CARPENTERS AND JOINERS cut, shape, assemble, erect, maintain and repair various types of 

structures and fittings made from wood and other materials, using hand and power tools. 

TASKS include: 

a) making, altering and repairing structural and other woodwork at a work-bench and on a 

construction site;  

b) constructing, erecting and installing heavy-framed wooden structures on building sites;  

c) fitting, assembling and altering internal and external fixtures of buildings, such as walls, 

doors, door and window frames, facings and paneling; 
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d) making, repairing and fitting scenic equipment for theatrical performances, motion 

picture or television productions;  

e) constructing, assembling, altering and repairing wooden fixtures and fittings in train 

coaches, aircraft, ships, boats, floats, pontoons and other vehicles;  

f) cutting, shaping, fitting and assembling wooden parts, mainly at a work-bench;  

g) performing  other related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7115.10 Carpenter, General 

   Fundi Seremala, Kawaida 

7115.15 Carpenter, construction 

7115.20 Carpenter, ship 

7115.25 Carpenter, Finish 

7115.30 Carpenter, bench  

7115.40 Joiner 

7115.45 Joiner, ship 

7115.50 Joiner, aircraft 

7115.60 Wooden Boat builder 

7115.65 Shipwright, wood 

7115.70 Framer 

7115.90 Carpenters and Joiner 

 

7119 OTHER BUILDING FRAME AND  RELATED TRADES WORKERS NOT 

ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED  

This unit group covers building frame and related trades workers not classified elsewhere in 

Minor group 711, Building frame and related trades workers. 

For instance, here should be classified those who perform miscellaneous construction and 

building maintenance tasks. 

TASKS include: 

a) performing miscellaneous construction and building maintenance work on structures such 

as office buildings, apartment houses, factories and similar establishments in good repair;  

b) performing construction, maintenance or repair work at unusual heights; 

c) erecting temporary metal or wooden scaffolding on building sites; 

d) demolishing buildings and other structures;  

e) performing other  related tasks; and 

f) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7119.10 Building Maintenance Man (B.T) 

   Building Maintenance worker (A.T) 

   Technical Auxiliary, Construction (A.T) 

7119.20 Scaffolder, Wooden  

   Mjenzi wa majukwaa ya mbao 

7119.30 Steeplejack  

7119.40 Layer, pipe and drain 7119.50 Well Digger 
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    Mchimba Visima 

7119.60 Skilled Demolition worker  

    Mbomoaji Majengo 

  

MINOR GROUP 712 

BUILDING FINISHERS AND RELATED TRADES WORKERS  

BUILDING FINISHERS AND RELATED TRADES WORKERS cover, apply or install, 

maintain and repair roofs, floors, walls, insulation systems, glass in windows or other frames, as 

well as plumbing, piping and electrical systems in buildings and other structures. 

 

Tasks performed usually include covering roofs of buildings; applying plaster to walls and 

ceilings; applying insulating materials to buildings and equipments; cutting, fitting, and setting 

glass in windows and similar openings; laying wooden fittings, installing and repairing plumbing 

fixtures, pipes and pipelines systems; and install, servicing and repairing electrical wiring and 

equipment. 

 

Occupations in this minor group are classified into the following Unit Groups:- 

7121 Roofers 

7122 Floor layers and tile setters 

7123 Plasterers 

7124 Insulation workers 

7125 Glaziers 

7126 Plumbers and pipe fitters 

7127 Air conditioning and refrigeration mechanics 

 

7121 ROOFERS  

ROOFERS build and repair roofs on all types of buildings using one or more kinds of materials. 

TASKS include: 

a) studying drawings, specifications and construction sites to determine materials required; 

b) covering roof frameworks with slate and pre-fabricated tiles to cover pitched roofs; 

c) laying a waterproof shield and fixing metallic or synthetic materials to a buildingôs 
frame; 

d) sizing and cutting roofing materials to fit around edges corners and protuberances such as 

chimney; 

e) using natural materials such as thatching to provide roof coverings; 

f) creating temporary structures such as scaffolding and ladders. 

g) performing other  related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7121.10 Roofer, Slate and tile 

7121.20 Roofer, Composition  

7121.30 Roofer, Asphalt 

7121.40 Roofer, Metal 

   Mpauaji, Mabati 

7121.50 Roofer, wood-shingle 
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7121.60 Roofer, Slate 

7121.70 Foof Fixer 

 7121.80 Thatcher 

      Mpauaji, Manyasi 

7121.85 Awning installer 

7121.90 Roofer, NEC 

 

7122 FLOOR LAYERS AND TILE SETTERS  

FLOOR LAYERS AND TILE SETTERS install, maintain and repair flooring, and cover floors, 

walls and other surfaces with tiles or mosaic panels for decorative or other purposes.  

TASKS include: 

a) preparing floor areas for covering with parquet or other materials; 

b) cutting and shaving wooden pieces to fit at edges and angles; 

c) assembling parquetry wooden pieces, tiles or other materials and laying them on floors 

according to design and other specifications; 

d) preparing wall areas for covering with tiles or other materials for decorative or other 

purposes such as acoustic insulation; 

e) setting tiles and constructing and laying mosaic panels to walls, floors and other surfaces; 

f) performing other related tasks; and 

g) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7122.10 Worker, Parquetry 

7122.20 Setter, Tile 

7122.30 Setter, Marble 

7122.40 Cutter-Setter, mosaic 

7122.50 Layer, Carpet 

7122.60 Floor Layers and Tile Setters, NEC 123 PLASTERERS 

 

7123 PLASTERERS 
PLASTERERS install, maintain and repair plasterboard in buildings, and apply decorative and 

protective coverings of plaster, cement and similar material to the interiors and exteriors of 

structures. 

TASKS include:  

a) installing and repairing laths and applying one or more coats of plaster to interior walls 

and ceilings of buildings to produce finished surface;  

b) measuring, marking and installing ornamental plaster panels and casting and trimming 

ornamental plaster cornices;  

c) applying protective and decorative covering of cement, plaster and similar materials to 

exterior building surfaces;  

d) making and installing decorative plaster fixtures of fibrous plaster; 

e) performing other related tasks; and 

f) supervising other workers. 

 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 
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7123.10 Plasterer, General  

7123.20 Plasterer, Ornamental  

7123.30 Plasterer, Stucco 

7123.40 Plasterer, Fibrous 

7123.50  Plasterer, Solid 

7123.90 Plasterer, NEC 

 

7124 INSULATION WORKERS  

INSULATION WORKERS apply and repair insulating materials to buildings, boilers, pipes or 

refrigeration and air-conditioning equipment. 

TASKS include: 

a) cutting insulation materials by size and shape; 

b) applying slabs and sheets of insulating or sound-absorbing materials to walls, floors and 

ceilings of buildings;  

c) blowing and packing insulating or sound-absorbing materials into cavities between walls, 

floors and ceilings of buildings with power-driven machines;  

d) examining plans, specifications and work sites to determine the type, quality and quantity 

of insulation material required;  

e) applying insulating materials to exposed surfaces of equipment such as boilers, pipes and 

tanks;  

f) insulating refrigeration and air-conditioning equipment; 

g) performing other related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7124.10 Insulation Worker 

7124.20 Insulator building, Hand 

7124.30 Insulator building, Machine 

7124.40 Insulation Worker, Boiler and Pipe 

7124.50 Insulation Worker, Acoustical 

7124.60 Insulation Worker, Refrigeration and Air-conditioning equipment 

7124.70 Insulation Worker, Sound-proofing 

7124.70 Insulation Installer125 GLAZIERS 

7124.90 Insulation workers, NEC  

 

7125 GLAZIERS  

GLAZIERS cut, fit and set glass in windows, doors, shop fronts and other frames.  

TASKS include: 

a) selecting the type of glass to be used, cutting to right size and shape and installing in 

windows, doors, showers and partitions of buildings; 

b) installing glass and mirrors in skylights, display cases, interior walls and ceilings; 

c) installing or replacing windscreens in vehicles or boats; 

d) creating decorative glass features such as glass walls, staircases, balustrades and stained-

glass windows; 

e) performing other related tasks; and  

f) supervising other workers. 
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OCCUPATIONS include: 

7125.10 Glazier,  

7125.20 Autoglazier 

7125.30 Glazier, Leaded-glass 

7125.40 Glazier, Roofing 

7125.50 Glazier, Plate-glass 

7125.60 Glazier, Vehicle 

7125.90 Glazier, NEC 

 

7126 PLUMBERS AND PIPE FITTERS 

PLUMBERS AND PIPE FITTERS fitters assemble, install, repair and maintain pipe systems, 

fittings and fixtures for water, gas, drainage, sewerage systems, and hydraulic and pneumatic 

equipment 

TASKS include: 

a) measuring, cutting, threading, bending, jointing, assembling, installing, maintaining 

and repairing pipes, fittings and fixtures of drainage, heating, water supply and 

sewerage systems;  

b) assembling, installing, maintaining and repairing pipeline systems in ships, aircraft, 

buildings, industrial plant, etc.; 

c) installing gas appliances, dishwashers and water heaters, sinks and toilets using hand 

and power tools;  

d) laying clay, concrete or cast-iron pipes in ditches to form sewers, drains or water 

mains, or for other purposes;  

e) inspecting, examining and testing installed systems and pipes, using pressure gauge, 

hydrostatic testing 

f) performing other related tasks; and 

g) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7126.10 Plumber 

7126.15 Fitter, Pipe 

7126.20 Fitter, Pipe and tube/aircraft 

7126.25 Fitter, Pipe/marine 

7126.30 Fitter, Pipe/sewerage 

7126.35 Fitter, Pipe/ventilation 

7126.40 Fitter, Pipe/water supply 

7126.45 Fitter, Gas pipe 

7126.50 Layer, Pipe 

7126.60 Drain Technician 

7126.90 Plumbers and Pipe Fitters, NEC 

 

7127 AIR CONDITIONING AND REFRIGERATION MECHANICS  

AIR CONDITIONING AND REFRIGERATION MECHANICS assemble, install, maintain and 

repair air conditioning and refrigeration systems and equipment. 

TASKS include: 
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a) interpreting blueprints, drawings or other specifications; 

b) assembling, installing and repairing components for air conditioning and refrigeration 

systems; 

c) connecting piping and equipment by bolting, riveting, welding or brazing; 

d) testing systems, diagnosing faults and performing routine maintenance or servicing; 

e) performing other related tasks; and 

f) supervising other workers.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7127.10 Mechanic, Air conditioning equipment 

7127.20 Mechanic, Refrigeration  

7127.30 Mechanic, Gas Service system  

7127.40 Mechanic, heating system  

7127.90 Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Mechanics, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 713 

PAINTERS, BUILDING STRUCTURE CLEANERS AND RELATED TRADES 

WORKERS 

PAINTERS, BUILDING STRUCTURE CLEANERS AND RELATED TRADES WORKERS 

prepare surfaces and apply paint and similar materials to buildings and other structures, vehicles 

or various manufactured articles, cover interior walls and ceilings with wallpaper, clean 

chimneys and exterior surfaces of buildings and other structures. 

 

Tasks performed include preparing surfaces of buildings, vehicles and other structures for 

painting; applying protective and decorative coats of paint on walls and ceilings of buildings; and 

cleaning interior and exterior surfaces of buildings and other structures. 

 

Occupations in this minor group are classified into the following Unit Groups: 

7131 Painters and Related Workers 

7132 Spray Painters and Varnishers 

7133 Building Structure Cleaners 

 

7131 PAINTERS AND RELATED WORKERS  

PAINTERS AND RELATED WORKERS prepare surfaces of buildings and other structures for 

painting, apply protective and decorative coats of paint or similar materials, or cover interior 

walls and ceilings of buildings with wallpaper or other finishes. 

TASKS include: 

a) cleaning and preparing walls and other surfaces of buildings for painting or wallpapering;  

b) selecting and preparing paints to required colours by mixing pigments and additives; 

c) applying paint, varnishes, stains, shellac and similar materials to surfaces, fixtures and 

fittings of buildings using brushes, rollers and sprays ;  

d) measuring and mounting wallpaper, silk or other fabrics on interior walls and ceilings of 

buildings and ships;  

e)  applying or spraying paint, red lead, bituminous emulsion and similar materials to ships' 

hulls and metal superstructures, steel frameworks of buildings, bridges and metal 

constructions;  
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f) performing other related tasks; and  

g) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7131.10 Painter, Building 

    Fundi Rangi - Majengo 

7131.20 Painter, structural steel 

7131.30 Paperhanger 

7131.40 Whitewasher 

7131.90 Painters and Related Workers, NEC 

 

7132  SPRAY PAINTERS AND VARNISHERS 

SPRAY PAINTERS AND VARNISHERS operate spray painting and varnishing equipment to 

apply protective coatings to manufactured items or structures. 

TASKS include:  

a) preparing surfaces to be coated using a variety of methods to remove grease, dust, dirt 

and rust; 

b) painting cars, buses, trucks and other vehicles, and applying varnish and other protective 

coatings; 

c) applying paint as well as protective coatings of enamel or varnish on metal, wooden and 

other manufactured products; 

d) performing other related tasks; and 

e) supervising other workers. 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7132.10 Spray-painter, Metal  

7132.20 Spray-painter, Automobile 

7132.30 Painter, manufactured article 

7132.40 Painter, Vehicle 

7132.50 Varnisher, 

7132.60 Varnisher, Manufactured article 

7132.70 Varnisher, Metal 

7132.90 Spray painters and varnishers, NEC  

 

7133 BUILDING STRUCTURE CLEANERS  

BUILDING STRUCTURE CLEANERS remove soot from chimneys, or clean exterior surfaces 

of buildings and other structures. 

TASKS include: 

a) cleaning exterior surfaces of stone, brick, metal or similar materials by means of 

chemicals, of a jet of steam or sand applied under great pressure; 

b) removing soot from flues, chimneys and connecting pipes;  

c) removing asbestos, mould and fire damaged surface from building;  

d) performing other related tasks; and  

e) supervising other workers. 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7133.10 Cleaner, Building exteriors 

7133.20 Sandblaster, Building exteriors 
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7133.30 Chimney Sweep 

7133.90 Building structure cleaners, NEC 

 

SUB MAJOR GROUP 72 

METAL, MACHINERY AND RELATED TRADES WORKERS  

METAL, MACHINERY AND RELATED TRADES WORKERS cast, weld, forge and, by other 

methods, form metal, erect, maintain and repair heavy metal structures, install electrical wiring 

system, fit, maintain and repair machinery including engines, vehicles, electrical and electronic 

equipment, or they produce tools and various non-precious-metal articles. 

The work is carried out by hand and by hand-powered and other tools which are used to reduce 

the amount of physical effort and time required for specific tasks, as well as to improve the 

quality of the products.  The tasks call for an understanding of the work organisation, the 

materials and tools used, and the nature and purpose of the final product. 

 

Most occupations in this Sub major group require skills at the second skill level, as defined by 

TASCO in Introduction. When these skills are required through formal education or Vocational 

training, they normally demand courses classified by TASCO at skill level 2.In the Tanzanian 

system of Education, Where primary Educations at age 7 or 8, Courses at age 14 or 15 and last 

for 1-4 years. 

 

It should be stressed that the occupations in this Major Group require experience with and 

understanding of the work situation, the materials worked with and requirement of the structures, 

machinery and other products produced. The required skill, including manual strength and 

dexterity, are often acquired through informal or formal on the job training and through 

experience as helper or labourer in similar types of production, supplementing or replacing partly 

or wholly formal vocational training. 

 

Tasks performed by Metal and machinery tradesô workers include shaping metal; Shaping, 

assembling and repairing heavy metal members to form structures or structural frame works; 

fitting, installing and repairing machinery and other metal products; fitting, installing and 

repairing electrical and electronic machinery and instruments; Supervision of other workers is 

included. 

 

Occupations in this Sub Major Group are classified into the following Minor Groups: 

721    Sheet and structural metal workers, moulders and welders, and related workers 

722 Blacksmiths, toolmakers and related trades workers 

723 Machinery mechanics and repairers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MINOR GROUP 721 

SHEET AND STRUCTURAL METAL WORKERS, MOULDERS AND WELDERS, AND 

RELATED WORKERS  
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SHEET AND STRUCTURAL METAL WORKERS, MOULDERS AND WELDERS AND 

RELATED TRADES WORKERS make moulds and cores for casting metal, weld and cut metal 

parts, make, install and repair articles of sheet metal, install, erect, maintain and repair heavy 

metal structures, tackle, cable-cars and related equipment, or carry out similar work under 

water.7211 METAL 

 

TASKS performed include moulding cores for casting metal; welding and cutting metal parts; 

making and repairing articles of sheet metal; erecting heavy metals structures and hoisting 

equipment; carrying out similar work under water. Supervision of other workers is included. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified into the following Unit Groups: 

7211 Metal moulders and core makers 

7212 Welders and flame cutters 

7213 Sheet-metal workers 

7214 Structural-metal preparers and erectors 

7215 Riggers and cable splicers 

 

7211 METAL MOULDERS AND COREMAKERS  

METAL MOULDERS AND CORE MAKERS   make sand, loam and plaster moulds and cores 

for casting metal and pour or inject molten metal into dies by hand or machine. 

TASKS include:  

a) making moulds by hand or by using auxiliary machines on a bench for small metal 

castings, or on the foundry floor or in a pit for large castings;  

b) making cores for use in metal moulds; 

c) cleaning and smoothing moulds, core boxes and repairing surface imperfections; 

d) moving and positioning work pieces such as mould sections, patterns, and bottom 

boards, using cranes or signaling other to move work pieces; 

e) positioning patterns inside mould sections and clamping sections together;cutting 

spouts, runner holes and sprue holes into moulds;  

f) performing other related tasks; and 

g) supervising other workers.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7211.10 Molders, Metal (B.T)  

   Bench Molders, Metal (A.T) 

7211.20 Molders, Floor and Pit  

7211.30 Molders, Metal castings  

7211.40 Molders, Machine 

7211.50 Core maker 

7211.60 Core checker, foundry 

7211.90 Metal Molders and Core Makers, NEC 

 

 

7212 WELDERS AND FLAMECUTTERS  
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WELDERS AND FLAMECUTTERS weld and cut metal parts using flame, or an electric arc 

and other sources of heat to melt and cut, or to melt and fuse metal. 

TASKS include: 

a) welding metal parts using flame, or an electric arc, thermite compound or other methods;  

b) operating resistance-welding machines;  

c) using blow torch to make and repair lead linings, pipes, floors and other lead fixtures;  

d) brazing metal parts together;  

e) cutting metal pieces using gas flame or an electric arc;  

f) joining metal parts by hand soldering; 

g) monitoring the fitting, burning, and welding process to avoid overheating of part or 

warping, shrinking, distortion or expansion of material; 

h) examining work pieces for defects and measuring work pieces with straight edges or 

templates to ensure conformance with specification; 

i) performing other related tasks; and- 

j) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7212.10 Welder 

7212.15 Foreman, welder/flame cutter 

7212.20 Gas and Electric Welder, General 

   Muungaji Vyuma kwa gesi na umeme 

7212.25 Gas Welder 

   Muungaji Vyuma kwa gesi 

7212.30 Electric Arc Welder, Hand 

   Muungaji Vyuma kwa Umeme-Mkono 

7212.35 Electric arc Welder, Machine 

   Muungaji Vyuma kwa Umeme-Mashine 

7212.40 Thermite Welder 

7212.45 Resistance Welder 

7212.50 Brazier 

7212.55 Lead Burner 

7212.60 Flame-Cutter 

7212.70 Solderer 

7212.90 Welders and Flame Cutters, NEC 

 

7213 SHEET-METAL WORKERS  

SHEET-METAL WORKERS make, install and repair articles and parts of articles of sheet metal 

such as sheet steel, copper, tin, brass, aluminum, zinc or galvanized iron. 

TASKS include:  

a) marking sheet metal for cutting and shaping;  

b) making and repairing household utensils and other articles in tin, copper and light alloys, 

or ornamental articles and fittings;  

c) making and repairing boilers, tanks, vats and similar containers;  

d) installing and repairing sheet-metal parts of vehicles and aircraft; 

e) converting blueprints into shop drawings to be followed in the construction and assembly 

of sheet metal products; 
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f) determining project requirement, including scope, assembly sequences and required 

methods and materials, according to blueprints, drawings, and written or verbal 

instructions;  

g) performing other related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7213.10 Sheet-metal worker, General  

7213.20 Marker, sheet metal 

7213.30 Coppersmith  

7213.40 Tinsmith 

7213.50 Boilersmith  

7213.60 Ornamental sheet-Metal worker  

7213.70 Vehicle sheet-metal worker (B.T) 

     Panel beater, (R.T) 

7213.80 Aircraft sheet metal worker  

7213.90 Sheet-Metal Workers, NEC  

 

7214 STRUCTURAL METAL PREPARERS AND ERECTORS  

STRUCTURAL METAL PREPARERS AND ERECTORS assemble, erect and dismantle 

structure metal frame of buildings and other structures.  

TASKS include: 

a) marking metal framework as a guide when drilling, cutting, and shaping them for use in 

buildings, ships and other structures; 

b) drilling, cutting and shaping structural steel in a workshop; 

c) erecting steel framework for buildings, bridges and other constructions; 

d) assembling and erecting the framework and other metal parts of shipsô structures; 

e) shaping and fitting structural-steel plates of ships under construction or repair; 

f) riveting structural-metal members by hand, machine or pneumatic riveter; 

g) performing related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7214.10 Erector, structural metal 

7214.20 Preparer, structural metal 

7214.30 Riveter 

7214.35 Riveter, Hand 

 Mtia ribiti kwa Mkono 

7214.40 Riveter, Machine 

 Mtia ribiti kwa Mashine 

7214.45 Riveter, Pneumatic 

7214.50 Shipwright, metal 

7214.55 Structural steel worker, workshop 

7214.60 Maker, Structural Metal 

7214.70 Platter, ship 

7214.90 Structural Metal Preparers and Erectors, NEC 
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7215 RIGGERS AND CABLE SPLICERS 

RIGGERS AND CABLE SPLICERS assemble rigging gear to move and position equipment and 

structural components, or install and maintain cables, ropes and wires on construction sites, 

buildings or other structures. 

TASKS include: 

a) estimating the size, shape and weight of objects to be moved and deciding on the type of 

equipment to move them; 

b) installing and repairing cables, ropes, wires, pulleys and other tackle; 

c) joining, repairing and fitting attachments to wires, ropes and cables; 

d) working as member of crew erecting and repairing derricks for drilling water, gas- and oil -

wells; 

e) lifting and mounting scenery, lighting and other equipment in theatres and on film sets; 

f)  installing and maintaining communication towers, aerial cableways, funicular railways, 

ski lifts and similar infrastructure; 

g) performing other related tasks; and  

h) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7215.10 Rigger, General  

7215.20 Rigger, Theatrical  

7215.30 Rigger, Logging  

7215.40 Rigger, Ship  

7215.50 Rigger, Tower  

7215.60 Splicer, Rope and Cable  

7215.70 Rigger, Aircraft   

7215.80 Rigger, Railway Cable 

7215.90 Cable Riggers and Cable Splicers, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 722 

BLACKSMITHS, TOOLMAKERS AND RELATED TRADES WORKERS  

BLACKSMITHS, TOOLMAKERS AND RELATED TRADES WORKERS hammer and forge 

bars, rods or ingots of iron, steel and other metals to make and repair various kinds of tools, 

equipment and other articles, and polish and sharpen metal surfaces. 

 

Tasks performed include forming iron, steel and other metal to make and repair various kinds of 

tools and equipment; setting and operating metal cutting machine working to fine tolerances; 

polishing and sharpening metal surfaces and tool. Supervision of other workers is included.  

 

Occupations in this minor group are classified into the following Unit Groups: 

7221 Blacksmiths, hammersmiths and forging press workers 

7222 Toolmakers and related workers 

7223 Metal working machine tool setters and operators 

7224 Metal polishers, wheel grinders and tool sharpeners 

7221 BLACKSMITHS, HAMMERSMITHS AND FORGING PRESS WORKERS  
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BLACKSMITHS, HAMMERSMITHS AND FORGING PRESS WORKERS hammer, bend and 

forge bars, rods, ingots and plates of iron, steel or other metal to make various kinds of tools, 

metal articles, pieces of equipment, agricultural implements, and shoes for use  on animals. 

TASKS include:  

a) pouring molten metal into moulds to produce metal castings; 

b) heating metal in forge furnace and manufacturing and repairing articles by drawing, 

bending, cutting, hammering metal on an anvil, punching, shearing, joining and 

hardening or tempering; 

c) shaping heated metal into forgings on power hammer equipped with open dies; 

d) operating closed die-drop hammer to forge metal articles; 

e) operating a power-press machine equipped with closed dies to forge metal articles; 

f) reading work orders or blueprints to determine specified tolerances and sequences of 

operations for machine setups; 

g) measuring and inspecting machine parts to ensure conformance to product specifications; 

h) performing other related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7221.10 Blacksmith, General 

7221.20 Hammersmith 

7221.30 Drop-hammer worker 

7221.40 Forging press worker 

7221.50 Metal former, Hand 

7221.60 Wire drawer, Hand 

7221.90 Blacksmiths, Hammersmiths and Forging Press Workers, NEC 

 

7222 TOOLMAKERS AND RELATED WORKERS  

TOOLMAKERS AND RELATED WORKERS make and repair custom made and specialized 

tools, sports guns, locks, dies, patterns machinery components, and other metal articles using 

hand and machine tools to work metal to fine tolerances. 

TASKS include: 

a) making, maintaining and repairing dies, jigs, gauges and fixtures, using hand tools and 

various kinds of machine tools;  

b) reading and interpreting engineering drawings and specifications of tools, dies, 

prototypes or models ; 

c) preparing templates and sketches, and determining work processes; 

d) setting up, operating and maintaining conventional and computer numerical controlled 

machine tools to cut, turn, mill, plane, drill, grind or otherwise shape work piece to 

prescribed dimension and finish; 

e) fitting and assembling parts to make and repair jigs, fixtures and gauges; 

f) repairing and modifying sports guns and other small arms; 

g) making, fitting, assembling, repairing and installing lock parts and locks; 

h) making and repairing metal patterns used in making foundry moulds; 

i) laying out lines and reference points on metal stock to guide other workers who cut, turn, 

mill, grind or otherwise shape metal; 

j) performing other related tasks; and 
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k) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7222.10 Maker, Die  

7222.20 Toolmaker,  

7222.30 Maker, Jig  

7222.40 Maker, jig and fixture 

7222.50 Pattern-maker 

7222.60 Maker, Metal  

7222.70 Gunsmith 

7222.80 Locksmith 

7222.90 Toolmakers and Related Workers, NEC 

 

7223 METAL WORKING MACHINE TOOL SETTERS AND OPERATORS  

METAL WORKING MACHINE TOOL SETTERS AND OPERATORS set, or set and operate, 

various machine tools working to fine tolerances.   

TASKS include: 

a) setting one or more types of machine tool for production of metal articles in standardised 

series; 

b) operating and monitoring metalworking machines, such as lathes, milling,  planning, 

boring, drilling, grinding  

c) or honing machines, including multi-purpose numerically controlled metalworking 

machines; 

d) performing similar tasks when machining plastics and other metal substitutes; 

e) observing machine operations to detect work piece defects or machine malfunctions, 

adjusting machines as necessary; 

f)  inspecting work pieces for defects, and measuring work pieces to determine accuracy of 

machine operation, using rules, templates, or other measuring instruments; 

g) changing worn machine accessories, such as cutting tools and brushes, using hand tools; 

h) performing related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7223.10 Setter, metal-working machine, General 

7223.20 Setter-operator, metal machine (B.T) 

   Setter-operator, metal-working machine (A.T), 

7223.30 Machine tool Setter 

7223.40 Machine tool Operator 

7223.50 Setter-operator, grindingïmachine 

7225.60 Setter-operator, boring-machine 

7223.65 Setter-operator, drilling machine 

7223.70 Setter-operator, precision-drilling-machine 

7223.75 Metal turner 

7223.80 Machine tool setter operator 

7223.85 Metal Spinner 

7223.90 Metal Working Machine Tool Setters and Operators, NEC 
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7224 METAL POLISHERS, WHEEL GRINDERS AND TOOL SHARPENERS  

METAL POLISHERS, WHEEL GRINDERS AND TOOL SHARPENERS grind and polish 

metal surfaces and sharpen tools. 

TASKS include:   

a) operating fixed or portable buffing and polishing machines; 

b) sharpening cutting tools and instruments using grinding wheel or mechanically operated 

grinding machines; 

c) repairing, adjusting and sharpening saw blades and metal teeth of cylinders in textile 

carding machines; 

d) dressing, gridding wheels, according to specification; 

e) inspecting, feeling and measuring work pieces to ensure that surfaces and dimensions 

meet specification; 

f) selecting and mounting gridding wheels on machines, according to specification, using 

hand tools and applying knowledge of abrasives and gridding procedures; 

g) performing other related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7224.10 Polisher, Metal 

7224.20 Grinder, Tool 

7224.30 Grinder, Textile card 

7224.40 Grinder, Crankshaft 

7224.50 Sharpener, Cutting instrument 

7224.55 Sharpener, Knife 

7224.60 Sharpener, Machine tool 

7224.70 Repairer, Saw 

7224.80 Finisher, Metal 

7224.90 Metal Polishers, Wheel Grinders and Tool Sharpeners, NEC 

  

MINOR GROUP 723 

MACHINERY MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS  

MACHINERY MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS fit, install, service and repair engines, 

vehicles, agricultural or industrial machinery, and mechanical equipment. 

 

Tasks performed usually include fitting, Installing, maintaining and repairing engines, vehicles, 

Agricultural or Industrial machinery, and mechanical equipment. Supervision of other workers 

may be included. 

 

Occupations in this minor group are classified under the following Unit Groups: 

7231 Motor vehicle mechanics and repairers 

7232 Aircraft engine mechanics and repairers 

7233 Agricultural and industrial machinery mechanics and 

repairers 

7234 Bicycle and related repairers 

7231 MOTOR VEHICLE MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS  
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MOTOR VEHICLE MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS fit, install, maintain, service and repair 

engines and the mechanical and related equipment of passenger cars, delivery trucks, 

motorcycles and other motor vehicles. 

TASKS include: 

a) detecting and diagnosing faults in engines and parts;  

b) fitting, examining, testing and servicing motor vehicle and motorcycle engines; 

c) replacing engine components or complete engines; 

d) fitting, examining, adjusting, dismantling, rebuilding and replacing defective parts of 

motor vehicles; 

e) installing or adjusting motors and brakes, and adjusting steering or other parts of motor 

vehicles; 

f)   installing, adjusting, servicing and replacing mechatronics components of motor vehicles; 

g) performing scheduled maintenance services, such as oil changes, lubrications and engine 

tune-ups, to achieve 

h) smoother running of vehicles and ensure compliance with pollution regulations; 

i)  reassembling engines and parts after being repaired; 

j) performing other related tasks; and  

k) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7231.10 Engine fitter, motor-vehicle 

7231.20 Mechanic, Garage 

7231.30 Mechanic, Motor-cycle 

7231.40 Mechanic, Motor vehicle 

7231.50 Motor vehicle engine and fuel system service Technician 

7231.60 Motor vehicle mechatronics service Technician 

7231.70 Motor vehicle, Repairer 

7231.80 Motor vehicle service Technician 

7231.90 Motor Vehicle Mechanics and Repairers, NEC 

 

7232 AIRCRAFT ENGINE MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS  

AIRCRAFT ENGINE MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS fit, service, repair and overhaul aircraft 

engines and assemblies, such as airframes, hydraulic, and pneumatic systems. 

TASKS include: 

a) fitting, examining, testing and servicing aircraft engines;  

b) replacing engine components or complete engines; 

c) examining  and inspecting airframes and aircraft components, including landing gear, 

hydraulic systems, and deicers to detect wear, cracks, breaks, leaks, or other problems; 

d) maintaining, repairing, overhauling, modifying and testing aircraft structural, mechanical 

and hydraulic systems; 

e) reading and interpreting manuals, service bulletins, and other specifications to determine 

the feasibility and method of repairing or replacing malfunctioning or damaged 

components; 

f)  maintaining, repairing , and rebuilding aircraft structures, functional components, and 

parts such as wings and fuselage, rigging, hydraulic units, oxygen systems, fuel systems, 

electrical systems, gaskets, and seals; 
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g) inspecting completed work to certify that maintenance meets standards and the aircraft is 

ready for operation; 

h) maintaining repair logs, documenting all preventive and corrective aircraft maintenance; 

i)  installing and testing electrical and electronic components, assemblies, and systems in 

aircraft; 

j)  connecting components to assemblies such as radio systems, instruments, magnetos, 

inverters, and in-flight refuelling systems; 

k) performing related tasks; and 

l) supervising other workers.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7232.10 Aircraft engine Fitter 

7232.20 Mechanic, Aircraft  

7232.30 Aircraft maintenance supervisor 

7232.40 Aircraft restorer 

7232.50 Aircraft service technician 

7232.60 Airframe Mechanic 

7232.70 Aviation maintenance technician 

7232.80 Helicopter mechanic 

7232.90 Aircraft Engine Mechanics and Repairers, NEC   

 

7233 AGRICULTURAL AND INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY MECHANICS AND 

REPAIRERS 

  AGRICULTURAL AND INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS fit, 

install, examine, service and repair engines, agricultural and industrial machinery and 

mechanical equipment, except motor vehicle, aircraft and electric motors. 

TASKS include: 

a) fitting, installing, examining, servicing and repairing engines, machinery and mechanical 

equipment; 

b) oiling and greasing stationary engines and machinery; 

c) inspecting and testing new machinery and mechanical equipment for conformity with 

standards and specifications; 

d) disassembling machinery and equipment to remove parts and make repairs; 

e) examining parts for defects such as breakage and excessive wear; 

f)   operating newly repaired machinery and equipment to verify the adequacy of repairs; 

g) recording repairs and maintenance performed; 

m) performing related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7233.10 Mechanic, machinery 

7233.15 Air -conditioning equipment mechanic 

7233.20 Fitter, machinery 

7233.30 Mechanic, office machinery 

7233.40 Mechanic, mining machinery 

7233.50 Mechanic, marine engine 
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7233.60 Mechanic, ship 

7233.65 Mechanic, train engine 

7233.70 Mechanic maintenance, estate/plantation 

7233.75 Farm machinery repairer 

7233.90 Agricultural and Industrial Machinery Mechanics and Repairers, NEC 

 

7234   BICYCLE AND RELATED REPAIRERS  

BICYCLE AND RELATED REPAIRERS fit, maintain, service and repair the mechanical and 

related equipment of bicycles, rickshaws, baby carriages, wheelchairs and similar non-motorized 

transport equipment. 

TASKS include:  

a) examining, servicing and repairing bicycles and other non-motorized transport equipment; 

b) cleaning and lubricating bearings and other moving parts; 

c) replacing and repairing components and accessories, such as brakes, driving chain 

mechanism, wheels, handle bars etc.; 

d) changing tyres and controlling air pressure; 

e) spray painting frames; 

f)   assembling new bicycles, wheelchairs and similar non-motorized equipment; 

g) performing related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7234.10 Bicycle mechanic 

7234.20 Bicycle repairer 

7234.30 Wheelchair repairer 

7234.90 Bicycle and Related Repairers, NEC 

 

SUB MAJOR GROUP 73 

HANDICRAFT AND PRINTING WORKERS  

HANDICRAFT AND PRINTING WORKERS make and repair precision instruments, musical 

instruments, various articles such as jewellery, precious metal ware, ceramics, porcelain ware 

and glassware or they perform printing or book-binding tasks. The work is carried out by hand 

and by hand-powered and other tools which are used to reduce the amount of physical effort and 

time required for specific tasks, as well as to improve the quality of the products.  The tasks call 

for an understanding of the work organisation, the materials and tools used, and the nature and 

purpose of the final product. 

 

Tasks performed usually include making and repairing nautical, meteorological, optical and 

other precision instrument and equipment; making and repairing musical instrument; making 

jewellery and precision metal ware; making pottery, porcelain and related products, ceramics and 

glass ware; making and creating handicraft, using wood, textiles, leather and related materials; 

setting and arranging printing type by hand  or machine; making printing plates form set ïup 

type; engraving printing plates, rolls, dies and blocks; making and printing with silk ïscreen; 

printing on materials other than paper; binding covers to books and performing book finishing 

operation. Supervision of other worker is included. 
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Occupations in this sub major group are classified into the following minor groups: 

731 Handicraft workers 

732 Printing trades workers 

 

MINOR GROUP 731 

HANDICRAFT WORK ERS 

HANDICRAFT WORKERS make and repair precision instruments, musical instruments, 

jewellery and other articles of precious metals. 

 

Tasks performed usually include making and repairing precision instrument and equipment; 

making and repairing musical instrument; making jewellery and precision metal ware; making 

pottery, porcelain and related products, ceramics and glass ware; painting and decorating various 

articles; manufacturing handicraft articles in wood or textiles, leather and related materials;    

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified into the following Unit Groups:- 

7311 Precision-instrument makers and repairers 

7312 Musical instrument makers and tuners 

7313 Jewellery and precious-metal workers 

7314 Potters and related workers 

7315 Glass makers, cutters, grinders and finishers 

7316 Sign writers, decorative painters, engravers and etchers 

7317 Handicraft workers in wood, basketry and related materials 

7318 Handicraft workers in textile, leather and related materials 

7319 Handicraft workers not elsewhere classified 

 

7311 PRECISION-INSTRUMENT MAKERS AND REPAIRERS  

PRECISION INSTRUMENT MAKERS AND REPAIRERS make, repair and calibrate 

mechanical watches, clocks, nautical, meteorological, optical, surgical, dental, and orthopedic 

and other precision instruments and equipment. 

TASKS include: 

a) making, adjusting and repairing mechanical watches and clocks; 

b) making, adjusting and repairing nautical and meteorological instruments and equipment; 

c) making, adjusting and repairing optical instruments; 

d) making, adjusting and repairing surgical instruments and other medical equipment; 

e) making and repairing medical, orthopedic and dental appliances and prostheses; 

f) calibrating instruments using standard weights and measures and using hand tools to 

adjust and align parts and small balancing weights; 

g) performing related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7311.10 Maker, instrument/meteorological 

7311.20 Maker, instrument/surgical 

7311.30 Maker and repairer, dental prosthesis 

7311.40 Maker and repairer, orthopedic appliance 

7311.50 Maker and, watch and clock 
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7311.55 Repairer, watch and clock 

7311.60 Maker and repairer, instrument/optical 

7311.70 Maker and repairer, balance 

7311.80 Maker, instrument/nautical 

7311.90 Precision Instrument Makers and Repairers, NEC 

 

7312 MUSICAL INSTRUMENT MAKERS AND TUNERS  

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT MAKERS AND TUNERS make, repair and tune a variety of 

musical instruments using hand or power tools. 

TASKS include: 

a) making and repairing accordions and stringed and wind instruments; 

b) building and repairing organs and making parts for such organs; 

c) making instrumental parts of pianos and assembling and repairing such pianos; 

d) tuning pianos and other keyboard instruments; 

e) making and repairing other musical instruments; 

f) performing related tasks; and 

g) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7312.10 Maker, instrument/musical (brass)  

7312.20 Maker, stringed-musical instrument  

7312.25 Maker, wood-wind musical instrument  

7312.30 Maker, metal-wind musical instrument 

7312.40 Tuner, musical instrument 

7312.50 Maker, drum 

7312.60 Accordion Maker  

7312.70 Organ builder 

7312.80 Piano tuner 

7312.90 Musical Instrument Makers and Tuners, NEC 

 

7313 JEWELLERY AND PRECIOUS -METAL WORKERS  

JEWELLERY AND PRECIOUS-METAL WORKERS design, fabricate, adjust, repair, or 

appraise jewellery, ceremonial or religious items, gold, silver, other precious metals, or gems. 

They cut, file, polish and set precious and semi- precious stones including gems and diamonds 

and engrave designs on jewellery and precious metal articles .They cut and polish diamonds for 

industrial purposes. 

Tasks include: 

a) casting jewellery and other non-ferrous metal articles by hand; 

b) creating new jewellery designs and modifying existing designs, using computers as 

necessary; 

c) cutting designs in moulds or other materials to be used as models in the fabrication of 

metal and jewellery products; 

d) altering existing jewellery mountings in order to reposition jewels or to adjust mountings;  

e) repairing, reshaping and restyling old jewellery or precious metalware following designs or 

instructions; 

f)  making complete jewellery articles such as rings, necklaces, bangles, brooches and 
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bracelets from materials such as gold, silver, platinum, and precious or semiprecious 

stones;  

g) examining gem surfaces and internal structures, using polariscopes, refractometers, 

microscopes, and other optical instruments, to differentiate between stones, to identify 

rare specimens, or to detect flaws, defects, or peculiarities affecting gem values;  

h) cutting and polishing gems and setting them in jewellery articles; 

i)   engraving or embossing letters, designs or decorative lines on jewellery and precious 

metal ware; 

j)   grinding, drilling and finishing jewel bearings for use in precision instruments such as 

compasses and chronometers;  

k) examining assembled or finished products to ensure conformance to specifications, using 

magnifying   glasses or precision measuring instruments; 

l) performing related tasks; and 

m) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include:  

7313.10 Jeweller, General (B.T) 

   Goldsmith (R.T) 

   Silversmith (R.T) 

   Sonara 

7313.20 Diamond Cutter and Polisher (B.T) 

   Gemstone Cutter and Polisher (A.T) 

   Mkataji na Mngôarishaji wa Vito 

7313.30 Setter, Gem 

7313.40 Repairer, Jewellery 

7313.50 Roller, Precious metal 

7313.60 Precious metal leaf Maker 

7313.70 Engraver, Jewellery 

7313.80 Enameller, Jewellery 

7313.90 Jewellery and Precious-Metal Workers, NEC 

 

7314 POTTERS AND RELATED WORKERS  

POTTERS AND RELATED WORKERS prepare pottery, porcelain ware, sanitary ware, bricks, 

tiles and abrasive wheels by hand or by machine. 

Tasks include: 

a) making articles of pottery and porcelain; 

b) making clay or plaster-of-Paris moulds; 

c) forming articles on potter's wheel with hands, or using interior or exterior moulding 

shapes and shaping tools; 

d) forming articles by casting semi-liquid clay in plaster-of-Paris moulds; 

e) forming bricks and tiles into special shapes by hand; 

f) making articles by pressing plastic clay into moulds by hand; 

g) operating screw-press or hydraulic press to make products clay dust; 

h) operating a machine which extrudes moist clay for further processing; 

i) performing related tasks; 

j) supervising other workers. 
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OCCUPATIONS include:  

7314.10 Potter, General 

7314.20 Modeller, pottery and porcelain 

7314.30 Caster, pottery and porcelain 

7314.40 Thrower, pottery and porcelain 

7314.50 Mould Maker, pottery and porcelain 

7314.60 Moulder, brick and tile (B.T) 

     Brick maker (R.T) 

     Tile Maker (R.T) 

     Block Maker (R.T) 

7314.65 Presser, pottery and porcelain 

7314.70 Pottery and porcelain in Die ï Presser 

7314.80 Clay Extruding- Press Operator 

7314.90 Potters and Related Workers, NEC 

 

7315 GLASS MAKERS, CUTTERS, GRINDERS AND FINISHERS 

GLASS-MAKERS, CUTTERS, GRINDERS AND FINISHERS blow, mould, press and roll 

shapes from molten glass and cut, grind and polish glass. 

TASKS include: 

a) shaping molten glass by means of blowpipe, hand moulding, heating and bending;  

b) heating, moulding and pressing optical glass to make lens blanks;  

c) grinding and polishing lens blanks;  

d) grinding and beveling edges of glass;  

e) cutting sheet glass with hand tools and sawing prisms and other shapes from optical glass 

blocks;  

f) performing related tasks; and 

g) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7315.10 Blower, Glass 

7315.20 Blower, Scientific Glass  

7315.30 Cutter, Optical Glass 

7315.40 Cutter, Glass 

7315.50 Moulder, Glass lens 

7315.60 Polisher, Glass 

7315.70 Grinder, Glass  

7315.80 Finisher, Glass 

7315.90 Glass-Makers, Cutters, Grinders and Finishers, NEC 

 

7316 SIGN WRITERS, DECORATIVE PAINTERS, ENGRAVERS AND ETCHERS  

SIGN WRITERS, DECORATIVE PAINTERS, ENGRAVERS AND ETCHERS decorate 

articles made of wood, metal, textiles, glass, ceramics and other materials. They plan, layout and 

paint letters, figures, monograms and designs to make signs and engrave and etch ornamental 

and floral designs on glass and other articles. 

TASKS include: 
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a) painting decorative free-hand designs on objects, such as pottery, glass, cigarette cases, 

lampshades; 

b) transferring from paper transfers decorative or ornamental designs on articles;  

c) integrating and developing visual elements, such as line, space, mass, colour, and 

perspective, in order to produce desired effects such as the illustration of ideas, emotions, 

or moods;  

d) laying out and painting  in one or more languages letters, figures, monograms and designs 

to make signs; 

e) sketching or tracing design or lettering onto work piece or pattern material to prepare 

pattern or stencil; 

f) designing pattern or lettering to paint work pieces, such as signs, glassware, pottery, or 

zinc plates; 

g) using software and routing equipment to produce 3D Carved images for application onto 

larger signage as well as engraved and inlaid signs; 

h) designing and producing normal flat cut lettering or lettering that is shadowed with applied 

vinyl or lettering that is ready cut for  application;  

i) writing, painting, or printing signs or show cards used for display or other purposes; 

j) cutting out letters and signs for display purposes from wallboard or cardboard, by hand or 

machines, such as electrically powered jigsaw or band saw; 

k) examining sketches, diagrams, samples, blueprints, or photographs to decide how designs 

are to be etched, cut, or engraved onto work pieces;  

l) measuring and computing dimensions of lettering, designs, or patterns to be engraved;  

m) engraving and printing patterns, ornamental designs, etchings, trademarks, figures or 

lettering onto flat or  

n) curved surfaces of a wide variety of metal, glass, plastic, or ceramic items; 

o) etching decorative designs, calibration markings and other figures on glass articles; 

p) performing related tasks; and 

q) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7316.10 Sign- Writer 

7316.20 Painter, Decorative 

7316.25 Engraver, Glass 

7316.30 Etcher, Glass 

7316.40 Glass Sandblaster 

7316.45 Enameller, Glass  

7316.50 Ceramics, Painter 

7316.55 Ceramics Spray Painter 

7316.60 Ceramics Decorator 

7316.70 Ceramic Dipper 

7316.80 Mirror Silverer 

7316.90 Sign Writers, Decorative Painters, Engravers and Etchers, NEC 

 

7317 HANDICRAFT WORKERS IN WOOD, BASKETRY AND RELATED 

MATERIALS  

HANDICRAFT WORKERS IN WOOD, BASKETRY AND RELATED MATERIALS apply 
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traditional techniques to prepare wood, straw, rattan, reeds, stone, clay, shells, and other 

materials, and carve, mould, assemble, weave, or paint and decorate various articles for personal 

or household use, or for decorative purposes. Basketry weavers, brush makers and related 

workers select and prepare materials like bristles, nylon, fibre, bass, whisker and wire to make 

wicker furniture, brushes and brooms and weave various kinds of baskets. 

 

TASKS include: 

a) preparing wood, straw, rattan, reeds, stone, shells, or similar materials; 

b) carving floral and artistic designs on wooden surfaces for decorative purposes; 

c) painting free hand decorative designs on glass and pottery or porcelain ware; 

d) carving, assembling, weaving, painting and decorating various articles for personal or 

household use such as salad bowls, serving-spoons, cutting-boards, trays, vases, jugs, 

baskets, straw hats, straw mats and similar objects; 

e) carving, assembling, weaving and painting various decorative articles such as statues and 

other sculptures, chess pieces, jewellery, and similar objects; 

f)  making wicker furniture from peeled and softened rattan, reeds, rushes, willow branches 

and similar materials; 

g) making various kinds of baskets by interlacing osier, rattan, reeds, rushes or similar 

materials; 

h) forming bottom of basket by interlacing strips of rattan, wood veneer or other material with 

framework of rods of material such as willow; 

i) inserting rods around edge of bottom between woven sections of bottom and bending them 

upright to serve as framework for sides; 

j) selecting and preparing brush materials, such as bristles, nylon, fibres and wire, and setting 

them in brush base; 

k) selecting and preparing materials, such as broom corn, bass , whisker and fibre, and 

fastening them to broom handles; 

l) performing related tasks; and 

m)  supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 
7317.10 Handicraft worker, Reed weaving  

7317.20 Handicraft worker, Stone articles  

7317.30 Handicraft worker, wooden articles 

7317.40 Maker, Basket 

     Mtengeneza Vikapu  

7317.50 Maker, Brush 

7317.60 Maker, Broom 

    Mtengeneza Fagio 

7317.70 Maker, Mat 

Mtengeneza Zulia 

7317.80 Maker, Wicker furniture  

7317.90 Handicraft Workers in Wood, Basketry and Related Materials, NEC 

7318 HANDICRAFT WORKERS IN TEXTILE, LEATHER AND RELATE D 

MATERIALS  
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HANDICRAFT WORKERS IN TEXTILE, LEATHER AND RELATED MATERIALS use 

traditional techniques and patterns to produce woven fabrics, knitted, embroidered, woven and 

other garments and articles for household use, as well as traditional footwear, handbags, belts 

and other accessories. 

TASKS include: 

a) spinning and dyeing with natural dyestuffs, wool, cotton and other fibres;  

b) lace-making and weaving, knitting, or embroidering various garments and articles for 

household use;  

c) preparing and dyeing hides with natural dyestuffs and making traditional footwear or 

handbags, belts and other accessories; 

d) spinning and winding yarn by hand; 

e) drawing warp threads into loom by hand; 

f) weaving plain or figured cloth, tapestry, lace, carpet or other fabrics on hand looms; 

g) making carpets by using a knotting technique; 

h) knitting garments and other articles on hand-operated machine or by hand; 

i) crocheting or making braid by hand; 

j) making nets by hand; 

k) grading and classifying natural textile fibres; 

l) washing wool fibres; 

m) cleaning and fluffing textile fibres; 

n) forming fibres into sliver, combing them, combining sliver into sliver laps or forming 

sliver into rove; 

a) performing related tasks;  

b) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7318.10 Handicraft worker, Carpet  

7318.20 Handicraft worker, Leather  

7318.30 Handicraft worker, Textile 

7318.40 Fibre comber, Textile 

7318.45 Fibre drawer, Textile 

7318.50 Fibre rover, Textile 

7318.60 Knitter 

7318.70 Spinner, Thread and Yarn  

7318.75 Threader Loom 

7318.80 Weaver, Cloth 

7318.90 Handicraft Workers in Textile, Leather and Related Materials,NEC 

 

7319 HANDICRAFT WORKERS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED  

HANDICRAFT WORKERS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED make and repair articles of 

wood, textiles, leather and other raw materials and perform other hand craft occupations not 

elsewhere classified.  

TASKS include: 

a) constructing wire frames for lampshades, arranges and stretches covering material over 

frame, and secures covering material; 
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b) making wigs, beards and other artificial hairpieces from human hair or synthetic 

materials; 

c) interweaving canes of willow, withy, bamboo, rattan or similar material to make baskets 

and other pieces of wickerwork; 

d) charging fireworks, cartridges and other munitions with explosive material; and 

e) making childrenôs toys, dolls, models, candles, artificial flowers and other fancy goods; 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7319.10 Lampshade maker 

7319.20 Toy maker 

7319.30 Wig maker 

7319.40 Candle maker 

7319.70 Back knife fabricator 

 

MINOR GROUP 732 

PRINTING TRADES WORKERS  

PRINTING TRADES WORKERS set and arrange printing type or copy by hand or by electronic 

keyboarding or other machines, make printing plates set-up type, engrave lithographic stones, 

printing plates and rollers, make and print with silk-screens, print on paper and other materials, 

or bind and finish books. 

 

Tasks Performed usually include operating graphic cameras and other photographic equipment to 

reproduce camera-ready copy onto films, plates and digital output devices; operating computer 

screen-based equipment for scanning, colour separation and correction, retouching and other 

processes used to transfer copy to film and produce film for plate, cylinder and digital output 

productions; setting up, operating and monitoring machines used in typesetting, photographing 

copy, printing and cutting, folding, collating and binding printed material;  performing routine 

finishing operations and machine maintenance; preparing stencils and operating screen printing 

equipment. 

 

Occupations in this minor Group are classified into the following Unit Groups:- 

7321 Pre-press technicians 

7322 Printers  

7323 Print finishing and binding workers 

 

7321 PRE-PRESS TECHNICIANS 

PRE-PRESS TECHNICIANS set, format, proof and compose text and graphics into a form 

suitable for use in various printing processes and representation in other visual media. 

TASKS include: 

a) setting type by hand and printing copies with simple machines; 

b) operating linotype, monotype and typecasting machines; 

c) arranging set-up of type and spacing material and illustration blocks to make pages; 

d) using computer application to generate images, text layouts and impositions for print and 

other visual medial displays; 

e) operating plate making equipment to reproduce images from film to printing plates, digital 

output devices and presses; 
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f) operating computer screen-based equipment for scanning, colour separation, colour 

correction, masking, creative design, combining, imposing, retouching, and other 

processes used to transfer copy to film and produce film for plate, digital output and 

cylinder productions; 

g) carrying out digital and chemical proofing from digital systems, and negative and positive 

films; 

h) evaluating printed proofs, checking and correcting them for quality; 

i) preparing and exposing carbon tissue for laying on cylinders by transfer method, and 

developing images;  

j) performing word processing and typesetting works; 

k) performing  other related tasks; and 

l) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7321.10 Compositor 

     Mpanga Herufi 

7321.20 Linotype Operator 

7321.30 Monotype Keyboard Operator 

7321.40 Operator, Desktop publishing 

7321.50 Typesetter 

7321.60 Plate Maker, Printing  

7321.70 Plate Mounter, Screen Printing 

7321.80 Technician, Electronic pre-press  

7321.85 Screen Maker 

7321.90 Pre-Press technician, NEC 

 

7322 PRINTERS  

PRINTERS set up and operate digital, letterpress, lithographic, flexographic, gravure, newspaper 

and other printing presses. 

TASKS include:- 

a) setting, adjusting and monitoring substrate-feed mechanisms, delivery mechanisms, inking 

systems and other printing machine functions;  

b) mixing ink and solvents to standard, and regulating paper and ink supply during print runs; 

c) monitoring, evaluating and determining press to check print quality standards against 

proofs and detect malfunctions; 

d) producing a variety of printed products using relief, lithographic, flexographic and gravure 

printing presses, and in-line finishing systems;  

e) preparing plates, blankets and impression cylinders on small offset lithographic printing 

presses;  

f)  loading paper into feeding mechanisms; 

g) monitoring machine operations and quality of printing;  

h) maintaining, adjusting, repairing and cleaning machines; 

i) producing digital print images, and transferring and outputting images;  

j) performing related tasks; and 

k) supervising other workers. 
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OCCUPATIONS include: 

7322.10 Printer, General 

   Mchapishaji Kawaida 

7322.20 Printer, Block 

7322.30 Printer, Screen 

7322.40 Printer, textile 

7322.50 Digital press operator 

7322.60 Feeder operator, printing 

7322.70 Flexographic press operator 

7322.80 Gravure press operator 

7322.90 Printers, NEC 

 

7323 PRINT FINISHING AND BINDING WORKERS  

PRINT FINISHING AND BINDING WORKERS bind books and other publications by hand or 

machine and perform book finishing operation. 

TASKS include: 

a) setting up the operation of automatic binding and finishing equipment;  

b) binding full, half and limp-bound books, and repairing bindings; 

c) folding, collating and sewing signatures by machine and hand;  

d) operating paper guillotines for pre-press and post-press paper cutting and trimming, and 

programming electronically operated units; 

e) operating systems to insert printed material into newspapers, magazines and envelopes; 

f)   embellishing printed products automatically and manually; 

g) operating photographic and electronic reproduction devices; 

h) performing related tasks; and 

a) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7323.10 Bookbinder 

7323.20 Embosser, book 

7323.30 Finisher, book  

7323.40 Finisher, Print 

7323.50 Cutter operator 

7323.60 Multibinder operator 

7323.70 Collator operator 

7323.90 Print Finishing and Binding Workers, NEC 

 

SUB MAJOR 74 

ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC TRADES WORKERS  

ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC TRADES WORKERS install, fit and maintain electrical 

wiring systems and machinery and other electrical apparatus, electrical transmission and supply 

lines and cables, and electronic and telecommunications equipment and systems. 

 

Tasks performed usually include installing, maintaining, fitting and adjusting electrical and 

electronic wiring systems, machinery and equipment; examining blueprints, wiring diagrams and 

specifications to determine sequences and methods of operation; inspecting and testing electrical 
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and electronic systems, equipment, cables and machinery to identify hazards, defects, and the 

need for adjustment or repair; installing maintaining and repairing electrical and 

telecommunications transmission lines; joining electrical, telecommunications and data cables; 

maintaining, troubleshooting, fitting, adjusting, testing and repairing electronic equipment such 

as commercial and office machines and electronic instruments and control systems, computers, 

telecommunications and data transmission equipment. 

 

Occupations in this sub major group are classified into the following Minor Groups: 

741 Electrical equipment installers and repairers 

742 Electronics and telecommunications installers and repairers 

 

MINOR GROUP 741 

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT INSTALLERS AND REPAIRERS  

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT INSTALLERS AND REPAIRERS install, fit and maintain 

electrical wiring systems and related equipment, electrical machinery and other electrical 

apparatus and electrical transmission and supply lines and cables. 

 

Tasks performed usually include installing, maintaining, fitting and adjusting electrical wiring 

systems, machinery and equipment; examining blueprints, wiring diagrams and specifications to 

determine sequences and methods of operation; inspecting and testing electrical systems, 

equipment, cables and machinery to identify hazards, defects, and the need for adjustment or 

repair; installing maintaining and repairing electrical transmission lines; joining electrical cables. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified into the following Unit Groups: 

7411 Building and related electricians 

7412 Electrical mechanics and fitters 

7413   Electrical line installers and repairers 

 

7411 BUILDING AND RELATED E LECTRICIANS  

 

BUILDING AND RELATED ELECTRICIANS install, maintain and repair electrical wiring 

system and related equipment in building. 

TASKS include: 

a) installing, maintaining and repairing electrical wiring systems and related equipment in 

various buildings such as schools, hospitals, commercial establishments, residential 

buildings and other structures; 

b) examining blueprints, wiring diagrams and specifications to determine sequences and 

methods of operation; 

c) planning layout and installation of electrical wiring, equipment and fixtures, based on job 

specifications and relevant standards;  

d) inspecting electrical systems, equipment, and components to identify hazards, defects, and 

the need for adjustment or repair; 

e) selecting, cutting and connecting wire and cable to terminals and connectors; 

f)   measuring and laying out installation reference points; 

g) positioning and installing electrical switchboards; 

h) testing continuity of circuit; 
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i)  performing  other related tasks; and 

j)  supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7411.10 Electrician, General 

  Fundi Umeme - Kawaida 

7411.20 Electrician, Building repairs  

  Fundi Umeme - Majengo 

7411.30 Electrician, Maintenance  

              Fundi Umeme- Matengenezo ya Majengo 

7411.40 Electrician, Aircraft  

              Fundi Umeme ï Ndege 

7411.50 Electrician, Shipôs 

              Fundi Umeme ï Melini 

7411.60 Electrician, Vehicle (B.T) 

  Auto- Electrician (R.T) 

              Fundi Umeme -Magari 

7411.90 Building and Related Electricians, NEC 

 

7412 ELECTRICAL MECHANICS AND FITTERS  

ELECTRICAL MECHANICS AND FITTERS fit, adjust, install and repair electrical machinery 

and other electrical apparatus and equipment in buildings, factories, workshops, or other places. 

TASKS include: 

a) fitting, adjusting and repairing various kinds of electrical machinery and motors, 

generators, switchgear and control apparatus, instruments, or electrical parts of elevators 

and related equipment; 

b) fitting, adjusting and repairing electrical parts in domestic appliances, industrial machines 

and other appliances; 

c) inspecting and testing manufactured electrical products; 

d) installing, testing, connecting, commissioning, maintaining and modifying electrical 

equipment, wiring and control systems;  

e) designing, installing, maintaining, servicing and repairing electric and hydraulic passenger 

and freight lifts, escalators, moving walkways and other lift equipment; 

f)   connecting electrical systems to power supply; 

g) replacing and repairing defective parts;  

h) performing other related tasks; and  

i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7412.10 Electrical Fitter, General 

7412.20 Mechanic, electrical  

7412.30 Electrical Transformer Fitter 

7412.40 Electrical Motor and Generator Fitter 

7412.50 Electrical Switchgear and Control Apparatus Fitter 

7412.60 Electrical Instrument Fitter 

7412.70 Electrical Elevator and related Equipment Fitter 
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7412.80 Electrical Repairman 

  Mtengezaji Vyombo vya Umeme 

7412.90 Electrical Mechanics and Fitters, NEC 

 

7413 ELECTRICAL LINE INSTALLERS AND REPAIRERS  

ELECTRICAL LINE INSTALLERS AND REPAIRERS install, repair and join electrical 

transmission and supply cables and related equipment. 

TASKS include: 

a) installing and repairing overhead and underground electrical power and electrical traction 

lines; 

b) making joints in overhead and underground cables; 

c) adhering to safety practices and procedures, such as checking equipment regularly and 

erecting barriers around work areas;  

d) opening switches or attaching grounding devices to remove electrical hazards from 

disturbed or fallen lines or to facilitate repairs; 

e) climbing poles or using truck-mounted buckets to access equipment; 

f)   identifying defective sectionalizing devices, circuit breakers, fuses, voltage regulators, 

transformers, switches, relays, or wiring, using wiring diagrams and electrical-testing 

instruments; 

g) performing  other related tasks; and 

h) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7413.10 Line worker, electrical power (B.T) 

   Electric- Power Line worker (R.T) 

   Fundi Njia ya Umeme 

7413.20 Electric- traction Line worker 

7413.30 Telephone and Telegragh Line worker (B.T) 

    Cable line worker, telephone/telegraph/TV (R.T) 

7413.40 Jointer, Electric cable 

   Muunganishaji Waya wa Umeme 

7413.50 Layer, underground cable 

7413.90 Electrical Line Installers and Repairers, NEC  

 

MINOR GROUP 742 

ELECTRONIC S AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS INSTALLERS AND  

REPAIRERS 

ELECTRONICS AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS INSTALLERS AND REPAIRERS fit, 

maintain, adjust and repair electronic equipment such as commercial and office machines and 

electronic instruments and control systems and install, repair and maintain telecommunications 

equipment, data transmission equipment, cables, antennae and repair, fit and maintain computers. 

 

Tasks performed usually include examining and testing machines, equipment, instruments and 

control systems to diagnose faults; adjusting, repairing, and replacing worn and defective parts 

and wiring, and maintaining machines, equipment and instruments; installing electronic 

instruments and control systems; fitting and adjusting electronic equipment; maintaining, 
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troubleshooting, fitting, adjusting, testing and repairing computers, data transmission equipment 

and computer peripherals; installing, maintaining, repairing, and diagnosing malfunctions of 

microwave, telemetry, multiplexing, satellite and other radio and electromagnetic wave 

communications systems; providing technical advice and information, and monitoring the 

performance of complex telecommunications networks and equipment; installing, joining and 

repairing cabling for computer, radio, telephone and television transmission; installing, 

maintaining and repairing antennae used in communications. 

 

 Occupations in this Minor Group are classified into the following Unit Groups:  

7421 Electronics mechanics and servicers 

7422 Information and communications technology installers and 

servicers 

 

7421 ELECTRONICS MECHANICS AND SERVICES  

ELECTRONICS MECHANICS AND SERVICES fit, maintain, adjust and repair electronic 

equipment such as commercial and office machines and electronic instruments and control 

systems. 

TASKS include: 

a) examining and testing machines, instruments, components, other equipment, instruments 

and control systems to identify faults; 

b) adjusting, repairing, and replacing worn and defective parts and wiring, and maintaining 

machines, equipment and instruments; 

c) reassembling, test operating and adjusting equipment; 

d) installing electronic instruments and control systems; 

e) coordinating work with that of engineers, technicians, and other maintenance personnel; 

f)  interpreting test data to diagnose malfunctions and systemic performance problems; 

g) installing, adjusting, repairing or replacing electrical and electronic components, 

assemblies, and systems using hand tools, power tools, or soldering irons; 

h) connecting components to assemblies such as radio systems, instruments, magnetos, 

inverters, and in-flight refueling systems; 

i)   keeping records of maintenance and repair work; 

j)   performing other related tasks; and 

k) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7421.10 Electronics mechanic, General 

7421.15 Fitter, electronics/radio, television, video and radar equipment  

7421.20 Fitter, electronics/signaling system 

7421.25Fitter, electronics/medical equipment 

7421.30 Fitter, electronics/computer and related electronic equipment 

7421.35 Fitter, electronics/industrial equipment 

7421.40 Fitter, electronics/meteorological equipment 

7421.45 Fitter, Electronics/Office Machines 

7421.50 Avionics technician 

7421.55 Electronic equipment servicer 

7421.60 Photocopy machine technician 
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7421.70 Automated teller machines mechanic 

7421.90 Electronics Mechanics and Services, NEC 

 

7422 INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY INSTALLERS 

AND SERVICERS 

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY (ICT) INSTALLERS AND 

SERVICERS install, repair and maintain telecommunications equipment, data transmission 

equipment, cables, antennae and conduits and repair, fit and maintain computers. 

TASKS include: 

a) maintaining, troubleshooting, testing and repairing computers, data transmission 

equipment and computer peripherals; 

b) fitting and adjusting computer hardware; 

c) installing, maintaining, repairing, and diagnosing malfunctions of microwave, telemetry, 

multiplexing, satellite and other radio and electromagnetic wave communications 

systems; 

d) providing technical advice and information, and monitoring the performance of complex 

telecommunications networks and equipment; 

e) installing and repairing cabling for computer, radio, telephone and television transmission; 

f)   joining telecommunications and data cables and sealing sheathes; 

g) installing, maintaining and repairing antennae used in communications; 

h) performing other related tasks; and  

i)   supervising other workers 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7422.10 Data and telecommunications cabler 

7422.20 Telecommunications technician 

7422.30 Installer, telephone and telegraph 

7422.40 Computer equipment fitter 

7422.50 Communications technician 

7422.60 Hardware technician 

7422.90 Information and Communications Technology Installers and Servicers, NEC 

  

SUB MAJOR GROUP 75 

FOOD PROCESSING, WOOD WORKING, GARMENT AND OTHER CRAFT AND 

RELATED TRADES WORK ERS 

FOOD PROCESSING, WOOD WORKING, GARMENT AND OTHER CRAFT AND 

RELATED TRADES WORKERS treat and process agricultural and fisheries raw materials into 

food and other products, and produce and repair goods made of wood, textiles, leather or other 

materials. 

 

Most occupations in this Sub major group require skills at the second skill level, as defined by 

TASCO in Introduction. When these skills are required through formal education or Vocational 

training, they normally demand courses classified by TASCO at skill level 2.In the Tanzanian 

system of Education, Where primary Educations at age 7 or 8, Courses at age 14 or 15 and last 

for 1-4 years. 
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It should be stressed that the occupations in this Major Group require experience with and 

understanding of the work situation, the materials worked with and requirement of the structures, 

machinery and other products produced. The required skill, including manual strength and 

dexterity, are often acquired through informal or formal on the job training and through 

experience as helper or labourer in similar types of production, supplementing or replacing partly 

or wholly formal vocational training. 

 

Tasks performed by Food Processing, Wood Working, Garment and Other Craft and Related 

Trades Workers usually include treating and processing meat, fish, grain, fruit and vegetables 

into food products for human and animal consumption; treating and processing natural fibres, 

skins and hides; making and repairing goods made of wood, textile, skin or leather. Supervision 

of other workers is included. 

 

Occupations in this Sub Major Group are classified into the following Minor Groups: 

751 Food processing and related trades workers 

752 Wood treaters, cabinet-makers and related trades workers 

753 Garment and related trades workers 

754 Other craft and related workers 

 

MINOR GROUP 751 

FOOD PROCESSING AND RELATED TRADES WORKERSFOOD PROCESSING AND 

RELATED TRADES WORKERS  

 FOOD PROCESSING AND RELATED TRADES WORKERSFOOD PROCESSING AND 

RELATED TRADES WORKERS slaughter animals, kill fish, treat and prepare them and related 

food items for human and animal consumption, make various kinds of bread, cakes and other 

flour products, process and preserve fruits, vegetables and related foods, taste and grade various 

food products and beverages, or prepare tobacco and make tobacco products7511  

 

Tasks performed include slaughtering animals and fish; treating and producing various foods and 

food products; making various kinds of bread and other flour products; preparing tobacco and  

making tobacco products; inspecting and grading food products and beverages. Supervision of 

other workers is included. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified into the following Unit Groups: 

7511 Butchers, fishmongers and related food preparers 

7512 Bakers, pastry-cooks and confectionery makers 

7513 Dairy-products makers 

7514 Fruit, vegetable and related preservers 

7515 Food and beverage tasters and graders 

7516 Tobacco preparers and tobacco products makers 

 

 

 

7511 BUTCHERS, FISHMONGERS AND RELATED FOOD PREPARERS 
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BUTCHERS, FISHMONGERS AND RELATED FOOD PREPARERS slaughter animals, kill 

fish, clean, cut and dress meat and fish and prepare related food items or preserve meat, fish and 

other foods and food products by drying, salting or smoking. 

TASKS include:    

a) slaughtering animals or killing fish;  

b) flaying and trimming carcasses;  

c) cutting and dressing meat and fish for sale or further processing; 

d) preparing ingredients and making sausages and similar products using simple chopping, 

mixing and shaping machines;  

e) curing meat, fish and other foods;  

f) operating smokehouses or ovens to smoke meat, fish and other foodstuffs;  

g) cooking or in other ways preparing meat, fish and related food items for sale;  

h) operating machinery to grind, mix, mince or tenderize meat; 

i) preparing meat for sale by removing bones, trimming fat and cutting meat to shape and 

size for display or as ordered; 

j) preparing crumbed cuts of meat, and marinating and seasoning special cuts; 

k) operating filling machines, smoking chambers and cooking kettles and vats; 

l) performing other related tasks; and 

m) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7511.10 Butcher, General 

7511.20 Fish filleter  

7511.30 Slaughterer 

             Mchinjaji 

7511.40 Fishmonger 

7511.50 Meat Cutter 

             Mkata Nyama 

7511.60 Maker, Sausage 

7511.70 Pickler, Meat and Fish 

7511.90 Butchers, Fishmongers and Related Food Preparers, NEC 

 

7512 BAKERS, PASTRY-COOKS AND CONFECTIONERY MAKERS  

BAKERS AND PASTRY-COOKS AND CONFECTIONERY MAKERS make various kinds of 

bread, cakes and other flour products, as well as handmade chocolate and sugar confectionery. 

TASKS include: 

a) making bread, cakes, biscuits, pastries, pies and other flour products; 

b) making handmade confectionery from mixtures of sugar, chocolate and other ingredients 

using hand tools and some machines; 

c) combining measured ingredients in bowls of mixing, blending, or cooking machinery; 

d) checking the quality of raw materials to ensure that standards and specifications are met; 

e) applying glazes, icings, or other toppings to baked goods, using spatulas or brushes; 

f)  checking the cleanliness of equipment and operation of premises before production runs to 

ensure compliance with occupational health and safety regulations; 

g) monitoring oven temperatures and product appearance to determine baking times; 

h) coordinating the forming, loading, baking, unloading, de-panning and cooling of batches of 
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bread, rolls, pastry and confectionary products. 

i) performing  other related tasks; and 

j) supervising other workers. 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7512.10 Baker, General 

     Mwokaji kawaida 

7512.20 Baker, Bread 

     Mwokaji Mikate 

7512.30 Maker, Pastry 

7512.40 Confectioner 

7512.50 Maker, Chocolate 

7512.60 Maker, Yeast 

7512.70 Maker, Noodle 

7512.90 Bakers and Pastry-cooks And Confectionery Makers, NEC 513 DAIRY- 

 

7513 DAIRY -PRODUCTS MAKERS 

DAIRY-PRODUCTS MAKERS process butter and various types of cheese, cream or other dairy 

products. 

TASKS include: 

a) boiling or pasteurizing milk to achieve specified butter fat content; 

b) separating cream from milk and churning cream into butter; 

c) dumping measured amounts of starter and other ingredients into milk; 

d) curdling milk, heating curd until it reaches desired firmness, draining curd and placing 

cheese into moulds to press it into shape; 

e) salting cheese and piercing or smearing cheese with cultured wash to develop mould 

growth; 

f)   placing and turning cheese blocks on shelves to cure cheese; 

g)  monitoring product quality before packaging by inspecting, taking samples and adjusting 

treatment  

h) conditions when necessary; 

i)   recording amounts of ingredients used, test results, and time cycles; 

j)   performing related tasks; and 

k)  supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7513.10 Maker, butter  

7513.20 Maker, cheese 

7513.30 Milk Processing Worker 7513.90 Dairy-Products Makers, NEC 

 

7514 FRUIT, VEGETABLE AND RELATED PRESER VERS 

FRUIT, VEGETABLE AND RELATED PRESERVERS process or preserve fruit, nuts and 

related foods in various ways including cooking, drying, salting, or juice or oil extraction. 

TASKS include:- 

a) extracting juices from various fruits; 

b) extracting oils from oil-bearing seeds, nuts or fruits; 

c) cooking, salting or drying fruit, vegetables and related foods; 
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d) mixing and adding ingredients such as pectin, sugar, spices and vinegar to assist 

preservation and enhance texture, appearance and flavour; 

e)  transferring preserved foods to sterile jars, bottles or other containers; 

f)   performing other related tasks; and 

g)  supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7514.10 Preserver, fruit 

7514.20 Preserver, vegetable 

7514.30 Maker, fruit juice 

7414.40 Maker, vegetable juice 

7514.50 Maker, Jam 

7514.60 Expeller, oil 

7514.70 Vegetable /fruit pickler 

7514.90 Fruit, Vegetable and Related Preservers, NEC 

 

7515 FOOD AND BEVERAGE TASTERS AND GRADERS 

FOOD AND BEVERAGE TASTERS AND GRADERS inspect, taste and grade various types of 

agricultural products, food and beverages. 

TASKS include: 

a) inspecting, testing, tasting and smelling agricultural products, food and beverages at 

various stages of processing; 

b) determining quality, acceptability to consumer tastes and approximate value of products 

and grading them into appropriate classes; 

c) discarding inferior products; 

d) recording the grade and/or identification numbers on tags, receiving, or sales sheets; 

e) weighing and measuring products; 

f)  performing  other related tasks; and 

g)  supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7515.10 Grader, Food 

7515.20 Taster, Food 

7515.30 Taster, Coffee 

7515.40 Taster, Tea 

7515.50 Taster, Liquor  

7515.55 Taster, Wine 

 7515.60 Grader, Meat 

7515.65 Grader, Fruit/vegetable 

7515.70 Taster, Juice 

7515.80 Grader, Oil 

7515.90 Food and Beverage Tasters and Graders, NEC 

 

 

 

7516 TOBACCO PREPARERS AND TOBACCO PRODUCTS MAKERS 
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TOBACCO PREPARERS AND TOBACCO PRODUCTS MAKERS prepare tobacco leaves 

and make various tobacco products. 

TASKS include:  

a) grading cured tobacco leaves by type, quality and locality where grown;  

b) mixing tobacco leaves according to formula to obtain a blend of distinct flavour;  

c) tending vacuum container which moistens tobacco for further processing;  

d) removing midribs and stalks from tobacco leaves and shredding tobacco;  

e) making cigars, cigarettes, snuff and other tobacco products by hand or with simple 

machines;  

f) performing other related tasks; and 

g) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7516.10 Grader, Tobacco 

7516.20 Maker, Cigar  

7516.30 Maker, Cigarette  

7516.90 Tobacco Preparers and Tobacco Products Makers, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 752 

WOOD TREATERS, CABINET -MAKERS AND RELATED TRADES WORKERS  

WOOD TREATERS, CABINET-MAKERS AND RELATED TRADES WORKERS preserve 

and treat wood; produce wafer boards, particleboards, hardboards, insulation boards, plywood, 

veneers and similar wood products; and make, decorate and repair wooden furniture, vehicles 

and other wooden products. They use specialized hand tools and set-up, operate and tend wood 

processing and woodworking equipment, machines and machine tools. 

 

Tasks performed usually include seasoning and preserving wood or related materials; performing 

the more skilled tasks in the manufacturer, decoration and repair of articles made of wood or 

related materials or parts made from such materials. Supervision of other workers is included. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified into the following Unit Groups: 

7521 Wood treaters 

7522 Cabinet-makers and related workers 

7523 Woodworking-machine tool setters and operators 

 

7521 WOOD TREATERS 

WOOD TREATERS operate and tend wood treatment processing equipment and machines to 

remove bark from logs, produce wood chips, season, preserve and treat wood, and produce wafer 

boards, particleboards, hardboards, insulation boards, plywood, veneers and similar wood 

products. 

TASKS include: 

a) operating and tending kilns, treating tanks and other equipment to dry lumber, prepare and 

season wood and other wood products, and to treat chemically and impregnate wood 

products with preservatives; 

b) monitoring equipment operation, gauges, and panel lights in order to detect deviations 

from standards and to ensure that processes are operating according to specifications; 
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c) assisting in maintaining processing equipment and machines as required; 

d) cleaning, lubricating and adjusting equipment; 

e) transporting materials and products to and from work areas, manually or using carts, hand 

trucks, or hoists; 

f)   completing and maintaining production reports; 

g)  performing  other related tasks; and 

h)  supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7521.10 Treater, wood 

7521.20 Seasoner, wood 

7521.30 Dry kiln operator 

7521.40 Lumber kiln operator 

7521.50 Veneer dryer tender 

7521.90 Wood Treaters, NEC 

 

7522 CABINET -MAKERS AND RELATED WORKERS  

CABINET-MAKERS AND RELATED WORKERS make, decorate and repair wooden 

furniture, carts and other vehicles, wheels, parts, fittings, patterns, models and other wooden 

products using woodworking machines, machine tools and specialized hand tools. 

TASKS include: 

a)  operating woodworking machines, such as power saws, jointers, mortisers and shapers, 

and using hand tools to cut, shape and form parts and components; 

b)  studying plans, verifying dimensions of articles to be made, or preparing specifications 

and checking the quality and fit of pieces in order to ensure adherence to specifications;  

c)  trimming joints and fitting parts and subassemblies together to form complete units using 

glue and clamps, and reinforcing joints using nails, screws or other fasteners; 

d)  making, restyling and repairing various wooden articles, such as cabinets, furniture, 

vehicles, scale models, sports equipment and other parts or products; 

e)  decorating furniture and fixtures by inlaying wood, applying veneer and carving designs; 

f)  finishing surfaces of wooden articles or furniture; 

g)  performing  other related tasks; and 

h)  supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7522.10 Maker, Cabinet 

7522.15 Cartwright 

7522.20 Cooper 

7522.25 Maker, Wood pattern 

7522.30 Furniture cabinet-maker 

7522.35 Coach-Body builder 

7522.40 Maker, Wooden model 

7522.45 Veneer applier 

7522.50 Wheel-Wright 

7522.90 Cabinet-Makers and Related Workers, NEC 

7523   WOODWORKING -MACHINE TOOL SETTERS AND OPERATORS  
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WOODWORKING-MACHINE TOOL SETTERS AND OPERATORS set-up or operate and 

monitor automatic or semi-automatic woodworking machines, such as precision sawing, shaping, 

planning, boring, turning and woodcarving machines to fabricate or repair wooden parts for 

furniture, fixtures and other wooden products. 

TASKS include: 

a) setting-up, operating and monitoring several types of woodworking machines for sawing, 

shaping, boring, drilling, planning, pressing, turning, sanding or carving to fabricate or 

repair wooden parts for furniture, fixtures and other wooden products; 

b) operating preset special-purpose woodworking machines to fabricate wooden products 

such as coat hangers, mop handles, clothes pins and other products; 

c) selecting knives, saws, blades, cutter heads, cams, bits, or belts according to work piece, 

machine functions and product specifications; 

d) installing and adjusting blades, cutter heads, boring-bits and sanding-belts, and using 

hand tools and rules; 

e) setting and adjusting various kinds of woodworking machines for operation by others; 

f) performing  other related tasks; and 

g) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7523.10 Setter, woodworking machine, General  

7523.15 Setter-operator, woodworking machine 

    Mtegeshaji Mashine ya Mbao 

7523.20 Sawyer, precision woodworking  

7523.25 Turner, wood  

7523.30 Wood- Lathe- Setter- Operators 

7523.35 Wood ï Shaping- Machine-Setter- Operator 

7523.40 Wood ï Routing- Machine-Setter- Operator 

7523.45 Wood ï Planning- Machine-Setter- Operator 

7523.50 Wood ï Spindle-Carving- Machine-Setter- Operator 

7523.55 Carving machine operator (wood) 

7523.60 Furniture production machine operator 

7523.90 Woodworking Machine Tool Setters and Operators, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 753 

GARMENT AND RELATED TRADES WORKERS  

GARMENT AND RELATED TRADES WORKERS prepare natural textile fibres and make 

material by weaving, knitting and other means, make and repair garment and other articles made 

of textiles and furs, or upholster furniture. 

 

Tasks performed usually include preparing natural textiles fibres and make material by weaving, 

knitting and other techniques; making complete tailored garment and performing more difficult 

tasks in the manufacturing of ready-to-wear garments; altering and repairing articles made of fur; 

making patterns and marking and cutting textiles and kindred materials; sewing textiles and 

kindred materials by hand or machine; upholstering furniture and making mattresses. 

Supervision is included. 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified into the following Unit Groups: 
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7531 Tailors, dressmakers, furriers and hatters 

7532 Garment and related pattern-makers and cutters 

7533 Sewing, embroidery and related workers 

7534 Upholsterers and related workers 

7535 Pelt dressers, tanners and fellmongers 

7536 Shoemakers and related workers 

 

7531 TAILORS, DRESSMAKERS, FURRIERS AND HATTERS  

TAILORS, DRESSMAKERS, FURRIERS AND HATTERS fabricate, fit, alter and repair 

tailored or hand-made clothing. They produce made-to-measure clothing  such as suits, 

overcoats, and dresses from textile fabrics, light leather, fur and other material, or make hats or 

wigs according to customerôs and clothing manufacturerôs specifications. 

TASKS include: 

a) making overcoats, suits, skirts, shirts, blouses, lingerie, corsetry, hats, wigs and similar 

garments often to clients' individual requirements; 

b) selecting textile fabrics, leather or fur pelts matching the desired size, colour, texture, and 

quality of the garment; 

c)  cutting to shape them to garment pattern and arranging them on pattern according to the 

design of  the  garment; 

d) making garment style changes, such as tapering trouser legs, narrowing lapels, and 

adding or removing padding; 

e) selecting and modifying commercial patterns to customers' and clothing manufacturers' 

specifications and fit; 

f)  fitting, altering and repairing tailored clothing, dresses, coats and other made-to-measure 

garments according to customers' requests; 

g)   making and caring for costumes used in theatrical, television and motion picture 

productions; 

h) folding, twisting, and draping material, such as satin or silk, or sewing ribbon or cloth in 

the form of artificial flowers or bows around crown and brim to shape and decorate hats; 

i)  sewing, and fastening together materials and hair strands to make wigs; 

j)  blending shades of hair to give natural appearance to wigs and arranging woven hair in 

specified position and sewing hair together to form hairpiece; 

k) making, altering, restyling and repairing fur garments and other fur articles; 

l)   reclaiming furs or skins from old coats, gluing fabric to interior of fur coats and 

trimming  fur garments; 

a) performing  other related tasks; and 

b) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7531.10 Tailor, Made-to-Measure Garments (B.T) 

   Seamstress, Made-to-Measure Garment (A.T) 

7531.20 Tailor, Ready-to-Measure Garments (B.T) 

   Seamstress, Ready-to-Measure Garment (A.T) 

7531.30 Dressmaker 

7531.40 Furrier 

7531.50 Milliner 
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7531.60 Maker, hat and cap 

7531.70 Maker, wig 

7531.90 Tailors, Dressmakers, Furriers and Hatters, NEC 

 

7532 GARMENT AND RELATED PATTERN -MAKERS AND CUTTERS GARMENT 

AND RELATED PATTERN -MAKERS AND CUTTERS  

GARMENT AND RELATED PATTERN-MAKERS AND CUTTERSGARMENT AND 

RELATED PATTERN-MAKERS AND CUTTERS create precision master patterns for 

production of garments, other textile, and leather or fur products. They mark, cut, shape and trim 

textile, light leather and other materials according to blueprints or specifications in the 

manufacture of garments, hats and caps, gloves and miscellaneous products.  

TASKS include: 

a) creating a master pattern for each size within a range of garment sizes, using charts, 

drafting instruments, computers, and/or grading devices;  

b) creating the ñblueprintò or pattern pieces for a particular apparel design with the aid of a 

computer; 

c) calculating dimensions of patterns according to sizes, considering stretching of material; 

d) drawing details on outlined parts to indicate where parts are to be joined, as well as the 

positions of pleats, pockets, buttonholes on garments, decorative stitching on shoe parts 

or eyelets on canvas products , using computers or drafting instruments; 

e) positioning templates or measuring materials to locate specified points of cuts or to obtain 

maximum yields and mark fabric accordingly; 

f)   laying out master pattern on fabric and cutting sample pattern; 

g) testing patterns by making and fitting sample garments; 

h) placing patterns on top of layers of fabric and cutting fabric following patterns, using 

electric or manual knives, cutters or computer numerically controlled cutting devices; 

i) cutting fabric or fur pelts to make parts for garments and other fur articles; 

j) trimming excess material or cutting threads off finished products, such as cutting loose 

ends of a finished product; 

k) positioning leather on cutting bed of machine, maximizing usage according to skin grain, 

skin flaws and skin stretch;  

l) performing pattern-making, marking and cutting tasks in the manufacture of other products 

such as soft furnishings and canvas goods; 

m) performing other related tasks; and 

n) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7532.10 Pattern-maker, Garment 

7532.20 Maker, Fur Pattern 

7532.30 Maker, Garment 

7532.40 Cutter, Garment 

7532.50 Cutter, Gloves  

7532.60 Maker, Hats and caps 

7532.90 Garment and Related Pattern-Makers and Cutters, NEC 7533 

 

7533 SEWING, EMBROIDERY AND RELATED WORKERS  
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SEWING, EMBROIDERY AND RELATED WORKERS sew together, repair, renovate and 

decorate garments, gloves and other products of textile, fur, light leather and other materials and 

fabricate tents sails, awnings and tarpaulins. They work mainly by hand using a needle and 

thread but may perform some tasks using a sewing machine. 

TASKS include:  

a) repairing defective or damaged portion of cloth or garment by hand, using matching thread 

and needle; 

b) removing stitches from garments to be altered, using rippers or razor blades; 

c) selecting thread according to specifications or colour of parts or dying thread to match 

colour and shade of cloth to be darned; 

d) patching holes, sewing tears and ripped seams, or darning defects in items, using needles 

and thread; 

e) pulling knots to the wrong sides of garments, using hooks;  

f)   trimming ends with scissors to make mended portion look uniform with pattern of cloth; 

g) sewing ornamental designs by hand over stamped, printed or stencilled patterns on fabric 

using needle and coloured thread; 

h) embroidering ornamental designs on cloth by hand or machine using needle and coloured 

threads; 

i)   softening leather or shoe material with water to prepare it for sewing; 

j)   sewing or gluing decorative trimmings to articles, such as hats, caps, or millinery; 

k) hand sewing umbrella covers to frames, tacking cover to ribs along seams and sewing 

corners to tip of rib and sewing ties to outside of cover to hold umbrella when folded; 

l)  fabricating and assembling thick cloth, canvas and like materials into sails, awning, 

tarpaulins and tents; 

m) performing other related tasks; and 

n) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7533.10 Sewer, General (B.T) 

   Sewer, Hand and Machine (R.T)  

   Mshonaji, kwa Mkono na Mashine 

7533.20 Embroiderer  

7533.30 Maker, Umbrella  

7533. 40 Sail, Tent and Awing Maker  

7533.50 Doll and Stuffed Toy Maker 

7533.90 Sewing, Embroidery and Related Workers, NEC 

 

7534 UPHOLSTERERS AND RELATED WORKERS  

UPHOLSTERERS AND RELATED WORKERS install, repair and replace upholstery of 

furniture, fixtures, orthopaedic appliances; seats, panels, convertible and vinyl tops and other 

furnishings of automobiles, railway coaches, aircraft, ships and similar items with fabric, leather, 

rexine or other upholstery material. They also make and repair cushions, quilts and mattresses. 

TASKS include: 

a) discussing upholstery fabric, colour, and style with customers and providing cost estimate 

for upholstering furniture or other items; 

b) making upholstery patterns from sketches, customer descriptions or blueprints; 
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c) laying out, measuring and cutting upholstery materials following patterns, templates, 

sketches, or design specifications; 

d) installing, arranging and securing springs, padding and covering material to furniture 

frames; 

e) sewing upholstery materials by hand to seam cushions and joining sections of covering 

materials; 

f) sewing rips or tears in material, or creating tufting, using needle and thread; 

g) tacking, gluing or sewing ornamental trims, buckles, braids, buttons and other accessories 

to covers or frames on upholstered items; 

h) laying out, cutting, fabricating and installing upholstery in aircrafts, motor vehicles, 

railway cars, boats and ships; 

i) repairing raw hide covering of artificial limbs; 

j) renovating antique furniture using a variety of tools including ripping chisels, magnetic 

hammers and long needles; 

k) collaborating with interior designers to decorate rooms and coordinate furnishing fabrics; 

l) making quilts, cushions and mattresses; 

m) performing related tasks; and 

n) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7534.10 Upholsterer, Furniture 

7534.20 Upholsterer, Vehicle 

7534.30 Maker, Mattress 

   Mtengeneza Magodoro 

7534.40 Maker, Cushion 

7543 50 Upholsterer, Orthopaedic 

7534.70 Upholsterer, Aircraft 

7534.80 Upholsterer, Railway carriage 

7534.90 Upholsterers and Related Workers, NEC 

 

7535 PELT DRESSERS, TANNERS AND FELLMONGERS 

PELT DRESSERS, TANNERS AND FELLMONGERS trim, scrape, clean, tan, buff and dye 

animal hides, pelts or skins to produce leather stock and finished furs for making garments and 

other products. 

TASKS include: 

a) sorting and grading pelts, hides and skins according to colour, shading, size and density;  

b) scraping particles of flesh, fat, or protective tissue from skins or pelts to clean and soften 

them; 

c) removing  hair from skin or hides soaked in lime water; 

d) preparing hides by curing them with salt; 

e) removing long, coarse hair from pelts and trimming underlying hair to even length; 

f)  tanning and dressing pelts to improve lustre and beauty or restore natural appearance of 

pelts; 

g) preparing bark and myrobalan liquor  for treating hides or skins; 

h) treating hides and skins in tanning solution to convert them into leather; 

i)  tinting or dyeing furs to enhance natural shades of fur; 
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j)  removing wrinkles and setting grains on wet hide or skin; 

k) dressing and applying dyes and stains to leather; 

l)  stretching and smoothing dressed pelts; 

m) seasoning leather by applying chemical solution or oil evenly on surface by hand brush 

and allowing it to dry in open air; 

n) performing  other related tasks; and 

o) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7535.10 Fellmonger  

7535.20 Grader, Telt  

7535.30 Tanner 

7535.40 Hide flesher and Dehairer 

7535.50 Hider Splitter              

7535.60 Leather Dresser (B.T) 

    Leather Currier (A.T) 

7535.70 Leather Dyer and Stainer 7535.90 Pelt Dressers, Tanners and Fellmongers, NEC 

  

7536 SHOEMAKERS AND RELATED WORKERS  

SHOEMAKERS AND RELATED WORKERS make, modify and repair standard, custom or 

orthopaedic footwear and natural or synthetic leather articles, such as luggage, handbags and 

belts, (except for leather garments, hats and gloves), or participate in the manufacture of shoes 

and related goods. They decorate, reinforce or finish shoes, luggage, handbags and belts. 

TASKS include: 

a) making, modifying and repairing standard footwear to meet individual requirements; 

b) making, modifying and repairing orthopaedic or therapeutic footwear according to doctors' 

prescriptions, or modifying existing footwear for people with foot problems and special 

needs; 

c) repairing belts, luggage, purses and similar products; 

d) taking plaster casts of deformed legs or foot to prepare drawings; 

e) preparing inserts, heel pads, and lifts from casts of customers' feet; 

f)   studying drawings and other specifications to make footwear according to customerôs 

needs; 

g) studying work orders and/or shoe part tags to obtain information about workloads, 

specifications, and the types of materials to be used; 

h) checking the texture, colour, and strength of leather to ensure that it is adequate for a 

particular purpose; 

i)  cutting out, shaping and padding parts for making leather articles; 

j)  sewing rips or patching holes to repair articles, such as purses, belts, shoes, and luggage; 

k) removing and examining shoes, shoe parts, and designs to verify conformance to 

specifications such as  

l)  proper embedding of stitches in channels; 

m) attaching accessories or ornamentation to decorate or protect products; 

n) making and repairing articles such as saddles and harnesses for animals, luggage, 

handbags, brief-cases, leather bags, belts and other accessories; 

o) performing  other related tasks; and 
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p) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7536.10 Shoe maker, General 

7536.20 Cobbler (B.T) 

   Shoe repairer (A.T) 

   Mshona Viatu 

7536.30 Saddler 

7536.40 Shoe Maker, Orthopedic 

7536.50 Maker, Sports equipment/footwear 

7536.90 Shoemakers and Related Workers, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 754 

OTHER CRAFT AND RELATED WORKERS  

OTHER CRAFT AND RELATED WORKERS work under the surface of water, using 

underwater breathing apparatus; position ,assemble, and detonate explosives; inspect and  test,  

raw materials, manufactured components and products; remove unwanted organisms to prevent 

damage to crops and buildings and other structures. This group includes other trade and craft 

occupations not classified elsewhere in major group 7, Craft and related trades workers. 

 

Tasks performed usually include: ensuring safety precautions; performing various underwater 

tasks, loading explosives into blast holes; mixing chemicals according to instructions; operating 

and monitoring equipment for spraying pests and weeds.1NDERWA 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified into the following Unit Groups: 

7541 Underwater divers 

7542 Shot firers and blasters 

7543 Product graders and testers (excluding foods and beverages) 

7544 Fumigators and other pest and weed controllers 

7549 Craft and related workers not elsewhere classified  

 

7541 UNDERWATER DIVERS  

UNDERWATER DIVERS work under the surface of water, using underwater breathing 

apparatus to inspect, install, repair, and remove equipment and structures, conduct tests or 

experiments, rig explosives, photograph structures or marine life or find and recover missing 

items and persons. 

TASKS include: 

a) taking safety precautions, such as monitoring dive lengths and depths, and registering with 

authorities before diving expeditions begin; 

b) checking and maintaining diving equipment such as helmets, masks, air tanks, diving suits, 

harnesses and gauges; 

c) descending into water with the aid of diver helpers, using scuba gear or diving suits 

working under water to lay and repair bridges, piers and harbour-wall foundations; 

d) inspecting for suspected damage and making minor repairs to ships' hulls and underwater 

installations; 

e) reporting on condition of wrecked ships; 
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f)   removing underwater obstructions; 

g) drilling holes for underwater blasting; 

h) performing various underwater tasks connected with salvage work or recovering dead 

bodies; 

i)   communicating with workers on the surface while underwater, using signal lines or 

telephones; 

j)  obtaining information about diving tasks and environmental conditions; 

k) performing  other related tasks; and 

l) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7541.10 Worker, underwater 

7541.20 Diver, Scuba 

7541.30 Dive boatman 

7541.40 Frogman Salvage 

7541.90 Underwater Divers, NEC 

 

7542 SHOTFIRERS AND BLASTERS 

SHOTFIRERS AND BLASTERS position, assembles, and detonates explosives at mining, 

quarrying and demolition sites. 

TASKS include: 

a) ensuring workplace safety and explosives handling, storage and transport procedures and 

regulations are followed; 

b) planning and giving instructions for the lay out, depth and diameter of blast holes; 

c) checking depth and cleanliness of blast holes; 

d) determining quantity and type of explosives to be used; 

e) loading explosives into blast holes; 

f)   assembling, or directing other workers to assemble, primer charges using detonators and 

explosive cartridges, and attaching electrical wires, fuses and detonating cords to primers; 

g) connecting wires, fuses and detonator cords into series, testing electrical circuits and 

repairing malfunctions, and connecting series to blasting machines; 

h) covering charges, filling blast holes with rock dust, sand and other materials, and tamping 

material to compact charges; 

i)  ensuring all explosives are detonated, and reporting and attending to misfires; 

j)  declaring blast areas safe before and after detonation of explosives; 

k) compiling and maintaining records about usage of explosives in compliance with laws 

and regulations; 

l)  performing  other related tasks; and 

m)  supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7542.10 Blaster  

7542.20 Shotfirer, Mine and Quarry 

  Mlipua Miamba 

7542.30 Powderman 

7542.90 Shotfirers and Blasters, NEC 
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7543 PRODUCT GRADERS AND TESTERS (EXCEPT FOODS AND BEVERAGES) 

PRODUCT GRADERS AND TESTERS (EXCEPT FOODS AND BEVERAGES) inspect , test, 

sort, sample, and weigh raw materials, manufactured components and non-comestible goods 

produced or sold, to ensure compliance with quality standards and to identify defects, wear, and 

deviations from specifications, and to grade and classify them according to their quality. 

TASKS include: 

a) inspecting and testing products, parts and materials for conformity with specifications and 

standards; 

b) grading and classifying natural textile fibres for spinning and winding; 

c) discarding or rejecting products, materials, and equipment not meeting specifications;  

d) analyzing and interpreting blueprints, data, manuals, and other materials to determine 

specifications, inspection and testing procedures;  

e) notifying supervisors and other personnel of production problems, and assisting in 

identifying and correcting these problems;  

f) recording inspection or test data, such as weights, temperatures, grades, or moisture 

content, and quantities inspected or graded;  

g) marking items with details such as grade and acceptance or rejection status;  

h) measuring dimensions of products using instruments such as rulers, calipers, gauges, or 

micrometers;  

i)  analyzing test data and making computations as necessary to determine test results; 

j) performing related tasks; 

k) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7543.10 Quality inspector 

7543.20 Product Grader 

7543.30 Wool classer 

7543.90 Product Graders and Testers (Except Foods and Beverages), NEC 

 

7544 FUMIGATORS AND OTHER PEST  AND WEED CONTROLLERS  

FUMIGATORS AND OTHER PEST AND WEED CONTROLLERS use chemicals to remove 

harmful insects, small animals, wild plants and other unwanted organisms to prevent damage to 

crops and to buildings and other structures and their surroundings and to prevent health risks. 

TASKS include: 

a) operating and monitoring equipment for spraying pests and weeds; 

b) mixing chemicals according to instructions; 

c) covering areas to specified depths with pesticides, applying knowledge of weather 

conditions, droplet sizes, elevation-to-distance ratios, and obstructions; 

d) spraying or releasing chemical solutions or toxic gases and setting traps to kill pests and 

vermin, such as mice, termites, and roaches; 

e) lifting, pushing, and swinging nozzles, hoses, and tubes in order to direct spray over 

designated areas; 

f)   filling sprayer tanks with water and chemicals; 

g) cleaning and servicing machinery to ensure operating efficiency; 

h) performing  other related tasks; and 
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i) supervising other workers. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7544.10 Fumigator 

7544.20 Pest Controllers 

7544.30 Weed Controllers 

7544.90 Fumigators and Other Pest and Weed Controllers, NEC 

 

7549 CRAFT AND RELATED WORKERS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED  

This group covers craft and trade occupations not classified elsewhere in major group 7, Craft 

and related trades workers.  For instance, the group includes those who mould, slice, grind and 

polish optical lenses.  

TASKS include: 

 (a) heating, moulding and pressing optical glass to make lens blanks; 

 (b) grinding and polishing lens blanks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

7549.10 Optical lens finisher 

7549.20 Optical lens moulder 

 

MAJOR GROUP 8 

PLANT AND MACHINE OPERATORS AND ASSEMBLERS  

PLANT AND MACHINE OPERATORS AND ASSEMBLERS operate and monitor industrial 

and agricultural machinery and equipment on the spot or by remote control, drive and operate 

trains, motor vehicles and mobile machinery and equipment, or assemble products from 

component parts according to strict specifications and procedures. 

 

Most occupations in this Major Group require skills at the second skill level as defined by 

TASCO in Introduction. When these skills are acquired through formal education or vocational 

training, they normally demand courses classified by TASCO at level 2. In the Tanzanian system 

of education, where primary education begins at age 7 or 8, courses at this level begin at age 14 

or 15 and last for 1 - 4 years.  

 

Tasks performed by plant and machine operators and assemblers usually  include: operating and 

monitoring mining or other industrial machinery and  equipment for processing metal, minerals, 

glass, ceramics, wood, paper, or  chemicals, ; operating and monitoring machinery and 

equipment used to produce articles made of metal,  minerals, chemicals, rubber, plastics, wood, 

paper, textiles, fur, or leather,  and which process foodstuffs and related products; driving and 

operating trains and motor vehicles;  driving, operating and monitoring mobile industrial and 

agricultural machinery  and equipment; assembling products from component parts according to 

strict  specifications and procedures. Supervision of other workers may be included. 

 

It should be stressed that the occupations in this Major Group require mainly experience with a 

Sub-Major Groups:  

81 Stationary plant and machine operators 

82 Assemblers 
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83 Drivers and mobile plant operators 

 

COMMENTS  

Occupations calling mainly for experience with understanding of the work situation, the 

materials worked with and the requirements of the structures, machinery and other products 

produced are classified under Major Group 7 Craft and Related Workers. In these occupations 

the work may be carried out by hand or using hand-powered and other tools to reduce the 

amount of physical effort and/ or time required for specific tasks, or to improve the quality of the 

products.  

Occupations consisting of simple and routine tasks carried out by helpers and labourers, and 

which mainly entail the use of hand-held tools and some physical effort, effort or no previous 

experience and understanding of the work and limited initiative or judgment, are classified under 

Major Group 9 Elementary Occupations.  

 

SUB MAJOR GROUP 81 

STATIONARY PLANT AND MACHINE OPERATORS  

STATIONARY PLANT AND MACHINE OPERATORS tend, control and monitor, on the sport 

or by remote control, the operation of mining machinery or industrial plants processing metal 

and minerals, wood or chemicals, generating power, or assembling products or parts 

automatically. 

 

Most Occupations in this Sub-Major Group require skills at the second skill level, as defined by 

TASCO in Introduction. When these skills are acquired through formal education or vocational 

training, they normally demand course classified by TASCO at level 2. In the Tanzanian system 

of education, where primary education begins at age 7 or 8, courses at this level begin at age 14 

or 15 and last for 1 - 4 years.  

It should be stressed that the occupations in this Sub-Major Group require mainly experience 

with the understanding of the machinery tended, controlled or monitored, sufficient to ensure 

that it operates properly and to identify malfunctions, and to take simple measures when 

something is about to go wrong or actually fails. Ability to cope with machine-paced operations 

will often be required. The required skills, including manual strength and dexterity, may be 

acquired through informal or formal on-the-job training and through experience as helper or 

labourer in the same or similar establishments, supplementing or replacing partly or wholly 

formal vocational training.  

 

Tasks performed by Industrial Plant Operators include setting up, operating and monitoring a 

variety stationary plant and machinery; detecting malfunctions and taking corrective action; 

examining outputs for defects and conformity to specifications and adjusting machine settings 

accordingly; performing maintenance, repairs and cleaning; recording data and maintaining 

production records. Supervision of other workers may be included. 

 

Occupations in this Sub-Major Group are classified under the following Minor Groups:  

811 Mining and mineral processing plant operators 

812 Metal processing and finishing plant operators 

813 Chemical and photographic products plant and machine operators 

814 Rubber, plastic and paper products machine operators 
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815 Textile, fur and leather products machine operators 

816 Food and related products machine operators 

817 Wood processing and papermaking plant operators 

818 Other stationary plant and machine operators 

821 Assemblers 

831 Locomotive engine drivers and related workers 

833 Heavy truck and bus drivers 

832 Car, van and motorcycle drivers 

834 Mobile plant operators 

835 Ships' deck crews and related workers 

 

COMMENTS  

Occupations calling mainly for experience with and understanding of the work situation, the 

materials worked with and the requirements of the structures, machinery and other products 

produced are classified under Major Group 7 Craft and Related Workers. In these occupations 

the work may be carried out by hand or using hand-powered and other tools to reduce the 

amount of physical effort and/or time required for specific tasks, or to improve the quality of the 

products.  

Occupations consisting of simple and routine tasks carried out by helpers and labourers, and 

which mainly entail the use of hand-held tools and some physical effort, little or no judgment, 

are classified under Major Group 9 Elementary Occupations.  

 

MINOR GROUP 811 

MINING AND MINERAL PROCESSING PLANT OPERATORS  

MINING AND MINERAL PROCESSING PLANT OPERATORS operate and monitor heavy 

equipment cutting channels in mine workface, plants processing mineral ore or drilling plants for 

sinking wells. 

 

Tasks performed include tending, operating and monitoring heavy equipment, cutting channels 

in mine workface, plants processing mineral ore and stone, or drilling plants for sinking wells. 

Supervision of other workers is included. 

 

Occupations in this Major Group are classified under the following Unit Groups: 

8111 Miners and quarries 

8112 Mineral and stone processing plant operators 

8113 Well drillers and borers and related workers 

8114 Cement, stone and other mineral products machine operators 

 

 

8111 MINERS AND QUARRIES  

MINERS AND QUARRIERS operate plant, machinery and hand tools to extract rock, minerals 

and non-metallic deposits from underground and surface mines and quarries. 

TASKS include: 

a) positioning, operating and monitoring the performance of a variety of underground and 

surface mining equipment including continuous mining, cutting and channelling plant; 

b) setting up and operating drilling equipment in underground and surface mines and quarries; 
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c) operating machinery and using tools to remove loosened rock, ore, coal and other deposits; 

d) preparing, fitting and installing supports in underground workings including rock bolts; 

e) operating machinery to open new shafts, drives, air vents and rises; 

f)  operating auxiliary plant such as pumps to expel air, water and mud; 

g) performing minor maintenance and repairs and lubricating and cleaning plant, machines 

and tools; 

h) completing records detailing operations completed during shifts; 

i)   collecting mineral samples for laboratory analysis; 

j)   performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8111.10 Cutting Machine operator, mine 

8111.15 Drilling Machine Operator, mine and Quarry 

8111.20 Continuous-Mining machine Operator 

     Mwendesha Mashine ya Kekee-Migodi na Mawe 

8111.25 Bogger Operator 

8111.30 Dragline Operator (mining) 

8111.35 Mining Plant Operator 

8111.40 Miner 

8111.45 Quarrier 

8111.50 Roof Bolter (mining) 

8111.90 Miners and Quarriers, NEC 

  

8112 MINERAL AND STONE PROCESSING PLANT OPERATORS  

MINERAL AND STONE PROCESSING PLANT OPERATORS operate and monitor 

machinery and equipment for processing rocks, minerals and stone to recover refined products 

for immediate use or further processing. 

TASKS include: 

a) setting up and operating stationary plant and machinery which grind, crush, cut, saw and 

slice rocks, minerals and stones according to the specifications for the job; 

b) positioning blocks and slabs of stone onto machines for sawing, cutting and further 

working; 

c) monitoring and maintaining the flow of unprocessed rocks, minerals and stones from 

conveyors into machines; 

d) operating washing, separating, leaching, precipitating, filtering, extracting and combining 

equipment to remove waste material and recover minerals; 

e) combining mineral ores with solvents to facilitate further processing; 

f)   separating metal and mineral concentrates from ore and alluvial deposits by thickening, 

flotation, gravity separation, filtration, and or magnetic and electrostatic separation; 

g) observing meters, gauges and control panels, and adjusting valves and controls to ensure 

the safe and efficient operation of equipment, and detecting malfunctions, and assisting 

with plant and machinery maintenance and repair; 

h) examining processed materials visually or with hands to ensure compliance with 

established standards and job specifications, and may collect samples for testing in 

laboratories; 

i)  recording information about processing completed during shifts, such as quantities, types 
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and dimensions of materials produced; 

j)  sorting, stacking and moving processed minerals and stone for packaging, further 

processing or shipping; 

k) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8112.10 Mineral-Crushing-machine operator (B.T) 

   Crusher operator (mineral or stone processing) (A.T) 

8112.20 Mineral-milling-machine operator 

8112.30 Coal washer 

8112.40 Flotation worker (mineral processing) 

8112.50 Gold Precipitator  

8112.60 Cone Operator, Mine 

8112.70 Cutter and finisher, stone 

8112.80 Machine operator, stone processing 

8112.90 Mineral and Stone Processing Plant Operators, NEC 

 

8113 WELL DRILLERS AND BORERS AND RELATED WORKERS  

WELL DRILLERS AND BORERS AND RELATED WORKERS position, assemble and 

operate drilling machinery and related equipment to sink wells, extract ore, liquids and gases or 

for a variety of other purposes. 

TASKS include: 

a) dismantling, moving and assembling drilling rigs and auxiliary equipment; 

b) assembling and dismantling pipes, casings and drill heads, and replacing dysfunctional 

equipment; 

c) operating controls to lower and raise drill pipes and casings in and out of wells, regulate 

pressure in the well 

d) and control the speed of tools; 

e) preparing drilling fluid and checking the operation of pumps to ensure adequate circulation 

of fluid in drill pipe and well; 

f)  monitoring gauges and other indicators and listening to equipment to detect malfunctions 

and unusual well conditions, and determining the need to change drilling or equipment; 

g) maintaining, adjusting, repairing and cleaning drilling rigs, hoisting and other machinery; 

h) maintaining records of drilling and servicing operations; 

i)   operating machines and tools to extract dust, cuttings and lost and broken drilling 

equipment from holes and wells; 

j)   closing and sealing wells no longer in use; 

k) may supervise and train crew members; 

l)   performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8113.10 Boring equipment operator 

8113.15 Bore sinker 

8113.20 Derrickman 

8113.25 Derrick operator 

8113.30 Well driller 
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8113.40 Directional driller 

8113.45 Drilling rig operator 

8113.50 Jumbo operator 

8113.55 Power-tong operator 

8113.60 Toolpusher 

8113.65 Tourpusher 

8113.90 Well Drillers and Borers and Related Workers, NEC 

 

8114 CEMENT, STONE AND OTHER MINERAL PRODUCTS MACHINE 

OPERATORS 

CEMENT, STONE AND OTHER MINERAL PRODUCTS MACHINE OPERATORS operate 

and monitor machines for manufacturing and finishing precast concrete, bitumen, and stone 

products, and making cast stone for building purposes. 

TASKS include: 

a) operating extrusion, moulding, mixing, pumping, compacting, grinding and cutting 

machinery to manufacture and finish precast concrete and stone products; 

b) operating plant to produce cement, lime and clinker, including loading and unloading 

ingredients and operating continuous feed equipment such as pumps and conveyors; 

c) operating plant and machines which weigh and mix sand, gravel, cement, water and other 

ingredients to make concrete; 

d) operating plant and machinery which assembles and fills moulds with concrete and 

artificial stone mixtures,  

e) removes castings from moulds and finishes surfaces of precast products; 

f)   cutting, grinding, drilling, sandblasting and polishing concrete products and stone blocks, 

slabs and products to the specifications for the job; 

g) checking production plans and specifications to determine and select materials, ingredients, 

procedures, components, settings and adjustments for extrusion, moulding, mixing and 

compacting machines; 

h) monitoring plant and machines during operation by observing instruments such as 

temperature and pressure gauges, and adjusting controls and reporting malfunctions as 

necessary; 

i)  collecting and examining samples of mixtures and finished products for conformity to 

specifications and adjusting machine settings accordingly; 

j)  checking and maintaining production records, including information about quantities, 

dimensions and types of materials and goods produced; 

k) arranging and assisting with plant and machinery maintenance and repair; 

l) performing related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8114.10 Cement product Machine-operator 

8114.15 Asbestos Machine-operator 

8114.20 Terrazzo tile Machine-operator 

8114.25 Clay Products Machine Operator 

8114.30 Cast stone Maker 

8114.35 Stone Processing Machine Operator 

8114.40 Cast-stone products machine operator 
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8114.45 Cast-concrete products machine operator 

8114.50 Concrete production machine operator 

8114.55 Industrial diamond polishing machine operator 

8114.60 Stone polishing machine operator 

8114.90 Cement, Stone and Other Mineral Products Machine Operators, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 812 

METAL PROCESSING AND FINISHING PLANT OPERATORS  

METAL PROCESSING AND FINISHING PLANT OPERATORS operate and monitor metal-

smelting and refining furnaces, metal rolling mills, metal heating-treating plants or metal 

extrusion plants. 

 

Tasks performed include setting up, preparing and adjusting metal and ore processing and 

finishing machinery; co-ordinating and monitoring the operation of a particular aspect of metal 

processing production and finishing; verifying equipment for malfunctions, monitoring gauges, 

carrying out routine operating tests and arranging for maintenance; checking, testing and 

analyzing sample products; recording data and writing production logs. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Groups are classified under the following Unit Groups: 

8121 Metal processing plant operators 

8122 Metal finishing, plating and coating machine operators 

 

8121 METAL PRO CESSING PLANT OPERATORS 

METAL PROCESSING PLANT OPERATORS operate, monitor, adjust and maintain, single 

process machinery and equipment to process and convert mineral ores and refine, harden, roll 

and extrude metals. 

TASKS include: 

a) setting up, preparing and adjusting mineral ore and metal processing machinery to carry 

out one step in the overall mineral ore or metal processing operation;  

b) operating single-function machinery to grind, separate, filter, mix, treat, cast, roll, refine or 

otherwise process metals and mineral ores;  

c) observing gauges, meters, computer printouts, video monitors and products to ensure 

correct operation of machine and verify specified processing conditions; 

d) adjusting equipment, valves, pumps, controls and process equipment; 

e) controlling the preparation, measuring and feeding of raw materials and processing agents 

into plant; 

f)   controlling process start-up and shut-down, troubleshooting and monitoring outside 

process equipment; 

g) verifying equipment for malfunctions, carrying out routine operating tests and arranging 

for maintenance; 

h) analyzing sample products, performing tests, recording data and writing production logs; 

i)   performing related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 22 

8121.10 Furnace-operator, refining/steel (open-hearth furnace) 

8121.20 Blast Furnace-operator, Ore Smelting 
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8121.25 Continuous-mill roller, steel/ cold and Hot Roller, steel 

8121.30 Furnace-operator, refining/non-ferrous metal 

8121.35 Machine-operator, casting metal 

8121.40 Metal Pourerh 

8121.45 Cupola Furnace-operator 

8121.50 Manipulator, rolling-mill, metal 

8121.55 Hardener 

8121.60 Annealer, metal 

8121.65 Temperer 

8121.70 Machine-operator, drawing/wire 

8121.80 Seamless pipe and tube drawer 

8121.90 Metal Processing Plant Operators, NEC 

 

8122 METAL FINISHING, PLATING AND CO ATING MACHINE OPERATORS  

METAL FINISHING, PLATING AND COATING MACHINE OPERATORS operate and 

monitor equipment which finish, plate and coat metal articles or parts, in order to give them 

improved resistance to corrosion and abrasion, for decorative purposes, or to impart electrical or 

magnetic properties. 

TASKS include: 

a) operating and monitoring equipment which cleans metal articles in preparation for 

electroplating, galvanising, enamelling or similar processes; 

b) operating and monitoring electroplating equipment; 

c) operating and monitoring hot-dip equipment used to coat iron and steel products; 

d) operating and monitoring machines which automatically coat wire with non ferrous metal; 

e) operating and monitoring equipment used to spray molten metal or other substances on 

metal products to provide a protective or decorative coating or to build up worn or 

damaged surfaces; 

f)   operating and monitoring equipment used to impart a rust-resistant finish to metal articles 

by treating them with chemicals and heating them; 

g) checking proper thickness of plating using micrometers, callipers or other devices 

recording data and writing production logs; 

h) preparing and mixing metalizing solutions according to formulas or specifications;and 

i) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8122.10 Electroplater 

8122.20 Metal Bluer 

8122.30 Machine-operator, dipping/metal (B.T) 

   Hot-Dip Plater (R.T)  

8122.40 Galvaniser 

8122.45 Machine-operator, sandblaster equipment 

8122.50 Casting Finisher (B.T) 

   Casting Dresser (A.T) 

8122.60 Machine-operator, spraying/metal (B.T) 

   Metal Sprayer (R.T) 

8122.65 Wire-Coating Machine Operator 
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8122.70 Oxidizer 

8122.75 Operator, moulding 

8122.80 Metal cleaner  

8122.90 Metal Finishing, Plating and Coating Machine Operators, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 813 

CHEMICAL AND P HOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS PLANT AND MACHINE 

OPERATORS 

CHEMICAL AND PHOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS PLANT AND MACHINE OPERATORS 

operate and monitor machines which process a variety of chemicals and other ingredients to 

produce pharmaceuticals, toiletries, explosives and photographic or other chemical products.  

Tasks performed usually include operating and monitoring machines which mould, filter, 

ferment, mix, blend and otherwise process chemicals and other materials to give them desired 

properties for further industrial production, or to make finished products. Supervision of other 

worker is included. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Groups: 

8131 Chemical products plant and machine operators 

8132 Photographic products machine operators 

 

8131 CHEMICAL PRODUCTS PLANT AND MACHINE OPERATORS  

CHEMICAL PRODUCTS PLANT AND MACHINE OPERATORS monitor and operate 

machinery to blend, mix, and process and pack a wide range of chemical products.  

TASKS include: 

a) Setting up, starting, controlling, adjusting and stopping machines and plant; 

b) Monitoring reaction processes and transfers of products in conformance with safety 

procedures;  

c) Monitoring meters, gauges and electronic instrumentation on one or more chemical or 

formulation units, such as mixers, kettles, blenders, dryers, tabletting, encapsulation, 

granulation and coating machines; 

d) Measuring, weighing and loading chemical ingredients following formulation cards; 

e) Taking samples and performing routine chemical and physical tests of products and 

recording production data; 

f)   Cleaning and performing minor repairs to machines and plant; and 

g) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8131.10 Mixing and blending/chemical and related processes Machine-operator 

8131.20 Detergent production Machine-operator 

8131.30 Pharmaceutical products Machine-operator 

8131.40 Toiletries products Machine-operator  

8131.50 Ammunition products Machine-operator 

8131.60 Explosive products Machine-operator 

8131.70 Blender/petroleum and natural gas refining (ethyl) operator 

8131.80 Still/petroleum and natural gas refining machine operator 

8131.90 Chemical Products Plant and Machine Operators, NEC 
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8132   PHOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS MACHINE OPERATORS  

PHOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS MACHINE OPERATORS operate machinery to make 

photographic film and paper and to process exposed photographic film and make photographic 

prints. 

TASKS include: 

a) operating and monitoring equipment which makes photographic film and paper; 

b) operating, monitoring and testing photographic processing and printing equipment, and 

maintaining operational standards; 

c) preparing exposed film for different processing batches in dark rooms and dark 

chambers; 

d) inspecting images, films, prints and adjusting settings on print-making equipment to 

produce required colour, brightness, contrast, number, size and type of prints; 

e) adjusting settings and running automatic developing equipment; 

f) operating equipment to transfer film to video tape or other electronic media; 

g) operating automatic equipment (in retail establishments) to develop colour negatives, 

prints and slides; and 

h) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8132.10 Machine-operator, photograph developing (colour and black & white) (B.T) 

      Colour developer (R.T) 

      Black-and-White Developer (R.T) 

      Msafishaji Picha 

8132.20 Machine-operator, film processing machine 

8132.30 Photographic Film and Paper Maker 

      Mtengeneza filamu na karatasi za Picha 

8132.40 Machine-operator, photographic plate production 

8132.50 Machine-operator, photograph enlarging 

     Mkuzaji Picha 

8132.60 Photographic Printer 

     Mtoaji Picha 

8132.90 Photographic Products Machine Operators, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 814 

RUBBER, PLASTIC AND PAPER PRODUCTS MACHINE OPERATORS  

RUBBER, PLASTIC AND PAPER PRODUCTS MACHINE OPERATORS operate and 

monitor machines which mold and blend rubber and rubber compounds, and produce various 

components and products from natural and synthetic rubber and plastics. 

 

Tasks performed include tending, operating and monitoring machines which knead tyre; knead, 

and blend rubber, rubber compounds and plastics; or from and shape various articles made of 

these materials; or to make paper products. Supervision of other workers is included. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Groups are classified under the following Unit Groups: 

8141 Rubber products machine operators 
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8142 Plastic products machine operators 

8143 Paper products machine operators 

 

8141 RUBBER PRODUCTS MACHINE OPERATORS 

RUBBER PRODUCTS MACHINE OPERATORS operate and monitor machines which mold 

and blend rubber and rubber compounds, and produce various components and products, from 

natural and synthetic rubber, such as moulded footwear, domestic articles, insulating materials, 

industrial accessories, or tyres for bicycles, automobiles, tractors, aircraft and other vehicles. 

TASKS include: 

a) operating and monitoring machines which knead, mix and blend rubber and rubber 

compounds for further processing; 

b) operating and monitoring machines which produce sheets of rubber or rubberized fabric 

by a rolling process; 

c) operating and monitoring machines which extrude compounded rubber or shape 

vulcanized rubber by moulding; 

d) operating and monitoring machines which build up tyres on a form, vulcanize tyres and 

mould or rebuild used tyres; 

e) operating and monitoring machines which manufacture rubber products such as hoses, 

air-bags, rubber foam for cushions and mattresses, rubber stamps, etc; and 

f) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8141.10 Machine Operator, Rubber products (B.T) 

   Rubber Millman (A.T) 

8141.20 Rubber Calendar/rubber Operator 

8141.30 Rubber Extruding-Machine Operator 

8141.40 Milling/rubber Machine-operator  

8141.50 Extruding/rubber Machine-operator 

8141.60 Moulding/rubber Press-operator 

8141.70 Cutting/rubber Machine-operator  

8141.80 Tyre production Machine-operator 

8141.90 Rubber Products Machine Operators, NEC 

  

8142 PLASTIC PRODUCTS MACHINE OPERATORS  

PLASTICS PRODUCTS MACHINE OPERATORS operate and monitor machines which knead 

and blend compounds to obtain plastic materials and which make various plastic components and 

articles. 

TASKS include: 

a) operating and monitoring machines which knead, mix and blend compounds to obtain 

plastic materials; 

b) operating and monitoring machines which shape plastic materials by moulding, extrusion, 

cutting and other means; 

c) operating and monitoring machines which laminate plastics and plastic- impregnated 

materials; 

d) operating and monitoring machines which compress plastics powder into pellets; 

e) operating and monitoring machines which emboss designs on plastic sheets; 
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f) operating and monitoring machines which make plastic products such as domestic 

articles, moulded footwear, toys and industrial accessories; and 

g) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include:  

8142.10 Machine-operator, mixing/plastics  

8142.20 Press-operator, laminating/plastics 

8142.30 Machine-operator, extruding/plastics 

8142.40 Machine operator, injection moulding/plastics 

8142.50 Machine-operator, compression moulding/plastics  

8142.60 Machine-operator, vacuum plastic-forming  

8142.70 Machine-operator, tableting/plastics 

8142.80 Machine-operator, plastic production/products 

8142.90 Plastics Production Machine Operators NEC 

 

8143 PAPER PRODUCTS MACHINE OPERATORS 

PAPER PRODUCTS MACHINE OPERATORS operate and monitor machines which produce 

boxes, envelopes, bags and other products from paper, paperboard, cardboard, cellophane and 

similar materials. 

TASKS include: 

a) operating and monitoring machines which glue paper to cardboard, cut it to the required 

length or cut and crease cardboard or paperboard to form box blanks; 

b) operating and monitoring pressing machines which form drinking cups or other 

containers from paper, paperboard or cardboard; 

c) operating and monitoring machines which cut, fold and glue paper to make envelopes, 

paper straws and paper bags, or which form bags from other materials; 

d) operating and monitoring machines which make joss paper and other ceremonial paper 

products used in praying and other religious activities; and 

e) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8143.10 Cardboard products Machine-operator 

8143.20 Paper box production Machine-operator 

      Mtengeneza maboksi kwa mashine 

8143.30 Envelope & paper bag production Machine-operator 

      Mtengeneza mabegi kwa mashine 

8143.40 Cardboard lining machine operator 

8143.50 Paper box cutting and creasing- press operator 

8143.60 Paper product machine operator 

8143.70 Cellophane Bag, machine Operator 

8143.90 Paper Products Machine Operators, NEC 

 

 

 

 

MINOR GROUP 815 
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TEXTILE, FUR AND LEATHER PRODUCTS MACHINE OPERATORS  

TEXTILE, FUR AND LEATHER PRODUCTS MACHINE OPERATORS operate and monitor 

machines which prepare fibres and yarns, or hides and pelts, and manufacture or dry-clean 

textiles, or fur and leather articles. 

 

Tasks performed usually include: operating and monitoring machines which prepare fibres and 

spin and wind yarn and thread; weave and knit; manufacture machine-made garments from 

various materials; bleach, dye and clean textile garments; prepare hides, skins, pelts or fur to 

make leather; or make footwear and related products. Supervision of other workers may be 

included. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Groups: 

8151 Fibre preparing, spinning and winding machine operators 

8152 Weaving and knitting machine operators 

8153 Sewing machine operators 

8154 Bleaching, dyeing and fabric cleaning machine operators 

8155 Fur and leather preparing machine operators 

8156 Shoemaking and related machine operators 

8157 Laundry machine operators 

8159 Textile, fur and leather products machine operators not 

elsewhere classified 

 

8151 FIBRE PREPARIN G, SPINNING AND WINDING MACHINE OPERATORS  

FIBRES PREPARING, SPINNING AND WINDING MACHINE OPERATORS operate 

machines which prepare fibres, and spin, double, twist and wind and yarn thread.  

TASKS include: 

a) operating machines which combine textile fibres into uniform blends; 

b) operating machines which clean and fluff textile fibres, transform them into sliver, comb 

them into sliver for first drawing, combine slivers into sliver lap or sliver laps into ribbon 

lap, combine several slivers into one attenuated strand of regular quality and weight; 

c) operating machines which transform sliver into roving; 

d) operating machines which spin thread and yarn from roving, wind two or more threads on 

to bobbin, twist two or more strands of yarn or thread into single heavier and stronger 

strand, or wind yarn or thread from one package to another; and 

e) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include:  

8151.10 Machine-operator, fibre preparing 

8151.20 Spinner, (B.T); 

     Spinner, Thread and Yarn (A.T) 

     Msokota Nyuzi 

8151.30 Twister (B.T) 

      Machine-operator, twisting/ thread and yarn (R.T) 

      Mnyongaji 

8151.40 Winder (B.T) 

      Machine-operator, winding/ thread and yarn (R.T) 
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      Mkunjaji 

8151.50 Doubler 

8151.60 Machine-operator, rope-laying 

8151.90 Fibres Preparing, Spinning and Winding Machine Operators, NEC 152 WEAVING 

 

8152 WEAVING AND KNITTING MACHINE OPERATORS  

WEAVING AND KNITTING MACHINE OPERATORS operate weaving and knitting 

machines and related equipment used to produce materials and fabrics. 

TASKS include: 

a) tending, operating and monitoring machines used to weave or knit plain or figured cloth, 

tapestry, lace, carpets, garments, net, hosiery or other fabrics or articles; and 

b) performing  other related tasks. 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8152.10 Machine-operator, weaving 

8152.15 Machine-operator, weaving/Carpet 

     Mfuma mazulia kwa mashine 

8152.20 Machine-operator, knitting/Garment 

     Mwendesha mashine ya Kusuka nguo 

8152.25 Machine-operator, knitting/Hosiery 

     Mwendesha mashine ya Kusuka Nyuzi 

8152.30 Machine-operator, lace production 

8152.35 Jacquard Design copyist 

8152.40 Jacquard card cutter 

8152.50 Jacquard Weaver, Machine 

8152.55 Loom Threader, Machine 

     Mtengeneza Nyuzi kwa Mashine 

8152.60 Net Maker, Machine 

8152.70 Beam Warper 

8154.90 Weaving and Knitting Machine Operators, NEC 8153 SEWIN 

 

8153 SEWING MACHINE OPERATORS  

SEWING MACHINE OPERATORS operate sewing machines to make textile, leather garments 

or Machine-operator embroider ornamental designs on garments or other materials 

TASKS include: 

a) operating or tending sewing machines to perform garment sewing operations, such as 

joining, reinforcing, seaming or decorating garments or garment parts; 

b) attaching buttons, hooks, zippers, fasteners, or other accessories to fabric, using feeding 

hoppers or clamp holders; 

c) tending semiautomatic sewing machines with multiple-sewing heads controlled by 

pattern chain that embroiders various designs on garments; 

d) operating machines, such as single or double needle serging and flat-bed felling 

machines, to automatically join, reinforce, or decorate material or articles; 

e) operating fur sewing machines to join fur pelt strips to required size and shape and join 

pelts into garment sections or shells; 

f) operating stitching machines to sew leather parts together for leather garments, handbags, 

gloves;  
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g) monitoring machine operation to detect problems such as defective stitching, breaks in 

thread, or machine malfunctions; 

h) performing equipment maintenance tasks such as replacing needles; and 

i) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8153.10 Machine-operator, sewing 

8153.20 Mwendesha cherehani 

8153.30 Machine-operator, sewing/textile product 

8153.40 Machine-operator, sewing/ Embroiderer,  

8153.90 Sewing Machine Operators, NEC 

 

8154 BLEACHING, DYEING AND FABRIC CLEANING MACHINE OP ERATORS 
BLEACHING, DYEING AND FABRIC CLEANING MACHINE OPERATORS operate 

machine which bleach, dye, wash and otherwise treat fibres, cloth and other textile and leather 

product. 

 TASKS include: 

a) tending, operating and monitoring machines treating textile products to make them lighter 

in colour or to give them specific colour; 

b) tending, operating and monitoring machines washing or dry-cleaning textile products to 

remove dirt, impurities, excess chemicals or natural gum; 

c) tending, operating and monitoring equipment waterproofing textiles with chemicals; 

d) tending, operating and monitoring equipment treating silk to give it body and weight; 

e) tending, operating and monitoring machines which press, stretch, or impart luster, 

waterproof or other type of finish textiles;  and 

f) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8154.10 Machine-operator, bleaching/textile 

8154.20 Machine-operator, dyeing 

8154.30 Machine Operator, Carbonising/Wool 

8154.40 Machine Operator, Degumming/Silk 

8154.50 Machine Operator, Weighting 

8154.60 Machine-operator, Starching/ Silk 

8154.65 Waterproofer, textiles 

8154.70 Machine-operator, washing and shrinking/textiles 

8154.75 Machine-operator, drying/textiles 

8154.80 Operator, calendar/textiles 

8154.90 Bleaching, Dyeing and Cleaning Machine Operators, NEC 

 

8155 FUR AND LEATHER PREPARING MACHINE OPERATORS  

FUR- AND LEATHER-PREPARING-MACHINE OPERATORS operate and monitor various 

machines which prepare leather or treat fur- or wool-bearing pelts. 

TASKS include: 

a) operating and monitoring machines which remove flesh and fat from pelts before 

curing;  
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b) operating and monitoring machines which remove long coarse hair from fur pelts, 

trim hair to even length, and dye, stretch and smooth dressed pelts;  

c) operating and monitoring machines which separate residual wool from skins, or 

flesh and hair from hides, and which split hides;  

d) operating and monitoring machines which treat hides and skins in solutions and 

apply finishing product to convert them into leather; 

e) operating and monitoring machines which apply dyes and stains to leather; and 

f)  performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8155.10 Machine-operator, hide processing 

8155.20 Machine-operator, fleshing/hide 

8155.30 Machine-operator, dehairing/hide 

8155.40 Machine-operator, tanning 

8155.50 Machine-operator, staining/leather 

8155.60 Machine-operator, cutting/leather 8155.90 Fur- and Leather-Preparing-Machine 

Operators, NEC 

 

8156 SHOEMAKING AND RELATED MACHINE OPERATORS  

SHOEMAKING AND RELATED MACHINE OPERATORS operate and monitor machines 

which produce and repair standard or special footwear and other accessories, mainly made of 

leather.  

TASKS include: 

a) operating and monitoring machines which mark patterns and cut shoe parts; 

b) operating and monitoring machines which sew shoe parts together, or edge, polish, or 

apply ornaments and perform finishing tasks; 

c) operating and monitoring machines which produce luggage, handbags, belts and other 

accessories, as well as other items such as collars or harnesses; 

d) performing related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include 

8156.10 Machine-operator, footwear production 

8156.20 Machine-operator, footwear production/orthopaedic 

8156.30 Machine-operator, footwear production/sports 

8156.40 Maker, handbag 

8156.50 Maker, wallet 

8156.90 Shoemaking and Related Machine Operators, NEC 

 

8157 LAUNDRY MACHINE OPERATORS  

LAUNDRY MACHINE OPERATORS operate laundry, dry cleaning, pressing and fabric 

treatment machines in laundries and dry cleaning establishments. 

TASKS include: 

(a) sorting articles for cleaning according to the type colour, fabric and cleaning treatment 

required; 

(b) placing sorted articles into receptacles and onto conveyor belts for moving to repair and 

cleaning areas; 
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(c) checking and removing stains from garments, and replacing buttons and making minor 

repairs; 

(d) loading and unloading washing machines, driers and extractors; 

(e) adding cleaning agents and starches to articles; 

(f) smoothing articles and guiding them through cleaning and pressing machines; 

(g) stopping and starting machines to untangle, straighten and remove articles; 

(h) placing articles on shelves and hanging articles for delivery and collection; 

(i) packaging articles and preparing orders for despatch; and 

(j)  performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8157.10 Machine-operator, dry-cleaning 

8157.20 Machine-operator, laundering 

8157.30 Machine-operator, pressing/laundry 

8157.90 Laundry Machine Operators, NEC 

 

8159 FUR AND LEATHER PRODUCTS MACHINE OPERATORS NOT ELSEWHERE 

CLASSIFIED  

FUR- AND LEATHER-PREPARING-MACHINE OPERATORS NOT ELSEWHERE 

CLASSIFIED  

This unit group covers textile and leather products machine-operators not classified elsewhere in 

Minor Group 815: Textile Products Machine-operators. For instance, here should be classified 

those who are engaged in operating machines which make hats, mattresses or miscellaneous 

articles such as braids, lace or other trimmings.  

 

TASKS include: 

a) operating and monitoring machines which form and make hats out of textiles, fur and 

leather;  

b) operating and monitoring machines which make miscellaneous articles such as braids or 

other trimmings; and 

c) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8159.10 Machine-operator, braid production 

8159.20 Machine-operator, cutting/garments 

8159.30 Machine-operator, cutting/textile 

8159.40 Machine-operator, hat making 

8159.50 Machine-operator, pattern-making/leather 

8159.60 Machine-operator, pattern-making/ garments 

8159.70 Machine-operator, pattern-making/textiles 

8159.80 Machine-operator, folding/cloth 

 

 

 

MINOR GROUP 816 

FOOD AND RELATED PRODUCTS MACHINE OPERATORS  
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FOOD AND RELATED PRODUCTS MACHINE OPERATORS operate and monitor machines 

which process foodstuffs and manufacture food and related products for human and animal 

consumption. 

 

Tasks performed usually include operating and monitoring machines for slaughtering animals 

and cutting carcasses and fish into pieces for storage or sale manufacturing meat and fish 

products: processing milk and cream and manufacturing dairy products; crushing and grinding 

grain, spices or similar foodstuffs, making bread, pasta and related products; processing fruit, 

nuts and vegetables-, processing and refining sugar; processing tea, coffee and cocoa, or 

producing beer, wine, spirits and other beverages, or tobacco products. Supervision of other 

workers may be included. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Groups: 

8160 Food and related products machine operators 

 

8160 FOOD AND RELATED PRODUCTS MACHINE OPERATORS  

FOOD AND RELATED PRODUCTS MACHINE OPERATORS operate machines which 

process foodstuffs and manufacture food and related products for human and animal 

consumption. 

TASKS include: 

a) tending, operating and monitoring machines used to slaughter animals and to cut 

carcasses or fish into standard pieces; 

b) tending, operating and monitoring machines which pasteurize, homogenize and heat-treat 

milk and cream; 

c) tending, operating and monitoring machinery used for the production of flour, meal and 

animal feed, and for processing rice; 

d) tending, operating and monitoring machines which mix and blend flour with other 

ingredients to prepare dough for the production of bread, pastries, pasta, noodle and 

related products;  

e) tending, operating and monitoring machines which extract juice from fruits and 

vegetables by heating or pressing; 

f) tending, operating and monitoring machines which crush sugar-cane or extract liquor 

from sugar-beet; 

g) tending, operating and monitoring machines which process barley and other grains used 

in making distilled and malt liquors, and controlling the fermentation process; 

h) tending, operating and monitoring machines to blend and prepare tea leaves, coffee or 

cocoa beans; 

i) operating machines which process tobacco in preparation for manufacturing cigarettes, 

cigar and other tobacco products; and 

j) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8160.10 Machine-operator, meat /fish processing 

8160.15 Machine-operator, processing/dairy products 

8160.20 Machine-operator, milling/mustard seeds 

8160.25 Machine-operator, pastry production 
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8160.30 Machine-operator, fruit/vegetable processing 

8160.35 Machine-operator, tea leaf/coffee/cocoa bean processing 

8160.40 Machine-operator, soft drink production 

8160.45 Machine-operator, malting/ spirits 

8160.50 Machine-operator, Wine 

8160.55 Operator, processing and refining/sugar 

8160.60 Machine-Operator, Cigarette Production 

8160.65 Machine-Operator, Oils and Fats processing  

8160.90 Food and Related Products Machine Operators, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 817 

WOOD PROCESSING AND PAPERMAKING PLANT OPERATORS  

WOOD PROCESSING AND PAPERMAKING PLANT OPERATORS operate and monitor 

equipment which saws and cuts wood in preparation for further use, covert wood and other 

materials into stock for making paper or operate plants that make paper from stock. 

 

Tasks performed include operating and monitoring equipment for processing wood for further 

use, convents wood and other materials into stock for making paper. Supervision of other 

workers is included. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Groups: 

8171 Pulp and papermaking plant operators 

8172 Wood processing plant operators 

 

8171 PULP AND PAPERMAKING PLANT OPERATORS 

PULP AND PAPERMAKING PLANT OPERATORS operate and monitor machinery and 

equipment which convert materials such as wood, rags, scrap-pulp and paper into pulp stock 

which used to make paper, paper board and sheet pulp. 

TASKS include: 

a) operating and monitoring chipper and grinding machines which reduce logs to pulp; 

b) operating and monitoring digesters which produce pulp from materials such as wood or 

scrap-pulp and scrap paper; 

c) operating and monitoring machines which bleach wood pulp, scrap- pulp and scrap 

paper; 

d) operating and monitoring machines which mix, beat and hydrate pulp and other 

ingredients to prepare stuff for making paper; 

e) operating and monitoring section of papermaking machinery and equipment in which wet 

pulp is formed into paper or in which paper is dried, calendared, wound, slit, and 

rewound; 

f) operating and monitoring super calendars used to impart gloss and finish to surface of  

paper; 

g) operating and monitoring machinery and equipment used to glaze or impregnate paper 

with coating mixture; 

h) operating machine to cut rolls of paper into required length; 

i) cutting wastepaper to small pieces with cutting machine for making paper pulp; 

j) operating valves to charge raw materials into digester; and 
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k) performing related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8171.10 Machine Operator, Papermaking  

8171.20 Machine operator, Supercalendar 

8171.30 Machine operator, grinding/wood 

8171.40 Machine Operator, paper- pulp plant 

8171.50 Machine Operator, chipper/paper pulp 

8171.55 Machine operator, chipping  

8171.60 Machine operator Cutting/paper 

8171.65 Machine operator Cardboard production 

8171.70 Machine Operator, digester 

8171.80 Machine Operator, bleacher 

8171.90 Pulp and Papermaking Plant Operators, NEC 

 

8172 WOOD PROCESSING PLANT OPERATORS 

WOOD PROCESSING PLANT OPERATORS operate and monitor machinery and equipment 

for sawing wood, cutting veneer and making plywood, particle board and chipboard, and 

otherwise prepare wood for further use. 

TASKS include: 

a) operating and monitoring log in-feed and conveyor systems; 

b) operating and monitoring head saws, re-saws and multi blade saws to saw logs, cants, 

flitches, slabs or wings and remove rough edges from sawn timber; 

c) operating and monitoring machines which cut veneer; 

d) operating and monitoring plywood core-laying machines and hot-plate plywood presses; 

e) operating steam-heated kilns to season wood; 

f) operating equipment which treat wood; 

g) operating dryer to dry freshly shaped veneer sheets; 

h) operating machines to clip continuous sheet of veneer to specified width; and 

i) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8172.10 Machine-operator, Wood Processing plant  

8172.20 Machine-operator, sawmill 

8172.30 Machine-operator, band-saw 

8172.40 Machine-press-operator, plywood 

8172.50 Machine-operator, seasoning/wood 

8172.55 Machine- operator, treating/wood 

8172.60 Machine-operator, Veneer Production 

8172.65 Machine-operator, furniture production 

8172.70 Machine-operator, wood products 

8172.75 Machine Operator, auto-clipper  

8172.90 Wood Processing Plant Operators, NEC  

 

MINOR GROUP 818 

OTHER STATIONARY PLANT AND MACHINE OPERATORS  
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Other stationary plant and machine-operators operate and monitor industrial plant for mining or 

for the processing of metal, minerals, glass, ceramics, wood, paper, chemicals, or water-treating, 

electrical-power-generating and other purposes, as well as automated or semi-automated 

assembling processes. 

 

The work mainly calls for experience with and an understanding of the industrial plant which is 

being operated and monitored. Ability to cope with machine-paced operations and to adapt to 

innovations in machinery and equipment is often required. 

 

Tasks performed include: operating and monitoring industrial plant for the processing of metal, 

paper, or water-treating, electrical-power-generating and other purposes, operating and 

monitoring automated or semi- automated assembly lines as well as industrial robots. 

Supervision of other workers may be included. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Groups: 

8181 Glass and ceramics plant operators 

8182 Steam engine and boiler operators 

8183 Packing, bottling and labelling machine operators 

8184 Power-generating plant operator 

8185 Other power-generating and related plant operators 

8189 Stationary plant and machine operators not elsewhere 

classified 

 

COMMENTS 

Occupations are classified into major group 7, Craft and related trades workers if the tasks are 

carried out by hand and by hand-powered and other tools and call for an understanding of the 

work organisation, the materials and tools used, and the nature and purpose of the final product. 

Occupations are classified into Major group 9, Elementary occupations if the tasks are of a 

simple and routine nature, mainly entail the use of hand held tools, some physical effort, little or 

no previous experience and understanding of the work, and limited initiative or judgment.  

 

8181 GLASS AND CERAMICS PLANT OPERATORS  

GLASS AND CERAMICS PLANT OPERATORS operate and monitor kilns, furnaces and other 

machinery and equipment used in the manufacture of glass, ceramics, porcelain, tiles or bricks. 

They operate machines to anneal, harden or decorate glass and ceramics. 

TASKS include: 

a) operating and tending glass-making furnaces to make glass by melting and fusing 

premixed ingredients; 

b) operating and tending glass-annealing furnace to prevent or remove internal glass 

stresses; 

c) operating and tending tempering furnace to toughen glass; 

d) operating and tending equipment which shape glass articles by blowing or pressure 

moulding; 

e) operating and monitoring equipment which draw or roll molten glass to continuous sheet 

of flat glass; 

f) operating and monitoring floating glass production plant; 
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g) operating and tending equipment which polish and level plate-glass surfaces; 

h) operating and tending equipment which make glass rods and tubes from molten glass by 

drawing or drawing and blowing; 

i) operating and tending kiln to bake pottery and porcelain ware or to bake ware again to fix 

glazing and decoration; 

j) operating and tending mixing ingredients for glass making; 

k) operating and tending equipment extruding molten glass to form fibreglass filaments and 

l) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8181.10 Glass-Making Furnace man 

8181.15 Glass-Annealing Furnace man 

8181.20 Glass-Blowing-Machine Operator 

8181.25 Glass-Pressing-Machine Operator 

8181.30 Glass-Drawing-Machine Operator 

8181.35 Mixing/clay-Machine-operator 

8181.40 Mixing/glass- Machine-operator 

8181.45 Plate-Glass Polisher 

8181.50 Float-Glass Bath Operator 

8181.55 Glass Tube Maker 

8181.60 Pottery and Porcelain  

8181.65 Brick and Tile Plantman 

8181.70 Glass Temperer  

8181.80 Abrasive Mixer 

8181.85 Fibreglass Maker 

8181.90 Glass and ceramics plant Operators, NEC 

 

8182 STEAM ENGINE AND BOILER OPERATORS  

STEAM ENGINE AND BOILER OPERATORS operate and monitor steam engines and boilers 

on land and at sea. 

TASKS include: 

a) operating and monitoring coal or oil-fired steam engines or boilers on land and at sea; 

and 

b) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8182.10 Fireperson, ship 

8182.20 Operator, boiler plant/steam 

8182.30 Operator, steam engine 

8182.40 Shipôs Oiler and Greaser 

   Mtia Mafuta Melini 

8182.90 Steam Engine and Boiler Operators, NEC 

 

8183 PACKING, BOTTLING AND LABELLING MACHINE OPERATORS  
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PACKING, BOTTLING AND LABELING MACHINE-OPERATORS operate machines which 

pack, label and, if needed, add revenue stamps to products, packages and containers, or inspect 

finished products or parts for conformance to manufacturer's standards, finish and appearance. 

Tasks include: 

a) inspecting finished products or parts for conformance to manufacturer's standards, finish 

and appearance; 

b) operating machines which wrap and pack various products, including liquid ones, for 

storage or shipment; 

c) operating machines which, by gluing or other methods, label products, packages and 

various containers, or add revenue stamps; and 

d) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8183.10 Machine-operator, bottling 

8183.20 Machine-operator, labeling 

8183.30 Machine-Operator, carton 

8183.40 Machine-Operator, packing 

8183.90 Packing, Bottling and Labeling Machine-Operators, NEC 

 

8184 POWER-GENERATING PLANT OPERATORS   

POWER-GENERATING PLANT OPERATORS operate equipment to produce electric power 

and control its distribution. 

TASKS include: 

a) controlling, operating and monitoring coal or oil-fired steam power-generating plant; 

b) controlling, operating and monitoring hydroelectric generating station; 

c) controlling power output and distribution of electricity from power station; and 

e) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8184.10 Power plant operator, steam (B.T) 

  Generator operator (A.T) 

8184.20 Hydroelectric station operator 

8184.30 Turbine operator, power station (B.T) 

  Turbine Assistant (A.T) 

8184.40 Power Switchboard operator 

  Mwendesha Mtambo wa Swichi 

8184.50 Load dispatcher, Electric power 

8184.90 Power-Generating Plant Operator, NEC 

 

8185 OTHER POWER-GENERATING AND RELATED PLANT OPERATORS  

OTHER POWER-GENERATING AND RELATED PLANT OPERATORS operate other types 

industrial plant and equipment, such as air and gas compressors, pumping stations, water 

treatment plants, incinerator plants, refrigeration systems heating and ventilation systems, or 

locks in canals or port. 

TASKS include: 

a) controlling, operating and monitoring air and gas compressor; 
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b) controlling, operating and monitoring pumping station for transferring liquids, gases, 

semi-liquids and powered substances from one location to another; 

c) controlling, operating and monitoring plant equipment to purify and clarify water for 

human consumption or disposal into natural water system (rivers, lakes or ocean); 

d) controlling, operating and monitoring incinerator plant equipment to burn garbage or 

other waste materials; 

e) controlling, operating and monitoring refrigeration systems for cool and cold storage, 

production and other purposes; 

f) controlling, operating and monitoring equipment in heating and ventilation systems; 

g) controlling, operating and monitoring gates and valves in aqueducts, dams and locks to 

control flow of water; and 

f) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8185.10 Stationary Engine Operator, General 

8185.20 Air-Compressor Operator 

8185.30 Gas-compressor Operator 

8185.40 Lock Operator, canal or Port 

8185.50 Pumping-Station Operator 

8185.60 Water Pump Operator (B.T) 

   Water Treatment Plant Operator, Waterworks (A.T) 

8185.70 Incinerator Plant Operator 

8185.80 Refrigeration Systems Operator 

8185.85 Heating and Ventilation Equipment Operator 

8185.90 Other Power-Generating and Related Plant Operators, NEC 

 

8189 STATIONARY PLANT AND MACHINE OPERATORS NOT ELSEWHERE 

CLASSIFIED  

STATIONARY PLANT AND MACHINE-OPERATORS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED 

operate and monitor industrial plant for mining or for the processing of metal, minerals, glass, 

ceramics, wood, paper, chemicals, or water-treating, electrical-power-generating and other 

purposes, as well as automated or semi automated assembling processes and industrial robots. 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8189.10 Stationary Plant and Machine-Operators, NEC 

 

SUB MAJOR GROUP 82 

ASSEMBLERS 

 

ASSEMBLERS assemble components into products according to strictly laid down procedures. 

The products worked on may be moved from one worker to the next along assembly lines. 

 

Tasks performed usually include assembling components into various types of products 

according to strictly laid down procedures. 

 

Occupations in this Sub Major Group are classified into the following Minor Group:- 

821   Assemblers   
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MINOR GROUP 821 

ASSEMBLERS 

ASSEMBLERS perform limited specialised tasks in assembling components into products 

according to strictly laid-out procedures. The products worked on may move from one worker to 

the next along assembly lines. 

 

Tasks performed include performing limited specialised tasks in assembling components into 

various types of products according to strictly laid-out procedures, using hand or power tools to 

fasten, screw, solder, weld, rivet or glue parts to get her; and to pack and label assembled 

products. Supervision of other workers is included. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups: 

8211 Mechanical machinery assemblers 

8212 Electrical and electronic equipment assemblers 

8219 Assemblers not elsewhere classified 

COMMENTS 

Occupations are classified into Major group 7, Craft and related trades workers if the tasks are 

carried out by hand and by hand-powered and other tools and call for an understanding of the 

work organisation, the materials and tools used, and the nature and purpose of the final product. 

Occupations are classified into Major group 9, Elementary occupations if the tasks are of a 

simple and routine nature, mainly entail the use of hand held tools, some physical effort, little or 

no previous experience and understanding of the work, and limited initiative or judgment. 

 

8211 MECHANICAL MACHINERY ASSEMBLERS  

MECHANICAL MACHINERY ASSEMBLERS assemble the component or part of mechanical 

machinery, according to strictly laid down procedures. 

TASKS include: 

a) assembling the components or parts of mechanical machinery, engines and vehicles 

according to specifications; and 

b) performing  other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8211.10 Assembler, mechanical machinery, General 

   Fundi chumaïUfungaji, kawaida 

8211.20 Assembler, automobile 

8211.25 Assembler, bicycle 

8211.30 Assembler, refrigeration and air-conditioning equipment 

8211.40 Assembler, sewing machine 

8211.50 Assembler, earth-moving equipment 

8211.60 Assembler, textile machinery 

8211.70 Assembler, industrial machinery 

8211.80 Assembler, wood working machinery  

8211.90 Mechanical Machinery Assemblers, NEC 

 

8212 ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT ASSEMBLERS  
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ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT ASSEMBLERS assemble the components 

or parts of electrical and electronic machinery according to specifications. 

TASKS include: 

a) assembling the components or part into  electrical and electronic machinery according to 

specifications; 

b) installing and connecting wiring in electrical and electronic  machinery or equipment by 

clamping or soldering; 

c) winding electrical and electronic wire coils onto cores by machine and by hand; and 

d) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8212.10 Assembler, electrical equipment 

8212.20 Assembler, electronic equipment 

8212.30 Assembler, semi-conductor 

8212.40 Assembler, battery 

8212.50 Assembler, electric-sign 

8212.60 Assembler, office machinery 

8212.70 Assembler, hearing aid 

8212.80 Assembler, audio-visual equipment 

8212.90 Electrical and Electronic Equipment Assemblers, NEC 

 

8219 ASSEMBLERS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED  

ASSEMBLERS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED operate machines which pack, label and, if 

needed, add revenue stamps to products, packages and containers, or inspect finished products or 

parts for conformance to manufacturer's standards, finish and appearance. 

TASKS include: 

a) inspecting finished products or parts for conformance to manufacturer's standards, finish 

b) and appearance; 

c) operating machines which wrap and pack various products, including liquid ones, for 

storage or shipment; 

d) operating machines which, by gluing or other methods, label products, packages and 

various containers, or add revenue stamps; and 

e) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8219.10 Machine-operator, capping 

8219.20 Machine-operator, insulation 

8219.30 Press operator, baling 

8219.40 Machine-operator, silicon chip production 

8219.50 Operator, sub-assembly manual 

 

 

 

 

 

SUB MAJOR GROUP 83 
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DRIVERS AND MOBILE PLANT OPERATORS  

DRIVERS AND MOBILE PLANT OPERATORS mainly control and operate vehicles and other 

equipment used to transport material or move materials, goods or persons, or whose mobility is 

essential to its functioning. 

 

Most Occupations in this in this Major Group require skills at the second skill level, as defined 

by TASCO in Introduction. When these skills are acquired through formal education or 

vocational training, they normally demand courses classified by TASCO at educational level 2. 

In the Tanzanian system of education, where primary education begins at this stage 7 or 8, 

courses at this level begin at age 14 or 15 and last for 1-4 years. 

It should be stressed that the occupations in this sub-Major group require mainly experience with 

and understanding of the machinery tended, controlled or operated, sufficient to ensure that it 

operates properly and to identify malfunctions , and to make simple measures when something is 

about to go wrong or actually fails. The requires skills, including manual strength and dexterity, 

may be acquired through informal or formal on the-job training and through experience as helper 

or labourer in the same or similar establishments, supplementing or replacing partly or wholly 

formal vocational training. 

 

Task performed by Drivers and Mobile Machinery Operators include driving and tending trains 

and motor vehicles; driving, operating and monitoring mobile industrial and agricultural 

machinery and equipment; carrying out deck duties on board ship and other water-borne craft. 

Supervision of other workers is included. 

 

Occupations in this Sub-Major Group are classified under the following Minor Groups: 

831 Locomotive engine drivers and related workers 

832 Car, van and motorcycle drivers 

833 Heavy truck and bus drivers 

834 Mobile plant operators 

835 Shipsô deck crews and related workers 

 

MINOR GROUP 831 

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE DRIVERS AND RELATED WORKERS  

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE DRIVERS AND RELATED WORKERS drive locomotive engines, 

railway engines to transport materials, freight or passengers, manoeuvre railway coaches or 

operate railway signals. 

 

Tasks performed include driving or assisting in driving railway engines, operating railway 

signals, switching rolling stock and making up trains in railway yards, making up trains in mines 

and controlling their movement. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Groups: 

8311 Locomotive engine drivers 

8312 Railway brake, signal and switch operators 

 

 

8311 LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE DRIVERS  
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LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE DRIVERS drive, or assist in driving, locomotive engines to transport 

passengers and freight. 

TASKS include:  

a) driving or assisting in driving a steam, electric or diesel-electric locomotive engine; 

b) driving an underground or elevated passenger train; 

c) driving a locomotive to haul carriages underground or on the surface of a mine or quarry; 

d) watching for track hazards, observing signals and indicator gauges; 

e) operating communications systems to communicate with train crews and traffic 

controllers to ensure safe operation and scheduling of trains; and 

f) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8311.10 Driver, railway engine 

  Dereva wa gari Moshi 

8311.20 Driver, mine and Quarry engine 

8311.30 Assistant, driver locomotives 

8311.90 Locomotive Engine Drivers, NEC 

 

8312 RAILWAY BRAKE, SIGNAL AND SWITCH OPERATORS 

RAILWAY BRAKE, SIGNAL AND SWITCH OPERATORS take charge of and safeguard 

railway freight trains during runs, control the movement of railway traffic by operating signals, 

switch rolling stock and make up trains in railway yards, make up trains for hauling in mines and 

control their movement. 

TASKS include: 

a) taking charge of and safeguarding freight train during run; 

b) controlling flow of railway traffic over section of line by operating signals and switches 

from control panel or signal box; 

c) switching and coupling rolling stock in railway yards and sidings in accordance with 

orders about loading, unloading and make-up of trains; 

d) making up trains for hauling by locomotive or cable and directing their movement along 

haulage ways in a mine or quarry; 

e) checking train systems and equipment such as air conditioning and heating systems, 

f) brakes and brake hoses prior to train run; and 

g) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8312.10 Braker, railway 

8312.20 Braker, Mine and Quarry 

8312.30 Signaller, railway 

8312.40 Shunter, railway 

8312.50 Coupler, railway yard 

8312.60 Pointsman, railway 

8312.70 Gateman, railway 

8312.90 Railway Brake, Signal and Switch Operators, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 832 
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CARS, VAN AND MOTORCYCLE DRIVERS  

CARS, VAN AND MOTORCYCLE DRIVERS drive, ride and tend motor vehicles to transport 

materials, goods or passengers. 

 

Tasks performed usually include tending and driving motorcycles, taxis, light and heavy vans 

and trucks to transport passengers, goods and materials. Supervision of other workers may be 

included. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Groups: 

8321 Motorcycle drivers 

8322 Car, taxi and van drivers 

 

8321 MOTORCYCLE DRIVERS  

MOTORCYCLE DRIVERS ride motorcycle or motorised tricycle equipped to transport goods 

or passengers. 

TASKS include: 

a) driving and tending motor cycle or motorized tricycle to transport materials, goods and 

passengers; 

b) observing traffic rules and signals; 

c) cleaning and washing vehicle as well as performing maintenance and minor repairs; 

d) keeping a record of journeys; 

e) delivering messages; and 

f) performing other related tasks. 

  

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8321.10 Motor-Cyclist 

   Mwendesha Pikipiki 

8321.20 Rider, dispatch 

8321.30 Driver, motorized tricycle 

8321.90 Motorcycle Drivers, NEC 

   Waendesha Pikipiki Wengine 

 

8322 CAR, TAXI AND VAN DRIVERS  

CARS, TAXI AND VAN DRIVERS drive and tend motor cars and vans to transport passengers, 

mail or goods. 

TASKS include: 

a) driving and tending passenger, vans, cars or taxis; 

b) driving and tending cars, vans or small trucks to deliver mail or goods; 

c) assisting passengers with handling of luggage; 

d) collecting fares, payments for deliveries, or documents certifying deliveries; 

e) operating telecommunications equipment to report location and availability and follow 

directions of control centre; 

f) determining most appropriate route; 

g) assisting physically challenged passengers; 

h) operating equipment to facilitate the loading and unloading of physically challenged 

passengers; and 
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g) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8322.10 Driver, car 

8322.20 Transport/Chauffeur 

8322.30 Driver, taxi 

8322.40 Driver, van 

8322.50 Driver, ambulance 

8322.60 Driver, personal 

8322.90 Car, Taxi and Van Drivers, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 833 

HEAVY TRUCK AND BUS DRIVERS  

HEAVY TRUCK AND BUS DRIVERS drive heavy motor vehicles to transport passengers, 

good, liquids and heavy materials over short or long distances. 

 

Tasks performed usually include driving and tending buses, heavy truck and lorries in order to 

transport materials, goods and passenger. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Groups: 

8331 Bus drivers 

8332 Heavy truck and lorry drivers 

 

8331 BUS DRIVERS 

BUS DRIVERS drive buses to transport passengers and goods over established routes or urban 

systems. 

TASKS include: 

a) driving and tending motor bus, trolley bus or motor coach to transport local or long 

distance passengers, mail and good; 

b) driving and conducting buses to transport passengers, mail and good;    

c) stopping at set locations to pick up or set down passengers; and 

d) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8331.10 Driver, bus 

8331.20 Assistant, driver 

8331.30 Driver, motor coach 

8331.90 Bus Drivers, NEC 

 

8332 HEAVY TRUCK AND LORRY DRIVERS  

HEAVY TRUCK AND LORRY DRIVERS drive and tend heavy motor vehicles to transport 

goods, liquids and heavy materials over short or long distances. 

TASKS include: 

a) driving and tending a heavy motor vehicle, such as a lorry with or without trailer or a 

dump-truck, to transport goods, liquids or heavy materials over short or long distances; 

b) determining the most appropriate routes; 
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c) ensuring goods are stowed and securely covered, to prevent loss and damage; 

d) assisting with or carrying out loading or unloading operations, using various lifting or 

tipping devices; 

e) carrying out minor maintenance to vehicles, and arranges major maintenance and repairs; 

f) estimating weights to comply with load limitations, and ensuring the safe distribution of 

weights; and 

g) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8332.10 Driver, lorry 

8332.20 Driver, dumper 

8332.30 Driver, truck 

8332.40 Driver, tanker 

8332.50 Driver, towing 

8332.60 Driver, Fire brigade vehicle 

8332.70 Operator, shuttle-car/mine 

8332.90 Heavy Truck and Lorry Drivers, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 834 

MOBILE PLANT OPERATORS  

MOBILE PLANT OPERATORS drive or operate agricultural, Earthmoving and other 

machinery and equipment for handling materials and heavy objects.341  

 

Tasks performed usually include tending and operating tractors, other specialised machinery in 

agriculture and forestry, or earth-moving materials hoisting and related machinery for moving 

materials and heavy goods. Supervision of other workers is included.  

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups: 

8341 Mobile farm and forestry plant operators 

8342 Earthmoving and related plant operators 

8343 Crane, hoist and related plant operators 

8344 Lifting truck operators 

 

8341 MOBILE FARM AND FORESTRY PLANT OPERATORS  

MOBILE FARM AND FORESTRY PLANT OPERATORS drive or operate one or more types 

of motorized, mobile farm or forestry machinery or equipment. 

TASKS include: 

a) driving or operating tractor or self-propelled ploughing, planting, harvesting, baling or 

other special-purpose farm machinery, or similar tractor-drawn equipment; 

b) driving or operating tractor or self-propelled clearing, planting, harvesting, timber 

carrying or other special-purpose forestry machinery; and 

c) performing related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8341.10 Driver, timber carrier 

8341.20 Driver, tractor  
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8341.30 Operator, harvester 

8341.40 Operator, motorized farm equipment 

8341.90 Mobile Farm and Forestry Plant Operators, NEC 

 

8342 EARTHMOVING AND RELATED PLANT OPERATORS  

EARTHMOVING AND RELATED PLANT OPERATORS operate machines to excavate, 

grade, level, smooth and compact earth or similar materials. 

TASKS include: 

a) operating and monitoring excavating machines, equipped with moveable shovel, bucket 

or dragline bucket, to excavate and move earth, rock, sand, gravel or similar materials; 

b) operating and monitoring machines for digging trenches for sewers, drainage, water, oil, 

gas or similar pipelines; 

c) operating and monitoring machines equipped with concave steel blade to move, distribute 

and level earth, sand, snow and other materials; 

d) operating and monitoring equipment to remove sand, gravel and mud from bottom of 

body of water; 

e) operating and monitoring machines for hammering wooden, concrete or steel piles into 

ground; 

f) operating and monitoring power roller to compact and smooth layers of materials in 

making roads, pavements and similar work; 

g) operating and monitoring machines which spread and smooth concrete or bituminous or 

tar preparations to construct roadways, roads or similar work; and 

h) performing related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8342.10 operator, excavating-shovel 

8342.20 Machine-operator, trench digging 

8342.30 Operator, pile-driver 

8342.40 Operator, bulldozer 

8342.50 Operator, grader and scraper/road 

8342.60 Winchman, dredging (B.T) 

       Dredge operator (A.T) 

8342.70 Operator, tunneling machinery/construction 

8342.75 Operator, drilling plant 

8342.80 Road-Roller Driver Operator 

8342.85 Tar-Spreading machine Operator 

8342.90 Earth-Moving and Related Machine Operators, NEC 

 

8343 CRANE, HOIST AND RELATED PLANT OPERATORS  

CRANE, HOIST AND RELATED PLANT OPERATORS operate and monitor stationary and 

mobile cranes and other hoisting equipment. 

TASKS include: 

a) operating and monitoring stationary or mobile cranes by raising and lowering jibs and 

booms, to lift, move, position or place equipment and materials; 

b) operating and monitoring equipment for hoisting, lowering or raising workers and 

materials on construction sites or in mines; 
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c) operating and monitoring ski-lifts and similar equipment; 

d) operating and monitoring machinery used to haul ferry or barge with goods, passengers 

and vehicles across short stretches of water; 

e) operating and monitoring machinery to open and close bridge for the passage of road and 

water traffic; 

f) operating and monitoring cranes equipped with dredging attachments to dredge 

waterways and other areas; 

g) operating cranes mounted on boats or barges to lift, move and place equipment and 

materials; and 

h) performing related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8343.10 Operator, crane 

8343.20 Operator, winch 

8343.30 Operator, elevator/material handling 

8343.40 Operator, cable car 

8343.50 Stationary jib-Crane operator 

8343.60 Mobile-Crane Operator 

8343.70 Hoist Operator, Mine 

8343.80 Mine Cage-man   

8343.90 Crane, hoist and related plant operators, NEC 

 

8344 LIFTING TRUCK OPERATORS  

LIFTING TRUCK OPERATORS drive, operate and monitor lifting-truck or similar vehicle to 

transport, lift and stack pallets with goods. 

TASKS include: 

a) operating and monitoring lifting-truck and similar equipment to load and unload, 

transport, lift and stack goods and pallets in terminals, harbours, ware-houses, factories 

and other establishments; 

b) positioning lifting devices under, over, or around loaded pallets, skids and boxes, and 

securing material or products for transport to designated areas; 

c) inspecting equipment to identify wear and damage; 

d) performing routine maintenance on vehicles and equipment; 

e) keeping records of work undertaken and breakdowns of vehicles; and 

f) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8344.10 Operator, truck/fork-lift  

8344.20 Operator, truck/industrial 

8344.30 Operator, truck/lifting 

8344.90 Lifting Truck Operators, NEC 

    Mwendesha Magari ya kuinulia, wengine 

MINOR GROUP 835 

SHIPS' DECK CREWS AND RELATED WORKERS  

SHIPS' DECK CREWS AND RELATED WORKERS carry out deck duties on board ship and 

similar duties on board other waterborne craft. 
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Tasks performed include Standing lookout watches at sea and standing lookout when entering or 

leaving harbour; Steering ship according to instructions; painting and maintaining ship and its 

deck equipment as required. Supervision of other workers may be included. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Group: 

8350 Ships' Deck Crews and Related Workers 

 

8350 SHIPS' DECK CREWS AND RELATED WORKERS  

SHIPS' DECK CREWS AND RELATED WORKERS carry out deck duties on board ship and 

similar duties on board other waterborne craft. 

TASKS include: 

a) standing lookout watches at sea and standing lookout when entering or leaving harbour or 

other narrow waters; 

b) steering ship according to instructions; 

c) handling mooring lines on boards; 

d) maintaining shipôs equipment, cargo gear, rigging, life-saving and fire-fighting and 

appliances; 

e) performing deck and hull cleaning, scraping, painting and other maintenance duties as 

required; and 

f) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

8350.10 Deckhand (ship, barge and boat) 

8350.20 Boatswain 

   Serahangi 

8350.30 Ram controller 

8350.40 Lighterman 

8350.50 Keeper, light house 

8350.60 Life-boatman 

8350.70 Hand, ferry 

8350.75 Ordinary Seaman 

   Baharia wa Kawaida 

8350.80 Seaman, able 

   Baharia Standi 

8350.90 Shipsô Deck Crews and Related Workers, NEC 

   Mabaharia, Wengine 

 

 

 

 

 

MAJOR GROUP 9 

ELEMENTARY OCCUPATIONS  
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ELEMENTARY OCCUPATIONS covers occupations which require the knowledge and 

experience necessary to perform mostly routine tasks, often involving the use of simple hand-

held tools and, in some cases, requiring a degree of physical effort. 

Most occupations in this Major Group require skills at the first skill level, as defined by TASCO 

in the introduction. When these skills are acquired by the formal education or vocational training, 

they normally demand courses classified by TASCO at Level I. In a system of continuous 

education, these courses usually begin at age 7 or 8 and last till age 14 or 15. 

 

It should be stressed that in the case of these occupations, the needed skills may be acquired 

through appropriate work-experience or on the job training. For some of these occupations, basic 

literacy may be required. 

 

Tasks performed by workers in elementary occupations usually include: selling goods in streets 

and public places, or from door to door; providing various street services; cleaning, washing, 

pressing; taking care of apartment houses, hotels, offices and other buildings; washing windows 

and other glass surfaces of buildings; delivering messages or goods; carrying luggage; door 

keeping and property watching; stocking vending machines or reading and emptying meters; 

collecting garbage; sweeping streets and similar places; performing various simple farming, 

fishing, hunting or trapping tasks performing simple tasks connected with mining, construction 

and manufacturing including product-sorting and simple hand-assembling of components; 

packing by hand; freight handling; pedaling or hand-guiding vehicles to transport passengers and 

goods; driving animal-drawn vehicles or machinery. Supervision of other workers may be 

included. 

 

Occupations in this major group are classified into the following sub-major groups: 

91  Cleaners and Helpers 

92  Agricultural, Forestry, and Fishery Labourers 

93  Labourers in Mining, Construction, Manufacturing and    Transport 

94   Food Preparation Assistants 

95  Street and Related Sales and Services Workers 

96 Refuse Workers and Other Elementary Workers 

 

SUB-MAJOR GROUP 91 

CLEANERS AND HELPERS 

CLEANERS AND HELPERS perform various tasks in private households, hotels, offices, 

hospitals and other establishments, as well as in air craft, trains coaches, trams and similar 

vehicles, in order to keep the interiors and fixtures clean or they do hand-laundering and 

pressing. 

 

Tasks performed usually include sweeping or vacuum cleaning, washing and polishing floors, 

furniture and other objects, taking care of linen and bed-making, cooking and serving meals, 

doing various kitchen work and other related tasks and pressing or laundering textiles by hand. 

 

Occupations in this Sub-Major group are classified under the following Minor Groups: 

911 Domestic, hotel and office cleaners and helpers 

912 Vehicle, window, laundry and other hand cleaning workers 
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MINOR GROUP 911   

DOMESTIC, HOTEL AND OFFICE CLE ANERS AND HELPERS 

DOMESTIC, HOTEL AND OFFICE CLEANERS AND HELPERS sweep, wash, polish, take 

care of household linen, purchase household supplies; perform various tasks in order to keep 

clean and tidy the interiors and fixtures of hotels, offices and other establishments, as well as of 

aircraft, trains, buses and similar vehicles. 

 

Tasks performed usually include sweeping and or vacuum cleaning, washing and polishing 

floors, furniture and other objects in hotels, offices and other establishments ,making beds, 

supplying towels, soap and related item, helping with various kitchen work, cleaning, 

disinfecting and deodorizing kitchens, bathrooms and toilets.   

 

Occupations in this minor group are classified under the following Unit Groups: 

9111 Domestic cleaners and helpers 

9112 Cleaners and helpers in offices, hotels and other 

establishments 

 

9111 DOMESTIC CLEANERS AND HELPERS  

DOMESTIC CLEANERS AND HELPERS sweep, vacuum clean, wash and polish, take care of 

household linen, purchase household supplies, prepare food, serve meals and perform various 

other domestic duties. 

TASKS include: 

(a) sweeping, scrubbing, polishing and washing floors and furniture, or washing windows 

and other fixtures; 

(b) washing, ironing and mending clothes and other textiles; 

(c) washing dishes; 

(d) preparing, cooking and serving meals and refreshments; 

(e) purchasing food and various other household supplies;  

(f) cleaning, disinfecting and deodorising kitchens, bathrooms and toilets; 

(g) cleaning windows and other glass surfaces; and 

(h) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

9111.10 Domestic housekeeper 

9111.20 Cleaner, domestic 

9111.30 Helper, domestic 

9111.40 Laundress (household) 

9111.50 Charworker, domestic 

9111.90 Domestic cleaners and helpers, NEC 

 

 

 

9112   CLEANERS AND HELPERS IN OFFICES, HOTELS AND OTHER 

ESTABLISHMENTS  

CLEANERS AND HELPERS IN OFFICES, HOTELS AND OTHER ESTABLISHMENTS 
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perform various cleaning tasks in order to keep clean and tidy the interiors and fixtures of hotels, 

offices and other establishments, as well as of aircraft, trains, buses and similar vehicles.  

TASKS include: 

(a) cleaning and servicing guest rooms in hotels and lodging establishment; 

(b) cleaning and keeping in orderly condition the interiors of public buildings, commercial 

establishments, coaches, buses, aircraft, etc; 

(c) making beds, changing linen, removing rubbish, maintaining cleanliness of furnishings 

in hotels, guest houses and lodging establishments; 

(d) sweeping or vacuum-cleaning, scrubbing, washing and polishing floors, furniture and 

other fixtures in buildings, coaches, buses, trains and aircraft; 

(e) dusting furniture and office equipment; 

(f) cleaning bathrooms, supplying towels, soap and related items; 

(g) cleaning kitchens and generally helping with kitchen work, including dishwashing; 

(h) picking up rubbish, emptying garbage containers and taking contents to waste areas to 

removal; and 

(i) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

9112.10 Cleaner, aircraft 

9112.20 Cleaner, hotel 

9112.30 Chambermaid 

9112.40 Cleaner, office (B.T) 

            Office attendant (A.T) 

          Mhudumu wa Ofisi 

9112.50 Washer, hand/dishes 

9112.90 Cleaners and helpers in offices, hotels and other establishments, NEC 

          Wahudumu wa ofisi na hoteli - wengine 

 

MINOR GROUP 912 

VEHICLE, WINDOW, LAUNDRY AND OTHER HAND CLEANING WORKERS  

VEHICLE, WINDOW, LAUNDRY AND OTHER HAND CLEANING WORKERS clean 

windows, showcases or other surfaces of buildings or vehicles and press, launder or dry-clean 

linen and other textiles by hand. 

 

Tasks performed usually include cleaning, washing and polishing cars by hand or machine, 

washing windows or other glass surfaces with water or various solutions, drying and polishing 

them, laundering and pressing linen, clothing, fabrics and similar articles by hand in a laundry or 

other establishments, cleaning by hand and with chemical solutions clothing, fabrics leather 

goods and similar articles in a dry-cleaning or other establishments. 

 

Occupations in this minor group are classified under the following Unit Groups:- 

9121 Hand launderers and pressers 

9122 Vehicle cleaners 

9123 Window cleaners 

9129 Other cleaning workers 
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9121 HAND LAUNDERERS AND PRESSERS 

HAND-LAUNDERERS AND PRESSERS launder, press or dry-clean linen and other textiles by 

hand. 

TASKS include: 

(a) laundering and pressing linen, clothing, fabrics and similar articles by hand in a laundry 

or other establishment; 

(b) cleaning, by hand and with chemical solutions, clothing, fabrics, leather goods and 

similar articles, in a dry-cleaning or other establishment; 

(c) replacing buttons and making minor repairs; 

(d) smoothing, shaping, pressing and ironing linen, clothing, textiles articles, fabrics and 

similar articles using electric iron or charcoal heated flat iron; 

(e) placing articles on shelves and hanging articles for delivery and collection; and 

(f) performing related tasks.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

9121.10 Hand Launderer (B.T); 

          Workers, laundry and dry cleaning (A.T) 

     Dobi 

9121.20 Ironing 

9121.30 Dry-cleaner, Hand  

9121.40 Presser, Hand 

          Mpiga Pasi 

9121.90 Hand Launderers and pressers, NEC 

          Madobi na Wapiga Pasi, Wengine 

 

9122 VEHICLE CLEANERS  

VEHICLE CLEANERS, wash, clean and polish vehicles. 

TASKS include: 

(a) cleaning, washing and polishing cars and other vehicles, by hand or machine; 

(b) vacuuming vehicle interiors and dry cleaning carpets and upholstery; 

(c) applying cleaning agents to remove stains from vehicle interiors; 

(d) washing tyres and wheel arches and blackening tyres; 

(e) washing and polishing vehicle windows; 

(f) emptying and cleaning compartments in vehicles; and 

(g) performing related tasks;  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

9122.10 Cleaner, bus/interior 

9122.20 Cleaner, vehicles 

9122.30 Cleaner, aircraft 

9122.40 Operator, auto polish 

9122.90 Vehicle Cleaners, NEC 

 

9123 WINDOW CLEANERS  

WINDOW CLEANERS wash and polish windows and other glass fittings. 

TASKS include: 
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(a) washing windows or other glass surfaces  with  water  or various solutions, drying and 

polishing them; 

(b) using ladders, swinging scaffolds, bosonôs chairs, hydraulic bucket trucks and other 
equipment to reach and clean windows in multi-storey buildings; 

(c) selecting appropriate cleaning or polishing implement; and 

(d) performing related tasks;  

OCCUPATIONS include: 

9123.10 Cleaner, window 

9123.90 Cleaner, window, NEC   

  

9129 OTHER CLEANING WORKERS  

OTHER CLEANING WORKERS clean surfaces, materials and objects, such as carpets, walls, 

swimming pools and cooling towers, using specialized cleaning equipment and chemicals. 

TASKS include: 

(a) cleaning carpets and upholstered furniture using cleaning machines an their 

attachments; 

(b) selecting and applying cleaning agents to remove stains from carpets; 

(c) treating carpets with soil-repellent chemicals and deodorants, and treating for pests; 

(d) cleaning stone walls, metal surfaces and fascias using high pressure water cleaners and 

solvents; 

(e) applying chemicals and high pressure cleaning methods to remove micro-organisms 

from water and filtration systems and using wet vacuums and other suction equipment 

to remove scale, accumulates dirt and other deposits from swimming pools, cooling 

tower components and drains; and 

(f) performing related tasks.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include:  

9129.10 Worker, sundries and toiletries 

9129.20 Worker, sundries 

9129.30 Operator, washing 

9129.40 Carpet cleaner 

9129.50 Swimming pool cleaner 

9129.60 Graffiti cleaner 

9129.90 Other Cleaning Workers, NEC 

 

SUB-MAJOR GROUP 92 

AGRICULTURAL, FORESTRY AND FI SHERY LABOURERS 

AGRICULTURAL, FORESTRY AND FISHERY LABOURERS mostly performed simple and 

routine farming and forestry tasks, requiring simple hand-held tools and very often considerable 

physical effort, but not needing much person initiative or judgement. 

 

Most occupations in this Sub-Major Group require skills at the first skill level, as defined by 

TASCO in the Introduction. When these skills are acquired by formal education or vocational 

training, they normally demand courses classified by TASCO at level I. In a system of 

continuous education, these courses usually begin at age of 7 or 8, and last for about seven years. 
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It should be stressed that in the case of most of the occupations in this Sub-Major Group, the 

needed skills may be acquired through appropriate work-experience or on-the-job training. In 

some cases, experience and training obtained through these jobs may lead workers to obtain jobs 

classified under Major Group 6 Skilled Agricultural and Fishery Workers. 

 

Tasks performed by Agricultural, Forestry and Fishery labourers usually include digging, 

shovelling, loading, unloading, spreading manure or fertilisers, watering, weeding, picking fruits, 

vegetables and various plants; feeding animals; cleaning animal quarters and farm grounds; 

clearing grounds and forest undergrowth. Supervision of other labourer may be included. 

 

Occupations in this Sub-major group are classified under the following Minor group: 

    921 Agricultural, forestry and fishery labourers 

 

MINOR GROUP 921 

AGRICULTURAL, FORESTRY AND FISHERY LABOURERS  

AGRICULTURAL, FORESTRY AND FISHERY LABOURERS perform simple and routine 

farming, forestry, fishing, hunting or trapping tasks, requiring the use of simple hand-held tools 

and very often considerable physical effort. 

 

Tasks performed by labourers in this Minor Group usually include: digging, shoveling, loading, 

unloading, stacking, raking, pitching; spreading manure or fertilizers; watering and weeding; 

picking fruit, vegetables and various plants; feeding animals ; cleaning animal quarters and farm 

ground: clearing forest ground and undergrowth: cleaning sea-bed and performing other simple 

tasks connected with aquatic cultivation; gathering seaweed, clams and other mollusca; 

performing simple tasks connected with hunting and trapping. Supervision of other workers may 

be included. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit group: 

9211 Crop farm labourers 

9212 Livestock farm labourers 

9213 Mixed crop and livestock farm labourers 

9214 Garden and horticultural labourers 

9215 Forestry labourers 

9216 Fishery and aquaculture labourers 

 

 9211 CROP FARM LABOURERS 

CROP FARM LABOURERS help with farm workers in performing a variety of simple farming 

tasks. 

TASKS include: 

a) digging and shovelling to clear ditches or for other purposes; 

b) loading and unloading various crops and other materials; 

c) raking, pitching and stacking hay; 

d) watering and weeding; 

e) picking fruits, vegetables and various plants; 

f) helping with planting, harvesting and general farm work; and 

g) performing other  related tasks. 
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OCCUPATIONS include: 

9211.10 Labourer farm (B.T) 

   Labourer farm, Field crop (A.T) 

9211.20 Worker, estate/plantation 

9211.30 Worker, manuring         

9211.40 Worker, sprayer 

9211.50 Picker, fruit  

9211.60 Sericulture Labourer 

9211.70 Irrigation Worker,  

9211.90 Crop Farm Labourers, NEC 

 

9212 LIVESTOCK FARM LABOURERS  

LIVESTOCK FARM LABOURERS help with livestock work by performing a variety of simple 

farm tasks. 

TASKS include: 

a) feeding, watering and cleaning animals and keeping their quarters clean; 

b) raking, pitching and stacking hay; 

c) cleaning stalls, pens, and equipment, using disinfectant solutions, brushes, shovels, water 

hoses, and/or pumps 

d) marking livestock to identify ownership and grade, using brands, tags, paint, or tattoos.  

e) herding livestock to pastures for grazing or to scales, trucks, or other enclosures; and 

f) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

9212.10 Livestock Labourer, General (B.T) 

       Animal Attendant (R.T) 

  Cattle Dip Attendant (R.T) 

       Mhudumu wa Josho la Ngôombe 

9212.20 Dairy Farm Labourer (B.T) 

       Dairy Farm Attendant (A.T) 

       Mfanyakazi wa Shamba la Ngôombe wa Maziwa 

       Mhudumu wa Shamba la Ngôombe wa Maziwa 

9212.30 Beef Cattle Farm Labourer 

            Mfanyakazi wa Shamba la Ngôombe wa Nyama 

9212.40 Milking Worker,  

9212.90 Livestock Farm Labourers, NEC 

 

9213 MIXED CROP AND LIVESTOCK FARM LABOURERS  

MIXED CROP AND LIVESTOCK FARM LABOURERS Mixed crop farm labourers help with 

farm work by performing a variety of simple farming tasks. 

Livestock farm labourers help with livestock work by performing a variety of simple farm 

animal tasks. 

TASKS include: 

a) digging and shovelling to clear ditches or for other purposes; 

b) loading and unloading various crops and other materials; 
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c) raking, pitching and stacking hay; 

d) watering and weeding; 

e) picking fruits, vegetables and various plants; 

f) helping with planting, harvesting and general farm work; 

g) feeding, watering and cleaning animals and keeping their quarters clean; and 

h) performing other related tasks; 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

9213.10 Mixed Crop and Livestock Farm Labourer 

9213.20 Ranch Hand,  

9213.30 Poultry Farm Labourer 

  Poultry Farm Attendant 

  Mfanyakazi wa Shamba la Kuku 

  Mhudumu wa Shamba la Kuku 

9213.40 Poultry Hatchery Farm Labourer 

  Mfanyakazi wa Shamba la Kuku-Kutotoa Vifaranga 

9213.50 Egg Gatherer 

9213.60 Mixed Crop and Livestock Farm Labourers, NEC 

 

9214 GARDEN AND HORTICULTURAL LABOURERS  

GARDEN AND HORTICULTURAL LABOURERS perform a variety of simple gardening 

tasks. 

TASKS include: 

a) preparing soil and planting flowers, shrubs and trees in parks or public or private gardens; 

b) cutting lawns using hand mover or power motor; 

c) trimming and edging around paths, flower beds and walls using clippers and edging tools; 

d) pruning shrubs and trees to shape and improve growth using shears; 

e) weeding and otherwise tending plants; 

f) spraying lawn shrubs and trees with fertilizer or insecticide; 

g) raking, sweeping and burning leaves, grass or litter; 

h) watering lawn and plants using hose, water can or by activating fixed or portable 

sprinkler system; and 

i) performing other  related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

9214.10 Gardener 

9214.20 Garden attendant 

9214.30 Cutter, grass 

9214.40 Cutter, tree 

9214.50 Worker, ground maintenance 

9214.60 Labourer, landscape 

9214.70 Labourer, horticultural  

9214.90 Garden and horticultural labourers, NEC 

9215 FORESTRY LABOURERS 

FORESTRY LABOURERS help with work in natural forests or in forestry plantations by 

performing a variety of simple forestry tasks. 
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TASKS include: 

a) digging holes for tree planting;  

b) stacking logs and timber; 

c) clearing undergrowth in forest stands;  

d) cleaning up landing areas at logging sites; 

e) digging pits and holes, setting traps, keeping watch and performing other simple tasks 

connected with hunting and trapping; 

f) clearing undergrowth in forest stands; and 

g) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

9215.10 Labourer, forestry 

9215.20 Labourer, hunting 

9215.30 Labourer, trapping 

9215.40 Operator, tacky timber 

9215.90 Forestry Labourers, NEC 

 

9216 FISHERY AND AQUACULTURE LABOURERS  

FISHERY AND AQUACULTURE LABOURERS, by performing a variety of simple tasks, help 

with work connected with fish and seafood cultivation. 

TASKS include: 

a) cleaning the sea-bed and feeding fish and mollusks that are being cultivated;  

b) gathering seaweed, sea mosses, clams and other mollusks; and 

c) performing related tasks;  

OCCUPATIONS include: 

9216.10 Labourer, fishery (B.T) 

  Fishery, Attendant (R.T)  

9216.90 Fishery and Aquaculture Labourers, NEC 

 

SUB-MAJOR GROUP 93 

LABOURERS IN MINING, CONSTRUCTION, MANUFACTURING ANDTRANSPORT 

LABOURERS IN MINING, CONSTRUCTION AND MANUFACTURING AND 

TRANSPORT mainly perform simple and routine tasks in connection with mining, construction, 

manufacturing and transport, requiring the use of simple hand-held tools and very often 

considerable physical effort. 

 

Tasks performed by labourers in this sub-major group usually include: digging, shoveling, 

lifting, moving, carrying, clearing, loading, unloading; cleaning disused workings in mines and 

quarries; spreading gravel, carrying bricks, and performing similar tasks in the construction of 

roads, dams, or buildings; working on demolition sites ; carrying out simple tasks in 

manufacturing, including product-sorting and simple hand- assembling of components, where it 

is not necessary to follow strictly laid-down rules; packing by hand ; freight handling: pedaling 

or hand-guiding vehicles to transport passengers and goods. Supervision of other workers may be 

included. 

 

Occupations in this sub-major group are classified into the following minor groups: 
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931 Mining and Construction Labourers 

932 Manufacturing Labourers 

933 Transport and Storage Labourers  

  

MINOR GROUP 931 

MINING AND CONSTRUCTION LABOURERS  

MINING AND CONSTRUCTION LABOURERS perform simple and routine tasks connected 

with mining or construction, requiring the use of simple hand-held tools and very often 

considerable physical effort. 

 

Tasks performed usually include: digging, shoveling, lifting, moving, carrying, clearing, loading 

and unloading; clearing disused workings in mines and quarries; digging out chalk, clay, gravel 

or sand from open pits; working on demolition sites; spreading gravel, carrying bricks or 

performing similar tasks in the construction of roads, dams, or buildings. Supervision of other 

workers may be included. 

 

Occupations in this minor group are classified into the following unit groups: 

9311 Mining and Quarrying Labourers 

9312 Civil Engineering Labourers 

9313 Building Construction Labourers 

 

9311 MINING AND QUARRYING LABOURERS  

MINING AND QUARRYING LABOURERS perform simple and routine tasks in connection 

with mining or quarrying. 

TASKS include:  

a) removing wood and steel supports from disused workings in mines and quarries; 

b) extracting chalk, clay, gravel or sand from open pits;  

c) clearing various obstructions as instructed; and 

d) performing other related tasks. 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

9311.10 Labourer, mining 

   Mfanyakazi Mgodini 

9311.20 Labourer, quarrying   

9311.90 Mining and Quarrying Labourers, NEC 

 

9312 CIVIL ENGINEERING LABOURERS  
CIVIL ENGINEERING LABOURERS perform simple and routine tasks in connection with the 

building and maintenance of roads, dams and similar constructions. 

TASKS include:  

a) digging and filling holes and trenches, spreading gravel and related materials;  

b) carrying bricks and mortar to bricklayer or helping in other ways in the building of 

dams and similar constructions; and 

c)  performing other tasks related to the building and maintenance of railway tracks and 

roads; and 

d) performing other related tasks. 
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OCCUPATIONS include: 

9312.10 Labourer, construction 

9312.20 Labourer, maintenance/dams 

9312.30 Trench Digger 

9312.90 Civil Engineering Labourers, NEC 

 

9313 BUILDING CONSTRUCTION LABOURERS  

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION LABOURERS perform simple and routine tasks in connection 

with various aspects of building construction. 

TASKS include:   

a)  cleaning used building bricks and doing other simple work on demolition sites; 

b) clearing various obstructions as instructed;  

c) carrying bricks and mortar to bricklayer on construction site;  

d) carrying loads, loading and pushing trolleys, mixing mortar; 

e) doing simple work on demolition sites; and 

f) performing other related tasks;  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

9313.10 Labourer, construction/buildings work 

9313.20 Worker, maintenance 

9313.30 Labourer, digging 

9313.40 Land clearer 

9313.50 Trackman, railway 

9313.60 Labourer, demolition 

9313.70 Hod carrier 

9313.90 Building Construction Labourers, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 932 

MANUFACTURING LABOURERS  

MANUFACTURING LABOURERS perform simple and routine tasks connected with 

manufacturing which require the use of simple hand-held tools and very often considerable 

physical effort, or they undertake product-sorting and simple hand-assembling of components. 

 

Tasks performed usually include: simple hand-assembling of components; lifting, carrying, 

loading, unloading or washing raw materials or products in manufacturing establishments; 

packing by hand. Supervision of other workers may be included. 

 

Occupations in this minor group are classified into the following unit groups: 

9321 Hand Packers 

9329 Manufacturing Labourers Not Elsewhere Classified 

 

 

9321 HAND PACKERS 

HAND PACKERS perform a variety of simple routine tasks connected with the manufacturing 

sector such as product sorting, hand packing and simple hand assembling of components. 

TASKS include: 
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a) carrying out manual sorting of products or components; 

b) carrying out simple assembling of components; 

c) packing large articles to wooden boxes with fasteners; 

d) wrapping articles in paper, shavings, corrugated cardboard, cloth or other material; 

e) packing materials or products by hand in boxes, bags, cartons, crates, kegs and other 

containers for shipment or storage; 

f) pilling, stacking or arranging small articles in containers; 

g) moving, lifting, carrying, loading, unloading or washing raw materials or products in 

various manufacturing industries or repair and maintenance of establishments; and  

h) performing related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

9321.10 Hand Packer (B.T) 

  Hand Baler  (R.T) 

            Hand Crater (R.T) 

            Hand Boxer (R.T) 

  Hand Bagger (R.T) 

      Hand Strapper (R.T) 

9321.20 Hand Labeller 

9321.30 Hand Filler, Liquids (B.T) 

   Keg Filler (R.T) 

9321.40 Labourer, Assembling 

9321.50 Labourer, sorting 

9321.90 Hand Packers, NEC  

 

9329 MANUFACTURING LABOURERS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED  

MANUFACTURING LABOURERS AND RELATED WORKERS NOT ELSEWHERE 

CLASSIFIED in Minor Group 932: 

They perform a variety of simple routine tasks in the manufacturing sector such as product 

sorting, hand packing and simple hand assembling of components. 

TASKS include: 

a) assisting assemblers and machine operators by performing simple routine unskilled and 

low skilled tasks in manufacturing, such as lifting, moving, carrying, loading, unloading 

raw materials and finished products; 

b) cleaning, washing, binding, unbinding, sorting raw materials; and 

c) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

9329.10 Labourer, manufacturing 

9329.20 Winder, coil/hand 

9329.30 Washer, hand/manufacturing 

 

MINOR GROUP 933 

TRANSPORT AND STORAGE LABOURERS 

TRANSPORT AND STORAGE LABOURERS propel cycles and similar vehicles to transport 

passengers or goods, drive animal-drawn vehicles to transport passengers or goods, drive animal-
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drawn machinery, carry out freight handling by hand, and stock shelves and display areas in 

stores. 

 

Tasks performed usually include:  propelling cycles and similar vehicles to transport passengers 

or goods, driving animal-drawn vehicles to transport passengers or goods, driving animal-drawn 

machinery, carrying out freight handling by hand, and stocking shelves and display areas in 

stores. 

 

Occupations in this minor group are classified into the following unit groups: 

9331 Hand and pedal vehicle drivers 

9332 Drivers of animal-drawn vehicles and machinery 

9333 Freight handlers 

9334 Shelf fillers  

9335 Storage labourers 

 

9331 HAND AND PEDAL VEHICLE DRIVERS  

HAND OR PEDAL VEHICLE DRIVERS propel cycles and similar vehicles to transport 

passengers or goods. 

TASKS include: 

a)   loading or unloading goods, water cans and other goods; 

b)   moving vehicle in the desired direction or from house to house; 

c)   inspecting vehicle components to identify wear and damage; 

d)   maintaining vehicle, making minor repairs and installing replacement parts; 

e)   collecting fares or charges; and 

f)     performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

9331.10 Driver, pedal vehicle 

9331.20 Hand Cart Driver 

         Mwendesha Mkokoteni 

9331.30 Driver, rickshaw 

9331.90 Hand and pedal vehicle drivers, NEC 

 

9332 DRIVERS OF ANIMAL -DRAWN VEHICLES AND MACHINERY  

DRIVERS OF ANIMAL-DRAWN VEHICLES AND MACHINERY drive animal-drawn 

vehicles to transport passengers or goods, as well as animal-drawn machinery usually in 

connection with farming. 

TASKS include: 

(a) harnessing animals and hitching them to vehicles or machinery; 

(b) loading or unloading goods, or assisting passengers in getting on or off a vehicle; 

(c) driving animals in the desired direction with due regard to other traffic and traffic 

regulations; 

(d) collecting fares or charges; 

(e) driving animals to haul wagons in mines or quarries;  

(f) driving animals hitched to farm or other machinery; 

(g) maintaining vehicle or machinery, making minor repairs and installing replacement 
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parts;  

(h) grooming and feeding animals; and 

(i) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

9332.10 Driver, animal-drawn vehicle 

9332.20 Driver, Animal Drawn/Powered Machinery 

9332.90 Drivers of Animal-Drawn Vehicles and Machinery, NEC 

 

9333 FREIGHT HANDLERS  

FREIGHT HANDLERS perform freight handling tasks such as packing, carrying, loading and 

unloading furniture and other household items, or loading and unloading ship and aircraft 

cargoes and other freight, or carrying and stacking goods in various warehouses. 

TASKS include: 

(a) packing, lifting, loading and unloading furniture and other household items into vans or 

from vans into living quarters; 

(b) loading and unloading aircraft cargoes; 

(c) loading and unloading shipsô cargoes; 

(d) loading and unloading goods carried in trucks, wagon and other vehicles; 

(e) loading and unloading grain, coal, sand and other similar goods by using conveyor belts, 

pipes, etc; 

(f) connecting hoses between pipes of main shore installation and tanks of barges, tankers 

and other ships to load and unload petroleum, liquefied gases and other liquids; 

(g) carrying and stacking goods in warehouses and similar establishments; 

(h) sorting cargo prior to loading and unloading; and 

(i) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

9333.10 Handler, cargo/freight/product 

9333.20 Loader, railway and road vehicle 

9333.30 Loader, aircraft 

9333.40 Loader, boat (liquid and gases) 

9333.50 Porter, warehouse 

9333.60 Handler, material 

9333.70 Docker (B.T) 

   Stevedore (R.T) 

9333.80 Bale-Press Operator 

9333.90 Freight Handlers, NEC 

 

9334 SHELF FILLERS  

SHELF FILLERS stock shelves and display areas and keep stock clean and in order in 

supermarkets and other retail and wholesale shops. 

TASKS include: 

a) placing goods neatly in bins and on racks, and stacking bulky goods on floors; 

b) filling shelves with goods ensuring goods with the earliest use-by dates are at the front 

of shelves; 
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c)   removing goods with past due use-by dates; 

d) maintaining shelf order by removing stock belonging in a different location; 

e) noting what has been sold and collecting goods needed from the stockroom; 

f)   obtaining articles for customers from shelf or stockroom; 

g) directing customers to location of articles sought; 

h) receiving, opening, unpacking, and inspecting for damage merchandise from 

manufacturer or distributor; and 

i)   performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

9334.10 Shelf filler 

9334.20 Display assistant (shelf filling) 

9334.90 Shelf fillers, NEC 

 

9335 STORAGE LABOURERS 

STORAGE LABOURES assist in the operations of the warehouse. 

TASKS include: 

a) operating an electric powered forklift to transport material within the warehouse; 

b)  loading and unloading trailers; 

c) ordering and refill picking, stocking, data entry, checking products to be shipped against 

shipping orders; 

d) responsible for regular maintenance of forklift; and 

e) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

9335.10 Store attendants 

9335.20 Operator, store 

9335.30 Assistant, store receiving 

9335.40 Worker, store 

9335.50 Worker, warehouse 

9335.60 Operator, warehouse 

9335.70 Filler, stock 

9335.80 Handler, stock 

9335.90 Storage Labourers, NEC 

 

SUB MAJOR GROUP 94 

FOOD PREPARATION ASSISTANTS 

FOOD PREPARATION ASSISTANTS perform a variety of food preparation duties other than 

cooking, such as preparing cold foods and shellfish, slicing meat, and brewing coffee or tea. 

 

Tasks performed usually include Cleaning work areas, equipment, utensils, dishes, and 

silverware, Storing food in designated containers and storage areas to prevent spoilage. Prepare a 

variety of foods according to customers' orders or supervisors' instructions, following approved 

procedures. 

 

Occupations in this Sub Major Group are classified under the following Minor Group: 
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941 Food Preparation Assistants 

 

MINOR GROUP 941 

FOOD PREPARATION ASSISTANTS 

FOOD PREPARATION ASSISTANTS perform a variety of food preparation duties other than 

cooking, such as preparing cold foods and shellfish, slicing meat, and brewing coffee or tea. 

 

Tasks performed usually include Cleaning work areas, equipment, utensils, dishes, and 

silverware, Storing food in designated containers and storage areas to prevent spoilage. Prepare a 

variety of foods according to customers' orders or supervisors' instructions, following approved 

procedures. Package take-out foods or serve food to customers. Portion and wrap the food, or 

place it directly on plates for service to patrons. Place food trays over food warmers for 

immediate service, or store them in refrigerated storage cabinets. Inform supervisors when 

supplies are getting low or equipment is not working properly. Weigh or measure ingredients. 

Assist cooks and kitchen staff with various tasks as needed, and provide cooks with needed 

items. Wash, peel and/or cut various foods to prepare for cooking or serving. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups: 

9411 Fast Food Preparers 

9412 Kitchen Helpers 

 

9411 FAST FOOD PREPARERS 

FAST FOOD PREPARERS serves customer of fast food restaurant: requests customer order and 

depresses keys of multicounting machine to simultaneously record order and compute bill. 

Selects requested food items from serving or storage areas and assembles items on serving tray 

or in takeout bag; Notifies kitchen personnel of shortages or special orders. 

TASKS include: 

a) serving cold drinks, using drink-dispensing machine, or frozen milk drinks or desserts, 

using milkshake or frozen custard machine;  

b) taking food and drink orders and receiving payment from customers; 

c) preparing food such as pizzas, fish, chips, etc; 

d) cleaning preparation areas, cooking surfaces and utensils; 

e) pressing lids onto beverages and places beverages on serving tray or in takeout container; 

and 

f) ordering and taking delivery of fast food ingredients; 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

9411.10 Fast Food Preparer 

9411.90 Fast Food Preparer, NEC 

 

 

 

9412 KITCHEN HELPERS  

KITCHEN HELPERS assist kitchen and service staff in the preparation and service of food, and 

clean food preparation and service areas. 

TASKS include: 
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a) cleaning the kitchen or food preparation area and scullery; 

b) cleaning cooking and general utensils used in a kitchen and restaurant; 

c) transferring, weighing and checking supplies and equipment; 

d) assisting cooks in assembling and preparing ingredients for cooking or preparing 

salads, savouries and sandwiches; 

e) packing food and beverage trays for serving; and 

f) performing related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

9412.10 Assistant, kitchen (B.T) 

  Kitchen Attendant (A.T) 

9412.90 Kitchen Helpers, NEC 

 

SUB MAJOR GROUP 95 

STREET AND RELATED SALES AND SERVICE WORKE RS 
STREET AND RELATED SALES AND SERVICE WORKERS perform activities concerning 

street and related services workers such as sell food and other goods in street and public places , 

or from door  to door. 

 

Tasks performed usually include preparing and selling, selling previously prepared foodstuffs, 

drink or other good, buying, ordering, collecting payments from customers; making various 

items for sale loading and unloading push-cart, bicycle, truck or other vehicle, to transport goods 

to the streets or public places such as stations or cinemas and displaying goods. 

 

Occupations in this Sub Major Group are classified under the following Minor Groups: 

951 Street and related service workers 

952 Street vendors (excluding food) 

953 Shoes Cleaning and Other Street Service Elementary 

       Occupations  

 

MINOR GROUP 951 

STREET AND RELATED SERVICE WORKERS  

STREET AND RELATED SERVICE WORKERS perform activities concerning street and 

related services workers. 

Tasks performed usually include preparing and selling, selling previously prepared foodstuffs, 

buying, selling, ordering, collecting payments from customers.  

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Group: 

9510 Street and related service workers 

 

 

 

9510 STREET AND RELATED SERVICE WORKERS  

STREET AND RELATED SERVICE WORKERS sell goods or provide services without 

premise and moving from one place to another. 
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TASKS include: 

a) obtaining food and drinks for sale; 

b) preparing either previously or on the spot, food and drink for sale; 

c) loading and unloading push ïcart truck, to bring food and drinks to the desired place in 

the street, or to public places such as stations or cinemas; 

d) selling food /drink articles to customer; 

e) ordering/buying goods; 

f) receiving  payments on the spot; and 

g) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

9510.10 Peddler, ice-cream 

9510.20 Coffee/Tea seller 

9510.30 Street Service Worker (B.T) 

              Street vendor, Food items (A.T) 

9510.90 Street and Related Service Workers, NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 952 

STREET VENDORS (EXCLUDING FOOD) 

STREET VENDORS, (EXCLUDING FOOD) sell various goods in streets and public places 

such as stations, cinemas or theatres.  

 

Tasks performed usually include buying or making various items for sale loading and unloading 

push-cart, bicycle, truck or other vehicle, to transport goods to the streets or public places such as 

stations or cinemas; displaying goods; performing related tasks and supervising other workers. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Group:- 

9520 Street Vendors (excluding food) 

 

 

9520 STREET VENDORS (EXCLUDING FOOD)  

STREET VENDORS (EXCLUDING FOOD) sell goods and services at street or market 

locations, on established routes or door-to-door. 

TASKS include: 

a) buying or making various items for sale; 

b) loading and unloading push-cart, bicycle, truck or other vehicle, to transport goods to the 

streets or public places such as stations or cinemas;  

c) displaying goods and offering price; 

d) selling goods to customer;  

e) approaching customer and selling newspapers or similar goods;  

f) collecting and transporting goods to street or market location, along established van 

routes or door-to-door areas; 

g) displaying or demonstrating products and explaining qualities of products to customers; 

h) receiving payment on the spot from customers and recording transactions on customer 

receipts and sales records; 

i) developing lists of prospective customers or using lists specified by management 
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j) collecting empty containers, unsold and rejected merchandise; 

k) wrapping or packing goods sold and reporting or resolving customer complaints; and 

l) performing other related tasks;  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

9520.10 Street Vendor (Excluding Food) 

   Muuza Bidhaa Mitaani 

9520.20 News Vendor, Street Corner 

   Muuza Magazeti 

9520.30 Charcoal Seller 

   Muuza Mkaa 

9520.40 Cash Van Salesperson 

9520.50 Canvasser 

9520.60 Door-to-Door Vendor  

9520.70 Door-to-Door Itinerant Vendor (B.T) 

   Itinerant Knife Sharpener (R.T) 

   Mnoa Visu 

9520.80 Road Side Salesperson 

9520.90 Street Vendors (Excluding Food), NEC 

 

MINOR GROUP 953 

SHOE CLEANING AND OTHER STREET SERVICES  

SHOE CLEANING AND OTHER STREET SERVICES ELEMENTARY OCCUPATIONS 

involve performance of various on-the-spot service, such as cleaning shoes, washing car 

windows, or running errands. 

 

Tasks performed usually consist of a very quick on-the-spot service, for which payment is made 

immediately. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Group 

9530 Shoe cleaning and other street Service  

 

9530 SHOE CLEANING AND OTHER STREET SERVICE  

SHOE CLEANING AND OTHER STREET SERVICE ELEMENTARY OCCUPATIONS 

involve such tasks as cleaning shoes, washing car windows, running errands and providing other 

on-the-spot service of similar kind. 

TASKS include: 

a) obtaining or purchasing materials necessary to perform cleaning services; 

b) cleaning and polishing shoes; 

c) cleaning and polishing car windows and similar items; 

d) running errands for various persons; 

e) receiving payment on the spot; and 

f) performing other related tasks. 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

9530.10 Shoe Shine (B.T) 

   Shoe Cleaner (A.T) 
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   Msafisha Viatu 

   Shoe Polisher (A.T) 

   Mpiga rangi Viatu 

9530.20 Car Cleaner (B.T) 

   Car Washer (A.T) 

   Msafisha Magari 

9530.90 Shoe Cleaning and Other Street Service Elementary Occupations, NEC 

 

SUB MAJOR GROUP 96 

REFUSE WORKERS AND OTHER ELEMENTARY WORKERS  

REFUSE WORKERS AND OTHER ELEMENTARY WORKERS collect garbage from 

buildings, yards, streets and other public places or keep streets and other public places or 

perform odd jobs for private households or establishments. 

 

Tasks performed usually include Collecting, loading and unloading garbage; Sweeping streets, 

parks and other public places; Chopping firewood; Carrying water; Beating dust out of carpets 

and performing other odd-job tasks. 

 

Occupations in this sub major group are classified under the following Minor Groups: 

961 Refuse Workers 

962 Other Elementary Workers 

 

MINOR GOUP 961 

REFUSE WORKERS 

REFUSE WORKERS collect process and recycle garbage from buildings, yards, streets and 

other public places, or keep streets and other public places clean.  

 

Tasks performed usually include Collecting, loading and unloading garbage; sweeping streets, 

parks and other public places; Recycling  garbage like paper, glass, plastic or aluminium; 

Recycling garbage like paper, glass, plastic or aluminium. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit groups: 

9611 Garbage and Recycling Collectors 

9612 Refuse Sorters 

9613 Sweepers and Related Labourers 

 

9611 GARBAGE AND RECYCLING COLLECTORS  

GARBAGE AND RECYCLING COLLECTORS collect and remove rubbish and items for 

recycling from buildings, yards, streets and other places. 

TASKS include: 

a) collecting rubbish and recyclable materials and locating them into bins and garbage and 

recycling trucks; 

b) riding on or in garbage and recycling trucks; 

c) lifting garbage bins and emptying contents into trucks and larger containers; 

d) unloading garbage and recycling trucks; and 

e) performing  other related tasks. 
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OCCUPATIONS include: 

9611.10 Collector, refuse 

9611.20 Dust person 

9611.90 Garbage and Recycling Collectors, NEC 

 

9612 REFUSE SORTERS 

REFUSE SORTERS identify and sort discarded items suitable for recycling and place them 

idesignated compartments for sale or later disposal. They may buy these items look for them at 

dumpsites or in public places or work in a recycling enterprise. 

TASKS include: 

(a) collecting items for recycling from domestic, commercial and industrial premises or 

from pubic places such as streets; 

(b) sorting paper, glass, plastic, aluminium or other recycling materials by type;  

(c) placing these items in designated compartments;  

(d) identifying and setting aside items of furniture, equipment, machinery, or components 

that are suitable for repair or re-use; 

(e) Selling recyclable or reusable materials; and 

(f)   performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

9612.10 Refuse Sorter 

9612.90 Refuse Sorter, NEC 

 

9613 SWEEPERS AND RELATED LABOURERS 

SWEEPERS AND RELATED LABOURERS sweep and clean streets, parks, airports, stations 

and other public places. 

TASKS include: 

(a) sweeping streets, parks, airports, stations and similar public places; 

(b) operating a mechanical suction sweeper for cleaning roads; 

(c) beating dust out of carpets by using a carpet-beater; 

(d) Cleaning rubbish, leaves and snow from driveways and grounds; and 

(e) performing other related tasks.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

9613.10 Sweeper, park 

9613.20 Sweeper, street/road 

          Mfagiaji Mtaa/Barabara 

9613.90 Sweepers and Related Labourers, NEC 

 

 

 

 

MINOR GROUP 962 

OTHER ELEMENTARY WORKERS  
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OTHER ELEMENTARY WORKERS perform activities concerning messengers, porters, odd 

job persons, meter readers and vending-machine collectors, water and firewood collectors, 

attendants, watchmen, doorkeepers and related workers. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups: 

9621 Messengers, Package Deliverers and Luggage Porters 

9622 Odd Job Persons 

9623 Meter readers and vending-machine collectors 

9624 Water and firewood collectors 

9629 Elementary workers not elsewhere classified 

 

9621 MESSENGERS, PACKAGE DELIVERERS AND LUGGAGE PORTERS 

MESSENGERS, PACKAGE DELIVERERS AND LUGGAGE PORTERS deliver messages, 

packages and other items within an establishment or between establishments, to households and 

elsewhere, or carry luggage especially at stations and airports.  

TASKS include: 

a) delivering messages, packages and other items within an establishment or between 

establishments, or elsewhere; 

b) performing the duties of a post-runner; 

c) delivering various goods to and from enterprises, shops, households and other places; 

d) carrying and delivering luggage at stations, airports and elsewhere; 

e) collecting and delivering files, messages, documents and other items within or on behalf 

of an office, industrial or business; 

f) stickering poster or displaying poster and banner in prominent places to advertise 

g) entertainment, political event or product; and 

h) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

9621.10 Messenger 

9621.20 Deliverer, hand/ newspaper 

9621.30 Porter, luggage 

9621.40 Post ïrunner 

9621.50 Assistant, delivery 

9621.90 Messengers, Package Deliverers and Luggage Porters, NEC 

 

9622 ODD JOB PERSONS 

ODD JOB PERSONS clean, paint and maintain buildings, grounds and facilities, and undertake 

simple repairs. 

TASKS include: 

(a) repairing broken windows, screens, doors, fences, barbecues, picnic tables, shelves, 

cupboards and other items; 

(b) replacing defective items such as light bulbs; 

(c) repairing and painting interior and exterior surfaces such as walls, ceilings and fences; 

(d) adjusting doors and windows; 

(e) replacing tap washers; 

(f) putting up handrails and grab rails; 
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(g) unloading coal or wood and putting it into cellars of private households or 

establishments; and 

(h)  performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

9622.10 Odd-job person 

9622.20 Handyperson 

9622.90 Odd Job Person, NEC 

 

9623 METER READERS AND VENDING -MACHINE COLL ECTORS 

METER READERS AND VENDING-MACHINE COLLECTORS stock vending machines and 

collect money from them or from parking meters and other coin-boxes, or read electricity, or 

water meters. 

TASKS include: 

a) reading electricity, or water meters and recording consumption; 

b) collecting money; 

c) depositing the money with the cashier and obtaining receipt;  

d) reporting any fault with any of the machines; and 

e) performing other tasks;  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

9623.10 Meter reader 

9623.20 Collector, vending machine 

9623.90 Meter Readers and Vending-Machine Collectors, NEC 

 

 9624 WATER AND FIREWOOD COLLECTORS  

WATER AND FIREWOOD COLLECTORS collect wood and water for cooking, heating, 

cleaning and others. 

TASKS include: 

a) collecting wood as used for cook, heat, fuel and others; 

b)  collecting water as used for clean, cook and others; and 

c)  performing related tasks.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

9624.10 Water collector 

9624.20 Firewood collector 

9624.90 Water and Firewood Collectors, NEC 

 

9629 ELEMENTARY WORKERS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED  

This unit group covers elementary workers not elsewhere classified in Minor Group 962: 

Elementary Workers. 

TASKS include: 

a)  doing general work; 

b)  cleaning/slashing public area; and 

c)  performing related tasks. 
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 OCCUPATIONS include:  

9629.10 General work 

9629.20 Worker, slashing  

 

MAJOR GROUP 0 

DEFENCE FORCES OCCUPATIONS 

DEFENCE FORCES OCCUPATIONS carry out military tasks and duties undertaken as 

collective defence measures, preparing and training to deter military aggression, and in the 

surveillance and protection of National territory, airspace, coastal waters; and provide aid to 

civilian authorities as requested in situations, such as civil disorder, natural disasters and other 

emergencies. 

 

Tasks performed by Defence Force include planning, directing and co-ordinating military 

operations and training exercises; planning, directing and supervising operations of military 

organisational units in consultation with higher authority; planning, directing and implementing a 

military operational programme for a group or area; operating and training in a use of military 

weapons; performing ceremonial and public duties. Supervision of other workers is included. 

 

Occupations in this Major Group are classified under the following Sub- Major Group. 

01 Defence Forces 

 COMMENTS 

 Included in this Major Group are regular members of the army, navy, air force and other 

military services, as well as temporary members enrolled for training or other service for a 

limited period. 

Regular or temporary members of the Defence Forces whose specific tasks and duties are not 

known should also be included. 

 

SUB-MAJOR 01 

DEFENCE FORCES 

DEFENCE FORCES carry out military tasks and duties undertaken as collective defence 

measures, preparing and training to deter military aggression, and in the surveillance and 

protection of National territory, airspace, coastal waters; and provide aid to civilian authorities as 

requested in situations, such as civil disorder, natural disasters and other emergencies. 

 

Tasks performed by Defence Force include planning, directing and co-ordinating military 

operations and training exercises; planning, directing and supervising operations of military 

organisational units in consultation with higher authority; planning, directing and implementing a 

military operational programme for a group or area; operating and training in a use of military 

weapons; performing ceremonial and public duties. Supervision of other workers is included. 

 

Occupations in this Sub-Major Group are classified under the following Minor Groups. 

    011 Tanzania Peopleôs Defence Forces (TPDF) 

012     National Service (JKT) 

 

COMMENTS 
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Included in this Sub-Major Group are regular members of the army, navy, air force and other 

military services, as well as temporary members enrolled for training or other service for a 

limited period. Regular or temporary members of the Defence Forces whose specific tasks and 

duties are not known should also be included. 

Excluded in this Sub-Major Group are regular or temporary members of the Defence Forces, and 

other persons or civilians employed by the defence authorities, members of military reserves not 

currently on full-time active service, and persons who have been withdrawn from civilian life for 

a period of military training or exercise of one year or less. 

 

MINOR GROUP 011 

TANZANIA PEOPLEôS DEFENCE FORCES 

TANZANIA PEOPLEôS DEFENCE FORCES plan, direct and administer military operations 

and training exercises; planning, directing and supervising operations of military organisational 

units in consultation with higher authority; planning, directing and implementing a military 

operational programme for a group or area; operating and training in a use of military weapons; 

performing ceremonial and public duties. Supervision of other workers is included. 

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups 

0111 Tanzania Peopleôs Defence Forces, Officers 

0112 Tanzania Peopleôs Defence Forces, Other Ranks 

 

0111 TANZANIA PEOPLEôS DEFENCE FORCES, OFFICERS 

TANZANIA PEOPLEôS DEFENCE FORCES, OFFICERS plan, direct and administer military 

operations undertaken as collective defence measures, preparing and training to deter military 

aggression, and in the surveillance and protection of National territory, airspace, coastal waters; 

and plan, direct, and administer aid to civilian authorities as requested in situations, such as civil 

disorder, natural disasters and other emergencies. 

TASKS include: 

a) advising and providing information on military aspects of defence policy; 

b) planning, directing and co-ordinating military operations and training exercises; 

c) planning, directing and supervising operations of military organisational unit in 

consultation with higher authority; 

d) planning, directing and implementing a military operational program for a group or area; 

e) directing and monitoring the activities of junior officers and other staff and maintaining 

discipline; 

f)  directing and monitoring record-keeping systems and the preparation of reports; 

g) preparing estimates and budgets and controlling expenditures and stores use; 

h) performing ceremonial and public duties; and 

i) performing other related tasks. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

0111.10 Tanzania Peopleôs Defence Forces, Officer 

 

 

 

0112 TANZANIA PEOPLEôS DEFENCE FORCES, OTHER RANKS 
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TANZANIA PEOPLEôS DEFENCE FORCES, OTHER RANKS, operate military weapons and 

other military equipment in operations undertaken as collective defence measures, preparing and 

training to deter military aggression, and in the surveillance and protection of National territory, 

airspace, coastal waters; and plan, direct, and administer aid to civilian authorities as requested in 

situations, such as civil disorder, natural disasters and other emergencies. 

TASKS include: 

a) tending, operating and monitoring military weapons and other military equipment; 

b) standing watch and guarding military quarters and other building and installations; 

c) patrolling areas of possible military activities; 

d) training and exercising in the use of military weapons and other military equipment; 

e) training and exercising military operations; 

f) participating in operations to help civil authorities as requested in the situations such as 

civil disorder, natural disasters and other emergencies; 

g) performing ceremonial and public duties;  

h) performing other related tasks; and 

i) supervising other workers in this group and maintaining discipline. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

0112.10 Tanzania Peopleôs Defence Forces, Other Rank 

 

MINOR GROUP 0I2  

NATIONAL SERVICE (JKT)  

NATIONAL SERVICE plan, direct and administer economic as well as military operations and 

training exercises; plan, direct and supervise the various economic projects undertaken by each 

National Service Camp in consultation with higher authority; plan, direct and supervise 

operations of military organisation unit for each camp in consultation with higher authority; and 

perform ceremonial and public duties. Supervision of other workers is included.  

 

Occupations in this Minor Group are classified under the following Unit Groups  

0121 National Service, Officers 

   0122  National Service, Other Ranks 

  

0121 NATIONAL SERVICE, OFFICERS  

NATIONAL SERVICE, OFFICERS plan, direct and administer economic as well as military 

operation for each National Service Camp; identify the most viable economic projects each 

camp; prepare the projects and administer them; plan, direct and supervise military operations for 

each camp in the surveillance and protection of national territory, air space and coastal waters. 

TASKS include: 

a) planning, directing and supervising economic projects for the each camp in consultation 

with higher authority; 

b) identifying the right economic projects each camp depending on the environment; 

c)  administering and monitoring the progress of the projects being undertaken; 

d) advising and providing information on national service policy; 

e) planning, directing and co-ordinating military operations and training exercises for each 

camp in consultation with higher authority; 
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f) directing and monitoring the activities of junior officers and other staff and maintaining 

discipline; 

g) preparation estimates and budgets and controlling expenditures and stores use; 

h) performing ceremonial and public duties; and 

i) performing other related tasks.  

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

0121.10 National Service Officer 

 

0122  NATIONAL SERVICE, OTHER RANKS  

NATIONAL SERVICE, OTHER RANKS, perform and supervise economic operations such as 

crop farming, livestock keeping, poultry keeping, fishing running carpentry workshops, tailoring 

mart, etc; operate military weapons and other equipment during military exercises; and protect 

national territory, air space and coastal water. 

 

TASKS include: 

a) performing and supervising economic operations, such as crop farming, livestock 

keeping, poultry keeping, fishing running carpentry workshops, tailoring mart .etc; 

b) determining the kind and quantity of crops, livestock keeping, poultry to be grown or  

kept;  

c) purchasing seeds, fertilizer and other supplies; 

d) performing and supervising farm operations such as land preparation, cultivation, 

harvesting crops , tending livestock and poultry; 

e) tending, operating and monitoring wood working machinery used to manufacture 

furniture, and sewing machines used to make military uniforms; 

f) tending, operating and monitoring weapons and other military equipment; 

g) standing watch and guarding military quarters and other buildings and installation; 

h) training and exercising military operations; 

i) performing ceremonial and public duties; 

j) performing other related tasks; and 

k) supervising other workers in the group and maintaining discipline. 

 

OCCUPATIONS include: 

0122.10 National Service, Other Rank 
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MAJOR GROUPS, SUB-MAJOR GROUPS, MIN OR GROUPS AND UNIT GROUPS 

      

1     Managers 

 11    Legislators, Chief executives and senior officials   

  111   Legislators and senior official 

   1111  Legislators (Equivalent to ISCO 2008 ï International  

Standard Classification of Occupations) 

    1111.10 Legislator (B.T) 

     Member of Parliament (A.T) 

     Parliamentarian (A.T) 

     Member of Revolutionary Council of Zanzibar (R.T) 

     Mayor (R.T) 

     City councillor (R.T) 

     Chairperson, Local Authority (R.T) 

    1111.20 Member of Cabinet  

     President of the United Republic of Tanzania 

     Vice President of the United Republic of Tanzania 

     President of the Revolutionary Council of Zanzibar 

     Prime Minister 

     Chief Minister 

     Minister 

     Deputy Chief Minister 

     Minister of state 

     Deputy Minister 

    1111.30 Legislative official 

     Speaker 

     Deputy speaker   

    1111.90 Legislators, NEC 

   1112  Senior government Executive officials 

    1112.10 Senior Government Administrator (B.T); 

        Chief administrator (A.T);    

     Chief Secretary;  

     Permanent Secretary to the government Ministry (R.T); 

     Principal Secretary; 

     Chief of Protocol (R.T); 

     Regional Commissioner (R.T); 

     Regional Administrative Secretary (R.T);  

     Assistant Regional Administrative Secretary; 

     District Commissioner (R.T); 

     District Executive Director (R.T); 

     City Director/Municipal Director/Town Director (R.T); 
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     Chief of Protocol 

     Commissioner 

     Assistant Commissioner 

     Director  

     Chief Executive Officer, Government Executive Agencies 

     Assistant Director 

     Manager, Government Executive Agencies 

     Chairman of commission (R.T); 

     Cabinet Secretary (R.T); 

     Cabinet under Secretary (R.T); 

     Governmental (R.T) 

     Clerk of the National Assembly (R.T); 

    1112.15 Ambassador  

    1112.20 Senior official, statutory board (B.T) 

     Executive Secretary, statutory board (A.T) 

    1112.30 Senior Government Officials, Laws (B.T) 

     Chief Justice (R.T) 

     Attorney General (R.T) 

     Chief Parliamentary Draftsman (R.T) 

     Registrar, High Court (R.T) 

     Registrar, Court of Appeal (R.T) 

     Chairperson /Secretary, Tribunal for Income Tax Appeals (R.T) 

    1112.40 Senior Government Officials, (Public Order and Safety), (B.T) 

     Inspector-General of Police (R.T) 

     Director of Criminal Investigation (R.T) 

     Commissioner of Police (R.T) 

     Assistant Commissioner of Police (R.T) 

     Regional Police Commander (R.T) 

     Chief of Intelligence (R.T) 

    1112.50 Commissioner of Prisons (B.T) 

     Assistant Commissioner of Prisons (R.T) 

    1112.55 Director of Public Prosecution  

    1112.60 Director of Air Safety and Accident Investigation (R.T) 

     Director of Air Services (R.T) 

    1112.70 Chief Factory Inspector  

    1112.75 Principal Commissioner of Immigration  

    1112.80 Commissioner, fire and rescue 

    1112.90 Senior Government Executive Officials, NEC 

   1113  Traditional chiefs and heads of village 

    1113.10  Division secretary 

                          Katibu tarafa 

    1113.15 Division Executive Officer 
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     Afisa Mtendaji wa Tarafa 

    1113.20 Ward Executive Officer 

       Afisa Mtendaji wa Kata 

    1113.30 Village Chairperson;  

                 Mwenyekiti wa Kijiji 

    1113.40 Village Executive Officer; 

     Afisa Mtendaji wa Kijiji 

    1113.50 Neighbourhood Chairperson; 

                 Mwenyekiti wa Mtaa/Kitongoji 

    1113.60 Neighbourhood executive officer; 

     Afisa Mtendaji wa Mtaa/Kitongoji 

    1113.90 Traditional Chiefs and Village Leaders, NEC 

   1114  Senior officials of special-interest organizations 

    1114.10 President/Chairperson, Political Party  

    1114.20 President, Sports Federation,  

    1114.30 Senior Official, Political Party  

    1114.40 Secretary-General, Employers' Organisation  

    1114.50 Senior Official, Employers' Organisation  

    1114.60 Secretary-General, Trade Union 

    1114.65 President, Teachers Association  

    1114.70 Senior Official, Trade Union   

    1114.80 Secretary-General, Environment Protection Organisation     

    1114.85 Senior official, other economic-interest organization  

    1114.90     Senior Official, Special-Interest Organisation, NEC  

   1115  Senior officials of religious organizations 

    1115.10 Senior official of christian religious organization 

     Cardinal 

     Kardinali 

     Archbishop 

     Askofu mkuu 

     Bishop 

     Askofu  

     Assistant bishop 

     Askofu msaidizi 

     Principle secretary of christianôs council/organization 

     Katibu mkuu wa baraza la makanisa 

    1115.20 Senior official of muslims religious organization 

     Chief sheikh 

     Shehe mkuu 

     Chief kadhi 

     Kadhi mkuu 

     Principle secretary of muslimôs council/organization 
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    1115.30 Senior official of hindu religious organization 

    1115.90 Senior official of religious organizations, NEC 

   1119  Senior government administrative other specialised services 

    1119.10 Senior Government Administrative Project preparation, 

     Implementation and Monitoring (B.T) 

     Director of Project Preparation (R.T)  

    1119.20 Director of Private Sector Affairs; 

    1119.30 Government Stock Verifier 

    1119.40 Director of Information and Documentation; 

    1119.50 Director of Antiquities and Archives; 

    1119.90 Senior Government Administrative Other Specialise Services, NEC 

  112   Managing directors and chief executives 

   1120  Managing directors and chief executives 

    1120.10 Chief executive, enterprise  

    1120.20 Director-general, enterprise  

    1120.30 Director-general, organisation  

    1120.40 Managing director, enterprise  

    1120.50 Managing director, organisation  

    1120.60 President, organisation  

    1120.90 Managing Directors and Chief Executives, NEC 

 12    Administrative and commercial managers 

  121   Business services and administration managers 

   1211  Finance managers 

    1211.10 Manager, Financial Institution (B.T) 

     Finance Controller (R.T) 

     Director of Finance (R.T) 

     Chief Accountant (R.T) 

    1211.20  Manager, Accounts 

    1211.30 Manager, Insurance 

    1211.40 Manager, Fund (B.T) 

     Director of Credit Management (R.T) 

     Manager, Treasury (A.T) 

    1211.50 Manager, Costing 

    1211.60 Manager, Audit (B.T) 

     Director of Audit (R.T) 

     Chief Auditor (R.T) 

    1211.90 Finance Managers, NEC 

   1212  Human resource managers 

    1212.10 Manager, Human resource (B.T) 

     Manager, Personnel (R.T) 

    1212.20 Manager, Industrial relations 

    1212.30 Manager, Occupational health and Safety 
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    1212.40 Manager, Training and Development  

    1212.50 Manager, Manpower Planning 

    1212.60 Manager, Recruitment 

    1212.90 Human Resource Managers, NEC 

   1213  Policy and planning managers 

    1213.10 Manager, Policy and Planning 

    1213.20 Manager, Strategic Planning 

    1213.30 Manager, Corporate 

    1213.90 Policy and Planning Managers, NEC 

   1214  Business Services Managers 

    1214.10 Manager, Productions  

    1214.20 Manager, Operations 

    1214.30 Manager, Business Services 

    1214.40  Manager, Business development 

    1214.50 Manager, Business Support 

    1214.90 Business Services Managers, NEC 

   1215  Administrative Managers 

    1215.10 Manager, Administrative services  

    1215.90 Administrative Managers, NEC 

   1219  Business services and administration managers not  

elsewhere classified 

    1219.10 Other Business Services and Administration Managers, NEC 

  122   Sales, marketing and development managers  

   1221  Sales and marketing managers 

    1221.10 Manager, Sales 

    1221.20 Manager, Marketing 

    1221.30 Manager, Market Research 

    1221.40 Manager, Shopping Centre 

    1221.50 Manager, Brand  

    1221.90 Sales and Marketing Managers, NEC 

   1222  Advertising and public relations managers 

    1222.10 Manager, Advertising (B.T) 

     Manager, Publicity (R.T) 

     Manager, Export Promotion (R.T) 

    1222.20 Manager, Public relations  

    1222.30 Manager, Display 

    1222.90 Advertising and Public Relations Managers, NEC 

   1223  Research and development managers 

    1223.10 Manager, Research  

    1223.20 Manager, Product Development 

    1223.90 Research and Development Managers, NEC 

 13    Production and specialized services managers 
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  131   Production managers in agriculture, forestry and  

fisheries 

   1311  Agricultural and forestry production managers 

    1311.10 Manager, Forestry  

    1311.20 Manager, Plantation (B.T) 

     Manager, Estate, Farm (R.T) 

    1311.30 Manager, Beekeeping 

    1311.40 Manager, Hunting 

    1311.90 Agricultural and Forestry Production Managers, NEC 

   1312  Aquaculture and fisheries production managers 

    1312.10 Manager, Aquaculture Production 

    1312.20 Manager, Fishing Operation 

    1312.30 Manager, Trawler 

    1312.90 Aquaculture and Fisheries Production Managers, NEC 

  132   Manufacturing, mining, construction and distribution  

managers 

   1321  Manufacturing managers 

    1321.10 Manager, Manufacturing 

    1321.20 Manager, Production and Operations (manufacturing) 

    1321.40 Manager, Technical Service 

    1321.50 Manager, Plant 

    1321.60 Manager, Workshop 

    1321.70 Manager, Factory 

    1321.90 Manufacturing Managers, NEC 

   1322  Mining managers 

    1322.10 Manager, Mine 

    1322.20 Production Manager, (Mine) 

    1322.30 Production Manager, (Oil and Gas extraction) 

    1322.40 Production Manager, (Quarry) 

    1322.50 Manager, Quarry 

    1322.90 Mining managers, NEC 

   1323  Construction managers 

    1323.10 Manager, construction (B.T) 

        Chief engineer, Construction (R.T) 

        Director, Construction and Maintenance (R.T) 

        Director, Housing and Estate Management (R.T) 

        Director, Land management (R.T) 

        Director, Sewage, Sanitation and Drainage (R.T) 

        Director, Survey and Mapping (R.T)   

    1323.20 Manager, contract 

    1323.90 Construction Managers, NEC 324 

   1324  Supply, distribution and related managers 
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    1324.10 Manager, Supply  

    1324.20 Manager, Warehouse (B.T) 

     Manager, Godown (R.T)  

     Manager, Store (R.T) 

    1324.30 Manager, Procurement (B.T) 

     Manager, Purchasing (R.T) 

    1324.40 Manager, Distribution 

    1324.50 Manager, Logistics (B.T) 

     Manager, Supply and Distribution (R.T) 

    1324.90 Supply, Distribution and Related Managers, NEC 

  133   Information and communications technology  

service managers 

   1330  Information and communications technology  

service managers 

    1330.10 Manager, Application Development   

    1330.20 Chief Information Officer   

    1330.30 Manager, Data Operations 

    1330.40 Manager, Data Processing 

     Manager, Database (R.T)   

    1330.50 Manager, ICT Development 

    1330.60 Manager, Information Technology (IT Manager) 

    1330.70 Director, Information Systems (IS Director) 

    1330.75 Manager, Internet Service Provide 

    1330.80 Manager, Network 

    1330.90 Information and Communications Technology Service 

 Managers, NEC  

  134   Professional services managers 

   1341  Child care services managers 

    1341.10 Manager, Child Care Centre 

    1341.20 Director, Child Care Centre 

    1341.90 Child Care Services Managers, NEC 

   1342  Health services managers 

    1342.10 Manager, Health Services 

    1342.20 Chief Pharmacist 

         Mfamasia Mkuu 

    1342.30 Manager, health administrator (B.T) 

     Medical Administrator (R.T) 

     Director, Preventive Services (R.T) 

     Mkurugenzi Huduma za Kinga 

     Director, curative services (R.T) 

     Mkurugenzi Huduma za Tiba 

     Regional Medical officer (R.T) 
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     Mganga Mkuu wa Mkoa 

     District Medical officer (R.T) 

     Mganga Mkuu wa Wilaya 

     Afisa Muuguzi Mkuu 

     Hospital Administrator (R.T) 

    1342.40 Manager, Public Health 

    1342.45  Community Health Coordinator 

    1342.50  Chief Medical Officer 

     Assistant Chief Medical Officer (R.T) 

    1342.60 Chief Nursing Officer 

    1342.70 Hospital Matron 

    1342.80 Clinical Director 

    1342.90 Health Service Managers, NEC 

   1343  Aged care services managers 

    1343.10 Manager, aged care services.  

    1343.20 Aged Care Home Manager 

    1343.30 Community Aged Care Coordinator 

    1343.40 Nursing Home Manager 

    1343.50 Retirement Village Coordinator 

    1343.90 Aged Care Service Managers, NEC 

   1344  Social welfare managers 

    1344.10 Manager, Social Work 

    1344.20 Director, Social Welfare Services 

    1344.30 Manager, Community Centre 

    1344.40 Manager, Welfare Centre 

    1344.50 Manager, Family Service 

    1344.60 Manager, Housing Services 

    1344.90 Social Welfare Managers, NEC 

   1345  Education managers 

    1345.10 Chief Education Officer 

    1345.20 Chancellor  

    1345.30 Vice Chancellor  

    1345.32 Deputy Vice Chancellors 

    1345.34 Provost        

    1345.36 Principal 

    1345.38 Vice Principal  

    1345.40 Dean 

    1345.42 Associate Dean 

    1345.50 Manager, Education 

    1345.60 Headmaster/Headmistress 

    1345.65 Headteacher 
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    1345.70 Director, Inspectorate Division  

    1345.80 Regional/District/Ward Education Manager  

    1345.90 Education Managers, NEC 

   1346  Financial and insurance services branch managers 

    1346.10 Branch Manager, Bank 

    1346.20 Branch Manager, Insurance Agency 

    1346.30 Branch Manager, Credit Institution 

    1346.90 Financial and Insurance Services Branch Managers, NEC 

   1347  Legal managers 

    1347.10 Manager, Legal  

    1347.20 Manager, Risk Management 

    1347.90 Legal Managers, NEC 

    1348.00 Property managers 

    1348.10 Manager, Maintenance 

    1348.20 Manager, Property 

    1348.30 Manager, Property Development 

    1348.40 Manager, Estate 

    1348.50 Manager, Real Estate 

    1348.90 Property Managers, NEC 

   1349  Professional services managers not elsewhere classified 

    1349.10 Manager, Extra Territorial Organization 

    1349.20 Manager, design 

    1349.30 Manager, environmental systems 

    1349.40 Manager, Art Gallery 

    1349.50 Manager, Library 

    1349.60 Manager, Archives 

 14     

  141    

   1411  Hotel managers 

    1411.10 Manager, Hotel 

    1411.15 Manager, Production and Operation Hotel 

    1411.20 Manager, Motel 

    1411.25 Manager, Production and Operation Motel 

    1411.30 Manager, Lodge 

    1411.40 Manager, Front Desk 

    1411.50 Manager, Hostel 

    1411.60 Manager, Food and Beverage 

    1411.90 Hotel Managers, NEC 

   1412  Restaurant managers 

    1411.10 Manager, Restaurant 

    1411.20 Manager, Cafe 

    1411.30 Manager, Catering 
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    1411.90 Restaurant Managers, NEC 

  142   Retail and wholesale trade managers 

   1420  Retail and wholesale trade managers 

    1420.10 Manager, Retail Trade 

    1420.20 Manager, Wholesale Trade 

    1420.30 Manager, Supermarket 

    1420.40 Manager, Shop 

    1420.50 Manager, Grocery 

    1420.90 Retail and Wholesale Trade Managers, NEC 

  143   Other services managers 

   1431  Sports, recreation and cultural centre managers 

    1431.10 Manager, Sports Centre 

    1431.20 Manager, Cultural activities 

    1431.25 Manager, Amusement 

    1431.30 Manager, Travel Agency 

    1431.40 Manager, Cinema 

    1431.50 Manager, Leisure Centre 

    1431.60 Manager, Recreational Activities 

    1431.65 Manager, Camp 

    1431.70 Manager, Theatre 

    1431.80 Manager, Casino 

    1431.90 Sports, Recreation and Cultural Centre Managers, NEC 

   1432  Personal care, cleaning and related services managers 

    1432.10 Manager, Cleaning Services 

    1432.20 Manager, Personal Care  

    1432.30 Manager, Beauty/Dressing salon  

    1432.90 Personal Care, Cleaning and Related Services Managers, NEC 

   1433  Safety and security manager 

    1433.10 Manager, Safety 

    1433.20 Manager, Security 

    1433.90 Safety and Security Managers, NEC 

   1439  Services managers not elsewhere classified 

    1439.10 Manager, Import/Export Trade 

    1439.20 Manager, Tailoring Mart 

    1439.30 Manager, Stationery store 

    1439.40 Manager, Garage/Metal works 

    1439.50 Manager, Contact Centre 

    1439.60 Manager, Conference Centre 

2     Professionals 

 21    Science and engineering professionals 

  211   Physical and earth science professionals 

   2111  Physicists and astronomers 
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    2111.10 Physicist, General 

        Mfizikia wa Kawaida 

    2111.20 Mechanics Physicist 112 METEOROLOGISTS 

    2111.30 Heat Physicist (B.T) 

        Physicist, Thermodynamics (A.T) 

       Mfizikia-joto 

    2111.35 Medical Physicist 

    2111.40 Light Physicist 

        Mfizikia-Mwanga 

    2111.45 Sound Physicist 

        Mfizikia-Sauti 

    2111.50 Electricity and Magnetism Physicist 

        Mfizikia-Umeme na Sumaku 

    2111.60 Electronics Physicist 

        Mfizik ia-Elektroniki 

    2111.65 Nuclear Physicist 

    2111.70 Cosmologist 

    2111.75 Crystallographer 

    2111.80 Astronomer 

    2111.90 Physicists and Astronomers, NEC 

   2112  Meteorologists 

    2112.10 Meteorologist (B.T)   

     Meteorological Scientist (A.T) 

     Mtaalam wa hali ya hewa 

    2112.20 Climatologist 

    2112.30 Weather Forecaster 

    2112.40 Hydrometeorologist 

    2112.90 Meteorologists, NEC 

       Wataalam wa Hali ya Hewa Wengine 

   2113  Chemists 

    2113.10 Chemist, General 

        Mkemia wa kawaida 

    2113.20 Chemist, Organic  

    2113.25 Chemist, Food  

    2113.30 Chemist, Inorganic 

    2113.35 Chemist, Plastics 

    2113.40 Chemist, Physical 

    2113.50 Chemist, Analytical  

                   Mkemia Mchambuzi 

    2113.55 Chemist, Quality control  

    2113.60 Chemist, Soil 

        Mkemia wa Udongo 
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    2113.70 Chemist, Water Purification 

    2113.80 Chemist, Nuclear 

    2113.90 Chemists, NEC 

                Wakemia Wengine 

   2114  Geologists and geophysicists 

    2114.10 Geophysicist  

    2114.15 Hydrologist  

    2114.20 Geologist (B.T) 

        Mtaalamu wa ardhi za migodi 

    2114.30 Mineralogist 

    2114.40 Petrologist 

    2114.50 Seismologist 

    2114.60 Geologist, Marine 

    2114.70 Geomorphologist 

    2114.80 Geological oceanographer 

    2114.85 Geophysical oceanographer 

    2114.90 Geologists and geophysicists, NEC 

  212   Mathematicians, actuaries and statisticians 

   2120  Mathematicians, actuaries and statisticians 

    2120.10 Mathematician 

    2120.20 Operation research Analyst (B.T) 

        Mchambuzi wa utafiti 

        Operations Research Officer (R.T) 

    2120.30 Officer, Actuary 

    2120.40 Statistician 

        Mtakwimu  

    2120.45 Demographer 

    2120.50 Biostatistician (A.T) 

     Statistician, Biological (B.T)   

    2120.55 Statistician, Business and Economics 

    2120.60 Statistician, Social Research 

    2120.70 Statistician, Physical Science 

    2120.80 Statistician, Applied statistics 

    2120.90 Mathematicians, Actuaries and Statisticians, NEC 

  213   Life science professionals 

   2131  Biologists, botanists, zoologists and related professionals 

    2131.10 Biologist, General; 

    2131.15 Biologist 

    2131.20 Botanist (B.T.); 

        Plant geneticists (R.T) 

        Plant pathology (R.T.); 

        Plant virologist (R.T); 
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        Plant ecologist (R.T); 

        Weed control specialist (R.T); 

        Plant breeding specialist (R.T); 

    2131.40 Zoologist (B.T); 

        Fisheries officer (R.T); 

        Game officer (R.T); 

        Beekeeping officer (R.T);  

        Animal behaviourist (R.T); 

        Afisa uvuvi 

        Afisa wanyamapori 

        Afisa ufugaji nyuki 

    2131.50 Entomologist (B.T); 

        Nematologist (R.T); 

    2131.60 Taxonomist 

    2131.70 Bacteriologist 

    2131.90 Biologists, Botanists, Zoologists and Related Professionals, NEC 

   2132  Farming, forestry and fisheries advisers 

    2132.10 Agronomist 

    2132.20 Adviser, forestry 

    2132.30 Farm, demonstrator 

    2132.40 Officer, National Park 

    2132.50 Forestry Scientist 

    2132.55 Horticultural Scientist 

    2132.60 Soil Scientist 

    2132.70 Silviculturist 

    2132.80 Adviser, Fishery 

    2132.90 Farming, Forestry and Fisheries advisers, NEC 

   2133  Environmental protection professionals 

    2133.10 Air pollution Analyst 

    2133.20 Conservation Scientist 

    2133.30 Conservation Officer  

    2133.40 Environmental Auditor  

    2133.45 Environmental Impact Assessment Officer  

    2133.50 Environmental Consultant 

    2133.60 Ecologist 

    2133.70 Environmental Protection Officer 

    2133.80 Environmental Research Scientist 

    2133.90 Environmental Protection Professionals, NEC 

  214   Engineering professionals (excluding electro-technology) 

   2141  Industrial and production engineers 

    2141.10 Engineer, Automation 

    2141.20 Engineer, Industrial 
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    2141.30 Engineer, Industrial Efficiency 

    2141.40 Engineer, Work study 

    2141.50 Engineer, Health and Safety 

    2141.60 Engineer, Production 

    2141.65 Engineer, Process; 

    2141.70 Engineer, Production Analyst 

    2141.80 Engineer, Plant 

    2141.85 Engineer, System/Except Computer 

    2141.90 Industrial and production engineers, NEC 

   2142  Civil engineers 

    2142.10 Engineer, Civil General (B.T) 

          Engineer, Executive Civil (A.T) 

          Mhandisi Ujenzi Kawaida 

          Mhandisi Mtekelezaji, ujenzi  

    2142.15 Engineer, Structural 

    2142.20 Engineer, Civil/building construction 

         Mhandisi wa Majengo 

    2142.30 Engineer, Civil/highway and Street Construction 

    2142.35 Engineer, Aerodrome Construction  

    2142.40 Engineer, Railway Construction  

     Mhandisi wa ujenzi wa reli 

    2142.45 Engineer, Civil/Bridge Construction 

         Mhandisi wa Ujenzi wa Madaraja,  

    2142.50 Engineer, Sewerage and Sanitary 

         Mhandisi wa usafi 

    2142.55 Engineer, water (B.T) 

        Engineer, Hydraulics (A.T) 

        Mhandisi wa mwendo maji 

        Engineer, Irrigation (R.T) 

        Engineer, Agriculture Irrigation (R.T) 

                   Mhandisi wa kilimo- umwagiliaji 

    2142.60 Engineer, Civil/geotechnical 

    2142.65 Engineer, Soil mechanics 

    2142.70 Engineer, Dock construction 

    2142.90 Civil engineers, NEC 

        Wahandisi wa Ujenzi- Wengine 

   2143  Environmental engineers 

    2143.10 Engineer, Environment 

     Mhandisi wa mazingira 

    2143.20 Environmental Analyst 

    2143.30 Engineer, Air Pollution Control 

    2143.40 Environmental remediation Specialist 
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    2143.90 Engineer, environment, NEC 

        Wahandisi wa mazingira, wengine 

   2144  Mechanical engineers 

    2144.10 Engineer, Mechanical General (B.T); 

        Mhandisi wa Mitambo 

        Engineer, Workshop (A.T) 

        Engineer, Factory (A.T) 

        Engineer, Executive Mechanical (A.T) 

        Mhandisi mtekelezaji, Mitambo 

    2144.20 Engineer, Industrial Machinery and Tools 

     Mhandisi wa Mashine za Viwanda na Zana 

    2144.25 Engineer, Mechanical- Motors (B.T) 

                  Engineer, Mechanical- Motors and Engines (except marine) 

 (A.T) 

        Mhandisi wa mitambo na mashine 

    2144.30 Engineer, Mechanical-Marine 

    2144.35 Engineer, Ship Construction/Maintenance  

    2144.40 Engineer, Aircraft (B.T) 

        Engineer, Aeronautical (A.T) 

    2144.45 Engineer, Automotive 

    2144.50 Engineer, Refrigeration (B.T) 

                  Engineer, Heating, Ventilation, Air-Conditioning and 

 Refrigeration (A.T) 

        Mhandisi wa Ubadilishaji hewa, viyoyozi na majokofu 

    2144.60 Engineer, Agricultural Mechanical 

    2144.65 Engineer, Mechanical/Instruments 

    2144.70 Engineer, Nuclear power 

    2144.80 Engineer, Lubrication                

    2144.90 Mechanical engineer, NEC 

     Wahandisi wa Mitambo, Wengine 

   2145  Chemical engineers 

    2145.10 Engineer, Chemical, general (B.T) 

        Engineer, Executive, Chemical (A.T) 

        Mhandisi wa Kemia ï kawaida 

        Mhandisi Mtekelezaji, Kemia 

    2145.20 Engineer, Chemical/ Petroleum and Gas 

     Mhandisi wa kemia- Mafuta na Gesi 

    2145.25 Technologist, Fuel 

    2145.30 Engineer, Chemical/Paints and Varnish 

    2145.40 Engineer, Chemical/Fertilizer 

    2145.50 Engineer, Chemical/Pharmaceutical Products 

    2145.60 Engineer, Chemical/Process 
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    2145.65 Engineer, Refinery Process 

    2145.70 Technologist, Food and Drinks 

    2145.75 Technologist, Fibre 

    2145.80 Technologist, Rubber 

    2145.85 Technologist, Plastics 

    2145.90 Chemical engineer, NEC 

     Wahandisi wa kemia, wengine 

   2146  Mining engineers, metallurgists and related professionals 

    2146.10 Engineer, Mining general (B.T) 

         Engineer, Executive Mining (A.T) 

         Mhandisi wa machimbo ya migodi-kawaida 

     Mhandisi mtekelezaji, machimbo 

    2146.20 Engineer, mining-coal  

         Mhandisi wa machimbo ya migodi ya makaa ya mawe 

    2146.30 Engineer, mining-metal 

         Mhandisi wa machimbo ya migodi ya chuma 

    2146.40 Engineer, Petroleum and Natural gas 

    2146.50 Engineer, Mineral Dressing  

    2146.60 Engineer, Ceramics and Glass  

    2146.65 Assayer 

        Mpima ubora wa madini 

    2146.70 Metallurgist, Physical 

         Mtengenezaji madini tayari kufuliwa 

    2146.80 Extractive Metallurgist 

    2146.90 Mining Engineers, Metallurgist and Related professionals,  

NEC  

                 Mhandisi wa Machimbo ya Migodi, Wengine 

   2149  Engineering professionals not elsewhere classified 

    2149.10 Engineer, project 

    2149.20 Engineer, quality control 

    2149.30 Engineer, Biomedical 

    2149.40 Engineering executive, store 

    2149.50 Engineer, Explosive Ordinance 

    2149.60 Engineer, Marine Salvage 

    2149.70 Engineer, Materials 

    2149.80 Engineer, Optical 

  215   Electro-technology engineers 

   2151  Electrical engineers 

    2151.10 Engineer, electrical (B.T) 

        Engineer, executive electrical (A.T) 

        Mhandishii wa umeme-kawaida 

     Mhandishi mtekelezaji, umeme 
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    2151.20 Engineer, electrical/electric power generation 

        Mhandishi wa mitambo ya kutolea nishati 

    2151.30 Engineer, electrical/electric power distribution and  

Transimission 

        Mhandishi wa kugawanya nishati 

    2151.40 Engineer, electrical illumination 

    2151.50 Engineer, electrical/electromechanical equipment/ 

instrument  

     Mhandisi wa vifaa/ala za umeme 

    2151.55 Engineer, Electromechanical 

    2151.60 Engineer, Electrical design  

    2151.70 Engineer, Electrical systems  

    2151.90 Electrical Engineers, NEC 

       Wahandishi wa Umeme-wengine 

   2152  Electronics engineers 

    2152.10 Engineer, Electronics  

        Engineer, Executive Electronics  

        Mhandishi wa elektroniki ï kawaida 

        Mhandishi mtekelezaji, elektroniki 

    2152.20 Engineer, Signal/railway 

    2152.30 Engineer, Computer 

    2152.40 Engineer, Audio and Video equipment 

    2152.50 Engineer, Electronics/Semiconductors 

    2152.60 Engineer, Electronics/Instrumentation 

    2152.90 Electronics engineer, N.E.C. 

     Wahandisi wa elektroniki, wengine 

   2153  Telecommunications engineers 

    2153.10  

    2153.20 Engineer, Telephone Installation  

    2153.30 Engineer, Telecommunications/Aerospace 

    2153.40 Engineer, Telecommunications/Television 

    2153.50 Engineer, Telecommunications/Radio   

    2153.60 Engineer Technologist, Telecommunications 

    2153.70 Technical Officer (Telecommunications) 

    2153.80 Engineer, Broadcasting 

    2153.90 Telecommunications engineers, NEC  

  216   Architects, planners, surveyors and designers 

   2161  Building architects BUILDING ARCHITECTS  

    2161.10 Architect, General (B.T) 

         Architect, Building (A.T) 

         Msanifu wa Ujenzi 

    2161.20 Architect, interior 
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    2161.30 Interior Decoration Designer 

    2161.90 Building Architects, NEC 

        Wasanifu wa Ujenzi - Wengine 

   2162  Landscape architects 

    2162.10 Landscape Architect 

    2162.90 Landscape Architect, NEC 

   2163  Product and garment designers 

    2163.10 Designer, Commercial products 

    2163.20 Designer, Textiles 

    2163.30 Fashion Designer 

    2163.40 Graphic Designer 

    2163.50 Calligrapher 

    2163.60 Designer, Costume 

    2163.70 Designer, Industrial 

    2163.80 Designer, Jewellery 

    2163.90 Product and Garments Designers, NEC 

   2164  Town and traffic planners 

    2164.10 Planner, Land 

    2164.20 Planner, Urban and Rural 

        Afisa Mipango Miji na Vijiji 

    2164.30 Planner, Traffic 

    2164.90 Town and Traffic Planners, NEC 

   2165  Cartographers and surveyors 

    2165.10 Surveyor, General (B.T) 

    2165.15 Surveyor, land (B.T) 

        Mpima Ardhi - Kawaida 

        Land Development Officer (R.T) 

    2165.20 Land Valuer 

    2165.25 Surveyor, Mine 

    2165.35 Surveyor, Hydrographic 

        Mpima Ardhi - Maji 

    2165.40 Surveyor, Aerial 

    2165.45 Surveyor, Cadastral 

    2165.50 Cartographer 

    2165.60 Quantity Surveyor 

        Mkadiriaji Ujenzi 

    2165.70 Building Economist 

        Mchumi Majengo 

    2165.80 Photogrammetrist 

    2165.90 Cartographers and Surveyors, NEC 

     Wapima Ardhi- Wengine 

   2166  Graphic and multimedia designers 
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    2166.10 Designer, Graphic 

    2166.20 Designer, Website 

    2166.25 Designer, Systems Computer 

    2166.30 Designer, Film and Video Graphics  

    2166.40 Designer Exhibition 

    2166.45 Designer Publication  

    2166.50 Specialist graphics and sound/computer 

    2166.55 Animation 

    2166.60 Display Artist 

    2166.70 Commercial Artist 

    2166.75 Illustrator 

    2166.80 Graphic Artist 

    2166.85 Designer, Multmedia 

    2166.90 Graphic and multimedia designers, NEC  

 22    Health professional 

  221   Medical doctors 

   2211  Generalist medical practitioners 

    2211.10 Doctor, Medical (General)  

    2211.20 Physician (General) 

    2211.30 Medical Officer  

    2211.40 General Surgeon 

    2211.50 Public Health Physician 

    2211.60 General Practitioner 

    2211.70 District Medical Doctor - Therapist 

    2211.90 Generalist medical practitioners, NEC 

   2212  Specialist medical practitioners 

    2212.10 Specialist Physician  

    2212.12 Anaesthetist  

    2212.14 Kidney Specialist 

    2212.16 Psychiatrist  

    2212.18 Ophthalmologist  

    2212.20 Cardiologist  

    2212.22 Genealogist  

    2212.24 Gynecologist  

    2212.26 Neurologist  

    2212.28 Specialist Ear, Nose and Throat  

    2212.30 Dermatologist  

    2212.32 Tuberculosis Specialist  

    2212.34 Emergency Medicine Specialist  

    2212.38 Pathologist  

    2212.40 Radiologist  

    2212.42 Urologist  
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    2212.44 Venereologist  

    2212.46 Obstetrician 

    2212.48 Radiologist 

    2212.50 Paediatrician 

    2212.60 Specialised Surgeon 

    2212.70 Orthopaedist 

    2212.80 Preventive Medicine Specialist 

    2212.90 Specialist medical practitioners, NEC  

  222   Nursing and midwifery professionals 

   2221  Nursing professionals 

    2221.10 Nurse, General (B.T) 

                   Matron (A.T) 

    2221.20 Clinical Nurse 

    2221.30 Professional Nurse 

    2221.40 Nurse, Educator (B.T)  

    2221.50 Specialist Nurse 

    2221.60 Nurse Anaesthetist 

    2221.70 Public Health Nurse 

    2221.80 Nurse Practitioner 

    2221.90 Nursing Professionals, NEC 

   2222  Midwifery professionals 

    2222.10 Midwife Nurse, 

    2222.90 Midwifery Professionals, NEC 

  223   Traditional and complementary medicine  

professionals 

   2230  Traditional and Complementary Medicine  

Professionals 

    2230.10 Herbalist 

    2230.20 Homeopath 

    2230.30 Myotherapist 

    2230.40 Naturopath 

    2230.50 Acupuncturist 

    2230.60 Traditional Medicine Practitioner 

    2230.90 Traditional and complementary medicine professionals, 

NEC 

  224   Paramedical practitioners 

   2240  Paramedical practitioners 

    2240.10 Paramedic, Emergency 

    2240.20 Ambulance Paramedical 

    2240.30 Advance Care Paramedic 

    2240.90 Paramedical, NEC  

  225   Veterinarians 
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   2250  Veterinarians 

    2250.10 Veterinarian, General (B.T) 

     Daktari wa WanyamaïKawaida  

    2250.20 Veterinary Surgeon 

    2250.30 Veterinarian, Public Health  

    2250.40 Veterinary Epidemiologist 

    2250.50 Animal Pathologist 

    2250.60 Veterinary Pathologist 

    2250.70 Veterinary Bacteriologist 

    2250.80 Veterinary Parasitologist 

    2250.90 Veterinaries, NEC 

         Madaktari wa Wanyama-Wengine 

  226   Other health professionals 

   2261  Dentist 

    2261.10 Dentist, General 

        Daktari wa Meno -Kawaida 

    2261.20 Dental Surgeon  

    2261.30 Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeon 

    2261.40 Prosthodontist  

    2261.42 Endodontist 

    2261.44 Periodontist  

    2261.46 Orthodontist  

    2261.48 Oral Pathologist 

    2261.50 Paedodontist 

    2261.52 Stomatologist 

    2261.60 Dental Practitioner 

    2261.70 Public Health Dentist 

        Daktari wa Meno - Afya ya Jamii 

    2261.90 Dentists, NEC 

     Madaktari wa Meno-Wengine 

   2262  Pharmacists 

    2262.10 Pharmacist, General 

         Mfamasia Kawaida  

    2262.20 Hospital Pharmacist 

         Mfamasia hospitali 

    2262.30 Industrial Pharmacist 

         Mfamasia kiwandani 

    2262.40 Dispensing Chemist 

    2262.90 Pharmacists, NEC 

     Wafamasia-Wengine 

   2263  Environmental and occupational health and  

hygiene professionals 
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    2263.10 Occupational Health and Safety Adviser 

    2263.20 Environmental Health Officer 

    2263.30 Hygiene and sanitation Officer 

    2263.40 Occupational Hygienist 

    2263.50 Radiation Protection Expert  

    2263.90 Environmental and occupational health and hygiene    

professionals, NEC 

   2264  Physiotherapists 

    2264.10 Physiotherapist, General 

    2264.20 Physical Physiotherapist 

    2264.30 Orthopaedic Physical Physiotherapist 

    2264.40 Sports Physiotherapist 

    2264.50 Massage therapist Professional 

    2264.60 Geriatric Physical Physiotherapist 

    2264.70 Paediatric Physical Physiotherapists 

    2264.90 Physiotherapist, NEC 

   2265  Dieticians and nutritionists 

    2265.10 Dietician, General 

    2265.20 Nutritionist  

    2265.30 Public Health Nutritionist  

         Mtaalamu wa Chakula ï Afya ya Jamii 

    2265.40 Dietician, Clinical 

    2265.50 Dietician, Food Service 

    2265.60 Educator, Health Nutrition 

    2265.70 Sport Nutritionist 

    2265.90 Dieticians and nutritionists, NEC 

    2266.00 Audiologists and speech therapists 

    2260.10 Audiologist 

    2260.20 Language Therapist 

    2260.30 Speech Pathologist 

    2260.40 Speech Therapist 

    2260.50 Orthophonist 

    2260.90 Audiologists and speech therapists, NEC 

   2267  Optometrists and ophthalmic opticians 

    2267.10 Ophthalmic Optician (B.T)  

       Eye specialist (A.T) 

    2267.20 Optometrist  

    2267.30 Orthopist 

    2267.90 Optometrists and Ophthalmic Opticians, NEC 

   2269  Health professionals, not elsewhere classified 

    2269.10 Occupational Therapist  

    2269.20 Podiatrist  
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    2269.30 Chiropractor 

    2269.40 Osteopath 

    2269.50 Faith Healer  

    2269.60 Recreational Therapist 

    2269.70 Dance and Movement Therapist 

    2269.80 Arts Therapist 

 23    Teaching professionals 

  231   University and higher education teachers 

   2310  University and higher education teachers 

    2310.10 Lecturer, College        

    2310.20 Professor  

    2310.30 Lecturer, University 

    2310.40 Tutor, University/College 

    2310.50 Assistant Lecturer, University/College 

    2310.60 Instructor, College 

    2310.90 University and Higher Education Teachers, NEC 

  232   Vocational education teachers 

   2320  Vocational education teachers 

    2320.10 Teacher, Vocational Education; 

    2320.20 Teacher, Industrial Instruction 

    2320.30 Teacher, Audio-Visual materials 

    2320.40 Instructor, Cosmetology 

    2320.50 Instructor, Automotive Technology 

    2320.90 Vocational Education Teachers, NEC 

  233    

   2330  Secondary education teachers 

    2330.10 Teacher, Secondary Education 

    2330.20 Teacher, Advanced Secondary Education 

    2330.90 Secondary Education Teacher, NEC 

  234    

   2341  Education methods specialists 

    2341.10 Specialist, Education Methods 

    2341.20 Inspector, School 

    2341.30 Teacher, home economic 

    2341.40 Teacher, correspondence 

    2341.50 Teacher, adult education 

    2341.60 Specialist, Audio-Visual/Learning Aids  

    2341.70 Adviser, Education Methods 

    2341.75 Evaluator and researcher, education systems. 

    2341.80 Curriculum Developer 

    2341.85 Curriculum Coordinator 

    2341.90 Education methods specialists, NEC 
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   2352  Special needs teachers 

    2342.10 Teacher, special education/ for the deaf 

    2342.20 Teacher, special education/ for the dumb 

    2342.30 Teacher, special education/ for the blind 

    2342.40 Teacher, special education/ for the mentally handicapped 

    2342.50 Teacher, special education/for the physically handicapped  

    2342.60 Teacher, Remedial 

    2342.70 Teacher, Learning Disabilities Special Education 

    2342.80 Teacher, Gifted Children 

    2342.90 Special Education Teachers, NEC 

   2343  Other language teachers 

    2343.10 Teacher, Second Language  

    2343.20 Teacher, Migrant Education 

    2343.30 Teacher, Practical Language 

    2343.40 Teacher, Intensive Language 

    2343.90 Other language teachers, NEC 

   2344  Music teachers 

    2344.10 Teacher, Music  

    2344.20 Teacher, Instrumental music  

    2344.30 Teacher, Guitar 

    2344.40 Teacher, Piano 

    2344.50 Teacher, Violin 

    2344.60 Teacher, Singing 

    2344.90 Music teachers, NEC 

   2345  Other arts teacher 

    2345.10 Teacher, Fine arts 

    2345.20 Teacher, Modeling 

    2345.30 Teacher, Dance 

    2345.40 Teacher, Drama 

    2345.50 Teacher, Painting 

    2345.60 Teacher, Sculptor 

    2345.90 Other arts Teachers, NEC  

   2346  Information technology trainers 

    2346.10 Computer Trainer  

    2346.20 Software Trainer 

    2346.30 Information Technology (IT) Trainer 

    2346.40 Facilitator, Satellite-instruction  

    2346.90 Information technology trainers, NEC 

    2349.00 Other teaching professionals not elsewhere classified 

    2349.10 School Counsellor 

 24    Business and administration professionals 

  241   Finance professionals 
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   2411  Accountants 

    2411.10 Accountant 

        Mhasibu  

    2411.20 Auditor 

         Mkaguzi wa Hesabu 

    2411.30  Accountant, Tax  

    2411.40 Accountant, Cost 

    2411.50  Accountant, Management 

    2411.60  Liquidator  

    2411.70 Controller, Finance 

    2411.90  Accountants, NEC 

      Wahasibu Wengine 

   2412  Financial and investment advisers 

    2412.10  Planner, Financial 

    2412.20 Planner, Estate 

    2412.30 Financial Specialist 

    2412.40 Mortgage Specialist 

    2412.90 Financial and investment advisers, NEC 

   2413  Financial analyst 

    2413.10 Analyst, Bond 

    2413.20  Specialist, Investment 

    2413.30 Specialist, Securities  

    2413.40 Officer/executive, Finance 

    2413.90 Financial analysts, NEC 

   2414  Procurement and Logistics professionals 

    2414.10  Procurement Officer, 

    2414.20  Procurement Specialist 

    2414.30 Logistician 

    2414.40  Logistics Analyst, 

    2414.50 Stock Verifier 

      Mhakiki Mali 

    2414.90  

  242   Administration professionals 

   2421  Management and organization analysts 

    2421.10 Analyst, Organization and Methods 

    2421.20 Business Consultant 

    2412.30 Management Consultant 

    2412.40  Administrator 

    2412.90 Management and Organization Analysts, NEC 

   2422  Policy administration professionals 

    2422.10 Analyst, Policy 

    2422.20 Officer, Intelligence  
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    2422.90 Policy administration professionals, NEC 

   2423  Personnel and careers professionals 

    2423.10 Adviser, Careers 

    2423.20  Analyst, Occupational  

    2423.25  Analyst, Job  

    2423.30 Officer, Employment 

    2423.40  Specialist, Personnel (B.T)  

      Officer, Personnel (R.T) 

    2423.45  Officer, Human resource 

    2423.50 Officer, Labour  

    2423.60 Counselor, Vocational Guidance 

    2423.90 Personnel and careers professionals, NEC 

   2424  Training and staff development professionals 

    2424.10 Officer, Training  

    2424.20  Specialist, Workforce Development 

    2424.90  Training and staff development professionals, NEC 

   2425   Administrative Professionals 

    2425.10 Officer, Diplomatic and Administrative 

    2425.20  Personal Assistant to the Minister 

    2425.30 Committee Clerk 

    2425.40  Administrative Officer 

    2425.50  Health Secretary 

    2425.60 Foreign Service Officer 

    2425.70 Tourist Officer 

    2425.80  Immigration Officer 

    2425.90  Administrative Professional, NEC 

  243   Sales, marketing and public relations professionals. 

   2431  Advertising and marketing professionals 

    2431.10 Officer, Marketing  

            Afisa Masoko 

    2431.20  Trade Officer 

    2431.30 Market Research Analyst 

     Mtafiti Masoko 

    2431.40 Marketing Promotions Designer 

    2431.50  Advertising Specialist 

    2431.60 Patent Agent 

    2431.90 Advertising and Marketing Professionals, NEC 

   2432  Public relations professionals 

    2432.10  Officer, Public Relations 

     Afisa Uhusiano 

    2432.20 Officer, Information 

     Afisa Habari   
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    2432.30 Officer, Press   

    2432.90 Public relations professionals, NEC 

   2433  Technical and Medical Sales Professionals  

(excluding ICT) 

    2433.10  Sales representatives (Medical and Pharmaceutical 

 products) 

    2433.20 Sales representatives (Industrial Products) 

    2433.30 Technical Sales Representative 

    2433.90  Technical and medical sales professionals, NEC 

   2434  Information and Communications technology  

sales professionals 

    2434.10  Information and communications technology sales Officer 

    2434.20 Sales-Service Promoter  

    2434.90 Information and communications technology sales 

 professionals, NEC 

  244    Regulatory government professionals 

   2441  Customs and border inspector professionals CTOR  

PROFESSIONALS 

    2441.10  Officer, Customs 

    2441.90 Customs and Border Inspector Professionals, NEC 

      TOMORDER I  

    2442.00 Taxation and excise officialsô professionals  

    2442.10 Officer, Taxation 

    2442.20  Assessor, Taxation 

    2442.30 Officer, Excise 

    2442.90 Officer, Taxation and Excise, NEC 

   2449   Regulatory Government Professionals, Not elsewhere 

 Classified ROF 

    2449.10  Officer, Security 

    2449.20 Officer, Enforcement 

    2449.30 Inspector, Patent 

    2449.90  Other Regulatory Government Professionals, NEC 

 25     Information and communications technology 

 professionals 

  251   Software and applications developers and analysts 

   2511   Systems analysts 

    2511.10 Analyst, Computer Systems  

     Mchambuzi wa mifumo ya kompyuta   

    2511.20 Analyst, Communications (Computers) 

    2511.30 Consultant, Systems 

    2511.40 Designer, Systems  

    2511.50 Scientist, Computer 

    2511.60 Analyst, Business (Information Technology) 
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    2511.90  Systems analysts, NEC 

   2512   Software developers 

    2512.10  Developer, Software 

    2512.20 Designer, Software 

    2512.30 Software, Engineer 

    2512.40  Programmer, Analyst 

    2512.50  Engineer, Computer System 

    2512.90  Software developers, NEC 

   2513   Web and multimedia developers 

    2513.10  Developer, Website  

    2513.15 Programmer, Multimedia 

    2513.20  Architect, Website 

    2513.30 Developer, Internet/Intranet 

    2513.40  Programmer, Animation 

    2513.50  Programmer, Computer Games 

    2513.50  Web programmer 

    2513.90  Web and multimedia developers, NEC 

   2514  Applications programmers 

    2514.10  Application Programmer, Computer 

    2514.20  Programmer, Communication 

    2514.30  Programmer, Database 

    2514.40  Programmer, Systems 

    2514.50 Researcher, information technology 

    2514.90  Applications programmers, NEC 

   2519   Software and applications developers and analysts  

not elsewhere classified 

    2519.10  Analyst, Quality assurance 

    2519.20 Tester, Software 

    2519.30  Tester, Systems 

    2519.90  Other Software and Applications Developers and Analysts, NEC 

  252   Database and network professionals 

   2521  Database designers and administrators 

    2521.10  Designer, databases 

    2521.20  Auditor, computer 

    2521.30  Administrator, Data  

    2521.40  Administrator, Database 

    2521.50 Analyst, Database 

    2512.60  Architect, Database   

    2512.90 Database designers and administrators, NEC 

   2522  Computer systems administrators 

    2522.10  Administrator, Computer systems 

    2522.20  Administrator, Systems 
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    2522.30  Administrator, Network 

    2522.90  Computer systems administrators, NEC 

   2523  Computer network professionals 

    2523.10 Network Analyst 

    2523.90  Computer network professionals, NEC 

   2529  Database and network professionals not elsewhere 

 classified 

    2529.10  Security specialist, ICT  

    2529.20  Digital Forensic Specialist 

    2529.90  Other Database and Network Professionals, NEC 

 26    Legal, social and cultural professionals 

  261   Legal professionals 

   2611  Lawyers 

    2611.10  Lawyer, General (B.T) 

     Mwanasheria 

     Lawyer, Admiralty (R.T)  

     Lawyer, Criminal (R.T) 

      Lawyer, Patent (R.T)  

      Lawyer, Real Estate (R.T) 

      Lawyer, Corporation (R.T) 

      Lawyer, Probate (R.T) 

    2611.20 Attorney 

     State Attorney (R.T) 

     Wakili wa Serikali  

      Attorney, Tax (R.T) 

      Attorney, Insurance (R.T)        

    2611.30 Advocate 

     Wakili 

    2611.40  Prosecutor 

     Mwendesha Mashitaka 

    2611.40  Barrister 

    2611.50  Solicitor 

    2611.90 Lawyers, NEC 

    2612.00  Judges 

    2612.10  Judge (B.T) 

      Jaji  

     Zonal Judge (R.T) 

     Jaji wa Kanda 

     Supreme Court justice (R.T) 

     Judge, sessions court (R.T) 

     Judge, Court of Appeal (R.T) 

      Jaji - Mahakama ya Rufaa 
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     Judge, High Court (R.T) 

      Jaji - Mahakama Kuu 

     Judge, Commercial court (R.T) 

     Jaji - Mahakama ya Biashara 

     Judge, Labour Court (R.T) 

       Jaji - Mahakama ya Kazi 

     Judge, Land Tribunal 

    2612.30 Magistrate 

    2612.90 Judges, NEC 

   2613  Other legal professionals  

    2613.10  Legal Mediator 

     Msuluhishi wa Kisheria 

    2613.20 Legal Arbitrator 

     Mwamuzi wa Kisheria 

    2613.30  Legal Counsellor (B.T) 

     Legal advisor (A.T) 

     Mshauri wa Mambo ya Sheria 

     Law Revision Officer (R.T) 

     Mrekebu wa Sheria 

    2613.40 Legal Translator 

     Mfasiri wa Sheria 

    2613.50 Law Revision Officer 

    2613.60  Parliamentary Draftsperson 

    2613.70  Legal Draftsperson 

    2613.80 Probate Officer 

     Msaidizi Mirathi 

    2613.90 Legal Professionals, NEC 

     Wataalamu Sheria - Wengine 

   2619  Legal professionals NEC 

    2619.10 Notary (B.T) 

     Legal Representative (R.T) 

    2619.20  Public Trustee  

    2619.30 Officer, Trust 

    2619.40  Official Assignee (high court) 

    2619.50 Officer, Bankruptcy 

    2619.60  Liquidator 

    2619.90  Other Legal Professionals, NEC 

  262   Librarians, archivists and curators 

   2621  Archivists and Curators 

    2621.10 Archivist (B.T) 

     Preservator (A.T) 

     Afisa Nyaraka 
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    2621.20  Curator, Art Gallery 

    2621.30 Curator, Museum 

    2621.40  Records Management Officer 

    2621.90  Archivists and Curators, NEC 

   2622  Librarians and related Information Professionals 

    2622.10 Librarian; 

      Mkutubi 

    2622.20  Bibliographer 

    2622.30 Cataloguer 

    2622.90  Librarians and related Information Professionals, NEC 

  263   Social and religious professionals 

   2631  Economists 

    2631.10 Economist, General; (B.T) 

     Officer, economy affairs (A.T) 

     Mchumi- Kawaida 

    2631.20 Planning Officer  

     Afisa Mipango 

    2631.30  Project Management Officer  

     Afisa Miradi 

    2631.40 Agricultural Economist; 

     Mchumi wa Kilimo 

    2631.50  Labour Economist 

    2631.60  Econometrician (B.T) 

     Economic Analyst (R.T) 

    2631.90  Economists, NEC 

      Wachumi wengine  

   2632  Sociologists, Anthropologists and related Professionals, 

    2632.10  Sociologist 

    2632.20  Anthropologist 

    2632.30 Archaeologist 

    2632.40 Geographer 

    2632.50  Ethnologist 

    2632.90  Sociologists, anthropologists and related professionals, 

 NEC 

   2633  Philosophers, Historians and Political Scientists 

    2633.10  Philosopher 

    2633.20  Historian 

    2633.30  Political Scientist 

    2633.40  Genealogist 

    2633.90 Philosophers, historians and political scientists, NEC 

   2634  Psychologists  

    2634.10  Psychologist  
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    2634.20 Clinical Psychologist  

    2634.30  Educational Psychologist 

    2634.40 Organizational Psychologist 

    2634.50 Sport Psychologist 

    2634.90  Psychologists, NEC 

   2635  Social work and counselling Professionals 

    2635.10 Social Worker, General  

     Mfanyakazi wa Jamii -Kawaida   

    2635.15 Social welfare worker 

     Mfanyakazi wa Ustawi wa Jamii 

    2635.20  Parole Officer 

    2636.25 Social worker, Delinquency 

     Welfare worker, Delinquency 

     Mfanyakazi wa Jamii wenye Makosa 

    2635.30  Psychiatric social worker 

    2635.35 Community development officer 

     Afisa Maendeleo ya Jamii 

    2635.40 Cooperative development officer 

      Afisa Maendeleo ya Ushirika 

    2635.45  Family Counsellor 

    2635.50 Marriage Councelor 

    2635.55 Child and Youth Councelor 

    2635.60 Addictions Councelor 

    2635.65  Bereavement Councelor 

    2635.70 Youth Officer 

    2635.75  Sport Officer 

    2635.80 Probation Officer 

    2635.90 Social work and counselling professionals, NEC 

   2636  Religious Professionals 

    2636.10 Officer, Religion (B.T) 

     Chaplain (R.T) 

     Priest (R.T) 

     Pastor (R.T) 

     Sheikh (R.T) 

     Mantri (R.T) 

     Pandit (R.T) 

     Granthi (R.T) 

     Sheikh Amilsaheb (R.T) 

     Mullasaheb (R.T) 

     Imam 

    2636.20  Minister, Religion 

    2636.30 Missionary 
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    2636.90 Religious professionals, NEC 

   2639  Social and religious professionals, NEC 

    2639.10 Other Social and Religious Professionals, NEC  

  264   Authors, journalists and linguists 

   2641  Authors and related writers 

    2641.10 Author, General 

    2641.15  Hansard Reporter 

    2641.20 Hansard Editor 

    2641.25  Parliamentary Editor 

     Mhariri wa Bunge 

    2641.30  Editor, Book  

      Mhariri Vitabu 

    2641.35 Continuity and Script Editor 

    2641.40 Script Writer 

    2641.45 Speech Writer 

    2641.50 Copywriter, Advertising 

     Mnakili Matangazo 

    2641.55 Writer (B.T) 

      Lyricist (R.T) 

    2641.60 Technical Writer 

    2641.65  Essayist 

    2641.70 Publicity Writer (B.T) 

     Public Write (R.T) 

    2641.75 Poet 

    2641.80 Playwright 

    2641.85 Novelist 

    2641.90 Author and writers, NEC 

   2642  Journalists 

    2642.10 Journalist, General (B.T) 

     Mwandishi wa Habari 

     Television Journalist (R.T) 

      Mwandishi wa habari -Televisheni 

     Radio Journalist (R.T) 

     Mwandishi wa habari ïRadio  

    2642.20  Editor, News 

    2642.30 Editor, Political 

    2642.40 Print Journalist 

    2642.45  Electronic Journalist           

    2642.50  Reporter (B.T) 

     Msimulizi 

     Reporter, Newspaper (R.T) 

     Reporter, Tv/Radio News (R.T) 
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    2642.60 Editor, Newspapers and periodicals 

     Mhariri wa Magazeti  

    2642.70 Editor, Copy 

    2642.80 Writer, Sport 

    2642.90  Journalists and Related Professionals, NEC 

   2643    Translators, interpreters and other linguists 

    2643.10  Translator 

     Mtafsiri 

     Translator-Reviser  

    2643.20  Interpreter 

     Mkalimani 

    2643.30 Sign language Interpreter 

    2643.40 Linguist 

    2643.45 Philologist (B.T) 

      Lexicographer (R.T) 

    2643.50 Officer, language planner 

    2643.55 Subtitler 

    2643.90 Translators, interpreters and other linguists, NEC 

  265   Creative and performing artists 

   2651  Visual artists 

    2651.10  Sculptor 

    2651.20 Cartoonist 

    2651.30 Animator 

    2651.40 Engraver-etcher, artistic 

    2651.50 Ceramic Artist 

    2651.55  Commercial Artist 

    2651.60 Portrait Painter 

    2651.65 Picture restorer 

    2651.70 Visual Artist 

    2651.90  Visual artists, NEC 

   2652  Musicians, singers and composers 

    2652.10  Musician (B.T) 

     Mwanamuziki 

     Musician, Street (R.T) 

     Musician, Night Club (R.T) 

    2652.20  Composer 

     Mtunzi wa Muziki 

    2652.30 Instrumentalist 

    2652.40  Music Conductor  

    2652.50 Singer/Vocalist 

    2652.60 Orchestrator 

    2652.70  Band leader 
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    2652.90 Musicians and Related Professionals, NEC 

   2653  Dancers and choreographers 

    2653.10 Dancer, General; 

    2653.20 Ballet Dancer; 

    2653.30 Choreographer; 

    2653.90 Dancers and choreographers, NEC 

   2654  Film, stage and producers 

    2654.10 Documentary Director 

    2654.20  Editor, Film and Video 

    2654.30 Director of Photography 

    2654.40 Stage Director 

    2654.50 Technical Director 

    2654.60  Technical Televison/Radio Director 

    2654.70 Theatre Producer 

    2654.90 Film, Stage and Producers, NEC   

   2655  Actors and entertainers 

    2655.10  Actor 

     Muigizaji 

    2655.20 Mime Artist 

    2655.30 Story teller 

     Msimulizi wa Hadithi 

    2655.40  Entertainer 

     Mburudishaji 

    2655.50  Comedian 

    2655.90  Actors and entertainers, NEC 

   2656  Announcers on radio, television and other media 

    2656.10 Announcers, Radio 

    2656.20 Announcers, Television 

    2656.30 Announcers, Sport 

    2656.40 Prompter 

    2656.50 Presenter 

    2656.60 Newscaster 

    2656.90 Announcers on radio, television and other media, 

NEC  

   2657  Clowns, magicians, acrobats and related  

professionals 

    2657.10 Acrobat 

    2657.20 Contortionist 

    2675.30 Magician 

    2675.40 Clown 

    2657.50 Juggler 

    2657.60 Aerialist 
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    2657.70 Hypnotist 

    2657.80 Stand-up-Comedian 

    2657.90 Clowns, Magicians, Acrobats and Related Professionals, 

 NEC 

   2658  Animal/bird keepers and trainers care 

    2659.00 Creative and performing artists not elsewhere  

classified 

    2659.10 Performer/trainer in zoological, bird and aquatic  

parks 

    2659.20 Performer/trainer in crocodile farm 

    2659.30 Trainer, Animal 

    2659.90 Creative and Performing Artists, NEC 

3     Technicians and associate professionals 

 31    Science and Engineering Associate Professionals 

  311   Chemical and Physical Science Technicians 

   3111  Chemical and physical science technicians 

    3111.10  Laboratory Technician, General 

    3111.20  Laboratory Technician, Chemical (B.T); 

     Chemistry Technician (A.T); 

     Fundi Sanifu wa Maabara ya Kemia; 

    3111.30  Research Technician, chemical 

    3111.40  Laboratory Tester (Lab Tester) 

    3111.50 Geology Technician 

    3111.60 Formulation Technician, 

    3111.70  Meteorology Technician 

    3111.80 Laboratory Technician, Physics (B.T) 

     Physics Technician (A.T) 

     Fundi Sanifu wa Maabara ya Fizikia 

    3111.90 Physical Science Technicians, NEC 

   3112  Civil engineering technicians 

    3112.10  Civil Engineering Technician, General (B.T); 

      Fundi Sanifu wa Ujenzi 

     Civil Engineering Assistant (R.T) 

    3112.20  Building Inspector 

    3112.30  Design Technician 

    3112.40 Geotechnical Technician 

    3112.50  Quantity Surveyor Technician; 

     Fundi Sanifu wa ukadiriaji wa Ujenzi 

    3112.60 Surveying Technician (B.T); 

     Surveyorôs Technician (A.T) 

    3112.70 Clerk of Works; 

    3112.80  Irrigation Technician; 
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      Fundi Sanifu wa Umwagiliaji 

    3112.90 Civil Engineering Technicians, NEC 

      Mafundi-Sanifu Wengine wa Ujenzi 

   3113  Electrical engineering technicians 

    3113.10 Electrical Engineering Technician, General; 

     undi Sanifu wa Umeme 

    3113.20  Electrical Engineering Technician, High Voltage; 

     Fundi Sanifu wa Umeme-Joto la Juu 

    3113.30 Technician, Electric Power Transmission 

    3113.40  Electrical Instrument Technician 

    3113.90 Electrical Engineering Technician, NEC 

     Mafundi Sanifu Wengine wa Umeme 

   3114  Electronics engineering technicians 

    3114.10 Electronic Engineering Technician, General, (B.T) 

     Electronics Technician (A.T) 

      Fundi Sanifu wa Elektroniki, Kawaida 

    3114.20 Technician, Semiconductor Development  

    3114.90 Electronic Engineering Technicians, NEC 

     Mafundi Sanifu wa Elektroniki, Wengine 

   3115  Mechanical engineering technicians 

    3115.10 Technician, Mechanical Engineering, General 

    3115.20 Technician, Motor Mechanical (B.T) 

     Technician, Mechanical Engineering (motors and engines)  

(A.T) 

     Fundi Sanifu wa Mota na Mitambo 

    3115.30 Technicians, Mechanical Engineering/Automobile 

    3115.40 Technician, Aeronautics Engineering  

    3115.50  Technician, engineering/refrigeration and air-conditioning 

 system and equipment 

    3115.60 Technician, Marine Engineering  

    3115.65 Dock master, dry dock 

    3115.70  Estimator, Mechanical Engineering 

    3115.80  Technician, test 

    3115.90 Mechanical Engineering Technicians, NEC 

   3116  Chemical engineering technicians 

    3116.10  Technician, Chemical Engineering, General 

    3116.20  Technician, Petroleum Engineering 

    3116.30  Estimator, Chemical Engineering 

    3116.90 Chemical Engineering Technician, NEC 

   3117  Mining and metallurgical technicians 

    3117.10  Mining Technician, General (B.T) 

     Technician, Mining Engineering (R.T) 
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         Fundi Sanifu Machimbo ya Migodi 

    3117.20 Petroleum and Natural Gas Extraction Technician 

    3117.30 Extraction Metallurgical Technician 

    3117.40 Metallurgical Technician, Physical, (B.T) 

     Physical Metallurgy Technician (A.T) 

    3117.50 Technician, Assaying 

    3117.60  Mines Safety Inspector 

    3117.70 Acidiser, Oil and Gas Wells 

    3117.90 Mining and Metallurgical Technicians, NEC  

   3118  Draughtspersons 

    3118.10 Draughts person, General; 

     Mrasimu Ramani - Kawaida 

    3118.20 Draughtsperson, Engineering/civil 

      Mrasimu Ramani - Ujenzi 

    3118.30 Draughtsperson, Architectural 

     Mrasimu Ramani - Usanifu 

    3118.40 Draughtsperson, Engineering/|Marine 

    3118.50  Draughtsperson, Engineering/Electronics 

    3118.55  Draughtsperson, Engineering/Electrical 

     Mrasimu Ramani - Umeme 

    3118.60  Draughtsperson, Engineering/Mechanical 

    3118.65  Draughtsperson, Cartographical 

    3118.70  Draughtsperson, Geological 

    3118.75 Technical Illustrator 

    3118.80  Lithographic Artist 

    3118.90 Draughtsperson Technicians, NEC 

     Warasimu RamaniïWengine 

   3119  Physical and engineering science technicians not  

elsewhere classified 

    3119.10 Production Engineering Technician, General 

     Fundi Sanifu wa Uzalishaji; 

    3119.20 Work Study Officer  

    3119.30 Time and Motion Study Technician  

     Fundi Sanifu wa Nyendo Na Muda 

    3119.40 Technician, Computer Aided Design (CAD)/CAM 

    3119.50 Technician, Safety Engineering 

    3119.60 Technician, Robotics 

    3119.70 Technician, Forensic Science 

    3119.80  Technician, Fire Investigation 

    3119.90  Other Physical Science and Engineering Technicians,  

NEC 

      Mafundi Sanifu Wengine wa Uhandisi 
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  312   Mining, Manufacturing and Construction  

Supervisors 

   3121  Mining supervisors 

    3121.10 Supervisor, Mining, General (B.T) 

     Mine Captain (A.T) 

    3121.20  Supervisor, Underground Mine 

    3121.30 Supervisor, Surface Mine  

    3121.40 Supervisor, Level  

    3121.50  Supervisor, Yard  

    3121.60 Supervisor, Tracks  

    3121.70 Supervisor, Quarry  

    3121.90 Supervisor, Mining, NEC 

   3122  Manufacturing supervisors 

    3122.10 Area Coordinator, Manufacturing 

    3122.20 Production Supervisor, Manufacturing 

    3122.30  Supervisor, Assembly 

    3122.40 Supervisor, Finishing  

    3122.50  Supervisor, Maintenance 

    3122.60 Supervisor, Sawmill 

    3122.65  Supervisor, Hookman 

    3122.70 Supervisor, Boiler 

    3122.75  Supervisor, Quality control 

    3122.80 Supervisor, Manufacturing Laboratory  

    3122.90 Supervisor, Manufacturing, NEC 

   3123  Construction supervisors 

    3123.10  Construction Supervisor, General (B.T) 

        Construction Foreperson (R.T) 

        Msimamizi Ujenzi-Kawaida 

    3123.15  Building Construction Supervisor  

    3123.20 Site Supervisor (Construction), 

    3123.25  Project Supervisor 

    3123.30 Railroad-Construction Supervisor  

    3123.40  Supervisor, Drilling  

    3123.50 Supervisor, Maintenance of Way  

    3123.60  Supervisor, Bridges  

    3123.70 Supervisor, Plumbing  

    3123.80 Safety Construction Supervisor 

    3123.90  Construction supervisor, NEC 

   3124  Food and beverage processing supervisors 

    3124.10 Supervisor, Food processing 

    3124.20  Supervisor, Beverage Processing 

    3124.30  Supervisor, Meat and Fish Processing 
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    3124.40 Supervisor, Tobacco Processing 

    3124.50  Supervisor, Tasting and Grading 

    3124.90 Food and Beverage Processing Supervisors, NEC 

   3129   Other supervisors not elsewhere classified  

    3129.10 Supervisor, Environmental 

    3129.20  Supervisor, Facilities 

    3129.40 Supervisor, Logistics 

  313   Process control technicians 

   3131  Power production plant operators 

    3131.10 Power Production Plant Operator, General  

    3131.20 Hydroelectric Power Operator  

    3131.30  Nuclear Power Plant Operator 

    3131.40 Solar Power Plant Operator 

    3131.50  Distribution Control Operator 

    3131.60 Generating Station Operator 

    3131.70 Power Systems Operator 

    3131.90 Power Production Plant Operator, NEC 

   3132  Incinerator and water treatment plant operators 

    3132.10 Water Treatment Plant Operator 

    3132.20  Operator, Liquid Waste Process 

    3132.30 Operator, Incinerator 

    3132.40 Operator, Pumping Station 

    3132.50 Operator, Waste water Operator 

    3132.60 Operator, Sewage Plant 

    3132.90  Incinerator and Water Treatment Plant Operators,  

NEC 

   3133  Chemical processing plant controllers 

    3133.10  Chemical-heat- treating-plant Operator 

    3133.20 Chemical-Filtering and Separating Equipment Operator 

    3133.30 Chemical-Still and Reactor Operator 

    3133.40 Chemical Process technician 

    3133.90 Chemical Processing Plant Operators, NEC 

   3134  Petroleum and natural gas refining plant  

operators 

    3134.10 Petroleum and Gas Refining Plant Operator, General 

    3134.20 Operator, blender/petroleum and natural gas refining 

 (ethyl)  

    3134.30 Operator, still/petroleum and natural gas refining 

    3134.40 Refinery process technician  

    3134.50 Operator, gas plant 

    3134.60 Operator, paraffin plant 

    3134.65 Operator, Blender/ Petroleum and natural gas  
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    3134.70 Petroleum process operator 

    3134.80  Gas plant operator 

    3134.90 Petroleum and Natural Gas Refining Plant Operators,  

NEC 

   3135  Metal production process controllers 

    3135.10 Supervisor and General Foreman, Ore Smelting in  

Metal Production Process Controllers 

    3135.20 Furnaceman (metal trades) 

    3135.30 Heat treatment operator (metal) 

    3135.40  Rolling mill operator 

    3135.90  Metal Production Process Controllers, NEC 

   3139  Process control technicians not elsewhere classified 

      Drilling Plant Operator 

    3139.10  General Construction Plant Operator 

    3139.15 Loader Operator 

    3139.20  Grader Operator 

    3139.25 Excavator Operator 

    3139.30 Paving Plant Operator 

    3139.35 Road Roller Operator Agricultural and Horticultural  

Mobile Plant Operator 

    3139.40 Railway Track Repair Mobile Plant Operator 

    3139.45 Logging Plant Operator 

    3139.50 Refrigeration Plant Operator 

    3139.55 Bleach Plant Operator 

    3139.60 Air -Conditioning Plant Operator 

    3139.70 Mobile Plant Operators,  

    3139.80 Other Process Control Technicians, NEC  

  314  3139.90 Life Science Technicians and Related Associate 

 Professionals 

   3141  Life Science Technicians (Excluding Medical) 

    3141.10 Technician, Biology laboratory (B.T) 

     Technician, Biology (A.T) 

    3141.15 Technician, Entomology 

    3141.20 Technician, Botany 

    3141.25 Technician, Biochemistry  

    3141.30 Technician, Bacteriology 

    3141.35 Technician, Herbarium 

    3141.40 Technician, Phamacology 

    3141.45 Technician, Serology 

    3141.50  Technician, Tissue Culture 

    3141.60 Technician, Artificial Breeding 

    3141.70 Technician, Zoology 
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    3141.80 Technician, Ecology 

    3141.90 Life Science Technicians (Excluding Medical), NEC 

    3142.00 Agricultural Technicians 

    3142.10 Technician agronomy 

    3142.20  Technician Farming (B.T); 

      Agricultural Field Officer (R.T); 

     Agricultural Field Assistant (R.T);      

    3142.30 Technician, Field Crop  

    3142.40 Technician, Soil science 

    3142.50 Technician, Floriculture 

    3142.60 Technician, Horticultural 

    3142.90 Agricultural Technicians, NEC 

    3143 Forestry Technicians 

    3143.10  Forestry Technician (B.T); 

     Forest Assistant (R.T); 

      Afisa Misitu Msaidizi 

    3143.20 Technician, Arboriculture 

    3145.30 Technician, Silviculture 

    3143.40 Wildlife Protection Assistant (B.T); 

     Game Assistant (R.T); 

    3143.40  Beekeeping Assistant 

    3143.90 Forestry Technician, NEC 

   3144  Livestock technicians 

    3144.10 Livestock Technician, General (B.T); 

      Livestock Field Officer (R.T); 

     Af isa Mifugo 

     Livestock Field Assistant (R.T) 

     Afisa Mifugo Msaidizi 

      Tsetse Field Assistant (R.T); 

      Afisa Ndorobo 

    3144.20 Artificial Inseminator, Livestock 

    3144.30 Technician, Diary 

    3144.40 Poultry Technical Officer 

    3144.90 Livestock Technician, NEC 

   3145  Fishery technicians 

    3145.10 Technicians, Fishery 

     Assistant Officer, Fishery 

    3145.20 Technician, Prawn hatchery 

    3145.90 Fishery Technicians, NEC 

  315   Ship and Aircraft Controllers and Technicians 

   3151  Ships' engineers 

    3151.10 Shipsô Engineer 
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    3151.20  Technician, Ferry  

    3151.30  Technician, Barge  

    3151.40  Technician, Towboat  

    3151.50  Technician, Marine 

    3151.70 Technician, Harbour/Port  

    3151.90 Shipôs engineers, NEC 

   3152  Ships' deck officers and pilots 

    3152.10 Shipsô Captain 

      Nahodha wa Meli 

    3152.20 Pilot, Ship 

       Rubani wa Meli 

    3152.30 Shipôs Navigator  

    3152.40 Officer, Marine 

    3152.50 Captain, Port 

    3152.60 Ferry Captain 

    3152.70  Skipper, yacht 

    3152.90 Shipôs Deck Officers and Pilots, NEC 

   3153  Aircraft pilots and related associate professionals 

    3153.10 Pilot, Aircraft /Airline 

      Rubani wa Ndege 

    3153.20 Engineer, Flight 

    3153.30 Navigator, Flight 

    3153.40 Instructor, Flight 

    3153.50  Astronaut 

    3153.90 Aircraft Pilots and Related Associate Professionals, NEC 

   3154  Air traffic controllers  

    3154.10  Controller, Air Traffic 

    3154.20 Officer, Air Cargo 

    3154.90 Air Traffic Controllers, NEC 

   3155  Air traffic safety electronics technicians 

    3155.10 Air traffic safety technician 

    3155.20 Air traffic safety engineer 

    3155.90 Air Traffic Safety Electronics Technicians, NEC 

 32    Health associate professionals 

  321   Medical and pharmaceutical technicians 

   3211  Medical imaging and therapeutic equipment technicians 

    3211.10 Technician, Medical Equipment  

    3211.20 Technician, Therapeutic Equipment  

    3211.30 Technician, Biomedical Equipment  

    3211.40  Technician, Biomedical Electronics 

    3211.50 Technician, Biomedical Engineering  

    3211.60 Mammographer 
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    3211.70 Technician, Diagnostic Medical Radiographer 

    3211.80 Radiology Service Technician 

    3211.85  Sonographer  

    3211.90 Medical Imaging and Therapeutic Equipment Technicians, 

 NEC 

   3212  Medical and pathology laboratory technicians  

    3212.10  Medical Laboratory Technician (B.T) 

     Medical Science Technician (A.T) 

     Fundi Sanifu ï Maabara ya Madawa 

    3212.20 Technician, Pathological  

    3212.30  Assistant, Parasitological 

    3212.40  Technician, Clinical Biochemistry  

    3212.50 Technician, Clinical Microbiology  

    3212.60 Technician, Cytopathology  

    3212.70 Technician, Haematology 

    3212.75 Technician, Prosthetic  

    3212.80 Technician, Histopathology  

    3212.85 Technician, Orthotic 

    3212.90 Medical and Pathology Laboratory Technicians, NEC 

   3213  Pharmaceutical technicians and assistants 

    3213.10  Pharmacist, Associate Professional (B.T) 

      Mfamasia Msaidizi 

      Technician, Pharmacy (R.T) 

     Fundi Sanifu wa Kuchanganya Madawa 

     Pharmaceutical Assistant (R.T) 

     Mchanganya Madawa Msaidizi 

    3213.20 Technician, Pharmaceutical Care  

    3213.40 Technician, Pharmaceutical Dispensing (B.T) 

     Pharmaceutical Dispensing Assistant (R.T) 

    3213.90  Pharmaceutical Technicians and Assistants, NEC 

   3214  Medical and dental prosthetic technicians 

    3214.10 Technician, Dental Prosthetic  

     Fundi Sanifu, Meno ya Bandia 

    3214.20 Denturist 

    3214.30 Technician, Orthodontic  

    3214.90  Medical and Dental Prosthetic Technicians, NEC 

  322   Nursing and midwifery associate professionals 

   3221  Nursing associate professionals 

    3221.10 Assistant Nurse (B.T); 

      Nurse, Associate Professional (A.T); 

     Staff Nurse (A.T); 

     Muuguzi- Kawaida 
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    3221.20  Nurse Tutor, Associate Professional 

     Mkufunzi Msaidizi, Uuguzi 

    3221.30 Assistant Pubic Health Nurse 

     Muuguzi Msaidizi, Afya ya Jamii 

    3221.40 Assistant Occupational Health Nurse 

     Muuguzi Msaidizi, Afya ya Wafanyakazi 

    3221.90 Nursing Associate Professionals, NEC 

     Wauguzi-Wengine 

   3222  Midwifery associate professionals 

    3222.10 Midwife Associate Professional (B.T) 

      Assistant Midwife (A.T) 

     Mkunga Msaidizi    

    3222.20 Traditional Midwife 

    3222.90 Midwife Associate Professional, NEC 

     Wakunga Wasaidizi-Wengine  

  323   Traditional and complementary medicine associate 

 professionals 

   3230  Traditional and complementary medicine associate 

 professionals 

    3230.10 Traditional Medicine Associate Professional (B.T); 

     Mganga Msaidizi wa Dawa za Asili; 

      Assistant Traditional Healer (R.T) 

    3230.20 Assistant, Herbalist  

     Mganga Msadizi wa Miti Shamba 

    3230.30  Assistant, Traditional Healer 

    3230.90 Traditional and Complementary Medicine Associate  

Professionals, NEC 

  324   Veterinary technicians and assistants 

   3240  Veterinary technicians and assistants 

    3240.10 Veterinary Technician (B.T) 

      Veterinary Assistant (R.T) 

     Tabibu wa Mifugo 

    3240.20  Assistant, Veterinary Nurse  

    3240.30 Assistant, Artificial Insemination 

    3240.40 Vaccinator, Veterinary 

    3240.50 Technician, Veterinary Laboratory  

    3240.90  Veterinary Technician, NEC 

  325   Other health associate professionals 

   3251  Dental assistants and therapists 

    3251.10 Dental Technician (B.T); 

     Fundi Sanifu wa Meno 

     Dental Assistant (R.T); 
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     Tabibu wa Meno 

    3251.20  Dental Therapist 

    3251.30  Dental Hygienist  

    3251.40 Dental Nurse 

    3251.90 Dental Assistants and Therapists, NEC 

   3252  Medical records and health information technicians 

    3252.10  Medical Records Assistant (B.T) 

        Technician, Medical Records (A.T) 

    3252.20  Clinical coder 

    3252.30 Health Information Assistant 

    3252.40 Health Information Systems Technician 

    3252.50  Technician, Disease Registry 

    3252.60 Assistant Medical Records Analyst 

    3252.90 Medical Records and Health Information Technicians, NEC 

   3253  Community health workers 

    3253.10 Community Health Worker  

    3253.20 Village Health Worker (B.T) 

        Health Assistant (A.T) 

    3252.30 Community Health Promoter 

    3252.40 Family Welfare Educator 

    3252.50 Health Volunteer 

    3252.60 Community Health Aide 

    3252.70 Public Health Worker 

    3252.90 Community Health Workers, NEC 

   3254  Dispensing opticians 

    3254.10 Dispensing Optician 

    3254.20 Contact lens optician  

    3254.30  Optometric Assistant 

    3254.40 Optometric Technician 

    3254.50 Ophthalmic Dispenser 

    3254.60 Ophthalmic Assistant 

    3254.70  Optical Technician 

    3254.90 Dispensing Opticians, NEC 

   3255  Physiotherapy technicians and assistants 

    3255.10 Physiotherapy Technician (B.T) 

     Physiotherapy Assistant (A.T) 

    3255.20 Assistant Therapist (B.T) 

     Assistant Occupational Therapist (A.T) 

    3255.30  Massage Therapist 

    3255.40 Orthopaedic Technician 

    ` Fundi Sanifu wa Viungo vya Bandia 

    3255.50 Chiropractor Assistant; 
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    3255.60  Electrotherapist 

    3255.65 Hydrotherapist 

    3255.70 Acupressure Therapist 

    3255.80 Physical Rehabilitation Technician 

   3256  Medical assistants 

    3256.10 Assistant Medical Officer (B.T); 

      Daktari Msaidizi 

     Medical Assistant (A.T) 

     Tabibu Msaidizi 

    3256.30 Clinical Officer 

    3256.40  Clinical Assistant 

    3256.70 Ultrasonographer 

    3256.90 Medical Assistant, NEC  

   3257  Environmental and occupational health inspectors 

 and associates 

    3257.10 Inspector, Occupational Health and Safety 

    3257.15 Associate Professional, Occupational Safety and Health 

    3257.20  Associate Professional, Environmental Health  

    3257.30 Inspector, Safety and Health/Consumer Protection 

    3257.40 Assistant Inspector, Plant and Machinery 

    3257.50 Inspector, Food Sanitation and Safety  

    3257.60 Inspector Sanitary 

    3257.70  Sanitarian  

    3257.80 Inspector Heath 

    3257.90 Environmental and Occupational Health Inspectors  

and Associates, NEC 

   3258  Ambulance workers 

    3258.10  Ambulance Officer 

    3258.20 Ambulance Paramedic 

    3258.30 Intensive Care Ambulance Paramedic 

    3258.40 Emergency Medical Technician 

    3258.50 Emergency Paramedic 

    3256.90 Ambulance Workers, NEC 

   3259  Health associate professionals not elsewhere classified 

    3259.10 Osteopath  

    3259.20 Homeopath 

    3259.30 Orthopedist 

    3259.40 Assistant Officer, Food Technology 

    3259.50 Assistant Officer, Food Preparer 

    3259.60 Dieticians and Nutritionist Associate Professionals 

 33    Business and administration associate professionals 

  331   Financial and mathematical associate professionals 
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   3311  Securities and finance dealers and brokers 

    3311.10 Broker, Securities (B.T) 

     Securities Salesperson (R.T) 

    3311.20 Broker, Stocks and Shares 

    3311.30  Broker, Foreign Exchange 

    3311.40 Broker, Investment 

    3311.50 Dealer, Foreign Exchange 

    3311.90 Securities and Finance Dealers and Brokers, NEC 

   3312  Credit and loans officers 

    3312.10 Credit Officer 

    3312.20 Mortgage Officer 

    3312.30 Loan Officer 

    3312.40 Credit and Loan Officer 

    3312.90 Credit and Loan Officers, NEC 

   3313  Accounting associate professionals 

    3313.10 Assistant Accountant  

     Mhasibu Msaidizi;       

    3313.15 Bookkeeper, General 

     tunza Vitabu vya Fedha-Kawaida 

    3313.20 Assistant, Auditor  

      Mkaguzi Msaidizi 

    3313.30 Accounting Technician 

    3313.40 Finace Management Assistant 

    3313.50 Assistant Stock Verifier (B.T)  

     Mhakiki Mali Msaidizi 

    3313.60 Assistant Cost accountant  

    3313.90 Accounting Associate Professionals, NEC 

   3314  Statistical, mathematical and actuarial associate 

 professionals 

    3314.10 Statistical Assistant 

      Mtakwimu Msaidizi 

    3314.20 Mathematical Assistant 

    3314.30 Actuarial Assistant 

    3314.40 Research Assistant,  

    3314.50  Assistant officer, Evaluation 

    3314.90 Statistical, Mathematical and Actuarial Associate  

Professionals, NEC 

   3315  Valuers and loss assessors 

    3315.10  Valuer  

     Mthamini    

    3315.20 Appraiser 

    3315.30 Appraiser, Real Estate 
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    3315.40 Assessor 

      Mkadiriaji 

    3315.50 Assessor, Claims      

    3315.60 Insurance Assessor (B.T) 

     Loss Adjuster (A.T) 

    3315.70 Claims Inspector 

    3315.90 Valuers and Loss Assessors, NEC 

  332   Sales and purchasing agents and brokers 

   3321  Insurance representatives 

    3321.10  Insurance Agent 

    3321.20  Insurance Broker 

           Wakala wa Bima 

    3321.30 Insurance Assistant        

    3321.40 Insurance Underwriter 

    3321.50  Life Insurance Agent, 

    3321.55 Property Insurance Agent 

    3321.60 Health Insurance Agent 

    3321.90  Insurance Representatives, NEC  

   3322  Commercial sales representatives 

    3322.10  Commercial Sales Representative 

    3322.20 Salesperson, Business Services/Advertising 

    3322.30  Technical Salesperson (B.T) 

     Sales Representative, Technical (A.T) 

    3322.40  Commercial Traveller 

    3322.50  Canvasser 

    3322.90 Commercial Sales Representatives, NEC 

   3323  Buyers 

    3323.10  Buyer, 

    3323.20 Purchasing Assistant (B.T); 

     Procurement Assistant (A.T); 

     Purchasing Agent (A.T); 

    3323.30  Agent, Procurement 

      Wakala wa Ununuzi 

    3323.40 Purchasing Merchandiser 

    3323.50  Logistics Assistant, 

    3323.60  Supply Technician (B.T) 

      Supply Assistant (A.T) 

    3323.70 Assistant Stores Officer 

    3323.90  Buyer, NEC 

   3324  Trade brokers 

    3324.10  Broker, Trade  

    3324.20 Broker, Commodity  
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    3324.30  Broker, Shipping  

    3324.40 Dealer, Commodity Future  

    3324.90  Trade Brokers, NEC  

  333   Business services agents 

   3331  Clearing and forwarding agents 

    3331.10 Agent, Clearing  

    3331.20 Agent, Forwarding 

    3331.30 Agent, Shipping 

    3331.40  Agent, Export and Import 

    3331.90 Clearing and Forwarding Agent, NEC 

   3332  Conference and event planners 

    3332.10  Planner, Conference  

    3332.20  Planner, Convention  

    3332.30  Planner, Wedding 

    3332.40  Planner, Meeting 

    3332.50 Organizer, Exhibition and Convention 

    3332.60 Organizer, Conference and Event 

    3332.90 Conference and Event Planners, NEC 

   3333  Employment agents and contractors 

    3333.10 Agent, Employment 

    3333.20 Officer, Job placement 

    3333.30 Labour Contractor Assistant 

    3333.90 Employment Agents and Contractors, NEC 

   3334  Real estate and property agents 

    3334.10  Agent, Real Estate 

    3334.20  Manager, Property 

    3334.30 Agent, Property 

    3334.40 Salesperson, Real Estate 

    3334.50  Realtor 

    3334.90 Real Estate and Property Agents, NEC 

   3335  Travel Agents 

    3335.10  Agent, Travel 

    3335.20 Organizer, Travel 

    3335.90  Travel Agents, NEC 

   3339  Business services agents not elsewhere classified 

    3339.10 Agent, Musical Performance 

    3339.20 Agent, Sports 

    3339.30 Agent, Theatrical 

    3339.40  Promoter, Sports 

    3339.50 Auctioneer 

    3339.60  Agent, Literary 

    3339.70 Sales person, business service/advertising  
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  334   Administrative and specialized secretaries 

   3341  Office supervisors 

    3341.10  Office, Supervisor (B.T); 

        Clerical, Supervisor (A.T) 

    3341.20 Supervisor, Data Entry 

    3341.30 Supervisor, Filling Clerk 

    3341.40  Supervisor, Personal Clerk 

    3341.90  Office Supervisors, NEC 

   3342  Legal secretaries 

    3342.10 Legal Secretary 

    3342.90  Legal Secretaries, NEC 

   3343  Administrative and executive secretaries 

    3343.10 Administrative Secretary 

    3343.15 Executive Assistant 

    3343.20  Manpower Management Assistant (B.T) 

      Administrative Assistant, (A.T) 

    3343.30 Manpower Planning Assistant  

    3343.40 Office Management Secretary 

     Katibu mwendesha ofisi 

    3343.50  Correspondence Assistant 

    3343.60 Verbatim Reporter 

    3343.70 Multilingual Secretary (B.T) 

     Bilingual Secretary (A.T) 

    3343.80 Court Reporter 

    3343.90  Administrative and Executive Secretaries, NEC 

   3344  Medical secretaries 

    3344.10 Medical Secretary 

    3344.20  Medical Office Administrative Assistant 

    3344.30  Hospital Ward Secretary 

    3344.40 Patient Care Secretary 

    3344.50 Medical Stenographer 

    3344.60 Medical Insurance Secretary 

    3344.65 Billing Secretary 

    3344.70 Pathology Secretary 

    3344.80 Medical Transcriptionist 

    3344.90 Medical Secretaries, NEC 

   3349   Administrative and Executive Secretaries, NEC 

    3349.10 School secretary 

    3349.20  Other Administrative and Executive Secretaries, NEC 

  335   Regulatory government associate professionals 

   3351  Customs and border inspectors 

    3351.10 Customs Official (B.T); 
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     Afisa Forodha; 

     Customs Assistant (R.T); 

     Afisa Forodha Msaidizi 

    3351.20 Immigration Assistant (B.T); 

      Immigration Official (R.T); 

     Afisa Uhamiaji Msaidizi; 

    3351.30 Inspector, Customs 

     Mkaguzi wa Forodha 

    3351.40  Inspector, Border       

    3351.50  Officer, Passport Checking 

    3351.90 Customs and Border Officials, NEC 

   3352  Government tax and excise officials 

    3352.10 Tax Official Assistant 

    3352.20 Investigation Assistant  

    3352.30 Revenue Assistant 

    3352.40 Tax Official 

    3352.45 Excise Official 

    3352.50  Tax Examining Assistant  

    3352.60 Inspector, Taxation  

    3352.70 Assistant Tax Collector 

    3352.80 Preventive Assistant 

    3352.90  Government Tax and Excise Officials, NEC 

   3353  Government social benefits officials 

    3353.10 Official, Social Benefits. 

    3353.20 Official, Pension 

    3353.30  Official, Social security Claim 

    3353.90 Government Social Benefits Officials, NEC 

   3354  Government licensing officials 

    3354.10 Registration Assistant 

    3354.20 Passport Official (Issuing) 

    3354.30  Licensing Supervisor 

    3354.40 Licensing Official 

    3354.50 Licensing Official, Transport Services 

    3354.60 Licensing Official, Business Permit 

    3354.70 Licensing Official, Building Permit 

    3354.90 Government licensing officials, NEC 

   3355  Police inspectors and detectives 

    3355.10 Police Inspector (B.T); 

      Assistant Police Inspector (R.T) 

    3355.20  Investigative Officer, Police 

    3355.30  Prison Inspector (B.T); 

      Assistant Prison Inspector (R.T) 
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    3355.40 Police Detective 

    3355.50 Police Inquiry Agent 

    3355.90  Police Inspectors and Detectives, NEC  

   3356   Rail and air transport and communication associate  

professionals 

    3356.10 Railway Services Supervisor (B.T,); 

     Transport Supervisor, Railway (A.T); 

      Transport Assistant, Railway (R.T); 

    3356.20  Railway Transport Service Inspector; 

    3356.25  Ticket Examiner, Railway 

    3356.30  Air Transport Service 

    3356.40 Supervisor (B.T); 

     Transport Supervisor, Air (A.T); 

     Transport Assistant, Air (A.T); 

    3356.45  Transport (B.T); 

     Ticket Inspector, Railway Transport (R.T); 

    3356.50 Ticket Examiner, Air Transport (B.T) 

      Ticket Inspector, Air Transport (R.T); 

    3356.60 Communication Assistant (B.T); 

      Aeronautical Assistant (R.T); 

      Fight Operations Assistant (R.T); 

      Telecommunications Inspector (R.T); 

    3356.70  Security Assistant, Air; 

    3356.80 Postal Officer (B.T); 

     Postal service Supervisor (A.T) 

     Postal Assistant (R.T); 

    3356.90  Rail and Air Transport and Communication Associate  

Professionals, NEC 

   3359  Regulatory government associate professionals not  

elsewhere classified 

    3359.10 Meteorological Assistant 

    3359.20  Inspector, Agricultural 

    3359.30 Inspector, Fisheries 

    3359.40 Inspector, Forestry 

    3359.50 Inspector, Price 

    3359.60 Inspector, Wages 

    3359.70  Inspector, Weights and Measures 

    3359.90 Other Regulatory Government Associate Professionals,  

NEC 

 34    Legal, social, cultural and related associate  

professionals 

  341   Legal, social and religious associate professionals 

   3411  Legal and related associate professionals 
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    3411.10 Primary Court Magistrate 

     Hakimu wa Mahakama ya Mwanzo 

    3411.20 Court Clerk 

    3411.30  Legal Assistant 

      Msaidizi wa Sheria 

    3411.40 Data Protection Officer 

    3411.50 Law Clerk 

    3411.60  Paralegal 

    3411.70  Private Detective 

    3411.80 Title Searcher 

    3411.90  Legal and Related Associate Professionals, NEC 

   3412  Social work associate professionals 

    3412.10  Social worker, General, Associate Professional (B.T) 

     Mfanyakazi wa Jamii 

    3412.20  Social Welfare Assistant (B.T) 

     Afisa Ustawi wa Jamii Msaidizi 

      Social Welfare Associate Professionals (R.T) 

    3412.25 Community Development Assistant 

      Afisa Maendeleo ya Jamii Msaidizi 

      

    3412.30 Assistant Welfare Worker, Delinquency (B.T); 

     Assistant Social Work, Delinquency (R.T); 

    3412.35 Assistant Disability Service Worker 

    3412.40 Assistant Family Service Worker 

    3412.45  Assistant Mental Health Worker 

    3412.50 Assistant Parole Officer 

    3412.60 Assistant Officer, Industrial Relation 

    3412.70  Assistant Officer, Youth (B.T) 

      Youth Support Worker (R.T) 

    3412.80 Refugee Settlement Assistant 

    3412.90 Social Work Associate Professionals, NEC 

   3413  Religious associate professionals 

    3413.10 Religious Associate worker (B.T) 

     Deacon (R.T); 

      Seminarian (R.T); 

     Catechist (R.T); 

     Evangelist (R.T); 

     Lay Preacher (R.T); 

     Maalim (R.T); 

     Moazzen (R.T); 

     Sexton (R.T); 

     Pandit (R.T); 
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      Purohit (R.T); 

    3413.20 Monk, associate professional 

    3413.30  Nun 

    3413.40  Religious Education Worker 

    3413.50 Salvation Army Field Worker 

    3413.60  Faith Healer  

    3413.90  Religious Associate Professionals, NEC 

  342   Sports and fitness workers 

   3421  Athletes and sports players 

    3421.10  Athlete 

    3421.15 Cricketer 

    3421.20 Cyclist 

    3421.25 Lifeguard 

    3421.30 Racing Driver 

    3421.35 Tennis Player  

    3421.40 Footballer 

    3421.45 Soccer Player 

    3421.50 Rugby Player 

    3421.55  Boxer 

    3421.60  Chess Player 

    3421.65  Golfer 

    3421.70  Hockey Player 

    3421.75  Poker Player 

    3421.80 Netballer 

    3421.85 Basketball Player 

    3421.90 Athletes and Sports Players, NEC 

   3422  Sports coaches, instructors and officials 

    3422.10  Coach, Sports  

      Kocha wa michezo 

    3422.20 Trainer, Sports (B.T) 

      Mkufunzi wa Michezo 

       Instructor, Sports (R.T) 

    3422.30 Games Official (B.T) 

      Games Assistant (R.T) 

         Official Sports (A.T) 

    3422.40  Referee, Sports (B.T) 

                 Referee, Assistant (R.T) 

    3422.90 Sports Coaches, Instructors and Officials, NEC 

   3423  Fitness and recreation instructors and program 

 leaders 

    3423.10 Fitness Instructor 

    3423.15  Gym Instructor 
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    3423.20  Physical Fitness Trainer 

    3423.30 Outdoor Adventure Leader 

    3423.40 Outdoor pursuitôs instructor 

    3423.45 Outward bound tutor 

    3423.50 Bushwalking Leader 

    3423.60  Caving Guide 

    3423.70  Rafting Guide 

    3423.90 Fitness and Recreation Instructors and Program Leaders,  

NEC 

  343   Artistic, cultural and culinary associate professionals 

   3431  Photographers 

    3431.10 Photographer, General 

     Mpiga Picha, Kawaida 

    3431.20  Portrait Photographer 

    3431.25 Photographer, Commercial illustration 

    3431.30 Photographer, Aerial 

    3431.40  Photographer, Industrial 

    3431.50  Microphotographer 

    3431.60  Photo-Journalist 

    3431.70 Scientific Photographer 

    3431.90 Photographers, NEC 

   3432  Interior designers and decorators 

    3432.10 Artist, commercial 

          Fanani wa Biashara 

    3432.20 Designer, Industrial And Commercial Product  

    3432.30 Designer, Set 

    3432.40 Designer, Fashion 

    3432.50  Designer, Jewellery 

    3432.60  Decorator, Interior 

    3432.65  Window Dresser 

    3432.70  Decorator, Display 

    3432.75 Visual Merchandiser 

    3432.80 Artist, Tattoo 

    3432.90  Interior Designers and Decorators, NEC 

   3433  Gallery, museum and library technicians 

    3433.10  Assistant Officer, Archives 

    3433.20 Assistant Officer, Curator 

    3433.30 Assistant, Librarian (B.T) 

        Library Technician (R.T) 

    3433.40 Assistant Officer, Publication 

    3433.50 Gallery Technician 

    3433.60 Museum Technician 
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    3433.70 Taxidermist 

    3433.90 Gallery, Museum and Library Technicians, NEC 

   3434  Chefs 

    3434.10 Chef 

    3434.20 Executive chef 

    3434.30  Head Chef 

    3434.40  Pastry Chef 

    3434.50 Saucier 

    3434.60  Sous-Chef 

    3434.90 Chefs, NEC 

   3435  Other artistic and cultural associate professionals 

    3435.10 Body Artist 

    3435.20  Floor Manager (Broadcasting) 

    3435.30  Lighting Technician 

    3435.40 Prompter 

    3435.50  Stage Technician 

    3435.60 Special Effect Technician 

    3435.70 Stunt Artist 

    3435.80 Assistant Tattooist 

 35    Information and communications technicians 

  351   Information and communications technology  

Operations and user support technicians 

   3511  Information and communications technology 

 Operations technicians 

    3511.10 Technician, Computer 

    3511.20 Technician, Semi-Conductor 

    3511.30  Technician, Information Systems. 

    3511.40  Computer Operator 

    3511.50 High Speed Computer Printer Operator 

    3511.60 Computer Peripherial Equipment Operator 

    3511.90  Information and Communications Technology Operations  

Technicians, NEC 

   3512  Information and communications technology user 

 support technicians 

    3512.10 Technician, information technology 

    3512.20  Assistant, Communication 

    3512.30  Assistant, Computer Database 

    3512.40  Assistant, Computer Engineering 

    3512.50 Assistant, ComputerProgramming 

    3512.60 Assistant, Computer System Analyst 

    3512.70  Assistant, Computer Help Desk Operator 

    3512.75 Information Technology Helpline support Technician 
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    3512.90 Information and Communication Technology User  

Support Technicians, NEC 

   3513  Computer network and systems technicians 

    3513.10 Technician, Network Support 

    3513.20 Systems Technicians 

    3513.30 Technician, Computer Network  

    3513.90  Computer Network and Systems Technicians, NEC 

   3514  Web technicians 

    3514.10 Website Technician 

    3514.20 Assistant Administrator, Website 

    3514.30 Webmaster 

    3514.90 Web Technicians, NEC 

  352   Telecommunications and broadcasting technicians 

   3521  Broadcasting and audio-visual technicians 

    3521.10 Cinematographer 

    3521.20 Cameraperson (Motion Picture) 

    3521.30 Projectionist, cinema 

        Mwonyesha Sinema 

    3521.40  Technicians, Broadcast 

    3521.50  Flight Radio Technicians 

    3521.60 Radio-Telephone Technicians, Land Based  

    3521.70 Telegrapher 

    3521.75 Production Assistant 

    3521.80 Technician, Broadcasting Equipment 

    3521.90 Broadcasting and Audio-Visual Technicians, NEC 

   3522  Telecommunications engineering technicians 

    3522.10 Telecommunications Technical Assistant (B.T); 

         Technician, engineering/telecommunications (A.T) 

         Fundi Sanifu wa Mawasiliano na Habari 

    3522.90  Telecommunications Engineering Technicians, NEC 

                  Mafundi Sanifu wa Mawasiliano na Habari, 

 Wengine 

 36    Teaching associate professionals 

  361   Primary School and Early Childhood Teachers 

   3611  Primary School Teachers 

    3611.10 Primary Teacher 

    3612.00 Early Childhood Educators 

    3612.10 Teacher, Pre-Primary School (B.T) 

         Teacher, kindergarten (A.T) 

         Teacher, nursery school (A.T) 

    3612.90 Early childhood educators, NEC  

  362   Secondary education teachers, associate  
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professionals 

   3620  Secondary education teachers, associate  

professionals 

  363   Technical/vocational education teachers,  

associate professionals 

   3630  Technical/vocational education teachers,  

associate professionals 

  364   Special education teachers, associate  

professionals 

   3640  Special education teachers, associate 

 professionals 

4     Clerical support workers 

 41    General and keyboard clerks 

  411   General office clerks 

   4110  General office clerks 

    4110.10 Office Clerk, General 

    4110.20 Correspondence Clerk 

    4110.30 Personnel Clerk  

         Karani wa Utumishi   

    4110.90  General Office Clerks, NEC 

  412   Secretaries (general) 

   4120  Secretaries (general) 

    4120.10  Secretary (B.T); 

        Personal secretary (A.T); 

        Katibu mahsusi 

    4120.20  Secretary, Typing 

    4120.30 Secretary, word processing 

    4120.40 Secretaries, sales 

    4120.90 Secretary, NEC 

  413   Keyboard operators 

   4131  Typists and word processing operators 

    4131.10 Typists (B.T) 

     Telex operator (R.T) 

     Mpiga Taipu 

    4131.20 Stenographer 

    4131.30 Word-processor 

    4131.40 Teletypist 

         Mpiga Taipu ya Simu 

    4131.50 Shorthand typist 

    4131.90 Typists and Word Processing Operators, NEC 

   4132  Data entry clerks 

    4132.10  Data entry Operator 

    4132.20  Data Input Clerk,  
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    4132.30 Payment entry clerk 

    4132.40 Data Entry/Converter (Card to Tape) 

    4132.50  Data Entry/Punching Machine (Card and Tape) 

    4132.90  Data Entry Clerk, NEC 

   4133  Registry assistant 

    4133.10  Registry assistant (B.T) 

    4133.20 Registration assistant (R.T) 

        Msaidizi wa masjala 

        Msajili msaidizi 

    4133.30 Records management assistant 

        Mtuza kumbukumbu msaidizi 

    4133.90 Registry Assistants, NEC 

      

 42    Customer services clerks 

  421   Tellers, money collectors and related clerks 

   4211  Bank tellers and related clerks 

    4211.10  Bank teller 

     Karani wa Benki 

    4211.20  Money changer 

    4211.30  Currency sorter 

    4211.40 Clerk, cash counter 

    4211.50 Post Office Counter Clerk (B.T) 

          Clerk, postal (R.T) 

          Karani wa posta 

    4211.90 Bank Tellers and Related Clerks, NEC 

   4212  Bookmakers, croupiers and related gaming workers 

     Bookmaker  

    4212.10  Croupier  

    4212.20 Clerk, Betting Counter 

    4212.30 Clerk, Casino 

    4212.40  Bingo Caller 

    4212.50  Bookmakers, Croupiers and Related Gaming Workers, NEC 

   4213 4212.90 Pawnbrokers and money-lenders 

    4213.10 Pawnbroker 

    4213.20 Money-lender 

    4213.30 Loans clerk 

    4213.90 Pawnbrokers and Money-Lenders, NEC 

   4214  Debt-collectors and related workers 

    4214.10  Collector, Debt 

    4214.20 Collector, Bill and Account 

    4214.30 Collector, Payment 

    4214.40  Collector, Charity 
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    4214.90  Debt-Collectors and Related Workers, NEC 

  422   Client information workers  

   4221  Tr avel consultants and clerks 

    4221.10 Clerk, Travel agency 

        Karani wa wakala wa usafiri 

    4221.20 Consultant Travel 

    4221.30 Clerk, ticket issuing/travel 

    4221.40 Clerk, travel/airlines  

    4221.50 Clerk, booking (recreation) 

    4221.60 Organizer, travel 

    4221.90 Travel Consultants and Clerks, NEC 

   4222  Contact centre information clerks 

    4222.10  Customer contact centre information clerk 

    4222.30 Office information clerk 

    4222.40  Assistant, information 

    4222.50 Assistant, customer service 

    4222.60  Telemarketer salesperson 

    4222.70  Call centre salesperson  

    4222.90 Contact Centre Information Clerks, NEC 

   4223  Telephone switchboard operators 

    4223.10 Switchboard-operator, telephone 

       Muunganisha  simu 

    4223.20 Answering service Operator 

       Mpokea simu 

    4223.30  Telecommunication service supervisor 

    4223.40 Telecommunications clerk 

    4223.90 Telephone Switchboard Operator, NEC; 

   4224  Hotel receptionists 

    4224.10 Receptionists, hotel 

    4224.20 Clerk, hotel front desk 

    4224.90  Hotel Receptionist, NEC 

   4225  Enquiry clerks 

    4225.10  Counter, enquiries clerk 

    4225.20  Clerk, customer-complaints 

    4225.30  Clerk, information  

    4225.90  Inquiry Clerk, NEC 

   4226  Receptionists (general) 

    4226.10 Receptionist, General  

    4226.20 Receptionist, Medical Office 

    4226.30 Receptionist, front office 

    4226.40 Personnel, front office 

    4226.90 Receptionists, NEC 
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   4227  Survey and market research interviewers 

    4227.10  Market research interviewer 

    4227.20  Public opinion interviewer 

    4227.30 Survey interviewer 

       Mhojiwa-Tafiti 

    4227.40 Survey enumerator 

       Mhojaji- Tafiti 

    4227.90  Survey and Market Research Interviewers, NEC 

   4229  Client information workers not elsewhere classified 

    4229.10  Hospital admissions clerk  

    4229.20 Eligibility specialist 

    4229.30  Eligibility interviewer 

    4229.90 Other Client Information Workers, NEC 

 43    Numerical and material recording clerks 

  431   Numerical clerks 

   4311  Accounting and bookkeeping clerks 

    4311.10  Bookkeeper 

    4311.20 Clerk, Accounts 

    4311.30  Clerk, Bank 

    4311.40 Clerk, Audit 

    4311.50  Clerk, Cost Computing 

    4311.60 Clerk, Billing 

    4311.90  Accounting and Bookkeeping Clerk, NEC 

   4312  Statistical, finance and insurance clerks 

    4312.10  Clerk, Statistical 

    4312.20 Clerk, Actuarial 

    4312.30 Clerk, Finance 

    4312.40  Clerk, Insurance 

    4312.50 Clerk, Securities 

    4312.60 Clerk, Brokeage 

    4312.70 Clerk, Tax 

    4312.90 Statistical, Finance and Insurance Clerks, NEC 

   4313  Payroll clerks 

    4313.10 Payroll clerk 

    4313.20  Paymaster 

    4313.90 Payroll Clerks, NEC 

  432   Material -recording and transport clerks 

   4321  Stock clerks 

    4321.10 Clerk, warehouse/ store 

    4321.20  Clerk, Storeroom 

    4321.30 Clerk, Stock  

    4321.40  Clerk, Dispatch (Stock) 
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    4321.50 Clerk, Weighbridge 

    4321.60 Clerk, Shipping 

    4321.70  Clerk, Import-export 

    4321.80  Stock Clerk, NEC 

   4322  Production clerks 

    4322.10 Clerk, Schedule (Material) 

    4322.20 Clerk, Production 

        Karani wa Uzalishaji Bidhaa  

    4322.30 Clerk, Purchasing material 

                  Karani wa Ununuzi 

    4322.40  Clerk, Sales order 

    4322.50 Clerk, Technical 

    4322.60  Clerk, Facilities maintenance 

    4322.70 Clerk, Quality assurance 

    4322.80  Clerk, Quality control 

    4322.90 Production clerk, NEC 

   4323  Transport clerks 

    4323.10 Clerical Controller (Transport Service) 

    4323.20 Clerical Dispatcher (Transport Service) 

    4323.40 Clerk, traffic 

    4323.60 Clerk, shipping and purchasing 

    4323.70 Coordinator, shipping 

    4323.80  Clerk, flight Operation  

    4323.90 Transport Clerks, NEC 

   4329  Material Recording and Transport Clerk, NEC 

    4329.10 Other Material Recording and Transport Clerk, NEC 

 44    Other clerical support workers 

  441   Other clerical support workers 

   4411  Library clerks  

    4411.10 Library clerk (B.T); 

        Library assistant (R.T) 

    4411.20  Library attendant 

    4411.30 Filer, library 

    4411.90  Library Clerk, NEC 

   4412  Mail carriers and sorting clerks 

    4412.10  Clerk, Mail  

    4412.20 Post Carrier 

    4412.30 Post person 

    4412.90 Mail carries and Sorting Clerk, NEC 

   4413  Coding, proof-reading and related clerks 

    4413.10 Coding clerk,  

    4413.20 Proof-reader 
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        Msomaji Msahihishaji 

    4413.30 Assistant, publication 

    4413.90 Coding, Proofreading and Related Clerks, NEC 

   4414  Scribes and related workers 

    4414.10 Scribe  

    4414.90  Scribes and Related Workers, NEC 

   4415  Filing and copying clerks 

    4415.10 Clerk, Copying 

    4415.20 Clerk, Filing 

    4415.30  Controller, records   

    4415.40 Medical recorder (B.T) 

     Medical records assistant (R.T) 

     Karani wa Kumbukumbu za Afya 

      Health secretary assistant (R.T)  

     Katibu wa Afya Msaidizi 

    4415.90 Filing and Copying Clerks, NEC 

   4416  Personnel clerks 

    4416.10 Human resource Assistant 

    4416.20  Clerk, Human resource (B.T) 

    4416.20 Clerk, Personnel (A.T) 

    4416.30 Clerk, Claim 

    4416.90  Personnel Clerks, NEC 

   4419  Clerical support workers not elsewhere classified 

    4419.10  Clerk, advertising 

    4419.20 Clerk, correspondence 

    4419.30 Clerk, court 

    4419.40 Clerk, publication 

    4419.60  Clipper, press 

    4419.50 Compiler, directory 

    4419.90  Clerical Support Workers, NEC 

5     Service and sales workers 

 51    Personal service workers 

  511   Travel attendants, conductors and guides 

   5111  Travel attendants and travel stewards 

    5111.10 Chief Steward, ship 

        Msimamizi Mkuu Melini 

    5111.20  Steward, Shipôs 

        Msimamizi Melini 

    5111.30  Steward, train 

    5111.40  Attendant, Flight 

    5111.50 Attendant, Airport 

    5111.90 Travel attendant and travel stewards, NEC 
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   5112  Transport conductors 

    5112.10  Bus conductor (B.T) 

     Kondakta wa Basi 

     Fare collector (A.T) 

    5112.20 Inspector, Ticket 

    5112.30 Train Guard (B.T) 

     Railway Passenger Train Guard (A.T) 

    5112.40 Train conductor 

     Kondakta wa Treni 

    5112.50 Manager, station 

    5112.90 Transport conductors, NEC 

     Makondakta ï Wengine 

   5113  Travel guides 

    5113.10 Travel guide (B.T) 

     Game guide (R.T) 

     Mountain guide (R.T) 

     Kiongozi wa Safari 

    5113.20 Sightseeing guide (B.T) 

     Drive Guide (A.T) 

     Kiongozi wa Matembezi 

    5113.30 Tour Escort 

    5113.40 Art gallery guide 

    5113.90 Travel and Tour Guides, NEC 

        Viongozi wa Safari -Wengine 

  512   Cooks 

   5120  Cooks 

    5121.10 Cook,General 

    5121.20  Head cook 

        Mpishi Mkuu 

    5121.30 Cook hotels and catering services 

    5121.40 Cook, private service 

    5121.50 Cook, institutional 

        Mpishi wa Taasisi 

    5121.60  Cook, food canning & preserving 

    5121.70 Cook, Shipôs  

        Mpishi wa Melini 

    5121.90  Cooks, NEC     

         Wapishi ï Wengine 

  513   Waiters and bartenders 

   5131  Waiters 

    5131.10 Waiter/ Waitress, General 

        Mwandazi ïKawaida 
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    5131.20 Head Waiter/ Waitress 

        Mwandazi Mkuu 

    5131.30 Waiters /Waitress, food and beverage 

    5131.40  Wine waiter/waitress 

        Mwandazi Mvinyo 

    5131.90 Waiter, NEC 

   5132  Bartenders 

    5132.10  Bartenders 

         Mhudumu wa Baa 

    5132.20 Assistant, Bartenders 

        Mhudumu wa Baa Msaidizi 

    5132.90 Bartenders, NEC 

        Wahudumu wa baa- Wengine 

  514   Hairdressers, beauticians and related workers 

   5141  Hairdressers 

    5141.10 Hairdresser 

    5141.20  Barber 

    5141.30 Hairstylist 

    5141.40 Hair care specialist 

    5141.90 Hairdresser, NEC. 

   5142  Beauticians and related workers 

    5142.10 Beautician 

    5142.20  Make-up artist 

    5142.30  Pedicurist 

    5142.40  Manicurist 

    5142.50 Bath attendant 

    5142.60 Slimming Consultant 

    5142.90 Beauticians and Related Workers, NE 

  515   Building and housekeeping supervisors 

   5151  Cleaning and housekeeping supervisors in offices,  

hotels and other establishments 

    5151.10 Supervisor, floor/hotel & lodging 

    5151.20  Supervisor, laundry 

    5151.30 Supervisor, housekeeping 

    5151.40 Assistant, wardrobe 

    5151.50  Housekeeper, hotel 

    5151.60 Steward, house 

    5151.70 Matron, housekeeping 

    5151.90 Cleaning and Housekeeping Supervisors in Offices, 

 Hotels and Other Establishments, NEC 

   5152  Domestic housekeepers 

    5152.10 Housekeeper, Domestic, (B.T) 
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     Housekeeper, Private Service (A.T) 

                  Mwangalizi wa Nyumba Binafsi 

    5152.20  Bed and Breakfast Operator 

    5151.30 Warden, hostel 

    5152.40 Butler 

    5152.50  Housemaid (B.T); 

     House Boy (R.T); 

      House Girl (R.T); 

    5152.90 Domestic housekeepers, NEC 

   5153  Building caretakers 

    5153.10  Caretaker 

    5153.20 Concierge (Building) 

    5153.30 Chief, gatekeeper 

    5153.40 Janitor 

    5153.50 Sexton 

    5153.90 Building Caretakers, NEC 

  516   Other personal services workers 

   5161  Astrologers, fortune-tellers and related workers 

    5161.10 Astrologer 

          Mnajimu 

    5161.20 Palmist 

    5161.30 Fortune-teller (B.T) 

          Psychic (A.T) 

    5161.40 Numerologist 

    5161.90 Astrologers and Related Workers, NEC 

   5162  Companions and valets 

    5162.10  Companion 

    5162.20 Personal Maid  

    5162.30 Valets 

    5162.90 Companion and valets, NEC 

   5163  Undertakers and embalmers 

    5163.10 Undertaker  

    5163.20 Cremator  

    5163.30 Embalmer 

    5163.90 Undertakers and Embalmers, NEC 

   5164  Pet groomers and animal care workers 

    5164.10 Aid, veterinary 

    5164.20 Caretaker, animal 

    5164.30 Dog Trainer 

    5164.40 Zoo Keeper  

    5164.50 Horse Breaker  

    5164.90  Pet Groomers and Animals Care Workers, NEC 
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 165 DRIVING 

   5165  Driving instructors  

    5165.10  Driving Instructor 

    5165.30 Instructor, Craft 

    5165.90  Driving Instructors, NEC 

   5169  Personal services workers not elsewhere classified 

    5169.10 Door keeper 

    5169.20 Porter, Hotel  

    5169.30  Lifeguard 

    5169.40 Salvage frogman/diver 

    5169.50 Monitor, recovery 

    5169.60 Social Escort 

    5160.70 Club Host/Hostess 

    5169.80 Dancing partner 

    5169.90 Other Personal Service Workers, NEC. 

 52    Sales workers 

  521   Street and market salespersons 

   5211  Stall and market salespersons 

    5211.10 Salespersons, Kiosk 

    5211.20  Stallholder, Market 

    5211.30 Assistant Salespersons, Street stall  

    5211.40  Assistant, counter sales/promoter 

    5211.50 Market Vendor 

    5211.90  Stall and Market Salespersons, NEC 

    5212.00 Street food salespersons 

    5212.10 Hawker,  

    5212.20  Street food Vendor,  

      

    5212.90  Street Food Salespersons, NEC 

  522   Shop salespersons  

   5221  Shop keepers 

    5221.10  Shopkeeper  

    5221.20  Grocer 

    5221.30 Newsagent  

    5221.90 Shopkeeper, NEC 

   5222  Shop supervisors 

    5222.10  Supervisor, Checkout  

    5222.20  Supervisor, Supermarket 

    5222.90 Shop Supervisor, NEC 

   5223  Shop sales assistants 

    5223.10 Assistants, Shop 

    5223.20  Salesperson, wholesale (B.T) 
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        Assistant Salesperson, wholesale (A.T) 

    5223.30 Salesperson, retail (B.T) 

        Assistant Salesperson, retail (A.T) 

    5223.40 Sales associate 

    5223.90  Shop Sales Assistants, NEC 

  523   Cashiers and ticket clerks 

   5230  Cashiers and ticket clerks 

    5230.10  Cashier, Office/Supervisor 

    5230.20 Cashier Store 

    5230.30 Cashier, Theatre 

    5230.40 Checkout Operator 

    5230.45 Service Station Console Operator 

    5230.50 Cashier, Booking ïoffice 

    5230.60 Clerk, Ticket issuing (except travel) 

    5230.70 Cashier, bank 

    5230.90 Cashiers and Ticket Clerks, NEC 

  524   Other sales workers 

   5241  Fashion and other models 

    5241.10 Model, Fashion 

    5241.20  Model, Advertising 

    5241.30 Model, Artistôs  

    5241.90 Fashion and Other Models, NEC 

   5242  Sales demonstrators 

    5242.10 Demonstrators 

    5242.20  Sale Merchandiser 

    5242.30 Sales promoter 

    5242.40 Roller person 

    5242.90  Sales Demonstrators, NEC 

   5243  Door to door salespersons 

    5243.10  Salesperson, Door to door 

    5243.20  Sales representative, Door to door  

    5243.30 Salesperson, Party Plan 

    5243.90  Door to Door Salespersons, NEC 

   5244  Contact centre salespersons 

    5244.10  Salesperson, Telemarketing 

    5244.20  Salesperson, Call Centre 

    5244.30  Salesperson, Internet 

    5244.40 Salesperson, Customer contact Centre 

    5244.50 Telemarketer 

    5244.90  Contact centre salespersons NEC 

   5245  Service station attendants 

    5245.10 Service Station Attendant  
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    5245.20 Driveway Attendant 

    5245.30 Marina Attendant 

    5242.90 Marina Attendant 

   5246  Food service counters attendants 

    5246.10 Cafeteria Counter Attendant 

    5246.20 Salad bar Counter Attendant 

    5246.90 Food Service Counter Attendants, NEC 

    5249.00 Sales workers not elsewhere classified 

    5249.10 Rental salesperson 

 53    Personal care workers 

  531   Child care workers and teachers' aides 

   5311  Child care workers 

    5311.10 Child care worker; 

    5311.20 Baby sitter 

    5311.30 Nursemaid  

    5311.40  Nanny  

        Yaya/Mlezi wa Watoto 

    5311.50  Family day care worker 

    5311.60  Out of school hours care worker 

    5311.90  Child Care Workers, NEC 

   5312  Teachers' aides 

    5312.10 Teachersô Assistant 

    5312.20 Pre-school Assistant 

    5312.90 Teachersô Aide, NEC 

  532   Personal care workers in health services 

   5321  Health care assistants 

    5321.10 Aid, nursing (clinic or hospital) 

    5321.20 Birth Assistant 

    5321.30 Aid, pharmacy 

    5321.40 Patient care Assistant 

    5321.50 Aid, Psychiatric 

    5321.90  Health Care Assistants, NEC 

   5322  Home-based personal care workers 

    5322.10 Health Care Assistants, NEC 

    5322.20 Aide, Nursing (Home) 

    5322.30 Home birth Assistant 

    5322.40 Personal Care Provider 

    5322.50 Blind Aide  

    5322.90  Home ïBased Personal Care Workers, NEC 

   5329  Personal care workers in health services not  

elsewhere classified 

    5329.10 Dental aid 
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    5329.20 First-aid attendant 

    5329.30  Hospital orderly 

    5329.40 Medical imaging assistant 

    5329.50 Pharmacy aid 

    5329.60  Phlebotomist 

    5329.70 Sterilization aid 

 54    Protective services workers 

  541   Protective services workers 

   5411  Fire-fighters 

    5411.10  Fire Fighter (B.T) 

        Officer, fireman (A.T) 

        Mzima Moto 

    5411.20 Fire salvage specialist 

    5411.30  Fire fighter, aircraft accident 

    5411.40 Fireman (fire brigade) 

    5411.50  Fire Fighter, forest 

    5411.90 Fire Fighter, NEC 

        Wazima Moto ïWengine 

   5412  Police officers 

    5412.10 Constable, Police 

    5412.20 Officer, Police 

    5412.30 Traffic, Police 

    5412.40  Warden, Traffic 

    5412.50 Auxiliary Police person 

    5412.60 Police Officer, Crime Prevention 

    5412.70 Police Patrol Officer 

    5412.90  Police, Officer, NEC 

   5413  Prison guards 

    5413.10  Prison Guard  

        Askari Magereza 

    5413.20  Warden, prison 

    5413.90 Prison guard, NEC 

   5414  Security guards 

    5414.10  Security Guard, officer (B.T) 

        Estate, Guard (R.T) 

        Mlinzi wa usalama 

        Mlinzi waMiliki  

    5414.20 Patrolperson, Security  

    5414.30 Assistant, Security Guard 

    5414.40 Peopleôs Militia 

        Askari Mgambo 

    5414.50 Forest Guard 
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    5414.60 BodyGuard 

    5414.70 Guard, Museum 

    5414, 80  Doorkeeper 

    5414.90 Security guard, NEC 

   5419  Protective services workers not elsewhere classified 

    5419.10 Game ranger 

    5419.20 Warden, Game 

    5419.30  Assistant, park/estate 

    5419.40 Detective, store 

    5419.50  Investigator, industrial 

    5419.60  Investigator, private 

    5419.70 Inspector, water 

    5419.80 Alarm Investigator  

6     Skilled agricultural, forestry and fishery workers 

 61    Market -oriented skilled agricultural workers 

  611   Market gardeners and crop growers 

   6111  Field crop and vegetable growers 

    6111.10 Farm worker, General 

    6111.20 Farm worker, paddy 

        Mkulima wa zao la Mpunga 

    6111.25 Cotton Farmer 

    6111.30 Cereal Farmer 

    6111.35 Sugar-Cane Grower 

    6111.40 Skilled Farm worker, Field crop 

    6111.45 Market garden worker 

    6111.50 Vegetable Grower 

    6111.60 Tree Taper, Except Rubber 

    6111.70  Irrigator 

    6111.90  Field Crop and Vegetable Growers, NEC 

   6112  Tree and shrub crop growers 

    6112.10 Tree and shrub crop farm worker 

    6112.20  Farm worker, skilled/shrub crop  

    6112.30 Farmer, rubber  

    6112.40 Tea Grower 

    6112.45  Rubber tapper  

    6112.50 Viticulturist 

    6112.55 Farmer, fruit and nut trees 

    6112.60 Harvester, loose fruit 

    6112.70 Farmer, pineapple 

    6112.80 Farm worker, coconut 

    6112.90 Tree and Shrub Crop Grower, NEC 

   6113  Gardeners, horticultural and nursery growers 
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    6113.10  Horticultural grower (B.T) 

        Horticultuurist (R.T) 

    6113.20 Market gardener skilled worker 

    6113.30 Nursery Grower (B.T) 

        Nursery skilled worker (A.T) 

        Mfanyakazi bustani ya mbegu 

    6113.40 Mushroom Cultivator 

    6113.50 Gardener 

    6113.60  Groundsman 

    6113.90  Gardeners, Horticultural and Nursery Growers, NEC 

   6114  Mixed crop growers 

    6114.10 Mixed crop farmer 

    6114.20 Skilled farm worker (mixed crops) 

    6114.90 Mixed crop grower, NEC 

  612   Animal producers 

   6121  Livestock and dairy producers 

    6121.10 Farmer, livestock and Dairy (B.T) 

        Farmer, Mixed Animal (R.T) 

        Beef cattle farmer (R.T) 

        Mfugaji wa ngôombe wa Nyama 

        Sheep farmer (R.T) 

        Goat farmer (R.T) 

        Pig Farmer (R.T) 

        Rabbit Farmer (R.T) 

    6121.15 Range and Ranching Farmer  

    6121.20 Dairy farmer 

        Mfugaji wa Ngôombe wa Maziwa 

    6121.30 Dairy farm skilled worker  

       Mfanyakazi, shamba la ngôombe wa Maziwa 

    6121.40 Beef cattle farm skilled worker  

       Mfanyakazi, shamba la ngôombe wa Nyama 

    6121.50 Farm worker, skilled/ mixed animal husbandry 

       Livestock Skilled Worker (R.T) 

       Livestock Field Auxiliary (R.T) 

    6121.60 Milker, Machine 

       Mkamua Ngôombe kwa Mashine 

    6121.70 Shepherd 

    6121.90 Livestock and Dairy Producers, NEC 

   6122  Poultry producers 

    6122.10 Farmer, poultry 

        Mfugaji wa kuku 

    6122.20  Poultry Farm Skilled worker 
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        Mfanyakazi, Shamba la Kuku 

    6122.30 Hatchery worker, poultry 

       Mfanyakazi Wa Kutotoa  Vifaranga 

    6122.40 Inseminator, poultry 

    6122.50 Vaccinator, poultry 

    6122.60 Breeder, Poultry 

    6122.70 Tender, Poultry 

    6122.90 Poultry Producers, NEC 

   6123  Apiarists and sericulturists 

    6123.10  Farmer, bee keeping (B.T) 

       Apiarist (R.T) 

    6123.20 Worker, Sericulture (B.T) 

       Sericulturists (R.T) 

    6123.90 Apiarists and Sericulturists, NEC 

   6129  Animal producers not elsewhere classified 

    6129.10 Crocodile Farmer 

    6129.20 Fur Farmer (Non-domestic animals) 

    6129.30 Snakes Farmer 

    6129.40 Monkey Farmer 

    6129.50  Ostrich Farmer 

    6129.50 Camel Farmer  

  613   Mixed crop and animal producers 

   6130  Mixed crop and animal producers 

    6130.10  Farmer, Mixed Farming  

    6130.20  Skilled Farm Worker, Mixed Farming 

    6130.90 Mixed Crop Farmers Animal Producers, NEC 

 62    Market -oriented skilled forestry, fishery and  

hunting workers 

  621   Forestry and related workers 

   6210  Forestry and related workers 

    6210.10  Logger, General 

          Mkata Maboriti 

    6210.20 Tree feller and Bucker 

         Mkata Miti 

    6210.30 Logger 

    6210.40 Logging Climber 

    6210.50  Forest Skilled Worker 

         Forestry Auxiliary 

         Forestry Field Auxiliary 

    6210.60 Timber Cruiser 

    6210.70 Charcoal Burner 

         Mchoma Mkaa 
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    6210.80 Tree feller 

    6210.90  Forestry and Related Workers, NEC 

  622   Fishery workers, hunters and trappers 

   6221  Aquaculture workers 

    6221.10 Pearl culturist 

    6221.20  Skilled Farm worker, Fish 

    6221.30 Skilled Farm worker, Seafood 

    6221.50 Farm worker, Oyster 

    6221.60 Farmer, Fish 

    6221.70  Farmer, Oyster 

    6221.80  Farmer, Seafood 

    6221.85 Algae cultivator 

    6221.90 Aquaculture Workers, NEC 

   6222  Inland and coastal waters fishery workers 

    6222.10 Fishery worker, Inland Water 

    6222.20 Fishery worker, Coastal Water  

    6222.30 Assistant, fishery 

    6222.40 Diver, oyster 

    6222.50 Coastal fishery skipper 

    6222.90 Inland and Coastal Water Fishermen, NEC 

   6223  Deep-sea fishery workers 

    6223.10  Fishery worker, Deep-sea  

    6223.20 Trawler Skipper 

    6223.90  Deep-sea fishery workers, NEC 

   6224  Hunters and trappers 

    6224.10 Hunter, Seal 

    6224.20  Hunter, Whale   

    6224.30 Trapper and Hunter 

    6224.90 Trapper and Hunter, NEC  

 63    Subsistence farmers, fishers, hunters and gatherers 

  631   Subsistence crop farmers 

   6310  Subsistence crop farmers 

    6310.10 Subsistence Crop, farmer 

    6310.90  Subsistence Crop Farmer, NEC 

  632   Subsistence livestock farmers 

   6320  Subsistence livestock farmers 

    6320.10 Subsistence livestock farmer, 

       Mfugaji Mdogo 

    6320.90 Subsistence livestock farmers, NEC 

  633   Subsistence mixed crop and livestock farmers 

   6330  Subsistence mixed crop and livestock farmers 

    6330.10 Subsistence mixed crop and livestock farmers, 
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       Peasant (R.T) 

       Pastoralist (R.T) 

       Mkulima na Mfugaji Mdogo 

    6330.90 Subsistence Mixed Crop and Livestock Farmers, 

 NEC 

  634   Subsistence fishers, hunters, trappers and  

gatherers 

   6340  Subsistence fishers, hunters, trappers and  

gatherers 

    6330.10  Subsistence mixed crop and livestock farmers, 

       Peasant (R.T) 

       Pastoralist (R.T) 

       Mkulima na Mfugaji Mdogo 

    6330.90 Subsistence Mixed Crop and Livestock Farmers,  

NEC 

7     Craft and related trades workers 

 71    Building and related tradesô workers, excluding  

electricians 

  711   Building frame and related trades workers 

   7111  House builders 

    7111.10  Builder, General 

    7111.20  Builder, House/ traditional materials (B.T) 

       Builder, Mud house (R.T) 

       Builder, Bamboo and Tree Materials (R.T)  

     Builder, Grass House (R.T) 

    7111.90  House Builders, NEC 

   7112  Bricklayers and related workers 

    7112.10  Bricklayers, construction (B.T) 

       Mason (R.T) 

       Housebuilder (R.T) 

       Mwashi 

    7112.20 Blocklayer 

    7112.30 Refractory bricklayer 

    7112.40 Firebrick, layer 

    7112.50 Chimney Builder 

    7112.90 Bricklayers and Related Workers, NEC 

   7113  Stonemasons, stone cutters, splitters and carvers 

    7113.10  Cutter, stone 

    7113.20 Splitter, stone 

    7113.30 Carver, stone 

    7113.40 Grader, stone 

    7113.50 Stonemason 

    7113.60 Grinder, stone 
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    7113.70  Carver-setter, monument 

    7113.75  Polisher, stone 

    7113.80 Granite Cutter 

    7113.90 Stonemasons, Stone Cutters, Splitters and Carvers,  

NEC 

   7114  Concrete placers, concrete finishers and related  

workers 

    7114.10 Reinforced concreter 

    7114.20  Cementer, petroleum and gas wells 

    7114.30 Finisher, cement 

    7114.40 Placer, concrete 

    7114.50 Terrazzo, worker 

    7114.60 Shutterer, concrete moulding 

    7114.70  Steel Fixer (B.T) 

     Worker, iron reinforcing (A.T) 

    7114.80  Mixer, concrete 

    7114.90  Concrete Placers, Finishers and Related Workers,  

NEC 7115 

   7115  Carpenters and joiners 

    7115.10  Carpenter, General 

     Fundi Seremala, Kawaida 

    7115.15 Carpenter, construction 

    7115.20 Carpenter, ship 

    7115.25 Carpenter, Finish 

    7115.30 Carpenter, bench  

    7115.40 Joiner 

    7115.45  Joiner, ship 

    7115.50  Joiner, aircraft 

    7115.60 Wooden Boat builder 

    7115.65 Shipwright, wood 

    7115.70  Framer 

    7115.90  Carpenters and Joiner 

   7119  Building frame and related trades workers not  

elsewhere classified 

    7119.10 Building Maintenance Man (B.T) 

        Building Maintenance worker (A.T) 

        Technical Auxiliary, Construction (A.T) 

    7119.20  Scaffolder, Wooden  

        Mjenzi wa majukwaa ya mbao 

    7119.30 Steeplejack  

    7119.40 Layer, pipe and drain 

    7119.50 Well Digger 
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         Mchimba Visima 

    7119.60 Skilled Demolition worker  

         Mbomoaji Majengo 

  712   Building finishers and related trades workers 

   7121  Roofers 

    7121.10  Roofer, Slate and tile 

    7121.20  Roofer, Composition  

    7121.30 Roofer, Asphalt 

    7121.40  Roofer, Metal 

        Mpauaji, Mabati 

    7121.50  Roofer, wood-shingle 

    7121.60 Roofer, Slate 

    7121.70 Foof Fixer 

    7121.80 Thatcher 

          Mpauaji, Manyasi 

    7121.85 Awning installer 

    7121.90 Roofer, NEC 

   7122  Floor layers and tile setters 

    7122.10 Worker, Parquetry 

    7122.20 Setter, Tile 

    7122.30 Setter, Marble 

    7122.40 Cutter-Setter, mosaic 

    7122.50  Layer, Carpet 

    7122.60 Floor Layers and Tile Setters, NEC 123 PLASTERERS 

   7123  Plasterers 

    7123.10  Plasterer, General  

    7123.20 Plasterer, Ornamental  

    7123.30  Plasterer, Stucco 

    7123.40  

        

 Plasterer, Fibrous 

    7123.50  

         

Plasterer, Solid 

    7123.90  Plasterer, NEC 

   7124  Insulation workers 

    7124.10  Insulation Worker 

    7124.20  Insulator building, Hand 

    7124.30 Insulator building, Machine 

    7124.40  Insulation Worker, Boiler and Pipe 

    7124.50  Insulation Worker, Acoustical 

    7124.60  Insulation Worker, Refrigeration and Air-conditioning 

 equipment 

    7124.70 Insulation Worker, Sound-proofing 
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    7124.70  Insulation Installer125 GLAZIERS 

    7124.90  Insulation workers, NEC  

   7125  Glaziers 

    7125.10 Glazier,  

    7125.20 Autoglazier 

    7125.30 Glazier, Leaded-glass 

    7125.40 Glazier, Roofing 

    7125.50  Glazier, Plate-glass 

    7125.60 Glazier, Vehicle 

    7125.90 Glazier, NEC 

   7126  Plumbers and pipe fitters 

    7126.10 Plumber 

    7126.15  Fitter, Pipe 

    7126.20 Fitter, Pipe and tube/aircraft 

    7126.25 Fitter, Pipe/marine 

    7126.30 Fitter, Pipe/sewerage 

    7126.35 Fitter, Pipe/ventilation 

    7126.40  Fitter, Pipe/water supply 

    7126.45  Fitter, Gas pipe 

    7126.50 Layer, Pipe 

    7126.60 Drain Technician 

    7126.90 Plumbers and Pipe Fitters, NEC 

   7127  Air conditioning and refrigeration mechanics 

    7127.10  Mechanic, Air conditioning equipment 

    7127.20  Mechanic, Refrigeration 

    7127.30  Mechanic, Gas Service system  

    7127.40 Mechanic, heating system  

    7127.90 Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Mechanics, NEC 

  713   Painters, building structure cleaners and related  

trades workers 

   7131  Painters and related workers 

    7131.10 Painter, Building 

        Fundi Rangi - Majengo 

    7131.20 Painter, structural steel 

    7131.30  Paperhanger 

    7131.40  Whitewasher 

    7131.90 Painters and Related Workers, NEC 

   7132  Spray painters and varnishers 

    7132.10 Spray-painter, Metal  

    7132.20 Spray-painter, Automobile 

    7132.30 Painter, manufactured article 

    7132.40 Painter, Vehicle 
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    7132.50 Varnisher, 

    7132.60 Varnisher, Manufactured article 

    7132.70   Varnisher, Metal 

    7132.90 Spray painters and varnishers, NEC  

   7133  Building structure cleaners 

    7133.10 Cleaner, Building exteriors 

    7133.20  Sandblaster, Building exteriors 

    7133.30  Chimney Sweep 

    7133.90 Building structure cleaners, NEC 

 72    Metal, machinery and related trades workers 

  721   Sheet and structural metal workers, moulders and  

welders, and related workers 

   7211  Metal moulders and core makers 

    7211.10  Moulder, Metal (B.T) 

        Bench Moulder, Metal (A.T) 

    7211.20  Moulder, Floor and Pit  

    7211.30  Moulder, Metal castings  

    7211.40  Moulder, Machine 

    7211.50 Coremaker 

    7211.60  Core checker, foundry 

    7211.90  Metal Moulders and Core Makers, NEC 

   7212  Welders and flame cutters 

    7212.10  Welder 

    7212.15 Foreman, welder/flame cutter 

    7212.20  Gas and Electric Welder, General 

        Muungaji Vyuma kwa gesi na umeme 

    7212.25 Gas Welder 

        Muungaji Vyuma kwa gesi 

    7212.30 Electric Arc Welder, Hand 

        Muungaji Vyuma kwa Umeme-Mkono 

    7212.35 Electric arc Welder, Machine 

        Muungaji Vyuma kwa Umeme-Mashine 

    7212.40 Thermite Welder 

    7212.45 Resistance Welder 

    7212.50 Brazier 

    7212.55 Lead Burner 

    7212.60 Flame-Cutter 

    7212.70 Solderer 

    7212.90  Welders and Flame Cutters, NEC 

   7213  Sheet-metal workers 

    7213.10 Sheet-metal worker, General  

    7213.20 Marker, sheet metal 
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    7213.30  Coppersmith  

    7213.40 Tinsmith 

    7213.50 Boilersmith  

    7213.60 Ornamental sheet-Metal worker  

    7213.70 Vehicle sheet-metal worker (B.T) 

          Panel beater, (R.T) 

    7213.80  Aircraft sheet metal worker  

    7213.90  Sheet-Metal Workers, NEC  

   7214  Structural -metal preparers and erectors 

    7214.10 Erector, structural metal 

    7214.20 Preparer, structural metal 

    7214.30 Riveter 

    7214.35 Riveter, Hand 

         Mtia ribiti kwa Mkono 

    7214.40  Riveter, Machine 

          Mtia ribiti kwa Mashine 

    7214.45 Riveter, Pneumatic 

    7214.50 Shipwright, metal 

    7214.55 Structural steel worker, workshop 

    7214.60 Maker, Structural Metal 

    7214.70 Platter, ship 

    7214.90 Structural Metal Preparers and Erectors, NEC 

   7215  Riggers and cable splicers 

    7215.10  Rigger, General  

    7215.20 Rigger, Theatrical  

    7215.30 Rigger, Logging  

    7215.40  Rigger, Ship  

    7215.50 Rigger, Tower  

    7215.60 Splicer, Rope and Cable  

    7215.70 Rigger, Aircraft  

    7215.80 Rigger, Railway Cable 

    7215.90 Cable Riggers and Cable Splicers, NEC 

  722   Blacksmiths, toolmakers and related trades workers 

   7221  Blacksmiths, hammersmiths and forging press workers 

    7221.10  Blacksmith, General 

    7221.20 Hammersmith 

    7221.30 Drop-hammer worker 

    7221.40 Forging press worker 

    7221.50 Metal former, Hand 

    7221.60 Wire drawer, Hand 

    7221.90  Blacksmiths, Hammersmiths and Forging Press  

Workers, NEC 
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   7222  Toolmakers and related workers 

    7222.10 Maker, Die  

    7222.20 Toolmaker,  

    7222.30 Maker, Jig  

    7222.40 Maker, jig and fixture 

    7222.50  Pattern-maker 

    7222.60  Maker, Metal  

    7222.70 Gunsmith 

    7222.80 Locksmith 

    7222.90  Toolmakers and Related Workers, NEC 

   7223  Metal working machine tool setters and operators 

    7223.10 Setter, metal-working machine, General 

    7223.20 Setter-operator, metal machine (B.T) 

        Setter-operator, metal-working machine (A.T), 

    7223.30 Machine tool Setter 

    7223.40 Machine tool Operator 

    7223.50  Setter-operator, grindingïmachine 

    7225.60 Setter-operator, boring-machine 

    7223.65 Setter-operator, drilling machine 

    7223.70  Setter-operator, precision-drilling-machine 

    7223.75 Metal turner 

    7223.80  Machine tool setter operator 

    7223.85 Metal Spinner 

    7223.90  Metal Working Machine Tool Setters and Operators,  

NEC 

   7224  Metal polishers, wheel grinders and tool sharpeners 

    7224.10 Polisher, Metal 

    7224.20 Grinder, Tool 

    7224.30 Grinder, Textile card 

    7224.40 Grinder, Crankshaft 

    7224.50 Sharpener, Cutting instrument 

    7224.55  Sharpener, Knife 

    7224.60 Sharpener, Machine tool 

    7224.70 Repairer, Saw 

    7224.80 Finisher, Metal 

    7224.90  Metal Polishers, Wheel Grinders and Tool Sharpeners, 

 NEC 

  723   Machinery mechanics and repairers 

   7231  Motor vehicle mechanics and repairers 

    7231.10 Engine fitter, motor-vehicle 

    7231.20 Mechanic, Garage 

    7231.30 Mechanic, Motor-cycle 
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    7231.40 Mechanic, Motor vehicle 

    7231.50  Motor vehicle engine and fuel system service  

Technician 

    7231.60 Motor vehicle mechatronics service Technician 

    7231.70  Motor vehicle, Repairer 

    7231.80 Motor vehicle service Technician 

    7231.90 Motor Vehicle Mechanics and Repairers, NEC 

   7232  Aircraft engine mechanics and repairers 

    7232.10  Aircraft engine Fitter 

    7232.20  Mechanic, Aircraft  

    7232.30 Aircraft maintenance supervisor 

    7232.40 Aircraft restorer 

    7232.50  Aircraft service technician 

    7232.60  Airframe Mechanic 

    7232.70 Aviation maintenance technician 

    7232.80  Helicopter mechanic 

    7232.90  Aircraft Engine Mechanics and Repairers, NEC   

   7233  Agricultural and industrial machinery mechanics  

and repairers 

    7233.10 Mechanic, machinery 

    7233.15 Air -conditioning equipment mechanic 

    7233.20 Fitter, machinery 

    7233.30 Mechanic, office machinery 

    7233.40 Mechanic, mining machinery 

    7233.50 Mechanic, marine engine 

    7233.60 Mechanic, ship 

    7233.65 Mechanic, train engine 

    7233.70  Mechanic maintenance, estate/plantation 

    7233.75  Farm machinery repairer 

    7233.90 Agricultural and Industrial Machinery Mechanics and  

Repairers, NEC 

   7234  Bicycle and related repairers 

    7234.10 Bicycle mechanic 

    7234.20  Bicycle repairer 

    7234.30 Wheelchair repairer 

    7234.90 Bicycle and Related Repairers, NEC 

 73    Handicraft and printing workers  

  731   Handicraft workers  

   7311  Precision-instrument makers and repairers 

    7311.10 Maker, instrument/meteorological 

    7311.20 Maker, instrument/surgical 

    7311.30 Maker and repairer, dental prosthesis 
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    7311.40 Maker and repairer, orthopedic appliance 

    7311.50  Maker and, watch and clock 

    7311.55 Repairer, watch and clock 

    7311.60 Maker and repairer, instrument/optical 

    7311.70 Maker and repairer, balance 

    7311.80  Maker, instrument/nautical 

    7311.90 Precision Instrument Makers and Repairers, NEC 

   7312  Musical instrument makers and tuners 

    7312.10 Maker, instrument/musical (brass)  

    7312.20 Maker, stringed-musical instrument  

    7312.25 Maker, wood-wind musical instrument  

    7312.30  Maker, metal-wind musical instrument 

    7312.40 Tuner, musical instrument 

    7312.50 Maker, drum 

    7312.60 Accordion Maker  

    7312.70  Organ builder 

    7312.80  Piano tuner 

    7312.90 Musical Instrument Makers and Tuners, NEC 

   7313  Jewellery and precious-metal workers 

    7313.10 Jeweller, General (B.T) 

        Goldsmith (R.T) 

        Silversmith (R.T) 

        Sonara 

    7313.20 Diamond Cutter and Polisher (B.T) 

        Gemstone Cutter and Polisher (A.T) 

        Mkataji na Mngôarishaji wa Vito 

    7313.30 Setter, Gem 

    7313.40 Repairer, Jewellery 

    7313.50  Roller, Precious metal 

    7313.60 Precious metal leaf Maker 

    7313.70  Engraver, Jewellery 

    7313.80 Enameller, Jewellery 

    7313.90  Jewellery and Precious-Metal Workers, NEC 

   7314  Potters and related workers 

    7314.10 Potter, General 

    7314.20 Modeller, pottery and porcelain 

    7314.30 Caster, pottery and porcelain 

    7314.40  Thrower, pottery and porcelain 

    7314.50  Mould Maker, pottery and porcelain 

    7314.60 Moulder, brick and tile (B.T) 

     Brick maker (R.T) 

     Tile Maker (R.T) 
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     Block Maker (R.T) 

    7314.65  Presser, pottery and porcelain 

    7314.70  Pottery and porcelain in Die ï Presser 

    7314.80  Clay Extruding- Press Operator 

    7314.90 Potters and Related Workers, NEC 

   7315  Glass makers, cutters, grinders and finishers 

    7315.10  Blower, Glass 

    7315.20 Blower, Scientific Glass  

    7315.30  Cutter, Optical Glass 

    7315.40 Cutter, Glass 

    7315.50  Moulder, Glass lens 

    7315.60  Polisher, Glass 

    7315.70 Grinder, Glass  

    7315.80  Finisher, Glass 

    7315.90 Glass-Makers, Cutters, Grinders and Finishers, NEC 

   7316  Sign writers, decorative painters, engravers and etchers 

    7316.10 Sign- Writer 

    7316.20  Painter, Decorative 

    7316.25  Engraver, Glass 

    7316.30  Etcher, Glass 

    7316.40  Glass Sandblaster 

    7316.45 Enameller, Glass  

    7316.50 Ceramics, Painter 

    7316.55 Ceramics Spray Painter 

    7316.60 Ceramics Decorator 

    7316.70 Ceramic Dipper 

    7316.80 Mirror Silverer 

    7316.90 Sign Writers, Decorative Painters, Engravers and 

 Etchers, NEC 

   7317  Handicraft workers in wood, basketry and  

related materials 

    7317.10 Handicraft worker, Reed weaving  

    7317.20 Handicraft worker, Stone articles  

    7317.30 Handicraft worker, wooden articles 

    7317.40 Maker, Basket 

      Mtengeneza Vikapu  

    7317.50 Maker, Brush 

    7317.60 Maker, Broom 

     Mtengeneza Fagio 

    7317.70    Maker, Mat 

     Mtengeneza Zulia 

    7317.80 Maker, Wicker furniture  
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    7317.90 Handicraft Workers in Wood, Basketry and Related 

 Materials, NEC 

   7318  Handicraft workers in textile, leather and related  

materials 

    7318.10 Handicraft worker, Carpet  

    7318.20 Handicraft worker, Leather  

    7318.30 Handicraft worker, Textile 

    7318.40  Fibre comber, Textile 

    7318.45 Fibre drawer, Textile 

    7318.50 Fibre rover, Textile 

    7318.60  Knitter 

    7318.70 Spinner, Thread and Yarn  

    7318.75 Threader Loom 

    7318.80  Weaver, Cloth 

    7318.90 Handicraft Workers in Textile, Leather and Related 

 Materials,NEC 

   7319  Handicraft workers not elsewhere classified 

    7319.10 Lampshade maker 

    7319.20 Toy maker 

    7319.30 Wig maker 

    7319.40 Candle maker 

    7319.70 Back knife fabricator 

  732   Printing trades workers 

   7321  Pre-press technicians 

    7321.10 Compositor 

     Mpanga Herufi 

    7321.20 Linotype Operator 

    7321.30 Monotype Keyboard Operator 

    7321.40 Operator, Desktop publishing 

    7321.50 Typesetter 

    7321.60 Plate Maker, Printing  

    7321.70 Plate Mounter, Screen Printing 

    7321.80 Technician, Electronic pre-press  

    7321.85 Screen Maker 

    7321.90 Pre-Press technician, NEC 

   7322  Printers  

    7322.10 Printer, General 

     Mchapishaji Kawaida 

    7322.20 Printer, Block 

    7322.30 Printer, Screen 

    7322.40 Printer, textile 

    7322.50 Digital press operator 
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    7322.60 Feeder operator, printing 

    7322.70 Flexographic press operator 

    7322.80 Gravure press operator 

    7322.90 Printers, NEC 

   7323  Print finishing and binding workers  

    7323.10 Bookbinder 

    7323.20 Embosser, book 

    7323.30 Finisher, book  

    7323.40 Finisher, Print 

    7323.50 Cutter operator 

    7323.60 Multibinder operator 

    7323.70 Collator operator 

    7323.90 Print Finishing and Binding Workers, NEC 

 74    Electrical and electronic trades workers 

  741   Electrical equipment installers and repairers 

   7411  Building and related electricians 

    7411.10 Electrician, General 

     Fundi Umeme - Kawaida 

    7411.20 Electrician, Building repairs  

     Fundi Umeme - Majengo 

    7411.30 Electrician, Maintenance  

     Fundi Umeme- Matengenezo ya Majengo 

    7411.40  Electrician, Aircraft  

     Fundi Umeme ï Ndege 

    7411.50  Electrician, Shipôs 

     Fundi Umeme ï Melini 

    7411.60 Electrician, Vehicle (B.T) 

     Auto- Electrician (R.T) 

     Fundi Umeme -Magari 

    7411.90 Building and Related Electricians, NEC 

   7412  Electrical mechanics and fitters 

    7412.10 Electrical Fitter, General 

    7412.20 Mechanic, electrical  

    7412.30 Electrical Transformer Fitter 

    7412.40 Electrical Motor and Generator Fitter 

    7412.50 Electrical Switchgear and Control Apparatus Fitter 

    7412.60 Electrical Instrument Fitter 

    7412.70 Electrical Elevator and related Equipment Fitter 

    7412.80 Electrical Repairman 

     Mtengezaji Vyombo vya Umeme 

    7412.90 Electrical Mechanics and Fitters, NEC 

   7413  Electrical line installers and repairers  
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    7413.10 Line worker, electrical power (B.T) 

     Electric- Power Line worker (R.T) 

     Fundi Njia ya Umeme 

    7413.20 Electric- traction Line worker 

    7413.30 Telephone and Telegragh Line worker (B.T) 

     Cable line worker, telephone/telegraph/TV (R.T) 

    7413.40 Jointer, Electric cable 

     Muunganishaji Waya wa Umeme 

    7413.50 Layer, underground cable 

    7413.90 Electrical Line Installers and Repairers, NEC  

  742   Electronics and telecommunications installers and 

repairers 

   7421  Electronics mechanics and servicers 

    7421.10 Electronics mechanic, General 

    7421.15 Fitter, electronics/radio, television, video and radar 

equipment 

    7421.20 Fitter, electronics/signaling system 

    7421.25 Fitter, electronics/medical equipment 

    7421.30 Fitter, electronics/computer and related electronic  

equipment 

    7421.35 Fitter, electronics/industrial equipment 

    7421.40 Fitter, electronics/meteorological equipment 

    7421.45 Fitter, Electronics/Office Machines 

    7421.50 Avionics technician 

    7421.55 Electronic equipment servicer 

    7421.60 Photocopy machine technician 

    7421.70 Automated teller machines mechanic 

    7421.90 Electronics Mechanics and Services, NEC 

   7422  Information and communications technology 

installers and servicers 

    7422.10 Data and telecommunications cabler 

    7422.20 Telecommunications technician 

    7422.30 Installer, telephone and telegraph 

    7422.40 Computer equipment fitter 

    7422.50 Communications technician 

    7422.60 Hardware technician 

    7422.90 Information and Communications Technology Installers 

and Servicers, NEC 

 75    Food processing, wood working, garment and other 

craft and related trades workers 

  751   Food processing and related trades workers 

   7511  Butchers, fishmongers and related food 

preparers 
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    7511.10 Butcher, General 

    7511.20 Fish filleter  

    7511.30 Slaughterer 

     Mchinjaji 

    7511.40 Fishmonger 

    7511.50 Meat Cutter 

     Mkata Nyama 

    7511.60 Maker, Sausage 

    7511.70 Pickler, Meat and Fish 

    7511.90 Butchers, Fishmongers and Related Food Preparers, 

NEC 

   7512  Bakers, pastry-cooks and confectionery makers 

    7512.10 Baker, General 

     Mwokaji kawaida 

    7512.20 Baker, Bread 

     Mwokaji Mikate 

    7512.30 Maker, Pastry 

    7512.40 Confectioner 

    7512.50 Maker, Chocolate 

    7512.60 Maker, Yeast 

    7512.70 Maker, Noodle 

    7512.90 Bakers and Pastry-cooks And Confectionery Makers,  

NEC 513 DAIRY- 

   7513  Dairy-products makers 

    7513.10 Maker, butter  

    7513.20 Maker, cheese 

    7513.30 Milk Processing Worker 

    7513.90 Dairy-Products Makers, NEC 

   7514  Fruit, vegetable and related preservers 

    7514.10 Preserver, fruit 

    7514.20 Preserver, vegetable 

    7514.30 Maker, fruit juice 

    7414.40 Maker, vegetable juice 

    7514.50 Maker, Jam 

    7514.60 Expeller, oil 

    7514.70 Vegetable /fruit pickler 

    7514.90 Fruit, Vegetable and Related Preservers, NEC 

   7515  Food and beverage tasters and graders 

    7515.10 Grader, Food 

    7515.20 Taster, Food 

    7515.30 Taster, Coffee 

    7515.40 Taster, Tea 
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    7515.50 Taster, Liquor  

    7515.55 Taster, Wine 

    7515.60 Grader, Meat 

    7515.65 Grader, Fruit/vegetable 

    7515.70 Taster, Juice 

    7515.80 Grader, Oil 

    7515.90 Food and Beverage Tasters and Graders, NEC 

   7516  Tobacco preparers and tobacco products makers 

    7516.10 Grader, Tobacco 

    7516.20 Maker, Cigar  

    7516.30 Maker, Cigarette  

    7516.90 Tobacco Preparers and Tobacco Products Makers, 

NEC 

  752   Wood treaters, cabinet-makers and related trades  

workers 

   7521  Wood treaters 

    7521.10 Treater, wood 

    7521.20 Seasoner, wood 

    7521.30 Dry kiln operator 

    7521.40 Lumber kiln operator 

    7521.50 Veneer dryer tender 

    7521.90 Wood Treaters, NEC 

   7522  Cabinet-makers and related workers 

    7522.10 Maker, Cabinet 

    7522.15 Cartwright 

    7522.20 Cooper 

    7522.25 Maker, Wood pattern 

    7522.30 Furniture cabinet-maker 

    7522.35 Coach-Body builder 

    7522.40 Maker, Wooden model 

    7522.45 Veneer applier 

    7522.50 Wheel-Wright 

    7522.90 Cabinet-Makers and Related Workers, NEC 

   7523  Woodworking-machine tool setters and operators 

    7523.10 Setter, woodworking machine, General  

    7523.15 Setter-operator, woodworking machine 

     Mtegeshaji Mashine ya Mbao 

    7523.20 Sawyer, precision woodworking  

    7523.25 Turner, wood  

    7523.30 Wood- Lathe- Setter- Operators 

    7523.35 Wood ï Shaping- Machine-Setter- Operator 

    7523.40 Wood ï Routing- Machine-Setter- Operator 
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    7523.45 Wood ï Planning- Machine-Setter- Operator 

    7523.50 Wood ï Spindle-Carving- Machine-Setter- Operator 

    7523.55 Carving machine operator (wood) 

    7523.60 Furniture production machine operator 

    7523.90 Woodworking Machine Tool Setters and Operators,  

NEC 

  753   Garment and related trades workers 

   7531  Tailors, dressmakers, furriers and hatters 

    7531.10 Tailor, Made-to-Measure Garments (B.T) 

     Seamstress, Made-to-Measure Garment (A.T) 

    7531.20 Tailor, Ready-to-Measure Garments (B.T) 

     Seamstress, Ready-to-Measure Garment (A.T) 

    7531.30 Dressmaker 

    7531.40 Furrier 

    7531.50 Milliner  

    7531.60 Maker, hat and cap 

    7531.70 Maker, wig 

    7531.90 Tailors, Dressmakers, Furriers and Hatters, NEC 

   7532  Garment and related pattern-makers and cutters 

    7532.10 Pattern-maker, Garment 

    7532.20 Maker, Fur Pattern 

    7532.30 Maker, Garment 

    7532.40 Cutter, Garment 

    7532.50 Cutter, Gloves  

    7532.60 Maker, Hats and caps 

    7532.90 Garment and Related Pattern-Makers and Cutters,  

NEC 7533 

   7533  Sewing, embroidery and related workers 

    7533.10 Sewer, General (B.T) 

     Sewer, Hand and Machine (R.T)  

     Mshonaji, kwa Mkono na Mashine 

    7533.20 Embroiderer  

    7533.30 Maker, Umbrella  

    7533. 40 Sail, Tent and Awing Maker  

    7533.50 Doll and Stuffed Toy Maker 

    7533.90 Sewing, Embroidery and Related Workers, NEC 

   7534  Upholsterers and related workers 

    7534.10 Upholsterer, Furniture 

    7534.20 Upholsterer, Vehicle 

    7534.30 Maker, Mattress 

     Mtengeneza Magodoro 

    7534.40 Maker, Cushion 
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    7543 50 Upholsterer, Orthopaedic 

    7534.70 Upholsterer, Aircraft 

    7534.80 Upholsterer, Railway carriage 

    7534.90 Upholsterers and Related Workers, NEC 

   7535  Pelt dressers, tanners and fellmongers 

    7535.10 Fellmonger  

    7535.20 Grader, Telt  

    7535.30 Tanner 

    7535.40 Hide flesher and Dehairer 

    7535.50 Hider Splitter              

    7535.60 Leather Dresser (B.T) 

     Leather Currier (A.T) 

    7535.70 Leather Dyer and Stainer 

    7535.90 Pelt Dressers, Tanners and Fellmongers, NEC 

   7536  Shoemakers and related workers 

   ####  Shoe maker, General 

    7536.20 Cobbler (B.T) 

     Shoe repairer (A.T) 

     Mshona Viatu 

    7536.30 Saddler 

    7536.40 Shoe Maker, Orthopedic 

    7536.50 Maker, Sports equipment/footwear 

    7536.90 Shoemakers and Related Workers, NEC 

  754   Other craft and related workers 

   7541  Underwater divers 

    7541.10 Worker, underwater 

    7541.20 Diver, Scuba 

    7541.30 Dive boatman 

    7541.40 Frogman Salvage 

    7541.90 Underwater Divers, NEC 

   7542  Shot firers and blasters 

    7542.10 Blaster  

    7542.20 Shotfirer, Mine and Quarry 

     Mlipua Miamba 

    7542.30 Powderman 

    7542.90 Shotfirers and Blasters, NEC 

   7543  Product graders and testers (excluding foods 

and beverages) 

    7543.10 Quality inspector 

    7543.20 Product Grader 

    7543.30 Wool classer 

    7543.90 Product Graders and Testers (Except Foods and  
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Beverages), NEC 

   7544  Fumigators and other pest and weed controllers 

    7544.10 Fumigator 

    7544.20 Pest Controllers 

    7544.30 Weed Controllers 

    7544.90 Fumigators and Other Pest and Weed Controllers, 

NEC 

    7549.00 Craft and related workers not elsewhere classified 

      

    7549.10 Optical lens finisher 

    7549.20 Optical lens moulder 

8     Plant machine operators, and assemblers 

 81    Stationary plant and machine operators 

  811   Mining and mineral processing plant operators 

   8111  Miners and quarriers 

    8111.10 Cutting Machine operator, mine 

    8111.15 Drilling Machine Operator, mine and Quarry 

    8111.20 Continuous-Mining machine Operator 

     Mwendesha Mashine ya Kekee-Migodi na Mawe 

    8111.25 Bogger Operator 

    8111.30 Dragline Operator (mining) 

    8111.35 Mining Plant Operator 

    8111.40 Miner 

    8111.45 Quarrier 

    8111.50 Roof Bolter (mining) 

    8111.90 Miners and Quarriers, NEC 

   8112  Mineral and stone processing plant operators 

    8112.10 Mineral-Crushing-machine operator (B.T) 

     Crusher operator (mineral or stone processing) (A.T) 

    8112.20 Mineral-milling-machine operator 

    8112.30 Coal washer 

    8112.40 Flotation worker (mineral processing) 

    8112.50 Gold Precipitator  

    8112.60  Cone Operator, Mine 

    8112.70 Cutter and finisher, stone 

    8112.80 Machine operator, stone processing 

    8112.90 Mineral and Stone Processing Plant Operators, NEC 

   8113  Well drillers and borers and related workers 

    8113.10 Boring equipment operator 

    8113.15 Bore sinker 

    8113.20 Derrickman 

    8113.25 Derrick operator 
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    8113.30 Well driller 

    8113.40 Directional driller 

    8113.45 Drilling rig operator 

    8113.50 Jumbo operator 

    8113.55 Power-tong operator 

    8113.60 Toolpusher 

    8113.65 Tourpusher 

    8113.90 Well Drillers and Borers and Related Workers,  

NEC 

   8114  Cement, stone and other mineral products machine 

operators 

    8114.10 Cement product Machine-operator 

    8114.15 Asbestos Machine-operator 

    8114.20 Terrazzo tile Machine-operator 

    8114.25 Clay Products Machine Operator 

    8114.30 Cast stone Maker 

    8114.35 Stone Processing Machine Operator 

    8114.40 Cast-stone products machine operator 

    8114.45 Cast-concrete products machine operator 

    8114.50 Concrete production machine operator 

    8114.55 Industrial diamond polishing machine operator 

    8114.60 Stone polishing machine operator 

    8114.90 Cement, Stone and Other Mineral Products Machine 

Operators, NEC 

  812   Metal processing and finishing plant operators 

   8121  Metal processing plant operators 

    8121.10 Furnace-operator, refining/steel (open-hearth furnace) 

    8121.20 Blast Furnace-operator, Ore Smelting 

    8121.25 Continuous-mill roller, steel/ cold and Hot Roller, steel 

    8121.30 Furnace-operator, refining/non-ferrous metal 

    8121.35 Machine-operator, casting metal 

    8121.40 Metal Pourerh 

    8121.45 Cupola Furnace-operator 

    8121.50 Manipulator, rolling-mill, metal 

    8121.55 Hardener 

    8121.60 Annealer, metal 

    8121.65 Temperer 

    8121.70 Machine-operator, drawing/wire 

    8121.80 Seamless pipe and tube drawer 

    8121.90 Metal Processing Plant Operators, NEC 

   8122  Metal finishing, plating and coating machine  

operators 
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    8122.10 Electroplater 

    8122.20 Metal Bluer 

    8122.30 Machine-operator, dipping/metal (B.T) 

     Hot-Dip Plater (R.T)  

    8122.40 Galvaniser 

    8122.45 Machine-operator, sandblaster equipment 

    8122.50 Casting Finisher (B.T) 

     Casting Dresser (A.T) 

    8122.60 Machine-operator, spraying/metal (B.T) 

     Metal Sprayer (R.T) 

    8122.65 Wire-Coating Machine Operator 

    8122.70 Oxidizer 

    8122.75 Operator, moulding 

    8122.80 Metal cleaner  

    8122.90 Metal Finishing, Plating and Coating Machine  

Operators, NEC 

  813   Chemical and photographic products plant and 

machine operators 

   8131  Chemical products plant and machine operators 

    8131.10 Mixing and blending/chemical and related processes  

Machine-operator 

    8131.20 Detergent production Machine-operator 

    8131.30 Pharmaceutical products Machine-operator 

    8131.40 Toiletries products Machine-operator  

    8131.50 Ammunition products Machine-operator 

    8131.60 Explosive products Machine-operator 

    8131.70 Blender/petroleum and natural gas refining (ethyl)  

operator 

    8131.80 Still/petroleum and natural gas refining machine  

operator 

    8131.90 Chemical Products Plant and Machine Operators, 

NEC 

   8132  Photographic products machine operators 

    8132.10 Machine-operator, photograph developing (colour and 

black & white) (B.T) 

     Colour developer (R.T) 

     Black-and-White Developer (R.T) 

     Msafishaji Picha 

    8132.20 Machine-operator, film processing machine 

    8132.30 Photographic Film and Paper Maker 

     Mtengeneza filamu na karatasi za Picha 

    8132.40 Machine-operator, photographic plate production 

    8132.50 Machine-operator, photograph enlarging 
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     Mkuzaji Picha 

    8132.60 Photographic Printer 

     Mtoaji Picha 

    8132.90  Photographic Products Machine Operators, 

 NEC 

  814   Rubber, plastic and paper products machine  

operators 

   8141  Rubber products machine operators 

    8141.10 Machine Operator, Rubber products (B.T) 

     Rubber Millman (A.T) 

    8141.20 Rubber Calendar/rubber Operator 

    8141.30 Rubber Extruding-Machine Operator 

    8141.40 Milling/rubber Machine-operator  

    8141.50 Extruding/rubber Machine-operator 

    8141.60 Moulding/rubber Press-operator 

    8141.70 Cutting/rubber Machine-operator  

    8141.80 Tyre production Machine-operator 

    8141.90 Rubber Products Machine Operators, NEC 

   8142  Plastic products machine operators 

    8142.10 Machine-operator, mixing/plastics  

    8142.20 Press-operator, laminating/plastics 

    8142.30 Machine-operator, extruding/plastics 

    8142.40 Machine operator, injection moulding/plastics 

    8142.50 Machine-operator, compression moulding/plastics  

    8142.60 Machine-operator, vacuum plastic-forming  

    8142.70 Machine-operator, tableting/plastics 

    8142.80 Machine-operator, plastic production/products 

    8142.90 Plastics Production Machine Operators NEC 

   8143  Paper products machine operators 

    8143.10 Cardboard products Machine-operator 

    8143.20 Paper box production Machine-operator 

     Mtengeneza maboksi kwa mashine 

    8143.30 Envelope & paper bag production Machine- 

operator 

     Mtengeneza mabegi kwa mashine 

    8143.40 Cardboard lining machine operator 

    8143.50 Paper box cutting and creasing- press operator 

    8143.60 Paper product machine operator 

    8143.70 Cellophane Bag, machine Operator 

    8143.90 Paper Products Machine Operators, NEC 

  815   Textile, fur and leather products machine  

operators 
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   8151  Fibre preparing, spinning and winding machine 

operators 

    8151.10 Machine-operator, fibre preparing 

    8151.20 Spinner, (B.T); 

     Spinner, Thread and Yarn (A.T) 

     Msokota Nyuzi 

    8151.30 Twister (B.T) 

     Machine-operator, twisting/ thread and yarn (R.T) 

     Mnyongaji 

    8151.40 Winder (B.T) 

     Machine-operator, winding/ thread and yarn (R.T) 

     Mkunjaji 

    8151.50 Doubler 

    8151.60 Fibres Preparing, Spinning and Winding Machine  

Operators, NEC 152 WEAVING 

    8151.90 Fibres Preparing, Spinning and Winding Machine  

Operators, NEC 152 WEAVING 

   8152  Weaving and knitting machine operators 

    8152.10 Machine-operator, weaving 

    8152.15 Machine-operator, weaving/Carpet 

     Mfuma mazulia kwa mashine 

    8152.20 Machine-operator, knitting/Garment 

     Mwendesha mashine ya Kusuka nguo 

    8152.25 Machine-operator, knitting/Hosiery 

     Mwendesha mashine ya Kusuka Nyuzi 

    8152.30 Jacquard Design copyist 

    8152.35 Jacquard Design copyist 

    8152.40 Jacquard card cutter 

    8152.50 Jacquard Weaver, Machine 

    8152.55 Loom Threader, Machine 

     Mtengeneza Nyuzi kwa Mashine 

    8152.60 Net Maker, Machine 

    8152.70 Beam Warper 

    8154.90 Weaving and Knitting Machine Operators,  

NEC 8153 SEWIN 

   8153  Sewing machine operators 

    8153.10 Machine-operator, sewing 

    8153.20 Mwendesha cherehani 

    8153.30 Machine-operator, sewing/textile product 

    8153.40 Machine-operator, sewing/ Embroiderer,  

    8153.90 Sewing Machine Operators, NEC 

   8154  Bleaching, dyeing and fabric cleaning machine 

operators 
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    8154.10 Machine-operator, bleaching/textile 

    8154.20 Machine-operator, dyeing 

    8154.30 Machine Operator, Carbonising/Wool 

    8154.40 Machine Operator, Degumming/Silk 

    8154.50 Machine Operator, Weighting 

    8154.60 Machine-operator, Starching/ Silk 

    8154.65 Waterproofer, textiles 

    8154.70 Machine-operator, washing and shrinking/textiles 

    8154.75 Machine-operator, drying/textiles 

    8154.80 Operator, calendar/textiles 

    8154.90 Bleaching, Dyeing and Cleaning Machine Operators, 

NEC 

   8155  Fur and leather preparing machine operators 

    8155.10 Machine-operator, hide processing 

    8155.20 Machine-operator, fleshing/hide 

    8155.30 Machine-operator, dehairing/hide 

    8155.40 Machine-operator, tanning 

    8155.50 Machine-operator, staining/leather 

    8155.60 Machine-operator, cutting/leather 

    8155.90 Fur- and Leather-Preparing-Machine Operators, 

NEC 

   8156  Shoemaking and related machine operators 

    8156.10 Machine-operator, footwear production 

    8156.20 Machine-operator, footwear production/orthopaedic 

    8156.30 Machine-operator, footwear production/sports 

    8156.40 Maker, handbag 

    8156.50 Maker, wallet 

    8156.90 Shoemaking and Related Machine Operators, NEC 

   8157  Laundry machine operators 

    8157.10 Machine-operator, dry-cleaning 

    8157.20 Machine-operator, laundering 

    8157.30 Machine-operator, pressing/laundry 

    8157.90 Laundry Machine Operators, NEC 

   8159  Textile, fur and leather products machine operators 

not elsewhere classified 

    8159.10 Machine-operator, braid production 

    8159.20 Machine-operator, cutting/garments 

    8159.30 Machine-operator, cutting/textile 

    8159.40 Machine-operator, hat making 

    8159.50 Machine-operator, pattern-making/leather 

    8159.60 Machine-operator, pattern-making/ garments 

    8159.70 Machine-operator, pattern-making/textiles 
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    8159.80 Machine-operator, folding/cloth 

  816   Food and related products machine operators 

   8160  Food and related products machine operators 

    8160.10 Machine-operator, meat /fish processing 

    8160.15 Machine-operator, processing/dairy products 

    8160.20 Machine-operator, milling/mustard seeds 

    8160.25 Machine-operator, pastry production 

    8160.30 Machine-operator, fruit/vegetable processing 

    8160.35 Machine-operator, tea leaf/coffee/cocoa bean 

processing 

    8160.40 Machine-operator, soft drink production 

    8160.45 Machine-operator, malting/ spirits 

    8160.50 Machine-operator, Wine 

    8160.55 Operator, processing and refining/sugar 

    8160.60 Machine-Operator, Cigarette Production 

    8160.65 Machine-Operator, Oils and Fats processing  

    8160.90 Food and Related Products Machine Operators,  

NEC 

  817   Wood processing and papermaking plant operators 

   8171  Pulp and papermaking plant operators 

    8171.10 Machine Operator, Papermaking  

    8171.20 Machine operator, Supercalendar 

    8171.30 Machine operator, grinding/wood 

    8171.40 Machine Operator, paper- pulp plant 

    8171.50 Machine Operator, chipper/paper pulp 

    8171.55 Machine operator, chipping  

    8171.60 Machine operator Cutting/paper 

    8171.65 Machine Operator, digester 

    8171.70 Machine Operator, digester 

    8171.80 Machine Operator, bleacher 

    8171.90 Pulp and Papermaking Plant Operators, NEC 

   8172  Wood processing plant operators 

    8172.10 Machine-operator, Wood Processing plant  

    8172.20 Machine-operator, sawmill 

    8172.30 Machine-operator, band-saw 

    8172.40 Machine-press-operator, plywood 

    8172.50 Machine-operator, seasoning/wood 

    8172.55 Machine- operator, treating/wood 

    8172.60 Machine-operator, Veneer Production 

    8172.65 Machine-operator, furniture production 

    8172.70 Machine-operator, wood products 

    8172.75 Machine Operator, auto-clipper  
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    8172.90 Wood Processing Plant Operators, NEC  

  818   Other stationary plant and machine operators 

   8181  Glass and ceramics plant operators 

    8181.10 Glass-Making Furnace man 

    8181.15 Glass-Annealing Furnace man 

    8181.20 Glass-Blowing-Machine Operator 

    8181.25 Glass-Pressing-Machine Operator 

    8181.30 Glass-Drawing-Machine Operator 

    8181.35 Mixing/clay-Machine-operator 

    8181.40 Mixing/glass- Machine-operator 

    8181.45 Plate-Glass Polisher 

    8181.50 Float-Glass Bath Operator 

    8181.55 Glass Tube Maker 

    8181.60 Pottery and Porcelain  

    8181.65 Brick and Tile Plantman 

    8181.70 Glass Temperer  

    8181.80 Abrasive Mixer 

    8181.85 Fibreglass Maker 

    8181.90 Glass and ceramics plant Operators, NEC 

   8182  Steam engine and boiler operators 

    8182.10 Fireperson, ship 

    8182.20 Operator, boiler plant/steam 

    8182.30 Operator, steam engine 

    8182.40 Shipôs Oiler and Greaser 

     Mtia Mafuta Melini 

    8182.90 Steam Engine and Boiler Operators, NEC 

   8183  Packing, bottling and labelling machine operators 

    8183.10 Machine-operator, bottling 

    8183.20 Machine-operator, labeling 

    8183.30 Machine-Operator, carton 

    8183.40 Machine-Operator, packing 

    8183.90 Packing, Bottling and Labeling Machine-Operators, 

NEC 

   8184  Power-generating plant operator 

    8184.10 Power plant operator, steam (B.T) 

     Generator operator (A.T) 

    8184.20 Hydroelectric station operator 

    8184.30 Turbine operator, power station (B.T) 

     Turbine Assistant (A.T) 

    8184.40 Power Switchboard operator 

     Mwendesha Mtambo wa Swichi 

    8184.50 Load dispatcher, Electric power 
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    8184.90 Power-Generating Plant Operator, NEC 

   8185  Other power-generating and related plant operators 

    8185.10 Stationary Engine Operator, General 

    8185.20 Air -Compressor Operator 

    8185.30 Gas-compressor Operator 

    8185.40 Lock Operator, canal or Port 

    8185.50 Pumping-Station Operator 

    8185.60 Water Pump Operator (B.T) 

     Water Treatment Plant Operator, Waterworks (A.T) 

    8185.70 Incinerator Plant Operator 

    8185.80 Refrigeration Systems Operator 

    8185.85 Heating and Ventilation Equipment Operator 

    8185.90 Other Power-Generating and Related Plant Operators,  

NEC 

   8189  Stationary plant and machine operators not elsewhere 

classified 

    8189.10 Stationary Plant and Machine-Operators, NEC 

 82    Assemblers 

  821   Assemblers 

   8211  Mechanical machinery assemblers 

    8211.10 Assembler, mechanical machinery, General 

     Fundi chumaïUfungaji, kawaida 

    8211.20 Assembler, automobile 

    8211.25 Assembler, bicycle 

    8211.30 Assembler, refrigeration and air-conditioning equipment 

    8211.40 Assembler, sewing machine 

    8211.50 Assembler, earth-moving equipment 

    8211.60 Assembler, textile machinery 

    8211.70 Assembler, industrial machinery 

    8211.80 Assembler, wood working machinery  

    8211.90 Mechanical Machinery Assemblers, NEC 

   8212  Electrical and electronic equipment assemblers 

    8212.10 Assembler, electrical equipment 

    8212.20 Assembler, electronic equipment 

    8212.30 Assembler, semi-conductor 

    8212.40 Assembler, battery 

    8212.50 Assembler, electric-sign 

    8212.60 Assembler, office machinery 

    8212.70 Assembler, hearing aid 

    8212.80 Assembler, audio-visual equipment 

    8212.90 Electrical and Electronic Equipment Assemblers, NEC 

   8219  Assemblers not elsewhere classified 
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    8219.10 Machine-operator, capping 

    8219.20 Machine-operator, insulation 

    8219.30 Press operator, baling 

    8219.40 Machine-operator, silicon chip production 

    8219.50 Operator, sub-assembly manual 

 83    Drivers and mobile plant operators 

  831   Locomotive engine drivers and related workers 

   8311  Locomotive engine drivers 

    8311.10 Driver, railway engine 

     Dereva wa gari Moshi 

    8311.20 Driver, mine and Quarry engine 

    8311.30 Assistant, driver locomotives 

    8311.90 Locomotive Engine Drivers, NEC 

   8312  Railway brake, signal and switch operators 

    8312.10 Braker, railway 

    8312.20 Braker, Mine and Quarry 

    8312.30 Signaller, railway 

    8312.40 Shunter, railway 

    8312.50 Coupler, railway yard 

    8312.60 Pointsman, railway 

    8312.70 Gateman, railway 

    8312.90 Railway Brake, Signal and Switch Operators, NEC 

  832   Car, van and motorcycle drivers 

   8321  Motorcycle drivers 

    8321.10 Motor-Cyclist 

     Mwendesha Pikipiki 

    8321.20 Rider, dispatch 

    8321.30 Driver, motorized tricycle 

    8321.90 Motorcycle Drivers, NEC 

     Waendesha Pikipiki Wengine 

   8322  Car, taxi and van drivers 

    8322.10 Driver, car 

    8322.20 Transport/Chauffeur 

    8322.30 Driver, taxi 

    8322.40 Driver, van 

    8322.50 Driver, ambulance 

    8322.60 Driver, personal 

    8322.90 Car, Taxi and Van Drivers, NEC 

  833   Heavy truck and bus drivers 

   8331  Bus and tram drivers 

    8331.10 Driver, bus 

    8331.20 Assistant, driver 
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    8331.30 Driver, motor coach 

    8331.90  

   8332  Heavy truck and lorry drivers  

    8332.10 Driver, lorry 

    8332.20 Driver, dumper 

    8332.30 Driver, truck 

    8332.40 Driver, tanker 

    8332.50 Driver, towing 

    8332.60 Driver, Fire brigade vehicle 

    8332.70 Operator, shuttle-car/mine 

    8332.90 Heavy Truck and Lorry Drivers, NEC 

  834   Mobile plant operators 

   8341  Mobile farm and forestry plant operators 

    8341.10 Driver, timber carrier 

    8341.20 Driver, tractor  

    8341.30 Operator, harvester 

    8341.40 Operator, motorized farm equipment 

    8341.90 Mobile Farm and Forestry Plant Operators, NEC 

   8342  Earthmoving and related plant operators 

    8342.10 operator, excavating-shovel 

    8342.20 Machine-operator, trench digging 

    8342.30 Operator, pile-driver 

    8342.40 Operator, bulldozer 

    8342.50 Operator, grader and scraper/road 

    8342.60 Winchman, dredging (B.T) 

     Dredge operator (A.T) 

    8342.70 Operator, tunneling machinery/construction 

    8342.75 Operator, drilling plant 

    8342.80 Road-Roller Driver Operator 

    8342.85 Tar-Spreading machine Operator 

    8342.90 Earth-Moving and Related Machine Operators, NEC 

   8343  Crane, hoist and related plant operators 

    8343.10 Operator, crane 

    8343.20 Operator, winch 

    8343.30 Operator, elevator/material handling 

    8343.40 Operator, cable car 

    8343.50 Stationary jib-Crane operator 

    8343.60 Mobile-Crane Operator 

    8343.70 Hoist Operator, Mine 

    8343.80 Mine Cage-man   

    8343.90 Crane, hoist and related plant operators, NEC 

   8344  Lifting truck operators  
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    8344.10 Operator, truck/fork-lift  

    8344.20 Operator, truck/industrial 

    8344.30 Operator, truck/lifting 

    8344.90 Lifting Truck Operators, NEC 

     Mwendesha Magari ya kuinulia, wengine 

  835   Ships' deck crews and related workers 

   8350  Ships' deck crews and related workers 

    8350.10 Deckhand (ship, barge and boat) 

    8350.20 Boatswain 

     Serahangi 

    8350.30 Ram controller 

    8350.40 Lighterman 

    8350.50 Keeper, light house 

    8350.60 Life-boatman 

    8350.70 Hand, ferry 

    8350.75 Ordinary Seaman 

     Baharia wa Kawaida 

    8350.80 Seaman, able 

     Baharia Standi 

    8350.90 Shipsô Deck Crews and Related Workers, NEC 

     Mabaharia, Wengine 

9     Elementary occupations 

 91    Cleaners and helpers 

  911   Domestic, hotel and office cleaners and helpers 

   9111  Domestic cleaners and helpers 

    9111.10 Domestic housekeeper 

    9111.20 Cleaner, domestic 

    9111.30 Helper, domestic 

    9111.40 Laundress (household) 

    9111.50 Charworker, domestic 

    9111.90 Domestic cleaners and helpers, NEC 

   9112  Cleaners and helpers in offices, hotels and other  

establishments 

    9112.10 Cleaner, aircraft 

    9112.20 Cleaner, hotel 

    9112.30 Chambermaid 

    9112.40 Cleaner, office (B.T) 

             Office attendant (A.T) 

     Mhudumu wa Ofisi 

    9112.50 Washer, hand/dishes 

    9112.90 Cleaners and helpers in offices, hotels and other  

establishments, NEC 
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     Wahudumu wa ofisi na hoteli - wengine 

  912   Vehicle, window, laundry and other hand cleaning  

workers 

   9121  Hand launderers and pressers 

    9121.10 Hand Launderer (B.T);Workers, laundry and dry cleaning 

(A.T)    Dobi 

    9121.20 Ironing 

    9121.30 Dry-cleaner, Hand  

    9121.40 Presser, Hand 

     Mpiga Pasi 

    9121.90 Hand Launderers and pressers, NEC 

     Madobi na Wapiga Pasi, Wengine 

   9122  Vehicle cleaners 

    9122.10 Cleaner, bus/interior 

    9122.20 Cleaner, vehicles 

    9122.30 Cleaner, aircraft 

    9122.40 Operator, auto polish 

    9122.90 Vehicle Cleaners, NEC 

   9123  Window cleaners 

    9123.10 Cleaner, window 

    9123.90 Cleaner, window, NEC   

   9129  Other cleaning workers 

    9129.10 Worker, sundries and toiletries 

    9129.20 Worker, sundries 

    9129.30 Operator, washing 

    9129.40 Carpet cleaner 

    9129.50 Swimming pool cleaner 

    9129.60 Graffiti cleaner 

    9129.90 Other Cleaning Workers, NEC 

 92    Agricultural, forestry and fishery labourers  

  921   Agricultural, forestry and fishery labourers  

   9211  Crop farm labourers 

    9211.10 Labourer farm (B.T) 

     Labourer farm, Field crop (A.T) 

    9211.20 Worker, estate/plantation 

    9211.30 Worker, manuring         

    9211.40 Worker, sprayer 

    9211.50 Picker, fruit  

    9211.60 Sericulture Labourer 

    9211.70 Irrigation Worker,  

    9211.90 Crop Farm Labourers, NEC 

   9212  Livestock farm labourers 
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    9212.10 Livestock Labourer, General (B.T) 

     Animal Attendant (R.T) 

     Cattle Dip Attendant (R.T) 

     Mhudumu wa Josho la Ngôombe 

    9212.20 Dairy Farm Labourer (B.T) 

     Dairy Farm Attendant (A.T) 

     Mfanyakazi wa Shamba la Ngôombe wa Maziwa 

     Mhudumu wa Shamba la Ngôombe wa Maziwa 

    9212.30 Beef Cattle Farm Labourer 

     Mfanyakazi wa Shamba la Ngôombe wa Nyama 

    9212.40 Milking Worker,  

    9212.90 Livestock Farm Labourers, NEC 

   9213  Mixed crop and livestock farm labourers 

    9213.10 Mixed Crop and Livestock Farm Labourer 

    9213.20 Ranch Hand,  

    9213.30 Poultry Farm Labourer 

     Poultry Farm Attendant 

     Mfanyakazi wa Shamba la Kuku 

     Mhudumu wa Shamba la Kuku 

    9213.40 Poultry Hatchery Farm Labourer 

     Mfanyakazi wa Shamba la Kuku-Kutotoa Vifaranga 

    9213.50 Egg Gatherer 

    9213.60 Mixed Crop and Livestock Farm Labourers, NEC 

   9214  Garden and horticultural labourers 

    9214.10 Gardener 

    9214.20 Garden attendant 

    9214.30 Cutter, grass 

    9214.40 Cutter, tree 

    9214.50 Worker, ground maintenance 

    9214.60 Labourer, landscape 

    9214.70 Labourer, horticultura 

    9214.90 Garden and horticultural labourers, NEC 

   9215  Forestry labourers 

    9215.10 Labourer, forestry 

    9215.20 Labourer, hunting 

    9215.30 Labourer, trapping 

    9215.40 Operator, tacky timber 

    9215.90 Forestry Labourers, NEC 

   9216  Fishery and aquaculture labourers 

    9216.10 Labourer, fishery (B.T) 

     Fishery, Attendant (R.T)  

    9216.90 Fishery and Aquaculture Labourers, NEC 
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 93    Labourers in mining, construction, manufacturing  

and transport 

  931   Mining and construction labourers 

   9311  Mining and quarrying labourers  

    9311.10 Labourer, mining 

     Mfanyakazi Mgodini 

    9311.20 Labourer, quarrying   

    9311.90 Mining and Quarrying Labourers, NEC 

   9312  Civil engineering labourers 

    9312.10 Labourer, construction 

    9312.20 Labourer, maintenance/dams 

    9312.30 Trench Digger 

    9312.90 Civil Engineering Labourers, NEC 

   9313  Building construction labourers 

    9313.10 Labourer, construction/buildings work 

    9313.20 Worker, maintenance 

    9313.30 Labourer, digging 

    9313.40 Land clearer 

    9313.50 Trackman, railway 

    9313.60 Labourer, demolition 

    9313.70 Hod carrier 

    9313.90 Building Construction Labourers, NEC 

   932  Manufacturing labourers 

    9321.00 Hand packers 

    9321.10 Hand Packer (B.T) 

     Hand Baler  (R.T) 

     Hand Crater (R.T) 

     Hand Boxer (R.T) 

     Hand Bagger (R.T) 

     Hand Strapper (R.T) 

    9321.20 Hand Labeller 

    9321.30 Hand Filler, Liquids (B.T) 

     Keg Filler (R.T) 

    9321.40 Labourer, Assembling 

    9321.50 Labourer, sorting 

    9321.90 Hand Packers, NEC  

   9329  Manufacturing labourers not elsewhere classified 

    9329.10 Labourer, manufacturing 

    9329.20 Winder, coil/hand 

    9329.30 Washer, hand/manufacturing 

  933   Transport and storage labourers 

   9331  Hand and pedal vehicle drivers 
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    9331.10 Driver, pedal vehicle 

    9331.20 Hand Cart Driver 

     Mwendesha Mkokoteni 

    9331.30 Driver, rickshaw 

    9331.90 Hand and pedal vehicle drivers, NEC 

   9332  Drivers of animal-drawn vehicles and machinery 

    9332.10 Driver, animal-drawn vehicle 

    9332.20 Driver, Animal Drawn/Powered Machinery 

    9332.90 Drivers of Animal-Drawn Vehicles and Machinery,  

NEC 

   9333  Freight handlers 

    9333.10 Handler, cargo/freight/product 

    9333.20 Loader, railway and road vehicle 

    9333.30 Loader, aircraft 

    9333.40 Loader, boat (liquid and gases) 

    9333.50 Porter, warehouse 

    9333.60 Handler, material 

    9333.70 Docker (B.T) 

     Stevedore (R.T) 

    9333.80 Bale-Press Operator 

    9333.90 Freight Handlers, NEC 

   9334  Shelf fillers 

    9334.10 Shelf filler 

    9334.20 Display assistant (shelf filling) 

    9334.90 Shelf fillers, NEC 

   9335  Storage labourers 

    9335.10 Store attendants 

    9335.20 Operator, store 

    9335.30 Assistant, store receiving 

    9335.40 Worker, store 

    9335.50 Worker, warehouse 

    9335.60 Operator, warehouse 

    9335.70 Filler, stock 

    9335.80 Handler, stock 

    9335.90 Storage Labourers, NEC 

 94    Food preparation assistants 

  941   Food preparation assistants 

   9411  Fast food preparers 

    9411.10 Fast Food Preparer 

    9411.90 Fast Food Preparer, NEC 

    9412.00 Kitchen helpers 

    9412.10 Assistant, kitchen (B.T) 
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     Kitchen Attendant (A.T) 

    9412.90 Kitchen Helpers, NEC 

 95    Street and related sales and service workers 

  951   Street and related service workers 

   9510  Street and related service workers 

    9510.10 Peddler, ice-cream 

    9510.20 Coffee/Tea seller 

    9510.30 Street Service Worker (B.T) 

     Street vendor, Food items (A.T) 

    9510.90 Street and Related Service Workers, NEC 

  952   Street vendors (excluding food) 

   9520  Street vendors (excluding food) 

    9520.10 Street Vendor (Excluding Food) 

     Muuza Bidhaa Mitaani 

    9520.20 News Vendor, Street Corner 

     Muuza Magazeti 

    9520.30 Charcoal Seller 

     Muuza Mkaa 

    9520.40 Cash Van Salesperson 

    9520.50 Canvasser 

    9520.60 Door-to-Door Vendor  

    9520.70 Door-to-Door Itinerant Vendor (B.T) 

     Itinerant Knife Sharpener (R.T) 

     Mnoa Visu 

    9520.80 Road Side Salesperson 

    9520.90 Street Vendors (Excluding Food), NEC 

  953   Shoe cleaning and other street services 

   9530  Shoe cleaning and other street Service  

    9530.10 Shoe Shine (B.T) 

     Shoe Cleaner (A.T) 

     Msafisha Viatu 

     Shoe Polisher (A.T) 

     Mpiga rangi Viatu 

    9530.20 Car Cleaner (B.T) 

     Car Washer (A.T) 

     Msafisha Magari 

    9530.90 Shoe Cleaning and Other Street Service Elementary 

Occupations, NEC 

 96    Refuse workers and other elementary workers 

  961   Refuse workers 

   9611  Garbage and recycling collectors 

    9611.10 Collector, refuse 
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    9611.20 Dust person 

    9611.90 Garbage and Recycling Collectors, NEC 

    9612.00 Refuse sorters 

    9612.10 Refuse Sorter 

    9612.90 Refuse Sorter, NEC 

    9613.00 Sweepers and related labourers 

    9613.10 Sweeper, park 

    9613.20 Sweeper, street/road 

     Mfagiaji Mtaa/Barabara 

    9613.90 Sweepers and Related Labourers, NEC 

  962   Other elementary workers 

   9621  Messengers, package deliverers and luggage porters 

    9621.10 Messenger 

    9621.20 Deliverer, hand/ newspaper 

    9621.30 Porter, luggage 

    9621.40 Post ïrunner 

    9621.50 Assistant, delivery 

    9621.90 Messengers, Package Deliverers and Luggage Porters, 

NEC 

   9622  Odd job persons 

    9622.10 Odd-job person 

    9622.20 Handyperson 

    9622.90 Odd Job Person, NEC 

   9623  Meter readers and vending-machine collectors 

    9623.10 Meter reader 

    9623.20 Collector, vending machine 

    9623.90 Meter Readers and Vending-Machine Collectors,  

NEC 

   9624  Water and firewood collectors 

    9624.10 Water collector 

    9624.20 Firewood collector 

    9624.90 Water and Firewood Collectors, NEC 

   9629  Elementary workers not elsewhere classified 

    9629.10 General work 

    9629.20 Worker, slashing  

0     Armed for ces occupations 

1     Commissioned armed forces officers 

 11    Commissioned armed forces officers 

  110   Commissioned armed forces officers 

2     Non-commissioned armed forces officers 

 21    Non-commissioned armed forces officers 

  210   Non-commissioned armed forces officers 
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3     Armed forces occupations, other ranks 

 31    Armed forces occupations, other ranks 

  310   Armed forces occupations, other ranks 
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Section Three: International  Standard Classification of Education (ISCED) 

SECTION 1: WHAT IS ISCED ? 

 
1. The International Standard Classification of Education (ISCED) belongs to the United 

Nations International Family of Economic and Social Classifications, which are applied in 

statistics worldwide with the purpose of assembling, compiling and analysing cross-

nationally comparable data. ISCED is the reference classification for organizing education 

programmes and related qualifications by education levels and fields. ISCED is a product of 

international agreement and adopted formally by the General Conference of UNESCO 

Member States. 

 

2. ISCED is designed to serve as a framework to classify educational activities as defined in 

programmes and the resulting qualifications into internationally agreed categories. The basic 

concepts and definitions of ISCED are therefore intended to be internationally valid and 

comprehensive of the full range of education systems. 

 

3. ISCED classifies education programmes by their content using two main cross-classification 

variables: levels of education (see Section 9) and fields of education (see Annex IV). ISCED 

2011 presents a revision of the ISCED 1997 levels of education classification. It also 

introduces a related classification of educational attainment levels based on recognised 

educational qualifications. 

 

4. Information compiled according to ISCED can be used for assembling statistics on many 

different aspects of education of interest to policymakers and other users of international 

education statistics. These aspects include enrolment and attendance, human or financial 

resources invested in education, and the educational attainment of the population. 

 

5. The application of ISCED facilitates the transformation of detailed national education 

statistics on participants, providers and sponsors of education, compiled on the basis of 

national concepts and definitions, into aggregate categories that can be compared and 

interpreted internationally. 
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6. Data collections of education statistics assembled according to ISCED can be based on 

different data sources such as administrative registers, individual and household surveys, and 

macro-economic aggregated statistics. Guidance on the implementation of ISCED 2011 in 

statistical sources will be included in an operational manual and other training materials (see 

Section 8). 

 

7. ISCED 2011 rests on three components: i) internationally agreed concepts and definitions; 

ii) Classification systems and iii) ISCED mappings of education programmes and related 

qualifications in countries worldwide. 

 

8. ISCED mappings are an essential tool for organizing information on national education 

systems, their programmes and related qualifications in order to ensure the comparability of 

ISCED-level information and to support their interpretation for international statistical 

purposes. 

 

9. ISCED mappings ensure a transparent process of coding national education programmes and 

related qualifications into comparable categories for use in international statistics by linking 

the classification criteria to the properties of the education programmes and their related 

qualification 
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ISCED 2011 

SECTION 2: UNIT OF CLASSIFICATION  

10. The basic units of classification in ISCED are the national (and sub-national) education 

programme and the related recognised educational qualification. 

 

 

11. In ISCED, an education programme is defined as a coherent set or sequence of educational 

activities or communication designed and organized to achieve pre-determined learning 

objectives or accomplish a specific set of educational tasks over a sustained period. 

Objectives encompass improving knowledge, skills and competencies within any personal, 

civic, social and/or employment-related context. Learning objectives are typically linked to 

the purpose of preparing for more advanced studies and/or for an occupation, trade, or class 

of occupations or trades but may be related to personal development or leisure. A common 

characteristic of an education programme is that, upon fulfilment of learning objectives or 

educational tasks, successful completion is certified. 

 

The key concepts in the above formulation are to be understood as follows: 

 

12. EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES: deliberate activities involving some form of 

communication intended to bring about learning. 

 

13. COMMUNICATION: a relationship between two or more persons or an inanimate medium 

and persons, involving the transfer of information (messages, ideas, knowledge, strategies, 

etc.). Communication may be verbal or non-verbal, direct/face-to-face or indirect/remote, 

and may involve a wide variety of channels and media. 

 

14. LEARNING: individual acquisition or modification of information, knowledge, 

understanding, attitudes, values, skills, competencies or behaviours through experience, 

practice, study or instruction. 

 

15. ORGANIZED: planned in a pattern or sequence with explicit or implicit aims. It involves a 
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providing agency (person(s) or body) that facilitates a learning environment, and a method 

of instruction through which communication is organized. Instruction typically involves a 

teacher or trainer who is engaged in communicating and guiding knowledge and skills with 

a view to bringing about learning. The medium of instruction can also be indirect, e.g. 

through radio, television, computer software, film, recordings, Internet or other 

communication technologies. 

 

16. SUSTAINED: the learning experience has the elements of duration and continuity. 

 

17. An education programme can, in a national context, be strictly defined and regulated. The 

ISCED definition of an education programme caters to multiple possibilities available in 

different countries with the purpose of reaching comparability at the international level. 

 

18. Within an education programme, educational activities may also be grouped into sub-

components variously described in national contexts as ócoursesô, ómodulesô, óunitsô and/or 

ósubjectsô. In ISCED, a ócourseô is equivalent in meaning to a ómoduleô, óunitô and/or 

ósubjectô. An education programme may have major components not normally 

characterised as courses ï for example, play-based activities, periods of work experience, 

research projects, and preparation of dissertations. 

 

19. The classification of education programmes determines the reporting of statistics on 

education systems, e.g. enrolment, entrants, teachers and other human and financial 

resources. Statistics on an education programme can provide information on the links 

between inputs (entrants into the system), the process (participation) and the output (the 

qualification). 

 

20. Within the context of ISCED, an educational qualification is the official confirmation, 

usually in the form of a document certifying the successful completion of an education 

programme or a stage of a programme. Qualifications can be obtained through: i) 

successful completion of a full education programme; ii) successful completion of a stage 

of an education programme (intermediate qualifications); or iii) validation of acquired 
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knowledge, skills and competencies, independent of participation in an education 

programme. Successful completion of a programme is normally granted when a student has 

achieved specified learning objectives. Individual credits awarded for successful 

completion of individual courses (e.g. modules or subjects) are not considered as 

qualifications within ISCED. In such cases, a sufficient number of credits or subjects 

equivalent in duration and/or covering the curriculum of a full programme would represent 

a qualification. 

 

21. ISCED 2011 considers the recognised qualifications corresponding to an education 

programme as a related unit of the classification. In ISCED, the term óqualificationô is 

synonymous with ócredentialô. Other terms such as ócertificateô, ódegreeô or ódiplomaô are 

types of qualification and are treated as being synonymous with each other within ISCED. 

The classification of qualifications officially recognised by the relevant national education 

authorities is the basis for statistics on educational attainment. 

 

22. In ISCED, education programmes are classified first and qualifications are subsequently 

classified. The ISCED mapping is the tool to show the links between education 

programmes and qualifications. Normally one education programme leads to one 

qualification. However, in some cases several programmes can lead to the same 

qualification, and one programme can lead to a number of different qualifications. 

 

23. The recognition of (prior) learning through non-formal education or informal learning has 

become more common in many countries over the last decade. ISCED 2011 specifically 

allows for the classification of qualifications obtained through the demonstrated acquisition 

of skills, knowledge and competencies comparable to successful completion of a formal 

education programme and acknowledged through a formal qualification. 

 

24. ISCED 2011 is not designed to directly assess the competencies of individuals because 

there is no direct relationship between education programmes or qualifications and actual 

educational achievement. The education programmes that an individual has participated in 

or has successfully completed are, at best, only an approximation of the skills, knowledge 
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and competencies mastered at the time of completion. 

 

25. National and regional qualification frameworks can be useful tools for distinguishing 

knowledge, skills and competencies related to programmes and qualifications. Such 

frameworks exist in many countries to describe competencies and skill levels for the 

population in the sense of educational achievement. It is recommended that countries make 

the links transparent between ISCED and their national or regional qualification framework 

where one exists. 
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            ISCED 2011 

SECTION 3 PROGRAMMES SPANNING ISCED LEVELS, SEQUENTIAL 

PROGRAMMES AND MODULAR PROGRAMMES  

26. When classifying national education programmes by ISCED levels, transition points 

between national programmes and exit points into the labour market may not always 

coincide with transition points between ISCED levels. Three such cases can be identified: 

i) programmes that span two or more ISCED levels; ii) two or more sequential programmes 

that together constitute one ISCED level; and iii) programmes which are provided in 

modules or courses without clearly defined sequencing. 

 

27. A national education programme with a duration exceeding the criteria provided for an 

ISCED level (see Paragraphs 70 and 71) is considered as spanning more than one level. It 

is therefore necessary to identify the transition point (or points) from one ISCED level to 

the next within the course of the programme according to the criteria. For example, when a 

national primary education programme lasts for eight years or longer, the final grades are to 

be classified as ISCED level 2 (e.g. the first six grades as ISCED level 1 and the last two 

grades as ISCED level 2). 

 

28. To classify a programme spanning more than one ISCED level, existing transition points 

within the programme, such as stages or intermediate qualifications, should be used to 

assign the relevant grades of the programme to corresponding ISCED levels. If no such 

transition point exists, the typical cumulative duration of the ISCED level (see Paragraph 

71) provides guidance on how to identify the boundaries between ISCED levels. See 

Section 9 for more details on ISCED levels. 

 

29. Programmes spanning more than one ISCED level typically do not provide a qualification 

at the end of the lower ISCED level. In these cases, other criteria may be used to define 

level completion, for example having fully attended the final grade classified at the lower 

ISCED level or having access to the grades classified at the higher ISCED level. 

 

30. There are special considerations for reporting on programmes that span across ISCED 
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levels. Enrolment numbers are to be reported by ISCED level, typically using statistics by 

grade or year to make the distinction. Financial and human resources may also need to be 

estimated by level (or groups of levels, e.g. tertiary education). When reporting new 

entrants to or graduates of an ISCED level, all levels that the programme spans are 

considered separately. 

 

31. In order to comply with the duration criteria for ISCED levels (see Paragraphs 70 and 71), 

it may be necessary to classify two or more sequential programmes at the same ISCED 

level if their combined duration meets the minimum duration criteria but their individual 

durations do not. In such cases, the progression from the first to the second or subsequent 

programme in the education system is not reflected when reporting data on graduates from 

the given ISCED level, but any recognised intermediate qualifications can be reported in 

sub-categories: i) ópartial level completionô at ISCED levels 2 and 3; or ii) óno level 

completionô at other ISCED levels (see Paragraph 60). Such a situation may occur if in an 

education system a sequence of four rather than two or three programmes forms ISCED 

levels 1 to 3. 
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SECTION 3: Programmes spanning isced levels, sequential programmes and modular 

programmes 

 

32. Two or more sequential programmes constituting one ISCED level require special 

consideration in reporting. Enrolment should be combined for all programmes in the level. 

Data on entrants consider only those entering the first programme in the ISCED level, 

while data on graduates consider only those completing the final programme in the 

sequence within the level. For educational attainment, only recognised successful 

completion of the final programme in the sequence counts as level completion. Recognized 

successful completion of earlier programmes within the ISCED level is reported in sub-

categories ópartial level completionô or óno level completionô (see Paragraph 60). 

 

33. Modular programmes allow students to compose the content of their education in a flexible 

way by combining different courses or modules. A combination of modules is considered 

as an education programme if it meets the ISCED definition for an education programme 

(see Paragraph 11). 

 

34. All participants in modules that constitute an education programme are counted as enrolled 

in the programme, even if they only follow some of the modules, which on their own may 

be shorter than the typical duration of the given ISCED level. A modular programme is 

considered as successfully completed when the required number and kinds of modules for 

the education programme have been successfully completed. 
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            ISCED 2011 

SECTION 4: SCOPE OF EDUCATION IN ISCED  

35. ISCED 2011 covers formal and non-formal education programmes offered at any stage of a 

personôs life. Qualifications which are recognised by the relevant national education 

authorities, however they are obtained (e.g. by successful completion of a formal education 

programme or via a non-formal education programme or informal learning activity), are 

used for the purpose of measuring educational attainment. ISCED does not cover 

programmes of informal, incidental or random learning, nor qualifications which are not 

recognised. Formal and non-formal education cover a variety of education programmes that 

are designed within a national context, such as initial education, regular education, second 

chance programmes, literacy programmes, adult education, continuing education, open and 

distance education, apprenticeships, technical or vocational education, training, or special 

needs education. 

 

36. Formal education is education that is institutionalised, intentional and planned through 

public organizations and recognised private bodies, and ï in their totality ï constitute the 

formal education system of a country. Formal education programmes are thus recognised as 

such by the relevant national education or equivalent authorities, e.g. any other institution 

in cooperation with the national or sub-national education authorities. Formal education 

consists mostly of initial education (see Paragraph 37). Vocational education, special needs 

education and some parts of adult education are often recognised as being part of the 

formal education system. Qualifications from formal education are by definition recognised 

and, therefore, are within the scope of ISCED. Institutionalised education occurs when an 

organization provides structured educational arrangements, such as student-teacher 

relationships and/or interactions, that are specially designed for education and learning. 

 

37. Formal education typically takes place in educational institutions that are designed to 

provide full-time education for students in a system designed as a continuous educational 

pathway. This is referred to as initial education, defined as the formal education of 

individuals before their first entrance to the labour market, i.e. when they will normally be 

in full-time education. 
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38. Formal education also includes education for all age groups with programme content and 

qualifications that are equivalent to those of initial education. Programmes that take place 

partly in the workplace may also be considered formal education if they lead to a 

qualification that is recognised by national education authorities (or equivalent). These 

programmes are often provided in cooperation between educational institutions and 

employers (e.g. apprenticeships). 

 

39. Like formal education (but unlike informal, incidental or random learning), non-formal 

education is education that is institutionalised, intentional and planned by an education 

provider. The defining characteristic of non-formal education is that it is an addition, 

alternative and/or complement to formal education within the process of lifelong learning 

of individuals. It is often provided in order to guarantee the right of access to education for 

all. It caters to people of all ages but does not necessarily apply a continuous pathway 

structure; it may be short in duration and/or low-intensity; and it is typically provided in the 

form of short courses, workshops or seminars. Non-formal education mostly leads to 

qualifications that are not recognised as formal or equivalent to formal qualifications by the 

relevant national or sub-national education authorities or to no qualifications at all. 

Nevertheless, formal, recognised qualifications may be obtained through exclusive 

participation in specific non-formal education programmes; this often happens when the 

non-formal programme completes the competencies obtained in another context 
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SECTION 4.Scope of education in ISCED 

 

40. Depending on the national context, non-formal education can cover programmes 

contributing to adult and youth literacy and education for out-of-school children, as well as 

programmes on life skills, work skills, and social or cultural development. It can include 

training in a workplace to improve or adapt existing qualifications and skills, training for 

unemployed or inactive persons, as well as alternative educational pathways to formal 

education and training in some cases. It can also include learning activities pursued for self-

development and, thus, is not necessarily job-related. 

 

41. The successful completion of a non-formal education programme and/or a non-formal 

educational qualification does not normally give access to a higher level of education, 

unless it is appropriately validated in the formal education system and recognised by the 

relevant national or sub-national education authorities (or equivalent). 

 

42. In ISCED 2011, there is a clear distinction between formal and non-formal education for 

statistical purposes. ISCED 2011 recommends using the criteria of equivalency of content 

and/ or resulting qualifications for the classification of non-formal education programmes. 

More information on the classification of non-formal education programmes is provided in 

Annex V. Currently, international data collection exercises on education (mappings, 

surveys, censuses, etc.) are mainly focused on formal education. 

 

43. Informal learning does not fall within the scope of ISCED for measuring participation in 

education, although recognised qualifications obtained through informal learning are 

considered when determining educational attainment levels. Informal learning is defined as 

forms of learning that are intentional or deliberate, but are not institutionalised. It is 

consequently less organized and less structured than either formal or non-formal education. 

Informal learning may include learning activities that occur in the family, workplace, local 

community and daily life, on a self-directed, family-directed or socially-directed basis. 

Like formal and non-formal education, informal learning can be distinguished from 

incidental or random learning. 
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44. ISCED also excludes incidental or random learning, i.e. various forms of learning that are 

not organized or that involve communication not designed to bring about learning. 

Incidental or random learning may occur as a by-product of day-to-day activities, events or 

communications that are not designed as deliberate educational or learning activities. 

Examples may include learning that takes place during the course of a meeting, whilst 

listening to a radio programme, or watching a television broadcast that is not designed as 

an education programme. 
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ISCED 2011 

SECTION 5: CROSS-CLASSIFICATION VARIABLES  

45. The main cross-classification variables of ISCED are levels and fields of education (see 

Annex V for fields of education). Within ISCED levels, programmes and qualifications are 

further classified by complementary dimensions. These include: 

 

i. programme orientation; 

 

ii.  completion of the ISCED level; 

 

iii.  access to higher ISCED levels; and 

 

iv. position in the national degree and qualification structure. 

 

Not all complementary dimensions apply to all levels. In addition, ISCED level 0 is further 

subdivided according to the type of programme and age group targeted. The categories and 

sub-categories provided by these complementary dimensions allow more detailed 

collecting and reporting of cross-nationally comparable data. 

 

46. Other descriptive characteristics and attributes of programmes and qualifications beyond 

those described in ISCED may include: the education provider, the educational setting or 

location, the institutional context, the mode of education provision, the type of participant 

or the mode of participation. Although not specifically included in ISCED as 

complementary dimensions, these characteristics serve an important function in 

distinguishing the nature of the programmes in many countries and defining the scope of 

data collections. 

 

Levels 

47. The notion of ólevelsô of education is represented by an ordered set, grouping education 

programmes in relation to gradations of learning experiences, as well as the knowledge, 

skills and competencies which each programme is designed to impart. The ISCED level 

reflects the degree of complexity and specialisation of the content of an education 
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programme, from foundational to complex. 

48. Levels of education are therefore a construct based on the assumption that education 

programmes can be grouped into an ordered series of categories. These categories represent 

broad steps of educational progression in terms of the complexity of educational content. 

The more advanced the programme, the higher the level of education. 

 

49. Classifying education programmes into a progression of levels aims to reflect the full range 

of educational pathways available in education systems. Most education systems provide 

several possible pathways from ISCED level 0/1 to 8 (see Figure 2 in Annex I). Individuals 

can arrange their educational pathways in many ways, as education systems provide 

multiple branching paths, alternative programme sequences and second chance provisions. 

However, individuals rarely pass through all possible levels. 

 

50. The classification of education programmes by level aims to reflect their content. However, 

curricula are too diverse, multifaceted and complex to directly assess and compare the 

content of programmes across education systems in a consistent way. Due to the absence of 

direct measures to classify educational content, ISCED employs proxy criteria that help to 

classify a given education programme to the appropriate ISCED level. The proxy criteria 

are at times specific for each ISCED level and are explained in the respective sections. The 

general criteria for duration and cumulative duration per level are summarised at the end of 

this section. 

 

51. These proxy criteria are comprised of main and subsidiary criteria. Main criteria indicate 

necessary characteristics of education programmes at the respective ISCED level. 

Subsidiary criteria indicate characteristics shared by many ï but not all ï education 

programmes at the ISCED level (see Section 9). 

 

52. The primary criterion for classifying a programme is the complexity and specialisation of 

its educational content and how the content is reflected in the proxy criteria. The 

institutional context should not be used as a substitute for educational content as a 

classification criterion. For example, ISCED 4 programmes may take place in institutions 
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that typically provide ISCED 5 or 6 programmes. 

 

Orientation 

53. The orientation of a programme is distinguished at ISCED levels 2 to 5, with the possibility 

of use at ISCED levels 6 to 8. There are two categories of orientation: general and 

vocational education. At tertiary education levels, the terms óacademicô and óprofessionalô 

will be used in place of general and vocational respectively. ISCED 2011 does not yet 

define academic and professional more precisely for higher ISCED levels, but opens up the 

possibility of distinguishing academic and professional orientations in the future based, for 

example, on fields of education. At ISCED level 5, the definitions of general and 

vocational education will be used until definitions of academic and professional have been 

developed. 

 

54. Vocational education is defined as education programmes that are designed for learners to 

acquire the knowledge, skills and competencies specific to a particular occupation, trade, or 

class of occupations or trades. Such programmes may have work-based components (e.g. 

apprenticeships, dual-system education programmes). Successful completion of such 

programmes leads to labour market-relevant, vocational qualifications acknowledged as 

occupationally-oriented by the relevant national authorities and/or the labour market. 

 

55. General education is defined as education programmes that are designed to develop 

learnersô general knowledge, skills and competencies, as well as literacy and numeracy 

skills, often to prepare participants for more advanced education programmes at the same 

or a higher ISCED level and to lay the foundation for lifelong learning. These programmes 

are typically school or college-based. General education includes education programmes 

that are designed to prepare participants for entry into vocational education but do not 

prepare for employment in a particular occupation, trade or class of occupations or trades, 

nor lead directly to a labour market-relevant qualification. 

 

Completion and access to higher levels of education 
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56. The requirements for successful completion of an education programme, i.e. achievement 

of its learning objectives, are normally stipulated in the programme specifications and 

usually include: 

 

i.Attend ancerequirements (enroll and regularly attend through the final year of 

aprogramme); and/or 

 

¶ Demonstrated acquisition of expected knowledge, skills and competencies. 

 

57. The acquisition of the knowledge, skills and competencies forming the learning objective 

of an education programme is normally validated by: 

 

i.Passing (i.e.succeedingin) a final, curriculum-based examination or series of 

examinations; 

 

ii.Åaccumulating the specified number of study credits;or 

 

iii.Å a successful formal assessment of the knowledge,skills and competencies 

acquired. 

 

In formal education, successful completion usually results in a qualification that is recognised by 

the relevant national education authorities. 

 

58. Education programmes at ISCED levels 1 and 2 (and occasionally at ISCED levels 3 or 4) 

do not always conclude with a qualification. In these cases, other criteria in place of 

qualifications should be used to determine successful completion; for example, having 

attended the full final year of the programme or having access to a higher level of 

education. 

 

59. Successful completion of programmes at ISCED levels 1 to 3 is always considered as level 

completion when the qualification obtained is designed to provide direct access to a higher 

ISCED level. In the case of ISCED level 3, óhigher ISCED levelô is taken to mean ISCED 

level 5, 6 or 7. Qualifications are considered as giving access to a higher ISCED level even 
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if this access is limited to only some of the programmes at the higher ISCED level. 

Successful completion of programmes classified at ISCED levels 4 to 8 is considered as 

level completion. However, for educational attainment, recognised qualifications obtained 

before completing the programme (e.g. from the successful completion of a stage of the 

programme resulting in a recognized intermediate qualification) are classified at a lower 

ISCED level. When a qualification obtained does not provide direct access to a higher 

ISCED level, successful completion of programmes may be considered as level completion 

(without access) or no level completion. At ISCED level 2 and 3 only, qualifications which 

do not give access to a higher ISCED level may be considered as level completion (without 

access), partial level completion or no level completion. 

 

60. Education programmes and corresponding qualifications within ISCED levels 2 and 3 are 

distinguished by four sub-categories: 

 

i) no level completion (and thus without direct access to a higher ISCED level ï which in 

the case of ISCED 3 is to levels 5, 6 or 7); 

 

ii) partial level completion without direct access to a higher ISCED level; 

 

iii) level completion without direct access to a higher ISCED level; and 

 

iv) level completion with direct access to a higher ISCED level (which in the case of 

ISCED 3 is to first tertiary programmes at levels 5, 6 or 7). 

 

61. Successful completion of programmes at ISCED levels 2 or 3 which do not give access to 

programmes at a higher ISCED level (which in the case of ISCED level 3 is ISCED level 5, 

6 or 7) is considered as level completion or partial level completion if the programme 

meets the following criteria: i) the programme has a duration of at least two years of study 

at the given ISCED level; and ii) the cumulative duration since the start of ISCED level 1 is 

at least 8 years for ISCED level 2 programmes and at least 11 years for ISCED level 3 

programmes. Successful completion of shorter programmes at either ISCED level is 

regarded as the successful completion of the programme only. For educational attainment 

purposes, any recognised qualifications obtained from the successful completion of short 
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programmes are classified at a lower ISCED level than the programme itself. 

 

62. Programmes which: 

 

a) do not meet the content, minimum duration and/or cumulative duration criteria are 

classified as category 1 (no level completion). 

 

b) meet the content, minimum duration and cumulative duration criteria, are part of a 

sequence of programmes within the same ISCED level (but are not the last 

programme in the sequence), and therefore do not give direct access to a higher 

ISCED level are classified as category 2 (partial level completion). 

 

c) meet the content, minimum duration and cumulative duration criteria and are 

terminal programmes are classified as category 3 (level completion without direct 

access). Such programmes usually lead directly to labour market-relevant 

qualifications. 

 

d) are ISCED level 3 programmes giving access to ISCED level 4 programmes only 

are also classified as category 3 (level completion without direct access). 

 

e) give direct access to tertiary education at ISCED level 5, 6 or 7 are classified as 

category 4 (level completion with direct access). 

 

63. A programme for a specific group of participants (adults or individuals with special needs) 

may have a shorter or longer duration than a similar programme in regular education at a 

given ISCED level. However, successful completion of a programme should only count as 

level completion if the qualification obtained indicates the acquisition of an equivalent 

level of knowledge, skills and competencies as in regular education programmes at the 

same level. 

 

64. Participation in a programme without successful completion does not qualify for level 
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completion or partial level completion, and ï except at ISCED levels 0 and 1 ï is not 

considered when determining educational attainment levels. Thus, the educational 

attainment level of individuals who do not successfully complete a given programme is the 

highest level achieved before entering the programme. 

 

65. While the criteria for level completion apply to successful completion and are thus only 

directly applicable to individuals, education programmes as a whole are classified 

according to the highest possible qualification they are designed to prepare for, even if 

some participants will not obtain this qualification. 
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Position in the national degree and qualification structure 

66. Programmes at ISCED levels 6 and 7 are distinguished by their position in the national 

degree and qualification structure. Considering the sequence of national programmes and 

qualifications is necessary in order to correctly count first-time entrants to and graduates of 

tertiary education (or its constituent levels). The position of a programme is assigned based 

on the sequence of degrees and qualifications within national tertiary education systems. 

 

67. ISCED level 6 programmes that do not require prior completion of another level 6 

programme for entry are classified as first degree programmes. All other ISCED level 6 

programmes are classified as second or further degree programmes. 

 

68. ISCED level 7 programmes that do not require prior completion of a level 6 programme for 

entry are classified as first degree programmes. Other level 7 programmes may require 

either prior completion of a level 6 programme or another level 7 programme. These 

programmes are classified separately in ISCED in order to better identify first-time entrants 

to and graduates of ISCED level 7. 

 

Duration and cumulative duration criteria  

69. Because of their importance for the classification of programmes to levels and 

identification of level completion, the duration criteria are described in detail here. The 

remaining criteria are described in Section 9. 

 

70. The following ranges of duration of ISCED levels are used as criteria for classifying formal 

education programmes: 

 

i.ISCED0:no duration criteria, however a programme should account for at least 

the equivalent of 2 hours per day and 100 days a year of educational 

activities in order to be included; 

ii. ISCED1:duration typically varies from 4 to 7years. The most common duration is 

6 years; 

iii. ISCED2:duration typically varies from 2 to 5years. The most common duration is 
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3 years; 

iv.ISCED3:duration typically varies from 2 to 5years. The most common duration is 

3 years; 

v.ISCED4:duration typically varies from 6 months to 2 or 3 years; 

vi.ISCED5:duration typically varies from 2 to 3 years; and 

vii. ISCED8:duration is a minimum of 3 years. 

 

The typical duration of ISCED levels 6 and 7 is more easily described by reference to the 

durations of programmes at the respective levels as the duration of the ISCED level depends on 

the sequence of programmes offered at these levels in different countries. 

 

viii.ISCED6:the duration of Bachelorôs or equivalent level programmes typically 

varies from 3 to 4 or more years when directly following ISCED level 3, or 

1 to 2 years when following another 

ix.ISCED level 6 programme; 

x.ISCED7:the duration of Masterôs or equivalent level programmes typically varies 

from 1 to 4 years when following ISCED level 6, or from 5 to 7 years when 

directly following ISCED level 3. 

 

71. ISCED uses the following ranges of cumulative duration as criteria for classifying formal 

education programmes by level: 

 

i.ISCED1+2: the typical cumulative duration is 9years, but may range from 8 to 11 

years; and 

ii. ISCED1+2+3: the typical cumulative duration is 12 years, but may range from 11 

to 13 years. Entrance to tertiary education usually requires a minimum of 11 

years of education at ISCED levels 1 to 3. 

 

72. When applying the criteria of duration to part-time or modular programmes, the theoretical 

programme duration should be measured in full-time equivalents. 
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73. While the main aim of ISCED is to promote the collection and use of comparable education 

data, it is recognised that nationally-distinct conditions may exist that require flexibility in 

the definition of duration by level. Therefore, a range of years of duration are provided in 

Paragraphs 70 and 71. Ideally, the most common or typical duration is used when 

classifying programmes. 

 

74. The duration by level and cumulative duration as given in Paragraphs 70 and 71 serve as a 

guide. However, institutional transition points may be used as criteria for assigning a 

programme to an ISCED level. The choice of national transition points for matching the 

international categories is primarily determined by the content of the education 

programmes, not (cumulative) duration. 
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            ISCED 2011 

SECTION 6: TYPES OF DATA 

75. ISCED is mostly applied to statistics on participants, entrants, graduates and educational 

attainment. ISCED is not a guide for data collection and does not define in detail the 

coverage of data collections or how to make statistical units operational. However, the 

following principles are considered in the implementation of ISCED for different types of 

statistics. 

 

Enrolment, attendance and entrants 

76. In order to accurately measure enrolment, attendance and entrants, students must be 

assigned to an ISCED level, category and sub-category. The institutional context should 

not be used as a basis for assembling statistics. Students within the same institution in 

different ISCED levels and categories need to be reported separately, if necessary by 

making estimates. Students in education programmes which span ISCED levels should be 

reported using statistics by grade or stage. 

 

77. Students are assigned to ISCED levels and categories according to the characteristics of the 

programme and not the characteristics of individual students. For example, the category 

ópre-primary educationô targets children aged 3 and over, but children under that age who 

are enrolled in such programmes should also be reported in this category. Similarly, 

statistics using categories on access to a higher level should be based on the programme 

design and not on an individual studentôs pathway. 

 

78. New entrants to an ISCED level must be distinguished from entrants to an education 

programme who are not entering a new level (i.e. those who have entered the same ISCED 

level before). Entrants to an education programme that is preceded by a programme at the 

same level are excluded when reporting entrants to a level. For programmes which span 

two ISCED levels, participants entering the first grade of the higher ISCED level need to 

be considered as entrants to an ISCED level, even though from a national point of view 

they are continuing their education within the same programme. 
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Graduates 

79. Graduates from an ISCED level include those who entered and successfully completed an 

education programme which is classified as ólevel completionô. In principle, only those 

students who successfully complete the full level or a set of levels in which they enrolled 

(for instance first graduation in tertiary education) should be counted in order to maintain 

the link between entrants, enrolment and graduates. Students who receive the same or 

equivalent qualification by successfully completing only a stage of an ISCED level should 

not be counted as graduates. 

 

80. Graduates should only be counted once at any given ISCED level at the level of the highest 

programme successfully completed. This is especially relevant for upper secondary and 

tertiary education, where a sequence of programmes may follow each other within the same 

ISCED level. The accurate measurement of graduates would imply that the individual 

student could be followed throughout the level (or set of levels) from entrance to 

completion. This is often not possible in practice and the development of estimation 

methods to derive the number of graduates, for instance through a cohort follow-up survey 

based on a sample, will often be necessary.
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Educational attainment 

81. The educational attainment of an individual is defined as the highest ISCED level 

completed by the individual. For operational purposes, educational attainment is usually 

measured with respect to the highest education programme successfully completed, which 

is typically certified by a recognised qualification. Recognised intermediate qualifications 

are classified at a lower level than the programme itself. 

 

82. An education programme is usually considered to be successfully completed when a 

student has attended and completed a formal education programme and is awarded a 

recognized qualification (see also Paragraphs 56 to 58). 

 

83. Relevant national education authorities may recognise qualifications obtained through non-

formal education programmes or through the validation of skills gained by means of 

informal learning as equivalent to formal education qualifications. These qualifications are 

also considered within the concept of educational attainment as defined by ISCED. 

Qualifications from non-formal education or validation of skills that are not recognised as 

equivalent to formal qualifications are not within the scope of ISCED (see Paragraph 35). 

 

84. The ISCED definition of educational attainment should be distinguished from other 

concepts related to an individualôs educational achievements. Individual achievements may 

include education levels attended but not successfully completed, or an individualôs actual 

knowledge, skills and competencies (e.g. levels of literacy and numeracy) as determined 

through standardised testing or years of schooling. 

 

85. Individuals who attend only part of an education programme or do not meet the completion 

requirements (e.g. fail the final examinations) do not qualify for successful completion of 

the programme. They should be classified according to the highest ISCED level 

successfully completed (i.e. before entering the programme that was not successfully 

completed). 

 

86. For the classification of educational attainment, level 0 has a different meaning than for the 
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classification of education programmes: it means not having successfully completed 

ISCED level 1. This includes individuals who have never attended an education 

programme, who have attended some early childhood education, or who have attended 

some primary education but have not successfully completed ISCED level 1. Several sub-

categories are considered for this attainment level (see Table 4). 

 

87. Educational attainment can be classified according to completed (or partially completed) 

ISCED level, programme orientation and access to higher ISCED levels. If an individual 

has successfully completed the same ISCED level more than once (e.g. by taking two 

different programmes which are normally offered as parallel options), the characteristics of 

the most recent qualification obtained should be reported. 

 

88. Statistics on educational attainment cover individuals of all age groups, some or many of 

whom may have completed education programmes or obtained qualifications which are 

different from those currently provided. In order to achieve comparability of indicators 

over time and across education cohorts, educational attainment should be classified on the 

basis of the characteristics of education programmes and recognised qualifications at the 

time of successful completion. 
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SECTION 7 CODING SCHEMES 

89. The ISCED classification consists of parallel coding schemes for education programmes 

(ISCED-Programmes or ISCED-P) and levels of educational attainment (ISCED-

Attainment or ISCED-A). Within both schemes, nine separate levels are identified. Within 

each level, complementary dimensions are used to identify further categories and sub-

categories, if applicable. Three-digit coding systems are used to codify both education 

programmes and educational attainment. 

 

Table 1. ISCED coding of levels (first digit)  

ISCED-Programmes (ISCED-P) ISCED-Attainment (ISCED-A) 

0 Early childhood education 0 Less than primary education  

1 Primary education 1 Primary education  

2 Lower secondary education 2 Lower secondary education 

3 Upper secondary education 3 Upper secondary education 

4 Post-secondary non-tertiary education 4 Post-secondary non-tertiary education 

5 Short-cycle tertiary education 5 Short-cycle tertiary education 

6 Bachelorôs or equivalent level 6 Bachelorôs or equivalent level 

7 Masterôs or equivalent level 7 Masterôs or equivalent level 

8 Doctoral or equivalent level 8 Doctoral or equivalent level 

9 Not elsewhere classified 9 Not elsewhere classified 
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Table 2. ISCED coding of categories (second digit)¹ 

ISCED-Programmes (ISCED-P) ISCED-Attainment (ISCED-A) 

0 Not further defined 0 Not further defined 

1 Early childhood educational 

development 
1 Never attended an education programme 

2 Pre-primary education 2 Some early childhood education 

3 Not used 3 Some primary education (without completion of 

ISCED level 1) 

4 General / academic 4 General / academic 

5 Vocational / professional 5 Vocational / professional 

6 Orientation unspecified2 6 Orientation unspecified3 

7 Not used 7 Not used 

8 Not used 8 Not used 

9 Not elsewhere classified 9 Not elsewhere classified 

1.   Programmes: type of programme (ISCED-P level 0), orientation (ISCED-P levels 2-8), not further 

defined (ISCED-P level 1).  
       Attainment: participation (ISCED-A level 0), orientation (ISCED-A levels 2-5), not further defined 
(ISCED-A levels 1 and 6-8). 
2.  Used at ISCED-P levels 6 to 8. 
3.  Used at ISCED-A levels 5 to 8. 
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Table 3. ISCED coding of sub-categories (third digit)1 

ISCED-Programmes (ISCED-P) ISCED-Attainment (ISCED-A) 

0 Not further defined 0 Not further defined 

1 Recognised successful completion of 

programme is insuf-ficient for completion or 

partial completion of ISCED level (and thus 

without direct access to programmes at higher 

ISCED levels) 

1 Not used 

2 Recognised successful completion of 

programme is suffi -cient for partial 

completion of ISCED level but without direct 

access to programmes at higher ISCED levels 

2 Partial level completion without direct access to 

programmes at higher ISCED levels 

3 Recognised successful completion of 

programme is suf-fi cient for completion of 

ISCED level but without direct access to 

programmes at higher ISCED levels3 

3 Level completion without direct access to 

programmes at higher ISCED levels3 

4 Recognised successful completion of 

programme is suf- 

ficient for completion of ISCED level and 

with direct access to programmes at higher 

ISCED levels3,4 

4 Level completion with direct access to pro- 

grammes at higher ISCED levels3, 5 

5 First degree programme ï Bachelorôs or 

equivalent level (3 to 4 years) 

5 Not used 

6 Long first degree programme ï Bachelorôs or 

Masterôs, or equivalent level 

6 Not used 

7 Second or further degree programme, 

following a Bach- 

elorôs or equivalent programme 

7 Not used 

8 Second or further degree programme, 

following a Masterôs or equivalent 

programme 

8 Not used 

9 Not elsewhere classified 9 Not elsewhere classified 

1.  Programmes: completion/access (ISCED-P levels 2 to 5 and 8), position in national       

degree/qualification structure (ISCED-P levels 6-7), not further defined (ISCED-P levels 0-1). 
     Attainment: completion/access (ISCED-A levels 2-4), not further defined (ISCED-A levels 0-1 and 5-
8). 

2.   At ISCED-A levels 1 and 5 to 7, including successful completion of a programme or a stage of a 

programme at a higher ISCED level insufficient for level or partial level completion. 

3.  In the case of ISCED level 3, higher ISCED levels refer to ISCED-P levels 5 to 7. 

4.  In the case of ISCED levels 5 and 8, all (full) programmes are classified as type 4 regardless of 

whether they give access to higher ISCED levels or not. 

5.   At ISCED-A levels 2 to 4, including successful completion of a programme or a stage of a programme 

at a higher ISCED level insufficient for level or partial level completion. 
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90. Not all combinations of categories and sub-categories exist or are widespread. The three-

digit codes provided in this document are thus limited to the combinations in use. Full 

listings of these codes are given in Annexes II and III. If users of ISCED identify additional 

combinations of categories and sub-categories, the list of three-digit codes can be expanded 

using the existing codes reserved for additional dimensions. 
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ISCED 2011 

SECTION 8: GOVERNANCE  

91. The UNESCO Institute for Statistics (UIS) is the custodian of ISCED and is thus 

responsible for the development, maintenance, updating and revision of this reference 

classification. It also provides guidance on the effective and consistent use of ISCED for 

data collection and analysis. The UIS should aim to maintain links with custodians of other 

relevant classifications in order to ensure consistency across related standard frameworks. 

 

92. Further responsibilities of the UIS include: 

 

i.Describing how the structure and details of the classification are used when 

producing and resenting statistics; 

ii.promotingtheuseofISCEDforcross-nationallycomparablestatistics; 

iii. providing guidance materials, training and technical support to countries to ensure 

the effective 

iv.implementation and utilization of the classification throughout the world; 

v.establishing monitoring mechanisms for proper feedback from ISCED users about 

problems in its use (see Paragraph 96); and 

vi.forming an ISCED Committee with other data collection partners to review the 

classification and advise on its implementation (see Paragraph 97). 

 

93. The UIS plans to produce an operational manual to facilitate the classification and mapping 

of national education systems to ISCED (initially on formal education programmes and 

qualifications). The manual should provide guidelines and explanatory notes for the 

interpretation of ISCED (including some country examples). Additional guidance and 

training materials could be provided as necessary and as requested by users. 

 

94. Training on implementation should be arranged through regional workshops, technical 

assistance and cooperation based on needs and existing capacities of countries. The UIS 

will also work closely with data collection partners on training materials and their content. 

Particular attention should be given to the transformation of mappings from ISCED 1997 to 
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the ISCED 2011 version and to guidance on the classification of new or reformed 

programmes. 

 

95. The UIS plans to maintain a database on its website of mappings of national education 

systems to ISCED (formal education programmes and qualifications). The mappings will 

be updated as appropriate to reflect changes over time in national education systems. 

 

96. To ensure compliance with ISCED 2011, quality assurance mechanisms should be 

established for its implementation. The UIS plans to work closely with countries and 

partner data collection agencies (including Eurostat and OECD) to ensure that mappings 

are in accordance with the ISCED classification and updated as needed. A mechanism for 

the peer review of mappings of formal national education programmes and qualifications 

should be established, working with member states and other relevant agencies. 

 

97. An ISCED Committee should be formed in order to advise UIS regarding the classification 

of national programmes and qualifications, to review the current version of ISCED and to 

identify potential areas for further development, although ISCED revisions are not 

expected to be within its remit. The Committee should consist of UNESCO (as lead agency 

within the UN system of organizations), custodians of other related classifications as 

appropriate, and key education data collection partners, such as OECD and Eurostat, as 

permanent members. The composition of the Committee membership should aim to be 

balanced both technically and geographically, and therefore would include in addition a 

number of educational, statistical and classification experts with knowledge of ISCED and 

representing different regions of the world on a non-permanent basis as well as 

representatives from the research and user community 
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            ISCED 2011 

SECTION 9: ISCED LEVELS  

98. The following sub-sections define the nine ISCED levels. Each sub-section is structured as 

follows: 

 

A. Principal characteristics describe the objectives of programmes at different ISCED levels, 

the way in which instruction is organized (characteristics of the teaching-learning process and 

typical assessment methods, if applicable), as well as entry requirements. For some ISCED 

levels, common or well-known national names of programmes are indicated as possible 

examples of the correspondence between national education programmes and ISCED levels. 

 

B. Classification criteria formally define how education programmes are classified at the 

respective ISCED level using main and subsidiary criteria. For more information on the general 

concept of a ólevelô in ISCED, see Section 5. 

 

C. The section on programmes spanning ISCED levels provides further guidelines for the 

classification of education programmes that extend beyond one ISCED level. For more 

information on the underlying concept of education programmes spanning ISCED levels, see 

Section 3. 

 

D. Complementary dimensions define characteristics that distinguish different types of 

programmes within ISCED levels according to programme orientation, level completion and 

access to higher ISCED levels, programme duration, or position in the national degree/ 

qualification structure. For more general information on these complementary dimensions in 

ISCED, see Section 5. 

 

E. Other programmes included in ISCED level indicate less typical or non-formal education 

programmes (e.g. special needs, second chance or adult education) that may not fulfil all 

classification criteria (e.g. typical entry age) but which are equivalent to programmes already 

classified at this ISCED level in terms of complexity of content. These programmes are therefore 

also classified at the respective ISCED level. 
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F. Classification of education programmes provides the detailed codes for ISCED-P levels, 

categories and sub-categories that are assigned to education programmes. 

 

G. Classification of educational attainment provides the detailed codes for ISCED-A levels, 

categories and sub-categories that are assigned to educational qualifications and similar measures 

of successful completion of education programmes. It also indicates in which cases an 

educational qualification needs to be classified at a different ISCED-A level than the ISCED-P 

level of the respective education programme through which the qualification is usually obtained. 

 

99. Following the description of the ISCED levels, Section 10 provides correspondence tables 

(see Table 20 and Table 21) linking ISCED 2011 to ISCED 1997. 
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SECTION 9: ISCED level 0 
 

ISCED LEVEL 0: EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION  
 

A: Principal characteristics 

100. Programmes at ISCED level 0, or early childhood education, are typically designed with a 

holistic approach to support childrenôs early cognitive, physical, social and emotional 

development and introduce young children to organized instruction outside of the family 

context. ISCED level 0 refers to early childhood programmes that have an intentional 

education component. These programmes aim to develop socio-emotional skills necessary 

for participation in school and society. They also develop some of the skills needed for 

academic readiness and prepare children for entry into primary education. 

 

101. At this level, programmes are not necessarily highly structured but are designed to provide 

an organized and purposeful set of learning activities in a safe physical environment. They 

allow children to learn through interaction with other children under the guidance of 

staff/educators, typically through creative and play-based activities. 

 

102. ISCED level 0 programmes target children below the age of entry into ISCED level 1. 

There are two categories of ISCED level 0 programmes: early childhood educational 

development and pre- primary education. The former has educational content designed for 

younger children (in the age range of 0 to 2 years), whilst the latter is designed for children 

from age 3 years to the start of primary education. 

 

103. Programmes classified at ISCED level 0 may be referred to in many ways, for example: 

early childhood education and development, play school, reception, pre-primary, pre-

school, or educación inicial. For programmes provided in crèches, daycare centres, 

nurseries or guarderías, it is important to ensure that they meet the ISCED level 0 

classification criteria specified below. For international comparability purposes, the term 

óearly childhood educationô is used to label ISCED level 0. 
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B: Classification criteria 

104. For the definition of early childhood education, the following criteria are relevant: 

Main criteria  

a) Educational properties of the programme (see Paragraphs 105 and 106); 

b) Institutional context (see Paragraph 107); 

c) Typical target age of children for whom the programme is designed (see Paragraphs 102 and 

108); and 

d) Programme intensity/duration (see Paragraph 110). 

Subsidiary criteria 

a) Staff qualifications (see Paragraph 111); 

b) Existence of a regulatory framework (see Paragraph 112); and 

c) Typically not part of compulsory education (see Paragraph 113). 
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105. The educational properties of early childhood educational development are characterized 

by a learning environment that is visually stimulating and language- rich. These 

programmes foster self-expression, with an emphasis on language acquisition and the use 

of language for meaningful communication. There are opportunities for active play, so that 

children can exercise their coordination and motor skills under supervision and through 

interaction with staff. Programmes providing only childcare (supervision, nutrition and 

health) are not covered by ISCED. 

 

106. The educational properties of pre-primary education are characterised by interaction with 

peers and educators, through which children improve their use of language and social 

skills, start to develop logical and reasoning skills, and talk through their thought processes. 

They are also introduced to alphabetical and mathematical concepts, and encouraged to 

explore their surrounding world and environment. Supervised gross motor activities (i.e. 

physical exercise through games and other activities) and play-based activities can be used 

as learning opportunities to promote social interactions with peers and to develop skills, 

autonomy and school readiness. 

 

107. ISCED level 0 programmes are usually school-based or otherwise institutionalised for a 

group of children (e.g. centre-based, community-based, home-based). ISCED level 0 

excludes purely family-based arrangements that may be purposeful but are not organized in 

a óprogrammeô (e.g.informal learning by children from their parents, other relatives or 

friends is not included under ISCED 0). 

 

108. Within ISCED 0, early childhood educational development programmes are targeted at 

children aged 0 to 2 years; and pre-primary education programmes are targeted at children 

aged 3 years until the age to start ISCED 1. The upper age limit for the pre-primary 

education category depends in each case on the theoretical age of entry into ISCED level 1, 

i.e. primary education (see Paragraph 117). 

 

109. Integrated early childhood education programmes that span the two sub-categories of 

ISCED 0 (i.e. education programmes for children aged 0 to the start of ISCED 1) need 
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special consideration for classification. For programmes divided into years, stages or 

cycles: those corresponding to the content criteria in Paragraph 105 should be classified as 

early childhood educational development, and those corresponding to the content criteria in 

Paragraph 106 should be classified as pre-primary education. Where no subdivision of the 

programme exists, classification into the two categories should be based on the ages of the 

participants. 

 

110. ISCED recommends the following minimum intensity and duration to improve cross-

national comparability: education programmes must account for at least the equivalent of 2 

hours per day and 100 days a year of educational activities in order to be classified in 

ISCED. 

 

111. Where appropriate, the requirement of pedagogical qualifications for educators is a good 

proxy criterion for an education programme in those education systems in which such a 

requirement exists. It serves to distinguish early childhood education from childcare for 

which no explicitly pedagogically-trained staff is required. 

 

112. Where relevant, the existence of a reference or regulatory framework issued or recognised 

by relevant national authorities (e.g. a ministry of education, other relevant ministry or 

affiliated institution) is a good proxy criterion for an education programme. This would 

include guidelines, standards or instructions that describe the learning opportunities 

provided to young children. 
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SECTION 9: ISCED level 0 

113. In education systems that have compulsory schooling, non-compulsory education 

programmes which are designed to take place before the start of compulsory education and 

which fulfil the criteria above are classified as ISCED level 0. In addition, in some 

countries the first stage or cycle of compulsory education may also be classified at ISCED 

level 0 if it fulfils the criteria at this level. Thus, the beginning of compulsory education is 

not a sufficient criterion to distinguish ISCED level 0 programmes from ISCED level 1 

programmes, even though this may be the case in some education systems. 

 

C: Programmes spanning ISCED levels 

 

114. Education programmes spanning ISCED levels 0 and 1 need special consideration for 

classification. In education systems where a part of early childhood education is included 

with primary education, only those grades, stages or cycles corresponding to the criteria 

given in Paragraph 104 should be classified as ISCED level 0. Those grades, stages or 

cycles corresponding to the criteria given in Paragraph 124 should be classified as ISCED 

level 1. 

 

115. If use of the classification criteria does not result in a clear boundary between ISCED levels 

0 and 1, it is recommended that: 

 

i) for programmes spanning ISCED levels 0 and 1 that are organized in stages, the end of 

the stage closest to 6 years of age should be used as the transition point between ISCED 

levels 0 and 1; and 

 

ii)  for programmes spanning ISCED levels 0 and 1 that are not divided into stages, grades 

targeting children under the age of 6 should be classified as ISCED level 0, while the 

remaining grades should be classified as ISCED level 1. 

 

D: Complementary dimensions 

116. One dimension differentiates education programmes at ISCED level 0: 
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¶ Target age group (see Paragraph 102). 

 

E: Other programmes included in ISCED level 0 

117. ISCED level 0 includes programmes for children with special needs corresponding to the 

criteria described in Paragraph 104, irrespective of their ages. 

 

F: Classification of education programmes at ISCED level 0 

118. Education programmes at ISCED level 0 are coded 010 for early childhood educational 

development programmes and 020 for pre-primary education programmes (see Paragraph 

102). There are no sub-categories differentiated by the third digit. 

 

G: Classification of educational attainment at ISCED levels 0 and 1 

119. For classifying educational attainment, level 0 (less than primary education) is used for 

individuals who: 

¶ Never attended an education programme; 

¶ Attended some early childhood education (ISCED0);or 

¶ Attended some primary education but have not successfully completed ISCED 

level1 (with or without having attended ISCED 0). 

 

Classification codes for educational attainment related to pre-primary and primary education are 

provided in Table 4. 
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SECTION 9: ISCED level 1 

 

ISCED LEVEL 1: PRIMARY EDUCATION  

 

A: Principal characteristics 

120. Programmes at ISCED level 1, or primary education, are typically designed to provide 

students with fundamental skills in reading, writing and mathematics (i.e. literacy and 

numeracy) and establish a solid foundation for learning and understanding core areas of 

knowledge, personal and social development, in preparation for lower secondary education. 

It focuses on learning at a basic level of complexity with little, if any, specialisation. 

 

121. Educational activities at ISCED level 1 (particularly in the early grades) are often 

organized around units, projects or broad learning areas, often with an integrated approach 

rather than providing instruction in specific subjects. Typically, there is one main teacher 

responsible for a group of pupils who organizes the learning process, although a class may 

have more than one teacher, especially for certain subjects or units. 

 

122. Age is typically the only entry requirement at this level. The customary or legal age of 

entry is usually not below 5 years old nor above 7 years old. This level typically lasts six 

years, although its duration can range between four and seven years. Primary education 

typically lasts until age 10 to 12 (see Paragraphs 132 to 134). Upon completion of primary 

education programmes, children may continue their education at ISCED level 2 (lower 

secondary education). 

 

123. Programmes classified at ISCED level 1 may be referred to in many ways, for example: 

primary education, elementary education or basic education (stage 1 or lower grades if an 

education system has one programme that spans ISCED levels 1 and 2). For international 

comparability purposes the term óprimary educationô is used to label ISCED level 1. 

 

B: Classification criteria 

124. For the definition of primary education, the following criteria are relevant: 

Main criteria  
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a) Systematic instruction in fundamental knowledge, skills and competencies (see 

Paragraph 125); 

b) Typical entrance age and duration (see Paragraph 122); and 

c) Instruction organized typically by one main class teacher (see Paragraph 126). 

Subsidiary criteria 

a) Part of compulsory education (see Paragraph 127). 

 

125. The boundary between ISCED level 0 and level 1 coincides with the transition point in an 

education system where systematic teaching and learning in reading, writing and 

mathematics begins. Although some ISCED level 0 programmes may already provide some 

introduction in reading, writing and mathematics, these programmes do not yet give 

children sound basic skills in these areas, and thus do not sufficiently fulfil the criteria for 

classification as ISCED level 1. The transition from pre-primary to primary education is 

typically marked by entry into nationally designated primary, elementary or basic 

educational institutions or programmes. 

 

126. Typically, one main teacher is responsible for a group of children and facilitates the 

learning process, often organized around units, projects or broad learning areas with an 

integrated approach (particularly in the early years of primary education). However, a class 

may have other teachers, especially for certain specialised subjects. Teachers at ISCED 

level 1 are typically trained in pedagogical approaches for core subjects. In contrast, in 

ISCED level 2 programmes there may be more than one teacher instructing different 

subject areas, often with more in-depth training in particular subjects. 

 

127. The beginning of primary education often coincides with the beginning of compulsory 

education, except for education systems where some or all of pre-primary education is 

already compulsory. Therefore, where compulsory education is legislated, it starts with 

ISCED level 1 or before. 

 

C: Programmes spanning ISCED levels 

128. Education programmes spanning ISCED levels 0 and 1 or 1 and 2 need special 
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consideration for classification. In education systems where primary education is part of an 

education programme of eight or more years, only those grades, stages or cycles 

corresponding to the criteria given in Paragraph 124 should be classified as ISCED level 1. 

Any grades, stages or cycles corresponding to the criteria given in Paragraph 104 should be 

classified as ISCED level 0, while others corresponding to the criteria given in Paragraph 

143 should be classified as ISCED level 2. 

 

129. If use of the classification criteria does not result in a clear boundary between ISCED levels 

0 and 1, additional criteria to determine the end of ISCED level 0 and the beginning of 

ISCED level 1 are provided in Paragraph 115. 

 

130. If use of the classification criteria does not result in a clear boundary between ISCED levels 

1 and 2, the following is recommended: 

i) for programmes spanning ISCED levels 1 and 2 that are organized in stages, the end 

of the stage closest to six years after the start of ISCED level 1 should be used as 

the transition point between ISCED levels 1 and 2; and 

ii)  for programmes spanning ISCED levels 1 and 2 that are not divided into stages, 

only the first six years should be classified as ISCED level 1, while the remaining 

years are classified as ISCED level 2 (see Paragraph 149). 

 

D: Complementary dimensions 

131. None. 

 

E: Other programmes included in ISCED level 1 

132. ISCED level 1 includes programmes suited to individuals with special needs if the 

programme provides systematic teaching and learning in the fundamental skills of reading, 

writing and mathematics, irrespective of the age of the participant. 

 

133. This level also includes primary-level second chance or re-integration programmes. Such 

education programmes usually target individuals who: 

i) left school before completing primary education, allowing them to re-enter the 
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education system and complete primary education; or 

ii)  completed primary education but wish to enter an education programme or 

occupation for which they are not yet qualified. Participants are typically older than 

the target age group for ISCED level 1 (but not necessarily adults). 

 

134. Formal and non-formal literacy programmes that are similar in complexity of content to 

programmes already classified as primary education, aimed at adults and youth older than 

typical ISCED level 1 students, are also included at this level. 

 

F: Classification of education programmes at ISCED level 1 

135. All education programmes at ISCED level 1 are coded 100. There are no categories or sub-

categories to be differentiated by the second or third digit. 

 

G: Classification of educational attainment at ISCED levels 0 and 1 

136. When coding educational attainment, special consideration is required for the classification 

of individuals who attended but did not complete primary education. 

 

137. For educational attainment, recognised qualifications from ISCED level 2 programmes 

which are not considered sufficient completion or partial completion of ISCED level 2 are 

classified as ISCED level 1 (e.g. programmes with a duration of less than two years at 

ISCED level 2 or less than eight cumulative years since the start of ISCED level 1). 

 

138. The classification codes for educational attainment related to ISCED levels 0 and 1 

programmes and qualifications from lower secondary education programmes not sufficient 

for consideration as completion or partial completion of ISCED level 2 are shown in Table 

4. 
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Table 4. Classification codes for educational attainment related to ISCED levels 0 to 1 

(ISCED-A) 

ISCED-A level Category Sub-category 

0 Less than primary 

education 

01 Never attended an 

education programme 

010 Never attended an education 

programme 

02 Some early childhood 

education 

020 Some early childhood 

education 

03 Some primary education 

(without level 

completion) 

030 Some primary education 

(without level completion) 

1 Primary education 10 Primary education 100 Including recognised 

successful completion of a 

lower secondary programme 

insufficient for level 

completion or partial level 

completion 
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            ISCED 2011 

ISCED LEVEL 2: LOWER SECONDARY EDUCATION 

A: Principal characteristics 

139. Programmes at ISCED level 2, or lower secondary education, are typically designed to 

build on the learning outcomes from ISCED level 1. Usually, the aim is to lay the 

foundation for lifelong learning and human development upon which education systems 

may then expand further educational opportunities. Some education systems may already 

offer vocational education programmes at ISCED level 2 to provide individuals with skills 

relevant to employment. 

 

140. Programmes at this level are usually organized around a more subject-oriented curriculum, 

introducing theoretical concepts across a broad range of subjects. Teachers typically have 

pedagogical training in specific subjects and, more often than at ISCED level 1, a class of 

students may have several teachers with specialised knowledge of the subjects they teach. 

 

141. ISCED level 2 begins after four to seven years of ISCED level 1 education, with six years 

of ISCED level 1 being the most common duration. Students enter ISCED level 2 typically 

between ages 10 and 13 (age 12 being the most common). 

 

142. Programmes classified at ISCED level 2 may be referred to in many ways, for example: 

secondary school (stage one/lower grades if there is one programme that spans ISCED 

levels 2 and 3), junior secondary school, middle school, or junior high school. If a 

programme spans ISCED levels 1 and 2, the terms elementary education or basic school 

(stage two/upper grades) are often used. For international comparability purposes, the term 

ólower secondary educationô is used to label ISCED level 2. 

 

B: Classification criteria 

143. For the definition of lower secondary education, the following criteria are relevant: 

Main criteria  

a)  Transition to more subject-oriented instruction (see Paragraph 144); 

b) Entry requirements (see Paragraph 145); and 
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c) Cumulative duration since the beginning of ISCED level 1 (see Paragraph 146). 

Subsidiary criteria 

a)  Typical entry age (see Paragraph 141); 

b) Instruction by subject teachers and qualifications of teachers (see Paragraph 147); and 

c)  Relationship with compulsory education (see Paragraph 148). 

 

144. The boundary between ISCED level 1 and ISCED level 2 coincides with the transition 

point in the education system at which subject-oriented instruction is emphasised. 

 

145. This level requires completion of ISCED level 1 or the ability to study ISCED level 2 

content through a combination of prior education as well as life and work experiences. The 

successful completion of ISCED level 1 or a specific level of achievement may be required 

for entering some or all ISCED level 2 programmes in a specific country. 
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SECTION 9: ISCED level 2 

 

146. ISCED level 2 ends after 8 to 11 years of education from the start of ISCED level 1, with 9 

years being the most widespread cumulative duration. At the end of ISCED level 2, pupils 

are typically aged 14 to 16 years (most often 15 years old). 

 

147. The required teacher qualifications may be different at ISCED level 2 compared to ISCED 

level 1. Teachers at ISCED level 2 are often qualified in one or more specific subjects, as 

well as in pedagogy. In addition, the organization of instruction can differ from ISCED 

level 1 as there are more often several teachers for one class, who teach in their respective 

field or fields of specialisation. 

 

148. In many education systems with compulsory education legislation, the end of lower 

secondary education coincides with the end of compulsory (general) education. 

 

C: Programmes spanning ISCED levels 

149. Education programmes spanning ISCED levels 1 and 2 or levels 2 and 3 need special 

consideration for classification. Only those grades, stages or cycles corresponding to the 

criteria given in Paragraph 143 should be classified as ISCED level 2. Those grades, stages 

or cycles corresponding to the criteria given in Paragraph 124 should be classified as 

ISCED level 1, while others corresponding to the criteria given in Paragraph 166 should be 

classified as ISCED level 3. 

 

150. If use of the classification criteria does not result in a clear boundary between ISCED levels 

1 and 2, it is recommended to use the criteria provided in Paragraph 130 to determine the 

end of ISCED level 1 and the beginning of ISCED level 2. 

 

151. If use of the classification criteria does not result in a clear boundary between ISCED levels 

2 and 3, the following is recommended: 

 

i) for programmes spanning ISCED levels 2 and 3 that are organized in stages, the end 
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of the stage closest to nine years after the start of ISCED level 1 should be used as the 

transition point between ISCED levels 2 and 3; or 

 

ii)  for programmes spanning ISCED levels 2 and 3 that are not divided into stages, only 

the grades between the end of ISCED level 1 until the end of nine years of schooling 

after the start of ISCED level 1 should be classified as ISCED level 2. The remaining 

years are classified as ISCED level 3 (see Paragraph 171). 

 

D: Complementary dimensions 

152. Two dimensions differentiate education programmes at ISCED level 2: 

¶ Programme orientation (see Paragraph 153); 

¶ Level completion and access to higher ISCEDlevels (see Paragraph 154). 

Programme orientation 

153. The following two orientation categories are defined in Paragraphs 55 and 54: 

¶ General;and 

¶ Vocational. 
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Level completion and access to higher ISCED levels 

154. The following four level completion and access sub-categories are defined for ISCED level 

2: 

i) No completion of ISCED level 2 (and thus without direct access to higher ISCED 

levels): short, terminal programmes (or sequence of programmes) with a duration of 

less than two years at ISCED level 2 or that end after less than eight years of 

cumulative duration since the beginning of ISCED level 1 These do not give access to 

ISCED level 3. Successful completion of such programmes does not count as 

completion of ISCED level 2. 

 

ii)  Partial completion of ISCED level 2 without direct access to higher ISCED levels: 

programmes representing at least two years at ISCED level 2 and a cumulative 

duration of at least eight years since the beginning of ISCED level 1, and which are 

part of a sequence of programmes at ISCED level 2 but are not the last programme in 

the sequence at this level. These programmes do not give direct access to ISCED 

level 3. Successful completion of such programmes is considered as partial 

completion of the level only (as only the final programme in the sequence is likely to 

give access to ISCED level 3). 

 

iii)  Completion of ISCED level 2 without direct access to higher ISCED levels: 

programmes with a duration of at least two years at ISCED level 2 and that end after 

at least eight years of cumulative duration since the beginning of ISCED level 1 but 

which do not give access to ISCED level 3. Although these programmes are 

considered terminal, their successful completion qualifies for completion of ISCED 

level 2. 

 

iv) Completion of ISCED level 2 with direct access to higher ISCED levels: any 

programmes that give direct access to ISCED level 3 regardless of their duration at 

the level or their cumulative duration since the start of ISCED level 1. 
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E: Other programmes included in ISCED level 2 

155 ISCED level 2 includes programmes suited to individuals with special needs that are 

designed to build on the fundamental teaching and learning processes that begin at ISCED 

level 1 and/or to provide skills relevant to employment. 

 

156 This level also includes lower secondary-level second chance or re-integration 

programmes. Such education programmes usually target individuals who: 

 

i) left education after completing primary education but before completing lower 

secondary education, allowing them to re-enter the education system and complete a 

lower secondary education programme; or 

 

ii)  who completed lower secondary education but wish to enter an education programme 

or occupation for which they are not yet qualified. 

 

Participants are typically older than the target age group for ISCED level 2. 

 

157 This level also includes adult education programmes equivalent in complexity of content to 

the education given in programmes already classified at this level. 
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F: Classification of education programmes at ISCED level 2 

158 The use of two complementary dimensions allows for reporting using categories for 

orientation and sub-categories for level completion and access to higher ISCED levels. The 

codes for lower secondary education programmes are shown in Table 5. 

 

Table 5. Classification codes for education programmes at ISCED level 2 (ISCED-P) 

Category 

(orientation) 

Sub-category 

(level completion and access to higher ISCED levels) 

 

24 

 

Lower 

secondary 

general 

education 

241 Insufficient for level completion or partial level completion, without 

direct access to upper secondary education 

242 Sufficient for partial level completion, without direct access to upper 

secondary education 

243 Sufficient for level completion, without direct access to upper secondary 

education 

244 Sufficient for level completion, with direct access to upper secondary 

education 

25 Lower 

Secondary 

vocational 

education 

251 Insufficient for level completion or partial level completion, without 

direct access to upper secondary education 

252 Sufficient for partial level completion, without direct access to upper 

secondary education 

253 Sufficient for level completion, without direct access to upper secondary 

education 

254 Sufficient for level completion, with direct access to upper secondary 

education 

 

 

G: Classification of educational attainment at ISCED level 2 

159 For educational attainment, recognised qualifications from ISCED level 2 programmes 

which are not considered sufficient for completion or partial completion of ISCED level 2 

are classified as ISCED level 1 (see Table 4). 

 

160 Similarly, recognised qualifications from ISCED level 3 programmes which are insufficient 

for consideration as completion or partial completion of ISCED level 3 are classified as 

ISCED level 2. 

 

161 The classification codes for educational attainment related to lower secondary education 

and for qualifications from upper secondary programmes insufficient for level or partial 
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level completion are shown in Table 6. 

 

Table 6. Classification codes for educational attainment related to ISCED level 2 (ISCED-

A) 

Category (orientation) 

Sub-category 

(level completion and access to higher ISCED levels) 

 

10 Primary education 100 Recognised successful completion of a lower secondary programme 

insufficient for level completion or partial level completion 

 

24 Lower secondary 

general education 

242 Partial level completion, without direct access to upper secondary 

education 

 

243 Level completion, without direct access to upper secondary education 

 

244 Level completion, with direct access to upper secondary education¹ 

 

25 Lower secondary 

vocational 

education 

252 Partial level completion, without direct access to upper secondary 

education 

 

253 Level completion, without direct access to upper secondary education 

 

254 Level completion, with direct access to upper secondary education¹ 

 

1. Including recognised successful completion of a programme or a stage of a programme in upper 

secondary education insufficient for level or artial level completion. 
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SECTION 9: ISCED level 3 

ISCED LEVEL 3: UPPER SECONDARY EDUCATION  

A: Principal characteristics 

162 Programmes at ISCED level 3, or upper secondary education, are typically designed to 

complete secondary education in preparation for tertiary education or provide skills 

relevant to employment, or both. 

 

163 Programmes at this level offer students more varied, specialised and in-depth instruction 

than programmes at ISCED level 2. They are more differentiated, with an increased range 

of options and streams available. Teachers are often highly qualified in the subjects or 

fields of specialisation they teach, particularly in the higher grades. 

 

164 ISCED level 3 begins after 8 to 11 years of education since the beginning of ISCED level 

1. Pupils enter this level typically between ages 14 and 16. ISCED level 3 programmes 

usually end 12 or 13 years after the beginning of ISCED level 1 (or around age 17 or 18), 

with 12 years being the most widespread cumulative duration. However, exit from upper 

secondary education may range across education systems from usually 11 to 13 years of 

education since the beginning of ISCED level 1. 

 

165 Programmes classified at ISCED level 3 may be referred to in many ways, for example: 

secondary school (stage two/upper grades), senior secondary school, or (senior) high 

school. For international comparability purposes the term óupper secondary educationô is 

used to label ISCED level 3. 

 

B: Classification criteria 

166 For the definition of upper secondary education, the following criteria are relevant: 

Main criteria  

a)  Second/final stage of general and vocational secondary education (see Paragraph 167); 

b) Entry requirements (see Paragraph 168); and 

c) Cumulative duration since the beginning of ISCED level 1 (see Paragraph 164). 
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Subsidiary criteria  

a) More differentiated programmes, with an increased range of options and streams (see 

Paragraph 169); and 

b) Teacher qualifications (see Paragraph 170). 

 

167 Programmes which form the second/final stage of secondary education may be either 

general or vocational ISCED level 3 programmes. Some of these programmes allow direct 

access to ISCED level 4, and/or level 5, 6 or 7. When identifying transition points between 

ISCED levels, correspondence between general and vocational pathways should be 

ensured. 

 

168 ISCED level 3 requires the completion of lower secondary education (ISCED level 2) or 

the ability to handle ISCED level 3 content through a combination of prior education as 

well as life and work experiences. A specific ISCED level 2 qualification or a specific level 

of achievement may be required for entering some or all ISCED level 3 programmes. 

 

169 The transition from ISCED level 2 to ISCED level 3 coincides with the transition point in 

an education system at which programmes offer students more varied, specialised and in-

depth instruction in specific subjects or fields. Typically, programmes are more 

differentiated, and an increased range of options and streams are available. 

 

170 Standards for teacher qualifications may be different at ISCED level 3 compared to ISCED 

level 2. In addition to pedagogical training, teachers may be more qualified with respect to 

the subject matter they teach. 

 

C: Programmes spanning ISCED levels 

171 Education programmes spanning ISCED levels 2 and 3 or levels 3 and 5 need special 

consideration for classification. Only those grades, stages or cycles corresponding to the 

criteria given in Paragraph 166 should be classified as ISCED level 3. Those grades, stages 

or cycles corresponding to the criteria given in Paragraph 143 should be classified as 

ISCED level 2, while others corresponding to the criteria given in Paragraph 211 should be 
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classified as ISCED level 5. 

 

172 If use of the classification criteria does not result in a clear boundary between ISCED levels 

2 and 3, criteria to determine the end of ISCED level 2 and the beginning of ISCED level 3 

are provided in Paragraph 151. 

 

173 If the theoretical duration of a vocational ISCED level 3 programme is two or more years 

longer than the theoretical duration of a general ISCED level 3 programme in the same 

education system, the programme should be regarded as spanning upper secondary 

education (ISCED level 3) and post-secondary non-tertiary education (ISCED level 4) or 

short-cycle tertiary education (ISCED level 5). The grades, stages or cycles which extend 

beyond the general ISCED level 3 programme should be classified as ISCED level 4 or 5 

depending on the complexity of their content. 

 

D: Complementary dimensions 

174 Two dimensions differentiate education programmes at ISCED level 3: 

¶ Programme orientation (see Paragraph 175); and 

¶ Level completion and access to higher ISCED levels (see Paragraph 176). 

 

Programme orientation 

175 The following two orientation categories are defined in Paragraphs 55 and 54: 

¶ Å General;and 

¶ Å Vocational. 

 

Level completion and access to higher ISCED levels 

176 The following four level completion and access sub-categories are defined for ISCED level 

3: 

i) No completion of ISCED level 3 (and thus without direct access to first tertiary 

programmes at ISCED level 5, 6 or 7): short, terminal programmes (or sequence of 

programmes) with a duration of less than two years at ISCED level 3 or that end after 

less than 11 years of cumulative duration since the beginning of ISCED level 1. 
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These programmes do not give direct access to ISCED level 5, 6 or 7. Successful 

completion of such programmes does not count as completion of ISCED level 3. Note 

also that these programmes do not give direct access to ISCED level 4 either. 

 

ii)  Partial completion of ISCED level 3 without direct access to first tertiary programmes 

at ISCED level 5, 6 or 7: programmes representing at least 2 years at ISCED level 3 

and a cumulative duration of at least 11 years since the beginning of ISCED level 1, 

and which are part of a sequence of programmes at ISCED level 3 but are not the last 

programme in the sequence at this level. These programmes do not give direct access 

to ISCED level 5, 6 or 7. Successful completion of such programmes is considered as 

partial completion of the level only (as only the final programme in the sequence is 

likely to give access to tertiary education at ISCED level 5, 6 or 7). Note also that 

these programmes do not give direct access to ISCED level 4 either. 

 

iii)  Completion of ISCED level 3 without direct access to first tertiary programmes at 

ISCED level 5, 6 or 7: programmes with a duration of at least two years at ISCED 

level 3 and that end after at least 11 years of cumulative duration since the beginning 

of ISCED level 1. These programmes may be terminal or give direct access to ISCED 

level 4. Successful completion of such programmes qualifies for completion of 

ISCED level 3. 

 

v) Completion of ISCED level 3 with direct access to first tertiary programmes at 

ISCED level 5, 6 or 7: any programmes that give direct access to first tertiary 

programmes at ISCED level 5, 6 or 7 regardless of their duration at level 3 or their 

cumulative duration since the start of ISCED level 1. These programmes may also 

give direct access to ISCED level 4. 

 

E: Other programmes included in ISCED level 3 

177 ISCED level 3 includes programmes suited to individuals with special needs that are 

equivalent in complexity of content to programmes already classified at ISCED level 3. 
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178 This level can include some second-cycle vocational programmes in cases where the 

transition points at the end of the second cycle correspond to transition points between 

levels in other, mainly general, pathways offered in the system. 

 

179 This level also includes upper secondary-level second chance or re-integration 

programmes. Such education programmes usually target individuals who: 

 

i) left school before completing upper secondary education, allowing them to re-enter 

the education system and complete upper secondary education; or 

 

ii)  completed upper secondary education but wish to enter a programme or occupation 

for which they are not yet qualified. 

 

Participants are typically older than the target age group for ISCED level 3. 

 

180 This level also includes adult education programmes equivalent in complexity of content to 

the education given in programmes already classified at this level. 

 

F: Classification of education programmes at ISCED level 3 

181 The use of two complementary dimensions allows for reporting using categories for 

orientation and sub-categories for level completion and access to higher ISCED levels. Not 

all combinations of orientation and completion and access exist or are widespread across 

education systems. The codes for upper secondary education programmes are shown in 

Table 7. 
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Table 7. Classification codes for education programmes at ISCED level 3 (ISCED-P) 

Category (orientation) 

Sub-category 

(level completion and access to higher ISCED levels) 

 

34 Upper secondary 

general education 

341 Insufficient for level completion or partial level completion, 

without direct access to post-secondary non-tertiary education 

or tertiary education 

 

342 Sufficient for partial level completion, without direct access to 

post-secondary non-tertiary education or tertiary education 

 

343 Sufficient for level completion, without direct access to tertiary 

education (but may give direct access to post-secondary non-tertiary 

education) 

 

344 Sufficient for level completion, with direct access to tertiary 

education (may also give direct access to post-secondary non-

tertiary education) 

 

35 Upper secondary 

vocational 

education 

  

 

351 Insufficient for level completion or partial level completion, 

without direct access to post-secondary non-tertiary education 

or tertiary education 

 

352 Sufficient for partial level completion, without direct access to 

post-secondary non-tertiary education or tertiary education 

 

353 Sufficient for level completion, without direct access to tertiary 

education (but may give direct access to post-secondary non-

tertiary education) 

 

354 Sufficient for level completion, with direct access to tertiary 

education (may also give direct access to post-secondary non-

tertiary education) 
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G: Classification of educational attainment at ISCED level 3 

 

182 For educational attainment, recognised qualifications from ISCED level 3 programmes 

which are not considered as sufficient for ISCED level 3 completions are classified at 

ISCED level 2. 

 

183 Similarly, recognised qualifications from ISCED level 4 programmes which are insufficient 

for consideration as ISCED level 4 completions are classified as ISCED level 3. 

 

184 The classification codes for educational attainment related to upper secondary education 

programmes and qualifications are shown in Table 8. 

 

Table 8. Classification codes for educational attainment related to ISCED level 3 

(ISCED-A) 

Category (orientation) 

Sub-category 

(level completion and access to higher ISCED levels) 

 

24 Lower secondary 

general education 

244 Recognised successful completion of an upper secondary 

general education programme insufficient for level or partial 

level completion 

 

25 Lower secondary 

vocational 

education 

254 Recognised successful completion of an upper secondary 

vocational education programme insufficient for level or partial 

level completion 

 

34 Upper secondary 

general education 

342 Partial level completion, without direct access to post-secondary 

non-tertiary education or tertiary education 

 

343 Level completion, without direct access to tertiary education 

(but may give direct access to post-secondary non-tertiary 

education) 

 

344 Level completion, with direct access to tertiary education¹ (may 
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also give direct access to post-secondary non-tertiary education) 

 

35 Upper secondary 

vocational 

education 

352 Partial level completion, without direct access to post-secondary 

non-tertiary education or tertiary education 

 

353 Level completion, without direct access to tertiary education 

(but may give direct access to post-secondary non-tertiary 

education) 

 

354 Level completion, with direct access to tertiary education¹ (may 

also give direct access to post-secondary non-tertiary education) 

 

1. Including recognised successful completion of a stage of a programme in post-secondary non-

tertiary education insufficient for level completion. 
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ISCED 2011 

ISCED LEVEL 4: POST-SECONDARY NON-TERTIARY EDUCATION  

A: Princi pal characteristics 

185 Post-secondary non-tertiary education provides learning experiences building on secondary 

education, preparing for labour market entry as well as tertiary education. It aims at the 

individual acquisition of knowledge, skills and competencies lower than the level of 

complexity characteristic of tertiary education. Programmes at ISCED level 4, or post-

secondary non-tertiary education, are typically designed to provide individuals who 

completed ISCED level 3 with non-tertiary qualifications required for progression to 

tertiary education or for employment when their ISCED level 3 qualifications does not 

grant such access. For example, graduates from general ISCED level 3 programmes may 

choose to complete a non-tertiary vocational qualification; or graduates from vocational 

ISCED level 3 programmes may choose to increase their level of qualifications or 

specialise further. The content of ISCED level 4 programmes is not sufficiently complex to 

be regarded as tertiary education, although it is clearly post-secondary. 

 

186 The completion of an ISCED level 3 programme is required to enter ISCED level 4 

programmes. However, these entry requirements may be lower than for tertiary 

programmes at ISCED level 5, 6 or 7. 

 

187 Usually, programmes at this level are designed for direct labour market entry. In some 

education systems, there are general programmes at this level. Such programmes typically 

target students who have completed ISCED level 3 but who want to increase their 

opportunities to enter tertiary education. 

 

188 Programmes classified at ISCED level 4 may be referred to in many ways, for example: 

technician diploma, primary professional education, or préparation aux carrières 

administratives. For international comparability purposes the term ópost-secondary non-

tertiary educationô is used to label ISCED level 4. 
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B: Classification criteria 

189 189.  For the definition of post-secondary non-tertiary education, the following criteria are 

relevant: 

 

Main criteria  

a)  Orientation (see Paragraph 190); 

b) Complexity of content higher than ISCED level 3 and below the level of tertiary education 

(see Paragraph 191); and 

c) Entry requirements (see Paragraph 186). 

Subsidiary criteria 

None. 

 

190 ISCED level 4 programmes are not considered to be tertiary education and are typically 

vocational and terminal programmes that prepare for the labour market. General 

programmes at this level can exist in some education systems. Programmes designed to 

review the content of ISCED level 3 programmes ï for example, with the aim of preparing 

students for tertiary education entrance examinations ï should be included in ISCED level 

3. 

 

191 ISCED level 4 programmes often serve to broaden ï rather than deepen ï the 

knowledge, skills and competencies of participants who have completed a 

programme at ISCED level 3. Programmes are often not significantly more advanced 

than programmes at ISCED level 3, but the content is typically more specialised or 

detailed than at the upper secondary level of education. Programmes are clearly less 

advanced than at the tertiary level and can be provided in a variety of institutional 

settings, not only those considered as post-secondary non-tertiary institutions. 

 

C: Programmes spanning ISCED levels 

192 Not applicable. 
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D: Complementary dimensions 

193 Two dimensions differentiate education programmes at ISCED level 4: 

¶ Programme orientation (see Paragraph 194); and 

¶ Level completion and access to higher ISCED levels (see Paragraph 195). 

 

Programme orientation 

194 The following two orientation categories are defined in Paragraphs 55 and 54: 

¶ General;and 

¶ Vocational. 

 

Level completion and access to higher ISCED levels 

195 The following three level completion and access sub-categories are defined for ISCED 

level 4: 

¶ No completion of ISCED level 4: modules or stages of programmes which are too 

short for level completion. These do not give access to first tertiary education 

programmes at ISCED level 5, 6 or 7. Successful completion of such modules or 

stages does not count as completion of ISCED level 4. 

¶ Completion of ISCED level 4 without direct access to first tertiary programmes at 

ISCED level 5, 6 or 7: programmes designed primarily for direct labour market 

entry. 

¶ Completion of ISCED level 4 with direct access to first tertiary programmes at 

ISCED level 5, 6 or 7: programmes designed primarily to expand access to 

tertiary education. 

 

E: Other programmes included in ISCED level 4 

196 This level includes adult education programmes similar in complexity of content to the 

education given in programmes already classified at this level. 

 

F: Classification of education programmes at ISCED level 4 

197 The use of two complementary dimensions allows for reporting using categories for 

orientation and sub-categories for completion and access. Not all combinations of 
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categories and sub-categories exist or are widespread across education systems. The 

classification for post-secondary non-tertiary education is shown in Table 9. 

 

Table 9. Classification codes for education programmes at ISCED level 4 (ISCED-P) 

Category (orientation) 

Sub-category 

(level completion and access to higher ISCED levels) 

 

44 Post Secondary non-

tertiary general 

education 

441 Insufficient for level completion, without direct access to 

tertiary education 

 

443 Sufficient for level completion, without direct access to 

tertiary education 

 

444 Sufficient for level completion, with direct access to tertiary 

education 

 

45 Post Secondary non-

tertiary Vocational 

education 

451 Insufficient for level completion, without direct access to 

tertiary education 

 

453 Sufficient for level completion, without direct access to 

tertiary education 

 

454 Sufficient for level completion, with direct access to tertiary 

education 

 

 

 

G: Classification of educational attainment at ISCED level 4 

198 For educational attainment, recognised intermediate qualifications from successful 

completion of a stage of an ISCED level 5 programmes which are not considered as 

sufficient for completion of ISCED level 5 are classified at ISCED level 4. 

 

199 The classification codes for educational attainment related to post-secondary non-tertiary 

education qualifications are shown in Table 10. 
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Table 10. Classification codes for educational attainment at ISCED level 4 (ISCED-A) 

Category (orientation) 

Sub-category 

(level completion and access to higher ISCED levels) 

 

34 Upper secondary general 

education 

344 Recognised successful completion of a stage of a post-

secondary non-tertiary general programme insufficient for 

level completion 

35 Upper secondary 

vocational education 

354 Recognised successful completion of a stage of a post-

secondary non-tertiary vocational programme insufficient 

for level completion 

44 Post-secondary non-

tertiary general 

education 

443 Level completion, without direct access to tertiary education 

444 Level completion, with direct access to tertiary education¹ 

45 Post-secondary non-

tertiary vocational 

education 

453 Level completion, without direct access to tertiary education 

454 Level completion, with direct access to tertiary education¹ 

1. Including recognised successful completion of a programme or a stage of a programme in short-cycle 

tertiary education insufficient for level completion. 
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SECTION 9: ISCED level 4 

TERTIARY EDUCATION  

 

200 Tertiary education builds on secondary education, providing learning activities in 

specialized fields of education. It aims at learning at a high level of complexity and 

specialisation. Tertiary education includes what is commonly understood as academic 

education but also includes advanced vocational or professional education. It comprises 

ISCED levels 5, 6, 7 and 8, which are labelled as short-cycle tertiary education, Bachelorôs 

or equivalent level, Masterôs or equivalent level, and doctoral or equivalent level, 

respectively. The content of programmes at the tertiary level is more complex and 

advanced than in lower ISCED levels. 

 

201 First programmes at ISCED level 5, 6 or 7 require the successful completion of ISCED 

level 3 programmes that give direct access to first tertiary education programmes. Access 

may also be possible from ISCED level 4. In addition to qualification requirements, entry 

into education programmes at these levels may depend on subject choice and/or grades 

achieved at ISCED level 3 or 4. Further, it may be necessary to take and succeed in 

entrance examinations. 

 

202 In tertiary education, an education programme is always classified at the same level as the 

level of the qualification awarded on its successful completion (unless a programme is 

partly classified as ISCED level 3, see Paragraph 173). Therefore, in contrast to ISCED 

levels 0, 1, 2 and 3, the concept of programmes spanning ISCED levels is not applicable for 

the tertiary levels. 

 

203 There is usually a clear hierarchy between qualifications granted by tertiary education 

programmes. However, unlike programmes at ISCED levels 1, 2, 3 and 4, national 

programmes at ISCED levels 5, 6 and 7 can exist in parallel rather than as one ISCED level 

building sequentially on another. Completion of an ISCED level 3 or 4 programme may 

provide access to a range of first tertiary education programmes at ISCED level 5, 6 or 7, 

depending on the availability in a specific education system and/or on additional entry 

requirements which may be specified. 
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These include: 

¶ short-cycle tertiary education programmes at ISCED level5 (atleasttwoyears); 

¶ Bachelorôs o requivalent first degree programmes at ISCED level 6 

threetofouryears); 

¶ Bachelorôs or equivalent long first degree programmes at ISCED level 6 

(morethanfouryears); or 

¶ Masterôs or equivalent long first degree programmes at ISCED level 7 

(atleastfiveyears). 

 

204 The transition between programmes at the tertiary level is not always clearly distinguished 

and it may be possible to combine programmes and transfer credits from one programme to 

another. In certain cases, credits received from previously completed education 

programmes may also be counted towards the completion of a programme at a higher 

ISCED level. For example, having obtained credits in an ISCED level 5 programmes can 

reduce the number of credits or study duration required to complete a level 6 programme. 

In some systems, individuals may transfer to an education programme at ISCED level 6 

after completion of an ISCED level 5 programmes, which may reduce the time required for 

an individual to complete an ISCED level 6 programme.  

Others may directly enter ISCED level 6 or 7 from ISCED level 3. In many education 

systems, most students must first complete ISCED level 6 before gaining entry into ISCED 

level 7. 

 

205 The successful completion of ISCED level 7 is usually required for entry into ISCED level 

8. 
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206 Figure 1 illustrates the categories of tertiary education programmes and the pathways 

between them. 

 

Figure 1. Tertiary education pathways in ISCED 
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SECTION 9: ISCED level 5 

 

ISCED LEVEL 5: SHORT-CYCLE TERTIARY EDUCATION  

 

A: Principal characteristics 

207 Programmes at ISCED level 5, or short-cycle tertiary education, are often designed to 

provide participants with professional knowledge, skills and competencies. Typically, they 

are practically-based, occupationally-specific and prepare students to enter the labour 

market. However, these programmes may also provide a pathway to other tertiary 

education programmes. Academic tertiary education programmes below the level of a 

Bachelorôs programme or equivalent are also classified as ISCED level 5. 

 

208 Entry into ISCED level 5 programmes requires the successful completion of ISCED level 3 

or 4 with access to tertiary education. Programmes at ISCED level 5 have more complex 

content than programmes at ISCED levels 3 and 4, but they are shorter and usually less 

theoretically-oriented than ISCED level 6 programmes. 

 

209 Although ISCED level 5 programmes are usually designed to prepare for employment, they 

may give credit for transfer into ISCED level 6 or 7 programmes. Upon completion of 

these ISCED level 5 programmes, individuals may in some education systems continue 

their education at ISCED level 6 (Bachelorôs or equivalent level) or long first degree 

ISCED level 7 programmes (Masterôs or equivalent level). 

 

210 Programmes classified at ISCED level 5 may be referred to in many ways, for example: 

(higher) technical education, community college education, technician or advanced/higher 

vocational training, associate degree, or 

bac+2.Forinternationalcomparabilitypurposesthetermóshort-cycle tertiary educationô is used 

to label ISCED level 5. 

 

B: Classification criteria 

211 For the definition of short-cycle tertiary education, the following criteria are relevant: 
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Main criteria  

a) Content of short-cycle tertiary education programmes (see Paragraph 212); 

b) Entry requirements (see Paragraph 208); and 

c) Minimum duration of level (see Paragraph 213). 

Subsidiary criteria  

a) Institutional transition point (see Paragraph 214); and 

b) Typical duration of level (see Paragraph 213). 

 

212 ISCED level 5 captures the lowest level of tertiary education. The content of programmes 

at this level is more complex than in secondary (ISCED level 3) or post-secondary non-

tertiary education (ISCED level 4), but less than in ISCED level 6 (Bachelorôs or 

equivalent level) programmes. 

 

213 ISCED level 5 has a minimum duration of two years and is typically but not always shorter 

than three years. For education systems with modular programmes where qualifications are 

awarded by credit accumulation, a comparable amount of time and intensity would be 

required. 

 

214 The transition point from non-tertiary to tertiary educational institutions can help to 

identify the boundary between upper secondary education (ISCED level 3), post-secondary 

non-tertiary education (ISCED level 4) and tertiary education. ISCED level 5 programmes 

are often provided by different educational institutions than ISCED level 6, 7 and 8 

programmes. 

 

C: Programmes spanning ISCED levels 

215 Education programmes spanning ISCED levels 3 and 5 need special consideration for 

classification. Only those grades, stages or cycles corresponding to the criteria given in 

Paragraph 211 should be classified as ISCED level 5. Grades, stages or cycles 

corresponding to the criteria given in Paragraph 166 should be classified as ISCED level 3. 

If use of the classification criteria does not result in a clear boundary between ISCED levels 

3 and 5, criteria to determine the end of ISCED level 3 and the beginning of ISCED level 5 
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are provided in Paragraph 173. 

 

D: Complementary dimensions 

216 Two dimensions differentiate education programmes at ISCED level 5: 

i. Programme orientation (see Paragraph 217); and 

ii.  Level completion (see Paragraph 218). 

 

Programme orientation 

217 The following two orientation categories are defined in Paragraphs 55 and 54: 

iii.  General;and 

iv. Vocational. 

When definitions for academic and professional programmes have been developed, they will be 

used for the orientation categories at ISCED level 5 instead of general and vocational. 

 

Level completion 

 

218 Two level completion categories are defined for ISCED level 5: 

v. No completion of ISCED level 5: stage (or programme) at ISCED level 5 of less 

than two years duration, therefore insufficient for completion of ISCED level 5. 

vi. Completion of ISCED level 5: programme at ISCED level 5 with duration of two 

or more years, therefore sufficient for completion of ISCED level 5. 
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E: Other programmes included in ISCED level 5 

219 This level includes adult or continuing education programmes equivalent in complexity of 

content to the education given in programmes already classified at this level. 

 

F: Classification of education programmes at ISCED level 5 

220 The use of two complementary dimensions allows for reporting using categories for 

orientation and sub-categories for level completion. The codes to be used for ISCED level 

5 are provided in Table 11. 

 

Table 11. Classification codes for education programmes at ISCED level 5 (ISCED-P) 

Category (orientation) 

Sub-category 

(level completion and access to higher ISCED 

levels) 

 

54 Short-cycle tertiary general 

education¹ 

541 Insufficient for level completion 

544 Sufficient for level completion 

55 Short-cycle tertiary 

vocational education¹ 

551 Insufficient for level completion 

554 Sufficient for level completion 

1. To be used at ISCED level 5 in the absence of internationally agreed definitions for academic and 

professional orientations at the tertiary level. 

 

 

G: Classification of educational attainment at ISCED level 5 

221 For educational attainment, recognised intermediate qualifications from the successful 

completion of a stage (or programme) at ISCED level 5 which are insufficient for ISCED 

level 5 completion are classified at ISCED level 4. Participation without recognised 

successful completion in a programme at ISCED level 5 is disregarded for the purposes of 

determining educational attainment levels. 

 

222 Recognised intermediate qualifications from the successful completion of a stage of 

programmes (prior to the first degree) are not considered as sufficient for ISCED level 6 

completion and are classified at ISCED level 5 for educational attainment. 

 

223 The classification codes for educational attainment related to ISCED level 5 are provided in 
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Table 12. 

Table 12. Classification codes for educational attainment related to ISCED level 5 (ISCED-

A) 

Category 
(orientation) 

Sub-category 
(level completion and access to higher ISCED 

levels) 

44 
Post-secondary non-tertiary general 

education 

444 Recognised successful completion of a 

short-cycle tertiary general1 programme (or 

stage) insufficient for level completion 

45 
Post-secondary non-tertiary vocational 

education 

454 Recognised successful completion of a 

short-cycle tertiary vocational1 programme 

(or stage) insufficient for level completion 

54 Short-cycle tertiary general education¹ 540 Not further defined² 

55 Short-cycle tertiary vocational education¹ 550 Not further defined² 

56 Short-cycle tertiary education, orientation 

unspecified
3
 

560 Not further defined² 

1. To be used at ISCED level 5 in the absence of internationally agreed definitions for academic and 

professional orientations at the tertiary level. 

2.  Including recognised successful completion of a programme in short-cycle tertiary education sufficient 

for ISCED 5 level completion or of a 
programme or stage of a programme at Bachelorôs or equivalent level which is insufficient for ISCED 6 
level completion. 

3. To be used at ISCED level 6 in the absence of internationally agreed definitions for academic and 

professional orientations at the tertiary level  
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            ISCED 2011 

ISCED LEVEL 6:  BACHELORôS OR EQUIVALENT LEVEL 

 

A: Principal characteristics 

224 Programmes at ISCED level 6, or Bachelorôs or equivalent level, are often designed to 

provide participants with intermediate academic and/or professional knowledge, skills and 

competencies, leading to a first degree or equivalent qualification. Programmes at this level 

are typically theoretically-based but may include practical components and are informed by 

state of the art research and/or best professional practice. They are traditionally offered by 

universities and equivalent tertiary educational institutions. 

 

225 Instruction at this level often takes the form of lectures by staff who are typically required 

to have attained ISCED levels 7 or 8 or have achieved experience as a senior professional 

in the field of work. Programmes at this level do not necessarily involve the completion of 

a research project or thesis, but if they do, it is less advanced, less independent or is 

undertaken with more guidance than those at ISCED level 7 or 8. 

 

226 Entry into these programmes normally requires the successful completion of an ISCED 

level 3 or 4 programme with access to tertiary education. Entry may depend on subject 

choice and/or grades achieved at ISCED levels 3 and/or 4. Additionally, it may be required 

to take and succeed in entry examinations. Entry or transfer into ISCED level 6 is also 

sometimes possible after the successful completion of ISCED level 5. Upon completion of 

ISCED level 6 programmes, individuals may continue their education at ISCED level 7 

(Masterôs or equivalent level), although not all ISCED level 6 programmes provide access 

to ISCED level 7. ISCED level 6 programmes do not usually give direct access to 

programmes at ISCED level 8 (doctoral or equivalent level). 

 

227 Programmes classified at ISCED level 6 may be referred to in many ways, for example: 

Bachelorôs programme, licence, or first university cycle. However, it is important to note 

that programmes with a similar name to óbachelorô should only be included in ISCED level 

6 if they satisfy the criteria described in Paragraph 228. For international comparability 
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purposes the term óBachelorôs or equivalent levelô is used to label ISCED level 6. 

B: Classification criteria 

 

228 For the definition of Bachelorôs or equivalent level, the following criteria are relevant: 

Main criteria  

a) Theoretically- and/or professionally-based content (see Paragraph 224); 

b) Entry requirements (see Paragraph 226); 

c) Minimum cumulative duration of (first degree) programme (see Paragraph 229); 

and 

d) Position in the national degree and qualification structure (see Paragraph 230). 

Subsidiary criteria  

a) Staff qualifications (see Paragraph 231); and 

b) No direct access to ISCED level 8 programmes (see Paragraph 226). 

 

229 First degree programmes at this level typically have duration of three to four years of full-

time study at the tertiary level. For systems in which degrees are awarded by credit 

accumulation, a comparable amount of time and intensity would be required. 

 

230 Programmes at this level typically lead to first degrees and equivalent qualifications in 

tertiary education (although individuals may have completed an ISCED level 5 

qualification prior to enrolling in an ISCED level 6 programme). They may include 

practical components and/or involve periods of work experience as well as theoretically-

based studies. Long first degrees of more than four yearsô duration are included at this level 

if equivalent to Bachelorôs programmes in terms of complexity of content. In addition, 

programmes leading to a second or further degree may be included in ISCED level 6 if they 

are equivalent in complexity of content to programmes already classified at this level in the 

same education system and fulfil the other main criteria. 

Second or further degree programmes at this level are typically of one to two yearsô 

duration, often professionally-oriented offering more specialisation than the first degree, 

but do not include substantially more complex content. Programmes at ISCED level 6 do 

not necessarily require the preparation of a substantive thesis or dissertation. 
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231 Where appropriate, the requirement of ISCED level 8 qualifications for some of the 

teaching staff may be a good proxy criterion for education programmes at this level in 

education systems where such a requirement exists. This serves to distinguish ISCED level 

5 programmes from ISCED level 6 programmes. 

 

C: Programmes spanning ISCED levels 

232 Not applicable. 

 

D: Complementary dimensions 

 

233 Two dimensions may be used to differentiate education programmes at ISCED level 6: 

vii.  Programme orientation (see Paragraph 234); and 

viii.  Programme duration and position in the national degree and qualification 

structure (seeParagraph 235). 

 

Programme orientation 

234 The following two orientation categories are available: 

ix. Academic;and 

x. Professional. 

 

Programme duration and position in the national degree and qualification structure 

 

235 The following four sub-categories for programme duration and position in the national 

degree and qualification structure are defined for ISCED level 6: 

xi. Stage (or programme) within a first degree at Bachelorôs or equivalent level with 

a cumulative theoretical duration (at tertiary level) of less than three years, 

therefore insufficient for completion of ISCED level 6; 

xii.  First degree programme at Bachelorôs or equivalent level with a cumulative 

theoretical duration (at tertiary level) of three to four years; 

xiii.  Long first degree programme at Bachelorôs or equivalent level with a cumulative 

theoretical duration (at tertiary level) of more than four years; and 

xiv. Second or further degree programme at Bachelorôs or equivalent level (following 
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successful completion of a Bachelorôs or equivalent programme). 

E: Other programmes included in ISCED level 6 

 

236 This level includes adult or continuing education programmes equivalent in complexity of 

content to the education given in programmes already classified at this level. 

 

F: Classification of education programmes at ISCED level 6 

237 The use of two complementary dimensions allows for reporting using categories for 

orientation and sub-categories for programme duration/position in the national degree and 

qualification structure combined. The codes to be used for ISCED level 6 are provided in 

Table 13. 

 

Table 13. Classification codes for education programmes at ISCED level 6 (ISCED-P) 

Category 
(orientation) 

Sub-category 
(duration/position) 

Description 

64 Bachelorôs or equivalent 

level, academic 

641 Insufficient for level completion 

645 First degree (3-4 years) 

646 Long first degree (more than 4 years) 

647 Second or further degree, following successful 

completion of a Bachelorôs or equivalent 

programme 

65 Bachelorôs or equivalent 

level, professional 

651 Insufficient for level completion 

655 First degree (3-4 years) 

656 Long first degree (more than 4 years) 

657 Second or further degree, following successful 

completion of a Bachelorôs or equivalent 

programme 

66 Bachelorôs or equivalent 
level, 
orientation unspecified¹ 

661 Insufficient for level completion 

665 First degree (3-4 years) 

666 Long first degree (more than 4 years) 

667 Second or further degree, following successful 

completion of a Bachelorôs or equivalent 

programme 

1. To be used at ISCED level 6 in the absence of internationally-agreed definitions for academic and 

professional orientations at the tertiary level. 
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G: Classification of educational attainment at ISCED level 6 

238 For educational attainment, recognised intermediate qualifications from the successful 

completion of stages of programmes (prior to the first degree) which are insufficient for 

ISCED level 6 completion are classified at ISCED level 5. Participation without recognised 

successful completion in a first programme at ISCED level 6 is disregarded for the 

purposes of determining educational attainment levels. 

 

239 Recognised intermediate qualifications from the successful completion of stages of a first 

programme at ISCED level 7 (at the Masterôs or equivalent level ï either a long first 

degree, or a second degree following a Bachelorôs programme) which are insufficient for 

ISCED level 7 completion are classified at ISCED level 6 for educational attainment. 

 

240 The classification codes for educational attainment related to ISCED level 6 are shown in 

Table 14. 

 

Table 14. Classification codes for educational attainment at ISCED level 6 (ISCED-A) 

Category (orientation) Sub-

category 

Description 

54 Short-cycle tertiary general education 540 Not further defined¹ 

55 
Short-cycle tertiary vocational education 

550 Not further defined¹ 

56 Short-cycle tertiary education, orientation 

unspecified² 

560 Not further defined¹ 

64 
Bachelorôs or equivalent level, academic 

640 
Not further defined

3
 

65 Bachelorôs or equivalent level, professional 650 
Not further defined

3
 

66 Bachelorôs or equivalent level, orientation 

unspecified² 

660 
Not further defined

3
 

1. Recognised successful completion of a programme or a stage of a programme at Bachelorôs or 

equivalent level insufficient for ISCED 6 level completion. 

2. To be used at ISCED levels 6 and 7 in the absence of internationally-agreed definitions for academic 

and professional orientations at the tertiary level. 

3.  Including recognised successful completion of a programme at Bachelorôs or equivalent level 

sufficient for ISCED 6 level completion or of a programme or a stage of a programme at Masterôs or 

equivalent level insufficient for ISCED 7 level completion. 
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ISCED LEVEL 7 : MASTERôS OR EQUIVALENT LEVEL 

A: Principal characteristics 

241 Programmes at ISCED level 7, or Masterôs or equivalent level, are often designed to 

provide participants with advanced academic and/or professional knowledge, skills and 

competencies, leading to a second degree or equivalent qualification. Programmes at this 

level may have a substantial research component but do not yet lead to the award of a 

doctoral qualification. 

Typically, programmes at this level are theoretically-based but may include practical 

components and are informed by state of the art research and/or best professional practice. 

They are traditionally offered by universities and other tertiary educational institutions. 

 

242 Instruction at this level often takes the form of lectures by staff who are typically required 

to have attained ISCED levels 7 or 8. Programmes at this level may involve the completion 

of a research project or thesis that is more advanced than those expected at ISCED level 6 

and less advanced than those expected at ISCED level 8. 

 

243 Entry into ISCED level 7 programmes preparing for a second or further degree normally 

requires the successful completion of an ISCED level 6 or 7 programme. In the case of long 

programmes that prepare for a first degree equivalent to a Masterôs degree, entry requires 

the successful completion of an ISCED level 3 or 4 programme with access to tertiary 

education. Entry into such programmes may depend on subject choice and/or grades 

achieved at ISCED levels 3 and/or 4. Additionally, it may be required to take and succeed 

in entry examinations. ISCED level 7 programmes have a significantly more complex 

content than programmes at ISCED level 6 and are usually more specialised. Upon 

completion, individuals may continue their education at ISCED level 8 (doctoral-level 

education) although not all ISCED level 7 programmes give direct access to ISCED level 8. 

 

244 Programmes classified at ISCED level 7 may be referred to in many ways, for example: 

master programmes or magister. However, it is important to note that programmes with a 

similar name to ómasterô should only be included in ISCED level 7 if they satisfy the 

criteria described in Paragraph 245. For international comparability purposes the term 
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óMasterôs or equivalent levelô is used to label ISCED level 7. 

 

B: Classification criteria 

245 For the definition of Masterôs or equivalent level, the following criteria are relevant: 

Main criteria  

a) Theoretically- and/or professionally-based content (see Paragraph 241); 

b) Position in the national degree and qualification structure (see Paragraphs 246 

and 247); and 

c) Entry requirements (see Paragraph 243). 

Subsidiary criteria  

a) Minimum cumulative duration of long first degree programme (see Paragraph 

247); and 

b) Direct access to ISCED level 8 programmes (see Paragraph 249). 

 

 

246 Programmes at this level typically prepare for a second or further degree, following a first 

degree from ISCED level 6 or 7 programmes. Equivalent qualifications, such as post-

graduate professional qualifications, are also classified at ISCED level 7 unless already 

classified at ISCED level 6 (see Paragraph 230). 

 

247 Programmes of at least five yearsô duration preparing for a long first degree/qualification 

are included at this level if they are equivalent to Masterôs-level programmes in terms of 

their complexity of content. Such programmes usually involve the preparation of a 

substantive thesis or dissertation. In this case, the degree/qualification awarded gives direct 

access to ISCED level 8 or the programme is equivalent to a second or further degree 

programme already classified at the ISCED 7 level. Highly-specialised professional studies 

of similar or greater cumulative duration in tertiary education (e.g. medicine, dentistry, 

veterinary science and in some cases law or engineering) which cover ï in both breadth and 

depth ï an equivalent amount of content, though typically without the preparation of a 

thesis or dissertation, are also included at this level. 

248 Second or further degree programmes at this level typically have duration of one to four 
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years of full-time study. For education systems in which degrees are awarded by credit 

accumulation, a comparable amount of time and intensity would be required. The 

cumulative duration of studies at the tertiary level thus lasts from usually five to eight years 

or even longer. 

 

249 Tertiary education programmes providing direct access to ISCED level 8 are normally 

classified at ISCED level 7. However, not all ISCED level 7 programmes provide access to 

ISCED level 8. 

 

C: Programmes spanning ISCED levels 

 

250 Not applicable. 

 

D: Complementary dimensions 

 

251 Two dimensions differentiate education programmes at ISCED level 7: 

xv. Programme orientation (see Paragraph 252); and 

xvi. Position in the national degree and qualification structure (see Paragraph 

253). 

Programme orientation 

252 The following two orientation categories are available: 

xvii.  Academic;and 

xviii.  Professional. 

Position in the national degree and qualification structure 

253 The following four categories for a programmeôs position in the national degree and 

qualification structure are defined for ISCED level 7: 

 

xix. Stage (or programme) within a first degree at Masterôs or equivalent level with a 

cumulative theoretical duration (at tertiary level) of less than five years, therefore 

insufficient for completion of ISCED level 7; 

xx. ÅLong first degree programme at a Masterôs or equivalent level with a cumulative 
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theoretical duration (at tertiary level) of at least five years (that does not require 

prior tertiary education); 

xxi. ÅSecond or further degree programme at Masterôs or equivalent level (following 

successful completion of a Bachelorôs or equivalent programme); and 

xxii.  ÅSecond or further degree programme at Masterôs or equivalent level (following 

successful completion of another Masterôs or equivalent programme). 

 

E: Other programmes included in ISCED level 7 

254 ISCED level 7 includes programmes leading to the award of research qualifications that are 

designed explicitly to train participants in conducting original research but are below the 

level of a doctoral degree. These programmes will often meet many of the same criteria as 

an ISCED level 8 programme, although they tend to be of shorter duration (cumulative 

duration of five to six years from the start of tertiary education), typically lack the level of 

independence required of students seeking an advanced research qualification, and prepare 

for entry into ISCED level 8 programmes. Within the level, they are classified depending 

on their position in the national degree and qualification structure. 

 

F: Classification of education programmes at ISCED level 7 

255 The use of two complementary dimensions allows for reporting using categories for 

orientation and sub-categories for position in the national degree and qualification 

structure. The codes to be used for ISCED level 7 are shown in Table 15. 

 

G: Classification of educational attainment at ISCED level 7 

256 For educational attainment, recognised intermediate qualifications from the successful 

completion of stages (or programmes) within a first degree at a Masterôs or equivalent level 

but insufficient for ISCED level 7 completion are classified at ISCED level 6. Participation 

without recognised successful completion in any first degree at ISCED level 7 or a second 

or further degree at ISCED level 7 following successful completion of a Bachelorôs or 

equivalent programme is disregarded for the purposes of determining educational 

attainment levels. 
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257 Recognised intermediate qualifications from the successful completion of stages (or 

programmes) at the doctoral or equivalent level but insufficient for ISCED level 8 

completion are classified at ISCED level 7 for educational attainment. 

 

258 The classification codes for educational attainment related to ISCED level 7 are shown in 

Table 16. 
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Table 15. Classification codes for education programmes at ISCED level 7 (ISCED-P) 

Category 
(orientation) 

Sub-

category 
(position) 

Description 

74 Masterôs or equivalent 
level, academic 

741 Insufficient for level completion 

746 Long first degree (at least 5 years) 

747 Second or further degree (following successful 

completion of a Bachelorôs 

or equivalent programme) 

748 Second or further degree (following successful 

completion of a Masterôs 

or equivalent programme) 

75 Masterôs or equivalent 
level, 
professional 

751 Insufficient for level completion 

756 
Long first degree (at least 5 years) 

757 Second or further degree (following successful 

completion of a Bachelorôs 

or equivalent programme) 

758 Second or further degree (following successful 

completion of a Masterôs 

or equivalent programme) 

76 Masterôs or equivalent 

level, orientation 

unspecified¹ 

761 Insufficient for level completion 

766 Long first degree (at least 5 years) 

767 Second or further degree (following successful 

completion of a Bachelorôs 

or equivalent programme) 

768 Second or further degree (following successful 

completion of a Masterôs 

or equivalent programme) 

1. To be used at ISCED level 7 in the absence of internationally-agreed definitions for academic and 

professional orientations at the tertiary level. 
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Table 16. Classification codes for educational attainment at ISCED level 7 (ISCED-A) 

Category (orientation) Sub-

category 

Description 

64 Bachelorôs or equivalent level, academic 640 Not further defined¹ 

65 Bachelorôs or equivalent level, professional 650 Not further defined¹ 

66 Bachelorôs or equivalent level, orientation 

unspecified² 

660 Not further defined¹ 

74 Masterôs or equivalent level, academic 740 Not further defined
3
 

75 Masterôs or equivalent level, professional 750 Not further defined
3
 

76 Masterôs or equivalent level, orientation 

unspecified² 

760 Not further defined
3
 

1.  Recognised successful completion of a programme or a stage of a programme at Masterôs or 

equivalent level insufficient for ISCED 7 level completion. 

2. To be used at ISCED levels 6 to 8 in the absence of internationally-agreed definitions for academic and 

professional orientations at the tertiary level. 

3.  Including recognised successful completion of a programme at Masterôs or equivalent level sufficient 

for ISCED 7 level completion or of a programme or a stage of a programme at doctoral or equivalent 

level insufficient for ISCED 8 level completion. 
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ISCED LEVEL 8: DOCTORAL OR EQUIVALENT LEVEL  

A: Principal characteri stics 

259 Programmes at ISCED level 8, or doctoral or equivalent level, are designed primarily to 

lead to an advanced research qualification. Programmes at this ISCED level are devoted to 

advanced study and original research and are typically offered only by research-oriented 

tertiary educational institutions such as universities. Doctoral programmes exist in both 

academic and professional fields. 

 

260 ISCED level 8 usually concludes with the submission and defence of a thesis, dissertation 

or equivalent written work of publishable quality, representing a significant contribution to 

knowledge in the respective field of study. Therefore, these programmes are typically 

based on research and not only on course work. In some education systems, ISCED level 8 

programmes contain very limited course work, or none at all, and individuals working 

towards a doctoral degree engage in research mostly independently or in small groups with 

varying degrees of supervision. In some education systems, doctoral research is undertaken 

by individuals employed by the university as junior researchers or research assistants, in 

addition to their being enrolled as doctoral students. 

 

261 Entry into ISCED level 8 programmes or junior research positions normally requires the 

successful completion of specific ISCED level 7 programmes. ISCED level 8 qualifications 

give access to professions with high academic skill requirements and research posts in 

government and industry, as well as research and teaching positions in educational 

institutions offering education at ISCED levels 6, 7 and 8. 

 

262 Programmes classified at ISCED level 8 may be referred to in many ways, for example: 

PhD, DPhil, D.Lit, D.Sc, LL.D, Doctorate or similar terms. However, it is important to note 

that programmes with a similar name to ódoctorô should only be included in ISCED level 8 

if they satisfy the criteria described in Paragraph 263. For international comparability 

purposes, the term ódoctoral or equivalent levelô is used to label ISCED level 8. 
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B: Classification criteria 

263 For the definition of doctoral or equivalent level, the following criteria are relevant: 

Main criteria  

a) Written work requirements (see Paragraph 264); 

b) Entry requirements (see Paragraph 261); and 

c) Minimum duration of level (see Paragraph 265). 

Subsidiary criteria  

1. Doctoral degree/qualification required for specific occupations (see Paragraph 

266). 

 

264 Successful completion of an ISCED level 8 programme requires the submission of a thesis, 

dissertation or equivalent written work of publishable quality that is the product of original 

research and represents a significant contribution to knowledge in the respective field of 

study. 

 

265 ISCED level 8 requires at least three years of full-time equivalent study, making a total 

cumulative duration of at least seven years of full -time education at the tertiary level. 

 

 

266 Achievement of an ISCED level 8 qualifications is often a condition for entering into 

faculty posts in educational institutions that offer ISCED level 6, 7 and 8 programmes, as 

well as research posts in government and industry. 

 

C: Programmes spanning ISCED levels 

267 Not applicable. 

 

D: Complementary dimensions 

268 One dimension may be used to differentiate education programmes at ISCED level 8: 

xxiii.  Programme orientation (see Paragraph 270). 

Programme orientation 

269 The following two orientation categories are available: 
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xxiv. Academic; and 

xxv. Professional. 

 

E: Other programmes included in ISCED level 8 

270 Second advanced research qualifications or higher doctorates may also be classified at 

ISCED level 8. These qualifications require the submission of a second substantial piece of 

research (further to the first doctoral thesis) usually at a considerably later stage of an 

academic career and often without formal supervision. Examples are the habilitation or 

doktor nauk qualifications, although most education systems only have one advanced 

research qualification granting doctoral degrees or equivalent qualifications. They are not 

usually linked with an education programme (i.e. candidates are not usually enrolled in a 

programme which leads to these qualifications). Second research qualifications are not 

coded separately within ISCED. Honorary doctorates given by universities on the basis of 

other considerations and not any research work are not covered under ISCED 8. 

 

F: Classification of education programmes at ISCED level 8 

271 Education programmes at ISCED level 8 are either full doctoral-level programmes or 

stages (or programmes) at the doctoral level insufficient for completion of ISCED level 8. 

The use of one complementary dimension allows for reporting using categories for 

orientation. The codes to be used for ISCED level 8 are shown in Table 17. 

 

Table 17. Classification codes for education programmes at ISCED level 8 (ISCED-P) 

Category (orientation) Sub-category 

(level completion) 
Description 

84 Doctoral or equivalent level, academic 841 Insufficient for level completion 

844 Sufficient for level completion 

85 Doctoral or equivalent level, 

professional 

851 Insufficient for level completion 

854 Sufficient for level completion 

86 Doctoral or equivalent level, orientation 

unspecified¹ 

861 Insufficient for level completion 

864 Sufficient for level completion 

1. To be used at ISCED level 8 in the absence of internationally-agreed definitions for academic and 

professional orientations at the tertiary level. 
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G: Classification of educational attainment at ISCED level 8 

 

272 For educational attainment, recognised intermediate qualifications from the successful 

completion of stages (or programmes) within a first degree at doctoral or equivalent level 

but insufficient for ISCED level 8 completion are classified at ISCED level 7. Participation 

without recognised successful completion in any first programme at ISCED level 8 is 

disregarded for the purposes of determining educational attainment levels. 

 

273 The classification codes for educational attainment related to ISCED level 8 are shown in 

Table 18. 

 

Table 18. Classification codes for educational attainment at ISCED level 8 (ISCED-A) 

Category (orientation) Sub-

category 

Description 

74 Masterôs or equivalent level, academic 740 Not further defined¹ 

75 Masterôs or equivalent level, professional 750 Not further defined¹ 

76 Masterôs or equivalent level, orientation 

unspecified² 

760 Not further defined¹ 

84 Doctoral or equivalent level, academic 840 Not further defined 

85 Doctoral or equivalent level, professional 850 Not further defined 

86 Doctoral or equivalent level, orientation 

unspecified² 

860 Not further defined 

1.  Recognised successful completion of a programme or a stage of a programme at doctoral or equivalent 

level insufficient for ISCED 8 level completion. 

2. To be used at ISCED levels 7 and 8 in the absence of internationally-agreed definitions for academic 

and professional orientations at the tertiary level. 
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Section Four: Internat ional Classification of diseases and Injury (ICD) 

Introduction  

The International Classification of Diseases (ICD) is the standard diagnostic tool for 

epidemiology, health management and clinical purposes. This includes the analysis of the 

general health situation of population groups. It is used to monitor the incidence and prevalence 

of diseases and other health problems. 

 

It is an official list of categories of diseases, physical and mental, issued by the World Health 

Organization (WHO). It is used primarily for statistical purposes in the classification of 

morbidity and mortality data. It is also the classification and enumeration of specific conditions 

and groups of conditions determined by an internationally representative expert committee that 

advises the World Health Organization, which publishes the complete list in a periodically 

revised book, the Manual of the International Statistical Classification of Diseases, Injuries and 

Causes of Death. The Tenth Revision (ICD-10) came into use in 1992; it has 20 chapters, each 

with a hierarchical arrangement of subdivisions (rubrics); some chapters are etiologic, some 

relate to body systems, some to classes of conditions, and some to procedures. 

 

It is used to classify diseases and other health problems recorded on many types of health and 

vital records including death certificates and health records. In addition to enabling the storage 

and retrieval of diagnostic information for clinical, epidemiological and quality purposes, these 

records also provide the basis for the compilation of national mortality and morbidity statistics 

by WHO Member States. It is used for reimbursement and resource allocation decision-making 

by countries. 

 

ICD-10 was endorsed by the Forty-third World Health Assembly in May 1990 and came into use 

in WHO Member States as from 1994. The 11th revision of the classification has already started 

and will continue until 2015.  Any nation belonging to WHO may adjust the classification to 

meet specific needs. 

 

The ICD 10 classification is categorized in blocks as summarized below whereby each block 

stands as a chapter. 
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International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems 10th 

Revision 

Chapter Blocks Title  

I A00ïB99 Certain infectious and parasitic diseases 

II  C00ïD48 Neoplasms 

III  D50ïD89 Diseases of the blood and blood-forming organs and certain disorders 

involving the immune mechanism 

IV  E00ïE90 Endocrine, nutritional and metabolic diseases 

V F00ïF99 Mental and behavioural disorders 

VI  G00ïG99 Diseases of the nervous system 

VII  H00ïH59 Diseases of the eye and adnexa 

VIII  H60ïH95 Diseases of the ear and mastoid process 

IX  I00ïI99 Diseases of the circulatory system 

X J00ïJ99 Diseases of the respiratory system 

XI  K00ïK93 Diseases of the digestive system 

XII  L00ïL99 Diseases of the skin and subcutaneous tissue 

XIII  M00ïM99 Diseases of the musculoskeletal system and connective tissue 

XIV  N00ïN99 Diseases of the genitourinary system 

XV  O00ïO99 Pregnancy, childbirth and the puerperium 

XVI  P00ïP96 Certain conditions originating in the perinatal period 

XVII  Q00ïQ99 Congenital malformations, deformations and chromosomal 

abnormalities 

XVIII  R00ïR99 Symptoms, signs and abnormal clinical and laboratory findings, not 

elsewhere classified 

XIX  S00ïT98 Injury, poisoning and certain other consequences of external causes 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ICD-10_Chapter_I:_Certain_infectious_and_parasitic_diseases
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ICD-10_Chapter_II:_Neoplasms
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ICD-10_Chapter_III:_Diseases_of_the_blood_and_blood-forming_organs,_and_certain_disorders_involving_the_immune_mechanism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ICD-10_Chapter_IV:_Endocrine,_nutritional_and_metabolic_diseases
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ICD-10_Chapter_V:_Mental_and_behavioural_disorders
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ICD-10_Chapter_VI:_Diseases_of_the_nervous_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ICD-10_Chapter_VII:_Diseases_of_the_eye,_adnexa
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ICD-10_Chapter_VIII:_Diseases_of_the_ear_and_mastoid_process
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ICD-10_Chapter_IX:_Diseases_of_the_circulatory_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ICD-10_Chapter_X:_Diseases_of_the_respiratory_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ICD-10_Chapter_XI:_Diseases_of_the_digestive_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ICD-10_Chapter_XII:_Diseases_of_the_skin_and_subcutaneous_tissue
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ICD-10_Chapter_XIII:_Diseases_of_the_musculoskeletal_system_and_connective_tissue
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ICD-10_Chapter_XIV:_Diseases_of_the_genitourinary_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ICD-10_Chapter_XV:_Pregnancy,_childbirth_and_the_puerperium
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ICD-10_Chapter_XVI:_Certain_conditions_originating_in_the_perinatal_period
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ICD-10_Chapter_XVII:_Congenital_malformations,_deformations_and_chromosomal_abnormalities
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ICD-10_Chapter_XVIII:_Symptoms,_signs_and_abnormal_clinical_and_laboratory_findings
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ICD-10_Chapter_XIX:_Injury,_poisoning_and_certain_other_consequences_of_external_causes
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XX  V01ïY98 External causes of morbidity and mortality 

XXI  Z00ïZ99 Factors influencing health status and contact with health services 

XXII  U00ïU99 Codes for special purposes 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ICD-10_Chapter_XX:_External_causes_of_morbidity_and_mortality
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ICD-10_Chapter_XXI:_Factors_influencing_health_status_and_contact_with_health_services
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ICD-10_Chapter_XXII:_Codes_for_special_purposes
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Chapter I: Certain Infectious and Parasitic Diseases (A00-B99)  

Incl.: diseases generally recognized as communicable or transmissible. Use additional code 

(U80-U89), if desired, to identify the antibiotic to which a bacterial agent is resistant. 

 

Excl.: carrier or suspected carrier of infectious disease (Z22.-) certain localized infections - see 

body system-related chapters infectious and parasitic diseases complicating pregnancy, childbirth 

and the puerperium [except obstetrical tetanus] (O98.-) infectious and parasitic diseases specific 

to the perinatal period [except tetanus neonatorum, congenital syphilis, perinatal gonococcal 

infection and perinatal human immunodeficiency virus [HIV] disease] (P35-P39) influenza and 

other acute respiratory infections (J00-J22)  

 

This chapter contains the following blocks:  

A00-A09   Intestinal infectious diseases  

A15-A19   Tuberculosis  

A20-A28   Certain zoonotic bacterial diseases  

A30-A49   Other bacterial diseases  

A50-A64   Infections with a predominantly sexual mode of transmission  

A65-A69   Other spirochaetal diseases  

A70-A74   Other diseases caused by chlamydiae  

A75-A79   Rickettsioses  

A80-A89   Viral infections of the central nervous system  

A90-A99   Arthropod-borne viral fevers and viral haemorrhagic fevers  

B00-B09   Viral infections characterized by skin and mucous membrane lesions  

B15-B19   Viral hepatitis  

B20-B24   Human immunodeficiency virus [HIV] disease  

B25-B34   Other viral diseases  

B35-B49   Mycoses  

B50-B64   Protozoal diseases  

B65-B83   Helminthiases  

B85-B89   Pediculosis, acariasis and other infestations  

B90-B94   Sequelae of infectious and parasitic diseases  

http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Z22
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/O98
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/P35
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/J00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/A15-A19
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/A20-A28
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/A30-A49
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/A50-A64
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/A65-A69
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/A70-A74
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/A75-A79
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/A80-A89
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/A90-A99
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/B00-B09
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/B15-B19
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/B20-B24
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/B25-B34
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/B35-B49
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/B50-B64
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/B65-B83
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/B85-B89
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/B90-B94
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B95-B98   Bacterial, viral and other infectious agents  

B99-B99   Other infectious diseases  

 

Chapter II : Neoplasms (C00-D48)  

This chapter contains the following blocks:  

C00-C97  Malignant neoplasms  

C00-C75  Malignant neoplasms, stated or presumed to be primary, of specified sites, except  

  of lymphoid, haematopoietic and related tissue  

C00-C14  Malignant neoplasms of lip, oral cavity and pharynx  

C15-C26  Malignant neoplasms of digestive organs  

C30-C39  Malignant neoplasms of respiratory and intrathoracic organs  

C40-C41  Malignant neoplasms of bone and articular cartilage  

C43-C44  Melanoma and other malignant neoplasms of skin  

C45-C49  Malignant neoplasms of mesothelial and soft tissue  

C50-C50  Malignant neoplasm of breast  

C51-C58  Malignant neoplasms of female genital organs  

C60-C63  Malignant neoplasms of male genital organs  

C64-C68  Malignant neoplasms of urinary tract  

C69-C72  Malignant neoplasms of eye, brain and other parts of central nervous system  

C73-C75  Malignant neoplasms of thyroid and other endocrine glands  

C76-C80  Malignant neoplasms of ill-defined, secondary and unspecified sites  

C81-C96  Malignant neoplasms, stated or presumed to be primary, of lymphoid,   

  haematopoietic and related tissue  

C97-C97  Malignant neoplasms of independent (primary) multiple sites  

D00-D09  In situ neoplasms  

D10-D36  Benign neoplasms  

D37-D48  Neoplasms of uncertain or unknown behaviour Notes 

 

1. Primary, ill -defined, secondary and unspecified sites of malignant neoplasm Categories 

C76īC80 include malignant neoplasms for which there is no clear indication of the original site 

http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/B95-B98
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/B99-B99
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/C00-C14
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/C00-C14
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/C00-C14
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/C15-C26
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/C30-C39
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/C40-C41
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/C43-C44
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/C45-C49
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/C50-C50
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/C51-C58
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/C60-C63
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/C64-C68
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/C69-C72
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/C73-C75
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/C76-C80
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/C81-C96
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/C97-C97
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/D00-D09
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/D10-D36
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/D37-D48
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of the cancer or the cancer is stated to be "disseminated", "scattered" or "spread" without 

mention of the primary site. In both cases the primary site is considered to be unknown. 

2. Functional activity 

All neoplasms are classified in this chapter, whether they are functionally active or not. An 

additional code from Chapter IV may be used, if desired, to identify functional activity 

associated with any neoplasm. For example, catecholamine-producing malignant 

phaeochromocytoma of adrenal gland should be coded to C74 with additional code E27.5; 

basophil adenoma of pituitary gland with Cushing syndrome should be coded to D35.2 with 

additional code E24.0. 

 

3. Morphology 

There are a number of major morphological (histological) groups of malignant neoplasms: 

carcinomas including squamous (cell) and adenocarcinomas; sarcomas; other soft tissue tumours 

including mesotheliomas; lymphomas (Hodgkin and non-Hodgkin); leukaemia; other specified 

and site-specific types; and unspecified cancers. Cancer is a generic term and may be used for 

any of the above groups, although it is rarely applied to the malignant neoplasms of lymphatic, 

haematopoietic and related tissue. "Carcinoma" is sometimes used incorrectly as a synonym for 

"cancer". In Chapter II neoplasms are classified predominantly by site within broad groupings 

for behaviour. In a few exceptional cases morphology is indicated in the category and 

subcategory titles. 

 

For those wishing to identify the histological type of neoplasm, comprehensive separate 

morphology codes are provided (see section Morphology of neoplasms). These morphology 

codes are derived from the second edition of International Classification of Diseases for 

Oncology (ICDO), which is a dual-axis classification providing independent coding systems for 

topography and morphology. Morphology codes have six digits: the first four digits identify the 

histological type; the fifth digit is the behaviour code (malignant primary, malignant secondary 

(metastatic), in situ, benign, uncertain whether malignant or benign); and the sixth digit is a 

grading code (differentiation) for solid tumours, and is also used as a special code for 

lymphomas and leukaemias. 
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4. Use of subcategories in Chapter II 

Attention is drawn to the special use of subcategory .8 in this chapter [see note 5]. Where it has 

been necessary to provide subcategories for "other", these have generally been designated as 

subcategory 7. 

 

5. Malignant neoplasms overlapping site boundaries and the use of subcategory .8 

(overlapping lesion) 

Categories C00īC75 classify primary malignant neoplasms according to their point of origin. 

Many three-character categories are further divided into named parts or subcategories of the 

organ in question. A neoplasm that overlaps two or more contiguous sites within a three-

character category and whose point of origin cannot be determined should be classified to the 

subcategory .8 ("overlapping lesion"), unless the combination is specifically indexed elsewhere. 

For example, carcinoma of oesophagus and stomach is specifically indexed to C16.0 (cardia), 

while carcinoma of the tip and ventral surface of the tongue should be assigned to C02.8. On the 

other hand, carcinoma of the tip of the tongue extending to involve the ventral surface should be 

coded to C02.1 as the point of origin, the tip, is known. "Overlapping" implies that the sites 

involved are contiguous (next to each other). Numerically consecutive subcategories are 

frequently anatomically contiguous, but this is not invariably so (e.g. bladder C67.ī) and the 

coder may need to consult anatomical texts to determine the topographical relationships. 

 

Sometimes a neoplasm overlaps the boundaries of three-character categories within certain 

systems. To take care of this the following subcategories have been designated: 

C02.8  Overlapping lesion of tongue 

C08.8  Overlapping lesion of major salivary glands 

C14.8  Overlapping lesion of lip, oral cavity and pharynx 

C21.8  Overlapping lesion of rectum, anus and anal canal 

C24.8  Overlapping lesion of biliary tract 

C26.8  Overlapping lesion of digestive system 

C39.8  Overlapping lesion of respiratory and intrathoracic organs 

C41.8  Overlapping lesion of bone and articular cartilage 

C49.8  Overlapping lesion of connective and soft tissue 
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C57.8  Overlapping lesion of female genital organs 

C63.8  Overlapping lesion of male genital organs 

C68.8  Overlapping lesion of urinary organs 

C72.8  Overlapping lesion of central nervous system 

 

An example of this is a carcinoma of the stomach and small intestine, which should be coded to 

C26.8  (Overlapping lesion of digestive system). 

 

6. Malignant neoplasms of ectopic tissue 

Malignant neoplasms of ectopic tissue are to be coded to the site mentioned, e.g. ectopic 

pancreatic malignant neoplasms are coded to pancreas, unspecified (C25.9). 

 

7. Use of the Alphabetical Index in coding neoplasms 

In addition to site, morphology and behaviour must also be taken into consideration when coding 

neoplasms, and reference should always be made first to the Alphabetical Index entry for the 

morphological description. The introductory pages of Volume 3 include general instructions 

about the correct use of the Alphabetical Index. The specific instructions and examples 

pertaining to neoplasms should be consulted to ensure correct use of the categories and 

subcategories in Chapter II. 

 

8. Use of the second edition of International Classification of Diseases for Oncology (ICD-

O) 

For certain morphological types, Chapter II provides a rather restricted topographical 

classification or none at all. The topography codes of ICD-O use for all neoplasms essentially the 

same three- and four-character categories that Chapter II uses for malignant neoplasms 

(C00īC77, C80), thus providing increased specificity of site for other neoplasms (malignant 

secondary (metastatic), benign, in situ and uncertain or unknown). 

 

It is therefore recommended that agencies interested in identifying both the site and morphology 

of tumours, e.g. cancer registries, cancer hospitals, pathology departments and other agencies 

specializing in cancer, use ICD-O. 
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Chapter III : Diseases of the blood and blood-forming organs and certain disorders 

involving the immune mechanism (D50-D89)  

Excl.:  

Å Autoimmune disease (systemic) NOS (M35.9)  

Å Certain conditions originating in the perinatal period (P00-P96)  

Å Complications of pregnancy, childbirth and the puerperium (O00-O99)  

Å Congenital malformations, deformations and chromosomal abnormalities (Q00-

 Q99)  

Å Endocrine, nutritional and metabolic diseases (E00-E90)  

Å Human immunodeficiency virus [HIV] disease (B20-B24)  

Å Injury, poisoning and certain other consequences of external causes (S00-T98)  

Å Neoplasms (C00-D48)  

Å Symptoms, signs and abnormal clinical and laboratory findings, not elsewhere 

 Classified  (R00-R99)  

 

This chapter contains the following blocks:  

D50-D53   Nutritional anaemias  

D55-D59   Haemolytic anaemias  

D60-D64   Aplastic and other anaemias  

D65-D69   Coagulation defects, purpura and other haemorrhagic conditions  

D70-D77   Other diseases of blood and blood-forming organs  

D80-D89   Certain disorders involving the immune mechanism  

 

Asterisk categories for this chapter are provided as follows: 

D63*   Anaemia in chronic diseases classified elsewhere  

D77*   Other disorders of blood and blood-forming organs in diseases classified   

  elsewhere  

 

Chapter IV :  Endocrine, nutrition al and metabolic diseases (E00-E90)  

Note: All neoplasms, whether functionally active or not, are classified in Chapter II. Appropriate 

codes in this chapter (i.e. E05.8, E07.0, E16-E31, E34.-) may be used, if desired, as additional 

http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M35.9
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/P00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/O00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Q00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Q00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/E00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/B20
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/S00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/C00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/R00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/D50-D53
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/D55-D59
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/D60-D64
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/D65-D69
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/D70-D77
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/D80-D89
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/D63
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/D77
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codes to indicate either functional activity by neoplasms and ectopic endocrine tissue or 

hyperfunction and hypofunction of endocrine glands associated with neoplasms and other 

conditions classified elsewhere. 

Excl.:   

Å Complications of pregnancy, childbirth and the puerperium (O00-O99)  

Å Symptoms, signs and abnormal clinical and laboratory findings, not elsewhere 

classified (R00-R99)  

Å Transitory endocrine and metabolic disorders specific to fetus and newborn (P70-

P74)  

 

This chapter contains the following blocks:  

E00-E07   Disorders of thyroid gland  

E10-E14   Diabetes mellitus  

E15-E16   Other disorders of glucose regulation and pancreatic internal secretion  

E20-E35   Disorders of other endocrine glands  

E40-E46   Malnutrition  

E50-E64   Other nutritional deficiencies  

E65-E68   Obesity and other hyperalimentation  

E70-E90   Metabolic disorders  

 

Asterisk categories for this chapter are provided as follows: 

E35*   Disorders of endocrine glands in diseases classified elsewhere  

E90*   Nutritional and metabolic disorders in diseases classified elsewhere  

 

Chapter V: Mental and behavioural disorders (F00-F99)  

Incl.:   

 Disorders of psychological development 

Excl.:  

 Symptoms, signs and abnormal clinical and laboratory findings, not elsewhere 

 classified (R00-R99).  

 

This chapter contains the following blocks:  

http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/O00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/R00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/P70
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/P70
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/E00-E07
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/E10-E14
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/E15-E16
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/E20-E35
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/E40-E46
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/E50-E64
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/E65-E68
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/E70-E90
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/E35
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/E90
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/R00
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F00-F09   Organic, including symptomatic, mental disorders  

F10-F19   Mental and behavioural disorders due to psychoactive substance use  

F20-F29   Schizophrenia, schizotypal and delusional disorders  

F30-F39   Mood [affective] disorders  

F40-F48   Neurotic, stress-related and somatoform disorders  

F50-F59   Behavioural syndromes associated with physiological disturbances and physical  

  factors  

F60-F69   Disorders of adult personality and behaviour  

F70-F79   Mental retardation  

F80-F89   Disorders of psychological development  

F90-F98   Behavioural and emotional disorders with onset usually occurring in childhood  

  and adolescence  

F99-F99   Unspecified mental disorder  

 

Asterisk categories for this chapter are provided as follows: 

F00*   Dementia in Alzheimer disease  

F02*   Dementia in other diseases classified elsewhere  

 

Chapter VI : Diseases of the nervous system (G00-G99)  

Excl.: 

Å  Certain conditions originating in the perinatal period (P00-P96)  

Å  Certain infectious and parasitic diseases (A00-B99)  

Å  Complications of pregnancy, childbirth and the puerperium (O00-O99)  

Å  Congenital malformations, deformations and chromosomal abnormalities (Q00-

Q99)  

Å  Endocrine, nutritional and metabolic diseases (E00-E90)  

Å  Injury, poisoning and certain other consequences of external causes (S00-T98)  

Å  Neoplasms (C00-D48)  

Å  Symptoms, signs and abnormal clinical and laboratory findings, not elsewhere 

classified  (R00-R99)  

 

http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/F00-F09
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/F10-F19
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/F20-F29
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/F30-F39
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/F40-F48
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/F50-F59
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/F60-F69
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/F70-F79
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/F80-F89
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/F90-F98
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/F99-F99
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/F00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/F02
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/P00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/A00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/O00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Q00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Q00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/E00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/S00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/C00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/R00
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This chapter contains the following blocks:  

G00-G09   Inflammatory diseases of the central nervous system  

G10-G14   Systemic atrophies primarily affecting the central nervous system  

G20-G26   Extrapyramidal and movement disorders  

G30-G32   Other degenerative diseases of the nervous system  

G35-G37   Demyelinating diseases of the central nervous system  

G40-G47   Episodic and paroxysmal disorders  

G50-G59   Nerve, nerve root and plexus disorders  

G60-G64   Polyneuropathies and other disorders of the peripheral nervous system  

G70-G73   Diseases of myoneural junction and muscle  

G80-G83   Cerebral palsy and other paralytic syndromes  

G90-G99   Other disorders of the nervous system  

 

Asterisk categories for this chapter are provided as follows: 

G01*  Meningitis in bacterial diseases classified elsewhere  

G02*  Meningitis in other infectious and parasitic diseases classified elsewhere  

G05*  Encephalitis, myelitis and encephalomyelitis in diseases classified elsewhere  

G07*  Intracranial and intraspinal abscess and granuloma in diseases classified elsewhere  

G13*  Systemic atrophies primarily affecting central nervous system in diseases 

 classified elsewhere  

G22*   Parkinsonism in diseases classified elsewhere  

G26*   Extrapyramidal and movement disorders in diseases classified elsewhere  

G32*   Other degenerative disorders of nervous system in diseases classified elsewhere  

G46*   Vascular syndromes of brain in cerebrovascular diseases  

G53*   Cranial nerve disorders in diseases classified elsewhere  

G55*   Nerve root and plexus compressions in diseases classified elsewhere  

G59*   Mononeuropathy in diseases classified elsewhere  

G63*   Polyneuropathy in diseases classified elsewhere  

G73*   Disorders of myoneural junction and muscle in diseases classified elsewhere  

G94*   Other disorders of brain in diseases classified elsewhere  

G99*   Other disorders of nervous system in diseases classified elsewhere  

http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/G00-G09
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/G10-G14
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/G20-G26
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/G30-G32
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/G35-G37
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/G40-G47
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/G50-G59
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/G60-G64
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/G70-G73
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/G80-G83
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/G90-G99
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/G01
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/G02
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/G05
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/G07
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/G13
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/G22
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/G26
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/G32
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/G46
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/G53
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/G55
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/G59
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/G63
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/G73
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/G94
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/G99
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Chapter VII : Diseases of the eye and adnexa (H00-H59)  

Excl.: 

Å  Certain conditions originating in the perinatal period (P00-P96)  

Å  Certain infectious and parasitic diseases (A00-B99)  

Å  Complications of pregnancy, childbirth and the puerperium (O00-O99)  

Å  Congenital malformations, deformations and chromosomal abnormalities (Q00-

Q99)  

Å  Endocrine, nutritional and metabolic diseases (E00-E90)  

Å  Injury, poisoning and certain other consequences of external causes (S00-T98)  

Å  Neoplasms (C00-D48)  

Å  Symptoms, signs and abnormal clinical and laboratory findings, not elsewhere 

classified (R00-R99)  

 

This chapter contains the following blocks:  

H00-H06   Disorders of eyelid, lacrimal system and orbit  

H10-H13   Disorders of conjunctiva  

H15-H22   Disorders of sclera, cornea, iris and ciliary body  

H25-H28   Disorders of lens  

H30-H36   Disorders of choroid and retina  

H40-H42   Glaucoma  

H43-H45   Disorders of vitreous body and globe  

H46-H48   Disorders of optic nerve and visual pathways  

H49-H52   Disorders of ocular muscles, binocular movement, accommodation and refraction  

H53-H54   Visual disturbances and blindness  

H55-H59   Other disorders of eye and adnexa  

 

Asterisk categories for this chapter are provided as follows: 

H03*   Disorders of eyelid in diseases classified elsewhere  

H06*   Disorders of lacrimal system and orbit in diseases classified elsewhere  

H13*   Disorders of conjunctiva in diseases classified elsewhere  

H19*   Disorders of sclera and cornea in diseases classified elsewhere  

http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/P00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/A00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/O00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Q00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Q00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/E00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/S00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/C00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/R00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/H00-H06
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/H10-H13
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/H15-H22
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/H25-H28
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/H30-H36
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/H40-H42
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/H43-H45
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/H46-H48
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/H49-H52
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/H53-H54
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/H55-H59
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/H03
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/H06
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/H13
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/H19
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H22*   Disorders of iris and ciliary body in diseases classified elsewhere  

H28*   Cataract and other disorders of lens in diseases classified elsewhere  

H32*   Chorioretinal disorders in diseases classified elsewhere  

H36*   Retinal disorders in diseases classified elsewhere  

H42*   Glaucoma in diseases classified elsewhere  

H45*   Disorders of vitreous body and globe in diseases classified elsewhere  

H48*   Disorders of optic [2nd] nerve and visual pathways in diseases classified   

  elsewhere  

H58*   Other disorders of eye and adnexa in diseases classified elsewhere  

 

Chapter VIII : Diseases of the Ear and Mastoid Process (H60-H95)  

Excl.: 

Å Certain conditions originating in the perinatal period (P00-P96)  

Å Certain infectious and parasitic diseases (A00-B99)  

Å Complications of pregnancy, childbirth and the puerperium (O00-O99)  

Å Congenital malformations, deformations and chromosomal abnormalities (Q00-Q99)  

Å Endocrine, nutritional and metabolic diseases (E00-E90)  

Å Injury, poisoning and certain other consequences of external causes (S00-T98)  

Å Neoplasms (C00-D48)  

Å Symptoms, signs and abnormal clinical and laboratory findings, not elsewhere 

classified (R00-R99)  

 

This chapter contains the following blocks:  

H60-H62   Diseases of external ear  

H65-H75   Diseases of middle ear and mastoid  

H80-H83   Diseases of inner ear  

H90-H95   Other disorders of ear  

 

Asterisk categories for this chapter are provided as follows: 

H62*   Disorders of external ear in diseases classified elsewhere  

H67*   Otitis media in diseases classified elsewhere  

http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/H22
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/H28
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/H32
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/H36
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/H42
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/H45
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/H48
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/H58
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/P00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/A00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/O00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Q00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/E00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/S00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/C00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/R00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/H60-H62
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/H65-H75
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/H80-H83
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/H90-H95
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/H62
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/H67
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H75*   Other disorders of middle ear and mastoid in diseases classified elsewhere  

H82*   Vertiginous syndromes in diseases classified elsewhere  

H94*   Other disorders of ear in diseases classified elsewhere  

 

Chapter IX : Diseases of the circulatory system (I00-I99)  

Excl.: 

Å  Certain conditions originating in the perinatal period (P00-P96)  

Å  Certain infectious and parasitic diseases (A00-B99)  

Å  Complications of pregnancy, childbirth and the puerperium (O00-O99)  

Å  Congenital malformations, deformations and chromosomal abnormalities (Q00-

Q99)  

Å  Endocrine, nutritional and metabolic diseases (E00-E90)  

Å  Injury, poisoning and certain other consequences of external causes (S00-T98)  

Å  Neoplasms (C00-D48)  

Å  Symptoms, signs and abnormal clinical and laboratory findings, not elsewhere 

classified  (R00-R99)  

Å  Systemic connective tissue disorders (M30-M36)  

Å  Transient cerebral ischaemic attacks and related syndromes (G45.-)  

 

This chapter contains the following blocks:  

I00-I02   Acute rheumatic fever  

I05-I09   Chronic rheumatic heart diseases  

I10-I15   Hypertensive diseases  

I20-I25   Ischaemic heart diseases  

I26-I28   Pulmonary heart disease and diseases of pulmonary circulation  

I30-I52   Other forms of heart disease  

I60-I69   Cerebrovascular diseases  

I70-I79   Diseases of arteries, arterioles and capillaries  

I80-I89   Diseases of veins, lymphatic vessels and lymph nodes, not elsewhere classified  

I95-I99   Other and unspecified disorders of the circulatory system  

 

http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/H75
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/H82
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/H94
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/P00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/A00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/O00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Q00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Q00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/E00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/S00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/C00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/R00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M30
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/G45
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/I00-I02
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/I05-I09
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/I10-I15
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/I20-I25
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/I26-I28
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/I30-I52
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/I60-I69
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/I70-I79
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/I80-I89
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/I95-I99
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Asterisk categories for this chapter are provided as follows: 

I32*   Pericarditis in diseases classified elsewhere  

I39*   Endocarditis and heart valve disorders in diseases classified elsewhere  

I41*   Myocarditis in diseases classified elsewhere  

I43*   Cardiomyopathy in diseases classified elsewhere  

I52*   Other heart disorders in diseases classified elsewhere  

I68*   Cerebrovascular disorders in diseases classified elsewhere  

I79*   Disorders of arteries, arterioles and capillaries in diseases classified elsewhere  

I98*   Other disorders of circulatory system in diseases classified elsewhere  

 

Chapter X: Diseases of the Respiratory System (J00-J99)  

Note: When a respiratory condition is described as occurring in more than one site and is not 

specifically indexed, it should be classified to the lower anatomic site (e.g., tracheobronchitis to 

bronchitis in J40). 

 

Excl.: 

Å  Certain conditions originating in the perinatal period (P00-P96)  

Å  Certain infectious and parasitic diseases (A00-B99)  

Å  Complications of pregnancy, childbirth and the puerperium (O00-O99)  

Å  Congenital malformations, deformations and chromosomal abnormalities (Q00-

Q99)  

Å  Endocrine, nutritional and metabolic diseases (E00-E90)  

Å  Injury, poisoning and certain other consequences of external causes (S00-T98)  

Å  Neoplasms (C00-D48)  

Å  Symptoms, signs and abnormal clinical and laboratory findings, not elsewhere 

classified  (R00-R99)  

 

This chapter contains the following blocks:  

J00-J06   Acute upper respiratory infections  

J09-J18   Influenza and pneumonia  

J20-J22   Other acute lower respiratory infections  

http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/I32
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/I39
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/I41
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/I43
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/I52
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/I68
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/I79
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/I98
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/P00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/A00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/O00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Q00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Q00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/E00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/S00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/C00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/R00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/J00-J06
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/J09-J18
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/J20-J22
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J30-J39   Other diseases of upper respiratory tract  

J40-J47   Chronic lower respiratory diseases  

J60-J70   Lung diseases due to external agents  

J80-J84   Other respiratory diseases principally affecting the interstitium  

J85-J86   Suppurative and necrotic conditions of lower respiratory tract  

J90-J94   Other diseases of pleura  

J95-J99   Other diseases of the respiratory system  

 

Asterisk categories for this chapter are provided as follows: 

J17*   Pneumonia in diseases classified elsewhere  

J91*   Pleural effusion in conditions classified elsewhere  

J99*   Respiratory disorders in diseases classified elsewhere  

 

Chapter XI : Diseases of the digestive system (K00-K93)  

Å Excl.: 

Å  Certain conditions originating in the perinatal period (P00-P96)  

Å  Certain infectious and parasitic diseases (A00-B99)  

Å  Complications of pregnancy, childbirth and the puerperium (O00-O99)  

Å  Congenital malformations, deformations and chromosomal abnormalities (Q00-

Q99)  

Å  Endocrine, nutritional and metabolic diseases (E00-E90)  

Å  Injury, poisoning and certain other consequences of external causes (S00-T98)  

Å  Neoplasms (C00-D48)  

Å  Symptoms, signs and abnormal clinical and laboratory findings, not elsewhere 

classified  (R00-R99)  

 

This chapter contains the following blocks:  

K00-K14   Diseases of oral cavity, salivary glands and jaws  

K20-K31   Diseases of oesophagus, stomach and duodenum  

K35-K38   Diseases of appendix  

K40-K46   Hernia  

http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/J30-J39
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/J40-J47
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/J60-J70
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/J80-J84
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/J85-J86
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/J90-J94
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/J95-J99
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/J17
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/J91
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/J99
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/P00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/A00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/O00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Q00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Q00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/E00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/S00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/C00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/R00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/K00-K14
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/K20-K31
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/K35-K38
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/K40-K46
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K50-K52   Noninfective enteritis and colitis  

K55-K63   Other diseases of intestines  

K65-K67   Diseases of peritoneum  

K70-K77   Diseases of liver  

K80-K87  Disorders of gallbladder, biliary tract and pancreas  

K90-K93   Other diseases of the digestive system  

 

Asterisk categories for this chapter are provided as follows: 

K23*   Disorders of oesophagus in diseases classified elsewhere  

K67*   Disorders of peritoneum in infectious diseases classified elsewhere  

K77*   Liver disorders in diseases classified elsewhere  

K87*   Disorders of gallbladder, biliary tract and pancreas in diseases classified   

  elsewhere  

K93*   Disorders of other digestive organs in diseases classified elsewhere  

 

Chapter XII : Diseases of the skin and subcutaneous tissue (L00-L99)  

Excl.: 

Å  Certain conditions originating in the perinatal period (P00-P96)  

Å  Certain infectious and parasitic diseases (A00-B99)  

Å  Complications of pregnancy, childbirth and the puerperium (O00-O99)  

Å  Congenital malformations, deformations and chromosomal abnormalities (Q00-

Q99)  

Å  Endocrine, nutritional and metabolic diseases (E00-E90)  

Å  Injury, poisoning and certain other consequences of external causes (S00-T98)  

Å  Lipomelanotic reticulosis (I89.8)  

Å  Neoplasms (C00-D48)  

Å  Symptoms, signs and abnormal clinical and laboratory findings, not elsewhere 

classified  (R00-R99)  

Å  Systemic connective tissue disorders (M30-M36)  

 

This chapter contains the following blocks:  

http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/K50-K52
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/K55-K63
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/K65-K67
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/K70-K77
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/K80-K87
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/K90-K93
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/K23
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/K67
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/K77
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/K87
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/K93
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/P00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/A00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/O00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Q00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Q00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/E00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/S00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/I89.8
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/C00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/R00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M30
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L00-L08   Infections of the skin and subcutaneous tissue  

L10-L14   Bullous disorders  

L20-L30   Dermatitis and eczema  

L40-L45   Papulosquamous disorders  

L50-L54   Urticaria and erythema  

L55-L59   Radiation-related disorders of the skin and subcutaneous tissue  

L60-L75   Disorders of skin appendages  

L80-L99   Other disorders of the skin and subcutaneous tissue  

 

Asterisk categories for this chapter are provided as follows: 

L14*   Bullous disorders in diseases classified elsewhere  

L45*   Papulosquamous disorders in diseases classified elsewhere  

L54*   Erythema in diseases classified elsewhere  

L62*   Nail disorders in diseases classified elsewhere  

L86*   Keratoderma in diseases classified elsewhere  

L99*   Other disorders of skin and subcutaneous tissue in diseases classified elsewhere  

 

Chapter XIII : Diseases of the musculoskeletal system and connective tissue (M00-M99)  

Å Excl.: 

Å  Certain conditions originating in the perinatal period (P00-P96)  

Å  Certain disorders of the temporomandibular joint (K07.6)  

Å  Certain infectious and parasitic diseases (A00-B99)  

Å  Compartment syndrome (T79.6)  

Å  Complications of pregnancy, childbirth and the puerperium (O00-O99)  

Å  Congenital malformations, deformations and chromosomal abnormalities (Q00-

Q99)  

Å  Endocrine, nutritional and metabolic diseases (E00-E90)  

Å  Injury, poisoning and certain other consequences of external causes (S00-T98)  

Å  Neoplasms (C00-D48)  

Å  Symptoms, signs and abnormal clinical and laboratory findings, not elsewhere 

classified (R00-R99)  

http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/L00-L08
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/L10-L14
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/L20-L30
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/L40-L45
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/L50-L54
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/L55-L59
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/L60-L75
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/L80-L99
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/L14
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/L45
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/L54
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/L62
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/L86
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/L99
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/P00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/K07.6
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/A00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/T79.6
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/O00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Q00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Q00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/E00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/S00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/C00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/R00
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This chapter contains the following blocks:  

M00-M25   Arthropathies  

M00-M03   Infectious arthropathies  

M05-M14   Inflammatory polyarthropathies  

M15-M19   Arthrosis  

M20-M25   Other joint disorders  

M30-M36   Systemic connective tissue disorders  

M40-M54   Dorsopathies  

M40-M43   Deforming dorsopathies  

M45-M49   Spondylopathies  

M50-M54   Other dorsopathies  

M60-M79   Soft tissue disorders  

M60-M63   Disorders of muscles  

M65-M68   Disorders of synovium and tendon  

M70-M79   Other soft tissue disorders  

M80-M94   Osteopathies and chondropathies  

M80-M85   Disorders of bone density and structure  

M86-M90   Other osteopathies  

M91-M94   Chondropathies  

M95-M99   Other disorders of the musculoskeletal system and connective tissue  

 

Asterisk categories for this chapter are provided as follows: 

M01*   Direct infections of joint in infectious and parasitic diseases classified elsewhere  

M03*   Postinfective and reactive arthropathies in diseases classified elsewhere  

M07*   Psoriatic and enteropathic arthropathies  

M09*   Juvenile arthritis in diseases classified elsewhere  

M14*   Arthropathies in other diseases classified elsewhere  

M36*   Systemic disorders of connective tissue in diseases classified elsewhere  

M49*   Spondylopathies in diseases classified elsewhere  

M63*   Disorders of muscle in diseases classified elsewhere  

M68*   Disorders of synovium and tendon in diseases classified elsewhere  

http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M00-M03
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M00-M03
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M05-M14
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M15-M19
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M20-M25
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M30-M36
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M40-M43
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M40-M43
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M45-M49
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M50-M54
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M60-M63
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M60-M63
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M65-M68
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M70-M79
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M80-M85
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M80-M85
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M86-M90
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M91-M94
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M95-M99
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M01
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M03
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M07
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M09
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M14
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M36
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M49
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M63
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M68
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M73*   Soft tissue disorders in diseases classified elsewhere  

M82*   Osteoporosis in diseases classified elsewhere  

M90*   Osteopathies in diseases classified elsewhere  

http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M73
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M82
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M90
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Chapter XIV : Diseases of the genitourinary system (N00-N99)  

Excl.: 

Å  Certain conditions originating in the perinatal period (P00-P96)  

Å  Certain infectious and parasitic diseases (A00-B99)  

Å  Complications of pregnancy, childbirth and the puerperium (O00-O99)  

Å  Congenital malformations, deformations and chromosomal abnormalities (Q00-

Q99)  

Å  Endocrine, nutritional and metabolic diseases (E00-E90)  

Å  Injury, poisoning and certain other consequences of external causes (S00-T98)  

Å  Neoplasms (C00-D48)  

Å  Symptoms, signs and abnormal clinical and laboratory findings, not elsewhere 

classified (R00-R99)  

 

This chapter contains the following blocks:  

N00-N08   Glomerular diseases  

N10-N16   Renal tubulo-interstitial diseases  

N17-N19   Renal failure  

N20-N23   Urolithiasis  

N25-N29   Other disorders of kidney and ureter  

N30-N39   Other diseases of urinary system  

N40-N51   Diseases of male genital organs  

N60-N64   Disorders of breast  

N70-N77   Inflammatory diseases of female pelvic organs  

N80-N98   Noninflammatory disorders of female genital tract  

N99-N99   Other disorders of the genitourinary system  

 

Asterisk categories for this chapter are provided as follows: 

N08*   Glomerular disorders in diseases classified elsewhere  

N16*   Renal tubulo-interstitial disorders in diseases classified elsewhere  

N22*   Calculus of urinary tract in diseases classified elsewhere  

N29*   Other disorders of kidney and ureter in diseases classified elsewhere  

http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/P00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/A00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/O00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Q00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Q00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/E00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/S00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/C00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/R00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/N00-N08
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/N10-N16
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/N17-N19
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/N20-N23
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/N25-N29
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/N30-N39
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/N40-N51
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/N60-N64
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/N70-N77
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/N80-N98
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/N99-N99
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/N08
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/N16
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/N22
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/N29
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N33*   Bladder disorders in diseases classified elsewhere  

N37*   Urethral disorders in diseases classified elsewhere  

N51*   Disorders of male genital organs in diseases classified elsewhere  

N74*   Female pelvic inflammatory disorders in diseases classified elsewhere  

N77*   Vulvovaginal ulceration and inflammation in diseases classified elsewhere  

 

Chapter XV: Pregnancy, Childbirth and the Puerperium (000-099)  

The codes included in this chapter are to be used for conditions related to or aggravated by the 

pregnancy, childbirth or by the puerperium (maternal causes or obstetric causes) 

Excl.: 

Å  Certain diseases or injuries complicating pregnancy, childbirth and the puerperium 

 classified elsewhere: 

Å  External causes (for mortality) (V, W, X, Y)  

Å  Injury, poisoning and certain other consequences of external cause (S00-T88.1, 

T88.6- T98)  

Å  Mental and behavioural disorders associated with the puerperium (F53.-)  

Å  Obstetrical tetanus (A34)  

Å  Postpartum necrosis of pituitary gland (E23.0)  

Å  Puerperal osteomalacia (M83.0)  

Å  Supervision of: high-risk pregnancy (Z35.-) normal pregnancy (Z34.-)  

 

This chapter contains the following blocks:  

O00-O08   Pregnancy with abortive outcome  

O10-O16   Oedema, proteinuria and hypertensive disorders in pregnancy, childbirth and the  

  puerperium  

O20-O29   Other maternal disorders predominantly related to pregnancy  

O30-O48   Maternal care related to the fetus and amniotic cavity and possible delivery  

  problems  

O60-O75   Complications of labour and delivery  

O80-O84   Delivery  

O85-O92   Complications predominantly related to the puerperium  

http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/N33
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/N37
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/N51
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/N74
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/N77
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/S00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/T88
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/F53
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/A34
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/E23.0
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M83.0
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Z35
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Z34
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/O00-O08
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/O10-O16
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/O20-O29
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/O30-O48
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/O60-O75
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/O80-O84
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/O85-O92
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O94-O99   Other obstetric conditions, not elsewhere classified  

 

Chapter XVI : Certain conditions originating in the perinatal period (P00-P96)  

Incl.: 

 Conditions that have their origin in the perinatal period even though death or morbidity 

 occurs later 

Excl.: 

Å  Congenital malformations, deformations and chromosomal abnormalities (Q00-

Q99)  

Å  Endocrine, nutritional and metabolic diseases (E00-E90)  

Å  Injury, poisoning and certain other consequences of external causes (S00-T98)  

Å  Neoplasms (C00-D48)  

Å  Tetanus neonatorum (A33)  

 

This chapter contains the following blocks:  

P00-P04   Fetus and newborn affected by maternal factors and by complications of   

  pregnancy, labour and delivery  

P05-P08   Disorders related to length of gestation and fetal growth  

P10-P15   Birth trauma  

P20-P29   Respiratory and cardiovascular disorders specific to the perinatal period  

P35-P39   Infections specific to the perinatal period  

P50-P61   Haemorrhagic and haematological disorders of fetus and newborn  

P70-P74   Transitory endocrine and metabolic disorders specific to fetus and newborn  

P75-P78   Digestive system disorders of fetus and newborn  

P80-P83   Conditions involving the integument and temperature regulation of fetus and 

 newborn  

P90-P96   Other disorders originating in the perinatal period  

 

Asterisk categories for this chapter are provided as follows: 

P75*   Meconium ileus in cystic fibrosis  

http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/O94-O99
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Q00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Q00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/E00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/S00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/C00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/A33
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/P00-P04
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/P05-P08
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/P10-P15
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/P20-P29
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/P35-P39
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/P50-P61
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/P70-P74
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/P75-P78
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/P80-P83
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/P90-P96
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/P75
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Chapter XVII : Congenital malformations, deformations and chromosomal 

 abnormalities (Q00-Q99)  

Excl.: 

 Inborn errors of metabolism (E70-E90)  

 

This chapter contains the following blocks:  

Q00-Q07   Congenital malformations of the nervous system  

Q10-Q18   Congenital malformations of eye, ear, face and neck  

Q20-Q28   Congenital malformations of the circulatory system  

Q30-Q34   Congenital malformations of the respiratory system  

Q35-Q37   Cleft lip and cleft palate  

Q38-Q45   Other congenital malformations of the digestive system  

Q50-Q56   Congenital malformations of genital organs  

Q60-Q64   Congenital malformations of the urinary system  

Q65-Q79   Congenital malformations and deformations of the musculoskeletal system  

Q80-Q89   Other congenital malformations  

Q90-Q99   Chromosomal abnormalities, not elsewhere classified  

 

Chapter XVIII : Symptoms, signs and abnormal clinical and laboratory findings, not  

 elsewhere classified (R00-R99)  

This chapter includes symptoms, signs, abnormal results of clinical or other investigative 

procedures, and ill-defined conditions regarding which no diagnosis classifiable elsewhere is 

recorded. 

 

Signs and symptoms that point rather definitely to a given diagnosis have been assigned to a 

category in other chapters of the classification. In general, categories in this chapter include the 

less well-defined conditions and symptoms that, without the necessary study of the case to 

establish a final diagnosis, point perhaps equally to two or more diseases or to two or more 

systems of the body. Practically all categories in the chapter could be designated "not otherwise 

specified", "unknown etiology" or "transient". The Alphabetical Index should be consulted to 

determine which symptoms and signs are to be allocated here and which to other chapters. The 

http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/E70
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Q00-Q07
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Q10-Q18
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Q20-Q28
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Q30-Q34
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Q35-Q37
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Q38-Q45
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Q50-Q56
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Q60-Q64
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Q65-Q79
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Q80-Q89
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Q90-Q99
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residual subcategories, numbered .8, are generally provided for other relevant symptoms that 

cannot be allocated elsewhere in the classification. 

The conditions and signs or symptoms included in categories R00-R99 consist of: 

¶ Cases for which no more specific diagnosis can be made even after all the facts 

bearing on the case have been investigated; 

¶ Signs or symptoms existing at the time of initial encounter that proved to be 

transient and whose causes could not be determined; 

¶ Provisional diagnoses in a patient who failed to return for further investigation or 

care; 

¶ Cases referred elsewhere for investigation or treatment before the diagnosis was 

made; 

¶ Cases in which a more precise diagnosis was not available for any other reason; and 

¶ Certain symptoms, for which supplementary information is provided, that represent 

important problems in medical care in their own right. 

 

Excl.:  

Å Abnormal findings on antenatal screening of mother (O28.-)  

Å Certain conditions originating in the perinatal period (P00-P96)  

 

This chapter contains the following blocks:  

R00-R09   Symptoms and signs involving the circulatory and respiratory systems  

R10-R19   Symptoms and signs involving the digestive system and abdomen  

R20-R23   Symptoms and signs involving the skin and subcutaneous tissue  

R25-R29   Symptoms and signs involving the nervous and musculoskeletal systems  

R30-R39   Symptoms and signs involving the urinary system  

R40-R46   Symptoms and signs involving cognition, perception, emotional state and   

  behaviour  

R47-R49   Symptoms and signs involving speech and voice  

R50-R69   General symptoms and signs  

R70-R79   Abnormal findings on examination of blood, without diagnosis  

R80-R82   Abnormal findings on examination of urine, without diagnosis  

http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/O28
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/P00
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/R00-R09
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/R10-R19
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/R20-R23
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/R25-R29
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/R30-R39
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/R40-R46
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/R47-R49
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/R50-R69
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/R70-R79
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/R80-R82
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R83-R89   Abnormal findings on examination of other body fluids, substances and tissues,  

  without diagnosis  

R90-R94  Abnormal findings on diagnostic imaging and in function studies, without 

 diagnosis  

R95-R99  Ill -defined and unknown causes of mortality  

 

Chapter XIX : Injury , poisoning and certain other consequences of external causes (S00-

 T98)  

Excl.: 

Å  Birth trauma (P10-P15)  

Å  Obstetric trauma (O70-O71)  

Å  Malunion of fracture (M84.0)  

Å  Nonunion of fracture [pseudarthrosis] (M84.1)  

Å  Pathological fracture (M84.4)  

Å  Pathological fracture with osteoporosis (M80.-)  

Å  Stress fracture (M84.3)  

 

This chapter contains the following blocks:  

S00-S09   Injuries to the head  

S10-S19   Injuries to the neck  

S20-S29   Injuries to the thorax  

S30-S39   Injuries to the abdomen, lower back, lumbar spine and pelvis  

S40-S49   Injuries to the shoulder and upper arm  

S50-S59   Injuries to the elbow and forearm  

S60-S69   Injuries to the wrist and hand  

S70-S79   Injuries to the hip and thigh  

S80-S89   Injuries to the knee and lower leg  

S90-S99   Injuries to the ankle and foot  

T00-T07   Injuries involving multiple body regions  

T08-T14   Injuries to unspecified part of trunk, limb or body region  

T15-T19   Effects of foreign body entering through natural orifice  

http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/R83-R89
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/R90-R94
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/R95-R99
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/P10
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/O70
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M84.0
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M84.1
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M84.4
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M80
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/M84.3
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/S00-S09
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/S10-S19
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/S20-S29
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/S30-S39
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/S40-S49
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/S50-S59
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/S60-S69
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/S70-S79
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/S80-S89
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/S90-S99
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/T00-T07
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/T08-T14
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/T15-T19
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T20-T32   Burns and corrosions  

T20-T25   Burns and corrosions of external body surface, specified by site  

T26-T28   Burns and corrosions confined to eye and internal organs  

T29-T32   Burns and corrosions of multiple and unspecified body regions  

T33-T35   Frostbite  

T36-T50   Poisoning by drugs, medicaments and biological substances  

T51-T65   Toxic effects of substances chiefly nonmedicinal as to source  

T66-T78   Other and unspecified effects of external causes  

T79-T79   Certain early complications of trauma  

T80-T88   Complications of surgical and medical care, not elsewhere classified  

T90-T98   Sequelae of injuries, of poisoning and of other consequences of external causes  

 

The chapter uses the S-section for coding different types of injuries related to single body 

regions and the T-section to cover injuries to multiple or unspecified body regions as well as 

poisoning and certain other consequences of external causes. 

 

Where multiple sites of injury are specified in the titles, the word "with" indicates involvement 

of both sites, and the word "and" indicates involvement of either or both sites. The principle of 

multiple coding of injuries should be followed wherever possible. Combination categories for 

multiple injuries are provided for use when there is insufficient detail as to the nature of the 

individual conditions, or for primary tabulation purposes when it is more convenient to record a 

single code; otherwise, the component injuries should be coded separately. Reference should also 

be made to the morbidity or mortality coding rules and guidelines in Volume 2. 

 

Chapter XX: External causes of morbidity and mortality (V01-Y98)  

This chapter, which in previous revisions of ICD constituted a supplementary classification, 

permits the classification of environmental events and circumstances as the cause of injury, 

poisoning and other adverse effects. Where a code from this section is applicable, it is intended 

that it shall be used in addition to a code from another chapter of the Classification indicating the 

nature of the condition. Most often, the condition will be classifiable to Chapter XIX, Injury, 

poisoning and certain other consequences of external causes (S00-T98). Causes of death should 

preferably be tabulated according to both Chapter XIX and Chapter XX, but if only one code is 

http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/T20-T25
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/T20-T25
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/T26-T28
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/T29-T32
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/T33-T35
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/T36-T50
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/T51-T65
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/T66-T78
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/T79-T79
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/T80-T88
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/T90-T98
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tabulated then the code from Chapter XX should be used in preference. Other conditions that 

may be stated to be due to external causes are classified in Chapters I to XVIII. For these 

conditions, codes from Chapter XX should be used to provide additional information for 

multiple-condition analysis only. Categories for sequelae of external causes of morbidity and 

mortality are included at Y85-Y89. 

 

This chapter contains the following blocks:  

V01-X59   Accidents  

V01-V99   Transport accidents  

V01-V09   Pedestrian injured in transport accident  

V10-V19   Pedal cyclist injured in transport accident  

V20-V29   Motorcycle rider injured in transport accident  

V30-V39   Occupant of three-wheeled motor vehicle injured in transport accident  

V40-V49   Car occupant injured in transport accident  

V50-V59   Occupant of pick-up truck or van injured in transport accident  

V60-V69   Occupant of heavy transport vehicle injured in transport accident  

V70-V79   Bus occupant injured in transport accident  

V80-V89   Other land transport accidents  

V90-V94   Water transport accidents  

V95-V97   Air and space transport accidents  

V98-V99   Other and unspecified transport accidents  

W00-X59   Other external causes of accidental injury  

W00-W19   Falls  

W20-W49   Exposure to inanimate mechanical forces  

W50-W64   Exposure to animate mechanical forces  

W65-W74   Accidental drowning and submersion  

W75-W84   Other accidental threats to breathing  

W85-W99   Exposure to electric current, radiation and extreme ambient air temperature and  

  pressure  

X00-X09   Exposure to smoke, fire and flames  

X10-X19   Contact with heat and hot substances  

http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/V01-V09
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/V01-V09
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/V01-V09
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/V10-V19
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/V20-V29
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/V30-V39
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/V40-V49
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/V50-V59
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/V60-V69
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/V70-V79
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/V80-V89
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/V90-V94
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/V95-V97
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/V98-V99
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/W00-W19
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/W00-W19
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/W20-W49
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/W50-W64
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/W65-W74
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/W75-W84
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/W85-W99
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/X00-X09
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/X10-X19
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X20-X29   Contact with venomous animals and plants  

X30-X39   Exposure to forces of nature  

X40-X49   Accidental poisoning by and exposure to noxious substances  

X50-X57   Overexertion, travel and privation  

X58-X59   Accidental exposure to other and unspecified factors  

X60-X84   Intentional self-harm  

X85-Y09   Assault  

Y10-Y34   Event of undetermined intent  

Y35-Y36   Legal intervention and operations of war  

Y40-Y84   Complications of medical and surgical care  

Y40-Y59   Drugs, medicaments and biological substances causing adverse effects in   

  therapeutic use  

Y60-Y69   Misadventures to patients during surgical and medical care  

Y70-Y82   Medical devices associated with adverse incidents in diagnostic and therapeutic  

  use  

Y83-Y84   Surgical and other medical procedures as the cause of abnormal reaction of the  

  patient, or of later complication, without mention of misadventure at the time of  

  the procedure  

Y85-Y89   Sequelae of external causes of morbidity and mortality  

Y90-Y98   Supplementary factors related to causes of morbidity and mortality classified  

  elsewhere  

 

Chapter XXI : Factors influencing health status and contact with health services (Z00-

 Z99)  

Note: 

This chapter should not be used for international comparison or for primary mortality coding. 

Categories Z00-Z99 are provided for occasions when circumstances other than a disease, injury 

or external cause classifiable to categories A00-Y89 are recorded as "diagnoses" or "problems".  

 

This can arise in two main ways: 

http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/X20-X29
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/X30-X39
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/X40-X49
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/X50-X57
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/X58-X59
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/X60-X84
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/X85-Y09
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Y10-Y34
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Y35-Y36
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Y40-Y59
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Y40-Y59
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Y60-Y69
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Y70-Y82
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Y83-Y84
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Y85-Y89
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Y90-Y98
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When a person who may or may not be sick encounters the health services for some specific 

purpose, such as to receive limited care or service for a current condition, to donate an organ or 

tissue, to receive prophylactic vaccination or to discuss a problem which is in itself not a disease 

or injury. 

When some circumstance or problem is present which influences the person's health status but is 

not in itself a current illness or injury. Such factors may be elicited during population surveys, 

when the person may or may not be currently sick, or be recorded as an additional factor to be 

borne in mind when the person is receiving care for some illness or injury. 

 

This chapter contains the following blocks:  

Z00-Z13   Persons encountering health services for examination and investigation  

Z20-Z29   Persons with potential health hazards related to communicable diseases  

Z30-Z39   Persons encountering health services in circumstances related to reproduction  

Z40-Z54   Persons encountering health services for specific procedures and health care  

Z55-Z65   Persons with potential health hazards related to socioeconomic and psychosocial  

  circumstances  

Z70-Z76   Persons encountering health services in other circumstances  

Z80-Z99   Persons with potential health hazards related to family and personal history and  

  certain conditions influencing health status  

 

Chapter XXII : Codes for special purposes (U00-U89)  

This chapter contains the following blocks:  

U00-U49  Provisional assignment of new diseases of uncertain etiology  

U80-U89  Bacterial agents resistant to antibiotics  

 

http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Z00-Z13
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Z20-Z29
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Z30-Z39
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Z40-Z54
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Z55-Z65
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Z70-Z76
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/Z80-Z99
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/U00-U49
http://apps.who.int/classifications/icd10/browse/2010/en#/U80-U89
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In Tanzania the classification to meet specific country needs was prepared regarding the 

common diseases as listed below aligned to ICD 10 codes.  

 

S/N Disease ICD 10 code 

 Communicable / Notifiable Diseases 

1 Malaria simple confirmed B54 

2 Malaria severe confirmed B54 

3 Malaria presumptive  B54 

4 Pneumonia J18.9 

5 Pleurisy (non-Tuberculosis) R09.1 

6 Respiratory Infection Acute (ARI)  J06.9 + J22  

7 Asthma J45.9 

8 Diarrhoea bloody (Dysentery) A09 

9 Diarrhoea with dehydration A09 

10 Diarrhoea NO dehydration A09 

11 Cholera A00.9 

12 Typhoid fever (salmonellosis) A01.0 

13 Meningitis G03.9 

14 Measles B05.9 

15 TB pulmonary  A16.2 

16 TB extra pulmonary A16.8 

17 Fever Chronic (> 1 month) R50.1 

18 Pneumopathies J98.4 

19 Encephalitis G04.9 

20 Meningitis Cryptococal B45.1 

21 Skin infections L08.9 

22 Diarrhoea Chronic opportunistic infection A09 

23 Other HIV-related Opportunistic Infections B22 

   

 Trauma and Injury   

24 Trauma Head S09.9 
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25 Ruptured spleen S36.0 

26 Fractures, open T14.2.1 

27 Fractures, internal T14.2.0 

28 Trauma Other  T14.9 

29 Burns T30.0 

   

 Non Communicable Diseases  

30 Cancer Uterine C55 

31 Cancer Breast  C50.9 

32 Kaposi's sarcoma C46.9 

33 Cancer Liver  C22.9 

34 Cancer Prostate C61 

35 Tumours Other malignant C80 

36 Tumours Other non-malignant D48.9 

37 Hypertension I10 

38 Cardiomyopathy I42.9 

39 Cerebro-vascular accident I64 

40 Diabetes E14 

   

 Gastro Intestinal Tract  

41 Hepatitis K75.9 

42 Cirrhosis of the liver K74.6 

43 Digestive tract Haemorrhages  K92.2 

44 Gastritis K29.7 

45 Ulcer, gastro-duodenal K25.9 

46 Appendicitis K37 

47 Hernia K46.9 

48 Peritonitis (non-Tuberculosis) K65.9 

49 Intestinal occlusion K56.6 

50 Urinary tract infections N39.0 

51 Kidney infections N15.9 
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52 Nephrotic syndrome N04.9/N05 

56 Glomerulonephritis N05.9 

58 Bone infections (including osteomyelitis) M86.9 

59 Bone and joint disease other M89.9, M25.9 

60 Acute Flacid Paralysis (polio) A80.9 

61 Gynaecological problems N94.9 

   

 Neonatal Conditions  

62 Neonatal Asphyxia P21.9 

63 Neonatal Septicaemia P36.9 

64 Low birth weight or Prematurity Complication  P05.0 

 Other (mention)  

 

 Maternal Deaths  

65 Antepartum Haemorrhage  O46.9 

66 Post-partum haemorrhage  O72.1 

67  Sepsis  O85 

68 Abortion O06 

69 Severe Hypertension in pregnancy/eclampsia O16, O15.0 

70 Obstructed Labour  O66.9 

71 Heart Diseases O99.4 

72 Anaemia in Pregnancy O99.0 

73 Malaria in pregnancy O98.6 

74 HIV/AIDS B24 

75 Other Indirect Causes (mention)  
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CHAPTER FIVE  

GOVERNMENT FINANCE STATISTICS (GFS)  

Government Finance Statistics (GFS) is the International Monetary Fund standard for publishing 

financial statistics within the Government system. It is designed to provide statistics that enable 

policymakers and analysts to study developments in the financial operations, fiscal position, and 

liquidity situation of the general government sector or the public sector in a consistent and 

systematic manner.  

 

Uses of the GFS system 

The GFS system is designed to provide statistics that enable policymakers and analysts to study 

developments in the financial operations, financial position, and liquidity situation of the general 

government sector or the public sector in a consistent and systematic manner. The GFS analytic 

framework can be used to analyze the operations of a specific level of government and 

transactions between levels of government as well as the entire general government or public 

sector. 

 

REVENUE 

1 Revenue  

11 Taxes  

111 Taxes on income, profits and capital gains  

1111 Payable by individuals  

1112 Payable by corporations and other enterprises  

1113 Other taxes on income, profits, and capital gains  

11131 o/w Payable by general government  

11132 o/w Unallocable taxes on income, profits, and capital gains 

112 Taxes on payroll and workforce  

113 Taxes on property  

1131 Recurrent taxes on immovable property  

1132 Recurrent taxes on net wealth  

1133 Estate, inheritance, and gift taxes  

1135 Capital levies  
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1136 Other recurrent taxes on property  

114 Taxes on goods and services  

1141 General taxes on goods and services  

11411 Value-added taxes  

11412 Sales taxes  

11413 Turnover and other general taxes on goods and services  

11414 Taxes on financial and capital transactions  

1142 Excise  

1143 Profits of fiscal monopolies  

1144 Taxes on specific services  

1145 Taxes on use of goods and on permission to use goods or perform activities 

11451 Motor vehicle taxes  

11452 Other taxes on use of goods and on permission to use goods or perform activities  

114521 Business and professional licenses  

114522 Pollution taxes  

114523 Radio and television licenses  

114524 Licenses and permits for households  

114525 Other taxes on use of goods and on permission to use goods or perform activities not 

 elsewhere 

1146 Other taxes on goods and services  

115 Taxes on international trade and transactions  

1151 Customs and other import duties  

1152 Taxes on exports  

1153 Profits of export or import monopolies  

1154 Exchange profits  

1155 Exchange taxes  

1156 Other taxes on international trade and transactions 

116 Other taxes  

1161 Payable solely by business  

1162 Payable by other than business or unidentifiable  

12 Social contributions [GFS]  
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121 Social security contributions [GFS] 

1211 Employee contributions [GFS] 

1212 Employer contributions [GFS] 

1213 Self-employed or nonemployed contributions [GFS] 

1214 Unallocable contributions [GFS] 

122 Other social contributions [GFS] 

1221 Employee contributions [GFS] 

1222 Employer contributions [GFS] 

1223 Imputed contributions [GFS] 

13 Grants 

131 From foreign governments 

1311 Current 

1312 Capital 

132 From international organizations 

1321 Current 

1322 Capital 

133 From other general government units 

1331 Current 

1332 Capital 

14 Other revenue 

141 Property income [GFS] 

1411 Interest [GFS] 

14111 From nonresidents 

14112 From residents other than general government 

14113 From other general government units 

1412 Dividends 

14121 From nonresidents 

14122 From residents 

1413 Withdrawals from income of quasi-corporations 

1414 Property income from investment income disbursements 

1415 Rent 
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1416 Reinvested earnings on foreign direct investment 

142 Sales of goods and services 

1421 Sales by market establishments 

1422 Administrative fees 

1423 Incidental sales by nonmarket establishments 

1424 Imputed sales of goods and services 

143 Fines, penalties, and forfeits 

144 Transfers not elsewhere classified 

1441 Current transfers not elsewhere classified 

14411 Subsidies 

14412 Other current transfers 

1442 Capital transfers not elsewhere classified 

145 Premiums, fees, and claims related to nonlife insurance and standardized 

 guarantee schemes 

1451 Premiums, fees, and current claims 

14511 Premiums 

14512 Fees for standardized guarantee schemes 

14513 Current claims 

1452 Capital claims 

 

EXPENSE 

2 EXPENSE  

21 Compensation of employees  

211 Wages and salaries 

2111 Wages and salaries in cash 

2112 Wages and salaries in kind 

212 EmployersôSocial contributions  

2121 Actual employersôsocial contributions  

2122 Imputed employersô social contributions  

22 Use of goods and services  

23 Consumption of fixed capital  
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24 Interest  

241 To nonresidents  

242 To residents other than general government  

243 To other general government units  

25 Subsidies  

251 To public corporations  

252 To private enterprises  

26 Grants  

261 To foreign governments  

2611 Current  

2612 Capital  

262 To international organizations  

2621 Current  

2622 Capital  

263 To other general government units  

2631 Current  

2632 Capital  

27 Social benefits  

271 Social security benefits  

272 Social assistance benefits  

273 Employer social benefits 

28 Other expense  

281 Property expense other than interest 

282 Miscellaneous other expense  

2821 Current  

2822 Capital  

3 CHANGE IN NET WORTH: TRANSACTIONS  

31 Net acquisition of nonfinancial assets   

311 Fixed assets   

31111 Acquisitions: fixed assets   

31112 Disposals: fixed assets   
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31113 Consumption of fixed capital (CFC): fixed assets   

3111 Buildings and structures   

31111 Acquisitions: buildings and structures   

31112 Disposals: buildings and structures   

31113 CFC: buildings and structures   

3112 Machinery and equipment    

31121 Acquisitions: machinery and equipment   

31122 Disposals: machinery and equipment   

31123 CFC: machinery and equipment   

3113 Other fixed assets   

31131 Acquisitions: other fixed assets   

31132 Disposals: other fixed assets   

31133 CFC: other fixed assets  

312 Inventories   

313 Valuables   

3131 Acquisitions: valuables   

3132 Disposals: valuables   

314 Nonproduced assets   

314 Acquisitions: nonproduced assets   

314 Disposals: nonproduced assets   

314 CFC: major improvements, nonproduced assets   

3141 Land   

31411 Acquisitions: land   

31412 Disposals: land   

31413 CFC: major improvements, land   

3142 Subsoil assets   

31421 Acquisitions: subsoil assets   

31422 Disposals: subsoil assets   

31423 CFC: major improvements, subsoil assets   

3143 Other naturally occurring assets   

31431 Acquisitions: other naturally occurring assets  
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31432 Disposals: other naturally occurring assets   

3144 Intangible nonproduced assets   

31441 Acquisitions: intangible nonproduced assets   

31442 Disposals: intangible nonproduced assets  

32 Net acquisition of financial assets   

3201 Monetary gold and SDRs   

3202 Currency and deposits [3212+3222]   

3203 Securities other than shares [3213+3223]  

3204 Loans [3214+3224]   

3205 Shares and other equity [3215+3225]   

3206 Insurance technical reserves [3216+3226]   

3207 Financial derivatives [3217+3227]   

3208 Other accounts receivable [3218+3228]   

321 Domestic   

3212 Currency and deposits   

3213 Securities other than shares   

3214 Loans   

3215 Shares and other equity   

3216 Insurance technical reserves   

3217 Financial derivatives   

3218 Other accounts receivable   

322 Foreign   

3221 Monetary gold and SDRs   

3222 Currency and deposits  

3223 Securities other than shares   

3224 Loans   

3225 Shares and other equity  

3226 Insurance technical reserves   

3227 Financial derivatives   

3228 Other accounts receivable   

33 Net incurrence of liabilities  
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3301 Special Drawing Rights (SDRs) [3321]   

3302 Currency and deposits [3312+3322]  

3303 Securities other than shares [3313+3323]  

3304 Loans [3314+3324]  

3305 Shares and other equity [3315+3325]  

3306 Insurance technical reserves [3316+3326]   

3307 Financial derivatives [3317+3327]  

3308 Other accounts payable [3318+3328]   

331 Domestic   

3312 Currency and deposits  

3313 Securities other than shares  

3314 Loans   

3315 Shares and other equity  

3316 Insurance technical reserves   

3317 Financial derivatives   

3318 Other accounts payable   

332 Foreign   

3321 Special Drawing Rights (SDRs)  

3322 Currency and deposits  

3323 Securities other than shares   

3324 Loans  

3325 Shares and other equity  

3326 Insurance technical reserves  

3327 Financial derivatives  

3328 Other accounts payable   

 

Memorandum items:  

3M1 Own-account capital formation  

3M11 Compensation of employees e/  

3M12 Use of goods and services f/   

3M13 Consumption of fixed capital g/   
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3M14 Other taxes minus other subsidies (on production) h/   

3M2 Change in net financial worth: transactions [=32-33] i/   

3M3 Debt at market value: transactions j/  
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CHAPTER SIX  

SYSTEM OF NATIONAL ACCOUNTS (SNA)  

6.0 Introduction  

National accounts statistics are designed to provide a consistent and comprehensive survey of the 

national economy. In 1953, the United Nations Statistical Office produced the first version of ñA 

System of National Accountsò which was later revised in 1968. Since then, the SNA has 

undergone extensive revisions in line with country experiences. The version ñSNA 1993ò was 

published in 1993 and countries have been advised to adopt it. Generally, the SNAôs basic 

structure has remained almost the same. 

 

The National Accounts of Tanzania Mainland gives consolidated estimates of Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP) and other allied aggregates of Tanzania Mainland. The current series of GDP at 

constant prices are based on 2001 prices. Compilation of national accounts statistics in Tanzania 

follows the United Nationôs guidelines as stipulated in the United Nationôs System of National 

Accounts of 1993 (SNA 1993) and plans are under way to adopt the most current version of 

SNA 2008.  

 

6.1 The System of National Accounts (SNA) 

Consist of coherent, consistent and integrated set of macroeconomic accounts; balance sheets 

and tables based on a set of internationally agreed concepts, definitions, classifications and 

accounting rules. The System of National Accounts (SNA) is the internationally agreed standard 

set of recommendations on how to compile measures of economic activity. The SNA provides an 

overview of economic processes, recording how production is distributed among consumers, 

businesses, government and foreign nations. It shows how income originating in production, 

modified by taxes and transfers, flows to these groups and how they allocate these flows to 

consumption, savings and investment. It does not attempt to provide comprehensive compilation 

guidance on how to make estimates nor is descriptive in setting priorities which accounts and 

tables should be implemented or expresses norms on the frequency and format of their 

presentation. Thus, the national accounts are one of the building blocks of macroeconomic 

statistics forming a basis for economic analysis and policy formulation. While a new version of 

2008 SNA is recommended for use in the compilation and guidelines of economic statistics, 
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Tanzania still follows the 1993 SNA. However, efforts and strategies are in place to adopt the 

2008 SNA. 

 

6.2 Objective and Uses of the System of National Accounts (SNA) 

The main objective of the SNA is to provide a comprehensive conceptual and accounting 

framework which can be used to create a macroeconomic database suitable for analyzing and 

evaluating the performance of an economy. The existence of such a database is a prerequisite for 

informed, rational policy-making and decision-taking. Globally SNA is used for monitoring the 

behaviour of the economy through one of its main aggregates such as GDP. It is also used for 

macroeconomic analysis and international comparisons. 

 

6.3 Coverage, Scope, Uses and Users of National Accounts Statistics of Tanzania 

National Accounts Statistics in Tanzania include the activities of economic agents or institutional 

units constituting the national economy. These institutions include the Non-financial institutions, 

financial institutions, the general Government, Non-Profit Institutions (NPIs), Households and 

Rest of the World. The uses of National Accounts as stipulated in its definitions are for planning, 

research and data provision to national and international institutions. They are also used for 

economic policy formulation, monitoring and evaluation, and for forecasting and modeling. The 

following are some definitions of the main aggregates: 

 

6.3.1 Production Boundary 

Production boundary is the national accounts framework that demarcates activities to be recorded 

as production in the economy. There are cases that exist such as Own-account production of 

certain services inside households (housewife) is excluded, while the same services would be 

included (housemaid) if produced by a service provider outside the household. 

 

6.3.2 Value Added 

It is the additional value created by a process of production at activity level for the reference 

period. It is obtained by subtracting cost of production from the gross output. 
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a) Gross Value Added 

The value of output minus the value of intermediate consumption; it is a measure of the 

contribution to GDP made by individual producer, industry or sector before adjustment for 

consumption of fixed capital. 

 

b) Net Value Added 

It is the value of output of the activity less the values of both intermediate consumption and 

consumption of fixed capital. 

 

6.3.3 Gross Domestic Product (GDP) at Market Prices 

Refers to the sum of the gross values added of all resident institutional units engaged in 

production (plus any taxes, and minus any subsidies on products not included in the value of 

their outputs). It is also measured as the sum of the final uses of goods and services (all uses 

except intermediate consumption) measured in purchasersô price, less the value of imports of 

goods and services, or the sum of primary incomes accrued by resident producer units. The basic 

formula for calculating the GDP is: 

Y= C+ I + E + G 

Where 

Y = GDP 

C = Household final consumption 

 I = Investment made by Industry 

E = Net Exports (Exports minus Imports) 

G = Government final consumption  

 

6.3.4 Basic Price 

The basic price is the amount receivable by the producer from the purchaser for a unit of a good 

or service produced as output minus any tax payable, and plus any subsidy receivable, on that 

unit as consequence of its production or sale; it excludes any transport charges invoiced 

separately by the producer. Usersô value of the gross output of Resident Producers less the 

purchasersô values of their intermediate Consumption plus import duties. 
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6.3.5 Producersô Price 

It is the price receivable by a producer inclusive of taxes on the product (but not Value Added 

Tax) and exclusive of subsidies on the product. 

 

6.3.6 Purchasersô Price 

Refers to the price paid by the purchaser, excluding any deductible tax, in order to take delivery 

of a unit of a good or service at the time and place required by the purchaser. The purchaserôs 

price of a good includes any transport charges paid separately by the purchaser to take delivery at 

the required time and place plus any liabilities incurred. 

 

6.3.7 Estimation of GDP at Current Prices  

Estimation of Gross Domestic Product at current prices (Nominal GDP) involves expressing the 

value of each component transaction as the product of a year to year price and current quantity. 

 

6.3.8 Estimation of GDP at Constant Price  

Gross Domestic Product at constant prices (Real GDP) involves expressing the value of each 

component transaction as the product of a fixed base year price and current quantity. 

 

6.3.9 Price Deflator  

Is a measure of the level of prices of all domestically produced final goods and services in the 

economy. It measures the ratio of current-year price of a good to its price in some base year.  

 

6.3.10 Implicit GDP Deflator 

This is obtained by dividing GDP at current prices value by a corresponding GDP at constant 

prices. The formula used to calculate GDP deflator is: 

 

 

 

 

6.3.11 Market output  

Refers to output sold at prices that are economically significant or otherwise disposed on a 

market, or intended for sale. 
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6.3.12 Gross Domestic Product at Basic Prices 

Refers to the total value of the gross output at basic prices of resident producers less the total 

values of their intermediate consumption.   

 

6.3.13 Regional National Accounts 

Refers to coherent, consistent and integrated sets of macroeconomic accounts and tables 

designed for a variety of analytical and policy purposes but compiled at regional level. In 

Tanzania Mainland, there are 25 regions and each region constitutes an economic territory used 

for the compilation of Regional National Accounts. 

 

6.3.14 Semi-annual National Accounts 

Refers to coherent, consistent and integrated sets of macroeconomic accounts and tables 

designed for a variety of analytical and policy purposes but compiled after every six months. 

Tanzania produces Semi-Annual GDP at both constant 2001 and current prices. 

 

6.3.15 Quarterly National Accounts (QNA) 

Refers to coherent, consistent and integrated sets of macroeconomic accounts and tables 

designed for a variety of analytical and policy purposes but compiled on quarterly basis. The 

quarters follow a calendar year which is January ï March, April ï June, July ï September and 

October ï December. Officially, these statistics in Tanzania at constant prices runs from 2001. 

 

6.3.16 Gross National Income (GNI) at Market Price 

Is the product of GDP at market prices, less compensation of employees and property income 

payable to the rest of the world plus the corresponding items receivable from the rest of the 

world in a given reference period. 

 

6.3.17 Gross National Disposable Income 

Refers to Gross National Income at market prices plus net current transfers, in cash or in kind 

between resident and non-resident institutional units. Gross or net national disposable income 

may be derived from gross or net national Income by adding all current transfers in cash or in 

kind receivable by resident Institutional units from non- resident units; and subtracting all 

Current transfers in cash or in kind payable by resident institutional to Non-resident units. 
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a) Transfers 

Refers to transactions between one institutional unit and another unit without exchange of goods, 

services or assets in return. 

 

b) Residence 

Is a center of economic interest in the economic territory of that country. Residence is not based 

on nationality or legal criteria. The residency status of producers determines the limits of 

domestic production and affects the measurement of gross domestic product and many flows in 

the system. 

 

6.3.18 Real Gross Domestic Income 

Refers to a measure of the real purchasing power of income generated by domestic production 

(including the impact on those income of changes in the terms of trade); it is equal to gross 

domestic product at constant prices plus the trading gain (or less the trading loss) resulting from 

the changes in the terms of trade. 

 

6.3.19 Real Gross National Income 

Refers to a measure of the real purchasing power of national income calculated by adjusting real 

gross domestic income for the real impact of primary income flows (property income and labour 

income) to and from the rest of the World. 

 

6.3.20 Factor Incomes from the Rest of the World 

These include Primary and Secondary Income from the Rest of the World. 

a) Primary Incomes 

These are payable out of the value added created by production. They include 

compensation of employees, property incomes (interests, dividends,) and taxes on 

production and imports net of subsidies. 

 

b) Property Income 

These are income that accrues when the owners of financial assets and natural 

resources put them at the disposal of other institutional units; e.g income payable for 
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the use of financial asset is called investment income while that payable for the use of 

natural resources is called rent. 

c) Rest of the World 

Refers to all non-resident institutional units that enter into transactions with resident units 

or have other economic links with resident units. 

 

6.3.21 Subsistence Production 

Refers to the value of goods and services produced and used by the producers themselves (own-

account production).  

 

6.3.22 Final Consumption Expenditure 

Refers to transactions on final consumption of goods and services by the household, the 

government and Non-Profit Institutions (NPIs) in the economy during a reference period. 

 

6.3.23 Final consumption expenditure of government 

Government final consumption expenditure consists of expenditure, including imputed 

expenditure, incurred by general government in both individual consumption goods and services 

and collective consumption services.  

 

6.3.24 Final consumption expenditure of households 

Household final consumption expenditure consists of the expenditure incurred by residence 

households on individual consumption of goods and services. 

 

6.3.25 Final consumption expenditure of NPIs 

This consists of expenditure, including imputed expenditure incurred by resident NPIs on behalf 

of households. 

 

6.3.26 Compensation of Employees 

Refers to total remuneration in cash or in kind, payable by an enterprise to employees in return 

for work done by the latter during the accounting period. 
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6.3.27 Wages and Salaries in cash 

Refers to the total remuneration in cash payable by an enterprise to an employee in return for 

work done during the accounting period. 

 

6.3.28 Wages and Salaries in kind 

Refers to the total remuneration payable by an enterprise to an employee in return for work done 

during the accounting period but payments are made in kind, for example food, accommodation 

and travel. 

 

6.3.29 Intermediate Consumption 

Refers to the value of the goods and services used as inputs in the process of production, 

excluding fixed assets whose consumption is recorded as consumption of fixed capital; the goods 

or services may be either transformed or used up by the production process. 

 

6.3.30 Actual Final Consumption of Households 

Is the value of consumption of goods and services acquired by households, whether by purchase 

in general, or by transfer from government units or Non-Profit Institutions Serving Households 

(NPISHs), and used by them for the satisfaction of their needs and wants; it is derived from final 

consumption expenditure by adding the value of social transfers in kind receivable. 

 

6.3.31 Gross Fixed Capital Formation 

Is measured by the total value of producerôs acquisitions, less disposals, of fixed assets during 

the accounting period plus certain additions to the value of non- produced assets (such as subsoil 

assets or major improvements in the quantity, quality or productivity of land) realized by 

productive activity of institutional units. 

 

6.3.32 Changes in Inventories 

Changes in inventories (including work- in ïprogress) consist of changes in:  

a) Stocks of outputs that are still held by the units that produced them prior to their being 

processed, sold, delivered to other units or used in other ways; and 

b) Stocks of products acquired from other units that are intended to be used for intermediate 

consumption or for resale without further processing; measured by the value of the entries into 
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inventories less the value of withdrawals and the value of any recurrent losses of goods held in 

inventories.  

 

6.3.33 Gross Capital Formation 

Is the total value of the gross fixed capital formation plus changes in inventories plus 

acquisitions less disposals of valuables for a unit or sector. 

 

6.3.34 Acquisitions of Non-financial Assets 

It is equal to Acquisitions of total non-financial assets less consumption of fixed capital. Net 

acquisitions are partly actual purchases and sales of goods, but also reflect internal transactions 

of the producers. In practice, changes in inventories of goods in general are determined as total 

supply less total other uses of each good and subsequently summed over all goods. 

 

6.3.35 Exports of Goods and Services 

Consists of sales, barter, or gifts or grants, of goods and services from residents to non- residents; 

the treatment of export accounts as described in the Balance of Payments Manual 6. 

 

6.3.36 Imports of Goods and Services 

Consists of purchases, barter, or receipts of gifts, or grants, of goods and services by residents 

from non- residents; the treatment of exports and imports. In the SNA 1993 is generally identical 

with that in the balance of payment accounts as described in the Balance of Payments Manual 6. 

 

6.3.37 Operating Surplus 

Operating surplus or mixed income is a measure of the surplus accruing from processes of 

production before deducting any explicit or implicit interest charges, rent or other property 

incomes payable on the financial assets, or tangible non produced assets borrowed or rented by 

enterprise. 

 

6.3.38 Fixed Assets 

Are tangible or intangible assets produced as outputs from processes of production that are done 

repeatedly or continuously in other processes of production for more than one year. 
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6.3.39  Consumption of Fixed Capital 

Refers to the decline in the current value of stock of fixed assets as a result of physical 

deterioration and normal obsolescence. 

 

6.3.40 Financial Intermediation 

It is a productive activity in which an institutional unit incurs liabilities on its own account for 

the purpose of acquiring financial assets by engaging in financial transactions on the market. 

 

6.3.41 Input -Output Table 

It is a tabular summary of the flows of goods and services between industries and final demand 

of an economy with the output of each activity being the inputs of the other activities. It is an 

important analytical tool for analyzing the structure of production in an economy. It also shows 

the inter-relationship between inputs of raw materials and output of final product. 

 

6.3.42 Supply and Use Tables 

These are tables in the form of matrices that record how supplies of different kinds of goods and 

services originate from domestic industries and imports and how those supplies are allocated to 

respective industries between various intermediate or final uses, and exports. 

 

6.3.43 Value Added Tax (VAT)  

It is a consumption tax charged on all taxable goods and services. It is a multi-stage tax levied on 

the difference between a commodityôs price before taxes and its production cost at each stage of 

production and distribution up to the retail stage. It is also levied on taxable imports.  

 

6.3.44 Import Duty  

Is the amount levied at fixed rate on the Cost, Insurance and Freight (CIF) value of goods 

imported into the country.  

 

6.3.45 Public Sector 

The public sector is comprised of government and parastatal sub-sectors. It includes 

establishments under the central, regional or local governments and other government 

institutions.  
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6.3.46 Private Sector 

The private sector comprises formal and informal establishments, which are not part of 

Government. These establishments can be individual, joint or cooperatives.  

 

6.3.47 Production Sector 

These are sectors, which produce goods such as agriculture, manufacturing, mining and 

quarrying, electricity, and water. 

 

6.3.48 Service Sector 

These are sectors, which renders services such as trade, transport, communication, public 

administration, finance, and other business. 

 

6.4 Sources and methods of compiling National Accounts Statistics of Tanzania 

The main sources of the National Accounts Statistics data are surveys such as Household Budget 

Surveys (HBS), Integrated Labour Force Survey (ILFS), Agriculture Sample Census, Annual 

Surveys of Industrial Production (ASIP), Foreign Direct Investment Surveys (FDI) and the 

Population and Housing Census. Additional annual data are also collected from all economic 

activities in Tanzania Mainland from different MDAs.  

 

Approaches to Compilation of Gross Domestic Product 

There are three methods of estimating the GDP as follows: 

 

6.4.1 Production approach: 

Also known as Value Added approach, GDP is estimated annually by assessing the Gross Value 

Added (GVA) of each economic activity in the economy, both in current prices and in constant 

(2001) prices and making the adjustments for Financial Intermediation Services Indirectly 

Measured (FISIM) and for taxes on products. 

GDP = ×VA  

 = Total Production (Gross Output or GO) ï Total Intermediate Consumption (IC) 

 

Total Gross Output is equal to 

+Value of produced goods and rendered services 

+Value of other receipts such as rent 
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+Changes in works in progress and  

+Changes in Stocks (Inventories) 

 

Hence GO = Value of produced goods and rendered services + Value of other receipts + 

Changes in works in progress + Changes in Stocks. Total IC or cost of production involves costs 

like electricity, rental payment etc.  

GDP is a Sum of Gross Value Added of all industries (or economic activities) add Taxes on 

products less Subsidies. 

 

6.4.2 Income approach 

By income approach, GDP is aggregated based on the generation of income accounts.  

GDP is equal to 

+Compensation of employees, 

+ Operating surplus/mixed income,  

+ Consumption of fixed capital,  

+ Taxes on products, 

- Subsidies 

 

Generally, this approach involves summation of all types of income payments accrued from 

production process. In Tanzania these include; Salaries, wages, leave bonus, rent subsidy, 

medical expenses, pension payment and gratuity known generally as Compensation of 

Employees, Capital consumption allowance or Depreciation, Rental or property income 

receivables, royalties receivable from patents and copy rights etc. Other incomes include 

proprietorôs income earnings of proprietors, corporate business such as partnerships and profit 

(or corporate income) 

 

Hence the total obtained is the Value Added or GDP for the economy. However, the income 

approach is not applied to all sectors of economy due difficulties of data availability. The 

approach is mostly used for estimating Public administration and defense; compulsory social 

security. 
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6.4.3 Expenditure approach:  

This approach involves aggregating final consumption expenditures (by households, NPIs and 

general government), capital formation, and exports less imports of goods and services. In 

Tanzania, no annual information is available on household expenditure, so there is no 

autonomous estimate of GDP by expenditure approach in the national accounts. However, a table 

on GDP by expenditure is prepared and is balanced on óhouseholdsô final consumption. 

GDP by type of expenditure is a sum of the following items:  

Government final consumption expenditure  

Household final consumption expenditure  

Change in inventories  

Gross fixed capital formation  

Export of goods and services 

less Import of goods and services. 

GDP by expenditure = C+G+I+(X-M) where; 

C = Private households final consumption expenditure 

G = General Government final consumption expenditure 

I = Investment  

X = Total exports 

M = Total imports  

 


